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W atson.

W hen Man was yet so young upon the E

arth

A

s to be j

ust as lofty or as lowly

A

s other creatures, whether hoofed or taloned,

F

eathered or scaled, that shared with him this orb;

I

t chanced upon a day that he peered down

Prom his hid perch, high in some forest tree,

A

nd saw beneath him on the ground a beast

O f alien kind, his foe. Then did he spring,

W ith something '

twix

t a chatter and a screech-

K

nowing not other language— toward his victim;

A

nd as from branch to branch he swung himself,

W ith long, thick, hirsute arms, down to the ground,

I

t so befell that the last branch of all

B

roke off in his right hand. '

Twas his first weapon!

The father of all weapons wielded since!

V
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N ay, more— from this, all instruments and tools,

ol., I

V

. N o. 1. O otorer 1912.

.

THE

2
2 TH E

Q UE

ST

W hether they be of war or peace, descend.

Thus, in that pregnant hour, that held within

A

ll after ages— thus, and then, and there,

Took he the first tremendous step of fate

I

n the long task of making earth, stone, iron,

H is servants. Thus his great career began.

Such is my guess— which whoso will may scorn,

A

nd whoso will may ponder— as to how

Dawned through the darkness this our human empire

O ver the beast and bird, this human sway

O f the earth and air, this governance and power

W hereby we bind to our hot chariot wheels

The captive world, and shall not pause contented

Until all nature bear the yoke of man,

E

ven as man beareth the yoke of God.

W illiam W atson.
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June 4, 1912.

QUEST

Whether they be of war or peace, descend.
Thus, in that pregnant hour, that held within
All after ages—thus, and then, and there,
Took he the first tremendous step of fate
In the long task of making earth, stone, iron,
His servants. Thus his great career began.
Such is my guess—which whoso will may scorn,
And whoso will may ponder—as to how
Dawned through the darkness this our human empire
Over the beast and bird, this human sway
Of the earth and air, this governance and power

Whereby we bind to our hot chariot Wheels
The captive world, and shall not pause contented
Until all nature bear the yoke of man,
Even as man beareth the yoke of God,
WILLIAM WATSON.
June 4, 1912.
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8

, ....^ oopuy is hopelessly

... tuaoe to ex

plain the evolutionary processes of

nature. The survival of the fittest, natural and sex

ual

selection, environment, and other known causes, are

doubtless operative in modifying habit and structure;

but beneath and beyond all ex

ternal causes we find

some inscrutable directive and selective force, ever at

work tvithin the organism. Purely mechanical and

chemical forces tend to simpler not more complex

aggregations of matter, to degradation and not to

development, to disintegration not to upbuilding, to a

5ca 53

downward and more restricted not towards an upward

and ever-ex

panding life. B

ut this latter is what all

as‘

naturalists tell us has occurred in the past, and is still

taking place around us. H igher, more complex

, more

and more wonderful and intricate forms of life have

successively come into ex

istence. A

nd with this struc-

E
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tural advance have come higher degrees of intelligence.

volution as we see it going on is an ascent and not a

descent. The lenticular mammalian eye is an instance

of this, which the most ingenious evolutionary hypo-

thesis, based upon a mechanical philosophy, has failed

to ex

plain.

H enoe we are driven to reoognise that behind all

s

life.
naturalistsexpanding
tell us has

taking place

occu

'

titer is What
all

THE

4
4 TH E

Q UE

organism.

known and material causes, some formative and

directive force is working in and through the organism.

constructive, purposeful process is unfolding itself.

A

power ever immanent, operative and transcendent,

appears to bo revealing itself in the manifold forms of

life.

A

sI

have shown in a fonner paper1 the best term

we can apply to this unseen, inscrutable power is

Thought. F

or thought ever seeks to ex

idea in the material symbols whereby it is manifested

volution in organic life is thus

indicative of the immanence of Thought, the mani-

festation and realisation through the creature of some

power greater than the creature. I

n the lowliest

wayside flower, in the most ephemeral insect life, as

well as in the life and mind of man, we find incarnate

the super-conscious, eternal, ineffable Thought. "

as Swedenborg said long ago, "

single thing, and this even to such an ex

there is in it a representation of the E

I

nfinite."

A

The

is in each
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Deity,"

tent that

ternal and

nd this is the conclusion towards which

reverent scientific thought is assuredly tending.

W hy then have biologists not universally accepted

this view?

The argument that the interaction of

mind and matter is inconceivable, is not an adeq

uate

reason for denying what is prima facie a fact. W e

might as well deny the ex

“

istence of gravitation or of

the ether, because we can form no satisfactory concep-

tion of the action of the one, nor of the structure of

the other. The riddle of the universe which the

agnostic and materialist regard as insoluble, arises from

their point of view that the phenomenal world is self-

1'

Creative Thought,'

The Q uest, vol. 1., N o. 4 (July, 18

A power ever immanent, operative and transcendent,
manifold forms of
appears to be revealing itself in the
life.
As I have shown in a former paper‘ the best
18
we can apply to this unseen, inscrutable power
Thought. For thought ever seeks to express and $11113
realise itself, and ever transcends the clothing of the
idea in the material symbols whereby it is manifested
to consciousness. Evolution in organic life is thus
indicative of the immanence of Thought, the manifestation and realisation through the creature of some
power greater than the creature. In the loxvliest
wayside flower, in the most ephemeral insect life, as
Well as in the life and mind of man, we find incarnate
The
the super-conscious, eternal, incffable Thought.
Deity,” as Swedenborg said long ago, “is in each
single thing, and this even to such an extent that
there is in it a representation of the Eternal and
Infinite.” And this is the conclusion towards which
reverent scientific thought is assuredly tending.
Why then have biologists not universally accepted
this view? The argument that the interaction of

term

press and thus

realise itself, and ever transcends the clothing of the

to consciousness. E

and

known and material causes, some formative
directive force is working in and through the
Aconstructive, purposeful process is unfolding itself.
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A
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, pp. 60111.

mind and matter is inconceivable, is not an adequate
reason for denying what is prima facic a fact. We
might as well deny the existence of gravitation or of
the ether, because we can form no satisfactory conception of the action of the one, nor of the structure of
the other. The riddle of the universe which the
agnostic and materialist regard as insoluble, arises from
their point of view that the phenomenal world is self.
‘
Creative Thought,’ Tm: QUEST, vol. 1., No. 4 (July, 1910)
pp 6013
'
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sustained and is the only ultimate reality. B
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TUR

ut as a

distinguished thinker, Dr. W ard, has truly said:

I

E

5

sustamed and
If the

f the materialist would deign to listen to the plainest

teachings of psychology and of epistemology, the riddle would

5

Is the
only ultlmate
d1st1nguished thinker,
reality.
Dr.
In

Ward, has truly saldBut as a
'

'

seem no longer insoluble, for his phenomenal dualism and his

agnostic monism would alike disappear. The material mechanism

which he calls N ature would rank not as the profoundest

reality there is to know;

'

machine'

the '

it would rather become— what indeed

primarily connotes— an instrumentality subservient to

occasions'

of the living world of ends;

and so regarded

would cease to be merely calculable, and would be found intelli-

gible as well. . . . A

ccording to this the two series, the

psychical and the physical, are not independent and '

y

closed'

against each other: but in certain circumstances,— e.g. in percep-

tion— physical changes are the occasion of psychical, and in

certain circumstances— e.g. in purposive movements— psychical

;

ulable, and won]

subservient to

and

so re

changes are the occasion of physical: the one change not being

ex

plicable from its psychical antecedents, nor the other from its
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physical. . . . Considering, as wre have done, that mind and

matter— as we may provisionally call them— do really interact, we

naturally infer that organic structures are not the result solely

of material processes, but involve the co-operation of mental

direction and selection;

in other words, wo are led to regard

structure as partly shaped and perfected by function, rather than

function as solely determined by structure, itself mechanically

evolved.1

N evertheless, as Dr. W ard remarks, "

the notion

of life or mind as formative and directive has its

difficulties."

F

or we have no generally accepted proof

of the actual process of mind organising matter,

however convinced we may be that this occurs. A

n

unbridgeable gulf appears to separate free mind from

gross matter. I

t is true that in our bodies we do see

the interaction of mind on the material framework;

our words give utterance to our thoughts, our move-

ments give ex

1E

nc. B

pression to our will. B

H l. (11th edition), A

rt. '

ut all this is

Psychnlr."

-'

d

may be thatorganising
matter,
this

ran

5
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dependent on the material structure of brain cells and

of nerve fibres being preserved intact. A

nd the great

difficulty which thinkers in all ages have encountered,

and have been unable directly to surmount, is that no

trustworthy evidence could be adduced of the inter-

action of mind and matter outside of nerve structure.

Psychosis or mentation appeared inex

orably dependent

on neurosis or nerve change. Perception has been

regarded as impossible without sensation, and the

latter seems dependent on stimuli reaching the brain

through the recognised organs of sense. Seeing with-

out eyes was, and by many is still, regarded as a

contradiction in terms. A

direct ex

o-neural action of

thought, that is to say thought transference indepen-

dently of the channels of sensation, has been hitherto

considered a foolish superstition by the maj

ority of

biologists.

I

f, however, as many of us now maintain, telepathy

ists, an ex

o-neural action of the mind
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demonstrably ex

is highly probable. H ence, if telepathy be conclusively

demonstrated and accepted by science, the assumptions

of a mechanical and materialistic philosophy would

appear to be overthrown, and the direct influence of free

mind on living matter would seem to be established.

To this, however, it may be replied that telepathy,

even if adeq

uately proved, is only a particular instance

of similar phenomena occurring in lifeless matter. A

n

electric or magnetic force can create electric or mag-

netic effects across space, without the intervention of

any material medium, ex

cept the imponderable, insen-

sible, hypothetical ether. Telepathy may be only a

series of '

brain-waves'

in the ether, like the electric

waves in wireless telegraphy, which falling on a suitable

receiver can create a response in a distant region.

QUEST

dependent on the material structure of brain cells and
of nerve fibres being preserved intact. And the great
diflioulty which thinkers in all ages have encountered,
and have been unable directly to surmount, is that no
trustworthy evidence could be adduced of the inter-

action of mind and matter outside of nerve structure.
Psychosis or mentation appeared inexorably dependent
on neurosis or nerve change. Perception has been
regarded as impossible without sensation, and the
latter seems dependent on stimuli reaching the brain
through the recognised organs of sense. Seeing without eyes was, and by many is still, regarded as a
contradiction in terms. A direct exo-neural action of
thought, that is to say thought transference independently of the channels of sensation, has been hitherto
considered a foolish superstition by the majority of

biologists.

If, however, as many of us now maintain, telepathy
demonstrably exists, an exo-neural action of the mind
is highly probable. Hence, if telepathy be conclusively
demonstrated and accepted by science, the assumptions
of

mechanical and materialistic philosophy would
to be overthrown, and the direct influenceof free
appear
mind on living matter would seem to be established.
To this, however, it may he replied that telepathy,
a

if’ adequately proved, is onlya particular instance
even
of similar

phenomena occurring in lifeless matter. An
or magnetic force can create electric or
mag-

electric
netic
effects
material

space, Without the intervention of
medium, except the imponderable, insenany
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08 0
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Undoubtedly the discovery and use of wireless

telegraphy has rendered telepathy more conceivable

and more credible to the man in the street. B

ut the

theoretical importance of the fact of telepathy loses its

enormous philosophical value if it could be shown that

thought transference is analogous to radio-telegraphy.

I

s this however the case?

A

ll radiant physical forces, such as the light, heat

and gravity of the sun, or other sources, have their

energy swiftly diminished as these forces travel through

space in ever-ex

panding spherical waves. The intensity

whether of light, radiant heat, gravitation, or wireless

telegraphy, decreases as the sq

uare of the distance

increases from the origin of the force. That is to say,

upon a given surface the illumination received from a

candle, or the warmth from a fire, or the gravitational

pull of a body, or the electric resonance of a receiver of

wireless telegraphy, etc., all these effects are reduced
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one-fourth when the source is at double the original

distance. "

W hen the transmitting force is, say, a 1,000

yards away from the receiver, the effect produced on

the latter is a million times feebler than it would have

been at one yard apart. H ence to transmit a radio-

telegraphic message across the A

tlantic req

uires an

enormous discharge of electric energy in the sending

station and a very sensitive resonator in the receiving

station.

I

f, then, telepathic transmission through space

were analogous to physical transmission, if it were due

to undulations in the ether, we should find its effects

limited to within a very small radius, or we should

notice that a prodigious mental effort was req

uired to

transmit a telepathic impact across a great distance.

N ow, long repeated and oareful observation shows that

TUR

E

7

ram

3
TH E

Q UE

ence in mental effort has been noticed whether thought

transference took place in adj

acent rooms or in

acent countries. N ay, more, some of the most

remarkable and evidential cases of telepathy have

occurred when the agent and percipient, i.e., the trans-

mitter and the receiver, were thousands of miles apart,

and moreover the mind that created the impression

effort to transmit it.

Take, for instance, the following caso among others,

plicable only upon one of two hypothe-

ses,— either telepathy or an ex

soul before death. F

cursive action of the

or chance coincidence and mal-

observation may be dismissed after the elaborate

discussion given to these twin sources of error, in the

R

eport of the '

Census of H allucination.'

1

The percipient, Miss H orvey, then staying in Tasmania with

ady H ., had j

ust come in from a ride in ex
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L

cellent health and

spirits, and was leaving her room upstairs to come down and have

tea with L

ady H ., when she saw coming up the stairs the figure

of her cousin, a nurse in Dublin, to whom she was much attached.

She at once recognised the figure, which was dressed in grey, and

without waiting to see it disappear, she hurried to L

she told what she had seen. L

ady H ., whom

ady H . laughed at her, but told

her to note it down in her diary, which she did. Diary and note

were seen by the critical Mr. Podmoro, who investigated the case

on behalf of the S.P.R

A

pril 21, 18

8

8

. Tho note ran as follows: "

, 6 p.m. V

on landing in grey dress."

unex

I

Saturday,

ision of (giving her cousin'

n June news of this cousin'

s nickname)

s

pected death reached Miss H ervey in Tasmania. She died in

a Dublin hospital from typhus fever on A

pril 22, 18

writton the same day, giving an account of Miss E

8

8

thel B

.A

.'

letter

s death!

was sent to Miss H ervey, preserved by her, and seen by Mr

Podmore. I

t states that the crisis of the illness began at 4 a.m.

1 See my book on Psychical R

from which this case is q

thought
apart.

was, at the time, wholly unconscious of making any

which appears ex

this kind occurs. Not the slightest d1fierence in mental efiort has been noticed whether
transference took place in adjacent rooms or 111
adjacent countries. Nay, more, some of the 111035
remarkable and evidential cases of telepathy have
occurred when the agent and percipient. 136-» the trans’
mitter and the receiver, were thousands of miles
and moreover the mind that created the impression
was, at the time, wholly unconscious of making any
effort to transmit it.
Take, for instance, the following case among others,
which appears explicable only upon one of two hypotheses,—either telepathy or an excursive action of the
soul before death. For chance coincidence and malobservation may be dismissed after the elaborate
discussion given to these twin sources of error, in the
Report of the ‘ Census of Hallucination."
The percipient, Miss Hervey, then staying in Tasmania with
Lady H., had just come in from a ride in excellent health and
spirits, and was leaving her room upstairs to come down and have
tea with Lady H., when she saw coming up the stairs the
figure
of her cousin, a nurse in Dublin, to whom she was much
attached.
She at once recognised the figure, which was dressed in
grey, and
without waiting to see it disappear, she hurried to
Lady H., whom
she told what she had seen. Lady H.
laughed at her, but told
her to note it down in her diary, which she
did. Diary and note
were seen by the critical Mr.
Podmore, who investigated the case
on behalf of the S.P.R. The note
ran as follows:
Saturday,
April 21, 1888, 6 p.m. Vision of
(giving her cousin's nickname)
°n 18-D5133 111 8!‘eY dress-" In
June news of this cousin's
unexpected death reached Miss Hervey in Tasmania
She died in

nothing of

ST

nothing of this kind occurs. N ot the slightest differ-
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onssr

esearch in thn w™ ,„

uoted o H ome Un1versity L
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ibrary,
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*
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on the 22nd, but that Miss B

H

at 4.8

0 p.m. A

2

F

CANOE OF NATURE
the 22nd, but
9
that
Mxss B hngered
at 4.80 p.m.
on for twelve
As the
d1fl'ez-ence of txme between hours, dying
ublm is about
ten hours, the
Tasmania and
on
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CA
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N A

. lingered on for twelve hours, dying

s the difference of time between Tasmania and

tt

Dublin is about ten hours, the apparition preceded the actual

death by some thirty-two hours. The kind of dress worn by the

TUR

E

9

death by some

apparltlon

thlrt

nurses in the hospital was unknown to Miss H ervey, and was

found to be of a greyish tone when seen from a little distance.

The phantom made so vivid an impression on Miss H ervey that

on the evening she saw it, she wrote a long letter to her cousin

in Dublin telling her about it. This letter arrived some six

weeks

after her death, and was returned to the writer.

This case is only one item in the bundle of

evidence on behalf of telepathy, if such indeed it be,

and it illustrates the impossibility of any known physi-

cal cause being concerned in the effect. Moreover the

argument from the law of inverse sq

uares is only one

of several others which show that telepathy must be

regarded as a transcendental and spiritual mode of

communion, wholly distinct from the physical forces in
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its origin and mode of transmission. Therefore wire-

less telegraphy on the one hand and telepathy on the

other belong to different orders, or as Swedenborg

would say, are discrete degrees. A

regarded as illustrating an ex

gain if this case be

cursive action of the soul,

it is then the direct influence of mind freed from the

organism, upon another mind at the antipodes. I

either alternative, taken in conj

abundant other evidence that ex

plead that we have no ex

n

unction with the

ists, we can no longer

perience of the direct action

of thought on living matter outside the organism.

H ence the difficulties as to the possibility of a directive

and formative action of the Supreme Mind, the super-

conscious Thought, upon living tissue largely disappear.

Doubtless that action takes place in and through the

subconscious life of the organism. To that I

return directly.

will

and it

illustrates the

'

pathy, 1f
'

such

'

THE

10
10 TI

I

I
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is the probable mode of communion of beings in a

spiritual world and the link between that world and

this. Swedenborg long ago declared "

the speech of

spirits among themselves is not ono of words but of

ideas, such as are those of human thought without the

words, and therefore it is the universal of all languages,

a remarkable anticipation of telepathy. A

nd if tele-

pathy becomes habitual in the evolutionary progress of

the race, it must remove the restrictions of language

an.d knit all races into a common brotherhood. N ay,

more, may it not eventually lead to a community of

feeling between all sentient creatures, animals and men

as well as angels and men. L

anguage is a rudimentary

stage in the evolution of the race. H ow thought always

outstrips and struggles with the slow muscular move-

ments of the lips and tongue in speech, or of the

fingers in writing!

The roundabout, imperfect, slow
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moving mechanism we now employ to ex

press our

thoughts, we may well hope will be superseded if ever

the conditions of telepathic transmission are known

and able to be carried out.

Granting our ignorance of the proper conditions of

telepathy, why, it may be asked, is the evidence for

telepathy so rare and its demonstration so elusive?

The answer, I

believe, is that if telepathy were a

process in the physical order, if conscious volition

resulted from molecular movements in the brain and

this molecular tremor created some physical disturb-

ance or <

brain waves,'

in the ether, we should doubtless

ere this have surmounted the initial ex

perimental

d acuibes and have been able at any moment to demon-

^ srercnceby a 8

tron*

eCted to a Passive subj

If, then, telepathy belongs to the spiritual

ST

f, then, telepathy belongs to the spiritual order it

act °

ect. B

f

ut we know

QUEST

order It

probable mode of communion of beings ID a
spiritual world and the link between that world and
this. Swedenborg long ago declared “the speech Of
spirits among themselves is not one of words but of
ideas, such as are those of human thought without the

is the

words, and therefore it is the universal of all languages."

remarkable anticipation of telepathy. And if telepathy becomes habitual in the evolutionary pI‘0g1‘053 °f
the race, it must remove the restrictions of language
and knit all races into a common brotherhood. Nay.
more, may it not eventually lead to a community of
feeling between all sentient creatures, animals and men
as well as angels and men.
Language is a rudimentary
stage in the evolution of the race. How thought alwaY3
outstrips and struggles with the slow muscular movements of the lips and tongue in
speech, or of the
fingers in writing! The roundabout, imperfect, slow
moving mechanism we now employ to express 0111'
thoughts, we may well hope will be superseded if ever
the conditions of telepathic
transmission are known
and able to be carried out.
Granting our ignorance of the proper conditions of
it may be asked, is the evidence for

a

belie“; is
81

that if telepathy

were 8

order, if conscious volition
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or telepathy not only

transcends the physical order but also transcends any

conscious effort of the will.

I

n the Tasmanian case j

ust q

uoted, it will be

noticed that there was apparently no intense conscious

effort to transmit an impression from the dying person.

This will be found to be true in numberless other

cases. I

n fact I

have come to the conclusion, after a

long and intimate acq

uaintance both with ex

peri-

mental telepathy and with sporadic cases, that thought

transference is only indirectly the result of conscious

volition. The intention to transfer an idea may ex

but it is, I

ist,

believe, ineffective until it has stimulated

that part of the personality of the '

agent'

or trans-

mitter, which lies below the threshold of consciousness,

the subliminal self. F

urthermore, in my view, the

telepathio impact cannot arouse consciousness in the

percipient, ex

cept through an impression first made

s subliminal self. H ence for the
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upon the percipient'

emergence of a telepathic impression into a conscious

mitter, which

perception, a favourable state on the part of the

percipient may have to be awaited;

the

the impression

may, therefore, remain latent for a time or fail to

emerge altogether.

This deferred emergence has freq

observed in ex

uently been

periments on thought transference.

Many instances of this occurred in my early ex

ments on this subj

peri-

ect and puzzled me greatly. I

critical and conclusive ex

n the

periments which Mr. Myers,

Mr. Gurney and myself made with the Misses Creery

at B

ux

ton,11 find that several of the tests which we

marked as failure in the note-books I

1I

possess, were

emphasise the value of these early ex

periments, because those who

know nothing of them havo impugned their value.

subliminal self.

THE
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ST

really only a temporary failure, the correct answer

emerging after other ex

periments had been tried.

This fact suggests the need of avoiding hasty con-

clusions, and the desirability of allowing more time in

ex

periment and also of keeping a fuller record of the

percipient'

s impressions.

N ow it is our ignorance of the process by which

the conscious self can ex

our eq

cite subliminal activity and

ual ignorance of the reverse process that, in my

opinion, renders the ex

perimental demonstration of

telepathy so uncertain. This, however, we are beginning

to know, that prolonged efforts at thought transference

are futile, and that anx

most freq

iety to secure success is the

uent source of failure;

and pointed out in our early ex

this, in fact, was noted

periments of thirty

years ago. Success comes when you least ex

pect it

and when the conscious self is most inactive. H ence
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when the agent is dying, or in hypnotic trance, that is

when the conscious self is partially or wholly in

abeyance, we get the most freq

uent evidence of

spontaneous telepathic transmission. W e have, there-

fore, to discover the easiest method whereby the

subliminal self can be stimulated, and the easiest

channel whereby the percipient can reveal, and render

sensible, the impression received.

E

x

periments in thought transference are usually

made by attempting the transmission by the agent,

and reproduction by the percipient, of some word or

number. B

ut the control of the organs of speech on

the part of the percipient is a very complex

muscular

process. Some simpler muscular action would be

preferable, such as the twisting of the forked dowsing-

ex

ln Prt6d by a Suitablc Pre-arranged code. The

ex

penment „

worth trying. ^

^

QUEST

really only a temporary failure, the correct answer
emerging after other experiments had been tried.
This fact suggests the need of avoiding hasty coholusions, and the desirability of allowing more time in
experiment and also of keeping a fuller record of the
percipient's impressions.
Now it is our ignorance of the process by which
the conscious self can excite subliminal activity and
our equal ignorance of the reverse process that, in my
opinion, renders the experimental demonstration of
telepathyso uncertain. This, however, we are beginning
to know, that prolonged efforts at thought transference
are futile, and that anxiety to secure success is the
most frequent source of failure; this, in fact, was noted
and pointed out in our early experiments of thirty
years ago. Success comes when you least expect it

and when the conscious self is most inactive. Hence
when the agent is dying, or in hypnotic trance, that is
when the conscious self is partially or wholly in
abeyance, we get the most frequent evidence of
Spontaneous telepathictransmission. \Ve have, therefore, to discover the easiest method whereby the
subliminal self can be stimulated, and the easiest

channel whereby the pereipient can
reveal, and render
Sensible. the impression received.
ExPe1'imeIlts in thought transference are usually
made by attempting the
transmission by the agent.
and

r9P1'0dl10ti0n by the pereipient, of some word or
number. But the control of the
organs of speech on
the part of the
is a very complex muscular
Some 31 mP 1
.muscular action
would be

pereipient
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would appear to be the inhibition of muscular action

or of sensation. I

n fact the ex

periments which are

recorded in the earlier volumes of the Proceedings of

the Society for Psychical R

esearch show how very

large a percentage of success was obtained by this

mode of ex

periment.

The view that I

have taken of the important part

played by the subliminal self in telepathic transmission,

receives support from a recent and able philosophical

work by my friend Mr. Constable, entitled Personality

and Telepathy. I

n this treatise Mr. Constable argues

with much cogency that telepathy is inex

ex

plicable,

cept on the assumption that human personality is a

partial and temporary manifestation in time and space

of a transcendental and spiritual self. Telepathy he

regards as the immaterial and spaceless communion

between souls, or intuitive selves, temporarily em-

bodied in a human personality. A

ccording to this
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view telepathy involves on the part of the sender, the

transition of a conditioned idea or form of thought

into the unconditioned, and a reverse process on the

part of the recipient. I

f the subliminal be the in-

dwelling of the Universal and Unconditioned L

ife

within us, this view may well be the true one. The

learned Dr. Sanday has said in a recent theological

work: "

The seat of all Divine indwelling or Divine

action in the human soul is the subliminal conscious-

ness."

A

nd this is not only true of the spiritual instincts

and nobler aspirations of humanity;

it is, I

believe,

true of all life, of the lowliest as well as of the highest.

The high capacious powers of the unconscious

that lie wrapped up in the humblest human personality

and that are operative in all life, are seen in the miracle

of living growth and reproduction. The subliminal
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activities can handle and rearrange into new forms

the infinitely minute molecules of matter;

can even

take inorganic salts and convert them to part of the

living tissue of bone and brain. The matchless skill

of the subliminal instinct is beyond the highest

effort of our conscious life. Moreover, these vital

processes can be unconsciously arrested or modified by

emotion or other mental act, and even by a telepathic

impression from another mind.

Surely, therefore, it is no longer inconceivable that

the Supreme Mind, the Super-conscious Thought, can

ex

ert a directive and formative power over living

matter. H ence we find ex

perience supporting both

philosophy and religion as to the hopeless inadeq

uacy

of a purely mechanical system of evolution, and pointing

to the high probability of a transcendent and purpose-

ful power, working in and through the organism, for

the development of higher and more complex

types of
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To many, of course, the phenomenal world appears

to be self-sustained and the only reality,— to such, a

spiritual world appears fanciful and unreal. B

ut our

senses give us no knowledge of the things in them-

selves, only of their appearance to the organs of sense.

The world behind appearance is beyond our present

apprehension, and because it is inscrutable it appears

to be unreal. To the caterpillar on a cabbage leaf, in

like manner, the only real world is the cabbage and

QUEST

activities can handle and rearrange into new formfi
the infinitely minute molecules of matter; can even
take inorganic salts and convert them to part of
living tissue of bone and brain. The matchless skill
of the subliminal instinct is beyond the highest
effort of our conscious life. Moreover, these vital
processes can be unconsciously arrested or modified by
emotion or other mental act, and even by a telepathic
impression from another mind.
Surely, therefore, it is no longer inconceivable that
the Supreme Mind, the Super—conscious Thought. 09-9
exert a directive and formative power over living
matter. Hence we find experience supporting both
philosophyand religion as to the hopeless inadequacy
of a purely mechanical system of evolution, and pointing
to the high probability of a transcendent and
purposeful power, working in and
the
through
organism. for
the development of higher and more
complex types of

the

the nutriment it affords: what conception can it

form of the world of the bird, that soars to the heavens

and migrates to the tropics and looks on the caterpillar

only as a morsel for its food?

O n the other hand, to

To many, of course, the phenomenal world
appears
to be self-sustained and the
only reality, to such, a
spiritual World appears fanciful and unreal. But our
senses give us no
knowledge of the
in themSGIVGS. Only of their appearance to thethings of sense.
organs
The world

behind a
apprehension, and because it is inscrutable it appears
to be unreal. To the caterpillar on a. cabbage leaf, in
manner, only real world is the cabbage and
e nutrlment it
affords: what conception can it
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of world of the bird, that soars to the heavens
mlgmtes t° the l"1'°Pios and looks
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the bacilli which may infest the oaterpillar, the

cabbage leaf and the garden is an unknown and unreal

world, the only reality to these microscopic lines of

,I

life being the portion of the caterpillar'

s body they

inhabit. To them the real world is the line along

which they travel, practically a world of one dimension.

To the caterpillar the real world is practically one of

1 two dimensions, the surface of the leaf over which it

crawls. To the bird the real world is that in which it

can move hither and thither, up and down a world of

three dimensions, such as we inhabit and call our real

world also.

H ence all finite things regard as the only ultimate

reality, the material world which is conditioned in the

same space as themselves. They would regard as

unreal and immaterial that which is beyond their

limited cognition, a world of higher space dimensions.

L

et us for ex

ample conceive it possible for a cater-
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pillar to be endowed with human intelligence, curiosity

and reason, whilst retaining its limited powers of

cognition, and limited range of ex

perience. I

f such a

oaterpillar were found wandering over a map of the

neighbourhood, instead of a cabbage leaf, what would

be its reflections, after its first disgust that the map

was inedible and useless. I

t would observe the

curious lines and markings on the map, but they

would seem utterly meaningless, for the marks on the

map would appear to have no inter-relation nor higher

significance. The spirit of enq

uiry might lead to the

foundation of a learned society of caterpillars for the

purpose of studying these markings. Such a learned

society, after laborious measurements, and erudite

discussion, would be oredited with knowing, or on the

way to knowing, all about these markings on the map;

TUR

E

15

QUEST
it would give the length and breadth and position of
the lines, and probably refer them to a pre-historic age.
And now suppose there came to the learned society a
caterpillarpossessed with reminiscences of its ancestral
past, or with glimpses of its future stage of existence,
perhaps with ideas telepathically derived from the
human map-maker,—such an one would say to the
learned body : “ The markings you see on the map are
pictures or symbols of the lanes and fields of a larger
world which, as butterflies, you will one day inhabit;
they have a deeper meaning than the interpretation you
give.” Would not all the learned caterpillars laugh at
such nonsense and call the seer a credulous spiritualist,
or at best a silly visionary ‘?
Thus we who live in space of three dimensions
regard as pictorial and symbolical the representation of
our world, or of anything therein,
depicted in space of
two dimensions, such as the surface of a sheet of
paper.
The spiritual world may be spaceless and timeless, or of
higher space dimensions than the present. In any case
the afiairs of this life must appear to the inhabitants
of a larger life, as hearing the same relation to
reality
as a map or picture of a
landscape does to the real
1"'nd3°3P9- NOW psychical research has in my opinion
definitely established the fact that human personality
has latent faculties that lie far
beyond the range of
Present
Sense-perception,—that a super-sensuous
0111:
really exists. In fine, that there is a world
universe
which transcends the physical world
as our World
of the
or of
caterpillar.
and
unreal
appears
because 0 t e limitations
under which our thought is
now °°nditi°11ed; and
necessarily conditioned for the
f 11lfilment of the
necessary duties and educative proTHE
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it would give the length and breadth and position of

the lines, and probably refer them to a pre-historic age.

A

nd now suppose there came to the learned society a

caterpillar possessed with reminiscences of its ancestral

past, or with glimpses of its future stage of ex

istence,

perhaps with ideas telepathically derived from the

human map-maker,— such an one would say to the

learned body: "

The markings you see on the map are

pictures or symbols of the lanes and fields of a larger

world which, as butterflies, you will one day inhabit;

they have a deeper meaning than the interpretation you

give."

"

W ould not all the learned caterpillars laugh at

such nonsense and call the seer a credulous spiritualist,

or at best a silly visional'

}

'

?

Thus we who live in space of three dimensions

regard as pictorial and symbolical the representation of

our world, or of anything therein, depicted in space of

two dimensions, such as the surface of a sheet of paper.
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The spiritual world may be spaceless and timeless, or of

higher space dimensions than the present. I

n any case

the affairs of this life must appear to the inhabitants

of a larger life, as bearing the same relation to reality

as a map or picture of a landscape does to the real

landscape. N ow psychical research has in my opinion

definitely established the fact that human personality

has latent faculties that lie far beyond the range of

our present sense-perception,— that a super-sensuous

universe really ex

ists. I

n fine, that there is a world

which transcends the physical world as our world

transcends that of the microbe or of the caterpillar.

To us that world appears immaterial and unreal

because of the limitations under which our thought is

now conditioned;

and necessarily conditioned for the

fulfilment of the necessary duties and educative pro-

tB':ns::n(tl’1fas]t hW(>}‘
l1at 1d

microbe

the
immaterial
.
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which pertain to this life, and which it is perilous

for us to disregard.

The varied phenomena of this world are not,

however, illusions having no essential significance.

O ur sense-perceptions are the best apprehension we

can at present gain of some relation we bear to a vaster

unseen universe. Could we integrate all phenomena

we should find in each the reality that lies behind all.

The phenomenal world and the noumenal world, the

world of appearance and the world of reality behind

appearance, are not distinct and opposed to each other,

they are both essentially and ultimately one. The

correspondence of the two worlds is like that of thought

and language;

the latter, like the phenomenal world,

having its source and meaning in the former.

"

The sense world,"

"

in every stage of cognition is the representation of

as Mr. C. C. Massey has said,

the real world on that plane, j

ust as the lines of a
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perspective drawing on a surface represent the things

of a higher dimension. [

N evertheless]

the obj

ects of

our sense-perception are taken to be real units, . . .

whereas they are real only in so far as they are

integrational of a content, but unreal when conceived

as being, or containing, units with an esse independent

of essential relation. O ur sense-perception,-— present-

ing obj

ects out of essential relation,— so far from

giving, as is supposed, a concrete world of reality,

allows only an ex

ternal relativity;

see why one obj

ect should be at all essential to another,

so that we cannot

or could not do without all the rest, or why the rest

could not do without it."

A

nd thus we are led to

conclude that what we now regard as ex

that form of obj

ternality "

is

ectivity on this particular stage of

cognition, which on a higher stage disappears in the

cts out of
essential
is

as

only ansupposed,

external rel
why one object
should b
do without
could not do
a 11
see

hout

conclude that
that form of what

we

re

a.

'

'

the rest
And thus We
now regard
as exte

It”
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relationally enlarged self-expression of the subject

ST

relationally enlarged self-ex

pression of the subj

ect in

the world."

L

ife therefore is reality;

abounding and ex

life ever penetrating,

panding in fulness;

life ever pressing

upwards and developing into instinct and intuition on

the one hand and into intelligence and reason on the

other. N or can we limit the evolution of the varied

forms of life to the visible worlds and ponderable

matter around us. I

ether ex

f the imponderable matter of the

ists through all space, it must be a more

plastic and universal medium, as the vehicle of life,

than the gross matter with which we are familiar.

A

nd what inconceivable forms and intelligence may

not have evolved therein, though hidden from our

present vision!

B

ut all life, whether in the instinct

of ants and bees, or in the intelligence and intuition of

men and angels, is the becoming, the self-realisation of

the ineffable and superconscious B

eing, who dwells for
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ever enshrouded from our faintest apprehension.

Matter, Space and Time, the fundamental units

of the obj

ective physical universe, it may well be,

are but mental states and the progression of those

states in the spiritual universe;

■

•

"

•

A

s parts can see but parts, now this, now that,

A

but we that are hot all,

nd live perforce from thought to thought, and make

The act a phantom of succession;

thus

O ur weakness somehow shapes the shadow Time."

W .F

.B

arrett.

QUEST
in

the world.”
Life therefore is reality; life ever penetrating,
abounding and expanding in fulness; life ever pressing
upwards and developing into instinct and intuition on
the one hand and into intelligence and reason on the
other. Nor can we limit the evolution of the varied
forms of life to the visible worlds and ponderable
matter around us. If the imponderable matter of the
ether exists through all space, it must be a more
plastic and universal medium, as the vehicle of life,
than the gross matter with which we are familiar.
And what inconceivable forms and intelligence may
not have evolved therein, though hidden from our
present vision! But all life, whether in the instinct
of ants and bees, or in the intelligence and intuition of
men and angels, is the becoming, the self-realisation of
the inefiable and superoonscious Being, who dwells for
ever enshrouded from our faintest
apprehension.
Matter, Space and Time, the fundamental units
of the objective physical universe, it
may well be,
are but mental states and the
progression of those
states in the spiritual universe
I
H
but we that are 'not all,
A9 Parts can see but parts, now
this, now that,
live perforce from thought to
thought, and make
e act a phantom of
succession ; thug
Our weakness somehow shapes the shadow Time.”
W. F. BARRETT.
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The downfall of the old heaven seems to have left us

to an inglorious monotony of trival ex

istence between

birth and death. The drab truths of science and

history seem to be but poor substitutes for the more

poetic beliefs which we can no longer accept. The

vast maj

ority are of course still as incompetent as they

always were, and are q

uite unaware of any ex

ledge which may have been acq

thousand years. A

act know-

uired within the past two

nd even of those who have suffered

what is called education, few have intelligence enough

to distinguish appearance from illusion. I

so-called '

lower'

competent thinkers. B

n fact the

classes provide to-day the most

ut whatever the deficiency of

intellect, however few those may be who really under-

stand anything about science or history, doubt of

ancient dogmas is in the air. Many are faced with
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the disappearance of creeds which were dear to their

grandmothers and some reflect with regret upon the

loss. F

or, they may complain, our grandmothers were

good women and untroubled, why should we be

troubled by disagreeable statements as to the nature

of the world?

W hat barren truth is this you offer us?

Therefore some are persuaded to find a refuge for their

souls in the old orthodox

ies, which they preserve in

some sort of repair by the assiduous use of allegory

and metaphor.

The apooalyptic heaven with its golden pavement

19

QUEST
and its jewelled gates could indeed attract only a
diamond-merchant or a. chorus-girl, but why should we
not say that heaven is golden with virtue and jewelled
with pain ? Thus We might have at once the comfort
of being orthodox and the luxury of feeling modern.
Indeed for those who are satisfied with such
unpoetic license the best religion is a travesty of some
old creed and ritual. Some people live upon revivals.
Their posturing '_is not altogether ungraceful. They
are the legitimate jesters of the civilised world and we
should not drive them out of existence lest We also
should take ourselves too solemnly. It is Well for
them, and not very harmful to us, that they should
find their comfort in the pale shadows of a dead past.
But if we are to forfeit even the beauty of the
world and the glamour of life in the interest of that
which alone is true, we should do it. If indeed science
and history reduce the world to an unmeaning
THE

20
20 TH E

Q UE

and its j

ST

ewelled gates could indeed attract only a

diamond-merchant or a chorus-girl, but why should we

not say that heaven is golden with virtue and j

with pain?

of being orthodox

I

ewelled

Thus we might have at once the comfort

and the lux

ury of feeling modern.

ndeed for those who are satisfied with such

unpoetic license the best religion is a travesty of some

old creed and ritual. Some people live upon revivals.

Their posturing "

is not altogether ungraceful. They

are the legitimate j

esters of the civilised world and we

should not drive them out of ex

istence lest we also

should take ourselves too solemnly. I

t is well for

them, and not very harmful to us, that they should

find their comfort in the pale shadows of a dead past.

B

ut if we are to forfeit even the beauty of the

world and the glamour of life in the interest of that

which alone is true, we should do it. I

f indeed science

and history reduce the world to an unmeaning
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succession of unimportant episodes in an eternal

nothing, yet we cannot appeal against the facts on the

ground that they are unbeautiful. W e may therefore

be ex

cluded from j

oy and religious enthusiasm. W e

may have to give up all that seemed to make life worth

living. B

ut for the sake of having the truth we should

make the sacrifice. So says a rationalist: and the

maj

ority of men are neither fools nor knaves, but

cowards. They hear the words and they turn to flee:

for there is not one in a thousand who has the courage

to face evidence. A

science or details of history are travesties of real

knowledge. To dream is easy but to know demands

Z

Z

l'

'

^ ni,thQ

fil'

St and mo8

t essential effort is ex

pressed m that honesty which alone prevents us from

unimportant episodes in an eternal
nothing. yet We cannot appeal against the facts on the
ground that they are unbeautiful. We may therefore
be excluded from Joy and religious enthusiasm. We
may have to give up all that seemed to make life worth
living But for the sake of having the truth We should

succession of

nd yet such courage is the begin-

ning of understanding, for without it all formulae of

-

: lj‘:rit ;:6OI:a<:l1ef‘he::eth:e1the;
:3e. says
So

cowards. They
for there is not one

rationalist: and the
fools nor knaves,
turn to flee.
in a
as the courage
yet such courage is the beginfor without it all formula: of
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being a slave to our desires. W e must be prepared to

know the worst if we would have the best that reason

has to give. O ne so prepared may be called by many

names, but the name rationalist, despite its evil

associations, seems best to describe him. H is devotion

to reason as to a guide is his chief characteristic: and

it is reason which seems to demand that he shall give

up the comfort of old beliefs. Therefore he may be

thought careless of everything but the truth.

I

t is not, however, true that the glamour of life is

to be found only in obscure traditional dogmas.

R

ather it is true that we may find in science and

history a splendour and a beauty which far surpass all

the tinsel glories of the ancient gods. The pursuit of

truth makes life more glorious and shows the world

more splendid than the old mythologists imagined. I

f

we are prepared to face the worst, we shall find the

best.
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W e propose therefore to show that in the modern

knowledge of the world can be found a real j

ustification

for religion or mysticism. The attitude which results

from honest thought upon the evidence is no less

valuable, no less enthusiastic, than that which has

been based upon ancient creeds.

To-day unfortunately we are all troubled by the

new meaning of old words: and it is difficult always to

keep a word from evil uses— even one whose history is

noble. There are certain things to be learnt from

history but words may prevent our learning them.

The word mysticism has come upon evil days. O ne

cannot make the past the rule for the future: other

things than those which have been are still possible.

N o thinker can dream of laying down rules for reality:

but it is an important fact that mysticism has never
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ST 21

THE
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meant, what it

ST

meant, what it seems to mean to some to-day,— senti-

mcntalism. This sitting in a drawing-room, cuddling

insignificant emotions, is far indeed from the mysticism

of Demeter and Dionysus, of A

F

ugustine and E

ckhart.

or sentiraentalism is only another form of drug-

taking, and that is only a weakness of the diseased

mind. W e have heard of mysticism in the desert, in

the cloister, in the study— never yet have wo heard of

it in the drawing-room. Y

et one does not like to be

prematurely sceptical. W e do not believe that this is

the best of all possible worlds, not because we can

conceive a better but because we do not know what

worlds are possible. W e leave the future open:

drawing-room mysticism may still bo proved possible.

I

n the meantime ordinary and normal life is q

uite

beautiful and wonderful enough to bo itself a mystery;

and one does not need to be in q

uaint postures or to

see coloured lights in order to be a mystic in the older
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and nobler sense of the word.

There are many to-day for whom the name mystic

means a person with a diseased imagination. A

nd

indeed if one were to arrive at the meaning of the word

from the habits and writings of most of those who

claim the title, the connection with brain disease of

some sort would seem more than likely. The word

itself, however, has a reputable history;

but, like the

great words '

it may have fallen from

ghost'

and '

spirit,'

its high estate. Therefore let us forget at present the

unworthy connections of the word mysticism and

remember only that it hints at a seoret.

There is indeed still a secret, although it is now

an open secret. There are men who are unaw'

are of

the power of music. Some cannot understand what

happens to those who genuinely admire painting or

seems

to

QUEST
to

mean

some

to-day,——senti-

mentalism. This sitting in a drawing-room, cuddling
insignificant emotions, is far indeed from the mysticism
of Demeter and Dionysus, of Augustine and Eckhart.
For sentimentalism is only another form of drugtaking, and that is only a weakness of the diseased
mind. We have heard of mysticism in the desert, in
the cloister, in the study—ne\'er yet have we heard of
it in the drawing-room. Yet one does not like to be
prematurely sceptical. We do not believe that this is
the best of all possible worlds, not because we can
conceive a better but because we do not know what
worlds are possible. We leave the future open:
drawing-room mysticism may still be proved possible.
In the meantime ordinary and normal life is quite
beautiful and wonderful enough to be itself a mystery;
and one does not need to be in quaint postures or to
see coloured lights in order to be a mystic in the older
and nobler sense of the word.
There are many to-day for whom the name mystic
means a person with a diseased
imagination. And
indeed if one were to arrive at the meaning of the word
from the habits and writings of most of those who
claim the title, the connection with brain disease of
some sort would seem more than likely. The word
“Self: h°W9V'e1', has a reputable history; but, like the
Words ‘ghost’ and ‘spirit,’ it
may have fallen from

_§1'itse94?_

high estate.
unworthy connections of the word mysticism
remember 0111)’ that it hints at a secret.
There is indeed still

an

Open secret.
the power of music.
h appens to those
who

Camel;

a

and

secret, alth

genuinely admire Painting
.

or

TH E
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sculpture. A
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nd again there are some who do not care

for poetry. Compared with these the lover of music,

art and poetry is the possessor of a secret. N ot that

he is bound to keep silent about what he sees and

hears: but he is as good as silent, for the man without

appreciation of art cannot understand him. I

t is an

open secret and yet a secret still. N ow what we speak

of here is j

ust such a secret. W e cannot convert any-

one to our own attitude by talking about it. W e can

only hope that some rays of meaning will struggle

through this mist of words.

F

or why are you reading this?

Surely not to find

out how much we agree or disagree. I

t has been said

that you will hear praise and blame of the preachers

when the congregations go out of the churches: and

the highest praise is awarded in some such phrase as

this— "

I

H e is a very fine preacher, he said ex

actly what

am always saying."

greement and disagreement do not matter.

R

ather we must think of words in this way: one hears,
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A

as it were, music played far-off, and for some time one'

s

attitude is that of approval or disapproval. Then,

perhaps on a sudden, a phrase strikes home;

and

where the speaker then may be does not concern us.

F

or the phrase has led us off over the hills of memory,

and we go wandering after the lilt of some old music

of our own. Then we have caught the secret: for it

can be told and yet remain a secret still. The sound

has become for us a meaning, and in place of merely

hearing we have life. That is to say a real understand-

ing of this secret makes us live more fully: and that

fuller life is the only proof of real mysticism. Thus

even in the most ordinary sentence, in the midst of

normal life, there may be a mystery.

and in place
of
is to say a.
real
u

merely

ndersta.nd-

THE QUEST

54
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A
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Already we are aware of a secret. Now let us
leave metaphors aside for the present and ask what the
secret is. The secret of which we speak is the secret
of reasoning. It is an open secret and yet not everyone knows it. Aman may learn and study for years
and never come upon it. Then again you will find men
who say it is foolish to talk of any mystery, as though
everything were not abundantly clear. They tell us

ST

lready we are aware of a secret. N ow let us

leave metaphors aside for the present and ask what the

secret is. The secret of which we speak is the secret

of reasoning. I

t is an open secret and yet not every-

one knows it. A

man may learn and study for years

and never come upon it. Then again you will find men

who say it is foolish to talk of any mystery, as though

everything were not abundantly clear. They tell us

that blue is so many vibrations of ether and red is so

many vibrations more or less: and there are men who

call that an ex

q

planation of red and blue. O ne cannot

uarrel with tho word: if that is the meaning of the

word '

ex

planation'

then we know what to say. B

ut

it is difficult to imagine that you have finished with

the meanest fragment of ex

perience when you have

measured it. N o painter will be satisfied if his picture

is only measured by ether vibrations. There may

indeed be some who refuse to believe in anything but
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the unnameable and they are shut out from tho secret

of the world. O f such men E

that:

A

dmund B

urko wrote

large liberal and prospective view . . . passes with

them for romance, and the principles that recommend it for the

wanderings of a disordered imagination. The calculators compute

them out of their senses. The j

esters and buffoons shame them

out of everything grand and elevated. L

ittleness in obj

ect and in

means to them appears soundness and sobriety. They think there

is nothing worth pursuit but that which they can handle;

they can measure with a two-foot rule;

ten fingers.

N ow the first part of my argument depends upon

the idea that such calculation is not worthy of reason-

inn ito«

which

which they can tell upon

that blue is so many vibrations of ether and red is so
many vibrations more or less: and there are men who
call that an explanation of red and blue. One cannot
quarrel with the word: if that is the meaning of the
word ‘ explanation’ then we know what to say. But
it is difficult to imagine that you have finished with
the meanest fragment of experience when you have
measured it. No painter will be satisfied if his picture
is Only measured by ether vibrations. There may
indeed be some who refuse to believe in anything but
the unnameable and they are shut out from the secret
the world. Of such men Edmund Burke wrote

ct);

at:

U ii- i .... _ J

mg itself, that it is but the outer shell of that passion

truth which alone should be called reasoning,

n act we have been unconsciously cheated by the

A

“"39 m’°m1

and Pfofipective view
passes with
romance, and the principles that recommend it for the
imagination. The calculators compute
senses. The Jesters and bufioons shame
out
grand and elevated. Littleness in object and in
means to them
and sobriety. They think there
is nothing
pursuit but that which they can handle; which
they c
with a two-foot rule: which
they can tell upon
ten

them

for

adisordered
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great thinkers. W hen they came to give an account

of the process by which they reached the truths they

discovered, they deluded themselves and us with formal

logic. I

t is a popular legend that the discoveries of

truth have been made by a process called induction:

that many instances were collected and then a law was

discovered. O r, the other way round, by careful deduc-

tion men are supposed to have reached conclusions. I

is a scientific hoax

t

. N o truth was ever discovered by

either method. N ever yet have the premisses come

before the conclusions anywhere but in the books of

formal logic. Men have always come upon their

conclusions and elaborately covered the tracks of their

discovery by a series of carefully selected '

proofs.'

A

offered proofs are merely the methods by which the dis-

coverer of a truth covers up his track and deceives the

unseeing, or sometimes perhaps deceives even himself.

N o truth was ever discovered by proceeding along the
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lines offered in formal proof. W e do not propose to

state the new logic, even if we were able to do so. A

ll

we desire is to warn the reader against believing the

thinker when he talks about the process he has used.

Does anyone believe that H egel began his thinking

from B

eing and N ot-B

that Spencer started with F

eing?

Does anyone imagine

irst Principles?

E

ven the

crudest rationalist made his discovery first and then

elaborated his proofs: for reason is never a mechanical

adj

ustment of arguments. E

ven Spencer knew that

reasoning is a passion, and Spencer was not a very

complete rationalist.

B

ut since he has represented for many in E

ngland

the true rationalism, let a word be said about that

ancient controversy which divided reasoning from

mysticism. V

ery many people have discovered the

ll

I

ST 8

5

THE QUEST

$6
26 TH E

inadeq
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uacy of Spencer, and we certainly should be the

first to admit that his philosophy by no means fitH

infinite complex

ity of life. B

ut it would be q

the

uite

illegitimate to conclude that therefore the opponents

of Spencer were right. I

f the choice must be made

between the Spencerian and the theologians who

opposed him, in the name of mysticism and religion as

well as that of reason, let us support the Spencerian.

I

f Spencer was inadeq

B

ut it is now no longer possible to confuse rationalism

uate, at any rate ho was honest.

with the narrow outlook of nineteenth century indus-

trialism. W e can boldly and confidently assert that

the best and noblest life has nothing to fear from a free

use of reasoning. A

nd in that sense wo must rej

ect

the theologians even more than the Spencerians.

R

easoning is the setting forth of the processes of

life and ex

perience. I

ts purpose is knowledge of the

truth. The truth which is known we call reality. B

ut

hausted by being known. The stores
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reality is not ex

of reality (to use a dangerous metaphor) are never

ex

hausted and further the q

are ever ex

ualities of no single thing

hausted when we have become acq

uainted

with it. Consider a crowd of men and women. W e

may by observing some general characteristics, a head,

two eyes and the rest, reach a conception of what we

mean by '

man'

: or, if we go farther than the senses

directly show, we may reach some scientific ethics of

man. W e should say then that man is a will power in

throes between what is and what ought to be. Therein

we should have a very ex

'

man,'

act and real knowledge of

and yet reality escapes us. Try to apply this

description to any person in whom you are interested

and see how weak all description sounds. The personal

and the uniq

ue cannot enter directly into knowledge,

inadequacy of Spencer, and we certainly should be the
first to admit that his philosophy by no means fits the
infinite complexity of life. But it would be quite
illegitimate to conclude that therefore the opponents
of Spencer were right. If the choice must be made
between the Spencerian and the theologians who
opposed him, in the name of mysticism and religion as

well as that of reason, let us support the Spencerian.
If Spencer was inadequate, at any rate he was honest.
But it is new no longer possible to confuse rationalism
with the narrow outlook of nineteenth century industrialism. We can boldly and confidently assert that
the best and noblest life has nothing to fear from a free
use of reasoning. And in that sense we must reject
the theologians even more than the Spencerians.
Reasoning is the setting forth of the processes of
life and experience. Its purpose is knowledge of the
truth. The truth which is known we call reality. But
reality is not exhausted by being known. The stores
of reality (to use a dangerous
metaphor) are never
exhausted and further the qualities of no single thing
are
ever exhausted when we have become acquainted
with it. Consider a. crowd of men and
women. We
may by Observing some general characteristics, a head,
two eyes and the rest, reach a
conception of what we
‘
'3
man
by
if
we
01‘:
farther
m_e’m
than the senses
go
dlrectly show’ We may reach some scientific ethics of
should
then that man is a will power in
say.
what is and what ought to be. Therein
We
exact and real knowledge
‘man’ and
my escapes uB' Try to
thls
you are lntel-csted
in
and see how
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and the

31131;. :Ve

Selfi outitiwi(‘:9en
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description alnea
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if knowledge means that which wo reach by analytical

reasoning alone.

Consider again the case of the shepherd with his

flock. To us who are not shepherds, each sheep looks

very like every other. They are all sheep and nothing

more. B

ut the shepherd knows them as individuals.

The less we know about anything the more satisfied

we are that we know enough. R

easoning lives upon

rules. R

ception. H ence also we

eality is always an ex

may admit the laws of morals and of science, and yet

we always like to treat our own case as ex

A

nd so it is. F

ceptional.

or it is the only case which we can

view absolutely from within.

B

ut we must not suppose that scientific reasoning

is any less valuable because it is not a substitute for

reality. R

easoning is like painting or sculpture or

any other art. W e know how glorious the vision is

which we may intend to put upon canvas, to carve

press in melody. B

ut have we ever
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into stone, to ex

succeeded?

H as any great artist ever satisfied

himself?

K

nowledge is ex

reality. A

lways beautiful, always true, and always

inadeq

uate, but inadeq

actly this picturing of

uate because it is growing, not

because it is not reality.

The sense of this inadeq

uacy in all the results of

reasoning makes the rationalist a mystic. B

ut it does

not involve any repudiation or disdain of reasoning,

for it is the nature of reasoning to be thus, and in fact

it is hardly fair to say that reasoning is inadeq

I

uate.

t would be unfair to condemn the picture of a tree

because it did not grow. A

rt does not pretend to be

reality: it is no less great although it cannot take

the place of reality. I

t is perhaps reality of a different

kind. So it is with the fine art of reasoning. I

ts

L

I

ST 27

QUEST
purpose is indeed to express the truth, but also to
indicate or to imply much more than could be put into
any form of words. Reasoning may be stated, but the
statement is not all that there is in reasoning.
Therefore we may be sure that reasoning is something mcre than the measuring of quantities and the
THE

23
28

TH E

Q UE

ST

purpose is indeed to ex

press the truth, but also to

indicate or to imply much more than could be put into

any form of words. R

easoning may be stated, but the

statement is not all that there is in reasoning.

Therefore we may be sure that reasoning is some-

thing more than the measuring of q

weighing out of reality. E

uantities and the

ven if analysis and synthesis

bo its only methods, yet reasoning itself is something

more. The man who really thinks about himself and

the world is always something more than a calculating

machine. H e is aheady on the threshold of a mystery,

already on the point of seeing what cannot bo said.

B

ut even if this be so, it is indubitable that many

who use real reasoning can by no stretch of meaning

be called mystics. "

W e should not like to deny the title

of thinker to those who are true to their reason even

if they never go beyond it. A

man may be really a

thinker and yet never feel the deeper facts. W hat is
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it which divides these real thinkers from others, no

less real thinkers, who have also a secret— a mystery?

I

t is ex

ternalism. The outer world is so complex

and

so unending in its possibilities for thought that it

becomes absorbing. The soul goes forth upon its

j

ourney into the maze of reality and finds no resting-

place. F

the ex

or ever each horizon leads but to another, and

plorer is tempted further. So it is that a real

thinker may never find time to appreciate the mystery

that is always close to him and, going ever onward, he

may never become a mystic because he employs all his

force upon the j

ourney and gives no thought to the

houses which he may pass.

Do not imagine that we should decry the noble

task of ex

ploration. Do not imagine that there is

anything deficient in the restless seekers after new

weighing out of reality. Even if analysis and synthesis
be its only methods, yet reasoning itself is something
more. The man who really thinks about himself and
the world is always something more than a calculating
machine. He is already on the threshold of a mystery.
already on the point of seeing What cannot be said.

if this be so, it is indubitable that many
who use real reasoning can by no stretch of meaning
be called mystics. We should not like to deny the title
of thinker to those who are true to their reason even
if they never go beyond it. A man may be really a
thinker and yet never feel the deeper facts. What is
it which divides these real thinkers from others, no
less real thinkers, who have also a secret—-—a mystery?
It is externalism. The outer world is so complex and
so unending in its possibilities for thought that it
absorbing. The soul goes forth upon its
Journey into the maze of reality and finds no restingplace. For ever each horizon leads but to another, and
the explorer is tempted further. So it is that a real
thinker may never find time to appreciate the mystery
that is always close to him and,
going ever onward, he
may never become a mystic because he employs all his
f°"°° “P011 the journey and
gives no thought to the
houses which he may pass,
Do not imagine that we should
decry the noble
task of exploration. Do
not imagine that there is
anY thi113 deficient
in the restless seekers after new

But

even

becomes

_
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ourneys may end in deserts or may lead

to new lands of promise. The pursuit of truth is the

noblest q

uest and it may be that some never find it.

That may be rationalism. I

is a noble q

t is not mysticism: but it

uest and there is really more in common

between the unseeing rationalist and the real mystio

than is usually supposed. That which is in common

may be the passionate desire for truth.

B

ut there is another class of men who are mystics,

and yet are no less rational than the ex

ex

ternal world. They j

plorers of the

ourney too. They go out to

horizons, and they too feel the call of the unex

plored;

but they do not stay upon the frontiers of thought.

They come back always to the central fount— to rest

sometimes, to store their gain sometimes, but oftenest

to revive their spirits for another j

ourney, to strengthen

their souls for a greater vision. They come back again

to the common things of life, not in despair but
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because they have seen the land where no horizon

bounds the view. They have ex

plored and they have

found what they hardly dreamt of when they began.

They have found that truth which alone stills, though

it does not q

uench, the nameless desire that first drove

them forth.

I

n the old language of history, mysticism, the

knowledge of mystery, depended upon what was called

'

the inner light.'

The return was always made to the

shrine of the soul: and the one acknowledged way of

entrance to that shrine was silence. So Sex

agoricus has it: "

tus Pyth-

W ise is the man who even in silence

honours God, knowing why he is silent."

language of the E

ast: "

knows him not."

O r as St. A

O r in the

H e who says he knows God

ugustine has it: "

searched through all the world and found not thee, O

I

L

I

ST 29

QUEST
God: I returned into myself and there I found thee."
Thus at every step in the reasoning process it is
possible to find in a sense what is the purpose of the
whole process. This is paradox, because it seems to
make laboured argument unnecessary : nevertheless it
is true that although the unlearned may see God as
truly as the philosopher can, we should never cease to
think when we have it in our power to carry our
thought further. Thus behind and about every word
there are silences and there also dwells the truth.
What of the way——the noble path ? What is the
silence of which these men speak ? Sleep is a silence,
and there is a truth in that old saying: “ He giveth to
his beloved in sleep.” But that is not the silence of
mysticism. In the mystic silence one is most vitally
awake. But the nature of that silence cannot be
expressed so that those who have not experienced it
may understand. We know how ditlicult it is to
explain to one who has had no experience of it What a
rough night on the open sea is like—-out in the ocean
where the vessel dives into the trough of the waves and
sea breaks into plumes.” We may
how diflicult it is to understand what
Imagine
flymg 18
It is possible to explain to oneself only
by
a personal experience.
Nevertheless
THE

30
8
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God: I

ST

returned into myself and thero I

found thee."

Thus at every step in the reasoning process it is

possible to find in a sense what is the purpose of the

whole process. This is paradox

, because it seems to

make laboured argument unnecessary: nevertheless it

is true that although the unlearned may see God as

truly as the philosopher oan, we should never cease to

think when we have it in our power to carry our

thought further. Thus behind and about every word

there are silences and there also dwells the truth.

W hat of the way— the noble path?

silence of which these men speak?

W hat is the

Sleep is a silence,

and there is a truth in that old saying: "

his beloved in sleep."

mysticism. I

awake. B

ex

B

H e giveth to

ut that is not the silence of

n the mystic silence one is most vitally

ut the nature of that B

ilence cannot be

pressed so that those who have not ex

perienced it

ex
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may understand. W e know how difficult it is to

plain to one who has had no ex

perience of it what a

rough night on the open sea is like— out in the ocean

where the vessel dives into the trough of the waves and

the "

wine-dark sea breaks into plumes."

W e may

imagine again how difficult it is to understand what

flying is like. I

by ex

t is possible to ex

tending a personal ex

plain to oneself only

perience. N evertheless

some vague idea may be given of the mystic silence

which is reached by those who have used reasoning to

the full. Therefore consider that this silence first

means calm. A

s compared to the restless wandering

of the reason, this return to the inner shrine, the

mystic way, is calm, but not the calm of sleep— the

calm rather which comes of very deep and very wakeful

passion;

like the calm in the depths of the ocean

while the waves are moved by the storm, or the calm

the "‘Wine-dark
again
llke.
extendlng

e

used

reasoning to

Therefore consider that this silence first

wandering
21:61:: calm. As compared thetherestless
inner shrine, the
mystic :’3:S01i1x; thlls but
the calm of sleep—the
calm mtheiswhigz
and
Wakeful
very
passion; like the corlnes of the deep
depths of the
While the
to

return to

m,

not

very

08-m in
W“es 8'“ m°V°d
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ocean

by the storm,

or

the calm
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or the return

which seems to the unmystioal rationalist to be a

cowardly resort to a private and isolated self— a flight

to an insignificant corner— is really a j

very core of life and all ex

ourney into the

perience. More we shall not,

indeed we cannot, say. The inner shrine oannot be

desecrated with words;

i non est q

again to q

uote A

ugustine:

"

Si dix

uod dicere volui."

B

ut if we have made ourselves at all clear to those

who understand, the implication as to rationalism will

be evident. F

or it seems that the true rationalism is

mystical. N one knows better than he who loves truth

above all things how strange a goddess she is. F

or

she is always near and yet for ever beckoning from far

off. A

lways she yields to those who love her and

always gives herself not for themselves alone.

F

rom no man is the inner shrine shut off. I

not req

t does

uire great intellectual knowledge in order to be

or these two ex
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at once rational and mystical. F

ist

together as possible elements in the narrowest ex

peri-

ence. The amount of knowledge does not matter, the

q

uality of knowledge certainly does— if you are to

count as knowledge the repetition of formulas. I

well said that "

t is

a truth ceases to be true when more

than one man believes it."

cannot be gained by prox

F

or truth like ex

perience

y. Complete rationalism, the

passionate pursuit of reasoning, inevitably ends in a

form of mysticism;

for the perfect rationalist is a

master and not a slave of the instrument he uses, the

road on which he travels. H e knows, as the man who

despises reason never can, the true splendour of that

truth which never is stated and yet which is always

being clothed in new forms of words.

I

t follows that the farther we go with reasoning
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ST 8
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the finer sense we shall have of the mystical truth. I

t

is not right to put back the clock and to decry reason-

ing because some calling themselves '

have been satisfied too soon. L

rationalists'

et us urge them for-

ward and when they have become perfect rationalists

they too will '

A

see.'

ll knowledge is symbolic. O ur science is but the

myth of life, the body which life inspires: and the life

is not enclosed by that which it inspires. F

or all

science depends upon insight and insight begins with

the consciousness of our self as something greater than

an episode in a transient world. The argument of the

thinker is but a disguise for his passion: ho is sup-

posed to fear emotion, because he does not show it.

W hen a wheel revolves fast enough it seems to be still:

you cannot see the tide when you are on the ocean.

So also the thinker is moved by passions even when he

seems to be arguing most coldly.

et us have done then with the nonsense concern-
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L

ing the limitations of reason. Such limitation is no

ground for mysticism. To base our religion upon the

mere absence of knowledge is an absurdity. O ur

ignorance is no ground for any action, and we must

suppose that real religion is concerned with action:

indeed there does not seem to be any ground even for

a worthy emotion in mere ignorance. The attempt,

It
the finer sense we shall have of the mystical truth.
is not right to put back the clock and to
ing because some calling themselves ‘rationalists
have been satisfied too soon. Let us urge them forward and when they have become perfect rationalists
they too will ‘ see.’
All knowledge is symbolic. Our science is but the
myth of life, the body which life inspires: and the life
is not enclosed by that which it inspires. For all
science depends upon insight and insight begins with
the consciousness of our self as somethinggreater than
of the
an episode in a transient world. The argument
thinker is but a disguise for his passion: he is supposed to fear emotion, because he does not show it.
When a wheel revolves fast enough it seems to be still:
you cannot see the tide when you are on the ocean.
So also the thinker is moved by passions even when he

decry reason-,

therefore, to bolster up religion by scepticism is a

mistake of incompetent thinkers.

F

urther it does not convince us that anything is

unknowable if we find that much is unknown to us.

V

ague sentimentalising about the unknowable or the

unknown leaves us cold. I

ex

ulting in the q

magine a pseudo-mystic

ualities of some unknown source of

light, and imagine a callous engineer finding the source

QUEBT

seems

to be arguing most

coldly.

Let us have done then with the nonsense concerning the limitations of reason. Such limitation is no
ground for mysticism. To base our religion upon the
Our
mere absence of knowledge is an absurdity.
ignorance is no ground for any action, and we must
suppose that real religion is concerned with action:
indeed there does not seem to be any ground even for
a worthy emotion in mere ignorance. The attempt,
therefore, to bolster up religion by scepticism is a
mistake of incompetent thinkers.
Further it does not convince us that anything is
unknowable if we find that much is unknown to us.
Vague sentimentalising about the unknowable or the
unknown leaves us cold. Imagine a pseudo-mystic
exulting in the qualities of some unknown source of
light, and imagine a callous engineer finding the source
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of light to be something no more poetic than an arc-

lamp!

O ne cannot admire what is unknown, for it

may turn out to be something q

uite obj

ectionable: and

as for the unknowable we are unable to conceive any

reason for even respecting it;

because we are convinced

that there is no such thing.

L

et us then base our mysticism upon a sane

knowledge of the ordinary world. W e know enough at

least to be certain that the world is very full of a

splendour unsuspected by the authors of the traditional

creeds.

N ow the reasoning process lives not merely upon

the detail of normal life but upon the ex

ex

ceptional

perience of certain crises in life. R

eal reasoning is

much more active in the facing of death, in the stress

of a deep emotion, than in the analytical labour of the

study. A

nd again some men are gifted with a very

special rapidity or profundity of reasoning. A

ex

ceptional insight as upon normal ex

W hat place is to be found for ex

perience.

ceptional insight?

O bviously the value of the artist'

tested by an appeal to the maj

reason-

ust as much upon
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able view of the world must depend j

s work cannot be

ority. The common

agreement as to the nature of the world is always

rather obstructive of what is really the truth. F

ex

or

ample, at the time that Turner began to paint the

maj

skies."

ority would perhaps have said, "

W agner'

The people are not j

There are no such

s music was accounted mere noise.

udges. A

nd worse still the estab-

lished authorities have been again and again proved

wrong. W e cannot appeal to the theological or

scientific professors for j

I

udgment upon the genius.

f, then, any man says he has a special revelation,

if he says he sees blue souls with pink eyes, we cannot

s

very full of a
the traditional

QUEST
majority or to the
appeal either to the vote of the in
science
opinion of the established ofiicials religion,
THE

34
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appeal either to the vote of the maj

ority or to the

opinion of the established officials in religion, science

or philosophy. Must we then accept everything that

N o: for honesty is not any proof of the correctness

of vision. L

eave aside the q

seer himself. Y

uestion of convincing the

ou cannot if you are sane trouble to

argue with a man who is convinced that he is Christ

or that he sees rats running up a wall.

There is, intervening between the ex

everyone admits as real and the ex

perience which

perience which no

one but the single victim will admit to be real— a very

varied list of ex

periences which are not normal and yet

cannot be summarily dismissed as illusion. N o one is

shut out from ex

ceptional ex

perience and no one is

secure from illusion.

O ne may be an authority on biology and yet

subj

ect to illusion. The most cursory acq

uaintance

perimental psychology will know that illusion
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with ex

of every sort is part of our daily ex

perience.

Y

ou cannot test by the value of the life produced.

I

f a man saintly and thoughtful asserts that the sun

goes round the earth, it is no less false, and if he says

that he receives personal communication from a deity

I

find no more reason for believing him because of his

virtue. N either the q

uality of the life produced by the

belief, nor the voice of authority, nor the vote of the

maj

ority, can prove the truth of a belief. H ow then

can such a belief be tested?

The reasonable man will allow that there are

many ex

periences which are not illusory, which are

nevertheless incomprehensible to anyone but the

subj

ect of then. B

Must we then accept everything that
fact?
any honest person says as
No: for honesty is not any proof of the correctness
the
of vision. Leave aside the question of convincing
sane trouble to
seer himself. You cannot if you are
that he is Christ
argue with a man who is convinced
or that he sees rats running up a wall.
There is, intervening between the experience which
which no
everyone admits as real and the experience
real—a very
one but the single victim will admit to be
varied list of experiences which are not normal and yet
cannot be summarily dismissed as illusion. No one is
shut out from exceptional experience and no one is
secure from illusion.
One may be an authority on biology and yet
subject to illusion. The most cursory acquaintance
with experimental psychology will know that illusion
of every sort is part of our daily experience.
You cannot test by the value of the life produced.
If a man saintly and thoughtful asserts that the sun
goes round the earth, it is no less false, and if he says
that he receives personal communication from a deity
I find no more reason for believing him because of his
Neither
quality of the life produced by the
belief, nor the voice of authority, nor the vote of the
majority, can prove the truth of a belief. How then

or

any honest person says as fact?

ut he will not therefore be persuaded

to admit the truth of every statement. H e will politely,

philosophy.

the

virtue.

belief be tested?
will allow that there are
man
which
not illusory, which are
are
neveit e ess incomprehensible to anyone but the
subject Of then. But he will not therefore be persuaded
to admit the truth of every statement. He will politely,

can

such
The

a

reasonable

many‘ Ifxlperlences
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R
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ect as illusion what cannot be

given a meaning in reference to any ex

perience of his

own. H e will be tolerant but not sceptical. The fact

that other people have different convictions will not

make him less convinced of his own knowledge. H e

will be undogmatic in so far as he is content to face

disagreement and to make no forcible conversion.

Persuasion he will attempt, but not coercion: and he

will be certain, if not of much, at least of some few

elements in his view of the world. A

nd by a careful

following of reason whithersoever she leads, he will

attempt continually to readj

ust his view of the

world and to correct the illusions to which he and all

his fellows are subj

ect.

E

perience of his own will not be

x

ceptional ex

made the ground of his belief with regard to the

universe: for he will feel that all ex

on trial. B

ut such ex

ceptional ex

ceptions are truths

periences as are
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comprehensible in view of the rest of his ex

perience he

will accept as true.

H is view of the world therefore will be based upon

the obj

ective truths acq

uired and established by those

whom he regards as competent thinkers,— such truths

being appreciated by him in accordance with the ex

of his own ex

normal ex

insight;

tent

perience. H e will not therefore make

perience the test of the truth of ex

ceptional

but of these two he will make a consistent and

coherent whole which will be his real philosophy.

N ow of what kind is the attitude which results

from such a view of the world and human life?

I

t is

an attitude which may be called religious and mystical

without any too great ex

those terms. I

tension of the meaning of

t is not the attitude of those who

believe in the old dogmas of Christianity or B

uddhism.

L

I
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t is not the attitude of those who pretend to be

ex

Q UE

ST

ponents of Science and H istory. B

ut it is more like

the attitude of these latter than that of any other

class: for it is based not on tradition re-interpreted by

allegory or metaphor, but upon direct inq

honest individual thought. I

the attitude of the perfect rationalist.

C. Delisle B

uiry and

t may therefore be called

urns.

THE

QUEST

It is not the attitude of those who pretend to be
exponents of Science and History. But it is more like
the attitude of these latter than that of any other
class: for it is based not on tradition re-interpreted by
allegory or metaphor, but upon direct inquiry and
honest individual thought. It may therefore be called
the attitude of the perfect rationalist.
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C. DELISLE BURNS.

Co glc

Pound, M.A

.. 11 u, 1V

.

I

.A

.

Therb sprang up in Provence, in the middle ages, a

fashion of thought or of life which styled itself the

'

love ohivalric,'

and through divers misunderstandings

and parodies it is possible that the nature of this

fashion has been completely or at least partially

forgotten.

I

t is my intention here to set before the readers of

The Q uest one or two theories as to the inner signifi-

cance of this thing— theories which may in some way

promote an understanding of the poetry of the period,

should one ever care to investigate it.

The '

love chivalric'

is, as I

that is to say, a religion. I

understand it, an art,

think that those modern

authors who say that the writers of '

trobar clus'

taught obscurity for the sake of obscurity, are very

silly indeed;

and those who see in it a mere license

and sensuality are eq

ually stupid.

n art is vital only so long as it is interpretive,
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A

so long, that is, as it manifests something which the

artist perceives at greater intensity and more inti-

mately than his public. I

f he be the seeing one

among the sightless, they will attend him only so long

as his statements seem, or are proven true. I

f he

forsake this honour of interpreting, if he speak for

the pleasure of hearing his own voice, though they

may listen for a while to the babble and to the sound

of the painted words, there comes, after a little, a

8

7

e

proven true.
if he

If he

speak for

voice, though they
and

to the sound
there comes, after
a. little, 9.
87

QUEST
murmur, a slight stirring, and then that condition
which we see about us, and which is cried out upon as
the ‘ divorce of art and life.’
The interpretive function is the highest honour of
the arts, and because it is so we find that a sort of
hyper-scientific precision is the touch-stone and assay
of the artist's power and of his honour, of his authenticity. Constantly he must distinguish between the
shades and the degrees of the ineffable.
If we apply this test, first, as to the interpretive
intention on the part of the artist, second, as to the
exactness of presentation, we shall find thatthe Divina
Commedia is a single elaborated metaphor of life; it
is an accumulation of fine discriminations arranged in
orderly sequence. It makes no difference in kind
whether the artist treat of heaven and hell, of paradise
upon earth and of the elysian enamelled fields beneath
it, or of Love appearing in an ash-grey vision, or of
the seemingly slight matter of birds and branches,——
through one and the other of all these, there is to the
artist a like honourable opportunity for precision, for
that precision through which alone can any of these
THE
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murmur, a slight stirring, and then that condition

which we see about us, and which is cried out upon as

the '

divorce of art and life.'

The interpretive function is the highest honour of

the arts, and because it is so we find that a sort of

hyper-scientific precision is the touch-stone and assay

of the artist'

s power and of his honour, of his authen-

ticity. Constantly he must distinguish between the

shades and the degrees of the ineffable.

I

f we apply this test, first, as to the interpretive

intention on the part of the artist, second, as to the

ex

actness of presentation, we shall find that the Divina

Commcdia is a single elaborated metaphor of life;

it

is an accumulation of fine discriminations arranged in

orderly seq

uence. I

t makes no difference in kind

whether the artist treat of heaven and hell, of paradise

upon earth and of the elysian enamelled fields beneath

it, or of L

ove appearing in an ash-grey vision, or of
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the seemingly slight matter of birds and branches,—

through one and the other of all these, there is to the

artist a like honourable opportunity for precision, for

that precision through which alone can any of these

matters take on their immortality.

"

Magna pars met,"

own futurity, "

says H orace, speaking of his

that in me which is greatest shall

escape dissolution"

;

but in some strange way the

accurate artist seems to leave not only his greater self,

but beside it, upon the films of his art, some living

print of the very man, his taste, his temper and his

foible— of the things about which he felt it never

worth his while to bother other people with speaking,

the things he forgot for some maj

or interest;

of

these, and of another class of things, things that his

audience would have taken for granted;

or thirdly, of

matters take

on

their immortality.

Magna pars mci,” says Horace, speaking of his
futurity, “that in me which is greatest shall
escape dissolution”; but in some strange way the
accurate artist seems to leave not only his greater self,
but beside it, upon the films of his art, some living
print of the very man, his taste, his temper and his
foib1e,——of the things about which he felt it never
worth his while to bother other people with
speaking,
$116 things he forgot for some
major interest; of
and
of
another
class
of things, things that his
thefiea would
audience
have taken for granted; or thirdly,of
“

own
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things about which he had, for some reason or other, a

reticence. "

W e find these not so much in the words—

which anyone may read— but in the subtle j

oints of the

craft, in the crannies perceptible only to the craftsman.

Such is the record left us by a man whom Dante

found '

best verse-wright in the fostering tongue,'

the lingua materna, Provencal L

angue d'

O c;

and in

that affectionate epithet, materna, we have no slight

evidence of the regard in which this forgotten speech

was held by the Tuscan poets, both for its sound and

for its matter.

F

rom L

of F

imoges to A

vignon and through the south

rance a poetry, that was not folk-poetry, had

flourished for a couple of centuries before it came to

its flower, roughly about 118

W e have a '

0-1208

dawn song,'

songs by the Count of Poictiers (108

R

udel lived 1140-70. B

B

ernart of V
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imousin, son of a serving man who

gathered brushwood for the castle;

B

A

ertrans de B

and, younger than

orn, the most violent;

ornelh, the popular singer;

man I

6-1127). Jaufre

ut in 1190 there were alive:

entadorn, the first of the so-called great

Troubadours of L

he, B

.

of the 10th century, and

bring forward— A

V

a.

couple

of

through the south

was not

folk-poetry,

centuries b efore it

came to

idal, Marvoil, and the

rnaut Daniel.

the first school complained about the obscuri-

ties of the second— we have them always with us.

They claimed, or rather j

poetry, that

and Girant of

t this early date we find poetry divided into two

schools;

oges to Avignon a.nd

eered in Provence, remon-

strated in Tuscany, wrangle to-day, and will wrangle

to-morrow— and not without some show of reason—

that poetry, especially lyric poetry, must be simple,

that you must get the meaning while the man sings it.

This school had, and has always, the popular ear.

The other school culminated in Dante A

lighieri.

and
J aufre

THE

40
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There is, of course, ample room for both schools. The

ballad-concert ideal is correct, in its own way. A

is a thing to sing. I

song

f you approach the canzoni of the

second school with this bias you will be disappointed,

not because their sound or form is not as lyric as that

of the canzoni of the first school, but because they are

not always intelligible at first hearing. They are good

art as the high mass is good art. The first songs

are apt to weary you after you know them;

they are

especially tiresome if one tries to read them after

one has read fifty others of more or less the same

sort.

The second sort of canzoni is a ritual. I

t must

be conceived and approached as ritual. I

t has its

purpose and its effect. These are different from those

of simple song. They are perhaps subtler. They make

their revelations to those who are already ex

My studies of A

pert.

rnaut Daniel, his aesthetic merits,
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his position in the history of poetry, etc., either are or

will be elsewhere available;

it is not for his music, nor

his verse, nor his style, nor even for the fineness of his

observation and of his perceptive senses, that I

bring

him before the readers of The Q uest, though all these

things bear indirectly upon the case in hand. B

esides,

some careful consideration of the poems themselves

would be necessary before one could weigh the evidence

for and against the theories which I

am about to set

before you.

The crux

of the matter might seem to rest on a

very narrow base;

it might seem to be a matter of

taste or of opinion, of scarcely more than a personal

predilection to ascribe or not to ascribe to one passage

in the canzon '

Doutz brais c critz,'

a visionary signifi-

cance, where (stanza iii.) he speaks of a castle, a

QUEST

There is, of course, ample room for both schools. The
ballad-concert ideal is correct, in its own way. A song
is a thing to sing. If you approach the canzoni of the
second school with this bias you will be disappointed,
not because their sound or form is not as lyric as that
of the canzoni of the first school, but because they are
not always intelligible at first hearing. They are good
art as the high mass is good art. The first songs
are apt to weary you after you know them; they are
especially tiresome if one tries to read them after
one has read fifty others of more or less the same
sort.

The second sort of canzoni is a ritual. It must
be conceived and approached as ritual. It has its
purpose and its effect. These are different from those
of simple song. They are perhaps subtler. They make
their revelations to those who are already expert.
My studies of Arnaut Daniel, his zesthetic merits,
his position in the history of poetry, etc,’ either are or
be elsewhere available; it is not for his music, nor
1113 Verse» 1101‘ his style, nor even for the fineness of his
and of his perceptive senses, that I bring
before the readers of THE QUEST, though all these
things bear indirectly upon the case in hand. Besides,
801116 08-reful consideration of the
poems themselves
be
before
one could weigh the evidence
necessary
or and against the theories which I
am about to set
before you.
The crux of the matter might seem to rest on a
very narrow base; it might Seem to be a matter of
or of Opinion’ of
scarcely more than a personal
predilection to ascribe or not to ascribe to one
passage
in the canzon D
brats 6 Cum’, 8' Vlsloni“?/' 318315‘
eance ’ where (3 an Z9‘
111') he 3Deaks of a castle, a

will
observation
him

ifvvould
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dream-castle, or otherwise— as you like— and says of

the '

lady'

:

She made me a shield, ex

tending over me her fair mantle of

indigo, so that the slanderers might not see this.

This may be merely a conceit, a light and pleasant

phrase;

if we found it in H errick or Decker, or some

minor E

lizabethan, we might well consider it so, and

pass without further ado. I

f one considers it as

historical, the protection offered the secret might seem

inadeq

uate. I

have, however, no q

uarrel with those

who care to interpret the passage in either of these

more obvious and, to me, less satisfactory ways.

W e must, however, take into our account a number

of related things;

consider, in following the clue of a

visionary interpretation, whether it will throw light

upon events and problems other than our own, and

weigh the chances in favour of, or against, this inter-

pretation. A

llow for climate, consider the restless
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sensitive temper of our Jongleur, and the q

uality of the

minds which appreciated him. Consider what poetry

was to become, within less than a century, at the

hands of Guinicelli, or of '

il nostro Guido'

in such a

poem as the ballata, ending:

V

edrai la sua virtA

nel ciel salita,1

and consider the whole temper of Dante'

s verse. I

n

none of these things singly is there any specific proof.

Consider the history of the time, the A

lbigensian

crusade, nominally against a sect tinged with Mani-

chean heresy, and how the birth of Provencal song

hovers about the Pagan rites of May-day. Provence

1I

n this ballata, Guido speaks of seeing issue from his lady'

s lips a

subtle body, from that a subtler body, from that a star, from that a voice,

proclaiming the ascent of the virtu. F

etc., the '

A

lady'

lchemist'

or effect upon the air, upon the soul,

in Tuscan poetry has taken on all the properties of the

s stone.

ngal

song
day. Provence

QUEST
rest of Europe by invasion
was less disturbed than the
surfrom the north in the darker ages; if Paganism
in the
vived anywhere it would have been, unoflicially,
decadent
Langue d’Oc. Of the Oriental religions in
in
Rome, I will speak later. That the spirit was,
Provence, Hellenic is seen readily enough by anyone
work
who will compare the Greek Anthology with the
lost
of the Troubadours. They have, in some odd way,
of
the names of the gods and remembered the names
lovers. Ovid and The Eclogues of Virgil would seem
THE
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was less disturbed than the rest of E

from the north in the darker ages;

urope by invasion

if Paganism sur-

vived anywhere it would have been, unofficially, in tho

L

angue d'

R

ome, I

O c. O f the O riental religions in decadent

will speak later. That the spirit was, in

Provence, H ellenic is seen readily enough by anyone

who will compare the Greek A

nthology with the work

of the Troubadours. They have, in some odd way, lost

the names of the gods and remembered the names of

lovers. O vid and The E

clogues of V

irgil would seem

to have been their chief documents.

The q

uestion I

ring,'

raise, is as follows: Did this '

close

this aristocracy of emotion, evolve, out of its

half memories of H ellenistic mysteries, a cult?

a cult

stricter, or more subtle, than that of the celibate

ascetics, a cult for the purgation of the soul by a refine-

ment of, and lordship over, the senses?

in such passages in A

q

rnaut as

uel remir control lutns de la lampa,
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E

Consider

whether a sheer love of beauty and a delight in the

perception of it have not replaced all heavier emotion.

See whether or no the thing has not become a function

of the intellect.1

Some mystic or other, I

forget at the moment

which one, speaks of the intellect as standing in the

same relation to the soul as do the senses to the mind;

and beyond a certain border, surely we come to this

place where the ecstasy is not a whirl or a madness of

1*

f t me admit at onco that a recent lecture by Mr. Mead on Simon

MaR

us has opened my mind to a number of new possibilities. There would

*

o DG,m *

?

^ n^ S«

least rn„

howeverZ

> M'

.ch\

.fa"

1"

h°

, abo?

collected nor ™ o5, *

treated ould *

mate"

I

^ end of Simon MaR

™ }

r.lc love'

us and H elen of Tyre a clearer

than in anything hereinafter discussed. I

matter of mine may have to be reconstructed or at

*

?

$

"

*

. dlsPenS0„

traA

M™ - Soch rearrangement would not,

with a discussion of the parallels here

ally affect the manner in which they are

to have been their chief documents.
The question I raise, is as follows: Did this ‘close
its
ring,’ this aristocracy of emotion, evolve, out of cult
half memories of Hellenistic mysteries, a cult ? a

stricter, or more subtle, than that of the celibate
ascetics, a cult for the purgation of the soul by a refinement of, and lordship over, the senses? Consider
in such passages in Arnaut as
E qucl remir contral lama de la lampa,
whether a sheer love of beauty and a delight in the
perception of it have not replaced all heavier emotion.
See whether or no the thing has not become a function
of the intellect.‘
Some mystic or other, I forget at the moment
which one, speaks of the intellect as standing in the
same relation to the soul as do the senses to the mind;
and beyond a certain border, surely We come to this
place where the ecstasy is not a Whirl or a madness of
Let
admit
Head
that
lecture
possi
b
yi
l
i
t
i
e
s.
number
2le:i13t1;3%0P_6nt
:
<
l
1
l
m
Tyre
gt‘? hf’ 1"~‘_£le11d Of, Simon_ Magus

on Simon
recent
b VI:
There would
of new
and Helen of
a clearer
love than _in anything hereinafter discussed. I
prototype
recognise
matter of mine may have to be reconstructed or at
least reoriented a. ut that tradition.
Such re-arrangement would not,
11owever, enable us to dispense with a discussion
of the parallels here
coll
not would u‘ m°'l'°n3nY 9-59°15 the manner in which
they are
‘

me

at once
mind to

a

a

thatca1llV:.hl:lc
his

-

-
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the senses, but a glow arising from the ex

A

DO UE

act nature of

the perception. W e find a similar thought in Spinoza

■ where he says that "

the intellectual love of a thing

consists in the understanding of its perfections,"

adds "

and

all creatures whatsoever desire this love."

N ow, if a certain number of people in Provence

developed their own unofficial mysticism, basing it for

the most part on their own ex

of A

mor saw visions q

the R

perience, if the servants

uite as well as the servants of

oman ecclesiastical hierarchy, if they were, more-

over, troubled with no '

dark night of the soul,'

and

the kindred incommodities of ascetic yoga, this may

well have caused some scandal and j

orthodox

.I

ealousy to the

f we find a similar mode of thought in

both devotions, we find a like similarity in the secular

and sacred music. A

H alleluj

ah'

lba was probably sung to

s melody. Many of the Troubadours, in

fact nearly all who knew letters or music, had been
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taught in the monasteries (St. Martial, St. L

and the other abbeys of L

doctrines of the early F

imoges). V

eonard

isions and the

athers could not have been

utterly strange to them. The rise of Mariolatry, its

Pagan lineage, the romance of it, find modes of ex

-

pression which verge over very easily into the speech

and casuistry of O ur L

in A

ady of Cypress, as we may see

rnaut, as we see so splendidly in Guido'

s

Una ftgura della donna mia.

A

nd there is the consummation of it all in Dante'

glorification of B

eatrice. There is the inex

s

plicable

address to the lady in the masculine. There is the

final evolution of A

mor by Guido and Dante, to whom

he is in very truth a new and Paganish god, neither

E

I

ros nor an angel of the Talmud.

believe in a sort of permanent basis in humanity,

S 43

QUEST
that is to say, I believe that Greek
THE

44
44 TH E

Q UE

that is to say, I

ST

believo that Greek myth arose when

someone having passed through delightful psychic

ex

perience tried to communicate it to others and

found it necessary to screen himself from persecution.

Speaking aesthetically, the myths are ex

mood;

plications of

you may stop there, or you may probe deeper.

Certain it is that these myths are only intelligible

in a vivid and glittering sense— are intelligible, vital,

essential, only to those people to whom they occur.

I

know, I

mean, one man who understands Persephone

and Deineter, and one who understands the L

and another who has, I

should say, met A

aurel,

rtemis.

These things are for them real.

L

ikewise in this matter of Provence, I

my clue in the human composition. I

the nature of sex

.I

should seek

shall speak of

shall treat it as I

should any

other special manifestation of life or of the general

energy of things,— as I

should treat, for instance, a

L
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sub-species of electricity.

et us consider the body as pure mechanism.

O ur kinship to the ox

us;

we have constantly thrust upon

but beneath this is our kinship to the vital uni-

verse, to the tree and the living rock, and, because this

is less obvious— and possibly more interesting— we

forget it.

W hat I

am driving at is the fact that we have

about us the universe of fluid force, and below us the

germinal universe of wood alive, of stone alive. Man

is— the sensitive physical part of him— a mechanism,

for the purpose of our further discussion a mechanism

rather like an electric appliance, switches, wires, etc.

Chemically speaking, he is, ut credo, a few buckets of

water, tied up ia a complicated sort of fig-leaf. A

I

s to

ns consciousness, the consciousness of some seems to

myth arose when
someone having passed through delightful psychic
experience tried to communicate it to others and
found it necessary to screen himself from persecution.
Speaking aesthetically, the myths are explications of

probe deeper.
Certain it is that these myths are only intelligible
in a vivid and glittering sense—a.re intelligible, vital,
essential, only to those people to whom they occur.
I know, I mean, one man who understands Persephone
mood; you may stop there,

or

you may

and Demeter, and one who understands the Laurel,
and another who has, I should say, met Artemis.
These things are for them real.
Likewise in this matter of Provence, I should seek
my clue in the human composition. I shall speak of
the nature of sex. I shall treat it as I should any
other special manifestation of life or of the general
energy of things,—as I should treat, for instance, a
sub-species of electricity.
Let us consider the body as pure mechanism.
Our kinship to the ox we have constantly thrust upon
us; but beneath this is our kinship to the vital universe, to the tree and the living rock, and, because this
is less obvious—and possibly more interesting——W6

forget it.

What I am driving at is the fact that we have
about us the universe of fluid force, and below us the
universe of wood alive, of stone alive. Man
1s—the sensitive physical part of him—a mechanism,
for the
purpose of our further discussion a mechanism

germinal

appliance, switches, wires,
1Wat
31 1 2e5r1°;1 : lel(31'
ile :Peiaelectric
Is, credo,
*k1n8a
fig-leaf.
coansciouspnezsa plpmplicated
an

be

his
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rest, or to have its centre more properly, in what the

Greek psychologists called the phcmtastikon. Their

minds are, that is, circumvolved about them and are

like soap-bubbles reflecting sundry patches of the

macrocosmos. A

sciousness is '

nd with certain others their con-

germinal..'

Their thoughts are in them

as the thought of the tree is in the seed, or of the

grass, or the grain, or the blossom. A

nd these minds

are the more poetic, and they affect mind about them,

and transmute it as the seed the earth. A

nd this

latter sort of mind is close on the vital universe;

and

the strength of the Greek beauty rests in this, that it

is ever at the interpretation of this vital universe, by

its signs of gods and godly attendants, and oreads.

A

nd in the trecento the Tuscans are busy with

their phcmtastikon. A

nd in Provence we may find

preparation for this, or we may find faint reliq

ua of

the other, though one misses the pantheon. L

ine

rnaut will repeat from Sappho, but the
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after line of A

whole seems curiously barren if we turn suddenly from

the Greek to it.

A

fter the trecento we get H umanism, and as the

art it carried northward we have Chaucer and Shake-

speare. Man is concerned with man and forgets the

whole and the flowing. A

nd we have in seq

uence,

first the age of drama, and then the age of prose. A

t

any rate, when we do get into contemplation of the

flowing we find sex

'

, or some correspondence to it,

positive and negative,'

moon,'

'

north and south,'

'

or whatever terms of whatever cult or science

you prefer to substitute.

F

or the particular parallel I

wish our handiest

illustrations are drawn from physics: 1st, the common

electric machine, the glass disc and rotary brushes;

sun and
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to have its centre more properly, in what the
Greek psychologists called the phantastikon. Their
minds are, that is, circumvolved about them and are
like soap-bubbles reflecting sundry patches of the
macrocosmos. And with certain others their consciousness is ‘germinal.’ Their thoughts are in them
as the thought of the tree is in the seed, or of the
grass, or the grain, or the blossom. And these minds
are the more poetic, and they affect mind about them,
and transmute it as the seed the earth. And this
latter sort of mind is close on the vital universe; and
the strength of the Greek beauty rests in this, that it
is ever at the interpretation of this vital ‘universe, by
its signs of gods and godly attendants, and oreads.
And in the trecento the Tuscans are busy with
their phantastilcon. And in Provence we may find
preparation for this, or we may find faint reliqua of
the other, though one misses the pantheon. Line
after line of Arnaut will repeat from Sappho, but the
whole seems curiously barren if we turn suddenly from
the Greek to it.
After the trecento we get Humanism, and as the
art it carried northward we have Chaucer and Shakespeare. Man is concerned with man and forgets the
whole and the flowing. And we have in sequence,
first the age of drama, and then the age of prose. At
any rate, when we do get into contemplation of the
flowing we find sex, or some correspondence to it,
‘positive and negative,’ ‘north and south,’ ‘ sun and
moon,’ or whatever terms of whatever cult or science
you prefer to substitute.
For the particular parallel I wish our handiest
illustrations are drawn from physics: 1st, the common
electric machine, the glass disc and rotary brushes;

rest,

or

C0 glc

QUEST
2nd, the wireless telegraph receiver. In the first we
generate a current, or if you like split up a static
condition of things and produce a tension. This is
focussed on two brass knobs or poles.’ These are first
in contact, and after the current is generated we can
gradually widen the distance between them, and a spark
will leap across it, the wider the stronger, until with
the ordinary sized laboratory appliance it will leap over
or around a large obstacle or pierce a heavy book-cover.
In the telegraph We have a charged surface—produced
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2nd, the wireless telegraph receiver. I

n the first we

generate a current, or if you like split up a static

condition of things and produce a tension. This is

focussed on two brass knobs or'

poles.'

These are first

in contact, and after the current is generated we can

gradually widen the distance between them, and a spark

will leap across it, the wider the stronger, until with

the ordinary sized laboratory appliance it will leap over

or around a large obstacle or pierce a heavy book-cover.

I

n the telegraph we have a charged surface— produced

in a cognate manner— attracting to it, or registering

movements in the invisible fflther.

Substituting in these eq

uations a more complex

mechanism and a possibly subtler form of energy is, or

should be, simple enough. I

have no dogma, but the

figures may serve as an assistance to thought.

I

t is an ancient hypothesis that the little cosmos

'

corresponds'

to the greater, that man has in him both

'

sun'

moon.'

F

rom this I
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and '

are at least two paths— I

should say that there

do not say that they lead to

the same place— the one ascetic, the other for want of

a better term '

chivalric.'

I

n the first the monk or

whoever he may be, develops at infinite trouble and

ex

pense, the secondary pole within himself, produces

his charged surface which registers the beauties,

celestial or otherwise, by '

second, which I

'

contemplatio.'

I

n the

must say seems more in accord with

mens sana m corpore sano,'

the charged surface is

produced between the predominant natural poles of

two human mechanisms.

Sex

is, that is to say, of a double function and

purpose: reproductive and educational;

or, as we see

in the realm of fluid force, one sort of vibration

produces at different intensities, heat and light. N o

‘

in a. cognate manner—attracting to
movements in the invisible tether.
Substituting in these equations

it, or registering
a more

complex

mechanism and a possibly subtler form of energy is, or
should be, simple enough. I have no dogma, but the
figures may serve as an assistance to thought.
It is an ancient hypothesis that the little cosmos
‘
corresponds to the greater, that man has in him both
‘
From this I should say that there
sun and ‘ moon.’
are at least two paths—I do not say that they lead to
the same place—the one ascetic, the other for want of
a. better term ‘chivalric.’ In the first the monk or
Whoever he may be, develops at infinite trouble and
the secondary pole within himself, produces
eirpense,
hm
Sllrface which registers the beauties,
Oelestlal
otherwise, by ‘ contemplatio.' In the
or
second, which I must say seems more in accord with
,
m ms Sana’ 7'” °°’P°"5 -‘WHO,’ the
charged surface 18
produced between the predominant natural poles of
two human mechanisms.
S ex 18’ that 15 to 330’: 0f it double function and
Purpose: reproductive and educational- or as We See
'

’

cllarged

.

.

.

'

'

.

in th

1

-

11
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light.
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scientist -would be so stupid as to affirm that heat

produced light, and it is into a similar sort of false

ratiocination that those writers fall who find the

source of illumination, or of religious ex

perience,

centred solely in the philo-progenitive instinct.

The problem, in so far as it concerns Provence, is

simply this: Did this '

chivalric love,'

on mediumistic properties?

or q

uality of emotion, did that '

interpretive of the divine order?

'

ex

this ex

otic, take

Stimulated by the colour

colour'

take on forms

Did it lead to an

teriorisation of the sensibility,'

an interpretation of

the cosmos by feeling?

F

or our basis in nature we rest on the indisputable

and very scientific fact that there are in the '

course of things'

normal

certain times, a certain sort of

moment more than another, when a man feels his

immortality upon him. A

s for the effect of this

phenomenon in Provence, before coming to any j

udg-
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ment upon it we should consider carefully the history

of the various cults or religions of orgy and of ecstasy,

from the simpler B

cated rites of I

eq

acchanalia to the more compli-

sis or Dionysus— sudden rise and

ually sudden decline. The corruptions of their

priesthoods follow, probably, the admission thereto of

one neophyte who was not properly '

sacerdos.'

There are, as we see, only two kinds of religion.

There is the Mosaic or R

oman or B

ritish E

mpire type,

where someone, having to keep a troublesome rabble in

order, invents and scares them with a disagreeable

bogle, which he calls god.

Christianity and all other forms of ecstatic religion,

on the other hand, are not dogma or propaganda of

something called the one truth or the universal truth;

they seem little concerned with ethics;

their general

47
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scientist would be so stupid as to afiirm that heat
produced light, and it is into a similar sort of false
ratiocination that those Writers fall who find the
source of illumination, or of religious experience,
centred solely in the philo-progenitive instinct.
The problem, in so far as it concerns Provence, is
simply this: Did this ‘chivalric love,’ this exotic, take
on mediumistic properties? Stimulated by the colour
or quality of emotion, did that ‘ colour’ take on forms
interpretive of the divine order? Did it lead to an
‘
exteriorisation of the sensibility,’an interpretation of

the cosmos by feeling?
For our basis in nature We rest on the indisputable
and very scientific fact that there are in the ‘normal
course of things’ certain times, a certain sort of
moment more than another, when a man feels his
immortality upon him. As for the efiect of this

phenomenon in Provence, before coming to any judgment upon it we should consider carefully the history
of the various cults or religions of orgy and of ecstasy,
from the simpler Bacchanalia to the more complicated rites of Isis or Dionysus—sudden rise and
equally sudden decline. The corruptions of their
priesthoods follow, probably, the admission thereto of
one neophyte who was not properly sacerdos.’
There are, as We see, only two kinds of religion.
There is the Mosaic or Roman or British Empire type,
where someone, having to keep a troublesome rabble in
order, invents and scares them with a disagreeable
bogle, which he calls god.
Christianity and all other forms of ecstatic religion,
on the other hand, are not dogma or propaganda of
something called the one truth or the universal truth ;
they seem little concerned with ethics; their general
‘

Co gale

QUEST
object appears to be to stimulate a sort of confidence
in the life-force. Their teaching is variously and
THE

43
48
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ect appears to be to stimulate a sort of confidence
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in the life-force. Their teaching is variously and

constantly a sort of working hypothesis acceptable to

certain people of a certain range of temperament— a

'

rcgola '

which suits a particular constitution of nerves

order,'

the

with man and nature. The old cults were sane

in their careful inq

‘

uisition or novitiate, which served

order,’ with man and nature. The old cults were sane
in their careful inquisition or novitiate, which served

to determine whether the candidates were or were not

of such temper and composition.

O ne must consider that the types which j

oined

these cults survived, in Provence, and survive, to-day

to determine whether the candidates were

— priests, maenads and the rest— though there is in

our society no provision for them.

I

have no particular conclusion which I

impose upon the reader;

Provencal poetry in '

wish to

for a due consideration of

trobar clus,'

I

can only suggest

uiry. The Pauline posi-
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the evidence and lines of inq

tion on wedlock is of importance— I

do not mean by

that its general and inimical disapproval, but its more

specific utterances;

the Pagan survivals in Mariolatry;

the cult of virginity ;

— whatever one may think of these

things, it is certain that nothing ex

ists without due

cause or causes. The language of the Christian

mystics, of the '

bride'

and the rest of it;

ideas of union with the god, or with Q ueen I

these, as '

atmospheric influences,'

the ancient

sis ;

— all

must be weighed;

together with the testimony of the arts, and their

progression of content.

I

n Catullus'

H eliconii,'

superb epithalamium '

Collis O

we find the affair is strictly on one plane;

the bride is what she is in Morocco to-day, and the

function is '

:

normal'

and eugenic. I

’

‘

and intellect, and in accord with which the people of

this temperament can live at greatest peace with '

constantly a sort of working hypothesis acceptable to
certain people of a certain range of tcmperament—a
regola which suits a particular constitution of nerves
and intellect, and in accord with which the people of
this temperament can live at greatest peace with the

t is the sacrificial

or were

not

of such temper and composition.
One must consider that the types which joined
these cults survived, in Provence, and survive, to-day
—priests, mwnads and the rest—though there is in
our society no provision for them.
I have no particular conclusion which I wish to
impose upon the reader; for a due consideration of
Provencal poetry in ‘trobar clus,’ I can only suggest
the evidence and lines of inquiry. The Pauline position on wedlock is of importance—I do not mean by
that its general and inimical disapproval, but its more
specific utterances; the Pagan survivals in Mariolatry ;
the cult of virginity ;:whatever one may thinkof these
things, it is certain that nothing exists Without due
The language of the Christian
cause or causes.
‘
mystics, of the bride and the rest of it; the ancient
ideas of union with the god, or with Queen Isis ;—all
’

‘atmospheric influences,’ must be weighed ;
together with the testimony of the arts. and their
progression of content.
In Catullus’ superb epithalamium Collis O
Heliconii,’ We find the affair is strictly on one plane;

these,

as

‘

is What she is in
bride
function
normal and

the

is

C0 glc
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’

Morocco to-day, and the
eugenic. It is the sacrificial
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et Catullus, recording his own emotion,

could say: "

More as a father than a lover."

I

t is

Propertius who writes:

I

ngenium no& is ipsa puella fecit.

Christianity, one might say, had brought in the

mystic note;

A

natole F

'

Tu ne q

but this would be much too sweeping.

rance, in his learned commentary on H orace'

uaesaris,'

various O riental cults thronging the E

A

s

has told us a good deal of the

ternal City.

t Marseilles the Greek settlement was very ancient.

H ow much of the R

went out from R

oman tone, or the O riental mode,

ome to the R

oman country houses,

which were the last hold of culture, we can hardly

say;

and from the end of the 6th century until the

beginning of the 12th there is supposed to be little

available evidence. A

t least we are a fair distance

from Catullus when we come to Pier V

Good L

ady, I

think I

idal'

see God when I

s:

gaze on your delicate

Y
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body.

ou may take this if you like cum grano. V

idal

was confessedly erratic. Still it is an obvious change

from the manner of the R

oman classics, and it cannot

be regarded as a particularly pious or Christian

ex

pression. I

f this state of mind was fostered by

the writings of the early Christian F

athers, we

must regard their influence as purely indirect and

unintentional.

R

ichard St. V

ictor has left us one very beautiful

passage on the Splendours of Paradise.

They are (he says) ineffable and innumerable and no man

having beheld them can fittingly narrate of them or even

remember them ex

actly. N evertheless by naming over all the

most beautiful things we know we may draw back upon the mind

some vestige of the heavenly splendour.

QUEST
either more inI suggest that the Troubadour,
correlating all
dolent or more logical, progresses from
and lumps
these details for purpose of comparison,
is more
the matter. The Lady contains the catalogue,
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suggest that the Troubadour, either more in-

dolent or more logical, progresses from correlating all

these details for purpose of comparison, and lumps

the matter. The L

ady contains the catalogue, is more

complete. She serves as a sort of mantram.

The lover stands ever in unintermittent imagination of his

lady {

complete.

co-amantis).

This is clause 8

0 of a chivalric code in L

atin,

rthur. This code is not, I

of the '

trobar clus,'

should say, the code

not the esoteric rule, but such

part of it as had been more generally propagated for

the pleasure of E

leanor of Poictiers or Marie de

Champagne.

Y

et there is, in what I

course of events,'

have called the '

the ex

natural

alted moment, the vision

unsought, or at least the vision gained without

machination.

sI

have said, our servants of A

mor, though they
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A

went pale and wept and suffered heat and cold, still

came on nothing so apparently morbid as the '

night.'

dark

The electric current gives light where it

meets resistance. I

suggest that the living conditions

of Provence gave the necessary restraint, produced the

tension sufficient for the results, a tension unattain-

able under, let us say, the living conditions of imperial

R

ome.

So far as '

morals'

go, or at least a moral code in

the modern sense, which might interfere in art,

A

rnaut can no more be accused of having one than can

O vid. Y

et the attitude of the L

and that of the gran'

atin doctor amoris

maestro de amor are notably

different, as for instance on such a matter as delay.

O vid takes no account of the psychic function,

serves as a

The lover stands

purporting to have been brought to the court of

A

She

ever

in

sort of mantram.

unintermittent imagination of his

lady (co-amantis).
in Latin,
This is clause 30 of a chivalrio code
to the court of
purporting to have been brought
the code
Arthur. This code is not, I should say,
but such
of the ‘ trobar clus,’ not the esoteric rule,
for
part of it as had been more generally propagated
Marie de
the pleasure of Eleanor of Poictiers or

Champagne.

‘natural
Yet there is, in what I have called the
the vision
course of events,’ the exalted moment,
unsought, or at least the vision gained without
machination

As I have said, our servants of Amor, though they
still
Went pale and wept and suffered heat and cold,
.

nothing so apparently morbid as the ‘dark
night.’ The electric current gives light where it
meets resistance. I suggest that the living conditions

came on

the
gave the necessary restraint, produced
Provence
tension suflicient for the results, tension unattain-

of

a

able under, let us say, the living conditions of imperial
Rome.
So far as ‘ morals’ go, or at least a moral code in
the modern sense, which might interfere in art,
be accused of having one than can
can no
more
Ovid. Yet the attitude of the Latin doctor amoris
Of
Wan’ maestro de amor are notably
matter as delay.
as for lnstance on such
Ia
3' 93 110 account of the psychic function,

Arnaut

agile th?‘
Ovidrink,
-
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t is perhaps as far a cry from a belief in higher

affection to a mediumistic function or cult of A

mor, as

)is the latter from O vid. O ne must consider the

temper of the time, and some of the most interesting

evidence as to this temper has been gathered by R

de Gourment, in L

q

eL

atin Mystiq

emy

ue, from which I

uote these scattered passages:

Q ui pascis inter lilia

quote these scattered

Septus choreis virginum.

Q uocumq

Seq

ue pergis virgines

uuntur, atq

Post te canentes cursitant,

H ymnosq

(F

ue dulces personant.1

rom '

H ymns to Christ.'

)

N ard of Colomba flourisheth;

The little gardens flame with privet;

Stay the glad maid with flowers,

E

ncompass her with apple-boughs.

A

O de on St. Colum.'

)
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(Prom '

‘

s for the persona of the Christian cult they are

indeed treated as Pagan gods— A

of Muses, A

risheth;

pollo with his chorus

donis, the early slain '

yet in the seq

V

passages:

Qui pascis inter lilia.
Septus choreis virginum.
Quocumque pergis virgines
Sequuntur, atque
Post to canentes Iaudibus
Hymnosque dulcescursitant,
personant.‘
(From Hymns to
Christ!)

ue laudibus

ictima paschalis'

;

uaire of Godeschalk, a monk in the 11th

centuiy, we see a new refinement, an enrichment, I

think, of Paganism. The god has at last succeeded in

becoming human, and it is not the beauty of the god

but the wonderful personality which is the goal of the

love and the invocation.

The Pharisee murmurs when the woman weeps, conscious of

guilt.

Sinner, he despises a fellow-in-sin. Thou, unacq

1 W ho feedest '

R

uainted with

mid the lilies,

inged with dancing maidens.

W here'

er Thou runnost, maidens

F

ollow, and with praises

R

un hehind Thee singing,

._—

Carolling their sweet hymns.

guilt.

see

murmurs when the
woman

Sinner, he despises 3.

fellow-in-sin.

Run behind T

singing,
Carolling their-Ge
sweet hymns.

(30 Q16

weeps, conscious of
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sin, hast regard for the penitent, cleansest the soiled one, lovest

her to make her most fair.

She embraces the feet of the master, washes them with tears,

dries them with her hair;

washing and drying them she anointed

them with unguent, covered them with kisses.

These are the feasts which please thee, O

F

ather I

B

orn of the V

W isdom of the

irgin, who disdained not the touch of a sinner.

Chaste virgins, they immaculately offer unto the L

ord the

sacrifice of their pure bodies, choosing Christ for their deathless

bridegroom.

O

happy bridals, whereto there are no stains, no heavy dolours

of child-birth, no rival-mistress to bo feared, no nurse molestful!

Their couches, kept for Christ- alone, are walled about by

A

ngels of the Guard, who, with drawn swords, ward off the unclean

lest any paramour defile them.

Therein Christ sleepeth with them: happy is this sleep, sweet

the rest there, wherein true maid is fondled in the embraces of

A
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her heavenly spouse.

dorned are they with fine linen, and with a robe of purple;

their left hands hold lilies, their right hands roses.

O n these the lamb feedeth, and with these is he refreshed;

QUEST

the soiled one, lovest
sin, hast regard for the penitent, cleansest

her to make her most fair.
them with tears,
She embraces the feet of the master, washes
them she anointed
dries them with her hair; washing and drying
them with unguent, covered them with kisses.
Wisdom of the
These are the feasts which please thee, O

Father I

of a sinner.
Born of the Virgin, who disdained not the touch
the Lord the
Chaste virgins, they immaculately offer unto
deathless
sacrifice of their pure bodies, choosing Christ for their

bridegroom.
dolours
0 happy bridals, whereto there are no stains, no heavy
molestful!
of child-birth,no rival-mistress to be feared, no nurse
Their couches, kept for Christ- alone, are walled about by
unclean
Angels of the Guard, who, with drawn swords, ward off the
lest any paramour defile them.

these flowers are his chosen food.

H o leapeth, and boundeth and gamboleth among them.

W ith them doth he rest through the noon-heat.

I

t is upon their bosoms that he sleepeth at mid-day, placing his

head between their virgin breasts.

V

irgin H imself, born of a virgin mother, virginal retreats

above all he seeketh and loveth.

Q uiet is his sleep upon their bosoms, that no spot by any

chance should soil H is snowy fleece.

Give ear unto this canticle, most noble company of virgin

devotees, that by it our devotion may with greater zeal prepare a

temple for the L

ord.

W ith such the language of the cloisters, would it

be surprising that the rebels from it, the clerks who

Therein Christ sleepeth with them : happy is this sleep, sweet
of
the rest there, wherein true maid is fondled in the embraces
her heavenly spouse.

Adorned are they with fine linen, and with a robe of purple ;
their left hands hold lilies, their right hands roses.
On these the lamb feedeth, and with these is he refreshed;
these flowers are his chosen food.
He leapeth, and boundeth and gamboleth among them.
With them doth he rest through the noon-heat.
It is upon their bosoms that he sleepeth at mid-day, placing his
head between their virgin breasts.
Virgin Himself, born of a virgin mother,
above all he seeketh and loveth.

virginal retreats

Quiet is his sleep upon their bosoms, that no spot by any
chance should soil His snowy fleece.
this canticle, most noble company of virgin
Give ear
devotion may with greater zeal prepare a
that
It
our
by
d9V0t9eB.
temple for the Lord.

unt-o

the language of the cloisters, would it
With suchthat
the rebels from
the clerks who
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did not take orders, should have transferred something

of the manner, and something of the spirit, to the

beauty of life as they found it?

that souls who

belonged, not in heaven but, by reason of their refine-

ment, in some subtle plaisance, above, yes, somewhat

above the mortal turmoil, should have chosen some

middle way, something short of grasping at the union

with the absolute, nor yet that their cult should have

been ex

tra-marital?

Dante praises certain '

A

rnaut was taught in cloister,

prose di romanzi '

and no one

can say precisely whether or no they were such

prose for music as the L

q

uoted. Y

'

passada folor'

atin seq

uence I

have j

which he laments {

Purg. x

almost the summit of the purifying hill, and j

deflection.
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zra Pound.

x

vi.) at

ust below

the earthly paradise, was anything more than such

E

ust

et one would be rash to affirm that the

AND TROUBADOURS

58

did not take orders, should have transferred something
of the manner, and something of the spirit, to the
beauty of life as they found it? that souls who
belonged, not in heaven but, by reason of their refinement, in some subtle plaisance, above, yes, somewhat
above the mortal turmoil, should have chosen some
middle Way, something short of grasping at the union
with the absolute, not yet that their cult should have
been extra.-marital? Arnaut was taught in cloister,
Dante praises certain ‘prose dz" romanzi and no one
can say precisely Whether or no they were such
prose for music as the Latin sequence I have just
quoted. Yet one would be rash to aflirrn that the
‘passada folor’ which he laments (Purg. xxvi.) at
almost the summit of the purifying hill, and just below
the earthly paradise, was anything more than such

S 58

’

deflection.
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arl Joel, Ph.D., of the University of B

God, Soul, N ature— all one F

transformation!

A

ire, one L

or ever '

W N

asle.

ife, in endless

ll flows, there is no being, but only

becoming— such is the gospel of H eraclitus the F

spirit. F

DA

.1

becoming,'

too, are the R

they know it and would so have it. "

Y

ou can only

become a philosopher, never be one,"

as F

maintains, and praises L

divine unrest,"

essing'

lays it down plainly that "

process of becoming;

R

s"

DAWN
AROHAIO ROMANTICISM: THE
OF NATURE PHILOSOPHY.‘

ire-

omanticists;

r. Schlegel

and

omantic poetry is still in the

University of Basle.
Professor KARL J 0i'<':L, PH.D., of the
one Life, in endless
GOD, Soul, Nature—all one Fire,
no being, but only
transformation ! All flows, there isHeraclitus
the Firebecoming—such is the gospel of the Romaiiticists;
are
spirit. For ever becoming,’ too,
it. “You can only
they know it and would so have

indeed its peculiarity is that it

only becomes, it is never completed."

"

I

n the whole

universe of poetry nothing stops, all is in a state of

beooming and of perpetual change."

Thus the R

oman-

ticists speak of the world of Poetry, and H eraclitus of

the world of N ature. A

B

a'

ut the R

re you pi*

oud of the difference?

omanticists declare precisely that N ature is

poem,'

and teach: "

I

f thou wouldst enter the
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inmost shrine of physics, then have thyself initiated

into the mysteries of poesy."

"

‘

W hen we read and

hear true poetry, we feel stirred to an inner under-

standing of N ature. N ature-searchers and poets have

ever by their use of one and the same tongue shown

become

themselves to be one and the same folk. Though the

latter more than the former with nimble mind pursue

1 Seo'

The R

omanticism of the F

irst Thinkers of H ellas'

number u> r the first part of this study.— E

54

in the last

a

as Fr. Schlegel
philosopher, never be one,"
divine unrest,” and

maintains, and praises Lessing‘s
is still in the
lays it down plainly that Romantic poetry is that it
its peculiarity
process of becoming; indeed
In the whole
it is never completed.”
“

“

d.

“

only

becomes,
state of
universe of poetry nothing stops, all is in a
the Romanbecoming and of perpetual change.” ThusHeraclitus
of
ticists speak of the world of Poetry, and
difference ?
the world of Nature. Are you proud of the
Nature is
But the Romanticists declare precisely that
“If thou Wouldst enter the
a ‘poem,’ and teach:
inmost shrine of physics, then have thyself initiated
and
into the mysteries of poesy.” “When we read
hear true poetry, We feel stirred to an inner understanding of Nature. Nature-searchers and poets have
shown
ever by their use of one and the same tongue
themselves to be one and the same folk. Though the
latter more than the former with nimble mind pursue
See c The Romanticism of the First Thinkers of Hclla.s' in the last
number for the first part of this study.——En.
54
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after the Fleeting and
the Fluid
still all the
holy games of Art are but the
distant
copies of the one
ceaseless world-play.” And
so Novalis
poet of the “primal
speaks like a
sport of every nature,” and
himself able to understand
feels
that Nature which is
“one poem of the
the
Deity,” His “infinite

SM

.

after the F

leeting and the F

luid

55

........ ,»

mg ana the F

holy games of A

ceaseless world-play."

poet of the "

luid . . . still all the

rt are but the distant copies of the one

A

nd so N ovalis speaks like a

primal sport of every nature,"

and feels

himself able to understand that N ature which is the

"

one poem of the Deity,"

A

ll is play— such is the basal thought of the R

H is "

.

.

plaything.”

infinite plaything."

omanti-

cist, and appeal is made to the ancient lyricism of that

Simonides, whose counsel is to take life as a game.

B

ut do you know who says it still more plainly?

I

t

was H eraclitus who compared human thoughts to

children'

s games and the whole world-course to the

play of a boy who moves pieces about on a draught

board, and builds on the sea-shore sand castles which

for ever fall to pieces.

A

ll is play, thought and nature, soul and world,
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he teaches us, yet at the same time all is conflict. A

ll

is an Up and Down, change and alternation, an inter-

change of opposites— ebb and flow, the wave-play

sweeps through soul and world. A

ll is contrast, all

changes from one thing into another, all becomes one

in the interchange of contraries. Day turns into night,

night into day;

one;

sleep and waking, death and life are

all is at once cold and warm, young and old, good

and bad. Such is the message of H eraclitus, and so

the contrasts chase one another and fight together as

relativities in the fluidic soul of R

tween good and bad, j

"

omanticism. "

oy and sorrow,"

but one single second "

;

B

e-

Tieck counts

and for N ovalis "

some way also woman and woman man,"

and "

man is in

happi-

ness and unhappiness are in perpetual balance."

F

Schlegel lives "

ection

and ex

in a perpetual alternation of dej

uberance,"

in "

waking dreams,"

r.

and N ovalis

0011165 one

night into day;
Day turns into night,
sleep and Waking, death
and life are
_

desires a blend of the tragic and comic and would be

oman and Woman
man” and

“happi-

,” in “waking
dreams,” and Novalis
the tragic and
comic and would be

QUEST
“ Life is the beginning
ever at once asleep and awake.
“ death is
of death,” “ death and life are really one”;
is
life.” And just like the Romanticists in this, so
Heraclitus at pains in an astonishing number of
the
aphorisms to Work out first the contrast and then
“The
unity of life and death, sleeping and Waking. Moreliving touches the dead, the Waker the sleeper."
who
over for Heraclitns it is those Without philosophy
are the sleepers, as for the Romanticists philosophising
Sleep itself
is but a triple or double awaking.”
is nothing but the inflow of that invisible world-sea,
and waking the turn of the tide." Thus speaks Novalis,
echoing—may it be ?—the words of Heraclitus: “The
dry soul is the wisest ; “the sleepers co-operate with
THE
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ever at once asleep and awake. "

of death,"

life."

A

"

L

ife is the beginning

death and life are really one "

nd j

ust like the R

;

"

death is

omanticists in this, so is

H eraclitus at pains in an astonishing number of

aphorisms to work out first the contrast and then the

unity of life and death, sleeping and waking. "

The

living touches the dead, the waker the sleeper."

More-

over for H eraclitus it is those without philosophy who

are the sleepers, as for the R

is "

omanticists philosophising

but a triple or double awaking."

"

Sleep itself

is nothing but the inflow of that invisible world-sea,

and waking the turn of the tide."

echoing— may it be?

dry soul is the wisest "

Thus speaks N ovalis,

— the words of H eraclitus: "

;

"

The

the sleepers co-operate with

the world-process."

Sleep and waking, death and life, give them the

mighty wave-rhythm of the infinite life-process;

death, too, belongs to life. "

;

"

through death life is enhanced."
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life"

for

Death is the means to

"

O nly in

the midst of death does the flash of life eternal flame

forth."

"

Death is transformation."

are really one. So do the R

"

Death and life

omanticists proclaim. A

nd

H eraclitus, too, proclaims death as transformation,

immortality, resurrection from the dead. F

or H ades

and Dionysos, the god of death and the god of life, are

one. "

This nature-god,"

continues, "

N ovalis, as though it were,

eats us, gives birth to us— has himself

eaten by us, conceived and engendered by us."

The

world is eternal change, a wrestling Up and Down;

it

must be stirred like barley-water, or else it forms a

sediment— thus speaks the philosophic B

acchanal and

Mystes H eraclitus, as do also the early O rphics who

interpreted in a cosmic sense the mix

“

“

ed chalice of

Dionysos. Theworld is a wine-blend, a foaming mix

ture

the World-process.”
Sleep and waking, death and life, give them the
mighty wave-rhythm of the infinite life-process; for
death, too, belongs to life. “Death is the means to
life”; “through death life is enhanced.” “Only in
the midst of death does the flash of life eternal flame
forth.” “Death is transformation." Death and life
are really one. So do the Romanticists proclaim. And
too, proclaims death as transformation,
immortality, resurrection from the dead. For Hades
and Dionysos, the god of death and the god of life, are
nature-god,” Novalis, as though it Were,
one.‘ “This“eats
contmuess
118, gives birth to us,—has himself
eaten
us, conceived and engendered by us.” The
world is
change, a Wrestling Up and Down ; it
be stirred like barley-water, or else it forms a
speaks the philosophic Bacchanal and
also the
who
as
a
chalice of
cosmic sense the
DionY SOS Theworldisawine-blend,afoamingmixture

lieraclitus,

by

m11f_3t

eternal

F15&d1SI:1_eni£Tthus

inzergietegiaitfilitus,
-
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‘do

early Orphics
mixed.

_.,
of opposites, the
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of opposites, the world is strife, and the soul is also filled

with strife. "

F

or me polemics are the seal of the living

57

world is strife, and the
soul is also filled
“
For me polemics are
the
seal
of the livin
activity of the divine in man
”

activity of the divine in man,"

R

says F

omanticism fights against the "

passion,"

r. Schlegel;

mob"

with "

and

holy

as indefatigably as H eraclitus the passionate

combatant, the "

mob-reviler,"

for whom war is the

father and king of all things. The world is a battle and

a play, a flood and a fire, an eternal transformation,

an infinite life of pure passion.

R

hythm and harmony— that means music;

peace-

ful harmonies soften the passions, impose rule on the

infinite flux

of the I

;

fix

ed rhythm masters the stormy allegro

onians. The O ld Greek spirit speaks its second

word in the Pythagoreans, yet not rudely. The

Pythagorean chorus is early interwoven with the

I

onian, as in canon-singing the bass j

treble;

and the I

oins in with the

onians let us hear as overtones

what the Pythagoreans stress as melody. A

nax

lready

imander hears behind the roar of the endless
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A

becoming the dull ticking of a world-clock— "

sity,"

as "

time-order"

;

N eces-

and it is the foaming

H eraclitus who speaks of the fix

ed masses of the

becoming and of the world as a harmony of opposites.

The world as a harmony of opposites, as order of the

boundless— this the Pythagoreans also accept;

onians lay more on the boundless and the struggle of

contraries.

O ur out-of-date manuals set a wide gulf here

between the E

astern and "

W estern Greeks. They

forget that Pythagoras came from I

westward, that I

ythagoreans

Pythagorean chorus

Ionian

is
'

'

spirit speaks its second

yet not

rudely

early interwoven
'

but

they lay more stress on order and harmony, while the

I

Word in the

onian waters

onian and Pythagorean principles,

completing and conditioning one another and co-operat-

The

with the

THE

58
58

TH E

Q UE

ing, are intermingled as

ST

check, time and measure, song and beat. O nly from

the sense of limit do we conceive the boundless, only

from the barrierless the barrier, only from firm ground

do we appreciate the stream and vice versa. O ne must

first feel Pythagorically in order to think I

must first feel I

onically, and

onically to think Pythagorically.

W e oan understand it only from lyric thought,

from the nature of feeling. Can one then feci poetically

without putting it into form?

L

et us take a poem:

it is passion bridled by metre and rhythm. The I

onic

flow hurries of itself into Pythagorean measure. The

nature-philosophers are the contemporaries of the lyric

poets. F

eeling stands for a boundless living stream.

W hither does its ex

F

uberance flow?

I

nto harmony.

eeling is thus the impulse towards harmony. Music is

the purest art of feeling. Pythagoreans and R

cists are eq

ually musical fanatics. I

omanti-

t is said that the
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Pythagoreans began the day with music, tamed their

passions with music, spoke of philosophy as music,

ex

plained the nature of all things by music, and the

whole universe '

the '

danoe'

song as the '

according to '

harmony. They taught

of the heavenly bodies, and their eternal

music of the spheres.'

was harmony. The R

A

omanticists, too, would "

in the great harmony of the universe."

"

ex

pire

N ovalis desired

that man might understand the inner music of N ature

and have a sense of outer harmony,"

"

ll for them

how the stars had in a body j

choir."

is an iE

"

and he taught

oined the melodious

W e may say that N ature dances."

olian harp, a musical instrument."

"

"

N ature

Musical

relationships appear to me to be precisely the funda-

mental relationships of N ature."

"

I

that rocks and woods obey music?

"

asks N ovalis,

s it not true

matter and

form, speed and

Only from
the sense of limit do we conceive the boundless, only
from the barrierless the barrier, only from firm ground
do we appreciate the stream and vice versa. One must
first feel Pythagoricallyin order to thinkIonically, and
must first feel Ionically to think Pythagorically.
We can understand it only from lyric thought,
from the nature of feeling. Can one then feel poetically
without putting it into form? Let us take a poem:
it is passion bridled by metre and rhythm. The Ionic
flow hurries of itself into Pythagorean measure. The
nature-philosophersare the contemporaries of the lyric
poets. Feeling stands for a boundless living stream.

check, time and

ing, are intermingled as matter and form, speed and

QUEST

measure, song and beat.

Whither does its exuberance flow? Into harmony.
Feeling is thus the impulse towards harmony. Music is
the purest art of feeling. Pythagoreans and Romanticists are equally musical fanatics. It is said that the
Pythagoreans began the day with music, tamed their
passions with music, spoke of philosophy as music,
explained the nature of all things by music, and the
whole universe ‘ according to harmony. They taught
the ‘ dance of the heavenly bodies, and their eternal
song as the ‘music of the spheres.’ All for them
was harmony. The Romanticists, too, would “expire
in the great harmony of the universe." Novalis desired
that man might understand theinner music of Nature
and have a sense of outer harmony,” and he taught
the stars had in a body joined the melodious
“We may say that Nature dances.”
Nature
is an Zfllolian harp, a musical instrument.” “Musical
130 me to be precisely the fundamental relationships of Nature.” “Is it not true
that rocks and woods obey music?” asks Novalis,
’

’

“

“how
choir.”

r°1a'ti°“ShiP3.3PPe.9»1‘
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E
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the deep meaning of the old O rphic

saga of the wonders of musical art and the secret

teaching about music being a builder and tamer of the

world."

A

H e claims the "

philosopher as O rpheus."

nd the ancient nature-philosophers and especially

the Pythagoreans are full of the O rphic spirit.

Pythagoreanism and O rphism have been called the

male and female side of the same root-tendency;

they

seem as closely bound together as the Pythagoreans

are bound up with women, whose names are given

greater prominence in this school of philosophers than

in any other ancient school, almost as much as among

the R

omanticists. W omen submit to the authority of

the sacred order. The R

like unto God,"

God,"

a"

omantic longing "

and to make all life the "

priestly service,"

to become

service of

was the conscious effort of the

early Pythagoreans. H uman life must be well ordered

even as the universe is harmoniously ordered, a cosmos
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— a term first used by the Pythagoreans. Cosmos

means adornment— to understand this one must listen

to N ovalis demanding the pious contemplation of

N ature, which seeks "

ex

to embrace"

tent of its concatenation,"

memberment forgetting "

the world "

in the full

not because of its dis-

the flashing circlet which

binds her limbs together in due order and forms the

holy, heavenly lustre, and finds itself blessed in gazing

on this living ornament poised o'

night."

er the depths of

The world is order, therefore must life be order.

The world is a harmony of opposites, according to

the discovery of the Pythagoreans. I

eq

n human life

uilibrium can only be maintained through opposites,

according to F

r. Schlegel andW ilhelm Meister. H uman

life consists of opposites, as A

lcmffion, who ranks with

Nature, which seeks “to embrace”

extent of its

the world “ in the full
its dis-

tenation,” not because of

conca

“the

flashing circlet

which

THE

60
60 TH E

Q UE

ST

the early Pythagoreans, discovered, and felt himself

called upon as a physician to keep it in eq

A

uilibrium.

nd thus we now understand N ovalis: "

is a musical problem;

E

very illness

healing is a musical resolution.

The shorter and more complete the resolution, the

greater is the physician'

s musical talent. Should one

not bo able to cure diseases by diseases?

"

"

A

ll arts

and sciences rest upon partial harmonies."

A

ll is music, and therefore all is number— so taught

the Pythagoreans from their old master onward

who measured tone by the string-length. They are as

ardent mathematicians as musicians. A

will the R

nd so again

omanticists be. They sing the praises of

mathematics precisely as a means of ex

world, j

them. They demand not only "

siasm,"

"

mathematical enthu-

but N ovalis himself ex

claims enthusiastically:

Mathematicians alone are happy."

;

the "

"

"

A

The life of the

mathematician knows
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gods is mathematics"

all."

plaining the

ust like the Pythagoreans, and even beyond

ll historic science tends towards mathematics;

mathematical force is ordering force. A

ll mathematical

knowledge tends to become again philosophical, to

become ensouled or rationalised;

then to become

poetical, moral, and lastly religious."

I

t is a return;

we can trace the transitional stages in the religious-

moral - artistic - philosophical - mathematical Pytha-

goreans. A

nd we see it in the R

omanticists, how

feeling, how music, seeks to settle into the measure

and form of numbers. "

with algebra,"

Music has much in common

says N ovalis;

but that is saying too

little. H e hears everything as music, and hears

number in all music;

he hears everything as rhythm,

and hears in rhythm the order by which we distinguish

all. "

Y

ears and days, life and fate are all, strangely

QUEST

the early Pythagoreans, discovered, and felt himself
called upon as a physician to keep it in equilibrium.
And thus we now understand Novalis: “ Every illness
is a musical problem ; healing is a musical resolution.
The shorter and more complete the resolution, the
greater is the physician's musical talent. Should one
not be able to cure diseases by diseases?” “ All arts
and sciences rest upon partial harmonies.”
Allis music, and therefore all is number—so taught
the Pythagoreans from their old master onward
who measured tone by the string-length. They are as
ardent mathematicians as musicians. And so again
will the Romanticists be. They sing the praises of
mathematics precisely as a means of explaining the
world, just like the Pythagoreans, and even beyond
them. They demand not only “mathematicalenthusiasm,” but Novalis himself exclaims enthusiastically:
“Mathematiciansalone are happy.” “The life of the
gods is mathematics”; the “mathematician knows
all.” “ All historic science tends towards mathematics;
mathematicalforce is ordering force. All mathematical
knowledge tends to become again philosophical, to
become ensouled or rationalised; then to become
poetical, moral, and lastly religious.” It is a return;
we can trace the transitional stages in the
religiousmoral artistic philosophical mathematical Pythagoreans. And we see it in the Romanticists, how
feeling, how music, seeks to settle into the measure
and form of numbers. “ Music has much in common
algebra," says Novalis; but that is saying too
1 te.
He hears everything as music, and hears
music; he hears everything as rhythm,
In rhythm
by which we distinguish
ears and d&YS. life and fate are
all, strangely
-

nuf:3 inlbfigs
er in‘a1l
‘
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-

-
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A
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they keep time. I

n all arts

and crafts, in all machinery, in organic bodies, in our

daily affairs— everywhere rhythm, metre, beating of

time, melody;

is rhythm;

rhythm is everywhere."

over the world. E

A

"

A

ll method

with power over rhythm one has power

very man has his own rhythm.

lgebra is poetry;

the sense of rhythm is genius."

rhythm the Pythagorean R

I

n

omanticist gets at the world'

meaning. H e would put the world into verse;

s

like

those ancients, he would lay hold of the world to give

it form, to bring it into harmony. Therefore he hears

the sound of verse in N ature, and in verse he perceives

the order of N ature. R

world-law. "

hythm vibrates for him as

W hen we read and hear real poems,

we feel an inner understanding of N ature stirring— the

natural philosopher and poet have one language."

when in some brain "

hex

A

nd

the great rhythm of the periodic

ameters, that inner poetical mechanism, has become
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a second nature, then the deep meaning of the secret

teaching of music as fashioner and soother of the

universe is revealed. B

ecause the highest thoughts

spontaneously associate these singular vibrations and

meet together in the richest and most manifold order."

Strange!

the B

The Pythagoreans listen to strains on

trings, hear music playing in all the world, tune

all to harmony, yet do not sing themselves. The

harmony is there;

successor E

but it is the E

leatics and their

mpedocles who are the first to wed words

to melody. They introduce harmony with their N ature-

epics;

the R

let "

they really let "

omanticist says, "

the inner sense of N ature,"

have free play"

the highest thoughts,"

the thoughts of the

universe, link themselves to the "

as

in poetry, and

mighty rhythm of

THE

62
62 TH E

the hex

Q UE

ST

ameter."

A

nd what do they sing?

of the O ne in N ature. I

They sing

t may sound otherwise, as F

r.

Schlegel sings:

"

I

n our variegated earthly dream there sounds through

gentle tone struck for him alone who listens

secretly."

Y

et even the ancient E

leatics listened for that

O ne, and let the variegated colouring of earth pale into

dreams, and die away into seeming. W herever too I

let my spirit stray, all is for me resolved into a unity;

such is the thought put into the mouth of X

the choros-leader of the E

leatics. A

enophanes,

nd this world-

unity is for him the godhead, and the godhead is

eternal and unchangeable. I

Schlegel'

s'

the universe,"

centre'

as "

think here of F

r.

doctrine: God as the "

centre,"

H imself and immutable"

;

and "

person of

God eternal, like unto

so he ex

presses it in his

deas.
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I

H ere I

hear the obj

rigid monism of the E

enthusiasm of the R

think of the E

makers!

X

ection: I

t is a far cry from the

leatics to the serene and pious

omanticists. Y

leatics as I

et one must not

ndian penitents and grave-

enophanes, the ancient minstrel, strikes

up his hymn to the world-divinity to the clink of the

wine-cup, and Parmenides begins with a heaven-

j

ourney. F

sing
the hexameter.” And what do they sing? They Fr.
otherwise, as
of the One in Nature. It may sound

Schlegel sings:
In our variegated earthlydream there sounds through
“

all the notes

A

QUEST

rom X

enophanes to Melissos the E

leatics

preach a divinised world, the oneness of the world in

God, as God, as pantheism. A

nd does not N ovalis

speak of the N ature-god, who gives us birth and eats

us, and whom we eat and bring forth;

and is not

R

omanticism full of pantheistic and monistic craving?

R

omanticism would unify all things, even to the fusing

together of all opposites. O ne says naturally: Uniiica-

all the notes
who listens
A gentle tone struck for him alone

secretly.”

that
Yet even the ancient Eleatics listened for
into
One, and let the variegated colouring of earth pale I
too
dreams, and die away into seeming. Wherever
let my spirit stray, all is for me resolved into a unity;
such is the thought put into the mouth of Xenophanes,
the choros-leader of the Eleatics. And this worldis
unity is for him the godhead, and the godheadFr.
eternal and unchangeable. I think here of
Schlegel’s ‘centre’ doctrine: God as the “ person of
the universe,” as “centre,” and “God eternal, like unto
Himself and immutable"; so he expresses it in his
Ideas.
Here I hear the objection: It is a far cry from the
rigid monism of the Eleatics to the serene and pious
enthusiasm of the Romanticists. Yet one must not
think of the Eleatics as Indian penitents and gravemakers! Xenophanes, the ancient minstrel, strikes
to the world-divinity to the clink of the
up his hymnand
Parmenides begins with a heaven‘wine-cup, From Xenophanes
to Melissos the Eleatics
Journey.
preach a divinised world, the oneness of the world in
God, as God, as pantheism. And does not Novalis
speak of the Nature-god, who gives us birth and eats
We eat and bring forth; and is not
us,
full of pantheistic and monistic craving ?
Romanticism would unify all things, even to the fusing
t°S3ther of all opposites. One says naturally: Unifica-

and.whom
Romanticism

C0 gale

A

E

CH A

I
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tion is not unity. A

O MA
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ssuredly to the E

truth and reality, to the R

SM 68

leatic unity is

omanticist ideal and longing.

The latter seeks what the former found. A

this reason again I

say the E

nd for

leatics are not R

ticists. They teach naively what R

oman-

omanticism teaches

sentimentally.

B

ut one must not insist too much on the con-

trast as if there were no middle way. E

ven R

omantic-

ism at times pins down unity to dogma, and in the

old N ature-epicists it soars at times to the ideal. Does

not X

enophanes dwell more upon the unity of God than

of the world?

A

nd to E

mpedocles is not unity only

the state of bliss which this world has lost, but to

which it will some day return?

as at the end of

N ovalis'

O fterdingen all species and natural antitheses

'

to unity?

return'

B

ut how about Parmenides, the

greatest, most stern of the E

leatics?

A

h!

let us gaze

a little longer at those stern features and we shall find

I
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beneath them the tender smile of love!

believe;

t is hard to

but is it easier to believe than that Parmenides

saw nothing but an inflex

ible O ne, and would and

could wilfully blind himself to the glorious fulness?

H e has indeed later on described the phenomenal

world of the manifold, and dowered it with meaning

and tendency towards true unity. Does not then

unity also become for him the ideal?

A

nd does not

unity drive the fulness of the world necessarily back

into the ideal, whether that ideal be one of knowledge

or of striving?

Unity as ideal, as longing, as R

love;

omanticism, is

the restoration of unity to a divided world means

love, and from that we understand what our manual-

writers do not understand, why the fanatics of unity,

why above all Parmenides ex

alts E

ros to be the first-

t with
meaning
Does not then

61

TH E

Q UE

ST

born god, and intentionally places the goddess of love

who incites to birth and pairing, in the midst of the

sense-world. F

r. Schlegel thinks that a primal love

must have preceded the primordial generation, and

ex

tols Chaos which "

awaits only the touch of love in

order to develop into a world of harmony."

must spring from love "

the world "

;

hovering "

the "

"

A

ll life

God is the source of love,"

the hieroglyph of the one eternal love."

W . Schlegel also sees "

love "

"

the ensouling spirit of primordial

over the waters."

inner life of N ature "

as "

A

nd N ovalis feels

that mighty feeling for

which there is no other name than love and lust as the

focus of immeasurable, creative power,"

at the "

that fix

and he gazes

history of the generative power in N ature, and

nd as R

omanticism, and as did also Parmenides

mpedocles ex

tol the world-building
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before him, so does E

force of love;

true he acknowledges the separating

force of strife, but love is to him the higher force, the

organically formative, harmonising, ideal force, and he

feels repentant for having "

trusted in strife,"

and

praises the golden age when there was no god of battle,

and indeed no god and king at all, but "

love."

"

O nly a q

ueen— love "

ueen—

— did not the ancient sage

herewith pronounce the motto of R

"

only a q

omanticism?

O nly the intellect separates women and love,"

the R

says

omanticist. Thence we may understand the

peculiar feminism of Parmenides, who was himself

conducted by maidens above to the goddess of truth,

and announces from her as Pythia all wisdom, and

who, like F

r. Schlegel, regards as the "

the goddess of love, the far-famed A

born god, and intentionally places the goddess of love
who incites to birth and pairing, in the midst of the
sense-world. Fr. Schlegel thinks that a primal love
must have preceded the primordial generation, and
extols Chaos which “awaits only the touch of love in
order to develop into a world of harmony.” “ All life
must spring from love”; “ God is the source of love,”
the world “ the hieroglyph of the one eternal love.”
W. Schlegel also sees “ the ensouling spirit of primordial
love ” hovering “ over the waters.” And Novalis feels
the “inner life of Nature as “ that mighty feeling for
which there is no other name than love and lust as the
focus of immeasurable, creative power,” and he gazes
at the “ history of the generative power in Nature, and
that fixed point deposited amid the infinite fluidity
becomes for him a new revelation of the genius of love.”
And as Romanticism, and as did also Parmcnides
before him, so does Empedocles extol the world-building
force of love; true he acknowledges the separating
force of strife, but love is to him the higher force, the
organically formative, harmonising, ideal force, and he
feels repentant for having trusted in strife,” and
praises the golden age when there was no god of battle,
indeed no god and king at all, but only a queen”

ed point deposited amid the infinite fluidity

becomes for him a new revelation of the genius of love."

A

QUEST

THE

64

world-centre"

phrodite. W ho

“

and

“

ove.”

Only a. queen—love”—did not the ancient sage
herewith pronounce the motto of Romanticism?
“Only the intellect separates women and love,” says
the Bomanticist. Thence we
may understand the
peculiar feminism of Parmenides, who was himself
conducted by maidens above to the goddess of truth,
“

from her
Pythia
wisdom, and
8-I‘ghee,L} announces
like Fr. Schlegel, regards
the “world-centre
all

as

goddess

C0 glc

”

as

of

love,

the far-famed

Aphrodite,

Who

A

R

CH A

I

CR

O MA

N TI

CI

would have believed it of him, the stern E

whose "

icy abstractions "

even N ietzsche shuddered?

The deity of N ature who first created E

female, as for N ovalis "

SM 65

leatic, before

ros, is for him

the whole of N ature is indeed

feminine, virgin and mother at once."

A

nd the erotic

feministic tendency of Parmenides continues in E

docles. I

mploring the muse as the "

maid,"

mpe-

white-armed

he represents the elements breeding as two

pairs;

and fix

es his gaze on "

the E

arth-mother and the

far-seeing Sun-maiden, blood-stained Discord and

grave-eyed H armony, L

L

ady Q uick and L

ady B

ady L

eautiful and L

ness and black-haired Confusion "

also are female for him, "

ady Ugly,

aggard, lovable Truthful-

;

and all the others

the spirits of growth and

waning, sleeping and waking, motion and rest, of

richly-dight splendour and of dirt, of silence and

speech."

H e compares breathing to a maiden playing

with a water-clock, and he believes himself in one of

now A
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his transmigrations to have been a girl. N ow Charis,

nanke, is to him the mistress of the world,

but above all L

ove or A

phrodite. She, "

who ex

cites

thoughts of love and establishes concord between men,

she it is also who whirls round in the elements;

yet

this is unknown to mortal man"

True, the immortal E

mpedocles who holds the

world less than the soul, knows that but for love

conflict is always being waged in it, eq

to the world'

L

s development;

j

ually necessary

ust as F

ucinde believes he feels and sees the "

r. Schlegel in his

eternal discord

by means of which all things come into being and

ex

ist,"

the "

endless warfare down to the most hidden

depths of ex

istence."

L

not hatred but love is the source of being."

ucinde, "

So also E

Y

et still, as is said in the same

mpedocles describes in word-picture how love

66
TH E

Q UE

6b

conj

oins earthly forms out of the elements, how all

things yearn in love for one another, and from afar

combine in a "

world-order of love"

;

how A

phrodite

waters the earth, and then givea it over to fire for

solidification;

how, "

love-nails of divine A

under the hands and with the

phrodite,"

the bodies of the

animals are put together, and the eyes formed;

and

how the earth "

has cast anchor in the perfect haven

of A

A

phrodite."

phrodite, A

creatress of the world —

many a fragment of E

Schlegel'

s: "

phrodite, q

ueen and

so is it echoed through

mpedocles, reminding one of F

r.

W hoever does not learn to know N ature

through love will never know her."

A

t least not philosophically according to R

ticism. F

or, says N ovalis, "

and what remains?

E

—

oman-

dephilosophise science,

arth, air and water,"

isolated elements of E

the

mpedocles, which as philosopher
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however he binds together through love, that love

which dwells in his own soul. H e confesses it thus:

"

O nly with our love can we grasp the world'

its hatred with our miserable hate,"

j

s love, and

ust as we "

view

the earth with our earthiness and the heavenly air

with our air,"

etc. F

or like can only be perceived by

like. So he teaches, as formerly did Parmenides, and

as N ovalis after him: "

The eye sees nothing as eye;

thought sees nothing as thought."

Magus as again the R

ust such a

omanticist would like to be, and

as N ovalis yearns for as the ideal man. The '

knows the interrelation of N ature;

Magus'

he masters N ature

through love. H e knows, like N ovalis, "

how the world

was brought forth by means of marvellous sympathy "

“

Romanphilosophically
Novalis, “dephilosophise science,
and water," the
and what remains? Earth, air
isolated elements of Empedocles, which as philosopher

At least not
ticism. For, says

love

mpedocles, who travelled through all

the Grecian lands as a thaumaturgist, j

Schlegel's : Whoever
through love will never know her."according to

love, that
however he binds together through
it thus:
which dwells in his own soul. H e confesses
10 ve, and
“
Only with our love can we grasp the world's

They teach the

attraction of like for like, in which the Magus is at

home, as was E

all
out of the elements, how
another, and from afar
things yearn in love for oneof love" ; how Aphrodite
combine in a “world-order
it over to fire for
waters the earth, and then gives
and with the
solidification; how, “under the hands
bodies of the
love-nails of divine Aphrodite,” the formed; and
animals are put together, and the eyes
in the perfect haven
how the earth “ has cast anchor
queen and
of Aphrodite." Aphrodite, Aphrodite,
so is it ec
creatress of the world

conjoins earthly forms

ST

;

view
earthiness and the heavenly air

its hatred with our miserable hate,”

the earth with our
with our air,” etc. For like

just

as we

“

only be perceived by
Parmenides, and
like. So he teaches, as formerly did
The eye sees nothing as eye;
as Novalis after him:
the
thought sees nothing as thought." They teachis at
attraction of like for like, in which the Magus
can

“

all
home, as was Empedocles, who travelled through
such a
the Grecian lands as a thaumaturgist, just
and
Magus as again the Romanticist would like to be,
ideal man. The ‘Magus’
as Novalis yearns for as the
knows the interrelation of Nature ; he masters Nature
through love. He knows, like N ovalis, “ how the world
us
Was brought forth by means of marvellous sympathy
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he sees with E

through love,"

mpedocles "

the earth tuned to harmony

sees also with him "

the white bones

formed and fitted together, divinely beautiful, with the

mortar of harmony."

Schlegel, "

A

nd all harmony, says F

r.

is a gift of love."

Three words were spoken one after another at the

birth of Greek philosophy. The I

onian said: I

hear

the world rushing like an infinite stream. The Py-

thagorean said: A

harmony. The E

nd I

hear music in it and rhythmic

leatic said: A

nd all is fused in love,

and dies away into one. O ut of the infinite through

number and harmony to unity!

one another;

The teachings follow

but do not think that they are therefore

so very different and separate in origin. The I

teach also unity and harmony, and the E

teach harmony and infinity. A

nd the same three

omanticists.
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doctrines return again united with tbe R

I

s that so very wonderful?

onians

leatics also

The world is for them at

once infinite, harmonious, single. Theory may divide,

intellect may even frame contradictions, but in life and

feeling they are united. F

of life?

or what is our own ex

perience

W e feel life as a streaming fulness, which is

at the same time rhythmical order in the circulation of

our blood, in our breathing, in our pulse-beat, and at

the same time also the whole and the unity of being.

To live life means to feel, and in feeling all de-

liq

uesces, all is harmonised, all melts together. F

knows nothing of sharp divisions and fix

A

eeling

ed boundaries.

ll is for it at once infinity and unity, and both are

merged together by harmonious symmetry. F

needs symmetry to eq

in the peace of oneness. I

is the poet'

eeling

ualise the flood of the infinite

t is a self-adj

ustment— or

s highest feeling to clothe itself in rhyme

3:11

1
_

_

meI ts

together.

Feeling
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and metre and rhythm only according to his whim and

fancy?

H is ex

alted feeling needs symmetry j

ust as

the tide needs the rhythm of the waves. To com-

prehend the world as infinite flux

, as harmony and

unity— means living it out, feeling it out. So did the

great originators of Greek world-wisdom;

behoves the beginner. F

and thus it

irst we must lay hold of the

world with the living feeling of youth, before we bring

it with ex

perienced eye under the cold light of the

scientific magnifying-glass. The youthful R

omanticists

wanted to begin again, and like the old ones they lived

out and felt out the world. They wanted to remain

youthful, and we must not blame them for that. B

the world repeats its periods;

ut

if youth returns, the

greybeard also matures. Doubtless there is immature

science, but there is also over-matured, A

scholastic knowledge. I

lex

andrian,

t may happen that the

fix
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analyses of science grow sterile, its frontiers become

ed, that for it the organic cools down to the

mechanical, to death. Then is the time to go back

to the origins, and drink oneself young again at the

sources of the old, ever youthful sages.

K

arl Joel.

THE

QUEST

and metre and rhythm only according to his whim and
fancy? His exalted feeling needs symmetry just as
the tide needs the rhythm of the Waves. To comprehend the World as infinite flux, as harmony and
unity—means living it out, feeling it out. So did the
great originators of Greek world-wisdom ; and thus it
behoves the beginner. First we must lay hold of the
world with the living feeling of youth, before we bring
it with experienced eye under the cold light of the
scientific magnifying-glass. The youthful Romanticists
wanted to begin again, and like the old ones they lived
out and felt out the World. They wanted to remain
youthful, and we must not blame them for that. But
the world repeats its periods; if youth returns, the
greybeard also matures. Doubtless there is immature
science, but there is also over-matured, Alexandrian,
scholastic knowledge. It may happen that the
analyses of science grow sterile, its frontiers become
fixed, that for it the organic cools down to the
mechanical, to death. Then is the time to go back
to the origins, and drink oneself young again at the
sources of the old, ever youthful sages.
KARL J OEL.
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of Taoism, we cannot begin with L

ieh Tzu. The

founder of this philosophy, or at any rate the first who

clearly enunciated the doctrine of Tao, is the great

thinker L

B

ao Tzu, who is said to have lived 600 years

.C., and it is essential that the student of Taoism

should eq

uip himself for his task by making a thorough

study of L

ao Tzu'

s recorded sayings. These are to be

found in the little treatise— only 5,000 words in all-

known as the Tao Te Ching, which has been translated

over and over again into various languages. Unfor-

tunately, this book is, to some ex

tent, under a cloud.

That is to say, it is suspected by some scholars of

being a forgery of a comparatively late date (say, the

first century r.c), put together from various other
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Taoist writings, and only incorporating a few traditional

sayings of L

ao Tzu himself. This is an ex

treme view,

which in my opinion is absolutely untenable. Though

the work as we have it seems to be more or less of a

patchwork, it is evidently an early patchwork, which

took its present shape at least five centuries B

.C. I

appears to me to contain the reasoned system of a

great philosopher who cannot by any possibility have

come after the two famous writers L

69

O O K

U.

ieh Tzu and

t

O F

THE

70
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Chuang Tzfi. The philosophy of these writers pre-

supposes, and indeed is wholly based on, the work of

some great and original master-mind. They themselves

make no pretension to be originators in any sense. O n

the contrary, they constantly acclaim L

ao Tzu as their

master. N ow, the pregnant sayings of the Tao Te

Chiiuj

are undeniably the work of a master-mind, the

like of which has never again been seen in China.

"

W hat more natural than to accept the tradition which

attributes the thoughts, if not the actual words, of the

Tao Tc Ching to L

ao Tzfi?

takably modified, ex

we come to its nex

B

Taoism has been unmis-

panded and developed by the time

t oldest ex

ponent, L

ieh Tzu.

ut here again, it is necessary to be cautious.

Until we have established the genuineness of L

Tzu'

ieh

s own work, it is obvious that no argument as to

the development of Taoism can be based upon it. The

scope of the present paper forbids me, of course, to

can only lay before the reader
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enter into details, and I

my conclusion on the subj

of L

ect, which is that the book

ieh Tzu is genuine, in the sense that the maj

or

portion of it, at least, faithfully represents the thoughts

and utterances of that master, as recorded by his

disciples. The nucleus of the work, then, is to be

assigned to the fourth century B

historical grounds that L

.C., for we know on

ieh Tzu himself was alive at

some date not long anterior to 398

. H aving once

settled this point, we can see the immense importance

for the study of Taoism which must attach to L

Tzu'

s work. I

sentiments of L

life;

ieh

t is an attempt to translate the lofty

ao Tzu into terms of actual human

and here for the first time we have an indication

of the lines along which the Taoist system began to

develop. The pithy max

ims of the Tao Te Ching,

QUEST

these writers preChuang Tzfi. The philosophy ofbased
on, the work of
is Wholly
indeed
and
supposes,
master-mind. They themselves
some great and original
sense. On
in

make no pretension to be originators any
Lao Tzu as their
the contrary, they constantly acclaim
of the Tao Te
master. Now, the pregnant sayings
master-mind, the
Ching are undeniably the work of a seen in China.
like of which has never again been
tradition which
What more natural than to accept the
words, of the
attributes the thoughts, if not the actual
has been unmisTao Te Ching to Lao Tzu ? Taoism
by the time
takably modified, expanded and developed
Lieh Tzfi.
—we come to its next oldest exponent,
cautious.
But here again, it is necessary to be
of Lieh
Until We have established the genuineness
as to
Tz1'1’s own work, it is obvious that no argument
it. The
the development of Taoism can be based upon
forbids me, of course, to
scope of the present paper
the reader
enter into details, and I can only lay before
which is that the book
my conclusion on the subject,
of Lieh Tzfi is genuine, in the sense that the major
the thoughts
portion of it, at least, faithfullyrepresents
his
and utterances of that master, as recorded by
is to be
disciples. The nucleus of the work, then, know
assigned to the fourth century B.C.,f01‘ we alive on
at
historical grounds that Lieh Tzu himself was
398. Having once
some date not long anterior to
settled this point, We can see the immense importance
for the study of Taoism which must attach to Lieh
Tz1'1’s work. It is an attempt to translate the lofty
of Lao Tzu into terms of actual human
life ; and here for the first time we have an indication
of the lines along which the Taoist system began to
develop. The pithy maxims of the Tao Té Ching,

sentiments
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containing thoughts more profound and original than

are to be found in any other treatise three times its

length, have been caught up, tested, illuminated,

ex

plained. The sayings of L

,

ao Tzu are elemental in

chiselled in the living rock of some maj

illuminated,

Tzfi are elemental in

their naked grandeur, but they seem more fit to be

estic mountain-

side than to be written down as ordinary rules of

conduct in a book. The atmosphere that L

ao Tzu

breathes is too rarefied for the common run of mankind.

Turning from him to L

ieh Tzii is like passing from

W inter to Spring. The frozen buds have germinated

and blossomed forth, there is warmth and vitality and

colour;

not that we cannot find sublimity as well.

The account of the world'

s beginning in the first book

is something after the style of L

ao Tzu. B

ut it is

more lucid, more definite, more scientific. L

and blossomed

ao Tzu

colour,

■ was content to stand and wonder, confessing his

inability to fathom the mystery of the Universe. L

ieh
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not that

The acco

Tzu has advanced a step, and thought out a regular

buds

forth, there IS Warmth have
and
.

We

cannot find

cosmogony. Take this from the Tao Te Ching:

germinated

vitality and
sublimity as Well

Tao in itself is vague, impalpable,— how impalpable, how

vague!

Y

Y

et within it there is F

orm. H ow vague, how impalpable!

et within it there is Substance. H ow profound, how obscure!

Y

et within it there is a V

q

uintessence of R

ital Principle. This principle is the

eality, and out of it comes Truth. . . . There

is something, chaotic yet complete, which ex

and E

isted before H eaven

arth. O h, how still it is, and formless, standing alone

without changing, reaching everywhere without suffering harm.

I

t must be regarded as the Mother of the Universe. I

know not. To designate it, I

describe it, I

call it Tao. E

ts name I

ndeavouring to

call it Great.

W ith this compare L

ieh Tzu:

There is a Creative Principle which is itself uncreated;

created is able to create life;

Wllihln it
'

there

is a Principle of Change which is itself unchanging. The Un-

there is Subst

Form. How vague, how
impalpable!
How profound, ho

the Unchanging is able to effect

Its

create

life;

the

unchanging.

Unchanging is

name I

The Unable to effect

THE

72
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change. That which is produced cannot but continue producing;

QUEST

cannot but continue producing ;
change. That which is produced
continue evolving. Hence there
that which is evolved cannot but
evolution. The law of
is constant production and constant
evolution at no time ceases
constant production and of constant
Principle of

that which is evolved cannot but continue evolving. H ence there

is constant production and constant evolution. The law of

constant production and of constant evolution at no time ceases

to operate. . . . H ence we say, there is a great Principle of

Change, a great O rigin, a groat B

Simplicity. I

n the great Change substance is not yet manifest.

I

n the great O rigin lies the beginning of substance. I

B

eginning lies the beginningof material form. I

lies the beginning of essential q

essential q

great
great Primordial
Change, a great Origin, a great Beginning,
is not yet manifest.
Simplicity. In the great Change substance
of substance. In the great
In the great Origin lies the beginning
In thegreat Simplicity
Beginning lies the beginningof material form.

to

eginning, a great Primordial

operate.

.

.

.

Hence

we

say, there is

a

a

n the great

n thegreat Simplicity

ualities. W hen substance, form and

ualities are still indistinguishably blended together, it

is called Chaos. Chaos means that all things are chaotically

intermix

ed and not yet separated from one another. The purer

and lighter elements, tending upwards, made the H eaven;

the

grosser and heavier elements, tending downwards, made the

E

arth. Substance, harmoniously proportioned, became Man ;

H eaven and E

and,

arth containing thus a spiritual element, all things

were evolved and produced.
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Discussion has been rife as to the origin of the

conception of Tao, and the reason why that particular

name should have been selected. Tao means way,

path or road, and in very early times it was used as a

figure of speech for the '

way'

or method of doing a

thing. Thus, Tao came to denote a line, rule or

principle of conduct. N ow, there are two Chinese

words for '

God '

: Ti,'

Sovereign,'

and Tien, '

H eaven.'

The latter was specially used for the Power which

directs and controls the great visible forces of N ature,

and causes the sun, moon and stars to shine in alternate

day and night. The laws or principles governing these

phenomena thus came to be summed up in the phrase

Tien Tao, '

uses this ex

The W ay of H eaven.'

L

ao Tzu himself

pression several times:

W ithout going out of doors, one may know the whole world;

without looking out of the window, one may see the W ay of

H eaven.

blended together, it
essential qualities are still indistinguisbably
all things are chaotically
is called Chaos. Chaos means that
The purer
intermixed and not yet separated from one another.
the
Heaven;
the
and lighter elements, tending upwards, made
tending downwards, made the
grcsser and heavier elements,
Man; and,
Earth. Substance, harmoniously proportioned, became
all things
Heaven and Earth containing thus a spiritual element,
were evolved and produced.
Discussion has been rife as to the origin of the

of Tao, and the reason why that particular
Tao means Way,
name should have been selected.
path or road, and in very ‘ early times it wasofused as aa
figure of speech for the way’ or method doingor
thing. Thus, Tao came to denote a line, rule
principle of conduct. Now, there are two‘ Chinese
words for God : Ti, ‘ Sovereign,’ and T’z'en, Heaven.’
latter was specially used for the Power which
directs and controls the great visible forces of Nature,
and causes the sun, moon and stars to shine in alternate
day and night. The laws or principles governing these
phenomena thus came to be summed up in the phrase
‘
Tie"
Way of Heaven.’ Lao Tzfi himself
uses this expression several times;

conception

’

‘

The

1:00, The‘

Without 803138 Out 05 50011. One may know the whole world:
.'thout 1°°km3 ‘mt °f '°h° “1D<10W.
one may see the Way of

‘I:

eaven.
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t is the W ay of H eaven not to strive, and yet it knows how

to overcome.

A

nd the last sentence in the Tao Te Ching reads:

This is the W ay of H eaven, which benefits and inj

ures not.

This is the way of the Sage, in whose actions there is no element

of strife.

H e also plays upon the original meaning of the

word:

I

f we had sufficient knowledge to walk in the Great W ay,

what we should most fear would be boastful display. The Great

W ay is very smooth, but the people love the by-paths.

H ere we have a new and important step in the

process of transition. Tien Tao, the W ay of H eaven,

becomes Ta Tao, the Great W ay;

dropping the word '

W ay.'

great.,'

and hy-and-by,

we get simply Tao, '

The

This derivation also throws a useful sidelight

on the meaning and import of Tao, as used ultimately

by L

ao Tzu and his successors. W e begin with Tien,

God'

than '
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which is nearer in sense to '

H eaven,'

though it denotes a deity somewhat more impersonal,

perhaps, than is usually implied in our word '

Then comes the W ay of God, nex

finally the W ay, without any q

God.'

t the Great W ay, and

ualification. God

vanishes but the W ay remains. W hat is the meaning

of this remarkable transition?

that R

I

t means, in brief,

eligion has yielded to Philosophy, and that

observation of N ature has taken the place of blind

faith in the supernatural. '

God'

is a term that tends

to become less tangible and less definite as man'

s

intellectual faculties grow clearer. The savage will

worship as a god any human being whom he recognises

as being stronger and more powerful than himself and

other ordinary men. A

s he grows more civilised, his

QUEST
God is no longer a
ideas become less crude, and his
and substance as himself, but
man of the same shape
something invisible, mysterious and awe-inspiring—a
invested with
All the same, this spirit is still
THE

74
74 TH E

Q UE

ST

ideas become less crude, and his God is no longer a

man of the same shape and substance as himself, but

something invisible, mysterious and awe-inspiring— a

spirit. A

ll the same, this spirit is still invested with

certain human attributes. H e may no longer wear the

outward semblance of a man, but he retains most of

the mental and moral eq

uipment of one. Such, in a

pre-eminent degree, was Jehovah, the cruel, j

irascible God of the O ld Testament. B

ealous,

ut such also,

we must remember, is the loving and merciful God

generally accepted by modern orthodox

Christianity.

The early Chinese Taoists thus represent a step forward

of incalculable importance, for in their philosophy the

personal, q

uasi-human God begins to fade and sink

into the background, while there emerges now the idea

of an impersonal God, a W ay, W orking or L

aw, which

takes the place of the deified Sovereign or the personified

H eaven. This impersonal God, or Tao, is of course far
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more easily to be reconciled with the stern facts of

N ature as they are vouchsafed to our senses. There

is an inex

orability, a blind impartiality, about the

workings of N ature which seem in strange contradiction

with the hypothesis of a benevolent Providence.

N ature (says L

ao Tzii) is not benevolent: she looks upon all

creatures in the same light as the straw dogs that are used in

sacrifices.

A

nd Chuang Tzu apostrophises Tao in a similar

strain:

O

my ex

emplar!

Thou who destroyest all things, and dost

not account it cruelty;

account it charity;

not account it age;

Thou who benefitest all time, and dost not

Thou who art older than antiq

uity and dost

Thou who supportest the universe, shaping

the many forms therein, and dost not account it skill!

I

s Tao, then, synonymous with N ature?

N ot so,

spirit.

wear the
certain human attributes. He may no longer most of
outward semblance of a man, but he retains
Such, in a
the mental and moral equipment of one.
cruel, jealous,
pre-eminent degree, was Jehovah, the But
such also,
irascible God of the Old Testament.
the loving and merciful God
we must remember, is
generally accepted by modern orthodoxaChristianity.
forward
The early Chinese Taoists thus represent step
the
of incalculable importance, for in their philosophy
sink
personal, quasi-human God begins to fade and
the idea
into the background, while there emerges now
which
of an impersonal God, a Way, Vlforking or Law,
takes the place of the deified Sovereign or the personified

far
Heaven. This impersonal God, or Tao, is of course
the stern facts of
more easily to be reconciled with

senses. There
they vouchsafed to
hlatureinexorability,
blind impartiality, about the
as

IS

our

are

a

an

workings of Nature which seem in strange contradiction
with the hypothesis of a benevolent Providence.
all
Nature (says Lao Tzfi) is not benevolent : she looks upon
creatures in the
sacrifices.

same

light

as

the straw dogs that

Chuang Tzu apostrophises Tao in
‘And
strain:

are

used in

a.

similar

0 my exemplar! Thou who destroyest all things, and dost
not
it
; Thou who benefitest all time, and dost
dost
Thou who art older than antiquity and
15
who supportest the universe, shaping
33001111‘? It 380;
the many forms therein, and dost not account it skill !

cruelty
::t
acct
p
unt
no‘;°“n Chifrlty;

Thou

13 T3”, the“: synonymous with Nature?

Co gale
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by ‘Nature’ we mean the sensible functions of
things, the material operations of the Universe. Lao

75

if by '

N ature'

we mean the sensible functions of

things, the material operations of the Universe. L

ao

Tzu was no materialist, and conceived of Tao neither

as material substance nor yet as a manifestation of

active force. I

t is the first Cause, from which all

substance may be said to arise, and all phenomena to

flow;

is. I

it is that which makes everything to be what it

t is the power which underlies the forces of N ature.

This distinction is very clearly brought out by L

ieh

Tzu.

O n the one hand, there is life, and on the other, there is that

which produces life;

form;

there is form, and there is that which imparts

there is sound, and there is that which causes sound;

is colour, and there is that which causes colour;

there

but that which produces life never comes to an end. The origin

but that which imparts form has no material

istence. The genesis of sound lies in the sense of hearing;
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ex

but

that which causes sound is never audible to the ear. The source

of colour is vision;

but that which produces colour never manifests

itself to the eye. The origin of taste lies in the palate;

but that

which causes taste is never perceived by that sense. A

ll these

phenomena are functions of the inactive principle, Tao.

Tao, then, is the transcendental Principle of the

Universe, which partially manifests itself in the work-

ings of N ature;

and through these workings we are

able to gain some dim notion of its essence:

Thus it is that Tao, engendering all things, nourishes them

develops them and fosters them;

Tzu was no materialist, and conceived of Tao neither
as material substance nor yet as a manifestation of
active force. It is the first Cause, from which all
substance may be said to arise, and all phenomena to
flow; it is that which makes everything to be what it
is. It is the power which underlies theforces of Nature.
This distinction is very clearly brought out by Lieh

Tz1'1.

there is taste,

and there is that which causes taste. The source of life is death;

of form is matter;

75

if

SM

perfects them, ripens them,

tends them and protects them. Production without possession,

action without self-assertion, development without domination:

On the one hand, there is life, and on the other, there is that
which produces life; there is form, and thereis that which imparts
form; there is sound, and there is that which causes sound ; there
is colour, and there is that which causes colour; there is taste,
and there is that which causes taste. The source of life is death;
but that which produces life never comes to an end. The origin
of form is matter; but that which imparts form has no material
existence. The genesis of sound lies in the sense of hearing; but
that which causes sound is never audible to the ear. The source
of colour is vision; but that which produces colour never manifests
itself to the eye. The origin of taste lies in the palate; but that
which causes taste is never perceived by that sense. All these
Phenomena are functions of the inactive principle, Tao.

this is its mysterious operation.

To this q

uotation from Tao Te Ching we may add

the following from L

ieh Tzu:

That, then, which engenders all things is itself unengendered;

Tao, then, is

the transcendental Principle of the
Universe, which partially manifests itself in the workings of Nature; and through these Workings we are
able to gain some dim notion of its essence :
Thus it is that Tao, engendering all things, nourishes them
them and fosters them; perfects them, ripens them,
tends them and protects them. Production without possession,

d°V°10P8

action without self-assertion, development without domination:
this is its mysterious operation.

To this quotation from Tao Te‘ Ching We may add
the following from Lieh Tzfi:
That, then, which engenders all things is itself unengendered ;

Co 5216
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that by which all things arc evolved is itself untouched by evolu-

tion. Self-engendered and self-evolved, it has in itself the elements

of substance, appearance, wisdom, strength, dispersion and con-

centration. Y

et it would be a mistake to call it by any one of

QUEST

evoluthat by which all things are evolved is itself untouched by
elements
tion. Self-engendered and self-evolved, it has in itself the
of substance, appearance, wisdom, strength, dispersion and concentration. Yet it would be a mistake to call it by any one of

these names.

This brings us to what is perhaps L

ieh Tzu'

these names.

s

outstanding achievement in the domain of philosophic

(
thought. H e was the first Chinese writer to show a

clear appreciation of the law of perpetual evolution.

L

ao Tzu, it is true, has the following suggestive

passage:

A

ll things alike do their work, and then we see them subside.

W hen they have reached their bloom, each returns to its origin.

R

eturning to their origin means rest or fulfilment of destiny.

brings us to what is perhaps Lieh Tz1'1’s
outstanding achievement in the domain of philosophic
thought. He was the first Chinese writer to show a
clear appreciation of the law of perpetual evolution.
Lao Tzu, it is true, has the following suggestive
This

This reversion is an eternal law.

B

ut it was reserved for L

passage:
All things alike do their work, and then we

ieh T/.u to point out

that beginning and end, life and death, are really only

relative terms, and that being and not-being follow
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one another in a never-ending cycle.

W ithout motion (he says) there is no generation. B

its rise out of N ot-B

eing takes

eing. That which has shape and substance

must come to an end. H eaven and E

even as we all have an end. B

arth, then, have an end,

ut whither the end leads us is

unknown. The course of evolution ends where it started, without

a beginning;

it finishes up where it began, in N ot-B

which has life returns again into the L

substance returns again into the I

ifeless;

eing. That

that which has

nsubstantial.

The commentary adds:

W hen there is conglomeration, substance comes into being;

see

them subside.

When they have reached their bloom, each returns to its origin.
Returning to their origin means rest or fulfilment of destiny.
This reversion is an eternal law.

reserved for Lieh Tzfi to point out
that beginning and end, life and death, are really only
relative terms, and that being and not-being follow
one another in a never-ending cycle.
But it

was

when there is dispersion, it comes to an end. That is what we

mortals mean by beginning and end. B

ut although for us, in a

state of conglomeration, this condensation of substance constitutes

a beginning, and its dispersion an end, from the standpoint of

dispersion, it is void and calm that constitute the beginning, and

condensation of substance the end. H ence there is perpetual

Without motion (he says) there is no generation. Being takes
its rise out of Not-Being. That which has shape and substance
must come to an end. Heaven and Earth, then, have an end,
But whither the end leads us is
even as we all have an end.
unknown. The course of evolution ends where it started, without
abeginning; it finishes up where it began, in Not-Being. That
which has life returns again into the Lifeless; that which has
substance returns again into the Insuhstantial.

The

commentary adds :

When there is conglomeration, substance comes into being;
when there is dispersion, it comes to an end. That is what we
mortals mean by beginning and end. But although for us, in a
state of conglomeration, this condensation of substance constitutes

beginning, and its dispersion an end, from the standpoint of
dispersion, it is void and calm that constitute the beginning, and

a

condensation of substance the end.

Co gale

Hence there is

perpetual
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alternation in -what constitutes beginning and end, and the under-

lying Truth is that there is neither any beginning nor any end at

all.

A

nother remarkable passage occurs a little later

on:

E

volution is never-ending. B

ut who can perceive the secret

processes of H eaven and E

here are augmented there;

arth?

Thus, things that are diminished

things that are made whole in one

place suffer loss in another. Diminution and augmentation,

fullness and decay are the constant accompaniments of life and

death. They alternate in continuous succession, and we are not

conscious of any interval. The whole body of spiritual substance

progresses without a pause;

the whole body of material substance

suffers decay without intermission. B

ut we do not perceive the

process of completion, nor do we perceive the process of decay.

Man, likewise, from birth to old age becomes something different

every day in face and form, in wisdom and in conduct. H is skin,

his nails and his hair are continually growing and continually

n infancy and childhood there is no stopping nor
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perishing. I

respite from change. Though imperceptible while it is going on,

it may be verified afterwards if we wait.

E

ven as there is no end to the process of evolution,

so there can be no end or final cause which N ature has

in view for our benefit or the reverse. There is no

partiality in N ature, which is, as it were, the reflection

of Tao. This point is humorously brought out in the

following short anecdote:

Mr. T'

ien, of the Ch'

i State, was holding an ancestral banq

in his hall, to which a thousand guests were bidden. A

uet

s he sat in

their midst, many came up to him with presents of fish and game.

E

yeing them approvingly, he ex

generous is A

claimed with unction: "

lmighty God to man!

H ow

H e makes the five kinds of

grain to grow, and creates the finny and the feathered tribes,

especially for our benefit."

sentiment to the echo;

A

ll Mr. T'

ien'

regardless of seniority, came forward and said: "

my lord. A

s guests applauded this

but the twelve-year-old son of a Mr. Pao,

Y

ou are wrong,

ll the living creatures of the Universe stand in the

THE

78
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t is only by reason of sire, strength or cunning

that some particular species gain*

the mastery, or that one preys

upon another. N one of them are produced in order to subserve

the uses of others. Man catches and eats those that are fit for

food, but how can it be maintained that God creates these ex

for man'

s use?

Mosq

uitoes and gnats suck man'

tigers and wolves devour his flesh;

that God created man ex

pressly

s blood, and

but we do not therefore assert

pressly for the benefit of mosq

uitoes and

gnats, or to provide food for tigers and wolves."

A

ll the phenomena of this conditioned universe

are subj

L

ect to the law of causality, which appears in

ieh Tzu now as the '

theory of conseq

uents,'

now in the guise of an allegorical figure called '

F

ate or Destiny. I

Destiny has with L

F

and

n the course of a dialogue which

i (a term which is analogous to our

ree W ill, but is better translated '

E

ffort'

) it is made
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thing independent and apart from the general scheme

of N ature, but that it too has to bow before the greater

law of Destiny which includes it. I

n other words,

ieh Tzu is a determinist, and refuses to ex

from the universal law of causality. A

clude man

ll the same, it

very dreadful about it. O n the contrary, true peace of

mind, he thinks, is only to be gained by full recognition

of this immutable law, by complete self-abandonment

F

ate.

or one who believes in Destiny, there is no such thing as

longevity or early death. F

or one who believes in the L

N ature, there is no such thing as right or wrong. F

aw of

or one who

trusts to the instincts of his heart, there is no such thing as

opposition or agreement. F

are

produced

this conditioned universe
which appears in
are subject to the law of causality,
Lieh Tzfi now as the ‘ theory of consequents,’ and
‘
now in the guise of an allegorical figure called Ming,’
Fate or Destiny. In the course of a dialogue which
Destiny has with Li (a term which is analogous to our
Free Will, but is better translated Effort ’) it is made
clear that the operation of human forces is not something independent and apart from the general scheme
of Nature, but that it too has to bow before the greater
law of Destiny which includes it. In other words,
Lieh Tzfi is a determinist, and refuses to exclude man
from the universal law of causality. All the same, it
never occurs to him that such a doctrine has anything
very dreadful about it. On the contrary, true peace of
mind. he i5hi!1kS.is only to be gained by full recognition
Of this immutable 13-W, by complete self-abandonment
and resignation to the decrees of Fate.

phenomena of

‘

never occurs to him that such a doctrine has anything

and resignation to the decrees of F

in order to subserve
fit for
the uses of others. Man catches and eats those that are
food, but how can it be maintained that God creates these expressly
and
for man's use? Mosquitoes and gnats suck man's blood,
assert
therefore
tigers and wolves devour his flesh; but we do not
and
that God created man expressly for the benefit of mosquitoes
gnats, or to provide food for tigers and wolves."

upon another. None of them

All the

Ming,'

clear that the operation of human forces is not some-

L

ourselves, and one is of no greater intrinsic value
or cunning
than another. It is only by reason of size, strength
that one preys
that some particular species gains the mastery, or

same category as

ST

same category as ourselves, and one is of no greater intrinsic value

than another. I

QUEST

or one who trusts to inborn tempera-

ment, there is no such thing as safety or danger. O f such a one

we may say that, trusting nothing.he places his trust in everything.

There you have truth pure and undented. W hy make a point of

For one who believes in Destiny, there is no such thing as
10¥18°Vil'IY 01‘ early death. For one who believes in the Law of
Nature, there is no such thing as right or wrong. For one who
trusts to the instincts of his heart, there is no such thing as
0PP03iti0n or agreement. For one who trusts to inborn temperaor
or
a
2»
SW18 n0th1!18»h9Places his trust in everything.
There y°“ h‘"° tmth Pure and undefllod. Why make 8» point of

’::‘::;:“:::.*:.::.:“°%=
2
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going or of coming 1 W hy be sorry or why be glad?

W hy act,

or why refrain from action?

Death, in particular, is no more to be dreaded

than any other stage in our evolution. H ence L

ieh

Tzu cannot countenance or approve the futile search

for means whereby Death may be esoaped.

The end (he says) can no more be avoided than the living

creature can help having been born. So that he who hopes to

perpetuate his life or to shut out Death is deceived in his

calculations.

I

t is curious to think how completely the mis-

called Taoists of the succeeding age, only a couple of

centuries later, had forgotten this wise admonition,

busying themselves as they did almost ex

alchemy and the fabled elix

clusively with

ir which would confer

immortality on its happy possessor.

So much for what may be termed the metaphysical

side of L

ieh Tzu'

s teaching. B

ut the early Taoists
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were not content with rearing this new and imposing

structure of transcendental philosophy;

they aimed at

carrying their speculations into the domain of practical

conduct, and at laying down a set of new ethical rules

for the guidance of mankind. So far, we have seen

that their message can be condensed into the max

"

L

ive without care, die without fear."

im:

W e must now

seek for further indications as to what they considered

to be the best way of living one'

work-a-day world. I

ex

s life in this rough,

t will be found, as we should

pect, that the ethics of Taoism are based on the

conclusions already arrived at as to the nature of that

Unseen Power which governs the universe. Tao is

the great ex

emplar, and it is on Tao that the wise man

will model himself, however great the difficulties that

seem to stand in the way. W hat says L

ao Tzu?
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W hen the superior scholar hears of Tao, he diligently practises

it. W hen the average scholar hears of Tao, he sometimes retains

it, sometimes loses it. W hen the inferior scholar hears of Tao,

he loudly laughs at it. W ere it not thus ridiculed, it would not be

worthy of the name of Tao. H e who i»

enlightened by Tao seems

wrapped in darkness. H e who is advanced in Tao seems to be

going back. H o who walks smoothly in Tao seems to be on a

rugged path.

their convictions, and having made up their minds to

follow Tao, they did not shrink from accepting the

what '

A

uences of that decision. L

following Tao '

implies. L

certainly had the courage of
minds to
their convictions, and having made up their
the
follow Tao, they did not shrink from accepting

et us see

ao Tzu says:

ll things in N ature work silently. They come into being and

possess nothing. They fulfil their functions and make no claim.

The Taoist, then, must avoid ostentation and

display;

he must go about his work q

decision. Let
necessary consequences of that
What ‘ following Tao ’ implies. Lao Tzfi says:

uietly, without

fuss or worry, and take no credit for what he achieves.

H e must be content to renounce riches and rank, and
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he diligentlypractises
When the superior scholar hears of Tao,
of Tao, he sometimes retains
it. When the average scholar hears
inferior scholar hears of Tao,
it, sometimes loses it. When the
thus ridiculed, it would not be
he loudly laughs at it. Were it not
by Tao seems
worthy of the name of Ten. He who is enlightened
in Tao seems to be
wrapped in darkness. He who is advanced
to be on a
back. He who walks smoothly in Tao seems

going
rugged path.
The early Taoists

The early Taoists certainly had the courage of

necessary conseq

QUEST

us see

live a life of the utmost simplicity, as independent as

possible of ex

being and
All things in Nature work silently. They come into
functions and make no claim.
possess nothing. They fulfil their

ternal trappings, and finding his true

happiness within himself. A

bove all, he must be

modest, humble and yielding, free from self-assertion

and pride.

H e who is great (says L

ao Tzu), must make humility his base;

he who is high must make lowliness his foundation. (A

I

have three precious things, which I

first is gentleness;

nd again :)

hold fast and prize. The

the second is frugality;

and the third is

humility, which keeps me from putting myself before others. B

gentle, and you can be bold;

e

be frugal, and you can be liberal;

avoid putting yourself before others, and you can become a leader

among men.

B

ut these virtues, though more or less negative in

character, and therefore safeguarded against the danger

The Taoist, then, must avoid ostentation and
without
display; he must go about his work quietly,achieves.
fuss or worry, and take no credit for what he
and
He must be content to renounce riches and rank,
live a life of the utmost simplicity, as independent as
his true
possible of external trappings, and finding must
be
happiness within himself. Above all, he
modest, humble and yielding, free from self-assertion
and pride.
H9 Wh0 is 81388-15 (says Lao Tzfi),must make humilityhis base;
he who is high must make lowliness his foundation. (And again :)
three precious things, which I hold fast and prize. The
I
the second is frugality; and the third is
humility, which keeps me from putting myself before othem Be
gentle, and you can be bold; be frugal, and you can be liberal;
avoid putting yourself before others, and you can become 3, made,

have
fil‘3l'«_{S gentleness:
among

men.

0h&rB‘:l5
ac
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1

of reaction, are not really an end in themselves, and

are to be regarded rather as stepping-stones, as it were,

on the road to true wisdom. W e have seen that

N ature is not benevolent;

and, hard though the saying

may appear at first sight, the Sage will not be benevo-

lent either. The human mind is so fettered by its

artificial distinctions, and the sharp antithesis of

positive and negative, right and wrong, that it can

hardly conceive of an absence of goodness being any-

thing but evil. To its imperfect apprehension, the

man who abstains from active benevolence must surely,

in some degree, be actuated by its opposite. This is

the fatal error which the Taoist philosophers strove to

confute. The aim of the perfect Sage, they tell us, is

to transcend all virtues and all vices, and taking Tao

itself as his model, to preserve bis mind in a state of

harmonious balance, absolutely passive and q

uiescent,
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free from all disturbing influences and making no

effort in any direction. I

dream, L

n his favourite form of a

ieh Tzu draws for us the picture of an ideal

Taoist community:

The kingdom of H ua-hsii was without head or ruler;

went on of itself. I

it simply

ts people were without desire or cravings;

they simply followed their natural instincts. They felt neither

j

oy in life nor abhorrence of death;

thus they came to no untimely

ends. They felt neither attachment to self nor indifference to

others;

thus they were ex

empt from love and hatred alike. They

knew neither aversion from one course nor inclination to another;

hence profit and loss ex

isted not among them. A

ll were eq

untouched by the emotions of love and sympathy, of j

fear.

B

ut, it will be obj

ected, this implies nothing more

nor less than a condition of mental vacancy bordering

on stupor. Surely this is not the state of mind which

Taoism advocates?

it is true that L

ao Tzu himself

ually

ealousy and

THE
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does not press the point. H e certainly enj

"

oins us to

attain complete vacuity, and sedulously preserve a

state of repose."

B

ut it would be easy to find other

sayings of his which are inconsistent with this precept.

O n the whole, it seems either that L

fully realise what the conseq

ao Tzu did not

uences of out-and-out

Taoism must be, or that, realising it, he preferred

inconsistency and common sense to a system which

has only to be stated to be condemned as totally

inapplicable to mankind. Those who came after him

however, did not recoil from the strictest deductions

from the premisses laid down by their Master. L

ieh

Tzu has several anecdotes which tend to show that

nothing short of complete mental indifference and

abstraction will satisfy the highest type of man.

L

ung Shu said to the physician W en Chih: "

master of cunning arts. I

"

So far,"

Y

ou are the

have a disease. Can you cure it, Sir?

replied W en Chih, "

you have only acq

"

uainted me with
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your desire. Please let me know first the symptoms of your

disease."

"

I

hold it no honour,"

my native village nor do I

my native State. Gain ex

I

said L

ung Shu, "

to be praised in

consider it a disgrace to be decried in

cites in me no j

oy, and loss no sorrow.

look upon life in the same light as death, upon riches in the same

light as poverty, upon my fellow-men as so many swine, and upon

myself as I

look upon my fellow-men. I

"

"

would a barbarian State. A

fflicted as I

am

in these various ways, honours and rewards fail to rouse me, pains

"

and penalties to overawe me, good or bad fortune to influence me,

j

oy or grief to move me. Thus I

am incapable of serving my

"

sovereign, of associating with my friends and kinsmen, of directing

my wife and children, or of controlling my servants and retainers.

W hat disease is this, and what remedy is there that will cure it?

W en Chih replied by asking L

"

A

hI

"

said he after a while, "

inch of your heart is hollow. Y

I

see that a good sq

ou are within an ace of being a

Gain excites in me no joy, and loss no sorrow.
I look upon life in the same light as death, upon riches in the same
light as poverty, upon my fellow-men as so many swine, and upon
myself as I look upon my fellow-men. I dwell in my home as
though it were a caravanserai, and regard my native district with
I am
no more feeling than I would a barbarian State. Afliictedas
in these various ways, honours and rewards fail to rouse me, pains
penalties to overawe me, good or bad fortune to influence me,
Joy or grief to move me. Thus I am incapable of serving my
sovereign, of associating with my friends and kinsmen, of directing
my wife and children, or of controlling my servants and retainers,
"
is this, and what remedy is there that will cure it ‘P
What
Wén
by asking Lung Shu to stand with his back to
himself faced the light and iooked at him
he
hsht,
'
Ah 1 said he after a while, " I see that a good square
Inch of your heart is hollow. You are within an ace of being a

my native State.

ung Sbu to stand with his back to

the light, while he himself faced the light and looked at him

intently. "

us to
does not press the point. He certainly enjoins
a
“attain complete vacuity, and sedulously preserve
to find other
state of repose.” But it would be easy
with this precept.
sayings of his which are inconsistentLao
Tzu did not
On the whole, it seems either that
out-and-out
fully realise what the consequences of he
preferred
Taoism must be, or that, realising it,
inconsistency and common sense to a system which
has only to be stated to be condemned as totally
after him
inapplicable to mankind. Those who camedeductions
however, did not recoil from the strictest
Lieh
from the premisses laid down by their Master.
that
Tzu has several anecdotes which tend to show
nothing short of complete mental indifierence and
abstraction will satisfy the highest type of man.

the
Lung Shu said to the physician Wen Chih: You are
Sir ‘I
master of cunning arts. I have a disease. Can you cure it,
with
So far," replied Wen Chih, "you have only acquainted me
of your
your desire. Please let me know first the symptoms
in
disease.” “I hold it no honour," said Lung Shu, to be praised
to be decried in
my native village nor do I consider it a disgrace

dwell in my home as

though it were a caravanserai, and regard my native district with

no more feeling than I

QUEST

uare

and

disease
_Gh1h rep_1ied
the
yvhlle
1_nl'=6I11'-1Y-

"
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of the orifices in your heart are open and clear,

and only the seventh is blocked up. [

I

t was an ancient belief

that the Sage had seven orifices in his heart, the seat of the

understanding.]

This, however, is doubtless due to the fact that

you are mistaking for a disease that which is really divine en-

lightenment. I

t is a case in which my shallow art is of no avail."

The energetic and practical W estern mind can

have little sympathy with teaching which, if put into

universal practice, could have but one result— the total

stoppage and stagnation of all human activity whatso-

ever. B

L

ut L

ieh Tzu. goes even further than this.

ung Shu, in the anecdote I

have j

ust read, is told

that his mental condition, so far from being diseased,

as he himself had not unnaturally supposed, is the

only one that, from the Taoist point of view, can be

considered truly healthy. Suppose, however, that he

had been suffering from a mental disease, which pro-

duced these symptoms of listlessness and indifference:

ieh Tzu maintains, that disease is positively
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then, L

preferable to the normal state of mind in which human

beings live and pursue their daily avocations. A

nd

this, in brief, is the story in which he seeks to convey

this ex

traordinary lesson:

There was a man named H ua Tzu who was afflicted in middle

age by the disease of amnesia or forgetfulness. So absent-minded

was he that, out-of-doors, he forgot to walk;

sit down. A

had j

indoors, he forgot to

t any given moment, he had no recollection of what

ust taken place;

and a little later on, he could not even

recollect what had happened then. A

fter various remedies had

been tried by his family in vain, a certain professor came along,

who realised that the disease, being mental, could only be combated

by influencing the patient'

s mind and turning the current of his

thoughts. The treatment proved entirely successful, and one fine

morning H ua Tzii regained full possession of his faculties. To

everybody'

s astonishment, however, he immediately flew into a

great rage, drove his wife out of doors, beat his sons, and snatching

had been a
duced these
then, Lieh Tz“

‘

'
'

tlessness and indifference
'

:
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T

being arrested and asked to ex

said: "

L

ately, when I

town. On
hotly pursued the professor through the
his conduct, this is what he
being arrested and asked to explain
my senses
said: Lately, when I was steeped in forgetfulness,

up

up a spear, hotly pursued the professor through the town. O n

plain his conduct, this is what he

was steeped in forgetfulness, my senses

QUEST

a

spear,
"

were so benumbed that I

of the outer world. B

was q

ut now I

uite unconscious of the ex

istence

hare been brought suddenly to a

perception of the events of half a lifetime. Preservation and

destruction, gain and loss, sorrow and j

oy, love and hate have

state of turmoil that I

fear, continue to keep my mind in the

now ex

perience. O h!

capture a short moment of that blessed oblivion!

W ho, then, is the true Sage?

if I

benumbed that I

was

and
of the events of half a lifetime. Preservation
and hate have
destruction, gain and loss, sorrow and joy, love
to invade my peace;
begun to throw out their myriad tentacles
mind in the
and these emotions will, I fear, continue to keep my
if I could but restate of turmoil that I now experience. Oh!
capture a short moment of that blessed oblivion l

perception

begun to throw out their myriad tentacles to invade my peace;

and these emotions will, I

quite unconscious of the existence
suddenly to a
of the outer world. But now I have been brought

were so

could but re-

"

H e, and he alone,

who, having succeeded in emancipating himself from

the illusions of sense and all undue regard for the

”

accidents of ex

ternal form, has reached a pitch of

Who, then, is the true Sage ? He, and he alone,
from
who, having succeeded in emancipating himself

mental abstraction and inward concentration which,

from the outsider'

s point of view, is hardly to be

distinguished from unconsciousness. To such a Sage

ieh Tzu'

s fourth book, where
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we are introduced in L

we must look for the crown and culmination of Taoist

ethical doctrine.

W hen the Master L

ieh Tzii settled down, disciples flocked to

him from far and wide. N an-kuo Tzii was his nex

t-door neighbour,

but for twenty years no visit passed between them, and when they

met in the street they made as though they had not seen each

other. [

The commentator says: There was a mysterious harmony

between their doctrines, and therefore they arrived at old age

without having had any mutual intercourse.]

disciples of L

The followers and

ieh Tzii felt convinced that there was enmity between

their Master and N an-kuo Tzii;

and at last, one who had come

from the Ch'

ieh Tzii about it, saying: "

u State spoke to L

comes it, sir, that you and N an-kuo Tzu arc enemies?

Tzii,"

replied the Master, "

"

H ow

"

N an-kuo

has the appearance of fullness, but his

mind is a blank. H is ears do not hear, his eyes do not see, his

mouth does not speak, his mind is devoid of knowledge, his body

free from agitation. W hat would be the obj

ect of visiting him?

H owever, we will try, and you shall accompany me thither to see."

the
the illusions of sense and all undue regard for
of
accidents of external form, has reached a pitch
mental abstraction and inward concentration which,
be
from the outsider’s point of view, is hardly to
Sage
distinguished from unconsciousness. To such awhere
book,
we are introduced in Lieh TzL'i’s fourth
of Taoist
we must look for the crown and culmination
ethical doctrine.
When the Master Lieh Tzfi settled down, disciples flocked to
him from far and wide. Nan-kuo Tzii was his next-door neighbour,
but for twenty years no visit passed between them, and when they

each
met in the street they made as though they had not seen
harmony
other. [The commentator says: There was a mysterious
between their doctrines, and therefore they arrived at old age
without having had any mutual intercourse] The followers and
disciples of Lieh Tzfi felt convinced that there was enmity between
their Master and Nan-kuo Tzfi; and at last, one who had come
from the Oh'u State spoke to Lieh Tzfi about it, saying: “How
"
Nan-kuo
comes it, sir, that you and Nan-kuo Tzfi are enemies?
"
replied the Master, has the appearance of fullness, but his
mind is ablank. His ears do not hear, his eyes do not see, his
his mind is devoid of knowledge, his body
mouth does
What would be the object of visiting him ?
free from
H__owever, we will try, and you shall accompany me thitherto see."
"

Tau,"

not speak,
agitation.
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ccordingly, forty of the disciples went with him to call on N an-kuo

Tzu, who turned out to be a repulsive-looking creature. H e made

no show of receiving his guests, but only gazed blankly at L

Tzu. B

ieh

ody and soul seemed not to belong together, and to be

unable to respond to the stimuli of the ex

had subj

ternal world. [

The soul

ugated the body. The mind being void of sense-impres-

sions, the countenance remained motionless. H ence it seemed as

if there were no co-operation between the two.]

Suddenly,

N an-kuo Tzu singled out the hindermost row of L

ieh Tzu'

s

disciples, and began to talk to them q

uite pleasantly and simply,

though in the tone of a superior. [

raternising with the hindmost

F

row, he recognised no distinctions of rank or standing;

his mind to be occupied with the ex

ternal.]

santly

meeting a

of a superxor.

sympathetic influence, and responding thereto, he did not allow

The disciples were

simply,
[Fraternising with theandhindmost

astonished at this, and when they got home again, all wore a

puzzled ex

pression. Their Master L

ieh Tzu said to them: "

H e

who has reached the stage of thought is silent. H e who has

attained to perfect knowledge is also silent. H e who uses silence
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in lieu of speech really does speak. H e who for knowledge sub-

stitutes blankness of mind really does know. W ithout words and

speaking not, without knowledge and knowing not, he really speaks

and really knows. Saying nothing and knowing nothing, there is

know. This is how the matter stands, and there is nothing

further to be said. W hy are you thus astonished without cause?

t is obvious that Taoism, pushed to its logical

ex

treme, can only result in an impasse, and hence it

need not surprise us that it failed seriously to endanger

the supremacy of Confucianism in the State. A

sa

matter of fact, there is a simple way out of the difficulty

which appears to have suggested itself first to the

fertile brain of Chuang Tzu, the most famous of L

Tzu'

ao

s successors. This is what he calls the doctrine

of non-angularity and self-adaptation to ex

thought is silent.
'

in reality nothing that he does not say, nothing that he does not

I

the stage of

ternals.

H e insists that the Taoist shall avoid putting himself

in antagonism with others, but on the contrary enter

into a sympathetic relation with their mental stand-

"

He who

He who has
uses

silence
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others."

ot of his inmost convictions,

swim with the tide, so as not to offend

H e must adj

ust himself to his environment,

and so far from violating the principle of Tao, he will

thus be obeying the most important of N ature'

s laws.

N ow it cannot be said of a man who is incapable of

performing the elementary duties of life, that he has

properly adj

usted himself to his environment. This

doctrine of self-adaptation is not formulated by L

ieh

Tzu in so many words, as we find it in Chuang Tzii,

but it is implicit, nevertheless, in much of his teaching.

F

or it must not be supposed that L

visionary and nothing more. V

ieh Tzu is a

ery likely he himself

would have deprecated the too literal interpretation of

his fanoiful, semi-allegorical tales. I

n any case, it is a

fact that his writings are full of a practical wisdom of

a high order, and he often appeals to the ultimate

j

udgment of common sense. The political aspect of
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Taoism, so prominent in the Tao Te Ching, has

evidently less interest for L

at it once or twice. L

ieh Tzu, who only glances

ao Tzii'

s ideal of government

rested, of course, on the great principle of laisscr-fairc,

which though it may easily be carried too far, contained

a salutary corrective for the rulers of his day, who were

constantly interfering, with deplorable results, in the

affairs of their neighbours and of their own people.

A

s restrictions and prohibitions are multiplied in the E

mpire,

the people grow poorer and poorer. . . . The greater the

number of laws and enactments, the more thieves and robbers

there will be. Therefore the Sage says: "

So long as I

the people will work out their reformation. So long as I

the people will right themselves. I

the people will grow rich."

Without abating a jot of his inmost convictions,
he must “swim with the tide, so as not to offend
others.” He must adjust himself to his environment,
and so far from violating the principle of Tao, he will
thus be obeying the most important of Nature's laws.
Now it cannot be said of a man who is incapable of
has
performing the elementary duties of life, that he This
properly adjusted himself to his environment. Lieh
doctrine of self-adaptation is not formulated by
Tzfi in so many words, as we find it in Chuang TZT1,
but it is implicit, nevertheless, in much of his teaching.
For it must not be supposed that Lieh Tzu is a
visionary and nothing more. Very likely he himself
would have deprecated the too literal interpretation of
his fanciful, semi-allegorical tales. In any case, it is a.
fact that his writings are full of a practical wisdom of
ultimate
a high order, and he often appeals to the
judgment of common sense. The political aspect of
Taoism, so prominent in the Tao Te‘ Ching, has
evidently less interest for Lieh Tz1'1,who only glances
at it once or twice. Lao Tz1'1’s ideal of government
rested, of course, on the great principle of laisser-fairc,
which though it may easilybe carried too far, contained
a salutary corrective for the rulers of his day, who were
constantly interfering, with deplorable results, in the

point.

ST

point. W ithout abating a j

he must "

QUEST

[

f only I

do nothing,

love calm,

keep from meddling,

W arfare, with its endless train of

misery and evil, is especially denounced and condemned :]

H e

who serves a ruler of men in harmony with Tao will not subdue

affairs of their neighbours and of their own

people.

As restrictions and prohibitions are multiplied in the Empire.
the people grow poorer and poorer.
The greater the
number of laws and enactments, the more thieves and robbers
there will be. Therefore the Sage says : “ So long as I do nothing,
the people will work out their reformation. So long as I love calm,
the NOD18 Will right themselves. If only I keep from meddling,
P901319 Will GPOW rich." [Warfare, with its endless train of
misery and evil, is especially denounced and condemned 2] He
who serves a. ruler of men in harmony with Tao W111 not subdue

l"h_°
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mpire by force of arms. Such a course is wont to bring

retribution in its train. . . . W here troops have been q

brambles and thorns spring up. I

.

n the track of great armies there

to all creatures.

are instruments of ill-omen, hateful to all creatures. Therefore

he who has Tao will have nothing to do with them.

ieh Tzu. O ne cannot help feeling that there was

much ex

cellent material in L

ao Tzu which his

successors left untouched and undeveloped, while they

devoted undue attention to certain morbid ex

on the body of Taoist doctrine. I

crescences

am alluding now to

the magical side of Taoism, which contributed more

than anything else to its ultimate degeneration and

ruin. F

or the introduction of this fatal element it is

hard to fix

the responsibility. L

ao Tzu, with all his

profound mysticism, never descended from the serene

heights of philosophy to the vulgar level of superstition

ut there are two mystic sayings in the
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and magic. B

Tao Te Ching, whose very obscurity undoubtedly pro-

vided the germs of future trouble. The first runs as

follows:

I

have heard that he who possesses the secret of life, when

travelling abroad, will not flee from buffalo or tiger;

entering a hostile camp, he will not eq

when

uip himself with sword or

buckler. The buffalo finds in him no place to insert its horn;

the tiger has nowhere to fasten its claw;

to thrust his blade. A

nd why?

B

the soldier has nowhere

ecause he has no spot where

death can enter.

H ere L

ao Tzu seems to hint at some mysterious

device which can guard the body from inj

death itself;

ury and even

and this may have been the starting-point

of the frantic and debasing search for the elix

ir of life,

which was soon to absorb all the energies of the Taoist

school. The other passage is also obscurely worded,

bring
quartered,

Weapons, however beautiful,

must follow lean years. . . . W eapons, however beautiful,

in L

course is wont to

Where troops have been

In the track of
great armies there

uartered,

These and similar sayings find but a feeble echo

a

Therefore

similar sayings find but
Lieh Tzfi One
a feeble echo
cannot help
feeling that there was
much excellent
material
1n
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and there is some doubt as to the ex

act meaning of

the Chinese:

The Sage looks upon his body as a great calamity. W hat is

meant by these words?

O ur body is the instrument by means of

which we are afflicted by calamities. Could we but attain to the

point of having no body, what calamity could afflict us?

N o reasonable man would, on the strength of these

words, accuse L

ao Tzu of having countenanced the

belief that the body can be etherealised or spiritualised

so as to be immune from ex

ternal inj

ury. A

ll his

argument amounts to is that, inasmuch as our pains

and ills can only reach us through the senses, the less

we have to do with the things of sense, the more

fortified we shall be against attack. B

ut it is easy to

see how such a saying could be misinterpreted, and

what a splendid opportunity it gave to the charlatan

and the q

uack, who are always ready to take advantage

of human credulity. A

uote L

s a matter of fact, they soon

ao Tzu as the authority for saying
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began to q

that it was possible for the man of Tao to rise superior

to the ordinary laws of matter, to find no obstacle in

solid bodies, to ride on the wind, to pass unharmed

through water and fire, and so forth. W e find all

these marvels in the book of L

ieh Tzu, as it has come

down to us, but it must be noted that though he

admits the possibility of transcending the laws of

nature, he is still very far from the grossness of the

superstition which held that the body could be trans-

figured by the mere physical process of swallowing a

certain mix

that obj

ture of drugs. H is view is simply this:

ective phenomena having no real ex

istence

apart from the mind which perceives them, the mind

has only to be in a state of perfect concentration and

unity for all ex

ternal obstacles to melt away.

and there is some doubt
the Chinese:

as

to the exact

meaning of

What is
The Sage looks upon his body as a great calamity.
by means of
meant by these words ? Our body is the instrument
but attain to the
which we are afllicted by calamities. Could we
us ‘?
point of having no body, what calamity could amict

No reasonable man would, on the strength of these
the
words, accuse Lao Tzu of having countenanced
belief that the body can be etherealised or spiritualised
All his
so as to be immune from external injury.
argument amounts to is that, inasmuch as ourthepains
less
and ills can only reach us through the senses,
the more
we have to do with the things of sense,
fortified we shall be against attack. But it is easy to
and
see how such a saying could be misinterpreted,
what a splendid opportunity it gave to the charlatan
and the quack, who are always ready to take advantage
of human credulity. As a matter of fact, they soon
began to quote Lao Tzu as the authority for saying
that it was possible for the man of Tao to rise superior
to the ordinary laws of matter, to find no obstacle in
solid bodies, to ride on the wind, to pass unharmed
through water and fire, and so forth. We find all
these marvels in the book of Lieh Tzfi, as it has come
down to us, but it must be noted that though he
admits the possibility of transcending the laws of
nature, he is still very far from the grossness of the
superstition which held that the body could be transfigured by the mere physical process of swallowing a
certain mixture of drugs. His view is simply this:
that °ble0l5iVe phenomena having no real existence
apart from the mind which perceives them, the mind
011157 to be in a. state of perfect concentration and
unity for all external obstacles to melt away

ha‘?
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tend his influence to

he can move heaven

cardinal points without encountering

any hindrance.

F

aith only is req

uisite. There is no special secret

to be learned. This point is well brought out in the

story of an old peasant, who, hearing of the supposed

magical powers of a certain Tzu H ua, set off at once to

study Tao under him. Tzu H ua was only a brutal and

ignorant impostor, but the old man had no misgivings

whatever;

and when one day his fellow-disciples

thought to divert themselves by urging him to perform

some perilous feats, as leaping from a great height,

and diving for pearls in a foaming river, he astonished

them by acting on their suggestions without the least

hesitation, and followed this up by walking uninj

ured

through raging flames. Tzu H ua and his disciples

some

now had to confess that they had been deceiving him,

and
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and begged to be told what the Great Secret was.

Secret I

mind I

have none (replied the old man). E

ven in my own

have no clue as to the real cause. N evertheless there is

one point in it all which I

must try to ex

plain to you. A

perilous feats,
from
diving for pearls ID.asaleaping
foaming

them by acting

on

the

perform

a.

river,

'

great height
he astonished

short

time ago, Sir, two disciples of yours came and put up for the

night in my hut. I

heard them ex

tolling the power of Mr.

Tzu H ua, and how he was able to make or mar people'

s fortunes,

making the rich man poor and the poor man rich. I

believed this

implicitly, and as the distance was not very great I

came hither.

H aving arrived, I

unreservedly accepted as true all the statements

made by your disciples, and was only afraid lest the opportunity

might never come of putting them triumphantly to the proof. I

knew not what part of space my body occupied, nor yet where

danger lurked. My mind was simply O ne, and material obj

thus offered no resistance. That is all. B

ects

ut now, having dis-

covered that your disciples were deceiving me, my inner man is

thrown into a state of doubt and perplex

ity, while outwardly my

senses of sight and hearing re-assert themselves. W hen I

reflect

or

mar
'

people's
I

fortunes,

believed this

THE

90
90 TH E

that I

Q UE

have j

ust had a providential escape from being drowned and

burned to death, my heart within me freezes with horror, and my

limbs tremble with fear. I

shall never again have the courage to

go

go near water or fire.

I

n this strange story, it is instructive to note that

the ability to do the feats in q

on the state of the man'

uestion depended only

s mind. Directly there is the

least intrusion of doubt, Tao vanishes, and with it all

miraculous power. I

need hardly point out the very

considerable substratum of truth underlying this idea,

as the ex

traordinary influence of the mind over the

body is being daily confirmed by the investigations of

modern science.

I

n summing up L

ieh Tzii'

s position in the histoiy

of Taoism, we may say that he is an enigmatical figure,

in whose work two mutually inconsistent tendencies are

discernible. O n the one hand, he carried on and

developed the pure philosophy of L

ao Tzii;

on the
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other, he was the first, so far as we know, to set foot

in the morass of superstition which eventually choked

it. I

t may indeed be argued that the treatise known

to us as '

L

ieh Tzu '

is a composite work, in which later

hands have had a share. This theory ex

plains many

anomalies, but it involves literary considerations which

lie outside the scope of this paper.

L

ionel Giles.

providential escape from being drowned and
burned to death, my heart within me freezes with horror, and my
limbs tremble with fear. I shall never again have the courage to

that I have just had

ST

QUEST

near

a

water or fire.

In this strange story, it is instructive to note that
the abilityto do the feats in question depended only
on the state of the man's mind. Directly there is the
least intrusion of doubt, Tao vanishes, and with it all
miraculous power. I need hardly point out the very
considerable substratum of truth underlying this idea,
as the extraordinary influence of the mind over the
body is being daily confirmed by the investigations of
modern science.
In summing up Lieh Tzu's position in the history
of Taoism, we may say that he is an enigmatical figure,
in whose work two mutually inconsistent tendencies are
discernible. On the one hand, he carried on and
developed the pure philosophy of Lao Tzfi ; on the
other, he was the first, so far as we know, to set foot
in the morass of superstition which eventually choked
it. It may indeed be argued that the treatise known
to us as ‘ Lieh Tz1'1 is a composite work, in which later
hands have had a share. This theory explains many
anomalies, but it involves literary considerations which
lie outside the scope of this paper.
LIONEL GILES.
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n the O ctober number of The Q uest for 1910, there

appeared an article on '

The Sacred Dance of Jesus,'

which dealt with traces of ceremonial and liturgical

dancing in the mediaeval and early churches of Chris-

tendom. I

old E

n it an attempt was made to connect the

nglish Christmaseve carol '

my Dancing Day,'

wall in 18

To-morrow shall be

which was still sung in W est Corn-

33, with the earliest ex

tant Christian ritual

(a dance combined with a mystery-drama or passion-

play) known as '

The H ymn of Jesus,'

century Gnostic (L

eucian) A

in the second

cts of John. A

s this

pioneer study in a little known, but instructive and, I

venture to think, important subj

ect, has aroused some

interest, and as industry has since accumulated further

data of not only sacred dancing, but also ceremonial

'

game-playing'

in mediaeval churches, I

propose to lay
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the evidence before the readers of The Q uest in a set

of papers. I

n these, specific cases will be dealt with

for the most part;

lines of the subj

it being taken that the main out-

ect have been sufficiently sketched for

the general reader, if but tentatively indicated for the

scholar, in the article to which reference has been

made.

The Pelota of A

ux

The most striking ex

erre.

ample of so-called game-

playing in church is the famous Dance and B

91

all-play

Dancing Day,’ Which wa

my
Wall in

1833, with the earli s

still sung in West
Corn'

_ .‘
92 TH E

Q UE

The chief source of
known as the Pelota of Auxerre.
Letter by the Abbé
our information is an unsigned
1726.‘
Lebeuf, in the Mercure dc France of May, this ballLebeuf first of all erroneously connects
touches on
dance with tennis (jeu de paume), roughly
and thinks
the philology of the term pilota or pelota,
few of the
that this peculiar custom was confined to a
12th
French churches only, and is to be dated from the
he then proceeds
or 13th century at earliest (p. 915);
the reader in possession of the facts as recorded
to

ST

known as the Pelota of A

ux

erre. The chief source of

our information is an unsigned L

etter by the A

bbe

L

ebeuf, in the Mercure de F

L

ebeuf first of all erroneously connects this ball-

dance with tennis {

j

rance of May, 1726.1

eu de paumc), roughly touches on

the philology of the term pilota or pelota, and thinks

that this peculiar custom was confined to a few of the

F

rench churches only, and is to be dated from the 12th

or 13th century at earliest (p. 915);

he then proceeds

to put the reader in possession of the facts as recorded

in the A

F

ux

erre cathedral archives.

irst we have in L

Chapter, dated A

atin an ordinance of the

pril 18

, 1398

egulation for Making the B

, under the heading:

'

R

I

t was resolved that Sir Stephen de H amell and Master John

all (Pila).'

Clementeti, the new canons, shall make a Pilota on E

Monday . . . and [

t'

s stipend ?

making a pilota'

1 O p. cit., pp. 911-925;

the same year. Jeau L

interests. A

put

agreed that their first month

does not seem to mean

the L

etter is dated from A

ux

erre, F

eb. 5 of

ebeuf was a learned and proline writer of wide

s a philologist be was especially interested in late L

atin terms,

which were then being studied with much zeal in connection with Duf resne'

(Ducange'

A

ux

s) famous glossary. I

erre, Paris, 18

ecclesiastiq

in the Auxerre cathedral archives.
the
First we have in Latin an ordinance of
Chapter, dated April 18, 1398, under the heading:
‘
Regulation for Making the Ball (Pila).’

aster

should be paid for the said Pila.
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H ere '

tho Chapter]

]

ue d'

48

A

It

s

n the Challe-Q uantin edition (2 vols.,

) of L

ux

ebouf'

s Memoircs concernant I

'

H istoire civile et

erre et de son ancien Diocese, will be found a biography

143 letters to tho Mercure de

F

rance (from N ov., 1723, to July, 1740);

V

erdun, and 29 in A

cad. d. I

other fugitive writings;

runs: '

E

to M. D. L

x

.R

Parliament.'

ns. et B

ow L

. about an ancient E

ened. ed., Paris, 1733, etc.;

etc.). The L

8

L

atinitatis (1st ed. Paris, 1678

last ed., emended by L

eber'

26), torn. 9, under the title: *

Curious L

and the Dance of the Cauons of the Chapter of A

Translation of Durandus'

divins O j

j

acknowledgment of q

erre

.F

s

;

avre, N iort, 18

llistoire de F

8

6,

ux

erre.'

I

n his F

elote

rench

liationale Div. O ff. (national oil Manuel des

lifts'

almost the entire L

uotation-marks (in N ote 8

54), C. B

arthelemy, with his

etter verbatim, without the

;

vol v pp 447ff )

a

.

‘making

a

pilota’ does

not

to mean

seem

Feb. 5 of
pp. 911-925; the Letter is dated from Auxerre.
of wide
writer
a learned and prolific
_Lebeuf was
the same year.
terms.
Latin
late
in
interested
especially
As a philologist lie was
interests.
Dufresne‘s
with
connection
in
zeal
much
with
which were then being studied
the Clialle-Quentin edition (2 vols..
(Ducange s) famous glossary. InMémoircs
conceniant l'H1'stoire civil: at
Lebeufs
of
1848)
A3191‘!-'8.
will be found a
ancicn
Diocese,
d Auxerfe et_
son_
of this distinguished writer. His literary activity includdo
of essays; 143 letters to the M3,-um-3
or
do
July. 1740); 36 Mémoiru in the Journal
Fr
and
music,
treatises
on
Lettre:
d.
111:.
Verdun
.8 of the above Letter
co. _. all 236_et_B. The; title
other fa five
pi'e‘ces.
Letter written from Auxerre
8.
runs. ‘ X
ow Latin l_.ei'm: ADance
abolished by Decree of
M-D
to
Ecclesiastical
Letter
ata.
this
are reproduced in Dufresne‘s
at Inf’ Lmmat" us‘ °d' Pm" 1678‘
ad 8
9 -- i_l-Si ed.,
by L. Favre. Niort, 1886.
Bened ed
Bi
Leber
is
em.)
s.Collect1on dc: meilleuru
in (1:
D1,”;rtatiom Notice.
relalzfs ll, l‘Histoire de France
‘
—
9_
6
:
(Paris 1826) ’tom 9
Qunous Letter on the Game of Pelobe
the Chapter of Aux.e“'°'' 1“ his French
and tlie Dance of. the
wnale D132. 017'. (Rational ou Manuel do:
Translation of
B
dwfiu Ofiicea dc GuiuaWe wand, Paris. 1854), C. Bartliélemy, with his
habitual impropriety2 ‘liftg’ almosg th_e entire Letter verbatim, without the
“know1edgment of quotation marks (in Note 3; vol‘ V" PP_ 4473.»
‘

017- 015-.

_P8-1'18.’

rance

etter on the Game of F

ices de Q uillaume Durand, Paris, 18

naoitua impropriety,'

ux

s Collection des meilleuret

Dissertations, N otices et Traitcs parlicidiers, relatifs a V

(Pans, 18

.

Here

etter

etter written from A

etter are reproduced in Dufresne'

etter is also reprinted in C. L

Pilots. on Easter
Clementeti, the new
and [the Chapter] agreed that their flrst month
Monday
[’s stipend ?] should be paid for the said Pila.

treatises on music, and

cclesiastical Dance abolished by Decree of

O lossarium ad Scriptores rned. et inf. L

B

ettret;

atin Term: A

The chief data of this L

resolved that Sir Stephen de Eamell and Master John
canons, shall make

36 Memoires in the Journal de

.L

in all 236 pieces. The title of the above L

planation of a L

was

.

and bibliography of this distinguished writer. H is literary activity included

15 special works or collections of essays;
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the mere fabrication of a ball, but rather that these

two newly-received canons were, as we shall see, to be

responsible for the ex

pense and provision of the whole

ceremony or celebration called Pelota. This duty, it

is true, did in part consist of the ceremonial presenta-

tion1 to the company, i.e. to the canons, of a certain

prescribed ball for the ceremony, and the new canon or

oanons had to provide it.

I

n the nex

t place, it is to be noted that the ball

was of considerable size, for under date A

pril 19, 1412,

we find among the statutes a regulation in L

which reads in E

I

atin,

nglish:

t waa resolved that the pilota should be of smaller size than

usual, yet so that it cannot be held or caught with one hand only.1

The '

usual'

very large;

L

pelote or pelotte must thus have been

it certainly was no '

tennis ball,'

and

ebeuf is on a clearly wrong track when he refers to

our Pelota ceremony as a j

eu de paume.'

s
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1A

we shall see (p. 96 below), this was technically called '

oblation,'

in the legal documents.

2F

or tex

*

t, see Dufresne (,.v. Pelota);

W hatever may be the origin of the E

L

ebeuf does not give it.

nglish term '

itself was originally played with the palm of the hand (F

palma), hence j

eu de paume. I

began to be used. L

in L

atin, as '

came in'

ittr6 (ed. 18

tennis,'

st thus have been
‘tennis ball,’ and
k when he refers
to

the game

r. paume =

t was only later that rough racq

L

at.

uets (re(ia)

63) tells us that tennis was defined in 1356,

Jusua piUe cum palma,'

and that it was at this date that it

— a probable error, for, as a hand-game, its heredity may perhaps

go back to classical antiq

uity, and the original of the game may have formed

part of the important department of gymnastics known as spheristics. The

archa.ologically worthless article on tennis in the last ed. (11th) of the E

B

rit., says that the game was first called '

misprint for '

Usw, pila,'

The late L

luene [

> ic]

nc.

ne (2 v.
'
Pelota) ;
may be the origin of theLebeuf does not give it.
Itself waso
lish term
gmally
p
yed with the palm En
hence
of the hand ‘tennis,’ the game
to be 113 jeu dc paumc. It we
(Fr. paume =
19.
gh
at tennis was racquets (retia).
defined in 1856,
m,’ and that it
p_roba.bIe error, for, as
was at this (1 ate
c assical
8. hand-game,
that it
its

pilce,'

clearly a

.

Whatever

£31771“).

atin term pelota or pilota was a

V

generic term for a wound ball of any size, and derives from the classical

L

'

atin pila, of which also there were many sizes;

the non-solid or inflated

ball, however, was called follii. The pelota was thus a solid or stuffed ball.

I

nF

rench pelote means most generally a heap, and commonly a ball of

thread, a pincushion, a round mass of anything, snow-ball, etc. I

t was also

.

min
_

_

antiquity, and
.

heredit
'

'

'

a term used by tennis-ball makers, but only for the inside of the ball before

it was covered, and not for the completed article. V

pelota are found in all the R

must have seen the famous '

ariations of the term

omance languages, and numbers of our readers

B

asq

ue '

game of glorified and gigantic tennis,

called pelota in Spanish, of which there are innumerable courts (frondom)

in the Peninsula, and one also at R

ome. The point of this lengthy note is

of

Rome. The point

our

readers

gigantic tennis,
courts

of this

Lfromiong)
lengthy
note 18,

THE
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94 TH E

L

Q UE

ST

ebeuf, with the full tex

of
Lebeuf, with the full text of the above decree
the Chapter before him in the cathedral registers,
textuwhich he, however, unfortunately does not cite
that the
ally, tells us, further, that it was decided

t of the above decree of

the Chapter before him in the cathedral registers,

which he, however, unfortunately does not cite tex

tu-

ally, tells us, further, that it was decided that the

pelota should be presented with the long-established

solemnities;

that it should be used in the customary

be presented with the long-established
solemnities; that it should be used in the customary
of the company (or, as
manner, and that the president
oblator of the ball) was emwe shall see later, the
his own
powered, if he thought fit, to lock it upnotin be
used
house, so that, apparently, it might
It was thus
or for a secular purpose.

manner, and that the president of the company (or, as

pelota should

we shall see later, the oblator of the ball) was em-

powered, if he thought fit, to lock it up in his own

house, so that, apparently, it might not be used

improperly or for a secular purpose. I

t was thus

presumably regarded as a sacred obj

ect.

The first overt protest against this ancient

ceremony was made, according to the registers, on

E

asterday, A

pril 14, 1471. L

ebeuf'

s account runs (in

summary) as follows:

Mattre Gerard R

improperly
presumably regarded as a sacred object.

oyer, Doctor of Theology of the University of

Paris and a famous scholar, had shortly before been received as a

t was accordingly his turn for furnishing
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canon of the cathedral. I

and presenting the famous pelote. The hour of the ceremony

arrived. A

ll the nobles, gentry and magistrates, and a crowd of

citizens were assembled, together with all the clergy, in the nave

of the sacred edifice;

but there was no pelote. The recalcitrant

canon, who was present, was incontinently taken to task. H e

ex

cused himself on the plea that he had read in the R

of Durand, that this ancient custom was not '

obj

ationale1

convenable.'

H is

ections, however, were over-ruled, and he had to go and bring

last year'

s pelote from the house of the canon who had presented

it and locked it up after the ceremony. Thereupon the murmurs

ceased, and the Doctor presented it publicly and with great

dignity to Mr. Dean, and to the other Messieurs of the Chapter,

assembled in the presence of the governor of A

to show that the pelote of A

ux

ux

erre and of the

erre was a large stuffed ball and not a small

tennis-ball, or even an inflated large hand- or foot ball. L

inconseq

uently caUs it'

balle ou ballon'

baton as a synonym.

1L

. 6, c. 8

6§

90, and p. 104 below.

QUEST

(p. 918

ebeuf, nevertheless,

), and Duf resne also (»

.»

.) gives

The first overt protest against this ancient
the registers, on
ceremony was made, according to
Easterday, April 14, 1471. Lebeu.f’s account runs (in
summary) as follows:
of
Maitre Gerard Boyer, Doctor of Theology of the University
Paris and a famous scholar, had shortly before been received as a
his turn for furnishing
canon of the cathedral. It was accordingly
and presenting the famous pelote. The hour of the ceremony
arrived. All the nobles, gentry and magistrates, and a crowd of
citizens were assembled, together with all the clergy, in the nave
of the sacred edifice; but there was no pelote. The recalcitrant
taken to task. He
canon, who was present, was incontinently
excused himself on the plea that he had read in the Rationale‘

not ‘convenablef His
objections, however, were over-ruled, and he had to go and bring
last year's pelote from the house of the canon who had presented
it and locked it up after the ceremony. Thereupon the murmurs
ceased, and the Doctor presented it publicly and with great
dignity to Mr. Dean, and to the other Messieurs of the Chapter,
assembled in the presence of the governor of Auxerre and of the

of Durand, that this ancient custom

was

small
thatthe peloteof Anxerre was large stufied ball and not
2 show)all,
inflated large hand- football. Lebeuf, nevertheless,
a

a

nn1s-

11:1:£):3:gT:%:;1Iyo:§lx1‘s'it

‘

1

or

or even an

L- 6:

C0 gale
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balls

on

ballon

‘

36§ 90» and p. 104 below,

(p. 916), and Dufresne also (1.1).) gives
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other notabilities and chief magistrates, and of the crowds of

citizens who had gathered in even greater numbers because of the

►

"

rumour of the contretemps. A

Thereupon they [

the clergy]

the accustomed manner;

nd, the L

atin register continues:

began to ex

ecute the dance in

and at the end of the ceremony they

returned to the chapter-house for the repast1"

(p. 918

).

H ereafter public opinion began gradually to change.

B

ut it was not till fifty years later that the crisis was

reached, when L

aurent B

retel, cure of one of A

ux

erre

parishes, on being received as a new canon of the

metropolitan church, flatly refused to take any part

whatever in the pelote ceremony. A

great outcry

naturally arose among the defenders of antiq

uity, but

the sturdy canon appealed to the civil court (bailliage)

of A

ux

erre, which sustained him and not only found

ake any part
A great
outcry

fault with the ceremony, but formally condemned it

and ordered the Chapter to change the old custom

into something of a more edifying nature. This j

udg-

once appealed to the highest court of the realm;

Canon B

of

pril 22, 1521. The Chapter at
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ment was rendered on A

but

retel, by no means dismayed, defended the

case, and all the world of Paris was soon talking of

nothing but the Pelote of A

ux

erre. Thereupon a

commissioner was despatched to A

ux

E

, 1535. O n his return

asterday ceremony of March 28

his report was ex

erre for the

amined by four Councillors of Parlia-

ment, four Canons of N otre-Dame de Paris, and four

Doctors of the Sorbonne, counsel for both sides being

present. A

nd the result was that the decision of the

court of A

ux

that:

"

erre was sustained in the formal j

udgment

The plaint made by the dean, canons and chapter of A

could not be accepted "

1 Collatio;

ceremonies;

the '

;

ux

erre

that the ceremony should be reformed,

sacred meal'

was one of the chief elements of snoh

it will be dealt with in a subseq

uent paper.

antiquity, but

THE

96
TH E

Q UE

omitting "

ST

any offering (oblation) of the pelote in the shape of a

ball ... or any repast."

Moreover the Chapter was ordered to pay all

Master L

aurent B

retel'

s costs, which must have

amounted to a pretty penny (pp. 918

-921). The repast

was commuted into a sum of money which all the

newly received canons had to pay, and which was

called pilota up to 178

B

9.1

ut what was the ceremonial ball-play which was

danced in the cathedral of A

ux

erre, and of whose

origin and import neither party, nor even the learned

L

ebeuf himself, seems to have an inkling?

latter q

later on;

To the

uestion a speculative answer will be attempted

meantime let us turn our attention to the

ancient ceremony itself, at any rate so far as the dim

memory of its old age will permit us to reconstruct its

main features.

ebeuf (p. 922) ex

tracts the following description
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L

offering (ablation) of the pelote in the shape of a
ball
or any repast."
Moreover the Chapter was ordered to pay all
Master Laurent Brete1’s costs, which must have
amounted to a pretty penny (pp. 918-921). The repast
was commuted into a sum of money which all the
newly received canons had to pay, and which was
called pilota up to 1789.‘
But what was the ceremonial ball-play which was
danced in the cathedral of Auxerre, and of whose
origin and import neither party, nor even the learned
Lebeuf himself, seems to have an inkling? To the
latter question a speculative answer will be attempted
later on; meantime let us turn our attention to the
ancient ceremony itself, at any rate so far as the dim
memory of its old age will permit us to reconstruct its
main features.
Lebeuf (p. 922) extracts the following description
of it from a Latin MS. in the cathedral archives, which
his vague reference’ unfortunately does not allow us to
date with any certainty.
W119“ the b8-11 (pilota) had been accepted from the newly
received canon,‘ the dean, or another in his stead (in former times
with his head covered with his amice,‘ and the rest [of the canons]
in like manner), began to intone in antiphon the
sequence (prosa),
appropriate to the Easter festival, which begins: Praise to the
‘ See
Barthélemy,op. cit., pp. 449, 461.
'
Un peu poatériaur au temps do l'hiato£re." This
probably means
“*9 ’°°°1'd3 begin ": for Phiatoira can hardly
refer to the

omitting

96

of it from a L

atin MS. in the cathedral archives, which

his vague reference"

unfortunately does not allow us to

date with any certainty.

W hen the ball {

pilota) had been accepted from the newly

received canon,'

the dean, or another in his stead (in former times

with his head covered with his amice,'

and the rest [

in like manner), began to intone in antiphon the seq

appropriate to the E

1 See B

of the canons]

uence (prosa),

aster festival, which begins: Praise to the

arth^ lemy, op. cit., pp. 449, 451.

n pen poiUrieur au temps tie V

hitloire."

after f.V

„

m yan^ A

cV

.«

;

~

This probably moans

i•

. M tit*

t■

t. . J

QUEST

.

"

.

any
.

“

;:!:‘(’:££_i°:1‘'‘3r

' “A
proselyto as-u tirone canonico." Proselytus and tire are evidently
technical terms for the youngest (not in age
but in seniority of oflice, as e.g.
among the Therapeuts) member of the company. Prooelytua
(advent!) may
"3
back to the
°*’‘"'Y
the term being found in the
Isiac cult, for instancemystery-institiitions,
and f
(cp.
to J
(1 th
Thempellts and Essenes of Apuleius)
Philo; while
9V"'00137Iium being the ofiice of a new-made knight (cp. Dufresne,
a.v.).
‘
Almutia, a cape, hood or wrap, with which both head and shoulders
Were covered. It generally had two ends
hanging down front or back.
‘

.

t(: 1‘Oc((:?)l'l'l1eeCtS veviili callivalr;
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Paschal Victim.’ Then, supporting the ball with his left hand,
he begins dancing,‘ in time with the rhythmical sounds of the
chanted sequence, while the rest, holding hands, execute a choral
dance (chorea) round the labyrinth.’
Meanwhile the ball (pilota) was handed or thrown alternately
by the dean to the dancers,‘ one by one or several at a time,
wreath-wise.‘ When the chanting of the sequence and the danc-
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Paschal V

ictim.'

Then, supporting the ball with his left hand,

he begins dancing,1 in time with the rhythmical sounds of the

chanted seq

uence, while the rest, holding hands, ex

ecute a choral

dance (chorea) round the labyrinth."

Meanwhile the ball (pilota) was handed or thrown alternately

by the dean to the dancers,"

wreath-wise.'

1 Tripudium, generally a q

of the A

one by one or several at a time,

W hen the chanting of the seq

97

uence and the danc-

uick dance, but was also used of the dancing

‘

ngels by Patristic writers.

Tripudrium, generally a quick dance, but was also used of the dancing

of the Angels by Patristic writers.

1 Dadalut, so-called from the legendary bnilder of the famous Cretan

labyrinth, which was supposed (probably erroneously) to have been a

Dzzdabiu, so-called from the legendary builder of the famous Cretan
was supposed (probably erroneously) to have been a
smaller copy of the great Egyptian maze’ of 3000 chambers, the remains
of which are still to be found 114} miles from the pyramid of Hawara in the
It is said that of these 3000 chambers, 1500 were underground,
an a like number above ground. Herodotus was not allowed to enter the
subterranean part. Pliny‘s idea was that the number of the main halls
corresponded with the nomes or divisions of Egypt, and that the general
of the building was connected with that of the solar system; and
plan
indeed it is well known thattheterrestrial topograph of Egypt (and of other
sacred lands in antiquity) was supposed to be a rep ica of celestial or astral
geography, or of uranography. It is more to our present purpose, however,
that there was in classical antiquity a famous dance connected with the
Of this dance Johannes Meursius gives us the
labyrinth and its myth.
following indications, in his Orchestra. aiva de Saltationibua Veterum. (See
J. Gronovius, Thu. Grzec. Antiqq., ed. J. C. Bulenger, Lug. Bat., 1699, fol.,
col. 1245 B-D.) Plutarch, at the end of the first century (quoting from
Dice_a_rchus, a contempora of Aristotle) hands on (Vit. Thea.) the ancient
Theseus sai 'ng from Crete cast anchor at Delos; and having
tradition that
to the god [Apollo and dedicated a statue which had been given
sacrificed
him by Ariadne, to Aphr 'te, joined with the youth [of his company who
had been rescued from the Minotaur] in a dance, which the people of
Delos are said to keep up as
a sacred service to the
day. This
dance was a mime or mimicry of the circuits and passagespresent
in the labyrinth,
and was executed by means of a series of ordered movements, including
'

smaller copy of the great E

gyptian '

of which are still to be found llj

maze'

of 3000 chambers, the remains

miles from the pyramid of H awara in the

labyrinth, which

‘

F

ayyiim. I

t is said that of these 3000 chambers, 1500 were underground,

Fagyiim.

and a like number above ground. H erodotus was not allowed to enter the

subterranean part. Pliny'

s idea was that the number of the main halls

corresponded with the nomes or divisions of E

gypt, and that the general
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plan of the bnilding was connected with that of the solar system;

indeed it is well known that the terrestrial topography of E

'

sacred lands'

in antiq

and

gypt (and of other

uity) was supposed to be a replica of celestial or astral

geography, or of uranography. I

that there was in classical antiq

t is more to our present purpose, however,

uity a famous dance connected with the

labyrinth and its myth. O f this dance Johannes Meursius gives us the

following indications, in his O rchestra sive de Saltationibut V

J. Gronovins, Tim. Q rcec. A

ntiq

q

., ed. J. C. B

col. 1245 r-d.) Plutarch, at the end of tbo first century (q

Dieearchus, a contemporary of A

tradition that Theseus "

ristotle) hands on (V

ug. B

A

him by A

phrodite, j

pollo]

at., 1699, fob,

uoting from

it. Tho.) the ancient

sailing from Crete cast anchor at Delos;

sacrificed to the god [

riadne, to A

eterum. (See

ulenger, L

oined with the youth [

of his company who

in a dance, which the people of

Delos are said to keep np as a sacred service to the present day. This

001'
?-8-1n_ alternations and revolutions [or twistings, unrollin s
This kind of

dance was a mimo or mimicry of the circuits and passages in the labyrinth,

and was ex

ecuted by means of a series of ordered movements, including

certain alternations and revolutions [

This kind of dance is called the '

Pollux

or twistings, unrollings or unfoldings]

crane'

by tho Delians."

, writing about 175 a.d., tells us further that "

the '

.

The Greek Sophist

crane'

is performed

by a number of dancers, one over against the other in rows, the end of

either file being taken by leaders, in imitation of Theseus and his companions,

who were the first to mime the way out of tho labyrinth, by dancing it

round the altar "

H esychius (L

— sc. of the temple of the sun. I

ex

t is further to be noted that

. s.v. ytpavos) spoaks not only of '

running'

or '

dancing'

gratitude for his escape from the labyrinth.

n tl Clwribaudis, in every tex

t, including tho most recent edition of

Uufresne, but clearly a reiterated mistake from the first copyist, L

A

s there is a middle L

atin form choriare (to dance), I

ebenf.

suggest choriantibus

as the correct reading.

4L

'

ebenf has '

j

rh. I

serii in ipeciem'

;

or unfoldin s].
dance is called the ' crane’ by the Delians."
he Greek Sop 'st
Pollux. writing about 175 A.D., tells us further that “ the ‘ crane’ is performed
y a number of dancers, one over against the other in rows, the end of
either file being taken by leaders, in imitation
of Theseus and his companions,
who were the first to mime the
out of the labyrinth, by dancing it
way
round the altar "-30. of the temple of the sun. It is further to be noted that
Hesycliius (Lew. 8.1). yépavos) speaks not only of ‘ rimning' or ‘dancing’
round the altar at Delos. but also of being
‘beaten’ or ‘driven’ (most
Pmbfibly ‘ scourged or ‘ whipped ‘) round it; and adds that it was a service
01‘ ‘common of thanks
er’: u ur La.)’ instituted b y Theseus in
‘viii
gratitude for
escape
’
Choribaudis, in every text, including the most recent edition of
Dufresne,
but clearly a reiterated mistake from the first copyist. L658“As there is a middle
Latin form clwriara (to dance), I suggest clwriantibua
as the correct
reading.
'

liis

but serii is clearly a misprint for

t suggests the idea of weaving or intertwining a wreath (cp.

Dufresne,s.v.).

’

“

and having

and dedicated a statue which had been given

had been rescued from the Minotaur]

‘

' 97'

fr%1m l§1elg.byXl'i£thT1)p
’

’

has ‘oer-ii in :peciem' but serial is clearly
ti‘ Lfbeuf
1’: suggests the idea of weaving
intertwining
;

.

Dllfresne, 9.12.).

or

a.
a

misprint for
wreath (CP7
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ing (saltatio) «

. over, the band (or cho r, cH or£

*

^ J™

(chorea) used to hurry off to the repast (merenda)

canons of the chapter, as well as the chaplams and officials,

canonsj

01 tne nw|

«

i■ ,—

together with certain of the more distinguished citizens, used to

sit on benches in the '

without ex

corona'

1 or in the orchestra."

ception, were served with [

the repast]

A

nd all,

, and white and

red wine was also served but in temperate and modest q

uantities,

that is to say the cups were filled once or twice. During the meal

the reader intoned a festal homily from the chair or pulpit.4

Shortly afterwards when the larger bells rang from the tower

for vespers, etc. (pp. 921, 922).

A

s it is highly probable that L

ebeuf had before

for Vespers, etc.

him other sources of information (either in the

registers or other MSS. of the cathedral archives)

besides the above L

atin ex

how ho differs from the tex

passage. I

tract, it is of interest to see

t in his glossing of the

t means, he says, that:
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The canon who had been most recently received, stood ready,

holding bis ball (pelotte) in front of his chest,'

Stephen'

in the nave of St.

s, about one or two of the clock in the afternoon. H e

then presented it formally to the dean, or to the senior dignitary

present, who put what is termed tho poke ipoche) of his amice

over his head in order to manipulate the ball with greater ease."

1 Probably the name of the chapter-hall;

corona was also a title of

distinction for higher ecclesiastics.

*

I

n moditeval churches, and doubtless in more ancient ones ag well, the

orchestra was a platform or stage, or at any rate a raised place, in the

sacred edifice, where the actors or ex

ecutants (mimi) gave their performances

(actionet).

'

The various dishes, cakes, eto., mentioned in the tex

with in a subseq

t will he dealt

uent paper.

4 Cathedra avt pulj

rito. This clearly shows that when the ceremonial

repast was taken in the church itself, the pulpit was in the orchestra;

(or choir, charm), after

the dance
repast (mcrenda). There, all [the
(chorea) used to hurry ofi to the
chaplains and oficials,
canons] of the chapter, as well as the
distinguished citizens, used to
together with certain of the more in the orchestra.’ And all,
or
sit on benches in the ‘corona"
[the repast] ,' and white and
with
served
without exception, were
and modest quantities,
red wine was also served but in temperate
meal
or twice. During the
that is to say the cups were filled once
from the chair or pulpit.‘
the reader intoned a festal homily
bells rang from the tower
Shortly afterwards when the larger

ing (saltatio) are over, the

ST

gum

this

band

(pp. 921, 922).

had before
As it is highly probable that Lebeuf
in the
him other sources of information (either
archives)
registers or other MSS. of theit iscathedral
of interest to see
besides the above Latin extract,
of the
how he dififers from the text in his glossing
passage. It means, he says, that:
stood ready,
The canon who had been most recently received,

in the nave of St.
afternoon. He
Stephen's, about one or two of the clock in thesenior dignitary
to the
then presented it formally to the dean, or
of his amice
present, who put what is termed the poke (poche)
with greater ease.‘
his head in order to manipulate the ball

holding his ball

(pelottc) in front of his chest,‘

over

was probably an area in front of the choir raised above the level of the nave.

*

A

s it was too big to hold in the hand, he must have '

•

This is by no means an illuminating guess. People do not put their

heads in a poke tho better to play at ball 1 I

cuddled'

it.

hazard the suggestion that

it may have been the dim relic of an ancient ceremony when the head was

veiled or covered as in the mysteries. I

were thus covered.

t ia to be noted that all the dancers

Probably the name of the chapter-hall;
distinction for higher ecclesiastics.
‘

corona was

also

a

title of

ancient ones as well, the
In mediaaval churches, and doubtless in more
rate
a raised place, in the
at
any
orchestra was a platform or stage, or
their performances
(mimi)
executants
gave
or
actors
the
where
sacred edifice,
I

(actionea).

the text will be dealt
The various dishes, cakes, eto., mentioned in
with in a subsequent paper.
This clearly shows that when the ceremonial
‘ Cathedra. aut pulpito.
itself, the pulpit was in the orchestra; this
church
the
in
taken
repast was
the choir raised above the level of the nave.
of
front
in
area
'

was

probably an

‘
too big to hold in the hand, he must have cuddled’ it.
their
°
is by no means an illuminatingguess. People do not put that
'I_‘his
the
hazard
I
suggestion
at
play
in a poke the better
lleads
head was
it ma have been the dim relic of an ancient ceremony when the
veile or covered as in the mysteries. It is to be noted thatall the dancers

‘

As it

was

.balll

were

thus covered.
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When the dean had ceremoniously taken over the ball, he
supported it, as the canon had done, on his breast with his left
arm.’ And thereupon he immediately caught hold of one of the
canons by the hand and began a dance, which was followed by the

N G 99

W hen the dean had ceremoniously taken over the ball, he

supported it, as the canon had done, on his breast with his left

arm.1 A

nd thereupon he immediately caught hold of one of the

canons by the hand a"

hd began a dance, which was followed by the

dancing of the other canons in a circle or in another mode (p. 928).

dancing of the other canons in a circle or in another mode (p. 928

Then the seq

uence '

Praises to the Paschal V

ictim'

).

Then the sequence Praises to the Paschal Victim was chanted,
accompanied by the organ, in order to make the singing more
regular and more in time with the dance-movement. The organ
was within hearing of the actors or executants, as they played
their parts almost underneath the organ-loft (or organ-case, bufet),
‘

was chanted,

'

accompanied by the organ, in order to make the singing more

regular and more in time with the dance-movement. The organ

was within hearing of the actors or ex

ecutants, as they played

their parts almost underneath the organ-loft (or organ-case, buffet),

at a place in the nave where, prior to 1690, was to be seen a kind

of labyrinth, in the form of several interlaced circles, as is still the

case in the cathedral of Sens.*

ceedings was the '

B

circulation'

at a place in the nave where, prior to 1690, was to be seen a kind
of labyrinth, in the form of several interlaced circles, as is stillthe
case in the cathedral of Sens.’ But the finest part of the proceedings was the ' circulation of the ball, that is to say the passing (renvoi) of it from the leader of the company to the several
players, and repassing of it back by them to the president, who
was probably in the middle of the ring clad in all his distinctive
vestments and ornaments.

ut the finest part of the pro-

of the ball, that is to say the pass-

ing (renvoi) of it from the leader of the company to the several

players, and repassing of it back by them to the president, who

’

was probably in the middle of the ring clad in all his distinctive

vestments and ornaments.

ebeuf was not able to find any details in the
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L

registers as to the figures of the dance (see p. 923), and

unfortunately he did not possess a full copy of the

report which was submitted to the supreme court in

the cause ceUbre. H is conj

1I

ecture that the dance must

Lebeuf

suggest that it was held breast high in front of the face on the

was

not able to find any details in the

registers as to the figures of the dance (see p. 923), and

carved left arm.

1 Similar labyrinths were not uncommon features in mediaeval, and

perhaps also more ancient, churches. "

unfortunately he

did not possess a full copy of the
report which was submitted to the supreme court in
the cause célébre. His conjecture that the dance must

Geometrical figures composed of

various pieces of coloured marbles and so disposed as to form labyrinths were

freq

uently found in the pavements of F

labyrinthet de pav4. [

least one still at Seville.]

.?

rench cathedrals and so-called

They were also common in Spain;

where there is at

The finest remaining sample is in the centre of

‘ I
suggest that it
curved left arm.

a7e of N otre-Damo, Chartres, and a person following the various

winduigs and turns of the figure would walk nearly 8

'

arrived at the centre, although the circumference does not ex

yards. Similar labyrinths formerly ex

cathedral of R

eims, and at A

held breast

high

in front of the face

on

the

ceed thirteen

Similar

labyrinths were

not

uncommon

features in mediaaval, and

Perhaps _also more ancient, churches. “Geometrical figures composed of
various pieces of coloured marbles and so disposed as to form labyrinthswere
hequently found in the pavements of French cathedrals and so-called

isted at N otre-Dame, Paris, at the

miens. This latter was taken up in the latter

part of the last century and the centre stone (which is octangular [

ogdoad, p. 120 below]

was

00 feot before he

‘“bW"m¢he8_deptwé. [They were also common in Spain; where there is at
least one still at Seville.]
The finest
sample is in the centre of
l-l1_9 l_Jave of Notre-Dame, Chartres, remaining
and a person following the various

cp. the

and was formerly inlaid with brass imagery) is still

preserved in the museum of that city. These labyrinths are supposed to

have originated in a symbolical allusion to the H oly City, and certain

and turns of the figure would walk nearly 800 feet before he
Wllfdlngs
arrived at_the centre, although the circumference does not exceed thirteen
Words. Similar

prayers and devotions doubtless accompanied the perambulation of their

intricate mazes."

(L

j

— T. H . Poole, art. '

L

abyrinth,'

labyrinths formerly existed at Notre-Dame, Paris, at the
cathedral of Reims, and at Amiens. This latter was taken up in the latter
Pltrt of the last century and the centre stone (which is octangular [cp. the

The Catholic E

ncyclopedia

ondon, 1910). The information with which the faithful are supplied is to

ay the least vague. A

°8d°8<l. p. 120 below] and

formerly inlaid with brass imagery) is still
the are supposed to
of that city. These lab
originated in a s bolical allusion to the oly Cit , and certain
and devotions oubtless accompanied the peramb ation of their
prflyers
intricate mazes."—T. H. Poole, art. ‘Labyrinth,’ The CatholicEncyclopwd/ia
(London. 1910). The information with which the faithful are supplied is to
'3! the least vague. As a matter of fact pilgrims to Chartres still practise
919 devotion of the rosary on the labyrinth.

s a matter of fact pilgrims to Chartres still practise

the devotion of the rosary on the labyrinth.

the museum
P1‘°I6rVe_d_in
have
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QUEST
have been a. sort of lively branlc‘ is, in my opinion,
unsound. On the contrary, it must have been a comon account of the
paratively stately measure, not only
chant
size of the ball, but also because it followed the
THE
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have been a sort of lively branlc1 is, in my opinion,

unsound. O n the contrary, it must have been a com-

paratively stately measure, not only on account of the

size of the ball, but also because it followed the chant

of the seq

uence. A

ll we can legitimately conj

ecture

of the sequence. All we can legitimately conjecture
been
is that though the dance of the dean may have
trodden to a more rapid measure, the dance of the
others was choral and presumably stately, at any rate

is that though the dance of the dean may have been

trodden to a more rapid measure, the dance of the

others was choral and presumably stately, at any rate

originally.

L

ebeuf is, therefore, I

hold, somewhat ex

travagant

when he proceeds (p. 924) to draw a comic picture of

the grave church dignitaries breathlessly waltzing, wi th

originally.

their violet cassocks tucked up to their waists, and the

ends of their amices fluttering in violent agitation

behind them. H o starts with the false notion of a j

eu

de paumc, a secular merry game and dance at best,

and then falls into q

uite unnecessary difliculties and

contradictions.
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So much for what we can glean directly of the

famous ball-dance of A

ux

dispose of the general subj

in a second L

1727).'

q

L

erre itself. B

ect, for L

etter to the Mercure de F

ebeuf'

uite a stir;

s former L

ut this does not

ebeuf returns to it

rance (March,

etter, it appears, had made

he therefore proceeds to give other

instances of ecclesiastical ball-play. A

ux

erre'

s cathedral

was not the only church in which the ceremony had

been used;

the distinction of St. Stephen'

s was that

it had been the last chapter obstinately to cling to the

ancient custom.

1"

The branle or branlc gai is tli3 generic name of all the dances in

which one or two dancers lead the others, who repeat the steps of the leaders.

There are, or rather there were, also branles scrieux

*

Under the title: '

R

Mercures of 1726, addressed to the E

A

ux

"

(L

ittre).

emarks on several curious Contributions to the

ditors of this Journal '

erre, Jan. 2, 1727— op. cit. pp. 49411.

-dated from

Lebeuf is, therefore, I hold, somewhat extravagant
when he proceeds (p. 924) to draw a comic picture of
the grave church dignitaries breathlesslyWaltzing, with
their violet cassocks tucked up to their waists, and the
ends of their amices fluttering in violent agitation
behind them. He starts with the false notion of a jeu
de paume, a secular merry game and dance at best,
and then falls into quite unnecessary difliculties and
contradictions.
So much for what we can glean directly of the
famous ball-dance of Auxerre itself. But this does not
dispose of the general subject, for Lebeuf returns to it
in a second Letter to the Mcrcure dc France (March,
1727).” Lebeuf’s former Letter, it appears, had made
quite a stir; he therefore proceeds to give other
instances of ecclesiastical ball-play. Auxerre’s cathedral
was not the only church in which the ceremony had
been used; the distinction of St. Stephen’s was that
it had been the last chapter obstinately to cling to the
ancient custom.
of all the dances in
branle grii is the generic
The branle
hf
two dancers lead the others, who repeat the steps of the leaders.
yrvhieh
also bra nles sérzeur (Littr-.'-).
rather there
“

one or
ere are. or

name

or

"

Were,

' Under the title: ‘Remarks on several curious Contributions to the
Mvmm I 1726, addr ed to th E
of this Journal ~_ dated from
2.
pp.

Aumne: Jan. 1727-“. 4;m'd1tors
'
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THE PELOTA

The Pelota of N arronne.

L

or

ebeuf had been informed by a correspondent that

at V

ienne in Dauphine, that is at N arbonne, the custom

of '

throwing the ball'

at the E

101

NARBONNE.

aster festival had

obtained in ancient times. W hen the records begin,

however, the ceremony was no longer celebrated in the

sacred edifice itself, but in the hall of the archbishop'

s

palace, where all the clergy of the cathedral assembled

on E

aster Monday, while the bells were ringing for

vespers. O n such feast days the bells rang for a con-

siderable time, during which the ceremonial repast

was partaken in the prelate'

meal the archbishop '

s palace, and after this

threw the ball.'

A

MS. of the

13th century, in the cathedral archives, contained the

following rubric for E

aster Monday in L

atin:

W hile the bells are ringing for vespers, the whole chapter

[

conventus) is to assemble in the hall of the archbishop'

there tables are to be laid, and the servants {

A

certain dishes1]
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archbishop are to serve [

s house;

ministri) of the

with wine to follow.

fterwards the archbishop is to throw the ball (pelota).

This custom must have been kept up for at least

three centuries subseq

uently, for on the margin of the

MS. there is the following L

that was j

A

atin note in a handwriting

udged to bo two hundred years old:

nd it should be known that the prefect8

ball, and is to throw it in the archbishop'

1 The list will be dealt with in a subseq

1 Uistralia —

mim*

traK

*

=

is to provide tho

s absenco (p. 495).

uent papor.

miniaterialis. Dufresne (a.u.) says that the

mtsfrafej

wore maj

ores urbium, and adds that at N arbonne thore were two

of these '

mayors,'

one for the Count of V

A

rchbishop;

prefect of the city. Cp. Jean do L

de la Cite de V

ienne and tho other for the

the latter was chosen from the canons and filled the office of

i& vre, Uietoire de V

ienne en la Gaule celtiq

ue (V

that prior to the middle of tho 15th century, tho A

j

urisdiction, with his '

as spiritual j

mistral'

as j

A

ntiq

ienne, 1628

uite et SaincteU

), p. 414, who tells us

rchbishop had the solo

,
udge in temporal affairs and his '

official'

pt up for at least
for on the
margin of the
tin note in a.

handwriting

udge in all matters concerning the church.

istoire de

l’Ant*iqu/i
celtique (Vienne, 1623),
p. 414, who tells us
century, the Archbish
had
in temporal afiairs
judge
matters concerning the
and his ‘official
church.
la

'

(jo gale
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The prefect was;

ST

doubtless the most important

official after the archbishop, and he accordingly led the

ceremony in the absence of his superior. I

evident that as in this instance the '

t is also

ball throwing 1

took place after the ceremonial repast, it must,

originally at any rate, have been of a sober and dignified

nature. I

t could not have been a simple game of hand-

ball, as L

ebeuf seems to imagine, when writing (p. 494)

"

lePrelat s'

amusoit aj

cttcr la Pclotte"

for in any case

people do not, if they are wise, play ball immediately

after a meal. L

ebeuf, however, cannot get tennis out

of his head, and so proceeds to tell us that the j

eu de

pautne was not forbidden by canon law, under chapter

'

Clerici.'

H e then hazards that this pelota probably

resembled the hand-ball and '

baloon'

games of the

students in the Paris colleges, and makes some allusion

to the fact that hand-ball was played in antiq

uity by

the most distinguished personages, such as kings and

n the latter unfruitful line of research, as
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bishops. I

far as the present study is concerned, we need not

follow him;

but as to the former it may be of interest

here to note that, as I

have been verbally informed,

in seminaries on the continent some very ancient

games are still played, and to suggest that an enq

uiry,

with perhaps some fruitful results, might open up in

this direction. F

games'

q

aint traces of originally '

ecclesiastical

may still be preserved in such little suspected

uarters.

The Percula of N aples.

That the ball-dance of A

ux

erre and the ball-

throwing of N arbonne were not isolated phenomena,

and that neither play nor dance was due to '

influence,'

Gothic

may be seen from the Percula of N aples,

The prefect was: doubtless the most important
led the
official after the archbishop, and he accordingly is also
his superior. It
ceremony in the absence of
‘ball throwing’
evident that as in this instance the
it must,
took place after the ceremonial repast,
originally at any rate, have been of a sober and dignified
of handnature. It could not have been a simple game
(p. 494)
ball, as Lebeuf seems to imagine, when writing
for in any case
“ le Prelat s’amusoit (‘L jcttcr la Pclottc,”
people do not, if they are Wise, play ball immediately
tennis out
after a meal. Lebeuf, however, cannot get
the jcu do
of his head, and so proceeds to tell us that
under chapter
paume was not forbidden by canon law,
‘Clerici.’ He then hazards that this pelota probably
the
resembled the hand-ball and ‘ baloon’ games of
students in the Paris colleges, and makes some allusion
to the fact that hand-ball was played in antiquity by
and
the most distinguished personages, such as kings
as
bishops. In the latter unfruitful line of research,not
far as the present study is concerned, we need
follow him ; but as to the former it may be of interest
here to note that, as I have been verbally informed,
in seminaries on the continent some very ancient
games are still played, and to suggest that an enquiry,
with perhaps some fruitful results, might open up in
this direction. Faint traces of originally ecclesiastical
games‘ may still be preserved in such little suspected
‘

quarters.
THE PERCULA

or

NAPLES.

the ball-dance of Auxerre and the ballThat
not isolated phenomena,
throwmg of Narbonne
due to ‘Gothic
dance
that neither play
and
from the Percula of Naples,
influence,’ may be
were

nor

seen
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103
which was played (and
have been danced also) wellnigh under the shadow ofmay
the Holy See itself. Dufresne

N G 108

which was played (and may have been danced also) well-

nigh under the shadow of the H oly See itself. Dufresne

eq

uates Percula with Pelota, but is able to give us one

reference only, via. to the A

Pomponius was B

cta of S. Pomponius.1

ishop of N aples from 508

to 536. H e

built and dedicated the church of S. Maria Maj

the B

.V

. M. for her supposed aid in ex

or to

orcising the

devil who, as the legend went, had laid waste much of

the city in the form of a boar. So at any rate it is

recorded in the Chronicum of John, Deacon of the said

church, who lived in the 9th century. A

this '

4. I

factum,'

fter recording

the worthy chronicler continues:

n memory of thia event the N eapolitans celebrated every

year in thia church certain games of ball (percula) for the comfort

and refreshment of the soul, amid a great concourse of the

populace. A

n ex

hibition of these games was given to the people

by the vassals of the Church of N aples, from the country-seats

and suburbs, on the F

east of the Translation of S. Januarius, in
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the month of May, to wit on the third Sunday of the said month.

Though, unfortunately, no description of these

games is given, the points to be chiefly noted are that

they were ceremonial (celebrarunt), that they were

played in the sacred edifice itself, and that they are

specifically stated to have had a religious or spiritual

purpose (ad solatium atq

ue animi recreationem). A

and
s

Mary'

s the Greater, the learned Jesuit editors are of

8811198 is

rian church by

Catholic rites, for which they adduce evidence of similar

phraseology in other cases, or to the fact that the site

of the church had been occupied formerly by a house

1 See A

da Sanctorum (ed. H enaclien-Papenbroch, ed. nov. Carnaiidct,

Paris and R

E

ome, 18

66), Maii, torn. 3, p. 8

72 b, '

in
said month.

Though, unfortunately, no description of
given, the points to be chiefly noted these
are that
they were ceremonial
(celebrarzmt),
that
they were
Played in the

opinion that it is a mythical or allegorical allusion

either to the purification of a former A

suburbs, on the Feast of the Translation
of
May, to wit on the third Sunday of S. Januarius,
the

the month of

to the legend in connection with the founding of S.

sacred edifice itself and that
7

De Sancto Pomponio

they are

piscopo N eapolitano.'

See

P31:18 MidActa Sanctorum
Rome.
_

EP1300po Nea

Co 5216

(ed.

ed. nov. Carnandet,
1866), Maii, Henschen-Pspenbroch,
tom. 3, p. 872 b, ‘De Sancto
Pomponio

-_. s
QUEST
throws no
of ill-fame. Though the Percula of Naples
of Auxerre, it proves that
new light on the Pelota
to French
ball-games in church were not confined rather
as a
dioceses; indeed our quotation stands out
THE.

104
104 TH E

Q UE

ST

of ill-fame. Though the Percula of N aples throws no

new light on the Pelota of A

ux

erre, it proves that

ball-games in church were not confined to F

dioceses;

indeed our q

rench

uotation stands out rather as a

finger-post pointing to a forgotten but widespread

finger-post pointing

territory of ancient ecclesiastical custom in this

The Testimony of B

F

urther, Jean B

eleth and Durand.

eleth, rector of the theological

faculty at Paris, in treating of the customs of the

Church at E

to

forgotten

a

but

widespread

territory of ancient ecclesiastical custom
respect.

respect.

in this

astertide, tells us that in his day (c. 11C5):

There are some churches in which oven hishops and arch-

THE Tssrmoxr

bishops play with their subordinates in the convents (canobiis)

stooping even to ball-play {

largo churches like R

lusus piles). . . . B

BELETH

DURAND.

AND

eims keep up this custom of playing, it seems

Further, Jean Beleth, rector of the theological
faculty at Paris, in treating of the customs of the
Church at Eastertide, tells us that in his day (c. 1165) :

moro praiseworthy not to do so.1

Durand, Canon of N arbonne and afterwards B

of Mende, at the end of the 13th century,'

ishop

lifts'

this pas-

eleth without acknowledgment, but with the
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sage from B

OF

ut although

interesting gloss that in some churches at E

aster and

bishops and arch-

in others at Christmas, the prelates and clergy play at

dice, in the cloisters or bishop'

There

s palaces, and even go

so far as playing at ball and dances and songs.'

B

the R

December F

reedom,'

stooping

originally, of course,

oman Saturnalia, but, as we shall see later on,

with little probability that this '

libcrtas decembrica'

will satisfactorily solve the problem.

1 Divinorum O fficiorum ac eorundem B

Migue, P. L

,o„

128

„

6;

., torn. 202 (Paris, 18

aR

?

ationum E

x

plicaiio, c. 120:

55).

iionale Divinoru.7> i O fficiorum (1. 6. c. 8

Mignc, P. L

., torn. 202 (Paris, 18

55).

churches in which

even

to ball-play (lusus piles).
Beims keep up this custom of
like
churches
large
more praiseworthy not to do so.‘

these writers connect these customs with what was

called the '

are some

bishops play with their subordinates in the convents

oth

6§

even

.

.

.

But

(camobiis)
although

playing, it seems

Durand, Canon of Narbonne and afterwards Bishop
of Mende, at the end of the 13th century, ‘lifts’ this pasthe
sage from Beleth without acknowledgment,but with
interesting gloss that in some churches at Easter and
in others at Christmas, the prelates and clergy play at
dice, in the cloisters or bishop's palaces, and even go
Both
so far as playing at ball and dances and songs.’

9), which first appeared in

these writers connect these customs with what was
called the ‘ December Freedom,’ originally, of course,
the Roman Saturnalia, but, as we shall see later on,
with little probability that this ‘ libertas decembrica’
will satisfactorilysolve the problem.
‘

Diml-norum

Ofiicioru_m

ac

eorundem Rationum

Mngne. P. L., tom. 202 (Paris, 1355).
_

‘

1233 ;

Ezplicatio,

c.

120;

Ofiicim-um (l. 6. c. 86 § 9), which first 3.Ppeared in
Raf/ionaloP.Diviwwrum
tom. 202

Mlgne,

C0 gale

L.,

(Paris, 1855).
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a solution is W ilhelm Mannhardt. I

solutlon is Wllhelm

a

n ch. v. §

BRIDE-BALL THEORY

The only Wrlter of

all Theory.

The only writer of recent times who has attempted

10 of his

05

recent tlmes who has
attempted

Mannhardt

famous work, Mannhardt treats in detail of the wide-

spread custom of the bride-ball;

pages1 to the subj

after referring on two

ect of ball-playing in church, he then

sums up his evidence as follows:

Tho bride-ball must have had some close connection with the

green foliage, the young vegetation (cp. the ball'

pieces in the green fir-wood);

the young married pair. I

s being knocked to

it appears to have been essential to

imagine the state of affairs to have

been that the couple is supposed to have the privilege of the

bride-ball for a year, and that the maidens then reclaim it, bocause

the use of the privilege ex

particular pair;

pired with the close of the year for that

another ball for another couple had then to take

its turn (p. 479).1 The matter would be clear if we ventured to

conceive the bride-ball as a symbol of the sun-sphere— that fiery

ball of ashes, of gold'

(p. 472), tho making of
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aisk, of which the '

the shot rod-hot in K

lein-Molsen, the shape of the notched ball

given to the maidens in E

llichsleben, etc. (p. 473), are probably not

simply chance memories— and if we further ventured to think of

the bride and young married couple as counterparts of tho bride-

pair of the spring. This interpretation is supported by the fact

that they must be people who were married before F

Sunday (p. 473, Dimanehc de B

1W eld- u. F

B

tex

cU-K

ulte {

randons)'

zweite A

ufl. bcaorght von Dr. W . H enschkel,

orlm, 1904/05), vol. ii. pp. 477, 478

t of tho 1st ad. (18

ire-brand

and also by the threaten-

. These pages repeat word for word the

75/77), and show not the slightest sign of '

at the hands of the editor. M. has only a second or third-hand acq

ance with a few of our sources, and his q

pages, are ex

B

entirely on H one =

, 215. Cf. Chambers I

S. H one, E

very Day B

, 429.'

ook (L

osbroke'

ondon, 18

ook of Days. F

B

ritish Monachism;

or, Manner) and Customs of the Monks and N uns of

E

ngland (8

ondon, 18

nglish custom. F

s

Thomas Dudley F

66). Chambers =

. Chambers, The B

rd ed., L

osbroke =

F

M. was dependent

R

church was an E

of revision

uotations, at any rate in these

ceedingly inaccurate. H is puzzling reference is: '

rit. Mouach bei H one I

care '

uaint-

osbrooko,

43), p. 56. M. says that this ball-playing in

osbrooke says '

probably practised only

abroad.'

Bnlh Momwh

the birth of the child.

'

The first Sunday of L

Tuesday to E

aster.

B

1s
PIEI 3’ Inaccurate.
quotations,
8
I, 215. Cf. Cbamb
.

_

enmely on Honetlgcne

1 The knocking of the ball to pieces, I

ent {

would rather suggest, symbolised

O artme), the forty-six

days from Shrove

_

‘

at

any

puzzhnfireference
,

acquaint-

rate in these

ls:

‘Fosbrokds

..was dependent

THE
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ing of the young wife, in A

rendsee, if B

he seem reluctant: '

W o

will take away from thee thy mate blooming like a green tree, and

give thee instead a dry one."

The decision of this q

of course depend on how we have to ex

custom, in N orth Germany and E

Shrove Tuesday, E

'

wise ball,"

tK

aster ball.'

iez, near K

of the E

plain the widespread

tL

andsberg on the

aster, they play at what is termed

and the game ends up with a dance called '

celebrating) the E

A

uestion must

ngland, of playing at ball on

aster and Christmas. A

W arthe, on the third day of E

keeping (or

*

dance. The E

neither rain nor snow-storm stops the play and

nglish forms of these customs show that in these

celebrations also, the seating of the newly-wedded opposite the

unmarried played the chief rdle, that they were attenuated

survivals of playing with the bride-ball, and that with the develop-

ment of the ball-play in society they had undergone much

modernisation. . . . The hurling the ball over the roof of the
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gateway or over the church resembles disk- (or q

The importance of the custom of the E

uoit-) throwing.

aster-ball is shown by the

circumstance that the policy of the Church considered it necessary

to consecrate it, or at any rate to Christianise it entirely, doubt-

less in the hope of being ablo to transform it, by appropriation to

the divine service, into a symbol of Christ himself, the rising

E

aster-sun. L

ast of all, though not least, in support of our inter-

pretation comes the fact that in O ldenburg the E

to stand in evident connection with the E

aster-ball seems

aster-fire. B

oth

children and grown-ups play at ball on the afternoons of both

feast-days. A

the E

K

t Ganderkesen the grown-ups indulge in ball-play at

aster bonfire and afterwards go to the tavern to play

lumpsack,'

1F

in which the young maidens are also allowed to take

or the symbolism of the green and dry tree in marriage-customs and

in mysticism, in the middle ages, cp. Prof. F

and the R

aI

enaissance,'

s this tho ex

ranz K

amper'

B

art. '

Dante

The Q uest, vol. ii. no. 4 (July, 1911), pp. 725, 730.

ternalising of, or a conflation with, a Church ceremony?

suggests, as we shall see (p. 108

'

W ise ball'

'

I

K

lumpsack (N . Ger. Plumptack) refers to the knots in a handkerchief. The

do not know the E

nglish eq

below), the B

uivalent for this game. K

all of W isdom.

lump in

players apparently strike one another with their knotted handkerchiefs,

rchmitz, Sx

tten . . dct E

ana the other, K

ifler V

olks, i. 8

8

:"

The one has to whistle

lumpsack in hand, tries to strike the whistler."

~

'

‘

openick, this still takes place on the first day

aster festival before sunrise, but at other places at other

times of the day;

QUEST

We
Arendsee, if she seem reluctant:
and
ing of the young wife, in
mate blooming like a green tree,
will take away from thee thy
must
The decision of this question
one."
dry
a
instead
thee
give
have to explain the widespread
of course depend on how we
ball on
and England, of playing at
custom, in North Germany
the
Christmas. At Landsberg on
Shrove Tuesday, Easter and
termed
is
they play at what
Warthe, on the third day of Easter,
with a dance called keeping (or
‘
wise ball,’ and the game ends up
celebrating) the Easter ball."
still takes place on the first day
At Kiez, near Képenick, this
but at other places at other
of the Easter festival before sunrise,
snow-storm stops the play and
times of the day ; neither rain nor
customs show that in these
dance. The English forms of these
newly-wedded opposite the
celebrations also, the seating of the
they were attenuated
unmarried played the chief réle, that
and that with the developsurvivals of playing with the bride-ball,
had undergone much
ment of the ball-play in society they
roof of the
The hurling the ball over the
modernisation.
disk- (or quoit-) throwing.
gateway or over the church resemblesEaster-ball is shown by the
The importance of the custom of the
Church considered it ne
circums tance that the policy of the
Christianise it entirely, doubt-

ST

Muret-

to consecrate it, or at any rate to
it, by appropriation to
less in the hope of being able to transform
of Christ himself, the rising
the divine service, into a symbol
in support of our interEaster-sun. Last of all, though not least,
the Easter-ball seems
pretation comes the fact that in Oldenburg
with the Easter-fire. Both
to stand in evident connection
the afternoons of both
children and grown-ups play at ball on
indulge in ball-play at
feast-days. At Ganderkesen the grown-ups
to the tavern to play
the Easter bonfire and afterwards go
take
Klumpsackf in which the young maidens are also allowed to

and

of the green and dry tree in marriage-customs
Dante
Fo_r_the symbolism
art.
middle
ages, cp.__Prof. Franz Kamper’s 725, 730.
in
mysticism, the‘ Tm: Qussr,
1911),
4
pp.
vol. no. (July,
the Renaissance,
1

_

in

‘

ii.

and

with, Church ceremony‘?
externalisingmof,ll (p.conflation
108 below), the Ball of Wisdom.
W_’ ballthissuggests,
in
game. KlumpThe
I do not know the English equivalent for thishandkerchief.
knots
the
refers
Kl
(N. Ger. Planzpaack)
their knotted handkerchiefs.
lumpsack
strike
another with
apparently
has to whistle
i.
as:
flgelji
3‘ The
Etfler
Vol_ks,
the whistler." Muratagdmlfltl: »5t;1ttenK-l“mP9Mkdeg hand, tries to strike
the

Is

‘

as we a

ise
’

to
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a
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.
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n W estphalia this game is played on the bonfire spot, of

course before it is lighted. A

part of the E

nd so ball-play may have formed

aster-fire.

O r, in spite of all, has the whole ceremony of the bride-ball

at E

aster arisen from an ecclesiastical origin, from Christian

symbolism?

freq

A

nd is it consistent with this that the ball is

uently thrown over the church (p. 473), or that the play starts

from the cross (p. 474)?

The Direction in which a Prorarle Solution may

re Sought.

To this very important q

no answer. B

uestion Mannhardt gives

ut whatever may be the derivation and

history of the folk-custom of the bride-ball and dance,

which in its most general aspects belongs to the

comparative science of folk-lore, I

have little doubt

myself that the ceremonial ball-dance of A

ux

erre and

its ecclesiastical cognates should have their heredity

traced to a tradition within the Church, and that, too,
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from early times. There are many customs of a

superficially similar nature, it is true, that in course of

time forced themselves on the Church from without,

and which the authorities had very great trouble to

keep outside the doors of the sacred edifice, and indeed

some of these irregular observances freq

the sacred precincts. B

uently invaded

ut at the same time also some

ceremonies, though fundamentally of non-Christian

origin (for indeed few of the innumerable Church-

observances were really original to the faith), were of

early introduction and so to speak adopted into the

sanctuary. I

Sanders q

«

venture to think that the ball-dance of

uote as an alternative title of this game the tag: "

m, der Plump$

waltzing you'

ack geht '

ruin "

— which I

Dreh'

< Uch nicM

take to mean: I

ll be thwacked. This brings to mind the'

driving'

or'

f you don'

t keep on

beating

round the altar at Delos (above p. 97 n. 2).

W11’ def %Iyéll1otweu be

alternative title pt this
the tag: Dreh’ dick nicht
I to.Esme
—vyhxch
e to mean If
thwmkedm
round the alt” 5*
ypn don t keep on
to mind the
Debs
um

as an

“

(ab‘;ve7;13B7bI:'-iI;§.s
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which A

ux

erre preserved the last dim memory, was

one of these. I

t was a dance on a similar, if not

identical, plan to the dance1 in the second century

the last dim memory, was
not
dance on a similar, if
dance‘ in the second century
the carol To-morrow
John, between which and
‘

A

cts of John, between which and the carol '

shall be my Dancing Day,'

I

a series of links in my previous paper on '

Dance of Jesus.'

To-morrow

Acts

endeavoured to establish

That dance was, as I

think I

have

shown, a mystery-ritual of regeneration or of the unio

mystica. I

fL

ebeuf'

s conj

ecture (p. 99, above) is

correct that there were two dancers within the circle

or ring, of whom one was dancing the same dance as

the leader of the rite, who was in full canonicals, while

the rest danced a round dance of another order, this is

in striking confirmation of my interpretation of the

tex

t of the A

cts as in one of its elements the union of

the Christ and Sophia. I

n any case, if Pliny'

(p. 97 n. 2, above) of the plan of the E

s idea

gyptian
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labyrinth is correct, it was a dance in imitation of the

dance and harmony of the celestial spheres and starry

host, a notion taken over from the sidereal cult or

astral religion of antiq

B

I

t will be

remembered that one of the chief elements in the

'

H ymn of Jesus '

is the passion-play which was danced;

it was the most sacred part of the mystery. O f the

details we are unfortunately told nothing directly in

the tex

t of the A

cta, but as I

have suggested from the

words of the ritual (op. cit. p. 74):

H ereupon ... the mystery-drama, the Passion of Man,

must have been shown (i.e. danced). W hat it may have been is

1F

or an introduction, commentary and notes, see the writer'

w f*

i ^ ro"

M.), A

3F

cta A

1 the Gnosis<

post. A

poe. (L

iv- L

or the best account of this see F

tonion^ llf E

dl9wn amon< >

s H ymn of

ondon, 1907), and for tbo tex

eipzig, 1S98

), I

I

ranz Cumont'

thc Gre< *

to establish
Dancing Day,’ I endeavoured The Sacred
in
previous paper on
‘

my
a series of links
I have
was, as I think
dance
That
Jesus.’
of
Dance
or of the unio
of
regeneration
mystery-ritual
shown, a
(p. 99, above) is
conjecture
Lebeuf’s
If
mystica.
within the circle
correct that there were two dancers same dance as
was dancing the
or ring, of whom one
in full canonicals, while
the leader of the rite, who was
of another order, this is
the rest danced a round dance
the
f my interpretation of
elements the union of
text of the Acts as in one of its
if Pliny’s idea
the Christ and Sophia. In any case,
plan of the Egyptian
(p. 97 n. 2, above) of thedance
in imitation of the
it
was a
correct,
is
labyrinth
and starry
dance and harmony of the celestial spheres
sidereal cult or
host, a notion taken over from the
astral religion of antiquity.‘
It will be
But what of the ball, the pclota?
in the
remembered that one of the chief elements danced;
was
‘
Hymn of Jesus is the passion-play which
Of the
it was the most sacred part of the mystery.
directly in
details we are unfortunately told nothing
from the
the text of the Acta, but as I have suggested
words of the ritual (op. cit. p. 74) :
Man,
the mystery-drama, the Passion of
Hereupon
have been is
must have been shown (Le. danced). What it may
'

uity.'

ut what of the ball, the pclota?

of

shall be my

The Sacred

«

. ii. 197ff. (j

sj

tB

§

onnet

94-97).

ust published

Soman, (N ow Y

ork and

’

.

writer's Hymn of
For an introduction, commentary and notes, see the
0 text Bonnet
L (1
Jesus (Echoes from the G11 3‘
M
M-). Acta Apoct. Apoc.
.‘ For the best account of th'
is see Franz Cuinonts Just
York and
A ,5 lo
Rehgwn among the Greeks and Romans (New
1

-

'

(L<(:)i1i:igl:’-1‘t5Uti3) r,1
'

-

I

9f.£.r97t)h
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a most distressing nature, for the neophyte is '

completely.'

tative of]

I
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it must, however, have been something of

. . . Presumably he saw . . . [

moved'

or '

the represen-

the Master dismembered before his eyes . . . or in

some way done to death.

completely’

tative of] the Master Presumably he saw
dlsmemberedbefore me
some way done to
death.
.

.

The drama was symbolical of the mystery of the

human soul, of its passion and the final union of the

human with the divine;

the '

L

passion'

but it was chiefly typical of

of the divine in human form, of the

ogos made flesh. N ow the ancient higher mystery-

institutions had two main grades;

in the lower were

shown the mysteries of generation or physical birth and

death;

in the higher, the mystery of regeneration or of

spiritual birth and life. The symbolism of marriage

played the principal rule in both grades. I

t is thus

easy to understand that there was a close parallelism

between the outward marriage ceremonies and customs

and the inner spiritual observances and rites. I

n this
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connection it is of interest to note that the bride-ball

was burst asunder

gher, the
spiritual birth and life. mystery
The s

or even knocked or torn to pieces,

and it is very probable that there may have been a

somewhat similar symbolic ceremony, typified by a

ball, in such initiatory rites, of which the tearing in

pieces of the '

god'

is a well-known element. This,

however, was not the case at A

ux

erre, for the pelote

was kept intact after the ceremony. N evertheless the

'

play'

ideas;

seems to be clearly part of the same complex

of

the passing of the ball backwards and forwards,

in the circular dance, in which every dancer also

revolved on his own ax

is, so to say, may very well have

been thought to typify the apparent path or dance of

the sun in the heavens throughout the year, and so of

its '

passion,'

and of the corresponding '

the earth in its seasons, all of which was further

passion'

of

shaken

or

shaken

[the represen
eyes

.

or

in
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believed to be analogous with the '

suffering'

divine soul in human incarnation. I

ceremony at A

ux

believed to be analogous with the ‘ suffering’ of the
divine soul in human incarnation. In any case the
ceremony at Auxerre was in closest connection with
the death, burial and resurrection of the Christ-sun at

ST

of the

n any case the

erre was in closest connection with

the death, burial and resurrection of the Christ-sun at

E

aster.

H ow this sacred dance got to A

ux

Easter.
How this sacred dance got to Auxerre,’ and what
are thehistoric links between the earliest-knownChristian rites of this nature referred to in the subsequently
deemed heretical Acta, and the not only tolerated but
fully sanctioned ceremonies of a similar nature in the
post-Constantine and mediaaval churches, are subjects
of research for the historian and archaiologist of ceremonial. At present no one has attempted to solve the
problem; indeed the present is the first clear definition
of it which has been attempted, for Mannhardt’s
question remains but a query.

erre,1 and what

are the historic links between the earliest-known Chris-

tian rites of this nature referred to in the subseq

deemed heretical A

uently

cta, and the not only tolerated but

fully sanctioned ceremonies of a similar nature in the

post-Constantine and mediaeval churches, are subj

ects

of research for the historian and archaeologist of cere-

monial. A

problem;

t present no one has attempted to solve the

indeed the present is the first clear definition

of it which has been attempted, for Mannhardt'

q

uestion remains but a q

The B

B

urial of A

s

uery.

lleluia.

ut the ball-play or dance was not the only
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symbolical ceremonial rite of this nature of which we

can find traces in the mediaeval churches. There was

a still stranger and, for the student of ecclesiastical

arohaeology, more instructive '

with the A

again to the indefatigable A

1A

F

game'

in connection

lleluia ceremonies. W e owe our information

s it was played at R

bbe L

ebeuf,1 who is, how-

eims, according to B

ranco, and as we know that the '

eloth, and very generally in

H ymn of Jesus '

was in widest circulation

THE BURIAL

among the Priscillianists, the last great Gnostic movement, of tho fourth

or

ALLELUIA.

century, and that tho Priscillianist propaganda spread from Spain through-

But the

out Gaul, and was centred at Treves, it may bo that here we have one

of the links. Moreover the labyrinth dance itself most probably found a

still earlier stagoof transition in tho oldest forms of the Christianised Gnosis,

for in the famous N aasseue H ymn (H ipp. lief. v. 10, D. and S. p. 174), tho

human sonl is said to be "

wandering in the labyrinth of ills,"

to free her

from which, and to lead her out of tho labyrinth, the Saviour descends

bringing the Gnosis (Mead, F

1 See Mercure de F

communication, dated A

written from B

ragment!

, p. 205;

H erme;

i. 191).

rance, Dec., 1726, pp. 2656-2673, for his unsigned

ug. 16 of the same year, and entitled: '

urgundy to M. do S. R

. about some curiouB

L

etter

Peculiarities of

ball-play

dance was not the only
symbolical ceremonial rite of this nature of which we
can find traces in the mediaaval churches. There was
a still stranger and, for the student of ecclesiastical
archaeology, more instructive ‘game’ in connection
with the Alleluia ceremonies. We owe our information
again to the indefatigable Abbé Lebeuf,' who is, howor

A3 1‘ W35 P11 95 84? Relmfi. according to Beletli, and
very generally in
o_w that the ‘ Hymn of Jesus was in widest circulation
“W
353038
the last great Gnostic movement, of the fourth
century. and that the Priscillianist propaganda spread from Spain throughW8-S centred It Tl:éVCS, It
Glad, and Moreover
may be thgt hgrc we have one
itself most probably found a
‘the
labyrmtli-dance
stage of transition in the oldest forms of the Christianiscd Gnosis,
in
e
Hymn (llipp. Ref. v..l0. D. and S. p. 174), the
said tobe wandering in the labyrinth
of ills," to free her
_“1 ‘W 10 . and_to lead her out of the labyrinth, the Saviour descends
bringing the Gnosis (Mead, Fragments, p. 205; Hermes, i. 191).
.
Dec., 1726, pp. 2656-2673, for his unsigned
g 16 of the same year, and entitled: ‘Letter
Wm“ t‘-'°m B‘“’8“ndY *0 M. do 8. R. about some curious
of
‘

Fmnoe, and as we

’

P1"3°1111&Dl8tS_,
'

Ogh
otfl
he
I;lpriliearths:
lfamous Naassene
friznian ;(_)11h18

ged17Ar:ri.ca,

I

-

.

Poonliarities
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ever, as in the case of the
Pelota,
its origin and
significance.

I
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ever, as in the case of the Pelota, entirely at sea as to

entirely at

111
sea. as

to

its origin and significance.

The original H ebrew dox

ological formula A

lleluia

(H allelu Jah= Praise Jah) has supplied the basis for a

number of L

atin substantival, adj

ectival and verbal

forms, with which we need not trouble the reader.

N ot only so, but A

lleluia or A

lleluj

a had been personi-

fied as a feminine potency, and not only personified but

made to suffer death, burial and resurrection (p. 2658

I

n following up a previous essay on the F

F

ools,1 L

al and resurrection
In following ,
(p 2658
up a. previous essay on the
Feast of
Fools, Lebeuf had
look

ebeuf had looked through all the statutes

of the cathedral chapters of which he could obtain

copies or consult the originals. A

ex

).

east of

mong these he had

amined a MS. copy of the statutes of the cathedral

church of Toul in L

orraine (Dep. Meurthe), redacted

in 1497, by N icolas le Sane, L

icentiate of L

Canon of the cathedral (p. 2664)."

what was L

ebeuf'

s surprise to find, at A

A

lleluia is B

aw and

n these registers,

uried,'
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strange heading '

I

rt. X

V

., the

and thereunder

the following curious ordinance:

O n the Saturday of Septuagesima Sunday,'

at nones, the

choir-boys are to assemble in the great vestry, in festal attire,

and there to arrange the burial of A

last B

lleluia. A

nd, after the

enedicamus, they are to go in procession, with crosses,

s

torches (fomis, Duf. tortus), holy water and incense, and

carrying a clod of earth as at a funeral, and are to proceed across

the choir, and go to the cloister, wailing {

where she [

sc. A

lleluia]

is buried. A

nd after one of them has

L

ebeuf asks the editor

of the Mercure to hand on the information to the learned B

hand.

rance, July, 1725.

'

s time this MS. was in tho Public L

nL

ebeuf'

had been founded in the previous year (1725) by I

metropolitan church (p. 2678

'

That is, six

enedictine editor

s Glossary (Paris, 1733, etc.) which was then in

1 Cp. Mercure de F

I

In these registers,
at Art. XV., the

,’ and thereunder

ululantes), to the place

two MSS.— the one of Toul and the other of Sens.'

of the new ed. of Dufresne'

surprise to find,

f. F

And, after the

ibrary of the City which

enel, Dean of the

).

ty-three days before E

aster,

esne's

d the other of Sens.’
Lebeuf asks the editor
information to the learned
Benedictine editor
1733, etc.) which
was then in

Glonsan-1/(Paris,

THE
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sprinkled the water and a second censed [

the grave]

, they return

by the same way. Such is the custom from of old.

L

ebeuf conj

ectures that in this ceremony, which

took place between nones and vespers, with the full

sanction and approval of the Chapter, the boys must

have carried a sort of bier on which was the representa-

tion of the deceased A

lleluia who was laid in a grave

in the cloister (p. 2659).

The W hipping of A

B

lleluia.

ut the burial and mourning for her were not

the only rites of this nature in connection with the

beautiful A

lleluia ofhce, which was of course celebrated

in the sacred edifice itself, for L

QUEST

grave], they return
sprinkled the water and a second censed [the
of old.

by the same way. Such is the custom from
Lebeuf conjectures that in this ceremony, which
the full
took place between nones and vespers, with

must
sanction and approval of the Chapter, the boys
have carried a sort of bier on which was the representation of the deceased Alleluia who was laid in a grave
in the cloister (p. 2659).

ebeuf was assured by

an informant that in one of the dioceses near Paris,

the following ex

THE WHIPPING

traordinarily interesting ceremony took

or

ALLELUIA.

placo in the cathedral itself. O n the Saturday before

Septuagesima one of the choir-boys used to bring to

church a whipping-top (toupie), round which was

lleluia.
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painted in fair golden letters the name A

W hen the moment came in the service for bidding

A

lleluia farewell, the boy, whip in hand, scourged the

top down the pavement of the church and out of doors.

This ceremony was called '

L

W hipping A

lleluia'

(p. 2GG4).

ebeuf hoped to get some further information on what

he calls '

cctte bizarre comcdie,'

from some antiq

uarian

in the diocese, especially with regard to the ceremony

of the resurrection and return of A

lleluia on E

day, as to whether there was also a '

of A

lleluia'

on the subj

but unfortunately I

ect in the learned A

aster-

W hipping-back

can find nothing more

bbe'

s voluminous

writings. W e are, however, not yet at the end of our

resources, and shall first of all see what light can be

But the burial and mourning for her were not
the
the only rites of this nature in connection with
beautifulAlleluia office, which was of course celebrated
in the sacred edifice itself, for Lebeuf was assured by
near Paris,
an informant that in one of the dioceses
the following extraordinarilyinteresting ceremony took
place in the cathedral itself. On the Saturday before
Septuagesima one of the choir-boys used to bring to
church a. whipping-top (toupic), round which was
painted in fair golden letters the name Alleluia.
When the moment came in the service for bidding
Alleluia farewell, the boy, whip in hand, scourged the
top down the pavement of the church and out of doors.
This ceremony was called ‘ Whipping Alleluia (p. 2664).
Lebeuf hoped to get some further information on what
calls ‘ cctte bizarre comédie,’ from some antiquarian
1n the diocese, especially with regard to the ceremony
of the resurrection and return of Alleluia on Easterday, as to whether there was also a ‘Whipping-back
of Alleluia but unfortunately I can find nothing more
subject in the learned Abbé’s voluminous
Wrltmgs. We are, however, not yet at the end of our
resources, and shall first of all see what light can be
’

he

’

0n.t_he
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thrown upon these seemingly strange rites, from the

'

O ffice of A

B

urgundy in the middle ages.

F

ortunately, the B

of Dufresne'

lleluia'

itself, as used in the dioceses of

enedictine editor of the 2nd ed.

s Glossary obtained from L

ebeuf an almost

verbatim copy of this beautiful O ffice as it used to be

practised at A

L

ux

erre, from the 13th century MS.

atin liturgies of the metropolitan church and its

dioceses. I

The A

t runs as follows:

lleluiatic O ffice for Saturday in

Sbptuagesima.

A

tV

A

ntiph. A

espbes.

Chap. B

lleluia, A

lleluia, A

THE

lleluia.

lessed, etc.

H ymn.

A

lleluia, song melodious,

V

oice of everlasting j

A

lleluia, praise sweet-sounding

E

ven to the choirs on high,
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oy,

AT VESPEBS.
Antiph. Alleluia, Alleluia,
Alleluia.
C'ha17- Blessed, etc.

W hich they sing for ever dwelling

Through the ages in God'

A

lleluia, j

s home.

oyful mother,

Z

ion'

A

lleluia, voice of thy own

s1 fellow citizen,

Citizens in hlissful j

O f us ex

O f Great B

A

ALLELUIATIC OFFICE FOR SATURDAY
IN
SEPTUAGESIMA.

Hymn.

Alleluia, song melodious,
Voice of everlasting
joy,
Alleluia, praise sweet-sounding
Even to the

oy,

iles here the rivers

ahel'

force our tears.

lleluia, we unworthy are

choirs

To harp perpetually,

A

1L

it. Jerusalem'

1L

it. of B

*

high,
Which they sing for ever

lleluia, voice of rebirth1

B

abylon.

enatus, ?

=

spring, i.e. the lent or spring season together with its

Zion’s’ fellow citizen,
Alleluia, voice of thy own
Citizens in blissful joy,

atroductory days from Septnagesima onward.

8

on

Through the ages in God’sdwelling
home.
Alleluia, joyful mother,

s.

Of us exiles here the
rivers
Of Great Babel‘

force

our

Alleluia, we unworthy are
To harp

tears.

perpetually,

Alleluia, voice of rebirth’
‘

’
3

Lit. Jerusalem's.
Lit. of Babylon.

atue, P sprin z'.e. the
lent
introductory
days from eptuagesima
onwaz-S5.ring season together with its
,

=

,

or

8
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or '

Makes us intermit [thy use];

ST

Makes us intermit [

thy use]

must
For ’tis now the time when we
Mourn oflences of the past.

;

tis now the time when we must

Mourn offences of the past.

W herefore Thee wo pray O

Wherefore Thee we pray 0 blessed
To-be-praised Trinity,

blessed

To-be-praised Trinity,

That Thou grant1 us vision of Thy

That Thou grant‘ us vision of Thy
Paschal feast in tether-height,
Where to Thee we sing rejoicing
Alleluia without break. Amen.

Paschal feast in aether-height,

W here to Thee we sing rej

A

lleluia without break. A

*

A

E

oicing

men.

vening prayer, etc.

ntiphon at the Magnificat.

Tarry with us for this day, A

lleluia, A

morrow thou shall set forth from us, A

lleluia;

and on the

lleluia, A

lleluia, A

lleluia;

’- Evening prayer, etc.

and when daylight shall have risen thou shalt go forth upon thy

ways, A

lleluia, A

lleluia, A

lleluia, A

Antiphon at the Magnificat.

lleluia.

Prayer.

O

A

God, who dost permit us to celebrate the solemnities of the

lleluiatic song by bringing it down [

to earth]

who sing in blessed j

A

t Matins.

I

nvitatory. A

oy unending A

lleluia, A

lleluia, A

lleluia. Through our L

lleluia, A

H ymn. A

lleluia, song melodious, etc.

I

irst N octurn: A

n the F

f. I

F

ntiph. A

lleluia, A

i^ . 1. A

ection. I

L

ord, A

1R

'

'

.

Gen. 1]

lleluia, while she is present they entertain'

with head]

lleluia.

Ps. 776]

n the beginning God created [

.

her, and

they greatly long for her while she withdraws herself.*

for evermore [

ord, etc.

*

A

nd

encrowned she triumphs it before the

lleluia.

and

the

for this day, Alleluia, Alleluia;
from us, Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia;
morrow thou shall set forth
forth upon thy
and when daylight shall have risen thou shalt go

Tarry with

ways,

lleluia.

call to remembrance my song in the night [

irst L

, grant us that we

lleluia in everlasting felicity, together with Thy saints
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may sing A

QUEST

us

Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia.
Prayer.

on

of the

God, who dost permit us to celebrate the solemnitiesthat we
us
Alleluiatic song by bringing it down [to earth], grant
together with Thy saints
may sing Alleluia in everlasting felicity,
Lord, etc.
who sing in blessed joy unending Alleluia. Through our
0

eading del for del.

I

nvitantur. Such &

deponont form is never found;

mistake for imitantur (cp. A

malar), p. 117 below).

•

malar has tubdux

Dum it edux

erit;

A

erit {

Am Mxrms.

it is evidently a

Invitatory. Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia,
Hymn. Alleluia, song melodious, etc.

ib.).

4 The inserted words are for the purpose of keeping the same number of

syllables as in the L

atin.

Alleluia.

In the First Nocturn : Antiph. Alleluia.
775]
7. I call to remembrance my song in the night [Ps.
First Lection. In the beginning God created [Gen. 1]
entertain’ her, and
B. 1. Alleluia, while she is present they
herself.‘ *And
they greatly long for her while she withdraws
[with head]‘ encrowned she triumphs it before the
.

.

for evermore

Lord, Alleluia.
‘

Reading dc: for det.

form is never found;
Invitarutuf. Such a deponent
Amalar), p. 117 below).
mistake for zmttantur
'

(cp.

_

'

Dum
Th

u

edurerit ; Amalar has cubd-uzter-it
d are for the purpose of
rted
the

syllableseglgfi {xi1:
‘

Co gale

'

.

it is

evidently a

(ib.).
keeping the same numberof
-

CE

R

E

f, in the [

MO N I

A

blessed]

friendship of the L

L
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ME

-PL

A

Y
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ord she finds her

righteous pleasure, for as much as she is immortal in the sight of

H im. *

A

nd for evermore, etc.

I

V

. 2. May the number of thy years be increased by the L

A

lleluia, mayest thou go forward by the road of wisdom. *

ord,

A

nd

by the narrow way of righteousness mayest thou return to us,

A

lleluia, A

y. F

of the L

A

ord;

because of this, therefore, return into thy treasuries.*

nd by the narrow way, etc.

.8

[

lleluia.

or thou alone dost hold the preeminence in the presence

.A

all]

lleluia, alone thou hast the preeminence, etc. May

the angels sing thy praise. *

pleasing to the L

ord, A

lleluia, A

y. May the good angel of the L

ourneyings. *

n the Second N oeturn: A

There folloiv the L

ntiph. A

That again with rej

or, etc.

)7. May the g ood
make good disposition angel of the Lord b
for thy jourueyings.
In the Second
Noctum

lleluia.

lleluia, and make, etc.

oicing thou mayest return to us, A
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A

F

lleluia, A

ections from Genesis.

^ . i. May the good angel, etc, A

*

or thou hast been well-

ord be thy companion and

make good disposition for thy j

I

F

lleluia.

lleluia,

:

lleluia.

y. May the number of thy years, etc. *

Antiph. Allelu'

That again by the

narrow way, etc.

^ . 5. A

[

all]

6. A

lleluia, return [

therefore]

lleluia, 0 thou [

most]

lleluia, A

y. B

ord. *

Thou riches manifold,

7. May the n
umher of

lleluia.

narrow way, etc.

eautiful hast thou been made, and sweetly pleasant in

many delights. *

Thou riches manifold, etc.

I

n the Third N oeturn: A

E

omily on the Gospel. The kingdom of heaven is like, etc.

^ .7. A

[

May

righteous pleasure in H is

handiworks, creations of the L

A

into thy treasuries. *

the angels, etc.

ntiph. A

good name is rather [

Prov. 22i]

.*

[

Y

ea,]

be reckoned]

,A

lleluia, A

Alleluia,

thy years, etc.

lleluia.

to be chosen]

13-. 6.

than many riches

lleluia.

beyond honey and the honeycomb unto my mouth. *

[

L

Y

ord,

ea,]

Alleluia,

handiworks, creationsO ofthouthe[most]
Lord

beyond gold and topaz is good grace [

y. O h how sweet unto my throat are Thy utterances, O

beyond gold, etc

mayest return to us,

to

Alleluia, Alleluia.

rxghteou s pleasure in His
* Thou
riches manifold,

)7. Beautiful
hast
many delights. * Thouthou been mside, and sweetly pleasant in
riches manifold, etc.
In the Third
Noctum :

Homily on the Gospel.

Go 5216

Antiph. Alleluia.

QUEST
and
Alleluia, [avenge thou,] avenge thou my cause
THE

‘

116
H G TH E

H .8

Q UE

.A

lleluia, [

thou me free, A

f. L

*

avenge thon,]

have not forgotten Thy law. *

(.. 9. A

A

A

A

A

A

tL

A

ntiph. W e all are athirst, A

lleluia, A

lleluia.

lleluia.

nd when daylight, etc.

auds.

Pa. The L

ord is king. R

ntiph. L

ej

lleluia, A

lleluia.

et the earth give praise unto the L

ord, and let all

lleluia, A

all ye works, etc.

A

lleluia, thou alone dost hold preeminence, etc.;

ntiph. A

may [

all]

As: mobs.

lloluia.

Canticle. O

because of this return, etc.;

the angels, etc. A

lleluia,

lleluia.

Ps. Praise, etc.

Chapters, H ymn and A

ntiph. at B

enediction as above at F

espers.

[

N othing is indicated for Second V
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V

The Ps. '

A

Praise,'

etc., at L

lleluia, praise the L

all H is angels;

A

lloluia, A

lleluia. Sing forth the praises of the L

ord,

ord,

lleluia, A

lleluia, A

The following ex

position of A

lleluia.1

malar or

malaire, Deacon of the cathedral church of Metz, in

the 9th century, in his treatise on the Services of the

1L

ebenf informed the B

enedictine editor of Dufresne'

s Glossary that

this office -was also used in the monastery of S. Germanus at A

9th century, according to the saint'

Alleluia, Alleluia.

eto.;
Antiph. Alleluia. thou alone dost hold preeminence,
Alleluia,
etc.
because of this return, eto.; may [all] the angels,
Ps. Praise, etc.

at First
Chapters, Hymn and Antiph. at Benediction as above
Vespers.
hours.
[Nothing is indicated for Second Vespers and the other
The P3. Praise,’ eto., at Lands was sung as follows 2]
Alleluia, praise the Lord down from the heavens, sing praises
of the Lord,
of Him in the heights, Alleluia. Sing forth the praises
of the Lord,
all His angels; sing forth His praises, all ye virtues
moon ;
Alleluia, Alleluia. Sing forth praise of Him, both sun and
Alleluia.‘
sine praises of Him, 0 ye stars and light, Alleluia, Alleluia,
But what was the meaning of this beautiful
service? The following exposition of Ama,1a,1- or
Amalaire, Deacon of the cathedral church of Metz, in
the 9th century, in his treatise on the Services of the
'

ux

errc, in the

s own statement, in his De Miraculit

(1.1. c. 10), and also in the cathedral itself, as witnessed by a missal of the

same date. I

let all

Alleluia.

lleluia. Sing forth praise of H im, both sun and moon;

ut what was the meaning of this beautiful

service?

A

auds was sung as follows :]

ye stars and light, A

Antiph. We all are athirst, Alleluia, Alleluia.
Pa. The Lord is king. Rejoice. God.
and
Antiph. Let the earth give praise unto the Lord,

things that grow upon the earth utter a hymn,
Canticle. 0 all ye works, etc.

espers and the other hours.

sing forth H is praises, all yo virtues of the L

sing praises of H im, O

B

irst

ord down from the heavens, sing praises

of H im in the heights, A

set
13.. 8.
calumniate me. * Alleluia.
thou me free, Alleluia, from them that
and snatch me away, seeing
7. Look thou upon my humility,
* Alleluia.
that I have not forgotten Thy law.
for this day, eto., Alleluia.
B. 9. Alleluia, tarry with us
Alleluia.
* And when daylight, eto., Alleluia,
*
And when daylight, etc.
I’. May the good angel, etc.

oice. God.

things that grow upon the earth utter a hymn, A

A

lleluia.

lleluia.

lloluia, tarry with us for this day, etc, A

nd when daylight, etc., A

f. May the good angel, etc. *

A

avenge thou my cause and set

lleluia, from them that calumniate me. *

ook thou upon my humility, and snatch me away, seeing

that I

!

ST

n the antiphonaries of the 14th and 15th centuries, howevor, he

S cut the office had bean transferred from Septuagesima to the F

ot & . rtephan, the patron saint of the cathedral (t.e. to Dec. 26).

east

that
‘ Lebeuf informed the Benedictine editor of Dufresne's Glossary
the
this office was also used in the monastery of S. Germanus at Auxerre, in
Miraculia
De
his
in
statement
saint’s
own
the
to
9th °°“t‘“'Y» 9»0001‘ding
of the
0- 1- 0- 10). and also in the cathedral itself, as witnessed by a rnissal
he
same date. In the antiphonaries of the 14th and 15th centuries, however,
foun (1 that the ofice had been transferred from Septuagesima to the Feast
°‘ 3' S"'°Ph°°- “N P9-tron saint of the cathedral (sue. to Dec. 25).
.

C0 gale

>—«

CE

R

E

MO N I

A

L

Church,1 addressed to L

to some ex
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-PL

A

Y
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ouis the Pious, may orient us

tent in the right direction:

A

malar on the O ffice foe Septuagesima.

F

irst wo must note whose state has been celebrated from the

L

ord'

s N ativity up to Septuagesima, and from Septuagesima to

the middle of Q uadragesima [

Christ'

CEREMONIAL GAME-PLAYING
117
Church,‘ addressed to Louis the
Pious,
to some extent in
the right direction : may orient us

F

irst Sunday in L

ent]

. Manifestly

s generation, and the nobility (or freedom, liberalitas) of the

holy preachers have been celebrated from the day of Christ'

s

N ativity to Septuagesima, and from Septuagesima the generation

of those who long to be taken up out of bondage and from the

straits of the present soj

renewed {

ourning, until again the birth of Christ is

renascatur) about the Paschal Sacraments. The genera-

tion of Christ and the nobility of his own [

sons]

have for the most

part migrated from the present age to reign together with the

angels in the presence of God. The time of this departure

(cmigratio) is called the night, as the L

ord says in the Gospel:

The night cometh when no man can work [

Church which is in this soj

Jn. 9-t]

. The present

ourning, recalls to mind the glory that

soj
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is celebrated among the citizens who have departed from it [

ourning on earth]

.I

sc. this

n the day, however, of those who are held

down in bondage and who sigh to return again to'

freedom— among

them, in sooth, who are fettered with the sadness of captivity, the

A

lleluia splendour is not celebrated. B

passed forth [

from bondage]

A

not withdraw from praise of God. I

respond runs: '

The good A

lleluia called '

1 Max

de la B

a-d.). '

A

is

she'

eelebmted among the
who
S°J°0ming on earth]. Incitizens
the

down in bondage

when it is a neuter

H e, too, is ignorant, and yet he immediately

proceeds to call A

tion, '

n the antiphonaries the first

lleluia, while she is present, they imitate1 her.'

malar is puzzled at the gender. W hy,

he asks, is A

phase?

A

ut among those who have

lleluia is celebrated, since they do

lleluia the '

with splendour,'

ima B

igue, L

A

and who

or genera-

cclea. O fficii*

iber (pp. 103211.), cap. 30, '

passecl forth [from bondage] Alleluia. is celebrated

. Scripp. ecclea. (ed. Margarin

yons, 1577, fol.), torn. 14 (containing writers from 8

'

(pp. 934ff.);

00 to 8

40

since they do
In the antiphonaries
the first

De O rdine

'

De O fficio Septuagetimai'

(pp.10472.).

1E

day, h

sigh to rat

that is, of course, regeneration

ibliotlieca vet, Patt, et. antiq

malarii . . . de E

nlipkonarii L

chaste birth,'

vidently the correct reading;

thoy sing (and dance) with A

lleluia.

proceeds to

171011.

‘

With

call

Alleluia the ‘chaste birth,’
splendour,’ that is, of course, regeneration

B-ibliotheca Pall. ct.
d 1'
A:
Scripp. ccclea. (ed. Ma.rga.rin
)a Bgfiue, Lyo_ns, 1577, vet.
£01.), tom. 14antiq.
(containing

Mqxivna
Iriqlari?
Lzber

(p’I1)‘1}1?(7)t40;1-&L1)'1 .

A

_

.

.

.

writers from 300 to 340
dc Eccles. 0 c1'is'
(pp. 934fi.); Dc Ordi/ne
cap
0, ‘De Ofiicio

(pp. 1032fi.),

Scptuagesirme’

TH E

Q UE

spiritual birth,'

says (p. 1043a), and again '

birth'

malar'

s lengthy

egesis we need not trouble the reader.1

To attempt the lengthy task of tracing the origin

and evolution of the liturgical use of A

lleluia in the

Christian Church is of course out of the q

uestion in

this restricted paper. The translation, however, of a

few q

disq

uotations from prior authorities in the long

uisition of Cardinal Joannes B

ona, '

De A

llcluj

a,'

1

may be of service.

The mystery of A

j

lleluia is as it were a dropping of a gentle

oy-rain from the riches of Jerusalem A

bove. ... I

t betokens

the eternal life-communion of the angels and of blessed souls. I

is thus the proper ex

uency at the time when the risen L

gives us pledge and hope and promise of that beatitude. I

uttering A

lleluia we j

neumes {

ex

ord

n

ubilate rather than sing, for we prolong a

sc. the final a]

mystery

of this utterance into a number of
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single syllable [

t

pression of future beatitude, and is rightly

used with greatest freq

neumce) or distinctions of modulation, in keeping with the

bbot R

upert

of Tuiciae in ancient N arbonne). O r more simply, the final a was

prolonged to great length, to signify that the j

from E

ichard of St. V

chant ex

lleluiatic

presses the thanksgiving of the faithful to God, and their

sighing after eternal j

ex

oy of the saints in

onaventura, and p. 475—

ictor). The modulation of the A

oys, for articulate human speech cannot

press what the mind is unable to conceive, what God has

prepared for them that love H im (p. 474— from Stephen of

B

urgundy). Jubilation that cannot bo ex

pressed in articulate

speech breaks forth. The Church offers this oblation to God when

1I

t may, however, be of interest to note that the order of his responds

is different from that of the A

us,'

ux

orre MSS.;

etc., he treats us to a very arbitrary ex

that in glotsing I

egesis of a disj

j

.'

Tarry with

oined sentence or

two from the familiar yet strange old folk-tale in Judges 19, and in glossing

1$

tex

*

.'

May the good angel,'

etc., to an eq

ually arbitrary conflation of the Greek

ts of Toint 5 is, 16.20.21.

De div P,almodia . . . ,ive P,allmH , E

(ed. nov., Cologne, 1577), pp. 471ff.

cclesia H armonia, c. 16 §

rightly

7

It betokens

joy-rain from the riches of Jerusalem Above. blessed souls. It
of
the eternal life-communion of the angels and
and is rightly
is thus the proper expression of future beatitude,
the risen Lord
used with greatest frequency at the time when
beatitude. In
gives us pledge and hope and promise of that
a
uttering Alleluia we jubilate rather than sing, for we prolong of
number
single syllable [ac. the final a] of this utterance into a with the
in keeping
neumes (neumcz) or distinctions of modulation,
Rupert
exultation of the saints in glory (pp. 471, 472—from Abbot
final a was
of Tuiciaa in ancient Narbonne). Or more simply, the
saints in
prolonged to great length, to signify that the joy of the
and p. 475—
heaven was unending (p. 47-1—from S. Bonaventura,
Alleluiatic
from Richard of St. Victor). The modulation of the
.

ultation of the saints in glory (pp. 471, 472— from A

heaven was unending (p. 474— from S. B

as

‘

as he rightly

this is the fair and chaste

(p. 1047H ). W ith the rest of A

and pious ex

he

with glory or grace, the spiritual birth,’ and chaste
‘this is the fair
says (p. 1043A), and again
Amalar’s lengthy
birth’ (p. 104711). With the rest of
the reader.‘
and pious exegesis we need not trouble
the origin
To attempt the lengthy task of tracing
of Alleluia in the
and evolution of the liturgical use
in
Christian Church is of course out of the questionof a
however,
this restricted paper. The translation,
in the long
few quotations from prior authorities
disquisition of Cardinal J oannes Bona, ‘De Allcluja,"
may be of service.
Gentle
of Alleluia is as it were a dropping of a
The

ST

with glory or grace, the '

QUEST

THE

118
118

.

.

and their
chant expresses the thanksgiving of the faithful to God,
cannot
Sifihing after eternal joys, for articulate human speech
What God has
express what the mind is unable to conceive,
of
prepared for them that love Him (p. 474»—from Stephen
Burgundy). Jubilation that cannot be expressed in articulate
when
speech breaks forth. The Church offers this oblation to God

.‘

It

ma

,

however, be of interest to note that the order of his responds
with
that of the Au:-zerre MSS. ; that in glowing B. Tarry
or

different
us, etc., he treats

_

is

‘

rom

us

to

a

resis of a (lisjoined sentence
very arbitrary
old folk-ta e in Judges 19, and in glossing

fairiiiliar yletstrange
lave gpmtiilie
y
Towgs ‘ego. he
e

00

an e

'

texts of
15‘
‘ De d-iv. Paalnwdia

.,

.

(ed. mm, Cologne’ 1577)’ Pp.

Co gale

to

exe

equally arbitrary conflation of the Greek
siva Paallentis Eccleaice Harmonia, c. 16 -§7

an

.471.fi.

‘

'

~,.
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she sings neumes (pneumata) or modulations without words in the

sacrifice of L

auds. F

or by this '

vociferation'

we represent those

good gifts to come, after the dissolution of the flesh, which cannot

be set forth in words (pp. 474, 475— from L

uke of Tuy in Spain).

There is much more in the learned cardinal'

s

disq

uisition for which we have no space;

but from all

of this later piety, interesting though it be in its own

way, we do not get a single hint of the historic origin

of the ideas associated with the use of A

Christian ritual;

lleluia in

nor do we, as far as I

am at present

aware, get any direct indications from the Church

F

athers. The phrase itself is of course H ebrew, and

it was used in the temple-service. B

associate it with the j

Jerusalem?

ut did the R

abbis

oys of the N ew or Celestial

O f this I

cannot as yet find any evidence.

The traces must be sought for, if happily they can be

found, in the influence of the astral lore of B

abylon

Fathers.

The phrase itself is of

course

and of such ideas as dominated the W isdom and

Hebrew, and

pocalyptic literature of Jewry. W e thus enter the
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A

New

domain of H ellenistic religion and the widespread

territory of the general Gnosis. I

n the present outline

or

Celestial

there is space to note only the most general indications.

The sidereal religion or astral cult that was a

fundamental element of both H ellenistic theology and

Gnostic eostasis posited the '

harmony'

(both song

and dance) of the celestial spheres and the supposed

'

correspondence'

between the constitution and soul

of the universe and the life and composition of man.

I

n the soteriology or salvation-doctrine of the many

cults of the Gnosis, the human soul was regarded as

being in ex

ile from its heavenly home;

it was

mythologised in the Christianised forms as the fallen

Sophia or W isdom, who was rescued or redeemed by

the Saviour, the Christ, her heavenly spouse. O r,

Hellenistic religion

and the

Widespread

In the present outline

QUEST
in harmony
again, the incarnated soul must dance
On its
with the stars and so rebeoome a star, a god.
shed its earthly tendencies, and
way above it gradually
celestial virtues, or reéndowed with
so, reclothed with
the
the movement of the celestial harmony, it rejoined
either the
choirs above. The bride of the Christ was
whole Church of the faithfulor the individual perfected
or the
Christian soul. Now the Harmony of Generation
of physical
supposed astral schematic determination
birth and death was called, in a number of systems
the
of the Hellenistic and Christianised Gnosis,
Hebdomad,‘ and the Harmony of Regeneration or
Heavenly
spiritual birthand life was termed the Ogdoad,
Jerusalem, Mother Above, and by various other names.
have
To quote two passages out of many. First we
the
the request of the just illumined neophyte in
THE

120
120 TH E

Q UE

ST

again, the incarnated soul must dance in harmony

with the stars and so rebecome a star, a god. O n its

way above it gradually shed its earthly tendencies, and

so, reclothed with celestial virtues, or reendowed with

the movement of the celestial harmony, it rej

oined the

choirs above. The bride of the Christ was either the

whole Church of the faithful or the individual perfected

Christian soul. N ow the H armony of Generation or the

supposed astral schematic determination of physical

birth and death was called, in a number of systems

of the H ellenistic and Christianised Gnosis, the

H ebdomad,1 and the H armony of R

egeneration or

spiritual birth and life was termed the O gdoad, H eavenly

Jerusalem, Mother A

To q

bove, and by various other names.

uote two passages out of many. F

the req

uest of the j

irst we have

ust illumined neophyte in the

Trismegistic Secret Sermon on the Mount:

I

would, O

father, hear the praise-giving with hymn which

[
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thou didst say thou heardest then when thou wert at the E

the O gdoad]

ight

of Powers.'

This refers to the following passage from the

famous Poimandres or Shepherd of Men treatise:

A

nd then with all the energizings of the [

L

ower]

H armony

stripped from him, clothed in his proper power, he cometh to

that nature which belongs unto the E

that-are hymneth the F

I

ight, and there with those-

ather 1*

f we now turn to the ritual, called '

Jesus'

in the A

The H ymn of

cts of John, we read:

The O gdoad harps with us as one harp. A

1 See W ilhelm B

men.

ousset, H auptprobleme der O notU (Gottingen, 1907),

Die Sieben und dit H ^ rifp,'

pp. 9-58

•

Corp. H erm. x

8

Corp, H erm. i. 26 (Mead, ii. 16).

.

iii. 15 (Mead, H ermes, ii. 228

).

TrismegisticSecret Sermon on the Mount :

which
I would. 0 father, hear the praise-giving with hymn
the Eight
thou didst say thou heardest then when thou wert at
[the Ogdoad] of Powers.‘

This refers to the following passage from the
famous Poimandres or Shepherd of Men treatise :
And then with all the energizings of the [Lower] Harmony
to
stripped from him, clothed in his proper power, he cometh
that nature which belongs unto the Eight, and there with thosethat-are hymneth the Father1'
If we now turn to the ritual, called ‘ The Hymn of
Jesus’ in the Acts of John, we read:
The Ogdoad harps with us as one harp. Amen.

M7l‘"ls:s' pp.a:-zgfin-O

See Wilhelm Bous t, H
Die Siaben and die
‘

'
"

t

blame do? Gmm

15 (Mead, Hermes,
0orp- Harm.
Con». Hem. i. 26 (Mead, ii. 10).

C0 gale

'

223).

(Gottmgem 1907),
"

'
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The Dodecad above doth dance [

ME

-PL

A

with us]

Y

.A

I

men.

And a line or two
before, and most important of
all: “Grace leadeth
the dance.” Grace is
the Sophia, the
Wisdom,
Ogdoad, the Heavenly Jerusalem,
the
Mother, Glory, Splendour, Regeneration.
Grace is

The whole on high is a-danee.1

A

nd a line or two before, and most important of

all: "

Grace leadeth the dance."

Grace is W isdom,

the Sophia, the O gdoad, the H eavenly Jerusalem, the

Mother, Glory, Splendour, R

A

A

egeneration. Grace is

lleluia.

H ere, I

121

The Dodecad above doth
dance [with us]. Amen.
The whole on high is a-dance.‘

N G 121

believe, we have an early link with the

lleluiatic O ffice of the middle ages— a link of enormous

strength, of which the above rough indications will

perhaps give the reader unfamiliar with the very

ex

tensive literature of the subj

ect, but little idea. I

point to it, however, with some assurance as one of

the main moments in the heredity of A

perhaps give the reader
extensive literature of the unfamiliar with the very

lleluia.

A

s to the ceremony of the burial and wailing for

A

lleluia, it is hardly necessary to remind the reader of

the familiar rites of the cult of O siris-A

ttis-A

subject, but little idea.

donis,

I

traces of the probable survival of which in other
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forms have been of late discovered in customs of the

mediaeval ohurch.'

B

ut what of the A

lleluia whipping-top?

W hat

connection can a childish game possibly have with the

sublimity of A

lleluia?

I

t will be remembered that in

the Theseus labyrinth-dance, the dancers were driven,

and probably scourged, round the altar (p. 97 n. 2,

above). N ow the whipping-top was one of the '

things'

of the young B

acchus, or I

was syncretised with the famous E

play-

acchos, whose cult

leusinian Mysteries.

There is no space here to labour the point;

that would

mean another article.3 Setting aside the rest of the

1 H ymn of Jetus (Mead), p. 8

1 Soc J. G. F

*

B

F

razor, A

2.

donis A

ttis O siris (L

or a preliminary sketch of the subj

acchus,'

in the writer'

s O rpheus (L

still indispensable scientific study is C. A

Thtologias mystical Causis (K

.L

bnigsberg, 18

sublimity of Alleluia ?

ondon, 1906), pp. 198

ect, see '

ondon, 18

obeck'

ff.

the Theseus

Tho Playthings of

96), pp. 249ff.;

sA

29), i. 699ff., '

tho first and

and

glaophamus sive dc

De Z

aq

rei

labyrinth-d
probably scourged, round

Crepundiis.'

the altar

of

For

(p.

97

n.

2

ping-top was one of the playthe young Bacchus,
or Iacchos, whose cult
'

of
B?-001.1118,’ in preliminary
the writer's sketch
still
Orpheus

‘

a.

the subject, see The
of
(London, 1896), pp. 2491i;Playthings
the first and
myaticw Ca/zm'a study is C. A. Lobeck‘s Aglaoplmmua mice do
7'€pundiz'a.'
(Kbnigsberg, 1829), i. 6993., ‘De Zagrei

indispensable scientific

g’“'°l09iw

‘

QUEST
all, I believe,regarded as sym‘playthings,"which were
creative life, or of
bols of the modes of the ever-young
THE

132
132 TH E

'

Q UE

playthings,'

ST

1 which were all, I

believe, regarded as sym-

the whippingthe ‘ sport’ of the deity, a note or two on
interest. The name
top (fiéu/309,turbo’) may be of special
to a body
rhombos, which in geometry was assigned
bases,“
composed of two cones joined together on equalobjects,
of similarly-shaped
was given to a number
what is
such as a distaff, a spindle, a. top (toupic), and
the mystery-playthings the
now called a diabolo. In
must
rhombos or turbo, as a top which was whipped,
top
be distinguished from the spinning or humming

bols of the modes of the ever-young creative life, or of

the '

sport'

of the deity, a note or two on the whipping-

top (pofifios, turbo?

) may be of special interest. The name

rhombos, which in geometry was assigned to a body

composed of two cones j

oined together on eq

was given to a number of similarly-shaped obj

ual bases,"

ects,

such as a distaff, a spindle, a top (toupic), and what is

now called a diabolo. I

n the mystery-playthings the

rhombos or turbo, as a top which was whipped, must

be distinguished from the spinning or humming top

I

venture to suggest that the whipping-top of the

mysteries was feigned to symbolise in its spinning the

motion of the erratic spheres or seven planets, and the

humming top that of the eighth sphere of the so-called

fix

ed stars. This hypothesis is borne out by the

famous myth of Plato known as '

The V

where he describes the cosmic '

Spindle of N ecessity'

ision of E

r,'

4

(trrpcifiikoc).
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and its eight whorls (the harmony and music of the

spheres), with the heaven pole or ax

whole, on which it spins. I

think that A

1I

thus am emboldened to

lleluia could have very well been suggested

t may, however, be noted that they included '

dice,'

and that Durand

(p. 104 above) tells us that the prelates and clergy used to play at dice at

Christmas and E

•

aster.

Unfortunately the art '

subj

fur& o,'

which is to deal at length with the

ect, has not yet been reached in Derenburg and Saglio'

grec. et rom. There is, however,something to our purpose in E

'

rhombot,'

though the special subj

ect of the '

s Diet. d. A

. Saglio'

Playthings of B

ntiq

F

ig- 308

acchus'

7, elsewhere in the Dictionary, reproduces a vase-painting of a

girl whipping a top, which is formed of two truncated cones, with the

smaller plane surfaces (not the bases) j

oined together;

the top spins on a

wooden peg in the centre of the inferior base.

R

ep. x

writer'

. 616 B

ff.;

for a translation and notes see the Prolegomena in the

s H ermn i. 440ff.

q

.

s art.

referred to.

*

suggest that the whipping-top of the
the
mysteries was feigned to symbolise in its spinning
and the
motion of the erratic spheres or seven planets,
humming top that of the eighth sphere of the so-called
the
fixed stars. This hypothesis is borne out by
famous myth of Plato known as The Vision of Er,"
where he describes the cosmic Spindle of Necessity’
the
and its eight whorls (the harmony and music of
through the
spheres), with the heaven pole or axisemboldened
to
whole, on which it spins. I thus am
I venture to

is through the

is not

‘

‘

thinkthat Alleluia could have very well been suggested

‘
that Durand
I‘ 1118-3’. however. be noted that they included dice,‘ and
at dice at
to
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play
and
I
ates
th
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t
th
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pre
(p. 104 above)
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to deal at length with the
Unf°r’°una*»e1y the art ‘turbo.’ which is and
in
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Derenburg
not
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subiect.
art.
to
our
purpose in E. Saglio's
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the special subject of the ‘Playthings

‘

'
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.'
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fl
}
,tl
:
£r(trh1:::t:(;ac:en£:.mWl
€
§
bformcd
g
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g
zl
é
yq
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Fig. 8087, elsewhere in the Dictiona.

‘

d

-

is

_

.

.

O

’

the

t,‘

'

spms

f

on a

wooden peg in the centre of

writ;-_1:°Ifif.or translation and notes
a
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see

the Prolegomena. in the
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by the sacred symbol of the
whipping-top.‘ Moreover the ceremonial
top of Auxerre had Alleluia painted
round it in golden letters.
Now in antiquity the seven
‘
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symbol of the -whipping-top.1 More-

over the ceremonial top of A

ux

erre had A

round it in golden letters. N ow in antiq

lleluia painted

uity the seven

vowels were

vowels were assigned to the seven spheres, and it was a

widespread custom to use these vowels alone in

liturgical chanting. Combinations and permutations

of these vowels occur with the greatest freq

uency in

the Magical Papyri and allied documents, and may in

some cases be the remains of a very ancient musical

notation. A

I

nE

t any rate Demetrius tells us categorically:

gypt the priests hymn the gods by means of the seven

vowels, ohanting them in order;

’

may
ancient
very
musical
notation. At any rate Demetrius
tells us categorically
In Egypt the priests
hymn the gods by means of the seven
vowels, chanting them in order;
instead of the pipe and lute the

instead of the pipe and lute the

musical chanting of these letters are heard. So that if you were

to take away the accompaniment you would simply remove the

assigned to the seven

and it was a
widespread custom to use thesespheres,
vowels alone in
liturgical chanting. Combinations and
permutations
of these vowels
occur with the greatest
frequency in
the Magical Papyri and
allied documents, and
in

some cases be the
remains of a

'

whole melody and music of the utterance {

logos).1

There may possibly be some echo of this in the

modulation of the final a of A

antiq

lleluia, and a musical

uarian may some day, perhaps by an analysis of

lleluia music,"

recover some of
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the old modes of the A

these ancient vowel-chants.

I

n any case, I

venture to hope that the above

suggestions have set up some finger-posts for further

modulation

research, and that they may have brought the puzzles of

the ball-dance of A

ux

erre and the A

lleluia whipping-

top one step nearer a probable solution. I

paper I

B

1H

n the nex

propose to deal chiefly with the B

esancon. G. R

ergeretta of

is horo further to be noted that L

ex

uotes a very peculiar A

a of
antiquarian may some day, Alleluia, and a musical
perhaps by an analysis of
the old modes of

ebcuf (p. 2667), in describing the

east of F

ools, from which ho

lleluia, says that the diptychs which contained this

traordinarily beautiful MS. were inlaid with two panels of ivory, yellow

■ with aj

> e. on which were to bo seen the figures of B

Ceres in her car, of Cybele, tho mother of the gods, oto.;

remiuiscent of the Magna Mater mysteries and of tho E

acchanals, of tho goddess

all of which is

leusinia.

*

O nI

nterpretation, o. 71 (p. 20 R

adcrui.). Cp. the writer'

R

itual (E

choes from the Gnoais, vi., L

ondon, 1907), p. 14 el j

*

of the -final

the Alleluia music,” recover
some of
these ancient vowel-chants.

. S. Mead.

MS. of Sens that contained the O ffice of tho F

q

t

Cp. e.g. L

s Mithriac

iass.

ebeuf (who among his other accomplishments was sub -cantor

of tho cathedral), Traiti hietoriaue et pratiq

ue sur le Chant eccleeiastiq

ue

(Paris, 1741).

on which were to be
the figures of
Ceresage,
_1n her car, of Cybele, theseen
mother of the
‘

Bacchauals, of the goddess
gods, etc.; all of which is
and
mysteries
of
the Eleusinia.
0” I"1t°”'271'65¢l¢i0n.
c. 71 (p. 20 Radcrm.).
Ritual (Echoes
the writer's Mithriac
Cp.
from the Gnotis, vi., London,
14 ct para.
1907),
p.
Cp.
c.g. Lebeuf (who
of _e
among his other accomplishments was sub-cantor
cathedral), Traité historiqua
at
reminiscent of the Magna Mater
a

.

H1‘

(P8-ns,1741).
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The new Samaritan tex

THE TRIPLE BAPTISM OF THE LAST
DAYS: AN INQUIRY INTO THE
ESOHATOLOGIOAL ALLEGORISM OF
THE FORERUNNER.

t which has been discussed in

our last paper1 identifies the second N oe with the Ta'

eb

or— to uso the familiar term— with the Messiah.

John'

s sermon, however, proves that in spite of his

conviction of being the reborn '

verter'

R

epentant'

or '

Con-

N ohara, he did not believe himself to be the

Messiah, the final R

edeemer of I

srael. A

stronger one

than he was to come after him, and to finish, with

'

pneuma'

and fire, what the B

aptist had begun with

water.

ROBERT EISLER, PH.D.

This future baptism of fire has boon rightly com-

bined by many ex

positors with the preceding similes of

the burned chaff and of the barren trees, which are

it has conseq

with the impending j

udgment of the world by fire, as

it is described in many picturesq

O ld Testament, and as it was ex

ue prophecies of the

pected by Jesus, as well

as by the earliest Christian Church. The reader will

remember that in L

about the L

uke'

s rendering of Jesus'

sermon

ast Days (Q ), the comparison with the age

of N oe is followed, in the characteristic corresponding

1 Seo '

John the B

the last number.— E

124

aptist in the L

d.

ight of a N ew Samaritan Document'

Samaritan text which has been discussed in
Ta‘eb
our last paper‘ identifies the second Noe with the
or—to use the familiar term—with the Messiah.
John’s sermon, however, proves that in spite of his
conviction of being the reborn ‘ Repentant’ or ‘ Converter’ Noham, he did not believe himself to be the
Messiah, the final Redeemer of Israel. A stronger one
than he was to come after him, and to finish, with
‘pneuma.’ and fire, what the Baptist had begun with

THE

uently been identified
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cast into the flame;

in

new

water.

This future baptism of fire has been rightly combined by many expositors with the preceding similes of
the burned chafi and of the barren trees, Which are
cast into the flame; it has consequently been identified
with the impending judgment of the World by fire, as
it is described in many picturesque prophecies of the
Old Testament, and as it was expected by Jesus, as well
The reader will
as by the earliest Christian Church.
remember that in Luke’s rendering of Jesus’ sermon
about
Last Days (Q), the comparison with the age
of Noe 1s followed, in the characteristic corresponding

the

the

‘S ‘JhnthB rhst°:nm‘
t’)er___§D_9'P 135

In

the Llght of
-
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125
rhythm of Oriental rhetoric, the
by
doubtlesslygenuine
sentence (1723) :

SM 125

rhythm of O riental rhetoric, by the doubtlessly genuine

sentence (17a):

L

ikewise also as it was in the days of L

ot;

they did eat, they

drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded;

same day that L

but the

ot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstono

from heaven and destroyed all. E

ven thus shall it be in the days

when the Son of Man is revealed.

Similarly in 2 Peter 3ef., the mention of the N oahic

cataclysm of water will be found side by side witb the

prophecy of a future world-conflagration:

... in the water . . . the world that then was being

overflowed with water perished. B

which are now, by the same [

ut the heavens and the earth

divine]

reserved unto fire, until the day of j

word are kept in store,

udgment and perdition of

ungodly men.1

The author of this E

pistle admitted a cosmic in-

undation only in the past;

for the future hisesohatology

was satisfied with the prospect of a universal conflag-

abbinic theory,'
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ration. H e follows in this respeot the R

that God was bound by his promise in Gen. 9u, 15,3 not

reserved unto
ungodly men.‘

fire,

to bring a second deluge on tbe world. Since, however,

this same passage supports q

uite as well the restrictive

interpretation that God promises not to ex

terminate

all flesh, and not to destroy the earth itself, by any future

flood which H e is to send, that is'

to say, always to spare

a remnant of life on eartb in all future world-catas-

trophes, we shall not be astonished to see that Jesus

1 Cp. 2 Thess. hi., "

W hen the L

ord Jesus shall be revealed ... in

naming fire taking vengeance."

a Cp. Sebahim 116a below: W hen the revelation took place at Mount

Sinai and when the thick cloud, thunders and lightnings were upon the

mountain, the people in the camp trembled. B

eing afraid that a now

deluge was threatening, they sent in the absence of Moses to the seer B

ileam.

They got the answer that they were not to fear a second deluge, on account

of God'

'

"

I

s promise, Gen. 9n. A

,

flood of fire, however, was not impossible.

by any future

will establish my covenant with you: neither shall all flesh be cut

off any more by the waters of a flood, neither shall there bo any moro a flood

to destroy the earth."

When the
when the thicklow:
took place at Mount
cl oud, thundersrevelation
and lightnin s were
people in the cauip trembled.
Being aid thatupon the
a. new

on.

to

with
neither shall all flesh be cut
3-élsygrmore by the waters covenant
of flood
‘gen:shall
there be any
flood
a

C0 glc

'

or

more 9.

QUEST
believed in
and his master the Baptist
THE

no
18

6 TH E

Q UE

and his master the B

ST

aptist believed in an ultimate

flood

flood as well as in an ultimate conflagration, both

as

well

in

as

an

ultimate
ultimate conflagration, both
an

being more or less openly described in the prophetic

tex

ts of the O ld Testament.

To understand fully the ideas of the B

aptist we shall

only have to modify very slightly the current thesis,

that the Messianic baptism of fire, foretold by John, is

nothing else than the L

ast Judgment of humanity in

the Day that cometh burning like an oven.1 A

s his

baptism in water is not simply identical with the final

deluge, which is to purify the world, but a symbolic

and, for the repentant ones, also an apotropaic and

protective anticipation of it,'

even so does he ex

that the '

coming after him will purge

Mightier O ne'

the righteous remnant of I

srael, '

pect

like a refiner,'

in a

baptism of fire, so that then they shall be proof as gold

against the last flame, which is to ex

terminate the

sinners— the idea being evidently based on Malachi 8

ehold, I

1-3:

will send my messenger and he shall prepare the
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B

way before me . . . he is like a refiner'

s fire . . . and he

shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver and he shall purify the

sons of L

evi and purge them as gold and silver.

W e have seen before"

ing to a familiar R

that John considered— accord-

abbinic symbolism— his baptism

in the miraculously '

vivified'

above all as a baptism in the '

L

aw,'

in the '

W ord. A

in fire'

water of the Jordan

water of the Sacred

flowing righteousness'

similar spiritual conception of the '

of the Divine

baptism

ion, in A

cts 2f., which is obviously intended

to be a record of the fulfilment of John'

prophecy. F

1 Malachi 8

19. •

udgment;

Cp. Q omst, vol. iii. pp. 696f. 8

my messenger and he

.

.

.

s concluding

ire descends and rests upon the chosen

ones, but it is not the devouring fire of j

shall prepare the
and he
he is like a refiner's fire
way before me
he shall purify the
shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver and
and silver.
sons of Levi and purge them as gold

Behold, I will send

underlies the story of the first Pentecost after

the crucifix

we shall
To understand fully the ideas of the Baptist thesis,
the current
only have to modify very slightly foretold by John, is
that the Messianic baptism of fire,
of humanity in
nothing else than the Last Judgment oven.‘ As his
the Day that cometh burning like an
with the final
baptism in water is not simply identical
but a symbolic
deluge, which is to purify the world, apotropaic and
and, for the repentant ones, also an does he expect
so
protective anticipation of it,“ evenafter
him will purge
that the ‘Mightier One’ coming
refiner,’ in a
the righteous remnant of Israel, ‘like a
be proof as gold
baptism of fire, so that then they shall
to exterminate the
against the last flame, which isbased
on Malachi 31-: :
sinners—the idea being evidently

Q uest, vol. iii. p. 164.

.

.

.

We have seen before“ thatJohn considered—accordbaptism
ing to a familiar Rabbinic symbolism—his
the Jordan
in the miraculously ‘ vivified water of
the Sacred
above all as a baptism in the ‘water of
Divine
Law,’ in the ‘flowing righteousness’ of the‘
Word. A similar spiritual conception of the baptism
after
in fire’ underlies the story of the first Pentecost
the crucifixion, in Acts 2f., which is obviously intended
to be a record of the fulfilment of John's concluding
prophecy. Fire descends and rests upon the chosen
fire of judgment;
ones, but it is not the devouring
’

I

Malachi 319.

C0 gale

s

Cp. Qulsr, vol.

pp. 5931,

a

QM“, VOL

p_ 1%
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quite on the contrary, the

s description of the

revelation on Mount Sinai1— shows, that the '

as of fire'

W ord of God, derived from Jeremiah 23*

word like as a fire?

'

tongue'

"

and I

V

> :"

in A

like a stream of brimstone*

cts agrees with John'

miracle of the L

not ?

ex

I

or

s not my

as a devouring fire'

posing that the interpretation of the Messianic '

of fire'

oice'

“

saiah 3O 27.33, where the

of Jahve is said to be '

his breath kindling '

‘

tongues

are merely a symbolism for the '

comparison of the

original model—Philo’s descriptionnarrative
of the
revelation on Mount
Sinai‘——shows,
that
the tongues
as of fire’ are
a symbolism for the
merely
‘Voice’ or
Word of God, derived from
Jeremiah
2829:
Is
not
word like as a fire?
and Isaiah 3027.33, where my
the
‘tongue of Jahvé is
with its

SM 127

uite on the contrary, the comparison of the narrative

with its original model— Philo'

127

”

and

’

Sup-

baptism

said to be ‘ as a

s ideas about this

devouring fire

’

and

ast Days— and why indeed should it

— we shall necessarily conclude, that the B

pected, even like Jesus (L

aptist

ie. 17m), a rain of fire and

brimstone to destroy at last the stubborn transgressors

of the divine L

aw, j

the Sodomites;

only ex

L

ust as had once been the fate of

but the righteous chosen ones would

perience a marvellous descent upon them of the

ogos or '

V

oice'

and '

'

B

reath'

of God, whioh is,

as a devouring fire'
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according to the prophets, '

similar to a stream of brimstone'

;

and

purged like gold

and silver through this fire of divine grace, they will be

proof against the destroying flames of the last cosmic

conflagration. A

s the Midrash about the second N oe"

distinguishes, in the future deluge, on the one hand a

1 Philo, De Decalogo, 9 and 11;

W orka, E

vol. ii. 18

nglish translation by Y

given by means of God'

sV

5f. 18

8

Logos or ‘Voice and ‘Breath
according to the prophets, as a of God, which is,
devouring fire and
‘similar to a stream of
brimstone’;
and silver
purged like gold
through this fire of divine grace,
they will be

, 295, ed. Mangey;

P.'

s

’

onge, iii., 146, etc. H e says that the L

oice, which spread itself abroad;

’

aw was

there went forth

‘

all over the earth an invisible sound, which became changed into flame-W ee

ftre;

the name became articulate in the dialect to which the listeners were

accustomed. W ith this cp. the miracle in A

cta 26, that every man heard

those that spoke under the impulse of the fiery tongues, speak in

language. The idea of a revealing '

by Philo, is familio- «

V

oice'

of God. wV

,;

-v> ;

•

1

--

^ ^ n^ ^ ^ ^ ^ «

deiZ

W C«

n?

?

5eseo«

e of sulphur tS?

„

P y ^ ^ panies lightning discharges

rt, vol. iii. pp. 696f.
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flood of perdition for the wicked ones, on the other
hand a flood of divine favour (ragon) and of conversion
for the repentant ones, and as John, looking to certain Old Testament prophecies, probably opposed the
symbolic drowning in the salutary inundation caused
by the Messianic spring from under the temple, to the
’
‘ wrath to
come in the shape of a universal cataclysm,
even so the salutary baptism of the chosen ones in the
fiery blast of God, which is to accompany the revelation
of John's mightier successor, shall make them proof
against the devouring fire of the Last Judgment.‘
Thus it remains only to see, whether the ‘ baptism
in pnewma,” which is mentioned by John alongside of
his own ‘ washing in water ’ and of the Messianic
purgation through fire, can be explained on the same
lines as the two other purifications. An aflirmative
answer to this question will at once appear quite
plausible if we remember, first, that the Baptist could
find in Isaiah 44 (cp. 5713) the prophecy, that God will
“purge the blood of Jerusalem from the midst thereof by
the wind of judgment and by the wind of destruction,“
and, secondly, thatthose very Old Testament passages,
from which John has derived his simile of the ‘ mightier

ST

flood of perdition for tho wicked ones, on the other

hand a flood of divine favour (rason) and of conversion

for the repentant ones, and as John, looking to cer-

tain O ld Testament prophecies, probably opposed the

symbolic drowning in the salutary inundation caused

by the Messianic spring from under the temple, to the

4 wrath to come '

in the shape of a universal cataclysm,

even so the salutary baptism of the chosen ones in the

fiery blast of God, which is to accompany the revelation

of John'

s mightier successor, shall make them proof

against the devouring fire of the L

ast Judgment.1

Thus it remains only to see, whether the '

in pneuma,'

his own '

*

baptism

which is mentioned by John alongside of

washing in water'

and of the Messianic

purgation through fire, can be ex

plained on the same

lines as the two other purifications. A

answer to this q

n affirmative

uestion will at once appear q

plausible if we remember, first, that the B

"

saiah 4«

uite

aptist could

(cp. 57i3) the prophecy, that God will
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find in I

purge the blood of Jerusalem from the midst thereof by

the wind of j

udgment and by the wind of destruction,"

'

and, secondly, that those very O ld Testament passages,

from which John has derived his simile of the '

1 Cp. Sibyll ii. 252ft.: "

A

mightier

nd then (in the last Judgment) all will have to

pass through the burning fire and the unq

uenchable flame. The j

will all be saved but the ungodly will perish,"

by the 31st chapter of the B

section from the A

etc. A

undahith— tho F

ust ones

good analogy is offered

ahlvi translation of a lost

vetta— where the ultimate purgation of the world by a fire

that makes all metals melt, is ex

pected to be most torturing for the sinner*

,

but for tho pure ones as mild as a bath in tepid milk.

'

Cp. Q r/B

st, vol. iii., p. 756, n. 4, on the word hagibi (holy) being a

Christian interpolation into the original tex

q

uestion here of the '

H oly Spirit'

personification, no more than of a '

t of John'

s sermon. There is no

in the technical sense of this theological

sacred '

W ater or '

sacred'

F

other baptisms, although both elements, the water flowing down from God'

sanctuary and the fire '

from Jahve'

(Gen. 1924, Dan. 7io) could eq

QUEST

THE

128

ire in the two

s

ually well

claim the attribute of holiness in this connection.

1 Tho decisive word '

wind'

in these two terms, which seem predestined

for the use of eschatalogical speculations, is indeed '

version, rual}

(wind, breath;

A

.V

.'

spirit'

pneuma'

Cp. Sibyll 2521!. : And then (in the last Judgment) all will have to
through the burning fire and the un iienchable flame. The just ones
pass
Wm ‘'11 b° 5°"°d but the lmflodly will peris ." etc. A
analogy is offered
by the 31st chapter of the Bundahish-—the Pahlvigood
translation of a lost
section from the Avesta—where the ultimate purgation of the world
by a fire
that makes all metals melt. is expected to be most
torturing for the sinners,
but for the pure ones as mild as a bath in tepid milk.
'
Cp. Qussr vol. iii., p. 766s__-s
n 4 on the word ha go1,(hol)beinga~
Into the original text of John's serilion. 'I¥here is no
0hn5_t“‘-n “1l'°1'P°l&l’-10!!
question here of the H01 Spirit in the technical sense of this theological
no more t an of a. sacred Water
personification,
sacred Fire in the two
°th°'-' b5P‘13mS- although both elements. the Wateror
down from God’s
flowing
sanctu
adth ii ‘I
Jh
could
U
0)
equally well
claim
in
‘

in the Greek

) in tho H ebrew original,

“

.

.

_

‘

,

'

"'

'

..

'

'

'

'

‘

tahrzatltributee orfehollifizis tl:is(<(:}<)eil ne1<?t.2ib,nI.)an'

'

-

The decisive word ‘ wind’ in these two terms which seem

fv°err:;°nu:‘£5' f(Wm
°‘9h;‘t:1°8‘°3-1 BP9°'}l3-l'}°_l18.
,

'

C0 glc

2

,

predestined
'

indeed ‘ pneuma. in the Greek
1083-11; AN. spirit’) isin the Hebrew
original,
_

_

_

'
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one'

winnowing his harvest, speak ex

pressly of the

wind, which is to carry away the chaff and stubble1;

in

doing so they even use the same H ebrew word ruah,

which is translated by '

version of I

A

ccordingly the B

lated— as I

I

pneuma'

both in the Greek

saiah 44, and of John'

aptist'

his harvest, speak expressly of the
which
is
to carry away the chaff and stubble‘; in
wind,
doing so they even use the same Hebrew word rural},
which is translated by ‘pneuma’ both in the Greek
version of Isaiah 44, and of John’s sermon.
Accordingly the Baptist’s prophecy must be trans1ated—as I have done before :3
one’

SM

129

s sermon.

s prophecy must be trans-

have done before:'

indeed wash you in water, but he that cometh after me . . .

129

winnowing

shall cleanse you w ith wind and with fire.

I indeed Wash you in water, but he that cometh after me
shall cleanse you with wind and with fire.

The foretold purging by means of wind is to be

understood as the same eschatological trial which is

described, in the nex

t line of the sermon, as a fanning

of the harvested grain against the wind;

it is by no means the winnower'

since in reality

s fan, but the wind

itself, that separates in this procedure the grain from

the chaff,"

and thus enables the harvester to '

the one into his garner'

uenchable fire.'

that "

gather

and to burn the other '

I

nI

saiah lln the B
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unq

with

aptist had read

in that day Jahve will thresh corn from the

channels of the E

gather up the I

this picturesq

uphrates to the stream of E

sraelites one by one"

;

gypt and

he had taken over

ue metaphor and enriched it by adding,

from the other above-q

nowing of I

uoted tex

ts, the idea of a win-

srael, whereby the true sons of A

braham,

that is the righteous ones, are to be separated from the

chaff of the '

1"

.

ungodly.'

A

s in the case of the baptisms

The foretold purging by means of wind is to be
understood as the same eschatological trial which is
described, in the next line of the sermon, as a fanning
of the harvested grain against the wind; since in reality
it is by no means the winnower’s fan, but the wind
itself, that separates in this procedure the grain from
the chafi,’ and thus enables the harvester to ‘gather
the one into his garner and to burn the other ‘ with
unquenchable fire.’ In Isaiah 2712 the Baptist had read
that “in that day J ahve will thresh corn from the
channels of the Euphrates to the stream of Egypt and
gather up the Israelites one by one"; he had taken over
this picturesque metaphor and enriched it by adding,
from the other above-quoted texts, the idea of a winnowing of Israel, whereby the true sons of Abraham,
that is the righteous ones, are to be separated from the
chaff of the ‘ ungodly.’ As in the case of the baptisms
’

Thon shalt fan them and the wind (ruah) shall carry them away and

the whirlwind shall scatter thom,"

I

them as stubble before the wind {

ruah)."

1 Q dest, toI

saiah 41i6, "

iii., p. 156.

cp. 4024, and l'

'

Cp. H . W . H ogg on the modern Syrian method of winnowing, E

B

ibl., 8

(mix

4: "

s. 8

314: "

Make

nc.

The winnowers stand to the cast of the heap and toss the darls

ed mass of grain, chopped straw and chaff) against the wind or straight

np, or simply let it fall from the inverted fork, according to the strength of

the evening west breeze. W hile the chaff is blown away some ten to fifteen

feet or more, the straw falls at a shorter distance;

tails almost where it was,"

9

etc.

the heavy grain . . .

‘ “ Thou
shalt fan them and the wind (ruaJ_|) shall carry them away and
the whirlwind shall scatter them," Isaiah 4116,
cp. 4024, and Pa. 8314 : Make
them as stubble before the wind (1-uah)."
"

‘

Qussr, vol. iii., p. 156.

Cp. H. W. Hogg on the modern Syrian method of winnowing, Enc.
:
The winnowers stand to the cast of the heap and toss the dart:
fnass of grain, chopped straw and chafl’) against the -wind or straight
0! Slxpply let it fall from the inverted fork, according to the strength of
“E
t evemng west breeze. While the
chaf is blown away some ten to fifteen
feel or more the straw falls at a shorter
distance; the heavy grain
falls almost ’where
'

84
3411..
(“H3011
‘

“

it was," etc.

.

-

9

Co 5216
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ones
both the good and the wicked
fire,
and
water
by
but the one will remain
trial;
the
to
be
subject
will
kingdom, the other
unharmed and be gathered into thebreath
or wrath of
the
win
(1,
the
tossed
by
be
will
condemnation.
J ahve,‘ into the fire of
chosen ones of this
The beneficent effect on the
from heaven’ is described
‘
mighty wind rushing down
Acts 2, as we are told by the
in the Pentecost-story of
of Peter (2:7), with
author himself in the discourse
223-sz (3:-s) :
to the prophecy of Joel

ST

by water and fire, both the good and the wicked ones

will be subj

ect to the trial;

but the one will remain

unharmed and be gathered into the kingdom, the other

will be tossed by the wind, the breath or wrath of

Jahve,1 into the fire of condemnation.

The beneficent effect on the chosen ones of this

'

mighty wind rushing down from heaven'

in the Penteoost-story of A

is described

cts 2, as we are told by the

author himself in the discourse of Peter (2u), with

regard to the prophecy of Joel 2»

I

n (3i-s):

will pour out my breath (ruhi) upon all flesh;

and your sons

and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream

dreams, your young men shall see visions;

and also upon the

servants and the handmaids in those days will I

pour out my

regard

breath—

a prodigy, which is to precede the other signs and

sons
upon all flesh ; and your
I will pour out my breath (rubi)
dream
your old men shall
and your daughters shall prophesy,
the
shall see visions; and also upon
dreams, your young men
out
my
in those days will I pour
servants and the handmaids

miracles that herald the Day of Judgment. The reader

will notice, that the introduction of this tex

plain mystically the '

wind of j

t, in order

udgment'
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to ex

as the '

breath of Jahve '

perhaps also as the '

and the '

new spirit'

spirit'

(I

saiah 4*

)

of prophecy,

which God is to put

into the interior of the believers after having them

cleansed with water (E

n. 1), is ex

breath—

zeJc. 3627, cp. Q uest, vol. iii. p. 148

actly parallel to John'

aw

21.

oice and W ord of the

Divinity, on the basis of other scriptural passages.

A

s to the general '

destruction,'

x

od. 15a, 10: "

;

Ps. I

8

15: "

The foundations of the world were discovered, O

the blast of the wind of thy nostrils."

‘

’

W ith the blast of thy nostrils the waters were

gathered together . . . thou didst blow with thy wind, the sea covered

them "

wind of judgment’ (Isaiah 44)
J ahve and the spirit’ of prophecy,
as the ‘breath of
which God is to put
perhaps also as the ‘new spirit’
after having them
into the interior of the believers
vol. iii. p. 148
cleansed with water (Ezek. 3627, cp. QUEST,

explain mystioally the

to

planation is to be found in certain

Midrashic traditions that mention a third cosmic

1 Cp. E

prodigy, which

will notice,

which the same

avenging blast is to bring upon the impenitent sinners,

the necessary ex

and

is to precede the other signs
The reader
miracles that hera1d the Day of Judgment.
in order
that the introduction of this text,

s alleged identification

of the Messianic life-giving water with the sacred L

of God, and of the fire with the V

QUEST

THE

130

L

ord, at

n.

‘

identification
1), is exactly parallel to John‘s alleged
with the sacred Law

of the Messianic life-giving Water
and Word of the
of God, and of the fire with the Voice
passages.
Divinity, on the basis of other scriptural
the same
which
As to the general ‘destruction,’
sinners,
avenging blast is to bring upon thebeimpenitent
found in certain
the necessary explanation is to
cosmic
Midrashic traditions that mention a third
blast of thy nostrils the waters were
Cp. Ezozl. 153,10: “With the
with thy wind, the sea covered
didst
thou of blow
together
gltheffad
were discovered, O Lord, at
world
the
P3. 1815: The foundations
them
‘

.

;

.

the blast of the wind of

Co gale

.

‘

thy nostrils."
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catastrophe, to wit a deluge of wind, along with the
watery cataclysmwhich befell the generation of Noe,
and with the deluge of fire that destroyed the contemporaries of Lot; we read, e.g. in the Syrian Apology of
Pseudo-Melito (Corp. Apol., ed. Otto, ix. 432) :

SM

131

catastrophe, to wit a deluge of wind, along with the

watery cataclysm which befell the generation of N oe,

and with the deluge of fire that destroyed the contem-

poraries of L

ot;

Pseudo-Melito {

we read, e.g. in the Syrian A

Corp. A

pol., ed. O tto, ix

pology of

. 432):

There was once a deluge of wind, and the men who had been

reserved for it were killed by a tremendous storm from the north,

and only the j

ust ones were left to witness the truth. A

nother

time there was a deluge of water, all the men and animals perished

but the righteous ones were preserved in the wooden ark by order

of God. A

nd j

ust so in the L

ast Days, there will be a flood of fire,

and the earth with all its mountains, and men with all the idols

they made unto themselves, and even the sea and its islands will

be set aflame, but the j

ust ones will be saved, as their like were

saved in the ark from the water of the cataclysm.

The B

ook of the B

ee (ed. B

udge, p. 40f.) and the

Cave of Treasures (ed. B

ezold, p. 32) inform us that

when this catastrophic '

ventilation'
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of the world

occurred, after the deluge of water, the men of B

abylon

decided to build a tower as high as the sky itself, and to

live on top of it in order to be safe from any future inun-

dation of the earth. B

ut God opened the store-houses

of the winds and overthrew by fearful storms all their

buildings. O nly A

destruction.

uently a '

seeker'

like John, who eagerly

collected all possible information about the L

ast Things

from the scriptures, and who knew this story of an aerial

cataclysm overthrowing the tower of B

abel, could not

fail to complete the terrible series of threats, "

in the days of N oe"

and "

A

so shall it be in the days of the Son of Man,"

prophecy: A

A

s it was

s it was in the days of L

s it was in the days of A

by the

braham, so shall it

be when the Messiah comes. They oontinued in their

There was once a deluge of wind, and the men who had been
reserved for it were killed by a tremendous storm from the north,
and only the just ones were left to witness the truth. Another
time there was a deluge of water, all the men and animals perished
but the righteous ones were preserved in the wooden ark by order
of God. And just so in the Last Days, there will be a flood of fire,
and the earth with all its mountains, and men with all the idols
they made unto themselves, and even the sea and its islands will
be set aflame, but the just ones will be saved, as their like were
saved in the ark from the water of the cataclysm.

The Book of the Bee (ed. Budge, p. 40f.) and the
Cave of Treasure: (ed. Bezold, p. 32) inform us that
when this catastrophic ‘ ventilation of the world
occurred, after the deluge of water, the men of Babylon
decided to build a tower as high as the sky itself, and to
live on top of it in order to be safe from any future inundation of the earth. But God opened the store-houses
of the winds and overthrew by fearful storms all their
’

braham who had left the land before

by a divine commandment was saved from the universal

Conseq

181

ot

buildings. Only Abraham who had left
by a divine commandment was
destruction.

Consequently a

the land before
saved from the universal

seeker like John, who eagerly
collected all possible informationabout the Last Things
from the scriptures, and who knew this story of an aerial
cataclysm overthrowing the tower of Babel, could not
fail to complete the terrible series of threats, “ As it was
in the days of Noe ” and “ As it was in the days of Lot
so shall it be in the days of the Son of Man,” by the
Prophecy: As it was in the days of Abraham,so shall it
be when the Messiah comes. They continued in their
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ordered
not repent, until God
would
and
works
evil
and then a storm from
land,
the
leave
to
Abraham
and a whirlwind scattered
town,
the
destroyed
heaven
all over the world.
helpless
people
rebellious
the
comple-

ST

evil works and would not repent, until God ordered

A

braham to leave the land, and then a storm from

heaven destroyed the town, and a whirlwind scattered

subsequent
The resulting idea of three
world through elemental
the
of
mentary purgations
is to be one of fire, could
which
of
last
the
catastrophes,
the
in a striking way with
correspond
to
then seem
sentence of Zechariah 13sa.:

the rebellious people helpless all over the world.

The resulting idea of three subseq

uent comple-

mentary purgations of the world through elemental

catastrophes, the last of which is to be one of fire, could

then seem to correspond in a striking way with the

sentence of Z

I

ecJiariah 13sb.:

t shall come to pass, saith the L

parts tlwrein shall be cut off and die;

therein. A

nd I

ord, that in all the land two

but the third shall be loft

teill bring the third part through the fire and will

refine them as silver is refined, and will try them as gold is tried;

[

thus]

they shall call on my name and I

will hear them. I

say: This is my people, and they shall say: The L

O f course I

ord is my God.

do not mean to pretend that this highly

pects the L
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complicated eschatology, which ex

ast Judg-

QUEST

will

saith the Lord.
It shall come to pass,
cut of and die; b
parts therein shall be
the
therein. And I will bring

ment to consist in an ultimate flooding, a last venti-

lation and a final fiery refining of the world, and

believes that these three eq

ually necessary purifications

can be anticipated by the repentant true I

sraelites, in

the shape of three symbolic baptisms, in water, spirit

and fire, could have been independently evolved by any

thinker, however speculative his mind may have been,

merely from those B

based &

ible tex

posteriori;

ts on which the system is

on the contrary, it is easy to see

that the theory of three correlative elemental purifica-

tions and of three elemental world-catastrophes betrays

a strong influence of ex

F

tra-biblical ideas.

irst of all, the belief in the efficacy of comple-

mentary purgings of the soul through the hostile

elements of water, air and fire is common to all the

H ellenistic mysteries. B

{

Met. x

efore the initiate of A

puleius

i. 23) is deemed worthy to approach the divinity,

that this highly
Of course I do not mean to pretend the Last Judg-

which expects
complicated eschatology,ultimate
flooding, a last venti-

ment to consist in an
of the world, and
lation and a final fiery refining
necessary purificatione
believes that these three equally
true Israelites, in
the
repentant
by
anticipated
be
can
in water, spirit
the shape of three symbolic baptisms, evolved by any
and fire, could have been independently
mind may have been,
thinker,however speculative his which the system is
merely from those Bible texts on
it is easy to see
based a posteriori ; on the contrary,
elemental purificathat the theory of three correlative
ld-catastrophes betrays
tions and of three elemental wor
of extra-biblicalideas.
a strong influence
of compleFirst of all, the belief in the eflicacy
soul through the hostile
mentary purgings of the
common to all the
elements of water, air and fire is
of Apuleius
Hellenistic mysteries. Before the initiate the divinity,
(Met. xi. 23) is deemed Worthy to approach
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travel through all the elements.'

other hand, in V

irgil'

O n the

s mystic description of the under-

world (vi. 739ff.), we hear that some of the souls are

purified by being ex

F

posed to the winds— even as Paolo and

rancesca in Dante'

s purgatory;

the wickedness of

others is washed away by water, while still others are

purged through fire. To this passage Servius, the learned

commentator of the Mneid, adds the following

instructive words:

E

very purgation is effected either by water or by fire or by

air;

therefore in all tlie mysteries you find these three methods of

cleansing: they either disinfect you with (burning) sulphur,1 or

wash you with water, or ventilate you with wind;

the latter is

done in the Dionysiac mysteries—

a statement that evidently alludes to the well-known

use of the mystic sieve or winnowing-shovel (UJcnon) by

the B

acchic initiates. A

ccordingly, the O rphic under-

world was believed to contain rivers of water, air and

through which the souls had to pass subseq
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fire,"

uently

on their pilgrimage to their final abode. N obody can

overlook that a more or less distinct knowledge of

such H ellenistic ideas seems to underlie John'

s idea of

three complementary baptisms.

Still more obvious are the foreign influences on the

development of the above-analysed scheme of three

cosmic catastrophes, at the end of the present world'

s

duration. W e know from the Gospels (Matt. 19™ ) that

the contemporaries of John and Jesus were q

uite

familiar with the idea of a total destruction of the world,

to be followed by an eq

stasis) or '

6622). I

rebirth '

ually total '

renewal'

[

apokata-

(palingenesia) of the cosmos (cp. I

s.

have shown elsewhere how this belief in a

1 Cp. above, p. 127 n. 2.

■

Cp. my W eltenmantel u. H immclszelt, p. 48

0 n. 8
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he has to ‘travel
through all the elements.’ On the
other hand, in Virgil’s
mystic description of the underworld (vi. 73911), We hear
that some of the souls are
purzfied by being exposed to the winds——even
as Paolo and
Francesca in Dante's
purgatory; the wickedness of
others is washed
away by water, while still others are
purged throughfire. To this
passage Servius, the learned
commentator of the Eneid,
‘adds the following
instructive Words :

.

‘
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Cp. above, p. 127 n. 2.
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revolving worlds developed as
plurality of subsequently
and Old
Irano-Babylonian
the
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an
the Eon (Zrvanism),
Ionian astro-mystic religion of

ST

uently revolving worlds developed as

an essential element of the I

rano-B

abylonian and O ld

onian astro-mystic religion of the Mon (Z

rvanism),

on the one hand
and how intimately it is connected
the other hand
with the mystic notion of Eternity, on
divine,’ ‘ cosmic
with the astrological idea of great,’
which was so familiar both to Old
or ‘world’-years

and how intimately it is connected on the one hand

with the mystic notion of E

ternity, on the other hand

with the astrological idea of '

or '

I

world '

great,'

'

divine,'

'

cosmic'

-years which was so familiar both to O ld

t is indeed to Stoic

authors that we owe the principal fragments of the

B

abylonian priestly writer B

duration of the '

erossos, concerning the

world-years'

which divide one '

aeon'

and the final catastrophes

from the nex

certain position of the stars at the beginning or crea-

A

thema mundi.'

s soon as this position is repeated through the

eternal revolution of the sky, the world-process has
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reached its natural end and begins again, proceeding

precisely in the same way as in the first age.'

E

very

such cosmic revolution or world-year has its tropical

points, j

ust as a single solar year. W hen the sun,

in its annual course, reaches the L

ion or the Crab, we

note the summer solstice of each year, with its dry

'

fiery'

weather;

on the contrary, when the sun passes

through Capricorn, the '

the ancients ex

F

ishes'

perienced the '

southern winter. Conseq

or through A

watery'

uently, says B

q

uarius,

rainfalls of a

erossos, when

once all the planets meet in the watery part of the

zodiac, a universal deluge is bound to come over the

1 Cp. B

idez, B

B

ellcs, 1904, pp. 9-17.

rux

erote et la grande A

nnie, Melauees, Paul F

rocUricq

,

1 Thuslit conies about, that the future Messiah could be believed to bo

the repetition or rather reincarnation (Samarit. ta'

hero of tho paR

or Jonah, a now E

eb= redivivus) of some

t, a new N oc or Joseph, a new Moses or Joshua, a new David

Uas, etc.

indeed to Stoic
of the Hellenistic age. It is
of the
authors that We owe the principal fragments
concerning the
Babylonian priestly writer Berossos,
final catastrophes
duration of the ‘ world-years’ and the
’
which divide one ‘ ason from the next.‘
a‘
This essentially astrological theory presupposes
or creacertain position of the stars at the beginning
‘ thema mundi.’
tion of the world, which is called the
through the
As soon as this position is repeated
has
eternal revolution of the sky, the world-process
reached its natural end and begins again, proceeding
age.’ Every
precisely in the same way as in the first
such cosmic revolution or world-year has its tropical
When the sun,
points, just as a single solar year.
the Crab, we
in its annual course, reaches the Lion or
with its dry
note the summer solstice of each year,
‘fiery’ weather; on the contrary, when the sun passes
Aquarius,
through Capricorn, the Fishes or through
of a
the ancients experienced the ‘watery’ rainfalls
southern winter. Consequently, says Berossos, when
the watery part of the
once all the planets meet in
universal deluge is bound to come over the

sophy

t.1

This essentially astrological theory presupposes a

tion of the world, which is called the '

’

‘

‘

onian cosmology and to Stoicism, the leading philo-

sophy of the H ellenistic age. I
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world;

if they all congregate in the opposite part of

the zodiac, the result is the dreaded '

conflagration, etc.1 I

ekpyrosis '

or world-

t is obvious that these specula-

tions offered a plausible ex

planation both for the

biblical accounts of past catastrophes, such as the

cataclysm of N oah'

s generation or the conflagration of

Sodom and Gomorrha in the days of L

prophetic descriptions of the ultimate j

whether it was ex

ot, and for the

udgment,

pected to be brought about by water

or by fire. O f course it depended on rather arbitrary

suppositions, about the '

length of one '

thema mundi'

great year,'

and the probable

whether the cataclysm of

the present world was foreseen as a conflagration or as

an inundation, an uncertainty which is clearly reflected

by the R

abbinic legend, that N oah was asked by his

contemporaries, whether the flood he foretold to them

would be one of fire or water, or by that other curious
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tradition, that the N oahic flood was one of boiling

water. B

ut the decisive feature of these speculations

for our present purpose is the fact, that the watery and

the fiery deluge do not ex

ties. F

185

haust the circle of possibili-

or the usual division of the solar year among

the ancients was neither one of summer and winter,

which is used by B

erossos, nor the now common

scheme of four seasons, but a tripartite one that dis-

tinguished spring, summer and winter. The climatic

character of each of these seasons was ex

plained, by

conflagration, etc.‘ It is obvious that these speculations offered a plausible explanation both for the
biblical accounts of past catastrophes, such as the
cataclysm of Noah’s generation or the conflagration of
Sodom and Gomorrha in the days of Lot, and for the
prophetic descriptions of the ultimate judgment,
whether it was expected to be brought about by water
or by fire. Of course it depended on rather arbitrary
suppositions, about the ‘thema. mundi’ and the probable
length of one ‘great year,’ whether the cataclysm of
the present world was foreseen as a conflagration or as
an inundation, an uncertainty which is clearly reflected
by the Rabbinic legend, that Noah was asked by his
contemporaries, whether the flood he foretold to them
would be one of fire or water, or by that other curious
tradition, that the Noahic flood was one of boiling
water. But the decisive feature of these speculations

the astrological doctrine, on the principle of a predomi-

nance of either the watery element— in winter— or the

fiery one— in summer— or finally of the air in the

spring, which is in fact regularly characterised by the

great eq

uinoctial storms all around the Mediterranean.

1 Cp. on the belief in recurring world-catastrophes and tho corollary

notion of world yoars, H ngo Grcssmann, I

aerial, deluge is not considered.

for our present purpose is the fact, that the Watery and
the fiery deluge do not exhaust the circle of possibilities. For the usual division of the solar year among
the ancients was neither one of summer and winter,
which is used by Berossos, nor the now common
scheme of four seasons, but a tripartite one that distinguished spring, summer and winter. The climatic
character of each of these seasons was explained, by
the astrological doctrine, on the principle of a predominance of either the watery element—-in winter—or the
fiery one——in summer—or finally of the air in the
3P1‘iI1g, Which is in fact regularly characterised by the
great equinoctial storms all around thexMediterranean.

.e., p. 167ff., where however the third,

'

Cp.

on

the belief in

recurring world-catastrophes and

the corolla

notion of world-years, Hugo Gressmann, l.c., p. 16711, where however the thir
5°?”-1. deluge is not considered.
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QUEST
Consequently the third elemental world-catastrophe,
an overthrow of the cosmos by gigantic storms, was also
held necessary once in the course of each ceon.
It is this system which John seems to have used
—whether for the first time or not, we cannot say—in
order to harmonise the different and apparently contradictory prophetic descriptions about the Last Judgment of the whole creation, which was to be brought
about, according to one opinion through the ‘ flowing
scourge ’ of a deluge, according to another through the
‘ wind of
judgment’ and ‘destruction,’ according to a
third through an unquenchable fire. The resulting
scheme, which he expresses both openly in the words “ I
sprinkle you with water, He will cleanse you with
wind and fire,” and allegorically through his agricultural similes, means to convey the impressive notion of
a triple elemental ‘baptism’ and purifying ‘apokatastasis’ of the world, that is to precede its renewal and
final ‘ rebirth’ for eternity, in order on the one hand
to destroy gradually and completely the sinners, and to
serve on the other hand as a sacramental ‘ regeneration for the chosen remnant of true, repentant Israel,
even as God had purified the world through water,
wind and fire in the primeval days of Noe, Lot and
Abraham.
THE
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uently the third elemental world-catastrophe,

an overthrow of the cosmos by gigantic storms, was also

lield necessary once in the course of each ceon.

I

t is this system which John seems to have used

— whether for the first time or not, we cannot say— in

order to harmonise the different and apparently con-

tradictory prophetic descriptions about the L

ast J udg-

ment of the whole creation, which was to be brought

about, according to one opinion through the '

scourge '

'

flowing

of a deluge, according to another through the

wind of j

udgment'

and '

destruction,'

according to a

third through an unq

uenchable fire. The resulting

scheme, which he ex

presses both openly in the words "

sprinkle you with water, H e will cleanse you with

wind and fire,"

and allegorically through his agricul-

tural similes, means to convey the impressive notion of

a triple elemental '

final '

baptism'

and purifying '

apokata-

of the world, that is to precede its renewal and
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stasis'

rebirth'

for eternity, in order on the one hand

to destroy gradually and completely the sinners, and to

serve on the other hand as a sacramental '

tion '

regenera-

for the chosen remnant of true, repentant I

even as God had purified the world through water,

wind and fire in the primeval days of N oe, L

A

braham.
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problems have begun to take a serious interest in the

various ways in which advanced religious thought in

the W est is affecting the methods and teachings

associated with Christian propaganda in the E

A

ast.

large number of earnest missionaries, it is true,

BUDDHIST AND CHRISTIAN ORIGINS :
AN APPRECIATION AND A PROTEST.

not only hold themselves rigidly aloof from all theolo-

gical controversy (in which no doubt they are well

R. F. JOHNSTON, M.A.

advised), but sometimes even affect an attitude of scorn

or pity towards the labourers in the field of what they

often contemptuously refer to as '

criticism.'

the so-called higher

IT is

They are keenly suspicious of all tendencies

in modern scholarship that seem to threaten the

stability of the orthodox

Christianity of the B

ible and

ecclesiastical tradition, and they profess to be in no

way disturbed even by the admissions of conscientious

s, who has
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theologians like the Dean of St. Paul'

borne frank testimony to the '

notorious inefficaoy'

Christian apologetics.

There is, however, a small but growing body of

cidtured and clear-sighted missionaries who fully

realise that many of the ideals, motives and purposes

which inspired the best efforts of the pioneers of

Christian evangelism are now to a great ex

bund or dead;
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tent mori-

that a Christianity which is incessantly

of

only very recently that students of religious
problems have begun to take a serious interest in the
various ways in which advanced religious thought in
the West is affecting the methods and teachings
associated with Christian propaganda in the East.
A large number of earnest missionaries, it is true,
not only hold themselves rigidly aloof from all theological controversy (in which no doubt they are Well
advised), but sometimes even affect an attitude of scorn
Or pity towards the labourers in the field of what they
often contemptuously refer to as the so-called higher
criticism.’ They are keenly suspicious of all tendencies
in modern scholarship that seem to threaten the
stabilityof the orthodox Christianity of the Bible and
ecclesiastical tradition, and they profess to be in no
Way disturbed even by the admissions of conscientious
‘

theologians

like the Dean of St. Paul’s, who has
borne frank testimony to the ‘ notorious inefiicacy of
’

Christian apologetics.
There is, however, a small but growing body of
cultured and clear-sighted missionaries who fully
realise that many of the ideals, motives and purposes
which

inspired

the best efforts of the

pioneers

of

Christian evangelism are now to a great extent moribund or dead; that a Christianity which is incessantly
137
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t be allowed to
undergoing metamorphoses in western E

urope, should

present itself

in its discarded

ubodiments before the eyes of the wondering East;
d that if the work of Christian missions is to be
ntinued at all, it will be necessary to set up new
pals in place of those which are worn out, and to subtute new sources of inspiration for those which are
it drying up. N 0 longer is it possible for educated men
believe that Christianity is wholly from God and all
n-Christian religions wholly from the Devil. No
nger can honest men justify foreign missions on the
aund that each individual convert to Christianity
sans one more angel for heaven, one more soul
atched from the jaws of hell. No longer can it be
ught thatthe heathen are necessarilydevoid of healthy
oral qualities, or thatsuch virtues as they possess are
Lt ‘ splendid vices.’ Far more falteringly than of old
Christians assert that the Old and New Testaments
nstitute the unique and incomparable depository of
vine Wisdom. On all these matters, and many others,
e cultivated modern missionary has but little in
mmon with his pardonably-ignorant predecessors of
sterday or with his unpardonably-ignorant fellowJrkers in the missionary field to-day.
There are two main causes which have contributed
the remarkablechange which is coming over the spirit
missionary dreams: one is the gradual disintegraon
dogmatic Christianity at home, the other is a
owing appreciation of, and sympathy with, the so.lled heathen religions abroad. It is the second of
causes that is our chief concern in this
less
paper;
it it is well to remember that the two are
closely
An appreciation of the good things to
5 found 11] the sacred books and
doctrines of the great
embodiments before the eyes of the wondering E

ast;

and that if the work of Christian missions is to be

continued at all, it will be necessary to set up new

ideals in place of those which are worn out, and to sub-

stitute new sources of inspiration for those which are

fast drying up. N o longer is it possible for educated men

to believe that Christianity is wholly from God and all

non-Christian religions wholly from the Devil. N o

longer can honest men j

ustify foreign missions on the

ground that each individual convert to Christianity

means one more angel for heaven, one more soul

snatched from the j

aws of hell. N o longer can it be

taught that the heathen are necessarily devoid of healthy

moral q

but '

ualities, or that such virtues as they possess are

splendid vices.'

F

ar more falteringly than of old

do Christians assert that the O ld and N ew Testaments
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not be allowed to present itself in its discarded

constitute the uniq

ue and incomparable depository of

divine wisdom. O n all these matters, and many others,

the cultivated modern missionary has but little in

common with his pardonably-ignorant predecessors of

yesterday or with his unpardonably-ignorant fellow-

workers in the missionary field to-day.

—-o_

—:v<—
—

There are two main causes which have contributed

to the remarkable change which is coming over the spirit

of missionary dreams: one is the gradual disintegra-

tion of dogmatic Christianity at home, the other is a

growing appreciation of, and sympathy with, the so-

called heathen religions abroad. I

t is the second of

these causes that is our chief concern in this paper;

but it is well to remember that the two are closely

inter-related. A

n appreciation of the good things to

be found in the sacred books and doctrines of the great

_of

iter-related.
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non-Christian faiths was an utter impossibility so long

as the B

ible and the dogmas of Christianity were

firmly believed to embody the uniq

ue divine revelation.

To the devout Christian of our grandfathers'

days it

was a blasphemous absurdity to suppose that the

childish babblings of the blindly-groping heathen

could be worthy of a moment'

s comparison with the

sublime utterances of the divinely-inspired and in-

fallible Scriptures of Judaism and Christianity. N ot

till W estern scholars found themselves obliged in the

interests of truth and honesty to make at least a partial

surrender of the uncompromising claims of dogmatic

Christianity, were they able to inspect the sacred

books of other races without a display of ignorant

contempt, pious horror, or patronising condescension;

and not till the healthy modern science of comparative

hierology had begun its victorious march through the

religious realms of the whole world was it possible for

E
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W estern students to approach the classics of the

astern faiths in a spirit of humble enq

uiry and

emancipated sympathy.

I

t is natural that the most successful workers in

the field of what is usually but rather clumsily

described as Comparative R

eligion have hitherto been

independent lay students, who are untrammelled by

theological prepossessions and are not professionally

tied to any foregone conclusions. I

t is worthy of

notice, however, that in the work of ex

amining and

appraising the documents and traditions of non-

Christian faiths a few highly-q

ualified missionaries

have begun, of late years, to take an honourably

distinguished part. A

to the F

ar E

Timothy R

mong these (to confine ourselves

ast) are Dr. John R

oss of Manchuria, Dr.

ichard of China, and the R

ev. A

rthur
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L

loyd of Japan. Those men have earned the thanks

of all seekers after truth for their large-minded and

appreciative scrutiny of various non-Christian cults,

and for the courage and honesty with which they have

corrected the grossly unfair and misleading caricatures

of '

heathen idolatry'

that disfigure the pages of

innumerable missionary records.

Concerning Dr. R

oss'

s able and accurate little

work on The O riginal R

eligion of China, I

do not

propose to say anything in this paper, beyond advising

everyone who takes an intelligent interest in the early

religious history of the Chinese people to make himself

master of its instructive contents. I

venture, however,

to offer a few critical observations on those published

writings of Dr. R

ichard and Mr. L

the important subj

and though I

loyd which deal with

uddhist and Christian

feel obliged to call attention to,
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origins;

ect of B

and protest against, certain errors and over-statements

by which— if my j

udgment is correct— their work is

rather seriously marred, I

that I

hope it will be understood

write in no spirit of q

O n the contrary, I

uerulous fault-finding.

welcome and appreciate their

sympathetic treatment of subj

able to mention without passionate outbursts of

indignation against what one of them has been pleased

the desolating horrors of paganism.'

The two writers I

have mentioned, have worked

independently along parallel lines of research, and

have been led to somewhat similar results. B

oth

have found much that is noble and inspiring in the

doctrines of the Mahayana B

Japan;

earned the thanks
e men have
Thes
of
Lloyd Japan. truth for their large-minded and
of all seekers after
cults,
tiny of various non-Christian
with which they have
honesty
and
the
courage
and for
misleading "caricatures
corrected the grossly unfair and
the pages of
disfigure
that
idolatry’
of ‘heathen
innumerable missionary records. and accurate little
Concerning Dr. Ross’s able China, I do not
work on The Original Relig—io'n of beyond advising
in this paper,
propose to say anythingintelligent interest in the early
everyone who takes an
himself
Chinese people to make
the
of
history
religious
I venture, however,
master of its instructive contents.
on those published
to offer a few critical observations
with
Mr. Lloyd which deal
and
Richard
Dr.
of
writings
f Buddhist and Christian
to call attention to,
feel
obliged
I
though
and
origins;
and protest against, oer
'

ects which many of their

fellow-missionaries, past and present, have rarely been

to term '

QUEST

uddhism of China and

both are of opinion that this form of B

uddhism

contains teachings which are identical with or similar

by which—if my judgm
rather seriously marred, I hope

it will b

fault-finding.
that I write in no spirit of querulous
and appreciate their
On the contrary, I welcome
subjects which many of their
sympathetic treatment ofand
present, have rarely been
fellow-missionaries, past
ionate outbursts of
indignation against what one of oft
paganism.’
to term ‘ the desolating horrors
mentione
,
The two writers I have
researoh, and
of
lines
independently along parallel
results. Both
have been led to somewhat similar
the
much that is noble and inspiring in
have
of China and
doctrines of the Mahayana Buddhism
Buddhism
Japan; both are of opinion that this form of
similar
contains teachings which are identical with or
'

‘found
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Christianity (as for instance those concerning Salva-

edemption and Divine L

both agree that in its origin or

in the early stages of its growth this B

uddhism—

which in some important respects is irreconcilable

with the H inayana B

uddhism taught by Gotama

Sakyamuni in the 6th and 5th centuries B

or took its rise from the same sources as those which

I

f the obj

aith.1

uddhism have been copied

attention of serious students. B

ut such is not the

case.

t is getting clearer every year now (says Dr. R

ichard) that

uddhism and Christianity were
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these common- doctrines of N ew B

took its rise from the same sources as those which
produced the Christian Faith.‘
If the object of these writers were merely to prove
that all the good things in Buddhism have been copied
from Christianity, their work would scarcely merit the
attention of serious students. But such is not the

or

from Christianity, their work would scarcely merit the

not borrowed from one another, but that both came from a

common source.

H is conclusion is that this common source was

B

abylonian, and that

F

rom this centre these great life-giving inspiring truths were

carried like seeds into both the E

case.

ast and W est where they were

It is getting clearer every year now (says Dr. Richard) that
these common doctrines of New Buddhism and Christianity were
not borrowed from one another, but that both came from a

somewhat modified under different conditions.

E

lsewhere he has told us that

1 The writings of Dr. Timothy R

are mainly the following: (1) I

(2) Preface and I

(< i) A

™

A

ichard to which I

ntroduction to The Guide to B

bstract of a L

refer in this paper

ntroduction to The A

wakening of F

ol. X

X

X

V

uddhism (E

The Chinese liecorder, June, 1911, pp. 8

53ff.;

I

., Pt. i., 1908

1908

);

(4) I

ntroductions to

His

conclusion is

Babylonian, and that

(6) L

(2) Shinran and his W ork (Tokyo, 1910);

(5) A

that this

common source was

rticle in

etter in The Chinese

From this centre these great life-giving inspiring truths
carried like seeds into both the East and West where they
somewhat modified under different conditions.

ev. A

refer are: (1) Tlie W lieat among the Tares (Macmillan &

and the W est, July, 1911, pp. 293ff.

);

dinburgh, 1910);

ecorder, July. 1911, pp. 419ff. The publications of the R

which I

aith;

common source.

uddhahood (Shanghai, 1907);

ecturo on N ew China, published in the Transactions of

siatic Society of Japan (V

The N ew Testament of H igher B

R

N S 141

ect of these writers were merely to prove

that all the good things in B

I

GI

.C.— was in

direct or indirect contact with primitive Christianity

produced the Christian F

I

ove) and which are

commonly but erroneously supposed to be inculcated

by Christianity alone;

teachings which are regarded as essential to
Christianity (as for instance those concerning Salvation and Redemption and Divine Love) and which are
commonly but erroneously supposed to be inculcated
by Christianity alone; both agree that in its origin or
in the early stages of its growth this Buddhismwhich in some important respects is irreconcilable
with the Hinayana Buddhism taught by Gotama
Sakyamuni in the 6th and 5th centuries B.C.—-was in
direct or indirect contact with primitive Christianity

to

N

to teachings which are regarded as essential to

tion and R

141‘

(3) A

.L

loyd to

were

Co.,

rticle in Tin E

were

ast

Elsewhere he has told us that
‘
The writin s of Dr. Timothy Richard to which I refer in this paper
mainly the ollowing: (1) Introduction to The Awakening of Faith;
(2) Preface and Introduction to The Guide to Buddhahood (Shanghai, 1907);

are

Abgitract of 3. Lecture on New China, published in the Trantactiona of
the Auntie Society of Japan (Vol. XXXVL,
Pt. i., 1908) ; (4) Introductions to
The
Tutamont of Higher Buddhism (Edinburgh, 1910); (5) Article in
The Chanese 1Zecord¢r, June, 1911.
pp. 8585.; (6) Letter in The Chinese
Ju1y.l911,
pp. 4193. The publications of the Rev. A. Lloyd to
which I refer are: (1) The Wheat among the Turn (Macmillan & Co.,
1908); (2) Shinra/n and his Work (Tokyo, 1910); (3) Article in The East
and the West. July, 1911,
pp. 2983.

(3)

Near
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There was hope for China if she could recognise that the best

fundamental principles found in Confucianism and B

in perfect accord with the principles of Christianity. L

adherents of each of the three religions rej

uddhism are

et the

oice in the high ideals

possessed by the others, and let each one help to promote the

common good of their fellow-men.

E

ven when he refers to the state of decay into

which B

R

uddhism has fallen in modern China, Dr.

ichard carefully abstains from j

oining the bulk of his

brother-missionaries in ascribing such decay to the

inherent vileness of a heathen creed. I

t is partly

due, he says, to the failure of the hopeless attempt

to harmonise the teachings of the old B

uddhism

(H lnayana) with those of the new (Mahayana), and

partly to the failure of the leaders of the B

uddhist

Church to ostablish and maintain a proper system of

religious education.

The prodigious difference between the liberal-
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minded attitude of men like those whose writings

we are now considering, and that constantly assumed

by missionaries of a narrow type, can be realised to the

full when we remember how in less enlightened days

than these, a prominent preacher of the Christian

gospel in China could stigmatise the rites of B

as '

B

the orgies of idolatry'

uddhist monastery in that country as '

seat of abomination.'

passed;

uddhism

and denounce a great

the infamous

Those days are passing, or have

but we must not suppose that all mission-

aries move forward at the same rate. The views

courageously put forward by ex

Dr. R

ichard and Mr. L

ceptional men like

loyd will not be accepted without

a long and painful struggle by those who still believe

that in fighting B

uddhism they are at war with the

forces of Satan. The new theories are already causing

There

QUEST
that the best

ST

was

hope for China if she could recogniseBuddhism

are
and
fundamental principles found in Confucianism
the
Let
of Christianity.
in perfect accord with the principles
in the high ideals
adherents of each of the three religions rejoice
to Pl'°m°l"° the
the others, and let each one help

possessed by

common good of

their fellow-men.

into
Even when he refers to the state of decay
China, Dr.
which Buddhism has fallen in modern
bulk of his
Richard carefully abstains from joining the
the
brother-missionaries in ascribing such decay to
It is partly
inherent vileness of a heathen creed.
attempt
due, he says, to the failure of the hopelessBuddhism
old
to harmonise the teachings of the
and
(Hlnayana) with those of the new (Mahayana),
Buddhist
partly to the failure of the leaders of the system of
Church to establish and maintain a proper

religious education.
The prodigious

difference between the liberalminded attitude of men like those whose writings
constantly assumed
we are now considering, and that
to the
by missionaries of a narrow type, can be realised days
full when we remember how in less enlightened
than these, a prominent preacher of the Christian
rites of Buddhism
gospel in China could stigmatise the denounce
a great
and
as ‘the orgies of idolatry’
‘ the infamous
Buddhist monastery in that country as
seat of abomination.’ Those days are passing, or have
missionpassed; but we must not suppose that all
aries move forward at the same rate. The views
courageously put forward by exceptional men like
Dr. Richard and Mr. Lloyd will not be accepted without
along and painful struggle by those who still believe
that in fighting Buddhism they are at war with the
forces of Satan. The new theories are already causing
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great perplex

ity and anx

q

uarters. I

n The Chinese R

q

uotes, apparently with pained surprise, certain state-

ments made by Dr. R

preaches "

the E

I

GI
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iety in various missionary

ecorder1, B

ishop Moule

ichard to the effect that B

AND

CHRISTIAN ORIGINS
143
great perplexity and
in
anxiety
various missionary
quarters. In The Chinese
Recorder‘, Bishop Moule

uddhism

a Gospel of great hope to the greater part of

astern A

siatic continent "

;

that it is, in fact, "

an

adaptation of Christianity to ancient thought in

A

sia ... an A

our L

"

siatic form of the same Gospel of

ord and Saviour Jesus Christ,"

and thus furnishes

the deepest bond of union between the different races

of the E

ast and "

our Lord and

W est, namely, the bond of a common

L

ittle wonder is it that in the same issue of The

Chinese R

ecorder,"

the editor feels called upon to make

the following comments:

I

nto certain of the writings of the Mahay& na school Dr.

R

ichard reads the tenets of the Christian gospel to so great an

ex

tent that he feels j

ustified in the use of Christian terminology

nglish. ... So far as we
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when translating these terms into E

are at present acq

Saviour Jesus

Christ,” and thus furnishes
“the deepest bond of
union
between the
of the East and
races
West, namely, the bonddifierent
of a. common

religion."

uainted with the position, or are able to follow

it, we cannot find upon grounds either of philology, history or

theology sufficient warrant for so momentous a departure. . . .

I

f these apologists of the Mahayana school are right, what then

results?

Suppose it possible that these students j

ustify in a

scientific manner their use of Christian terminology in dealing

with certain B

B

uddhist books, and show conclusively that the N ew

uddhism is Christianity writ with a B

uddhist pen :— W hat nex

t1

H ave they not then to proceed to convince both the Church and

the world that Christian missions to non-Christian lands have not

thereby become a work of obvious supererogation?

of our Gospel and the j

The essence

ustification of our presence lies in the N ew

Testament teaching of salvation through the Divine Man, God'

Son, Christ Jesus. I

s

f this essence of Christian Gospel teaching is

already enshrined in B

uddhist literature, what remains to demand

the work of the Christian missionary on religious grounds?

1 See issue of June, 1911, pp. 8

47ff. *

See p. 318

...

.
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f Christianity as the essential and final Gospel is not uniq

ue, its

missionary programme is set upon an unsound and mistaken basis.

Personally, I

am inclined to concur with the

editor of The Chinese R

ecorder, though for reasons

widely different from his, when he obj

R

ichard'

s ex

ects to Dr.

tensive use of Christian terminology in

translating from the Mahayana scriptures. A

fter all,

such a practice is hardly consistent with Dr. R

own theory that both Christianity and tho '

B

ichard'

s

H igher'

uddhism sprang from a source which was neither

distinctively Christian nor distinctively B

uddhist, but

contained elements which caused tho two religions to

develop certain similar characteristics. The free use

of Christian terminology in E

nglish translations would

inevitably lead the unwary reader to the erroneous

supposition that whatever good things B

uddhism

contains were simply plagiarised from developed Chris-
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tianity: a supposition which (though their language is

sometimes a little ambiguous) is very properly rej

by both Dr. R

I

ichard and Mr. L

ected

loyd.

must also confess to being in sympathy with

some of the criticisms made by B

ishop Moule, though

their value is impaired by the too obvious spirit of

Christian partisanship by which they are inspired.

H e admits that he long ago "

historical greatness of B

felt the fascination of the

uddhism as a wonderful effort

of the human mind to solve the problem of life and

death, and, on the practical side, to relieve human

misery by self-restraint and active benevolence."

he goes on to state that his B

1B

uddhist studies (largely

based, it is significant to note, on the works of Christian

clergymen) have convinced him that "

the essential

characteristics of revealed religion are conspicuously

1 The Chinese R

ecorder, Jane, 1911, p. 348

.

ut

QUEST

If Christianity as the essential and flnal Gospel is not unique, its
missionary programme is set upon an unsound and mistaken basis.

Personally,

I am inclined to concur with the
editor of The Chinese Recorder, though for reasons
widely different from his, when he objects to Dr.
Richard's extensive use of Christian terminology in
translating from the Mahayana scriptures. After all,
such a practice is hardly consistent with Dr. Richard's
own theory that both Christianity and the ‘ Higher’
Buddhism sprang from a source which was neither
distinctively Christian nor distinctively Buddhist, but
contained elements which caused the two religious to
develop certain similar characteristics. The free use
of Christian terminology in English translations would
inevitably lead the unwary reader to the erroneous
supposition that whatever good things Buddhism
contains were simply plagiarised from developed Christianity: a supposition which (though their language is
sometimes a little ambiguous) is very properly rejected
by both Dr. Richard and Mr. Lloyd.
I must also confess to being in sympathy with
some of the criticisms made by Bishop Moule, though
their value is impaired by the too obvious spirit of
Christian partisanship by which they are inspired.
He admits that be long ago “ felt the fascination of the
historical greatness of Buddhism as a wonderful effort
of the human mind to solve the problem of life and
death, and, on the practical side, to relieve human
misery by self-restraint and active benevolence.“ But
he goes on to state that his Buddhist studies (largely
based, it is significant to note, on the works of Christian
clergymen) have convinced him that “ the essential
characteristics of revealed religion are conspicuously
‘
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The

use of such language as this obviously precludes all

possibility of profitable discussion, inasmuch as no man

really knows whether any religion has ever been

'

revealed,'

in the theological sense of the term, and we

are therefore q

uite unable to say what would be '

essential characteristics '

the

of such a religion.

The bishop draws attention to another grave

omission on the part of B

uddhism, in that it fails to

teach the doctrine of the R

esurrection of the B

ody.

That is true. O fficial Christianity is tied to this belief,

no doubt, but in how many non-professional Christians

is the belief an active one to-day?

points out that in B

frankly denied. A

uddhism "

Dr. Moule further

creation is unknown or

s a substitute we find emanation,

permutation, evolution under the persistent influence

of the chain of causation."

This statement is fair

enough as far as it goes;

and I

leave it to ex
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declare whether the Christian doctrine of '

or the B

'

uddhist doctrine of '

evolution'

perts to

creation'

permutation'

teach the doctrine of
That is true. Oflicial the Resurrection of the Body.
Christianity is tied to this belief,
no doubt, but
in how many
non-professional Christians
is the belief an
active one to-day ? Dr.
Moule further

and

is the more easily reconcilable with the

doctrines held and taught to-day by reputable men of

science.

B

oth Dr. R

ichard and Mr. L

as a truth which hardly req

the Mahayana or Great V

loyd seem to regard it

uires demonstration that

ehicle is immeasurably

superior to the H inayana or Small V

ehicle. A

s

Christian missionaries, indeed, they can hardly be

ex

pected to take any other view, for it is only the

Mahayana that contains doctrines bearing any simi-

larity to the beliefs of Christianity. The H inayana

teaches, among other things, that man must be '

light unto himself'

a

and his own saviour, and that the

uuiverse is ruled by inex

orable law and bound by the

3“Pfer1or
_

to the

Hinayana or

immeasurably

Small Vehicle.

As

‘_. r;,V_:
M

._ t
=,_
_

beaches, among other things, that manThe
universe
_

18

ruled by

and his

Hinayana.

must be ‘a

own saviour, and
that the
inexorable law and bound by the
10
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chains of cause and effect. Christianity and the

Mahayana, on the other hand, teach that man'

and salvation chiefly depend on '

R

faith'

s welfare

in a divine

edeemer or Saviour, who in the one case is the Christ,

in tho other a B

odhisattva such as K

uan-yin or Ti-

tsang.1 They teach that this Saviour is an incarnation

of the supreme Godhead,— Jahveh, the God of the

Jews, in tho one case, the glorified Sakyamuui or the

L

ord A

mitabha (Jap. A

this Divine B

mida) in the other;

and that

eing has voluntarily condemned himself

to undergo a life (in the Mahayana a countless series

of lives) of toil and anguish in the world, in order that

he may thereby lessen men'

s woes and bear their

burdens, and bring them at last to eternal felicity.

A

s to the '

good tidings of great j

oy'

of which

Christian missionaries proclaim themselves to be the

bearers, it is worth noting that the Christian evangel
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can hardly be compared in respect of its j

with the message conveyed by the '

oyousness

H igher'

B

uddhism;

for the ordinary Christian doctrine is that only the

elect few are to taste tho j

oys of heaven, while the rest

of mankind are to be damned to an eternity of woe;

whereas the far more merciful teaching of Mahayana

B

uddhism is to the effect that every living being (not

man only) that has ever ex

come into ex

isted in the past or may

istence in the future, throughout the

whole universe, is destined to enter at last into the

ineffable state of B

H igher '

B

uddhism) of salvation through faith in

a divine Saviour really connotes a loftier ideal or adum-

brates a profounder truth than we find associated with

1 TUo Japanese sounds for those Chinese names are K

ihey stand for the Sanskrit A

valokitesvara and K

cause

’

uddhahood.

W hether the theory (common to Christianity and

the '

and effect. Christianity and the
Mahayana, on the other hand, teach thatman’sWe1fare
and salvation chiefly depend on ‘faith’ in a divine
Redeemer or Saviour, who in the one case is the Christ,
in the other a Bodhisattva such as Kuan-yin or Titsang.‘ They teach that this Saviour is an incarnation
of the supreme Godhead,—J-ahveh, the God of the
Jews, in the one case, the glorified Sakyamuni or the
Lord Amitabha (Jap. Amida) in the other; and that
this Divine Being has voluntarilycondemned himself
to undergo a life (in the Mahayana a countless series
of lives) of toil and anguish in the world, in order that
he may thereby lessen men's Woes and bear their
burdens, and bring them at last to eternal felicity.
As to the ‘good tidings of great joy’ of which
Christian missionaries proclaim themselves to be the
bearers, it is worth noting that the Christian evangel
can hardly be compared in respect of its joyousness
with the message conveyedby the ‘ Higher Buddhism ;
for the ordinary Christian doctrine is that only the
elect few are to taste the joys of heaven, while the rest
of mankind are to be damned to an eternity of Woe;
Whereas the far more merciful teaching of Mahayana
Buddhism is to the effect that every living being (not
man only) that has ever existed in the past or may
come into existence in the future, throughout the
whole universe, is destined to enter at last into the
inefiable state of Buddhahood.
Whether the theory (common to Christianity and
‘
the Higher Buddhism) of salvation through faith in
a divine Saviour really connotes a loftier ideal
or adumbrates a profounder truth than we find associated with

chains of
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the teachings of the H inayana, is open to very grave

doubt. The Mahayana— implicitly if not ex

assumes, like Christianity, that man'

plicitly—

s nature is innately

depraved, or, to use the Christian formula, tainted with

the corruption of'

original sin'

;

that man can only hope

to raise himself to a higher level, or to '

save his soul,'

by throwing himself on the clemency and pity of a

supernatural R

edeemer;

and that he can only ex

pect

to escape the punishment due to his native sinfulness

by establishing correct relations with the unseen and

more or less unknown God. The old B

uddhism— the

H inayana— may have had its defects;

there is little

doubt, at any rate, that its way to popularity among

the masses of mankind was barred by the severity of

its self-discipline and its uncompromising insistence

on the universality of the reign of law. B

ut there is

this to be said for the H inayana— that it took a nobly

optimistic view of the intrinsic worth of man'

'

s moral

t did not teach men that they were the
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nature. I

children of wrath'

and had no right to ex

anything better than eternal perdition. I

pect

t taught

them that they could attain blessedness only by their

own individual efforts and not by reliance on any

ex

ternal support;

but it assured them at the same time

that their own natures were endowed with the poten-

tialities of ultimate success, that they possessed an

inborn capacity for good, and that no one need give

way to despair by the contemplation of his own

apparent vileness.

This, however, is by the way. A

full discussion of

the relative merits of the two B

uddhisms would lead us

far from our present subj

ect, which is concerned not

with the deeply interesting philosophic doctrines taught

by the historical Gotama, but with the origin of that

'

g philosophicdoctrines ta

ught
a, but with the
origin of that

THE
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of which—it
remarkable system of the Mahayana,
knew nothing and which
is safe to afiirm—-Gotama
had
have approved of if he
he would certainly not

ST

remarkable system of the Mahayana, of which —

it

is safe to affirm— Gotama knew nothing and which

he would certainly not have approved of if he had

known it.1

I

known it.‘
interesting fact that the
It is undoubtedly a very
have
its mysterious origin may
march through central and
victorious
its
been—began

t is undoubtedly a very interesting fact that the

Mahayana— whatever its mysterious origin may have

been— began its victorious march through central and

eastern A

sia j

Mahayana—whatever

ust about the time when Christianity,

turning reluctantly away from the unresponsive E

ast,

was beginning to direct its hopes towards the less baffling

W est."

I

t is q

when Christianity,
just about the time unresponsive
East,
from the
away
reluctantly
turning
lessbafiling
direct its hopes towards the
was beginningto
in the light of
however,
impossible,
is
West.’ It quite
date or a
to assign a definite
our present knowledge,
first beginnings of either
definite place of origin to the
With regard to
Mahayana Buddhism or Christianity.

uite impossible, however, in the light of

eastern Asia.

our present knowledge, to assign a definite date or a

definite place of origin to the first beginnings of either

Mahayana B

uddhism or Christianity. W ith regard to

the former, Dr. R

ichard is perhaps inclined to attribute

too much importance to the part played by the patriarch

A

svaghosa. Moreover, he has not thought it necessary

to warn his readers that there were, apparently, several

uddhistic writers who bore (or adopted for literary

1I

am assuming the historicity of Gotama the B
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Mr. J. M. R

obertson, we are j

uddha, and I

ustified in doing so. A

think,yace

fter all, Gotama was

only one of a long succession of H indu philosophers. The Gymnosophists of

A

lex

ander'

their kind. I

of I

s time, of whom Plutarch tells us, were far from being the first of

t can hardly be seriously contended that all the old philosophers

ndia were figments of the imagination, and it seems irrational to deny the

real ex

istence of one of them simply because his name is associated with the

origin of one of the great world-religions.

s"

Sakyamuni ig the Pleroma, the Mandala. H e, B

egotten before all

worlds, is the sum-total of all that is divine or that is worshipped in the

whole Universe. . . . This Sakyamuni is to the B

Christ is to the Christian;

moment. I

uddhist ex

actly what

and it is passiug strange that these two F

so strikingly similar should appear on the world'

igures

am not referring at this moment to the I

speaks. '

I

t is impossible,'

ndian sage and Jesus

Christs.'

'

I

t is impossible,'

says the B

'

uddhist;

there cannot be two

'

there cannot be two

Christ as a partial manifestation: we cannot find room for two Pleromas in

I

do so, the world, Christian and B

feel sure that if I

uddhist alike, will be the gainer."

W lteat among tlie Twrea, pp. 94-5.

L

can

loyd'

‘

'

'

.

for I

irrational

Cakyamuni

t is, however, possible that the two may be found to be

intended as variant pictures of O ne and the same Divine Person, and my aim

in this book is to try and establish that identity;

Gymnosophists

tells

real;-xistence

Sakyamunis such as described in our great Sutra. W e can accept your

one Universe.'

I think,pace
of Gotama the Buddha, and Gotama was
I am assuming thehistorioity
so. After all,
doing
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purposes) the name of Aévaghosa. It is by no

means

BUDDHIST AND CHRISTIAN
B

UDDH I

ST A

N D CH R

purposes) the name of A

svaghosa. I

certain that the author of The A

which Dr. R

STI

A

N

who wrote the B

O R

— was the A

aith—

loyd, again, is far too ready

teachings of the Mahayana were implicit in the actual

teachings of the historic Gotama and were derived by

him from a Jewish source.

f in attempting to trace the Mahayana doctrines

to their source we are confronted by the ex

treme

difficulty of settling the dates and authorship of the

principal Mahayanist books, we are not much more

favourably situated with respect to the origins of

Christianity. The popular view that the Christ-cult

began with the birth of a certain babe in B

ethlehem,

or with the discovery of an empty tomb at Jerusalem,
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can no longer be sustained by educated people. To go

into the many unsolved problems of Christian origins

would be to embark upon the wreck-strewn ocean of

religious polemics;

but I

N S 149

certain that the author of The Awakening of Faithwhich Dr. Richard rather rashly describes as “ one of
the great books of the World”—Was the Aévaghosa
who wrote the Buddha-charita and was contemporary
with king Kaniska. Mr. Lloyd, again, is far too ready
to adopt the View that certain of the characteristic
teachings of the Mahayana were implicit in the actual
teachings of the historic Gotama and were derived by
him from a Jewish source.
If in attempting to trace the Mahayana doctrines
to their source we are confronted by the extreme
difliculty of settling the dates and authorship of the
principal Mahayanist books, We are not much more
favourably situated with respect to the origins of
Christianity. The popular View that the Christ-cult
began with the birth of a certain babe in Bethlehem,
or With the discovery of an
empty tomb at Jerusalem,
can no longer be sustained by educated people. To
go
into the many unsolved problems of Christian origins
would be to embark upon the Wreck-strewn ocean of
religious polemics; but I may perhaps confess to a
feeling of surprise that neither of the writers Whose
theories We are discussing have thought it necessary to
refer to the well-ascertained fact that there were many
Oriental cults of dying and reviving Saviour-gods long
before Christianity was heard of, or to the less verifiable
but by no means negligible theory that there was a
J esus-cult in Palestine before the days of the Prophet of
Galilee.‘ There is no reference, moreover, to the deep

svaghosa

to adopt the view that certain of the characteristic

I

GI

one of

uddha-charita and was contemporary

aniska. Mr. L

I

t is by no means

wakening of F

ichard rather rashly describes as "

the great books of the world"

with king K

I

may perhaps confess to a

feeling of surprise that neither of the writers whose

theories we are discussing have thought it necessary to

refer to the well-ascertained fact that there were many

O riental cults of dying and reviving Saviour-gods long

before Christianity was heard of, or to the less verifiable

but by no means negligible theory that there was a

JesuB

-cult in Palestine before the days of the Prophet of

Galilee.1 There is no reference, moreover, to the deep

1F

or tho evidences relating to the suspected pre-Christian Jesus-cult, see

J. M. R

Drews'

obertson'

s Pagan ChrUts (2nd cd., 1911), pp. 162ff., and Prof. A

rthur

Chritt-Myth. The theory is beginning to gain ground not only

among lay students but also among tho clergy and professional theologians.

The articles by the R

ev. Dr. A

nderson and the R

ev. W . W ooding in The

H ibbert Journal (January, 1910, and July, 1911) contain interesting contiibu-

J

relating to the suspected pre-Christian J esus~cu1t,
M‘ 1%)!ber_tson‘s
’ the evidence
Pagan Christa (2nd ed., 1911), pp. 1625., and Prof. Arthur
see

I

0

,

DVEWB Chrzal-Myth. The theory is beginning
,

to

gain ground

not

only

lfly students but also among the clergy and professional theologians.
;m°“8
Hlggbzrticles by the Rev. Dr. Anderson and the Rev. W. Weeding in The
t

Journal (January, 1910, and July, 1911) contain interesting contribu-

Co gale

Q UE

ST

debt that Christianity undoubtedly owes to Stoicism—

not only on its ethical side but also on its doctrinal

side. I

n illustration of this point it is only necessary

to mention the Christian acceptance of the Stoic

doctrine of the L

ogos, and Seneca'

s unconscious

adumbration of the dogma of the Trinity. I

n the

teachings of Paul the influence of Stoicism is clear and

strong, and indeed when we consider that Paul himself

belonged to a city which was a stronghold of Stoicism

we cannot be surprised that such is the case. B

Stoicism and B

etween

uddhism it may be impossible to trace a

direct connection, but we should not forget that the

Stoics were to a very considerable ex

tent the heirs of

the Cynics, and the Cynics, in their turn, seem to have

been the debtors of the early B

L

uddhists.

et us turn to a few matters of detail. There are

several unsupported and q

Dr. R

ichard'

t would be interesting, for instance, to
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writings. I

uestionable statements in

s prefaces and introductions and other

tions to tho discussion. Mr. W ooding concludes thus: "

evidence as we have, Josur was an obj

A

ccording to such

ect of worship (as a representative of

God) before tho great prophet of Galileo appeared on tho sceuo. The worship

of the latter has thus been due partly to accident, partly to tho pre-eminence

assigned to him in tho Church, and partly to iho ignorance in which the

actual man was shrouded from public knowledge. Christian worship thus

began with a divine person at its heart and centre, which worship was trans-

ferred to a man who in some way or other became confused with the divinity."

Dr. T. K

. Cheyuo, whoso opinion undoubtedly deserves respect, has recently

written thus: "

I

n my opinion Prof. Drews and his authorities are right

in the main. Strong as I

be, I

once thought the arguments on the other sido to

now think that in certain Jewish circles the idoa of a suffering divine-

r the evidence now stands, I

tions to the discussion. Mr.

think that Paul most probably

knew a little about a great teacher called Jesus, and that ho identified him

with the pre-ex

isting Christ from an intuition that only so could the precious

doctrine of the Christ bo made a practical power among mankind"

Jourmd, A

(H ibbcrt

pril, 1911, pp. 662, 663). Dr. Cheyne also writes as follows: "

That

the God-man, whose cult in certain Jewish circles was probably pre-Christian,

was called by a name which underlies Joshua, has become to me, on grounds

that Jesus of N azareth was not betrayed or surrendered to the Jewish

too, are to me (and I

seventy disciples"

Judas '

or by anyone else. The '

Twelve A

should think to many critics) as unhistorical as the

(H ibbert Journal, July, 1911, p. 8

91).
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ohih

ichard identifies Ta-shih-

odhisattva with B

o, the so-called E

haishagyaraj

astern B

uddha.1 K

a

uan-

(Mahfisthama) Bodhisattva With Bhaishagyaraja.

yin and Ta-shih-chih are, of course, associated with

A

mitabha in the W estern H eaven, and their images

are often seen on A

where does Dr. R

mitabha'

s left and right;

chih is the same as the ruling B

H eaven?

A

but

ichard derive his belief that Ta-shih-

uddha of the E

astern

gain, in his useful little compilation

entitled The Calendar of the Gods, Dr. R

suggests (though with a q

may be the same as Y

ichard

uestion mark) that Ti-tsang

ama (the Chinese Y

This is not so. Ti-tsang (K

en-lo-wang).

shitigarbha) is a B

odhisattva

whose rdle it is to rescue the damned from the tortures

of hell. H e is the Jizo of Japan. Y

contrary, is chief of hell'

though a far less '

ama, on the

s stern rulers and j

diabolical'

udges, and

personage than the Devil

of Christian mythology, he is by no means to be classed
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among the saviours of men, like the merciful and

tender-hearted Ti-tsang. That Y

q

ama and Ti-tsang are

uite distinct personages, with distinct functions,

anyone who can read Chinese may discover for himself

by perusing the passage in the Ti-tsang Pen-yuan

Ching (not translated into E

how Y

nglish) which describes

ama, partly by the gracious aid of Ti-tsang, is

enabled for special purposes to pay a short visit to

though a. far less diabolical
Christian mythology,he is personage than the D9Vi1
by no means to be Olassed
among the
‘

of

saviours of men,

heaven.

These things are of small account, but there is

another point which deserves more detailed ex

tion. I

of F

I

n Dr. R

ichard'

’

s introduction to his A

amina-

wakening

aith are to be found the following words:

n the Diamond Sutra, which is one of the most popular of

all the B

uddhist Sutras and most widely used throughout China,

1 Seo Dr. R

ichard'

s letter in The Chinese R

ecorder, July, 1911, p. 420.

._»-\v"*
_r-
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In the Diamond

all the Buddhist

Sfitm,

Sfitras and

f

'
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there is a very remarkable passage attributed to Gautama B

in the six

th chapter. I

t is to this effect: "

F

uddha

ive hundred years

after my death there will arise a religious prophet who will lay the

foundation of his teaching, not on one, two, three, four or five

B

uddhas, nor even on ten thousand B

of all the B

uddhas;

uddhas, but on the F

ountain

whon that ono comes, have faith in H im, and

you will recoive incalculable blessings."

known that Jesus Christ and A

hundred years after B

N ow since it is well

svaghosa did appear some five

uddha, this is one of the most remarkable

prophecies in the whole range of sacred literature.1

E

very reader will be q

R

ichard that the prophecy— if authentic— is of a very

uite ready to agree with Dr.

remarkable and even sensational character;

authentic?

but is it

ndeed I

have no hesitation in

suggesting— grave though the statement be— that

neither Dr. R

ichard'

s translation of the passage to
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which he refers, nor the alleged prophecy itself, will

survive a critical ex

amination.

The Diamond-Cutter, from which the passage in

q

uestion is culled, is a metaphysical Mahayanist work

which, as internal evidence should convince any

student, cannot possibly have come into ex

during the age of primitive B

uddhism. I

istence

t is more

than probable that hundreds of years elapsed between

the date of the B

uddha'

s death (about 48

the date of the composition of this sutra. F

than that, Dr. R

3B

.C.) and

urther

ichard seems to have taken his

prophetic passage not from the Sanskrit original but

from a Chinese translation. N ow the first Chinese

translation of the Diamond-Cutter (known in Pekingese

as the Chin-kang-ching) was that of the famous I

1 The prophecy '

lias been reprintod by Dr. R

Testament of H igher B

uddhUm (pp. 47, 48

ndian

icbard in his recent N ew

), and it appears once more, with

some alterations, in a letter which ho has published in The Chinese liecordcr,

July, 1911, p. 419.

there is a very remarkable passage attributed to Gautama Buddha
in the sixth chapter. It is to this eflect: “ Five hundred years
after my death there will arise a religious prophet who will lay the
foundation of his teaching, not on one, two, three, four or five
Buddhas, nor even on ten thousand Buddhas, but on the Fountain
of all the Buddhas; when that one comes, have faith in Him, and
you will receive incalculable blessings." Now since it is well
known that Jesus Christ and Asvaghosa did appear some five
hundred years after Buddha, t-his is one of the most remarkable
prophecies in the whole range of sacred literature.‘

Every reader will be quite ready to agree with Dr.
Richard that the prophecy-——if authentic—-isof a very

Unfortunately, the only possible answer

is a negative one. I

QUEST

remarkable and even sensational character; but is it
authentic? Unfortunately, the only possible answer
is a negative one. Indeed I have no hesitation in
suggesting—grave though the statement be—that
neither Dr. Richard's translation of the passage to
which he refers, nor the alleged prophecy itself, will
survive a critical examination.
The Diamond-Cutter, from which the passage in
question is culled, is a metaphysical Mahayanist work
which, as internal evidence should convince any
student, cannot possibly have come into existence
during the age of primitive Buddhism. It is more
than probable that hundreds of years elapsed between
the date of the Buddha's death (about 483 B.C.) and
the date of the composition of this sfitra. Further
than that, Dr. Richard seems to have taken his
prophetic passage not from the Sanskrit original but
from a Chinese translation. Now the first Chinese
translation of the Diamond-Cutter (known in Pekingese
as the Chin-kang-ching) was that of the famous Indian
‘ The
prophecy has been reprinted by Dr. Richard in his recent New
Testament Of High” Budtlhinn (pp. 47, 48),
and it appears once more, with
1
a letter which he has published in 1 he Chinese
Recorder.
'
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uarter of the fourth century after Christ— nearly

a thousand years after the age of the B

uddha. I

a

have

before me two editions of this translation, one of which

regret to say that neither the tex

as it stands, nor the ex

thousand years after the

age of the Buddha. I have
before me two editions of this

translation, one of which

ia annotated by no less than fifty-three commentators.

I
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lva, who did not arrive in China till the

t of this translation

planations of the commentators,

bear out the very remarkable interpretation of the

six

th chapter with which Dr. R

ichard has furnished us.

There are several other Chinese versions of this well-

known sutra, all of a later date than that of

K

umaraj

lva. O f these I

whioh were written in the six

I

n none of these versions is Dr. R

of the '

B

have consulted three, all of

th century of our era.

prophetic '

passage j

ichard'

s interpretation

all of a later date
than that of
Of these I have
consulted three, all of
which were written in
the
sixth
In none of these
century of our era.
versions is Dr. Richard's

ustified.

Kumarajiva.

ut what the Chinese translations contain or do

not contain is, or should be, a matter of minor impor-

tance. The obvious course for anyone who wishes to

uestion of the mysterious prophecy is to go
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probe the q

,

interpretation

direct to the Sanskrit original. This need be a matter

of no difficulty, for it was edited and published by Max

Muller in the A

necdota O x

oniensia, 18

8

1. Those who,

like myself, are not Sanskrit scholars, may turn to the

Sacred B

E

tex

ooks of the E

ast, where they will find an

nglish version (also by Max

t.1 I

Muller), of the Sanskrit

feel sure that anyone who reads the passage

which forms the subj

ect of our present enq

uiry— no

matter whether he reads it in Sanskrit or in Chinese

or in the E

nglish version of Max

Muller— and compares

it with the so-called translation offeied us in the intro-

duction to the A

wakening of F

has ex

'

filler in the Anecdota

aith, will be struck with

astonishment at the ingenuity with which Dr. R

ichard

tracted from a wearisome Mahayanist description

See 8

.B

.E

., vol. x

lix

., Part ii., pp. 115-118

P_1°0be_ the question of

direct to the Sanskrit the mysterious prophecy is to go
original. This need be a matter

.

Oatoniensia, 1881.

Those who,
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of the merits and characteristics of future B

odhisattvas

a prophecy of the coming of the patriarch A

svaghosa

or the founder of Christianity.

The case, to put it briefly, stands thus. N o

passage in any of the well-known Chinese translations

of the Diamond-Cutter can properly be made to bear

the interpretation put upon it by Dr. R

ichard. E

if such an interpretation were possible, the '

would be unworthy of a moment'

ven

prophecy'

s serious consideration

unless it could be traced to the Sanskrit original. B

ut

THE

QUEST

of the merits and characteristics of future Bodhisattvas
a prophecy of the coming of the patriarch Asvaghosa
or the founder of Christianity.
The case, to put it briefly, stands thus. No
passage in any of the well-known Chinese translations
of the Diamond-Cutter can properly be made to bear
the interpretation put upon it by Dr. Richard. Even
if such an interpretation were possible, the prophecy
would be unworthy of a moment’s serious consideration
unless it could be traced to the Sanskrit original. But
even if it were found in the Sanskrit original it would
still be beneath contempt, as a prophecy,’ unless we
had good reason to believe that the sutra in which the
prophetic passage was contained was an authentic
production of the fifth century B.C. Not a single
one of the necessary conditions is fulfilled; and
the ‘ prophecy’ which Dr. Richard has pronounced to
be ‘ one of the most remarkable in the Whole range of
sacred literature’ thus melts, like Prospero’s insubstantial pageant, into thin air, leaving not a rack
behind.
Turning to Mr. Lloyd’s I/Vheat Among the Tares,
We find that this is a suggestive and attractive little
book in more ways than one, and is pervaded by a
spirit of earnestness and sincerity With which We
cannot but sympathise. There are passages, however,
Which seem to indicate that Mr. Lloyd is as eager a
searcher after ‘ prophecies as is Dr. Richard, and With
somewhat similar results. It is quite true that the
imaginary personage known as Maitreya is believed, in
a large part of the Buddhist world, to be the
Coming
Buddha,’ and there are Buddhist Works, mostly of a
very late date, in which the advent of this Buddha, at
some period in the remote future, is said to have been
’

‘

even if it were found in the Sanskrit original it would

still be beneath contempt, as a '

prophecy,'

unless we

had good reason to believe that the sutra in which the

prophetic passage was contained was an authentic

production of the fifth century B

.C. N ot a single

one of the necessary conditions is fulfilled;

be '

prophecy'

which Dr. R

and

ichard has pronounced to

one of the most remarkable in the whole range of
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the '

sacred literature'

thus melts, like Prospero'

s insub-

stantial pageant, into thin air, leaving not a rack

behind.

Turning to Mr. L

loyd'

s W heat A

mong the Tares,

we find that this is a suggestive and attractive little

book in more ways than one, and is pervaded by a

spirit of earnestness and sincerity with which we

cannot but sympathise. There are passages, however,

whioh seem to indicate that Mr. L

searcher after '

prophecies '

somewhat similar results. I

loyd is as eager a

as is Dr. R

t is q

ichard, and with

uite true that the

imaginary personage known as Maitreya is believed, in

a large part of the B

B

uddha,'

uddhist world, to be the '

and tbere are B

Coming

uddhist works, mostly of a

very late date, in which the advent of this B

uddha, at

some period in the remote future, is said to have been

‘

’

‘
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in the

Pali canon which contains this prophecy is to be found

in the Dlgha N ihaya, which was not compiled earlier

"

it is impossible,"

Dr. R

uddha'
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foretold by Sakyamuni. But
the only passage in the
Pali canon which
contains

this prophecy is to be found
Digka, Nikdya, which was
not compiled earlier
than the first
after
century
the Buddha's death; and
“it is impossible,”
Dr. Rhys Davids
remarks, to say
Whether tradition Was, at that
time,
correct
in attributing it to the Buddha.“ At
any rate there is no
evidence Worthy the
the historical Gotama name, so far as I am aware, that
ever uttered the
prediction that
five hundred
years after his decease

ut the only passage in the

than the first century after the B

AND

s death;

and

hys Davids remarks, "

to say

whether tradition was, at that time, correot in attribu-

“

ting it to the B

uddha."

1A

t any rate there is no

evidence worthy the name, so far as I

am aware, that

the historical Gotama ever uttered the prediction that

five hundred years after his decease a '

would appear on earth '

perfect B

to make perfect the L

uddha'

aw.'

a

That the verification of the authenticity of such a

prophecy would be a source of immense gratification

to the Christian missionary goes without saying;

and

a

it is possible, perhaps, that here we have an interesting

‘

perfect Buddha’

case of the wish being father to the thought.

A

similar criticism seems warranted in respect of

Mr. L

loyd'

s oft-repeated assertion that the B

uddha is
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believed to have appeared again on earth during the

life-time of A

svaghosa,"

the B

uddhist patriarch who is

assumed to have lived in the first century of the

Christian era. "

"

I

t is impossible,"

says Mr. L

this strange coincidence."

Perhaps so;

referred to no authorities?

Mr. L

'

loyd,

for a Christian not to draw his own conclusions from

some Japanese and Chinese writers,'

withholds. I

but why are we

loyd only mentions

whose names he

ndeed, after remarking that to his mind

the statement is '

one of the utmost importance,'

he

confesses that he is unable to refer us to the original

source from which it is taken. Surely in a serious

matter of this kind our author should mention a more

1 See '

Maitreya'

in E

ncycl. B

rit., 11th ed., toI

.x

“

vii., p. 447.

2 W heat among the Tares, p. 69.

'

I

It is

impossible,”

not to draw his

bid., pp. 6-7, 101, 102-3, Ml.

own

says Mr.

Lloyd,

conclusions from

Perhaps so; but Why are we

Mr, Lloyd only mentions

Co 5216

156 TH E
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such a subj

ulckyo Mondo Shu. O n

ect, indeed, no uncorroborated Japanese

book oan be regarded as of authoritative value;

would be well if Mr. L

the '

and it

loyd had given us the names of

ancient Chinese books '

which, he tells us,1 assert

that Sakyamuni reappeared on earth during A

svaghosa'

s

life-time— that is, in the first Christian century.

A

gain, while admitting that the Mahayaua sutras

as we now have them were of late date, much posterior

to the time of Gotama B

of his belief that "

[

A

mitabha]

uddha, Mr. L

loyd assures us

the teaching concerning A

mida

was actually given, in germ, by Sakyamuni

himself during one of the last years of his life (say

48

5B

.C.)"

;

and after giving us some reasons for this

theory he concludes that "

presided over by A

the W estern B

uddha-field

niida was an echo of the spiritual

teachings of the Jewish prophets of the E

The arguments upon which Mr. L

x

ile."

'

loyd bases these
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important statements are highly unsatisfactory, and

it is doubtful whether a single B

uddhist scholar of

repute will find them convincing or even plausible.

Perhaps the most astonishing paragraph in Mr.

L

loyd'

V

ery early in the first century A

s book is the following:

.D., a rumour spread among

the people of N orth China to the effect that the Q ueen of the

W estern H eaven had given hirth to a Divine Son, and it was only

with great difficulty that the people were prevented from migrating

westwards in shoals to worship at the cradle of H im that had

been born. There is nothing impossible in the story. China, at

the dawn of the Christian era, was a great military power, and her

armies penetrated as far as the Caspian Sea. R

may easily have heard of the B

the news back to their E

1I

•

bid., p. 101. '

I

bid., p. 102.

I

eturning soldiers

irth of Christ, and have brought

astern homes."

bid., pp. 59-63.

Sha. On

trustworthy guide than the Bukkyé Mondé
Japanese
such a subject, indeed, no uncorroborated
and it

ST

trustworthy guide than the B

QUEST

THE
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value;
book can be regarded as of authoritative
the names of
would be well if Mr. Lloyd had given us
he tells us,‘ assert
the ‘ ancient Chinese books’ which,
AsvaghoI_5a’s
thatSakyamuni reappeared on earth during
life-time—thatis, in the first Christian century.
sutras
Again, while admitting that the Mahayana
of late date, much posterior
as we now have them were
Mr. Lloyd assures us
to the time of Gotama Buddha,
Amida
of his belief that “ the teaching concerning
Sakyamuni
[Amitabha] was actually given, in germ,ofbyhis
life (say
himself during one of the last years
for this
485 B.C.) ”; and after giving us some reasons
Buddha-field
theory he concludes that “ the Western the
spiritual
of
presided over by Amida was an echo
teachings of the Jewish prophets of the Exile."
these
The arguments upon which Mr. Lloyd bases
unsatisfactory, and
important statements are highly Buddhist
scholar of
it is doubtful whether a single
repute will find them convincing or even plausible.
Mr.
Perhaps the most astonishing paragraph in
Lloyd's book is the following:
among
Very early in the first century A.D., a rumour spread of the
the people of North China to the effect that the Queen
only

it was
Western Heaven had given birth to a Divine Son, and
with great difiiculty that the people were prevented from migrating
had
westwards in shoals to worship at the cradle of Him that
China, at
been born. There is nothing impossible in the story.
and her
the dawn of the Christian era, was a great military power,
soldiers
armies penetrated as far as the Caspian Sea. Returning
brought
have
and
of Christ,
may easily have heard of the Birth
homes.’
Eastern
the news back to their
'

2
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The first obvious comment to be made on this

very remarkable passage is that Mr. L

loyd seems to

accept as historical facts those strange events associated

with the N ativity of Christ which the soundest B

iblical

scholarship now recognises to be mere legends;

other-

wise, what can there have been to interest Chinese

soldiers in the domestic occurrences of an obscure

Jewish family in Palestine?

that Mr. L

I

t would almost appear

loyd regards as literally true the picturesq

ue

stories in the so-called Gospel of Matthew, and in the

Gospel ascribed to L

uke, concerning the birth and

infancy of Jesus. That Mr. L

loyd does not seem to

have kept himself abreast of recent N ew Testament

criticism (possibly because he rashly despises it) seems

to be indicated in other passages besides this.

I
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The first obvious comment to be made on this
very remarkable passage is that Mr. Lloyd seems to
accept as historical factsthose strange events associated
with the Nativity of Christ which the soundest Biblical
scholarship now recognises to be mere legends; otherwise, what can there have been to interest Chinese
soldiers in the domestic occurrences of an obscure
Jewish family in Palestine? It would almost appear
that Mr. Lloyd regards as literally true the picturesque
stories in the so-called Gospel of Matthew, and in the
Gospel ascribed to Luke, concerning the birth and
infancy of Jesus. That Mr. Lloyd does not seem to
have kept himself abreast of recent New Testament
criticism (possibly because he rashly despises it) seems
to be indicated in other passages besides this.
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t is the fashion now (ho says), amongst the more advanced sort

of rationalising critics, to cast a slur of doubt on the veracity of the

accounts of Christ as given in the F

our Gospels, and I

have heard
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even a missionary (who surely ought to have known better)

declare that there was no trustworthy material in ex

istence out of

which to construct a biography of Jesus of N azareth. I

do not

believe the charge.1

The q

uestion that is likely to rise to the lips of

many a reader will probably be: "

H as he investigated

the charge in which he so resolutely affirms his dis-

belief?

"

Professor H arnack is one of the bulwarks of

what is called L

iberal Christianity, and certainly he

deals as reverently as possible with Christian traditions

and evidences;

yet even he, as an honest critic, has

been obliged to admit that "

the tradition as to the

incidents attending the birth and early life of Jesus

Christ has been shattered."

missionary who, Mr. L

1I

bid., p. 22,

A

It is the fashion now (he says), amongst the more advanced sort
of rationalising critics, to cast a slur of doubt on the veracity of the
accounts of Christ as given in the Four Gospels, and I have heard
even a

missionary (who surely ought

to have known

better)

declare that there was no trustworthy material in existence out of

which to construct abiography of Jesus of Nazareth. I do not
believe the charge.‘

nd the views of the

loyd tells us,'

ought to have known

The question that is likely to rise to the lips of
many a reader will probably be: “ Has he investigated
the charge in which he so resolutely aflirms his disbelief? ” Professor Harnack is one of the bulwarks of
What is called Liberal Christianity, and certainly he
deals as reverently as possible with Christian traditions
and

evidences; yet even he, as an honest critic, has
obliged to admit that “the tradition as to the
incidents attending the birth and early life of Jesus

been

Christ has been shattered.” And the views of the

missionarywho, Mr. Lloyd tells us, ‘ought to have known
‘

Co gale

Ibid., p.

22.
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are shared by a large and increasing number of

critics within as well as outside the Christian Churches.1

B

ut to return to our passage about the Q ueen

of the W estern H eaven. A

ccording to Mr. L

loyd, the

people of N orth China, early in the first century of our

era, were so much ex

cited by the news that this lady

had given birth to a Divine Son that it was difficult to

prevent them from migrating westwards '

in shoals'

to worship at the cradle of the holy infant. I

almost inconceivable that Mr. L

t is

loyd should have

ventured to make this astounding statement without

giving us a single clue as to his authorities;

is the oase. A

yet such

t the risk of oausing bitter disappoint-

ment to many of Mr. L

loyd'

s readers, I

must regret-

fully inform them that the story has no basis in fact.

Possibly Mr. L

loyd may have had in his mind the

well-known story of Ming Ti, who sent ambassadors

westwards to look for a '

Golden Man'

(interpreted by

uddha) concerning whom
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his soothsayers to mean the B

he had had a strange dream. I

t seems more reasonable,

however, to assume that Mr. L

loyd'

s story refers to

the famous H si-wang-mu— a kind of F

airy Q ueen of

the W est who plays a prominent part in a large

number of Taoist wonder-stories. She held her court

in a marvellous palace somewhere in the K

'

un-lun

mountains, and owned a garden of miraculous peach-

trees which conferred the gift of immortality but only

bore fruit once in three thousand years. She is

supposed to have paid several visits to China— the

1"

N owhere do we get back to a historic Jesus. N ot only have we not

a biography of Jesus, we have not the materials out of which to make one.

The words Jesus is represented as speaking were put into H is mouth by a

community or church who worshipped H im. W e have no absolute certainty

that any single saying in the Gospels was uttered in that precise form by

Jesus."

R

ev. K

. C. A

nderson, D.D. F

see The Q uest of tht H istorical Jeitu, by A

W .Montgomery).

or a discussion of the whole subj

lbert Schweitzer (E

ng. trans, by

ect,

Mr. Lloyd, the
of the Western Heaven. According to
the first century of our
people of North China, early in the
news that this lady
era, were so much excited by
diflicult to
had given birth to a Divine Son that it was
‘in shoals’
prevent them from migrating westwardsinfant. It is
to worship at the cradle of the holy
should have
almost inconceivable that Mr. Lloyd
without
ventured to make this astounding statement such
yet
giving us a single clue as to his authorities;
is the case. At the risk of causing bitter disappointment to many of Mr. Lloyd’s readers, I must regretin fact.
fully inform them that the story has no basis
mind the
Possibly Mr. Lloyd may have had in his
well-known story of Ming Ti, who sent ambassadors
’
westwards to look for a ‘ Golden Man (interpreted by
whom
his soothsayers to mean the Buddha) concerning
reasonable,
he had had a strange dream. It seems more
refers to
however, to assume that Mr. Lloyd’s story
of
the famous Hsi-wang-mu—a kind of Fairy Queen
the West who plays a prominent part in a large
court
number of Taoist wonder-stories. She held her
K‘un-lun
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bore fruit once in three thousand years.
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sacred mountain of Hua in Shensi was one of the
favoured spots——and is also said to have entertained a
Chinese potentate at her own palace in the seventh
century B.C. There is a little Chinese book which
describes his visit to this mysterious lady, and one of
the foremost of living Chinese scholars‘ believes that
it is an authenticwork of that early age.
The eighteenth-century Jesuits in China suggested
that the Hsi-Wang-mu was no other than the Queen of
Sheba, and a recent supporter of this view has appeared
in the person of Prof. A. Forke of Berlin. Still more
lately Prof. H. A. Giles has made the ingenious
suggestion that she was the Greek goddess Hera. It
seems that for Mr. Lloyd alone, however, has been
reserved the honour of identifying the Hsi-Wang-mu
with the Virgin Mary!
It should be hardly necessary to say that there is
absolutely no sound reason for supposing that this
last identification is correct. The Hsi-Wang-mu is
mentioned in Chinese books that go back to a period
long anterior to the Christian era; for even if the account
of king (or duke) Mu’s journey is not as old as it purports
to be, it is scarcely possible to deny the authenticityof
the pre-Christian books in which the Hsi-Wang-mu
ls mentioned. Dr. Giles, to whose valuable notes on
the subject I am indebted, points out that she is
referred to by Chuang Tz1'1, who died in the third
century 13.0., and by the poet Ssii-ma Hsiang-ju, who
died B.c. 117. There are also references to her in such
books as the Shan-hai-ching (of doubtful date) and in
the various Chronicles of the hsien-jén or mountain-
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favoured spots— and is also said to have entertained a

Chinese potentate at her own palace in the seventh

century B

.C. There is a little Chinese book which

describes his visit to this mysterious lady, and one of

the foremost of living Chinese scholars1 believes that

it is an authentic work of that early age.

The eighteenth-century Jesuits in China suggested

that the H si-wang-mu was no other than the Q ueen of

Sheba, and a recent supporter of this view has appeared

in the person of Prof. A

lately Prof. H . A

.F

orke of B

erlin. Still more

. Giles has made the ingenious

suggestion that she was the Greek goddess H era. I

seems that for Mr. L

t

loyd alone, however, has been

reserved the honour of identifying the H si-wang-mu

with the V

I

irgin Mary!

t should be hardly necessary to say that there is

absolutely no sound reason for supposing that this
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last identification is correct. The H si-wang-mu is

mentioned in Chinese books that go back to a period

long anterior to the Christian era;

of king (or duke) Mu'

sj

for even if the account

ourney is not as old as it purports

to be, it is scarcely possible to deny the authenticity of

all the pre-Christian books in which the H si-wang-mu

is mentioned. Dr. Giles, to whose valuable notes on

the subj

ect I

am indebted, points out that she is

referred to by Chuang Tzii, who died in the third

century B

died B

.C., and by the poet Ssu-ma H siang-j

u, who

.C. 117. There are also references to her in such

books as the Shan-hai-ching (of doubtful date) and in

the various Chronicles of the hsicn-j

1 M. Chavannos. A

en or mountain-

ccording to an earlier but lees credible theory the

events described in the book, and the book itself, should bo assigned to the

tenth century r.o.

all

‘
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‘gfigsgfimribed

m

13.0.
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to
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rishi.
with the Mater Dei if he
Elsi-Wang-mu
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identify
us by the Shan-hai-ching.
had read the description given

I
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rishi. Mr. L
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loyd would have hesitated, perhaps, to

identify the H si-wang-mu with the Mater Dei if he

had read the description given us by the Shan-hai-ching.

H er appearance is that of a human being. She has a

panther'

s tail and a dog'

s teeth, and can howl loudly. H er hair

hangs loose and she wears a coronet.

I

nj

ustice to the H si-wang-mu, however, it must

be added that appearances were sometimes deceitful

in her case, for she usually presented herself before

mortal eyes in the shape of a young woman of sur-

passing beauty. W hoever she may have been, there is

of
Her appearance is that

a

and
panther's tail and a. dog's teeth,
a coronet.

can

hangs loose and she wears
In justice to the

must
Hsi-Wang-mu, however, it
deceitful
were sometimes
be added that appearances
herself before
she usually presented
in her case, for

cite-

to

worship at the cradle of H im that had been born."

Mr. L

ichard and
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W e see, then, that the writings of Dr. R

loyd contain a good deal that is q

uestionable, and

son

(if she ever

ment among the people of

much that they themselves, on further consideration,

would perhaps be glad to withdraw or modify. A

birth of her

ll

students of religious origins, however, owe them no

small debt of gratitude for their freedom from any trace

of the odium thcologicum and for the candour and

fearlessness with which— much to the dismay of some

of their less open-minded missionary brethren— they

have pursued their enq

uiries into the early history of

two great religious systems. Their ex

ample, we may

confidently hope, will tend to hasten the day when not

only religious intolerance and the narrow bigotries of

creeds, but also the deeper racial enmities and prej

that have so long disgraced mankind, will have trans-

formed themselves into a world-pervading spirit of

sympathy and enlightened appreciation.

Since the foregoing pages were written, I

have

udices

worship at the cradle of Him
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She has a
howl loudly. Her hair

ment among the people of N orth China or inspired them

with the desire of migrating westwards in shoals "

.

human being.

not the slightest valid reason for believing that the

birth of her son (if she ever had a son) caused ex
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learned with deep regret of Mr. L

STI

loyd'

A

N

s unex

O R

pected

death, which took place in Japan immediately after his

return from E

ngland in the autumn of 1911. O ne of

the principal obj

ects of his visit to E

ngland had been

to supervise the publication of his new book The Creed

of H alf Japan;

but by the time this work had come

into the hands of its readers, its scholarly and sym-

pathetic author had already passed away.

I

t is a cheerless task to find fault with a work

which is fresh from the hands of a writer who has now

laid down his pen for ever, and who undoubtedly

bestowed upon its preparation all the anx

ious thought

and loving care which have always characterised Mr.

L

loyd'

s published work. B

ut while the book is cer-

tainly of great interest, and in some respects perhaps

of permanent value as a record of certain changes and

developments in Mahayana doctrine and of the relations

between Church and State in Japan, these merits must
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not blind us to the fact that the book contains many

defects similar to those which have been pointed out

in connection with Mr. L

is the same tendency to j

loyd'

s earlier writings. There

ump at conclusions which

the facts do not warrant, the same ready acceptance of

alleged miracles and prophecies, and the same mediaeval

credulousness which is but fitfully corrected by an

honest desire to get at the truth. "

W e find, for

instance, an almost breathless eagerness to snatch at

any fact that seems to indicate, however vaguely, the

presence in China of early Christian missionaries who

may have ex

of B

ercised some influence on the development

uddhist theology. Mr. L

that the B

loyd supports the theory

uddhist missionaries Matanga andGobharana,

who according to the well-known Chinese story came

to China in the seventh decade of the first Christian
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England in the autumn of 1911. One of
the principal objects of his visit to England had been
to supervise the publication of his new book The Creed
of Half Japan; but by the time this work had come
into the hands of its readers, its scholarly and sympathetic authorhad already passed away.
return from

It is a cheerless task to find fault with a work
which is fresh from the hands of a writer who has now
laid down his pen for ever, and who undoubtedly
bestowed upon its preparation all the anxious thought
and loving care which have always characterised Mr.
Lloyd’s published work. But while the book is cer-

tainly of great interest, and

in some respects perhaps
of permanent value as a record of certain changes and
developments in Mahayana doctrine and of the relations
between Church and State in Japan, these merits must
not blind us to the fact that the book contains many
defects similar to those which have been pointed out
in connection with Mr. Lloyd’s earlier writings. There
is the same tendency to jump at conclusions which
the facts do not warrant, the same ready acceptance of
alleged miracles and prophecies, and the same mediaaval
credulousness which is but fitfully corrected by an
honest desire to get at the truth. We find, for
instance, an almost breathless eagerness to snatch at
any fact that seems to indicate, however vaguely, the
presence in China of early Christian missionaries who
may have exercised some influence on the development
of Buddhist theology. Mr. Lloyd supports the theory
thatthe Buddhist missionaries Matanga and Gobharana,
Who according to the well-known Chinese story came
to China in the seventh decade of the first Christian
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century, were not B

QUEST

Christians. The
port of this fancifulonhypothesis
the fact
based
is
largely
and
is extremely weak,
mentioned in the Buddhist
'ts but

ST

uddhists but Christians. The

'

evidence given in support of this fanciful hypothesis

is ex

tremely weak, and is largely based on the fact

that a '

white horse'

is mentioned in the B

legends dealing with the two missionaries j

tioned and also in the B

ook of R

ust men-

evelation. The

further suggestion that the Sutra of F

— aB

uddhist

orty-two Sections

uddhist manual translated by Matanga and hia

colleague— was really a collection of Christian L

ogia,

is absolutely unsupported by anything that can properly

be called evidence.

A

n adeq

uate ex

amination of the views set forth

in this book, however, would take us far beyond the

limits of these few pages. N evertheless, with all its

imperfections, The Creed of H alf Japan is a work

which will be read and prized by all who are interested

in the evolution of religion. I

ts main contention is

that

uddhism) came into actual
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The two faiths (Christianity and B

contact with one another in many points during the first and

second centuries of our era, and that each contributed something

to the success and failuro of the other. (See p. 4.)

Those of us who have learned something of the rise

and growth of religious thought in different ages and

in different parts of the world, and have realised that

the threads which connect one religious system with

another are innumerable and often impalpable, will

not be prepared to deny that Mr. L

loyd'

s main thesis

may contain a large element of truth. Perhaps, how-

ever, his book will be valued most of all for the

revelation which it gives us of a singularly attractive

personality. W e cannot be surprised to learn that

A

rthur L

loyd is mourned not only by a host of W estern

friends and admirers but also by a large circle of
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Japanese students and fellow-workers. The strongest
testimony to his sympathetic nature and his tolerance

N
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Japanese students and fellow-workers. The strongest

of alien beliefs is to be found in the fact that he was
on intimate terms with staunch Japanese Buddhists
as Well as With earnest Japanese Christians, and that
difference of creed made no difference to the warmth
and sincerity of his friendships.

testimony to his sympathetic nature and his tolerance

of alien beliefs is to be found in the fact that he was

on intimate terms with staunch Japanese B

uddhists

as well as with earnest Japanese Christians, and that

difference of creed made no difference to the warmth

and sincerity of his friendships.

.F

. Johnston.

R. F. JOHNSTON.
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Christian thought, when it turns to look

upon the road it has travelled during the past fifty or

six

ty years, finds itself at an incredible distance from

the j

ourney'

s beginning. O ne by one positions regarded

as vital to Christian belief have been vacated or

ex

plained as matters in themselves unimportant to its

essential character. A

mong more liberal theologians

emphasis is almost entirely laid upon the moral appeal

of Christianity to the aspirations of men in their

attempt to arrive at a synthesis of life which shall

provide them with a substantial working basis. The

dogmatic assertion which formerly was regarded as the

true presentation of Christianity to ex

ternal or anti-

Christian thought is gradually being relegated into a

more and more misty background. "

as H ardy'

s sex

ton says.
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hazy,"

Doctrines is

The battle without q

uarter upon either side, which

raged a few decades ago, has, in a large measure,

subsided into an amicable and polite interchange of

opinion;

and this happy result has been attained by

the retirement of theology, the q

her outworks, and, to a certain ex

ueen of sciences, from

tent, by the recog-

nition on the part of scientific men that there are more

things in heaven and earth than were dreamed of in

their early philosophy. B

ut, in the midst of this calm,

there are signs of a gathering storm, perhaps more

disturbing, because it touches more closely the practical
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and outward form of religion, than any
which the Church has recently met.
James Anthony Froude, when he was faced with
the probable eventuality of laying aside his clerical
orders, came to the conclusion that Calvin was the one
logical theologian, and this at a time when Calvinism
was regarded as little better than a blasphemy, and its
system characterised by the impetuous Kingsley as
‘demonology.’ Now Calvinism is merely determinism
in Christian dress. Some men, said Calvin, are
destined in the mind of the Supreme Being to salvation
and others to eternal perdition; for this the former
should praise Him for ever, and the latter have no
reason to complain; for God owed nothing to either
when it pleased Him to create them. The system
certainly has the merit of logic; although it could
hardly foster those gentler virtues which it is the glory
of Christianity, as a factor in the education of the
world, to have imparted. For most minds agnosticism
were far preferable to a gnosticism of so forbidding and
gloomy a character. The logical result of Calvinistic
theology as concerns the relationship of human beings
to their Creator is, of course, that they cannot be held
accountable for their character or their actions. In
“' W°1‘d» the
position is in direct antagonism to the
cardinal Christian doctrine of sin.
What do we mean by the word sin? Its significance in present-day
usage may be regarded as wholly
a product of Christian
thought. It rests upon two

expression
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pression and outward form of religion, than any

which the Church has recently met.

James A

nthony Proude, when he was faced with

the probable eventuality of laying aside his clerical

orders, came to the conclusion that Calvin was the one

logical theologian, and this at a time when Calvinism

was regarded as little better than a blasphemy, and its

system characterised by the impetuous K

'

demonology.'

ingsley as

N ow Calvinism is merely determinism

in Christian dress. Some men, said Calvin, are

destined in the mind of the Supreme B

and others to eternal perdition;

eing to salvation

for this the former

should praise H im for ever, and the latter have no

reason to complain;

for God owed nothing to either

when it pleased H im to create them. The system

certainly has the merit of logic;

although it could

hardly foster those gentler virtues which it is the glory
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of Christianity, as a factor in the education of the

world, to have imparted. F

or most minds agnosticism

were far preferable to a gnosticism of so forbidding and

gloomy a character. The logical result of Calvinistic

theology as concerns the relationship of human beings

to their Creator is, of course, that they cannot be held

accountable for their character or their actions. I

n

a word, the position is in direct antagonism to the

cardinal Christian doctrine of sin.

W hat do we mean by the word sin?

I

ts signifi-

cance in present-day usage may be regarded as wholly

a product of Christian thought. I

t rests upon two

assumptions or hypotheses: (1) a personal God, (2)

the complete freedom of the will in man. The idea of

sin, in its full meaning, owes its origin to H ebrew

thought developed by Christianity;

it was hardly, if at

all, seized upon by the Greek philosophers. "

The

assumptions or hypotheses: (1) a personal God, (2)
the complete freedom of the will in man. The idea of
sin, in its full meaning, owes its origin to Hebrew
thought developed by Christianity ; it was hardly, if at
811, seized upon by the Greek philosophers. The
“
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sense of short-coraing, and moral self-cultivation,"

Sir A

lex

ander Grant, "

says

is familiar to us in the Psalms

of David and afterwards in the writings of S. Paul, but

it was not to be found in the conversations of Socrates,

nor in the dialogues of Plato, nor in the E

A

ristotle. I

thics of

t was alien indeed from the childlike and

unconscious spirit of the H ellenic mind, with its

tendency to obj

nature."

1I

ective thought and the enj

oyment of

n actual words this implies too much.

Plato distinctly asserts that the will is free, and that

we can have a consciousness of short-coming. W ith

Socrates indeed he maintains that no one is voluntarily

bad, but only in the sense that no one does evil with

the consciousness that it is evil for him. This ignor-

ance of good, however, is the man'

s own fault;

and

blame lies upon him for neglecting the means of moral

education. The Platonic schools always distinctly and

emphatically claimed a freedom of the will, and, so far,
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Greek philosophy may be said to have reached one

aspect of the idea of sin.

The Christian doctrine of sin, however, may be

said to begin at a stage far removed from the scaroe-

formed concepts of the Greeks. I

ts theology has

always asserted that sin consists first and lastly in the

moral perversion of a will-power which a Creator has

left free to choose and act;

and, further, that the

choice of evil in the creature merits the anger of the

Creator. I

do not think it is easy for theologians to

escape this position. The very essence of the Christian

idea of sin is that we are not only responsible for our

actions to ourselves and to our fellow-men, but also to

the power which has placed us here. "

I

have sinned

against heaven and before Thee."

1E

thics of A

ristotle, V

THE QUEST
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t is at this point that many find a serious

difficulty in accepting the position of the Christian

Churches. E

ven those who are imbued with a deep

sense of the need of prayer and worship for the full

development of their lives, who might otherwise find

in that national heritage, the Prayer B

E

ook of the

nglish Church, the most ample and adeq

uate ex

pres-

sion of their devotional feelings, are repelled by the

abj

ect and servile supplications with which a Creator,

who is regarded as sustaining and supporting his

creatures at every moment, is entreated to have mercy

upon them. I

f the potter wished the pots otherwise

formed, he should have made them differently. There

can be no q

uestion, say many, of individual responsi-

bility to the Creator either for ourselves or our

actions. W e ourselves, the tools we employ, and the

material we work upon, come from the same source,

and lie entirely beyond our power to control or modify.

all no Q uestion makes o£

A

yes and N oes,
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The B

B

ut R

ight or L

eft as strikes the Player goes;

A

nd H e that toss'

d Thee down into the F

ield,

H e knows about it all— H e knows— he knows 1

The q

uatrain of F

itzgerald ex

actly ex

presses that

general tendency toward the acceptance of a vague

determinism, which hovers about the regions of thought

and distinguishes the present hour. Many men and

women, who would be the last to deny their moral

responsibility, would, nevertheless, so far as their

responsibility toward a creator is concerned, utter the

words F

itzgerald himself was fond of q

uoting— "

made us and not we ourselves."

This, it seems to me, is the frontier, where the

battle of theology with scientific and philosophical

thought will be fought in the future. The world at

H e

THE

168
168
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large cannot see its way to accept that attitude toward

sin, with its necessary corollaries penitence and con-

trition, which Christian theology demands. E

scientists, like Sir O liver L

ven

odge, whom the Church

has welcomed as an important independent ally, break

with orthodox

theology upon the nature of sin in relation

to human life. The higher man is not looking back upon

his past with useless contrition;

ho does not plead

with a Creator to forget and forgive;

he remembers

that he is no longer his past but his future.

F

rom whatever point of view we approach the

q

uestion, Christian theology, in its presentation of sin,

certainly as ex

pressed in its ordinary formularies, is

incompatible with a logical reading of facts. "

mind,"

says Sir L

eslie Stephen, "

To my

the one insuperable

difficulty is the difficulty of reconciling determinism

with ordinary theology."

"

1"

determinism is not true."

B

ut,"

V

ery well— let us attempt

says the theologian,
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a brief summing up of the length and breadth of the

q

uestion, and we cannot do better than q

L

eslie Stephen once more: "

I

uote Sir

dentify freewill with the

occurrence of chance, and the conception of merit

becomes contradictory and repulsive. E

and you are virtually a determinist."

'

x

clude chance

Christian theo-

logy postulates a personal God who creates us with

absolute prescience of our future. This is determinism,

and it is impossible to believe that we, if so constituted

with relation to our Creator, can be considered to

merit punishment or reward, blame or praise. I

f,

upon the other hand, any element of chance enters

becomes meaningless.

The answer to this will probably be that the

1 Tlus Science of E

thics, p. 279. '

lb. p. 28
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relationship of human free-will to the absolute fore-

knowledge of God is none the less true because it is a

mystery transcending our finite intelligence. The

word mystery has a true and valuable meaning, but it

is often, as in this case, used as a convenient dust-

heap into which all antagonisms and paradox

es of

thought are tossed, when we are compelled to resign

them as incapable of solution. A

left where it was;

nd the q

uestion is

the man who prefers to go as far as
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relationship of human free-will the absolute foreknowledge of God is none the lesstotrue
because it is a.
mystery transcending our finite
intelligence. The
word

mystery has a true and valuable meaning, but it
often, as in this
used as a convenient dustheap into which all case,
antagonisms and paradoxes of
thought are tossed, when
we are compelled to
resign
is

a reasonable logic will take him and no further, has

received no satisfaction. F

or him the formularies of

the Church remain meaningless;

he is not lacking in

mg.

moral sense, but he cannot see his way to confess as

.—

wrong in himself that which has been immutably

.~

pre-ordained from all time.

Does Determinism destroy the possibility of all

E

thic?

Those whom we may call Ultra-Determinists

uestion in the affirmative, in so
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would answer this q

far as E

thics are regarded as a theory concerning the

principles of moral responsibility. E

very effect has

its antecedent cause, and all causes and effects spring

ultimately from the F

inal Cause. I

f, therefore, blame

or responsibility for the course of events is to be laid

anywhere it must be laid to the charge of that F

Cause. A

inal

ctions may be regarded as reprehensible;

but to blame the agent for anything lying beyond his

personal control is utterly unreasonable. F

ex

morally worthy either of praise or blame. B

necessarily compelled to adopt so ex

A

rom this

teme point of view we cannot regard a man as

ut are we

treme an attitude?

re we to cut away as an illusion that moral con-

sciousness which we cannot help but feel is the highest

emotion of which we are capable?

The whole history

of the human race is a commentary on the truth, that

theory concerning the
Every effect has
itsanteccdent cause, responsibility.
and all causes and effects
spring
ultimately from the Final Cause. If,
therefore, blame
Principles
_

of moral

a.

170 TH E

Q UE

not only is the moral sense in man valid, but that it is

his greatest glory.

B

eyond the action itself is the motive indicated by

the action;

and it is here that, if we feel ourselves

compelled to adopt a deterministic attitude toward the

world, we find a positive answer to the q

uestion: Can

we be regarded as morally accountable for our actions?

The relationship of our free-will to our actions has

been well described as a sum in proportion. W e are

endowed with a certain q

uantity of will-power which

enables us to resist temptation up to the point where

the temptation becomes stronger than our will, and

we break down. I

f the strength of the temptation

never reaches that point we remain firm. O ur life and

the content with which it deals is determined beyond

our control;

but this does not necessarily mean that

praise or blame are logically meaningless in their

application to a man and his course of action. "

The
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criterion of merit or responsibility is the dependence

of conduct upon character."

That is to say, behind

the action lies the motive of the agent;

standard by which we j

and the

udge a man is his motive, the

relation of his conduct to the character with which he

is endowed. The character of men necessarily varies

in a thousand different ways with birth, race, training,

environment;

same ex

and the moral standard will vary to the

tent. E

very one will admit that our criterion

must be different for the child of the slums and the

gentleman'

THE

1'10

ST

s son who has been educated at E

ton and

Cambridge. O ver their character and the causes which

go to shape and modify it neither have any control;

but by the dependence of their conduct upon their

character, by their motive, we oan hold them respon-

sible and morally accountable. Determinism does not

QUEST

is
in man valid, but that it
sense
moral
the
is
not only
his greatest glory.
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Beyond the action itself is theifmotive
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accoun
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the temptation
If the strength of the temptation
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to
a
application
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and the
the action lies the motive of the agent;
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with
relation of his conduct to the character
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is endowed. The character of men
training,
in a thousand different ways with birth, race,
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environment ; and the moral standard will vary
will admit that our criterion
same extent. Every one
slums and the
must be different for the child of the
at Eton and
gentleman’s son who has been educated
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Cambridge. Over their character and the causes
have any control;
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but by the dependence of their conduct upon
by their motive, we can hold them responnot
sible and morally accountable. Determinism does

character,
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destroy the validity of the ethical basis in life;

but it

is oertainly incompatible with any sense of debt to a

Creator.

The attitude of the Christian Church toward the

uestion of sin seems the point at which the battle of

the near future will be sorest. To many men and

women, who not only admit a moral, but passionately

believe in a spiritual principle of life, to whose deepest

consciousness the ethical and spiritual voice of Chris-

tianity speaks in imperative accents, the oonfession of

sin appears unworthy of and incompatible with a pure

and inspiring conception of the nature of a Supreme

B

eing.

"

W hat!
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destroy the validity of the ethical basis in life; but it
is certainly incompatible with any sense of debt to a

171

q
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N

did the H and then of the Potter shake?
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H akold W illiams.

"

Creator.
The attitude of the Christian Church toward the
question of sin seems the point at Which the battle of
the near future Will be sorest. To many men and
women, Who not only admit a moral, but passionately
believe in a spiritual principle of life, to Whose deepest
consciousness the ethical and spiritual voice of Christianity speaks in imperative accents, the confession of
sin appears unworthy of and incompatible With a pure
and inspiring conception of the nature of a Supreme

Being.

“What! did the Hand then of the Potter shake?
HAROLD WILLIAMS.
”
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ast Series. L

S.

iah Tzu. Translated from the Chinese, with

ntroduction and N otes, by L

the E

CE

N GS.

ionel Giles, M.A

. W isdom of

ondon (Murray). Price 2s. net.

editors of this useful and instructive series are to be sincerely

congratulated on being able to include in it an addition to Taoist

philosophical literature of the best period in E

the pen of Mr. L

ionel Giles of the B

Tzu in point of time comos between L

it can hardly be said that in point of ex

nglish dress, from

ritish Museum. Though L

ioh

REVIEVVS AND NOTICES.

ao Tzu and Chwang Tzu,

cellence he comes nearer

TAOIST Tmcnmcs.

tho O ld Master than the ever-delightful Chwang Tzu, that most

humorous of sages. N evertheless in his own way L

ex

cellent and his humour also is great;

grateful to Mr. L

ieh Tzu is

the Chinese, with
From the Book of Lieh Tzfi. Translated from
Wisdom of
Introduction and Notes, by Lionel Giles, M.A.
23. net.
the East Series. London (Murray). Price

so that we are most

ionel Giles for his sympathetic and very readable

translation of the substantive part of this once famous book,

hitherto unknown in the W est, and very little known even in the

China of to day. The treatise bristles with points of very great

interest, as may be seen from the instructive article of tho trans-
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lator in our present issue. O f these space compels us to select

only two on which to remark briefly;

these are the principles of

harmony and of so-called inaction (wu wci). A

t the end of his

very simple scheme of imaginative cosmology, which may be

compared with the simplest elements of the O ld O rphic, E

arly

H ermetic, and Sethite Gnostic (i.e., Chaldeo-Magian) world-views,

L

ieh Tzu concludes: "

became Man;

Substance, harmoniously proportioned,

and H eaven and E

arth containing thus a spiritual

element, all things were evolved and produced"

(p. 20). This

might very well be added to the list of parallels in the study of

the A

nthropos-doctrine of the pre-Christian Gnosis. L

ieh Tzu

also applies the idea to the microcosm, as when ho humorously

remarks: "

and Y

bodily form"

172

Y

ang [

ou are stealing the harmony of the Y

=

H eaven]

(p. 8

in [

=

E

arth]

in order to keep alive and maintain your

4). The second point is the doctrine of '

in-

to be sincerely
TEE editors of this useful and instructive series are
to Taoist
congratulated on being able to include in it an additiondress, from
in English
philosophicalliterature of the best periodMuseum.
Though Lieh
British
the
the pen of Mr. Lionel Giles of
Chwang Tzfi.
Tau in point of time comes between Lao Tzu and
he comes nearer
it can hardly be said that in point of excellence
that most
the Old Master than the ever-delightful Chwang Tzfi.
Lieh Tzii is
humorous of sages. Nevertheless in his own way
are most
excellent and his humour also is great; so that we readable
very
grateful to Mr. Lionel Giles for his sympathetic and famous
book.
once
this
of
translation of the substantive part
the
in
hitherto unknown in the West, and very little known even
of very great
China of to-day. The treatise bristles with points
the transof
interest, as may be seen from the instructive article
to select
later in our present issue. Of these space compels us
of
only two on which to remark briefly; these are the principles
end of his
harmony and of so-called inaction (wu wci). At the
which may be
Very Simple scheme of imaginative cosmology,
Early
compared with the simplest elements of the Old Orphio,
(z'.e., Chaldeo-Magian) world-views,
Hermetic, and Sethite Gnostic
"
Substance, harmoniously proportioned,
Lieh Tz1'1 concludes:
became Man; and Heaven and Earth containing thus a spiritual
This
element, all things were evolved and produced" (p. 20).
of
might very well be added to the list of parallels in the studyTzii
the Anthropos-doctrine of the pre-Christian Gnosis. Lieh
also applies the idea to the microcosm, as when he humorously
remarks: "You are stealing the harmony of the Yin [= Earth]
and Yang [= Heaven] in order to keep alive and maintain your
‘
bodily form" (p. 84). The second point is the doctrine of in172
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t is certainly difficult to get the hang of it, and though

178

action.'

we make no pretension to have done so, we venture to think that

commentators who would eq

uate wu wei with complete inaotivity

are mistaken, and most of all when they would identify the

mysterious Tao itself with the'

This suspicion seems to be j

inert and unchanging'

(p. 22).

ustifiable by the following q

from Chwang Tzii in Prof. Giles'

uotations

version.1

"

I

I

f you desire spirituality, cultivate adaptation of the intelligence."

f you would attain peace, level down your emotional nature.

A

nd L

egge'

s version continues: "

he wishes that it may be right;

W hen action is req

tao) of the sage"

attitude, not an inhibition of ex

(28

B

y inaction we

ull allowance must be made for others,

while remaining unmoved oneself. There must be a thorough
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compliance with divine principles, without any manifestation

thereof."

The last sentence is translated by L

fulfils all that he has received from H eaven [

self-determining nature]

egge as: "

=

H e

the heavenly or

, but he does not see that he was recipient

of anything"

(76);

immediate. I

for his activities are all spontaneous and

t is by means of this inner inaction that the true

man is able to adapt himself to the natural conditions of ex

This inner inaction, however, is not will-less passivity;

”

istence.

for on the

contrary it supplies the condition for bringing about an enormous

ex

pansion of sympathy, so that we find it written that he alone

who respects the state as his own body is fit to support it, and

he who loves the state as his own body, is fit to govern it"

(I

I

2).

The secret of the whole matter seems to us to be set forth very

clearly in the passage: "

H eaven]

The true sago looks up to God [

but does not offer to aid [

sc. H eaven]

L

.*

egge—

but makes no plans. H e identifies himself with charity, but does

tends his duty towards his neighbour, but

does not store it up. H e responds to ceremony, without tabooing

it. H e undertakes affairs, without declining them. H e motes

out law without confusion. H e relies on his fellow-men and does

1 W e have already attempted to bring out this point in a paper on '

Doctrine of tho True Man in A

Q uest, A

pril, 1911;

ncient Chinese Mystical Philosophy,'

cp. pp. 48

4ff.

1 That is, it is H eaven that acts through tho man.

"

H e perfects his

virtue, but does not involve himself. H e guides himself by Tao

not rely on it. H e ex

"

12). Thus inaction is an inner

ternal activity: "

can become the centre of thought, the focus of responsibility, the

arbiter of wisdom. F

action.‘ It is certainly diflicult to get the hang of it, and though
we make no pretension to have done so, we venture to think that
commentators who would equate wu wei with complete inactivity
are mistaken, and most of all when they would identify the
mysterious Tao itself with the ' inert and unchanging’ (p. 22).
This suspicion seems to be justifiable by the following quotations
from Chwang Tzu in Prof. Giles‘ version.‘
"
If you would attain peace, level down your emotional nature.
If you desire spirituality, cultivate adaptation of the intelligence."
And Legge's version continues : “ When action is required of him,
he wishes that it may be right; and it then is under an inevitable
restraint. Those who act according to that inevitable constraint
pursue the way (tao) of the sage (2812). Thus inactionis an inner
attitude, not an inhibition of external activity: “ By inaction we
can become the centre of thought, the focus of responsibility,the
arbiter of wisdom. Full allowance must be made for others,
While remaining unmoved oneself. There must be a thorough
compliance with divine principles, without any manifestation
thereof." The last sentence is translated by Legge as: " He
fulfils all that he has received from Heaven [= the heavenly or
self-determining nature], but he does not see that he was recipient
of anything (75); for his activities are all spontaneous and
immediate. It is by means of this inner inaction that the true
man is able to adapt himself to the natural conditions of existence.
This inner inaction,however, is not will-less passivity; for on the
contrary it supplies the condition for bringing about an enormous
expansion of sympathy, so that we find it written that he alone
who respects the state as his own body is fit to support it, and
he who loves the state as his own body, is fit to govern it (112).
The secret of the Whole matter seems to us to be set forth very
clearly in the passage: “ The true sage looks up to God [LeggeHeaven]but does not offer to aid [sc. Heaven] .’ He perfects his
virtue, but does not involve himself. He guides himself by Tao
but makes no plans. He identifies himself with charity, but does
not rely on it. He extends his duty towards his neighbour, but
does not store it up. He responds to ceremony, without tabooing
it. He undertakes affairs, without declining them. He motes
out law without confusion. He relies on his fellow-men and does

uired of him,

and it then is under an inevitable

restraint. Those who act according to that inevitable constraint

pursue the way {

17 3

”

The

Thr

'
_We have already attempted to bring out this point in a. paper on The
Doctrine of the True Man in Ancient Chinese Mystical Philosophy,’ Tun
QU33T. April, 1911 ; cp. pp. 4845.
’
That is, it is Heaven that acts through the man.
‘
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himself to matter and
not make light of them. He accommodates
should be no action, there
does not ignore it." Thus while there
should be no action of
also should be no inaction (117). There
and yet no inaction in
the inner self-referencing or selfish egoity,
full activity,but it is
affairs. Indeed the life indicated is one of
but yet a
self-less. This last phrase of Chwang Tzii is a paradox, that God
believe
who
subtle or even self-evident truth for those
to the saying: Work
according
works through the perfected man,
in
but know that it is God who works
out your salvation
formally brought
you." Though the doctrine of u-u wci isthenotbook of Lieh, it is
forward into any great prominence in
of the
inherent in it throughout, and the ground-conception idea of
an adequate
philosophy is dimcult to understand without
the great triad of
this doctrine. In any case Lieh Tzu is one of
and as we have reason to believe
sages of Taoism in its best period ;
admirers of this
thatsome of thereaders of THE QUEST are already
philosophical
Way, which was indubitably one of the greatest of Lao Tan
eflorts of activity, as it is exemplified in the sayings
that the book
and writings of Chwang Tzii,‘ we need hardly add
for they will be
under notice is deserving of the closest attention,
only too anxious to add to their knowledge of the subject.

ST

"

not make light of them. lie accommodates himself to matter and

does not ignore it."

Thus "

also should be no inaction "

"

while there should be no action, there

(I

I

7). There should be no action of

the inner self-referencing or selfish egoity, and yet no inaction in

affairs. I

ndeed the life indicated is one of full activity, but it is

self-less. This last phrase of Chwang Tzu is a paradox

, but yet a

subtle or even self-evident truth for those who believe that God

"

works through the perfected man, according to the saying: W ork

out your salvation . . . but know that it is God who works in

you."

Though the doctrine of tru wei is not formally brought

.

forward into any great prominence in tho book of L

ieh, it is

inherent in it throughout, and the ground-conception of the

philosophy is difficult to understand without an adeq

this doctrine. I

n any case L

uate idea of

ieh Tzu is one of the great triad of

sages of Taoism in its best period;

and as we have reason to believe

that some of the readers of The Q uest are already admirers of this

W ay, which was indubitably one of the greatest philosophical

efforts of activity, as it is ex

emplified in tho sayings of L

ao Tzu
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and writings of Chwang Tzu,1 we need hardly add that the book

under notice is deserving of tho closest attention, for they will be

only too anx

ious to add to their knowledge of the subj
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B

y Paul S. R

einsch. L
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ect.

ast.

ondon (Constable). Price 8

s. 6d. net.

This is a most timely and useful volume by a keen and impartial

mind which has been privileged to be in constant correspondence

with many observers on the spot. I

t is a book that may be read

with interest and profit from the first to the last page;

of all, it is free from dogmatism. A

[

these essays]

FAR EAST.
IN'.l'ELLEO'1'UAL AND POLITICAL Cusnswrs IN THE

N o

are merely

6d. net.

By Paul S. Beinsch. London (Constable). Price 8s.
and impartial
THIS is a most timely and useful volume by a keen

thoughts and notes of one who has watched from day to day with

the deepest interest the marvellous unfolding of a new life

throughout the E

ast. I

n forming for himself a picture of what is

going on in the intellectual lifo of tho F

ar E

ast, the author has

made constant use of the O riental periodical press and contem-

porary literature, but ho has also been assisted by numerous

1F

or the latter see '

The W ay of the Spirit in A

.

and, best

s the Preface says: "

attempt has been made to lay down hard-and-fast conclusions, nor

to make any political prophecies;

.

ncient China,'

Thr

Q ubst, January, 1911, based chiefly on the admirable translation of our

veteran sinologist, Prof. H erbert Giles, the distinguished father of Mr.

mind which has been privileged to be in constant correspondence
he read
with many observers on the spot. It is a book that may
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correspondents, who have kept him supplied with translations,

with significant accounts of contemporary ideas and happenings

and with commentaries."

The result is a volume that, in our

opinion, stands out by itself as the most useful survey of the

general ground that has yet been issued. I

and our politicians would study what Mr. R

f only our leader-writers

einsch has to say,

they would be saved from many a pitfall and absurdity, and bo in

a better position to remove some little of the huge mass of popular

ignorance of the E

ast that prevails even in circles that should

know better. The chapters into which the author has divided his

vast subj

ect, are respectively entitled: A

in the O rient;

I

ntellectual L

ducation in China;

ife in Japan;

A

siatic Unity;

E

nergism

eadership in Contemporary I

ntellectual Tendencies in the Chinese R

N ew E

L

I

Parliament for China;

I

The

New Education in
; The
China; A Parliament for China;
Life in Japan; and
Intellectual
Political Parties and Parliamentary
ment in
Govern-

ntellectual

and Political Parties and Parliamentary Govern-

ment in Japan. O n the whole, it appears to us that the author is

not q

ndia;

eform Movement;

uite so good in his review of the I

ndian problem, but that

not

may be because we are more familiar with many of its innumerable

Japan. On the whole, it appears to
us that the author is
so good in

quite

his

F
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phases than with the still more incalculable factors seething in the

ar E

ast. A

review of

the Indian problem but
that

fter reading the book with deep attention, in turning

over the pages we find that we have noted so many passages of

special interest that cannot be lumped together or summarised,

that we must be content to record a strong general recommenda-

tion of the book to all studious readers of The Q obst, and would

ask them to take it, that it is not owing to lack of material that a

longer review is not given, but rather because of the embarras de

richessea which confronts the reviewer.
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are multiplying apace. The battle is wax

ing

furious, and numerous writers are having a bout with the brilliant

swordsman who has scored so many points against the pretensions

of intellect to cover the whole field. Mr. B

to work to show that B

alsillie goes laboriously

ergson has changed as he has evolved. I

s it

so surprising that the protagonist of change should have ex

empli-

fied his root-conviction in a thought-growth of thirty years?

I

our opinion the fundamental mistake of Mr. B

that he insists that B

ergson has a '

n
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thing that the ‘French philosopher has repudiated consistently
in all that he has written. He has a critique, and he champions a
new method,’ for which he is endeavouring to clear the way; he
would inaugurate a vital reform of the method of approaching
the problem, and for that very reason he has no formal system.’
Bergson is not yet crystallised. Mr. Balsillie, however, will have
it that Bergson has a formal system, accuses him of inconsistency
in what he supposes that system to consist of, and proceeds, with
occasional ability,to ‘either—or' Bergson’s utterances as though
he were always a superior master of logic and philosophicerudition.
The fact is that Mr. Balsillie is throughout holding a brief for
Hegelianism, which, by the way, has been dealt some severe blows
of late. In seeming politeness, but in almost God almighty to
the beetle’ style, Mr. Balsillie concludes (p. 179): The questionable assumptions and inconsistencies in Prof. Bergson's system
of philosophy are held in solution in a style of remarkable clearness and charm, which has probably kept their objectionable
character concealed even from the authorhimself. It needs only
a few drops of common sense to be put into the solution to
precipitate them and make them visible in their real nature to a
less gifted observer. There is little likelihood that this new
philosophy of intuition will accomplish what all philosophic
systems hitherto have failed to do,’ by solving the enigmas of
experience either by satisfying or silencing the ever-recurring
questionings of the human mind." But Bergson says explicitly
that it will require generations of philosophers of intuitive ability,
co-operating and checking their intuitions with the most drastic
reference of them to the ever-accumulating facts of objective
research, before the new method can be justified. That there are
numerous lacunae and weaknesses in Bergson’s extraordinarily
suggestive speculations, he would doubtless himself be the very
first to admit, for he has the modesty of the true philosopher.
But we must rememberthat he is not formulating a dogmatology;
he is showing where the unaided intellect fails ; he is pleading for
giving life and spirit a chance. So far we have had his prolegomena only; he has not ventured beyond the élan de vie. He has
not yet touched on religion; but when he does, as we all hope he
will, we doubt not that it will be found that he has the root of it
as deep in him as it is in any of his critics. Meantime Bergson,
as so many of the best before him, is naturally obnoxious to the
thoughtless charge of atheism '; what he does not say is taken
by many to be a denial of what they would like him to say.
'
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Sw

omaine N ewbold of the University of Pennsylvania.

Journal of B

iblical L

., Part ii. (1911). Philadelphia, U.S.A

iterature,'

V

ol.

.

The Q uest was the second periodical which was privileged to

secure, from the fortunate discoverer a description and estima-

tion of the, in some ways, priceless document known as the O des

of Solomon.'

a'

1 Since the appearance of the editio prineeps (1909),

literature'

has been gradually evolved and is now grown to

considerable dimensions. W e should ourselves have been pleased

to keep the readers of The Q uest informed of the ever-changing

fortunes of this important subj

ect on the battle-field of criticism,

but have not had the space to devote to any special lino of

research, no matter how important it may be. The historic

religious interests involved in the appreciation of this ode-collection

are very great, and it must be confessed that a strong subj

element enters into the controversy. I

opinion while the subj

ective

f one may venture an

ect is still sub j

udicc, we are inclined to think
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that the honours of the day so far verge to the side of H arnack'

s

contention, which argues for an early Jewish original over-

worked by Christian redaction. The alternatives are an original

early Judaeo-Christian hymn-book, or a collection of early

baptismal hymns, or a Montanist (end of 2nd century) ode-book,

or, finally, Professor N ewbold'

s theory of a B

ardaisanist (first half

of 3rd century) collection, even the famous Psalms of B

himself. I

n spite of the ability of the ex

ardaisan

ponents of the last two

views, we remain unconvinced of either theory. The O des, we feel

confident, are neither Montanist nor B

ardaisanist;

they lack the

special characteristics of either movement, though naturally they

have certain '

A

gnostic'

s to the B

elements in common with both Movements.

ardaisan hypothesis, the fact that the O des are transla-

tions from the Greek, and not Syriac originals, should sufficiently

dispose of it. The ground-work of the O des is distinctly early, and

strongly Jewish though of fine mystical beauty. N evertheless we

would urge all who are interested in this fascinating work of high

1 See '

A

nE

H arris, M.A

review of Dr. R

H arnack'

arly Judaso-Christian H ymnB

., D.L

ondel H arris'

s suggestive study, '

ertten Jahrhundert,'

12

ook,'

by Prof. J. R

itt., The Q uest, vol. i, no. 2 (Jan., 1910);

editio princcpt, in the A

B

in j

endel

also the E

ditor'

s

pril no., 1910, and of

ilditch chriitliihes Psalmbuch ant dim

in tbc O ctober no., 1910.

‘_S06 ‘An Early J11d22o-Christian
Hafrxs,
M.A.,
Hymn~Book.’ by Prof. J. Rf-‘H381
review of Dr. D.Litt., Tm: QUEST. vol. i, no.
1910); also the
Rcxxdpl Harris’ edit-io princepa,2 in(Jzm.,
arna.ck's suggostlve
the April 110., 1910,Editor's
study.
970501! J
and of
‘Ein j1'izI-{sch~chr1's!li¢-has
ahrhunderl,’ in the October 110., 1910
Psalmbuch
dun
mu
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accomplishment in the deepening of spiritual insight, to read Prof.

N ewbold'

s essay, for though they may not be persuaded that he

has discovered the key to unlock the historical problem, they will

find in it many side-lights of a highly suggestive character. I

conclusion, it may be mentioned that Prof. B

in the B

n

urkitt has discovered

ritish Museum another MS. of these Syriac O des.1 There

it has been all the time, for 70 years, and not only so but duly

recorded in W right'

thought of it!

s catalogue for 40 years, and yet no one has

This MS. is far older than Dr. H arris'

probably of the 10th century;

cally unimportant. A

s, being most

the variations, however, are practi-

s the MS. is N itrian, Prof. B

urkitt is of

opinion, and most probably rightly, that the place of origin was

E

gypt and not Palestine. This confirms our own impression that

in the original O des we may have to do with the outcome of

Therapeut or closely allied literary activity. Prof. B

urkitt is

further of opinion that the O des were first published '

as an

enlarged and Christianised edition of the Solomonic collection"

—

i.e. of the earlier eighteen Solomonic Psalms. N evertheless he

prophesy'
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thinks that as the O des '

doctrines, j

ust as the Psalms

'

prophesy '

"

the Greek Mystery-religion, transfigured by the historical event

of the I

events, the religion of the O des may be described as

ncarnation, an event which brought the life-giving irvevfia

to men and thereby gave them salvation and a foretaste of

apotheosis."

B

so Jewish and so independent of theological Christianity, that we

in a uniq

ue historic I

ncarnation. The redaction of the O des in

The Primitive Christian Traditions arout

aptist.

B

yL

B

ousset and Gunkel'

ie. D.D. Martin Dibelius of the University of B

N . u. A

.Ts., N o. X

sF

V

orschungcn z. R

erlin.

el. u. L

., Gottingen, 1911, pp. vi. +

itt. d.

150.

Price 5s.
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V
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s monumental work on Jewish

history in the age of-Jesus and in M. F

riedlander'

s book on the

religious movement in Judaism during the same period, and

finally T. K

pmdia B

. Cheyne'

s article on the F

orerunner in the E

ncyelo-

iblica. Dr. Martin Dibelius now gives us the first part of

a monograph on the last shining light of Jewish prophetism, which

oontains a critical discussion of the sources, especially the early

Christian tex

ts, from which the history of John and the B

aptist

movement will be deduced by the author in a forthcoming book.

A

lthough, as he says in the preface, the main bulk of his present

publication was completed as early as in 1909, he has been able to

utilise W . B

randt'

s ex

haustive monograph on the Jewish B

rites (1910), which also devotes a chapter to John the B

aptist;

aptismal

he

has, however— a very pardonable shortcoming— overlooked the

reviewer'

s paper '

Die Taufe des Johannes '

(Siiddeutsehe Monats-

hefte, December, 1909), a short preliminary sketch of the theories

which have been developed in this and three previous issues of TH E

Q UE

ST. I

shall therefore profit by the ocoasion to state as briefly

ist between my own views and
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as possible the divergencies that ex

those of the author, who maybe considered as representing on the

whole the present opinion of the leading Protestant oritical school,

while summing up for the use of E

nglish readers the contents of

this recent publication.

Dibelius begins very appropriately with an analysis of the

ex

tant sayings of Jesus about the B

Matt. I

I

7-19, L

about the '

reed '

k. 724-35. Y

and those '

aptist, as they are preserved in

et, in dealing with the enigmatic words

lux

uriously clad '

he has unfortunately

omitted to consider the very plausible hypothesis of W . B

randt

(E

.e. 2502), that

vang. Gcsch. 4592), approved by T. K

Matt. I

. Cheyne {

I

l7-ii was connected in the original source with 12-H H 2,— a

testimony of Jesus to Jonah having been converted into one of

Jesus to himself. (Cp. Q UE

correspondence of the '

clad'

ST, vol. iii. pp. 478

reed'

with the wise king;

with '

f. on the original

Jonah '

and of the '

lux

ibid, also a new hypothesis on the

correct succession of the now transposed verses

Matt. I

O 10-13.) A

s

to Matt, lln, D. has convinced me that the restriction "

least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than John"

Christian addition to the words of Jesus and not— as I

erroneously supposed in 1909— a criticism of John'

Jesus. I

llu, "

cannot, however, believe that D.'

from the days of John the B

of heaven suffereth violence (?

s ex

he that is

is a later

have

s limitations by

planation of Matt.

aptist until now the. kingdom

) and robbers take it by force,"

as

uriously

mm
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comer

‘

of
until now the kingdom
John
of
days
the
from
the evil
equivalent to although
on the part of
oppression
suffers
it
world‘ (1 Cor. 26-8),
heaven exists,
‘
present
this
of
rulers
demons," the Pauline To me it seems obvious (op. QUEST, vol.
truth.
contrasts
comes near the
this most important saying Messianic
that
287)
ii.,
vol.
p.
the
iii., p. 164,
awaiting the fulfilment of
the attitude of patiently deliberately and actively hastening the
that of
believed on
prophecies withkingdom
carrying out what was
by
the
plan
of
arrival
to be the eschatological
scriptures
the
in
so
be
certain testimonies
admit that the word should
cannot
I
Besides
I believe it
of the deity.
on p. 23, since
D.
supposes
as
it in my
isolated in the context,
h I have assigned to
the
in
p
author
well
fits very
iii. 479). Indeed the
"

18

0

18

0

eq

uivalent to "

from the days of John until now the kingdom of

heaven ex

ists, although it suffers oppression on tlie part of the evil

demons,"

the Paulino '

rulers of this present world'

(l Cor. 26-s),

comes near the truth. To me it seems obvious (cp. Q uest, vol.

iii., p. 164, vol. ii., p. 28

7) that this most important saying contrasts

the attitude of patiently awaiting the fulfilment of the Messianic

prophecies with that of deliberately and actively hastening the

arrival of the kingdom by carrying out what was believed on

certain testimonies in the scriptures to be the eschatological plan

of the deity. B

esides I

isolated in the contex

cannot admit that the word should be so

t, as D. supposes on p. 28

fits very well in the place which I

, since I

believe it

have assigned to it in my

'

reconstruction of this sermon (ibid., iii. 479). I

ndeed the author

seems too easily disposed to disconnect elements of '

sayings,'

(ibid.,

'

'

sermons,'

etc., which are linked together by our tradition— a

method which is in many cases q

uite legitimate, but which must
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not by any means be employed too freely. A

is offered by the fragments of John'

‘sermons,’ etc., which

good instance of this

s sermon in Matt. 8

,L

k. 8

,

which have wrongly been thought to be devoid of unity, because

the accidental transposition of one verse has broken the natural

seq

uence of thoughts (Q UE

ST, vol. iii., pp. 155 nnd 156 n. 2). O n pp.

45ff. the author brings forward very acute argumonts in support of

his plausible theory that the words "

and hallow us,"

may thy holy spirit come down

which are read in certain Gospel manuscripts as a

second petition of the L

ord'

s prayer according to L

uke, have been

added in order to emphasise the difference between the Christian

Church and the so-called disciples of John, who ignored according

to A

cts 192 the theological notion of a '

H oly Spirit.'

the new corroboration which is thus gained for the ex

ment of A

(E

.B

cts 192, and in spite of the fact that T. K

. 2504) has already seen that A

with the traditional tex

t of Matt. 8

I

. Cheyne

and the j

H oly

‘

s sermon, which D. him-

self has well observed on pp. 50 and 56, he does not hit on the

simplest critical solution of this puzzle, namely that the word

'

hagioi'

has been interpolated by the Christian author of Q . into

his rendering of the Johannine document (Q uest, vol. iii. pp.l56n. 4)

A

s to the different accounts of the baptism of Jesus, I

agree with D.'

s remark that in Mk. lio, "

and the spirit descending,"

terise the event as a '

subj

that is illusive, '

ment of Acts 192, and in spite Acts 192 is in flat contradiction
that
(E. B. 2504) has already seenof Matt. 81:, in spite finally of' the
1 text
of the Holy
between the charismatic gift
incongruous connection
which D. himjudgmen
the
and
Spirit
self has well observed on pp.
namely that the word
n of this puzzle,
of Q. into
by the Christian author 156 n. 4)
'
hagiéi has been interpolateddocument
(QUEST, vol. iii. pp.
I
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"
heavens opened
that in Mk. 11o, he saw the
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does not intend to charac‘
and the spirit descending,’ the author
in the
that is illusive, vision’
tense the event as a subjective,
"

he saw the heavens opened

tlie author does not intend to charac-

ective,'

tradition——a
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u, in spite finally of the

udgment by fire in John'
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(QUEST,
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theory
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read
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according to Luke, have
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are
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'

vision'

in the

’

'

'

'

‘

C0 glc
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1

modern sense of the word, on the other hand also he does not

describe the public manifestation of a miracle. A

n apparition'

meant which is visible only to him whom it concerns. I

therefore think it unj

ustifiable to ex

is

do not

tricate— with J. W eiss and

others— an historic kernel from this miracle-legend. I

consider

the '

vision'

to stand in an immediate relation to John'

the B

aptist prophesies the future baptism through the cosmic

storm, the breath of God (above, p. 128

f.);

Jesus, moved by John'

powerful speech to the highest degree of spiritual ex

gates whence the winds come (E

opened— j

he sees

noch T5s) from the]

heavens

ust as the windows of the sky aro opened to pour down

the deluge in Gen. 7n— and the ruah descending upon him;

immediately (Mk. I

the wilderness,'

men from B

'

12) this powerful divine blast'

and

driveth him into

as the storm aroused by Jahve had scattered the

abel all over the face of the earth and as the final

ventilation of the world'

foretold by John (above, p. 18

1) will

disperse the whole of humanity to the ends of the world. I

ing '

am

uite ready to believe that Jesus beheld the ruah descend-
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even q

s

citement,

beholds the fulfilment of the prophecy as accomplished;

the [

s sermon:

like a dove'

fall from heaven'

since the same ecstatic saw '

(1,7c. 10is), and since the '

Satan as lightning

wind'

peacefully upon the face of the watery abyss (Gen. I

of God brooding

2) during the

great primeval halcyonic calm was indeed pictured by the R

tho shape of a dove or an eagle. Dibelius (p. 65) thinks it

abbis in

fall from heaven

(Llc. 1013), and since the ‘wind
of God brooding
116110051111)’ upon the face of the
watery abyss (Gen. 12) during the
great primeval
the Shape of halcyonic calm was indeed pictured by the Rabbis in
a.
or an eagle.
Dibelius (p. 65) thinks it
improbable that dove
Jesus
about such a. personal should have told his disciples anything
existed in the traditionexperience; if such a. saying of Jesus had
it would have been handed
the form of 9.
down to mi in
saying,‘ just as Lk. 1015. This
’

’

improbable that Jesus should have told his disciples anything

about such a personal ex

ex

perience;

if such a saying of Jesus had

isted in the tradition it would have been handed down to us in

the form of a '

saying,'

j

ust as L

k. I

O 18

. This supposition is how-

ever as arbitrary as it is gratuitous, since the alleged communica-

tion of Jesus would have taken place at a much later date, so that

an insertion of the '

saying'

in its original wording into the

account of Mk. 1 was in itself precluded by the general style of

the narrative. O r should we ex

‘

pect the E

vangelist to state the

supposition is how-

matter in the more documentary form: and it came to pass, what

Jesus told Peter on that and tliat occasion, saying '

heavens opened,'

etc.?

A

the words uttered by it in Mk. I

it betrays an A

variations;

s to the '

I

saw the

voice coming from heaven '

and

12, D. has correotly observed that

doptionist theology in every one of tho ex

tant

accordingly there is not the slightest doubt that this

verse is an unhistorioal addition to the primitive account of

Urmarkus'

or whatever other source we may suppose for it.

The fact however of Jesus having been baptised by John is one of
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of the Nazarene, because it
the most certain data in the biography
of followers of
would never have been invented by a generationthe superiority of
Jesus, who had to defend in a secular controversy
sect (D., p. 66). This
their master to the founder of the Baptist's
that Mk. 19 should have been
is indeed so convincing an argument,
to Prof. Bchmiedel's
added as a tenth or rather as the first pillar
the
'
on the infancy of

the most certain data in the biography of the N azarene, because it

would never have been invented by a generation of followers of

Jesus, who had to defend in a secular controversy the superiority of

their master to the founder of the B

aptist'

s sect (D., p. 65). This

is indeed so convincing an argument, that Mk. I

9 should have been

added as a tenth or rather as the first pillar to Prof. Schmiedel'

famous '

B

nine pillars.'

aptist in L

I

s

n the chapter on the infancy of the

uke, D. gives us a very good critical analysis, mostly on

k. I

k'

they called him Z

has been put forward, Q UE

B

aptist'

s death. I

on the salver'

heftc, 1909, X

{

ST, iii. 48

I

1f.);

a new hypothesis

so also in his chapter on the

would only add that the '

Mk. 6z> ) is (as I

I

acharias,'

motive'

of the '

head

have observed in the Sudd. Monats-

.) a product of lunar mythology: it belongs to the

same circlo of ideas as the Talmudic legend about the B

aptist'

‘

s

head floating on the water (the same is also said of the heads of

O siris and O rpheus);

as the tale that John had twenty-nine and a

half (namely one female) pupils1;

as the O riental custom of

inventia capitis Joannis baptistac '
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the 26th day of each month (which is, in a lunar calendar, the

beginning of the dark new-moon nights);

and finally as the
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Gospel, which points, as does the space of six

the celebration of John'
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. Smith and A
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— as these authors want us to believe— "
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about '
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actly everything

that is to

say, according to our docetists, knew nothing of the alleged
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s life and deeds, although they were thoroughly

the doctrine of the Jesus.'
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explained as Smith
us, it would by no means
prove the existence of a
precult of ‘the’ Jesus in

Christian

Alexandria. Since Merx has

ST, iii. 695n. 2, cp. Sibyll. v. 256-

257 is an interpolation) that the Jews ex

plain A

interpretation; for even if Acts 1825 were to be

andria. Since Men has

ts (Q O E

pected their Messiah to

be a reincarnation of the O ld Testament Joshuah (L

would be possible to ex

plained as Smith

istence of a pre-

AND NOTICES

cts I

8

25, "

about Joshuah"

X

X

: Jesus), it

he taught in every detail

(=

Jesus in Greek)

— namely that this hero was to return at the end of the times, that

the reincarnated Joshuah would again be, as the first one was, a

descendant or'

son'

water into the '

good land'

of Joseph, that he would lead the Jews through

from his enemies, etc., "

(above, p. 697), that he would suffer

yet knew [

of all the fulfilments of the

from his enemies,

Messianic prophecies in the Scriptures that had already occurred]

only of John and his baptism."

W hen A

him preach, they took him aside and ex

perfectly the way of the L

q

uila and Prisoilla heard

plained to him more

ord, namely that the ex

pollas believed them and
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Then A

went forth and tried to convince the Jews from the Scriptures—

that is from the correspondence of Jesus'

life with the prophecies

— that this (reborn) Joshuah (Jesus) was the Messiah. A

Smith'

B

s ex

ibl. 268

planation of A

cts I

8

) is right in attributing 18
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his
hlm PTO!-Ch, they baptism." When Aquila. and Priscilla heard
took him aside and
explained to him more

pected Joshuah

(Jesus) had indeed reappeared soon after John had preaohed his

baptism of repentanoe.'

ete., yet knew [of all the fulfilments
Messianic prophecies
of the
in the Scriptures that
had already occurred]
01.11!’ of John and

gain,

25 is impossible, if Schmiedel (E

ne.

25c, zebo to another hand

than 18

25ab,26a, a theory which ought to have been discussed

by D. A

s to my own opinion, I

believe that in reality

19i-7, the story illustrating the difference between the Johannine

baptism and that rite which is throughout the whole of A

described as the Christian baptism '

H oly Spirit,'

cts

in the name of Jesus'

gives us also the clue to I

8

25. A

or '
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pollos, a contem-

porary of Paul and of the first apostles, must not be ex

pected to

have known more than the much later authors of the first two

gospels, who both appear to ignore in the original form of their

writings (Q uest, iii. 495n. 1) the ex

istence of any peouliarly

Christian baptism.instituted not by John but by Jesus. Could it not

be said of '

Mark'

and'

Matthew,'

j

ust as well as of A

teach every detail about Jesus, yet know only the '

A

pollos, that they

baptism of John'

f

ll this is precious evidence for the fact that until the end of the

first century there was a party inside the Church of Jesus (not

only among the so-called '

disciples of John'

) who knew only one

baptism, that of repentance, whioh had been administered by the

B

aptist, by his disciples, before and after they had become

‘disciples of John’) who knew only one
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had been administered by the
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_
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followers of Je.sus (Jn. I

4j

35.40.41, 42) but never by Jesus himself (Jn.

). W hat could be called a baptism of Jesus, namely the down-

pouring of the '

work of the '

ruah,'

which had been foretold by John as the

Mightier O ne,'

and which was therefore attributed to

the risen Jesus in heaven by those who had ex

prophecy and glossolaly as foretold in Joel 8

perienced a gift of

2, was considered for a

long time as a kind of miraculous divine grace, which could descend

or not descend before or after the baptism of water, until finally

with the development of ritualism and the decay of eschatological

enthusiasm in the Church, the once mystic and wonderful ex

ence was supplanted by a fix

ed ceremonial of invoking'
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the H oly

Ghost or Jesus or the Trinity upon the baptismal water or upon

(Jn.
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and quite trustworthy
easily removed, if the highly important Evangelist (cp. the flat
to the
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very early reader,
contradiction with 822) but to a well-informed
better traditions.
who intended to correct John from
concerning the Baptist in
An appendix treats of the passage
hypothesis of Graetz,
J osephus' Jewish Antiquities; the gratuitous that this text is a
which has been recently repeated by Drews,
must be by everyone
Christian forgery, is rejected by D., as it
The book ends
working on the lines of sound historical criticism.
to
as D. proposes
with a short sketch of the Baptist's history,
the
critical analysis of
reconstruct it on the basis of the foregoing
differ in any perceptible
texts; this resume is lucid, but does not
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detail from the communis opinio. On the
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aptist according to the fourth
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n appendix
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buce-W illiams is a man of ideas and a poet who would fain

catch some vision of the world-process and guess at its purpose.

F

or him the strategy of nature ensures the ex

foliation of ever

higher types of conscious life. The life-process is not to end with

man: W hat the gas was to the saurian, the saurian to man, man

is to that which follows man."
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ut how is this to be when "
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was of the ether and all returns to the ether "

?

the author mean when he writes: "

the cosmos, the tree;

the seed of that fruit. A

of the ether and all returns to the ether ” ‘I What again does
the author mean when he writes : " The ether is the common soil;
the cosmos, the tree; the planets, the fruit of the tree ; and man,
the seed of that fruit. As the fruit ripens, the seed matures; as
the fruit loses, the seed gains, vitality and power. As the fruit
prepares to pass into, the seed prepares to triumph over, dust" ?
It means, according to Mr. Bruce-Williams, that everywhere the
genius of nature works through a similar method to a. common
end, and that we are justified in believing that endless analogies
link that which will be to that which is, as they link that which
is to that which has been. His faith is in the creative life, the
vital impulse, exemplified in the seed, as it were the ‘ spermatic
logos’ of the Stoics and of Plotinus. This idea encourages him
to write enthusiastically: “ Spiral flows into spiral, degree into
degree, species into species, will into will, but ever at the head of
the fluid tide of inherited life, which, gathering strength as it
goes, fulfils the purpose of the creation, the advancing wave of
conscious life breaks in foam over the seas of space and time.
Worlds fail and systems crumble, galaxies exhaust themselves
and the far-shining planets of the vaulted heavens become dust in
the high-roads of Nature's purpose ; but ever from the vast deeps
of her creative necessity, new galaxies evolve and similar seed is
Shed from these planets, into the common soil, the primitive ether
Of Space." This sequence of ideas leads the authorto look forward
to an interstellar species of beings as a probable successor to
man. Now throughout the design of Nature in form the principle
of degree reigns supreme. Over the vaster degrees, such as the
birth and cooling of planets, the development of species and the
rank and order of species with species on the Planets, man has,
of course, no control. But “ over the infinitely small degrees of
this social and individual life, the fine issues of his conflict and
circumstance; the shaping of his ideals out of the raw materials
of the planets, man has through his science and art, some control.”
With regard to this social and individual life of man, Mr. BruceWilliams has elsewhere much to say, for he holds that great
advance can be cfiected by proper organisation, which, he contends,
should be a science based on the axiom that society is an extension
of the individual, and on the three principles—of degree, of a
universal duality and of the line of least resistance. The line of
least resistance is the constant attempt to maintain a proper
balance between the opposites. For instance, " if there is a
spiritual equality of all the forms of nature, there is a fundamental,
was

165
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conscious life breaks in foam over the seas of space and time.
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birth and cooling of planets, the development of species and the
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varied and practical difference between the values of form and
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the values of form and
varied and practical difference between society and the design of
life,
form, as they scale in the individual Bruce-Williams holds that
Mr.
the Absolute in time and space."
founded
"
of all forms as Absolute is
of
equality
law
this
upon
rights of all," as upon
the theory of Democracy and the equal Absolute in each form
"
of the
the balancing law of the inequality
“
the unequal reverence,
and
is based the theory of Aristocracy
form." As to the
each
to
title, authorityand consideration due known, but “ the Absolute
Absolute itself, of course nothing can be
and as such is spiritual and
in Nature conceals itself in Nature,"
infinite Presence
unfathomable; it is in this aspect, as it were, an
therefore suppose that when
permeating all things. We must
as
"
of the law of equality of all forms
Mr. Bruce-Williams speaks
as
is
that
"
Nature,"
Absolute," he means as the Absolute innomenclature, it may
spiritual. Setting aside the question of analogy between the
be doubted how far any consistent
Absolute in form and
mental device of a formless Absolute and an
be carried out. The
the notions of democracy and aristocracy can
makes of the analogy is suggestive,
use, however, that the author
the idea
"
Upon the law of equality is founded
as when he says:
law of inequality
of our right to personal happiness, and upon the
and religious duty.
is founded the idea of our individual, social
ofl-set,
Each law is the check and counter-balance, complement,due and
In the
sanative and restoring influence of the other.
their relative
to
harmonious action of the two, conditioned as
action, lies the
influences by the time and circumstance of their
exfoliation in
spiral line of least resistance, of growth andthe other, unduly
individual man and society. Either the one or
is fatal
estimated and made the spring of legislation or conduct, law of
the
in the long run to both society and the individual. As
issues in
equality, if pushed to an extreme of estimation or action,
and the immorality of weakness ; so the law of inequality,
to a like extreme, issues in despotism and the immorality
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"
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use, however, that the author makes of the analogy is suggestive,

as when ho says: "

Upon the law of eq

uality is founded the idea

of our right to personal happiness, and upon the law of ineq

uality

is founded the idea of our individual, social and religious duty.

E

ach law is the check and counter-balance, complement, off-set,

sanative and restoring influence of the other. I

n the due and

harmonious action of the two, conditioned as to their relative

influences by the time and circumstance of their action, lies the

spiral line of least resistance, of growth and ex

individual man and society. E

foliation in

ither the one or the other, unduly

estimated and made the spring of legislation or conduct, is fatal

in the long run to both society and the individual. A

eq

uality, if pushed to an ex

anarchy and the immorality of weakness;

if pushed to a like ex

of violence."

B

s the law of

treme of estimation or action, issues in

so the law of ineq

uality,

treme, issues in despotism and the immorality

y the spiral line of least resistance Mr. B

W illiams means the ever-varying readj

ruce-

ustment of the balance

between the two opposites, which he symbolises as a serpent

moving in a dense medium. H ere as elsewhere Mr. B

ruce-W illiams

tries to convey his meaning by the use of graphic analogies rather

than by the employment of a systematic philosophical or scientific

nomenclature. I

f this is borne in mind the little volume under

notice will be found to be very suggestive.

"

lianarchy
pushed
Bruceof ‘violence!’ By the spiral line of least resistance Mr.
balance
the ever-varying readjustment of the
Williams
serpent
two opposites, which he symbolises
between thedense
Bruce-Williams
Mr.
elsewhere
medium. Here
means

as a

mfwlng
‘"193 to

In a

as

meaning by the use of graphic analogies rather
th°'n by 5119 employment of a systematic philosophicalor scientific
GODVOY his

If this is borne in mind the little volume under
will be found to be very suggest,ive_
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INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE.

egius Professor of N atural H istory,

N orgate). Price I

ibrary. L

ondon

s. net.

S is in many ways an admirable I

because Prof. J. A

S 18

ntroduction and chiefly

rthur Thompson has such -warm sympathy for

art, philosophy, and religion, as well as enthusiasm for the

faculty of which he is so distinguished an ex

most alluring departments. A

ponent in one of its

writer of such catholic interests

and deep feeling for the life of things is pre-eminently suited not

only to address a large audience but also to set his subj

them in j

ex

ust perspective. I

planation of the '

description of the '

Science,"

why'

how'

t is absurd to ex

of things;

sonal facts of ex

pect from Science an

its proper function is the

in the simplest terms. "

Professor Thompson writes, "

ect before

perience in verifiable terms as ex

actly as possible,

t is an

intellectual construction,— a working thought-model of the world.

univalve of discourse '

it keeps always to ex
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n its '

or verifiable derivatives of these. I

common sense as poetry is on the other. I

municable and verifiable. I

interpretative ex

Professor Thompson writes,

facts'

"

"

is to describe the

aim of

imper-

s will, which must be com-

t is descriptive formulation, not

planation. The causes that Science seeks after

are secondary causes, not ultimate causes;

final causes"

t deals with '

explanation of the

‘why’ of things; its proper function is
the
of the ‘how’ in the
d°§°1‘
i
D
ti
o
n
simplest terms. The
Science."

periential terms

t is as far on one side of

which have no dependence on man'

catholic interests

The aim of

is to describe the imper-

as simply as possible, and as completely as possible. I

I

art, philosophy, and
as well as enthusiasm
for the
faculty of which he is religion,
so distinguished an
exponent in one of its
most alluring departments.
A writer of such

In its universe
of discourse it
keeps
to experiential terms
or verifiable
derivatives of these. Italways
is as far on one side of
Oonilmon sense as poetry is on the other. It deals
with ‘facts
have no dependence
on man's will, which
must
be comniunicable and
‘

effective causes, not

’

(p. 57).

Professor Thompson is accordingly no believer in the dogma of

radical mechanism;

which

ho does not hold that there is but one science

’

of N ature, and that the category of mechanism covers the whole

ground. O n the contrary he believes that "

verifiable.

there are several

interpretative explanation.

sciences of N ature, and that other than mechanical categories are

req

uired in two of these."

H e thus holds that: "

are

secondary
final causes (p.causes,
57).

(1) There is the

physical order of N ature— the inorganic world— where mechanism

"

reigns supreme. (2) There is the vital order of N ature— the world

It is

The

descriptive formulation,

not

that Science seeks after
not ultimate causes;
effective causes, not
causes

of organisms— where mechanism proves insufficient. (3) There is

the psychical order of N ature— the world of mind— where mechan-

Nature, and that the category of
mechanism covers the whole
g"f"md- On the contrary he believes
that there are several
Sclences of Nature, and that other than mechanical
of

ism is irrelevant. Thus there are three fundamental sciences—

Physics, B

q

iology, and Psychology —

uestions, categories and formuloe"

are in entire agreement;

each with characteristic

(p. 168

). W ith this view we

"

it does not deny the unity of nature,

required in two of

He thus holds
Physical order of Nthese."
ature——the

that :

"

categories are

(1) There is the

inorganic World——where mechanism

‘1“93.fi0entire
DS.'c&tegoriesand formula” (p. 163).

are in

agreement; it does

Co gale

not

With this view

deny the unity

of

we

nature,
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but solely the insufficiency of mechanism to deal with life and

mind;

in biology mechanism may have much to say about organic

matter, but the secret of oven the simplest organism escapes it.

Science in its own realm is magnificent, but it is by no means

capable of satisfying the whole man. Thus in treating of '

and A

rt'

Professor Thompson writes: "

Science

W e are enthusiastic

believers in the value of Science in furnishing descriptive formulae

which facilitate both our intellectual and our practical grasp of

N ature. B

ut we do not feol that the generalisations of Science

are by themselves satisfying to us. R

the ordinary human longing for ex

ightly or wrongly we share

planations, and wo are not

affected by being told that it is an unhealthy appetite. W o

believe that nature-poetry and religious feeling are alike com-

plementary to Science. B

oth aim at getting beyond Science by

other methods, intuitive and instinctive rather than intellectual—

and we do not think that they fail"

(p. 192). The italics are those

of the original, and show how strongly Professor Thompson insists

that intellect must be complemented with feeling before there can
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be any real satisfaction for the whole man. B

ut eq

ually so must

feeling be balanced by intellect, or there will be failure. This is

brought out clearly in the following passage of the chapter on

'

Science and R

eligion.'

"

E

ven if the answers [

of Science]

complete all round as they are already in parts, and if there were

also answers to all the scientific q

uestions which we do not yet

foresee nor know how to ask, yet they would not be of a kind to

satisfy the whole nature of the ordinary man. W e get hints of

complementary answers in poetic and religious feeling, and we see

no reason to believe that the only approach to Truth and

R

eality is by the scientific method. The satisfaction we reach in

poetic and religious feeling is transcendental, on a different plane

from scientific satisfaction. I

t is unverifiable, incommunicable,

mystical, but— for ourselves— true. I

n its mystical character

there is danger, but the safeguard is in steadying the mind with

Science and Philosophy— with which our poetry and religion must

be harmonious. A

part from this, another test of the validity of

were as

QUEST

THE
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mechanism to deal with life and
but solely the insufliciency of
have much to say about organic
mind; in biology mechanism may
it.
the simplest organism escapes
matter, but the secret of even
means
but it is by no
Science in its own realm is magnificent, in treating of ' Science
Thus
capable of satisfying the whole man.
"
We are enthusiastic
writes:
and Art’ Professor Thompson
furnishing descriptive formulua
believers in the value of Science in
and our practical grasp of
which facilitate both our intellectual
the generalisations of Science
Nature. But we do not feel that
share
to us. Rightly or wrongly we
are by themselves satisfying
and we are not
the ordinary human longing for explanations,
unhealthy appetite. We
affected by being told that it is an
feeling are alike combelieve that nature-poetry and religious
by
aim at getting beyond Science
plementary to Science. Bothinstinctive
rather than intellectualother methods, intuitive and
192). The italics are those
and we do not think that they fail" (p.
Professor Thompson insists
of the original, and show how strongly
with feeling before there can
that intellect must be complemented
must
man. But equally so
be any real satisfaction for the whole
will be failure. This is
feeling be balanced by intellect, or there
on
following passage of the chapter
brought out clearly in the
as
were
“
'
Even if the answers [of Science]
Science and Religion.’
were
and if there
complete all round as they are already in parts,
we do not yet
which
also answers to all the scientific questions
of a kind to
be
would not
foresee nor know how to ask, yet they
We get hints of
satisfy the whole nature of the ordinary man. feeling, and we see
complementary answers in poetic and religious

our mystical feelings and transcendental constructions, is their

value in our life"

(pp. 218

throughout, and makes an ex

reader.

, 219). The little volume is stimulating

cellent introduction for the general

poetic and religious feeling

is

transcendental, on a different plane

It is unverifiable, incommunicable,
character
mystical, but—for ourselves—true. In its mystical
with
mind
the
there is danger, but the safeguard is in steadying
must
and religion
Science and Philcscphy—withwhich our poetry
of the validity of
test
another
be harmonious. Apart from this,
transcendental constructions, is their
our mystical feelings and
is stimulating
value in our life (pp. 218, 219). The little volume
the general
for
throughout, and makes an excellent introduction
reader.

from scientific satisfaction.
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eligion among the Greeks and R

ranz Cumont, Ph.D., L

elgiq

ue. A

L

ork and L

9

omans.

.D., Member of the A

merican L

.B

aker of O x

By Franz Cumont, Ph.D., LL.D.,
Member
Royale de Belgique. American Lectures

cademie

ectures on the H istory of

ondon (Putnam). Price 6s. net.

n these instructive lectures (translated for delivery in A

by Mr. J. B

189

of the
on

the

Academic

History of

Religions. New York and London (Putnam).
Price 6s. net.

merica

ford) Professor Cumont sums up in semi-

popular form the result of his own laborious researches and those

of other scholars {

e.g. B

oll, B

ezold, K

ugler, K

roll and Morris

Jastrow, Jr.) in a field of great difficulty but of high importance

for the understanding of the history of the evolution of religion in

W estern antiq

"

uity. Though on the one hand he dismisses the

learned system of divination"

called astrology as the "

monstrous of all the chimeras begotten of superstition "

yet when he is immersed in the astral religion of antiq

can be treated of q

speak of "

vi.),

‘\"Vestern
antiquity.
learned

uity, which

uite apart from horoscopy, he is constrained to

this coherent and magnificent theology"

its sidereal eschatology as "

(p. 18

8

Though

(p. 178

);

on

system of divination

), and of

the purest and most elevated doctrine

which can be put to the credit of ancient paganism "

”

the one hand he dismisses
the
called astrology as the "

and

the doctrine of sidereal immortality is certainly the
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to add that "

most

(p. x

most elevated that antiq

uity conceived"

(p. 201). N evertheless,

to dispose of astrology once for all, and at the same time to

destroy the old eschatological ideas, Prof. Cumont thinks that it

was sufficient simply for Copernicus and Galileo to overthrow the

geocentric system of Ptolemy, and therewith "

heavens peopled by bright beings, and . . . operj

bring down those

to the

imagination the infinite spaco of a boundless universe"

I

schematology of antiq

fix

(p. 202).

t is true that modern research has disposed of the astral

ed;

uity, and made fluid what was regarded as

but though in the closed solar system the centre has been

shifted from the earth to the sun, the mutual relations of the

heavens

constituent bodies remain the same, and the divinatory art goes

peopled by bright beings, and
open to the
space of a boundless universe"
It is true that
(p. 202).

merrily along in spite of science and ridicule and denunciation.

I

I

'

'

t is a remarkable fact that the twentieth century is witnessing

an ever-increasing renewal of interest in astrology. The astrologers,

.

'

modern

.

.

research has disposed
'°h°m3=t0108Y of antiquity, and
made fluid what

it is true, are less than ever able to say why their scheme works;

of the astral

their apology is simply that it works in a way beyond the possi-

bilities of mere coincidence. I

t is all very puzzling;

sympathise with Profossor Cumont'

liked to see the subj

was

and though we

regarded

as

s annoyance, we should have

ect of horoscopy thoroughly tackled instead of

boing dismissed in a few contemptuous paragraphs. Meantime

fl_1§i1_‘ 11130108’? is simply that it
bilitiesof mere coincidence.

works in a way beyond the
possi
It is all very puzzling; and

S_}'Inpathise with Professor Cumont'e
see the
of h
being dismissedsubject
in a. few

liked to

-
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from the point of view of scholarship Professor Cumont has

supplied us with a very valuable sketch of the history of the

development of astral religion. The scheme of his six

shows "

lecturee

how oriental astrology and star-worship transformed tht

beliefs of the Gra)co-L

atin world, what at different periods was th<

ever-increasing strength of their influence, and by what meam

they established in the W est a sidereal cult, which was thi

highest phase of ancient paganism. I

n Greek anthropomorphisn

the O lympians were merely an idealised reflection of various humai

personalities. R

gods an ex

oman formalism made the worship of the nationa

pression of patriotism, strictly regulated by pontiflca

and civil law. B

abylon was the first to erect the edifice of

cosmic religion, based upon science, which brought human activit

and human relations with the astral divinities into the genen

harmony of organised nature. This learned theology, by includin

in its speculations the entire world, was to eliminate the narrow(

forms of belief, and by changing the character of ancient idolati

was to prepare in many respects the coming of Christianity

x

iv.). N ot only so;

it was continued into Christianity rigl
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(p. x

up to the R

enaissance. I

mind of antiq

ndeed it is impossible to understand tl

uity without a sufficient acq

uaintance with itsworl

view, which fundamentally remained the same from 600 B

the days of K

.C.

epler and Galileo. W e moderns, who have peopl<

the heavens with infinitudes of stars unknown to antiq

uity, ai

yet are at present without any means of co-ordinating the v£

treasures discovered by stellar research by any fruitful hypothec

can nover again confine ourselves within the ideal schematology

the mind of antiq

B

ut the '

maj

uity, with its very definite plan of sidereal ord

cosmic emotion'

that antiq

uity felt in contemplating t

esty of the heavens was an ennobling passion, and can never

crushed out of the human heart. I

t is indeed because the

schematology has been found to be insufficient wThen applied

the vast fields of the starry realms that it has been rej

because of the death of '

cosmic emotion.'

ected,!

N evertheless there!

been too much secularising of late, too much of the lay view

the ex

Cumont has
of view of scholarship Professor
of the
history
sketch of the
supplied us with a very valuableThe scheme of his six lecturer
development of astral religion.
d star-worship transformed the
"
shows how oriental astrology an
at different periods was th<
beliefs of the Grmco-Latin world, what
and by what means
ever-increasing strength of their influence,cult, which was the
sidereal
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highest phase of ancient paganism. reflection of various humax
the Olympians were merely an idealised
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gods an expression of patriotism, strictly
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and civil law. Babylon was the first
which brought human activit
cosmic religion, based upon science,
divinities into the generz
and human relations with the astral
learned theology, by includin
harmony of organised nature. This
to eliminate the narrow:
in its speculations the entire world, was
character of ancient idolati
forms of belief, and by changing the
the coming of Christianity
was to prepare in many respects
into Christianity rig]
(p. xxiv.). Not only so; it was continued
tl
Indeed it is impossible to understand
up to the Renaissance.
with its worl
mind of antiquity without a sufficient acquaintance
from 800 B.C.
view, which fundamentally remained the same who have peoplthe days of Kepler and Galileo. We modems,
to antiquity, a:
the heavens with infinitudcs of stars unknown
co-ordinating the vi
yet are at present without any means of
fruitful hypothes
treasures discovered by stellar research by any
schematology
ideal
the
within
ourselves
can never again confine
sidereal ord
of
the mind of antiquity, with its very definite plan
t
contemplating
in
But the ' cosmic emotion that antiquity felt
never
and can
majesty of the heavens was an ennobling passion, because the
indeed
is
It
heart.
crushed out of the human
schematology has been found to be insuflicient when applied2
been rejected,
the vast fields of the starry realms that it has
there i
because of the death of cosmic emotion.’ Nevertheless
view
been too much secularising of late, too much of the lay
inevita
the exclusion of the religious. The pendulum must
inv
doubtless
shall
3Wi!18 buck. and in swinging back we
form
the
in
elasticity
113W modes of greater subtlety and
of the mind
accommodation
the
for
device
a. sympathetic
t
the Present baffling complex of stellar phenomena. And
Perhaps we shall find that the ancients were not fundament
°‘ll‘°3°l'*h°1‘ Wrong. Simply because they thought that the sun V\

from the

ST

clusion of the religious. The pendulum must inevita

swing back, and in swinging back we shall doubtless inv

new modes of greater subtlety and elasticity in the form

of stellar phenomena. A

point

’

~

a sympathetic device for the accommodation of the mind

the present baffling complex

QUEST

nd t

perhaps wo shall find that the ancients were not fundament

altogether wrong, simply because they thought that the sun v,
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round the earth instead of the earth round the sun and the rest of

it;

we shall doubtless find that they were really '

of a very vital nature, though they failed to find adeq

of ex

A

pressing their '

after something'

of

uate means

expressing their cosmic emotion.’
'

cosmic emotion.'

dam Mickiewicz.

The N ational Poet of Poland. B

y Monica M. Gardner. L

ADAM MICKIEWICZ.

ondon

(Dent). Price 10s. 6d. net.

W e are glad to welcome Miss Gardner'

make the life and works of A

The National Poet of
Poland. By Monica M. Gardner.
(Dent). Price

s praiseworthy attempt to

dam Mickiewicz better known in a

10s. 6d. net.

country so ill-provided as our own with the means of becoming

acq

uainted with Polish literature. I

London

f the enthusiasm of its

admirers is well founded, Polish is one of the richest and moat

plastic of languages, and its best poetic literature is filled with

word-painting of such great beauty that it is almost impossible to

reproduce it in translation. Miss Gardner repeatedly regrets that

the E

nglish can at best give but a slight notion of the beauty of

the original, and we remember the same complaint from a Polish

friend who was moved to great enthusiasm when he declaimed
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the masterpieces of his native poets. Miss Gardner'

renderings of some of Mickiewicz'

s prose

s best things, however, have a

distinction of their own, and we get the substance of them from her

in ex

cellent E

nglish. The masterpieces of Mickiewicz are human

documents of a nation, rather than of an individual, written, as

has been said, in '

tears and blood,'

friend who

moved to great enthusiasm
when he declaimed
of his native poets.
Miss
Gardner's prose
renderings of some of
best things, however, have
distinction of their own,Mickiewicz's
a
and we get the substance
in

and it is not difficult to believe

the

the poignancy and avidity with which they were first read by his

was

masterpieces

long-suffering compatriots in smuggled copies at the risk of prison

and banishment. B

ex

ut the works of the poet are more than the

pression of the tragedy and the hopes and fears of a noble race

struggling for liberty. The life of Mickiewicz ex

of them from her
excellent English. The
masterpieces of Mickiewicz are human

emplifies the

stages of transmutation of a political fight for freedom into what

is at last an inner struggle for regeneration which gives birth to

that ex

traordinary movement known as Polish '

messianism.'

Miss Gardner phrases it: "

I

there arises, for a nation'

s consoling, the groat Polish national

A

s

n the midst of misery and oppression

mysticism, known under the name of Mesyanism, casting its

strange unearthly radiance over that saddest of poetry. . . .

Prom unheard-of pain will result glory in like measure. F

or

many millions one must die. Poland, therefore, is passing through

the furnace of suffering that, purified by its flames, she may

strange unearthly radiance
over that saddest of
From unheard-of pain
will result glory in like poetry.
many millions one must
die. Poland, therefore, is measure. For
the furnace of
passing through
suffering that, purified by its flames,
she may
.
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become the leader of Christian, and more especially Slavonit

nations, and usher in the spiritual revolution of the universe, t

higher epoch of humanity, when all races and governments will

united and will rule in brotherly love."

Tho Poles thus began

regard themselves as a holy race, of which the greatest proph<

were A

dam Mickiewicz and Z

ygmunt K

rasinski and in a 1(

degree Julius Slowacki. Poland looked to Mickiewicz as r.

greatest poet and inspirer, as almost to a spiritual leader. B

though the poet could put heart into his compatriots, he did r

feel that he had the commanding power really to lead them. T

Poles had been balked of success time and again by the inti

necine q

uarrels of their leaders. Poland wanted a leader,

saviour. This Mickiewicz thought he had at last found in A

ndn

Towianski, whose influence unfortunately changed the poet intc

fanatic and obscured the rest of his life. Mickiewicz left the wa

of sane mysticism and fruitful poetic creation to follow blindl)

visionary. Tho story is of ex

traordinary psychological intere
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Towianski claimed to be no less than the chosen Divine instrume

for the salvation not only of Poland but of tho human race. Tl

was to be effected by spiritual moans. Seven messengers were

be sont on earth by God to complete tho work of Christ, a

Towianski claimed to be one of them;

'

columns of light'

they are presumably t

referred to in the following summary of t

means to be employed, according to the Towianists. "

man'

light. O ne j

light'

Upon ob

s interior travail depends the shedding forth once more of i

ust man who is under the dominion of tho '

columns

. . . can, by his moral strength alone, save a city an

nation from destruction. The spirit only is all powerful. R

cas

the intelligence, are not to enter into tho spiritual life. Mf

duties are threefold: to raise his spirit, to conq

uer the body

raise tho body to the height of the spirit."

t thus came at

I

'

only attaining to ecstasy, but on trying to maintain themselve

a revelation of a '

was an ex

moving of the spirit.'

Gnostic'

.

Combined 1

nature and a belief in transmigra

traordinary cult of N apoleon, to whom the Poles

once looked as their deliverer. The canonisation of N apoleon

carried to such ex
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soul of their hero. Dreams and visions became the order of the
day, and Mickiewicz beheld the spirit of Napoleon, as a brilliant
star, distributing to the faithful bread-crumbs and bullets from
Waterloo, because the spirit of the hero dwelt in these remains.
Behind all stood Towianski, whose lightest word was law.
Mickiewicz positively worshipped him and addressed him as
'
Master and Lord’; for him he was the ‘incarnation of the word.’
The natural result followed: promises and prophecies unfulfilled,
and a spiritual tyranny that shattered friendships and severed
husband and wife. Towianski became more and more imperative
in his demands and wore out Mickiewicz with ceaseless labours for
the ‘cause.’ The ‘revelation’ and the ‘cause’ were the only
things in life for the silenced poet, and obtruded themselves in all
his work, even in his lectures at the College de France, till finally
he was forced to give up his chair and with it his only means
of livelihood. But Towianski was insatiable; be for ever was
reproaching Mickiewicz with not doing enough for the ' cause ’;
until finally, prematurely aged and broken, in despair, the poet
ventured to write frankly that it was better to let each one strive
in the way best suited to his own nature, and not to compel them ;
whereupon Towianski deposed Mickiewicz from the leadership,
and gradually communications broke off between them. Later on
Towianski tried to win Mickiewicz back, but in vain. A paragraph
or two from the letter which Mickiewicz wrote in reply, and in
which he still addresses Towianski as ‘ Master and Lord,’ is eloquent
of the sorry pass to which things had come under the spiritual
tyranny of the strange visionary who cut short the career of
Poland's greatest singer and obscured his original high nobilityof
soul:
"
When God did not give us this grace that our very spirit,
our very face, should summon others to gather around us, to exaltation, to reverence of us, we sought to supply our physical lack by
reproaches, by outcries; and whom we could not frighten into it,
We proclaimed behind their backs as criminals and rebels. For
°V9!'Y one, whenever and however he did not agree with us, or
rather was not our echo, was given out as a rebel. We exercised
the saddest power that there is on earth.
“
We were fain to justify that power by uniting it to spiritual
Power. Therefore, we reiterated that we spoke and commanded
by the spirit within us. Each moment we terrified the brothers,
stupifled with such commands, by threatening them with Divine
Pllnishments. We invoked thosepunishments. We rejoiced when
S
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himself the q

and leaves us with a strong impression

that he has answered it on the whole in the affirmative. Though

it is difficult to find any ex

terior link between the seer of Gorlitz

and the German philosophers, nevertheless "

they are united to

him by a stronger and closer bond than mere influence, they

are his brothers at least, if not his sons, children of one and the

same genius, ex

mind"

of B

(p. 28

pressions of one and the same aspect of the human

3). This is a remarkable conclusion, but as students

ohme literature are aware, it is not altogether new, for it has

been claimed that the influence of B

ohme was indirectly so great

that he may well be regarded as the pioneer of what used to be called

the '

new philosophy'

in Germany. Still B

in the ordinary sense of the term;

ohme was no philosopher

not only so, but he repeatedly

declares that when he was not in the state of inspiration he

could not himself understand what he had written. N evertheless

what he wrote freq

uently verges on philosophy chiefly because his

mysticism includes a world-view. H is illumination is in kind of

the same nature as the mode of '

revelation'

once called '

gnostic'

and wo know that in this country Mansel, under the strong influence

of German philosophy, would have it that the'

gnosis'

was an attempt

at philosophising, and criticised it entirely from that standpoint.

I

a

care

a mystic is found standing-

room in a group of the most famous philosophers. Though, of

course, the main substance of B

It is

he has taken to enter into
thinkers he has made the subject of his

included in a volume devoted to philosophy a brilliant apprecia-

ohme;

of the matter.

scrupulous care in the preparation
summaries, which testify to the
sympathetic
his
read
to
pleasure
the mind and spirit of the great

of

ect of his study. W hat for many of

our readers will make the book specially remarkable is that we have

tion of the works of Jacob B

Islcole

Professor Boutroux at the
series of lectures, delivered by
detailed analysis of texts and
Normale and Sorbonne, without the
such studies. They
methodical criticism which usually accompany
and are issued in this form by request
are a résumé of conclusions,
Professor
served to set forth the details.
as time has not
presentation,
of
mode
for this
Boutroux is somewhat apologetic
this
is all the more readable on
volume
but he need not be, for the
beforehand
that we are assured
account, and his reputation is such
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to view this movement, as subseq

S

to view this movement, as subsequent study has shown, but there
is no doubt that certain forms of philosophy march closely on
mysticism and gnosis. Thus in Germany such philosophers of
belief and religion as Herder, Jacobi,Schelling and von Baader
are nearer to Bijhme than the more strictly intellectual Leibnitz,
Kant, Fichte, and Hegel. Nevertheless we might almost think
Professor Boutroux was speaking of Hegel when he writes that
B6hme’s task was “ to posit spiritualism as a thesis, and realism
as an antithesis, and, in a synthesis, to reconcile the reality of the
objects of experience with the supremacy of spirit” (p. 232).
Here, as in many another brilliant translation of B6hme’s intuitions into the language of philosophical concepts, Professor
Boutroux answers his own initial question: " Is it possible that
from such awork [The Aurora] anything can be gleaned by the
historian of philosophy, unless by an arbitrary interpretation he
transforms into concepts what, on the part of the author, is pure
intuition and imagination‘P (p. 172). The answer is that there is
nothing philosophicalto be gleaned unless the transformation is
made, and provided it is not arbitrary. Professor Boutroux would
have it that Bohme was not the simple and ignorant man he says
he is, but was on the contrary not only open-minded but also
possessed of a keen intellect. He also states that besides his constant study of the Bible, Bohme read the writings of ‘many
masters’ of mystical lore.
He can mention, however, only
Schwenkfeld, Paracelsus and Valentin Weigel. Now it has always
been a puzzle to students of Biihme to discover what he really had
read on the subject; it seems, however, to have been very little,
and we thus think that ‘many masters’ is too strong an expression. The thing came to him, drove down upon him ; he was not
taught nor even prepared by study. Nevertheless B6hme's
illuminationwas not entirely novel; much that he writes can be
paralleled in the literature of mysticism. And of course the form
of his writing was determined by what little he had read, chiefly
the Bible and a smattering of Alchemy and perhaps a little
Kabbalism. As to the content, Bohme is a brilliant example of
mystical rebirth or regeneration. The method of it, as Bohme
conceived it, is well set forth by Professor Boutroux: “ A living
method, alone, enables us to penetrate into the mysteries of life.
Being, alone, knows being; we must generate with God in order
to understand generation. Therefore the true method consists in
witnessing, or rather taking part in the divine operation whose
end is the blossoming and dominion, the rule of personality; it is

uent study has shown, but there

is no doubt that certain forms of philosophy march closely on

mysticism and gnosis. Thus in Germany such philosophers of

belief and religion as H erder, Jacobi, Schelling and von B
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nothing philosophical to be gleaned unless the transformation is

made, and provided it is not arbitrary. Professor B
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we must generate with God in order

to understand generation. Therefore the true method consists in

witnessing, or rather taking part in the divine operation whose

end is the blossoming and dominion, the rule of personality;
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knowledge aa consciousness of action: a method, indeed, which

proceeds from cause to effect, whereas any purely logical method,

limited to the working out of the data of ex

perience, is and can be

nothing more than a vain effort to rise from effect to cause. B

ut,

then, how can man thus place himself at the standpoint of God?

I

t is impossible for him to ascend to God: there is no transmu-

tation of creature into creator. Still, though man cannot ascend

to God, God can descond to man. N ot that God can be invoked

or materially oonstrained, as it were, by the practices of false

magic or outward devotion, but rather that God desoends into

man, when man dies to his corrupt, inborn nature, to give

himself up to divine action"

(p. 18

0). B

ohme sets forth at

great length this process of divine birth or generation of God,

as he calls it;

but at the same time he warns us that it is

really no process, though human language is compelled to treat of

it as process. B

ut still B

ohme does speak of the generation of

God, and on this Professor B

must forgive B

outroux

rightly remarks, that we

ohme if when he thinks he is speaking to us of the
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history of the Trinity or the begetting of God, he is really speak-

ing to us of ourselves, and that with much sagacity. "

principle that will is the basis of life and ex

The great

istence, and that, in

its turn, life finds in freedom its end and raison d'

& tre, will lose

none of its interest by being concerned only with the created

world instead of being applied to the creator as well "

should, however, not forget that the B

normal shoemaker of Gorlitz. I

(p. 201). W e

ohme who wrote was not the

t was an overmastering influence

that wrote through him. N evertheless we must still believe that it

was the transcendental self writing of itself rather than an

immediate revelation of the mystery of deity. I

to transpose many of B

ohme'

t thus is possible

s intuitions not only into the terms

of mystical philosophy, but also into the more formal terms of

general philosophy;

and Professor B

ably the main moments of B

ohme'

outroux

s'

E

has summarised very

rleuchtung'

and brought

out the philosophical aspect of many of his ideas. The study will

be of distinct service to students of B

ohme, in whose works there

has been of late in this country a marked renaissance of interest.
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W ilhelm W indelrand, Ph.D., Privy Councillor of the

Grand Duchy of B

aden, Professor of Philosophy

at H eidelberg University.

A

studious observer of the most recent moods and

movements in the intellectual life of our age cannot

fail to notice the influence of two main impulses: a

yearning towards an ultimate unity and a tendency

towards a deeper spiritualisation of our world-view.

O ut of the boundless variety of activities and produc-

tions into which our civilisation disperses its stream

of energy, arises again with ever-increasing intensity

the passionate desire to reach that one universal

principle of life which will alone be able to endow that

wealth of work and performance with a true meaning

and a real value. I

n view of the imminent danger of

being definitely enslaved to corporeal reality —

its

scientific analysis and its technical mastery— by the
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magically overwhelming impression of the present

immense transformations of our outer life, we begin

again to ask anx

iously whether in conq

we do not suffer inj

V
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uering the world

ury to our souls.
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or both these reasons we easily understand from

the conditions of modern life that its nervous restless-

ness is due to strong religious feeling. This feature

will be best understood when it is realised that perhaps

in no other period in the history of civilised nations,

have the principles of value as to life been so much in

a state of transition, dissolution and reconstruction as

in our time. The spread of cultural communication

over the entire globe, with the conseq

uent friendly or

inimical intercourse of all races, has withdrawn every

nation from the peaceful development of its former

isolated sphere;

moreover the rapid transformation

of all social relations has everywhere begun to break

up the established forms and customary standards of

value. H owever true it is that, happily, the '

of all values '

is not q

revolution

uite so violent and rapid as the

inspired prophets of such changes would have ua
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believe, yet no deception should be allowed on one

point: namely, that this unprecedented upheaval of

all forces will prepare the way for such changes as will

affect the deepest foundations and the innermost

agitations are necessarily always impregnated with

strong religious impulses, which are ever ready, owing to

ineradicable tendencies inherent in human nature, to

assume new forms or to foroe old ones into new garbs,

especially in conditions of accelerated evolution.

Thus, in our age, too, the necessity of preserving

a spiritual unity of life, in opposition to the forces

freq

ternal civilisation,

uently assumes a religious form;

and all the more

since the historical law of antithetic compensation

necessarily req

QUEST

For both these reasons we easily understand from
the conditions of modern life that its nervous restlessness is due to strong religious feeling. This feature
will be best understood when it is realised that perhaps
in no other period in the history of civilised nations,
have the principles of value as to life been so much in
a state of transition, dissolution and reconstruction as
in our time. The spread of cultural communication
over the entire globe, with the consequent friendly or
inimioal intercourse of all races, has withdrawn every
nation from the peaceful development of its former
isolated sphere; moreover the rapid transformation
of all social relations has everywhere begun to break
up the established forms and customary standards of
value. However true it is that, happily,the revolution
of all values’ is not quite so violent and rapid as the
inspired prophets of such changes would have us
believe, yet no deception should be allowed on one
point: namely, that this unprecedented upheaval of
all forces will prepare the way for such changes as will
affect the deepest foundations and the innermost
elements of human life. Now the periods of such
agitations are necessarily always impregnated with
strong religious impulses, which are ever ready, owing to
ineradicable tendencies inherent in human nature, to
assume new forms or to force old ones into new garbs,
especially in conditions of accelerated evolution.
Thus, in our age, too, the necessity of preserving
a spiritual unity of life, in opposition to the forces
of disintegration in material, external civilisation,
frequently assumes a religious form ; and all the more
since the historical law of antithetic compensation
necessarily requires a reaction against the prevalence
of materialism during the second half of the last
‘

elements of human life. N ow the periods of such
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uest of a world-view is nowadays

pushed far beyond the narrow boundaries which were

laid down by the one-sided metaphysics of natural

science, under the impulse of the rich diversity of

interests that agitate our modern life. A

t the same

time another antagonism makes itself strongly felt.

W e are at present ex

periencing to a certain ex

tent,

though with entirely different personal motives, the

same change in our mode of thought which occurred

about the year 18

E

00, when R

omanticism superseded

ncyclopedism in the whole of E

urope, but more

especially in Germany: namely, a change from rational-

ism to irrationalism. W henever the modern spirit

has failed in its theoretical attempts to fathom the

deepest depths of reality with the conceptions of the

intellect, and in its practical endeavourings to fashion

Encyclopedism in

its world entirely according to the principles of reason,

the whole of

Europe,

but

more

it invariably withdraws within itself, there to seek
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salvation in the vague movements of emotion and in

the unbroken original momentum of the will. That is

the reason why now once again the irrational is pro-

claimed as the innermost sacred mystery of all reality,

and as the substance of life that transcends the reach

of all possible knowledge;

and therefore the religious

impulse underlying our craving for a world-view, once

again readily assumes the forms of mysticism.

That mysterious something which refuses to fall

into line with the known, or supposedly known, causal

relations of material reality, has at all times possessed

the charm of arousing a mildly-awed curiosity;

it ia j

and

I

ust those men and those ages that are most

proud of the power and achievements of their know-

ledge and reasoning in all other respects, who are

most liable to this fascination. Periods of progressive

relatlons of ma.teria,l Wn, or supposedly known, causal
reality, has at all times possessed
fihs charm of arousing
8. mildly-awed
curiosity; and
_
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tion. They appear on the contrary to req

uire it as a

kind of mental complement, as we can see in the

R

enaissance period as well as in the 18

th century. I

is, therefore, unnecessary to be overmuch alarmed,

when every now and then a searchlight reveals within

its sphere of observation the ex

ism'

tent to which '

occult-

has succeeded in making its influence or, if you

prefer, its seduction felt among us, affecting without

supersti-

tenment are by no means proof against it as a
contrary to require
tion. They appear on the
in the
as we can see
complement,
mental
kind of
It
as in the 18th century.
well
as
Renaissance period
to be overmuch alarmed,
unnecessary
therefore,
is,
searchlight reveals within
when every now and then a
occultobservation the extent to which
'

enlightenment are by no means proof against supersti-

t

‘

ex

ception all strata of society. A

for practical purposes that the ex

ex

lthough it is mainly

tolled mysterious

pedients are resorted to, owing to the failure of the

open paths of ex

obj

perience to lead to the desired

ective, yet on the other hand (and it is here that

we first enter the sphere of mysticism proper) it is a

theoretical necessity which, in the struggle after an

ethico-religious world-view, carries us beyond all

knowing towards an immediate intuition of primal

perience of
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spiritual reality, and towards an inner ex

the connection between the soul and the ultimate

essence of all things. The rank growth of religious

sects on both sides of the A

tlantic, the numerous

theosophical societies and associations carrying on an

active propaganda, and further the astonishing increase

of B

E

uddhistic communities, not only in the capitals of

urope but also in numerous ramifications, during the

last decade, is evidence of the fact that the religious

need for a world-view is seeking to force its way

outside the frame of Church-teaching. E

verywhere

the individual is striving to find direct access to the

mysteries of spiritual reality, and to make them his

own by free personal ex

perience. This, however, is

the decisive tendency of what we call mysticism, in the

historical meaning of the word,
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O ur philosophy too has not remained immune to

this tendency of our time. I

influenced by it in its historical values. A

the forgotten Jacob B

prominence by R

tendency

t has first of all been

s formerly

oehme was brought into deserved

omanticism, even so has the father of

Plotinus, presently arisen as a new star in the historical

firmament of philosophy. E

ver since E

has the father of
the great N eoplatonist

even so

all philosophical mysticism, the great N eoplatonist

H artmann'

206

phy too has not remained immune to
of our time. It has
first of all been

,

duard von

s affectionate and congenial rendering of

his system vindicated him his right place in the history

of metaphysics, Plotinus has become the subj

ect of

renewed study.1 The mysticism of the middle ages,

more particularly that of Germany, has likewise

attained to a more intelligent recognition owing to

A

dolph L

asson, who has dedicated to it a searching

The mysticism of the
middle ages,

analysis in the new edition of the Ueberweg-H einze

H andbook.8

W e no longer onesidedly characterise the

philosophy of the middle ages as scholasticism, but

._—,-;uns»

ual rank, and
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rather place mysticism beside it as of eq

even as being the more fruitful and promising move-

ment. Moreover, since the revival of R

omanticism

has become the leading intellectual fashion, its '

disclosure of deep life-giving springs,'

_.

mystic

as its prophets

phrase it, has resulted in enrolling again disciple after

disciple.

I

t was, however, agnosticism that proved to be the

point of irruption of the mystic impulse into philo-

sophy itself. The thought

-movement of the 19th

century had been dominated by agnosticism in the

most varied ways. W hen the knowledge of the true

world-essence and of the ultimate foundations of all

1Cp.

_

nneads.— E

Cp. Q uest, iii. 565f., on new editions of the main tex

ts published by

kugon Diedericbs, Jena.— E

‘

.‘,_a~/
_

Q uest, iii. 564, on a new German translation of the E

d.

d.

Sophy itself.

T he

ystic impulse into philo-

thought-movement

of the 19th
11 dominated
by agnosticism in the
most varied
Ways. When the
knowledge of the true
world-essence and of the ultimate
foundations of all
'
Cp- QUEST, iii. 564, on a.
new German
I
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reality is withheld from rational cognition, the
metaphysical impulse receives a free hand to satisfy
itself with all the expedients of irrationalism. This
was the experience of Kant. The often quoted and
much misapplied saying, I had to abrogate knowledge
to make room for belief,’ is a somewhat dangerous
utterance. Kant himself as a strong rationalist,
possessed, as such, of a keen eye for the limits of all
kinds of ‘rational’ procedure, would tolerate beyond
the boundaries of knowledge only a belief that was
THE
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reality is withheld from rational cognition, the

metaphysical impulse receives a free hand to satisfy

itself with all the ex

was the ex

pedients of irrationalism. This

perience of K

ant. The often q

uoted and

A
much misapplied saying, '

I

had to abrogate knowledge

‘

to make room for belief,'

utterance. K

is a somewhat dangerous

ant himself as a strong rationalist,

possessed, as such, of a keen eye for the limits of all

kinds of '

rational'

procedure, would tolerate beyond

the boundaries of knowledge only a belief that was

thoroughly rational, intellectually formulated, suscep-

tible of generally and necessarily convincing proof.

Y

et he was unable to prevent Jacobi from readily

accepting the critical doctrine of the inability of science

to comprehend essential being, which the latter did

only with an ex

press view to supporting the claim of a

capacity of direct apprehension of the supersensuous

perience. I
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and of the higher truth of individual ex

was in vain that K

t

ant, in one of his most brilliant

smaller writings, entitled W hat do ive mean by

I

ex

ntellectual O rientation?

— withstood the enthusiastic

travagance of those visionaries who thought to find

their bearings in the night of the supersensuous, where

knowledge is of course unavailing, by means of a certain

specific personal feeling, instead of trusting for their

guidance to practical reason, plain sense of duty, and

the strict imperative of morality. "

failed to prevent R

lux

uriant ex

W ith all this K

uberance of the ex

periences of genius on the

very field which he desired to keep clear for belief. I

was R

ant

omanticism from revelling in the

t

omanticism itself, however, by which the danger

of such a situation was clearly brought to light. I

ts

development and the gradual twisting round of its

tendencies from Schleiennacher and N ovalis onwards

thoroughly rational, intellectually formulated,

suscep-

and necessarily convincing proof.
was unable to prevent Jacobi from readily
accepting the critical doctrine of the inabilityof science
to comprehend essential being, which the latter did
only with an express view to supporting the claim of a
capacity of direct apprehension of the supersensuous
and of the higher truth of individual experience. It
was in vain that Kant, in one of his most brilliant
smaller writings, entitled I/Vhat do we mean by
Intellectual Orientation ?—withstood the enthusiastic
extravagance of those visionaries who thought to find
their bearings in the night of the supersensuous, where
knowledge is of course unavailing,by means of acertain
specific personal feeling, instead of trusting for their
guidance to practical reason, plain sense of duty, and
the strict imperative of morality. With all this Kant
failed to prevent Romanticism from revelling in the
luxuriant exuberance of the experiences of genius on the
very field which he desired to keep clear for belief. It
was Romanticism itself, however, by which the danger
of such a situation Was clearly brought to light. Its
development and the gradual twisting round of its
tendencies from Schleiermacher and Novalis onwards
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Yet he
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dam Muller have proved

that the final result of the mystical movement was

more profitable for the churches than for religion.

The special form of agnosticism which was con-

ditioned by K

ant'

s theory of knowledge, must also

have favoured the development of mystical tendencies.

Scientific cognition in the strict sense of the term was

identical, according to K

ant'

s system of categories,

with mathematico-physical theory. E

ven the living

organism constituted in itself a limitation of compre-

hension: the subj

ects of inner ex

perience were thought

at best only susceptible of description and not of

conception or ex

planation. I

f thus the claims of

science were confined to nature as to a system of

PRESENT-DAY MYSTICISM
207
to Friedrich Schlegel and
Adam Miiller have proved
that the final result of the

mystical movement was
profitable for the churches than for
religion.
The special form of
agnosticism
which was conditioned by Kant’s theory of
knowledge, must also
have favoured the
development
of mystical tendencies.
Scientific cognition in the strict
of the term was
identical, according to Kant’s sense
system of categories,
with mathematico-physical
theory. Even
organism constituted in itself a limitation the living
more

of compre-

mechanical causation, it was self-evident that reality,

as conceived by such a science, could never satisfy the

req

uirements of metaphysical tendencies. A

more N eo-K

nd the

antism proclaimed for a certain period this
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self-imposed limitation of knowledge to be the sole

wisdom of philosophy, the wider became the margin

for all the different demands of belief and immediate

ex

perience, whose obj

ect was to establish the entire

independence of the certainty of their contents from

the secondary conditions, whether these contents were

possible or not on the principles of intellectual cogni-

seience

were

confined

to nature as to a
system of
mechanical causation, it was
self-evident
that
as conceived
by such a science, could never reality,
satisfy the
requirements of metaphysical
tendencies. And the

tion. They even allowed themselves willingly to be

forced into the position described by the ancient adage:

Gertum est, q

uia impossibile est— it is certain, because

it is not dreamt of in your philosophy.

The development of psychology, which within the

last decades has freq

uently attempted to supplant

philosophy, has been a further occasion for forcing out,

byway of antithesis, fresh impulses towards mysticism.

The starting-point is in this case the widely-spread
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theory of psycho-physical parallelism. I

avoid the difficulties involved in the idea of a reciprocal

causation of bodily and mental states, by asserting

of one and the same fundamental process, which are

similar in all corresponding respects, differing, however,

in content. This theory seems indeed to safeguard

the independent status of the psychical as opposed to

the physical;

but in its conception of phenomenal

data it cannot escape a certain leaning towards

materialism. Though the main argument for the

adoption of psychological parallelism is at present

usually that psycho-physical causation would be

irreconcilable with the principle of the conservation of

energy, yet we have to face the unavoidable conse-

q

uence that the causal succession of bodily states will,

apparently, in the last instance, be intelligible according
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to physical and chemical laws, and that then the

corresponding psychic phenomena will be degraded to

the level of accessory symptoms accompanying the

fundamental physical process. Such a world-view

would drag the entire psychic life into the sphere of

mechanical causation, and the consciousness of activity,

the one decisive self-ex

perience of individuality, must

needs appear to such a psychology as a miracle which

has to seek its self-evidence outside the domain of

scientific theory. I

f then, in accordance with the

habit of thought of philosophy which has shrivelled

into psychology, the attempt is made to satisfy this

need only by means of individual ex

perience, we find

ourselves unavoidably on the road to mysticism.

Classical German idealism has once elaborated— and

that most magnificently in H egel'

s system —

the

It is common
psycho-physical parallelism.with
Spinoza, to

knowledge that this theory attempts,
the idea of a reciprocal

t is common

knowledge that this theory attempts, with Spinoza, to

that we have before us in both cases simply two sides

QUEST

’

avoid the difficulties involved in
asserting
causation of bodily and mental states, by two sides
simply
that we have before us in both cases
which are
of one and the same fundamental process, however,
differing,
similar in all corresponding respects,
indeed to safeguard
in content. This theory seems
as opposed to
the independent status of the ps ychical
tion of phenomenal
the physical; but in its concep
leaning towards
data it cannot escape a certain
for the
materialism. Though the main argument

present
psychological parallelism is atwould
be
usually that psycho-physical causation
of the conservation of

adoption

of

irreconcilable with the principle
the unavoidable conseenergy, yet We have to face
succession of bodily states will,
quence that the causal
according
in the last instance, be intelligible

apparently,
and that then the
to physical and chemical laws,
be degraded to
corresponding psychic phenomena will
accompanying the
the level of accessory

symptoms

world-view
fundamental physical process. Such a.
the sphere of
would drag the entire psychic life into
of activity,
mechanical causation, and the consciousness
individuality,must
the one decisive self-experience of
miracle which
needs appear to such a psychology as a
the domain of
has to seek its self-evidence outside
with the
scientific theory. If then, in accordance
shrivelled

thought of philosophy which has
this
into psychology, the attempt is made to satisfy
find
need only by means of individual experience, we
ourselves unavoidably on the road to m_
Classical German idealism has once elaborated—and
that most magnificently in Hegel’s system—the

habit of
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concrete values of spiritual reality out of the ideal

relations in the process of history. A

sophers rej

s long as philo-

ect this historical method and insist on the

standpoint of individual ex

perience, they will invariably

evaporate into a mystic religiosity or into a religious

mist that spiritual content of life, which ought to be

preserved for physical reality out of the original

complex

of spirit and matter.

The doctrine of psycho-physical parallelism con-

tains a second inadvertently mystical feature, since this

hypothesis cannot be given effect to as a general

metaphysical theory without the presupposition of

a mass of unconscious psychical states. I

f it is

necessary to associate a psychical function with each

material process, it follows that the greater part of

psychical reality must be of an unconscious kind.

The sphere of conscious life then forms merely a small
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and thin superstratum over the wide field of the

unconscious, in which the true psychical events func-

tion in such a manner, that only their most salient

peaks suoceed in penetrating into the light of conscious

ex

perience. B

ut the hypothesis of the subconscious

demands also that of the superconscious as its correla-

tive, and as the boundaries of consciousness are fluid

with regard to the former, they will probably not be

impenetrable with regard to the latter. H owever

widely they differed as to their respective starting-

points and methods of thought, F

echner and E

duard

von H artmann both sought to teach the mystic unity

of the subconscious and the superconscious in the

'

unconscious.'

I

f, finally, we consider the activities of conscious-

ness from the point of view of the empirical obj

ects or

ends of life, there is danger of what we call our know-

209

concrete values of spiritual reality out of the ideal
relations in the process of history. As long as philosophers reject this historical method and insist on the
standpoint of individual experience,theywill invariably
evaporate into a mystic religiosity or into a religious
mist that spiritual content of life, which ought to be
preserved for physical reality out of the original
complex of spirit and matter.
The doctrine of psycho-physical parallelism contains a second inadvertentlymystical feature, since this
hypothesis cannot be given effect to as a general

metaphysical theory without the presupposition of
a mass of unconscious psychical states.
If it is
necessary to associate a psychical function with each
material process, it follows that the greater part of
psychical reality must be of an unconscious kind.
The sphere of conscious life then forms merely a small
and thin

the wide field of the
unconscious, in which the true psychical events function in such a manner, that only their most salient
peaks succeed in penetrating into the light of conscious
experience. But the hypothesis of the subconscious
demands also that of the superconscious as its correlative, and as the boundaries of consciousness are fluid
with regard to the former, they will probably not be
impenetrable with regard to the latter. However
Widely they differed as to their respective startingpoints and methods of thought, Fechner and Eduard
von Hartmann both sought to teach the mystic unity
of the subconscious and the superconscious in the
‘
unconscious.’
If, finally, we consider the activities of consciousness from the point of view of the empirical objects or
ends of life, there is danger of what We call our know-

superstratum
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rom the evolutionist point of view

ideation can be understood as the highest form of

transmutation of sensible into motor states of the

organism. Then their end would simply be the

purposive determination of action. O ur conceptual

thinking would ex

tract from the rich complex

individual realities merely the bare ex

ity of

ternal and

regular forms, as far as they recur continually. I

t is

not life that we are enabled to understand by means

of the categories of scientific cognition, but merely its

petrified forms or the corpse of N ature, as Pierre

Poiret, an old-time F

rench mystic, calls it, in opposing

the mechanistic natural philosophy of Cartesianism.

The essence, however, of phenomena, as well as that of

our own selves, cannot be comprehended by means of a

conceptual system, but only ex

perienced by direct

intuition. This bond between biological pragmatism
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and mysticism has been proclaimed by H enri B

and to it is due the ex

ergson,

tensive and intensive action of

his, in this respect, specifically modern philosophy.

The necessities of mysticism are deeply rooted

in human nature and the limitations of our knowledge.

They, therefore, assume at different periods those very

forms which are specially assigned to them in each age

by the realisation of the tasks incumbent on knowledge,

and of the possible measure of their fulfilment. The

scientific mind, while recognising itself these limita-

tions, will always respect them. I

inex

plorable with q

t will revere the

uiet dignity, and will resist the

temptation to tug impatiently at the veil concealing it.

The mystic, on the other hand, believes in his ability,

through q

uite ex

with

forfeiting the value of connection
ledge
evolutionist point of view
true reality. From the
form of
ideation can be understood as the highest of the
states
transmutation of sensible into motor
be the
once more

ST

ledge once more forfeiting the value of connection with

true reality. F

QUEST

ceptional ex

periences of his own, in

spite of all to snatch a fleeting vision of the beyond.

end would simply
of action. Our conceptual
rich complexity of
thinking would extract from the bare external and
individual realities merely the
continually. It is
regular forms, as far as they recur
understand by means
not life that we are enabled to
but merely its
of the categories of scientific cognition,
Nature, as Pierre
petrified forms or the corpse of calls
it, in opposing
Poiret, an old-time French mystic,
of Cartesianism.
the mechanistic natural philosophy
well as that of
The essence, however, of phenomena, as
of 8.
be comprehended by means
our own selves, cannot

organism. Then their
purposive determination

experienced direct
pragmatism

by
but only
intuition. This bond between biological
Henri Bergson,
and mysticism has been proclaimed by
action of
and to it is d11e the extensive and intensive
his, in this respect, specifically modern

conceptual system,

philosophy.

rooted

The necessities of mysticism are deeply
knowledge.
in human nature and the limitations of our
those very
They, therefore, assume at different periods in each age
forms which are specially assigned to them
on knowledge,
by the realisation of the tasks incumbent
The
and of the possible measure of their fulfilment.
limitascientific mind, while recognising itself these
It will revere the
tions, will always respect them. and
will resist the
inexplorable with quiet dignity,
it.
temptation to tug impatiently at the veil concealing
The mystic, on the other hand, believes in his ability,
in
through quite exceptional experiences of his own,
spite of all to snatch a fleeting vision of the beyond.
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N o one will deny him this, but he stultifies

himself when, returning into the world of common

consciousness, he attempts to reduce his visions into

theory and practice. The forms of speech are those of

thought, and these again are identical with those of

cognition. W hen, therefore, the pure intuition of the

mystic seeks ex

pression, it can find it only in the very

categories which it has itself rej

ected as insufficient

and misleading. H ence, however inspiring its speech

may sound, it can, from its very essence and on its

own admission, only prove to be mere stammering.

The mystic may enj

sabbath-peace;

oy his blessed vision as a rare

but for ordinary life, even he req

uires an

inner and an outer world capable of being apprehended,

the relations of which are intelligible and susceptible

of rational realisation. Mysticism is possible as the

intuitive ex

perience of the individual;

doctrine it becomes impossible. I

as a scientific

211

deny him this, but he
himself When, returning into the world of stultifies
common
one

will

consciousness, he attempts to reduce his visions into
theory and practice. The forms of speech are those of
thought, and these again are identical with those of
cognition. When, therefore, the pure intuition of the
mystic seeks expression, it can find it
in the very
categories which it has itself rejectedonly
as insuflicient
and misleading.
Hence, however inspiring its speech

may sound, it can, from its
very essence and on its
own admission,
only prove to be mere stammering.
The mystic may enjoy his blessed
vision as a rare

t may at best be
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called so in its negative critical aspect, but not when it

attempts to speak positively.

I

f, however, philosophy relinq

uishes thought to

science, retaining for itself only transcendental vision,

it thereby abdicates its position as a science. Many

will consider this to be of no importance, provided

philosophy thereby adeq

situation of our time. B

uately ex

ut the q

presses the spiritual

uestion, whether it is

not possible to find away out of this situation, possible

for philosophy to uphold its character of rational

thinking and as an intellectual science, becomes the

more j

ustified. F

or the most important task will ever

be to raise our life out of the sphere of vague, half-

realised impressions into that of lucid consciousness

and well-defined morality.
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the relations of which
are intelligible and
susceptible
of rational realisation.
Mysticism
is possible as the
intuitive experience of the
individual; as a scientific
doctrine it becomes impossible.
It may at best be
called so in its negative critical
aspect, but not when it
attempts to
7

speak positively.
If, however, philosophy
relinquishes thought to
science, retaining for itself only
vision,
itithereby abdicates its position transcendental
as a science.

Many

philosophy

thereby adequately expresses the spiritual
situation of our time.
But the question, whether it is
not possible to

for

find a Way out of this
situation, possible
uphold its character of rational
and as an intellectual
science, becomes the

philosophy to

thinking

WILHELM WINDELBAND.
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That great educationist Maria Montessori, in a book

which has recently been translated into E

nglish, tells

the following story:

O nce in our public park in R

ome, the Pincian Gardens, I

saw

a baby of about a year and a half, a beautiful smiling child, who

EDUCATION.

THE TRAGEDY OF

was working away trying to fill a little pail by shovelling gravel

into it. B

eside him was a smartly dressed nurse, evidently very'

EDMOND HOLMES, M.A.

fond of him, the sort of nurse who would consider that she gave

the child the most affectionate and intelligent care. I

to go home, and the nurse was patiently ex

t was time

horting the baby to

leave his work and let her put him into the baby-carriage. Seeing

that her ex

hortations made no impression on the little fellow s

firmness, she herself filled the pail with gravel and set pail and

baby into the carriage with the fix

him what he wanted. I

and by the ex

ed conviction that she had given

was struck by the loud cries of the child

pression of protest against violence and inj

ustice

which wrote itself on his little face. W hat an accumulation of
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wrongs weighed down that nascent intelligence!

did not wish to have the pail full of gravel;

The little boy

he wanted to go

through the motions necessary to fill it, thus satisfying a need of

his vigorous organism . . .;

voluntary actions, to ex

he wished to co-ordinate his

ercise his muscles by lifting;

eye to estimate distances;

to ex

to train his

ercise his intelligence in the

reasoning connected with his undertaking;

to stimulate his will-

power by deciding his own actions. . . . H is unconscious aim

was his own self-development;

not the ex

of little stones. The vivid attractions of the ex

only empty apparitions;

ternal fact of a pail full

ternal world were

the need of his life was a reality. A

sa

matter of fact, if he had filled his pail he would probably have

emptied it out again in order to keep on filling it up until his inner
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in a book
THAT great educationist Maria Montessori,
tells
which has recently been translated into English,
the following story :
Gardens, I saw
Once in our public park in Rome, the Pincian
who

smiling child,
ababy of about a year and a half, a beautiful
little pail by shovelling gravel
was working away trying to fill a
evidently very
into it. Beside him was a smartly dressed nurse,
that she gave
fond of him, the sort of nurse who would consider
time

It was
the child the most atfeetionate and intelligent care.
the baby to
to go home, and the nurse was patiently exhorting
Seeins
leave his work and let her put him into the baby-carriage.
fellow’s
little
that her exhortations made no impression on the
set pail and
and
firmness, she herself filled the pail with gravel
she had given
baby into the carriage \vith the fixed conviction that
of the child
him what he wanted. I was struck by the loud cries
and injustice
and by the expression of protest against violence
of
accumulation
which wrote itself on his little face. What an
The little boy
wrongs weighed down that nascent intelligence!
wanted to go
did not wish to have the pail full of gravel; he
need of
through the motions necessary to fill it, thus satisfying a
his
.; he wished to co-ordinate
his vigorous organism
his
train
voluntary actions, to exercise his muscles by lifting; to
his intelligence in the
eye to estimate distances; to exercise
his willreasoning connected with his undertaking; to stimulate
His unconscious aim
power by deciding his own actions.
.

.

.

.

.

external fact of a pail full
was his own self-development; not the
world were
of little stones. The vivid attractions of the external
As a
Only empty apparitions; the need of his life was a reality.
have
matter of fact, if he had filled his pail he would probably
emptied it out again in order to keep on filling it up until his inner
912
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t was the feeling of working towards this

satisfaction which, a few moments before, had made his face so

rosy and smiling;

. . . and she who loved him, believing that

his aim was to possess some pebbles, made him wretched.

This simple story is pregnant with meaning. The

little tragedy which it describes is symbolical of the

great tragedy of education, and may even be regarded

as the F

irst Scene of its F

irst A

ct. I

n his dealings

with the child the adult makes at the outset one funda-

mental mistake. H imself the victim of a misdirected

education which has given him a false outlook on life,

he is apt to assume, in proportion as he is kindly and

sympathetic, that the child shares that outlook, that

he too is an ex

ternalist, a lover of outward things for

their own sakes, that he too wants playthings of

various kinds, toys, gauds, prizes, possessions, distinc-

tions, and the like. B

ut in very truth, the child,

before he has been corrupted by education, wants

grow.
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none of these things. H e wants to energise and to

The adult in Madame Montessori'

s story was a

favourable specimen of her kind. More often than not,

the adult'

s misunderstanding of the child goes deeper

than hers. More often than not, he abandons, in part

at least, his initial assumption as to the child'

s outlook

on life, and straightway falls into a graver error. F

having been convinced by ex

child'

or

perience that after all the

s outlook differs in many ways from his own, he

rosy and smiling;

his aim was to possess

some pebbles, made him
wretched.
This simple story is
pregnant with meaning. The
little tragedy which it describes
is symbolical of the
great tragedy of education, and
may even be regarded
as the First Scene
of its First Act. In his
dealings
with the child the adult
makes at the outset one fundamental mistake. Himself the
of a misdirected‘
education which has given himvictim
a false outlook on
he is apt to
life,
assume, in proportion as he is
sympathetic, that the child shares that kindly and
outlook, that
he too is an
externalist,
a lover of outward
things for
their own sakes, that
he too wants
playthings of
various kinds, toys,
gauds, prizes, possessions, distinctions, and the like. But in
very truth, the child,
before he has been
corrupted
by education, Wants
none of these
things. He wants to energise and

to

grow.

assumes offhand that his outlook is entirely right, and

the child'

s entirely wrong. H e assumes, in other

words, that the child ought to desire and aim at the

ends which he— the adult— desires and aims at, and

that the child'

s failure to do this is proof of some

defect in his nature (due no doubt to his immaturity)

the adult’s

than hers.

of the child goes
misunderstanding
deeper
More
I

often than not, he

abandons, in part
initial assumption as to the
child's outlook
on life, and
straightway falls into

at least, his

a

graver

error.

For

—desires and aims
and
failure to do this is proof ofat,
some
defect in his nature (due no
doubt to his immaturity)
s
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which education must correct. B

ohild'

ut all the while the

s outlook on life, before it has been perverted by

education, is fundamentally right, while the adult'

s is

fundamentally wrong.

Sometimes, indeed, though more rarely now than

in former days, the adult'

s misunderstanding of the

child goes deeper still, goes to the very roots of human

nature. I

n such cases the child'

the adult'

s inability to share

s outlook on life is regarded as proof of the

innate corruption, the original sinfulness, of his fallen

nature, and the task assigned to education is that of

eradicating, or at least of starving, this corrupt nature,

by bringing the life of the child under the control of a

set of formulated commandments which are to take

the place of N ature'

s tendencies and laws. The kindly

nurse of the Pincian Gardens thought in her innocence

that her baby wanted to possess a pailful of gravel;

and so she carried him off, in spite of his tears and
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protests,— baby, pail, gravel and all. H ad she been

sterner and less sympathetic she might have ascribed

his reluctance to come with her to the inborn stubborn-

ness of his rebellious soul, and the tears with which

he req

uited her well-intentioned blunder, to the inborn

ingratitude of his hardened heart.

B

ut whatever may be the depth of the adult'

s

misunderstanding of the child, his mishandling of him,

when he begins to educate him, is always, in principle

at least, complete. F

or he instinctively adopts towards

him an attitude of dogmatic direction to which he

ex

pects the child to respond with an attitude of

passive and mechanical obedience. I

n adopting this

attitude of dogmatic direction the adult is true, not

only to his own false philosophy of education, but also

to the tradition of thousands and tens of thousands of

THE

QUEST

all the While the
which education must correct. But
been perverted by
ohild’s outlook on life, before it has
hile the adult's is
education, is fundamentally right, w

fundamentally wrong.

than

Sometimes, indeed, though more rarely
misunderstanding of the
in former days, the adult’s
roots of human
child goes deeper still, goes to the very
inability to share
nature. In such cases the child’s
as proof of the
the adult’s outlook on life is regarded
of his fallen
innate corruption, the original sinfulness,
ducation is that of
now

.

this corrupt nature,
the control of a
by bringing the life of the child under
which are to take
set of formulated commandments
laws. The kindly
the place of Nature’s tendencies and
in her innocence
nurse of the Pincian Gardens thought
of gravel;
that her baby wanted to possess a. pailful
his tears and
and so she carried him off, in spite of
and all. Had she been
protests,—baby, pail, gravel she
might have ascribed
sterner and less sympathetic
inborn stubbornhis reluctance to come with her to the
and the tears with W hich
ness of his rebellious soul,
to the inborn
he requited her Well-intentioned blunder,
ingratitude of his hardened heart.
the adult'S
But whatever may be the depth of
him,
misunderstanding of the child, his mishandling of
when he begins to educate him, is always, in principle
towards
at least, complete. For he instinctively adopts
which he
him an attitude of dogmatic direction to
attitude of
expects the child to respond with an
this
passive and mechanical obedience. In adopting
not
attitude of dogmatic direction the adult is true,
also
only to his own false philosophy of education, but of
to the tradition of thousands and tens of thousands
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years,—a tradition Which has affected education, but
only as one of many aspects of human life. What that
tradition is we are learning to-day in and through the
very efforts that we are making to emancipate ourselves from its influence. The desolating Waves of
.discontent and unrest which are sweeping over the
whole civilised World and threatening to bury its
civilisation under the primal mud of social chaos, are
symptomatic, as it seems to me, of an immense and
far-reaching change. An old order of things is passing
slowly away, and a new order is ‘ still powerless to be
born.’ The old order of things is the régime of
dogmatism; the régime of dogmatic direction on the
part of A, and of mechanical obedience on the part of
B. This régime has had its work to do, and has done
it,——and will no doubt long continue to do it. It has
kept order—of a kind, and has thus enabled social
life to evolve itself—after a. fashion. But a heavy
price has been paid for this service. For everywhere
and at all times dogmatism tends to deaden life.
The dogmatist is one who says to another, or to
others: “Such and such a thing seems good to me;
therefore it must seem good to you; in other words
Y011 must practise it. Such and such a thing seems
true to me; therefore it must seem true to you; in
other words you must believe it. Such and such a
thing seems beautiful to me; therefore it must seem
beautiful to you; in other words you must admire it.
Such and such a thing seems desirable to me; therefore it must seem desirable to you ; in other Words you
must pursue it.
Such and such a thing seems
expedient to me; therefore it must seem expedient to
Y011; in other Words you must do it.” Stated more
briefly the dogmatic attitude amounts to this: “ My
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years,— a tradition which has affected education, but

only as one of many aspects of human life. W hat that

tradition is we are learning to-day in and through the

very efforts that we are making to emancipate our-

selves from its influence. The desolating waves of

discontent and unrest which are sweeping over the

whole civilised world and threatening to bury its

civilisation under the primal mud of social chaos, are

symptomatic, as it seems to me, of an immense and

far-reaching change. A

n old order of things is passing

slowly away, and a new order is '

born.'

dogmatism;

part of A

B

still powerless to be

The old order of things is the regime of

the r& q

ime of dogmatic direction on the

, and of mechanical obedience on the part of

. This regime has had its work to do, and has done

it,— and will no doubt long continue to do it. I

t has

kept order— of a kind, and has thus enabled social

life to evolve itself— after a fashion. B

ut a heavy

or everywhere
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price has been paid for this service. F

and at all times dogmatism tends to deaden life.

The dogmatist is one who says to another, or to

others: "

Such and such a thing seems good to me;

therefore it must seem good to you;

in other words

you must practise it. Such and such a thing seems

true to me;

therefore it must seem true to you;

other words you must believe it. Such and such a

thing seems beautiful to me;

beautiful to you;

therefore it must seem

fore it must seem desirable to you;

you;

pedient to me;

there-

in other words you

must pursue it. Such and such a thing seems

ex

in

in other words you must admire it.

Such and such a thing seems desirable to me;

therefore it must seem ex

in other words you must do it."

pedient to

Stated more

briefly the dogmatic attitude amounts to this: "
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part is to issue orders and directions. Y

our part is to

obey them and carry them out."

The dogmatic pressure emanates sometimes from

an individual, sometimes from a corporation, some-

individual, sometimes from a corporation, somefrom a class or
times from a community, sometimes
of tendency,
social stratum, sometimes from a stream

times from a community, sometimes from a class or

an

social stratum, sometimes from a stream of tendency,

sometimes from a mob. A

and the many obey. B

s a rule the few dogmatise

ut this is not always so. A

society, such as a church, or a profession, or a trades-

union, may find it necessary to subj

ect each of its

members to strong dogmatic pressure. A

nd there are

times when the individual has to confront the dogma-

tism of an overwhelming maj

as ex

ority of his fellow-men,

pressed in public opinion, or in established

custom, or even in the fashion or convention of the

day.

There are three things which dogmatism does, or

tends to do, to him who yields to its pressure:

n the first place, by ex

ternalising his life, it
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I

tends to despiritualise and even devitalise his nature.

I

n the second place, by forbidding his higher

as

faculties to energise, it tends to arrest his growth.

I

sometimes from a mob. As a rule the few dogmatise
so. A
and the many obey. But this is not always
a tradessociety, such as a church, or a profession, or
each of its
union, may find it necessary to subject
there are
members to strong dogmatic pressure. And
the dogmatimes when the individual has to confront
fellow-men,
tism of an overwhelming majority of his
custom,

n the third place, by substituting drill for self-

discipline, it tends to demoralise his life.

W hen I

life, I

say that dogmatism ex

ternalises man'

mean that it draws him away from the main

business of life, the business of living and growing, and

makes him devote himself to matters of minor impor-

tance, to doing (in the sense of producing outward and

visible results), to seeming (in the sense of making an

outward show and being valued accordingly), to

acq

uiring, possessing, enj

oying, spending.

The reason why it produces this effect is not far

to seek. O utward action is the only kind of action

expressed

s

in

or even

public opinion,

in the fashion

or

or

in

established

convention of the

day.

or
There are three things which dogmatism does,
tends to do, to him who yields to its pressure :
it
In the first place, by externalising his life,
tends to despiritualise and even devitalise his nature.
In the second place, by forbidding his higher
faculties to energise, it tends to arrest his growth.
selfIn the third place, by substituting drill for
discipline, it tends to demoralise his life.
man's
When I say that dogmatism externalises
main
life, I mean that it draws him away from the and
business of life, the business of living and growing,
makes him devote himself to matters of minor imporand
tance, to doing (in the sense of producing outward
visible results), to seeming (in the sense of making an
outward show and being valued accordingly), to

acquiring, possessing, enjoying, spending
The reason why it produces this effect is not far
to seek. Outward action is the only kind of action
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which the dogmatist can control and appraise. H is

business is, first, to give directions;

nex

t, to see that

they are carried out. To give directions is easy enough.

To see that they are carried out is not so easy. B

y

bringing pressure of various kinds to bear on his

victim, the dogmatist may be able to secure the

semblance of obedience to his directions. B

ut he

cannot go beyond this. H e may be able to regulate

and even control the outward action of those who are

dependent on him;

but he can neither regulate nor

control their inward activities. F

or ex

ample, he may

direct the faithful to believe such and such a dogma;

he may compel them to profess belief in it, and even to

give ceremonial ex

pression to their professed belief;

but he cannot compel them to believe it. I

f he is an

officer— naval or military— of the martinet type, he

may compel his subordinates to obey all his orders

with due precision, but he cannot command their

ven while they are carrying out his
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loyalty. E

directions, they may, for aught that he knows, have

rebellion and hatred in their hearts. I

n other words,

the dogmatist is doomed by the very conditions under

which he works to look outward instead of inward, and

to ex

act mechanical obedience to the letter of his

commands instead of vital obedience to the spirit of

them. A

nd the more insistent is his demand for

obedience the more does he tend to devitalise the

directions that he gives and to ex

whole outlook on life. F

ternalise his victim'

s

or if he is to test the degree

of obedience he must see that '

results'

— things

which can be accurately weighed and measured— are

duly provided, and he must therefore so formulate his

directions that measurable results can be produced in

response to them. A

nd to this vicious interaction

directions that he gives and to

externalise his victim’s
For if he is to test the
degree
see that ‘results
’——things
Weighed and measured—a.re
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between dogmatic direction and literal obedience there

are no limits. The greater the demand for literal

obedience, the greater the need for dogmatic direction;

and the greater the need for dogmatic direction, the

greater the need for accurate formulation and therefore

the greater the demand for literal obedience. I

n fine,

the stronger and more thorough the pressure to which

the victim of dogmatism is subj

ected, the more does

he tend to look outside himself for success, for well-

doing, for well-being, for prosperity, for happiness;

and

the more formal and mechanical and the less vital

literal obedience there
between dogmatic direction and
literal
The greater the demand for
are no limits.
direction;
obedience, the greater the need for dogmatic
direction, the
and the greater the need for dogmatic

formulation and therefore
obedience. In fine,
the greater the deman(1 for literal
to which
the stronger and more thorough the pressure

the more does
the victim of dogmatism is subjected,
for wellhe tend to look outside himself for succes s,
and

does his conduct of life tend to become.

I

am speaking to the same general effect when I

say that dogmatism forbids man'

s higher faculties to

happiness;
doing, for well-being, for prosperity, for
and the less vital

energise and so tends to arrest his growth. O ur

faculties, one and all, grow by being ex

'

rule there are no ex

walking. "

ercised. To this

ceptions. W e learn to walk by

W e learn to talk by talking. O ur digestive
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organs would become atrophied and enfeebled if we

were habitually fed on semi-digested food. W hatever

be our trade, or profession, or craft, or art, or game, or

sport, we evolve the appropriate faculty or set of

faculties by ex

ercise, by practice, by constantly trying

to do things by and for ourselves. Thus we learn to

row by rowing, to ride by riding, to draw by drawing,

to model by modelling, to make chairs and tables by

making them, to talk F

A

ercise them if they are to

make any growth. O ur reasoning faculties would not

grow if we were never allowed to puzzle things out for

ourselves. O ur speculative faculties would not grow if

we were never allowed to think things out for our-

selves. O ur imagination would not grow if we were

the more formal and mechanical
does his conduct of life tend to become.
effect when I
I am speaking to the same general
man’s higher faculties to
say that dogmatism forbids
growth. Our
energise and so tends to arrest his
To this
faculties, one and all, grow by being exercised. walk by
to
rule there are no exceptions. We learn
Our digestive
walking. We learn to talk by talking. enfeebled if we
and
organs, would become atrophied
food. Whatever
were habitually fed on semi-digested

°

rench by talking it, and so on.

nd the higher the faculties the more essential is it

that we ourselves should ex

QUEST

'

or

profession, or craft, or art, ororgame,
set of
sport, we evolve the appropriate faculty
trying
faculties by exercise, by practice, by constantly
learn to

be our

trade,

or

thingsby and for ourselves. Thus we drawing,
to draw by
row by rowing, to ride by riding,
and tables by
to model by modelling, to make chairs
it, and so on.
making them, to talk French by talking essential
is it
And the higher the faculties the more
are to
that we ourselves should exercise them if they
would not
make any growth. Our reasoning faculties
to puzzle things out for
allowed
never
if
were
we
grow

to do

ourselves. Our

allowed to think things out
selves. Our imagination would not grow if we

we were never
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never allowed to picture things to ourselves. O ur

moral sense would not grow if we were forbidden by

'

spiritual directors'

to solve our moral problems for

ourselves. O ur aesthetic sense would not grow if we

allowed our tastes and preferences to be dictated to us

by art-critics or other 1 ex

perts.'

O ur religious sense

would not grow if our instinctive feeling for reality,

our spontaneous '

intuition of totality,'

were blighted

before it began to open by the chilling breath of formal

ourselves. Our aesthetic sense
would not grow if we
allowed our tastes and
preferences to be dictated to us
by art-critics or other ‘experts.’
Our religious sense

system or despotic creed.

N ow it is of the essence of dogmatism to encroach

more and more on personal freedom, and in doing so to

prevent our higher faculties— mental, moral, aesthetic,

and spiritual— from being ex

ercised. I

t is of the

essence of dogmatism to tell us in the fullest detail,

not merely what we are to do, in the narrower sense of

the word, but also what we are to see, to feel, to think,

to believe, to admire, to aim at. So far as it allows us

ercise our higher faculties, it makes that ex
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to ex

almost wholly mechanical. I

ercise

n every case and at every

turn it gives us isolated commands and minute direc-

tions which save us the trouble of working out the

problem, whatever it may be, for ourselves. B

so far as we ex

ut j

ust

ercise our higher faculties mechanically,

we do not really ex

ercise them at all. I

f we believe

believe it, we are not really believing. I

f we think

what we are told to think, we are not really thinking.

I

f we conclude what we are told to conclude, we have

not really reasoned. I

the word, but also
what

We are to
see, to feel to
to believe, to
admire,
to aim at.
to exercise our

what we are told to believe, because we are told to

f we admire what we are told to

higher faculties it
almost wholly mechanical.

admire, we have not really responded to the supposed

appeal. W henever one'

ex

s higher faculties are being

ercised the source of the activity is in oneself. I

is not in oneself, if some other person'

f it

s self is the real

C0 glc
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agent, then, however outwardly busy a man may be, he

is not really ex

ercising his higher faculties, he is

energising as a machine, not as a '

W ith arrested growth comes egoism. There is a

healthy egoism which accompanies the earlier stages

of healthy growth, and which may therefore be said to

provide for its own ultimate ex

tinction. B

ut the

egoism which comes with arrested growth is an un-

healthy, and may well become a malignant, type. The

true self evolves itself in and through the ex

the higher faculties;

ercise of

and when these are forbidden to

energise, the growth of the man is arrested, and the

outgrowth of the true self comes to an end. The word .

'

arrested'

is perhaps too strong. "

grow is to cease to live."

not actually stopped;

I

n no respect to

The growth of the man is

but it is perverted, distorted,

stunted, confined within the narrow limits which his

individuality, as he calls it, prescribes. F

or the
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individual self is now given its fatal chance. The true

self— the '

true manhood'

of F

roebel'

s noble philo-

true oakhood, the perfection of oak-nature, is the same

ut when the higher

faculties cease to energise, and the higher nature

ceases to grow out, the forces which make for growth,

and which are still struggling to operate, come under

the control of the individual self— the provisional self

(for such it really is) which first distinguishes and then

tends to separate each of us from all his fellows;

and

this self, with its hard lines and ugly angles, begins to

prescribe the limits within which such growth as is

henceforth possible is to be made.

This is egoism, and it is the source of most of the

evil and misery that disfigure human life. W ith its

may be, he
faculties, he is
man

his higher
soul.’
energising as a machine, not as a ‘living
There is a
With arrested growth comes egoism.
the earlier stages
healthy egoism which accompaniestherefore be said to
of healthy growth, and which may
ultimate extinction. But the
provide for its own with
arrested growth is an un-

really exercising

type. The
healthy, and may well become a malignant,
the exercise of
true self evolves itself in and

through

these are forbidden to
the higher faculties; and when
arrested, and the
energise, the growth of the man is end. The word
outgrowth of the true self comes to “anIn no respect to
‘ arrested’ is perhaps too strong.
is
live.” The growth of the man
to
cease
to
is
grow
distorted,
not actually stopped; but it is perverted, which his
stunted, confined within the narrow limits For the
individuality, as he calls it, prescribes. The true
individual self is now given its fatal chance.
noble philoself—~the ‘true manhood’ of Froebel’s
in the sense in which
sophy—is the same for all men oak-nature,
is the same
true oakhood, the perfection of
when the higher
for all acorns and saplings. But
faculties cease to energise, and
which ma
ceases to grow out, the forces
and which are still struggling to operate,
self
the control of the individual self—the provisionalthen
and
(for such it really is) which first distinguishes
and
tends to separate each of us from all his fellows ; to
this self, with its hard lines and ugly angles, begins is
as
prescribe the limits within which such growth
possible is to be made.
of the
This is egoism, and it is the source of most
evil and misery that disfigure human life. With its
.

sophy— is the same for all men in the sense in which

for all acorns and saplings. B

agent,

is not

living soul.'
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n the early

days of his adult life the average man arrives, as he

fondly imagines, at the maturity, not of his physiq

ue

only, hut also of all his mental, moral and spiritual

powers. This prematurely ripened, and therefore

stunted and distorted nature, he regards as his real

self;

and in obedience to a natural instinct he spends

the rest of his days in trying to aggrandise it, to make

it great. B

ut as the path of inward aggrandisement,

the path of growth (and outgrowth) is closed to him,

he must needs take the outward path— the path of

competition, of ambition, of selfishness, of greed;

the

path of dishonesty, of hypocrisy, of self-deception;

path of envy, of j

ableness.'

ealousy, of hatred, of '

the

all uncharit-

H e must take this path in order that he

may minister to the supposed desires of the individual

self, in order that he may enrich it with '

results'

of

various kinds— with wealth and all that wealth can
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buy, with pleasures, possessions, honours, distinctions,

and the like;

in order that he may labour unceasingly

for its material advancement, for its outward pros-

perity, for what the '

of the '

Y

world,'

world,'

or his own petty section

competition, of ambition, of

selfishness, of greed; the
path of dishonesty, of
of self-deception the
hypocrisy,
path of envy, of jealousy, of
;
hatred,
of
all
uncharitableness.’ He must take this
path in order that he
‘

will applaud as its success.

enrich it with ‘results’ of

et we all condemn the flagrantly selfish man;

and many of us bemoan our thraldom to self and sigh

for deliverance. I

f we sigh to no purpose, the reason

is that the solution of our problem— the greatest of all

practical problems— is too obvious to be readily dis-

cerned. There is but one way of escape from self,—

the way of growth, a way which leads at last to out-

growth, to the suppression of a lower type by the

evolution of a higher. W hen this way of escape is

barred by the deadening pressure of dogmatism, the

material

advancement,
perity, for what the
world,’
‘

of the ‘ world,’ will

doors of the prison-house close on us automatically,

'

applaud as its success.

ppression of a lower type
by the
When this Way of
escape is

Go Rlk‘

QUEST
in egoism
and externalism finds its natural counterpart
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ternalism finds its natural counterpart in egoism

of mind and heart and soul.

The constant tendency of dogmatism is to substi-

tute machinery for life. I

have dwelt on two aspects

of this tendency. The third is of almost eq

tance. The raison d'

order;

ual impor-

etre of dogmatism is to keep

and the dogmatist and his victim— both of

whom live in an atmosphere of delusion and make-

believe— may be ex

cused for confounding discipline,

which is the only true and unfailing source of order,

with drill. B

discipline. F

ut in point of fact drill is the negation of

or discipline, in the real sense of the

word, is imposed by a man on himself, whereas drill, in

proportion as it is systematic and successful, makes

the man a machine and so incapacitates him for

imposing anything, ex

cept the chains of habit, on his

numbed and devitalised self. The discipline, if we

must call it so, of forced obedience differs by the whole

s being from the discipline of self-
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diameter of man'

control. The former may generate a habit or set of

habits, and may do this so thoroughly that action at

last becomes automatic and the man becomes a

puppet, whose movements are controlled by wires

which are worked by another man'

s words of command.

W hen this point has been reached the source of the

man'

s activity has been transferred from his own will

to the will of another, and he has lost the power of

controlling himself. This is the discipline which is

imposed on slaves and domestic animals, a discipline

which is enforced by a system of ex

punishments, and the obj

ternal rewards and

ect of which, when applied to

free agents, is to make a whole group of human beings,

— a school, an army, a body of employes, a church, or

whatever it may be— dependent on the will of a

ms.

of mind and heart and soul.
is to substiThe constant tendency of dogmatism
dwelt on two aspects
tute machinery for life. I have
equal imporof this tendency. The third is of almost
is to keep
tance. The raison d’étre of dogmatism
his victim—both of
and
the
dogmatist
and
order;
and makewhom live in an atmosphere of delusion
discipline,
believe—may be excused for confounding of order,
which is the only true and unfailing source
the negation of
with drill. But in point of fact drill is
sense of the
discipline. For discipline, in the realwhereas
drill, in
word, is imposed by a man on himself,
makes
proportion as it is systematic and successful,him for
the man a machine and so incapacitates
of habit, on his
imposing anything, except the chains
if we
numbed and devitalised self. The discipline, whole
the
must call it so, of forced obedience differs by
of selfdiameter of man's being from the discipline
set of
control. The former may generate a habit or
action at
habits, and may do this so thoroughly that
becomes alast becomes automatic and the man
by wires
puppet, whose movements are controlled
command.
which are worked by another man’s words of
of the
When this point has been reached the source
will
man's activity has been transferred from his own
of
to the will of another, and he has lost the power
is
controlling himself. This is the discipline which
a discipline
imposed on slaves and domestic animals, rewards
and
which is enforced by a. system of external
punishments, and the object of which, when applied to
free agents, is to make a whole group of human beings,
church, or
—a' 3°h°°1v 3'“ army» 8» body of employee, a
whatever it may be—dependent on the will of a
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master, be that master an individual, a board, or a

cliq

ue.

Discipline of this kind may not affect the whole or

even the larger part of a man'

s life;

but so far as it

does affect it, and so far as it is strong, thorough, and

successful, to that ex

the larger part of a man’s
does affect it, and so far as it is
even

life; but
strong,

tent it substitutes the will of

so

far

as

it

another for the will of the man himself, and in doing

so weakens his power of self-control. To this general

conclusion there are two corollaries. The first is that

the discipline of forced obedience acts inj

uriously on

all or most of the higher faculties, and not on the will

alone. F

or the will is but a vital aspect— one of

many— of the man'

s higher self. The government of a

country has many branches— deliberative, legislative,

ex

ecutive, and so forth. A

t their highest level these

are not separate entities, but sides or aspects of an

organic whole. I

t is the same with the government of

a man— by himself. The man who wills to do a thing,
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must summon reason, thought, forethought, imagina-

tion, and other vital faculties to his aid. I

forbidden to use his will, he is to that ex

f he is

tent forbidden

to use those higher faculties, which therefore tend to

share in the enfeeblement of his will and of his self.

O ne sometimes meets with a stern parent or teacher

who boasts of having broken a child'

s will. H e might

as well boast of having broken the child'

s heart, which

are

not separate

entities,

organic whole. It is the s
a man——by
himself. The

'

indeed he has probably gone some way towards doing.

H e might almost as well boast of having broken the

child'

s soul, or at least of having wounded it to the

verge of death.

the source of u „

most of our e„

, , mallP"

m'

egoism is

l Md misery, the seosual

The second
corollary is that, in weakening a man’s
power of self-control, the
tends to demoralise his discipline of forced obedience
life. If malignant egoism is
the
source of most of our
evil and

(jo gzlc

misery,

the sensual

QUEST
all that. remains. I
passions are the source of nearly
sensual in its widest sense. The
am using the Word
of anger,
sexual desires, the quasi-animal passion
for
in eating and drinking, the craving
THE
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am using the word '

sex

sensual'

ual desires, the q

in its widest sense. The

uasi-animal passion of anger,

intemperance

intemperance in eating and drinking, the craving for

intox

icants and drugs, are sensual passions, which, if

not controlled, may easily wreck a man'

s life. F

the strengthening of the will a long course of self-

discipline is indispensable. The discipline of drill, the

discipline which is imposed upon a man from without,

though it forms habits and may, in some cases, form

good habits, tends, as we have seen, to incapacitate the

tent to make him

a prey to the passions that are waiting to assail him.

I

t happens, again and again, that a boy who has been

over-strictly brought up, plunges, when he becomes his

own master, into a vortex

of dissipation and folly.

That he should do this is due, partly to curiosity,
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partly to a not-unnatural reaction against the rigidity

and narrowness of his early life. B

plunged into the vortex

ut that, having

, and realised that it is a q

uick-

sand of shame and horror, he should be unable to

ex

tricate himself from it, that he should— too often— be

sucked down into its deadly depths, is due to the fact

that the discipline of forced obedience which dogmatism

had imposed upon him, has fatally weakened his will.

The evils on which I

have dwelt are evils which

dogmatism, as such, tends to produce whenever it

encroaches and j

ust so far as it encroaches on a man'

higher life. To what ex

tent does dogmatism, in the

age to which we belong, encroach on the higher life of

the adult man?

ex

N ot, I

tent, if we limit our inq

think, to any very serious

uiry to the direct pressure

which the man has had to endure since he arrived at

if
man's life. For the
not controlled, may easily wreck a
needed, and for
control of the passions a strong will is
course of selfthe strengthening of the will a long
of drill, the
discipline is indispensable. The discipline
from without,
discipline which is imposed upon a man cases, form
though it forms habits and may, in some
to incapacitatethe
good habits, tends, as we have seen,extent
to make him
to that
man for self-discipline, and
waiting to assail him..
a prey to the passions that are
who has been
It happens, again and again, that a boy
his
over-strictly brought up, plunges, when he becomes
of dissipation and folly.
own master, into a vortex
curiosity,
That he should do this is due, partly to
the rigidity
partly to a not-unnatural reaction against
having
and narrowness of his early life. But that,
a quickplunged into the vortex, and realised thatbeit isunable
to
sand of shame and horror, he should
often—be
extricate himself from it, that he should—-too
the fact
sucked down into its deadly depths, is due to
thatthe discipline of forced obedience which dogmatism
will.
had imposed upon him, has fatally weakened his
which
The evils on which I have dwelt are evils
it
dogmatism, as such, tends to produce whenever
encroaches and just so far as it encroaches on a man's
the
higher life. To what extent does dogmatism, inlife of
age to which We belong, encroach on the higher
the adult man? Not, I think, to any very serious
if we limit our inquiry to the direct pressure
which the man has had to endure since he arrived at

intoxicants and drugs,

or the

control of the passions a strong will is needed, and for

man for self-discipline, and to that ex

’

‘

passions are the source of nearly all that remains. I

s

extent,
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ut if we look

back to his childhood arid ask ourselves what dogma*

tism did to him then, we shall have to give a widely

different answer to our q

I

uestion.

have said that the tumultuous unrest of the

present age is symptomatic of a growing reaction

against dogmatic pressure. This reaction has been

long in progress;

but it is only in recent years that

man has become conscious, however dimly and doubt-

fully, that his arch-enemy is his own dogmatic aelf.

L

ittle by little, first in this direction and then in that,

he has emancipated himself from much of the dogmatic

pressure which had so long retarded the growth of his

against dogmatic pressure.
long in progress; but it is Thisin reaction has been
only recent years that
man has become
conscious, however dimly and doubt-

soul. The movement towards democracy, which has

made so much headway in our time, is in its essence a

struggle on the part of those who, being poor and

dependent, fall easy victims to dogmatic pressure, to

make good their demand for access to the air and the

A
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sunshine, for freedom to breathe, to live, and to grow.

nd much of the pressure which man still endures is

the pressure of a dogmatism which he has voluntarily

and with good cause imposed on himself, and which for

this and for other reasons in no way enoroaohes on his

higher life. W hen I

I

take a ticket on an A

tlantic liner

voluntarily submit myself to the dogmatic direction

of the captain. W hen I

take my seat in a train I

voluntarily submit myself to the dogmatic direction of

the R

ailway Company and the guard. W hen I

become

an employe in a factory or a house of business I

voluntarily submit myself to the dogmatic direction of

my employer and his deputies. Dogmatism of this

harmless and necessary kind confronts me wherever I

go, and I

cheerfully submit to its pressure. I

submit, though not in all cases q

also

uite so cheerfully, to

my

employer

and his

deputies. Dogmatism
(1 confronts

()0 £210

me

of this
Wherever I
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administrative
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the legislative
and
of the laws of the State
mu
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the legislative and administrative pressure of what is

called '

the State.'

Some of the laws of the State and

some of its dealings with me I

despotic and unj

ust;

but I

may perhaps regard as

submit to them, partly in

the interest of public order and partly because it is

open to me as a citizen to take action to have them

changed. I

n the sphere of religion the official pressure

which would once have sent me as a heretic to the

stake has ceased;

and tbough— apart from the dogmatic

direction of creed or church, to which, if I

I

am a believer,

voluntarily submit myself— there is still much in-

formal pressure ex

ercised by religious opinion, the force

of this pressure is lessening from year to year, and in

any case it is open to me to disregard it. The pressure

ex

ercised by ethical opinion is considerable;

the whole it is well that I

and on

should submit to it;

and I

do so the more readily because ethical opinion admits

of being modified— the past thirty years for ex

ample
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have seen considerable changes in it— and because it

is open to me, in my small way, to try to modify it.

The only pressure on me which is really serious is that

of the ex

ternalised and materialised society in which I

live— a pressure which controls or tends to control my

ideals, my aims, and my standards, and which, being

transmitted to me by the whole of my social environ-

ment, meets me, I

Y

might almost say, at every turn.

et even this pressure, though intrinsically sinister

and even fatal, will not necessarily do me much serious

inj

ury, for in the first place I

can to some ex

its influence, and in the second place I

'

past praying for,'

being an ex

an egoist, in a word— myself. A

I

tent evade

am (so to speak)

ternalist, a materialist—

nd if I

am asked why

am now past praying for, and to that ex

tent past

being harmed by the dogmatic pressure of false ideals

called ‘the State.’ Some
regard as
me I may perhaps
with
dealings
its
of
in
some
but I submit to them, partly
and
unjust;
despotic
the interest of pu
citizen to
open to me as a
religion the ofiicial pressure
changed. In the sphere ofsent
t 0 the
me as a heretic
have
once
would
which
from the dogmatic
stake has ceased; and though—apart if I am a believer,
h, to which,
is still much inelf——there
submit
mys
I voluntarily
the force

opinion,
formal pressure exercised by religious to year, and in
from year
of this pressure is lessening
The pressure
to me to disregard it.
is
it
open
case
on
any
is con siderable ; and
ethical
opinion
exercised by
submit to it; and I
should
I
that
well
is
it
the whole
ethical opinion admits
do so the more readily because
for example
of being modified——the past thirty years
it
in it—and because
changes
considerable
have seen
it.
to try to modify
small
Way,
in
my
is open to me,
serious is that
me which is really
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The only pressure
in which I
society
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and
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tends to control my
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and which, being
ideals, my aims, and my standards, social environ-,
transmitted to me by the whole of my at every turnment, meets me, I might almost say,
intrinsically sinister
Yet even this pressure, though
much serious
and even fatal, will not necessarilydo me extent evade
injury, for in the first place I can to some
I am (so to speak)
its influence, and in the second place
a materialist-—
past praying for,’ being an externalist,
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‘

egoist, in a Word—myself.
am now past praying for,
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can but answer that my

education, in the widest sense of the word, that my

upbringing during the earlier years of my life, arrested

I

can

227

but

answer that
my
education, in the widest sense of the
word,
that my
upbringing during the earlier years of my life, arrested

my

my spiritual growth.

standards,

EDUCATION

spiritual growth.

H ere we come to the root of the whole matter.

The tragedy of human life— the fact that in his very

efforts to secure the ex

ternals of progress, Man makes

progress itself (in the true sense of the word) impossible

— centres in and is almost absorbed into the yet darker

tragedy of education. I

t is difficult and perhaps im-

possible to compare one'

s own with other ages, and

the age in which we live, the age of the Congo and

Putumayo atrocities, has such a very high opinion of

possible to compare one’s own
with other ages, and
the age in which we
live, the
Putumayo atrocities, has such aageveryof the Congo and
high

its own humanity as well as enlightenment that it

would be impatient of any attempt that might be made

to compare it with any bygone age. B

to the middle of the E

ut if we go back

ighteenth Century— to the year,

let us say, when the rank and fashion of Paris nocked

opinion
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to see an unsuccessful assassin tortured to death— and

of

then go back from this yesterday of our to-day to the

dawn of civilisation in E

gypt, I

ndia and China, we shall

probably conclude that in the intervening ages little

or no progress, other than material, was made. Morally,

spiritually, and even (in the larger and deeper sense of

the word) intellectually, man stood in the E

Century where he had stood I

ighteenth

know not how many

thousands of years before, his advance in some direc-

tions having been balanced by retrogression in others.

Such sayings as '

Man is the same in all ages,'

cannot change human nature,'

wide and prolonged ex

'

Y

ou

are the outcome of a

perience;

and though in them-

selves these sayings are unfathomably false, it must be

admitted that they are superficially true. A

nd the

reason why the spiritual progress of the human race

or no

progress, other

than material, was made.
Morally,
spiritually, and even (in the
larger and

deeper sense of
the Word)
intellectually,
man stood in the
Eighteenth
Century where he had

admitted that they are
superficially true. And the
reason why the
spiritual progress of the human
race
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has lagged so far behind its material progress— the gap

between the two being perhaps at this moment wider

than it bas ever been— is that in each successive age a

fresh generation of ex

ternalists, egoists and sensualists,

over-drilled and therefore under-disciplined, is turned

out upon the world,— turned out by the well-meaning

dogmatists who control the bringing up of the young.

I

t is in childhood and adolescence that dogmatism, for

obvious reasons into which I

need not now enter, ex

its strongest pressure and does its deadliest work. A

nd

this systematic application of dogmatic pressure to the

child and the adolesoent is what we call education.

dmond H olmes.
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has lagged so far behind its material progress—the gap
between the two being perhaps at this moment wider
than it has ever been—is that in each successive age a
fresh generation of externalists, egoists and sensualists,
over-drilled and therefore under-disciplined, is turned
out upon the world,—turned out by the well-meaning
dogmatists who control the bringing up of the young.
It is in childhood and adolescence that dogmatism, for
obvious reasons into which I need not now enter, exerts
its strongest pressure and does its deadliest work. And
this systematic application of dogmatic pressure to the
child and the adolescent is what We call education.
EDMOND HOLMES.
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W hether careful study confirm the conclusion or

not, most students of Dante and Swedenborg would

incline to classify them as contrasts rather than

comrades, so separated they seem, chronologically and

psychologically:

The one a figure of the 14th century, and the fine

flower of mediaevalism;

cast by destiny to play his part

TWO OTHER-WORLD EXPLORERS:
DANTE AND SWEDENBORG.‘

in the age of romance and chivalry, called by some the

REV. ARTHUR E. BEILBY.

age of faith, himself, moreover, a devout son of that

church whose rulers he so bitterly denounced;

born,

too, in the sunny south, amid the olive, the vine, and

WHETHER careful study confirm the conclusion or
not, most students of Dante and Swedenborg would
incline to classify them as contrasts rather than
comrades, so separated they seem, chronologically and

the fig, where the sad, sweet notes of the nightingale

are heard.

The other a man of the prosaic and complacent

18

th century, with Pope and Paley, and Johnson and

V

oltaire as contemporaries, though not as compatriots

born and bred, moreover, not only
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or companions;

in a chilly age, but in the frozen north, amid the

psychologically :

snows and pinetrees of Scandinavia, and in the icy

atmosphere of Swedish Protestantism.

The former an impassioned poet, whose mightiest

thoughts were clothed in his own melodious I

The one a figure of the 14th century, and the fine
flower of medisevalism; cast by destiny to play his part
in the age of romance and chivalry, called by some the
age of faith, himself, moreover, a devout son of that
church whose rulers he so bitterly denounced; born,
too, in the sunny south, amid the olive, the vine, and
the fig, where the sad, sweet notes of the nightingale

talian;

the latter a calm unimpassioned scientist, philosopher

and theologian, who wrote consistently in L

1 The substance of a L

32?

atin and,

ecture to the Dante Society.

heard.
The other a man of the prosaic and complacent
18th century, with Pope and Paley, and Johnson and
Voltaire as contemporaries, though not as compatriots
or companions; born and bred, moreover, not only
in a chilly age, but in the frozen north, amid the
snows and pinetrees of Scandinavia, and in the icy
atmosphere of Swedish Protestantism.
The former an impassioned poet, whose mightiest
thoughts were clothed in his own melodious Italian;
the latter a calm unimpassioned scientist, philosopher
and theologian, who wrote consistently in Latin and,
are

‘

The substance of a Lecture to the Dante Society.
339
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so far as his theology is concerned, in a L

atin not

distinguished for classic grace.

W e recognise in the Tuscan a herald, if not the

fount and origin, of the R

enaissance, the real inwardness

of which was the worship of beauty, of sensuous grace

of form;

though he, it is true, had little in common

with the after unfoldings of that great movement. The

Swede, on the other hand, I

harbinger of the new R

would suggest, was a

enaissance, which emphasises

duty rather than beauty.

Contrasts, like yawning chasms, part the two men

asunder. Their private biography tells the same tale,

and even accentuates the aloofness. To realise the

sharpness of the oontrast one only needs for a

moment to

L

ook here, upon this picture, and on this.

B

orn at F

lorence in the year 1265, sprung from the
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privileged class, and showing early signs of genius,

Dante— or Durante— A

lighieri seemed pre-ordained to a

life of ease, affluence and success. A

nd, for a while, all

went well and according to the fairest auguries;

for he

rose to high dignity in his native city, towering over all

contemporaries. Then the scene changed;

he was

driven from power, his name proscribed and himself

ex

iled in perpetuity from the city he loved as only he

could love. W ealth, honour, even the means of subsist-

ence— all were gone. Thenceforward, for many years,

he could but wander aimlessly from one petty court

to another, eating the bitter bread of dependence, and

followed by the ex

ecrations of a turbulent and fickle

people. H is last act— the attempt to ex

peace from the V

THE

280

ST

tort terms of

enetian government on behalf of

R

avenna, where he had found hospitable refuge— ended

x

n hopeless failure, and he returned to his generous

so

far

as

his

QUEST

theology is concerned, in

a

Latin not

grace.
distinguished for classic
not the
a herald, if
Tuscan
the
in
We recognise
Renaissance,thereal inwardness
fount and origin, of the

of beauty,of sensuous grace
of which was the worship
common
is true, had little in
it
he,
though
form;
of
The
that great movement.
with the after unfoldings of
a
I would suggest, was
hand,
other
the
on
Swede,
which emphasises
harbinger of the new Renaissance,
duty rather than beauty. chasms, part the two men
Contrasts, like yawning
tells the same tale,
biography
Their
private
asunder.
To realise the
aloofness.
the
accentuates
and even
for a.
one only needs
contrast
the
of
sharpness
moment to
on this.
Look here, upon this picture, and
from the
1
sprung
265,
the
in
year
Florence
Born at
signs of genius.
early
showing
and
class,
privileged
to a
seemed
Dante—or Durante-—Alighieri
And, for a while, all
life of ease, afiiuence and success.
he
fairest auguries; for
went well and according to the
over all
in his native city, towering
rose to high dignity
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contemporaries. Then the scene changed;
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driven from power, his name prescribed
loved as only he
exiled in perpetuity from the city he
of subsistcould love. Wealth, honour, even the means
ence——a1l were gone. Thenceforward, for many years,
court
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to another, eating the bitter bread of dependence,fickle
and
f0110Wed by the execrations of a turbulent
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patron, Polenta, a dying and defeated man. N o

wonder that the cast of his countenance is saturnine

and world-weary as none other ever was amongst those

that have served mankind. B

R

S 28
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patron, Polenta, a dying and defeated
man. No
Wonder that the cast of his
countenance is saturnine

1

ut out of all this welter

of misery was born the Divina Commedia.

A

nd now glance at the other picture. E

manuel

Swedenborg, or Svedberg, was born at Stockholm in the

year 168

8

, like Dante of the privileged class, his father

being a dignitary of the Swedish Church, afterwards

bishop of Skara in Gothland. A

t the close of a

distinguished university course at Upsala, the young

man did the grand tour, visiting many cities, including

L

ondon, O x

ford, Cambridge, and other centres of

commerce and culture. E

verywhere he sucked in

knowledge as a sponge water. The E

nglish capital

kept the youth enthralled for a year or two, but not, as

might have been surmised, for its social attractions,

though these were ex

ceptionally brilliant. Q ueen A

the fact or not, Pope, A

Christopher "

nne

,
'

manuel noted
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was on the throne, and, whether our E

ddison, H andel, and Sir

W ren were breathing the same L

ondon air

with him. H e probably never met them, though he

musician, and refers with interest to the completion of

s. Science almost wholly absorbed him— at

this stage mainly mathematics and mechanics. Y

does not appear to have encountered Sir I

then

an old man, living a stone'

Sq

uare;

s throw from L

et he

saac N ewton,

eicester

though he assiduously studied the great

physicist and wished to see him. H e knew H alley,

however.

I

n due course he returned home. There followed

years of laborious study, crowded with plans and

proj

and other centres
of
Everywhere he sucked in

Water. The

himself could play at versifying, was something of a

St. Paul'

isiting many c1t1es, including

ects, including inventions and devices startlingly

(jo gzlc

English capital
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JltH I

anticipating modern knowledge— even to outlining a

flying machine, a submarine boat, and a method for

curing smoky chimneys. This is not the place to

dilate on them. Suffice it to say that he rose to

eminence in the service of his country, was intimate

with Charles X

I

I

. of Sweden, and, later, with other

members of the reigning house. H is family being

ennobled he sat in the Swedish Diet, and more or less

throughout life was active in the nation'

s best interests.

This, too, in spite of the fact that during nearly thirty

years, down to his death in 1772, his whole soul was

centred in the fulfilment of his great mission as a seer

and a theologian. F

or though he began as a student

of nature, passing on from science to philosophy, he

stayed not till he had scaled the empyrean.

Thus it will be preceived that the life of the

N orseman, outwardly at any rate, was happy, placid,

appreciated by his contemporaries and
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and prosperous;

the petted favourite of royalty, his course ran in an

even flow. F

rom youth to ex

treme old age the world

smiled on him. Such social success as he cared to

claim was his without fighting for. A

in obscure L

nd though he died

ondon lodgings, and was buried in humdrum

fashion, 1-40 years ago, in the Swedish Church, R

H ighway, yet his remains, q

adcliffe

uite recently, gained a kind

of apotheosis, being dramatically transported through

the city streets and over the sea, to rest in Upsala

Cathedral. E

ven his dustwas privileged and pampered!

W hat a contrast with the tragic career, the

broken heart, and the sad funeral of the illustrious

Y

es, it is a far cry from F

lorence to Stockholm.

N o two temperaments, no two careers, could well a

more divergent. I

n Swedenborg'

s life-story, as compared

flying machine,

is not the place to
This
chimneys.
to
curing smoky
it to say that he rose
Suflice
them.
dilate on
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and,
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XII.
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he
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of
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Norseman, outwardly at any rate,
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social
Such
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for.
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claim was
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Church, Radcliffe
fashion, 140 years ago, in the Swedish
a kind
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recently,
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as a

through

of apotheosis, being dramatically transported
to rest in Upsala
the city streets and over the sea,
!
and
privileged
was
dust
his
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Cathedral.
career, the
What a contrast with the tragic
of the illustrious
broken heart, and the sad funeral
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Stockholm.
Yes, it is a far cry from Florence to
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as c ompared
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s, is almost a suggestion of smugness. H is

only love-affair, for ex

ample, was a futile flash in the

pan, and, side by side with the B

eatrice idyll, which

rings through the ages still, seems hardly more than a

comic interlude. A

young girl, E

merentia Polhem,

acting under paternal persuasion, signed a document

promising Svedberg to be his wife. H e treasured the

precious paper and dreamed over it. She, however,

imperfectly appreciated the honour of being united to a

budding philosopher, and pined and wept in secret.

H er brother, therefore, like a knight-errant up to date,

purloined the contract!

ing that the maiden'

The distracted lover, discover-

s heart was not his, magnanimously

withdrew his claim and retired from the field. A

ex

it E

nd so,

merentia, and with her the sole romantic episode

of Swedenborg'

s life— at least, as the W indsor Magazine

would reckon romance.

H ere, however, it may be incidentally observed that
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though the scenic circumstances of Swedenborg'

s career

may lack colour or romance, thus showing somewhat

drably against the vivid tones of his mediaeval prede-

cessor, yet the personality of the N orseman— the man

himself— will bear the ex

posure of any comparison

without shrinkage. The character of Dante, indeed,

visibly wilts when placed beside Swedenborg'

s. "

W e

must all have been pained, especially in accompanying

him through his I

nferno, with the poet'

s egotism and

umstances of Swedenborg’s
may lack colour or
career
romance, thus showing somewhat
drably against the vivid
tone
cessor, yet the
personality of

petty resentments. O ften— as when, for instance, he

refuses to remove the frozen teardrop from the wretched

A

lberigo'

s eyes— we feel that the man who tells the story

need not have sought outside for his hell, or any further

'

than his own breast. H is great nature, we are glad to

know, mellowed and softened before the end. B

Swedenborg we are never so offended. I

ut in

n youth he

than his own breast.
His great nature, we
are glad to
know, mellowed and softened
before the end. But 111
we are n ever so
offended. In youth he

Swedenborg

3

(Jo Rlk‘
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was eager, impulsive, desirous of fame, but always

sweet aud pious, resigned aud humble.

N one the less, and after thus allowing for all that

place, time and temperament can do in parting asunder,

there still remains cause enough for comparison of the

two men and their mission. There are indeed startling

resemblances between the northern philosopher and the

southern poet. E

first strike us. B

x

ternal and obvious points of contact

oth were ahead of their age and in

deadly earnest;

both, as their works, at any rate, claim,

were other-world ex

plorers;

and they agree in seeing

and describing that world as consisting of three main

divisions, H ell, Purgatory, or a Middle State, and

Paradise, whilst recognising in all three an indefinite

variety of lot with the good and with the evil. B

oth

were philosophers and theologians as well as seers.

The term '

seer'

is, I

think, admissible, even though
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the things seen are suspected in one or both instances

to be subj

I

desirous of fame, but always
eager, impulsive,
and humble.
sweet and pious, resigne(1
all that
th
us allowing for
after
and
less,
None the
asunder,
can do in parting
temperament
and
time
of the
place,
comparison
for
enough
cause
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There are indeed startling
mission.
their
and
men
two
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between
resemblances
obvious points of contact
and
External
southern poet.
their age and in
were ahead of
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first
at any rate, claim.
as their works,
both,
earnest;
deadly
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other-world
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of three main
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world
that
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indefinite
in a11 three an
recognising
whilst
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Both
and with the evil.
the
good
with
lot
of
variety
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as w ell as
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and
were philosophers
even though
admissible,
think,
I
is,
‘seer’
The term
in one or both instances
the things seen are suspected
to be subjective rather than objective.
ways that
incidental
in
only
however,
It is not,
to the same goodly
Dante and Swedenborg belong
facts
of many fundamental
the
expression
in
company;
the Florentine
of life and destiny, here and beyond, as two tuninganticipates the Swede, and they respond
forks to one another.
truths in what may be cal
There is no
structure.
main
the
in
Well
as
his works as
Swedenborg than
doctrine more insistently taught by
for the knowthat of man’s dependence on revelation
And Dante (as in II
and
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of
ledge things
elsewhere) makes
Convivio, 2nd treatise, chap. vi., and
of course, the
Therein,
faith.
of
confession
the same
but a dogma
Tuscan did but teach the dogma of his day ;
Sometimes
of the Church can be true as well as false.

was

2o4

ective rather than obj

ective.

t is not, however, only in incidental ways that

Dante and Sweden borg belong to the same goodly

company ;

in the ex

pression of many fundamental facts

of life and destiny, here and beyond, the F

lorentine

anticipates the Swede, and they respond as two tuning-

forks to one another. Turning to the I

talian we find

such truths in what may be called the out-buildings of

his works as well as in the main structure. There is no

doctrine more insistently taught by Swedenborg than

that of man'

s dependence on revelation for the know-

ledge of things divine and spiritual. A

nd Dante (as in I

I

Conviuio, 2nd treatise, chap, vi., and elsewhere) makes

the same confession of faith. Therein, of course, the

Tuscan did but teach the dogma of his day;

but a dogma

of the Church can be true as well as false. Sometimes
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the affinity between these two widely separated savants

is of the kind to arrest a reader, and confirm the con-

viction that there is nothing new under the sun. A
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235

the alfinity between these two
widely separated savants
is of the kind to arrest
a reader, and confirm
the conviction that there is
nothing
new under the sun.
And
nowhere are we more
likely to meet the two of them
an in the
by-paths of their

nd

nowhere are we more likely to meet the two of them

'

linked arm in arm than in the by-paths of their

'

philosophy.

W e might pause at this point to remember that both

Dante and Swedenborg were severally influenced by

and indebted to A

ristotle. That the former should be

so was inevitable;

not even supreme genius could ignore

the Schoolmen. R

oughly speaking, the ages of faith,

so called, had but one laurel-crowned poet— V

but one master-philosopher— A

F

ather— St. A

A

ristotelian. B

irgil,

ristotle, but one early

ugustine. Dante, therefore, was perforce

ut the 18

same still, cold fount;

th century seer drank at the

the

though, in his case, it is rather

for certain verbal vehicles of ex

inevitable; not even su
Schoolmen. Roughly sp

so was

pression than for any

essential truths, that he is under obligation to the

oth he and Dante adopt and freely
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Stagyrite. B

employ such A

'

general,'

ristotelian terms as, stated in E

'

end,'

'

nglish,

homogeneous,'

'

form '

— implying by

the last-named not shape merely, but function, use, a

thing'

s own native q

Swedenborg, who, j

uality. H ence, a disciple of

ustly or unj

ustly, regards his guide

as the herald of a N ew Church and a new age, need

not perhaps be surprised, though he will certainly be

interested, to find traces of the Swede'

s distinctive

teachings embedded in a 14th century treatise— only

traces, or hints, but unmistakable. Such is the case

with Dante'

sL

atin W ork, De Monorchia. Stuffed

this strange book is wonderfully stimulating. L

for instance, at his allusion therein (I

'

intellectus possibilis,'

or '

ot

ook,

., iii.) to the

potential intellect'

'

:

a

C0 glc
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Tho specific capacity which differentiates man is not merely

being, taken without q

elements;

minerals;

ualification, for this he shares with the

neither compound being, for this we find in the

nor animated being, for this is in plants;

sion, for this is shared by the brutes;

nor apprehen-

but apprehension by means

of the potential intellect, which mode of being is not competent to

any other save man, either above him or below. F

or though there

are other beings which have intellect, as man has, yet theirs is not

potential intellect, as is man'

s. . . . That same potentiality

cannot all be reduced to actuality at the same time by one man.

ya'

potential intellect'

Dante means an intellect

specific capacity which differentiates man is not merely
taken
without qualification, for this he shares with the
being,
elements; neither compound being, for this we find in the
minerals; nor animated being, for this is in plants; nor apprehension, for this is shared by the brutes ; but apprehension by means
of the potential intellect, which mode of being is not competent to
any other save man, either above him or below. For though there
are other beings which have intellect, as man has, yet theirs is not
That same potentiality
potential intellect, as is man's.

stored up, and thus in ex

suggests— is what differentiates the mind of man from

that of every other creature. The idea is distinctly
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ristotelian in origin. H ere we seem to recognise the

nucleus, or, so to speak, the nest-egg, of Swedenborg'

istence in man of certain '

s

human

constituting the inmost chamber of his soul,

in which God dwells. These, as he teaches, are only

finite in character, discretely distinct from the I

nfinite,

yet above the plane of our consciousness, and therefore

never sensibly perceived by man, though they are what

essentially distinguish him from the beast. A

re not

the modern psychologists on the track of the same

truth in their hypothesis of a sub-consciousness, or

sub-liminal self?

unfolds it.

Somewhat akin to the conception of a '

is the Dantesq

potential

ue dogma that the creatures

below man receive their life and form from God

through the interposition of the heavenly spheres;

’

‘

Such theories, however, or such

facts, fall far short of the doctrine as Swedenborg

intellect'

.

By a potential intellect Dante means an intellect
with a limitless latent capacity, a reserve power always
stored up, and thus in excess of all possible realisation
by any one person at any given time. Such potentiality
rather than any actual surplus of power—so Dante
suggests~—is what differentiates the mind of man from
that of every other creature. The idea is distinctly
Aristotelian in origin. Here we seem to recognise the
nucleus, or, so to speak, the nest-egg, of Swedenborg’s
hypothesis of the existence in man of certain human
internals,’ constituting the inmost chamber of his soul,
in which God dwells. These, as he teaches, are only
finite in character, discretely distinct from the Infinite,
yet above the plane of our consciousness, and therefore
never sensibly perceived by man, though they are what
essentially distinguish him from the beast. Are not
the modern psychologists on the track of the same
truth in their hypothesis of a sub-consciousness, or
‘

rather than any actual surplus of power— so Dante

internals,'

.

actuality at the same time by one man.

cess of all possible realisation

by any one person at any given time. Such potentiality

hypothesis of the ex

.

cannot all be reduced to

with a limitless latent capacity, a reserve power always

A
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sub-liminal self ? Such theories, however, or such
facts, fall far short of the doctrine as Swedenborg
unfolds it.
Somewhat akin to the conception of a ‘potential
intellect’ is the Dantesque dogma that the creatures
below man receive their life and form from God
th"°“9h the interposition of the heavenly spheres; and
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that thus the lower animals are only mortal, and

bound instead of free. Man, on the contrary, is in the

direct line of the divine approach.1 A

rbitrary as the

hypothesis may seem, and barren as it probably was

of immediate fruit, yet it re-appears, as ideas are apt

to do, in a later age— this time after a lapse of four

and a half centuries. A

re-birth or re-incarnation

rather than a re-appearance;

of mediate and immediate I

same as Dante'

for Swedenborg'

nflux

complex

?

hypothesis may seem, and barren as it
probably was
of immediate fruit,
yet it re-appears, as ideas are apt
to do, in a later
age—this time after a lapse of four
and a half centuries.

A re-birth or re-incarnation
rather than a
re-appearance; for Swedenborg’s doctrine
of mediate and
immediate Influx is by no means the
same as Dante's, still
less an echo or amplification
thereof, but a full-fledged philosophy,
waiting a longdeferred recognition. That
subject,
however, is too
complex and far-reaching to be
pursued
within the
present limits.
The comparison, so far
as it has gone,
shows, I
think,a certain kinship in common.
and
Italy
Sweden
may look as coldly aloof from
one another as China

s doctrine

s, still less an echo or amplification

ect, however, is too

and far-reaching to be pursued within the

present limits.

The comparison, so far as it has gone, shows, I

think, a certain kinship in common. I

taly and Sweden

may look as coldly aloof from one another as China

and Peru. B

bound instead of free. Man, on the only mortal, and
contrary, is in the
direct line of the divine
approach.‘ Arbitrary as the

S 28

is by no means the

thereof, but a full-fledged philosophy, waiting a long-

deferred recognition. That subj

R

287

ut so do two Marconi stations on opposite

yet mystic messages pass between
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sides of the ocean;

them and bridge the void. A

nd if we turn from the

metaphysical to the emotional sphere we shall find

even more surely that the N orth and the South salute

each other across the centuries. I

for ex

n that great theme,

ample, which was the inspiration of Dante'

s

muse, running like a gold thread through the Divina

Cor/media, subtly present even in the I

the B

nferno— I

mean

eatrice love-idyll— he is in heart-sympathy with

the finest strain of Swedenborg'

s teaching. Surely

nothing in the literature of romance is more idyllic

than the B

eatrice episode, whether we linger over its

early stages in the V

ita N uova, when our lover trembles

each other across the
for example, which centuries. In that great theme,
was the inspiration of
Dante's
muse, running like a gold thread
through the Divine
Commedia, subtly present even in the
Infemo—I mean
the Beatrice
love-idyl1——he is in heart-sympathy
with

to meet the maid, and feels charity to all men bubble

up in him from the fountain of his love for her, or lose

1 Paradlso, cauto x

x

ix

. 1-8

1.

early stages in the Vita Nuova, when our lover
trembles
to meet the
maid, and feels charity to all men bubble
up in him from the fountain of
his love for her, or lose
‘

(J0 Ric

Paradise, canto xxix. 1-81.
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ourselves in the passionate outpourings of the Purga-

torio and Paradiso, in danger of being dazzled by the

'

splendid laughter'

of the lady'

s eyes. H ow charming

she is, in contrast, for instance, with Milton'

such a mere echo of A

Patmore'

s'

A

rate;

ve,

dam, or with that tame Griselda,

ngel in the H ouse'

subservient about B

sE

!

There is nothing

eatrice— in her apotheosis, at any

she takes the lead without an instant'

s hesitation,

and even lectures her lover, not to say sermonises him,

in a rather alarming way. Y

she is, almost coq

et how tenderly feminine

uettish, as when she warns her

worshipper:

These eyes are not thine only Paradise!

Swedenborg'

s somewhat heavy prose, compared

with Dante'

s melodious rhymes, is as a lumbering wain

to a light carriage with '

ex

C'

springs, and cannot be

pected to carry a story of deathless passion. N either

does it, nor indeed is the purpose of the preacher that

L

ut the Swede'

s doctrine of Marriage
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of the poet. B

ove, though not dramatic or idyllic in form, contains

the summed-up sweetness of all the romances ever

written or acted, besides being buttressed about with

truths of the reason usually lacking in erotic poetry.

A

fter all, the play is more important than the scenic

setting thereof. Y

et, even in the latter respect, an

incident or two might be q

uoted from Swedenborg

rivalling the Divine Comedy in richness of colouring.

O ne occurs to me that is strikingly like a scene in the

Paradiso. B

eatrice tells her lover, during their ascent,

that as yet she dare not smile upon him, lest, being

unprepared for so great j

oy, he should, like Semele, be

turned to ashes. That is a flash of real inspiration.

A

nd now place this other picture by the side of it:

There appeared a chariot descending from the highest or third

QUEST
of the Purga-

ourselves in the passionate outpouringsdazzled by the
torio and Paradise, in danger of being
lady’s eyes. How charming
splendid laughter of theinstance,
with Milton's Eve,
she is, in contrast, for
that tame Griselda,
such a mere echo of Adam, or with
There is nothing
Patmore’s Angel in the House’ 1
at any
subservient about Beatrice—-in her apotheosis,
instant’s hesitation,
rate ; she takes the lead without an
sermonises him,
and even lectures her lover, not to say
Yet how tenderly feminine
’

‘

‘

rather alarming way.
she is, almost coquettish,

in

a.

worshipper :
These eyes

are

as

when she warns her

not thine only Paradise !

compared
Swedenborg‘s somewhat heavy prose,
alumberingWain
with Dante's melodious rhymes, is as
and cannot be
to a light carriage with ‘C’ springs,
Neither

passion.
expected to carry a story of deathless
of the preacher that

does it, nor indeed is the purpose
of Marriage
of the post. But the Swede’s doctrine
form, contains
Love, though not dramatic or idyllic in
romances ever
the summed-up sweetness of all the

about with

buttressed
written or acted, besides beinglacking
in erotic poetry.

truths of the reason usually
the scenic
After all, the play is more important than
respect, an‘
setting thereof. Yet, even in the latter Swedenborg
incident or two might be quoted from
colouring.
rivalling the Divine Comedy in richness of
in the
One occurs to me that is strikingly like a scene
their ascent,
Pamdiso. Beatrice tells her lover, during
being
that as yet she dare not smile upon him, lest,
like Semele, be
unprepared for so great joy, he should,real
inspiration.
turned to ashes. That is a flash of
it :
And now place this other picture by the side of
third
There appeared a chariot descending from the highest or
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but as it came near I

S 28

saw

two therein. The chariot from a distance glittered before my eyes

as a diamond, and to it were harnessed young horses white as

snow;

and they who sat in the chariot held in their hands

two turtle doves, and cried to me: "

nearer to you?

B

Do you wish us to come

ut then beware lest the gleaming radiance

which is from the heaven whence we have descended, and is

flame-like, penetrate too interiorly."

"

I

will beware;

...A

come nearer."

A

nd I

answered

nd they came;

in which was seen an
angel; but as it came near I saw
two therein. The chariot from
a distance glittered before
my eyes
as a diamond, and to it
were harnessed young horses white
as
snow; and they who sat in the chariot
held in their hands
two turtle-doves, and cried to
me: "Do you wish us to
come
nearer to you? But then
beware lest the gleaming radiance
which is from the heaven
whence we have descended, and is
flame-like, penetrate too interiorly."
And I answered
"I will beware; come nearer.”
And they came; and behold!
it was a husband and
his wife. And they said: "We
are a
wedded pair; we have lived
blessed in heaven from the primal
age, which is called by
you the Golden Age, and in the
same
perpetual flower of youth in which
you see us to-day.”
^

and behold!

.

it was a husband and hia wife. A

wedded pair;

nd they said: "

W e are a

we have lived blessed in heaven from the primal

age, which is called by you the Golden A

ge, and in the same

perpetual flower of youth in which you see us to-day."

...

The husband appeared of an age between youth and young man-

hood;

from his eyes shone forth sparkling light from the wisdom

of love. . . . H e was clad in an upper robe down to his feet,

.

.

and under the robe was a vesturo of hyacinthine colour, girt about

with a golden belt. . . . B

I

ut with the wife it was this: I

did not see it;

I

saw

He
and under the robe

saw it as beauty itself, and
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her face, and I

did not see it because this was inex

pressible: for in her

face was a splendour of flaming light, such light as is with

with a golden belt.

the angels in the third heaven, and this dimmed my sight;

wherefore, in a manner, I

spoke to me, saying: "

W hat do you see?

"

I

replied: "

see

see."

uely from her husband, and

was B

t this she turned herself obliq

see, and I

I

but I

A

clad in an upper robe down to his
feet,
vesture of hyacinthinecolour,
girt about

was stupefied. She, observing this,

only wedded love and the form thereof;

then I

was

was a

do not

was able to view her more intently. . . . H er beauty

wherefore, in a manner, I was stupeficd.
She, observing this,
Spoke to me, saying: What
do you see?" I replied: “I
see
only wedded love and the form
thereof;
but
I
and
I
do
see,
not
see.” At this she
turned herself obliquely from her

uch that it would be impossible for any painter to emulate,

and present it in its form, for there is not in his colour such

brilliance, nor is such beauty ex

pressible by his art. . . .

W hat struck me with wonder was that the colours [

“

of her attire]

varied according to her aspect to her husband, and also according

to it were now more glittering, now less. ... A

said: "

W e are recalled, wo must depart."

t length they

A

nd then they again

was

able to view her

appeared conveyed in a chariot as before, and went by a paved

more

intently.

.

.

.

husband, and
Her beauty

way between flower beds, from which rose olives and trees laden

with oranges;

and when they wore near their own heaven, virgins

came forth in the way, and received and welcomed them back.1

1 Swodenborg, De A

more Conj

ugiaZ

i, no. 42.

varied according to her
aspect to her husband, and also according
to it were now
more glittering, now less.
At length they
said: "We are
recalled, we must depart." And then they again
llppeared conveyed in a chariot
as before, and went by a
paved
way between flower beds, from
which rose olives and trees laden
with oranges ; and when
they were near their own heaven, virgins
came forth in the
and
way,
received and welcomed them back.‘
.

‘

.

.

Swodenborg, De Amore Gonjugiali, no. 42.
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Curiously enough, however, it is as other-world

ex

plorers that Dante and Swedenborg most noticeably

part asunder. They set out from different starting-

points, and certainly do not arrive at the same goal.

The disparity between them is always glaring, and

freq

uently fundamental. N evertheless, here as else-

where, a real relationship may be recognised— cannot,

indeed, be ignored. W ith the Tuscan, for instance, as

with the Swede, belief in immortality is no mere formal

creed, but a living faith. B

oth sound the note of

absolute certainty. Dante does so betimes in his I

Convito;

A

I

for instance:

mong all brutalities that of him who believes that after

this life there is no other, is the most stupid, vile, and dangerous.

...I

believe and affirm that I

shall pass after this life to a

better.1

Such confession was by no means unanimous in the

'

ages of faith.'

Scepticism of any life beyond this was
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Curiously enough, however, it is as other-world
most noticeably
explorers that Dante and Swedenborgdifferent
startingpart asunder. They set out from at the same goal.
points, and certainly do not arrive
and
The disparity between them is always glaring,
here as else-

frequently fundamental. Nevertheless,

where, a real relationship may be recognised-cannot,
as
indeed, be ignored. With the Tuscan, for instance,
formal
with the Swede, belief in immortality is no mere
note of
creed, but a living faith. Both sound the in his Il
absolute certainty. Dante does
Convito ; for instance :

so

betimes

believes that after
Among all brntalities that of him who
and dangerousthis life there is no other, is the most stupid, vile,
this life to 9I believe and affirm that I shall pass after

known to be very rife in the Church itself— as much

so, probably, amongst educated people, as in the oft-

abused 18

QUEST

th century.

Swedenborg, in the H eaven and H ell, as in all his

works, is even more emphatic than his forerunner,

better.‘

treating of the immortal life always as a present and

conscious fact. W hether their disclosures of the

H ereafter were ex

periential or imaginative is a q

to be resolved by inherent evidence. Dante'

uestion

s most

ardent devotees usually admit that the poet rather

than the seer produced the Divina Commedia, and we

should probably endorse that assumption. Y

but fair to the F

in one of his letters, ex

actual ex

1I

I

et it is

lorentine to remember that he himself,

plicitly claims seership, thus

perience of things seen and heard, many

Convito, I

I

. ix

.

in the
Such confession was by no means unanimous
life beyond this Was
‘
ages of faith.’ Scepticism of any
much
known to be very rife in the Church itself—as
educated people, as in the oftso,

probably, amongst

abused 18th century.
Swedenborg, in the Heaven and Hell,

works, is

even more

emphatic

as

in all his

than his forerunner,

treating of the immortal life always

as a

present

and

of the
conscious fact. Whether their disclosures
Hereafter were experiential or imaginative is a question
most
to be resolved by inherent evidence. Dante’s
rather
ardent devotees usually admit that the poet
and We
than the seer produced the Divina Commedia,
it is
should probably endorse that assumption. Yet
himself,
but fair to the Florentine to rememberthat he
thus
in one of his letters, explicitly claims seership,
actual experience of things seen and heard, many
‘
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n case his witness be

challenged he appeals to Scripture, to the prophets and

to Paul, for verification of such visions;

the mystics, among them R

he instances

ichard of St. V

ictor,

B

ernard, and A

ugustine, as confirmatory authority.1

I

f, however, we nevertheless incline to regard Dante as

a poet rather than a prophet, the case of Sweden borg

will not be so easily disposed of. H is consistent

assertion that, intermittently, for many years, while

still in the flesh, his spiritual senses were open to

perceive the realities of another world, is a claim that

careful students of his revelations generally find it

impossible to doubt. B

ut that is by the way. The

point of immediate importance is the homeliness and

E

R

S 241
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of which he could not relate.
In case his
challenged he appeals to Scripture, to the witness be

prophets and
he instances
visions;
the mystics,
them
among
Richard of St. Victor,
Bernard, and Augustine, as confirmatory
authority.‘
If, however, we nevertheless incline to
regard Dante as
a poet rather than
a prophet, the case of
Swedenborg
will not be so
easily disposed of. His consistent
assertion that, intermittently, for
many years, while
still in the flesh, his
spiritual senses were open to
to

Paul, for verification of

such

actuality of the things described by both writers. The

world that each of them pictures, widely as it differs

from the other, is no half-lit realm peopled by shivering

shades or gibbering ghosts, but real, human, sensible.

s disembodied spirits, good and evil, like
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Dante'

Swedenborg'

s, have carried their memory, with their

whole mind and disposition, across the border-line from

one world into another. N othing is missing from their

make-up that properly constitutes themselves. I

it is an obvious criticism that Dante'

ndeed,

s other-world

folk are so realistic as to be open to the reproach of

provinoialism. They are F

lorentines, or they are

Pisans, or Paduans, or Siennese, and their talk is still

steeped in the gossip of their native city. The same

impossible to doubt. But that is the
way. The
point of immediate importance is by
the homeliness and
actuality of the things described by both writers.
The
World that each of them
pictures,
Widely as it differs
from the other, is no
half-lit realm peopled by
shivering
shades or gibbering ghosts, butreal,
human,
sensible.
Dante's disembodied
spirits, good and evil, like

Swedenborg’s, have carried their memory, with their
Whole mind and
disposition, across the border-line from
one world into
another. Nothing is missing from their
make-up that properly constitutes
themselves. Indeed,
it is an obvious
criticism that Dante’s other-World
folk are so realistic
as to be open to the
reproach of

fault might be found, and has often been found, though

with much lighter provocation, with Swedenborg'

ex

cursions within the veil. The obj

ection is less

legitimate than it looks, for the other world, in the

nature of things, cannot be wholly alien to this, nor

1E

pvstolas, X

.

s

re Florentines, or
they are
P133-118, Or Paduans, or Siennese,
and their talk is still
_

with much lighter
provocation, with
excursions within the veil. The

SWedenborg’s

objection

nature of

things, cannot
‘
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could any witness to the supernatural make a report

from which his period, his temperament, his religion

and nationality were eliminated.

N ot, however, in their realism only do they

plorers;

in a

limited degree they share in common certain general

principles of j

ustice governing retribution. A

ciple of Swedenborg rej

oices to find in the I

dis-

nferno

some glimmering recognition of penalty attaching

to sin as an effect to its cause. Still more reassuring

is it to know that the author of that amazing work

unflinchingly asserts the doctrines of free will and

human responsibility. Therein the two strangely

contrasted teachers are in entire agreement, and afford

a welcome relief from the enfeebling determinism so

popular to-day. Man as the sport of the gods,

foredoomed and helpless, is never dreamt of in their

philosophy. The Prometheus chained to the rock and

the L

aocoon struggling vainly
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sullenly submissive;

against the serpents of fate that tighten round his limbs;

CE

dipus, powerless to resist his dismal destiny— these

frightful phantoms, which so haunted the ancient

world, have no place in our authors'

Swedenborg'

8

scheme of things.

grading of the lot of the lost, in

circles of ever-deepening direfulness, is not unlike that

of the I

nferno. Sins of passion, for ex

ample, are

comparatively mild, but deceit, treachery and cruelty

are a millstone round the necks of their victims.

Swedenborg declares that adultery, in the central core

of it, is cold, not hot;

and Dante, with magnificent

insight, describes the inmost heart of hell as an arctic

world, where the wretched lie frozen in eternal ice.1

B

>

oth our seers recognise, moreover, that the

I

nferno, cantos x

x

x

ii., x

x

x

iii., x

report

could any witness to the supernatural t, his religion
from which his period, his temperamen

ST

suggest comparison as other-world ex

QUEST

x

x

iv.

make

a

and nationality were eliminated.
realism only do they
Not, however, in their
in a
as other-world explorers;
comparison
suggest
certain general
limited degree they share in common
retribution. A disgoverning
of
justice
principles
find in the Inferno
ciple of Swedenborg rejoices toof penalty attaching
some glimmering recognition
Still more reassuring
to sin as an effect to its cause.
of that amazing work
is it to know that the author
of free will and
doctrines
the
asserts
unflinchingly
the two strangely
human responsibility. Therein
and afiord
contrasted teachers are in entire agreement,
so
from the enfeebling determinism
a welcome relief
of the gods.
as the sport
Man
to-day.
popular
of in their
foredoomed and helpless, is never dreamtthe rock and
chained to
philosophy. The Prometheus
vainly
sullenly submissive; the Laocoon struggling
thattighten round his limbs;
fate
of
the
serpents
against
destiny——these
CEdipus, powerless to resist his dismal
ancient
so haunted the
which
phantoms,
frightful
of things.
world, have no place in our authors’ schemethe lost, in
Swedenborg’s grading of the lot of unlike that
is not
circles of ever-deepening direfulness,

Sins of passion, for example,
and cruelty’
comparatively mild, but deceit, treachery
the necks of their victims.
are a millstone round
central core
Swedenborg declares that adultery, in the magnificent
of it, is cold, not hot; and Dante, with
as an arctic
insight, describes the inmost heart ofinhell
1 ice.‘
world, where the wretched lie frozen eternathat the
Both our seers recognise, moreover,

of the

‘
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Inferno, cantos xxxii., xxxiii., xxxiv.
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humblest and outermost circles of heaven
blessed, the redeemed in every state being are wholly
rapturously
content, their cup full, so that it can
no more},
And yet, brother-explorers in thecarry
unseen though
they be, with many interests and sympathies in
common——What a difference!
Admitting a certain
general affinity in faith between these two
theologians,
the fact remains that
are sundered by uncrossable
they
chasms of contrast. Let us look at
some of them.

R

S 248

humblest and outermost circles of heaven are wholly

blessed, the redeemed in every state being rapturously

content, their cup full, so that it can carry no more.1

A

nd yet, brother-ex

plorers in the unseen though

they be, with many interests and sympathies in

common— what a difference!

A

dmitting a certain

general affinity in faith between these two theologians,

the fact remains that they are sundered by uncrossable

chasms of contrast. L

Dante'

et us look at some of them.

s religious doctrines, including his other-

world lore, are j

ust the accepted beliefs of his age, a great

body of tradition, amongst which it is easy to trace a

large amount of alloy from pre-Christian sources, mostly

sanctioned, however, by the Church. O ne need only

briefly instance his dogma, ex

Persons in the Godhead;

tion that God the F

bis acq

pressly stated, of Three

'

his unq

uestioning assump-

ather inflicts the torments of hell f

uiescence in the popular notion that angels and
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devils are a race apart from humanity, of prior creation;

and his confident ex

pectation, according to the current

eschatology of the time*

that all souls will some day be

reunited to their cast-off bodies.4 N ot one of the poet'

three divine Persons, it may be observed in passing, is

Father inflicts the torments of hell
;"
his acquiescence in the
notion that angels and
popular
devils are a race apart from
humanity, of prior creation ;
and his confident
expectation,
to the current
eschatology of the time, that allaccording
souls will some day be
reunited to their cast-ofi bodies.‘
Not one of the poet's
three divine Persons, it
may be observed in passing, is
ever really an
inspiring
in any part of the Divine
Comedy. Christ, who presence
Dante perfunctorily accepts as
the Saviour, is
certainly not the presiding Divinity of
the Paradiso. Beatrice
is! Swedenborg brushs aside
these medieeval
imaginings. N 0 housemaid ever
attacked cobwebs with less
ceremony.
He recognises but one God
in one divine Person,who
is Jesus Christ, the
incarnate God-man ; and he teaches

ever really an inspiring presence in any part of the Divine

Comedy. Christ, who Dante perfunctorily accepts as

the Saviour, is certainly not the presiding Divinity of

the Paradiso. B

eatrice is!

s

sanctioned, however, by the Church. One need
only
briefly instance his dogma, expressly stated, of Three
Persons in the Godhead ;’ his
unquestioning assumption that God the

Swedenborg brushs aside

these mediaeval imaginings. N o housemaid ever

attacked cobwebs with less ceremony.

H e recognises but one God in one divine Person, who

is Jesus Christ, the incarnate God-man ;

1 Paradiso, canto iii.;

*

Paradiso, canto x

*

I

De Ccelo et I

x

nferno, canto vi.;

iv. 8

I

and he teaches

nferno, nos. 8

nferno, canto ix

Paradiso, canto x

iv.

49 and 8

50.

.

‘
’

Paradise, canto iii. ; De Ccelo et Inferno, nos. 849 and 350.
Paradise, canto xxiv.
Inferno, canto ix.
Inferno, canto vi. ; Parad/iso, canto xiv.
’

‘
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men to worship H im alone. H e declares that God is

pure love, and in no sense the author of pain or

punishment;

that there are no angels or devils but

were at one time men and women on this or some

other planet;

that these, moreover, have no need of the

earthly vesture once worn, and will never wear it

again.

I

n short, the doctrines and disclosures of the

Swedish seer broke abruptly away from tradition, and

began again de novo. They are a new revelation.

They are not an echo, but a voice.

I

t is Dante'

especially ex

s imaginative other-worldly lore that

poses the curious limitations of his out-

look. There is, of course, nothing surprising in his

geographical and astronomical ideas being those of

the Middle A

ges;

the course of history cannot be

anticipated or forestalled. B

pre-Copernican prej

ut when he proj

ects his

udices into the great H ereafter a
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modern man begins to feel oppressed and put upon,

and, like the worm, is inclined to turn. Dante'

s

H eaven, H ell and Purgatory are merely localities in

space;

they are under the earth, or on the other side

of the earth, or in the E

mpyrean above and around—

as definitely material and mechanical as Jamaica or

Timbuctoo, or as the eligible building-lots round about

L

ondon. H eaven rocks at anchor in the sky. H is

successor, on the other hand— if so we may fancifully

regard him— lifts the veil of a realm that is neither

material nor spatial, and yet incomparably more real

and substantial than any these eyes could see, or these

ears hear. I

t is a spiritual world, the wide, wide world

of the human mind, and has nothing in common with

matter or space, or any mechanical measurement.

Y

ou do not travel anywhere to reach it;

you have only

QUEST

He declares that God is
of pain or
in no sense the author
and
love,
pure
devils but
are no angels or
there
that
punishment;
and Women on this or some
were at one time men
have no need of the
other planet ; that these, moreover,
and W111 never wear it
worn,
once
vesture
earthly

men

to

worship Him alone.

again.

disclosures of the
In short, the doctrines and
from tradition, and
away
abruptly
broke
seer
Swedish
a new revelation.
began again de novo. They are
They are not an echo, but a voice.
lore that
It is Dante's imaginative other-worldly his outof
especially exposes the curious limitations
in his
look. There is, of course, nothing surprisingthose of
being
geographical and astronomical ofideas
history cannot be
the Middle Ages; the course
his
anticipated or forestalled. But when he projects
Hereafter a
pre-Copernican prejudicesfeelinto the greatand put upon.
oppressed
modern man begins to
turn. Dante's
and, like the worm, is inclined to
localities in
Heaven, Hell and Purgatory are merely other side
the earth, or on the
space; they are under

Jamaica or
round about
Timbuctoo, or as the eligible building-lots
His
London. Heaven rocks at anchor in the sky.

as

definitely material and mechanical

as

other hand—if so We may fancifully
is neither
regard him—lifts the veil of a realm that more real
material nor spatial, and yet incomparably
or these
and substantial than any these eyes could see, world
the wide, wide
ears hear. It is a spiritual World,
with
of the human mind, and has nothing in common
measurement.
matter or space, or any mechanical
You do not travel anywhere to reach it ; you have only

successor, on the
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to become consciously aware of it;
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for it is here, here,—

closer . . . than breathing, and nearer than hands and feet.

The superiority of the conception needs no demon-

strating.

A

rmed with this truth, and realising that man

after death is every inch a man, Dante'

butions to psychology can only ex

learn1 that V

s crude contri-

cite a smile. W e

irgil, who conducted him through H ell, is

no longer a man: "

N ow not man, man once I

was,"

we are assured. Divested of his fleshly envelope he

has ceased to be a man, and is only a spirit. Similarly,

Dante himself, in his wanderings, is suspected to be

alive, conseq

uently not yet a spirit, because he is

observed to breathe.'

Dante'

W e naturally wonder how

s immortals got along without breathing, and

wish he could have understood that the soul is the

man himself, an organic human form, and therefore

lives and breathes and fulfils every function more fully
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after death than ever before. Dante, however, is only

crude when he relies on himself as a theologian instead

of a poet. A

fter all, his disembodied spirits seem to

be solid enough, and, whether they breathe or not,

certainly contrive, somehow, to talk at considerable

length!

B

ut the F

lorentine'

s philosophy, defective though

it be, is less hurtful than his sometimes inhuman

ethics, which again are but a reflection of his mediawal

environment. I

V

irgil, the poet'

t offends one to the soul to hear that

s revered guide, H omer, Socrates, Plato,

and all the great worthies of the ancient world, with

j

ust a few negligible ex

ceptions, are in hell, without

hope of reprieve. They knew not Christ— that suffices.

1I

*

nfvrno, canto i.

Purgatorio, canto ii.

S 245

closer

.

.

.

than breathing,and

superiority
strating.
The

of the

245

it; for it is here, here,nearer

conception

than hands and feet.

needs

no

demon-

Armed with this truth, and realising that man
after death is every inch a man, Dante’s crude contributions to psychology can only excite a smile. We
learn‘ that Virgil, who conducted him through Hell, is
no longer a man : “Now not man, man once I was,”
we are assured. Divested of his fleshly envelope he
has ceased to be a man, and is only a spirit. Similarly,
Dante himself, in his wanderings, is suspected to be
alive, consequently not yet a spirit, because he is
observed to breathe.‘ We naturally wonder how
Dante's immortals got along without breathing, and
wish he could have understood that the soul is the
man himself, an organic human form, and therefore
lives and breathes and fulfils every function more fully
after death than ever before. Dante, however, is only
crude when he relies on himself as a theologian instead
of a poet. After all, his disembodied spirits seem to
be solid enough, and, whether they breathe or not,
certainly contrive, somehow, to talk at considerable

length!

But the Florentine’s philosophy,defective though
be, is less hurtful than his sometimes inhuman
ethics, which again are but a reflectionof his mediaeval
environment. It offends one to the soul to hear that
Virgil, the poet’s revered guide, Homer, Socrates, Plato,
and all the great Worthies of the ancient world, with
just a few negligible exceptions, are in hell, Without
hope of reprieve. They knew not Christ—that suflices.
it

1

Inferno, canto i.
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N or is the situation improved by the assurance that all

infants and children who died unbaptised are keeping

the noble pagans company (canto iv.). True, their

allotted place is a toned-down, diluted hell— a sort of

'

mitigated department'

in a vast mourning establish-

ment. H ere is no actual pain;

tions rend the air, only sighs break the sad silence.

H ow they succeed in sighing without drawing breath

from the entire absence of all hope (canto ix

ex

cept

.). The

ception, one cannot avoid feeling, is rather a big fly

in the ointment.

I

t is impossible to condone the callous logic of a

creed that condemns the righteous, while acq

uitting

scoundrels such as Manfredi, who is set on the high

road to heaven.1 I

n vain does our poet lavish terms

of endearment and veneration on his R

L

oman '

guide,

ove and reverence notwith-
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counsellor and friend.'

standing, he calmly leaves him in his L

imbo;

and we

can only hope that the author of the Mneid and his

illustrious companions in tribulation (not forgetting

the babies) may find life worth living in their q

W est E

nd q

uiet

uarter of the metropolis of woe. O r

perhaps we shall prefer to lean upon Swedenborg'

s

assurance that all the heathen who have lived well, of

whatsoever age or nation, and all children everywhere,

of pious or impious parents, and irrespective of baptism

or any other test, are saved by the L

ord and raised

into heaven.'

Speaking of the ethics of the Divine Comedy, the

most popular and poetic scene in the I

one as the most painful— I

sented little episode of Paolo and F

1 Purgatorio, canto iii. '

nferno impresses

mean the perfectly pre-

rancesca (canto v.).

Dt Coelo et I

nferno, noa. 321 and 8

29.

QUEST

Nor is the situation improved by the assurance thatall
infants and children who died unbaptised are keeping
the noble pagans company (canto iv.). True, their
allotted place is a toned-down, diluted hell—a sort of
‘
mitigated department in a vast mourning establishment. Here is no actual pain; no shrieks or lamentations rend the air, only sighs break the sad silence.
How they succeed in sighing Without drawing breath
had better not be asked. They do not sufler—except
from the entire absence of all hope (canto ix.). The
exception, one cannot avoid feeling, is rather a big fly
in the ointment.
It is impossible to condone the callous logic of a
creed that condemns the righteous, while acquitting
scoundrels such as Manfredi, who is set on the high
road to heaven.‘ In vain does our post lavish terms
of endearment and veneration on his Roman ‘guide,
counsellor and friend.’ Love and reverence notwithstanding, he calmly leaves him in his Limbo ; and we
can only hope that the author of the flflneid and his
illustrious companions in tribulation (not forgetting
the babies) may find life worth living in their quiet
West End quarter of the metropolis of woe. Or
perhaps we shall prefer to lean upon Swedenborg’s
assurance that all the heathen who have lived Well, of
whatsoever age or nation, and all children everywhere,
of pious or impious parents, and irrespective of baptism
or any other test, are saved by the Lord and raised
into heaven.’
Speaking of the ethics 'of the Divine Comedy, the
most popular and poetic scene in the Inferno impresses
one as the most painful—I mean the perfectly presented little episode of Paolo and Francesca (canto v.).
'
Pwraatorio. canto
De Carlo at Inferno, nos. 321 and 329.
’

no shrieks or lamenta-

had better not bo asked. They do not suffer— ex

THE

=
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These ill-starred lovers have violated the seventh

commandment, and are doomed therefore to be blown

along for ever on the accursed air— together, but

damned to all eternity. Y

et, according to tradition,

and as the poet himself implies, they were true lovers,

and but for the hollow and artificial marriage cust oms

of their community, might have lived without sin.

Marriage in the Middle A

L

ges, especially among the

atin nations, was little else than an instrument of

parental tyranny. Such a fact cannot be left out of

count. A

nd here the seer of the N orth would intercede

for this hapless pair. F

like Dante'

or though his system of morals,

s, is based on the Decalogue, yet he recog-

nises, as all teachers of insight must recognise, that

the state of the heart is infinitely more important than

any outward act. Purity is not destroyed by one slip.

May we not then appeal from the harsh verdict of

Catholic dogma, and suggest that Paolo and F

rancesca
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are probably not in hell, but in a bower of wedded

bliss among the angels?

O ne turns with relief from the lurid world of the

lost to the more idyllic, though less convincing,

Purgatorio and Paradiso. The all-pervading genius of

these spheres— a sort of feminine prototype of Prospero

— is B

eatrice the blessed. I

t is in her and in Dante'

conception of pure but passionate love that a devotee

of Swedenborg finds most contentment. Surely there

is nothing in literature so inspired and inspiring as

this romance of two worlds, hinging on the love of a

man for a maid!

Y

et, deathless though it be, it is a

wofully disappointing affair. The seq

uel makes one

sick. F

The end is that

or what is the end of it all?

they part to meet no more. N othing so intimate as a

tender farewell takes place between them. H e sees

s

OTHER-WORLD EXPLORERS
247
These ill-starred lovers have violated the
seventh
commandment, and are doomed therefore to be blown
along for ever on the accursed air—together, but
damned to all eternity. Yet,
according to tradition,
and as the poet himself implies,
they were true lovers,
and but for the hollow and artificial
marriage customs
of their community,
might have lived Without sin.
Marriage in the Middle Ages, especially among the
Latin nations, was little else than
an instrument of
parental tyranny. Such a fact cannot be left
out of
count. And here the seer of the North
would intercede
for this hapless pair. For
though his system of morals,
like Dante's, is based on the
Decalogue, yet he recognises, as all teachers of insight
must recognise, that
the state of the heart is
infinitely more important than
any outward act. Purity is not
destroyed by one slip.
May we not then appeal from the
harsh verdict of
Catholic dogma, and suggest that Paolo
and Francesca
are probably not in
hell, but in a bower of wedded
bliss among the angels ?
One turns with relief from the
lurid world of the
lost to the more idyllic,
less convincing,
Pwrgatorio and Paradise. Thethough
all-pervading genius of
these spheres—a sort of feminine
prototype of Prospero
——is Beatrice the blessed.
It is in her and in Dante's
conception of pure but passionate love that a devotee
of Swedenborg finds most
contentment. Surely there
R

S 247

man

for

maid!

Yet, deathless
it be, it is a
Wofully disappointing affair. The though
sequel makes one
sick. For what is the end of it
all? The end is that
they part to meet no more. Nothing so intimate
as a
tender farewell takes
between
place
them. He Sees
a
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her afar off in the empyrean, a receding figure, en-

throned by the side of R

at him. . . . A

achel. . . . She smiles

nd that is all. . . .

So, then, this deathless passion, that sets us all

aflame, is platonic, after all!

Modern romance, which

in the future will look more and more to Swedenborg

for inspiration, recoils from so tame and tedious an

anti-climax

. W e will have none of it. Such a passion,

we are persuaded, could not be platonio, nor would

heaven be heaven on those terms. W e picture our

lovers not gazing at one another across a gulf, but

together in their own home of love, husband and wife,

to be parted no more for ever.

rthur E

.B

eilry.
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A

QUEST

her afar off in the empyrean, a receding figure, enthroned by the side of Rachel.
She smiles
And that is all.
at him.
So, then, this deathless passion, that sets us all
aflame, is platonic, after all! Modern romance, which
in the future will look more and more to Swedenborg
for inspiration, recoils from so tame and tedious an
anti-climax. We will have none of it. Such a passion,
we are persuaded, could not be platonic, nor would
heaven be heaven on those terms. We picture our
lovers not gazing at one another across a gulf, but
together in their own home of love, husband and wife,
to be parted no more for ever.
ARTHUR E. BEILBY.
.
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ditor.

Continuing our researches into the subj

ect of cere-

monial dancing in church in the late middle ages,1 we

pass to a consideration of the B

ergeretta of B

esancon,

of which our chief source of information is an anony-

mous L

etter to the Mercure de F

rance of September,

1742.a

The B

B

ergeretta of B

esancon.

ergeretta was the name not only of a potion or

cup of spiced wine, but also of a ceremonial dance

which was celebrated in the canonical churches of the

diocese of B

to 1738

esancon on the afternoon of E

aster-day up

."

The writer of the L

etter is correct in thinking

that the repast or sacred meal, at which the cup was

drunk, and which was associated with this dance,
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derived from the pious festivities of earlier centuries.

1 See the article on '

Churches '

Ceremonial Game Playing and Dancing in Medieval

in the last number, and for a general introduction, which includes

a rapid survey of liturgical dancing in the early centuries as well as in the

later period, see '

1910.

'

The Sacred Dance of Jesus'

O p. cit. pp. 1930fi. The title reads: '

on a late L

atin Term and on an E

there on E

aster Day.'

of the same year. I

L

in The Q uest for O ctober,

etter written from B

esancon

cclesiastical Dance which was performed

This communication is dated from B

esancon, July 4

have not been able to identify the learned writer, but

he was indubitably one of the canons of the cathedral.

*

O r indeed even later, for some vestiges of it still ex

collegiate church of S. A

349

i

isted in 1742 in the

natoile de Salms (p. 1930).

Op. cit.
193011’. The title reads:
late Latinpp.Term
‘Letter Writ
and on an
there on Easter
which
Day.’
'

on a

'

'

Ecclesiastical_Dance

Or indeed

was

performed

later, forhome
collegiate church even
of S. Anatoile do vestiges of it still existed in 1742 in the
Salmn (p. 1930)
24.9
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These had been preserved most conspicuously in the
Church of Rome, as witnessed in its 12th century
ordincs; and the writer thinks that Besancon had
derived its custom from Rome owing to the general
similarity of its old ordinaries with the ancient Roman
rituals (p. 1931). As for the dance, however, the Letter
becomes apologetic and ascribes its introduction to the
degeneracy of later times. Such dancing, it thinks,was
a total misconception of the originally dignified motions
and gestures of joy of the Israelites after the Passage
of the Red Sea or of David before the ark, which Were,
it supposes, not dances but spontaneous expressions
of rejoicing (pp. 1938, 39). The insufficiency and
historical inaccuracy of this apologetic view, however,
have been already pointed out in the previous two
papers, and so we may pass on. The Letter continues:
Yes, MM. the canons and chaplains of our canonical churches
used to foot it together in round dances in the cloisters, and even

2.30

TH E
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ST

These had been preserved most conspicuously in the

Church of R

ordines;

ome, as witnessed in its 12th century

and the writer thinks that B

derived its custom from R

esancon had

ome owing to the general

similarity of its old ordinaries with the ancient R

rituals (p. 1931). A

oman

s for the dance, however, the L

etter

becomes apologetic and ascribes its introduction to the

degeneracy of later times. Such dancing, it thinks, was

a total misconception of the originally dignified motions

and gestures of j

of the R

oy of the I

sraelites after the Passage

ed Sea or of David before the ark, which were,

it supposes, not dances but spontaneous ex

of rej

oicing (pp. 1938

pressions

, 39). The insufficiency and

historical inaccuracy of this apologetic view, however,

have been already pointed out in the previous two

papers, and so we may pass on. The L

Y

etter continues:

es, MM. the canons and chaplains of our canonical churches
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used to foot it together in round dances in the cloisters, and even

in the sacred edifices themselves when bad weather did not allow

them to dance on the paths or turf of the cloisters— a performance

which could not have failed to provide the spectators with an

entertainment of the most comical and ludicrous kind.

These dances, however, could not have been of so

comical a nature, for they are recorded without apology

of any sort in the ancient rituals of B

esancon, and

chiefly in those of the collegiate church of Ste. Marie

Magdaleine. F

or instance, in a book of rites of this

church dated 158

2, in the chapter on E

have the following statement in L

A

in the sacred edifices themselves when bad weather did not allow
them to dance on the paths or turf of the c1oisters—a performance
which could not have failed to provide the spectators with an
entertainment of the most comical and ludicrous kind.

aster-day, we

atin:

fter dinner (prandium), at the end of the sermon, and when

nones are over, there are dances (chorea) in the cloister, or in the

middle of the nave of the church if it is rainy weather;

danced to certain airs contained in the processional [

A

they are

chant-books]

fter the dance . . . there follows the repast (collatio) in the

chapter-house (p. 198

9).

QUEST

.

dances, however, could not have been of so
comical a nature, for they are recorded without apology
of any sort in the ancient rituals of Besancon, and
chiefly in those of the collegiate church of Ste. Marie
Magdaleine. For instance, in a book of rites of this
church dated 1582, in the chapter on Easter-day, we
These

have the following statement in Latin :

(prandium), at the end of the sermon, and when
there
are dances (chorecz) in the cloister, or in the
over,
middle of the nave of the church if it is rainy weather; they are
danced to certain airs contained in the processional [chant-books]
After the dance
there follows the repast (collatio) in the
After dinner

nones are

.

.

.

.

chapter-house (p. 1939).
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n another ordinary, written only some eighty years

before the L

etter to the Mercure was penned, i.e. about

1662, we read almost in the same words in L

A

251

atin:

fter dinner, and when the sermon is over, MM. the canons

and chaplains, holding hands, perform a dance in the cloister, or

in the middle of the nave of the church if it is rainy weather.

A

fterwards they go to the chapter-house, and there follows the

repast (p. 1940).

The L

L

etter then proceeds to contend that the

atin term bergeretta (F

t. bergerette) was originally

the name of this dance and not of the cordial or

beverage (liq

ueur ou boisson) that was served at the

repast or banq

uet which followed. I

on that the term bergeretta was ex

ceremonial drink. F

t was only later

tended to this

or in a ritual written about 1400,

this cup is called pigmentum and not bergerette, as in

the passage:

A

fter singing they go to the chapter-house to the repast
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which consists of pigmentum and wine.

N ow pigmentum, the writer continues, was used

in late L

atin for a sort of hippocras, a cordial made of

'

wine, sugar and different spices, which was not only in

great favour at j

repast or banquet Which followed.
It was
later
that the term
bargeretta was extendedonly
to this
ceremonial drink. For in a
ritual
written
about 1400,
this cup is called
on

ollifications among the laity, but also

a special beverage of the clergy, who were regaled with

it on certain feast-days (p. 1940).1 B

ut a repast that

consisted of nothing but hippocras and wine seems on

the face of it a somewhat strange meal for sober folk.

I

4.ru-1‘

suggest, therefore, that though there certainly was a

ceremonial cup on E

aster-day, in the above passage

-—»

pigmentum may mean something else, namely, as we

.

.

1F

or instance, ho tells us, at Sto. Marie Magdaleine'

aq

uantity of hippocras was served out to the canons who had taken part in

the Mas3 of the A

s on Christmas-day

urora, according to the following item in the ancient

accounts of the said church: "

F

ations among the laity, but
also
special beverage of the
clergy,
who
were
it on certain feastwith
days (p. 1940).‘ But a.regaled
repast that

or Christmas hippocras served out to MM.

the canons who attended the Mass of the Dawn, 36 io»

s,"

a

that though there

Easter-day, in
an

certainly

something else, namely, as

Christmas
served
Maas of the Dawn,hippocras
86 mug."

(Jo £2lC

was a.

the above passage
we

out to MM-
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shall see later on from other ex

amples, spiced bread or

cake.

I

n any case, the writer is evidently right in con-

tending that the term bergcretta was first of all the

name of the dance. W hat, however, is its derivation;

how did it come to be so used?

conj

ecture. I

H ere we are left to

t may have been originally, the author

supposes, the name of the airs to which certain hymns

(or rather certain rhymed and cadenced or trilled

seq

uences) were sung, while the clergy were dancing.

These airs, he further conj

ectures, were probably the

tunes of rustic songs of the period called bergerettes,1

which were adapted to the tex

t of the hymns. O r

again, the term may have come, he hazards, from the

name of the composer of the airs. A

unsatisfactory, and I

ll this is very

should myself conj

ecture that the

sound-association with berger (shepherd) has uncon-
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sciously (for no direct derivation is even hinted at by

the writer or the dictionary) suggested the whole of

the rustic pastoral idea. H owever, the writer makes a

point of the fact that, in the above-q

1400, the hymns are called '

A

songs '

uoted ordinary of

in the rubric:

fter nones the choir goes to the lawn (pratum) of the cloister,

and there are sung the songs (cantilena) of the resurrection, etc.

(p. 1941).

O f these dance-songs or airs there were four;

each

consisting of several couplets, with repetitions arranged

to suit the dance. These songs were preceded by an

anthem or antiphon of the seventh mode which served

as a prologue;

it was, however, sung to a most

eccentric air, as foreign (barbare) to the words as were

the following '

hymns,'

one of which was also of the

seventh mode. That we may be left in no doubt, the

1 The later editions of Dufresue'

and gloss borgeretta as a '

s Glossary (s.t> .) adopt this speculation,

pastoral song.'
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shall see later on from other examples, spiced bread or
cake.
In any case, the writer is evidently right in contending that the term bergeretta was first of all the
name of the dance. What, however, is its derivation ;
how did it come to be so used ? Here we are left to
conjecture. It may have been originally, the author
supposes, the name of the airs to which certain hymns
(or rather certain rhymed and cadenced or trilled
sequences) were sung, while the clergy were dancing.
These airs, he further conjectures, were probably the
tunes of rustic songs of the period called bergerettes,‘
which were adapted to the text of the hymns. Or
again, the term may have come, he hazards, from the
name of the composer of the airs. All this is very
unsatisfactory, and I should myself conjecture thatthe
sound-association with berger (shepherd) has unconsciously (for no direct derivation is even hinted at by
the writer or the dictionary) suggested the whole of
the rustic pastoral idea. However, the writer makes a
point of the fact that, in the above-quoted ordinary of
1400, the hymns are called ‘ songs in the rubric:
’

After nones the choir goes to the lawn (pratum) of the cloister,
and there are sung the songs (cantileme) of the resurrection, etc.

(p. 1941).
Of these dance-songs or airs there were four; each

consisting of several couplets, with repetitions arranged
to suit the dance. These songs were preceded by an
anthem or antiphon of the seventh mode which served
as a prologue ; it was, however, sung to a most
eccentric air, as foreign (barbare) to the words as were
the following ‘hymns,’ one of which was also of the
seventh mode.
and

That we may be left in

doubt, the
(8.1).) ad0Pt this speculation:

glosseb:901;edit'131:’ ‘0P&st:£ia'3Bsl:’en::"Glo8ldr7‘lI
‘

Th l to
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'
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'
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Ceremonial dances 25S

writer proceeds to give us the words and music of

one of these L

MB

. sex

atin songs, which he found in a

-vice book upwards of 300 years old (p. 1943)1

They are as fo W a •

K

F

0)'

si si

la

sol

la

Pi de

one of these Latin
songs,
MS. service book upwards of 300
years old (p.
They are as

follows:

31

s:

la.

sol

Fi

la

ut

dc

li

ut

ut

um

so

net

vow

so

bri

ut

ut

9i

si

la

“Con

sol

la

at

vert

at

er

e

Si

on

in gau di

K

3i

um

8

Sit

0

si
om

la

sol

la

ut

m’

ut

ut

ut

u/m

u

na

lee

ti

ti

si si

ut

la

Quos

sol

ut

re

u

re

sol

m’

ca

la

si
—

ei
——

si

19.
—

la
——

la

1943).‘
xi
a.

si
a.

sol

-

ut

la

*

Con vert

er

Si

si si

la

sol

la

Sit om

nt

um

u

at re

re

sol

la
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Q uos u

nt

ca

re

si si

la

sol

la

*

Con vert

er

e

Si

ut

net

nt

on

nt

na

Dt

at

on

nt

nt

nt

si

la

si

vox

to

6ri

—

—

a.

nt

nt

at

si

ceremonies, states categorically that the
procession
(that is to say the ‘three
‘

’

turns’ in the cloister to
which, as we shall see, the dance
at that date been
degraded) was called bergerette (p.had
1944).
But

Besangon was not the only place where dances

do Viléte, a member
a
of a. well-known
named Hugh
the 15th century.
Besanqon family,y atcanon
the beginning of
' Let
the sober voice of the
faithful
*Turn round and about 0 Sion sound.
with joy.
Let there be but one
of
all
rejoicing
0 have been
redeemed by one only grace.
*Turn round and
0 Sion with joy.
’
Cp. Qunsr, vol. i v. no. 1, about
p. 100 n. 1.
‘
These dealt
the ceremonial which
cathedral up to 1742,with
was still in force in the
.\I' et was canon and
8 great
sub-cantor of the cathedral and
convnouseur of church music.
_

Co gale

._—‘-_.
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of this or a similar nature were practised. F

referring to the already-q

R

ationale,1 our L

of this or
s

etter (p. 1944) reproduces part of a

passage from the section on the observances at vespers

on the Day of Pentecost by '

tex

I

Dom Martenne,"

the full

t of which reads:

n former days in some churches after vespers there were

dances (chorea:) on the lawn (pratellum), as at L

ordinary of Chalons [

this dance: "

A

sur Saone]

rest [

F

Come H oly Ghost'

are allowed to sing their own [

;

songs]

the

if they

atin."

rom this we learn presumably the first words of

the introductory '

anthem '

at B

custom, but whether or not it was generally called

tL

esancon, we have no means of ascer-

imoges, moreover, in addition to this
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taining. A

From this

general dance, there was also a famous special dance in

we

learn presumably the

the choir of the Church of St. Martial, the apostle of

L

onnet

gives us the following information :*

O n the feast-day of the saint]

the people performed a

round dance in the choir of the church, and at the end of every

psalm, instead of chanting Gloria Patri, they used to sing in the

vernacular: "

St. Martial pray for us, and we will dance for you."

The custom was subseq

'

uently abolished.

1 Cp. Q uest, loc. tup. cit. p. 104.

*

That i»

(ed. nov., V

'

E

d. Marine, De antiq

enice, 178

8

uit E

cclesias B

itibtit, L

4, c. 27, §

), vol. 3, p. 195b.

H ittoire generate dt la Dante tacrie et profane (Paris, 1724), p. 45.

This single passage is the parent authority for all subseq

the subj

4I

and that the

imousin, which was kept up till the middle of the

17th century. O f this service of dance Pierre B

[

For, after

practised.

‘

esancon, and that the

dance song and ceremony was a fairly wide-spread

bergeretta, as at B

a

ohu rches after vespers
In former days in some
The
as at Limoges.
m),
(pratellu
lawn
the
on
to
dances (choreaa)
makes the following reference
Saone]
[sur
Chalons
of
takes
ordinary
lawn
“
the dance (chorus) on the
this dance: After eomplin
’; 15116
Ghost
the first chant 2 Come Holy
sings
dean
The
if they
place.
to sing their own [songs]
rest [of the clergy] are allowed
like, but in Latin.”
first words of

fter complin the dance (chorus) on the lawn takes

of the clergy]

like, but in L

imoges. The

makes the following reference to

place. The dean sings the first chant: '

were

statement in Durand’s
referring to the already-quoted reproduces part of a
Rationale,‘ our Letter (p. 1944) observances at vespers
on the
passage from the section ‘ Dom Martenne,” the full
Pentecost by
on the Day of
text of which reads:
there were

or, after

uoted statement in Durand'

similar nature

QUEST

uent statements on

ect.

have noted several variations of the original words;

authentic reading, however, is to be found in Gaston V

laris, 18

98

), p. 37: "

espmgaren) per bout."

the most

ouiller'

sL

a Dante

San Martiou, pregat per nous et nout ebingarcn (or

18

;

dance song and ceremony
it
custom, but whether or not
of ascerwe have no means
at
Besanqon,
as
bergeretta,
to this
moreover, in addition
At
Limoges,
taining.
dance in
was also a famous special
there
dance,
general
Martial, the apostle of
the choir of the Churc h of St.
the middle of the
Limousin, which was kept up till
dance Pierre Bonnet
17th century. Of this service of
:3
8gives us the following information
the people performed
[On the feast-day of the saint] and at the end of every

round dance in the choir of the church,
in the
Gloria Patri, they used to sing
chanting
of
instead
psalm,
and we will dance for you."‘
vernacular: St. Martial pray for us,
"

The custom

was

subsequently abolished.

104.
27, § 18:
De
antiqwic Eccletics Ritib-us, 1. 4, c.
Martens,
‘ That is Ed.
(ed. nov., Venice, 1788), vol. 3, p. 1951).words at profa/no (Paris, 1724), p. 45.
do la Dame
‘
statements on
gém5'r_a.l
ethe
_H1l
a
to1'
.
ra
parent authorityfor all subsequent
is
This single passage
1

Cp. Qunsw, loo. cup. cit. p.

_

the subject.

37 : San Mwrtiou. pregaa
P8-_1'i8. 1393). P- bouc."
“

eapmgaren) per
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MO N I
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DA

ut though the writer of our L

N CE

though the writer of our Letter begins his
account with evoking a
picture of the comical and
ludicrous, and proceeds to stress the secular
nature of
the airs of the
songs accompanying the dance, he
shows himself later on
very jealous of the reputation
of Besancon, and
contends that the bergeretta
was
always danced in the sacred edifices With
modesty, for the records clearly showed thatbecoming
from of

S 255

etter begins his

account with evoking a picture of the comical and

ludicrous, and proceeds to stress the secular nature of

the airs of the songs accompanying the dance, he

shows himself later on very j

of B

ealous of the reputation

esancon, and contends that the bergeretta was

always danced in the sacred edifices with becoming

modesty, for the records clearly showed that from of

old the metropolitan chapter was very particular and

q

uite a model to other dioceses in such matters (pp.

1945, 46). I

n any case, as he conj

ectures, after the

strong condemnation of abuses connected with these

and similar ceremonies in the churches, by the councils

of V

ienne and B

ale in the 15th century, the E

in such matters
(pp.
as he conjectures,
after the
abuses connected With these
and similar ceremonies in
the churches, by the
councils
he 15th century, the
Easterday dancing in the actual churches
themselves of the
diocese of Besancon ceased.‘
Nevertheless
the old
custom had such
strong hold that it could not be
entirely eradicated; it was
accordingly
ses

aster-

day dancing in the actual churches themselves of the

diocese of B

esancon ceased.1 N evertheless the old

custom had such strong hold that it could not be

entirely eradicated;

it was accordingly reduced to

'
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making several circuits (tours) in the cloisters only,

and instead of the dance (branle) airs the hymn of

L

actantius, '

H ail F

estal Day,'

a book of rites, written in F

etc., was used. F

of the 16th century, in use at St. Stephen'

told:

A

or in

rench, about the beginning

s, we are

fter nones, the clergy assemble in the cloister, with the

singers to chant the music. The choir begins Salva F

and MM. respond Q ua Deus, going [

cloister. Then the choir sings again [

back the other verse Salva F

Q ua Deus]

reduced to

esta Dies

in procession]

round the

and

instead of the dance
Lactantius, Hail Festal D ay,’ etc., was used.

, and MM. sing

esta Dies. Thus these two verses are

‘

sung alternately by MM., who make the circuit of the cloister

three times.

may be seen from the fact that, in spite of the most vigorous synodal

diocesan decrees, of 158

5 and 1601, which threatened the severest penalties

against the enthusiasts who ventured to keep up the ancient custom, tho

dance was still in full force at Ste. Marie Magdaleine'

s, and danced in tho

navo in rainy weather, up to at least 1662 (p. 1047 and cp. p. 251 above).

For in
book of rites, Written in
French,
about
the beginning
of the 16th
century, in use at St. Stephen's,
We are
told:
a

1 That this, however, was not the case in all the churches of the diocese,

After nones, the clergy
assemble
singers to chant the music. The

in the cloister, with the
choir
begins Salva. Festa Dies
and MM. respond
Qua Deus, going [in
procession] round the
cloister. Then the choir
sings
again
[Qua
Dew], and MM. sing
back the other verse Salva
Festa Dies. Thus these two
verses are
sung alternately by MM.,
who make the circuit of the
cloister
three times.
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of the same
Other somewhat earlier ordinaries
the same effect.
cathedral church, in Latin, are toof the
year 1647,‘
An ordinary in French, however,
details of
fortunately gives us some further interesting
custom, which lead the
the remains of the ancient
erroneously that the
writer of the Letter to suppose

ST

O ther somewhat earlier ordinaries of the same

cathedral church, in L

A

n ordinary in F

atin, are to the same effect.

rench, however, of the year 1647,1

fortunately gives us some further interesting details of

the remains of the ancient custom, which lead the

writer of the L

etter to suppose erroneously that the

dancing had at that date been '

re-established.'

N ever-

theless though this account gives us no direct infor-

re-established.’ Neverinforus no direct
theless though this account gives
I

dancing had at that date been

mation about the famous dance, it does indirectly, I

think, allow us to conj

ecture how one or more of its

figures may have been formed. F

headed '

F

'

aster F

The E

or the E

or in the article

aster Dances,'

estival'

the small [

est]

choir-boy walks first and holds the

cope1 of the oldest canon, and thus following one another they

make three circuits round the cloister (p. 1948

So they walked it at St. Stephen'

).

s, in 1647, by
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which time the dance had become a simple procession;

but even this procession was suppressed in 1738

1958

’

and take hold
said, and then all go to the cloister, and holds the
w alks flrst
of one another; the small [est] choir-boy
they
and thus following one another

(p.

). This relic of the old custom was performed for

the last time in 1737, and as the writer of the L

Nones

etter

was probably an eye-witness of the ceremony, the

of the oldest canon,
make three circuits round the cloister

rite are of additional interest. H e writes:

t one o'

clock in the afternoon the ceremony was announced

lesson was read in choir consisting of the rest of the homily for

matins. N ones were then sung, and after this the bergerette

1E

dited by N icolas B

Stephen'

aA

illaret, who was canon and sub-cantor of St.

s to this, we learn from a note appended to the L

in choir the alb [

mantle]

or surplice]

etter that: "

The

esancon have the privilege of wearing

and violet cope [

generally a richly embroidered

like that of bishops. They call it cappe from the L

atin cappa. I

winter it is lined with ermine and in summer with crimson taffeta. This

privilege was granted them by Pope Paul V

., by a bull dated July 1, 1609."

they walked

performed

s.

canons of the metropolitan church of B

(p. 1948).

it at St. Stephen’s, in 1647, by
procession ;
which time the dance had become a sim ple in 1738 (p.
but even this procession was suppressed
for
1953). This relic of the old custom was of the Letter
the last time in 1737, and as the writer
of the ceremony, the
was probably an eye-witness
of the ancient
description he gives of the last vestiges
rite are of additional interest. He writes:

So

by the ringing of the smaller bells and of the great bell in peals.

A

are

cope‘

description he gives of the last vestiges of the ancient

A

‘

it does indirectly,
mation about the famous dance,
how one or more of its
to
conjecture
us
allow
think,
For in the article
formed.
been
have
figures may
the chapter on
headed ‘For the Easter Dances,’ in
of this ordinary, we read:
‘ The Easter Festival

in the chapter on

of this ordinary, we read:

N ones are said, and then all go to the cloister, and take hold

of one another;

QUEST

n

announced

o'clock in the afternoon the ceremony was
of the great bell in peals.
by the ringing of the smaller bells and
the rest of the homily for
A lesson was read in choir consisting of
this the bergerette
matins. Nones were then sung, and after
sub-cantor of St.
‘
Nicolas Billaret, who was canon and
At

one

Edited

Stephen's.

by

T110
to the Letter that:
A3 *0 this, We learn from a. note appended
wearing
of
the privilege
of the metropolitan church of Besang-on have
embroidered
canons
violet cope [generally a richly
in choir the alb [or surplice] and
Latin
cappa. In
the
from
it
cappe
of bishops. They call
This
that
tafieta.
crimson
with
winter it is lined with ermine and in summer
1609."
1,
dated July
P‘-‘lVi1eg6 was granted them by Pope Paul V., by a bull
“

.1
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y who carried the end of the former's

began in the following order. The oldest dignitary walked first by

himself, followed by a choir-boy who carried the end of the former'

cope. A

ll the other canons came nex

257

began in the following order. The oldest
dignitary walked first by
s

t, one after the other, each

of them followed by a little page bearing the train of his cope.

[

Then]

after the sub-cantor came two chaplains who walked

together. They all passed into the cloister, of which they made

three circuits— in rainy weather under the arches. Meantime,

the musicians, grouped in one of the corners of the cloister, played

and sang a kind of L

atin canticle, beginning: '

O n this day of

God, let the Galileans now say how the Jews did to death their

K

ing,'

etc.1 The two chaplains repeated the same couplets in

plain-song. O n completing the three circuits, they sang the

'

R

ej

oice, Q ueen of H eaven,'

De Profundis for [

the soul of]

and intoned the psalms Miserere and

a canon of St. Stephen'

H ugues Gamier, who was the founder of the repast"

I

s, named

(pp. 1958

, 54).

f these two accounts of the relic of the ancient

ceremony are compared, it will be seen that they differ

somewhat from one another. I

n the later description
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the company is divided into couples, canons and

choristers, paired in inverse order of dignity or

seniority, the oldest and youngest leading. I

possible, I

t is

suggest, that this procession from choir to

cloister may be the remnant of one of the figures of

the original dance in the choir itself;

the last paper (p. 97 n. 2), Pollux

for, as we saw in

tells us that the

labyrinth-dance, or at any rate one of its figures, was

danced by two rows of performers one over against the

other, the end of either file being taken by the leaders.

Moreover, as the privilege of the cope was not granted

to the canons of B

esancon till 1609, the train-bearing

ceremony are

compared, it will be seen that they difier
somewhat from one another.
In the later description
the company is divided
into couples, canons and
choristers, paired in inverse
seniority, the oldest and you order of dignity or
possible, I suggest
cloist

1 This mast have been a very ancient piece, for it was only in the

earliest centuries that the Christians wore called Galileans.

itself; for, as we saw in
2), Pollux tells us that the
labyrinth-dance, or at any rate one of its figures, was
danced by two ro
the last paper
(p. 97

'r

1 This cannot mean that H agues Gamier originated the repast, but that

he was a benefactor who had left a certain sum of money for defraying its

ex

penses. Prior to his beq

uest the ex

pense of the bergerctte banq

most probably been defrayed in the same way as that of therefore of A

uet had

ux

erre,

as described in the last paper, namely by the last newly-received canon for

the time being.

(Jo RIC

n.

QUEST
of the original ceremony.
most probably formed no part
Auxerre
THE
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most probably formed no part of the original ceremony.

A

s, however, we know from the pelote dance at A

ux

erre

that the canons there covered their heads with the

As, however, We know from

the pelote dance at

poke of their amices during the ceremony, as described

in the last paper, and as the amice had two ends

hanging down behind, it may be that originally the

choristers took hold of these '

I

streamers'

in the dance.

f we now turn to the earlier account, we may at

first sight interpret the '

taking hold of one another'

as meaning simply that the choir-boys took hold of

the copes of the canons, and the walking first of the

smallest chorister as simply noting the reversal of the

usual order of procession of the choir-boys among

themselves. B

another'

ut as they do not '

take hold of one

until they get to the cloister, this account

may possibly refer to a different arrangement from the

train-bearing procession composed of couples. That

this is not purely conj

ectural is seen from the ordinary
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of 1662 (p. 251 above), where it is distinctly stated that

the canons '

held hands'

in the dance. I

f then the

canons held hands, they were grouped together in

some figure, and this could have been none other than a

ring or circle, as we have previously learned, and as in

the dance in the '

I

H ymn of Jesus '

in The A

even venture to think that the vague phrase '

hands'

cts of John.

holding

may stand for a still more elaborate figure of

the original dance: The canons held hands in a ring;

behind them was a second ring composed of choir-

boys, each paired with a canon, while in the centre

was the chief dignitary, the senior in rank, with the

smallest chorister in attendance. A

fter this the circle

broke up, and the oldest and youngest led the way in a

the amice had two ends
in the last paper, and as
be that originally the
hanging down behind, it may‘ streamers’ in the dance.
choristers took hold of these
account, we may at
If We now turn to the earlier
hold of one another’
first sight interpret the‘taking
took hold of

meaning simply that the choir-boys
the Walking first of the
the copes of the canons, and
the reversal of the
as simply noting

as

smallest chorister
choir-boys among
usual order of procession of the
‘take hold of one
themselves. But as they do not
cloister, this account
the
to
until
get
they
another’
from the
arrangement
different
to
a
refer
That
may possibly

couples.
train-bearing procession composed offrom the ordinary
this is not purely conjectural is seen
stated that
distinctly
is
it
where
251
above),
of 1662 (p.
dance. If then the
the canons ‘held hands’ in the

ed

together in

serpentine or labyrinthine dance, which had finally

degenerated into the three circuits of the cloister. I

f

some

figure, and this o

ring or circle,

as we

have

in

and as
previously learned,
Acts of John.

in The
the dance in the ‘ Hymn of Jesus
‘ holding
phrase
the
vague
that
think
to
I even venture
of
more elaborate figure
still
for
a
stand
hands’ may
held hands in a ring;
the original dance : The canons
of choirbehind them was a second ring composedthe centre
While in
boys, each paired With a canon, in rank, with the
the senior
was the chief dignitary,
this the circle
smallest chorister in attendance. After
led the way in a
broke up, and the oldest and youngest
had finally
serpentine or labyrinthine dance, ofwhich
the cloistcr. If
into the three circuits

degenerated
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thus recover traces of three
figures of the ancient
dance of the choros, or
dancing-band
or company, in
the orchestra, or dancing
place, in the church itself.
As to the probable nature
and origin of the
bergerctte or ceremonial dance of Besancon,
therefore,
I see no insurmountable
in classing it
difliculty
generally with the pelote of Auxerre, and
assigning to
it the same conjectural
heredity.
The ball-dance of
Auxerre, the
Narbonne and elsewhere, and the ball-throwing at
at
Besancon and in other dioceses, however,round-dance
were severally
parts only of an ancient Easter
rite, for they were all

ectures are in any way legitimate, we should

thus recover traces of three figures of the ancient

dance of the chores, or dancing-band or company, in

the orchestra, or dancing place, in the church itself.

A

s to the probable nature and origin of the

bergerctte or ceremonial dance of B

I

esancon, therefore,

see no insurmountable difficulty in classing it

generally with the pelote of A

it the same conj

ux

erre, and assigning to

ectural heredity.

The ball-dance of A

ux

erre, the ball-throwing at

N arbonne and elsewhere, and the round-dance at

B

esancon and in other dioceses, however, were severally

parts only of an ancient E

aster rite, for they were all

closely associated with a ceremonial repast or sacred

meal. A

nd as this essay would not be complete

without some account of its nature and probable

origin, we will begin with a description of the collatio

or merenda (or commessation) at A

ux

erre and N arbonne
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which was omitted from the previous paper.

The Grolia of A

The L

ux

269

erre.

atin MS. from which L

ebeuf1 ex

tracted the

oldest account of the pelota ceremony, informs us that

at the repast or banq

A

uet:

ll the canons of the chapter, as well as the chaplains and

officials, together with certain of the more distinguished citizens,

used to sit on benches in the '

in the orchestra [

corona'

in the cathedral itself]

were served with wafers,2 altar-breads,'

1L

oc. oit. p. 922;

1 N ebula (F

*

[

?

sweetmeats,'

cp. Q uest, vol. iv. no. 1, p. 98

and cakes,'

.

r. oubliet or oublies), used both for the consecrated hosts and for

The Latin MS. from
which Lebeuf‘ extracted the
pelota ceremony, informs us that
at the repast or
banquet:

n feudal times, on certain days, such oblates wore

olered by vassals and subordinates to their lords;

(«

or

ception

r. nieulcs or niu.lct), very thin cakes or biscuits.

O blatte (F

similar very thin breads. I

q

the chapter-house]

, and all without ex

this custom was subse-

uently changed to the payment of a small sum of money. Cp. Dufresne

.«

dio. O j

.'

oblata'

), q

uoting from Martinius (Tract, de antiq

ficO t ceicbranda, p. 311), who, in treating of the L

.E

ord'

cclet. V

ieciplina in

s Supper, refcis

used to sit on benches
in
in the orchestra. [in
the cathedral itself], and
all without exception

_

1" Oblataa (Fr. oublée:

or

oubhea), used both for the consecrated hosts

and for
d
offered b vassals and
on certain
such oblate: were
days.
subordinates
their lords; this custom was subsequently c anged to the payment of a. tosmall
(3.0. oblata. ’),
sum of
Cp_. l_)uf_resne
from
quoting
Martinius (Tvrcwt. do antiq.money.
div. Ojic-iia
Ecclel. Dwczplma m
celebmmla, p. 311),
who, in treating of the Lord's Supper»
1"3f°‘5
.

‘

(J0 RIC
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with a stew of minced and
and the rest of the pastries, together
white and red wine was
seasoned boar, venison and hare; and
that is to say, the
served, but in temperate and modest quantities.
intoned a
During the repast the reader
cups were filled thrice.
[according as the meal was
festal homily from the chair or pulpit
taken in the chapter-house or navel

ST

and the rest of the pastries, together with a stew of minced and

seasoned hoar, venison and hare;

and white and red wine was

served, but in temperate and modest q

uantities, that is to say, the

cups were filled thrice. During the repast the reader intoned a

festal homily from the chair or pulpit [

taken in the chapter-house or nave]

I

t further appears that this banq

QUEST

according as the meal was

.

uet was known

.

as grolia or la grolee.1 F

or a L

the cathedral archives of A

ux

erre, ran as follows'

:

Seeing that it has been the custom at the yearly solemn

festivals . . . that the repast (refectio) called la grolie should

be provided, and seeing that this custom has been omitted by

at the yearly 501953“
Seeing that it has been the custom
la 970W 9h°“ld
that the repast (refectio) called

certain, it was resolved that a newly-received canon who has not

yet provided the said repast of bread and wine, called la grolie,

shall be req

uired to make arrangements for it and supply the said

festivals

been omitted by
and seeing that this custom has
not
canon who has
certain, it was resolved that a newly-received
and wine, called la
yet provided the said repast of bread for it and supply the said
shall be required to make arrangements
bread and wine, an
refection, which shall consist of at least
likes of more provisions.

refection, which shall consist of at least bread and wine, and if he

be

likes of more provisions.

F

rom this we learn that the repast was a feature

also of the great feasts of the year;

that it had been

neglected, probably on the score of ex

pense, if the

account of the good fare in the above-q

uoted L

atin MS.

is typical, and that the reform threw back to the

minimum, the original simplest custom of partaking

together of bread and wine in common, in which

connection it is important to note the phrase in the

MS. "

all without ex

ception were served."

N ow in the

case of the pelota ceremony this common meal was

to an ancient custom in the cathedral of B

esanc;

on as follows: "

Meantime,

while a hymn is being sung, unleavened breads, wafers and oblates are

brought in and blessed by the bishop or dean, thus: '

f 1 , a^

,, *

*

B

"

Z

«

F

•

B

B

less, O

L

^

creature of bread,'

etc.

ellariola, small sweets or confectioneries.

3eU(iriUi< t, aiiiif-u snccw

rucMa, a word of uncertain meaning;

may be tarts.

arthelemy (op. cil. he. cit. p. 451, n. 1) says that there was a y

called groUe or roulfe still in vogue in B

•

See Dufresne {

..v. '

»

See Dulresne (s.v. grona =

reference Probat. H ist. A

grolia- =

urgundy in his day. t.o. leoa

F

r. gro,Ue, groUe), who gives

*

utias. p. 221, col. 1

.

.

.

provided,

07‘0lé.6.

aster pclota ceremony, but
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not only of the famous E

knownIn

was
It further appears that this banquet
For a Latin statute of 1553,
as grolia. or la grolée.‘
as follows’:
the cathedral archives of Auxerre, ran

atin statute of 1553, in

ord, this

a feature
From this we learn that the repast was
ceremony, but
not only of the famous Easter pclota
that it had been
also of the great feasts of the year;
if the
score of expense.
the
on
probably
neglected,
Latin MSaccount of the good fare in the above-quoted
back to
is typical, and that the reform threw
of
minimum, the original simplest custom
in common, in whlch
wine
and
bread
of
together
in the
connection it is important to note the phrase in the
Now
MS. “all without exception were served.”
this common meal W855
case of the pelota ceremony

the

partaking

Meantime»

as follows:
59°
to an ancient custom in the cathedral of Besanc,-on
wafers and oblates ‘hm
breads.
unleavened
bein
is
sung,
while a hymn
‘ Bless. 0 L°1'd~
thus:
brought in and bless by the bishop or dean,
creature of bread,‘ etc."
‘ Bellariola, small sweets or confectioneries.
be tarts.
5 Fructeta, a word of uncertain meaning; may
was a dainf«Y
1)
n.
says that there
‘ Barthélemy (op. cit. loc. cit. p. 451,
1855Le.
his
in
day.
called grolée or roulée still in vogue in Burgundy
the
Fr. groslée, grolée), who gives
'
See Dufresne (s.v. ‘grolia’
reference Probat. Hist. Autisa. p. 221, col. 1.
“

=
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it was, therefore, originally

not a lay banq

uet, but a sober, though festive, cere-

monial repast;

modesty and sobriety were strictly

enj

CEREMONIAL DAN0E8
261
served in the church itself; it
was, therefore, originally
not a lay banquet, but a
sober, though festive, ceremonial repast; modesty and
sobriety were strictly
enjoined, and the age-long custom
of the community-

oined, and the age-long custom of the community-

meal (cosnobium), from the days of the E

ssenes onward,

kept up With the lection of the homily of the
day
(originally a portion of

was kept up with the lection of the homily of the day

was

(originally a portion of scripture), during the meal,

from the MS. H omiliary, as we are told by L

scripture), during

ebeuf,

who probably had had the very volume in his hands.

L

ebeuf concludes by saying that in his day (1726), not

the meal,

only the very name pelote was unknown to the people,

though still in use among the clergy for a certain

annual money payment made to them, but that the

public had lost all memory of the original meaning of

the term roulee or grolee as well, though it was still in

use for certain presents given to the children at E

aster

(p. 925).

aster Meal at N arronne.

The L

atin rubric in a 15th century MS. of N ar-
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The E

bonne1 unfortunately gives us but a meagre account of

the E

aster Monday banq

uet which was at that date

celebrated in the archbishop'

s palace, but anciently in

all probability in the cathedral itself. The pertinent

sentence of this rubric reads:

There tables are to be laid, and the servants of the archbishop

are to serve spiced bread'

H ere the L

with other dishes, and wine to follow.

atinpigmentum which I

have translated

1 Cp. Q uest, ibid. p. 101.

*

Pigmentum, lit. simply any kind of spice. I

n late L

atin, as we have

already seen, the term was also used for a sweet and fragrant drink made of

wine, honey and different spices (cp. s.v. Maigne d'

mid. et inf. L

at., Paris, 18

58

). B

A

rnis, L

ex

. ad Script,

ut, as has already been pointed out in

another case (p. 251 above), pigmentum can scarcely mean a drink or cordial

or bippocras in this instance, for it is classed with other ditliee. Y

pocraiium,

bypocrass or bippocras, was originally a medical cordial of wine and spices,

called after the famous physioian H ippocrates. Pigmentum is here most

probably simply pain d'

ipicet, later with us the homely gingerbread,

‘

Cp- Qmzsr, ibid. p. 101.

lit. simply any kind of
spice. In late Latin, as we have
3-1_!'88»dyP‘9”‘9"t"ma
seen, the term was also
used for 9. sweet and
wine, bone and different
fragrant drink made of
spices (cp. 9.1:. Mai e d’Arnis,
"“d' ‘t W
Lem. ad
Lat-, Paris, 1858).
But,
another case _(p. 251 above), pigmentumascanhas a ready been pointed Script.
out in
mean a drink or cordial
scarcely
for
it
is classed with other
h)’P0cl‘8«B8 or hippocras, wasce,
Ypocraaiamn,
called after the
original] a. medical cordialdishes.
of wine and spices,
famous physician
Pigmcntum is
'

-

'

'

i ppocrates.
here
P1‘°b&bl_y Ilmplypa/in d‘ép£cea, laterIlwith
the homely gingerbread.
us
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spiced bread'

is a difficulty;

it seems to me,

dishes'

of the A

ux

erre grolce and further reinforced

by the following information.

The E

I

aster R

epast of N evers.

n the 15th century ordinary of the church of

read:

aster festival [

i.e. E

aster Monday]

aster-day. O n the return of the procession, Say

unto us, Mary'

is sung at the font. A

nd if there be any newly-

received canons, they have to provide good wine and pastries1 in

chaplains and choristers]

font]

i.e. presumably canons,

, and it is then [

i.e. after singing at the

puzzle. L

pastries'

'

were is somewhat of a

ebeuf (p. 496) thinks that the term chenetellus

is deserving of a place in Dufresne'

ectures that it was a '

pastries‘

s Glossary, and

dainty,'

something like an
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conj

oblate or waffle (gaufre) of the same shape as what in

several places were still called echenots or echcnez;

what this shape was, however, he does not say.

The A

The L

,

scension Day Collation of Toul.

atin statutes of the chapter of Toul, on the

Moselle, however, which enumerate the meals ('

colla-

1 Chenetelli. The form3 clienetrellut and chenellut aro also found.

sL

ebeuf, ibid. p. 495. I

or '

procession '

n the archaeology of the processional, the'

pomp'

of the choros played a prominent part, both in the theatre

and also in tho mysteries. Processionals, that is processional dances, were one

of the technical terms of choral dancing, as may be seen from the list which

Philo gives of the sacred dances of tho Therapeuts (Philo, D.V

M. 48

4, Conybeare, pp. 127(1.). I

that Dufresne {

shrines,"

.C. x

i;

P. 902,

n this connection it is of interest to note

s.v.) gives as one of the meanings of chorea (dance) the "

(ambitus) of the choir [

and also of "

tho dancing-place.

or company]

Nsvims.

Say
return of the procession,
the
On
Easter-day.
on
vespers as
newlyfont. And if there be any
unto us, Mary’ is sung at the
in
wine and
good
to
provide
have
they
canons,
received
choir [i.e. presumably canons,
the chapter-house for the whole
at the
it is then [z'.e. after singing
and
choristers]
and
chaplains

that the procession goes there.1

W hat these '

or

of the church of
ordinary
15th
century
the
In
was to be
Nevers, the following interesting regulation
read:
[i.e. Easter Monday], before
On the second Easter festival

, before

vespers as on E

the chapter-house for the whole choir [

a

THE EASTER REPAST

N evers, the following interesting regulation was to be

O n the second E

is

however, to
‘dishes’ of the
by the following information.

however, to be supported by a comparison with the

'

difficulty; it seems to me,
with the
be supported by a comparison
reinforced
Auxerre groléc and further

by ‘spiced bread’

ST

QUEST

tour

generally to the different chapels and

the procession made ronnd the choir "

— i.e. originally

font] that the procession goes there.’
somewhat of a
What these ‘pastries’ were is
that the term chenctellus
puzzle. Lebeuf (p. 496) thinks
Glossary, and
is deserving of a place in Dufresne’s
like an
a ‘ dainty,’ something
it
was
that
conjectures
what in
same shape as
the
of
waffle
(gaufre)
oblate or
or échenez;
several places were still called échenots
does not say.
what this shape was, however, he
Term.
THE ASCENSION DAY COLLATION or
of Toul, on
The Latin statutes of the chapter
meals (‘collaMoselle, however, which enumerate the

the

also found.
the pomp
In the archasology of the processional,
’ Lebeuf, qlbid. p. 495.
both in the theatre
part,
a
prominent
chores
played
Were 0119
or procession of the
that is processional dances.hst which
and also in the mysteries. Processionals, as
the
from
seen
be
may
xi ; P. 902.
of the technical terms of choral dancing,
(Philo, D.V.C.
to note
Philo gives of the sacred dances of the Therapeuts
interest
of
it is
“ toll!‘
M- 484. Conybeare, pp. 12'7ff.). In this connection
the
of chorca. (dance)
and
that I_)ufresne (3.1).) gives as one of the meanings
the difierent ehapels
of the choir [or company] generally to
originally
"-—1'.e.
(wm_b1.tus) and
choir
also of “ the procession made round the
‘

are
Chenetclli. The forms chenetrellua and chenellu:

‘

311m16S."_

'

the dancing-place,

C0 5216

'

‘

’

'

'
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the canons still took in

following note on the repast that Was

give

) the canons still took in common in the 15th

aster, give the following note on the repast that was

taken at the bishop'

A

in the

century, though recording nothing distinctive 15th
for
Easter,
the

S 268

century, though recording nothing distinctive for

E

common

263

s palace on A

scension Day:

t this meal in former times they drank out of cups of madre,

and large hosts, chenetrelli and apples were eaten.1

N ow if, as we shall see later, the shape of some of

these eatables was most probably symbolical, seeing

that the hosts were round and the apples spherical,

these eatables

was

most

the remaining and distinctive cakes or pastries, con-

probably symbolical, seeing

the

fectioneries or tarts, should pre-supposedly also have

had some special shape. This conj

ecture is j

Dufresne (s.v. '

chcnetrellus '

remaining and distinctive
fectioneries or tarts, should cakes or pastries, conpre-supposedly also have
had some special
shape. This conjecture is justified
by an item of information
the later editions of
Dufresne (3.12. chcnetrcllus in
Where
ustified

by an item of information in the later editions of

), where we are told that a

triangular or three-cornered pastry (or tart), called

ichaude in F

rench, was still (i.e. in the forties of the

eighteenth century) known as canesteau in B

The E

aster R

bpasts at B

the Mercure de F

of B

esancon and to the L
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W e now return to B

elgium.

‘

esancon.

’),

told

a
three-cornered pastry (or tart), that
called
échaude’ in French, was still
eighteenth century) known as(z'.e. in the forties of the
ccmesteau in Belgium.

triangular

etter to

rance of September, 1742. The ritual

or

We are

esancon was of comparatively early date. Though

the earliest ex

isting form was a redaction of the 11th

century when H ugo I

. was archbishop (p. 1946), the

original rite was said to go back to the days of

St. Protadius, the twenty-fourth bishop of B

c 612— 624 a.d. (p. 1935). I

THE EASTER RRPASTS AT

esancon,

n this 11th century ritual

it is stated that:

O nE

dinner'

1L

'

(not only the canons of the cathedral, but also those of

ebeuf, loo. cit. p. 496.

O riginally, doubtless, in the cathedral itself. The far-off echoes of this

ancient custom still continued at B

L

BEsANgoN.

asterday the archbishop used to invite his clergy to

esanij

on in 1742, and the writer of the

etter regards them as the vestiges of the common life which was formerly

so religiously observed in the ancient chapters of the diocese. A

pontifical feasts, the archbishop invited the canons of th«

t all the

cathedral to dinner.

St.

Protadius, the twenty-fourth bishop of

c. 612——624 A.D. (p. 1935).
it is
stated that :

(J0 gzlc

In this 11th

Besancon,

century ritual

THE
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assist at
who had in those days to
the other collegiate churches
the first
all were seated at the table,
the episcopal mass). When
the vicarof a roast lamb.‘ Thereafter
blessing
the
was
ceremony
‘
unleavened bread,’
us feast with
general enjoined the verse, Lethim
in this grace] with much
etc., and all continued [with
and eaten while they listened
modesty. Then dinner was served
thanks
went to church to return
to the lection. After dinner they
there
and
went to the cloister
and sang nones. After nones they
to drink (pp. 1985, 86)washed their hands, and each was given

ST

the other collegiate churches who hod in those days to assist at

the episcopal mass). W hen all were seated at the table, the first

ceremony was the blessing of a roast lamb.1 Thereafter the vicar-

general enj

oined the verse, '

etc., and all continued [

L

et us feast with unleavened bread,'

with him in this grace]

with much

modesty. Then dinner was served and eaten while they listened

to the lection. A

fter dinner they went to church to return thanks

and sang nones. A

fter nones they went to the cloister and there

washed their hands, and each was given to drink (pp. 1935, 8

I

6).

t was after this, as we have seen above (p. 251)

above (p. 251)
It was after this, as we have seen
took place, and therethat the ancient bcrgerette dance
between this dinner
fore we have to distinguish
that
or supper (collatio)
the
repast
and
(prandium)
is to be noted
followed. With regard to the latter, it
dated
that the Latin ritual of Ste. Marie Magdaleine’s,
in the
was then served
this
repast
that
states
1582,

that the ancient bergerette dance took place, and there-

fore we have to distinguish between this dinner

(prandium) and the repast or supper (collatio) that

followed. W ith regard to the latter, it is to be noted

that the L

158

atin ritual of Ste. Marie Magdaleine'

s, dated

2, states that this repast was then served in the

chapter-house—

together with red wine and claret'

I

and apples called carpendus in

9).
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the vernacular (p. 198

n another L

atin ordinary of the same church,

dated about 1662, we are told that at this banq

uet:

They drink thrice and carpendu apples (poma carpendarum)

are distributed (p. 1940).

Though in the MS. L

chapter-house——

atin ritual of about 1400 (cp.

p. 251 above) there is mention of spiced bread and wine

only, it is evident that, as at Toul (p. 262 above), the

A

t four of those festivals, namely Christmas, E

of St. John the E

aster, Pentecost, and the feast

vangelist, the prelate had to give a dinner to the music

master and eight choir-boys. O n the same occasions the dignitaries and

canons had similarly to give a dinner to the chaplains, who were at B

esanfon

called familiers, and to the musicians. These latter repasts were called let

hdtet;

but in the writer'

s time they had for several years been commuted

into a sum of money.

1 This custom was long after continued, though in a modified form, when

a roast lamb was blessed at the altar, and then cut up for distribution to

the clergy. A

t the time of writing, however, even this modified rite had

been discontinued, and instead of the blessing and dividing up and distribution

patties which were distributed among the clergy at the end of mass.

B

f ™ 2!

I

P"

ubro et claro. This may mean simply '

red and white wine.'
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and wine twice, namely, first of all and last of all. And before
drinking, one of the choir boys bears a silver cup filled with wine
to the oldest canon, either in length of service or senior in
rank, saying in a loud voice: 'Benedicz'te '; and the chaplains
(familliares) respond in the same loud voice [in French] : God
preserve the city.’ And then the said senior canon says [in
Latin] : ‘May the King of angels bless the cup of His servants ';
and the said chaplains answer: Amen!’
The number of times of drinking the cup clearly
signifies a ceremonial and, most probably, symbolical
observance.
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to the chief treasurer sitting on a bench facing his own couch,
saying: ‘What thou doest, do quickly; as he [sc. Judas] took it
for damnation, do thou take it for remission.’ The rest of the
lamb he distributes to those [i.e., the eleven] sitting at table, and
to the others standing round. In the middle of the banquet one
of the cardinal deacons rises, at the bidding of the archdeacon,
and reads at table. And when the banquet is over, the singers
chant a sequence suitable to Easter, at the bidding of the Pontitf.
Thereafter he goes down to the Lateran church to Vespers, as is
set forth in the antiphonary. After the three vespers have been
celebrated—in the basilica of the Saviour, and at the font and at
the holy cross,—he returns to the portico of St. Venantius.
There he takes his seat, together with the cardinal bishops and
the rest of the orders [of the cardinalate] and others both of the
clergy and laity sitting on the ground on a carpet. Thereafter
claret and wine‘ are served to him and to all those standing round
by the major-domo and butlers.
Meanwhile the choir-master rises together with the singers
and chants the following sequence in Greek’: ‘To us this day a
sacred passover has been displayed, a new passover, a holy
passover, a mystic passover—most august passover of Christ the
Redeemer, blameless passover, great passover, passover of the
faithful, a passover that openth to us the gates of paradise, a
passover that makes all mortals new. Christ guard the new
Pope I " And when this has been chanted they all return to their
various occupations.

to the chief treasurer sitting on a bench facing his own couch,

saying: '
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Meanwhile the choir-master rises together with the singers
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To us this day a
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who gives them a cup filled with a potion. This they drink and

When the banquet is over, the
Pontiff goes down to the
basilica of the Saviour, to the
sacristy, where he rests for a. space.
Thence rising, after nones have been

receive from the treasurer a gold piece.1

W hen the hanq

uet is over, the Pontiff goes down to the

hasilica of the Saviour, to the sacristy, where he rests for a space.

Thence rising, after nones have heen said, he enters [

Church]

the L

said, he enters [the Lateran
for Vespers, in the order set
forth in the antiphonary.
When the three Vespers are
flnished——in the basilica of the

ateran

Church]

for vespers, in the order set forth in the antiphonary.

W hen the three vespers are finished— in the basilica of the

Saviour, and at the font and at the holy cross— the L

269

who gives them a. cup filled with
a. potion. This they drink
and
receive from the treasurer a. gold piece.‘

ord Pontiff

returns to the portico which has been made ready for him. H e

seats himself on the faldstool which has been set there, with the

other orders round him. Then the maj

ordomo, with the other

servitors, in due order, prepares the potion before the L

and [

while this is being done]

ord Pontiff;

he drinks wine himself and all the

others drink it. Meanwhile the singers rise and chant this

seq

uence in Greek: '

the seq

To us this day a sacred passover.'

1 W hen

uence is finished, they go and kiss the feet of the Pontiff

and he gives them the cup of the potion to drink. So all depart

in j

oy.
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The cup was evidently something more than a

relic of the passover-cup, for that consisted simply of

wine;

it was apparently a loving-cup. H ow then had

it become a potio {

claretum)?

I

ypocrasium, hcrgeretta, clariim,

The cup
l'6llC of the

t at once recurs to the mind that in the

more primitive forms of the mysteries intox

draughts were freq

uent;

icating

.

in the higher forms also

potions and philtres were used. May there, however,

evidently something more than a.
passover-cup, for that consisted simply of

be here a contrast or transference of symbolism, as in

the eating of the lamb, a contrast between the draught

given to the crucified and the loving-cup given to the

faithful?

I

s it possible even that we have here an

early conflation of the Jewish passover-cup with the

soporific potion given to crucified criminals in R

times and to those condemned to stoning in R

oman

abbinical

days, to ease the pain of their sufferings, of which we

1 The two last sentences seem to be a '

'

The first words only are given in L

doublet,'

j

udging by what follows.

atin transliteration, namely,'

Pascha

ieron imin timeron.'

(Jo glc

was
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have a reversal or complement
elists? This speculation
of gall and vinegar of the evang of a bow at a venture;
of a drawing
may be very much
remissio, in eating
contrast of damnatio and
‘
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have a reversal or complement in the '

of gall and vinegar of the evangelists?

prophetical'

cup

This speculation

may be very much of a drawing of a bow at a venture;

still the contrast of damnatio and remissio, in eating

still the
the lamb, is

the lamb, is suggestive.

I

n any case the E

aster B

anq

uet at R

ome in the

uity,

though of course in a less elaborate form. There is no

space, unfortunately, in the present paper to cany

these researches back to the early middle ages in

detail, or to the still earlier centuries. B

leaving the subj

ex

The E

A

form. There is no
in
a less elaborate
course
of
though
to carry
in the present paper
unfortunately,
space,
middle ages in
early
the
to
back
these researches
centuries. But before
earlier
still
the
to
or
detail,
an interesting
we may record
subject
the
in
leaving
of the 10th century
the
practice
of
example
966-977.
was bishop of Augsburg
Ulric
St.
Germany.
:
and this is how he kept Eastertide‘

ample of the practice of the 10th century in

and this is how he kept E

aster F

ugsburg 966-977,

astertide1:

east of St. Ulric.

fter the solemnities of the masses had heen performed in
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the customary manner at eventide, and when the B

ody of Christ

had been distributed, and the sacred vestments laid aside— on

that day, the table being laid for refection, [

seat together with a large number [

St. Ulric]

of his monks]

took his

;

had been copiously refreshed, he let them return with j

cells.

and when all

oy to their

W hen then the greatly-longed-for and holy Paschal day is

come, after prime he went into the church of St. A

on Good F

riday he laid the B

mbrose'

(where

ody of Christ, with a stone placed

H oly Trinity. W hen this mass had been celebrated, he headed

the procession of the clergy, who had meanwhile assembled, in the

1See V

oining the same church, wearing their vestments of

ila Udalricii A

Mabillon, A

uguitani E

135, coll. 1020, 21. The tex

memory *

piscopi (by Gerard the priest), c . 4i

cta Sanctorum O rdini*

o8

8

.B

entd. Scec. X

., p. 11);

t is somewhat barbarous.

tand uear tlle cathedral but has long disappeared from

Umarc.
Tm: EASTER Fms'r or Sr.
in
masses had been
the
of
solemnities
the
After
of Christ
eventide, and when the Body
the customary manner at
laid aside-on
sacred vestments
had been distributed, and the
Ulric] took his
[St.
refection,
for
laid
being
all
that day, the table
his monks] ; and when
[of
number
large
a
with
seat together
to their
let them return w ith joy
had been copiously refreshed, he
cells.
Paschal day l5
holy
and
greatly-longed-for
the
When then
Ambrose’ (Wl161'°
went into the church of St.
come, after prime he
a stone placed
laid the Body 0 f Christ, with
on Good Friday he
celebrated the mass of the
with
a few clergy be
there
and
it),
over
headed
had been celebrated, he
Holy Trinity. When this mass
in the
had meanwhile assembled,
the procession of the clergy, who
their vestments of
wearing
church,
same
the
portico adjoining
c. 4:
(b G erard the priest).
E co
Auguatami.
Uda.l1-wit"
Vita.
See
Migne,toln.
f
X., p. 11);
Mabillon, Acta. Sanctonrm O-rdxinia
barbarous.
somewhat
is
text
The
21.
from
185, cell. 1020.
but has long disappeared
' It used to stand near the cathedral

performed

over it), and there with a few clergy he celebrated the mass of the

portico adj

the Easter

and

ut before

ect we may record an interesting

Germany. St. Ulric was bishop of A

suggestive.

at Rome in the
Banquet
In any case
in other respects,
12th century is significant enough
high antiquity.
doubtless goes back to a very

12th century is significant enough in other respects,

and doubtless goes back to a very high antiq

cup

Migne, torn.

siiiienliiz. Sywc.
'

memory.
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nd himself carrying the B

ody of Christ and

aptist, where he

sang terce. Thence, with antiphons composed most fitly in honour

of this day, he finally came to the cathedral1 to celebrate mass, in

most handsome procession, the clergy walking two and two accord-

nd so after mass had been most devoutly and

religiously sung, while all are receiving the sacraments of Christ

and returning to their homes, he went to meat (cibus). There he

found three tables laid with every adornment— one at which he

was wont to sit with his guests, another for the clergy of the

cathedral and a third for the congregation of St. A

fra.'

A

tapers

and

incense, accompanied with

an

sung by the
through the court to the church of St. John theboys, he proceeded
Baptist, where he
sang terce. Thence, with antiphons
composed
most
fitly in honour
of this day, he finally came to
the cathedral‘ to celebrate
mass, in
most handsome procession, the
clergy walking two and two according to rank. And so after mass had
been
religiously sung, while all are receiving the most devoutly and
sacraments of Christ
and returning to their
homes, he went to meat (cibus). There he

appropriate salutation of verses sung by the boys, he proceeded

ing to rank. A

and with

appropriate salutation of

the Gospel, and with tapers and incense, accompanied with an

through the court to the church of St. John the B

Gospel,

271

verses

ccord-

ingly, when the food had been sanctified, he distributed to all

pieces of lamb and morsels of bacon,'

cathedral and a third for the

which had been blessed

ingly, when the food had beencongregation of St. Afra.' Accordpieces of lamb and morsels of sanctified, he distributed to all
which had been blessed
during the solemnities of the bacon,’
and then only did he himself
masses,
partake of food with them
with all joy. Moreover,
at the

during the solemnities of the masses, and then only did he himself

partake of food with them with all j

oy. Moreover, at the

appointed time the musicians and singers arrived (there were so
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many of them that they almost filled the space between the nave

and choir standing in ranks), and performed three measures in

concert. A

nd thus, with j

oy increased by the music, the canons,

meanwhile at the bidding of the bishop asking for and receiving

the loving-cup,"

of the L

ord. A

chanted the first respond about the resurrection

nd when this loving-cup had been drunk, the

congregation of St. A

fra at the second table'

did likewise. B

ut

when evening drew on, he bade them give cups to himself and

those sitting with him [

at the chief table]

the third loving-cup in charity;

drunk, all the clergy together, with j

1L

it. '

to the dome '

, and asked all to drink

and when that cup had been

, and performed three
measures in
concert. And thus, with
joy increased by the music, the
meanwhile at the bidding of the
canons,
bishop asking for and receiving
the loving-cup,‘ chanted
the first respond about
the resurrection

oy, chanted the third respond.

— ad tuomum (O ld Ger. Thuom, the current Dom).

1 The regular clergy of those days occupied the church of St. A

fra, now

i church of St. Ulric.

8

,'

"

A

ia

The writer of th„

i«

gift. ~

form *

er or tne B

v"

T t W as heI

esani-nn T ot*

or,ln,18

d fa the

.- _i

tfl). P- S3 n. 1, says i

, Sffii J5wiee tabI

es ™ *

those sitting with him [at
the chief table], and asked
all to drink
loving-cup in

the third

charity; and
drunk, all the clergy together,
with

most probably arranged in the

‘

'

the

chumhrggtétar
‘

when that cup had been

joy, chanted the third respond.
Lit. ‘to the dome ’—ad
momum (Old Ger. Thuom, the
The
current Dom).
l
1
0 f thone days
occupied the church of St Afra now
'

.

I1rtercapc.d/inam

,

the conjecture in the aula. If this is the correct translation. it
last aper (p. 98 n 4) that
confirms
the choir and nave.
the orchestra
between
It fo lows that the
banquet was held in thewas
church.
uotes this paragraph, ‘I338Chtdalrzchu (Berlin, 1891), 3 rma) simply; but G. Grrandauer,
Dru Leben
p.
n. 1, says it was a
measure of wine, as a love
_

.

'

.
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nd when this had been sung, the canons rose for the singing of

the hymn, that thus with fit preparation they might go to vespers.

A

nd when vespers were over, the bishop with his guests and

guards used to return to his own house amid general rej

The Prorarle O rigin of the B

anq

oicing.

uets.

H ere the term charitas, which the contex

of
the canons rose for the singing

And when this had been sung,
they might go to vespers.
fit
the hymn, that thus with preparation
and
the bishop with his guests
over,
were
Vespers
when
And
house amid general rejoicing.
guards used to return to his own

t compels

us to translate as loving-cup, at once reminds us of its

Greek eq

mediaeval E

aster B

uets were evidently in part

ove-

t would be far too lengthy an undertaking to

attempt here even an outline of the history of the

famous A

gapa3 in the early church, concerning which

there is great difference of opinion. B

ut before closing

the present sketch of these interesting remnants and

vestiges of ancient custom in the mediaeval churches,

it may be of service to point out that as some of the

uets were of
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things eaten at these repasts and banq

peculiar shapes, they were probably of a symbolical

nature originally. Some other element, therefore,

must be sought for in these syncretic customs, besides

those of the Jewish passover and the original simple

love-feast. This other element, as we might ex

pect,

is in highest probability to be traced to wide-spread

sacrificial folk- and mystery-customs. N othing was

more common in antiq

uity than the eating of symboli-

cal food and drinking of symbolical drink on feast

days. F

or the victims or their special organs were

gradually substituted pastry models or cakes of many

kinds (see L

obeck, A

glaoph., 1060-8

symbols of the O rphic and I

5). A

lso among the

siac mysteries, for in-

stance, we find mention of a number of sorts of cakes,

or THE

BANQUETS.

the context compels
Here the term charitas, which
us of its

uity and custom. The

anq

ceremonial and elaborate relics of the primitive L

feasts. I

THE PROBABLE ORIGIN

uivalent agape, and we have at last found a

direct link with early antiq

QUEST

reminds
translate as loving-cup, at once
have at last found a
Greek equivalent agapé, and We
and custom. The
antiquity
early
with
link
direct
in part

us

to

evidently

mediaeval Easter Banquets were
of the primitive Loverelics
elaborate
and
ceremonial
undertaking to
be far too lengthy an

feasts. It would
the history of the
an outline of
even
here
attempt
concerning which
church,
the
early
in
famous Agapae
But before closing
there is great difference of opinion.
remnants and
interesting
these
of
sketch
the present
the mediaaval churches,
vestiges of ancient custom inout
the
as some of
that
to
point
service
of
it may be
were Of
banquets
and
these
repasts
at
things eaten
probably of a therefore,
peculiar shapes, they were other
element,
nature originally. Some
customs, besides
must be sought for in these syncretic
and the original simple
those of the Jewish passover
might expect;
love-feast. This other element, as We wide-spread
traced to
is in highest probability to be
Nothing was
sacrificial folk- and mystery-customs.
than the eating of symbolimore common in antiquity
drink on feast
cal food and drinking of symbolical
organs were
days. For the victims or their specialcakes
of many
gradually substituted pastry models or Also among the
kinds (see Lobeck, Aglaoph., 1060-85).
for inSymbols of the Orphic and Isiac mysteries,
sorts of cakes,
stance, we find mention of a number of

symbolical
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including sesame cakes, pyramid cakes, globular
round cakes

and
covered with ‘knobs’ of some
kind, and
also mulberries and apples.‘ It
may, therefore,
be
owing purely to coincidence that we can atnotonce

S 278

including sesame cakes, pyramid cakes, globular and

round cakes covered with '

knobs'

also mulberries and apples.1 I

of some kind, and

t may, therefore, not be

owing purely to coincidence that we can at once

parallel the sesame cakes with our spiced
bread, and,
more strikingly still, the
characteristic shapes of the
mystery-cakes with those with which we are

parallel the sesame cakes with our spiced bread, and,

more strikingly still, the characteristic shapes of the

mystery-cakes with those with which we are already

familiar— namely the round hosts or wafers and the

familiar—namely the round

three-cornered pastries, for if globular and round go

together so eq

ut most interesting of all, perhaps, was the chief

of the B

acchic cakes, representing a heart, for according

to the mystery-legend, when the young god (I

acchos)

was torn to pieces and eaten by the Titans, his heart

alone was saved by his divine sister, and from this

centre of immortality the god came again to life and

birth. The thin crust of the '

cakes '

representing this
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sacrum was made of cheese, honey and flour, and these

'

dumplings'

were stuffed— probably with minced meat."

N ow as a round pine-cone also symbolised the heart of

B

acchus, I

already

hosts

and the
three-cornered pastries, for if globularwafers
and round go
together so equally do pyramidal and
three-cornered,
the pyramid being on a
triangular
base.’
But most interesting of
all, perhaps, was the chief
of the Bacchic cakes,
a heart, for
according
to the mystery-legend,representing
when the young god
(Iacchos)

ually do pyramidal and three-cornered,

the pyramid being on a triangular base.■

B

278

or

have wondered whether the apples4 may not

also have borne the same significance;

and if so,

whether they were of any special colour— say dark red.

I

n that case, if we also knew what the '

apples of Toul and B

birth. The thin crust of the
cakes representing this
sacrum was made of
cheese, honey and flour, and these
dumplings

carpendu'

‘

esancon were, we might have

another very striking parallel. I

n any case, we have

‘

the direct parallel of the apples.

1 Clein. A

1I

lex

. Protrept. ii. 22 (P. p. 11);

A

rnobius, 1. 5, o. 19.

’

N ow

t is, however, to be noted that the ancients themselves were in dispute

as a.

over the derivation of this cake-name, some thinking that it means simply

'

wheat-cake'

probably A

thenagoras (x

between the '

8

(ck vvpSv). I

pyramis'

See M. H onor'

were

’

stufi’ed——probably with minced meat.”

round pine-cone also

symbolised the heart of

t was certainly made of wheat and honey, but

iv. 647r) is right when he says we must distinguish

and the '

pyramofis.'

s communication on '

ug. 1912), x

< j

v. 4. 638

> 6oh,'

B

eligionswissenachaft (A

-641.

'

Generally connected with the apples of the H csperides.

in W iinsch'

sA

rcldv fur

In that case, if we
also knew What the
‘carpendu’
apples of Toul and Besancon
we
were,
might have
another very striking
parallel.
In any case, we have
the direct parallel of the
apples.
the

derivation of this
some thinking that it
‘wheat-cake (Ex 1rvpc3v\. cake-name,
It was certainly made of wheat means simply
and honey, but
P1‘0b8-bly
Athenagoras(iiv. 6473) is right when he
between the
we must
over

'

‘
says
pyramis and the pyramotls.’
See M. H6fler‘s
communication on ‘¢o9oi's,’ in Wiinsch's
(Aug. 1912), xv. 4. 688-641.
Generally connected with the apples of the Hesperides.
’

Ra

_3

hgiionswiasemchaft
‘
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inally we have mention of a certain spiced bread

and drink in the mysteries of B

A

ll these symbolic obj

mystic box

acchus.1

ects were concealed in the

es, chests or caskets. A

there cakes, and even '

iced'

nd not only were

or sugared cakes, but also

Finally we have mention of a certain spiced bread
and drink in the mysteries of Bacchus.‘
All these symbolic objects were concealed in the
mystic boxes, chests or caskets. And not only were
there cakes, and even iced or sugared cakes, but also
sweet-meats (bclla1"ia=1'pa*y7}p.a'1'a) in peculiar shapes,
with which we may parallel the sweet-meats (bellariola) of the Auxerre grolée. Such pastries or sweetmeats, for instance, in the shape of a lyre, of a bow or of
arrows (the distinctive symbols of the god), were used in
the Apollinian mysteries and offered in little boxes;
‘

sweet-meats (bellaria= Tpay> j

naTa) in peculiar shapes,

with which we may parallel the sweet-meats (bella-

riola) of the A

ux

erre grolee. Such pastries or sweet-

meats, for instance, in the shape of a lyre, of a bow or of

arrows (the distinctive symbols of the god), were used in

the A

pollinian mysteries and offered in little box

these were all called '

oblation '

this tempts us to compare them with the '

A

ux

erre, B

es;

a sweets or cakes, and

oblates'

of

esancon, and elsewhere, and even finally,

perhaps, in some indirect manner, with the donative

4 hands'

'

at R

manus Christi'

that was made of sugar. A

ll this

think, be due entirely to coincidence;
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cannot, I

ome, for Dufresne refers to a certain

it is,

on the contrary, sufficiently striking to deserve further

investigation.

G. R

. S. Mead.

1 Cp, L

■

F

idd. and Scott «

erta (cp. L

.v. rptfifia, and H esychius s.v. tvrpiTov,

obeck, A

glaoph*

, p. 705).

QUEST

’

these were all called ‘ob1ation" sweets or cakes, and
this tempts us to compare them with the ‘ oblates’ of
Auxerre, Besancon, and elsewhere, and even finally,
perhaps, in some indirect manner, with the donative
‘hands’ at Rome, for Dufresne refers to a certain
‘manus Christi’ that was made of sugar. All this
cannot, I think, be due entirely to coincidence; it is,
on the contrary, suificiently striking to deserve further

investigation.

G. R. S. MEAD.

1

'

C0 glc

Cp. Lidd. and Scott 3.1:. -rp¢';up.a, and Hesyohius 3.1:. Ev-rpz-rov.
Forta (cp. Lobeck, Aglaoph, p. 705).
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F

. W . H . MY

E

R

S.

T. S. O mond.

I

n the great days when Tennyson, B

rowning, and

Swinburne were issuing volumes annually, other singers

did not easily attract attention. W ork which at present

THE POETRY OF F. W. H.
MYERS.

would win fame passed almost unnoticed. O nly thus

can be ex

F

plained the small heed given to the poems of

rederic Myers. H e is remembered chiefly as the

T. S. OMOND.

author of St. Paul— a piece written in competition for

a prize open to Cambridge graduates— and as the

unwearied seeker, in his later years, of evidence for a

days when Tennyson, Browning, and
did not easily attract attention. annually,other singers
IN the great

future life. St. Paul, however, represents but a small

Swinburne were issuing volumes

part of his poetical achievement. That is best studied

in a volume entitled The R

enewal of Y

Poems, published by Macmillan in 18

8

outh, and O ther

2. N ot all the

pieces contained in an earlier volume (18

Work which at present

70) are repro-

duced in the one named, but we may presume that it

contains those which the author'

deemed most worthy

of preservation. To them, at any rate, on the present

Six
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occasion reference will be limited.1

years younger than Swinburne, Myers was

evidently much influenced by the music of A

talanta in

Calydon and its successors. This shews itself, not in

servile copying, nor in imitation of outlook, but in a

certain Corinthian lux

1A

uriance of style and metre, as

posthumous volume, F

Cambridge gra.dua.tes—and as the
unwearied seeker, in his later
years, of evidence for a.
prize open to

a.

ragments of Prose and Poetry (1904), adds a

few new pieces, and reprints soma previously omitted, as well as some that

appear in the 18

8

2 book. I

t contains an interesting fragment of auto-

in

biography, and several prose articles, but does not add anything of importance

to his poetical output.

27:

9.

volume entitled The Renewal

of Youth, and Other

Six years younger than
Swinburne, Myers was
evidently much influenced by the
of Atalanta in
Calydon and its successors. Thismusic
shews itself, not in
servile copying, nor in imitation
of outlook, but in a.
certain Corinthian luxuriance
of style and metre, as
' A
posthumous volu_me, Fragments of Prose and
adds
Poetry
(1904).
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different as possible from the W ordsworthian simplicity

and directness which his admiration for the L

might have been ex

pieces are in '

ake poet

pected to foster. H is weightiest

heroic'

couplets, but the movement of

his lines is not that of Pope'

s, and the richness of their

embroidery finds no parallel in any writer prior to

18

50. H e is fond of introducing ex

tra S3'

llables, as in

the latter of these two lines:

Come shine or storm, rej

oice thee or endure.

Set is thy course and all thy haven is sure.

Many readers will think that this line would have been

better without the second '

is,'

and undoubtedly there

have been expected to foster.
but the movement of
are in ‘heroic’ couplets,
richness of their
his lines is not that of Pope's, and the
to
embroidery finds no parallel in any writer prioras in
1850. He is fond of introducing extra syllables,
the latter of these two lines :

might
pieces

endure,
Come shine or storm, rejoice thee or
is sure.
Set is thy course and all thy haven

is a certain risk in such departures from norm, but

there is also the chance of great gain. H ow triumph-

antly the risk has been overcome by our best singers

would have been

Many readers will think that this line
undoubtedly there

needs no proof, and it is with the substance rather

than the form of these poems that the present article

is concerned. The ex

amples which follow will speak

udge how far
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for themselves, and enable readers to j

the epithet '

Corinthian'

premised that this lux

with the poet'

is j

ustified, though it may be

uriance seems to have grown

s growth and is less conspicuous in the

earlier pieces than in the later.

The first of these longer poems is concerned with

a Meeting of the V

18

atican Council at R

ome in January,

70. Though the Meeting is described, it serves

mainly as a peg on which the poet hangs certain

fancies, and one passage will illustrate both the tex

ture

of his earlier verse, in which alliteration and repetition

already play a considerable part, and the vividness of

his imaginative vision.

L

ast in the midst of all a patriarch came,

W hose nation none durst ask him, nor his name,

Y

et '

mid the E

astern sires he seemed as one

poet
His weightiest

the Lake
and directness which his admiration for

better without the second ‘is,’ and
from norm, but
is a certain risk in such departures
How triumphthere is also the chance of great gain.
our best singers
antly the risk has been overcome by substance
rather
needs no proof, and it is with the
article
than the form of these poems that the present
will speak
is concerned. The examples which follow
how far
for themselves, and enable readers to judge
it may be
the epithet ‘Corinthian’is justified, though
premised that this luxuriance seems to have gr0WIl
in the
with the poet’s growth and is less conspicuous
earlier pieces than in the later.
With
The first of these longer poems is concerned
at Rome in J anua-TY»
a Meeting of the Vatican Council
it serves
1870. Though the Meeting is described,

certain
peg on which the poet hangs
texture
fancies, and one passage will illustrate both the
of his earlier verse, in which alliteration and repetition
of
already play a considerable part, and the vividness

mainly

his

as a

imaginative vision.

Last in the midst of all a patriarch came,
Whose nation none durst ask him, nor his name,
Yet ‘mid the Eastern sires he seemed as one
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ire-nurtured at the springing of the sun,

A

nd in rohe'

E

R

s tint was likest-hued to them

W ho wear the B

abylonian diadem.

H is brows black yet and white unfallen hair

Set in strange frame the face of his despair,

A

nd I

despised not, nor can O od despise,

*

The silent splendid anger of his eyes.

A

hundred years of search for flying Truth

H ad left them glowing with no gleam of youth,

A

hundred years of vast and vain desire

H ad lit and filled them with consuming fire;

Therethrough I

saw his fierce eternal soul
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Fire-nurtured at the springing of the sun,
And in robe’s tint was likest-hued to them
Who Wear the Babylonian diadem.
His brows black yet and white unfallen hair
Set in strange frame the face of his
despair,
And I despised not, nor can God
despise,
The silent splendid anger of his
eyes.
A hundred years of search for
flying Truth
Had left them glowing with no gleam of
youth,
A hundred years of vast and vain
desire

Gaze from beneath that argent aureole;

I

saw him bow his hoar maj

I

heard him, and he murmured, "

W hat follows is eq

Therethrough I saw his fierce eternal soul
Gaze from beneaththat argent
aureole;
I saw him bow his boar
majestic head,
I heard him, and he
murmured, “ Faith is dead.”

estic head,

F

aith is dead."

ually fine, but finest of all is the

conclusion:

A

nd first the conclave and the choir, and then

B

A
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The immeasurable multitude of men,

rushing mighty wind had laid them low;

Y

ea, to all hearts a revelation came,

A

s flying thunder and as flying flame;

A

What follows is equally fine, but
finest of all is the
conclusion:

owed and fell down, bowed and fell down, as though

moment then the vault above him seemed

To each man as the heaven that he had dreamed;

A

moment then the floor whereon he trod

B

ecame the pavement of the courts of God;

A

nd in the aisles was silence, in the dome

Silence, and no moo knew that it was R

ome.

Surely this is verse that should not be let die.

A

nother poem written a few months later is entitled

A

mmergau, and dated A

rises to adeq

ugust, 18

70. This hardly

uate handling of its theme, though '

fair fresh beauty of the mountain morn'

depicted, and it may suffice to q

outburst of sympathy with '

the

is well

uote the characteristic

that I

scariot man'

:

And first the conclave and the
choir, and then
The immeasurable multitude of
men,
Bowed and fell down, bowed and fell
down, as though
A rushing mighty wind had
laid them low;
Yea, to all hearts a revelation came,
As flying thunder and as
flying flame ;
A moment then the vault
above him seemed
To each man as the heaven
that he had dreamed;
A moment then the floor
whereon he trod
Became the pavement of the courts of God
;
And in the aisles was
silence, in the dome
Silence, and no man knew that it was Rome.

Surely this is verse that should not be let die.

Another poem written a few months later is

Ammergau,

and dated

August,

1870.

rises to adequate handling of its
theme,
fair fresh beauty of the
mountain

entitled

hardly
though ‘the
This

is

well
depicted, and it may suffice to quote themorn
characteristic

outburst of

sympathy with

(J0 gzlc

‘

’

that Iscariot man

’

:
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brother!

0 brother! howsoever, wheresoe'er
Thou hidest now the hell of thy despair,
Hear that one heart can pity, one can know
With thee thy hopeless solitary woe.

ST

howsoever, wheresoe'

er

Thou hidest now the hell of thy despair,

H ear that one heart can pity, one can know

W ith thee thy hopeless solitary woe.

E

q

ually characteristic are the V

irgilian references later,

the sudden vision of his childish days at K

eswick—

There were the ferns that shake, the becks that foam,

The Derwent river and the Cumbrian home—

and the maj

later,
Equally characteristicare theVirgilian references
Keswick——
the sudden vision of his childish days at

There were the ferns that shake, the becks that foam.
The Derwent river and the Cumbrian home-

estic though still indefinite ending:

F

or in mine ears the silence made a tune,

A

nd to mine eyes the dark was plenilune,

A

nd mountain airs and streams and stones and sod

B

are witness to the F

atherhood of God.

and the majestic though still indefinite ending:
For in mine ears the silence made a tune,
And to mine eyes the dark was plenilune,
And mountain airs and streams and stones and sod
Bare witness to the Fatherhood of God.

The poet has found his materials— passionate human

sympathy, passionate spiritual yearning, openness to

cosmic emotion;

but he has not yet learned to fuse

these into a complete and convincing unity.

B

etween these two pieces, in the 18

8

2 volume,

aptist, a companion poem to
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comes St. John the B

St. Paul, written under the same conditions, but in

blank verse;

us. L

The I

eaving it aside, we come to an undated poem on

mplicit Promise of I

mmortality, where for the

pression seem eq

ually

matched. There are lines pregnant with meaning, as

in this couplet:

O h dreadful thought, if all our sires and we

A

re but foundations of a race to be—

deft adaptations from classical authors, as in the

ironical ej

of Man,"

aculation "

So hard a matter was the birth

and in another phrase presently to be q

uoted

— wonderful weavings of words, which will not please

lovers of Sax

I

on plainness, such as:

mparadised in sunset'

s conomel.

materials—passionate human
sympathy, passionate spiritual yearning, openness to
The

there is nothing in it that need detain

first time argument and ex

QUEST

poet has found

his

cosmic emotion; but he has not yet learned to fuse
these into a complete and convincing unity.
Between these two pieces, in the 1882 volume,
to
comes St. John the Baptist, a companion poem
in
St. Paul, written under the same conditions, but
blank verse; there is nothing in it that need detain
on
us.
Leaving it aside, We come to an undated poem the
The Implicit Promise of Immortality, where for
first time argument and expression seem equally
matched. There are lines pregnant with meaning, as
in this couplet:
Oh dreadful thought, if all our sires and
Are but foundations of a race to be——

we

deft adaptations from classical authors, as in the
ironical ejaculation So hard a matter Was the birth
of Man,” and in another phrase presently to be quoted
—Wonderfu1 Weavings of words, which Will not please
lovers of Saxon plainness, such as :
Imparadised in sunset's oenomel.
“
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ut, without lingering over details, it will be best to

give in full the culminating passage of this poem,

hoping that it may send readers to study the remainder
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But, Without lingering over details, it will be
give in full the culminating passage of thisbest to
poem,
hoping that it may send readers to study the remainder
for themselves.

for themselves.

I

f thou wouldst have high God thy soul assure

That she herself shall as herself endure,

Shall in no alien semblance, thine and wise,

F

ulfil her and be young in Paradise,

O ne way I

know;

forget, forswear, disdain

Thine own best hopes, thine utmost loss and gain,

Till when at length thou scarce rememberest now

I

f on the earth be such a man as thou,

N or hast one thought of self-surrender,— no,

F

or self is none remaining to forgo,—

I

f ever, then shall strong persuasion fall

That in thy giving thou has gained thine all,

If thou wouldst have high God
thy soul assure
That she herself shall as herself
endure,
Shall in no alien semblance, thine
and Wise,
Fulfil her and be young in
Paradise,

One way I

know; forget, forswear, disdain
Thine own best hopes, thine
utmost loss and gain,
Till when at length thou
scarce rememberest now

If on the earth be such
a man as thou,
Nor hast one thought of
self-surrender,—no,
For self is none
remaining to forgo,—
If ever, then shall
strong persuasion fall
That in thy giving thou has
gained thine all,
Given the poor present,
gained the boundless scope,
And kept thee virgin for
the further hope.
‘

Given the poor present, gained the boundless scope,

A

nd kept thee virgin for the further hope.

s temper, and to some
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This is the hero'

W ith battle-trumpetings that hour has come,

W ith guns that thunder and with winds that fall,

W ith closing fleets and voices augural;

F

—

or some, methinks, in no less noble wise

Divine prevision kindles in the eyes,

W hen all base thoughts like frighted harpies flown

I

n her own beauty leave the soul alone;

W hen L

B

ut L

ove,— not rosy-flushed as he began,

ove, still L

ove, the prisoned God in man,—

Shews his face glorious, shakes his banner free,

Cries like a captain for E

ternity :—

O

halcyon air across the storms of youth,

O

trust him, he is true, he is one with Truth!

N ay, is he Christ?

I

know not;

The right name of the heavenly A

no man knows

nter6s,—

B

ut here is God, whatever God may be,

A

nd whomsoe'

I

er we worship, this is H e.

have altered one word in the foregoing q

uotation,

This is the hero's temper,
and to some
With battle-trumpetings that
hour has come,
With guns that thunder and
with winds that fall,
With closing fleets and voices
augural ;—
For some, methinks, in
no less noble wise
Divine prevision kindles in the
When all base thoughts like eyes,
frighted harpies flown
In her own beauty leave
the soul alone ;
When Love,——not rosy-flushed
as he began,
But Love, still Love, the
prisoned God in man,——Shews his face glorious, shakes
his banner free,
Cries like a captain for
Eternity :—

And whomsoe’er we

I have

worship, this is He.

altered one Word in the foregoing
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substituting at length’ for ‘at last,’ to avoid a slight
cacophony. Tennyson would not have tolerated
‘

28

0 TH E

Q UE

substituting '

ST

at length '

for '

at last,'

to avoid a slight

cacophony. Tennyson would not have tolerated

'

boundless scope,'

and unless such a concatenation of

sibilants has onomatopoeic value it is certainly better

avoided. B

ut trivial blemishes are hardly noticed

amid the swell of this grand passage, which shews our

author'

s earlier style at its best, "

not said it"

A

h, friend, I

have

is his own criticism. H e may not have

said all he wished to say, but he has said something

which will not be soon forgotten, something which

sounds like a clarion-blast to those that have ears to

hear. I

f this passage stood alone in his poetry, it

would j

ustify his claim to remembrance.

This poem is followed by one O n A

in L

ife, dated '

F

rt as on A

lorence, January, 18

im

71,'

which is too

consciously didactic, and is redeemed by no splendours

of inspiration, though it contains such felicitous

couplets as

F
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W atching the beautiful ensanguined day

rom B

The subj

ellosguardo fade and F

iesole.

ect, too, is more efficiently handled in a later

utterance. W e may, therefore, pass it by, as for the

present we must do with the shorter pieces that come

nex

t, so as to reach at once the two longer poems

which begin and end the Second Part of this volume,

and which are entitled respectively The Passing of

Y

outh and The R

is dated 18

encival of Y

outh. The first of these

71-2, and is little different in style or thought

from its predecessors. There is the familiar I

background, the lament over j

talian

oys that pass, the

murmurs against Pate.

Crushed, as by following wave the wave before!

To have lived and loved so little, and live no more!

Call this not sleep;

through sweet sleep'

s longest scope

boundless scope,’ and unless such a concatenation of
sibilantshas onomatopceic value it is certainly better
avoided. But trivial blemishes are hardly noticed
amid the swell of this grand passage, which shews our
author’searlier style at its best, “Ah, friend, I have
not said it” is his own criticism. He may not have
said all he wished to say, but he has said something
which will not be soon forgotten, something which
sounds like a clarion-blast to those that have ears to
hear. If this passage stood alone in his poetry, it
would justify his claim to remembrance.
This poem is followed by one On Art as an Aim
in Life, dated ‘Florence, January, 1871,’ which is too
consciously didactic, and is redeemed by no sp1end0I1l'S
of inspiration, though it contains such felicitous
‘

couplets as

Watching the beautiful ensanguined day
From Bellosguardo fade and Fiesole.
The subject, too, is more efficiently handled in a later
utterance. We may, therefore, pass it by, as for the
present we must do with the shorter pieces that come
next, so as to reach at once the two longer poems
which begin and end the Second Part of this volume.
and which are entitled respectively The Passing Of
Youth and The Renewal of Youth. The first of these
is dated 1871-2, and is little different in style or thought
from its predecessors. There is the familiar Italian
background, the lament over joys that pass, the
murmurs against Fate.
crushed» 8-8 by following wave the wave before I
To have lived and loved so little, and live
no more!
can this 1103 Bleep; through sweet
sleep's longest scope
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uns in a golden dream unconscious H ope;

H ope parts the lips and stirs the happy breath,

A

nd sleep is sleep, but endless Death is Death.

There is the refusal to accept progress of humanity as

1

THE POETRY OF F. W. H.
MYERS
Runs in a golden dream unconscious
Hope;
Hope parts the lips and stirs the happy breath,
And sleep is sleep, but endless Death
is Death.

281

There is the refusal to
accept progress of humanity as
a suflicing ideal, while
the slow Race develops in
its pain,” and the
craving for a faith to which as yet
he has not attained, and in
default of which he can but
fall back on courage and
determination-—
Thus let thy life through all
adventure go,
And keep it masterful, and
save it so.
Stoicism is still his creed, and words
from Latin poets
conclude his meditation, which
throughout has been
ready to wail
“

a sufficing ideal, while "

its pain,"

the slow R

ace develops in

and the craving for a faith to which as yet

he has not attained, and in default of which he can but

fall back on courage and determination—

Thus let thy life through all adventure go,

A

nd keep it masterful, and save it so.

Stoicism is still his creed, and words from L

atin poets

conclude his meditation, which throughout has been

ready to wail over

Y

outh wasted, hopes decaying, friends untrue,

L

ife with no faith to follow or deed to do,

and ends with mere will to be brave rather than with

any shewn reason for being so. B

ut when we turn to

over

the second of these poems, we enter a different
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atmosphere.

This poem, the last in the book, and that from

which it takes its title, shews growth in style as in

thought. The former is now fully elaborated into a

richness of music like the following:

Say, by what grace was to Columbus given

To have pierced the unanswering verge of seas and heaven,

To have wrung from winds that screamed and storms that fled

Their wilder voice than voices of the dead;

L

eft the dear isles by Z

H ierro'

A

ephyr overblown,

s haven and Teyde'

s towering cone,

nd forth, with all airs willing and all ways new,

Sailed, till the blue Peak melted in the blue?

A

nd in the thought, too, there is a note of confidence

and certainty which was absent before. The creed of

H uman Personality is not obscurely foreshadowed.

Youth wasted, hopes
decaying, friends untrue,
Life with no faith to follow
or deed to do,
and ends with mere will to
be brave rather than

with
any shewn reason for being so. But
when we turn to
the second of these
poems, We enter a different

atmosphere.

This poem, the last in the
book, and that from
which it takes its title,
shews growth in style as in
thought. The former is now fully
elaborated into a
richness of music like the
following:

Hierro's haven and Teyde’s

towering cone,
And forth, with all airs
willing and all ways new,
Sailed, till the blue Peak melted in the
blue ?

And in the thought,
too, there is a note of confidence
and certainty which
was
before. The creed of
Human Personality is absent
not obsourely foreshadowed.
6
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ven the opening lines, designedly re-uttering the old

unrest, ring with a new tone of assurance.

A

h, could the soul, from all earth'

s loves set free,

re-uttering the old

Even the opening lines, designedly
of assurance.
unrest, ring with a new tone
Ah, could the soul,

Plunge once^ for all and sink them in the sea!

Then naked thence, re-risen and reborn,

Shine in the gold of some tempestuous morn,

W ith one at last to lead her, one to say—

Come hither, hither is thy warlike way.

The presage of victory which speaks here inspires this

poem throughout. F

aith has come to the poet, not

perhaps in such shape as would satisfy teachers of

orthodox

y, but with a denniteness of conviction that

leaves no more room for doubt. L

day,'

ight, '

brighter than

has opened on his gaze. H e shrinks from de-

scribing it in words, but the gladness which it brings

irradiates his thinking. Pain and death no longer

cause dismay;

he can

W elcome the toss for ease, the gasp for air,

I
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The visage drawn, and H ippocratic stare.

n the rapture of his new belief they even seem unreal,

mere phantom-foes, and his beloved V

irgil furnishes

him yet again with a parallel.

So,— round his path their lair though Centaurs made,

H arpies, and Gorgons, and a Threefold Shade,—

Y

et strove the Troj

F

or shapes phantasmal flown about his way;

an on, nor cared to stay

B

ut with sword sheathed in scorn, and heart possest

folk E

here inspires this
The presage of victory which speaks to the poet, not
Faith has come
poem throughout.
teachers of
as would satisfy
such
shape
in
perhaps
of conviction that
definiteness
a
with
but
orthodoxy,
‘
brighter than
Light,
doubt.
for
room
more
no
leaves
He shrinks from deon his gaze.
has
opened
day,’
which it brings
scribing it in words, but the gladness
and death no longer
irradiates his thinking. Pain
cause dismay; he can
for air,
Welcome the toss for ease, the gasp
stare.
The visage drawn, and Hippocratic

lysian.'

The results of this faith, though not the processes,

may be described in the poet'

s own words, which will

have a familiar sound to readers of his later prose

teaching.

earth's loves set free,

them in the sea!
Plunge once:for all and sink
and reborn,
Then naked thence, re-risen
morn,
Shine in the gold of some tempestuous
to sayWith one at last to lead her, one
way.
warlike
Come hither, hither is thy

W ith the one following of the one behest,

went on till he reached the '

from all

In the rapture of his
mere

phantom-foes,

him yet

belief they even seem unreal,
furnishes
and his b eloved Virgil
new

again with a parallel.

Centaurs made.

So,—round his path their lair though Shade,and Gorgons, and a Threefold

Harpies,

to stay
Yet strove the Trojan on, not cared
his way ;
For shapes phantasmal flown about
and heart
But with sword sheathed in scorn,
With the one following of the one behest,

possest

‘
went on till he reached the folk Elysian.’
the processes,
The results of this faith, though not
will
own words, which
the
in
poet's
described
be
may
of his later prose
have a familiar sound to readers

teaching.
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A

E
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W hich were hest,

fter so brief a battle an endless rest,

O r the ancient conflict rather to renew,

B

y the old deeds strengthened mightier deeds to do,

Till all thou art, nay, all thou hast dreamed to be

Proves thy mere root or embryon germ of thee ;

—

W herefrom thy great life passionately springs,

R

ocked by strange blasts and stormy tempestings,

Y

et still from shock and storm more steadfast grown,

More one with other souls, yet more thine own?

A

nd wouldst thou still thy hope'

Shield from the storm thy soul'

s immenseness shun?

s course scarce begun?

8

THE POETRY OF F. W. H.
MYERS
could aught else content thee ?
Which were
After so brief a battle an endless
rest,
Or the ancient conflict rather
to renew,
By the old deeds strengthened mightier
deeds to do,
Till all thou art, nay, all thou
hast dreamed to be
Proves thy mere root or embryon
germ of thee ;—
Wherefrom thy great life passionately
springs,
Rocked by strange blasts and
stormy
tempestings,
Yet still from shock and storm
more steadfast
grown,
More one with other souls,
yet more thine own ?

283

best,

These shattering blows she shall not curse but bless;

H ow were she straitened with one pang the less!

A

h, try her, Powers!

let many a heat distil

H er lucid essence from the insurgent ill;

O h, roughly, strongly work her bold increase!

L

eave her not stagnant in a painless peace!
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N or let her, lulled in howso heavenly air,

F

old her brave pinions and forget to dare!

B

ut along with this welcoming of combat and

ex

ultation in suffering, there is also a peace beyond

ex

pression, a '

passionate repose.'

I

scribed in lines which glorify familiar obj

ts advent is de-

ects with a

lustre that never was on sea or land.

F

or to one heart her bliss came unaware

Under white cloudlets in a morning air;

A

But

nother mid the thundering tempest knew

nd oped the heaveu of heavens one soul before

I

n life'

A

y, and transfigured in the dream divine

s mid crash and L

ondon'

s whirling roar;

The thronged precinct of Park and Serpentine,

Till horse and rider were as shades that rode

Prom an unknown to an unknown abode,

A

nd that grey mere, in mist that clung and curled,

L

ay like a water of the spirit-world.

along with this welcoming
suffering, there is also

of combat and
a peace beyond
Its advent is de-

exultation in

Peace, and a wind that where it listed blew;

A

Ah, try her, Powers! let many a heat
distil
Her lucid essence from the
insurgent
Oh, roughly, strongly work her bold ill ;
increase!
Leave her not stagnant in a
painless peace!
Nor let her, lulled in howso
Fold her brave pinions and heavenly air,
forget to dare!

—

expression,

a ‘passionate
repose.’
scribed in lines which
lustre that never was on glorify familiar objects with a
sea or land.

For to

one heart her bliss
came unaware
Under white cloudlets in
a morning air;
Another mid the thundering

knew
Peace, and a wind that wheretempest
it listed

blew;
And oped the heaven of
heavens one soul before
In life's mid crash and
London's

Ay, and transfigured in the dreamwhirling roar ;—

divine
The thronged precinct of
Park and Serpentine,
Till horse and rider
were as shades
From an unknown to an unknown that rode
abode,
And that grey mere, in
mist that clung and curled,
Lay like a water of the

spirit-world.
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The poet baa j

ST

oined the mystics, taken his place among

those

W ho aro set wholly and of one will to win

K

taken his place
The poet has joined the mystics,
those

ove, that art all lives in one,

L

ive thou and love!

are

aspires to union with the

Soul of all suns, and of all souls the sun.

H e does not scruple to make religious words his own:

He

so best and only so

living Love, that art all lives in one,

Can thy one soul into the O ne Soul flow,

.
Can thy small life to L

A

among

win
set wholly and of one will to
within.
Kingdoms the spirit knows but from

Who

ingdoms the spirit knows but from within.

H e aspires to union with the

. . . living L

QUEST

ife'

the sun.
Soul of all suns, and of all souls

s great centre flee,

nd thou be nothing, and the L

ord in thee;

or to proclaim that he takes as his guide

. . . the child'

I

s heart and trust as of the child.

so
Live thou and love! so best and only
flow,
Soul
Can thy one soul into the One
centre flee,
Can thy small life to Life's great
in thee:
And then be nothing, and the Lord

t is a child of unusual growth, however, who can not

only "

name the stingless names of E

ld and Death,'

but can engage to remain undaunted,

Though thy sad path should lead thee unafraid

onely through age-long avenues of shade;
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L

Though in strange worlds, on many a ghostly morn,

proclaim that he takes as his guide

Thy soul dishorned shall shudder and be forlorn;

can remind itself that even when

all suns that shine, together hurled,

Crash in one infinite and lifeless world,

the soul shall survive all changes, shall

endure, and q

uicken, and live at last,

W hen all save souls has perished in the past;

and can hope to preserve, amid '

heaven and avatar,'

counterchanging

memory of its earthly abode,

W hereat the vow was pledged, the onset sworn.

or

to

the child's heart and trust as of the child.
who can not
It is a child of unusual growth, ho wever,
Death."
the stingless names 0 f Eld and

only
but

“

name

engage to remain undaunted,
unafraid
Though thy sad path should lead thee
Lonely through age-long avenues of shade; m
Though in strange worlds, on many a ghostly

can

This note of peace, none the less, runs through the

forlorn:
Thy soul dishomed shall shudder and be

can

remind itself that even when
all suns that shine, together hurled,
Crash in one infinite and lifeless world,

the soul shall survive all changes, shall
endure, and quicken, and live at last,
When all save souls has perished in the past ;

‘counterchanging

to preserve, amid
abode,
heaven and avatar,’ memory of its earthly

and

can

hope

pledged, the onset sworn.
the
This note of peace, none the less, runs through
Whereat the vow
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whole poem from -which these necessarily brief ex

tracts

are taken, and culminates in the closing lines which

depict the security of those who have learned life'

6

are

OF

F. W. H. MYERS

235

taken, and culminates in the closing lines which
the security of those who have
learned life's

depict

true lesson.

s

true lesson.

Their peace no kings, no

Their peace no kings, no warring worlds destroy,

N o strangers intermeddle and mar their j

These lives can neither A

lp on A

warring worlds destroy,
strangers intermeddle and mar their joy
;
These lives can neither Alp on
Alp
upborne
Hurl
No

oy;

lp upborne

H url from the Glooming or the Thundering H orn,

N or N ile, uprisen with all his waters, stay

Their march aerial and irradiant way ;

W ho are in God'

—

s hand, and round about them thrown

The light invisible of a land unknown;

W ho are in God'

A

s hand;

in q

uietness can wait

ge, pain, and death, and all that men call F

from the Glooming or the
Nor Nile, uprisen with all his Thundering Horn,
waters, stay
Their march aerial and irradiant
way ;—
Who are in God's hand, and
round

about them thrown
The light invisible of a land
unknown ;
Who are in God's hand in

ate:—

W hat matter if thou hold thy loved ones prest

Still with close arms upon thy yearning breast,

;

O r with purged eyes behold them hand in hand

quietness can wait

Come in a vision from that lovely land,—
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O r only with great heart and spirit sure

Deserve them and await them and endure;

K

nowing well, no shocks that fall, no years that flee,

Can sunder God from these, or God from thee;

N owise so far thy love from theirs can roam

A

s past the mansions of H is endless home.

W hile this poem undoubtedly touches the high-

water mark of Myers'

s poetical striving, it must not

be supposed that the volume contains nothing but

eloq

uent prelections on the loftiest of themes. I

n the

shorter pieces as yet unmentioned is variety enough to

suit all tastes. There are love poems, light or serious:

— O , N ora knew it, N ora knows

H ow L

— A

'

h!

ove lies hidden in a rose.

not like this they wooed me,—

Twas gamesome girl and boy;

Sometimes I

A

nd often I

half was willing,

was coy.

—

Come in a vision from that
Or only with great heart lovely land,——
and
Deserve them and await themspirit sure
and endure;
Knowing well, no shocks that fall, no
years that flee,
Can sunder God from

these, or God from thee ;
N owise so far thy love
from theirs can roam
As past the mansions
of His endless home.

While this poem

water mark of Myers’sundoubtedly touches the highpoetical striving, it must not
be supposed that
the volume contains
eloquent prelections on the loftiest of nothing but
themes. In the

——O, Nora knew it, Nora knows
How Love lies hidden in

a rose.

—Ah ! not like this
they wooed me,——
’Twas gamesome girl and
boy
Sometimes I half was willing, ;—
And often I was coy.
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—And while she spake her cheek
Her look was soft and mild ;
became
But when I kissed her, she
No stronger than a child.

was

ST

nd while she spake her cheek was flame,

H er look was soft and mild;

B

ut when I

kissed her, she became

N o stronger than a child.

There is even A

allerina'

s Progress. There are descriptive poems,

one about the Canaries and Madeira:

A

tlantid islands, phantom-fair,

Throned on the solitary seas,

I

mmersed in amethystine air,

H aunt of H esperides;

and a L

etter from N ewport, which tells how

Throned on the solitary seas,

The crimson leafage fires the lawn,

Immersed in amethystineair,

The piled hydrangeas blazing glow.

There are epitaphs and epithalamiums, and one piece

of high passion, whose rushing '

anapaests'

well ex

press

over-mastering emotion:

had guessed not, did I

strong

not know, that the spirit of man was so
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I

Hesperides :
tells how
and a Letter from Newport, which
Haunt of

The crimson leafage tires the lawn,
The piled hydrangeas blazing glow.

To prefer irredeemable woe to the slightest shadow of wrong.

I

t is impossible here to enumerate all the subj

ects

taken up, or to give an idea of the way they are handled.

Perhaps, however, the poems that remain longest with

one are those where things of the spirit are dealt with,

such as the two early sonnets W ould God it were

E

vening and W ould God it were Morning, or the

tender reflections O n an I

A

flame,

Stalls, hymning a. dancer,
There is even A Cry from the
efiusion entitled The
and amore consciously artificial
descriptive poems,
Ballerina’s Progress. There are
and Madeira:
one about the Canaries
Atlantid islands, phantom-fair,

Cry from the Stalls, hymning a dancer,

and a more consciously artificial effusion entitled The

B

QUEST

nvalid:

lbeit through this preluding woe

Subdued and softly she must go

and one piece
There are epitaphs and epithalamiums,
W ell express
‘
of high passion, whose rushing anapaests’
over-mastering emotion:
of man was so
not, did I not know, thet the spirit
I had

guessed

W ith half her music dumb,

strong

W hat heavenly hopes to her belong,

A

nd what a rapture, what a song,

Shall greet H is K

ingdom come!

To

prefer irredeemable woe to the slightest

shadow of wrong.

subjects

all the
It is impossible here to enumerate
are handled.
taken up, or to give an idea of the way they
with
that remain longest
the
poems
however,
Perhaps,
With.
of the spirit are dealt
one are those where things
God it were
such as the two early sonnets Would
the
it
were Morning, or
God
Would
and
Evening
tender reflections On an Invalid:
Albeit through this preluding woe
Subdued and softly she must go
With half her music dumb,
What heavenly hopes to her belong,
And what a rapture, what a song,
Shall greet His Kingdom come l
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ut different readers will seek different enj
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oyments,

and there is provision enough here for all.

O ne piece in this volume, being in the metre of St.

Paul, may have been meant to form part of that poem.

L

o if a man, magnanimous and tender,

L

o if a woman, desperate and true . . .

7
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But difierent readers will seek different
enjoyments,
and there is provision enough here for all.
One piece in this volume, being in the metre
of St.
Paul, may have been meant to form part of that
poem.
Lo if a man, magnanimous and
tender,
Lo if a woman, desperate and true
The cadence is unmistakable. Much
has been said
about the constitution of this
metre, but ‘it seems
hardly questionable that it is simply the familiar
English Sapphic’ line—not the true Greek
line, but the four-accent rhythm to which five-foot
schoolboys
recite “Integer vitae
scelerisque purus,” and to which
most of us repeat “Needy
knife-grinder, Whither are
you going?”—altered, of course,
the monosyllabic
rhyme at the end of every otherbyline, and
indeed by
the introduction of rhyme at all.
It was to much the
same rhythm,
though with greater
syllables, that Charles Lamb Wrote his irregularity of
I have had playmates, I
have had companions.
How little it differs from a
possible ‘heroic line may
be seen by
comparing the short piece which immediately
follows that above cited:
.

The cadence is unmistakable. Much has been said

about the constitution of this metre, but it seems

hardly q

'

E

uestionable that it is simply the familiar

nglish Sapphic'

line— not the true Greek five-foot

line, but the four-accent rhythm to which schoolboys

‘

recite "

I

nteger vita: scelerisq

most of us repeat "

you going ?

"

ue purus,"

and to which

N eedy knife-grinder, whither are

— altered, of course, by the monosyllabic

rhyme at the end of every other line, and indeed by

the introduction of rhyme at all. I

t was to much the

same rhythm, though with greater irregularity of

syllables, that Charles L

amb wrote his

have had playmates, I

have had companions.
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I

H ow little it differs from a possible '

heroic'

line may

be seen by comparing the short piece which immediately

follows that above cited:

0 for one minute hark what we are saying!

This is not pleasure that we ask of Thee.

R

eaders may consider for themselves how far it is

possible to identify this with the other, how far it

merely repeats the familiar cadence of '

verse.

B

decasyllabic'

ut this paper was not to deal with metre, and

must not end on a note of metrical criticism. The poet

has gone from us— gone, eagerly ex

pectant of a life to

come, and firmly resolved, at whatever cost, if it were

’

in any way possible, to attempt communicating with

must not end on a note of
metrical criticism. The
has

poet
gone from us—gone, eagerly
of a life to
expectant
come, and firmly resolved, at Whatever
cost, if it were
in any way possible, to
attempt communicating with
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those left behind. W hether or no he has succeeded in

this attempt is a matter about which ex

pert opinion is

understood to be at variance. H owever this may be,

his poems remain a storehouse in which students of

life as of verse will find material rewarding search.

To rescue these from undeserved oblivion has been the

sole obj

ect of this inadeq

uate sketch;

its aim will have

been fulfilled if it sends some readers back to study for

themselves "

by F

The R

enewal of Y

rederic W . H . Myers"

outh, and O ther Poems;

(Maomillan, 18
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T. S. O mond.

8

2).

THE QUEST

those left behind. Whether or no he has succeeded in
this attempt is a matter about which expert opinion is
understood to be at variance. However this may be,
his poems remain a storehouse in which students of
life as of verse will find material rewarding search.
To rescue these from undeserved oblivion has been the
sole object of this inadequate sketch; its aim will have
been fulfilledif it sends some readers back to study for
themselves “ The Renewal of Youth, and Other Poems;
by Frederic W. H. Myers” (Macmillan,1882).
T. S. OMOND.
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C. T. E

wart, M.D.

The ex

istence of a Creative Mind transcending the

visible universe and standing in relation thereto as its

almighty A

uthor and A

rchitect has been debated for

long ages, for as to the ultimate reason of things we

HERE AND HEREAFTER.

have no method whereby we can reach the attainment

C. T. EWART, M.D.

of truth, and the belief of each of us depends on the

standpoint from which he views the q

uestion. The

dweller in the interior of a sphere cannot view his

dwelling from the outside;

still speculations as to the

debatable borderland between the territory conq

uered

by science and the dark realms of the unknown,

although they do not interest the average busy man,

appeal not only to those who have stood by the grave

of loved ones, but also to others who, stricken with

fatal disease, must have ever present before them some

such thoughts as these of A

bbott when he sings:

Some time at eve when the tide is low

shall slip my moorings and sail away,
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I

W ith no response to the friendly hail

0f kindred craft in the husy bay.

I

n the silent hush of the twilight pale

W hen the night stoops down to embrace the day,

A

nd the voices call as the waters flow—

Some time at eve when the tide is low,

I

shall slip my moorings and sail away.

Through purple shadows that darkly trail,

O '

I

28

er the ebbing tide of the unknown sea,

shall fare me away with a dip of sail

9

THE existence of a Creative Mind transcending the
visible universe and standing in relation thereto as its
almighty Author and Architect has been debated for
long ages, for as to the ultimate reason of things We
have no method whereby we can reach the attainment
of truth, and the belief of each of us depends on the
standpoint from which he views the question. The
dweller in the interior of a sphere cannot view his
dwelling from the outside; still speculations as to the
debatable borderland between the territory conquered
by science and the dark realms of the unknown,
although they do not interest the average busy man,
appeal not only to those who have stood by the grave
of loved ones, but also to others who, stricken with
fatal disease, must have ever present before them some
such thoughts as these of Abbott when he sings:
Some time at eve when the tide is low
I shall

slip my moorings and sail away,

With no response to the friendly hail
Of kindred craft in the busy bay.
In the silent hush of the twilight pale
When the night stoops down to embrace the day,
And the voices call as the waters flow—
Some time at eve when the tide is low,
I shall slip my moorings and sail away.

Through purple shadows that darklytrail,
0‘er the ebbing tide of the unknown sea,
I shall fare me away with a dip of sail
289
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And a ripple of waters to tell the tale
Of a lonely voyager, sailing away
To mystic isles, where at anchor lay
The craft of those who have sailed before,
0’er the unknown sea to the unknown shore.

290
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nd a ripple of waters to tell the tale

O f a lonely voyager, sailing away

To mystic isles, where at anchor lay

The craft of those who have sailed before,

O '

This q

er the unknown sea to the unknown shore.

uestion of q

uestions appeals to many human

hearts with the same strength that it did in the days

of old, and although many solutions of the problem

have been offered, yet it ever and ever repeats itself.

W hat is life?

H aeckel assumes that life is nothing

more than the result of the units of which it is com-

posed;

conseq

matter and the ex

uently there can be no thought without

istence of a spirit or soul within that

matter is not worth considering. H e denies the ex

is-

tence of God and states that immortality is a myth.

A

ccording to him the universe is the result of purely

mechanical causes due to chance, and he would have it
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that there is no good argument which can support the

theory of a conscious and divine will creating a world

whose pageantry of beauty and order, after all, appeal

profoundly to most of us. H as science then crushed

the fundamental teachings of religion and are these

two to be everlastingly antagonistic?

I

s science to be

the messenger to show religion the true and lasting

method of ameliorating the miseries of mankind during

its occupancy of earth?

N ow as to life, science teaches the unbroken

continuity from generation to generation, from age to

age, of the germ-plasm. This marvellous embryonic

substance is eternally young, eternally productive,

eternally forming new individuals to grow up and

to perish, while it remains in the progeny, always

youthful, always increasing, always inex

haustible.

Thousands of generations arisen in the course of ages

This question of questions appeals to many human
hearts with the same strength that it did in the days
of old, and although many solutions of the problem
have been offered, yet it ever and ever repeats itself.
What is life? Haeckel assumes that life is nothing
more than the result of the units of which it is composed ; consequently there can be no thought Without
matter and the existence of a spirit or soul withinthat
matter is not Worth considering. He denies the existence of God and states that immortality is a myth.
According to him the universe is the result of purely
mechanical causes due to chance, and he would have it
that there is no good argument which can support the
theory of a conscious and divine will creating a world
whose pageantry of beauty and order, after all, appeal
profoundly to most of us. Has science then crushed
the fundamental teachings of religion and are these
two to be everlastingly antagonistic ‘? Is science to be
the messenger to show religion the true and lasting
method of ameliorating the miseries of mankind during
its occupancy of earth ?
Now as to life, science teaches the unbroken
continuity from generation to generation, from age to
age, of the germ-plasm. This marvellous embryonic
substance is eternally young, eternally productive,
eternally forming new individuals to grow up and
to perish, while it remains in the progeny, always
youthful, always increasing, always inexhaustible.
Thousands of generations arisen in the course of ages
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have been its products, but it lives on in the youngest
generations with the same power of giving origin to
coming millions. The individual organism is transient,
but its embryonic substance which produces the mortal
tissues preserves itself, imperishable, everlasting and
constant. All living things, animal and vegetable,
have to die; but although they are mortal, life is
maintained through reproduction, and it is at this point
we meet with the doctrines of ‘ evolution and ‘ special
creation.’ Were all living forms belonging to the
animal and vegetable kingdoms created once and for
ever in the forms we know them, and have these forms
been maintained through parenthood,_ like begetting
like, or have the difierent kinds of vegetables and
animals developed from one another, the higher from
the lower? Not many in these days believe in the
special creation of the different species, and evolution
may be said to hold the field. Still in travelling backward we eventually reach the most primitive form of
life, and the questions naturally arise :-—Whence did
this come? Was protoplasm, the physical basis of
life, specially created by the supreme Designer ? Can
living beings be produced from lifeless matter? Can
the inorganic produce the organic? Can there be

have been its products, but it lives on in the youngest

generations with the same power of giving origin to

coming millions. The individual organism is transient,

but its embryonic substance which produces the mortal

tissues preserves itself, imperishable, everlasting and

constant. A

ll living things, animal and vegetable,

have to die;

but although they are mortal, life is

maintained through reproduction, and it is at this point

we meet with the doctrines of'

creation.'

evolution'

and'

special

W ere all living forms belonging to the

’

animal and vegetable kingdoms created once and for

ever in the forms we know them, and have these forms

been maintained through parenthood,, like begetting

like, or have the different kinds of vegetables and

animals developed from one another, the higher from

the lower?

N ot many in these days believe in the

special creation of the different species, and evolution

may be said to hold the field. Still in travelling back-
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ward we eventually reach the most primitive form of

life, and the q

this come?

uestions naturally arise:— W hence did

W as protoplasm, the physical basis of

life, specially created by the supreme Designer?

living beings be produced from lifeless matter?

the inorganic produce the organic?

'

spontaneous generation '

Can

Can

Can there be

?

To meet these difficulties, it has been suggested

that life on this earth may have originated through the

break-up of some old world containing life, and that

this life was conveyed hither by meteorites. This

solution, however, merely transfers the q

'

another world '

uestion to

and does not settle the problem. I

it is assumed that the Godhead created atoms and

forces so wonderful and divine that an amceba can

evolve into a Shakespeare, it does not req

f

uire a much

‘

spontaneous generation ?
To meet these difliculties, it has been suggested
’

that life on this earth may have originated through the
break-up of some old world containing life, and that
this life was conveyed hither by meteorites. This
solution, however, merely transfers the question to
‘another world’ and does not settle the problem. If
it is assumed that the Godhead created atoms and
forces so wonderful and divine that an amoeba can
evolve into a Shakespeare, it does not require a much
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q

uest?

greater amount of faith to believe that the very lowest

form of living tissue might have been evolved from the

'

not-living.'

I

t is possibly true that even to-day life

is developing from non-life, the organic from the

inorganic;

but even if this theory is a mistaken one, it

does not necessarily follow that under the conditions

of the remote past the germ of life did not arise from

the '

not-life.'

I

t may be that in bio-chemistry the

bridge will be discovered which will link the living

with not-living matter;

there is nothing absurd in

believing that the Creator may have originally created

a link between inorganic and organic matter;

and in

any case it has to be taken into consideration that the

most primitive form of life in those far-off days may

have been more simple than in these days.

Science assumes the ex

called the '

ether,'

istence of a '

something,'

which is supposed to permeate the

cosmos. Cannot religion also j

ustly assume that this
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ether responds immediately to the will of the Divine

Creator, and that in this manner the material world

becomes linked with the spiritual?

I

t would then be

this which mediates to man consciousness of the

eternal truth which reposes in the depths of the soul,

and so enables it to shake itself free of the shackles of

matter and dive deep into the mysteries of the ultimate

reality— the spiritual life. Man stands at the cross-

roads where the animal and the spiritual meet. H e is

the culminating point of animal evolution and has

reached a height far beyond that attained by any other

flesh and blood;

he alone of all living things stands on

the threshold of the spiritual world, and the great

obj

ect of his life should be consciously to develop his

higher self into an immortal personality. Thus we may

hold the view that when life first dawned in the proto-

greater amount of faith to believe that the very lowest
form of living tissue might have been evolved from the
‘not-living.’ It is possibly true that even to-day life
is developing from non-life, the organic from the
inorganic; but even if this theory is a mistaken one, it
does not necessarily follow that under the conditions
of the remote past the germ of life did not arise from
the not-life.’ It may be that in bio-chemistry the
bridge Will be discovered which will link the living
with not-living matter; there is nothing absurd in
believing that the Creator may have originally created
a link between inorganic and organic matter; and in
‘

any case it has to be taken into consideration that the
most primitive form of life in those far-off days may
have been more simple than in these days.

Science assumes the existence of a ‘ something,’
called the ‘ ether,’ which is supposed to permeate the
cosmos. Cannot religion also justly assume that this
ether responds immediately to the will of the Divine
Creator, and that in this manner the material world
becomes linked with the spiritual? It would then be
this which mediates to man consciousness of the
eternal truth which reposes in the depths of the soul,
and so enables it to shake itself free of the shackles of
matter and dive deep into the mysteries of the ultimate
reality—-the spiritual life. Man stands at the crossroads Where the animal and the spiritual meet. He is
the culminating point of animal evolution and has
reached a height far beyond that attained by any other
flesh and blood; he alone of all living things stands on
the threshold of the spiritual World, and the great
object of his life should be consciously to develop his
higher self into an immortal personality. Thus we may
hold the view that when life first dawned in the proto-
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course of time man became evolved, to the germ of a

n investigating the problems of human

life we must not ignore the records of the past, for in

them we become aware of things that appear to be of the

nature of eternal truth— that something, independent

of time, which links together past, present and future.

W hy is it that throughout the thought-history of all

ages we find always an attempt to reach some higher

ideal?

W hat is the power that is for ever pressing on

behind the varying forms of this ideal?

Divine implanted in man?

A

sE

I

s it not the

ucken teaches, the

material world is incapable of inculcating a higher end

than the obtaining of pleasure and the avoidance of

pain, therefore that which gives man great and lofty

ideals must be the Spiritual.

t is impossible to conceive the universe as having
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I

been created by chance. O ne might as well imagine

that by placing in the open a number of letters of the

alphabet, the winds would be capable of bringing them

together in such a state of ordered arrangement as to

beget a glorious poem. N ot only living things but the

inorganic phenomena of the universe show evidence of

design and req

uire us to draw the inference of a

Creative Mind. Terrestrial life, we may well believe,

must have been contained in the womb of the earth

even when that earth was in a condition of whirling

fire-mist or clashing meteorites, and at the appointed

time life was born. This life may have been for ever

thrusting upward clamouring for more life and fuller,

hence was born the '

'

struggle for ex

survival of the fittest.'

istence,'

the

N ature has given all her

types a chance for the sovereignty of the world. I

293

of time man became evolved, to the germ of a
spiritual self. In investigating the problems of human
life we must not ignore the records of the past, for in
them we become aware of things that appear to be of the
nature of eternal truth——that something, independent
of time, which links together past, present and future.
Why is it that throughout the thought-history of all
ages we find always an attempt to reach some higher
ideal? What is the power that is for ever pressing on
behind the varying forms of this ideal ? Is it not the
Divine implanted in man ? As Eucken teaches, the
material world is incapable of inculcating a higher end
than the obtaining of pleasure and the avoidance of
pain, therefore that which gives man great and lofty
ideals must be the Spiritual.
It is impossible to conceive the universe as having
been created by chance. One might as well imagine
that by placing in the open a number of letters of the
alphabet, the winds would be capable of bringing them
together in such a state of ordered arrangement as to
beget a glorious poem. Not only living things but the
inorganic phenomena of the universe show evidence of
design and require us to draw the inference of a
Creative Mind. Terrestrial life, we may well believe,
must have been contained in the womb of the earth
even when that earth was in a condition of whirling
fire-mist or clashing meteorites, and at the appointed
time life was born. This life may have been for ever
thrusting upward clamouring for more life and fuller,
hence was born the ‘ struggle for existence,’ the
‘
survival of the fittest.’ Nature has given all her
types a chance for the sovereignty of the World. In
course

mic slime of some primal polar ocean, it was

impressed with the power of giving birth, when in the

spiritual self. I

HEREAFTER

plasmic slime of some primal polar ocean, it was
impressed with the power of giving birth, when in the

R
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primeval days incomparable man battled against the

sabre-toothed tiger, the cave-bear and the mastodon;

now his fight is against microscopic enemies which

know no fear of him.

I

f a man die, shall he live again?

Does death hold

for us but the menace of the same unfathomable gulf

of blackness out of which we came at birth?

I

s the

eternal future to be for us the same as was the eternal

past?

I

s life but a temporary abode on a peak that is

touched by the fingers of light for a day, while all

around yawns an infinite shoreless gulf of inpenetrable

darkness, from one side of which we appeared and to

whose other side we hurry our steps to meet our

destiny?

I

s each human brain a mere machine

attuned to different keys capable of being acted upon

by some universal Mind?

Does the interpretation of

the separate messages received depend on the consti-
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tution of the ancestral germ-plasm which goes to the

making-up of the individual?

possess the power of '

tual action?

Does each machine

free-will'

and separate intellec-

Does this represent the ego, the '

our-

self which differentiates one person from another?

May dreams of terror-stricken cries be due to the

intercepting of messages meant for others?

M. B

londelot of the University of N ancy has

recently announced that he has discovered a new kind

of radiation which he has termed '

N -R

ays,'

and for

this discovery he received 50,000 francs from the Paris

A

cademy of Sciences. M. Charpentier has corroborated

the discovery and declares that these rays are emitted

from the human brain. I

f these statements are found

to be true a scientific basis for '

might be established obj

thought transference'

ectively. The efficacy of prayer,

the call of a soul in dire distress, a message from the

THE

QUEST

primeval days incomparable man battled against the
sabre-toothed tiger, the cave-bear and the mastodon;
now his fight is against microscopic enemies which
know no fear of him.
If a man die, shall he live again? Does death hold
for us but the menace of the same unfathomable gulf
of blackness out of which we came at birth? Is the
eternal future to be for us the same as was the eternal
past? Is life but a temporary abode on a peak that is
touched by the fingers of light for a day, while all
around yawns an infinite shoreless gulf of inpenetrable
darkness, from one side of which we appeared and to
whose other side we hurry our steps to meet our
destiny ? Is each human brain a mere machine
attuned to different keys capable of being acted upon
by some universal Mind ? Does the interpretation of
the separate messages received depend on the constitution of the ancestral germ-plasm which goes to the
making-up of the individual? Does each machine
possess the power of ‘free-Will’ and separate intellectual action? Does this represent the ego, the ‘ourself’ which differentiates one person from another?
May dreams of terror-stricken cries be due to the
intercepting of messages meant for others ?
M. Blondelot of the University of Nancy has
recently announced that he has discovered a new kind
of radiation which he has termed ‘N-Rays,’ and for
this discovery he received 50,000 francs from the Paris
Academy of Sciences. M. Charpentier has corroborated
the discovery and declares that these rays are emitted
from the human brain. If these statements are found
to be true a scientific basis for ‘ thought transference
might be established objectively. The eflicacyof prayer,
the call of a soul in dire distress, a message from the
’
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human mind to the Divine, could then, analogically,

in some fashion be understood. N evertheless no one

who believes in a Divine Mind can ever associate that

mind with matter. Matter, although indestructible,

may be transformed and transmuted, but we can never

conceive the Supreme Mind, whatever the irrevocable

ruin that takes place in matter, as ever anything else

than supreme and everlasting. Therefore, if we also

possess mind, it is natural to assume that it also is

eternal and that our bodies are given us merely to

materialise our mind.

N ow as the cosmic scheme never works backward

any future life should be on a higher plane than this,

so that it is unnecessary to contemplate such a '

cap'

black

theology as that any soul can be condemned to

eternal damnation. Purgatory or some scheme of

education— yes, as there must be purification and sanc-

ndeed it is possible that
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tification for new conditions. I

at death a new sense may be developed which would

cause new thoughts, new aims, new powers to awaken.

Take a man who has been born blind, place him in

some scene of maj

estic beauty, let his eyesight be

suddenly given him, and I

take it he would feel as if

the golden sunshine of another world had entered into

his soul, the drear dark land of darkness would vanish

and the whole universe would break into bud and leaf

and light.

A

s the knowledge of error is possible only by

reference to an implicit standard of truth, so the sense

of the insufficiency of the finite is due to an implicit

consciousness of the infinite. The mind— the spirit—

says to itself:

There is a substance beneath these shadows, a something that

AND HEREAFTER
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human mind to the Divine, could then, analogically,
in some fashion be understood. Nevertheless no one
who believes in a Divine Mind can ever associate that
mind with matter. Matter, although indestructible,
may be transformed and transmuted, but We can never
conceive the Supreme Mind, whatever the irrevocable
ruin that takes place in matter, as ever anything else
than supreme and everlasting. Therefore, if we also
possess mind, it is natural to assume that it also is
eternal and that our bodies are given us merely to
materialise our mind.
Now as the cosmic scheme never works backward
any future life should be on a higher plane than this,
so that it is unnecessary to contemplate such a ‘black
cap’ theology as that any soul can be condemned to
eternal damnation. Purgatory or some scheme of
education—yes, as there must be purification and sanctification for new conditions. Indeed it is possible that
at death a new sense may be developed which would
cause new thoughts, new aims, new powers to awaken.
Take a man who has been born blind, place him in
some scene of majestic beauty, let his eyesight be
suddenly given him, and I take it he would feel as if
the golden sunshine of another world had entered into
his soul, the drear dark land of darkness would vanish
and the whole universe would break into bud and leaf
and light.
As the knowledge of error is possible only by
reference to an implicit standard of truth, so the sense
of the insufliciency of the finite is due to an implicit
consciousness of the infinite. The mind—the spirit—
says to itself:
There is a substance beneaththese shadows, a something$11313
is, and that underlies all these fleeting phantasrnal forms that only

is, and that underlies all these fleeting phantasmal forms that only
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seem to myself to be dimly conscious of a reality

which neither the heavens nor the earth, nor anything which the

whole complex

of nature, the whole sensible world in its most

overwhelming aspects of power and grandeur, can reveal to me.

W hen the eye has wearied itself with seeing and the ear with

hearing and the imagination with the effort to gather up into one,

all the scattered glories of the visible world, I

that after which I

feel, I

know, that

am seeking, is something ineffably greater

(Caird).

Thus has come about religion, which means the

communion between a worshipping subj

worshipped obj

ect and a

ect, a human being and a Divine B

eing.

This probably applies to all religions, however rude and

degrading or however spiritual and ennobling. R

e-

ligion and morals, however, occupy different compart-

ments in life, and the arguments with which some are

endeavouring to shatter dogmas and creeds, have no
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effect against those moral concepts which have been

proved to be not only beneficial but indispensable to

human progress. "

W hat is permanent in all religious

truths is not the form of those truths but the spirit;

and so far as I

of good works. I

can see the essential truth is the doing

t may be summed up in the words of

the prophet Micah:

W hat doth the L

ord req

uire of thee, but to do j

ustly, to love

mercy and to walk humbly with thy God?

rom B

uddhism, a religion which at this moment

is the sole source of spiritual inspiration to five hundred

millions of the human race, a population greater than

the whole population of E

that of A

urope and more than half

sia, we also learn:

This is the sum of religious instruction, that it should increase

the mercy and charity, the truth and purity, the kindness and

honesty of the world.

A

to be. I seem to myself to be dimly conscious of a reality
which neither the heavens nor the earth, nor anything which the
whole complex of nature, the whole sensible world in its most
overwhelming aspects of power
grandeur, can reveal to me.
When the eye has wearied itself with seeing and the ear with
hearing and the imagination with the effort to gather up into one,
all the scattered glories of the visible world, I feel, I know, that
that after which I am seeking, is something ineffably greater
seem

TH E

F

QUEST

treasure that is laid up in a deep pit profits nothing and

and_

(Caird).
Thus has

about religion, which means the
communion between a worshipping subject and a
worshipped object, a human being and a Divine Being.
This probably applies to all religions, however rude and
degrading or however spiritual and ennobling. Religion and morals, however, occupy different compartments in life, and the arguments with which some are
endeavouring to shatter dogmas and creeds, have no
effect against those moral concepts which have been
proved to be not only beneficial but indispensable to
human progress. What is permanent in all religious
truths is not the form of those truths but the spirit;
and so far as I can see the essential truth is the doing
of good works. It may be summed up in the Words of
the prophet Micah:
come

What doth the Lord require of thee, but to do
mercy and to walk humbly with thy God ?

justly, to 10W

From Buddhism, a religion which at this moment
is the sole source of spiritual inspiration to five hundred
millions of the human race, a population greater than
the whole population of Europe and more than half
that of Asia, we also learn:
This is the sum of religious instruction, that it should increase
the mercy and charity, the truth and purity, the kindness and
honesty of the world.
A treasure that is laid up in a deep pit profits nothing and
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easily be lost. The real treasure that is laid up through
charity and piety, temperance, self-control or deeds of merit, is
hid secure and cannot pass away. It is never gained by despoiling
A man when he
or wrongiug others and no thief can steal it.
dies must leave the fleeting wealth of the world, but the treasure
may
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may easily be lost. The real treasure that is laid up through

charity and piety, temperance, self-control or deeds of merit, is

hid secure and cannot pass away. I

t is never gained by despoiling

or wronging others and no thief can steal it. A

of virtuous acts he takes with him.

man when he

dies must leave the fleeting wealth of the world, but the treasure

This, I would believe, is the religion of humanity ;

of virtuous acts he takes with him.

This, I

would believe, is the religion of humanity;

it means not merely the giving of a few pounds to

different charities, but personal service.

I

t must not, however, be forgotten, that this

altruistic law does not necessitate the abandonment

of other laws which make for the happiness of the

individual and the continuance of national life. I

n the

struggle for life, be it social or individual, every

organism of every race has to maintain itself against

the competition of the rest of the organic world;

and

Mercier has shown that to enable man to consummate

uipped him with three instino-
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this end N ature has eq

it means not merely the giving of a few pounds to
different charities, but personal service.
It must not, however, be forgotten, that this
altruistic law does not necessitate the abandonment
of other laws which make for the happiness of the
individual and the continuance of nationallife. In the
struggle for life, be it social or individual, every
organism of every race has to maintain itself against
the competition of the rest of the organic world; and
Mercier has shown that to enable man to consummate
this end Nature has equipped him with three instinctive desires: the conservation of the individual, the
perpetuation of the race and the security of society.
While the three harmonise to some extent, there is a
certain amount of antagonism, and each can be obtained
only by the sacrifice of a portion of the others. Although
social conservation, which rests on social conduct,
is historically of later origin than racial or selfpreservative conduct, it now ranks in urgency before
either of the others, and when in opposition it should
always prevail, for if the community is destroyed th
individual members must either perish or be absorbed
in some other community. However shocking to the
moral sense this constant competition of man against
man, of nation against nation, may be, this state of
things does exist, and so long as man increases and
multiplies, so long as evolution continues, so long will

tive desires: the conservation of the individual, the

perpetuation of the race and the security of society.

W hile the three harmonise to some ex

tent, there is a

certain amount of antagonism, and each can be obtained

only by the sacrifice of a portion of the others. A

B

lthough

ocial conservation, which rests on social conduct,

is historically of later origin than racial or self-

preservative conduot, it now ranks in urgency before

either of the others, and when in opposition it should

always prevail, for if the community is destroyed th

individual members must either perish or be absorbed

in some other community. H owever shocking to the

moral sense this constant competition of man against

man, of nation against nation, may be, this state of

things does ex

ist, and so long as man increases and

multiplies, so long as evolution continues, so long will

7
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there be a struggle for ex

istence as sharp as any that

has ever gone on under the regime of war;

and thus

it follows that every step must be taken to create

citizens who shall be healthy, thrifty, sober, industrious,

loyal to the society to which they belong and capable

of withstanding the rude shocks of a tempestuous

world (W hetham).

I

f the Divine Providence created protoplasm as the

basis of all living things and at the same time endowed

it with the power of evolving upward, is it not reason-

able to assume that when created its constituents were

pure?

May we not also believe that in the case of man,

because of his intellectual power, the charge was laid

on him that this purity should be maintained and that

failure on his part to obey these commands would entail

destruction?

A

theory of this nature would ex

plain

the sweeping away of all those past empires which fell
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because they took no steps to prevent the increase

of the '

unfit.'

W hat possible chance would N ature

have of evolving had she but the protoplasm of the

degenerate weakling to work upon?

A

fundamental

law of the universe would have ceased to act, and to

prevent this happening N ature blots out those who

rebel against her decrees. The Jewish religion is

largely founded on the laws of national health, and

hence, through obedience to the laws laid down by their

prophets, the Jews, while they have seen the decline

and fall of mighty civilisations, have survived and are

to-day powerful in the councils of the world.

The postulates on which science rests are ten-

tative hypotheses, some probably untrue;

therefore,

in matters of religion, the wisest course is to accept

the teachings of poets and prophets rather than

that of scientists, for the latter have no inspiration

QUEST

that
as sharp as any
existence
for
struggle
a
be
there
the régime of war; and thus
under
on
ever
has
gone
must be taken to create
step
that
every
follows
it
sober, industrious,
citizens who shall be healthy,thrifty,
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of withstanding th

world

(Whetham).
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and the former have. Science aims at being unemo-

tional and impersonal, it is cold;

whereas imagina-

tion and inspiration glow and provide an unstinted

amount of food for aspiration to feed on. To tie

ourselves down to what we know, and to be blind

to what we do not know, is to commit a sort of

suicide. I

t is like grubbing for edible roots and

forgetting to notice the flowers on the earth, the stars

overhead. The practical and the ideal should be

complementary, and the one mood should not elbow

us from the emotional window of the other. Just as

and the former have. Science aims at being unemotional and impersonal, it is cold; whereas imagination and inspiration glow and provide an unstinted
amount of food for aspiration to feed on. To tie
ourselves down to what we know, and to be blind
to what we do not know, is to commit a sort of
suicide. It is like grubbing for edible roots and
forgetting to notice the flowers on the earth, the stars
overhead. The practical and the ideal should be
complementary, and the one mood should not elbow
us from the emotional window of the other. Just as
the great mathematicians represent the aristocracy of
the human intellect, so do the great religious geniuses
represent the aristocracy of human emotion. Nature
lies near the roots of science but she will always be
the bedrock of religion. She is so overpowering in
her manifestations that her grandeur is too great for
our humanity, and thus at the limit of his emotional
tension man feels compelled to worship at the feet of
some almighty power.
Religion endeavours to get
beyond science by intuitive and inspirational methods.
It fills the soul with the mysteries of faith and with
the honour of God; it implants a belief in the existence
of an unseen order of some kind in which the riddles of
the natural order may be found explained. Religion
developes in man because in the very essence of man’s
nature as a spiritual being,thereis that which renders it
impossible for him to rest content with the things that
are seen,which forces him to rise above the world of finite
and transitory experience and to seek after an infinite
reality which underlies and transcends them; and so in
religion we give expression to that latent consciousness
of an absolute power which is bound up with man's

tbe great mathematicians represent the aristocracy of

the human intellect, so do the great religious geniuses

represent the aristocracy of human emotion. N ature

lies near the roots of science but she will always be

the bedrock of religion. She is so overpowering in

her manifestations that her grandeur is too great for
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our humanity, and thus at the limit of his emotional

tension man feels compelled to worship at the feet of

some almighty power. R

eligion endeavours to get

beyond science by intuitive and inspirational methods.

I

t fills the soul with the mysteries of faith and with

the honour of God;

it implants a belief in the ex

istence

of an unseen order of some kind in which the riddles of

the natural order may be found ex

plained. R

eligion

developes in man because in the very essence of man'

s

nature as a spiritual being, there is that which renders it

impossible for him to rest content with the things that

are seen,which forces him to rise above the world of finite

and transitory ex

perience and to seek after an infinite

reality which underlies and transcends them;

religion we give ex

and so in

pression to that latent consciousness

of an absolute power which is bound up with man s

very nature.
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very nature.
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Modernism does not accept the theory
revelation ceased after the
Christian
that
theologians
writ-

ST

Modernism does not accept the theory of the old

theologians that Christian revelation ceased after the

A

the present and the future we must live on the heritage

ge lying behind us. I

t would seem

reasonable to hold that as mankind progresses, so must

the religion of Christ evolve not beoause of any change

in the nature of the Spirit— that being of the Godhead

which is eternal and unchangeable, but because of the

improvement of the material on which the Spirit acts,

so that as the ages roll on we gradually tend to realise

the higher ideal represented by Christ.

Tyndall has pointed out that, "

bounded and condi-

tioned by co-operant reason, imagination becomes the

mightiest instrument of the physical discoverer."

F

req

uently imaginative brooding suggests a solution

in some way we do not understand. I

t may be there

perimenting, but at any
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is a subconscious cerebral ex

rate by letting the mind play among facts, solutions

“

have been reached before proofs have been forthcoming,

and this can be seen in the lives of N ewton, Tyndall,

K

elvin, F

araday, and others. Science, we are told, has

come to know the ins and outs of the stuff (matter)

of which the world is made, and also the power (energy)

that is resident in the universe. B

are '

'

conceptual formula'

electron,'

ut has it?

such as '

There

ether,'

'

atom,'

but these are mere counters used in intellec-

tual discussions. I

truths of N ature ;

t knows nothing as to the ultimate

for j

sacred
and the composition of the
would be to believe that for
otherwise
think
To
ings.
must live on the heritage
the present and the future we
behind us. It would seem
of a Golden Age lying
so must
reasonable to hold that as mankind progresses,
not because of any change
the religion of Christ evolve
being of the Godhead
in the nature of the Spirit—that
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which is eternal and unchangeable,
acts,
on which the Spirit
material
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on we gradually
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as
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ages
so
Christ.
the higher ideal represented by
bounded and condithat,
out
has
pointed
Tyndall
becomes the
imagination
reason,
co-operant
tioned by
discoverer.”
mightiest instrument of the physical
a solution
Frequently imaginative brooding suggests
It may be there

Apostolic age

postolic age and the composition of the sacred writ-

ings. To think otherwise would be to believe that for

of a Golden A

QUEST

ust as there are mysteries in the

spiritual world so there are corresponding mysteries in

the natural world. The inorganic world is staked off

from the organic by barriers which have never yet been

crossed, and as science can but speculate about this

understand.
in some way we do not
but at any
is a subconscious cerebral
facts, solutions
rate by letting the mind play among
have been forthcoming,
have been reached before proofs
of Newton, Tyndall.
and this can be seen in the lives
has
we are told,

experimenting,

Kelvin, Faraday, and others. Science, stuff (matter)
ins and outs of the
come to know the
also the power (energy)
of which the world is made, and
But has it? There
that is resident in the universe.
atom,’
formulae such as ether,’
‘ conceptual
'

‘

‘

are

electron,’ but these are mere coun
as to
tual discussions. It knows nothing
truths of Nature; for just as there are mys

‘

spiritual world so there are corresponding
world is staked

off

the natural world. The inorganic
have never yet been
from the organic by barriers which
about this
crossed, and as science can but speculate
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borderland, so in like manner it can but speculate as to

the pathway which leads from the natural to the

spiritual world. I

n this debatable frontier, while science

is analysing and measuring, the human soul is specu-

lating and creating, stretching feelers into the dark

and building castles of splendid hopes and desires;

and

although possibly it will never attain the truth and be

for ever a beggar on the threshold of the Temple of the

Great Unknown, still one can say: "

hoist instantly the anchor!

shake out every sail!

waters only. R

way 0 Soul;

Sail forth, steer for the deep

eckless, 0 Soul, ex

and thou with me;

A

Cut the hawsers, haul out,

ploring, I

with thee

for we are bound where mariner

has not yet dared to go, and we will risk the ship,

ourselves and all."

W hat then happens to a man when he dies?

The

dragon-fly begins his conscious life in the waters;

the fit time he climbs into a new world;

at

and as a
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perfect insect he rests till his wings are fit for use, and

then launches himself into the air:

To-day I

n inner impulse rent the veil

O f his old husk. Prom head to tail,

Came out clear plates of sapphire mail.

H e dried his wings;

O '

A

like gauze they grew;

er crofts and pastures, wet with dew,

living flash of light he flew.

Does man pass through a somewhat similar

change?

B

orn in a shell do we grow until we reach

its limits, and to shatter the shell is death necessary?

I

pathway which

as

to

leads from the natural to the
spiritual world. In this debatable frontier, while science
is analysing and
measuring, the human soul is
lating and creating, stretching feelers into thespecudark
and buildingcastles of splendid
hopes and desires; and
although possibly it will never attain the truth and be
for ever a beggar on the threshold
of the Temple of the
Great Unknown, still one can
say: “Away 0 Soul;
hoist instantly the anchor! Cut the
hawsers, haul out,
shake out every sail! Sail
forth, steer for the deep
waters only. Reckless, 0
Soul,
exploring, I with thee
and thou with me; for we
are bound where mariner
has not yet dared to
go, and we will risk the ship,
ourselves and all.”

saw a dragon fly

Come from the wells where ho did lie,

A

the

801

s this the destiny of life?

Can it be that at every

point the growing soul presses against the prison of

flesh until at last it begins to crack?

What then happens to a man when
he dies? The
dragon-fly begins his conscious life in the
waters; at
the fit time he climbs into
a new world; and as a
perfect insect he rests till his
then launches himself into thewings are fit for use, and
air:
To-day I saw a dragon fly
Come from the wells where he did
lie,
An inner impulse rent the
veil
Of his old husk. From
head to tail,
Came out clear plates of
sapphire mail.
He dried his wings; like
gauze

they

grew ;
0'er crofts and pastures, wet
with dew,
A living flash of light he
flew.

Does

man pass through a
somewhat similar
change? Born in a shell
do we grow until we reach
its limits, and to shatter
the shell is death necessary?
Is this the
destiny of life? Can it be that at every

point the growing soul
presses against the prison of
flesh until at last it

begins to crack ?
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B

eams of strange light shoot here and there across the

darkness;

Q UE

liq

ST

uid notes break upon the silence. I

am ripe for

metamorphosis, and before me lies the solitude of the vast unknown,

above me shine the eternal stars whither I

way is over the mountain. H ave I

am bound. B

to earth, dust to dust, let the body drop back to the pit. B

soul has wings and on the summit mine spread hers. F

at last I

ut my

the courage to climb?

E

arth

ut the

or there

fronted the Sun and the N ew W orld. The other world

has vanished, I

know not how or whither. B

efore me stretches

an ocean unplumbed, and sheer from its waters rise afar, cliffs of

rosy snow, the sun streams down and in my ears more loud and

more clear sounds the marching music, to which I

me all creation. (L

A

move and with

owes Dickinson.)

t death the atomic body slips off and its work

having been done it disintegrates and forms new com-

binations by nourishing animal and vegetable life;

but

the spirit of the man, that which distinguishes the

living from the dead, being a simple entity and there-
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fore indestructible, retains its conscious personality

and passes into some higher world— perchance an

ether-body in an ether-world. There must have been

a certain amount of contamination, the result of its

life on earth, and the nature and depth of this con-

tamination should vary in different individuals;

but

ultimately each spirit should lose this staining and be

translated into a region of perfect bliss. O ur vocation,

we may believe, will be that for which our bent and

education have prepared us, and during this continued

ex

istence there will be a never-ending development

and unfolding of the good which is within us. Memory

will, doubtless, be our scourge and there will flash into

our spirit all the meanness of its past life, and we shall

see what the greatness of it might have been. The

remembrance of our evil deeds perchance will for a

time act the part of spiritual ulcers and these will

THE

QUEST

and there across the
Beams of strange light shoot here
the silence. I am ripe for
darkness; liquid notes break upon
the vast unknown,
metamorphosis, and before me lies the solitude of bound. But my
whither I am
above me shine the eternal stars
Earth
Have I the courage to climb?
way is over the mountain.
the
But
drop back to the pit.
to earth, dust to dust, let the body
mine spread hers. For there
soul has wings and on the summit
New W01-ld. The other world
at last I fronted the Sun and the
whither. Before me stretches
has vanished, I know not how or
cliffs of
and sheer from its waters rise afar,
an ocean unplumbed,
loud and
down and in my ears more
rosy snow, the sun streams
and with
marching music, to which I move
more clear sounds the
(Lewes Dickinson.)
me all creation.

ofi and its work
At death the atomic body slips
forms new comhaving been done it disintegrates and
life; but
binations by nourishing animal and vegetable
distinguishes the
the spirit of the man, that which
and therea simple entity
being
dead,
the
from
living
fore indestructible, retains its conscious
an
and passes into some higher world—perchance
must have been
ether-body in an ether-world. There the
result of its
contamination,
of
amount
a certain
of this conlife on earth, and the nature and depth
individuals; but
tamination should vary in different
and be
ultimately each spirit should lose this staining
Our vocation,
translated into a region of perfect bliss.
and
that for which our bent
we may believe, will be
this continued
education have prepared us, and during development‘:
existence there will be a never-ending
Memory
us.
and unfolding of the good which is within flash into
will
Will, doubtless, be our scourge and there and we shall
of its past life,
our spirit all the meanness
The
it might have been.
see what the greatness of
will for a
remembrance of our evil deeds perchance
these Will
time act the part of spiritual ulcers and
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nd so Death may be looked

ngel who will some day disentangle

the essence of our body from its prison-house, and at

his touch the last frail thread which holds the soul in

bondage will snap and we shall view the radiant glory

of a new dawn, flooding with golden tints the pageantry

of our new home:

303

blister our imaginations. And so Death
may be looked
upon as God’s Angel who will some day disentangle
the essence of our body from its prison-house, and
at
his touch the last frail thread which holds the soul in
bondage will snap and we shall view the radiant glory
of a new dawn, flooding with golden tints the
pageantry
of our new home:

Palace-roof of cloudless nights,

Paradise of golden lights,

Deep, immeasurable, vast,

W hich art now, and which wert then!

O f the present and the past,

O f the eternal where and when,

Presence-chamber, temple, home,

E

ver-canopying dome

O f acts and ages yet to come!

Glorious shapes have life in thee—

arth, and all earth'

s company,

L

iving globes which ever throng
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E

Thy deep chasms and wildernesses,

A

nd green worlds that glide along,

A

nd swift stars with flashing tresses,

A

nd icy moons most cold and bright,

A

nd mighty suns beyond the night,

A

toms of intensest light. (Shelley.)

C. T. E

wart, M.D.

Palace-roof of cloudless nights,
Paradise of golden lights,

Deep, immeasurable, vast,

Which art now, and which wert then !
Of the present and the past,
Of the eternal where and when,

Presence-chamber,temple, home,
Ever-canopying dome
Of acts and ages yet to

come

!

Glorious shapes have life in thee——

Earth, and all earth's company,
Living globes which ever throng
Thy deep chasms and wildernesses,
And green worlds that glide
along,
And swift stars with flashing
tresses,
And icy moons most cold and
bright,
And mighty suns beyond the
night,

Atoms of intensest light.

(Shelley.)

C. T.

EWART,

M.D.
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The shapes of j

oy and woe,

The airy clouds of long ago,

The dreams and fancies known of yore

That have been, and shall be no more.

A

miracle-play!

O ne'

s thoughts go back to the far-

off middle ages, when these crude manifestations of

THE

dramatic art were acted by the clergy for the edifica-

tion of the multitude;

to those strange times when

mysticism held in some slight check the barbarity of

people who combined refined cruelty with ardent faith

CHRISTMAS MIRACLE-PLAY OF
MONFERRATO.

in the religion of love and goodwill, and who would

turn immediately from the representation of one of its

LUCIA GARGINI.

sacred mysteries to witness the public torturing of

petty malefactors. N ow-a-days we can hardly conceive

the delight and awe which these rude and primitive

dramas ex

cited in the simple spectators;

THE shapes of joy and woe,
The airy clouds of long ago,
of
The dreams and fancies known yore
more.
That have been, and shall be no

for the
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fantastic medley of angels, demons, saints and sinners,

whose q

uaintly stilted language we read in the few

copies still ex

tant of these forgotten plays, strike us as

being too lifeless and wooden to provoke the slightest

interest in so plain a rendering of an oft-told tale. A

O ber-A

304

t

mmergau, we have one of the few survivals of

back to the fargo
thoughts
One’s
A MIRACLE-PLAY!
of
manifestations
crude
these
when
off middle ages,
for the edifice.dramatic art were acted by the clergy
times when
tion of the multitude; to those strange barbarity of
check the
mysticism held in some slightcruelty
with ardent faith
refined
combined
who
people
and who would
in the religion of love and goodwill,
of one of its
turn immediately from the representation torturing of
sacred mysteries to witness the public
conceive
we can hardly
Now-a-days
malefactors.
petty
rude and primitive
the delight and awe which these
for the
dramas excited in the simple spectators; sinners,
and
fantastic medley of angels, demons, saints in the few
d
Whose quaintly stilted language We rea strike us as
copies still extant of these forgotten plays,th
being too lifeless and Wooden to provoke
oft-told tale.
interest in so plain a rendering of an
survivals of
Ober-Ammergau,we have one of the few
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these representations, modified, however, by the sup-

pression of all supernatural apparitions;

ex

F

elsewhere,

cept for the Passion-plays in Spain and the South of

rance, we find scarcely any traces of these religious

CHRISTMAS MIRACLE-PLAY

805

these representations,
modified,
pression of all supernatural however, by the supelsewhere,
except for the Passion-plays in apparitions;
and the South of
Spain
France, we find scarcely any traces of these
religious

dramas.

dramas.

I

n an out-of-the-way I

In

talian region, hidden among

the vine-clad hills of Monferrato, however, a Christmas

an

out-of-the-way Italian region, hidden among
however, a Christmas

miracle-play is still sometimes acted, and always read,

with the regularity and solemnity of a religious rite, on

the vigil preceding Christmas Day, and each succeeding

evening, till over E

granges, with ox

piphany. I

n the dark old raftered

and ass close by, in surroundings that

closely recall the traditional stable of B

ethlehem, the

peasants gather round the oldest member of the family

who can read, and while women work and men smoke,

the vigil preceding

Christmas Day, and each
succeeding
evening, till over Epiphany. In
the dark old
in

a steady old voice reads out, with the accuracy of

long custom, the well-remembered drama of Christ'

birth, the shepherds'

prompt belief and the massacre of

nnocents. The deep shadows, the occasional lowing
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the I

s

raftered
surroundings that

of the cattle, the intense silence of the surrounding

snow-bound hills and the droning voice carry one far

away from our bustling modern days, while the reverent

attention of the listeners makes possible belief in the

ready faith of the shepherds of old.

The play is of great antiq

uity;

it was first handed

down by oral tradition from generation to generation,

till an unknown scribe gave it shape in manuscript,

and finally printing made it accessible to all. I

t is

peculiar to Monferrato, a hilly country on the northern

declivities of the A

ppenines that divide L

iguria from

Piedmont, and is founded on the local conceit that

the shepherds, awakened by the angelic choir singing:

"

Glory to God in the H ighest,"

were the shepherds

of Monferrato, who left their flocks and miraculously

the

shepherds, awa

“Glory

of

to God in the

Were the shepherds
Monferrato, who left Highest,”
their flocks and miraculously
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travelled to Palestine to render homage to the new-

born Messiah. I

t is written for the greater part in

the patois of Monferrato, which is scarcely understood

in Piedmont, and q

uite unintelligible to other I

talians.

The drama is in five acts, and the only bond between

them is the principal personage Gelindo, the shepherd,

who appears in all, and in whose shrewd common-

sense, rustic guile and simple unq

uestioning faith, the

leading characteristics of the Monferrato peasant are

well depicted.

A

ct I

F

irst of all, we shall rehearse

.

I

n our action and our verse,

The N ativity of O ur L

to the

the patois

to other Italians.
unintelligible
and
quite
Piedmont,
in
and the only bond between
The drama is in five acts,
Gelindo, the shepherd,
them is the principal personage
whose shrewd commonwho appears in all, and in
faith, the

rustic guile and

simple unquestioning

Monferrato
leading characteristics of the

ord

s written in the old record.

A

n angel recites the prologue in verses, which

new-

travelled to Palestine t o render homage
for the greater part in
written
is
It
Messiah.
born
understood
of Monferrato, which is scarcely

sense,

A

summarise the subj

QUEST

well

peasant

are

depicted.

ect and beg the audience to pay the

greatest attention to what follows. The scene opens in

ome, where the E

mperor A

ACT I.

ugustus Caesar, attended
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R

by two courtiers, discourses in grandiloq

uent language

on his determination to have a numbering of all the

population of the E

mpire, introducing the subj

with a long-winded sketch of R

R

ect

oman history from

omulus to his own day. The courtiers, in pompous

prose and ex

ecrable rhymes, offer the most fulsome

flatteries.

The scene is then rapidly changed to a wood,

and the audience assists at a dialogue between the

grumbling Gelindo, who is starting to enroll his name

for the census and pay the tribute, and his wife

A

linda. L

ow (at times very low) comedy effects are

First of all, we shall rehearse
In our action and our verse,
The Nativity of Our Lord
As written in the old record.

which

in verses,
An angel recites the p rologue
the
the audience to pay
be
and
g
the
subject
summarise
opens In
what follows. The sceneattended
to
attention
greatest
Caesar,
Rome, where the Emperor Augustus
language
in
by two courtiers, discourses a numbering of all the
to have
on his determination
introducing the subject
from
population of the Empire,
Roman history
of
sketch
with a long-winded
courtiers, in pompous
Romulus to his own day. The
offer the most fulsome
rhymes,
execrable
and
prose
flatteries.
to a Wood,
changed
rapidly
then
is
The scene
between the
a dialogue
at
assists
audience
and the
to enroll his name
grumbling Gelindo, who is starting
his wife
d pay the tribute, and
_

grandiloquent

Low

(at

times very

low) comedy effects

are
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okes, which are naturally

adapted to the tastes of the audience. The broad wit,

however, is rarely really offensive, and must have

seemed q

uite chaste to the early hearers, accustomed as

they were to the very unrestrained j

ocularity of the

vulgar of mediaeval times.

Gelindo and A

linda depart on their separate ways,

and the scene is shifted to the outskirts of B

ethlehem.

(The scenery was probably left to the imagination of

the public;

there is no thought of unity of time and

place, and Monferrato, B

each other in q

ethlehem and R

ome succeed

uick succession and rapid change.)

Joseph and Mary are discovered resting after their

unsuccessful search for shelter in the crowded town;

the aged Joseph leaves her to seek again for some

refuge, while Mary sleeps from sheer fatigue. A

n

angel appears and in very poor verses announces to

her that this very night will witness the birth of the
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Saviour. W bile Mary is divided between j
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807
reached in some of the jokes,
which are naturally
adapted to the tastes of the audience. The
broad wit,
however, is rarely really offensive, and must
have
seemed quite chaste to the
early hearers, accustomed as
they were to the very unrestrained
jocularity of the
vulgar of mediaeval times.
Gelindo and Alinda depart on their
separate Ways,
and the scene is shifted to
the outskirts of Bethlehem.
(The scenery was probably left to the
imagination of
the public; there is no
of unity of time and
thought
place, and Monferrato, Bethlehem and
Rome succeed
each other in quick
succession

Joseph

and

Mary

oy at the

are

and rapid change.)
discovered resting after their

great event, and sorrow for the comfortless surround-

ings awaiting the H oly Child, Gelindo arrives. H e is

struck by the celestial beauty of the ex

pectant mother,

and suggests to Joseph, who has now returned from

his fruitless q

uest, that they should repair to a deserted

hut at no great distance;

he deplores the difficulty

poor wayfarers have in finding a lodging in B

ethlehem

and regrets he cannot offer them hospitality himself,

owing to the great distance of his own homestead. H e

is so struck by the patience and resignation of the two

strangers under such trying circumstances that he

her that this
very

night will Witness the birth of the
Saviour. While Mary is divided
between joy at the

great event, and sorrow for the
comfortless surround-

salutes them with a set of verses which, though involved

and obscure, are remarkable for their simple fervour.

The first act closes with the scene of Mary and Joseph

in the hut, in ex

pectation of the Divine B

irth.
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ACT II.

.

The angels of the planets seven,

A

cross the shining fields of heaven

The angels of the planets seven,
Across the shining fields of heaven
The natal star we bring.
Dropping our sevenfold virtues down
As priceless jewels in the crown
Of Christ, our new-born King.

The natal star we bring.

Dropping our sevenfold virtues down

A

s priceless j

ewels in the crown

O f Christ, our new-born K

ing.

The second act is entirely taken up with the

N ativity and the adoration of the shepherds. A

n

angelic herald appears, announcing the birth of the

Messiah;

the infant Jesus is laid in the manger and

worshipped by Mary and Joseph with tender love and

wistful deprecation of the poverty-stricken surround-

ings;

angel choirs appear in the heavens and sing the

Christmas anthem of peace and goodwill.

Gelindo, after losing his way in the woods, so

absorbed is he in thinking of the saintly patience of
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Mary in such trying conditions, and contrasting it

with what would have been the temper of his own wife

had she been placed in similar circumstances, arrives at

his own door and is received with the amazing news of

a celestial visit paid to his own home. A

daughter A

linda, their

urelia, and Maffeo, the hired shepherd, a

simpleton whose rustic artlessness provides some of

the humour of the play, repeat the message of the

apparition: "

The Messiah is born to-night, and they

will know him who seek a tiny babe, lying in a manger

near B

ethlehem."

They are all eager to go, and

Gelindo feels sure he can guide them to the spot.

Preparations are made to leave the house and all the

shepherds crave leave to go with their chief. They

take with them gifts;

each carries some offering—

The second act is entirely taken up with the
‘Nativity and the adoration of the shepherds. An
angelic herald appears, announcing the birth of the
Messiah; the infant Jesus is laid in the manger and
worshipped by Mary and Joseph with tender love and
wistful deprecation of the poverty-stricken surroundings; angel choirs appear in the heavens and sing the
Christmas anthem of peace and goodwill.
Gelindo, after losing his way in the woods, so
absorbed is he in thinking of the saintly patience of
Mary in such trying conditions, and contrasting it
with what would have been the temper of his own Wife
had she been placed in similar circumstances, arrives at
his own door and is received with the amazing news of
a celestial visit paid to his own home. Alinda, their
daughter Aurelia, and Maffeo, the hired shepherd, 3
simpleton whose rustic artlessness provides some of
the humour of the play, repeat the message of the
apparition: “The Messiah is born to-night, and they
will know him who seek a tiny babe, lying in a mange!‘
near Bethlehem.”
They are all eager to go, and
Gelindo feels sure he can guide them to the spot.
Preparations are made to leave the house and all the
shepherds crave leave to go with their chief. They
take with them gifts; each carries some ofiering——
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Gelindo the best lamb of his flock, A

clothes, A

CL

E

-PL

A

Y

linda swaddling

urelia eggs. Maffeo is entrusted with a

capon and is ordered to see that none of his comrades

goes with empty hands.

The arrival at the hut, the timid apprehension of

the defenceless wanderers at sight of so numerous a

band in such a desolate spot, the bashful reverence of

the shepherds, their artless attempts to ex

press their

adoration in rude verses, their awkward presentation

of their rustic offerings, and above all, their absolute

and undoubting belief in the divinity of the I

found in such abj

nfant

ect destitution, is a beautiful picture

of pure religious feeling which one can only conceive

as possible "

A

linda, A

when the world was young."

Gelindo,

urelia and Maffeo alone dare kiss the B

pastoral serenade on their bagpipes, in remembrance of

which the '

Pastorella'
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linda with due reverence and A

she will treasure them for evermore. A

mid repeated

promises of a speedy return, the shepherds take their

leave, with the thanks and blessings of Mary and

I

I

.

Shepherds at the grange

W here the B

abe was born

Sang with many a change

Christmas carols until morn.

The third act is of a more ambitious nature. I

R

ome, we find the E

Mecaenas and Marcus A

s

‘

Joseph.

ct I

09

urelia begs from Mary

the poor rags in which he was first wrapped, vowing

A

8

is played all Christmas time in

the Catholic churches. The Child is clothed by

A

Gelindo the best lamb of his flock, Alinda swaddling
clothes, Aurelia eggs. Maffeo is entrusted with a
capon and is ordered to see that none of his comrades
goes with empty hands.
The arrival at the hut, the timid apprehension of
the defenceless Wanderers at sight of so numerous a
band in such a desolate spot, the bashful reverence of
the shepherds, their artless attempts to express their
adoration in rude verses, their awkward presentation
of their rustic offerings, and above all, their absolute
and undoubting belief in the divinity of the Infant
found in such abject destitution, is a beautiful picture
of pure religious feeling which one can only conceive
as possible “when the world was young.” Gelindo,
Alinda, Aurelia and Maffeo alone dare kiss the Babe's
tiny feet, the others give vent to their feelings with a.
pastoral serenade on their bagpipes, in remembrance of
which the Pastorella is played all Christmas time in
the Catholic churches. The Child is clothed by
Alinda. with due reverence and Aurelia begs from Mary
the poor rags in which he was first wrapped, vowing
she will treasure them for evermore. Amid repeated
promises of a speedy return, the shepherds take their
leave, with the thanks and blessings of Mary and

abe'

tiny feet, the others give vent to their feelings with a

809

n

mperor, with his favourites,

’

grippa, discussing the wonderful

Joseph.

ACT III.
Shepherds at the grange
Where the Babe was born
Sang with many a change
Christmas carols until morn.

The third act is of a more ambitious nature. In
Rome, We find the Emperor, with his favourites,
Mecaenasand Marcus Agrippa, discussing the wonderful
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ST

prodigies of the preceding night. The statues of the

gods lie shattered, V

esta'

s sacred fire is put out, and

the temple of Peace has fallen in ruins. E

rudite

discussions are held on the significance of these

power of the Sibyls to interpret the signs, which the

E

mperor considers as omens of evil, while his courtiers,

with ready ingenuity, construe them as foreshadowing

great and happy events for their master.

The scene is again abruptly brought back to

B

ethlehem, where the returning shepherds meet some

friends and neighbours seeking the new-born Messiah,

who has been announced to them also by an angel while

they were tending their flocks.

A

nother rapid change to R

find A

ome follows, and we

ugustus refusing the honours of the altars

decreed him by the Senate because of the response of
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the Sibyls that a sovereign has arisen to whom the

whole world must pay homage. The obseq

courtiers try to induce the E

uious

mperor to accept his

translation to the comprehensive Pagan O lympus, by

recounting new wonders of the marvellous night: a

fountain of pure oil has gushed forth in the City and is

now overflowing into the Tiber;

in mid-winter;

trees are bearing fruit

milk has fallen in showers, and a

resplendent cloud has changed night into clear day.

B

ut before one can j

udge of the effect of these

fabulous events on the E

mperor'

s mind, the scene

again returns to the hut, where the second party of

shepherds present their gifts and adore the H oly B

abe

with the same ingenuous faith as that of Gelindo and

his companions.

The act closes with A

Senate'

ugustus'

refusal of the

s offer on the grounds of a vision he has had of

QUEST

prodigies of the preceding night. The statues of the
gods lie shattered, Vesta’s sacred fire is put out, and
the temple of Peace has fallen in ruins. Erudite
discussions are held on the significance of these
portents, and it

portents, and it is decided to invoke the divinatory

THE

is decided to invoke the

divinatory

power of the Sibyls to interpret the signs, which the
Emperor considers as omens of evil, while his oourtiers,
with ready ingenuity, construe them as foreshadowing
great and happy events for their master.
The scene is again abruptly brought back to
Bethlehem, where the returning shepherds meet some
friends and neighbours seeking the new-born Messiah,
who has been announced to them also by an angel while
they were tending their flocks.
Another rapid change to Rome follows, and we
find Augustus refusing the honours of the altars
decreed him by the Senate because of the response of
the Sibyls that a sovereign has arisen to whom the
whole world must pay homage. The obsequious
oourtiers try to induce the Emperor to accept his
translation to the comprehensive Pagan Olympus. by
recounting new wonders of the marvellous night: a»
fountain of pure oil has gushed forth in the City and is
now overflowing into the Tiber; trees are bearing fruit
in mid-winter; milk has fallen in showers, and 8»
resplendent cloud has changed night into clear day.
But before one can judge of the effect of these
fabulous events on the Emperor's mind, the scene
again returns to the hut, where the second party of
shepherds present their gifts and adore the Holy Babe
with the same ingenuous faith as that of Gelindo and
his companions.
The act closes with Augustus’ refusal of the
Senate’s offer on the grounds of a vision he has had of
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Virgin nursing a Babe, of a Voice saying: “Hie est
Coelz,” and of his feeling impelled to adore the
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A

oice saying- "

Y

E
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Child, while the Voice added the fateful words: “Ille
major te est.”

tc est

oice added the fateful words - "

I

lle

or te est."

ct I

V

Three K

.

*

ACT IV.

ings travelled from far away,

Melchior and Caspar and B

*

R

abe, of a V

and of his feeling impelled to adore the

Child, while the V

maj

S MI

*

althazar.

Three Kings travelled from far

*

away,

Melchior and Caspar and Balthazar.

Their robes were of crimson silk, with rows

*

O f bells, and pomegranates and furbelows,

‘-ii

*

Their turbans like blossoming almond trees.

Their robes were of crimson
silk, with rows

The fourth act would be the despair of a modern

Of bells, and pomegranates and

stage-manager, as the scene perpetually shifts between

a wood near Jerusalem, the hut at B

palace of K

ing H erod, the I

mperial Court at R

furbelows,

Their turbans like blossoming
almond trees.

ethlehem, the

ome, and

a street near Jerusalem.

I

t introduces us to the three kings, the Magi,

presumably therefore Persians, though B

black complex

popular tradition, which makes him K

A

althazar is

ion,'
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described as of '

agreeably with

ing of Saba or

byssinia.

Great care is bestowed on the character of H erod,

whose appearance at last supplies the stage villain.

H is wickedness acts as a foil to the celestial holiness of

Mary and Joseph, the simple goodness of the shepherds

and the Pagan rectitude of A

ugustus. O ur play q

revels in the description of H erod'

s iniq

endeavours to paint the workings of his mind in

soliloq

uies of great length.

The three kings open the act. During a brief rest

which they give their dromedaries in a wood near

Jerusalem, they speak of their impatience to see the

new K

uite

uities, and

ing of Judea and of their faith in their guiding

palace of King Herod, the Imperial
Court at Rome, and
a street near
Jerusalem.
It introduces us to the
three kings, the

Magi,

described

as

of ‘black

complexion,’

popular tradition, which makes him agreeably with
King of Saba or
Abyssinia.
Great care is bestowed on the
character of Herod,
whose appearance at last

His wickedness acts as foilsupplies the stage villain.
a
to the celestial holiness of

Mary and Joseph, the simple goodness of the
shepherds
and the Pagan rectitude
of Augustus. Our play
quite
revels in the description of
Herod’s iniquities, and
endeavours to paint the
soliloquies of great length. workings of his mind in

The three kings
open the act.
which they give their

During a brief rest

dromedaries in

a wood near
of their impatience to see the
new King of J udea and
of their faith in their guiding

Jerusalem, they speak
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came in view of the city. Their dismay at this is

increased by the absence of any signs of public rej

oic-

ings. Gelindo, moreover, who appears at this moment,

assures them that the reigning sovereign is q

uite an old

man, and says he has not heard of any royal infant.

ut as he is a stranger to these parts, he bids them

inq

uire of a native. Gelindo here supplies the comic

element by his rustic wonder at the strangely dressed

foreigners;

he imagines them at first to be part of a

carnival masq

uerade, which he cannot understand as

it is mid-winter. This anachronism is followed by

Gelindo'

s comparing B

to a sweep'

althazar'

s swarthy complex

ion

s, and so on.

W hile the Magi continue their j

ourney to Jeru-

salem, Gelindo returns, bitterly bewailing his stupidity

for not remembering that the H oly B

K

ings, must be the obj

abe, the K

ing of

ect of their search. H is lively
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regrets at the loss of the probable reward, however,

show a curious cupidity hardly consistent with his

lavish generosity towards the destitute occupants of

the B

ethlehem hut.

Gelindo departs, lamenting the disappearance of

the strangers, and the scene changes to the royal

palace, where H erod is discovered in troubled soliloq

uy,

relating the domestic discord which the murder of his

wife Mariamne has brought on him. H e regrets

nothing, however, apparently considering her suppres-

sion q

uite j

QUEST

star, which, however, had disappeared

ST

star, which, however, had disappeared as soon as they

B

THE

ustified as she had disapproved of his policy

in matters of state. H is anx

iety is due to her two

sons, whom he has banished;

they are now in R

laying their grievances before the E

ome,

mperor. H is

distress is further increased by the news of the arrival

of stranger potentates, seeking the new-born K

ing of

as soon as

they

came in view of the city. Their dismay at this is
increased by the absence of any signs of public rejoicings. Gelindo, moreover, who appears at this moment,
assures them thatthe reigning sovereign is quite an old
man, and says he has not heard of any royal infant.
But as he is a stranger to these parts, he bids them
inquire of a native. Gelindo here supplies the comic
element by his rustic wonder at the strangely dressed
foreigners; he imagines them at first to be part of a
carnival masquerade, which he cannot understand as
it is mid-winter. This anachronism is followed by
Gelindo’s comparing Balthazar’s swarthy complexion
to a sweep’s, and so on.
While the Magi continue their journey to Jerusalem, Gelindo returns, bitterly bewailinghis stupidity
for not remembering that the Holy Babe, the King of
Kings, must be the object of their "search. His lively
regrets at the loss of the probable reward, however,
show a curious cupidity hardly consistent with his
lavish generosity towards the destitute occupants of
the Bethlehem hut.
Gelindo departs, lamenting the disappearance of
the strangers, and the scene changes’ to the royal
palace, where Herod is discovered in troubled soliloquy,
relating the domestic discord which the murder of his
wife Mariamne has brought on him. He regrets
nothing, however, apparently considering her suppression quite justified as she had disapproved of his policy
in matters of state. His anxiety is due to her two
sons, whom he has banished; they are now in Rome,
laying their grievances before the Emperor. His
distress is further increased by the news of the arrival
of stranger potentates, seeking the new-born King of
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Judea. H erod hastily summons a council of R

and E

A

313

abbis

lders to ascertain where the Messiah is ex

to be born;

Y

pected

meantime he passes in review the many

lives he has destroyed to consolidate himself on his

usurped throne, only to find that a new and most

formidable rival has arisen to dispute it. H e has the

Magi invited to the palace to ex

tract from them a

promise to tell him, on their return, the whereabouts

of the threatened competitor. The scene between the

eastern kings and the wily tyrant is cleverly managed,

with dignified openness on the one side, and diplomatic

duplicity on the other.

A

t this point, the interest is suddenly shifted to

R

ome, where A

ugustus is found listening to the bitter

complaints of H erod'

s sons against their father. The

chief accusation is the threatened loss of their share in

their father'

s kingdom;

a minor reproach, j

the murder of their mother is

ust touched upon with true oriental

E

s life. The
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indifference to the value of a woman'

mperor also seems to regard this regrettable, but not

too unusual incident, as of minor importance, but

promises to summon H erod to R

The scene nex

t changes to B

condition of the K

competitor.

At this point, the interest is
Rome, where Augustus is found

complaints

of Herod's

ome to defend himself.

ethlehem. The

press their wonder at the destitute

ing they have travelled so far to

ut when Caspar reminds his companions

s shedding its radiance over the lowly hut,

their doubts are set at rest, and they ex

between the

duplicity on the other.

sraelites as Moses, Saul and David were born and of

the star'

scene

kings and the wily tyrant is cleverly managed,
with dignified openness on the
one side, and diplomatic
eastern

of the humble surroundings in which such great

I

his

to find that a new and most
formidable rival has arisen to dispute it. He has
the
Magi invited to the palace to extract from them a
promise to tell him, on their return, the whereabouts
of the threatened
The

a portent as the guiding star long prophesied and

pected. B

on

usurped throne, only

honour, and whose advent has been heralded by so rare

ex

813

Judea. Herod hastily summons a council of Rabbis
and Elders to ascertain where the Messiah is
expected
to be born; meantime he
passes in review the many
lives he has destroyed to consolidate himself

approach of the Magi is foretold to Mary by an angel.

They arrive and ex

CHRISTMAS MIRACLE-PLAY

press, in the

most involved metaphors the author can command,

C0 gzlc

sons

suddenly

shifted to
listening to the bitter
against their father. The

THE
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their joy at

having seen the new-born King. Their
faith, although less prompt than that of the shepherds,
is not less absolute, and they return to their realms,
avoiding Herod, owing to an angelic vision of warning.
Herod’s impatience at their delay, his dismay at
the urgent summons he receives from the Emperor to
repair to Rome, and his hesitation at leaving his
kingdom at this critical moment, are depicted in the

ST

oy at having seen the new-born K

ing. Their

faith, although less prompt than that of the shepherds,

is not less absolute, and they return to their realms,

avoiding H erod, owing to an angelic vision of warning.

H erod'

s impatience at their delay, his dismay at

the urgent summons he receives from the E

repair to R

mperor to

ome, and his hesitation at leaving his

kingdom at this oritical moment, are depicted in the

nex

t scene. H e at last decides to obey his liege lord,

fearing more the certain danger of incurring A

ugustus'

displeasure, than the threatened usurper whose tender

here as usual set at naught by the author, less than

ten days passing between the audience accorded in

ome to H erod'

s sons, and the arrival of the E

mperor'

messenger in Jerusalem.

I

n the last scene Mary and Joseph decide to sell

part of the gifts received from the three kings, to

penses of the j

ourney back to N azareth,
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defray the ex

and the act ends with the ex

pressions of grief and

disappointment of Gelindo and his daughter at finding

the hut they have come to revisit as on a sacred

pilgrimage, deserted and forsaken.

A

ct V

I

n the street the armed band

.

The little children slay;

The B

abe j

ust born in B

ethlehem

W ill surely slaughtered be with them

N or live another day.

The last act is the most tragic and involved of the

drama. A

who has j

n angel appears to the sleeping Joseph—

ust been ex

He at last decides to obey his liege lord.
fearing more the certain danger of incurring Augustus’
displeasure, than the threatened usurper Whose tender
age assures him of a respite. Time and distance are
here as usual set at naught by the author, less
ten days passing between the audience accorded
Rome to Herod's sons, and the arrival of the Emperor 8
messenger in Jerusalem.
In the last scene Mary and Joseph decide to sell
part of the gifts received from the three kings. 5°
defray the expenses of the journey back to Nazareth,
and the act ends with the expressions of grief
disappointment of Gelindo and his daughter at finding
the hut they have come to revisit as on a sacred
pilgrimage, deserted and forsaken.
next

age assures him of a respite. Time and distance are

R

QUEST

pressing his delight at finding

s

scene.

than
in

‘find

ACT V.
In the street the armed band
The little children slay ;
The Babe just born in Bethlehem
Will surely slaughtered be with them
Nor live another day.

The last act is the most tragic and involved of the
drama. An angel appears to the sleeping Joseph-*
Who has just been expressing his delight at finding

C0 5116
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home—and warns him to fly
to Egypt, to save the Holy Child from Herod's
murderous intentions. Mary and Joseph with their
sacred charge leave for the land of exile with tremulous

himself back in his
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himself back in his own home— and warns him to fly

to E

gypt, to save the H oly Child from H erod'

s

murderous intentions. Mary and Joseph with their

sacred charge leave for the land of ex

ile with tremulous

haste.

H erod gives a long and detailed account of his

j

ourney to R

ome, and conseq

uent two years'

absence

from Judea. H e now orders his captain of the guard,

Ptolemy, to destroy all the children under two years of

age to be found in and around B

tragedy is now verily '

H erod'

ethlehem. The

steeped in gore.'

A

ntipater,

s eldest son, conspires against his half-brothers;

he succeeds in bringing them under the easily aroused

suspicion of the tyrant, who promptly causes them to

be strangled. A

ntipater then tries to poison his father,

but is discovered and condemned to death by the

incensed H erod;

vultures.'

devoured by dogs or torn by

s graphic account of the massacre

cites in H erod a complacency that
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of the innocents ex

is q

he is '

Ptolemy'

uite ogreish in its fiendish appreciation. Gelindo

puts in a fugitive appearance to describe the slaughter

in his homely way, and the pitiful details of the

soldiers'

cruelty sound even more harrowing in the

crude dialect of Monferrato. A

t this point H erod'

s

wife rushes in, bitterly railing at the king for the

murder of their son. The scene closes on H erod'

at a new summons from R

ome to answer A

s rage

ugustus'

indignation at the news of the massacre of the children.

A

pprehending his probable fate, he determines to

ensure the nation'

s mourning at his death by a devilish

device. H e leaves behind him orders that in case of

his demise all the chief nobles of Judea are to be

ex

ecuted, so that every family throughout the land

may be plunged in tears and woe,
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own

haste.
Herod gives a long and detailed account of his
journey to Rome, and consequent two years’ absence
from J udea. He now orders his captain of the guard,
Ptolemy, to destroy all the children under two years of
age to be found in and around Bethlehem. The
tragedy is now verily ‘steeped in gore.’ Antipater,
Herod’s eldest son, conspires against his half-brothers;
he succeeds in bringing them under the easily aroused
suspicion of the tyrant, who promptly causes them to
be strangled. Antipater then tries to poison his father,
but is discovered and condemned to death by the
incensed Herod; he is ‘devoured by dogs or torn by
vultures.’ Ptolemy’s graphic account of the massacre
of the innocents excites in Herod a complacency that
is quite ogreish in its fiendish appreciation. Gelindo
puts in a fugitive appearance to describe the slaughter
in his homely way, and the pitiful details of the
soldiers’ cruelty sound even more harrowing in the
crude dialect of Monferrato. At this point Herod’s
wife rushes in, bitterly railing at the king for the
murder of their son. The scene closes on Herod’s rage
at a new summons from Rome to answer Augustus’
indignation at the news of the massacre of the children.
Apprehending his probable fate, he determines to
ensure the nation’s mourning at his death by a devilish
device. He leaves behind him orders that in case of
his demise all the chief nobles of Judea are to be
executed, so that every family throughout the land
may be plunged in tears and woe.
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ter of the last act is in such marked contrast with the

ST

Though the abrupt ending and bloodthirsty charac-

ter of the last act is in such marked contrast with the

arcadian peace of the earlier scenes that the suspicion

is aroused of its being an addition of a later date, the

earlier acts bear the seal of such deep earnestness and

primitive fervour, that when the play is recited by the

simple strolling players now so rarely met with even in

these out-of-the-way villages, their native simplicity and

utter ignorance of all dramatic art make the acting

more appropriate and adapted to the unadorned record

of miraculous lore. A

lthough few can see this

mystery-play represented now-a-days, in every village

of Monferrato during the Christmas-week vigils (veglie)

the play is read, and the adventures of Gelindo, the

blood-stained record of H erod, and the saintly virtues

of Mary and Joseph are the theme of young and old, a

rare spectacle in these days, when so many
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Peck out and discuss and dissect and evert and ex

mind,

trude to our

The flaocid tissues of long dead issues offensive to God and

mankind.

O rsara B

L

QUEST

ormida.

ucia Gaegini.

arcadian peace of the earlier scenes that the suspicion
is aroused of its being an addition of a later date, the
earlier acts bear the seal of such deep earnestness and
primitive fervour, that when the play is recited by the
simple strolling players now so rarely met with even in
these out-of-the-Wayvillages, their native simplicity and
utter ignorance of all dramatic art make the acting
more appropriate and adapted to the unadorned record
of miraculous lore. Although few can see this
mystery-play represented now-a-days, in every village
of Monferrato during the Christmas-Week vigils (veglie)
the play is read, and the adventures of Gelindo, the
blood-stained record of Herod, and the saintly virtues
of Mary and Joseph are the theme of young and old, 8»
rare spectacle in these days, when so many
Peck out and discuss and dissect and evert and extrude to

our

mind,

The flaccid tissues of long dead issues offensive to God and
mankind.

Orsara Bormida.
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I

t is one of the tragedies of civilisation that we should

be able to put into a single sentence all accessible

information about many great men;

case with N umenius of A

and such is the

pamea in Syria, who, in the

second century of our era, philosophised along Platonic

WHO WAS NUMENIUS?

and Pythagorean lines, midway between Philo and

Plotinus.

B

ut even this misfortune would not, in itself, have

KENNETH S. GUTHRIE,

PH.D., M.D.

been fatal to the propagation of his works, shared, as

it is, by some other really great and widely known

names;

one fine day the restlessness of some ardent

student would have rescued his fragments from un-

merited oblivion, and have done j

sophical significance;

ustice to his philo-

and the world would gratefully

have received the discovery. The trouble has been

that N umenius has long lain under the impenetrable

veil of confessional prej

udice, for several reasons.
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N umenius lived some two millenniums too early;

or rather, he lived at a critical time when the clock of

international philosophical progress was put back for

eighteen hundred years. H is practical efforts at com-

parative religion were in direct opposition to the

direction of contemporary changes, when confessional

apologists captured comparative religion, and turned

its guns against its authors. The political establish-

ment of these confessional interests then made tolera-
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17

IT is one of the tragedies of civilisation that we should
be able to put into a single sentence all accessible
information about many great men; and such is the
case with Numenius of Apamea in Syria, who, in the
second century of our era, philosophisedalong Platonic
and Pythagorean lines, midway between Philo and

Plotinus.
But even this misfortune would not, in itself, have
been fatal to the propagation of his works, shared, as
it is, by some other really great and widely known
names; one fine day the restlessness of some ardent
student would have rescued his fragments from unmerited oblivion, and have done justice to his philosophical significance; and the world would gratefully
have received the discovery. The trouble has been
that Numenius has long lain under the impenetrable
veil of confessional prejudice, for several reasons.
Numenius lived some two millenniums too early;
or rather, he lived at a critical time when the clock of
international philosophicalprogress was put back for
eighteen hundred years. His practical efforts at comparative religion were in direct opposition to the
direction of contemporary changes, when confessional
apologists captured comparative religion, and turned
its guns against its authors. The political establishment of these confessional interests then made tolera317
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tion seem anarchy. Their ex

clusiveness raised not

even a murmur, a protest, a challenge, and for many

centuries postponed our modern attempts in this

direction. I

n the meanwhile N umenius'

therein has been forgotten. A

s share

gain, it is well known

that most men love least those to whom they owe the

most;

and so we are not surprised that those same

confessional interests, having not disdained to absorb

from the school of thought to which N umenius be-

longed, no inconsiderable part of the philosophy that

j

ustified their belief, found it to the advantage of their

claim to ex

clusive originality to ignore their no longer

championed antagonists.

Such then were some of the reasons why N umenius

has been allowed to slumber in the musty archives of

the past. B

ut if we take the trouble to listen to his

own voice we shall be charmed by the great personality

of this thinker, teacher, prophet and helper.

. N umenius'

I

f we pause a moment to contemplate this great

s Personality.
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A

personality that impresses itself upon us as we peruse

his fragmentary thoughts, we find ourselves compelled

by his individuality, inspired by his poetry, lured by

his humour, and thrilled by his knowledge of the

world.

1. N umenius'

sI

ndividuality.

Judge how great his individuality must have been

to ex

tort q

uotation of his very words, not only

QUEST

Their exclusiveness raised not
and for many
even a murmur, a protest, a challenge,
in this
centuries postponed our modern attempts
share
direction. In the meanwhile Numenius's
known
therein has been forgotten. Again, it is well
owe the
that most men love least those to whom they
those same
most; and so we are not surprised that
absorb
confessional interests, having not disdained to
Numenius befrom the school of thought to which
that
longed, no inconsiderable part of the philosophy
of their
justified their belief, found it to the advantage
claim to exclusive originality to ignore their no longer
tion

seem

anarchy.

championed antagonists.

Such then were some of the reasons why Numenius
of
has been allowed to slumber in the musty archives
to hi3
the past. But if we take the trouble to listen
the great personality
own voice we shall be charmed by
of this thinker, teacher, prophet and helper.

from friends like Porphyrius, Jamblichus, Proclus,

N emesius, Chalcidius, O lympiodor us, ./E

neas Gazaeus,

A. NUMEN1Us’s PERSONALITY.

and Johannes Philoponus, but also from such foes as

this great
pause a moment to contemplate
peruse
personality that impresses itself upon us as We
his fragmentary thoughts, We find ourselves compelled
lured by
by his individuality, inspired by his poetry, of the
his humour, and thrilled by his knowledge
world.
If

we

1.

Numenius’s I mlivicluality.

Judge how great his individuality must have been
to extort quotation of his very words, not only
from friends like Porphyrius, Jamblichus, Proclus,
Nemesius, Chalcidius, Olympiodorus, 1Eneas Gazaaus,
and Johannes Philoponus, but also from such foes as
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Clement of A

N icomedia;

lex

andria, O rigen and E

usebius of

and the seal of greatness is given him by

recognition in. the philosophical history of Diogenes

L

aertes, the reveries of Macrobius, and the classic

anthology of StobsB

US. H is, therefore, was no narrow,

sectarian touch with life;

like other great men his

soul was a mirror in which were reflected all aspects

of truth.

2. N umenius as Poet.

319

Clement of Alexandria, Origen and Eusebius of
Nicomedia; and the seal of greatness is given him by
recognition in. the philosophical history of Diogenes
Laértes, the reveries of Macrobius, and the classic
anthology of Stobaeus. His, therefore, was no narrow,
sectarian touch with life; like other great men his
soul was a mirror in which were reflected all aspects
of truth.

Poetry is not constituted by versification, as is

2.

witnessed by the libraries of forgotten rhymesters, while

Nzmwnius as Poet.

some of the greatest poems of the world are in prose.

I

f, however, claim to poetic temperament is held to

depend on acq

uaintance with the great recognised

wells of classic literature, N umenius, q

uoting often

from H omer, is not debarred, although mere q

have not rescued any poet from oblivion. B

uality as that which is
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not briefly summarise poetic q

memorable?

F

uotations

ut may we

or instance, when we think of Plato,

we think of two immortal parables— that of horse and

driver, which illustrates the proper relation between

soul and body;

and that of the cave, which ex

plains

his doctrine of ideas. W hen we think of Plotinus we

think of his famous parable of the man standing with

his feet immersed in water, which so wonderfully

represents the submersion of the soul in the physical

world. So, when we think of N umenius, our imagina-

tion will hark back to his picture of the L

ogos as pilot

of the world— safely steering the cosmic ship com-

mitted to his care by turning his gaze upwards to

track his way through the interstellar space of the

universe (32). Still more original, perhaps, is his

picture of the flight of the soul to ecstatic union under

Poetry is not constituted by versification, as is
witnessed by the librariesof forgotten rhymesters, while
some of the greatest poems of the world are in prose.
If, however, claim to poetic temperament is held to
depend on acquaintance with the great recognised
wells of classic literature, Numenius, quoting often
from Homer, is not debarred, although mere quotations
have not rescued any poet from oblivion. But may we
not briefly summarise poetic quality as that which is

memorable? For instance, when we think of Plato,
we think of two immortal parables—that of horse and
driver, which illustrates the proper relation between
soul and body; and that of the cave, which explains
his doctrine of ideas. When we think of Plotinus we
think of his famous parable of the man standing with
his feet immersed in water, which so wonderfully
represents the submersion of the soul in the physical
world. So, when we thinkof Numenius, our imagination will hark back to his picture of the Logos as pilot
of the world—safely steering the cosmic ship committed to his care by turning his gaze upwards to
track his way through the interstellar space of the
universe (32). Still more original, perhaps, is his
picture of the flight of the soul to ecstatic union under
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the form of a boat tempest-tossed on the waves of the

senses, until it reaches its haven which suddenly

breaks on the sight of the faithful pilot (10).

3. N umenius as H umorist.

QUEST

of the
the form of a boat tempest-tossed on the waves
haven which suddenly
senses, until it reaches its
breaks on the sight of the faithful pilot (10).

N ot versatility alone, not poetry alone will en-

dear a person to the public;

N umenius was no star-gazing Palinurus or Thales, to

stumble overboard, or fall into a well. N one better

than he realised the humorous aspect of the philosophy

he professed. H e was not afraid of inj

uring any truth

it might contain by discrediting the foibles of its

professors, or even disclosing its weak points. N ot

malice certainly can we read into his risible epic of

L

akydes, but the keen understanding of human nature

that would remove from the sparkling diamond the

ex

ternal scratches and opaq

ue flaws;

rather all that is legitimate in the proverb, '

we see in it,

laugh, and
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the world laughs with you.'

4. N umenius as Man of the W orld.

W hy is humour the touch that makes the whole

world kin, if uot that it is based on a knowledge of

human character and social conditions, if not, in short,

the genuine element in knowledge of the world?

Truth

has certainly been only heightened by N umenius'

s

separation of it from the personal motives, the

oratorical ambitions, and the sophistical escapades of

an A

rcesilaus, a Z

eno, or a Carneades;

and we read his

dissection of these worthies with breathless interest,

for, unfortunately, their tribe has not yet died out

entirely, nor bids it fair to do so in the near future.

Numenius as Humorist.
will enNot versatility alone, not poetry alone
also that
dear a person to the public; he needs
touch which makes the whole World kin——humour.
to
Numenius was no star-gazing Palinurus or Thales,
better
stumble overboard, or fall into a well. None
than he realised the humorous aspect of the philosophy
truth
he professed. He was not afraid of injuring any its
of
it might contain by discrediting the foibles
points. Not
professors, or even disclosing its weakrisible
epic of
malice certainly can we read into his
nature
Lakydes, but the keen understanding of human
the
that would remove from the sparkling diamond
in it,
external scratches and opaque flaws; We see and
3.

he needs also that

touch which makes the whole world kin— humour.

rather all that is legitimate in the proverb, ‘laugh,
the world laughs with you.’

Nmnenius as Man of the World.
whole
Why is humour the touch that makes the Of
world kin, if not that it is based on a knowledge
short,
human character and social conditions, if not, in
Truth
the genuine element in knowledge of the World?
has certainly been only heightened by Numenius’S
the
separation of it from the personal motives, Of
oratorical ambitions, and the sophistioal escapades
and We read his
an Arcesilaus, a Zeno, or a Carneades;
dissection of these worthies with breathless interest,
for, unfortunately, their tribe has not yet died out
entirely, nor bids it fair to do so in the near future.
4.
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Much of this work of Numenius
has, therefore, permanent value as a human
document; it also rescues
him from dry-as-dust
and ensures him a
mustiness,
welcome to our modern
familyof real
heroes, who can so clearly see their ownflesh-and-blood
failings that
they may the more be trusted as
teachers,

21

Much of this work of N umenius has, therefore, per-

manent value as a human document;

it also rescues

him from dry-as-dust mustiness, and ensures him a

welcome to our modern family of real flesh-and-hlood

heroes, who can so clearly see their own failings that

they may the more be trusted as teachers, counsellors,

and guides. N umenius was no anchorite, whose

ex

produce only incompetence for human affairs. The

amusing feuds our philosopher loves to narrate, show

an ex

traordinary insight into the motives that, even

to-day, animate thinkers, ministers, politicians, orators

and leaders,— and possess the advantage of being '

of harm'

s way.'

I

out

t is impossible to read these palpi-

insight into the
to-day, animate thinkers, ministers, motives that, even
politicians, orators

tating sketches without benefit, so rarely do men even

to-day look beneath the surface, and realise that words

and professions must inevitably be claims, pleas,
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pretences, advertisements and concealments rather

than confessions, or self-betrayal. "

who would profit by N umenius'

counsellors,
guides. Numenius was no
anchorite, Whose
experiences of deserts would make his
advice Worthless for any but
prospective
and would
produce only incompetence foranchorites,
human
amusing feuds our philosopher loves to affairs. The
narrate, show
an
extraordinary
and

periences of deserts would make his advice worth-

less for any but prospective anchorites, and would

W ise would be he

s dissection of problems

similar to our own, and his preference for deeds, rather

than words.

A

,

s individual, as poet, as humorist, and as man

of the world, therefore, N umenius'

so

rarely do men even

s personality will

deservedly be welcomed to the international world of

letters and comparative religion.

B

. N umenius as a Thinkek.

B

ut N umenius'

s personality does not suffice for us

here. W e wish to know his importance as a thinker.

To ascertain this in the most impartial and authorita-

tive way, we may turn to Ueberweg, whose H istory of

Philosophy (i. 245) tells us that:

humorist, and as man
World, therefore, Numenius’s
personality will
deservedly be Welcomed to the international
world of
letters and
,

of the

as

poet,

as

comparative religion.

tive Way, We

may turn to

Ueberweg, whose History of
Philosop/by (i. 245) tells us that
:
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andria, the Jew, had introduced the distinction

between God and his world-building forces, which latter together

constituted the divine L

ogos;

Plutarch of Cheronea had treated of

God as unknowable in his essence, and cognisable only in his

world-constructing activity;

N umenius of A

pamea had hypostatised

God himself and the Demiurge into two different beings, with

whom the world was to be classed as a third;

and Plotinus went

further in the same direction. W ith Plato he styled the supreme

essence '

the O ne,'

the Good per te, but denied to it— which it

still retained in the doctrines of Philo and Plutarch— the epithet

of B

eing, for he taught that it transcended B

eing;

ho also denied

QUEST

the distinction
Philo of Alexandria, the Jew. had introduced
which latter together
between God and his world-building forces,
had treated of
constituted the divine Logos ; Plutarch of Cheronea only in his
God as unknowable in his essence, and cognisable hypostatised
had
world-constructing activity; Numenius of Apamea beings, with
two different
God himself and the Demiurge into
third ; and Plotinus went
whom the world was to be classed as a
he styled the supreme
further in the same direction. With Plato
it
but denied to it——which
essence the One,‘ the Good per se,
and Plutarch-—the epithet
still retained in the doctrines of Philo
Being; he also denied
of Being, for he taught that it transcended
'

to it the faculty of thought— in opposition to N umenius— affirming

that it was also ex

alted above the rational nature.

The most noteworthy deviation of N umenius from Plato (but

which was not recognised by him as such) consists in this, that

he— following, perhaps, the precedent of the Christian Gnostics,

especially the V

alentinians, and indirectly influenced by the

distinction made by the Jewish-A

lex

andrian philosophers between
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God himself and his power working in the world (the L

ogos),—

distinguished the world-builder as a second God, from the highest

deity. The first God is good in and through himself;

he is pure

thought-activity, and the principle of being. The second God is

good by participation in the essence of the first;

the super-sensuous archetype, and thereby acq

he looks towards

uires knowledge;

he works upon matter, and thus forms the world, he being the

principle of genesis or becoming.

The world, the production of the Demiourgos, or W orld-

builder, is the third God. N umenius terms the three Gods,

respectively, F

ather, Son, and Grandson. N umenius ascribes this

doctrine not only to Plato, but also even to Socrates. H arpocrates

also followed N umenius in the doctrine of the three highest Gods.

H e also calls them F

ather, Doer and Done (Creator and Creation).

C. N umenius as a Theologian.

1. The above q

uotation from Ueberweg shows

that it is to N umenius the thinking world, in the Greco-

R

oman sphere, owes the philosophical conception of a

Numenius--affirmins

to
to it the faculty of thought—-in opposition
nature.
that it was also exalted above the rational
from Plato (but
Numenius
of
The most noteworthy deviation
consists in this, that
which was not recognised by him as such)
Christian Gnostics.
he——following, perhaps, the precedent of the

influenced by the
°8P60i&lly the Valentinians, and indirectly
between
distinction made by the J swish-Alexandrian philosophersD0808):world (the
God himself and his power working in the
from the highest
distinguished the world-builder as a second God,
himself; he is Pure
deity. The first God is good in and through
second God is
thought-activity,and the principle of being. The
he looks t0W8!‘d5
good by participation in the essence of the first ;
and thereby acquires knowledge;

the super-sensuous archetype,
world, he being the
he works upon matter, and thus forms the
principle of genesis or becoming.
or WorldThe world, the production of the Demiourgos,
the three Gods,
builder, is the third God. Numenius terms
ascribes this
respectively, Father, Son, and Grandson. Numenius Hfl»l'I>001'“te3
doctrine not only to Plato, but also even to Socrates.
highest Gods.
also followed Numenius in the doctrine of the three
and Creation).
He also calls them Father, Doer and Done (Creator

0.

NUMENIUS

AS A

THEOLOGIAN.

shows
1. The above quotation from Ueberweg
that it is to N umenius the thinkingWorld, in the Greecof 8:
Roman sphere, owes the philosophical conception
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group of three Gods, all connected in foundation, office

and function. I

t is true that the E

gyptians had

taught and worshipped many triads, and had inter-

preted them philosophically also. N evertheless the

medium and time of transmission is not so clear;

their teachings may have been '

philosophised'

in the

H ermetic writings, and through Gnosticism entered

into vogue. N o doubt such teachings had influence

on Philo, who, as Ueberweg shows, started the

movement that culminated in N umenius.

The philosophical need for a Saviour, as leader

of the world-development, or evolution (12), is also

ex

pressed by N umenius. Moreover he considers this

goal of evolution as an '

hovers over all'

thereof (19). F

only eternal salvation which

(302i), while the L

ogos is the mediator

urther, N umenius teaches that God is

the Standing O ne (3O 20), thus keeping in line with the

familiar references thereto. Moreover we find in F

an ex

planation of the striking phrase '
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rag.

that God

may be all in all.'

2. Predestination and election appear in very

familiar form in N umenius'

s writings. H uman pro-

gress, it seems (27a), streams down from the Divine

R

eason, who gives largesse of his benefactions to all—

that is, to all who were appointed to share it. A

gain

(336), he communes with them that commune with

him, even only in thought. So we see a philosophical

basis of salvation which is so genuine that it appeared

before the development of doctrines.

3. The purpose of incarnation was q

uite dis-

tinctly purgatorial— a beneficent incarnation (43).

F

or N umenius'

s psychology was two-fold: the soul

was both reasonable and irrational;

the former im-

mortal, the latter mortal, or of this world (53). I

t was
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group of three Gods, all connected in foundation, office
and function. It is true that the Egyptians had
taught and worshipped many triads, and had interpreted them philosophically also. Nevertheless the
medium and time of transmission is not so clear;
their teachings may have ‘been ‘ philosophised’ in the
Hermetic writings, and through Gnosticism entered
into vogue. No doubt such teachings had influence
on Philo, who, as Ueberweg shows, started the
movement that culminated in Numenius.
The philosophical need for a Saviour, as leader
of the world-development, or evolution (12), is also
expressed by Numenius. Moreover he considers this
goal of evolution as an ‘only eternal salvation which
hovers over all’ (3021), while the Logos is the mediator
thereof (19). Further, Numenius teaches that God is
the Standing One (3020), thus keeping in line with the
familiar references thereto. Moreover we find in Frag.
48 an explanation of the striking phrase ‘that God
may be all in all.’
2. Predestination and election appear in very
familiar form in Numenius’s writings. Human progress, it seems (279), streams down from the Divine
Reason, who gives largesse of his benefactionsto all——that is, to all who were appointed to share it. Again
(336), he communes with them that commune with
him, even only in thought. So we see a philosophical_
basis of salvation which is so genuine that it appeared
before the development of doctrines.
3. The purpose of incarnation was quite distinctly purgatorial—a beneficent incarnation (43)For Numenius’s psychology was two-fold: the soul
was both reasonable and irrational; the former immortal, the latter mortal, or of this world (53). It W88
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the former part, evidently, which descended from its

istent condition into the body, and

which did so in order to be able to ex

moral delinq

uency. K

piate former

ronius, who is often mentioned

in connection with N umenius, and is by Porphyry

described (54) as his friend, seems to have shared in

fore closely connected, and applied to every man

clusive

application.

I

t is fascinating to read into ancient writers

adumbrations of our modern standpoints, even though

not always q

uite safe. I

connection
shared in
seems to have
friend,
his
as
described (54)
and incarnation were therethese opinions. Salvation
and applied to every man
fore closely connected,
in restricted, exclusive
the truth later retained only

in

these opinions. Salvation and incarnation were there-

the truth later retained only in restricted, ex

descended from its
part, evidently, which into the body, and
incorporeal pre-existent condition
able to expiate former
which did so in order to be
is often mentioned
moral delinquency. Kronius, who
Porphyry
with Numenius, and is by

the former

ST

incorporeal pre-ex

QUEST

t would be tempting them to

attribute to N umenius the genetic method which we

are nowadays applying to psychology, metaphysics,

and other studies. A

s a matter of fact, however,

even

development as the only practical solution of the old

leatic and H eraclitic puzzles of ex

istence.
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E

D. N umenius as Prophet.

W hen we speak of a '

prophet,'

t has already been seen above

that even, in the sense of prediction, N umenius might

be considered a prophet of our modern comparative

religion;

he was a sort of Greek Max

Mueller. I

genetic
to psychology, metaphysics,
are nowadays applying
of fact, however,
a matter
As
studies.
other
and
of growth 01‘
a process
look
upon
does
Numenius
solution of the old
practical
the
only
as
development

attribute to Numenius the

we mean not a

predictor, but a teller of truth, in the best sense and

history of the word. I

though

adumbrations of our modern standpoints,
to
be tempting them
would
It
safe.
quite
not always
method which we

N umenius does look upon a process of growth or

t is

indeed true that a comparison between systems of

religion and philosophy had not been unheard of,—

of existence.
Eleatic and Heraclitic puzzles

Philo, for instance, had read Greek philosophy into the

H ebrew Scriptures. Then it is also true that a sort

of confessionalised comparative religion for apologetic

purposes survived N umenius;

Clement of A

lex

andria,

D.

NUMENIUS

AS

PROPHET.

not a
we mean
‘prophet,’
of
a
When we speak
the best sense and
in
truth,
of
teller
predictor, but a
above
has already been seen
It
word.
the
of
history
Numenius might
that even, in the sense of prediction,
modern comparatiVe
be considered a prophet of our
It is
Mueller.
Max
Greek
of
sort
Of
religion; he was a
systems
between
comparison
indeed true that a
of,-—
had not been unheard
and
philosophy
religion
into the
Philo, for instance, had read Greek philosophy
also true that a sort
Hebrew Scriptures. Then it is
for
of confessionalised comparative religion
Clement of Alexandria,
Numenius;
survived
purposes

apologetic
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Justin, Irenseus, Tertullian and all the apologists had

US?

renaeus, Tertullian and all the apologists had

not hesitated to '

spoil the E

gyptians,'

hy claiming

that the Greek writers had stolen from H ebrew and

Christian. B

ut the standpoint of N umenius was very

different. E

ven in purely Greek philosophy he was an

eclectic. H e combined Pythagorean and Platonio

opinions, so that while conceding to Pythagoras the

highest authority, and while asserting that Plato

borrowed the essential part of his teachings from

him, he gave predominance to the Platonic element.

F

urther, he does not scruple to trace the philosophy of

the Greeks back to the wisdom of the O rient, and calls

Plato an A

tticising Moses (13), and this, be it noticed,

without leaving purely philosophic ground, or rather,

while remaining a believer in all good everywhere—

the proper standpoint for the study of comparative

religion.

. N umenius as H elper.
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E

O ne of the most striking convictions of the reader

of F

the Egyptians,’ by claiming
that the Greek Writers had stolen from Hebrew and
Christian. But the standpoint of N umenius was very
different. Even in purely Greek philosophy he was an
eclectic. He combined Pythagorean and Platonic
opinions, so that while conceding to Pythagoras the
highest authority, and while asserting that Plato
borrowed the essential part of his teachings from
him, he gave predominance to the Platonic element.
Further, he does not scruple to trace the philosophy of
the Greeks back to the wisdom of the Orient, and calls
Plato an Atticising Moses (13), and this, be it noticed,

not hesitated to

25

Justin, I

ragg. 2-9 will probably be that reason alone, with-

out facts of ex

perience to go on, had in the later Greek

ages reached its limit;

all that was left were person-

alities and over-refinements. N umenius apparently

tried to escape these vicious circles, by gathering what

facts he could from other religions;

‘spoil

Without leaving purely philosophicground, or rather,
While remaining a believer in all good everywherethe proper standpoint for the study of comparative

religion.

but even so, he

seemed to feel the vanity of further effort. L

Jewish R

825

ike the

E.

abbis, like Philo, in fact, he took refuge in

NUMENIUS

AS

HELPER.

reading moral meanings into H omer, myths, legends

and tales— biographical details of Jesus, the A

tlantean

legend, the myths of Plato,— everything served as grist

for his metaphysical mill.

Thus be earned the golden name of mystic by

One of the most striking convictions of the reader
of Fragg. 2-9 will probably be that reason alone, Without facts of experience to go on, had in the later Greek
ages reached its limit; all that was left were personalities and over-refinements. Numenius apparently
tried to escape these vicious circles, by gathering what
facts he could from other religions; but even so, he
seemed to feel the vanity of further ef1‘ort. Like the
Jewish Rabbis, like Philo, in fact, he took refuge in
reading moral meanings into Homer, myths, legends
and tales~—biographioal details of Jesus, the Atlantean
legend, the myths of Plato,—everythingserved as grist
for his metaphysical mill.

Thus he earned the golden

C0 5216

name

of

mystic by

QUEST
method of allegorical and
the
great
down
handing
from Philo down to Origen,
mythical interpretation
But Numenius was
and ultimately to Swedenborg. had
applied spiritual
these. Philo
more catholic than
; the Christian
interpretation only to Hebrew scripture
to the Bible only.
Swedenborg,
including
mystics,
the Stoics, like Porphyry
But following the lead of
it to all great
and Jamblichus, Numenius applied
library, the bible of
Homeric
the
to
writings—chiefly
THE
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handing down the great method of allegorical and

mythical interpretation from Philo down to O rigen,

and ultimately to Swedenborg. B

ut N umenius was

more catholic than these. Philo had applied spiritual

interpretation only to H ebrew scripture;

mystics, including Swedenborg, to the B

B

the Christian

ible only.

ut following the lead of the Stoics, like Porphyry

and Jamblichus, N umenius applied it to all great

writings— chiefly to the H omeric library, the bible of

the Greeks. This was only a glimmering of the eternal

truth that the spiritual language of the universe

is symbolism, interpretation, and significance. B

ut

N umenius stood alone in applying this interpretative

method to both the Christian and H omeric writings,

and made practical use of this interpretative method

for his own purposes. W ith him, therefore, the

method first became unsectarian and self-conscious—

something that was to lie dormant for well-nigh

I
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two millenniums.

n the second place, N umenius'

the reason why the A

s first fragment, on

cademicians forsook Plato, seems

yet to stand alone in any literature as a philosophic ex

position of the '

and L

disciplina arcani,'

to which B

iddon make such valorous appeal to ex

seeming heresy of some A

ull

plain the

nte-N icene fathers, who were

supposed to keep their orthodox

ndeed, after N umenius'

ment, B

s and L

iddon'

method

views sacredly reserved

for privacy. I

ull'

-

ishop B

of the eternal
a glimmering
only
was
This
Greeks.
the
of the universe
language
the
spiritual
that
truth
and significance. But
interpretation,
is symbolism,
this interpretative
Numenius stood alone in applying Homeric writings.
method to both the Christian and
method
interpretative
this
of
use
and made practical
therefore, the
him,
With
for his own purposes.
and self—conscious-—
first became unsectarian

s careful treat-

something that

s claims lose their prepos-

terousness, although the adoption of so circumstantial

two

a policy by so many and so different writers, at different

times and in different lands, does not become any more

probable. N evertheless, it is the first and only psycho-

logical study of such methods, and being out of '

way'

harm'

(in touching only Plato, who nowadays has no

s

was

to lie

for

dormant

well-nigh

millenniums.
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after

Numenius’s careful

lose their preP09'
ment, Bull's and Liddon’s claims
circumstantial

terousness,

although the adoption of

so

different writers, at differenli
5* P0110)’ by so many and so
any more
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Way’ (in touching only Plato, who nowadays
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official champions) is q

N umenius, therefore, belongs the palm of being the

first and chief scientist of mysticism.

n the third place, N umenius claims the golden

name of mystic for the best reason of all— by teaching

that contemplation of the Good was the chief purpose

of life (10);

sharing this on one hand with Plotinus,

and on the other with Clement of A

St. B

lex

andria, O rigen,

ernard and St. Teresa, and the whole host of

latter-day mystics. The methods of tranq

uillity and

meditation he also teaches, and thus, in every aspect

earns the title of helper to immediate beatification and

ecstasy, the flight of the alone to the A

ex

lone, which

pression, therefore, should not be credited to Plotinus

solely (10).

Conclusion.

n saying farewell to N umenius we are, as it were,
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I

oflioial champions) is quite accessible for general consideration, Without wounding any susceptibilities. To
Numenius, therefore, belongs the palm of being the
first and chief scientist of mysticism.
In the third place, Numenius claims the golden
name of mystic for the best reason of al1—by teaching
that contemplation of the Good was the chief purpose
of life (10); sharing this on one hand with Plotinus,
and on the other with Clement of Alexandria, Origen,
St. Bernard and St. Teresa, and the whole host of
latter-day mystics. The methods of tranquillity and
meditation he also teaches, and thus, in every aspect
earns the title of helper to immediate beatificationand
ecstasy, the flight of the alone to the Alone, which
expression, therefore, should not be credited to Plotinus

uite accessible for general con-

sideration, without wounding any susceptibilities. To

I

dazzled by the convergence of these various rays— his

personality (individual, poetic, humoristic, worldly-wise),

his originality as a thinker, his suggestion of doctrines

that have swayed the world for centuries, his creation

of comparative religion, his scientific and practical

mysticism— any of which alone, would entitle him to a

permanent and prominent place in the world'

s history

— when all these glories converge, they create nothing

less than a splendour, a great light to cheer, console

and guide us;

and we cannot help being grateful that

at sundry times and in divers places God has not left

himself without witnesses to his presence in his world.

K

827

enneth S. Guthrie.

(The references are to the F

solely (10).
CONCLUSION.
In saying farewell to Numenius We are, as it were,
dazzled by the convergence of these various rays—his

personality(individual,poetic,humoristic,worldly-wise),
originality as a thinker, his suggestion of doctrines
that have swayed the world for centuries, his creation
of comparative religion, his scientific and practical
his

ragments of N umenius, the tex

t

mysticism—any of which alone, would entitle him to a

and a German translation of which are heing published by Teubner

of L

eipzig.)

permanent and prominent place in the world's history
—When all these glories converge, they create nothing
less than a splendour, a great light to cheer, console
and guide us; and we cannot help being grateful that
at sundry times and in divers places God has not left
himself Without witnesses to his presence in his world.
KENNETH S. GUTHRIE.

(The references are to the Fragments of Numenius, the text
and a German translation of which are being published by Teubner
of Leipzig.)
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ebruary 19, 1911, I

of Saint R

V

DO N N A

PO N TMA

I

N .

. W eston.

was present in the church

och, Paris, when Pere B

oyant de Pontmain'

arbedette, '

le

(as my neighbour, a priest,

plained, on my enq

uiring the name of the preacher),

THE

related to a crowded congregation the details of the

A

pparition of the B

close of the F

lessed V

part from the fact that the story was a record of

personal ex

perience, there were certain features which

impressed me as of unusual interest, and on returning

home I

wrote down a full account of the sermon, and,

the nex

t day, verified the statements by reference to

the printed accounts accessible in the B

ibliotheq

ue

N ationale.

The following is an accurate transcription of the

story as related by Pere B

arbedette;

the introductory
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section can, of course, have been known to the reverend

F

ather only at second-hand, and the incident may not

have occurred precisely as he told it.

Pontmain is a small village in Mayenne, the

department which formed the W estern limit of the

Prussian invasion, and on the 17th of January, 18

71, a

detachment of German soldiers was told off to occupy

the position, as an advance guard of the invading army.

The officer in command was a Catholic (probably the

troops in q

B

O B

uestion were B

OF

PONTMAIN.

irgin, which heralded the

ranco-Prussian war, and of which he, as

a boy of ten, had been an eye-witness.

A

MADONNA

avarians), and when they

J EssIE L. WESTON.
ent in the church
ON February 19, 1911, I was pres Barbedette, ‘le
Pere
of Saint Roch, Paris, when
a priest.
my neighbour,
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related
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Blessed
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the
of
close
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the story was a record
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fact
the
from
Apart
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there
personal experience,unusual interest, and on returning
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home I wrote down a
reference to
by
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the
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in the Bibliotheque
the printed accounts accessible
N ationale.
of the
transcription
curate
ac
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The following
introductory
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Barbedette
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story
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1105
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the Western
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17th of January,
Prussian invasion, and on
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the position, as an advance guard of
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were

(probably the

Bavarians), and when they
see
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had nearly reached their obj

his men, ex

claiming: "

a Madonna there I

Madonneq

ue j

PO N TMA

I

N

8

29

ective he suddenly halted

W e can go no further;

do not know!

"

e ne connaispas"

("

I

there is

I

were the F

y a la une

ather'

s words).

H e wheeled the troop round and marched them back

to camp, where they were met by the news that an

armistice had been concluded, the war was practically

at an end, and the village was never occupied.

N ow this is what, on the evidence of an eye-

witness, was at that very moment happening in

Pontmain. O n the evening of that 17th of January,

when the school closed, the two B

E

arbedette boys,

ugene, aged 12, and Joseph (the preacher), aged 10,

went, as usual, on their way home to the barn (grange),

where their father was at work. The elder boy,

E

ugene, after a little went to the door, and stood there

for some time, '

to look at the weather,'

he said. A

n

old woman, one of the neighbours, who had received

arbedette son, who was with the
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news of the eldest B

army, came in, and remained some time;

leaving E

as she was

ugene came to the door with her, and asked

if she saw anything above the roof of the cottage

opposite;

she answered in the negative. E

ugene then

called his brother, Joseph, and asked him to look in

that direction;

"

whereupon the boy at once cried out:

O h t la belle dame!

"

A

s he ex

where their father was at
work. The elder boy,
Eugene, after a little went to the
door, and stood there
for some time, ‘to look
at the weather,’ he said.
An
old woman, one of the
neighbours, who had received

plained to us he saw

a beautiful lady, standing in the sky, her feet a little

above the line of the opposite roof, looking straight at

the two boys, and smiling. E

he saw too. I

n great ex

ugene said that was what

citement the boys called their

father, who, however, could see nothing;

but as the

children insisted, he went off to fetch their mother.

W hile he was absent three stars appeared, one

above the head, one above each shoulder of the F

opposite; she answered in the
negative. Eugene then
called his brother,
Joseph,
and asked him to look in
that direction;
whereupon the boy at once cried out:
Oh I la. belle dame!
As he explained to
he

igure.

“

”

a

beautifullady, standing in the

us

sky, her

feet

nothing;

but

saw

little

a
above the line of the
opposite
roof,
looking
straight at
the two boys, and
smiling.
Eugene said thatwas what
he saw too. In
great excitement the boys called their

father, who, however,
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as
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They were far brighter than ordinary stars,"

the

preacher assured us. O n the return of the parents

the mother, like the father, saw no F

igure, but both

saw the brilliant stars. The mother, evidently believ-

ing that the children saw something, ex

pressed her

conviction that the vision, whatever it might be,

portended the death of her soldier son, and calling the

boys into the barn she closed the door, and recited the

Prayers for the Dying, a proceeding which, as the

F

ather frankly told us, bored them ex

A

fter this, she marched them home to supper,

ceedingly!

disregarding their entreaties to remain. The home

was round a curve of the village street, and the appari-

tion was not to be seen from there. During the meal

the children could talk of nothing but their '

dame,'

belle

urging their mother to allow them to go back

to the barn. She asked: "

They answered: "

A

H ow tall was the F

igure?

s tall as Scaur Timothee,"

'

the
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Sister who taught them the Catechism.

This seems to have suggested to Madame B

arbe-

dette the advisability of consulting the Sister in

q

uestion;

and after supper she took her boys back to

the barn, where, to their delight, they saw the L

ady,

standing in the same place, and regarding them with

the same friendliness.

L

eaving them, the mother went off to the Con-

vent at the further end of the village, q

uickly returning

with Soeur Timothee, who, like all the adults on that

memorable night, saw nothing beyond three brilliant

stars. The idea, however, occurred to her of fetching

some of their '

■ pensionnaires,'

for the Sisters kept a

school for girls of a superior class. H urrying back to

the Convent she returned with a party of her pupils.

A

than ordinary stars," the
return of the parents
preacher assured us. On the
but both
the mother, like the father, saw no Figure,
The mother, evidently believsaw the brilliant stars.
her
saw something, expressed
children
the
that
ing
it might be,
conviction that the vision, whatever
the
her soldier son, and calling
portended the death of closed
the door, and recited the
boys into the barn she
which, as the
Prayers for the Dying, a proceeding
exceedingly!
Father frankly told us, bored them
home to supper.
After this, she marched them
remain. The home
disregarding their entreaties to street,
and the appariwas round a curve of the village
During the meal
tion Was not to be seen from there.
but their ‘belle
the children could talk of nothing
them to go b8»0k
dame,’ urging their mother to allow
“
tall was the Figure?”
to the barn. She asked: How
Timothée,” the
as Soeur
tall
“As
answered:
They
Sister who taught them the Catechism.
Madame BarbeThis seems to have suggested to
the Sister in
dette the advisability of consulting
her boys back to
took
she
after
and
supper
question;
the Lady»
the barn, where, to their delight, they saw
them With
and
regarding
the
same
in
place,
standing
the same friendliness.
the ConLeaving them, the mother went off to returning
vent at the further end of the village, quickly
on that
with Soeur Timothée, who, like all the adults brilliant
memorable night, saw nothing beyond three
of fetching
stars. The idea, however, occurred to her
the Sisters kept 9'
some of their ‘pensionnaires,’ for
back to
school for girls of a superior class. Hurrying
the Convent she returned with a party of her pupilsbroke
At once two of the children, girls of 11 and 9,

“They

8

t once two of the children, girls of 11 and 9, broke
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he father, saw no fignre, tot k:

.n saw
tars. The mother, erideDt/j

iron saw something ex
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fiefc

pressed fa

he vision, whatever it wfilk

ho!

son,

her soldier son, and cafc i

ihe closed the door, and rechti to

yiag, a proceeding which, as k

us, bored them ex

L»

ceeH ngh!

a

marched them home to nffi

ed

•

ntreaties to remain, lie he

'

the village street, mi the upp

en from there. During the ^

talk ol nothing but their '

j

*

-

other to allow them to p&

ed: "

Sow tall was the flp»

'

•

"
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s tall as Saw Tiaotiee,"

*

n the Catechism.

«

suggested to Madame

of consulting tk ^

mother went off to the 0»

t the village, q

uickly retm^ i

io, like all the adults 01 < W

'

thing beyond three brilM

, occurred to her olletchH

ires,'

for the Sisters kept 1

n class. H urrying hack U

nth a party of her pup^

1, girls of 11 and 9, broli

into ex

’

clamations of delight, and from their words:

was evident they saw precisely the same V

ision behel

by the two little brothers.

Sceur Timoth^ e now seems to have grasped tb

fact that the children were being vouchsafed a genuir

A

pparition of the B

lessed V

irgin, and hurried 0

to fetch the parish Priest. The news spread, and in

short time the whole population of Pontmain, old an

young, were gathered together in the village streel

but of all the newcomers only a boy of six

, in delioal

'

health (he died a few months later of consumption

and a baby girl in her mother'

out her arms toward the F

ing out, "

stars.

Jesus!

’

s arms, who stretchc

igure, laughing, and cr;

Jesus!

"

saw anything beyond tb

The Priest now ordered the recitation of tl

R

osary, during which the robe of the F

igure becan

studded with stars. Then a white scroll appear*

beneath the feet, on which an inscription formed itse

in capitals of gold, appearing stroke by stroke, so thf

as F

ather B

arbedette said, the ohildren amused thei

selves by guessing what each letter would be.

The first word formed was '

Mais '

;

but when t'

.

children announced this, the Sister, who probab

ex

pected something like "

tion"

of L

ourdes, obj

Je suis V

ected: "

not begin a sentence with Mais."

girls retorted: "

I

lmmaculde Conce

The B

'

Mais'

why should not the B

and if you begin wi

lessed V

completed the inscription finally read thus: "

in fire. (I

irgin wou

f we are naughty, Sister, you s

Mais soyez sages, mes enfants,'

ours, mes E

se laisse toucher,"

lessed V

W hereon the litl

'

priez touj

into exclamations of delight, and from their words
was evident they saw precisely the same Vision bel
by the two little brothers.
Soeur Timothée now seems to have grasped
fact that the children were being vouchsafed a gent
Apparition of the Blessed Virgin, and hurried
to fetch the parish Priest. The news spread, and i
short time the whole population of Pontmain, old
young, were gathered together in the village stri
but of all the newcomers only a boy of six, in de1i<
health (he died a few months later of consumpti
and a baby girl in her mother's arms, who stretc
out her arms toward the Figure, laughing, and
ing out, “Jésus! Jésus!” saw anything beyond
stars.
The Priest now ordered the recitation of
Rosary, during which the robe of the Figure bee:
studded with stars. Then a White scroll appe:
beneaththe feet, on which an inscription formed it
in capitals of gold, appearing stroke by stroke, so t
as Father Barbedette said, the children amused th
selves by guessing what each letter would be.
The first word formed was ‘Mais ; but when
children announced this, the Sister, Who prob
expected something like “Je suis l’Immaculée 007
tion ” of Lourdes, objected: “ The Blessed Virgin w»
not begin a sentence with Mais.” Whereon the 1
girls retorted: “If we are naughty, Sister, you
‘Maia soyez sages, mes enfants,’ and if you begin
‘Mais why should not the Blessed Virgin ?
Vi
completed the inscription finally read thus: “.
priez toujours, mes Enfants, vous serez exaucés. Mon
se laisse toucher,” the last phrase being under]
in fire. (It seems that during the whole of the

irgin?

"

W h

M<

nfants, vous serez ex

auces. Mori Jtt

the last phrase being underlin

t seems that during the whole of the v
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special intercession had been offered on behalf of the

men who had gone from Pontmain to the front.)

During all this time from six

and as they knelt

thus a charcoal burner from the forest came up and

announced: "

too late;

Y

ou have much need to pray;

the Prussians are here!

"

A

but it is

s we have seen,

however, they never arrived.

Presently, in the hand of the F

a crucifix

igure there appeared

, in glowing crimson light. The preacher

mentioned also certain other details, such as a wreath

of light, like lighted tapers, surrounding the F

igure,

but these elaborations may have been due to sugges-

tion, by familiar Church decorations, when the children

once realised what they were beholding.

Gradually all the popular devotions in honour

of the B

'

A

lessed V

irgin, the Magnificat, L

ve Maris Stella,'

itanies, the

had been sung, and, as the cold was
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becoming intense, the Priest began the Priere du Soir.

A

s he did so a cloud, like a white veil, rose from

beneath the feet, and gradually obliterated the F

The whole period covered by the A

igure.

pparition was from

four to five hours, the boys saw it first about 5 p.m.,

and from 6.15 to 9 the whole population was out in the

street, listening to the description given by the ex

cited

children.

Subseq

uently an E

cclesiastical E

nq

uiry was held,

the evidence of the four elder children taken, and the

authenticity of the A

pparition officially proclaimed.

Pontmain is now a place of pilgrimage, a fine church

has been erected with a tablet recording the fact of the

A

from sixty to eighty people
knelt
in the street; and as they
were on their knees
forest came up and
thus a charcoal burner from the
but it is
announced: “ You have much need to pray;have seen,
here!” As we
too late; the Prussians are
however, they never arrived.
appeared
Presently,in the hand of the Figure there
crimson light. The preacher
a crucifix, in glowing
a wreath
mentioned also certain other details, such as
the Figure.
of light, like lighted tapers, surrounding
been due to suggesbut these elaborations may have
when the children
tion, by familiar Church decorations.
beholding.
once realised what they were
in honour
Gradually all the popular devotionsLitanies, the
of the Blessed Virgin, the Magnificat,
and, as the cold was
‘ Ave Maris Stella,’ had been sung,
Priere du Soir.
becoming intense, the Priest began theveil, rose from
As he did so a cloud, like a White
the Figurebeneaththe feet, and gradually obliterated
was from
The Whole period covered by the Apparition
about 5 pm-.
four to five hours, the boys saw it first
out in the
and from 6.15 to 9 the Whole population was
the excited
street, listening to the description given by
children.
held,

During all this time

ty to eighty people

were on their knees in the street;

pparition, and its official confirmation, and outside

the church is a statue, designed from the description

given by the children, a simple, dignified figure of the

Subsequently an Ecclesiastical Enquiry was
and

the
the evidence of the four elder children taken,
authenticity of the Apparition oificially
church
Pontmain is now a place of pilgrimage, a fine
fact of the
has been erected with a tablet recording the
outside
Apparition, and its official confirmation, and
the church is a statue, designed from the description
of the
given by the children, a simple, dignified figure

proclaimed.
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irgin, in flowing dress and mantle, a crown

on the head, and a crucifix

I

O P PO N TMA

In the above

s a well-attested record it seems to

me immeasurably superior to the more famous A

tion of L

ourdes. I

the two who were j

t was seen by six

children, including

ty to

Pere B

The V

ision of L

s delight, and ex

arbedette said they were '

j

cite-

umping for j

ourdes was seen by one child alone. The

whole detail of the inscription, the manner in which it

appeared, stroke by stroke, letter by letter, with the

characteristic little passage of arms between the Sister

and her pupils, bear the stamp of authenticity. The

manner in which the preacher described it left no

doubt that the good F

ather absolutely believed in the
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reality of what he saw.

W hether the children actually beheld '

lady,'

a beautiful

or whether they were the witnesses of some

brilliant celestial phenomenon, which the '

suggestion'

of their elders translated for them into this particular

some

really

remark-

well-attested record it seems to
me immeasurably
superior to the more famous Apparition of Lourdes. It was seen
by six children,

ppari-

eighty adults, who certainly were in no doubt as to the

genuine nature of the children'

story there are

able features. As

udged too young for their evidence

to be officially taken, in the presence of from six

ment;

crown

in the hand.

n the above story there are some really remark-

able features. A

388

Blessed Virgin, in flowing dress and
mantle, a
on the head, and a crucifix in
the hand.

oy.'

a

including
the two who were judged too
for their evidence
young
to be oflicially taken, in the
presence of from
to
eighty adults, who certainly were in no doubt assixty
to the
genuine nature of the children's
delight, and excitement ; Pére Barbedette said
they were ‘jumping for joy.’
The Vision of Lourdes was seen
by one child alone. The
whole detail of the inscription, the
manner in which
appeared, stroke by stroke, letter by letter, with it
characteristic little passage of arms between the the
Sister

form, it is impossible to say, but that the village of

Pontmain was, on that January evening, the scene of a

remarkable spiritual manifestation I

, for one, have no

manner of doubt.

F

reality of What he saw.

or those interested in such manifestations the

record possesses, as I

have said above, certain uniq

Whether the children actually beheld

ue

features, and it seems to me to deserve to be more

generally and widely known than it is at present.

N ote.— The detail of the German officer suggests

lady,’

‘

a

beautiful

whether they were the witnesses of
some
brilliant celestial phenomenon, Which
the
suggestion
of their elders translated
for them into this particular
or

‘

’

form, it is impossible to say, but that the
village of
Pontmain Was, on that January
the scene of a
evening,
remarkable

spiritual manifestation I, for one, have no
doubt.
For those interested in such
manifestations the
record possesses, as I have said
above, certain unique
manner of
.

features,

and it

(Jo glc
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deserve to be

more
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Q UE

certain q

ST

uestions. O ne would like to know precisely

the hour at which the march was stopped, and compare

it with the record of the various stages of the A

tion. A

ppari-

gain, was the impression visual, or mental?

Did the officer see the Madonna or only feel her

prox

imity?

H ow near did they get to the village?

That the enemy were close at hand seems evident from

the words of the charcoal-burner;

it is eq

ually certain

that they never carried out the intended occupation.

I

t seems probable that the influence of the manifesta-

tion was really felt beyond the immediate witnesses;

but here, of course, we have only second-hand evidence.

. W eston.
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Jessie L

THE

QUEST

certain questions. One would like to know precisely
the hour at which the march was stopped, and compare
it with the record of the various stages of the Apparition. Again, was the impression visual, or mental?
Did the oflicer see the Madonna or only feel her
proximity ? How near did they get to the village?
That the enemy were close at hand seems evident from
the words of the charcoal-burner; it is equally certain
that they never carried out the intended occupation.
It seems probable that the influence of the manifestation was really felt beyond the immediate Witnesses;
but here, of course, we have only second-hand evidence.
J ESSIE L. WESTON.
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nnie Steel.

man stood watching a primrose dawn. There was a

cloud upon his face;

none on the wide ex

panse of

THE LAKE OF HIGH HOPE.

light-suffused sky beyond the dim distance of the

world. A

t his feet lay, stretching far, irregularly, into

the grey mistiness of morning, a great sheet of water.

The dawn showed on it as in a mirror, save where

FLORA ANNIE STEEL.

tall sedges and reeds sent still-shining shadows over

its level light. Unutterable peace lay upon all things;

they seemed still asleep, though the new day had come,

A

bringing with it good and evil, rest and strife.

A

nd then, suddenly, there was a change. The

man turned swiftly at a light footstep behind him to

see a woman, and in an instant passion leapt up,

bringing with it j

another man'

B

oy and despair;

for the woman was

s wife.

ut something in her face made him open his

arms and take her close to his clasp. I

t seemed to
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him as if he had been waiting for this moment ever

since he was born.

She was a little bit of a woman, frail and fair, who

looked over-weighted by her dark riding habit, but both

seemed lost in the man'

s hold, as, vibrating with tense

emotion, he stood silent, their mingled figures forming

a swaying shadow against that further light.

"

A

last!

335

t last,"

"

he said in tender ex

ultation, "

at long

stood watching a primrose dawn. There
was a
cloud upon his face; none on the wide
expanse of
light-suffused sky beyond the dim distance
of the
world. At his feet lay,
stretching far, irregularly, into
the grey mistiness of
morning, a great sheet of water.
The dawn showed on it as in a
mirror, save where
tall sedges and reeds sent
still-shining shadows over
its level light. Unutterable
peace lay upon all things;
they seemed still asleep, though the new
day had come,
bringing with it good and evil, rest and strife.
And then, suddenly, there was a
change. The
man turned swiftly at a
light footstep behind him to
see a woman, and in
an instant passion leapt
up,
bringing with it joy and despair; for the woman
was
another man’s wife.
But something in her face made him
open his
arms and take her close to his
It
seemed
to
clasp.
him as if he had been
waiting for this moment ever
since he was born.
She was a. little bit of a Woman, frail and
fair, who
looked over-weighted by her dark riding habit, but both
seemed lost in the man’s hold,
as, vibrating with tense
emotion, he stood silent, their mingled figures forming
a swaying shadow
against that further light.
“At last,” he said in tender exultation, “ at long
MAN

last!”

335
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She threw back her head, then, and looked him
in
the eyes, hope and fear and joy and sorrow showing

ST

She threw back her head, then, and looked him in

the eyes, hope and fear and j

oy and sorrow showing in

her face.
the last,” she almost
“ I couldn't stand it—at
sobbed, “ when it came to going away, and leaving you

her face.

"

I

couldn'

sobbed, "

t stand it— at the last,"

she almost

when it came to going away, and leaving you

here— alone with that awful risk— for no one can

say— what mayn'

t come with cholera. H e"

voice trembled over the small syllable— "

earlier— I

round— j

— her

ust to see you— and now."

here—alone———with that awful risk—for no one can
He"-he!‘
say—what ma.yn’t come—-—with cholera.
started

started

am to meet him by and by— so I

came

She buried her

tightened his hold.

I

'

m glad !

"

he replied in a hard voice. "

bound to come sooner or later— you couldn'

ever— an angel from heaven couldn'

it all. B

ut now— "

I

t was

t go on for

t go on standing—

his voice changed— "

now you and

I

— "

I

H e broke off and raised his head to listen.

t was a wild weird cry, that echoed and re-echoed
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over the wide stretches of water, that rose in one long

“

continuous melodious wail from every reed-bed, every

thicket of sedge, every tuft of low tamarisk and bent

rush;

for it was the dawn-cry of the myriad wild fowl

which haunted this low-lying j

heel of N orthern I

ndia;

and, swift as thought, with a thunderous whirr of wide

wings, the birds, teal and mallard and widgeon, white-

eye pochard and green shank, purple heron and white,

rose in ones, in twos, in threes, in flocks, in

companies, in serried battalions.

The primrose dawn was half effaced, the coming

day was darkened by wheeling, veering, eddying flight,

and the peace vanished in the strife of wings.

"

ex

B

y George!

what a shot!

"

the small syllable—-“
I came
earlier—I am to meet him by and by—so
her
round—just to see you—and now." She buried He
face again, and the sobs shook her gently.
tightened his hold.
“It was
I'm glad!” he replied in a. hard voice.
on for
bound to come sooner or later——you couldn’t go
on standingever—a.n angel from heaven couldn’t go
and
it all. But now— ” his voice changed—“ now you
He broke off and raised his head to listenI——
re-echoed
It was a wild weird cry, that echoed and
that rose in one long
over the wide stretches of water,
every
continuous melodious wail from every reed-bed,
and bent
thicket of sedge, every tuft of low tamarisk
wild f0W1
rush ; for it was the dawn-cry of the myriad
India;
which haunted this low-lying jheel of Northern Wide
of
and, swift as thought, with a thunderous whirr whiteWings, the birds, teal and mallard and widgeon,
heron and white,
eye pochard and green shank, purple
in
in threes, in flocks,
rose in ones, in twos,
companies, in serried battalions.
The primrose dawn was half effaced, the coming
day was darkened by wheeling, veering, eddying flight’
and the peace vanished in the strife of wings.
“By George! what a. shot!” cried the man
excitedly, even passion forgotten as a. trail of whistling
teal swooped past unconscious of them to settle on the
voice trembled

face again, and the sobs shook her gently. H e

"

cried the man

citedly, even passion forgotten as a trail of whistling

teal swooped past unconscious of them to settle on the
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still water, then, recognising unlooked-for humanity,

veered at sharp angle to rise again into the troubled

air.

B

ut the woman clung closer. To her the inter-

ruption was terrible. The soaring birds brought home

to her what she had done, and before that knowledge

compelling emotion stopped abruptly.

"

I

"

and very wrong— though I

t is very foolish of me,"

know!

I

she murmured brokenly,

don'

t know !

t was your danger— and I

— I

was so tired—

besides it— it need make no difference."

"

ex

N o difference ?

ultation. "

"

he echoed in j

difference in the world, little woman. Y

never go back again, now!

again that we don'

camp is over, and I

t care!

ou and I

N o!

when this cholera

have time, we must think over

s final. Y

es!
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what is to be done— but it'

darling, my darling!

can

W e can never pretend

it'

H is kisses rained on her face, his heart encom-

passed her. So they stood for a while oblivious of the

wheeling, veering, eddying wings above them, oblivious

of all things save that they were lovers, and that they

knew it.

Then she left him. '

why she was so late;

H e'

would be wondering

but Suleiman, the A

rab pony,

would soon carry her over the sandy plain. The man

remained watching the slight figure on the bounding

grey till it was lost in the "

azure silk of morning."

Then he returned slowly to the j

Jieel again, lost in

thought. There was a good deal whereof to think, for

she was a mother;

don'

t

s final, my

"

by ill-luck the mother of girls.

W hy had she worn those tiny presentments of their

sweet baby faces in the double-heart brooch which

887

still water, then, recognising unlocked-for humanity,
veered at sharp angle to rise again into the troubled
air.
But the woman clung closer. To her the interruption was terrible. The soaring birds brought home
to her what she had done, and before that knowledge
compelling emotion stopped abruptly.
“ It is
very foolish of me,” she murmured brokenly,
“and very wrong—though I don’t know !—I don’t
know! It was your danger——and I was so tired——
besides it—it need make no difference.”
“ No
difference ‘? ” he echoed in joyous, incredulous
exultation.
“Why, of course, it makes all the
difference in the world, little woman. You and I can
never go back again, now! We can never pretend
again that we don’t care! No! when this cholera
camp is over, and I have time, we must think over
what is to be done—but it's final. Yes! it's final, my
darling, my darling! ”
His kisses rained on her face, his heart encompassed her. So they stood for a while oblivious of the
wheeling, veering, eddying wings above them, oblivious
of all things save that they were lovers, and that they
knew it.
Then she left him. ‘He’ would be wondering
Why she was so late; but Suleiman, the Arab pony,
would soon carry her over the sandy plain. The man
remained watching the slight figure on the bounding
grey till it was lost in the “ azure silk of morning.”
Then he returned slowly to the jheel again, lost in
thought. There was a good deal whereof to think, for
she was a mother; by ill-luck the mother of girls.
Why had she worn those tiny presentments of their
sweet baby faces in the double-heart brooch which

oyous, incredulous

W hy, of course, it makes all the
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fastened her folded tie?

course;

ST

She had not thought, of

but it had somehow come between him and

his kisses after he had noticed it.

W ell!

it was unfortunate;

but that sort of thing

had to be faced, and he would face it after he had seen

his cholera camp through;

for he was a doctor, and the

thought of what might lie before him was with him as

a background to all others. H e had chosen a good

place for the camp yonder among the low sandheaps,

which were the highest point in all the desert plain,

and if that did not kill the germ they could move on.

Meanwhile . H e drew a long breath, and

looked out over the water. The primrose dawn had

passed to amber, the amber was beginning to flame,

the whirring wings had carried the birds to distant

feeding grounds, only a flock of egrets remained fishing

solemnly in a distant shallow.

"

The H uzoor is looking for God'

s birds,"

said

of
fastened her folded tie? She had not thought,and
come between him
course; but it had somehow
his kisses after he had noticed it.
of thing
Well! it was unfortunate; but that sort
he had seen
had to be faced, and he would face it after
the

doctor, and
his cholera camp through; for he was a.
was with him as
thought of what might lie before him
others. He had chosen a good
a background to all
the low sandheaps,
place for the camp yonder among
desert plain,
which were the highest point in all the
could move on.
and if that did not kill the germ they
He drew a long breath, and
Meanwhile
dawn had
looked out over the water. The primrose
beginning to flame,
passed to amber, the amber wasthe
birds to distant
the whirring wings had carried
remained fishing
feeding grounds, only a flock of egrets
solemnly in a distant shallow.
birds,” said
“The Huzoor is looking for God's
him. “They have gone.
a courteous voice beside
the time
likely, to the Lake of High Hope, for it nears
of transit to a Higher Land.”
so close
The speaker was an old man, seated
hidden by it.
to the water that his feet and legs were
over-thinness
He had a simple pleasant face, which
had refined almost to austerity.
His speech
The doctor took stock of him quietly.
his lack of
proclaimed him a down-country man,
saffron cloth around his
any garment save a strip of
at Once
loins suggested asceticism, but his smile was
—

They have gone,
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a courteous voice beside him. "

likely, to the L

ake of H igh H ope, for it nears the time

of transit to a H igher L

and."

The speaker was an old man, seated so close

to the water that his feet and legs were hidden by it.

H e had a simple pleasant face, which over-thinness

had refined almost to austerity.

The doctor took stock of him q

uietly. H is speech

proclaimed him a down-country man, his lack of

any garment save a strip of saffron cloth around his

loins suggested asceticism, but his smile was at once

familiar and kindly.

"

Mansarovar?

lessly, "

"

replied the E

is that what you mean?

nglishman care-

I

am told the birds

really do go there during the hot weather. I

if it is true. I

should like to see it."

wonder

H e spoke

QUEST

THE
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—

familiar and kindly.

the Englishman carethe birds
lessly, “is that what you mean? I am told I wonder
really do go there during the hot weather. He spoke
if it is true. I should like to see it.”
“
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half to himself, for he was somewhat of an
ornithologist,
and the tale of the great West Tibetan Lake of
Refuge
for God’s dear birds—that lake far from the haunts
of
men amid the eternal snow and
ice, into which so
many streams flow, out of which come none—had
caught his fancy.
“The Huzoor can go when he chooses,” remarked
the old man placidly; “ but he must leave
many things
behind him first; the mem sahiba, for instance.”
The doctor felt himself flush
up to the very roots
of his hair, and his first instinct
was to fall upon
the evident eavesdropper. Consideration
natheless
condemning this course, he tried cool indifierence.
“You have been here some time, I
perceive,” he
said calmly.
“I have been all the time behind the
shivala,"
acquiesced the other with beautiful frankness, as he
pointed to a large black upright stone set on end
by the water. “The Huzoor was—was too much
occupied to observe this slave.”
“So that is a shivala, is it,”
interpolated the
Englishman hurriedly; “it doesn’t look
much like a
8
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half to himself, for he was somewhat of an ornithologist,

and the tale of the great W est Tibetan L

for God'

ake of R

efuge

s dear birds— that lake far from the haunts of

men amid the eternal snow and ice, into which so

many streams flow, out of which come none— had

caught his fancy.

"

The H nzoor can go when he chooses,"

the old man placidly;

behind him first;

"

remarked

but he must leave many things

the mem sahiba, for instance."

The doctor felt himself flush up to the very roots

of his hair, and his first instinct was to fall upon

the evident eavesdropper. Consideration natheless

condemning this course, he tried cool indifference.

"

Y

ou have been here some time, I

perceive,"

he

said calmly.

"

I

acq

have been all the time behind the shivala,"

uiesced the other with beautiful frankness, as he

pointed to a large black upright stone set on end

The H uzoor was— was too much
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by the water. "

occupied to observe this slave."

"

So that is a shivala, is it,"

E

nglishman hurriedly;

"

interpolated the

it doesn'

t look much like a

temple."

"

W e pilgrims call it so, H uzoor, and we worship

it."

"

Then you are a pilgrim— whither?

"

To the L

"

ake of H igh H ope, H uzoor,"

came the

answer, and there was a tinge of sadness in the tone.

"

I

have been going thither these twenty years past,

but ray feet are against me. God made them crooked."

H e drew them out of the water as he spoke,

and the doctor'

deformity;

s professional eye recognised a rare

temple.”

recognised also that they were inconceivably

“We

blistered and worn.

it.”

pilgrims call

it so,

Huzoor, and

we

worship

Then you are a pi1grim—whither?
To the Lake of High Hope, Huzoor,” came the
answer, and there was a tinge of sadness in the tone.
“I have been going thither these
twenty years past,
but my feet are against me. God made themcrooked.”
He drew them out of the water as he spoke,
and the doctor’s professional
eye recognised a rare
deformity; recognised also that theywere inoonceivably
“

“

blistered and worn.
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ou will not get to Mansarovar on those,"

said kindly;

"

he

they need rest, not travel."

The old man shook his head, and a trace of hurry

crept into his voice. "

I

H uzoor. That is why I

healing water;

but I

give them such rest as I

can,

sit with them in H eaven'

8

must get to Mansarovar, or my

pilgrimage will be lost— and it is not for my own

soul, see you."

Then he smiled brilliantly. "

this slave will reach it, H uzoor. Shiv'

me so.'

A

nd

s angels tell

'

s angels?

"

"

Shiv'

"

The birds yonder, H uzoor,"

q

ueried the doctor.

replied the old man

gravely, pointing to the flock of fishing egrets. "

Some

call them rice birds, and others egrets, but they

come from Shiv'

s Paradise— one can tell that by their

plumes— perhaps that is why the mems are so fond of

wearing them."

A
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satisfaction. "

s mind, but it brought a vague dis-

H erodias alba,"

self, giving the L

he muttered to him-

atin name of the birds;

"

more likely

to have something to do with dancing away a man'

head!

"

leave the mem behind if I

H igh H ope?

"

B

unex

"

s

Then a vague remorse at the harshness of his

thought made him say curiously: "

A

nd why must I

want to reach the L

ake of

"

ecause she is a mother, H uzoor,"

came the

pected reply, followed by deprecating ex

get

The
such rest as I can,
crept into his voice. “ I give them them in Heaven's
Huzoor. That is why I sit with
or my
healing water; but I must get to Mansarovar,
not for my own
pilgrimage will be lost-—a.nd it is brilliantly.
“And
soul, see you.” Then he smiled
tell
this slave will reach it, Huzoor. Shiv’s angels
me so."
“ Shiv’s
angels ? queried the doctor. the old man
The birds yonder, Huzoor,” replied
gravely, pointing to the flock of fishing egrets.but they
call them rice birds, and others egrets,
their
can tell that by
come from Shiv‘s Paradise——one
fond of
plumes—perha.ps that is why the mems are so
wearing them.”
he had l'l1'9l3
A sudden memory of her face as
of such plumes
seen it beneath a. snowy aigrette
disassailed the doctor's mind, but it brought a vaguehimto
satisfaction. “Herodias alba,” he muttered
“ more likely
self, giving the Latin name of the birds;
8» mm”
to have something to do with dancing away
of his
head!” Then a vague remorse at the harshness
why 1111155 I
thought made him say curiously: “And the
Lake of
leave the mem behind if I want to reach
”

“

sudden memory of her face as he had first

seen it beneath a snowy aigrette of such plumes

assailed the doctor'

he
to Mansarovar on those,"
said kindly; “ they need rest, not travel.”
of hurry
old man shook his head, and a trace
“You will not

ST

QUEST

planation.

This slave has good eyes— he saw the child-faces on

her breast."

O nce again the doctor felt that unaccustomed

thrill along the roots of his hair. W hat right had this

old man to see— everything— and to preach at him?

High Hope ?

”

“Because she is

a

mother, Huzoor,”

came

the

unexpected reply, followed by deprecating explanation.
her breast.”
Once again the doctor felt that
had this
thrillalong the roots of his hair. What right
him?
old man to see—everything—and to preach at

unaccustomed
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sudden antagonism leapt up in him against all rules,

all limitations.

"

W ell!

tell you,"

I

don'

t mean to leave her behind, I

he said almost petulantly. "

can

W hen a man

has found Paradise— "

"

Shiv'

H ope,"

"

s Paradise is close to the L

ake of H igh

interrupted the suave old voice.

D— n Shiv'

he laughed. "

s Paradise!

I

t'

you are a brahman. I

"

cried the doctor;

s no use, brahmanj

'

341

A sudden antagonism leapt
up in him against all rules,
all limitations.
“Well! I don’t mean to leave her behind, I
can
tell you,” he said almost
petulantly. “When a man

has found Paradise—
“Shiv's Paradise is close to the Lake of
High
Hope,” interrupted the suave old voice.
“
D—n Shiv’s Paradise!” cried the doctor; then
he laughed. It’s no
use, brahmanjee, for I suppose
you are a brahman. I'm not going to be
stopped
by snow or ice. Look here”—-his mood changed
abruptly to quick masterful protest—“ that would be
to give up happiness. Now! what
makes you happy ?
”

then

ee, for I

suppose

m not going to be stopped

“

by snow or ice. L

abruptly to q

ook here"

— his mood changed

uick masterful protest— "

to give up happiness. N ow!

H oliness, I

the elect!

I

'

ex

pect!

what makes you happy?

being a pilgrim!

Give that all up, brahmanj

ll think about it. A

that would be

nd if you'

ll come over there,"

pointed to the low sand-hills as he spoke, "

evening, I

'

high caste!

this

Holiness, I expect! beingapilgrim! high caste!
the
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ll never get to Mansarovar otherwise,

you know."

I

he

ll give you an ointment for those blistered

feet of yours— you'

"

one of

ee— and— and

shall get there some time, H uzoor,"

of

came the

confident reply.

Perhaps the old man came;

one

elect! Give that all up,
brahmanjee—and—and
I’ll think about it. And if
you’ll come over there,” he
pointed to the low sand-hills as he spoke, “this
evening, I’ll give you an ointment for those blistered
feet of yours—you’ll never
get to Mansarovar otherwise,
you know.”
“
I shall get there some time,
Huzoor,” came the
confident reply.

perhaps he did not.

The doctor was far too busy to care, since before day-

light failed he found himself face to face with the

tightest corner of his life. The promise of the primrose

dawn passed before noon. H eavy rain clouds massed

themselves into a purple pall, dull, lowering, silent;

until with the close of day, the courage of the coming

storm rose in low mutterings.

A

nd then, at last, the rain fell— fell in torrents.

I

t found the regiment— seeking safety from the scourge

Perhaps the old

perhaps
The doctor was far too
busy to care, since before daylight failed he found himself face to face with the

of cholera,— on the march, and disorganised it utterly.

man

came;

he did not.

W ith baggage-waggons bogged, soldiers already dis-

tightest corner of his life.

The

promise
primrose
dawn passed before noon. Heavy
rain clouds massed
themselves into a purple pall, dull, lowering, silent;
of the

until with the close of
of the coming
day, the
storm rose in low mutterings. courage
And then, at last, the rain fell—fell in torrents.
It found the
regiment—seeking safety from the scourge
of cholera-—on the
march, and disorganised it utterly.
With baggage-waggons bogged, soldiers
already dis-
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couraged by dread, all drenched and disordered, there

was

was nothing to be done but keep cool and trust that

chance might avert disaster, since no man could hurry

up tents that were miles behind.

"

There'

s another man in G company down, sir,"

said the hospital sergeant, "

and the apothecary reports

nothing to be done

but

keep cool

no man could hurry
chance might avert disaster, since
miles behind.
up tents that were
down, sir,”
There's another man in G company
the apothecary reports
said the hospital sergeant, “and
his ward.”
no more room in
doctor, setting
“There’s room here,” replied the
blanket in that corner,
his teeth. “Orderly! put a
do all
better—-he'll
it—he’s
getting
to
Smith
lift
and
“

no more room in his ward."

"

There'

his teeth. "

s room here,"

O rderly!

and lift Smith to it— he'

replied the doctor, setting

put a blanket in that corner,

s getting better— he'

ll do all

right."

So yet one more man found a cot and such comfort

as skill and strength of purpose could give him, while

the thunder crashed overhead and the pitiless rain

hammered at the taut tent roof like a drum.

O ne had to shout to make oneself heard.

"

L

ights!

I

say!

L

ights!

I

'

ve been calling for

them these ten minutes. W hy the devil doesn'

I

can'

The doctor'

t some

t see to do anything."
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one bring them?

s voice rang resonantly;

but the lights

did not come. The waggon with the petroleum tins

was hopelessly bogged miles away;

in the confusion

no one had thought of lights.

"

Thank God for the lightning,"

muttered the

dootor with unwonted piety, as with awful blinding

suddenness the whole hospital tent blazed into blue

brilliance, putting out the miserable glimmer of the oil

lantern that had been raised from somewhere. I

n

that brief luminous second he could at least see his

patients— thirty of them or more. I

t was not an

encouraging sight. The livid look on many faces

might be discounted by the lightning, but there was

an ominous stillness on some that told its tale.

"

Gone!

B

ring in another man from outside,"

him, while
skill and strength of purpose could give
and the pitiless rain
the thunder crashed overhead
drum.
hammered at the taut tent roof like a heard.
One had to shout to make oneself
I’ve been calling for
“Lights! I say! Lights! the
devil doesn't some
them these ten minutes. Why
can’t see to do anything.”
one bring them? I
but the lights
The doctor's voice rang resonantly ;
the petroleum tins
did not come. The Waggon with
miles away; in the confusion
was hopelessly bogged
of lights.
no one had thought
muttered the
“Thank God for the lightning,”
with awful blinding
doctor with unwonted piety, as
blazed into b1119
suddenness the whole hospital tent
of the oil
brilliance, putting out the miserable glimmer
somewhere. III
lantern that had been raised from
at least see his
that brief luminous second he could
It was not an
patients—thirty of them or more.
faces
encouraging sight. The livid look onbutmany
there Was
might be discounted by the lightning,its tale.
that told
an ominous stillness on some

as
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the swift verdict and order, after
a moment’s
inspection with the oil lantern.
“Beg pardin, sir,” almost whined a hospital
orderly, “but Apothecary Jones have sent to
say he’s
took himself, an’ can’t
on
no
go
more; an’
pardin, sir, I’m feeling awful bad myself.” beggin’ your
The doctor held up the lantern and
its bull's eye
showed a face as livid as
any in the tent; a face distorted by justifiable horror and fear.
“
Go into the quarantine
tent, it's up by now, and
tell them to give you a stifl-un
of rum with chlorodyne
in it. You’ll be better
and
by
by—I’ve no use for you
here.”
came
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inspection with the oil lantern.

"

B

eg pardin, sir,"

orderly, "

but A

took himself, an'

pardin, sir, I

'

almost whined a hospital

pothecary Jones have sent to say he'

can'

t go on no more;

an'

m feeling awful bad myself."

The doctor held up the lantern and its bull'

s eye

showed a face as livid as any in the tent;

torted by j

"

s

beggin'

a face dis-

ustifiable horror and fear.

Go into the q

uarantine tent, it'

s up by now, and

tell them to give you a stiff-un of rum with chlorodyne

in it. Y

ou'

ll be better by and by— I

'

ve no use for you

here."

A

nd he had no use for him— that was true.

Shaking hands and trembling nerves were only in the

way in a tight corner like this. So, one by one, men

your

fell away, leaving the one strong soul and body to

wrestle with a perfect hell.

or the rain never ceased, the thunder went on
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F

crashing, the lightning was almost incessant. Thank

God for that!

Thank God for the three inohes of

running water on the floor of the tent that swept away

its unspeakable uncleanliness, for the thunder'

s voice

that drowned all other sounds, for the blessed light

which made it possible to work.

The very sweepers disappeared at last. N o one

was left save that one strong soul and body, and even

he stood for a second dazed, irresolute.

"

H ow can this slave help the Protector of the

Poor?

"

came a courteous voice beside him, and he

turned to see a smile at once familiar and kindly.

"

H ow?

"

echoed the doctor stupidly, then he

recovered himself. "

high caste— all that."

Y

ou can'

t. Y

ou'

re a brahman—

And he had no use for him—that
was true.
Shaking hands and trembling nerves were only
in the
Way in atight corner like this. So,
one by one, men
fell away, leaving the
one strong soul and
body to
wrestle with a perfect hell.
For the rain never
ceased, the thunder went on
crashing, the lightning was
almost
God for that! Thank God for incessant. Thank
the three inches
running water on the floor of the tent that swept of
away
its unspeakable
for the thunder’s voice
uncleanliness,
that drowned all other
sounds, for the blessed light
which made it possible to work.
The very sweepers disappeared at
last. No one
was left save that one
soul
and body, and even
he stood for a second strong
dazed, irresolute.
“How can this slave help the Protector of
the

Poor?” came a courteous voice beside
turned to see a smile at once familiar him, and he
and kindly.
“How?” echoed the doctor
stupidly, then he
recovered himself.
You can’t. You're a brahman—
“

high caste—all that.”
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"

This B

Q UE

Manasa Sarovara,"
that he may be able to reach
“Where shall he
reply.
insistent
the
quiet
was

ST

lave haa come to help the H uzoor so

that he may be able to reach Manasa Sarovara,"

was tho q

begin?

A

uiet insistent reply. "

W here shall he

begin?

"

sudden spasm almost of anger shot through the

strong soul and body as vaguely, dimly, it realised and

recollected— then, as rudely, as roughly, gave no choice

save the most menial work. B

ut instant obedience

followed, and the doctor, dismissing all other thoughts,

plunged once more into the immediate present. The

rain pelted, the thunder roared, but every time that

blue brilliance filled the tent, it showed two men at

born nurse!

thought the doctor almost remorse-

fully as he saw the old man moving about swiftly, and

remembered those blistered, bleeding feet.

"

They must hurt you— awfully,"

"

God'

he said at last.

s healing water cools them, H uzoor,"

I

delayed in reaching the L

replied

shall not be
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the old man with a radiant smile. "

ake of H igh H ope."

So the long night drew down to dawn once more,

and dawn brought peace again, even to the cholera

camp. A

n hour and a half passed without one fresh

case, and the doctor, realising that the crisis was over,

found time to notice the grey glimmer of light stealing

through each crack and cranny of the tent. H e set

the flag aside and looked out. The primrose east was

all barred with purple clouds, the distant j

heel lay in

still shining shadow, but there was no concerted dawn-

cry of the wild birds, and the flights of whirring wings

were isolated, errant.

"

The call has come to them, H uzoor,"

suave old voice beside him. "

said the

They have gone to

Manasa Sarovara, leaving all things behind them."

shot through the
A sudden spasm almost of anger
dimly, it realised and
strong soul and body as vaguely,
choice

recolleoted—then, as rudely, as roughly, gave obedience
work. But instant
save the most menial
other thoughts,
and the doctor, dismissing all
no

followed,

work, both doing their duty nobly.

A

"

The
the immediate present.
into
plunged
but every time that
rain pelted, the thunder roared,
showed two men at
blue brilliance filled the tent, it
once more

work, both doing their duty nobly.

almost remorseA born nurse I thought the doctor
swiftly,and
man moving about
old
the
he
saw
as
fully
remembered those blistered, bleeding feet.said at last.
“
They must hurt you—awfully,” he
Huzoor,” replied
“ God's healing water cools them,
"I shall not be
smile.
radiant
with
a
man
old
the
Hope.”
delayed in reaching the Lake of High
dawn once more.
So the long night drew down to
to the cholera’
and dawn brought peace again, even
fresh
half passed without one
camp. An hour and a
that the crisis was over.
case, and the doctor, realising
stealing
of
found time to notice the grey glimmer light He Bel’:
tent.
through each crack and cranny of the
east Was
the flag aside and looked out. The primrose
lay in
jheel
distant
the
clouds,
with
barred
purple
all
dawnbut there was no concerted
shadow,
still shining
the flights of whirring wings
cry of the wild birds, and
were isolated, errant.
said the
“The call has come to them, Huzoor,”
“
They have gone to
suave old voice beside him.
them.”
Manasa Sarovara, leaving all things behind
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nglishman turned abruptly, almost with an

dead bodies awaiting burial;

uence of cholera,

the scourge had come, and gone. Seen in the first

level rays of the sun, the camp looked almost cheerful,

almost bright. A

from headq

couple of doctors had ridden out

uarters— there was no more to be done.

"

I

'

I

'

ve been in all night,"

ll go out for a bit, and shake off the hell

said the doctor to the chief

apothecary, who was recounting his past symptoms

with suspicious accuracy. So he went out, and

wandered round the j

heel watching a flock of egrets—

H erodias alba— that still lingered in its level waters.

W ere they really Shiv'

away men'

s angels ?
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camp, looking worn and tired. The hospital orderly,

whom he had sent to bed with rum and chlorodyne,

was standing, spruce and alert, at the canteen.

F

eeling better, eh Green?

he passed, then added: "

more cases or deaths?

"

N o, sir,"

A

"

he said kindly, as

ll right, I

suppose. N o

leastways, not to count. There'

sa

h'

old man as they found dead outside the camp about

q

uarter of an hour agone, but not being on the strength

of the regiment '

F

e don'

t count."

ive minutes afterwards the doctor, his face still

more tired and worn, was looking down on the body of

his helper. I

t must have been one of those sudden

cases in which collapse comes on from the very first,

for no one had seen the old man ill. They had simply

10

!

With the mysterious inconsequence of cholera,
the scourge had come, and gone. Seen in the first
level rays of the sun, the camp looked almost cheerful,
almost bright. A couple of doctors had ridden out
from headquarters—there was no more to be done.
“I’ll go out for a bit, and shake ofi the hell
I’ve been in all night,” said the doctor to the chief
apothecary, who was recounting his past symptoms
With suspicious accuracy. So he Went out, and
wandered round the jheel watching a flock of egrets—
Herodias alba—that still lingered in its level waters.
Were they really Shiv’s angels ‘?—or did they dance
?
away men's brains
The sun was already high when he returned to
camp, looking worn and tired. The hospital orderly,
whom he had sent to bed with rum and chlorodyne,
was standing, spruce and alert, at the canteen.
“Feeling better, eh Green?” he said kindly, as
he passed, then added: “All right, I suppose. No
more cases or deaths?”
“No, sir," replied the orderly, saluting somewhat
shamefacedly, “leastways, not to count. There’s a
h’old man as they found dead outside the camp about
quarter of an hour agone, but not being on the strength
of the regiment ’e don't count.”
Five minutes afterwards the doctor, his face still
more tired and worn, was looking down on the body of
his helper. It must have been one of those sudden
cases in which collapse comes on from the very first,
for no one had seen the old man ill. They had simply
—

"

replied the orderly, saluting somewhat

shamefacedly, "

no more

— or did they dance

s brains?

The sun was already high when he returned to

"

845

The Englishman turned abruptly, almost with an
oath, and began to count the costs of the night.
Thirty-six dead bodies awaiting burial ; but no more—

but no more—

no more!

W ith the mysterious inconseq

HIGH HOPE

45

oath, and began to count the costs of the night.

Thirty-six

OF

—

10
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found him lying peacefully dead, with his blistered

deformed feet in a pool of water.

•

*

*

»

•

The doctor wrote a letter;

I

it was rather a wild

letter about plumes and egrets, and the difficulty of

distinguishing H erodias alba from the stock which

brought babies. F

and the subseq

about the j

or the strain of that night in hell,

uent fever brought on by wandering

heel land when he was out-wearied, had told

even upon his body and soul.

So they sent him to the hills when he began

to recover, and being a keen sportsman he did not stop

in the Capuas of smart society, but made straight for

the solitudes seeking for something to slay, for he felt

a bit savage sometimes. A

nd ever, though he did not

acknowledge the fact, his route brought him nearer

and nearer to that high Tibetan land where ice and

snow reign eternal. Through Garhwal and up by

idarnath, where the new-born Ganges issues from
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a frost-bound cave, until one day he pitched his little

six

-foot hunter'

s tent on the other side of the H oly

H imalaya, and looked down into the wide upland

valleys of N aki-khorsum, and up beyond them to the

great white cone of K

A

ailas, the Paradise of Shiva.

mere iceberg cutting the clear blue sky. H ow

cold, how distant, how utterly unsatisfactory!

H e

stood looking at it in the chill moonlight after his two

servants were snoring round the j

beds of j

deformed feet in a pool of water.

uniper fire on their

uniper boughs— looking, and smoking, and

thinking.

H e had thought much during his three months of

solitary wandering, and now the time was coming

when thoughts must be translated into action, for his

C

I

I

i

rather a wild
The doctor wrote a letter; it was
and the difficulty of
and
egrets,
about
plumes
letter
the stock which
distinguishing Herodias alba. from
that night in hell,
brought babies. For the strain of on by wandering
and the subsequent fever brought
out-wearied, had told
about the jheel land when he was
soul.
even upon his body and
when he began
So they sent him to the hills
he did not stop
to recover, and being a keen sportsman
but made straight for
in the Capuas of smart society,
to slay, for he felt
the solitudes seeking for something
not
And ever, though he did
a bit savage sometimes.
him nearer
acknowledge the fact, his route brought
land where ice and
and nearer to that high Tibetan
Garhwal and up by
snow reign eternal. Through
issues from
Kidarnath, where the new-born Ganges
little
until one day he pitched his
a frost-bound cave,
side of the Holy
six-foot hunter's tent on the other
wide upland
Himalaya, and looked down into the them to the
beyond
valleys of Naki-khorsum, and up
of Shiva.
great White cone of Kailas, the Paradise
blue sky. HOW
A mere iceberg cutting the clear
unsatisfactory! He
cold, how distant, how utterly
after his two
stood looking at it in the chill moonlight
fire on their
servants were snoring round the juniper
smoking, and
beds of juniper boughs—looking, and
thinking.
months of
He had thought much during his three
coming
solitary wandering, and now the time was for his
when thoughts must be translated into action,
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leave was nearly up. Should he go backwards or

forwards?

Go on to Manasa Sarovara or set his face

towards lower levels?

Should H ope of the mind take

the place of H ope of the body. B

ah!

he was a fool!

H e would be a sensible man and return. That was

his last thought as he rolled himself in his hunter'

s

blanket and lay down to sleep.

B

ut the dawn found bim plodding on in front of

his two coolies towards that compelling cone of snow.

H e left the tent at the foot of the nex

t ridge, and that

night the last thing he saw was O rion'

upon the summit of Mount K

Y

es!

s sword resting

ailas.

he would go on. H e would see if it were

true that H erodias alba disported its plumes on the

waters of the L

ake of H igh H ope.

During the latter part of his wanderings he had,

partly owing to the unsettled and hesitating state of

his mind, diverged from the pilgrim track;

but here,

oined it, and in more than one
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on this last day, he rej

place the bones of some one who had fallen by the

way, showed amongst the flowers which carpeted every

rent in the world'

s white shroud of snow;

showed like

streaks of snow itself, so bleached were they by long

months of frost.

B

ut the flowers!

what countless thousands of

them— low, almost leafless, hurrying in hot haste to

blossom while they yet had time. A

nd yet how pure,

how cold, how colourless had not this mountain-side

looked from afar. A

lmost as cold as K

ailasa which,

viewed from the height of the pass, seemed barely more

significant.

B

ut every foot of descent made a difference, and

soon over the rocky ravine it rose stupendous, its great

glacier shining cold, inaccessible. B

efore long it would
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leave was nearly up. Should he go backwards or
forwards ? Go on to Manasa Sarovara. or set his face
towards lower levels? Should Hope of the mind take
the place of Hope of the body. Bah ! he was a fool !
He would be a sensible man and return. That was
his last thought as he rolled himself in his hunter’s
blanket and lay down to sleep.
But the dawn found him plodding on in front of
his two coolies towards that compelling cone of snow.
He left the tent at the foot of the next ridge, and that
night the last thing he saw was Orion’s sword resting
upon the summit of Mount Kailas.
Yes! he would go on. He would see if it were
true that Herodias alba. disported its plumes on the
waters of the Lake of High Hope.
During the latter part of his wanderings he had,
partly owing to the unsettled and hesitating state of
his mind, diverged from the pilgrim track; but here,
on this last day, he rejoined it, and in more than one
place the bones of some one who had fallen by the
way, showed amongst the flowers which carpeted every
rent in the world's white shroud of snow; showed like
streaks of snow itself, so bleached were they by long
months of frost.
But the flowers! What countless thousands of
them—loW, almost leafless, hurrying in hot haste to
blossom while they yet had time. And yet how pure,
how cold, how colourless had not this mountain-side
looked from afar. Almost as cold as Kailasa which,
viewed from the height of the pass, seemed barely more

significant.

But every foot of descent made a difference, and
soon over the rocky ravine it rose stupendous, its great
glaciershining cold, inaccessible. Before long it would
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over-top the sky and reach H igh H eaven. N o wonder

Down and down, through a mere cleft in the rocks

that closed in, shutting out all view. . . .

still.

Sarovara!

ake of the Soul'

s H ope— Manasa

The pure beauty of it sank into him, its

rest and peace filled him with content.

A

wilderness— a perfect wilderness of bright-hued

flowers between the snow slopes and the lake, whose

blue waters gleamed like sapphires between the

diamond icebergs that drifted hither and thither on its

breeze-kissed waves.

B

ut not one sign of life;

no movement, no noise,

save every now and again a far-distant thunderous

roar, and a puff of distant white smoke upon some

mountain-side telling of a falling avalanche.

solemn,
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Cradled in snow yet wreathed in flowers;

secure, unchangeable!

I

t was a marvellous sight. H e was glad he had

come, for it was a place where one could think— really

think.

oin his tent ere

sundown. Still there was enough left for him to reach

utting flower-set promontory, whence, surely, the

best view of the whole would be obtained.

Y

es!

decidedly the best!

from the water'

Shiv'

s Paradise rising

s edge showed from hence eq

still.
Hope-Manasa
So that wasthe Lake of the Soul’ s
into him, its
Sarovara! The pure beauty of it sank
content.
rest and peace filled him with
of bright-hued
A wilderness—a perfect wilderness
and the lake, Whose
flowers between the snow slopes
between the
blue waters gleamed like sapphires
thitheron its
diamond icebergs that drifted hither and

breeze-kissed waves.

ual-sided,

one

every

worth a pilgrimage. . . . Pilgrimage?

a sight well

movement, no noise,
far-distant thunderous

no

secure,

now

unchangeable!

serene, unassailable, a pure pyramid of ice.

Truly a sight never to be forgotten;

sign of life;

and again a
some
distant white smoke upon
roar, and a pufi of
mountain-side telling of a falling avalanche. solemn,
Cradled in snow yet wreathed in flowers;
save

and then he took out his watch. Time was waning,

that j

shutting out all view.
and stood
Then, suddenly, he gave a little gasp

But not

So he stood and thought— really— for a while;

for he had to re-climb the pass and rej

thought of Paradise !
cleft in the rocks
Down and down, through a mere

that closed in,

Then, suddenly, he gave a little gasp and stood

So that was the L

Heaven. No wonder
over-top the sky and reach High
men

men thought of Paradise!
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It

was a

marvellous sight.

come, for it was

a

place where

He

was

one o ould

glad he

had

think-really

think.
9. while;
So he stood and thought——real1y—-for waning,
Time was
and then he took out his watch.
his tent ere
for he had to re-climb the pass and rejoin
him to reach
sundown. Still there was enough left for
surely, the
that jutting flower-set promontory, whence,
best view of the whole would be obtained.
rising
Yes! decidedly the best ! Shiv's Paradise sided,
from the water's edge showed from hence equalof ice.
serene, unassailable, a pure pyramid
si ght well
never to be forgotten; a

Truly a sight
worth a pilgrimage.
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A

nd then some swift remembrance made him

glance downwards and he saw before him the bleached

skeleton of a man. Something in the attitude of it,

the feet hidden in the lake, made him stoop curiously

to see what that sapphire surface covered.

W hat was it?

H e stood for some time looking down into the

rippling water that whispered and whispered to the

flowers ceaselessly;

then he turned and climbed the

hill again.

B

ut, even if he had taken anything with him to

Manasa Sarovara he left it behind him there beside the

skeleton of a man with curiously deformed feet. B

the blisters had gone.

lora A

nnie Steel.
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And then some swift remembrance made him
glance downwards and he saw before him the bleached
skeleton of aman. Something in the attitude of it,
the feet hidden in the lake, made him stoop curiously
to see What that sapphire surface covered.
What was it ?
He stood for some time looking down into the
rippling Water that whispered and whispered to the
flowers ceaselessly; then he turned and climbed the
hill again.
But, even if he had taken anything with him to
Manasa. Sarovara. he left it behind him there beside the
skeleton of a. man with curiously deformed feet. But
the blisters had gone.

FLORA ANNIE STEEL.
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N E

C SCI

H A

ST thou in thy vicissitudes of being

R

Pondered these q

E

F

A

SE

ST O MN I

A

.

uestions: W hat thou art, and W herefore?

Prised at the cunning locks of hidden purpose,

O r probed the heart of life to find its meaning?

O r read the riddle thy ambition sets thee?

Can'

st thou from parchments of a dry philosophy,

O r symbols of occult prophetic lore,

NEG SCIRE FAS EST OMNIA.

Divine what goal awaits thy forward striving?

L

ike to a city set within a valley

W hose denizens, by primal needs enslaved,

Seek not to scale the giant hills that shut them

Prom the wide vistas of the far horizon,

B

ut daily circle the worn path of habit,

H arnessed to custom and by usage driven:

So is the soul which, set for boundless spaces,

Shuts out the vision of the spirit'

A

s peak-lands;

nd, in the manner of the brutes that perish,

Crops the lush herbage of the valley pastures,
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Content to browse and chew the cud in comfort,

Save when Calamity'

s sharp whip shall drive it

HABT thou in thy vicissitudes of being
and Wherefore ?
Pondered these questions: What thou art,
Prised at the cunning locks of hidden purpose,
its meaning ‘P
Or probed the heart of life to find
sets thee?
Or read the riddle thy ambition
philosophy,
Can'st thou from parchments of a dry
Or symbols of occult prophetic lore,
striving ‘P
Divine what goal awaits thy forward

To the sparse fodder of the rocky hill-side.

A

cross the cheq

uered dial of ex

istence

The great O rdainer moves H is flaming signals.

Unread of him who seeketh phantom pleasure,

Unseen of him whose gods are power and lucre;

H e only, the tense thinker, forward seeing,

R

eads them, interpreting their meaning rightly,

A

s with the soul of N ature he communeth,

O r with the deathless dead holds sacred converse.

8

50

Like to a city set within a valley
Whose denizens, by primal needs enslaved,
them
Seek not to scale the giant hills that shut
From the wide vistas of the far horizon,
But daily circle the worn path of habit.
Harnessed to custom and by usage driven:
So is the soul which, set for boundless spaces,
Shuts out the vision of the spirit's peak-lands;
And, in the manner of the brutes that perish,
Crops the lush herbage of the valley pastures,
comfort,
Content to browse and chew the cud in
it
when Calamity's sharp whip shall drive
Save
To the sparse fodder of the rocky hill-side.

Across the chequered dial of existence
The great Ordainer moves His flaming signals.
Unread of him who seeketh phantom pleasure,
Unseen of him whose gods are power and lucre ;
He only, the tense thinker, forward seeing,
Reads them, interpreting their meaning rightly,
As with the soul of Nature he communeth,
Or with the deathless dead holds sacred converse.
350
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NEG SCIRE FAS EST

N E

I

C SCI

R

E

PA

SE

ST O MN I

A

f science with her searching lens inverted

N ew worlds in space can find, their distance measure,

L

abel each planet'

A

ccounting why the rebel meteor falleth,

s speed and mass and orbit,

Timing the advent of eclipse and comet,

A

nd see the cyclone shadowed in the sun-ray:

W hy, in the nebulas of incompleteness

W hich hangs portentous round thy brooding spirit,

Can'

st thou not in thy eager q

Some star in God'

uest discover

s soul-firmament to capture,

W ed it to thine and solve the dark enigma?

A

h!

what dead legions long to dust resolved

H ave argued as thou arguest, done as thou do'

F

retted around the knees of Mother N ature

A

nd vex

ed her with incessant childish q

uestions,

ir from her bosom,—

Then, when she cuffed them in her hot resentment,
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Crept to a corner, chastened, though still curious.

H ast thou not read how late a mighty vessel

W hose like was never seen on any ocean,

L

eapt like a carven wonder o'

er the water,

W ith crew outnumbering many an ancient army

A

nd speed which threw a gauntlet to the storm-cloud;

W hose caverned depths were turned to gilded arbours

V

ibrant with melody, where beauty dallied;

W hose polished decks were paths for kings of commerce;

W hich binds the daughter to the mother nation?

Didst thou not hear her glories echoed widely,

ulcan wrought upon her,

W hile from the Thames, the Tyne, the Tees, the Mersey,

H uge store of metal poured into her bowels;

A

nd how with ancient woods from I

ndian forests

To furnish her a thousand craftsmen fashioned,

A

nd laboured her with twice five hundred hammers;

Until, with lux

ury and science fitted,

W hile beauty o'

er her shoulders broke the wine-j

Ah! what dead legions long to dust resolved
Have argued as thou arguest, done as thou do'st;
Fretted around the knees of Mother Nature
And vexed her with incessant childish questions,
Tugging her apron in the vain endeavour
To draw some new elixir from her bosom,—
Then, when she cuffed them in her hot resentment,
Crept to a corner, chastened, though still curious.

Hast thou not read how late a mighty vessel

Whose like was never seen

on

any ocean,

Leapt like a carven wonder o'er the water,
With crew outnumbering many an ancient
army

W hose pulsing cargo was the wealth, wit, wisdom

W hat time the sons of V

If science with her searching lens inverted
New worlds in space can find, their distance measure,
Label each planet's speed and mass and orbit,
Accounting why the rebel meteor falleth,
Timing the advent of eclipse and comet,
And see the cyclone shadowed in the sun-ray :
Why, in the nebulae of incompleteness
Which hangs portentous round thy brooding spirit,
Ca.n'st thou not in thy eager quest discover
Some star in God's soul-flrmament to capture,
Wed it to thine and solve the dark enigma ?

st;

Tugging her apron in the vain endeavour

To draw some new elix

OMNIA

ar,

And speed which threw a gauntlet to the storm-cloud
;
Whose caverned depths were turned to gilded arbours
Vibrant with melody, where beautydallied;
Whose polished decks were paths for kings of commerce ;
Whose pulsing cargo was the wealth, wit, wisdom
Which binds the daughter to the mother nation ?
Didst thou not hear her glories echoed widely,
What time the sons of Vulcan wrought upon her,
While from the Thames, the Tyne, the Tees, the Mersey,
Huge store of metal poured into her bowels;

And how with ancient woods from Indian forests
To furnish her a thousand craftsmen fashioned,
And laboured her with twice five hundred hammers :
Until, with luxury and science fitted,
While beauty o'er her shoulders broke the wine-jar,
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She hailed the ocean with a giant'

s challenge?

Science proclaimed her unto shock impervious;

The bartering money-changers high appraised her;

The '

A

A

B

F

ourth E

state'

s grandly past the L

of adj

ectives stood beggared;

izard cliffs she glided,

blazing city, garnished to repletion,

earing two thousand humans as her tally.

Then the rude shock, the doubt, the dread, the panic,

N eptune'

sI

A

t Man'

L

aughed as L

nferno, while his tritons j

s discomfiture. A

h!

ested

eviathan, a plaything broken,

W hat said the scribes unto this grim reprisal?

F

er the chaos,

ull of belated wisdom, void of comfort;

The stoic shrugged a shoulder, saying, '

K

ismet'

;

The frenzied pulpit-zealot flung his dogma,

Prating of R

ome, of B

abylon, of Carthage,
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Probing the wounds of widow and of orphan

To plant the gangrene of his graceless gospel;

The poet wailed his threnody of passion;

Ten thousand choirs repeated solemn dirges;

"

Then, when the crash had dwindled to a tremor,

W hen cause and blame had busied the world-j

nd the last req

ury,

uiem died with the departed;

Subdued though undeterred by F

ortune'

s checkmate,

Man, yet undaunted, sat him down, all curious,

W ith more pretentious plans beneath his finger,

B

*

oasting that air and sea are but his bond slaves.

*

*

*

W hen blood is coltish and tho j

udgment oallow,

W e spurn the counsel of events and elders,

A

'

'

Laughed as Leviathan, a plaything broken,
Split on the spear of the wave-ambushed iceberg.
What said the scribes unto this grim reprisal ?
Shrill sped the voice of science o'er the chaos,

Full of belated wisdom, void of comfort;
The stoic shrugged a shoulder, saying, Kismet ;
The frenzied pulpit-zealot flung his dogma,
Prating of Rome, of Babylon, of Carthage,
Probing the wounds of widow and of orphan
To plant the gangrene of his graceless gospel;
The poet wailed his threnody of passion;
Ten thousand choirs repeated solemn dirges;
While two vast continents in sackclothshrouded
Sat in the shadow of a mighty sorrow.
'

W hile two vast continents in sackcloth shrouded

Sat in the shadow of a mighty sorrow.

A

She hailed the ocean with a giant's challenge ?
Science proclaimed her unto shock impervious;
The bartering money-changers high appraised her;
The Fourth Estate of adjectives stood beggared;
As grandly past the Lizard clifis she glided,
A blazing city, garnished to repleticn,
Bearing two thousand humans as her tally.
Then the rude shock, the doubt, the dread, the panic,
Neptune's Inferno, while his tritons jested
At Man's discomfiture. Ah! how the sea-gods

how the sea-gods

Split on the spear of the wave-ambushed iceberg.

Shrill sped the voice of science o'

QUEST

'

nd for each aim and act of our hot nature

W e deem the impulse an ex

cuse sufficient,

Then, when the crash had dwindled to a tremor,
When cause and blame had busied the world-jury,

requiem died with the departed ;
Subdued though undeterred by Fortune's checkmate,
Man, yet undaunted, sat him down, all curious,
With more pretentious plans beneath his finger,
Boasting that air and sea are but his bond slaves.

And the last

*

*

as

When blood is coltish and. the judgment callow,
We spurn the counsel of events and elders,
And for each aim and act of our hot nature
We deem the impulse an excuse suflicient,
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Unseeing that restraint would leave us stronger

To bind our obj

ect with the cords of reason.

Then flesh puts blinkers on the soul'

A

s perception,

s slow we travel through the lanes of habit,

Until convention has become our gaoler,

A

nd never boast we half so loud of freedom

A

s when we hug the links of our soul-shackles.

Unseeing that restraint would leave us stronger
To bind our object with the cords of reason.
Then flesh puts blinkers on the soul's
perception,
As slow we travel through the lanes of habit,
Until convention has become our gaoler,
And never boast we half so loud of freedom
As when we hug the links of our soul-shackles.

W hen comes the hurricane, the plague, the tempest,

W hen fevers rage, when with lean, grinning visage

Death crouches, lusting for his tardy toll-pence,

A

nd the great end we dreamed of is forgotten;

W hen outworn creeds shall mock us from the chaff-heap,

A

nd in the crash our cherished props are shaken ;

—

Then learn we that our wisdom is but boasting;

That we are feebler in our foolishness

Than the despised beasts;

that in the issues

Dividing all the seeming from the real,

N ot gold, nor creed, nor science can eq

A

uering talisman;

uip us

that here
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W ith the all-conq

ll reverend instructors are as we,

N aked of knowledge and to error prone.

A

nd from the depths, alone in our soul-starkness,

W e see beyond the day-mist and the cloud-wrack,

The clockwork of the I

A

nfinite E

ternal;

ull oft the brain recoins the ancient q

uestions:

— W hat is the thing for which the world is waiting?

— W hy are such multitudes incessant toiling

Through the short three-score cycles of ex

istence?

— W hy does one man bear burdens like the ox

en,

Complaining not, although another goads him?

— W hy, since like midges o'

er a stagnant marsh-pool

W e dance our little hour amid the sunbeams,

Dividing all the seeming from the real,

Not gold, nor creed, nor science can
equip us
With the all-conquering talisman ; that here
All reverend instructors

nd as our vision grows, so grows the marvel

That we so long have travelled bound and blinded.

F

When comes the hurricane, the plague, the
tempest,
When fevers rage, when with lean, grinning visage
Death crouches, lusting for his tardy toll-pence,
And the great end we dreamed of is
forgotten;
When outworn creeds shall mock us from the
chaff-heap,
And in the crash our cherished
props are shaken ;—
Then learn we that our wisdom is but
boasting ;
That we are feebler in our foolishness
Than the despised beasts ; that in the issues

are as

we.

Naked of knowledge and to error
prone.

And from the depths, alone in our
soul-starkness,
We see beyond the day-mist and the
cloud-wrack,
The clockwork of the Infinite Eternal;
And as our vision grows, so
grows the marvel
That we so long have travelled bound and blinded.

Should we be fretted with the dull foreboding

O f what is waiting for us in the shadows,

O r what shall happen to the other midges

Full oft the brain recoins the ancient
questions:

——What is the thing for which the world is waiting ?
—Why are such multitudes incessant toiling
Through the short three-score cycles of existence ?
——Why does one man bear burdens like the oxen,

Complaining not, although another goads him ?

——Why, since like midges o'er a stagnant marsh-pool
We dance our little hour amid the
sunbeams,
Should we be fretted with the dull foreboding
Of what is waiting for us in the
shadows,
Or what shall happen to the other
midges
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W ho rise from out our dust to buzz as we do?

Shall we for icons ever keep ascending

To higher plains with loftier peaks above them,

A

nd ever up in ceaseless grades progressive?

O r, when the sunlight o'

er the pool has darkened,

Shall we cast off this chrysalis of matter

A

nd find the nex

L

et not these dolours make thy wisdom poorer,

t phase void and a negation?

F

or, if it can give comfort to thy spirit,

K

now that these doubtings have perturbed a myriad

W ho now have reached a dizzier height of wonder,

A

nd in new states are asking the old q

uestions,—

B

ut unto thine can give nor ear nor answer!

Pain would we know ourselves immune and deathless—

O ft in our pride we act as though we knew it—

A

nd, while the red blood warms our untrained pulses,

W e fling upon L

A

ife'

s table every hazard,

nd reck not what we risk or how the gam*

goes;

QUEST

Who rise from out our dust to buzz as we do ‘?
Shall we for teens ever keep ascending
To higher plains with loftier peaks above them,
And over up in ceaseless grades progressive?
Or, when the sunlight o'er the pool has darkened,
Shall we cast off this chrysalis of matter
And find the next phase void and s. negation ‘?
Let not these dolours make thy wisdom poorer.
For, if it can give comfort to thy spirit,
Know that these doubtings have perturbed a myriad
Who now have reached a dizzier height of wonder,
And in new states are asking the old questions,But unto thine can give nor ear nor answer!

B
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Then, as the lights burn low and the grim croupier

akes in the counters of our spendthrift heyday,

W e mark the follies that have foiled our chances

A

nd— in our stubbornness, still unrepentant—

W e grieve more for the failure than the folly,

A

nd stand in trembling awe to wait the fiat:

Thus at the ending as at the beginning

W e linger round the skirts of life in wonder.

L

et not such broodings bring thee to disq

uiet

O r fasten on thy zeal their chilly fingers!

Doth not the very talent of thy reason

Prove thy eq

uipment for a sphere immortal?

N ot fenced like fattened beeves in a dull pasture,

O r as a caterpillar on a narrow petal;

B

ut as the lark leaps upward to the sunlight,

A

s soars the eagle through the distant storm-cloud,

O r as the darkness changes into daylight,

A

nd the thin crescent moon to a clear circle,

Fain would we know ourselves immune and deathless—Oft in our pride we act as though we knew itAnd, while the red blood warms our untrained pulses,
We fling upon Life's table every hazard,
And reck not what we risk or how the game goes:
Then, as the lights burn low and the grim croupier
Rakes in the counters of our spendthrift heyday,
We mark the follies that have foiled our chances
And-—in our stubbornness, still unrepentantWe grieve more for the failure than the folly,
And stand in trembling awe to wait the fiat :
Thus at the ending as at the beginning
We linger round the skirts of life in wonder.
Let not such broodings bring thee to disquiet
Or fasten on thy zeal their chillyfingers!
Doth not the very talent of thy reason
Prove thy equipment for a sphere immortal ?
Not fenced like fattened beeves in a dull pasture,
Or as a caterpillar on a narrow petal ;
But as the lark leaps upward to the sunlight,
As soars the eagle through the distant storm-cloud,
Or as the darkness changes into daylight,
And the thin crescent moon to a clear circle,
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So is the order of thy evolution.

R

eflected even in thy limitations,

Thou mayest see sweet Mercy'

s purpose mirrored;

A

ll the pulsations of thy pain and passion,

A

ll the advantage of thy garnered knowledge,

Thy small attainments and thy oft reverses,

A

re not chance ends, but epochs in thy struggle.

F

ix

So is the order of thy evolution.
Reflected even in thy limitations,
Thou mayest see sweet Mercy’s purpose mirrored;
All the pulsations of thy pain and
passion,
All the advantage of thy garnered
knowledge,
Thy small attainments and thy oft reverses,
Are not chance ends, but epochs in thy
struggle.

, then, thy thought on manhood strong and generous,

O n sacred womanhood, ex

alted, hallowed,

O n life grown purposeful and full of meaning,

A

ssured that none shall gain success with evil,

A

nd that no good thing is at last a failure.

B

lend thou a wise ex

perience of things human

W ith the high notes of God'

A

35

s diviner music,

nd know that though thy feet tread dusty levels

Thou art but little lower than the angels.

A

nd of thy clean endeavour make a ladder

B

y which thyself shalt climb, and ever climbing
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Shalt find the ladder growing as thou goest,

Till, when the topmost rung thy feet have trodden,

Thou know'

st it for God'

Geo. H . N ettle.

s eternal stairway.

Fix, then, thy thought on manhood strong and generous,
On sacred womanhood, exalted,
hallowed,
On life grown purposeful and full of
meaning,
Assured that none shall gain success with evil,
And that no good thing is at last a failure.
Blend thou a wise experience of things human
With the high notes of God's diviner
music,
And know that though thy feet tread
dusty levels

Thou art but little lower than the
angels.
And of thy clean endeavour make
a ladder
By which thyself shalt climb, and ever climbing
Shalt flnd the ladder growing as thou
goest,
Till, when the topmost rung thy feet have trodden,
Thou know’st it for God's eternal
stairway.

GEO. H. NETTLE.
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N ew-found Manichj

ian Treatise.

Un Traite manicheen retrouve en Chine. Traduit et annote pai-

MM. E

A

d. Chavannes et P. Pelliot. E

siatiq

Q UI

ue'

TE

x

trait du '

(N ov.-Dec. 1911). Paris (I

Journal

mprimerie N ationale).

recently there has been a marked revival of interest in tho

NOTES.

study of the most desperately ascetic faith the world has perhaps

ever seen— the religion of Mani. Manichicism was one of the mos^

bitterly persecuted religions on the face of the earth;

spite of its ex

so that in

A NEW-FOUND MANICHEAN Tnmrrsn.

traordinary vitality it was finally wiped out, and

we were left till recently with nothing but the writings of its

opponents from which to form any notion of its tenets. Some ten

years ago, however, by a strange turn of the wheel of fate, a large

number of fragments (some 8

00) of authentic Manichaean writings

was disinterred by several scientific missions in the district of

Turfan, in Chinese Turkestan, and at last we have in our hands

Un Traité manichéen retrouvé en Chine. Traduit et annoté par
MM. Ed. Chavannes et P. Pelliot. Extrait du ‘Journal
Asiatique' (Nov.-Dec. 1911). Paris (Imprimerie Nationale).

the means of controlling some of the statements on which all

previous studies of this religion have been based, and thus of

revising to some ex

tent our knowledge of a movement of very
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great importance for the comparative history of religion. The

decipherment of these fragmentary MSS. has been of very great

difficulty owing to the otherwise unknown scripts and dialects of

the languages in which they are chiefly written— such as Pehlvi,

Sogdian and Turki. I

n old Turkish we have preserved the trans-

lation of a most important document, no other than the Confession

of the H earers (K

A

huastuanift), the inferior grade of the Manichsan

depti, the higher degree being called the E

lect. O f this

important document we have now two translations— namely by

M. R

adlov (1909) and Dr. von L

e Coq

(1911). Some of the Pehlvi

and Sogdian pieces were translated by Dr. P. W . K

early as 1904;

while in 1908

the revival of interest in this subj

Prof. F

. Miiller as

ranz Cumont, encouraged by

ect, published a remarkable

study of Manicha;

an cosmology, based chiefly on the Syriac account

of Theodore bar K

hdni, whose scholia were translated for the first
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QUITE recently there has been a marked revival of interest in the
study of the most desperately ascetic faith the world has perhaps
Manichaaism was one of themost
ever seen—the religion of Mani.
bitterlypersecuted religions on the face of the earth; so that in
spite of its extraordinary vitality it was finally wiped out, and
we were left till recently with nothing but the writings of its

opponents from which to form any notion of its tenets. Some ten
years ago, however, by a strange turn of the wheel of fate, a large
number of fragments (some 800) of authentic Manichtean writings

disinterred by several scientific missions in the district of
Turfan, in Chinese Turkestan, and at last we have in our hands
the means of controlling some of the statements on which all
previous studies of this religion have been based, and thus of
revising to some extent our knowledge of a movement of very
great importance for the comparative history of religion. The
decipherment of these fragmentary MSS. has been of very grefl-ii
difficulty owing to the otherwise unknown scripts and dialects of
the languages in which they are chiefly written—such as Pehlvi,
Sogdian and Turki. In old Turkish we have preserved the translation of a most important document, no otherthan the Confessiofl
of the Hcarers (Khuastuanift),the inferior grade of the Manichaean
Adepti, the higher degree being called the Elect. Of this
important document we have now two translations——namely b)’
M. Radlov (1909) and Dr. von Le Coq (1911). Some of the Pehlvi
and Sogdian pieces were translated by Dr. F. W. K. Miiller as
early as 1904; while in 1908 Prof. Franz Cumont, encouraged by
the revival of interest in this subject, published a remarkable
study of Manichaaan cosmology,based chiefly on the Syriac account
of Theodore bar Khoni, whose scholia were translated for the first
was
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Pognon in 1898. The roundabout way in which this
knowledge has come to us reads more like fiction than sober
fact; and yet the strange tale is not yet fully told, for we have
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time by M. Pognon in 18

98

now

. The roundabout way in which this

before

us a

French translation of

a

Chinese version

or

para-

phrase of an important Manichaean treatise, found in the same
district, in the caves of Tuen-huang, and now preserved in the
National Library at Pekin. The work is without title; but as the
Chinese purports to be the instruction of the Messenger of Light
himself, who is assuredly Mani, to a certain A-t’o (A-do), it may
possibly be that it originally goes back to the collection of writings

new knowledge has come to us reads more like fiction than sober

fact;

and yet the strange tale is not yet fully told, for we have

now before us a F

rench translation of a Chinese version or para-

phrase of an important Manicheean treatise, found in the same

district, in the caves of Tuen-huang, and now preserved in the

N ational L

ibrary at Pekin. The work is without title;

but as the

Chinese purports to be the instruction of the Messenger of L

himself, who is assuredly Mani, to a certain A

-t'

o (A

ight

-do), it may

circulated among the Manichzeans under the name of Addas in
Greek (Syr. Addai), as Photius tells us, whom the Acts of
Archelaus speak of as the apostle of the faith to the East. The
Chinese verse—version itself is tentatively assigned by its translators to about 900 A.D. How far it correctly represents the
(‘I Iranian) original, and whether it is translated from the original
or from some intermediate version, is of course impossible to say.
As it lies before us its style is manifestlyapproximated to that
of the Chinese Buddhist sfitras. This, however, does not necessarilyoblige us to conclude that it departs so very widely from the
original in its essentials, for Buddhism was one of the three
elements——later Masdaism and Gnostic Christianity being the other
two—out of which Mani conflated his doctrine. Though it is
impossible for a layman to appreciate at its true value the admirable
scholarship displayed on every page of this remarkable pioneer
translation, its excellence must be evident to anyone acquainted
with the obscurities of Manichtean studies; and even astonishment may be justly expressed at the industry and ingenuity that
have been used to overcome the enormous difiiculties of an entirely
‘
new nomenclature that is now added to the list of our sources.‘
To one unacquainted with the dialects of the languages of the newfound Manichaaan MSS., which strain the acumen of the bestequipped philologists, the work that has been already done seems
well-nigh marvellous. All this, nevertheless, the translators
appear to have at their fingers’ ends, so that their notes are of the
greatest value.
But apart from questions of philology,the importance of the
new treatise as a new source for controlling many still puzzling
details of Manichaaan cosmology and soteriology, in spite of the great
advance recently made by the correction of a multitude of errors,
is at once evident. And it is not only within the territory of
Manichseism that these studies are of importance; for the more

possibly be that it originally goes back to the collection of writings

circulated among the Manicheeans under the name of A

Greek (Syr. A

A

ddai), as Photius tells us, whom the A

ddas in

cts of

rchelaus speak of as the apostle of the faith to the E

ast. The

Chinese verse-version itself is tentatively assigned by its trans-

lators to about 900 A

(?

I

.n. H ow far it correctly represents the

ranian) original, and whether it is translated from the original

or from some intermediate version, is of course impossible to say.

s it lies before us its style is manifestly approx
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A

of the Chinese B

imated to that

uddhist sutras. This, however, does not neces-

sarily oblige ui to conclude that it departs so very widely from the

original in its essentials, for B

uddhism was one of the three

elements— later Masdaism and Gnostic Christianity being the other

two— out of which Mani conflated his doctrine. Though it is

impossible for a layman to appreciate at its true value the admirable

scholarship displayed on every page of this remarkable pioneer

translation, its ex

cellence must be evident to anyone acq

with the obscurities of Manicheean studies;

ment may be j

ustly ex

uainted

and even astonish-

pressed at the industry and ingenuity that

have been used to overcome the enormous difficulties of an entirely

new nomenclature that is now added to the list of our '

To one unacq

found ManichcB

eq

an MSS., which strain the acumen of the best-

uipped philologists, the work that has been already done seems

well-nigh marvellous. A

ll this, nevertheless, the translators

appear to have at their fingers'

ends, so that their notes are of the

greatest value.

B

sources.'

uainted with the dialects of the languages of the new-

ut apart from q

uestions of philology, the importance of the

new treatise as a new source for controlling many still puzzling

details of Manicheean cosmology and soteriology, in spite of the great

advance recently made by the correction of a multitude of errors,

is at once evident. A

nd it is not only within the territory of

Manicheeism that these studies are of importance;

for the more
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clearly wo can define the forms that this cosmological and soterio-

position shall we be in to trace their genesis in pre-Manichaean

traditions, and especially in that Mago-Chaldaean complex

which

was so predominant a factor in many systems of the pre-Christian

and Christianised Gnosis, and which influenced the cosmological

myths of Mithraism so profoundly. Together with the genesis of

the religion of Mani muB

of the ex

t be discussed the origin and development

traordinary Syrian Gnostic movement that is known to us

as Mandeeanism, and at the same time the q

uestion of relationship

between Manicheeism and some of the so-called Coptic Gnostic

works (that is Greek Gnostic works in Coptic translation), such as

the Piatis Sophia, has to be considered. Did the latter, for

instance, precede or not the teaching of Mani;

didfeither borrow

from the other, or are the similarities to be traced to a common

source?

H owever we decide, it is certain that the Persian

tradition ex

ercised a very strong influence on all these movements,

especially in the forms of the myths. Meantime, whatever we
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may think of the schemes of the Manichoean cosmology and

soteriology, whatever opinion we may hold as to the ex

aggerated

dualism of this religion, it is very manifest from the Confession of

the A

uditores that the ethics of the faith was one of the loftiest

ever preached. This conclusion is strengthened by a perusal of

the translation of the new-found treatise, which deals largely with

the unceasing struggle between the two natures and the necessity

of the most strenuous and scrupulous purification. The whole

treatise purports to be an answer to the q

uestion: "

nature of the carnal body single or double?

course '

"

The '

that follows is put in the mouth of the L

I

»

the primitive

sacred dis-

ight-Messenger,

the Saviour, clearly Mani himself as the inspired revelator. H e

sets forth the graphic history of the mighty drama of the coming

into ex

istence of things by means of the awful conflict between

the principles of L

noted that the power of the Demon is not eq

of the God;

but that, j

vil, L

ove and

t is, however, to be

ual to the maj

ust as in Christianity, the L

esty

ight will

eventually be victorious after certain times. N ot only then is

there no radical or absolute dualism in the religion of Mani,

according to this treatise, but we find ex

of the L

ight of the W orld of Pure L

the Supreme F
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that is to say there was one origin, the spaceless and timeless
Ineffable. from which both Ahura Mazda and Ahriman manifested,
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zrua of the Turki fragments from Turfan

in other words a unique supreme principle transcending
opposites. Nevertheless the ceaseless struggle between the powers
of Light and Darkness is for us here and now a most terrible
reality, which in the case of the Manichasans was all the more
sharply accentuated because they held—and this is rightly considered to be their fundamental error—that the carnal, that is for
them physical, body was the work of the Demon of Lust, and evil
in every way. The first part of the treatise tells us how this was
believed to have been brought about, when at a certain moment
of the great battle, following on the ever alternating fortunes of
the fight, the stage of man was reached. In revenge for the
cosmic imprisonment, by the Pure Spirit, of the five classes of
demons in the pure bodies of the Light, the Demon in his turn
imprisons and chains the light-man of the five members, called
the five light-bodies or elements, in the carnal body. This last
the Demon has made into a little universe corresponding in all
respects with the dark forces in the great world (p. 528).
In order to imprison and enchain the five light-natures in the
carnal body, the Opposer made use of the thirteen dark forces
(1). 628) corresponding withthethirteen supernal light-forces, which
are made up of the five supernal light-bodies that constitute the
prison in which the five classes of demons are chained, of the
five watchers or magistrates that rule this supernal prison, of two
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W hen the light-man or luminous nature was thus imprisoned

he lost his primal intuitions or primitive feelings, and became
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as one who is mad or blind drunk. H ow the Manichoean teacher

Sophia.

tried to arouse in his hearers some vague notion of the awful

When the light-man or luminous nature was thus imprisoned
he lost his primal intuitions or primitive feelings, and became
as one who is mad or blind drunk. How the Manichsean teacher
tried to arouse in his hearers some vague notion of the awful

and desperate fate of the luminous nature shut in and weighed

down by the dark body, may be seen from the fantastic yet

terrible figure employed in the tex

t. The reader is bidden

think of a cage woven together of intertwined serpents with

their heads turned inward;

within this living mass of writhing

and

serpents the wretched prisoner hangs head downwards, while the

desperate

fate of the luminous nature shut in and

weighed

down by the dark body, may be seen from the fantastic yet
terrible figure employed in the text.
The reader is bidden
think of a cage woven together of intertwined serpents with
their heads turned inward; within this living mass of writhing
serpents the wretched prisoner hangs head downwards, while the
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serpents on all sides spit their venom at him. H ow can such an

one, it is asked, think with right reason or recall his manhood 1

H e is overwhelmed with terror and out of his mind. So is it with

the light-man when first shut in the carnal body. H e forgets

all;

he forgets his supernal father and his mother, and his

relatives, and all that formerly constituted his bliss (pp. 58

0, 58

1).

N ow it has been said that Mani very probably got his know-

ledge of Christianity through the famous Syrian Gnostic B
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of Glory as it has been named, was, if not written by B

himself, at any rate due to his school. I
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ardaisan

n it we have the supernal

father and mother and relatives, we have also the serpent of desire

that guards a pearl, and the struggle to overcome the serpent

and rescue the pearl. Curiously enough our Chinese treatise

knows not only of one pearl but also of seven pearls, hidden in the

labyrinth of the impure city of the Demon of L

ust, probably once
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again the carnal body (p. 557). Perhaps these pearls may be the

transcendental virtues;

in any case our treatise elsewhere com-

pares pity or compassion with the luminous nature that dwells in

the dark body, and also to the precious pearl called '

which is the first among all j

I

ewels (p. 568

moon-light,'

).

t is well known that in both the cosmology and soteriology

of Mani, the moon and sun, under the figure of luminous vessels or

light-ships, play an important rdle. I

n the soteriology they are

connected with the purification, respectively by water and fire,

and the transportation of the souls of the righteous deceased

across the ocean of the aether. Thus a sentence of our new-found

treatise reads: "

The Pure Spirit (or the Spirit of Purity) had

made two luminous ships which he set upon the sea of life and

death, to make it traversable for men of goodness and to bring

them into their original domain, so that their light-nature might

be perfectly calm and blessed"

I

all sides spit their venom at him. How can such an
one, it is asked, think with right reason or recall his manhood?
He is overwhelmed with terror and out of his mind. So is it with
the light-man when first shut in the carnal body. He forgets
all ; he forgets his supernal father and his mother, and his
relatives, and all that formerly constituted his bliss (pp. 580, 531).
Now it has been said that Mani very probably got his knowledge of Christianity thmugh the famous Syrian Gnostic Bardaisan.
It is also conjectured that the beautiful Hymn of the Soul, as it
is usually called, or the Hymn of the Pearl, or Hymn of the Robe
of Glory as it has been named, was, if not written by Bardaisan
himself, at any rate due to his school. In it we have the supemal
fatherand mother and relatives, we have also the serpent of desire
that guards a pearl, and the struggle to overcome the serpent
and rescue the pearl.
Curiously enough our Chinese treatise
knows not only of one pearl but also of seven pearls, hidden in the
labyrinth of the impure city of the Demon of Lust, probably once
again the carnal body (p. 657). Perhaps these pearls may be the
transcendental virtues; in any case our treatise elsewhere compares pity or compassion with the luminous nature that dwells in
the dark body, and also to the precious pearl called ‘moon-light,’
which is the first among all jewels (p. 663).
It is well known that in both the cosmology and soteriology
of Mani, the moon and sun, under the figure of luminous vessels or
light-ships, play an important role. In the soteriology they are
connected with the purification, respectively by water and fire,
and the transportation of the souls of the righteous deceased
across the ocean of the ether. Thus a sentence of our new-found
treatise reads: " The Pure Spirit (or the Spirit of Purity) had
made two luminous ships which he set upon the sea of life and
death, to make it traversable for men of goodness and tob1'iI18
them into their original domain, so that their light-nature miflht
be perfectly calm and blessed" (PD. 531, 532).
In this connection the translators in a note significantly P0333
out that, whatever may have been the various conceptions
originally connected with the figures of the solar and lunar boats.
in our Chinese text there is a distinct echo of the Buddhist idea of
Sariwcira, or the ocean of birth and death, and the saving pa8S88°
there-over in order to arrive at the other side,’ namely Nirvdr,taThe idea of the ‘ships of salvation,’ however, is probably not t0
be attributed to Buddhism originally, though the idea was sumoiently widespread in the East to find it in the Nestorian inscription
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of Si-ngan-fu: "

of Si-ngan-fu: "He caused the boat of compassion to be rowed
forward for the ascent to the palace of light." The figures of the
two light-boats must have existed from the beginning in Manichseism. It is natural at once to think of Egypt and the baris of
the sun and the rest of the celestial ships, and especially of the
picturesque description of the solar and lunar barques in the Pistis
Sophia. Nevertheless, though in the latter document there is in
some parts a strong Egyptian colouring, it is more probable that
the idea. of these two celestial vessels is of immediate MagoChaldsean derivation.
Speaking of the exfoliation and efllorescence of the saints, of
the Pure and Elect, of their virtues and gnoses, and of the signs
"
or characteristic marks of these virtues, our text says:
Such
signs show that the twelve trees of the twelve forms of the
Beneflcent Light cause their first buds to put forth; on those
trees" a mass of precious flowers, unsurpassable, is for ever
opening; when they burst open their radiance floods all things
with light. Within each of these flowers countless Buddhas of
transformation [Nirmdzta-kdyas] one succeeding another without
cessation, give birth unto their countless persons by means of

H e caused the boat of compassion to be rowed

forward for the ascent to the palace of light."

two light-boats must have ex

chfeism. I
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pansion or the poetic license of the

If this is not

an

572).

expansion

or

the poetic license of the

Buddhist translator, if it in any way gives us even a fair paraphrase of the original, then we have here a far closer parallel with
Buddhism than we have previously met with in any Manichtean
document.

phrase of the original, then we have here a far closer parallel with

B

uddhism than we have previously met with in any Manichaean

document.

A

s to the twelve trees of life (a conflation of the '

Persian'

symbolic Paradise with the sidereal signs) and the twelve forms,

As to the twelve trees of life (a conflation of the ‘ Persian’
symbolic Paradise with the sidereal signs) and the twelve forms,
in speaking of the mystic eschatological Day of the New Man, our
text has the following interesting reference to the exalted Jesus :
"
Its twelve hours are the twelve light-kings of successive transformations; they are also the wondrous vestures of the conquering form of Jesus (Yi-chu, Yiso) which he bestows upon the lightnature : by means of these wondrous vestures he adorns the inner
nature so that it lacks nothing; he causes it to mount aloft and
go forward and separate itself for ever from the fouled earth [sci.
the carnal body)” (p. 566). The reference is to the transcendent
Jesus, as the Light-Messenger, the Saviour, the Buddha, the Conqueror or Jlna. As to the twelve forms of the Beneficent Light,
the text tells us :
“
The first is the great king ; the second is wisdom ; the third
is victory perpetual; the fourth is joy; the fifth is perseverance
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the eighth is endurance of wrong;

the seventh is

the ninth is right

thought;

the tenth is meritorious action;

of heart;

and the twelfth is the totality of the light of the interior

and ex

terior nature."

the eleventh is purity

These twelve great light-hours, when they

enter into the five realms, which are Thought, Perception, R

tion, I

ntellect and R

easoning, "

one after another a boundless light;

eflec-

cause to ray forth in each of them

each of them successively

manifests fruits which in their turn are boundless. These fruits

are manifested in the assembly of pure adepts"

H ere it is of interest to note that the five'
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realms'
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of Thought,

etc., are practically the same as the five reons in several of the

Christianised systems of the Gnosis;

moreover, the elaborate

doctrine of the twelve trees of life which dominates the whole of

the symbolic ethic may be paralleled in the early system now

passing under the name of Justinus, and in the Coptic Gnostic

works, where we have the seven trees and the five trees, j
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most strenuous efforts for moral purification of a most rigidly

ascetic nature. A

part from immediate revelation, the hearing of

the doctrine from the mouth of one who had achieved union, was

considered to be the most effective means of rousing the inner

nature to its final struggle for freedom. This may be seen from

the conclusion of the Chinese treatise, which, though ex

haling a

strongly B

uddhistic atmosphere, can hardly be taken to be an

appendix

of the translator entirely without warrant of any kind

from the original I

"

ranian (?

). The final paragraphs run as follows:

Then, when in the assembly the masters and the others had

heard the sacred discourse uttered, they stamped with j

oy and

cried out that never had there been such teaching. The gods and

the good spirits, the limited and the limitless, and also the kings

of the [

?

five]

realms, the multitude of the ministers and crowd

of the four classes, both men and women, infinite and numberless,

when they had heard this holy sermon, all rej

oiced greatly. They

all were enabled to conceive the desire of transcendent perfection,

like unto plants and trees that on the coming of life-giving spriDg,

swell and sprout without ex

ception, cover themselves with blossoms

practising the precepts; the

sixth is truth; the seventh is
faith; the eighth is endurance of wrong; the ninth is right
thought; the tenth is meritorious action; the eleventh is purity
of heart ; and the twelfth is the totality of the light of the interior
and exterior nature." These twelve great light-hours, when they
enter into the five realms, which are Thought, Perception, Reflection, Intellect and Reasoning, cause to my forth in each of them
one after another a boundless light; each of them successively
manifests fruits which in their turn are boundless. These fruits
are manifested in the assembly of pure adepts (PD. 568, 569).
Here it is of interest to note thatthe five realms of Thought,
etc., are practically the same as the five teens in several of the
Christianised systems of the Gnosis; moreover, the elaborate
doctrine of the twelve trees of life which dominates the whole of
the symbolic ethic may be paralleled in the early system now
passing under the name of Justinus, and in the Coptic Gnostic
works, where we have the seven trees and the five trees, just as
we have them figured in the Mithra monuments. In the Coptic
Gnostic works, moreover, we have the twelve saviours as a probable
parallel to the twelve kings.
But whatever we may think of all this elaborate mythology
and teonology, in the religion of Maui ethics held the chief place,
and the whole revelation was directed to the arousing of the
most strenuous efforts for moral purification of a most rigidl)’
ascetic nature. Apart from immediate revelation, the hearing of
the doctrine from the mouth of one who had achieved union, was
considered to be the most effective means of rousing the inner
nature to its final struggle for freedom. This may be seen from
the conclusion of the Chinese treatise, which, though exhalins 3
strongly Buddhistic atmosphere, can hardly be taken to be an
appendix of the translator entirely without warrant of any kind
from the original Iranian (?). The final paragraphs run as follows!
“
Then, when in the assembly the masters and the others had
heard the sacred discourse uttered, they stamped with joy find
cried out that never had there been such teaching. The gods and
the good spirits, the limited and the limitless, and also the kings
of the [? five] realms, the multitude of the ministers and crowd
of the four classes, both men and women, infinite and numberless,
when they had heard this holy sermon, all rejoiced greatly. The)?
all were enabled to conceive the desire of transcendent perfection,
like unto plants and trees that on the coming of life—giving springs
swell and sprout without exception, cover themselves with blossoms
in
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and bear their fruits which come to ripeness. I

and bear their fruits which come to ripeness. It is their plucked-up
and damaged roots alone that can no longer grow and increase.
"
Thereon the masters and the others cast themselves down
before the Messenger of the Light and worshipped him; they sank
upon their knees and with joined hands thus addressed him :
“There is none but the great Holy One, the one and only
worshipful in the three worlds. who is for the multitude of living
beings universally a father and a mother replete with compassion ;
he is also the great Guide of the three worlds ; he is also the great
Physician for those who have in them a soul; he is also the
wondrous Space that can contain all forms ; he is also the supreme
Heaven that encompasses all things; he is also the great Sea of
deathlessness for all living beings ; he is also the perfumed Mountain, vast and great, of all the jewels; he is also the precious
Diamond Column that supports the multitude of beings; he‘is also
the skilful and wise Pilot on the great sea; he is also the Hand
of succour and compassion in the depths of fire; he it is also who
in death gives Life Eternal; he is also the Central Nature that
links the luminous natures of all living beings; he is also the
Door of Light that sets us free from the dense prisons of thethree
worlds.’
"
Further the masters and the others spake unto the Messenger of Light these words: ' The one and only Worshipful of
the Great Light alone can sing the praises of the holy Virtue; it
is not for us, with the paltry knowledges of our tongue of flesh to
celebrate the merits and the wisdom of J u-lai [the Tathdgata=He
who thus comes]; of the thousands of ten thousands of the
portions that he embraces, we know but few. Now have we
roused our feeble virtue and our feeble knowledge, we have raised
our poor little thought and we have sung the praise of the vast
benevolence of the Holy One. We would desire that the great
Holy One should cause his compassionate Heart to descend upon
us to blot out the grievous crimes of the darkness which we have
committed for countless ages (kalpas) unto this day, so that
they be destroyed. Now, now no more will we let ourselves
be neglectful; for ever will we take care to tend the precious
unsurpassable trees in order that they may have all that they
need. By using this water of the law we shall wash away all our
impurities and our deep stains, so that our luminous nature may
forever be pure. We will make use of this remedy of the law and
of the great supernatural utterances in order to exorcise and cure
all our mortal maladies of numerous ages so that they maybe
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forever be pure. W e will make use of this remedy of the law and

of the great supernatural utterances in order to ex

863

orcise and cure

all our mortal maladies of numerous ages so that they may be
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of the strong
tobest
therewith,
ourselves
armour of wisdom and we will gird
We
these evil foes and win in every fight a crushing victory.

entirely abolished and cured. We will make

ST

entirely abolished and cured. W e will make use of the strong

armour of wisdom and we will gird ourselves therewith, to best

these evil foes and win in every fight a crushing victory. W e

will make use of the wondrous vestures and head-dresses of all the

forms, and we will adorn ourselves therewith, so that we may

attain contentment in every circumstance. W e will make use of

the luminous types issued from the primal nature and we will

stamp them upon us so that they may not be lost. W e will make

use of the various kinds of drink and food of this ex

cellent nutri-

ment to satisfy ourselves and banish from us hunger and thirst.

W e will make use of these wondrous and countless harmonies

to give us j

oy and banish sorrows from us. W e will make use of

these rare j

ewels of every kind to dower ourselves with their

bounties and so become rich and wealthy. W e will make use of

use

of all the
will make use of the wondrous vestures and head-dresses
that we may
forms, and we will adorn ourselves therewith, so
use of
attain contentment in every circumstance. We will make
and we will
the luminous types issued from the primal nature
We will make
stamp them upon us so that they may not be lost.
nutriexcellent
this
and food of
use of the various kinds of drink
thirst.
and
ment to satisfy ourselves and banish from us hunger
harmonies
We will make use of these wondrous and countless
use of
make
will
We
to give us joy and banish sorrows from us.

this net of light to cast it in the vast sea in order to gather our-

selves together, to save ourselves and put ourselves aboard the

precious boats. N ow by the blessed help of this higher thought

we have been enabled to see the rare distinctive marks of the great

L

moreover we have heard the Door of the wondrous
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H oly O ne;

aw, and he has put an end to our torments and impurities;

heart has been able to open and understand;

our

it has received

into itself the royal splendour of the pearl which causes all desires

to be fulfilled;

we have been enabled to walk in the straight path.

The saints of the past in countless numbers have all been enabled,

thanks to this Door, to overcome the four obstacles, and all beings

possessed of [

L

?

light]

bodies have entered into the realm of the

ight, where they have rej

oiced in boundless j

oy. O ur one desire

is that in the future all the light-natures may meet with a like

Door of L

ight;

if they see him and if they hear, then, as the

saints of the past have done and as we have done ourselves, in

hearing the L

aw may they rej

understand;

and in deep veneration and bowing down before him

oice and may their hearts open and

may they accept this doctrine without a thought of doubt or

anx

iety'

G. R

. S. M.

"

(pp. 58

5-58

9).

make use of
bounties and so become rich and wealthy. We will
ourthis net of light to cast it in the vast sea in order to gather the
aboard
selves together, to save ourselves and put ourselves
thought
precious boats. Now by the blessed help of this higher
great
the
marks of
we have been enabled to see the rare distinctive
wondrous
Holy One; moreover we have heard the Door of the
001‘
impurities:
and
Law, and he has put an end to our torments
received
has
it
heart has been able to open and understand;
all desires
into itself the royal splendour of the pearl which causes
straight Pathto be fulfilled ; we have been enabled to walk in the
been enabled,
all
The saints of the past in countless numbers have
all beings
and
thanks to this Door, to overcome the four obstacles,
realm of
P08893886 of [? light] bodies have entered into the
one desire
Light, where they have rejoiced in boundless joy. Ourwith
alike
is that in the future all the light-natures may meet
9'5 th°
Door of Light; if they see him and if they hear, then.
in
ourselves.
saints of the past have done and as we have done
and
hearing the Law may they rejoice and may their hearts open him
understand; and in deep veneration and bowing down before or
of doubt
may they accept this doctrine without a thought

the

anxiety’ (pp. 585-589).
"
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The Times and Teaching of Jesus the Christ.

B

y the A

12s. 6d.;

Y

uthor of '

The Great L

et one more volume on an inex

son'

aw.'

L

ondon (L

ongmans). Price

pp. 453.

haustible subj

ect. '

W . W illiam-

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

divides his book into three parts. H e first treats of the

historical and political background, and then gives a sketch of the

social and religious environment, in four chapters devoted to the

THE Tmns

Jewish sects, the Messianic hope, the N eoplatonists and the

Gnostics;

AND

TnAonING or

teaching in six

By the Author of

The Great Law.’ London
12s. 6d.; pp. 458.

chapters, which are assigned to the historical Jesus,

Jesus the Christ, the mystic Christ, the words and acts, and the

doctrines of re-birth and union with God. A

feature of the book

'

authorities. '

W . W illiamson '

thinks that Jesus must have been

‘

ssene (a by no means improbable belief) who went forth to

preach to the people under the impulse of a spiritual authority

greater than that of the order, and to its consternation. Though

he leans to the persuasion that there may be a genuine historio
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element in one or two of the main features of the Jewish Talmud

legends, so that the date may be considerably earlier than the

received chronology, he frankly admits the great difficulties of

such a conclusion, and urges his readers to keep an open mind

on the q

uestion. Though, then, he is q

uite emancipated from

traditionalism, he is by no means of the school of '

liberalism'

which would give us a life shorn of all miraculous elements with-

out ex

'

'

ception, and a rationalised ethical teaching reduced to a

very narrow compass. I

ndeed in his chapter on the words and

acts, in which he presents a sort of modified diatesseron of the

synoptics and the fourth gospel, ho gives so much that, if he on

the one hand inclines to the earlier date and on the other to the

first q

uarter of the second century for the present forms of the

four gospels, it is difficult to see how he can persuade himself to

do so on any ground of historical literary probability. H ere it is

that his dominating belief in the spiritual and mystical element

365

THE

CHRIST.

(Longmans).

Price

YET one more volume on an inexhaustiblesubject. ‘ W. Williamdivides his book into three parts. He first treats of the
son
historical and political background, and then gives a sketch of the
social and religious environment, in four chapters devoted to the
Jewish sects, the Messianic hope, the Neoplatonists and the
Gnostics; the last half of the work is taken up with the life and
teaching in six chapters, which are assigned to the historical Jesus,
Jesus the Christ, the mystic Christ, the words and acts, and the
doctrines of re-birth and union with God. A feature of the book
is the well-chosen selection of elucidatory passages from reliable
authorities. W. Williamson thinks that Jesus must have been
an Essene (a by no means improbable belief) who went forth to
preach to the people under the impulse of a spiritual authority
greater than that of the order, and to its consternation. Though
he leans to the persuasion that there may be a genuine historic
element in one or two of the main features of the Jewish Talmud
legends, so that the date may be considerably earlier than the
received chronology, he frankly admits the great difliculties of
such a conclusion, and urges his readers to keep an open mind
on the question.
Though, then, he is quite emancipated from
traditionalism, he is by no means of the school of ‘liberalism’
which would give us a life shorn of all miraculous elements without exception, and a rationalised ethical teaching reduced to a
VGPY narrow compass. Indeed in his chapter on the words and
acts. in which he presents a sort of modified diatesseron of the
Synoptics and the fourth gospel, he gives so much that, if he on
the one hand inclines to the earlier date and on the other to the
5'35 quarter of the second century for the present forms of the
four gospels, it is difficult to see how he can persuade himself to
do so on any ground of historical literary probability. Here it is
that his dominating belief in the spiritual and mystical element

is the well-chosen selection of elucidatory passages from reliable

an E
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the last half of the work is taken up with the life and
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decides for him. H e would have it that the account of the life

handed on in the documents is largely determined by the necessities

of the spiritual and mystical elements, which in the life of one

spiritually regenerate were essential facts of their own order,

accompanied however, and naturally, with corresponding facts

of the historical order, though it may be that the latter have been

gradually transformed from what they appeared to be to the

unillumined consciousness of the rigidly obj

the life'

ective observer. Thus

now stands for the typical process of spiritual con-

summation, an evolution the main moments of which are the

B

irth, B

A

scension, five stages in the mystery of R

aptism, Transfiguration, Death and R

esurrection, and

egeneration, or the

Divinising of man. The historical interest thus becomes secondary

for those who believe in the ever-present spiritual possibility of

R

egeneration as the nex

t natural grade in human ascension of which

the deepest teachings of all the great religions tell. F

or the man,

however, who has reached the threshold of this great conscious

change here on earth, the birth alone, the Christ-child state, is all
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that he can aspire to. The growth into the consummation of the

stature of the perfect Christ, through trials and glories that are

superhuman, is to be seen only in the case of the very few, those

who are fully conscious of their ministry in the great ceconomy of

our world-order;

of such was Jesus the Christ. '

W . W illiamson,'

therefore, holds firmly that, as stated by many early writers,

there was not only post-resurrectional teaching conveyed in a

spiritual way by the Master to his disciples, but also that there

was further spiritual instruction in the days of the ministry which

has not come down to us in the record of the popular preaching.

Moreover, with regard to the general belief in the destiny of the

human individual finally to burst his bonds of unknowing and

consciously to enter into an ever-deepening consciousness of

spiritual realisation here and now, the author holds that the

doctrine of re-birth is a necessary presupposition, and not a belief

in pre-ex

istence only. B

y re-birth is meant re-incarnation or

transcorporation, to which a chapter is devoted with very lengthy

q

uotations from Professor M'

Taggart and others. F

inally we

have an arresting chapter on the supreme end or union with the

Divine, which fitly concludes a volume on which we offer our old

friend our hearty congratulations. I

t is the work of a man filled

with a sincere conviction and deep reverence, while at the same

time most of the leading ideas are supported by a crowd of

reputable witnesses. A

s, moreover, there is no parade of learning

THE

QUEST

account of the life
decides for him. He would have it that the
the necessities
handed on in the documents is largely determined by
which in the life of one
of the spiritual and mystical elements,
of their own order,
spiritually regenerate were essential facts
corresponding facts
accompanied however. and naturally, with the
latter have been
of the historical order, though it may be that
to the

from what they appeared to be
observer. Thus
unillumined consciousness of the rigidly objective
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evolution the main moments of which

gradually transformed

summation, an
and Resurrection, and
Birth, Baptism, Transfiguration, Death
or the
Ascension, five stages in the mystery of Regeneration,
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Divinising of man. The historical interest thus

possibility of
for those who believe in the ever-present spiritual
ascension of which
Regeneration as the next natural grade in humantell. For the man.
the deepest teachings of all the great religions
this great conscious
however, who has reached the threshold of
Christ-child state, is all
change here on earth, the birth alone, the consummation of the
that he can aspire to. The growth into the
and glories that are
stature of the perfect Christ, through trials
of the very few, those
superhuman, is to be seen only in the case the
great (economy 0‘
who are fully conscious of their ministry in
‘
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H is and the whole is set forth in a straightforward and clear style, it
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and the whole is set forth in a straightforward and clear style, it
ought to be a useful vehicle for conveying the ideas to a wide
circle of readers.

bt to be a useful vehicle for conveying the ideas to a wide

circle of readers.

A MATHEMATICAL THEORY or SPIRIT.

elite

in."

?

Ji..

Being

is

;

a'

I

B

•

31 -'

■

l. i

A

Mathematical Theory of Spirit.

^

B

the E

ein8

an A

ttempt to employ certain Mathematical Principles in

lucidation of some Metaphysical Problems. B

Stanley R

edgrove, B

2s. 6d. net.;

B

y'

'

psychical,'

.Sc., F

.C.S. L

ondon (R

Mr. R

the '

ider). Price

edgrove understands the '

ideal'

(p. 18

). I

mental,'

the
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about words, and so simply note the meaning intended by the

t we note that Mr. R

edgrove accepts the doctrine of

correspondence between the spiritual and material worlds as

formulated by Swedenborg. "

The doctrine of correspondences

states the constancy of the ratio between matter and spirit, a

ratio which is inex

pressible in terms of ex

perience, for spirit

perceives only that which is spiritual, and the physical senses are

affected only by the things of the physical world,— a ratio which,

”

from a certain point of view, may be said to be unreal"

(p. 8

8

Things which correspond have analogous uses or functions with

reference to their respective planes of being. Thus "

j

ust as

various foods are necessary for the nourishment of the body, so

are various knowledges or ideas necessary for the psychical

nourishment of the mind. The body is built up of the foods eaten,

but the body is not merely a conglomeration of foods: consisting

of the various elements of food, the body is made up of these

elements, woven into a new form— the body is a harmonious

unity, a living organism. So also is the mind built up of ideas,

and yet the mind is not merely a collection of ideas, for the ideas

within the mind are woven in a (more or less) harmonious unity—

the mind is a living spiritual organism "

(p. 20). Mr. R

edgrove'

book is an attempt to cast this law of correspondence into a

mathematical mould so that it may gain in precision and usefulness

(p- 40). The mathematical part of the book is simple and clear

and should deter no one who has an elementary knowledge of

mathematics. I

theory of spirit,'

t leads up to Mr. R

Mr. Redgrove understands the ‘mental,’ the
the ‘ideal’ (p. 18). It might be argued that the
spiritual is none of these things, but we have no desire to dispute
about words, and so simply note the meaning intended
by the
author. Next we note that Mr. Redgrave accepts the doctrine of
correspondence between thespiritual and material worlds as
formulated by Swedenborg. “ The doctrine of correspondences
states the constancy of the ratio between matter and
spirit, a
ratio which is inexpressible in terms of
experience, for spirit
perceives only that which is spiritual. and the physical senses are
afiected only by the things of the physical world,—a ratio
which,
from a certain point of view, may be said to be unreal
(p. 38).
Things which correspond have analogous uses or functions with
reference to their respective planes of being. Thus “ just as
various foods are necessary for the nourishment of the
body, so
are various knowledges or ideas
necessary for the psychical
nourishment of the mind. The body is built up of the foods eaten,
but the body is not merely a conglomeration
of foods: consisting
of the various elements of
food, the body is made up of these
elements, woven into a new form—the body is a harmonious
unity, a living organism. So also is the mind built up of ideas,
and yet the mind is not merely a collection of
ideas, for the ideas
within the mind are woven in a (more or less) harmonious unitythe mind is a. living spiritual organism"
(p. 20). Mr. Redgrove's
book is an attempt to cast this law of
correspondence into a
mathematicalmould so that it may gain in precision and usefulness
(P- 40). The mathematical part of the book is simple and clear
and should deter no one who has an
elementary knowledge of
mathematics. It leads up to Mr. Redgrove’s ‘mathematical
theory of spirit,‘ which he formulates as follows: " Just as ‘ real

t might be argued that the

spiritual is none of these things, but we have no desire to dispute

author. N ex

‘spiritual’

‘psychical,’

yH .

pp. 125.

spiritual'

BY

an Attempt to employ certain Mathematical
Principles in
the Elucidation of some Metaphysical Problems. By H.
Stanley Redgrove, B.Sc., F.C.S. London (Rider). Price
25. 6d. ne'G- ; PP- 125.

edgrove'

s'

which he formulates as follows: "

).

s

mathematical

Just as '

real'

'
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numbers may be used symbolically to ex

press the various things

of the physical world, so, in a similar manner, '

imaginary '

q

uan-

QUEST

numbers may be used symbolically to express the various things
'
of the physical world, so, in a similar manner, imaginary’ quantities may be used symbolically to express the various things of
the metaphysical or spiritual world (p. 106).
'
So-called imaginaries,' which are regarded as male’ of their
as positive
own order. are such quantities as cannot be regarded
we can
of
them,
or negative; though we can form no mental image
deductions
the
yet have some idea of their functions. Some of
that follow from this application of mathematicalsymbols (Wl1l°h
fundamentally represent the processes of symbolic logic) to metathat:
physical problems are of great interest. Thus it follows 08:59)
the
"
Spirit must not be regarded (as seems commonly to be
of its substanceas a sort of attenuated matter—matter deprived
of
spirit" (P- 113)form
nor must matter be thought of as a gross
3
These two concepts are separated by what Swedenborg calls
the
and
discrete degree, and are not continuous degrees of one
Matter and spirit are not continuous with one
same substance.
nor
another ; the difference between them is neither of magnitude
nature
of quantity, nor of intensity, but of an entirely different
(P- 114). We quite agree. The following is also highly su8893tl"°‘
9"
The appearance of what is spiritual is represented by
itself 3
diiferent sort of quantity from that which represents spirit
by
for, whilst the things of the spiritual world are represented
'
splrltual
imaginary quantities, the appearances of such things for
We
senses, symbolised by the ratio between two such quantitiee.
tbfivli
represented by ‘ real numbers. From this we may conclude °f ”'
appearance and reality in the spiritual world are, so to speak» not
different order—that the connection between them is spiritual,
physical, since the relations between the quantities symbolising
by
appearance and reality in the spiritual world are
‘imaginary’ quantities. To understand such appearances aright
the
it is not sufficient merely to eliminate any errors due to
view-point of the percipient, but further to interpret such aPPe9‘r'
It also follows that
ance by the law of correspondence.
the appearance of spirit for spiritual senses is like that of matte!‘
for physical senses; and further
that the appearance Of
the
8- material object for the senses of the body is the same as
by
fippearance of the corresponding spiritual existence as perceived
the senses of the spirit (p. 120).
This is all very suggestive indeed, but we should prefer to cell
‘
Psycbic what Mr. Bedgrove calls ‘ spiritual,’ and keep the latter
term for a still deeper phase of consciousness which is a ‘discrete
"

tities may be used symbolically to ex

press the various things of

'

the metaphysical or spiritual world"

So-called '

imaginaries,'

own order, are such q

or negative;

(p. 106).

which are regarded as '

reals'

of their

uantities as cannot be regarded as positive

though we can form no mental image of them, we can

yet have some idea of their functions. Some of the deductions

that follow from this application of mathematical symbols (which

fundamentally represent the processes of symbolic logic) to meta-

physical problems are of great interest. Thus it follows that:

"

Spirit must not be regarded (as seems commonly to be the case)

as a sort of attenuated matter— matter deprived of its substance—

nor must matter be thought of as a gross form of spirit"

(p. 113).

These two concepts are separated by what Swedenborg calls a

discrete degree, and are not continuous degrees of one and the

same substance. "

of q

uantity, nor of intensity, but of an entirely different nature"

(p. 114). W e q

"

Matter and spirit are not continuous with one

the difference between them is neither of magnitude nor
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uite agree. The following is also highly suggestive:

The appearance of what is spiritual is represented by a
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"

uantity from that which represents spirit itself;

for, whilst the things of the spiritual world are represented by

imaginary *

q

uantities, the appearances of such things for spiritual
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Miss Petre is to be warmly congratulated on carrying out i

difficult and delicate task with a large measure of success, anc

a courage and honesty that do her high credit. To ex

te

nothing and set down naught in malice is difficult in any ci:

stances;

it is still more arduous in a case of present poi

religious controversy of vital issues, in which new and old,

and letter, youth and senility, modern progressive ente

and the age-long monopoly of vested interests are at death

To review the fortunes of the day with complete detach

is well-nigh impossible when one is of those who for the

have been worsted in the fight, and when the beloved 1

of the party of what appears to the outsider to be but a legiti

and very moderate programme of reform is scarce cold ii

grave, crushed, broken, and ex
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scholasticism and buried in the obscurantism of a long-past

medievalism;

it was not a mineral deposit, but a seed-store

of incalculable value which should be boldly planted in the finer

and better worked and more fertile ground of modern culture,

that it might bring forth fruit a thousandfold. Spiritual truth

was no static thing, no tight-packed bale of stuff or roll of

substance which needed solely to be unfolded or unwound

mechanically;

it was spermatic, dynamic, vital, creative,

imperatively demanding growth and ex

pansion, and ampler ex

pres-

sion in ever new forms of greater beauty, while at the same

time maintaining the continuity of orderly natural development.

To such aspirations R

ome did not simply turn a deaf ear.

The very suggestion that anything was not perfect in the

management of her trusteeship was such an intolerable outrage to

her pride, that she hastened angrily to strike down with the

cruellest of her weapons all who were in sympathy with a measure

of reform, and would not, because they could not, deny the spirit of

truth that had forced them to say aloud what so many were

A
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thinking, and are still thinking, in secret.

Pope incapable from lack of training of understanding

modern needs, and blind to present actualities, surrounded with

a reactionary Curia, issued the order that the hated '

should be ex

terminated;

Modernist© '

and it is one of the most remarkable facts

of the twentieth century that such a ruinous mandate should have

been carried out with scarce a protest. A

has now been ex

n anti-modernist oath

acted from a subservient priesthood on pain

of suspension, and meekly taken almost without ex

but

cept

F

pense of honesty in many cases?

or Modernism was never a radical revolution, but simply a

moderating or mediating force. W hatever Tyrrell might have

become had he lived and been still further driven, he was

never revolutionary in his suggested programme;

he fully admitted

the value of traditionism and the authority of the Church. H e

desired to retain this authority, but at the same time to win it for

the cause of vital and necessary, though very moderate, reform

within the Church itself, that so the Church might of itself with

ready goodwill more effectively deal with the spiritual and

intellectual needs of the time, and so more fully serve humanity

and Christ. H e stood for a very small measure of corporate

reform, poles apart from the freedom of private j
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scholasticism and buried in the obscurantism of a long-past
mediznvalism; it was not a mineral deposit, but a seed-store
of incalculable value which should be boldly planted in the finer
and better worked and more fertile ground of modern culture,
that it might bring forth fruit 9. thousandfold. Spiritual truth
was no static thing, no tight-packed bale of stuff or roll of
substance which needed solely to be unfolded or unwound
mechanically; it was spermatic, dynamic, vital, creative,
imperatively demanding growth and expansion, and ampler expression in ever new forms of greater beauty, while at the same
time maintaining the continuity of orderly natural development.
To such aspirations Rome did not simply turn a deaf ear.
The very suggestion that anything was not perfect in the
management of her trusteeship was such an intolerable outrage to
her pride, that she hastened angrily to strike down with the
cruellest of her weapons all who were in sympathywith a measure
of reform, and would not, because they could not, deny the spirit of
truth that had forced them to say aloud what so many were
thinking,and are still thinking,in secret.
A Pope incapable from lack of training of understanding
modern needs, and blind to present actualities, surrounded with
‘
a reactionary Curia, issued the order that the hated Modernistse
should be exterminated; and it is one of the most remarkable facts
of the twentiethcentury that such a ruinous mandate should have
been carried out with scarce a protest. An anti-modernist oath
has now been exacted from a subservient priesthood on pain
of suspension, and meekly taken almost without exception; but
who can believe that such a result has been brought about except
at the expense of honesty in many cases ?
For Modernism was never a radical revolution, but simply a
moderating or mediating force. Whatever Tyrrell might have
become had he lived and been still further driven, he was
never revolutionary in his suggested programme; be fully admitted
the value of traditionism and the authority of the Church. He
desired to retain this authority,but at the same time to win it for
the cause of vital and necessary, though very moderate, reform
within the Church itself, that so the Church might of itself with
ready goodwill more effectively deal with the spiritual and
intellectual needs of the time, and so more fully serve humanity
and Christ. He stood for a very small measure of corporate
reform, poles apart from the freedom of private judgment, and far
distant even from the moderate corporate liberty of Anglicanism.
'
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Though sorely tempted to return from the Church of his adoption,
and find peace and rest within the Church of his birth, he refused
to do so to the bitter end. The terrible pain he sufiered was
because he whole-heartedly loved his adopted Church, and believed
its sacraments to be privileges of inestimable value. To be
excommunicate from that Church, to be deprived of the right of
saying Mass, and finally, to be cut off from all approach to
the Eucharist, was to him the most poignant torture of the soul.
It broke him in pieces, and tore his heart with excruciating pains.
Many have said that Tyrrell never really belonged to Rome; that
as he was born and brought up, so he remained Protestant; while

S

Though sorely tempted to return from the Church of his adoption,

and find peace and rest within the Church of his hirth, he refused

to do so to the bitter end. The terrible pain he suffered was

because he whole-heartedly loved his adopted Church, and believed

its sacraments to be privileges of inestimable value. To be

ex

communicate from that Church, to be deprived of the right of

saying Mass, and finally, to be cut off from all approach to

the E

I

ucharist, was to him the most poignant torture of the soul.

t broke him in pieces, and tore his heart with ex

cruciating pains.

Many have said that Tyrrell never really belonged to R

ome;

as he was born and brought up, so he remained Protestant;

some have declared that at heart he was even a '

that

while

free-thinker.'

B

no one could have suffered as he did, if he had not been absorbed in

and loved the Church of his adoption with all his heart;

for rationalism, much less '

free-thinking,'

while, as

he would have nothing

of it. O thers who are content with private devotion, and the free

ex

ercise of personal religion, and do not ex

perience the need
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of corporate worship, will perhaps feel some surprise that one in

whom the mystical spirit was strong, together with a powerful

intellect and a rare detachment from self, should have continued

to anguish when a ready door of escape stood open in the thought

that no man, nor body of men, nor even hierarchy of principalities

or powers, can ever come between the naked soul and God, and least

of all, cut it off from receiving the grace and benefit of spiritual

gifts, the only true and valid divina. B

ut the fact stands out, and

it is the chief contradiction in Tyrrell'

s very contradictory but

very human character, that he did feel this deprivation most

keenly. I

t was the greatest hold that R

ome had over him, and she

used the power of hurting which it gave her, to the I

nst. A

s ever,

her demand was for nothing short of absolute obedience, submission

of soul and body, intellect and spirit, the denial of himself and

his whole life-work. W hat wonder, then, if the deepest self in

him, and that loyalty to truth, as he saw it, which he dared not

deny, even when the rest of him was racked past bearing, should

make him answer as long as he could speak: "

I

ch kann nicht

anders."

B

ut if Tyrrell was fearless in the outspokenness of his protest

against what he felt with all his soul to be abuses in his Church,

and dared to call into q

uestion the pretensions of the V

atican

to represent the corporate voice of that Church, he was also

a merciless critic of himself, and strangely eager that all men

should know his faults. H e has now made his confession to the

871

ut

some have

declared that at heart he was even a ‘ free-thinker.’ But
no one could have suifered as he did, if he had not been absorbed in
and loved the Church of his adoption with all his heart; while, as
for rationalism, much less ‘ free-thinking,’he would have nothing
of it. Others who are content with private devotion, and the free
exercise of personal religion, and do not experience the need
of corporate worship, will perhaps feel some surprise that one in
whom the mystical spirit was strong, together with a powerful
intellect and a rare detachment from self, should have continued
to anguish when a ready door of escape stood open in the thought
that no man, nor body of men, nor even hierarchy of principalities
or powers, can ever come between the naked soul and God, and least
of all, cut it ofl‘ from receiving the grace and benefit of spiritual
gifts, the only true and valid clivina. But the fact stands out, and
it is the chief contradiction in Tyrrell's very contradictory but
very human character, that he did feel this deprivation most
keenly. It was the greatest hold that Rome had over him, and she
used the power of hurting which it gave her, to the last. As ever,
her demand was for nothing short of absolute obedience, submission
of soul and body, intellect and spirit, the denial of himself and
his whole life-work. What wonder, then, if the deepest self in
him, and that loyalty to truth, as he saw it, which he dared not
deny, even when the rest of him was racked past bearing, should
make him answer as long as he could speak: "Ich kann nicht
anders."
But if Tyrrell was fearless in the outspokenness of his protest
against what he felt with all his soul to be abuses in his Church,
and dared to call into question the pretensions of the Vatican
to represent the corporate voice of that Church, he was also
a merciless critic of himself, and strangely eager that all men
should know his faults. He has now made his confession to the
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world, and stands stripped and naked before us. F

ew could dare

so much, and this will for ever put a seal upon his courage. The

autobiography that fills the first volume is one of the most ruthless

self-dissections of character that has ever been written. To

continue the narrative and write the seq

uel of a document

of such an intimate nature, yet so curiously impersonal and

detached in its j

udgments, was a task of the utmost difficulty. I

n

the second volume, however, Miss Petre, with transparent honesty,

an honesty all the more hard to ex

ercise when the subj
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so much, and this will for ever put a seal upon his courage. The
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self-dissections of character that has ever been written. To
continue the narrative and write the sequel of a document
of such an intimate nature, yet so curiously impersonal and
detached in its judgments, was a task of the utmost difliculty. In
the second volume, however, Miss Petre, with transparent honesty,

honesty all the more hard to exercise when the subject is not
oneself, but a dearly beloved friend whose self-confessed faults
would be readily exaggerated by those seeking an excuse for their
hard usage of him, and with commendable self-restraint of statement and judgment, allows this stream of confession to flow on
and permeates her narrative with a wealth of quotation from
Tyrrell’sprivate and most intimate correspondence. We have then
before us a human document of extraordinary interest, as well as
the history of a momentous religious controversy; and are thus
permitted to see the inmost workings of a noble soul. as well
as the chief moments in the public struggle of a strenuous fighter
against overwhelming odds, of one who accomplished, in spite
of seeming failure, a great work, of which the last has by no means
been heard—the record of a race well run in spite of severest
handicaps within and without; for Tyrrell had not only to battle
desperately with himself to bring into harmony and balance
the strongly contrasted elements of his inner nature, but had
all his life to flght against ill-health and the overwhelming
prostration of constant cruel headaches. In all this earthly
turmoil the inmost strength that bore him bravely up, found its
right complement in that which made him so beloved—his selfless sympathy with human sulTering—and these together dowered
him withhis extraordinary understanding of intellectual difiiculties,
and his wonderful power of alleviating the tortures of doubt in
those on the brink of losing faith in spiritual verities. Tyrrell
gave help and comfort to thousands when the system and its
officials failed; he was a true healer of souls, though not as laid
down in the regulations, and that perhaps was at bottom his
unpardonable sin in the eyes of the orthodox doctors of the
an

oneself, but a dearly beloved friend whose self-confessed faults

would be readily ex
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permitted to see the inmost workings of a noble soul, as well

as the chief moments in the public struggle of a strenuous fighter

against overwhelming odds, of one who accomplished, in spite

of seeming failure, a great work, of which the last has by no means

been heard— the record of a race well run in spite of severest

handicaps within and without;

for Tyrrell had not only to battle

desperately with himself to bring into harmony and balance

the strongly contrasted elements of his inner nature, but had

all his life to fight against ill-health and the overwhelming

prostration of constant cruel headaches. I

n all this earthly

turmoil the inmost strength that bore him bravely up, found its

right complement in that which made him so beloved— his self-

less sympathy with human suffering— and these together dowered

him with his ex

traordinary understanding of intellectual difficulties,

and his wonderful power of alleviating the tortures of doubt in

those on the brink of losing faith in spiritual verities. Tyrrell

gave help and comfort to thousands when the system and its

officials failed;

he was a true healer of souls, though not as laid

down in the regulations, and that perhaps was at bottom his

unpardonable sin in the eyes of the orthodox

V

atican. B

ut if it be true that "

H e chasteneth,"

doctors of the

him whom the L

then we must believe that the L

ord loveth

ord loved Tyrrell

very dearly, for though good, he was chastened and chastised

ex

ceedingly.

Vatican. But if it be true that "him whom the Lord loveth
He chasteneth," then we must believe that the Lord loved Tyrrell
very dearly, for though good, he was chastened and chastised

exceedingly.
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9.

uysbroeck is one of the most virile of the mediaeval

THOUGH Ruysbroeck is one of the most virile of the medieval
Christian mystics, he is known in this country by reputation

Christian mystics, he is known in this country by reputation

rather than by acq

uaintance, for we have even at this late date no

version of his works. I

t is, therefore, to be hoped that the present

revival of interest in mystical studies may encourage a competent

translator to undertake this pressing task;

for we need all the

virility we can get as a healthy corrective to the overweight

of the purely feminine virtues, and the accompanying tendency to

sink at best into the negative raptures of q

uietism, or, still

worse, to the lower level of the vapourings of a pietistic

sentimentalism, or, worst of all, to the degradation of a corrupting

psychic eroticism. W hat R

uysbroeck would have said of the last

two evils may be imagined from his stern condemnation of the

F

alse Peace "
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first, when treating of '

I

:

n the spiritual life it is necessary that we should recognise,

that we should renounce and destroy in ourselves, q

for the q

tranq

uietists seek q

uilly enj

uietism;

uiescence, and that they may the more

oy this false peace of the spirit they refrain from

both interior and ex

terior activity. This peace is an outrage

on God, it is the crime of lese-maj

esty. Such q

above, knowledge;

and the man remains immersed in himself,

effortless and useless;

his repose is idleness, his tranq

forgetting of God, of himself, and of his neighbour. I

uillity the

t is the

opposite of the Divine peace full of activity, full of love, full

of desire and of knowledge;

that burning and unsatiable peace

that is sought the more ardently the more it is found. B

this high serenity and q

uietism there is j

etween

ust the difference

ists between God and one of H is deluded creatures"

(pp. 92, 98

).

Though on the one hand R

rather than by acquaintance, for we have even at this late date no
version of his works. It is, therefore, to be hoped that the present
revival of ‘interest in mystical studies may encourage a competent
translator to undertake this pressing task; for we need all the
virility we can get as a healthy corrective to the overweight
of the purely feminine virtues, and the accompanying tendency to
sink at best into the negative raptures of quietism, or, still
worse, to the lower level of the vapourings of a pietistic
sentimentalism, or, worst of all, to the degradation of a corrupting
psychic eroticism. What Ruysbroeck would have said of the last
two evils may be imagined from his stern condemnation of the
flrst, when treating of ‘ False Peace” :
"
In the spiritual life it is necessary that we should recognise,
that we should renounce and destroy in ourselves, quietism;
for the quietists seek quiescence, and that they may the more
tranquilly enjoy this false peace of the spirit they refrain from
both interior and exterior activity. This peace is an outrage
on God, it is the crime of lese-majesty. Such quietism blinds man,
and plunges him into a state of nescience which is below, not
above, knowledge; and the man remains immersed in himself,
effortless and useless; his repose is idleness, his tranquillity the
forgetting of God, of himself, and of his neighbour. It is the
opposite of the Divine peace full of activity, full of love, full
of desire and of knowledge; that burning and unsatiable peace
that is sought the more ardently the more it is found. Between
this high serenity and quietism there is just the difference
that exists between God and one of His deluded creatures"

uietism blinds man,

and plunges him into a state of nescience which is below, not

that ex

MYSTIC GARDEN.

From the Works of John Ruysbroeck. Translated from the
French of Ernest Hello by C. E. S. London (Watkins).
Price 25. net. ; pp. 189.

Plowees of a Mystic Garden.

F

or A

373

uysbroeck is of course free from the

cramping shackles of a narrow dogmatism, on the other he

has still the limitations of his theological heredity, as, for instance,

when he speaks of the river of compassion which flows towards

earth and embraces, not all sentient things, nor even all men, nor

(pp. 92, 98).

Though on the one hand Ruysbroeck is of course free from the
cramping shackles of a narrow dogmatism, on the other he
has still the limitations of his theological heredity, as, for instance,
when he speaks of the river of compassion which flows towards
earth and embraces, not all sentient things, nor even all men, nor
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all the righteous of mankind, but only at its very widest
the whole Christian world (p. 113). But where indeed shall we
find in distinctive Christianity, even when purged by mystical
love, that truly universal spirit of unstinted charity and mercy
and compassion that embraces all creatures ?
C. E. S.'s translation from Hel1o's French version is well done.
But we want badly an English poet to do for Ruysbroeck what
Maeterlinck has done for him so finely in French in his unsurpassed
renderings from the original.
even
"
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even all the righteous of mankind, but only at its very widest

"

the whole Christian world"

(p. 118

). B

ut where indeed shall we

find in distinctive Christianity, even when purged by mystical

love, that truly universal spirit of unstinted charity and mercy

and compassion that embraces all creatures?

C. E
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The Spiral W ay.

B

eing Meditations upon the F

ifteen Mysteries of the Soul'

A

scent. B

ondon (W atkins). Price

2s. net.;

'

y John Cordelier. L

pp. 18

John Cordelier,'

2.

who has already written a striking little

volume of meditations on the '

of the E

Stations,'

under the title The Path

ternal W isdom, now attempts a further series of similar

spiritual ex

ercises, in which the chief incidents of the Gospel-
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story, rounded out to fifteen with two from the A

pocryphon of the

V

irgin, are treated as symbolic indications of stages in the Mystic

A

nodos or A

bove is not to be

of a ladder, but rather conceived of as a spiral ascent. The

Mystic W ay is an inner transmutation, and not a heaven-j

or even a steady climb of j

j

oyful ascension. B

ourney,

ut rather as in

ear, the heavenly story of our growth in God

which rung from A

dvent to A

ssumption-tide, spirals "

oyful mysteries of Christmas and E

through the

piphany, and the sorrowful

mysteries of the Passion, to the triumphant mystery of the

R

esurrection, and of that transcendent and eternal life of the

deified Spirit which is heralded by the E

"

gyrans gyrando vadit spiritus."

aster fact"

(p. 16). for

W e are sure that many will be

helped by this little volume, and especially women, for indeed no

one but a woman could have written of the virgin-motherhood so

intimately as '

John Cordelier'

does. B

ut why, we ask, should a

book of mystical devotion have gone out of its way to disturb our

meditations with such an historical nightmare and so rude a

shock to even the credulity of our dreams as: "

St. L

the Crown of Thorns to Paris, and installed it ... in the

centre of her seething life"

(p. 93)?

Being Meditations upon the Fifteen Mysteries of the Soul's
Ascent. By John Cordelier. London (Watkins). Price
2s. net.; pp. 182.

‘JOHN COBDELIEB,' who has already written a striking little
volume of meditations on the Stations,’ under the title The Path
of the Eternal Wisdom, now attempts a further series of similar
spiritual exercises, in which the chief incidents of the Gospel‘

scent of the Soul. The W ay A

thought of so much as a Scala Sancta, under the familiar symbol

the Christian Y

THE SPIRAL WAY.

s

ouis brought

story, rounded out to fifteen with two from the Apocryphon of the
Virgin, are treated as symbolic indications of stages in the Mystic

Ascent of the Soul. The Way Above is not to be
thought of so much as 3. Scale Sancta, under the familiar symbol
of a ladder, but rather conceived of as a spiral ascent. The
Mystic Way is an inner transmutation, and not a heaven-journey,
rather as in
or even a steady climb of joyful ascension. But
in God
the Christian Year, the heavenly story of our growth
"
which runs from Advent to Assumption-tide, spirals through the
joyful mysteries of Christmas and Epiphany, and the sorrowful
mysteries of the Passion, to the triumphant mystery of the
Resurrection, and of that transcendent and eternal life of the
deified Spirit which is heralded by the Easter fact" (p. 16). for
"
Will he
gyrans gyrcmdo vadit spiritus." We are sure that many
no
indeed
for
helped by this little volume, and especially women,
so
one but a woman could have written of the virgin-motherhood
intimately as ‘John Cordelier does. But why, we ask, should a
book of mystical devotion have gone out of its way to disturb our
meditations with such an historical nightmare and so rude 9“
shock to even the credulity of our dreams as: St. Louis brought
in the
the Crown of Thorns to Paris, and installed it
centre of her seething life ”
93) ?
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S

A

nd O ther Poems. B

Price 8

s. 6d. net.;

yE

dmond H olmes. L

ondon (Constable).

pp. 69.

W e are very pleased to welcome this most recent small volume of

E

dmond H olmes'

Silence of L

Q UE

poems, following at a lengthy interval on The

ove and The Triumph of L

ove. R

eaders of The

ST in particular, will be delighted to renew in it their acq

ance with '

Call me not B

ack,'

'

uaint-

The Secret of the Sea,'

'

and, above all, that ex

q

Creed of my H eart,'

uisite and deeply mystical confession '

which brings us so near the source of that

uddha and The Creed of Christ. O f the other

poems perhaps the finest is '

To the unknown God,'

appeared in The Spectator. B

ut'

A

mor F

which first

ons A

moris '

is very fine,

the first stanza especially:

"

I

love all men the better, O

The dear ones whom I

love!

eloved!

at love'

Y

ang Chtj

'

and ever, for thy sake,
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ach stranger is my kinsman;

B

s Garden of Pleasure.

Y

nton Porke, Ph.D.,

ntroduction by H ugh Cranmer-B

W isdom of the E

net;

"

s bidding, new springs of love awake."

Translated from the Chinese by Professor A

etc. W ith an I

'

for loving thee:

cherish are dearer still to me:

E

ast Series. L

WE are very pleased to welcome this most recent small volume of
Edmond Holmes’ poems, following at a lengthy interval on The
Silence of Love and The Triumph of Love. Readers of TH]:
QUEST in particular, will be delighted to renew in it their acquaint‘
'
‘
ance with Call me not Back,’ The Secret of the Sea,’ Nirvana,’
and, above all, that exquisite and deeply mystical confession ' The
Creed of my Heart,’ which brings us so near the source of that
beauty,insight and goodwill which so many have recognised in
The Creed of Buddha and The Creed of Christ. Of the other
poems perhaps the finest is ‘To the unknown God,’ which first
appeared in The Spectator. But ‘ Amor Fons Amoris is very fine,
the flrst stanza especially :

N irvana,'

The

beauty, insight and goodwill which so many have recognised in

The Creed of B

(Constable).

And Other Poems. By Edmond Holmes. London
Price 8s. 6d. net.; pp. 69.

The Creed of my H eart.

yng.

ondon (Murray). Price I

s.

I love all men the better, 0 love! for loving thee :
The dear ones whom I cherish are dearer still to me :
Each stranger is my kinsman; and ever, for thy sake,
Beloved! at love’s bidding, new springs of love awake."

pp. 64.

ang Chtj

, the philosopher of L

half of the third century B

iang, flourished in the first

of Chinese philosophy, when the problems of ex

istenoe were

being attacked from many contradictory points of view, and

controversy wax

YANG CHU'8 GARDEN

.C., perhaps the most brilliant epoch

ang Chu has been called the Chinese E

is certainly remarkable that contemporaneously in E

etc. With an Introduction by Hugh Cranmer-Byng.
Wisdom of the East Series. London (Murray). Price Is.
net; pp. 64.

picurus, and it

ast and W est

there came to birth a somewhat similar phase of thought. B

ut

whereas in the W est we have a fair knowledge of the dogmas

of the philosopher of Gargettus, and a large literature on the

development and influence of his school, in China there ex

a fragment of the sayings of the philosopher of L

iang, q

ists only

uoted

PLEASURE.

Translated from the Chinese by Professor Anton Forke, Ph.D.,

ed fierce and furious over the value of the solutions

championed in deed as well as word by a number of subtle

thinkers. Y

OF

YANG CEU, the philosopher of Liang, flourished in the first
half of the third century 13.0., perhaps the most brilliant epoch
of Chinese philosophy, when the problems of existence were

being

attacked from many contradictory points of view, and
controversy waxed fierce and furious over the value of thesolutions
championed in deed as well as word by a number of subtle
thinkers. Yang Chu has been called the Chinese Epicurus, and it
is certainly remarkablethat contemporaneously in East and West
there came to birth a somewhat similar phase of thought. But
whereas in the West we have a fair knowledge of the dogmas
of the philosopher of Gargettus, and a large literature on the
development and influence of his school, in China there exists only
a fragment of the sayings of the philosopher of Liang, quoted
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in the seventh book of the Taoist sage, L

ieh Tzfi, and a few vague

indications of his life, while the W est is blissfully unconscious of

his very ex

istence. N evertheless, Y

ang Chu stood for a distinct

point of view and way of life, and the editors are j

ustified in

including the little we know of him in their educative series.

Professor Porke'

s ex

cellent version is reproduced from the Journal

of the Pekin O riental Society, and Mr. H ugh Cranmer-B

the brother of the senior editor, has written an ex

yng,

ceedingly clever

introduction, in which he says all that can be said for a philosophy

that in our opinion falls far short of the authentic doctrine

of E

picurus, which has perhaps been more travestied by the

misrepresentations of posterity than any other phase of H ellenic

thought. W e must, however, not forget that Y

to us only by incidental q

ang Chu is known

uotation in a Taoist work, and that we

may do the old philosopher grave inj

ustice by generalising too

freely from such scanty particulars. Y

ang Chu appears to have

been a smiling, careless, loveable personality. H is philosophy,

happiness consisted in
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however, was of the senses entirely;

renouncing nothing, yet striving for nothing. I

Cranmer-B

yng'

n Mr. H ugh

s somewhat too favourable estimate: "

The key-

note of this philosophy is disregard of life, disregard of death.

Those things ex

ist, and are to be accepted. F

rom them are to be

taken what to each one is good. O nly strife, insatiability, greed,

anx

iety, false striving for virtue and fame, are to be avoided as

unnecessary and disturbing. The primary and the only gift of man

is his individuality. That is all that he inherits, and with him it

perishes. I

t is for him to preserve this single gift to the ultimate

moment, neither striving to ex

ceed nor to renounce. A

ll those

things that have ministered to this development of individuality

are good, all those things that have warped or retarded it are

bad, whether they be virtue, the desire for fame, for power,

for regulating the affairs of others, or the regulation of one'

s own

conduct in conformity with the views of others. . . . W ithin

each one are born certain desires, certain appetites, certain wishes.

These things are normal and natural. They are in themselves the

ultimate means whereby personality is fostered and preserved.

The philosopher, viewing life clearly, neglecting nothing, fearing

nothing, regarding nothing, pursues his way. True to himself,

disq

uiet does not touch him. F

sufiice, for contentment is an ax

or him the simplest pleasures will

iom of his philosophy."

W hat is here to be remarked is that Y

ang Chu had behind

and around him the noble traditions of Taoism and Confucianism,

in the seventh book of the Taoist sage, Lieh Tzfi, and a few vague
indications of his life, while the West is blissfully unconscious of
his very existence. Nevertheless, Yang Chu stood for a distinct
point of view and way of life, and the editors are justified in
including the little we know of him in their educative series.
Professor Forke's excellent version is reproduced from the Journal
of the Pekin Oriental Society, and Mr. Hugh Cranmer-Byng,
the brotherof the senior editor, has written an exceedingly clever
introduction, in which he says all that can be said for a philosophy
that in our opinion falls far short of the authentic doctrine
of Epicurus, which has perhaps been more travestied by the
misrepresentations of posterity than any other phase of Hellenic
thought. We must, however, not forget that Yang Chu is known
to us only by incidental quotation in a Taoist work, and that we
may do the old philosopher grave injustice by generalising too
freely from such scanty particulars. Yang Chu appears to have
been a smiling, careless, loveable personality. His philosophy,
however, was of the senses entirely; happiness consisted in
renouncing nothing, yet striving for nothing. In Mr. Hugh
Cranmer-Byng’s somewhat too favourable estimate: "The keynote of this philosophy is disregard of life, disregard of death.
Those things exist, and are to be accepted. From them are to be
taken what to each one is good. Only strife, insatiability,greed,
anxiety, false striving for virtue and fame, are to be avoided as
unnecessary and disturbing. The primary and the only gift of man
is his individuality. That is all that he inherits, and with him it
perishes. It is for him to preserve this single gift to the ultimate
moment, neither striving to exceed nor to renounce. All those
things that have ministered to this development of individuality
are good, all those things that have warped or retarded it are
bad, whether they be virtue, the desire for fame, for power.
for regulating the affairs of others, or the regulation of one’s own
Within
conduct in conformity with the views of others.
each one are born certain desires, certain appetites, certain wishes.
These things are normal and natural. They are in themselves the
ultimate means whereby personality is fostered and preserved.
The philosopher,viewing life clearly, neglecting nothing, fearing
nothing, regarding nothing, pursues his way. True to himself,
disquiet does not touch him. For him the simplest pleasures Will
suffice, for contentment is an axiom of his philosophy."
What is here to be remarked is that Yang Chu had behind
and around him the noble traditions of Taoism and Confucianism,
.
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and the high examples of the life-conduct of their leading sages.
Whether they respectively preferred the natural spontaneity of
the original goodness of man, or the strenuous and purposed
practice of charity and duty to‘one’s neighbour as the basis
of right living, both these life-systems had brought about a
lofty standard of conduct. If Yang Chu had not been born
in such an environment, had he had nothing but his crude
‘philosophy of the senses’ to help him, we fear that he could
never have been included in the ‘Wisdom of the East series.

S

amples of the life-conduct of their leading sages.

W hether they respectively preferred the natural spontaneity of

the original goodness of man, or the strenuous and purposed

practice of charity and duty to one'

s neighbour as the basis

of right living, both these life-systems had brought about a

lofty standard of conduct. I

fY

ang Chu had not been born

in such an environment, had he had nothing but his crude

'

philosophy of the senses'

Dream-Songs fok the B

B

yE

leanor Parj

Corner, E

'

to help him, we fear that he could

never have been included in the '

W isdom of the E

ast'

series.

DREAM-SONGS

eloved.

eon. The O rpheus Series: N o. V

. (8

,A

men

eon is possessed of the true poetical temperament. I

she may be said to have it in ex

eq

The L

dramatic theme as in '

ast W eek in September,'

Poplars at N ight'

?

Dedication,'

Prom the latter we q

'

Silence,'

Their talk is of such high strange mysteries

re they are ripe for knowledge snatch again

nd that certainly is emotion very happily remembered in

tranq

uillity. C. P.

The Sisters and Green Magic.

B

y Dermot O '

Corner, E

B

yrne. The O rpheus Series: N o. V

I

I

I

Dermot O '

times masterly. I

,A

They must commune in whispers lest weak men

men

Ere they are ripe for knowledge snatch again
The secret God has given to the trees.”
And that certainly is emotion very happily remembered in
tranquillity.
C. F.

pressed in these two stories is not to be denied;

B

. (8

’

.C.). Price 2s. 6d.

The power ex

Indeed,

‘

uote:

The secret God has given to the trees."

A

the true poetical temperament.

she may be said to have it in excess, for at times her art is hardly
equal to her instinct. The greater number of these songs are
lyrical snatches filled with light and air. It is when sterner
themes are dealt with, as in The Last Week in September,‘ or a
dramatic theme as in ‘Wéland and the Swan-Girls,’ that the art is
in some measure lacking. But who would find fault with a volume
containing such delightful things as the ‘Dedication,’ ‘Silence,’
and ‘Poplars at Night’ ? From the latter we quote:
“
Their talk is of such high strange mysteries

that the art is

They must commune in whispers lest weak men

E

Amen

or a

ut who would find fault with a volume

containing such delightful things as the '

and '

Farjeon is possessed of

t is when sterner

W eland and the Swan-Girls,'

in some measure lacking. B

BELOVED.

THERE is much beauty to be found in this little volume. Miss

cess, for at times her art is hardly
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themes are dealt with, as in '

"

ndeed,

ual to her instinct. The greater number of these songs are

lyrical snatches filled with light and air. I

FOR THE

By Eleanor Farjeon. The Orpheus Series: No. V. (8,
Corner, E.C.). Price 2s. 6d.

.C.). Price 2s. 6d.

There is much beauty to be found in this little volume. Miss

Parj

877

Mr.

yrne handles prose in a manner always capable, and at

ndeed, if pity and terror are to be taken as the

sole ends of tragio art, this volume is of high value. B

ut the

reader, turning the pages with growing interest, may be inclined to

wonder whither the author'

12

s talent would lead him. The q

uite

THE SISTERS

AND

GREEN MAGIC.

By Dermot 0’Byrne. The Orpheus Series:
Corner, E.C.). Price 2s. 6d.

No. VIII.

(8, Amen

THE power expressed in these two stories is not to be denied; Mr.

Dermot O'Byrne handles prose in a manner always capable, and at
times masterly. Indeed, if pity and terror are to be taken as the
sole ends of tragic art, this volume is of high value. But the
reader, turning the pages with growing interest, may be inclined to
Wonder whither the author's talent would lead him. The quite
12
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traordinary desolation of the first story in particular might well

cause a shudder to the most hardened optimist, so ahly has

the barren remote life of the W est been depicted. A

nd yet

even but one gleam of a kindlier beauty would be very welcome.

A

fter all the whole q

uestion turns upon A

that great poetry needs great action. I

rnold'

s famous definition

n the present instance

both the situations and the method of the author may not

unreasonably be described as over-painful. '

The Sisters,'

Green Magic,'

C. F

the latter being a little lacking in substance.

.

B

ol. V

I

C. F.

merican Society for Psychical

'

of the A

merican I

ork City, U.S.A

or long the Proceedings of the E

to the ex

nstitute for Scientific R

esearch.

., May, 1912. Published by the Society, 579 W est

149th St., N ew Y

F

. Price $

8

nglish S.P.R

.00;

pp. 976.

. have been filled,

clusion of almost every other topic, with the '

the scrupulous care in recording and the dex

trous but far-fetched

ingenuity of analysing and interpreting this chaos of automatic

scripts has been prodigious, the results appear to be somewhat

iguous. I

t seems to the onlooker for the most part the

breaking of a butterfly on the wheel, and the travail of moun-

tains, with the proverbial outcome. Many keenly interested

observers have been thinking that if only such care and ability

had been ex

ercised in the many other directions that could easily

have been opened up, had the official attitude of the Society been

more catholic and sympathetic, and less certain that its restricted

means and methods of ex

periment were the best to be had, the

progress made would have been more rapid and more satisfactory.

W e are, therefore, glad to see that Dr. H yslop, the leading spirit

in the A

merican Society, is fully alive to this state of affairs, and

has the courage not only to advocate a reform in psychical

research, but to give us an ex

ample of the lines on which it can be

more successfully conducted, in a very long and painstaking report

of two series of sittings he has had with a couple of sensitives—

Mrs. '

Smead'

and Mrs. '

Chenoweth '

PROCEEDINGS or 'rn:z AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR Psrcmcsr.
Rnsnsncn.

cross-

studies. W hile the amount of energy put into
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correspondence'

ex

And yet
the barren remote life of the West been depicted.
would be very welcome.
even but one gleam of a kindlier beauty
famous definition
Arnold's
After all the whole question turns upon
instance
that great poetry needs great action. In the present
not
both the situations and the method of the author may

esearch.

Section '

V

cause

'

Proceedings of the A

R

well
extraordinary desolation of the first story in particular might has
ably
so
hardened optimist,
a shudder to the most

Sisters.’ by
unreasonably be described as over-painful. ‘The
than
successful
more
strikes us as
reason of its fine construction,
substance.
in
Green Magic,’ the latter being a little lacking

by

reason of its fine construction, strikes us as more successful than

'

QUEST

— who were chiefly used for

automatic writing while they were in a state of trance. The best

Section ‘B’ of the American Institute for Scientific Research.
Vol. VI., May, 1912. Published by the Society, 579 West
149th St., New York City, USA. Price $8.00; pp. 976.
FOR. long the Proceedings of the English S.P.R. have been filled,
‘crossto the exclusion of almost every other topic, with the
correspondence' studies. While the amount of energy put into
the scrupulous care in recording and the dextrous but far-fetched
ingenuity of analysing and interpreting this chaos of automatic
scripts has been prodigious, the results appear to be somewhat
the
exiguous. It seems to the onlooker for the most part
mounof
travail
breaking of abutterfly on the wheel, and the
interested
tains with the proverbial outcome. Many keenly
ability
observers have been thinking that if only such care and
easily
had been exercised in the many other directions that could
been
Society
the
have been opened up, bad the ofiicial attitude of
restricted
that its
more catholic and sympathetic, and less certain
to be had. the
best
the
were
means and methods of experiment
satisfactory.
progress made would have been more rapid and more
spirit
leading
the
We are, therefore, glad to see that Dr. Hyslop,
and
affairs,
in the American Society, is fully alive to this state of
has the courage not only to advocate a reform in psychical
be
1‘e393»1‘Ch. but to give us an example of the lines on which it can
report
more successfully conducted, in a very long and painstaking
sensitives—
of
of two series of sittings he has had with a couple
for
Mrs. ' Smead and Mrs. 'Chenoweth '—who were chiefly used
best
The
automatic writing while they were in a state of trance.
’
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part of the report is given up to the record and analysis of her

communicating'

of a

similar nature, but it has seldom been recorded with the precision

necessary for the purposes of scientific study. The chief thing to

remember, in this kind of work, is that everything, even the most

trivial details, should be accurately and scrupulously registered;

it is j

ust these apparently unimportant details and casual

trivialities or absurdities that are freq

uently the very things that

give the most important clues to the skilled ex

perimenter and

trained psychologist. Moreover, given the necessary patience and

the capacity for taking pains on the part of the ex

perimenters,

there is a large number of genuine and honest sensitives that

could form the nuclei of research centres conducted on these lines,

if only they were encouraged to do so and felt really assured that

they would not be treated as criminals by inq

uisitors who have

not the faintest conception of the nature of the psychological
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states into which such sensitives pass or the conditions necessary

for genuinely scientific psychical research. Some of the results

obtained by Dr. H yslop, owing to a better understanding of these

conditions, are of such a nature that he is entirely convinced that

the survival of personal identity beyond death is established, while

conditions, are

as to the contents of the record in general, he is of opinion that

they are ex

cellent evidence of the supernormal. Those who

dissent from this j

udgment are advised to do their own ex

menting themselves. I

obtained through the latter psychic, and the major
up to the record and analysis of her
script. There has been an infinity of ‘communicating’ of a
similar nature, but it has seldom been recorded with the precision
necessary for the purposes of scientific study. The chief thing to
remember, in this kind of work, is that e~verything, even the most
trivial details, should be accurately and scrupulously registered;
it is just these apparently unimportant details and casual
trivialities or absurdities that are frequently the very things that
give the most important clues to the skilled experimenter and
trained psychologist. Moreover, given the necessary patience and
the capacity for taking pains on the part of the experimenters,
there is a large number of genuine and honest sensitives that
could form the nuclei of research centres conducted on these lines,
if only they were encouraged to do so and felt
really assured that
they would not be treated as criminals by inquisitors who have
not the faintest conception of the nature of the psychological
states into which such sensitives pass or the conditions necessary
for genuinely scientific psychical research. Some of the results
obtained by Dr. Hyslop, owing to a better understanding of these
were

part of the report is given

S

results were obtained through the latter psychic, and the maj

script. There has been an infinity of '

379

of such

a

nature that he is

entirely convinced that

the survival of personal identity beyond death is established, while
as to the contents of the record in
general, he is of opinion that
they are excellent evidence of the supernormal. Those who
dissent from this judgment are advised to do their own experimenting themselves. Indeed so satisfied is Dr. Hyslop, after his
many years of patient and careful work, that survival is established,
that he thinks the time has come for moving forward to attack

peri-

ndeed so satisfied is Dr. H yslop, after his

many years of patient and careful work, that survival is established,

that he thinks the time has come for moving forward to attack

some of the more complicated and perplex

ing problems connected

with the conditions of such survival of personal identity. W ith

his present ex

perience behind him, Dr. H yslop is of opinion, and

we agree with him, that "

the average Philistine is no more

q

periments than a child. W e have deferred

ualified to carry on ex

to his j

udgment until it has been wellnigh impossible to get

intelligent study of the facts, and now it is time to ignore that

class and make progress. . . . I

t is now our duty to organise

into a civilised government and not any longer to cower before

those who never construct but always destroy "

some of the more complicated and perplexing problems connected
with the conditions of such survival of personal identity. With
his present experience behind him, Dr. Hyslop is of opinion, and
We agree with him, that "the
average Philistine is no more
qualified to carry on experiments than a child. We have deferred
to his judgment until it has been wellnigh impossible to get
intelligent study of the facts, and now it is time to ignore that
class and make progress.
It is now our duty to organise
into a civilised government and not any longer to cower before
those who never construct but always destroy" (pp. 14, 15). As
for the various theories put forward to account for the vast complex
of facts to be studied, the ‘spirit’ hypothesis, he thinks, most
easily and naturally accounts for the main mode of communica“OIL And if this is so, the problem is fundamentally a psycho‘
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logical one, and any attempt to solve it by purely physical methods

is doomed to failure: "

W e may approach the problem through

physical science and its results, but in the last analysis we must

recognise that spirit implies consciousness and only psychological

methods will establish the ex

istence of that phenomenon "

(p. 18

W hat comes out most clearly in this record and in many

another of a similar nature is that the problem of the survival of

personal identity is ex

traordinarily complex
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n our material

embodied state we are very definitely shut off from one another;

mutual ex

ternality is the law of our ex

may be the nature of the '

body'

istence. B

of ex

ut whatever

carnate entities, it is
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logical one, and any attempt to solve it by purely physical methods
is doomed to failure: “ We may approach the problem through
physical science and its results, but in the last analysis we must
recognise that spirit implies consciousness and only psychological
methods will establish the existence of that phenomenon" (p. 13)What comes out most clearly in this record and in many
another of a similar nature is that the problem of the survival of
personal identity is extraordinarily complex. In our material
embodied state we are very definitely shut off from one another;
mutual externality is the law of our existence. But whatever
‘
may be the nature of the body of excarnate entities, it it!
quite evident that the chief characteristic of the borderland state
which separates our present normal consciousness from that of
the deepest personality of the excarnate, that is of the psychic as
distinguished from the really spiritual state, is that it is of a fluid
nature. It is, therefore, best conceived by the help of the ans-1083’
of water, or of an ever-flowing stream in which are no fixed forms,
but everchanging intermingling currents. It is via this medium
that the vast majority (if not all) of such communications have to
come, and the chances of distortion and error are enormous. The
execution of a determined purpose, the holding on toa selected
sequence of images, visual or audile, is a matter of great difliculty, when currents flow into currents, and complexes of thousht
and feeling interpenetrate one another; where the state of ‘one
with another’ is the general condition, it being of course understood that birds of a feather flock together’ according to their
psychic affinities, which may be very different from their incarnate
associations. In this connection it is of interest to note Dr.
Hys1op's remark : “ The communicator can neither inhibit
his own marginal associations and their transmission nor the
intrusions of other minds and their thoughts when the? are He“!
aiding” (p. 56). It is also to be remembered that it is far more
difiicult to obtain satisfactory individual data to establish personal
identity in the case of thinkers and men of science than in that
of the ordinary person who thinks and remembers in sensuous
im8»868. With which this psychic realm is almost wholly concerned.
Moreover, it would appear that, as a rule, after death, the 111811
who has lived a life of thought rather than of sense, 8093 1'9'Pid1y
to his own in the spiritual state. In like manner those who h8vV3
led lives of integrity and aspiration, the genuinely l'9li8i0“5 90°13
of high moral worth, move swiftly to their own. While 8V9“ f°"
the mass of mortals, provided they have not been entirely centred
'
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in ex

ternal things and so chained themselves to their own selfish

and material hopes and fears that they become what is termed

earth-bound,'

that, ex

the absorbing interests of the new life are so great

cept for the memory of the deepest ties of affection, their

attention is turned away from their past, and has to be gradually

re-awakened before they can take an effective part in any

endeavour to communicate in the organised manner that is now

being attempted in such ex

periments as those under review. I

t

should also be remembered that this fluid psychic state which

holds together largely through sympathetic feeling and affection,

is easily upset by intellectual energy, and that "

intensity is or

acts as a disintegrating influence"

ndeed so great is

(p. 427). I
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in external things and so chained themselves to their own selflsh
and material hopes and fears that they become what is termed
‘earth-bound,’ the absorbing interests of the new life are so great
that, except for the memory of the deepest ties of affection, their
attention is turned away from their past, and has to be gradually
re-awakened before they can take an effective part in any
endeavour to communicate in the organised manner that is now
being attempted in such experiments as t-hose under review. It
should also be remembered that this fluid psychic state which
holds together largely through sympathetic feeling and afiection,
is easily upset by intellectual energy, and that "intensity is or
acts as a disintegrating influence" (p. 427). Indeed so great is
the difliculty of immediate communication earthwards,’ for it is
‘

the difficulty of immediate communication '

really unnatural, that a complex

munication has freq

ex

earthwards,'

for it is

organism or machinery of com-

uently to be employed. Those who have had

perience in such research need hardly be reminded in this con-

nection of the psychic complex

es called '

spirit bands'

really unnatural, that a complex organism or machinery of communication has frequently to be employed. Those who have had
experience in such research need hardly be reminded in this connection of the psychic complexes called spirit bands which are
so common a feature, and of the frequent use of ‘we’ in the
communications. In the case of Mrs. Chenoweth ‘this is brought
into special prominence. There are what are called the‘ controls
and the ' communicators.’ The controls are intermediaries in
the attempt to prove the identity of the communicators. The
usual machinery in the case of Mrs. ‘ Chenoweth consisted of the
communicator, two controls, and the entranced psychic. The
communicator, Dr. Hyslop tells us, supplied the incidents and
sent them in the form of mental pictures to one of the controls,
who interpreted them and sent them to the second control, who
acted as amanuensis for the writing, using the automatic organism
or subconscious of the entranced psychic (p. 23). This particular
combination was called ‘driving tandem.’ Dr. Hyslop is thus
convinced that telepathy plays a most important role in all such
cases; but it is telepathy between the excarnate. The chances of
telepathy among the living influencing such communications he
would reduce to a minimum. Though, again, he admits that it
is fundamental to the problem thatthe subconscious of the psychic
is a factor affecting every transmitted incident” (p. 37), he is
not inclined to admit that the subconscious of the sitter plays
any fundamental part in the matter. Now the most convincing
evidence of personal identity in the record is in the case of his
own father, with regard to which Dr. Hyslop seems to have forgotten the distinct statement in the record: “ Here is your father
his
bidding me to tell you that he forgets not

which are

'

uent use of '
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past and relies on your memory to make himself clear in his

identification of his past ex

istence "

(p. 8

12). The italics are ours,

and we think that it goes far to show that the memory of the

details of the past life very rapidly fades out, if it is not, so to

speak, artificially awakened. N ot only his normal power of recol-

lection but also the complex

streams of memories of his father

stored in the subconscious of Dr. I

lyslop, which were not strong

enough to emerge into his normal consciousness, were all there to

be utilised by the hyper-sensitive organism that had been con-

structed. I

t is true that the identity q

entirely dependent on Dr. H yslop'

uestion was by no means

a own memories in this case, but

the sentence we have italicised above shows that they did play

a part in the recovery of memory by the communicator.

W e have also to take into account what in our opinion is the

very ex

'

tensive order of phenomena that fall under the heading

impersonation '

;

nevertheless, when all is said and done, it must

be admitted there is deep interest in the report owing to the
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consistent and persistent claim on the part of a group of per-

sonalities that they are aiming to prove personal identity in their

work and so endeavouring to satisfy the true scientific conditions

of the problem"

the one obj

(p. 20). I

t must be remembered that this was

ect of the very numerous sittings that Dr. H yslop had

with the two sensitives. I

t is, therefore, improper to seek in the

record for indications of many other things that are of the greatest

"

interest, though here and there is proof that Dr. H yslop might

have had a very good time with his sensitives, instead of per-

sistently shutting out everything that did not bear on the single

point of his special scientific enq

uiry. F

or instance, there is a

straightforward common-sense statement about the conditions of

communicating and the care that should be ex

ercised with regard

to the sensitive on pp. 440ff., which seems to be of value, and also

we note that the unnatural position in which both Mrs. Piper and

these other two ladies have been kept in trance has been a great

handicap owing to the strain on the organism, and therefore

prej

udicial to the continuous flow of the automatic script. A

s is

stated, and as we have long been aware ourselves, the best position

for an entranced automatist is lying flat on the back on a couch.

There are hundreds of other interesting points in this long record

that could be dwelt on, but for this we have no space and must

refer interested readers who have some ex

these matters, to the tex

and we think that it goes far to show that the memory of the
details of the past life very rapidly fades out, if it is not, soto
speak, artificially awakened. Not only his normal power of recollection but also the complex streams of memories of his father
stored in the subconscious of Dr. Hyslop, which were not strong
enough to emerge into his normal consciousness, were all there to
be utilised by the hyper-sensitive organism that had been constructed. It is true that the identity question was by no means
entirely dependent on Dr. Hyslop's own memories in this case, but
the sentence we have italicised above shows that they did pin)!
a part in the recovery of memory by the communicator.
We have also to take into account what in our opinion is the
very extensive order of phenomena that fall under the headins
‘impersonation ’; nevertheless, when all is said and done, it must
be admitted there is deep interest in the report owingto “the
consistent and persistent claim on the part of a group of P01“
sonalities that they are aiming to prove personal identity in their
work and so endeavouring to satisfy the true scientific conditions
of the problem (p. 20). It must be remembered that this was
the one object of the very numerous sittings that Dr. Hyslop had
with the two sensitives. It is, therefore, improper to seek in the
record for indications of many other things that are of the greatest
interest, though here and there is proof that Dr. Hyslop might
have had a very good time with his sensitives, instead of persistently shutting out everything that did not bear on the single
Point of his special scientific enquiry. For instance, there is a
straightforward common-sense statement about the conditions of
communicating and the care that should be exercised with refiavrd
to the sensitive on pp. 440fi., which seems to be of value,,and 8:150
we note that the unnatural position in which both Mrs. Pipe!‘ and
these other two ladies have been kept in trance has been a Steal‘
handicap owing to the strain on the organism, and thel‘0f°1'°
prejudicial to the continuous flow of the automatic script. AS is
stated, and as we have long been aware ourselves, thebest position
for an entranced automatist is lying flat on the back on a couch.
There are hundreds of other interesting points in this long record
that could be dwelt on, but for this we have no SW09 and must
refer interested readers who have some experience themselves in
these matters, to the text itself.
Convinced as we are on philosophical, religious and moral

perience themselves in

t itself.

Convinced as we are on philosophical, religious and moral
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grounds of the immortality of the soul, in the spiritual meaning of

that many-faced and much-ahused vocable, and at the same time

believing that the survival of the personality as character is not

the same problem as the reviving of the complex

memories of the past ex

es of sensuous

istence, to which it is generally confined

by those who cling desperately to such memories as though they

alone constituted identity, instead of it being a blessed thing that

we can be q

uit of most of them at any rate, retaining only the

reminiscence of those crises in which we were greater than or rose

superior to ourselves,— we feel nevertheless bound to admit the

great value of researches into the intermediate state of '

tion,'

diges-

ex

pelled into the psychic draught on the other. I

n this inter-

mediary state, the dramatic life of H ades as adumbrated by such

methods of communication, has every appearance, especially to

those content solely with naive realism, of being a continuation,

istence. Taking all things
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but of its own order, of our present ex

into consideration, therefore, Dr. H yslop is easily understandable

when he writes:

"

F

or me the only rational hypothesis of such facts is the

spiritistic. I

t may not be proved, if you wish so to contend, and I

would not ask that these facts alone be accepted as adeq

proofs. To me it is the collective ex

uate

perience of the race that proves

it, and all that this body of facts does is to present better

credentials than usual for the genuineness of the facts that are as

old as the human race and as plentiful as those for the doctrine of

evolution "

"

grounds of the immortality of the soul, .in the spiritual meaning of
that many-faced and much-abused vocable, and at the same time
believing that the survival of the personality as character is not
the same problem as the reviving of the complexes of sensuous
memories of the past existence, to which it is generally confined
by those who cling desperately to such memories as though they
alone constituted identity, instead of it being a blessed thing that
we can he quit of most of them at any rate, retaining only the
reminiscence of those crises in which we were greater than or rose
superior to ourselves,——we feel nevertheless bound to admit the
great value of researches into the intermediate state of ‘ digestion,’ to use figurative language, in which the confused memories
are transformed into spiritual sustenance on the one hand and
expelled into the psychic draught on the other. In this intermediary state, the dramatic life of Hades as adumbrated by such
methods of communication, has every appearance, especially to
those content solely with naive realism, of being a continuation,
but of its own order, of our present existence. Taking all things
into consideration, therefore, Dr. Hyslop is easily understandable
when he writes:
"
For me the only rational hypothesis of such facts is the
spiritistic. It may not be proved, if you wish so to contend, and I
would not ask that these facts alone be accepted as adequate
proofs. To me it is the collective experience of the race thatproves
it, and all that this body of facts does is to present better
credentials than usual for the genuineness of the facts that are as
old as the human race and as plentiful as those for the doctrine of
evolution" (p. 40).
"
We may have accessory problems to solve like that of impersonation, mistakes and confusion, the influenceof the subconscious
upon the phenomena, the fragmentary nature of the communicatious, the ethical relation of the present and the future life, the
character of a. spiritual world; in other words the intelligibilityof
the whole process involved in the acquisition of the evidence,——
but these are purely subsidiary to the main question whether the
facts do not require the hypothesis of survival to explain them,
and we can prosecute our inquiries for the solution of concomitant
problems without implying that the Whole complex system shall
be intelligible before we admit the territory that has been gained.
We have perplexities enough still to be removed, but they are not
a part of the question of survival” (DD. 40. 41).

to use figurative language, in which the confused memories
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(p. 40).
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Sketch of the Secret History of Religions. By Edouard Schuré.
Translated by Fred Bothwell, B.A. London (Rider). Price,

2 vols., 7s. 6d. net.

Parts of this work have already been translated into E

he has too freq

othwell'

s version, which is capable, ex

uently retained the F

names. The themes of Mons. Schure'

R

ama, K

rench spelling of I

s eloq

cept that

ndian

uent romances are:

rishna, H ermes, Moses, O rpheus, Pythagoras, Plato and

Jesus. That he has obtained a large circle of readers is evident

by the facts that his work has reached its twenty-fourth edition

in F

rench and has been also translated into German, I

Spanish and R

talian,

ussian. This further proves that there is a wide

interest in his theme. People like to be told that this and that

actually took place with regard to matters on which the greatest

savants are at a loss. W here we can control Mons. Schure we

not infreq

uently find that he is hazy as to his data or has relied
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on authorities that are no longer to be trusted. I

t would be of no

advantage to criticise these sketches as scientific treatises;

indeed

we regard them as romances rather than even historical novels.

They are finely written in F

rench, but the F

rench stylo of treat-

ment does not suit very well the more restrained manner of

dealing with such matters in E

some eloq

nglish. N evertheless there are

uent passages and, as could not be avoided, in dealing

with such great traditions, some admirable ideas.
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ondon (Constable). Price 10s. 6d. net.;

pp. 734.

The chief utility of this fat volume is that the student of psycho-

logy will be able to read for himself in one language either

versions or the originals of many passages that have become so

classical'

that they are generally assumed by later writers to be

already familiar to the reader;

they are usually '

t in which the ideas were first enunciated. W ith

this useful summary in chronological order before him, however,

the intelligent reader is given furiously to think;

vols., 7s. 6d. net.

PABT8 of this work have already been translated into English, and
whole is now
we have noticed them from time to time. The
is
which
capable, except that
published in Mr. Rothwell's version,
he has too frequently retained the French spelling of Indian
The themes of Mons. Schuré’s eloquent romances are:
names.
Rama, Krishna, Hermes, Moses, Orpheus, Pythagoras, Plato and
Jesus. That he has obtained a large circle of readers is evident
by the facts that his work has reached its twenty-fourth edition
in French and has been also translated into German, Italian,
Spanish and Russian. This further proves that there is a wide
interest in his theme. People like to be told that this and that
actually took place with regard to matters on which the greatest
savants are at a loss. Where we can control Mons. Schuré we
not infrequently find that he is hazy as to ‘his data or has relied
would be of no
on authoritiesthat are no longer to be trusted. It
advantage to criticise these sketches as scientific treatises ; indeed
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we regard them as romances rather than even
They are finely written in French, but the French style of treatof
ment does not suit very well the more restrained manner
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some eloquent passages and, as could not be avoided,
with such great traditions, some admirable ideas.
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THE CLASSICAL PBYCHOLOGISTS.
Selections illustrating Psychology from Anaxagoras to Wundt-

Compiled by Benjamin Rand, Ph.D., Harvard University.

he realises how

Price 10s. 6d. net. ; pp. 734.
THE chief utility Of this ff“ V°1‘1me is that the student of psychology will be able to read for himself in one language either
versions or the originals of many passages that have become so
classical that they are generally assumed by later writers to be
already familiar to the reader; they are usually ‘taken as read,’
whereas in reality not one student in a hundred has any knowledge
of the context in which the ideas were first enunciated. With
this useful summary in chronological order before him, however,
the intelligent reader is given furiously to think; he realises how
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tentative and how contradictory most of the hypotheses are; he
can no longer be content to swear in the words of any master,’
and least of all to be satisfied with any academical manual on the
subject. Another item for which we have to thank Dr. Band is
that thirteen authors appear in his work in selections translated
for the first time into English. Though of course the choice of
selection is one of very great diificulty, we think that more space
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tentative and how contradictory most of the hypotheses are;

can no longer be content to swear in the words of any '

he

master,'

and least of all to be satisfied with any academical manual on the

subj

ect. A

nother item for which we have to thank Dr. R

and is

that thirteen authors appear in his work in selections translated

for the first time into E

might with advantage have been given to ancient and mediaeval
authors; for if we are not mistaken some of their speculations,
and especially those which Dr. Band has omitted, march more
closely on the most recent fields of psychological and psychical
investigation that have been opened up, than any of his other

nglish. Though of course the choice of

selection is one of very great difficulty, we think that more space

might with advantage have been given to ancient and medieeval

authors;

for if we are not mistaken some of their speculations,

and especially those which Dr. R

and has omitted, march more

closely on the most recent fields of psychological and psychical

classical authorities. Another fact that comes out in this
historical survey, is that the ancient, patristic and mediaaval

investigation that have been opened up, than any of his other

classical authorities. A

nother fact that comes out in this

historical survey, is that the ancient, patristic and mediaeval

writers on the whole seem q

uite as much alive to the fundamental

reality as the modern. W ith all our boasted science we moderns

are still in a psychological chaos;

for in the evolution of modern
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psychological speculation we have by no means as yet arrived at

the survival of a fittest type even of hypothesis;

ex

the struggle for

istence still goes on merrily between the most contradictory

types, though for the most part and for the moment the comedy

of a psychology without a soul seems to be the favourite amusement

in most academical circles. This, however, we believe to be a

passing phase, and there are signs in many directions that the

physiological psychologists who recently thought they had gained

control of the whole market, are faced with a considerable slump

in their fancied securities. The final victory, we believe, will lie

with none of the ex

treme parties, but with those who are willing

to welcome the possibilities not only of ex

tended states of con-

sciousness but also of an immediate spiritual realisation in physical

conditions.

I

n conclusion it may be of service to note that Dr. R

and'

volume includes selections from the following thinkers: I

W riters —

A

nax

Socrates, Plato, A

(pp. 1-115);

N yssa, A

I

agoras, E

ristotle, Z

I

B

eno, E

ugustine, Thomas A

picurus, L

ucretius, Plotinus

q

uinas (pp. 116-146);

eibnitz, W olff, L

onnet, Condillac, R

eneke, Drobisch, Maine de B

Joannes Miiller, L

ncient

mpedocles, Democritus, Protagoras,

. Patristic and Mediaeval— Tertullian, Gregory of

H obbes, Descartes, Spinoza, L

H ume, H artley, B

s

.A

eid, Thomas B

iran, James Mill, B

otze, W eber, F

I

ocke, B

I

I

. Modem—

erkley,

rown, H erbart,

ain, Spencer,

echner, von H elmholtz, H ering,

Mach, Stumpf, W illiam James and W undt (pp. 147-720).

writers on the whole seem quite as much alive to the fundamental
reality as the modern. With all our boasted science we modems
are still in a psychological chaos ; for in the evolution of modern
psychological speculation we have by no means as yet arrived at
the survival of a fittest type even of hypothesis; the struggle for
existence still goes on merrily between the most contradictory
types, though for the most part and for the moment the comedy
of a psychology without a soul seems to be the favourite amusement
in most academical circles. This, however, we believe to be a
passing phase, and there are signs in many directions that the
physiological psychologists who recently thought they had gained
control of the whole market, are faced with a considerable slump
in their fancied securities. The final victory, we believe, will lie
with none of the extreme parties, but with those who are willing
to welcome the possibilities not only of extended states of consciousness but also of an immediate spiritual realisation in physical
conditions.
In conclusion it may be of service to note that Dr. Rand's
volume includes selections from the following thinkers: I. Ancient

Writers

—

Anaxagoras, Empedocles, Democritus, Protagoras,

Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Zeno, Epicurus, Lucretius, Plotinus
(pp. 1-115); II. Patristic and Medi2cval—Tertullian, Gregory of
Nyssa, Augustine, Thomas Aquinas (pp. 116-146); III. ModernHobbes, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Wollf, Locke, Berkley,
Hume, Hartley, Bonnet, Condillac,Reid, Thomas Brown, Herbart,
Beueke, Drobisch, Maine de Biran, James Mill, Bain, Spencer,
Joannes Muller, Lotze, Weber, Fechner, von Helmholtz, Hering,
Mach, Stumpf, William James and Wundt (pp. 147-726).
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This 17th century Persian poem was written at the req

uest of

mperor A

kbar. I

self-annihilating love of a H indu maiden who, in spite of every

effort to dissuade her, and the most tempting offers from the

highest in the land, insisted on being burned to death on the pyre

of her betrothed, who had been killed on their very wedding-day.

uest of a Muslim

prince, singing the praises of a supreme act of self-sacrifice made by

a woman of an alien faith,— a proof of the ex

traordinary religious

sympathy of the court of the great emperor who stands as a model

of tolerance. N au'

i himself was a Sufi, and doubtless saw in the

emplification of the power of the longing for union
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act an ex

begotten of the supreme passion of love. The religious element,

however, is not brought into prominence, and the poem is an

ex

ample of Mogul realism rather than of mystical imagery. The

book is artistically produced and contains photographic repro-

ductions of three of the paintings illustrating the B

Museum MS. from which the tex

ritish

t has been taken, and Dr.

Coomaraswamy assures us out of a ripe ex

perience that these

illustrations are of good Mogul type. H e has further put Mr.

Dawud'

s translation into very readable E

introduction and some simple notes. I

that the purpose of the work "

nglish, and has added an

n the former he tells us

is to make real to those to whom

they have been incredible, the perfection of the I

ideal, and the unifying truth of the religion of L

form it appears."

prohibited in I

ndian woman'

s

ove in whatever

N ow it is well known that the Sati has been

ndia by the Government, and rightly, for the custom

had degenerated from suicide to murder, with numbers of unwilling

victims. F

or this forced Sati Dr. Coomaraswamy has, of course,

nothing but condemnation;

would ask us to believe that "

but in the case of voluntary Sati, he

it is the same desire of union, the

same impatience of separation, that leads the Sannyasi to the

forest and the Sati to the flames. W e cannot talk of right and

Being the Sfiz-u-Gudaz of Muhammad Riza Nau‘i of Khabfishan.
Translated into English by Mirza Y. Dawud of Persia and

Ceylon. London (Luzac).

t is a

highly artificial production, celebrating in the most florid style the

H ere we have a Muhammadan poet, at the req

MELTING.

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy of
Price 6s. net.

Price 6s. net.

Prince Daniyal, son of the famous Mogul E

AND

THIS 17th century Persian poem was written at the request of
Prince Daniyal, son of the famous Mogul Emperor Akbar. It is a
highly artificial production, celebrating in the most florid style the
self-annihilating love of a Hindu maiden who, in spite of every’
effort to dissuade her, and the most tempting offers from the
highest in the land, insisted on being burned to death on the pyre
of her betrothed, who had been killed on their very wedding-dafi
Here we have a Muhammadan poet, at the request of a Muslim
Prince. Singing the praises of a supreme act of self-sacrificemade b)’
a woman of an alien faith,—a proof of the extraordinary religious
sympathyof the court of the great emperor who stands as a model
of tolerance. Nau'1 himself was a Sufi, and doubtless saw in the
act an exemplification of the power of the longing for union
begotten of the supreme passion of love. The religious element.
however, is not brought into prominence, and the poem is an
example of Mogul realism rather than of mystical imagery. The
book is artistically produced and contains photographic reDI‘°'
ductions of three of the paintings illustrating the British
Museum MS. from which the text has been taken, and DrCoomaraswamy assures us out of a ripe experience that these
illustrations are of good Mogul type. He has further Put MrDawud’s translation into very readable English, and has added an
introduction and some simple notes. In the former he tells us
that the purpose of the work is to make real to those to whom
they have been incredible, the perfection of the Indian woman's
ideal, and the unifying truth of the religion of Love in whatever
form it appears." Now it is well known that the Sati has been
Drohibited in India by the Government, and rightly, for the custom
had degenerated from suicide to murder, with numbers of unwilling
victims. For this forced Sati Dr. Coomaraswamy has, of course.
nothing but condemnation; but in the case of voluntary Sati, he
would ask us to believe that it is the same desire of union. the
same impatience of separation, that leads the Sannyasi to the
forest and the Sati to the flames. We cannot talk of right and
“
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wrong, because this call, when it comes, is irresistible. To quarrel
misunderstand is to rate the material life above the freedom of
the spirit.” The whole suggestion here is that Sati is a religious
matter, a mystery of spiritual union, connected with a certain
view of the ‘ divine marriage ; at any rate we have heard it thus
interpreted in a mystical fashion. In the rare cases of a perfect
union of husband and wife the two are really one soul; it is the
fire of spiritual love that consumes the bonds of flesh that retain
the one still left on earth. But the Sati does not die of a broken
heart ‘; the physical fire consumes her. On this mystical apology
we offer no further criticism; but we doubt very much that the
poem under consideration will win much understanding from a
public whose traditional view of suicide, for any motive whatever,
is so difierent ; the law of the land goes to such extravagance that
it makes attempted suicide a criminal offence, and successful
suicide the act of an unsound mind if at any rate the slain body is
to receive burial in consecrated ground. Because of this and also
because religiously it is held that our life is a gift of God and it is
impious to do violence to such a gift, theidea even of noble suicide
as practised by the Stoic of old, or by the Chinese or Japanese of
to-day, is beyond our general understanding. The recent hari-kar-i
of General Nogi and his wife, however, forced many to think
‘furiously’ on this deep matter. It is a pure question of feeling and not of reasoning. Dr. Coomaraswamy, seeing it all
from a different ground of feeling, believes that voluntary Sati
goes to show the perfection of the Indian woman's ideal ; and as
to this ideal he denies that " the character of the Indian or the
Oriental woman generally, is a man-made thing, or a thing made,
in any sense of artificial shaping at all ; it is the essential
character of women, as it finds expression wherever a suificiently
serious, religious and aasthetic culture permits it." It should thus
be rather a woman's business than a man's to appreciate the
feelings that have led to the practice of voluntary Sati; yet we
would venture to believe that most women would say that it was
harder, and therefore nobler, to live than to die in the case of
such a supreme bereavement. But if Sati was not a man-made
custom but the outcome of an over-mastering spiritual impulse, it
is very difiicult for us in the West to understand why the bereaved
husband also did not immolate himself on the funeral pyre of his
deceased wife. Is the custom based on spiritual belief in the
strictest monogamy for both sexes; or is there one law for the
man and another for the woman ?
or

S

W rong, because this call, when it comes, is irresistible. To q

uarrel

or misunderstand is to rate the material life above the freedom of
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I

reader will have altogether an easy time of it. I

t is not so much

an introduction to the general problems of philosophy as a very

interesting ex

position of the author'

s view of these problems as

set forth chiefly in his important work The Principles of Mathe-

matics (1903). The H on. B

ertrand R

ussell thinks that the new

mathematics and logic of Crantor, Prege and Peano are opening up

a fresh era of philosophical thought. I

F

ormerly it appeared that ex

n this connection he writes:

perience left only one kind of

space to logic, and logic showed this one kind to be impossible.
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N ow, logic presents many kinds of space as possible apart from

ex

perience, and ex

perience only partially decides between them.

Thus, while our knowledge of what is has become less than it

was formerly supposed to be, our knowledge of what may be is

enormously increased. I

nstead of being shut in within narrow

walls, of which every nook and cranny could be ex

plored, we find

ourselves in an open world of free possibilities, where much

remains unknown because there is so much to know"

I

(p. 28

t is thought by some that this school with its doctrine of '
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n philosophy, the school of neo-realism or Platonic
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universals,'

for the now so commonly

discredited theory of ideas. This is perhaps the most interesting

part of the present summary as it also is in its details in Mi-.

R

ussell'

s magnum opus. The view set forth is distinctly novel,

especially in its analysis of language, or what Mr. R

where calls '

philosophical grammar'

of philosophy, Mr. R
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.F
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ussell else-
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The impartiality which, in contemplation,

is the unalloyed desire for truth, is the very same q

By Bertrand Russell, M.A., F.B.S.. Lecturer and Late Fellow of
Trinity College, Cambridge. The Home University Library
of Modern Knowledge. London (Williams dz. Norgate).
Price Is. net.

n the case of the

present volume, however, it can hardly be said that the general

"

ellow of

ibrary

uality of mind

ustice, and in emotion is that universal love

A LOT of excellent work is being put into these small volumes of
what the French would call ‘ vulgarisation.' In the case of the
present volume, however, it can hardly be said that the general
reader will have altogether an easy time of it. It is not so much
an introduction to the general problems of philosophy as a very
interesting exposition of the author's view of these problems as
set forth chiefly in his important work The Principles of Mathematics (1903). The Hon. Bertrand Russell thinks that the new
mathematicsand logic of Crantor, Frege and Peano are opening up
a fresh era of philosophical thought. In this connection he writes:
“Formerly it appeared that experience left only one kind of
space to logic, and logic showed this one kind to be impossible.
Now, logic presents many kinds of space as possible apart from
experience, and experience only partially decides between them.
Thus, while our knowledge of what is has become less than it
was formerly supposed to be, our knowledge of what may be is
enormously increased. Instead of being shut in within narrow
walls, of which every nook and cranny could be explored, we find
ourselves in an open world of free possibilities, where much
remains unknown because there is so much to know" (p. 281).
It is thought by some that this school with its doctrine of ' infinite collections‘ and continua will largely dispose of the criticism
of Bergson as to the incapabilityof mathematicsto deal with the
life-flux. In philosophy, the school of neo-realism or Platonic
realism, to which Mr. Russell belongs, has also a very good word
to say, under the term 'universals,' for the now so commonly
discredited theory of ideas. This is perhaps the most interesting
part of the present summary as it also is in its details in Mr.
Russell's magnum opus. The view set forth is distinctly novel,
especially in its analysis of language, or what Mr. Russell elsewhere calls ‘philosophical grammar’. Finally, as to the value
of philosophy, Mr. Russell writes enthusiastically,though with
studied moderation: “ The impartiality which, in contemplation,
is the unalloyed desire for truth, is the very same quality of mind
which, in action, is justice, and in emotion is that universal love
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that can be given to all, and not only to those who are judged
useful or admirable. Thus contemplation enlarges not only the
objects of our thoughts, but also the objects of our actions and
affections: it makes us citizens of the universe, not only of one
walled city at war with all the rest. In this citizenship of the
universe consists man's true freedom, and his liberation from the
thraldom of narrow hopes and fears.
"
Thus to sum up our discussion of the value of philosophy:
Philosophy is to be studied, not for the sake of any definite
answers to its questions, since no definite answers can, as a rule,
be known to be true, but rather for the sake of the questions
themselves; because these questions enlarge our conception of
what is possible, enrich our intellectual imagination, and diminish
the dogmatic assurance which closes the mind against speculation ;
but above all because, through the greatness of the universe which
philosophy contemplates, the mind also is rendered great, and
becomes capable of that union with the universe which constitutes
its highest good."

S
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as a commentary on the pictorial representations of religious
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ects, but its ex

ecution has entirely changed that intention;

for instead of an essay in (esthetics pure and simple, we have
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that state of mind which,

unaltered in its main features through the ages, has lain at the

foundation of the aesthetic life of believing Catholics."
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Though Professor H irn calls his book a "

Study of the Poetry and Art of the Catholic Church. By Yrjo
Hirn, Professor of Esthetic and Modern Literature at the
University of Finland. London (Macmillan). Price 14s. net.

PROFESSOR HIRN is already favourably known in this country for
his able psychological and sociological study on The Origins of Art
(1900) and for his article on the same subject in Hasting's

Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics. Though

synthetic treatment

a.

Swedish edition

of the present work appeared in 1909, it does not bear the marks
of translation, but is laid before us in excellent English. The
original intention of the book, Professor Him tells us, was to serve
as a commentary on the pictorial representations of religious
subjects, but its execution has entirely changed that intention;
for instead of an essay in aasthetics pure and simple, we have
before us rather a useful inquiry into that state of mind which,
unaltered in its main features through the ages, has lain at the
foundation of the aestheticlife of believing Catholics.” In other
words, the author, who is outside the Roman communion, has
endeavoured to prepare himself for a deeper appreciation of the
religious art-work of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, by a study
of the medieval conception of life and especially of the legends
and poems which are illustrated in mediieval works of art.
Though Professor Hirn calls his book a synthetic treatment
“

of the mediaeval conception of life and especially of the legends
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QUEST

of the aesthetic characteristics of Catholic mentality," it is
mainly a summary of the evolution of certain dogmas, with the
concomitant growth of legend, and their aesthetic representation
in art and poetry. The chief subjects treated of are : the veneration of relics and the development of the art of the reliquary; the
mystery of the Mass and the furniture and implements connected
with it; and chiefly the origin and development of the cult of the
Virgin Mother of God, the Sacred Shrine par excellence. These
subjects are not treated in a controversial spirit, although the
authorreserves to himself the liberty of applying to all religious
conceptions a strictly scientific method of investigation. For the
time being, however, criticism is laid aside, and the argument is
allowed to proceed without disturbing interruptions. Such a
method, Professor Hirn confesses, would be improper in a philosophical or an ethical appreciation, but in an wsthetic interpretation of the art-life of the Church," he contends that it cannot but
be advantageous. In this we are inclined to agree with him. The
business of the art-lover is not dogmatology nor the criticism of
dogma; it is rather aesthetic satisfaction. It is certainly true
that the religious sculptures and paintings and poems of the
Middle Ages and Renaissance must remain largely a closed book
to those who have no knowledge of the chief motives which produced them, and it is also true that they must have more to tell us,
even from an artistic point of view, if we endeavour to look at
them as they were looked at by the faithful. Thus Professor
Hirn's book will be of wide service to Protestants who admire the
great masterpieces of the old artists, but who find much that is
difiicult in them to understand without some such introduction as
the book under notice supplies. The notes which are placed at
the end of the volume contain some good material, and there
is a very useful bibliography. The title, however, is not very
descriptive of the contents, and the sub-title inverts the order of
treatment ; indeed, the poetry of the Church is for the most part
relegated to the notes.
“

be advantageous. I
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or him the soul of

N ature in her ever-changing moods and hidden intimacies is

possessed of a gigantic and amazing intelligence of its own order.

Call this animism if you will, with the patronage of a soulless

anthropology, hut it is an animism of a non-human and grandiose

type, and not the phantastic proj

ection of the shadow of man'

s

little soul, with all its narrow, vulgar, sordid, ignorant hopes and

fears, on to the irresponsive screen of a purely material and

mechanical environment. The art of Mr. B

lackwood enables us,

momentarily at least, to respond, if falteringly, to the pulse of a

greater life, allows us, if fleetingly, to catch a glimpse of a vaster

order of ensouled ex

istence that laughs to scorn our self-com-

placent satisfaction with the bourgeois limitations of our intel-

lectual conventions, and permits us to feel, however feebly (as

though it were an unborn child dimly aware of its mother'

s

emotions) some touch of the passions of the great Mother. I

n

this industrial age, when man has become almost entirely

estranged from communion with N ature, when he despoils her
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for true devotion worships in acts and is not content to sing

praises in words alone. I

t may be that in the future, when we

tire somewhat of our present over-busy smithwork, the contempt

that has been poured out on N ature-worship, the sneers of Man-

adorers at the cult of O ur L

ady, may be found to be not only

undeserved, but the symptoms of a deep-rooted disease, of a sin

against our deeper selves, for which we have unconsciously been

paying all the time.

Those who still believe that what is now contemptuously

dismissed as '

paganism,'

has its proper and sanative virtues, that

man, with his anthropomorphic theology on the one hand and his

material and mechanical natural science on the other, is at best

but a halting creature, a shut-off thing, wilfully depriving himself

of the j

oys of an intenser life with which he is ever surrounded,

and of wider'
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compass, will revel in Mr. B

pression than his intellect can ever
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adumbrate admirably the greater order of things, and take the

reader out of himself into the land of romance and faery, but faery

and romance of N ature herself and not simply the creation of an

anthropomorphically limited human phantasy. W e have read

them with unmix

ed pleasure, and recognise in them a q

is rare and an art that shows every sign of maturing rapidly.
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phere of suggestion as Algernon Blackwood. For him the soul of
Nature in her ever-changing moods and hidden intimacies is
possessed of a gigantic and amazing intelligence of its own order.
Call this animism if you will, with the patronage of a soulless
anthropology,but it is an animism of a non-human and grandiose
type, and not the phantastic projection of the shadow of man's
little soul, with all its narrow, vulgar, sordid, ignorant hopes and
fears, on to the irresponsive screen of a purely material and
mechanical environment. The art of Mr. Blackwood enables us,

momentarily at least, to respond, if falteringly, to the pulse of a
greater life, allows us, if fleetingly,to catch a glimpse of a vaster
order of ensouled existence that laughs to scorn our self-complacent satisfaction with the bourgeois limitations of our intellectual conventions, and permits us to feel, however feebly (as
though it were an unborn child dimly aware of its mother's
emotions) some touch of the passions of the great Mother. In
this industrial age, when man has become almost entirely
estranged from communion with Nature, when he despoils her
beauty, contaminates her virtue and reviles her wisdom, the true
worshippers of the Lady Goddess, the Eternal Feminine, are few,
for true devotion worships in acts and is not content to sing
praises in words alone. It may be that in the future, when we
tire somewhat of our present over-busy smithwork, the contempt
that has been poured out on Nature-worship, the sneers of Manadorers at the cult of Our Lady, may be found to be not only
undeserved, but the symptoms of a deep-rooted disease, of a sin
against our deeper selves, for which we have unconsciously been
paying all the time.
Those who still believe that what is now contemptuously
dismissed as ‘paganism,’ has its proper and sanative virtues, that
man, with his anthropomorphic theology on the one hand and his
material and mechanical natural science on the other, is at best
but a halting creature, a shut-off thing,wilfully depriving himself
of the joys of an intenser life with which he is ever surrounded,
and of wider’ powers of expression than his intellect can ever
They
compass, will revel in Mr. Blackwood’s nature-stories.
adumbrate admirably the greater order of things, and take the
reader out of himself into the land of romance and faéry, but faéry
and romance of Nature herself and not simply the creation of an
anthropomorphically limited human phantasy. We have read
them with unmixed pleasure, and recognise in them a quality that
is rare and an art that shows every sign of maturing rapidly.
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I

t can hardly be said that this book enlightens us as to why

colour should be considered mystical, nor is it adorned with a

scientific understanding. O ne part of colour reflection is to be

absorbed by the visionary subj

ect, while the other component

parts of the spectrum are left entirely oat of all consideration.

That the colour reflection is not in bodies, but is in the light,

seems not to have been recognised. O rdinary faculty of comparing

and j

udging is apparent, but this is of little use without the power

to knit the structure together. The frontispiece gives a plate

called the '

colour scale.'

This we are told to practise in thought,

as it is productive of true harmony. To concentrate the thoughts,

devote one minute to each colour-mood, one long breath in and out.

The author here offers the reader a flattering hope of enj

oying a

pleasant feeling, and even of being freed from unhappiness. W hat

would take place if these and similar instructions throughout the

book were followed may be seen in many mediums and psychics.

of tox
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The tension and strain on the nerve currents permit an increase

in conditions which affect the mental outlook. N ow light in

its component colours when rightly applied to the body reduces

and removes congestion;

it therefore has a direct relationship with

the emotion of pleasurable feelings. B

ut fix

the eyes on a reflected

colour, for a definite purpose, and it results in producing the

physical effect of its complementary colour. Conseq
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By Finetta Bruce. London (Rider). Price 8s. 6d. net.
IT can hardly be said that this book enlightens us as to why
colour should be considered mystical, nor is it adorned with a
scientific understanding. One part of colour reflection is to be
absorbed by the visionary subject, while the other component
left entirely out of all consideration.
That the colour reflection is not in bodies, but is in the light,
seems not to have been recognised.
Ordinary faculty of comparills
and judging is apparent, but this is of little use without the power
to knit the structure together. The frontispiece gives a plate
called the ' colour scale.’ This we are told to practise in thought,
as it is productive of true harmony. To concentrate the thoughts,
devote one minute to each colour-mood, one long breath in and OilfiThe authorhere offers the reader a flattering hope of enjoyins 9:
pleasant feeling, and even of being freed from unhappiness. What
would take place if these and similar instructions throughout the
book were followed may be seen in many mediums and psychicsThe tension and strain on the nerve currents permit an increase
of toxin conditions which affect the mental outlook. Now light in
its component colours when rightly applied to the body reduces
and removes congestion ; it therefore has adirect relationship with
the emotion of pleasurable feelings. But fix the eyes on a reflected
colour, for a definite purpose, and it results in producills the
physical effect of its complementary colour. Consequently it is
probable the activities of the author's ‘colour scale’ if P113 595°
practice would be reversed.
H. J. M.
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AND
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Their Nature, Act-ion, Importance and Position amongst TheraP9“ti°
Agents. By W. Hilger, M.D. (of Magdeburg), translated by
R. W. Felkin, M.D. With an introduction by Dr. V1111
Rentcrghem (Amsterdam), translated by A. NeWb01dLondon (Rebman). Price 10s. 6d. net.

NOT the least interesting part of Dr. Hilger's treatise and of D1‘R9"l391‘8hem‘s introduction to the Dutch edition of it, is the history
of the war of opinion about the nature of hypnotism and sl18893ti°n
‘*5 9‘ th9mPel1ti0 3-Sent during the last sixty years or so. If it is
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true that it is imagination which forms the bridge between the
physical and mental realms (p. 48), it is equally true that we at
present know little about the nature of imagination, and still less
what suggestion really is. For how, for instance, can we agree
with Vogt's definition that " under the denomination of suggestion
we understand the occurrence of such psycho-physical phenomena
as are induced by expectation of extraordinary intensity” (p. 59),
when we are confronted with cases where no extraordinary
intensity of expectation, nor indeed any expectation at all, can be
detected ‘P Nor are we any further advanced when Hilger writes :
"
Suggestion is, in fact, that form of speech which at one and the
same time is used to awaken a definite idea and to define a certain
expectation that the idea will become manifest, and will gain the
supremacy over any counter idea (p. 78).
As to health of body and mind, it is manifest on almost every
page that Hilger identifies it with the maintenance of the normal,
the ordinary, the average ; any extension of sensation is regarded
as morbid, and the whole eflort of the physician is to restore the
organism to normality. The possibilityof sane extranormality is
not considered. Apart from the very interesting and instructive
cases selected from the note-books of a hard-working general
practitioner who supplements his treatment with psycho-therapeutical methods, as set forth in the last part of the.treatise, the
main content of the book covers the following ground as summed
up by the author.
In dealing with what he calls reflex life, Hilger says: “ We
found that external irritants, for example, influencing the nerves
of taste, would bring about a reaction in our nervous system,
which, amongst other things, was demonstrated by the secretion of
saliva. In a similar way, rays of light thrown on the retina of our
eyes result in a movement of the pupils, etc.
"
Further we considered the fact that the external irritants,
acting on our central nervous system, left a trace of memory
behind in our brains, and that to excite a reflex, not only was an
external irritant not necessary, but the mental activity requisite
for again awaking this trace of memory is able to cause the reflex
in question to be set in action. We compared the function which
the central nervous system exercises in this mental reflex with that
of aphonograph disc, which, engraved by external impressions, is
set in motion by the same effect as those external irritants can set
in action (sic). Similarly to the phonograph disc, our central
nervous system calls up reactions in an infinitely perfected
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actly to those produced by the original

ternal irritants if the traces of memory, the memory pictures,

are again awakened.

"

W e then considered the conditions under which it is possible

to again arouse these traces of memory, these recollected hallucina-

tory pictures, in a specially vivid and effective manner. W e

ex

amined the action of pathways {

the effect of custom {

visualisation, ex

"

[
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associations), and also considered

ercise), of prefiguration (contemplation,

pectation (suggestion).

we found that not only are there great variations

shown in the intensity of the recollected hallucinatory picture

re-lived in our mind, but also that ex

ternal irritants, while the

physical strength remains the same, may be realised more strongly

one time, more weakly another, and, under some circumstances,

not at all, according to the mental condition in which we are at

the time. W e found that here attention was of decided

importance."

This is all of psychological interest, but hardly novel;
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This is all of psychological interest, but hardly novel; indeed
on the whole somewhat pedestrian. As to the translation,
though, unfortunately, in this country, we do not require any
standard of literary abilityin works of science, even when written
in our mother tongue, we do require clearness of expression. The
version under notice, however, is by no means clear; indeed no few
sentences are exceedingly obscure even if the reader is acquainted
with German and can get back to something like the original from
the very literal rendering.
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external irritants if the traces of memory, the memory pictures,
are again awakened.
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We then considered the conditions under which it is possible
to again arouse these traces of memory, these recollected hallucinatory pictures, in a specially vivid and eflective manner. We
examined the action of pathways (associations),and also considered
the eflect of custom (exercise). of prefiauration (contemplation,
visualisation, example), of expectation (suggestion).
“
[Next] we found that not only are there great variations
shown in the intensity of the recollected hallucinatory picture
re-lived in our mind, but also that external irritants, while the
physical strength remains the same, may be realised more strongly
one time, more weakly another, and, under some circumstances,
not at all, according to the mental condition in which we are at
We found that here attention was of decided
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grounds of

Universalism by appeal to scripture and philosophy. The outcome

of the first confirms the innate belief that the Love of God needs
no justification from texts, and that if ultimate loss can fall
within that Love, the mind may rest content that such loss is
really the highest gain. Personally we do not thinkit can. But
the whole question turns on whether the Divine Love is really
illimitable, and the Divine Immanence really irresistible. These
points afiirmed, we can defy the most astute theologian to deny
Universalism without self-contradiction. After all is said, howW91’, may not the question as to what is lost legitimately come up
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for discussion? We should all acquiesce in the losing for ever
and ever of a great deal of what now seems to be ourselves. Let
us hope that there may be a very true undermeaning to the
doctrine of the destruction of the wicked. How indeed can they
eternally persist as wicked? An admirable summary of the
position of the Church with regard to this subject from A.D. 90 to
A.D. 1500 concludes the volume.
C. E. W.
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selection of subjects is and will be judiciously made. The series
is opportune, for the acquaintance of the art-public of this country
with the best specimens of Indian sculpture is very limited,
seeing that our museums and galleries are ill supplied with specimens or reproductions of What is best in Indian art.
It is a
serious omission, however, that no explanatory letter-press
accompanies the reproduction.
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Fresh Teaching on Some New Testament Problems.
Watcher. London (Kegan Paul).

By

a

THOUGH obviously written from the popular standpoint, this book

contains much that is suggestive. Its frankly ‘inspirational’
method will be a stumbling-block to many who may rightly
consider those portions which are the normal production of the
author to be superior both in style and matter to the later chapters
which have been produced ‘automatically.’ For those who care
for psychic ‘explanations’ of Scripture narrative, however, this
book is not without interest.
C. E. W.
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A Criticism of the Contention that J esus never lived, a Statement
of the Evidence for his Existence, an Estimate of his
Relation to Christianity. By Shirley Jackson Case, of the
Department of New Testament Literature and Interpretation in the University of Chicago. Chicago (The University
of Chicago Press).
London Agents: The Cambridge
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THE chief object of this book is to combat the extreme position Of
radical criticism that Jesus never existed. It is written with
good temper and the author is at some pains to state fairly the
chief points of the position he attacks. He is well acquainted
with the literature; and his own point of view is wider than that
of the ‘historical Jesus’ school of modern criticism, which be
generally refers to as ‘liberal’ in inverted commas. The notes
contain valuable bibliographiesas indications to enable the student
to follow up the various phases of the subject in detail, while the
book as a whole is addressed to the general reader. Those W110
desire to get a general view not only of what is known in Germany
as the Christ-myth controversy but also of the main positions Of
what has been called, since the translation of Schweitzer?
remarkable review of a century of research, the ‘quest Of the
historical Jesus,’ will find much to interest them in Prof. Case's
book. We may add that his attempt to estimate ‘Jesus’ Signifi‘
"
oance for Modern Religion has the merit of bearing in mind that
modern scientific ideas, the evolutionary interPP°t9'ti°n °f the
world, the comparative study of religions, and the present comple‘
conditions of society, must of necessity enter into the making 0‘
8-DY Vital type of modern religious thinking. One who‘ goes 130
history to discover an infallible christological dogma to be made
normative for all men in modern times must expect to be disappointed in his search" (pp. 327, 328). On page 39 I find myself
included among those who have advanced doubts about Jesus’
9331781106; but in my enquiry into the Talmud Jesus-stories and
the Toledoth Jeschu, which set forth the strange 18861’-155 in
circulation among the Jews in Rabbinical days and in the Middle
Ages, and into some very curious statements of EPiPh8-Diufia I
characterised the denial of the existence of Jesus as a very
extreme view in which I did not share. In this enqui1'Y—°&11°d
Did Jesus Live 100 R0. ?—I
contented myself with setting forth
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this traditional medley of Jewish legend with all its contradictions,

and showing that in spite of these there was in it a persistent

tendency to throw back to an earlier date, at the same time

reviewing the data of the received chronology. I

plain their

own traditions. Prof. Case treats briefly of the strange statements

piphanius to which I

this traditional medley of Jewish legend withall its contradictions,
and showing that in spite of these there was in it a persistent
tendency to throw back to an earlier date, at the same time
reviewing the data. of the received chronology. I, however, came
to no conclusion of my own, but left it to the Jews to explain their
own traditions. Prof. Case treats briefly of the strange statements
of Epiphanius to which I drew attention, but hardly disposes of the
problems theyraise by saying thatthe Church Father'sinterest was
doctrinal rather than historical. Nor is Prof. Case correct in saying
thatthe pre-Christian Joshuah-Jesus cult-god theoryhasbeenargued
by me, even when he qualifies the statement with ‘ hesitatingly (p.
44); I have never treated the subject. In this connection Prof.
Case denies that there is any evidence of a pre-Christian Jesus in
the last lines of the Gnostic N aassene Hymn (quoted by Hippolytus),
as claimed by W. B. Smith and repeated by Drews, on the ground
that the document is clearly not pre-Christian. The reason he
gives is by no means indisputable as the document is composite ;
but he may be right as to fact, for in the only MS. we possess, the
name is only conjectural, the letters being too indistinct to be read
with certainty. But in the same Naassene document in which the
hymn appears, there is a piece of evidence that might be adduced
in favour of Smith's contention. Reitzenstein (Poimandres) has
analysed this interesting document into Pagan and Christian
elements, but I have endeavoured to carry this analysis still
further (Thrice-Greatest Hermes), and to show that there are three
successive strata—Pagan, Jewish and Christian. In the Jewish
Gnostic overwriter's stratum, which I believe to be far earlier than
the Christian Gnostic final embellishment. there is reference to a
mystic Jesus ('i.e. LXX. for Joshuah) who caused the waters of the
Jordan to flow upwards '; this is mystically the checking of the
down-flowing waters of generative life, and causing them to flow
upwards in the spiritual life-giving stream of regeneration. For
according to the original Pagan writer the down-flowing of the
ocean of life was the generation of men, while its up-flowing was
the birth of gods. Though this clearly indicates that the type of
the hero-saviour Joshuah was used by the Jewish allegorists to
exemplify the mystery of spiritual birth,it does not,however, necessarily follow that there was a distinctive pre-Christian Joshuah
cult. But what it does seem to me to show (as it is only one of a
large number of indications of the doctrine of spiritual birth in
pre-Christian and early mystic communities) is that part of the
secret of the origins of Christianity must be looked for among
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such communities. It pertains, however, to the religious historical
treatment of the origins and not to the purely historical question
of the existence of Jesus.
G. R. S. M.
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Lord Ernest Hamilton. London
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or spiritual evolution, the key-note of which he distinguishes by that
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cursion into what may be called neo-buddhism or rather neo-

theosophy, though the cant terms of the latter are not used. A

the same time L
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what he has read;
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rnest thinks for himself, and has digested

he is also a vigorous writer and at times a

coiner of graphic phrases. The first part of his book is frankly

polemical, and especially critical of the crude conception of

Divinity in the older strata of the O .T. documents, which persisted
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the history of Christianity as an evil haunting from the past which

still obsesses the mind and feeling of many. O f course there is

nothing new in this polemic. I

t began with the later prophets

and was with early Christianity brought to its clearest ex

in Mansion,— all within the tradition itself;
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while from without it

has had to stand the assaults of innumerable unanswerable

criticisms. The author in general deplores the imposition of

Semitic views of God on A

ryan peoples, and goes so far in his

opinion as to adopt H aupt'

s suggestion that Jesus, being a

Galilean, was most probably not a Semite, and to contend that

Paul of Tarsus also was most probably not a Jew, but a Jewish

proselyte. A
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writer, a full review would mean a note of some kind or other on
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tion. Though we have spoken of the freq
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f we can possibly abide Protarch for the cosmic

originating principle, we refuse to accept Centrosome. N or do
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it is feeble and misleading and materialistic;
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BY ‘involution Lord Ernest Hamilton means practically moral
or spiritual evolution, the key-note of which he distinguishes by that
somewhat unlovely word altruism. His essay is for the most part
an excursion into what may be called neo-buddhism or rather neotheosophy, though the cant terms of the latter are not used. At
the same time Lord Ernest thinks for himself, and has digested
what he has read; he is also a vigorous writer and at times a
coiner of graphic phrases. The first part of his book is frankly
’

somewhat unlovely word altruism. H is essay is for the most part

s

polemical, and especially critical of the crude conception of
Divinity in the older strata of the O.T. documents, which persisted
in the material bloody worship of Yahweh down to the destruction
of the second temple in A.D. 70, and the spirit of which has d0889d
the history of Christianity as an evil haunting from the past which
still obsesses the mind and feeling of many. Of course there is
nothing new in this polemic. It began with the later pI'0Pb°t5
and was with early Christianity brought to its clearest expression
in Marcion,—all within the tradition itself; while from without it

has had to stand the assaults of innumerable unanswerable
criticisms. The author in general deplores the imP05iti°n °f
Semitic views of God on Aryan peoples, and goes so far in his
opinion as to adopt Haupt's suggestion that Jesus. being 3'
Galilean, was most probably not a Semite, and to contend that
Paul of Tarsus also was most probably not a Jew. but 9- Jewish
proselyte. As to the constructive side, for one so familiar with
the main subject of the essayist’s exposition as is the P1999115
writer, a full review would mean a note of some kind or other on
almost every page. In general, however, we may say that the
book is worth reading, but it requires to be read with discrimination. Though we have spoken of the frequent vivacity Of the
Style, we must enter a word of protest against Lord
neologisms. If we can possibly abide Protarch for the cosmic
originating principle, we refuse to accept Centrosome. Nor do
we love Morion as a label for the transcendental
680 01' hi8h°1'
Self ; it is feeble and misleading and materialistic; the Greek

Ernest's
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As viewed by the Great Thinkers from Plato to the Present Time.
By Rudolf Eucken, Professor of Philosophyin the University
of Jena. Translated from the German by Williston S.
Bough and W. R. Boyce Gibson. London (Unwin). Price
108. 6d. net.

ucken, Professor of Philosophy in the University

of Jena. Translated from the German by W illiston S.
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ungen dei grossen Denker have appeared, is sufficient testimony to

THE fact that eight editions of Eucken’s Die Lebensanschaw
ungen der grossen Denker have appeared, is sufficient testimony to
the high appreciation with which this instructive volume has
been already received. Eucken's history of the spiritual development of the Western world as it may be traced in the works of the
great thinkers from Plato to our own times is of special importance
for students of the philosopher's other Works, as it is intended to
form the essential complement of the rest of his studies, and to
present the historical confirmation of his main thesis that “ conceptions are determined by life, not life by conceptions." Such is
its main purpose, and the hope of the author, as stated by himself
in the Preface to the English Translation,is that he has so treated
this spiritual development thatits several phases, and, above all, its
great personalities may be “ brought nearer to the personal experience of the reader" than is usually the case. In other words,
the chief object of Eucken is to bring out the living present value
of what is to be found in the dead past. The chief phases of this
development are subsumed under Hellenism, Christianity and the
Modern World, and the main plan of the work is accordingly
divided into three parts, and these again sub-divided into methodical groupings of movements, designed as much as possible to
exemplify the point of view " that it is both possible and useful to
represent to ourselves in a living way the various philosophies of
life as they have taken shape in the minds of the great thinkers
(p. xix.), for it is they who can " make the past live again for us,
put us in possession of all that human effort has achieved, and
transplant us from a present of mere immediacy into a present
that transcends our time experience (p. xxiii.). Such an attempt
can of course be carried out only on the basis of a spiritual
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philosophyof history, and in spite of the great difliculties which
even then attend the undertaking, Eucken believes it is possible
to recognise that the great thinkersare not only organically related
to each other but also linked together in an unbroken sequence.
Thus though, on the one hand, Eucken firmly holds, as he has
frequently stated, that the world needs to-day more than ever a
new system of life, towards which his own view of spiritual
activism is intended to aim, in order to counteract that ‘devitalising rationalism which is beginning to eat its way into the
masses of the people; nevertheless, on the other hand, the past
cannot be abandoned, but the best in it must be gathered up and
taken along with the evolutionary stream. The plan and intention
of the work are excellent and the generous nature of the philosopher is exemplified in his manifest anxiety to estimate sympathetically the spiritual value of the views of the great thinkers who
are so ably passed in review. With such a method of treatment
perhaps it is inevitable that there should be a certain sameness
about the book; in any case the dominant impression with which
we are left after perusing its 570 pages is that we have been the
greater part of the time with Eucken ratherthan successively with
the great thinkers themselves in theircharacteristic individualities.
Nevertheless it is a great thing to be possessed of the conviction
that human destinies are not decided by mere opinions and
whims, either of individuals or of masses of individuals, but ratht.
that they are ruled by spiritual necessities with a spiritual fiim
and purport.” For it is only this conviction that enables us to
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POUR Wine and

The cataract smokes upon the mountain side.
Our Father Rosicross is in his tomb.
Pull down the blinds, bring fiddle and olarionet,

Let there be no foot silent in the room,
Nor mouth with kissing nor the wine unwet.

Our Father Rosicross is in his tomb.
In

vain, in vain; the cataract still cries,
The everlasting taper lights the gloom.

All wisdom shut into its onyx eyes,
Our Father Rosicross sleeps in his tomb.
WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS.

Von. IV. No. 3. Arm 1913.
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propose in this paper to bring out the central

doctrines of the religious philosophy of I

slam, and to

illustrate them in what seems to me the most instruc-
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tive way, by letting the Sufis speak for themselves—

not of course, in A

translations which I

as possible. I

rabio or Persian, but in E

nglish

SIIFISM.

have tried to make as accurate

n the first place, however, I

must say a

REYNOLD A. NICHOLSON, M.A., LITT. D.

few words on the meaning, origin, and historical

development of Sufism, its relation to I

slam, and

its general character. N ot only are these matters

interesting to the student of comparative religion, but

some knowledge of them is indispensable to any

serious student of Sufism itself. I

enough, that all mystical ex

in a single point;

t may be said, truly

periences ultimately meet

but that point assumes widely

different aspects according to the mystic'

s religion,

race, and temperament, while the converging lines of
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approach admit of almost infinite variety. Though all

the great types of mysticism have something in

common, each is marked by peculiar characteristics

resulting from the historical and religious environment

in which it arose and flourished. Just as the Christian

type cannot be understood without reference to Chris-

tianity, so the Mohammedan type must be viewed in

connex

of I

40,2

ion with the outward and inward development

slam.

I PROPOSE in this paper to bring out the central
doctrines of the religious philosophy of Islam, and to
illustrate them in What seems to me the most instructive Way, by letting the Sfifis speak for themselves—not of course, in Arabic or Persian, but in English
translations which I have tried to make as accurate
as possible. In the first place, however, I must say a
few words on the meaning, origin, and historical
development of Sufism, its relation to Islam, and
its general character. Not only are these matters
interesting to the student of comparative religion, but
some knowledge of them is indispensable to any
serious student of Sufism itself. It may be said, truly
enough, that all mystical experiences ultimately meet
in a single point; but that point assumes widely
different aspects according to the mystic’s religion,
race, and temperament, while the converging lines of
approach admit of almost infinite variety. Though all
the great types of mysticism have something in
common, each is marked by peculiar characteristics
resulting from the historical and religious environment
in which it arose and flourished. Just as the Christian
type cannot be understood without reference to Christianity, so the Mohammedan type must be viewed in
connexion with the outward and inward development
of Islam.
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The term '

Sufi,'

which first came into use about

8

00 a.d., is derived from siif, an A

'

wool,'

rabic word meaning

and was originally applied to those Moslem

ascetics who, following the ex

ample of Christian

monks or hermits, clad themselves in coarse woollen

garments as a sign of penitence and renunciation

of worldly vanities. A

E

ttempts have been made by

uropean scholars to identify sufi with the Greek

< ro< p6i in the sense of '

theosophist,'

and the Sufis •

themselves prefer to derive it from an A

rabic root

which conveys the notion of '

but there can

purity,'

be no doubt that the least flattering etymology is the

correct one. The oldest Sufis of whom we have any

record were fanatically pious men. Their overwhelm-

ing consciousness of sin, combined with a dread—

which it is hard for us to realise— of Judgment Day

and the torments of H ell-fire so vividly painted in the

oran, drove them to seek salvation in flight from
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the world. A

nd salvation, as the K

oran warned them,

depended entirely on the arbitrary will of A

llah, who

guides aright the good and leads astray the wicked.

Their fate was written in the eternal tables of H is

providence— nothing could alter it. O nly this was

sure, that if they were destined to be saved by fasting

and praying and doing good works, then they would be

saved. Such a belief ends naturally in q

complete and unq

uietism,

uestioning submission to the divine

will, an attitude which is characteristic of Sufism in

its earliest form.

So far, there was no great difference between the

Sufi and the orthodox

Sufis attached ex

K

Moslem pietist, ex

cept that the

traordinary importance to certain

oranic doctrines and developed them at the ex

of others which many Moslems might consider eq

pense

ually

or

sfiFIsM
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The term ‘ sun,’ which first came into use about
800 A.D., is derived from sdf, an Arabicword meaning
‘wool,’ and was originally applied to those Moslem
ascetics who, following the example of Christian
monks or hermits, clad themselves in coarse woollen
garments as a sign of penitence and renunciation
of worldly vanities. Attempts have been made by
European scholars to identify szlfi with the Greek
cro4>6s- in the sense of ‘theosophist,’ and the Sflfis
themselves prefer to derive it from an Arabic root
which conveys the notion of ‘purity,’ but there can
be no doubt that the least flattering etymology is the
correct one. The oldest Sfifis of whom we have any
record were fanatically pious men. Their overwhelming consciousness of sin, combined with a dreadwhich it is hard for us to realise——of Judgment Day
and the torments of Hell-fire so vividly painted in the
Koran, drove them to seek salvation in flight from
the world. And salvation, as the Koran warned them,
depended entirely on the arbitrary will of Allah, who
guides aright the good and leads astray the wicked.
Their fate was written in the eternal tables of His
providence—nothing could alter it. Only this was
sure, that if they were destined to be saved by fasting
and praying and doing good works, then they would be
saved. Such a belief ends naturally in quietism,
complete and unquestioning submission to the divine
will, an attitude which is characteristic of Sufism in
its earliest form.
So far, there was no great difference between the
Sufi and the orthodox Moslem pietist, except that the
Sfifis attached extraordinary importance to certain
Koranie doctrines and developed them at the expense
of others which many Moslems might consider equally
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t must also be allowed that the ascetic

movement was inspired by Christian ideals and con-

trasted sharply with the active and pleasure-loving

spirit of I

fi '

slam. I

n a famous sentence— I

d rahbdniyyat

l-isldm— the Prophet denounced monkish austeri-

ties and bade his people devote their lives to the holy

war {

j

ihdd) against unbelievers;

and he gave, as we

know, the most convincing testimony in favour of

- marriage. B

ut in the third century of the H egira—

the ninth of our era— Sufism passed beyond asceticism,

became decisively mystical, and advanced well on the

~
way towards pantheism. N ot that Sufis ceased to

mortify the flesh and take pride in their poverty, but

they now began to regard asceticism as only the first

stage of a long j

ourney, the preliminary training for a

larger spiritual life than the mere ascetic is able to

conceive. The rapid growth of mysticism throughout
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the Mohammedan empire at this time was due to a

number •

of co-operating circumstances. O ne very

important fact is the influence of H ellenistic specula-

tion and, in particular, of N eoplatonism. Many

philosophical and theological works were translated

from Greek into Syriac and from Syriac into A

for ex

A

rabic:

ample, the writings attributed to Dionysius the

reopagite and the so-called Theology of A

ristotle,

which is really the theosophy of Plotinus, Porphyry,

and Proclus. Six

years ago, in an article published in

the Journal of the R

oyal A

siatic Society, I

stated the

conclusion to which my researches had led me, namely,

that Sufism on its theosophical side is mainly a product

of Greek speculation, while the ex

treme pantheistic

ideas, of which a celebrated Persian Sufi, B

ayazid

B

ponent, were

istaml, is said to have been the first ex

probably derived from I

ndia. To that opinion I

still

QUEST

essential. It must also be allowed that the ascetic
movement was inspired by Christian ideals and contrasted sharply with the active and pleasure-loving
spirit of Islam. In a famous sentence—ld mhbdniyyat
fi ’l-z'sldm—the Prophet denounced monkish austerities and bade his people devote their lives to the holy
war (jihad) against unbelievers; and he gave, as we
know, the most convincing testimony in favour of
marriage. But in the third century of the Hegira—
the ninth of our era—Sufism passed beyond asceticism,
became decisively mystical, and advanced well on the
way towards pantheism. Not that Sufis ceased to
mortify the flesh and take pride in their poverty, but
they now began to regard asceticism as only the first
stage of a long journey, the preliminary training for a
larger spiritual life than the mere ascetic is able to
conceive. The rapid growth of mysticism throughout
the Mohammedan empire at this time was due to a
number of co-operating circumstances. One very
important fact is the influence of Hellenistic speculation and, in particular, of Neoplatonism. Many
philosophical and theological works were translated
from Greek into Syriac and from Syriac into Arabic:
for example, the writings attributed to Dionysius the
Areopagite and the so—called Theology of Aristotle,
which is really the theosophy of P10131111?!» P°1'PhY1'Ys
and Proclus. Six years ago, in an article published in
the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, I Stated the
conclusion to which my researches had led me, namely;
that Sufism on its theosophicalside is mainlya product
of Greek speculation, while the extreme pantheifiiiic
ideas, of which a celebrated Persian Sufi, Bayazid
Bistémi, is said to have been the first exponent, were
probably derived from India. To that opinion I still
-
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adhere, but without detracting from the paramou

influence of Greece I

more ex

than I

should now assign to B

uddhisn

tensive share in the development of Sufis

did formerly.

Y

ou may wonder how a religion based on t

K

oran could tolerate this new doctrine, muoh 1<

make terms with it. I

t seems obvious that the trt

scendent Personality of A

llah, euthroned in maj

es

isolation from H is oreatures, could not possibly

harmonised with an impersonal omnipresent R

eali

which is the very life and soul of the universe. 3

I

slam has accepted Sufism. The Sufis, instead

being ex

communicated, are securely established in t

Moslem church, and the L

records the wildest ex

L

egend of the Moslem sail

cesses of O riental pantheism.

et us return for a moment to the K

oran, tl

infallible touchstone by which every Mohammed

theory and practice must be proved. A

of mysticism to be found there?

said, starts with the notion of A

and A

The K

re any gen

oran, as I
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tending H is mercy only to those w

avert H is wrath by repentance, humility, and unceasi

works of devotion;

a God of fear rather than of lo

This is one side, and certainly the most prominent si

of Mohammed'

s teaching;

but while he set an impa

able gulf between the world and A

llah, his dee]

instinct craved a direct revelation from God to i

soul. There are no contradictions in the logic

feeling. Mohammed, who had in him something

the mystic, felt God both as far and near, both

transcendent and immanent. A

llah, in the lat
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SHFISM

adhere, but without detracting from the param

influence of Greece I should now assign to Buddhi
more extensive share in the development of SC
than I did formerly.
You may wonder how a religion based on
Koran could tolerate this new doctrine, much
make terms with it. It seems obvious that the i
scendent Personality of Allah, euthroned in maj
isolation from His creatures, could not possibl
harmonised with an impersonal omnipresent Re:
which is the very life and soul of the universe.
Islam has accepted Sufism. The Sufis, instea
being excommunicated, are securely established in
Moslem church, and the Legend of the Moslem 81
records the wildest excesses of Oriental pantheism
Let us return for a moment to the Koran,
infallible touchstone by which every Mohamm
theory and practice must be proved. Are any g
of mysticism to be found there ? The Koran, as I
said, starts with the notion of Allah, the One, Ete
and Almighty God, far above human feelings
aspirations—the Lord of His slaves, not the F:
of His children; a judge meting out stern justii
sinners and extending His mercy only to those
avert His wrath by repentance, humility,and uncea
works of devotion; a God of fear rather than of
This is one side, and certainly the most prominent
of Mohammed's teaching; but while he set an im
able gulf between the World and Allah, his do
instinct craved a direct revelation from God to
soul. There are no contradictions in the log
feeling. Mohammed, who had in him somethii
the mystic, felt God both as far and near, bot
transcendent and immanent. Allah, in the l

QUEST
aspect, is the light of the heavens and the earth, 9.
Being who works in the world and in the soul of man.
So we read in the Koran: “If My servants ask thee
about Me, 10, I am near” (2xa2); We (God) are nearer
to him than his own neck-vein” (5015); “And in the
earth are signs to those of real faith, and in yourselves.
What! do ye not see ? (51mx.) It was a long time ere
they saw. The Moslem consciousness, haunted by
terrible visions of the wrath to come, slowly and painfully awoke to the significance of those liberating
THE
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aspect, is the light of the heavens and the earth, a

B

eing who works in the world and in the soul of man.

So we read in the K

about Me, lo, I

oran: "

I

am near"

f My servants ask thee

(2is2);

to him than his own neck-vein"

"

W e (God) are nearer

(50is);

"

A

nd in the

earth are signs to those of real faith, and in yourselves.

W hat!

do ye not see?

"

(51a> -2i.) I

t was a long time ere

they saw. The Moslem consciousness, haunted by

terrible visions of the wrath to come, slowly and pain-

fully awoke to the significance of those liberating

ideas.

The verses which I

and I

have q

uoted do not stand alone,

think most will agree that they provide some basis

for a mystical interpretation of I

slam. This was

worked out in detail by the Sufis, who treated the

K

oran in very much the same way as Philo had treated

the Pentateuch. B

ut they would not have succeeded

so thoroughly in bringing over the mass of religious
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Moslems to their side, unless the champions of

orthodox

y had set about constructing a system of

scholastic philosophy that reduced the Divine nature

to a purely formal, changeless, and absolute unity, a

bare will devoid of all affections and emotions, a

tremendous and incalculable power with which no

human creature could have any communion or any

personal dealings whatsoever. That is the God of

Mohammedan theology. That was the alternative to

Sufism. Therefore, "

are mystics,"

all thinking, religious Moslems

as Professor D. B

our best authorities on the subj

A

nd he adds: "

A

. Macdonald, one of

ect, has remarked.

ll, too, are pantheists, but some do

not know it."

I

have sketched in imperfect outline the historical

relationship of Sufism to I

slam, and I

now come to the

“

”

ideas.
The verses which I have quoted do not stand alone,
and I think most will agree thatthey provide some basis
for a mystical interpretation of Islam. This was
worked out in detail by the Sufis, who treated the
Koran in very much the same way as Philo had treated
the Pentateuch. But they would not have succeeded
so thoroughly in bringing over the mass of religious
Moslems to their side, unless the champions of
orthodoxy had set about constructing a system Of
scholastic philosophy that reduced the Divine nature
to a purely formal, changeless, and absolute unity, a»
bare will devoid of all aflections and emotions. a
tremendous and incalculable power with which 110
human creature could have any communion or an)’
personal dealings whatsoever. That is the God Of
Mohammedan theology. That was the alternative 130
Sufism. Therefore, “all thinking, religious M05191“
Of
are mystics,” as Professor D. B. Macdonald, one
our best authorities on the subject, has remarkedAnd he adds: All, too, are pantheists, but some do
not know it.”
I have sketched in imperfect outline the historical
relationship of Sufism to Islam, and I now come to the
“
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greater q

uestions: W hat is Sufism in itself?

W hat

constitutes a Sufi?

W ell, many Sufis have tried to answer these q

tions categorically. Y

merable definitions of the words '

(which is the A

ues-

ou will find in their books innu-

SMI

rabic for Sufism), but I

'

and '

Tasawwaf'

am sure

that if you went through the whole series from be-

ginning to end, you would be little the wiser. I

Masnavi of Jalaluddin R

um!

n the

there is a story about an

elephant which some H indoos were ex

hibiting in a

dark room. Many people collected to see it, but as

the place was too dark to permit them to see the

elephant, they all felt it with their hands, to gain an

idea of what it was like. O ne felt its trunk, and

declared that the beast resembled a water-pipe;

another felt its ear, and said it must be a large fan;

another its leg, and thought it must be a pillar;
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another felt its back and declared the beast must be

like an immense throne. Similarly, those who define

Sufism can only ex

press what they themselves have

felt, and it is impossible to invent a formula that

should comprise every shade of personal and immediate

religious ex

perience. The Sufis are not a sect, they

have no dogmatic system, the tariq

as or paths by which

they seek God are not the same, though a family

likeness may be traced in them all. I

nient, then, and also, I

t will be conve-

think, more satisfactory, if

in writing of the essence of Sufism I

put in the fore-

ground one fully developed type. The type which I

have chosen is that represented by the great mystical

poets of Persia. N one appeals to E

uropean readers so

movingly as this, combining, as it does, literary

ex

cellence with the rapture and glow of feeling that

finds its natural ex

pression in poetry. H ere, if any-

or

sfiF1sM
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What is Sufism in itself? What

constitutes a Sufi ?
Well, many Sufis have tried to answer these questions categorically. You will find in their books innumerable definitions of the Words ‘Sfifl’and ‘ Tasavvwaf’
(which is the Arabic for Sufism), but I am sure
that if you went through the whole series from beginning to end, you would be little the wiser. In the
Masnam‘. of J alaluddin Rfimi there is a story about an
elephant which some Hindoos were exhibiting in a
dark room. Many people collected to see it, but as
the place was too dark to permit them to see the
elephant, they all felt it with their hands, to gain an
idea of what it Was like. One felt its trunk, and
declared that the beast resembled a water-pipe;
another felt its ear, and said it must be a large fan;
another its leg, and thought it must be a pillar;
another felt its back and declared the beast must be
like an immense throne. Similarly,those who define
Sufism can only express what they themselves have
felt, and it is impossible to invent a formula that
should comprise every shade of personal and immediate
religious experience. The Snfis are not a. sect, they
have no dogmatic system, the tariqas or paths by which
they seek God are not the same, though a family
likeness may be traced in them all. It will be convenient, then, and also, I think, more satisfactory, if
in writing of the essence of Sufism I put in the foreground one fully developed type. The type which I
have chosen is that represented by the great mystical
poets of Persia. None appeals to European readers so
movingly as this, combining, as it does, literary
excellence with the rapture and glow of feeling that
finds its natural expression in poetry. Here, if any-
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where, we may hope to read the secret of Sufism, no

longer encumbered with theological articles or obscured

by metaphysical subtleties. To translate these won-

derful hymns is to break their melody and bring their

soaring passion down to earth, but not even a prose

translation can altogether veil the love of Truth and

the vision of B

eauty which have inspired them.

The first principle of Sufism, as of I

the Divine Unity (tawhid). B

slam itself, is

oth the Moslem and the

Sufi declare that God is O ne, but the statement bears

a different meaning in each case. The Moslem means

that God is uniq

ue in H is essence, q

ualities, and acts,

that H e is absolutely different from all other beings.

The Sufi means that God is the O ne R

eal B

eing which

underlies all phenomena. This principle is carried to

its ex

ex

treme conseq

cept God ex

uences, as we shall see. I

f nothing

ists, then the whole universe, includ-
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ing man, is essentially one with God, whether it is

regarded as an emanation which proceeds from H im,

without impairing H is unity, like sunbeams from the

sun, or whether it is conceived as a mirror in which

the Divine attributes are reflected. B

ut surely a

God who is all in all can have no reason for thus

revealing H imself— why should the O ne pass over

into the many?

The Sufis answer (a philosopher

would say that they evade the difficulty) by q

the famous Tradition: "

I

I

desired to be known;

in order that I

God is the E

therefore I

might be known."

ternal B

uoting

was a hidden treasure and

I

created the Creation

n other words,

eauty, and it lies in the nature

of beauty to desire love. The mystic poets have

adorned this theme— the self-manifestation of the O ne

— with a profusion of splendid imagery. Jami says, for

ex

ample:
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THE QUEST

where, we may hope

to read the secret of

Sufism, no

longer encumberedwith theological articles or obscured
by metaphysical subtleties. To translate these wonderful hymns is to break their melody and bring their
soaring passion down to earth, but not even a prose
translation can altogether veil the love of Truth and
the vision of Beauty which have inspired them.
The first principle of Sufism, as of Islam itself, is
the Divine Unity (tawhid). Both the Moslem and the
sun declare that God is One, but the statement bears
a difierent meaning in each case. The Moslem means
that God is unique in His essence, qualities, and acts,
that He is absolutely difierent from all other beings.
The sun means that God is the One Real Being which
underlies all phenomena. This principle is carried to
its extreme consequences, as we shall see. If nothing
except God exists, then the whole universe, including man, is essentially one with God, whether it is
regarded as an emanation which proceeds from Him.
without impairing His unity, like sunbeams from the
sun, or whether it is conceived as a mirror in which
the Divine attributes are reflected. But surely 9'
God who is all in all can have no reason for thus
revealing Himself—why should the One pass over
into the many? The Sfifis answer (a pl1i1030Pher
would say that they evade the difliculty) by quoting
the famous Tradition: “ I was a hidden treasure and
I desired to be known; therefore I created the Creation
in order that I might be known.” In other words,
God is the Eternal Beauty, and it lies in the nature
of beauty to desire love. The mystic poets have
adorned this theme——the self-manifestation of the One
—With a profusion of splendid imagery. Jami says, f01'

example :
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iity (tawhid). Both the Moslem andth
iat God is One, but the statement has tr
ining in each case. The Moslein means
ique in His essence, qualities, and act
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3 that God is the One Real Being
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sts, then the whole
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may hope to read the secret of Suftf

'

umbered with theological articles orotw

ivsical subtleties. To translate fa w

ins is to breai their melody and bring tie

ssion down to earth, but not even a pits

can altogether veil the love of Mis:

if B

eauty which have inspired them,

st principle of Sudsm, as of I

Unity (tawhid). B

slam itseh

oth the Moslem andtie

that God is O ne, but the statement tos I

leaning in each case. The Moslem means

zniq

ue in H is essence, q

ualities, and aft;

,

bsolutely different from all other top

;

ns that God is the O ne R

eal B

eing A

i

)henomena. This principle is carried to

Dnseq

x

uences, as we shall see. UuMf

ists, then the whole universe, «

W

ssentially one witi God, whether it is

filth
W
lflfol mt
m€l"fl'
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emanation which proceeds from fa

ing H is unity, like sunbeams fee *
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A

ributes are reflected. *
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rom all eternity the B

eloved unveiled H is beauty in t

of the Unseen;

as8m“°"” 1”
Butfaumtoverhus
would the one P358

it is conceived
ibutes are 1-eflect9‘l'
110 mm“
n all can have

'

\

H e was both the spectator and the spectacle;

A

ll was O ne, there was no duality, no pretence of

i——wl1.Y
'

thine.'

The Silfis answer (5

or

The vast orb of H eaven, with its myriad incomings and

.

was concealed in a single point.

The Creation lay cradled in the sleep of non-ex

as ex

A

eloved, seeing what was not, regarded

ualities as a pei

in H is own essence,

Y

et H e desired that they should be displayed to H im

mirror,

A

Therefore H e created the verdant fields of Time and

the life-giving garden of the world,

.

perfections.

The cypress gave a hint of H is comely stature, the

tidings of H is beauteous countenance.

W herever B

B

eauty peeped out, L

eauty shone in a rosy cheek, L

flame.

W herever B

ove appeared beside it

ove lit his torch

eauty dwelt in dark tresses, L

ove came

a heart entangled in their coils.

B

eauty and L

L

ove the precious stone.

ove are as body and soul;

B

eauty is the

They have always been together from the very first;

they travelled but in each other'

I

n another work Jam!

s company.

describes the re

God to the world more philosophically as folic

The uniq

ue Substance, viewed as absolute and •

]

I

l

a hint of His comely stature, t
tidings of His beauteous countenance.
Wherever Beauty peeped out, Love appeared beside
Beauty shone in a rosy cheek, Love lit his tor

flame.

Wherever Beauty dwelt in dark tresses, Love

can

In another work Jami describes the
God to the world more philosophicallyas fo
The unique Substance, viewed as absolute ant

nd that each one of H is eternal attributes should becon

accordingly in a diverse form.

That every branch and leaf and fruit might show forth '

mirror,
And thateach one of His eternal attributes should bec
accordingly in a diverse form.
Therefore He created the verdant fields of Time at
the life-giving garden of the world,
That every branch and leaf and fruit might show fort

a

istent.

lthough H e beheld H is attributes and q

.

heart entangled in their coils.
Beauty and Love are as body and soul; Beauty is t
Love the precious stone.
They have always been together from the very first
they travelled but in each other's company.

istence, ]

ere it has breathed.

The eye of the B

to Himself.
He was both the spectator and the spectacle; no eye
surveyed the Universe.
All was One, there was no duality, no pretence <
'
thine.’
The vast orb of Heaven, with its myriad incomings a:
was concealed in a single point.
The Creation lay cradled in the sleep of non-existenc
ere it has breathed.
The eye of the Beloved, seeing what was not, regard
as existent.
Although He beheld His attributes and qualities as a
in His own essence,
Yet He desired that they should be displayed to Hii

perfections.

no eye bi

surveyed the Universe.

From all eternity the Beloved unveiled His beauty in
of the Unseen;
He held up the mirror to His own face, He displayed 3

The cypress gave

H e held up the mirror to H is own face, H e displayed H ii

to H imself.
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phenomena, all limitations and all multiplicity, is the R

haq

q

eal (al-

). O n the other hand, viewed in H is aspect of multiplicity

and plurality, under which H e displays H imself when clothed

with phenomena, H e is the whole created universe. Therefore

the universe is the outward visible ex

the R

pression of the R

eal, and

eal is the inner unseen reality of the universe. The universe

before it was evolved to outward view was identical with the

R

eal;

and the R

eal after this evolution is identical with the

universe.

illusion of the senses, like the fiery circle made by a

single spark whirling round rapidly.

Man is the crown and final cause of the universe.

Though last in the order of creation he is first in the

process of Divine Thought, for the essential part of

ntelligence or Universal R

eason

which emanates immediately from the Godhead. This

ogos— the animating principle
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corresponds to the L

of all things— and is identified with the Prophet

Mohammed. A

n interesting parallel might be drawn

here between the Christian and Sufi doctrines. The

same ex

pressions are applied to the founder of I

slam

which are used by St. John, St. Paul, and later mystical

theologians concerning Christ.

F

or instance, Mohammed is called the L

God, he is said to have ex

ight of

isted before the creation of

the world, he is adored as the source of all life, actual

and possible, he is the Perfect Man in whom all the

Divine attributes are manifested, and a Sufi tradition

ascribes to him the saying "

hath seen A

the L

llah."

I

H e that hath seen me

n the Moslem scheme, however,

ogos-doctrine occupies a subordinate place, as it

obviously must when the whole duty of man is believed

to consist in realising the unity of God. The most

distinctive feature of O riental as opposed to E

QUEST

phenomena, all limitations and all multiplicity, is the Real (alhaqq). On the other hand, viewed in His aspect of multiplicity
and plurality, under which He displays Himself when clothed
with phenomena, He is the whole created universe. Therefore
the universe is the outward visible expression of the Real, and
the Real is the inner unseen reality of the universe. The universe
before it

was

evolved to outward view

was

identical with the

Real; and the Real after this evolution is identical with the
universe.

The phenomenal world in itself ia nothing, a mere

him is the Primal I

THE

uropean

The phenomenal world in itself is nothing, a mere
illusion of the senses, like the fiery circle made by a
single spark whirling round rapidly.
Man is the crown and final cause of the universe.
Though last in the order of creation he is first in the
process of Divine Thought, for the essential part of
him is the Primal Intelligence or Universal Reason
which emanates immediately from the Godhead. This
corresponds to the Logos—the animating principle
of all things—and is identified with the Prophet
Mohammed. An interesting parallel might be drawn
here between the Christian and Sufi doctrines. The
same expressions are applied to the founder of Islam
which are used by St. John, St. Paul, and later mystical
theologians concerning Christ.
For instance, Mohammed is called the Light of
God, he is said to have existed before the creation of
the world, he is adored as the source of all life, actual
and possible, he is the Perfect Man in whom all the
Divine attributes are manifested, and a Sfifl tradition
ascribes to him the saying “ He that hath seen me
hath seen Allah.” In the Moslem scheme, however,
the Logos-doctrine occupies a subordinate place, as it
obviously must when the Whole duty of man is believed
to consist in realising the unity of God. The most
distinctive feature of Oriental as opposed to European
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mysticism is its profound consciousness of an all-
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mysticism is its profound consciousness of an allembracingunity in which every vestige of individuality
is annihilated. Not to become like God or personally
to participate in the Divine nature is the Sufi’s aim,
but to escape from the bondage of his unreal selfhood
and thereby to be re-united with the One infinite
Being. Let me cite the translation of an ode by one

embracing unity in which every vestige of individuality

is annihilated. N ot to become like God or personally

to participate in the Divine nature is the Sufi'

s aim,

but to escape from the bondage of his unreal selfhood

and thereby to be re-united with the O ne infinite

B

eing. L

et me cite the translation of an ode by one

of the earliest Sufi poets, B

aba K

of the earliest Sufi
died in 1050 A.D.

uhi of Shiraz, who

died in 1050 a.d.

I

n the market, in the cloister— only God I

I

n the valley and on the moantain— only God I

H im I

saw.

have seen beside me oft in tribulation;

I

n favour and in fortune— only God I

I

n prayer and fasting, in praise and contemplation,

I

saw.

n the religion of the Prophet— only God I

saw.

N either soul nor body, accident nor substance,

Q ualities nor causes— only God I

saw.

oped mine eyes and by the light of H is face around me
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I

I

n all the eye discovered— only God I

L

ike a candle I

A

midst the flames outflashing— only God I

I

A

ut when I

looked with God'

was the A

saw.

saw most clearly,

s eyes— only God I

passed away into nothingness, I

nd lo, I

saw.

was melting in H is fire:

Myself with mine own eyes I

B

poets, Baba Kuhi of Shiraz, who

saw.

vanished,

ll-living— only God I

saw.

Strange as it may seem to our W estern egoism,

the prospect of sharing in the general, impersonal,

immortality of the human soul kindles in the Suft an

enthusiasm as deep and triumphant as that of the

most ardent believer in a personal life continuing

beyond the grave. Jalaluddin R

umi, after describing

the evolution of man in the material world and

anticipating his further growth in the spiritual

universe, utters a heartfelt prayer— for what?

self-annihilation in the ocean of the Godhead.

saw.

In the market, in the cloister—only God I saw.
In the valley and on the mountain—only God I saw.
Him I have seen beside me oft in tribulation;
In favour and in fortune—only God I saw.
In prayer and fasting, in praise and contemplation,
In the religion of the Prophet-—only God I saw.
Neither soul nor body, accident nor substance,
Qualities nor causes—only God I saw.
I oped mine eyes and by the light of His face around me
In all the eye discovered—only God I saw.
Like a candle I was melting in His fire :
Amidst the flames outflashing—only God I saw.
Myself with mine own eyes I saw most clearly,
But when I looked with God's eyes—only God I saw.
I passed away into nothingness, I vanished,
And lo, I was the All-living—only God I saw.

— for

Strange

as

it may

seem

to

egoism,
general, impersonal,

our

Western

the prospect of sharing in the
immortality of the human soul kindles in the Sufi an
enthusiasm as deep and triumphant as that of the

a personal life continuing
the
beyond
grave. Jalaluddin Rfimi, after describing
the evolution of man in the material world and
anticipating his further growth in the spiritual
universe, utters a heartfelt prayer—for what?—for
self-annihilation in the ocean of the Godhead.

most ardent believer in
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I died as mineral and became a plant,
I died as plant and rose to animal,
I died as animal and I was man.
Why should I fear ‘I When was I less by dying ‘I
Yet once more I shall die as man, to soar
With angels blest; but even from angelhood
I must pass on : all except God doth perish.
When I have sacrificed my angel soul,
I shall become what no mind e’er conceived.
Oh, let me not exist! for Non-existence
Proclaims in organ tones, ‘ To Him we shall retum.'
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I

died as mineral and became a plant,

I

died as plant and rose to animal,

I

died as animal and I

W hy should I

Y

fear?

et once more I

I

but even from angelhood

must pass on: all ex

W hen I

less by dying?

shall die as man, to soar

W ith angels blest;

I

was man.

W hen was I

cept God doth perish.

have sacrificed my angel soul,

shall become what no mind e'

O h, let me not ex

ist!

er conceived.

for N on-ex

Proclaims in organ tones, '

istence

To H im we shall return.'

The N irvana of the Sufis is designated by the

term fand, which means literally '

passing away.'

I

shall have something more to say about it before I

have done, but let us first consider the method of

attaining it.

Mystics of every race and creed have described

ourney or a
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the progress of the spiritual life as a j

pilgrimage. O ther symbols have been used for the

same purpose, but this one appears to be almost

universal in its range. The Sufi who sets out to seek

God, calls himself a '

by^ slow '

stages'

traveller'

(sdlik);

he advances

(maq

dmat) along a '

path'

to the goal of union with the A

bsolute (fandfi '

l-haq

(tariq

q

a)

).

Should he venture to make a map of this interior

ascent, it will not correspond ex

made by previous ex

perfection'

actly with any of those

plorers. Such maps or '

scales of

were elaborated by Sufi teachers at an

early period, and the unlucky Moslem habit of systema-

tising has produced an enormous aftercrop. The

'

path '

the oldest A

ex

pounded by the author of the K

itab al-L

rabic treatise on Sufism, consists of the

following seven '

stages,'

each of which (ex

cept

the first member of the series) is the result of the

'

stage'

QUEST

immediately preceding it: (1) repentance, (2)

uma'

,

The Nirvana of the Sfifis is designated by the
term fand, which means literally ‘passing away.’ I
shall have something more to say about it before I
have done, but let us first consider the method of
attaining it.
Mystics of every race and creed have described
the progress of the spiritual life as a journey or a
pilgrimage. Other symbols have been used for the
same purpose, but this one appears to be almost
universal in its range. The Sufi who sets out to seek
God, calls himself a ‘traveller’ (sdlik) ; he advances

‘path’ (547590)
to the goal of union with the Absolute (fand fi ’l-haqq).

by/slow ‘stages’

(maqdmcit) along

a

Should he venture to make a map of this interior
ascent, it will not correspond exactly with any of those
made by previous explorers. Such maps or ‘scales of
perfection’ were elaborated by Sufi teachers at an
early period, and the unlucky Moslem habit of systematising has produced an enormous aftercrop. The
path’ expounded by the author of the Kitcib al-Luma‘,
the oldest Arabic treatise on Sufism, consists of the
following seven ‘stages,’ each of which (except
the first member of the series) is the result of the
‘stage’ immediately preceding it: (1) repentance, (2)
‘
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abstinence, (3) renunciation, (4) poverty, (5) patience,

stages'

constitute the ethical discipline of the Sufi and must

be carefully distinguished from the so-called '

states'

(ahwdl, plural of hdl), which form a similar psycho-

logical chain. The writer whom I

enumerates ten'

states '

have j

;

ust q

uoted

namely, meditation, nearness

to God, love, fear, hope, longing, intimacy, tranq

contemplation, and certainty. W hile the '

can be acq

states'

uillity,

stages'

uired and comprehended by one'

efforts, the '

s own

are spiritual feelings and disposi-

tions over which a man has no control: "

They descend

from God into his heart, without his being able to

The Sufi'

s'

has traversed all the '

path'

stages,'

is not finished until he

making himself perfect

in every one of them before proceeding to the nex

t,

and has also ex

it pleases

states'
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perienced whatever '

God to bestow upon him. Then, and only then, is he

permanently raised to the higher plane of conscious-

ness which Sufis call '

the Truth'

(haq

iq

at), where the

mystery of the Divine O neness is revealed to the eye

of contemplation and the '

'

I

knower'

or '

seeker'

gnostic'

{

(tdlib) becomes the

ternal

framework of the process by which the Sufi arrives at

his goal, and now let me try to give some account of

its inner workings. O f course I

cannot do more than

indicate a few points which seem to me specially

important.

I

n every list of '

stages'

the first place is occupied

by repentance (tawbat). This is the Moslem term for

'

conversion'

enumerates ten ‘ states’; namely, meditation, nearness
to God, love, fear, hope, longing, intimacy, tranquillity,

contemplation, and certainty. While the ‘stages’
can be acquired and comprehended by one’s own
efforts, the states’ are spiritual feelings and dispositions over which a man has no control : They descend
from God into his heart, without his being able to
repel them when they come or to retain them when
they go.” The SIf1fi’s ‘path’ is not finished until he
has traversed all the stages,’ making himself perfect
in every one of them before proceeding to the next,
and has also experienced whatever states’ it pleases
God to bestow upon him. Then, and only then, is he
permanently raised to the higher plane of consciousness which Sflfis call the Truth (haqiqat), where the
“

‘

‘

drif).

have sketched, as briefly as possible, the ex

constitute the ethical discipline of the Sufi and must
be carefully distinguished from the so-called ‘ states’
(ahwdl, plural of hdl), which form a similar psychological chain. The writer Whom I have just quoted

‘

repel them when they come or to retain them when

they go."

413

abstinence, (3) renunciation, (4) poverty, (5) patience,
(6) trust in God, (7) satisfaction. These ‘stages’

SM

(6) trust in God, (7) satisfaction. These '

sfimsm

or

and marks the beginning of a new life.

W hile ordinary men repent of having committed a sin,

’

‘

mystery of the Divine Oneness is revealed to the eye
of contemplation and the seeker (tdlib) becomes the
knower or gnostic (drif);
I have sketched, as briefly as possible, the external
framework of the process by which the Sufi arrives at
his goal, and now let me try to give some account of
’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

its inner workings. Of course I cannot do more than
a few points which seem to me specially

indicate

important.

stages the first place is occupied
by repentance (tawbat). This is the Moslem term for
‘conversion’ and marks the beginning of a new life.
While ordinary men repent of having committed a sin,
In every list of

Co glc
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the Sufi repents of having ever forgotten God and

'

turns to H im again,'

according to the literal meaning

of the word, with his heart and soul. I

t is the custom

of Moslem converts to submit themselves to the

guidance of a Sheykh or Spiritual Director whom they

regard with the utmost veneration. Says H uj

wlrt:

The So.fi Sheykhs observe the following rule. W hen a novice

j

oins them, with the purpose of renouncing the world, they subj

him to spiritual discipline for the space of three years. I

fulfil the req

they declare that he cannot be admitted to the '

ect

f he

uirements of this discipline, well and good;

otherwise,

Path.'

The first

year is devoted to service of the people, the second year to service

of God, and the third year to watching over his own heart. H e

can serve the people, only when he places himself in the rank of

servants and all others in the rank of masters, i.e. he must

regard all, without any ex

ception, as being better than himself,

and must consider it his duty to serve all alike. A

nd he can serve
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God, only when he cuts off all his selfish interests relating either

to the present or to the future life and worships God for God'

s

sake alone, inasmuch as whoever worships God for any thing'

sake worships himself and not God. A

s

nd he can watch over his

heart, only when his thoughts are collected and every care is dis-

missed, so that in communion with God he guards his heart from

the assaults of heedlessness. W hen these q

ualifications are

possessed by the novice, he may wear the muraq

q

aa (the patched

frock worn by dervishes) as a true mystic, not merely as an

imitator of others.

I

need not dwell on the details of this ascetio

training— the fasts and vigils, the vows of silence,

the long days and nights of solitary meditation, the

breaking of all ties with the world, the striving after

poverty of spirit, all the weapons and tactics, in short,

in that battle against one'

s self which the Prophet

declared to be more painful and meritorious than the

H oly W ar;

nor have I

results, and without ex

time to weigh its good and evil

tenuating the grave abuses for

QUEST

the sun repents of having ever forgotten God and
‘ turns to Him
again,’ according to the literal meaning
of the word, with his heart and soul. It is the custom
of Moslem converts to submit themselves to the
guidance of a Sheykh or Spiritual Director whom they
regard with the utmost veneration. Says Hujwlri:

414

TH E

THE

The sun Sheykhs observe the following rule. When a novice
joins them, with the purpose of renouncing the world, they subject
him to spiritual discipline for the space of three years. If he
fulfil the requirements of this discipline, well and good; otherwise,
they declare that he cannot be admitted to the ‘ Path.’ The first
year is devoted to service of the people, the second year to service
of God, and the third year to watching over his own heart. He
can serve the people, only when he places himself in the rank of
servants and all others in the rank of masters, Le. he must
regard all, without any exception, as being better than himself,
and must consider it his duty to serve all alike. And he can serve
God, only when he cuts ofi all his selfish interests relating either
to the present or to the future life and warships God for God's
sake alone, inasmuch as whoever worships God for any thing's
sake worships himself and not God. And he can watch over his
heart, only when his thoughts are collected and every care is dismissed, so that in communion with God he guards his heart from
the assaults of heedlessness. When these qualifications are
possessed by the novice, he may wear the muraqqa‘a (the patched
frock worn by dervishes) as a true mystic, not merely as an
imitator of others.

I need not dwell on the details of this ascetic
training—the fasts and vigils, the vows of silence,
the long days and nights of solitary meditation, the
breaking of all ties with the world, the striving after
poverty of spirit, all the weapons and tactics, in short,
in that battle against one’s self which the Prophet
declared to be more painful and meritorious than the
Holy War; nor have I time to weigh its good and evil
results, and without extenuating the grave abuses for
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which it was responsible, to show on the other

hand, what a noble ideal of saintliness it aimed at and

achieved. B

ut among the positive elements in the

Sufi discipline there is one that not only bears directly

on the fand theory but is also regarded by Moslem

mystics as the keystone of practical religion. I

to the dhikr, an ex

refer

ercise well known to W estern

readers from the careful description given by E

L

ane in his Modern E

D. B

I

. Macdonald in his recently published A

slam. Dhikr signifies '

or simply '

thinking of '

commanded "

dward

gyptians, and by Professor

mentioning,'

;

in the K

'

spects of

Sufis, however, made a practice of repeating the name of

(subhdn A

Glory to A

There is no god but A

llah"

llah"

(I

with an intense concentration of every faculty upon

the single word or phrase. Ghazali describes this dhikr

”

and its effects in a passage which Macdonald has

summarised as follows:

L

et him reduce his heart to a state in which the ex

of anything and its non-ex

which it was responsible, to show on the other
hand, what a noble ideal of saintliness it aimed at and
achieved. But among the positive elements in the
sat: discipline there is one that not only bears directly
on the fand theory but is also regarded by Moslem
mystics as the keystone of practical religion. I refer
to the dhikr, an exercise well known to Western
readers from the careful description given by Edward
Lane in his Modern Egyptians, and by Professor
D. B. Macdonald in his recently published Aspects of
Islam. Dhikr signifies ‘mentioning,’ ‘remembering,’
’
or simply ‘thinkingof ; in the Koran the Faithful are
commanded “to remember God often,” a plain act of
worship not implying anything mystical. The early
Sufis, however, made a practice of repeating the name of
God or some religious formu1a—e.g. “ Glory to Allah
(subhcin Alldh), “ There is no god but Allah” (ld ildha
illa’lld/L)——accompa.nying the mechanical intonation
with an intense concentration of every faculty upon
the single word or phrase. Ghazali describes this (lhikr
and its effects in a passage which Macdonald has
summarised as follows :

d ildha

lldh)— accompanying the mechanical intonation
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aithful are

a plain act of

worship not implying anything mystical. The early

God or some religious formula— e.g. "

sfiFIsM

remembering,'

oran the F

to remember God often,"

or

istence

istence are the same to him. Then let

him sit alone in some corner, limiting his religious duties to what

is absolutely necessary, and not occupying himself either with

reciting the K

oran or considering its meaning or with books of

religious traditions or with anything of the sort. A

nd let him see

to it that nothing save God most H igh enters his mind. Then, as

he sits alone in solitude, let him not cease saying continuously

with his tongue, '

A

llah, A

llah,'

keeping his thought on it. A

t last

Let him reduce his heart to a state in which the existence
of anything and its non-existence are the same to him. Then let
him sit alone in some corner, limiting his religious duties to what
is absolutely necessary, and not occupying himself either with
reciting the Koran or considering its meaning or with books of
religious traditions or with anythingof the sort. And let him see
to it that nothing save God most High enters his mind. Then, as
he sits alone in solitude, let him not cease saying continuously
with his tongue, Allah, Allah,’ keeping his thought on it. At last
he will reach a state when the motion of his tongue will cease, and
it will seem as though the word flowed from it. Let him persevere
in this until all trace of motion is removed from his tongue, and he
finds his heart persevering in the thought. Let him still persevere
until the form of the word, its letters and shape, is removed from

he will reach a state when the motion of his tongue will cease, and

it will seem as though the word flowed from it. L

et him persevere

in this until all trace of motion is removed from his tongue, and he

finds his heart persevering in the thought. L

et him still persevere

until the form of the word, its letters and shape, is removed from

'
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his heart, and there remains the idea alone, as though clinging to

his heart, inseparable from it. So far, all is dependent on his will

and choice;

but to bring the mercy of God does not stand in his

will or choice. H e has now laid himself bare to the breathings of

that mercy, and nothing now remains but to await what God will

open to him, as God has done after this manner to prophets and

saints. I

f he follows the above course, he may be sure that the

light of the real will shine out in his heart. A

a flash of lightning, it turns and returns;

hangs back. A

t first unstable, like

though sometimes it

nd if it returns, sometimes it abides and sometimes

it is momentary. A

nd if it abides, sometimes its abiding is long,

and sometimes short.

A

nother Sufi puts the gist of the whole matter in

a sentence thus:

the effacement of the worshipper in the act of worship without

consciousness of worship, and such absorption in the obj

worship as precludes return to the subj

state of '

The q

call to many the E

have j

(fand al-fand).

ust given will re-

ightfold W ay of the B

uddha

with N irvana as its goal. N o one who studies the

evidence can deny that the theory and practice of

Sufism have been influenced by B

siderable ex

beyond doubt, it is at least highly probable. Moreover,

the method of Sufism, so far as it is one of ethical self-

culture, ascetic meditation, and intellectual abstraction,

ut the features which the

two systems have in common only accentuate the funda-

mental difference between them. I

poles apart. The B

puts the gist of the Whole matter in

n spirit they are

uddhist moralises himself, the Sufi

becomes moral only through knowing and loving God.

H ow shall men obtain knowledge of God?

N ot by

the senses, for H e is immaterial, nor by the intellect,

The first stage of dhikr is to forget self, and the last stage is
of the worshipper in the act of worship without
efiacement
the
consciousness of worship, and such absorption in the object of
worship as precludes return to the subject thereof. This is the
state of ‘ passing away from passing away (fand al-fand).

ion

of N irvana and fand has not yet been established

uddhism. B

a

Another Stiff
sentence thus:

'

uddhism to a con-

tent, and though the historical connex

owes much to B

QUEST

ect thereof. This is the

passing away from passing away'

uotations which I

ect of

THE

his heart, and there remains the idea alone, as though clinging to
his heart, inseparable from it. So far, all is dependent on his will
and choice; but to bring the mercy of God does not stand in his
will or choice. He has now laid himself bare to the breathings of
that mercy, and nothing now remains but to await what God will
open to him, as God has done after this manner to prophets and
saints. If he follows the above course, he may be sure that the
light of the real will shine out in his heart. At first unstable, like
a flash of lightning, it turns and returns ; though sometimes it
hangs back. And if it returns, sometimes it abides and sometimes
it is momentary. And if it abides, sometimes its abiding is long,
and sometimes short.

The first stage of dhikr is to forget self, and the last stage is
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The

quotations

just given will recall to many the Eightfold Way of the Buddha
with Nirvana as its goal. No one who studies the
evidence can deny that the theory and practice of
Sufism have been influenced by Buddhism to a considerable extent, and though the historical connexion
of Nirvana and fand has not yet been established
beyond doubt, it is at least highly probable. Moreover,
the method of Sufism, so far as it is one of ethical gelfculture, ascetic meditation, and intellectual abstraction,
which I have

much to Buddhism. But the features which the
two systems have in common only accentuate the fundamental difference between them. In spirit they are
poles apart. The Buddhist moralises himself, the Sufi
becomes moral only through knowing and loving God.
How shall men obtain knowledge of God? Not by
the senses, for He is immaterial, nor by the intellect,
owes
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for H e is unthinkable. Deductive reasoning cannot

reach H im, argument proves nothing, book-learning

fosters self-conceit and obscures the idea of the Truth

with clouds of empty words. Jalaluddln R

umi,

addressing the speculative theologian, asks scornfully:

Do you know a name without a thing answering to it?

H ave you ever plucked a rose from R

, O , S, E

?

Y

ou name H is name;

go, seek the reality named by it!

L

ook for the moon in the sky, not in the water!

I

f you desire to rise above mere names and letters,

Make yourself free from self at one stroke.

B

ecome pure from all attributes of self,

That you may see your own bright essence,

Y

ea, see in your own heart the knowledge of the Prophet

W ithout book, without tutor, without preceptor.

This knowledge cornea by illumination, intuition,

inspiration. "

L

ook in your own heart,"

for the kingdom of God is within you."
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"

says the Sufi,

H e who truly

knows himself knows God, for the human soul is a

mirror in which every Divine q

j

uality is reflected. B

ut

ust as a steel mirror when coated with rust loses its

power of reflex

ion, so the inward spiritual sense, which

Sufis call the eye of the soul, is unable to feel or see

the celestial glory until the dark obstruction of the

phenomenal self, with all its passions, lusts, and vices,

has been wholly cleared away. The clearance, if it is

to be done effectively, must be the work of God, but it

demands a certain inward co-operation on the part of

man. Those who sink into complete passivity and

q

uietism should remember the Prophet'

"

Trust in God and tie the camel'

s leg."

and vain if it is thought to proceed from one'

s max

A

im:

ction is false

s self, but

the enlightened mystic regards God as the real agent in

every act, and therefore takes no credit for his good

works nor desires to be recompensed for them. H is

sfirlsm

417

for He is unthinkable. Deductive reasoning cannot
reach Him, argument proves nothing, book-learning
fosters self-conceit and obscures the idea of the Truth
Jalaluddin Rfiml,
with clouds of empty words.
addressing the speculative theologian, asks scornfully:
Do you know a name without a thinganswering to it?
Have you ever plucked a rose from R, O, S, E ‘I
You name His name; go, seek the reality named by it I
Look for the moon in the sky, not in the water!
If you desire to rise above more names and letters,
Make yourself free from self at one stroke.
Become pure from all attributes of self,
That you may see your own bright essence,
Yea, see in your own heart the knowledge of the Prophet
Without book, without tutor, without preceptor.

knowledge comes by illumination,intuition,
inspiration. Look in your own heart,” says the sun,
“for the kingdom of God is within you.” He who truly
This

“

knows himself knows God, for the human soul is a
mirror in which every Divine quality is reflected. But
just as a steel mirror when coated with rust loses its
power of reflexion, so the inward spiritual sense, which
Sufis call the eye of the soul, is unable to feel or see
the celestial glory until the dark obstruction of the
phenomenal self, with all its passions, lusts, and vices,
has been wholly cleared away. The clearance, if it is
to be done effectively, must be the work of God, but it
demands a certain inward co-operation on the part of
Those who sink into complete passivity and
man.
quietism should remember the Prophet’s maxim :
“ Trust in God
and tie the camel's leg.” Action is false
and vain if it is thought to proceed from one’s self, but
the enlightened mystic regards God as the real agent in
every act, and therefore takes no credit for his good
Works nor desires to be recompensed for them. His
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prayers, devotions, and austerities spring from the

moral transformation that is wrought in him by

Divine graoe and love.

R

eynold A

. N icholson.

(The July number will contain a paper on '

by Dr. N icholson.— E

E

cstasy in I

slam'

QUEST

prayers, devotions, and austerities spring from the
moral transformation that is wrought in him by
Divine grace and love.
REYNOLD A. NICHOLSON.

d.)

(The July number will contain a paper on Ecstasy in
by Dr. Nicholson.—ED.)
'
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I

n a language that no man can understand,

TR

E

E

.

t is whispering in the woods at evening,

Islam’

Save H im who knows.

O nly now and then is heard a low soft sound—

A

n elusive murmur incommunicable by mortal speech.

A

ll is still. I

I

ts young green all afire with the glory which brought it to being.

A

nd it rises straight and high, of marvellous grace and maj

I

ts delicate tracery clear '

F

rom a seed it sprang,— from the infinite L

t stands aglow in the gold of the sunset,

esty.

THE SONG OF THE BEECH TREE.

neath the blue of the evening sky.

ife which gave birth to

all humanity;

nto a stripling it grew, tender and immature,

B

lown by the winds, dashed by the rain, yet ever growing,
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Till now it stands, with its hint of the past and the future.

H ush!

I

on it;

A

I

t is whispering as the west wind passes by and kisses it,

ts leaves a-tremble at the touch of the mighty power which breathes

nd its innermost nature awakes with the first faint stirring of

passion;

I

ts boughs sway and bend, all softly responsive,

A

nd a tenderer green flushes the leaves in the shadow,

A

s the life rises within them, dew-moist, like the lips of an infant.

I

s it prayer?

is it speech, as they bow and rustle and q

uiver

together 1

H ush!

Did it speak?

...A

faint inarticulate murmur

Sighed out on the breath of the evening. W hat was it?

"

W e praise Thee "

?

. . . a whisper of glory,

O f subtle and wonderful knowledge undreamed of by aught that

LISTEN! It is whispering in the woods at evening,
In a language that no man can understand,
Save Him who knows.
Only now and then is heard a low soft soundAn elusive murmur incommunicable by mortal speech.
All is still. It stands aglow in the gold of the sunset,
Its young green all afire with the glory which brought it to being.
And it rises straight and high, of marvellous grace and majesty.
Its delicate tracery clear ’neath the blue of the evening sky.
From a seed it sprang,—from the infinite Life which gave birth to
all humanity;
Into a stripling it grew, tender and immature,
Blown by the winds, dashed by the rain, yet ever growing,
Till now it stands, with its hint of the past and the future.
Hush I It is whispering as the west wind passes by and kisses it,
Its leaves a-tremble at thetouch of the mighty power which breathes

is human?

H ush!

Stand in the stillness to listen!

Save him whose ear is attuned ;

S. E

. Pearson.

on
F

or no man may hear it

— unto him is the message.

it;

And its innermost nature awakes with the first faint stirring of

passion;

Its boughs sway and bend, all softly responsive,
And a tenderer green flushes the leaves in the shadow,
As the life rises within them, dew-moist, like the lips of an infant.
Is it prayer ? is it speech, as they bow and rustle and quiver

together ?

Hush!

A faint inarticulate murmur
speak ‘I
the breath of the evening. What was it ‘R
We praise Thee"?
a whisper of glory,
Of subtle and wonderful knowledge undreamed of by aught that
is human ?
Hush I Stand in the stillness to listen I For no man may hear it
Save him whose ear is attuned ;—unto him is the message.

§ighed

Did it

out

.

.

.

on

.

.

.

8. E. PEARSON.
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spiritual life transcending all human life forms

the ultimate basis of reality"

the key to R

udolf E

ucken'

: in this sentence lies

s philosophy of life. This

independent and self-sufficient spiritual life is more

primary than matter itself, the natural realm being no

RUDOLF EUCKEN AND THE
MYSTICS.

more than a lower stage of spiritual activity— spiritual

life which has not yet become self-conscious. E

ucken

MEYRICK

is thus a monist, though not in the customary sense

of the term. H e looks upon all reality as being

ex

life. I

n ex

act opposition to naturalism and material-

ism he derives matter from spirit, the lower from the

higher. The spiritual life is thus no product of

evolution. I

"

BOOTH, B.Sc.,

PH.D.

plicable by reference to an all-embracing spiritual

t is superior to all time and to all change:

change (and with it evolution) is absolutely out of

the q

uestion as far as the substance of spiritual life is

I

t is entirely different from any process
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concerned."

following natural laws. This cosmic life works within

the natural realm, but is in itself superior to the whole

mechanism of nature. A

activity it is q

s an original and creative

uite distinct from the human intellect

and from every kind of merely human psychic life.

A

t the same time, the universal spiritual life, as

E

ucken conceives of it, is more than a vague cosmic

life-energy. I

H 9

t is the foundation of truth and know-

“A SPIRITUAL life transcending all human life forms
the ultimate basis of reality”: in this sentence lies
the key to Rudolf Eucken’s philosophyof life. This
independent and self-suflicient spiritual life is more
primary than matter itself, the natural realm being no
more than a lower stage of spiritual activity——spiritual
life which has not yet become self-conscious. Eucken
is thus a monist, though not in the customary sense
of the term. He looks upon all reality as being
explicable by reference to an all-embracing spiritual
life. In exact opposition to naturalism and materialism he derives matter from spirit, the lower from the
higher. The spiritual life is thus no product of
evolution. It is superior to all time and to all change :
“change (and with it evolution) is absolutely out of
the question as far as the substance of spiritual life is
concerned.” It is entirely different from any process
following natural laws. This cosmic life Works Within
the natural realm, but is in itself superior to the Whole
mechanism of nature. As an original and creative
activity it is quite distinct from the human intellect
and from every kind of merely human psychic life.
At the same time, the universal spiritual life, as
Eucken conceives of it, is more than a vague cosmic
It is the foundation of truth and know-

life-energy.

419
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ledge and carries within itself the norms of right

human conduct, while religion is valid only in so far

as it gives ex

pression to this fundamental eternal

reality.

O f central importance is a right understanding

of the place which E

ucken assigns to man in his

philosophy. Since the spiritual life is at the root of

all reality, it is operative in man, and is, in fact, the

centre of his being. Man is essentially spiritual and

a partaker in eternal life. B

ut a characteristic turn

is given to the situation by the difficulty which human

beings ex

perience in grasping the universal spiritual

life, although it dwells within them. Man'

is uniq

s position

ue. H e stands on the border-line which

separates time from eternity. I

n his ex

ternal being

he is a mere fragment of the natural world, a higher

animal;

but in his inner nature, he is able to come

into contact with the universal spiritual reality. O n
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the one hand he can never be satisfied with a merely

natural life;

yet on the other it is ex

ceedingly difficult

for him to rise above the natural level and transfer his

centre of gravity to the spiritual world. The ethical

value of E

ucken'

s philosophy is to be found in the

establishment of a realm of independent spiritual life

and of absolute and eternal values, a world set above

the relativity of human affairs and yet so present

within man that it is capable of being appropriated

through his self-activity.

Man must wage a severe conflict in order to ally

himself with the indwelling universal life. H e must

overcome the resistance of his non-spiritual nature, for

this nature acts as a constant downward drag. The

spiritual life is not immanent in man in such a fashion

that he can possess it without effort;

it is present as

THE

reality.

Of central importance is a right understanding
of the place which Eucken assigns to man in his
of
philosophy. Since the spiritual life is at the rootthe
all reality, it is operative in man, and is, in fact,
centre of his being. Man is essentially spiritual and
characteristic turn
a partaker in eternal life. But a
is given to the situation by the difficulty which human
beings experience in grasping the universal spiritual
life, although it dwells within them. Man's position
is unique. He stands on the border-line which
separates time from eternity. In his external being
he is a mere fragment of the natural world, a higher
animal; but in his inner nature, he is able to come
011
into contact with the universal spiritual reality.
the one hand he can never be satisfied with a merely
natural life ; yet on the other it is exceedingly difficult
his
for him to rise above the natural level and transfer
ethical
centre of gravity to the spiritual world. The
in the
value of Eucken’s philosophy is to be found
life
establishment of a realm of independent spiritual
and of absolute and eternal values, a world set above
the relativity of human affairs and yet so present
within man that it is capable of being
through his self-activity.

appropriated

himself with the indwelling universal life.
for
overcome the resistance of his non-spiritual nature,
this nature acts as a constant downward drag. The
spiritual life is not immanent in man in such a fashion
that he can possess it without effort; it is present as

gale
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possibilityand it rests with him to lay hold of and
develop it. We cannot participate in the cosmic life
without continual activity; hence the name—actim'sm
—Which Eucken has assigned to his philosophy.
a
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a possibility and it rests with him to lay hold of and

develop it. W e cannot participate in the cosmic life

without continual activity;

— which E

The obj

hence the name— activism

ucken has assigned to his philosophy.

ect of this article is to indicate a few

points of contact between the activist position and the

mystic view of life. I

t will at onoe be clear from what

has gone before that E

ucken can have but little

sympathy with either intellectual or purely devotional

mysticism, and still less with that negative mysticism

which advocates an abandonment of all distinctions

and of all finite life in the search for the perfect unity.

O n p. 417 of Main Currents of Modern Thought,

he says:

This point of view is right in its rej

form of ex

ection of the petty human

istence, but this negation, this submersion in the

bottomless ocean of eternity, can satisfy only those who do not

recognise a new and independent reality in spiritual life, those who

ex
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perceive in it a liberation from the toil and confusion of human

istence, from restless and transitory time, from the narrowness

and limitation of this petty ego, but who do not realise that a new

life rises up and can be gained. O nly a contemplative and

predominantly passive method of life, a weak, languid and

invertebrate type of thought, can be content with the negation.

W henever spiritual life develops more power and confidence it

will attempt the apparently impossible and will desire to rise

above the negation to an affirmation ;

it will pursue the paths

which lead to this idea of personality.

A

s an ex

I

may q

x

cellent ex

iv.) where K

H e who with eq

L

ample of this negative teaching

uote a passage from the B

hagavad-Glta (chap,

rishna says:

uanimity surveys

ustre of goodness, strife of passion, sloth

O f ignorance, not angry if they are,

N ot wishful when they are not;

he who sits

The object of this article is to indicate a few
points of contact between the activist position and the
mystic view of life. It will at once be clear from what
has gone before that Eucken can have but little
sympathy with either intellectual or purely devotional
mysticism, and still less with that negative mysticism
which advocates an abandonment of all distinctions
and of all finite life in the search for the perfect unity.
On p. 417 of Main Currents of Modern Thought,
he says:
This point of view is right in its rejection of the petty human
form of existence, but this negation, this submersion in the
bottomless ocean of eternity, can satisfy only those who do not
recognise a new and independent reality in spiritual life, those who
perceive in it a liberation from the toil and confusion of human
existence, from restless and transitory time, from the narrowness
and limitation of this petty ego, but who do not realise that a new
life rises up and can be gained. Only a contemplative and
predominantly passive method of life, a weak, languid and
invertebrate type of thought, can be content with the negation.
Whenever spiritual life develops more power and confidence it
will attempt the apparently impossible and will desire to rise
above the negation to an affirmation; it will pursue the paths
which lead to this idea of personality.

As an excellent example of this negative teaching
I may quote a passage from the Bhagavad-Gitd (chap.
xiv.) where Krishna says :
He who with equanimity surveys
Lustre of goodness, strife of passion, sloth
Of ignorance, not angry if they are,
Not wishful when they are not : he who sits
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sojourner and stranger in their midst
Unrutfled, standing otf, saying—serene——When troubles break, These be the Qualities!
He unto whom—self-cent:-ed—grief and joy
A
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“

A

soj

ourner and stranger in their midst

Unruffled, standing off, saying— serene—

W hen troubles break, "

These be the Q ualities!

H e unto whom— self-centred— grief and j

Sound as one word;

"

Sound as one word ; to whose deep-seeing eyes
The clod, the marble, and the gold are one ;
Whose equal heart holds the same gentleness
For lovely and unlovely things, firm-set,
Well pleased in praise and dispraise; satisfied
With honour or dishonour; unto friends
And unto foes alike in tolerance ;
Detached from undertakings,—he is named
Surmounter of the Qualities!
And suchWith single, fervent faith adoring Me,
Passing beyond the Qualities, conforms
To Brahma, and attains Me !

oy

to whose deep-seeing eyes

The clod, the marble, and the gold are one;

W hose eq

F

ual heart holds the same gentleness

or lovely and unlovely things, firm-set,

W ell pleased in praise and dispraise;

W ith honour or dishonour ;

A

satisfied

unto friends

nd unto foes alike in tolerance;

Detached from undertakings,— he is named

Surmounter of the Q ualities!

A

nd such—

W ith single, fervent faith adoring Me,

Passing beyond the Q ualities, conforms

To B

rahma, and attains Me!
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Such an attitude as this (though not without high

value as an antidote to the restless materialism of

modern life) must lead to a complete loss of all content

in life and to the abandonment of any attempt to

organise reality;

and since E

ucken is above all

concerned with the building up of a philosophy which

shall reveal and actively develop the full content of

life, his rej

ection of all such thought as is indicated

in the foregoing passage (in so far as it claims to be a

philosophy of life) goes without saying.

B

ut with mysticism of the more active, human and

personal type our philosopher has much in common.

There is in reality no essential connection between

retirement from the world and the mystic view

of reality. There may be not only a q

uietist but

an activist type of mysticism. Perhaps the most

essential element in mysticism is the inner and super-

rational perception of the truth: it is fundamentally

opposed to every sort of materialism, ex

ternalism and

"

Such an attitude as this (though not without high
value as an antidote to the restless materialism of
modern life) must lead to a complete loss of all content
in life and to the abandonment of any attempt to
organise reality; and since Eucken is above all
concerned with the building up of a philosophyWhich
shall reveal and actively develop the full content Of
life, his rejection of all such thought as is indicflted
in the foregoing passage (in so far as it claims 130 b6 3
philosophyof life) goes Without saying.
But with mysticism of the more active, human and
personal type our philosopher has much in common.
There is in reality no essential connection between
retirement from the World and the mystic View
of reality. There may be not only a quietist but
an activist type of mysticism.
Perhaps the most
essential element in mysticism is the inner and superrational perception of the truth: it is fundamentally
opposed to every sort of materialism, externalism and
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perception of reality will not
necessarily be an experience of the passive or cloistered
mind alone; it has been shared in a high degree by
many intensely active personalities.
Let us glance for a moment at the four fundamental
stages of Eucken’s philosophy:
1. The break with the merely natural life; the
negation without which there can be no spiritual
experience.
2. The recognition of an independent spiritual
life; the new birthwhich is the beginningof all positive
religion and morality.
3. The active and personal appropriation of the
spiritual life.
4. The organisation of human life and civilisation
in the interests of the spiritual life and subject to the

rationalism. This inner
R
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rationalism. This inner perception of reality will not

necessarily be an ex

mind alone;

perience of the passive or cloistered

it has been shared in a high degree by

many intensely active personalities.

L

et us glance for a moment at the four fundamental

stages of E

ucken'

s philosophy:
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«

1. The break with the merely natural life;

the

negation without which there can be no spiritual

ex

perience.

2. The recognition of an independent spiritual

life;

the new birth which is the beginning of all positive

religion and morality.

3. The active and personal appropriation of the

spiritual life.

4. The organisation of human life and civilisation

in the interests of the spiritual life and subj

ect to the

norms which it contains.

I

t must be obvious at a glance that here we have a
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system of thought which, whether or not it be

consciously mystical, certainly bears a most striking

resemblance to the mystic view of life. The first three

stages correspond with the ex

mystic— ex

perience of almost every

cept that the third stage is (with E

active, and not ecstatic or contemplative. I

Mysticism, E

for E

ncken)

n

velyn Underhill points out (p. 64) that

ucken, "

the '

redemptive remaking of personality'

in conformity with the transcendental or spiritual life

of the universe, is . . . the central necessity of

human life,"

"

and declares that the recognition of a

definite transcendental pi*

where "

inciple in man,"

God and man initially meet,"

a place

constitutes an

important mystical element in activism. O n p. 8

0,

moreover, she describes the mystic life in terms which

could well be applied to E

ucken'

s pbilosophy:

which it contains.
It must be obvious at a glance that here We have a
system of thought which, Whether or not it be

norms

consciously mystical, certainly bears a most striking
resemblance to the mystic View of life. The first three
stages correspond with the experience of almost every
mystic—except that the third stage is (with Eucken)
active, and not ecstatic or contemplative. In
Mysticism, Evelyn Underhill points out (p. 64) that
for Eucken, “the redemptive remaking of personality’
in conformity with the transcendental or spiritual life
of the universe, is
the central necessity of
human life,” and declares that the recognition of a
“definite transcendental principle in man,” a place
where “God and man initially meet,” constitutes an
important mystical element in activism. On p. 80,
moreover, she describes the mystic life in terms which
could well be applied to Eucken’s philosophy:
‘

.
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The mystic life, therefore, involves the emergence from deep
levels of man's transcendental self ; its capture of the field of
consciousness; and the ‘conversion or rearrangement of his
feeling, thought, and will—his character—a.bout this new centre
of life.

ST

The mystic life, therefore, involves the emergence from deep

’

levels of man'

s transcendental self;

consciousness;

and the '

its capture of the field of

conversion'

or re-arrangement of his

feeling, thought, and will— his character— about this new centre

of life.

I

t will not be necessary for us to concern ourselves

at all in detail with the first of the above stages: all

mystics, oriental and occidental, have agreed that

reality cannot be approached without an elevation

above the sense-world and a clear perception of its

illusions. The great Jena philosopher describes the

natural plane as a lower stage of spiritual life, a species

of ex

istence, which, not having yet attained to self-

consciousness, is not reality in the true sense of the

word, but which is necessary as an agent through which

the spiritual life ex

L

presses itself.

et us consider rather more seriously the problem

raised in the second stage— the nature of this indepen-
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dent spiritual life, which dwells in man as the core of

his higher nature and is yet absolute and eternal. I

t

is this life which links humanity to the transcendental

world. O ne of the main evidences of its presence in

man is the universal phenomenon of human discontent

with this limited life. E

ucken asks: I

f man did not

belong, in his innermost being, to a world of eternity

and perfection, how could he be so acutely conscious of

the imperfection and restriction of his immediate

ex

istence?

A

s Pascal put it: "

W ho can suffer from

the circumstance of not being a king, ex

dethroned king ?

R

udolf E

'

ucken'

cept a

,1

s view of man'

s twofold nature

corresponds closely with the traditional mystical

1■ R

F

o*

> ert B

loren ^ "

R

rowning, too, gave great prominence to this idea— see G. K

oiert B

rownin9, P- 177, and the poem '

O ld Pictures in

.

It will not be necessary for us to concern ourselves
at all in detail with the first of the above stages: all
mystics, oriental and occidental, have agreed that
reality cannot be approached without an elevation
above the sense-world and a clear perception of its
illusions. The great Jena philosopher describes the
natural plane as a lower stage of spiritual life, a species
of existence, which, not having yet attained to selfconsciousness, is not reality in the true sense of the
word, but which is necessary as an agent through which
the spiritual life expresses itself.
Let us consider rather more seriously the problem
raised in the second stage—the nature of this independent spiritual life, which dwells in man as the core of
It
his higher nature and is yet absolute and eternal.
is this life which links humanity to the transcendental
in
world. One of the main evidences of its presence
human discontent
man is the universal phenomenon of
not
with this limited life. Eucken asks: If man did
belong, in his innermost being, to a world of eternity
of
and perfection, how could he be so acutely conscious
the imperfection and restriction of his immediate
existence? As Pascal put it: “Who can suffer from
the circumstance of not being a king, eX09Pl" 3
dethroned king ? ”‘
Rudolf Eucken’s view of man's twofold nature
corresponds closely with the traditional mysticfil
R059?‘ B1‘°WI1i11g.t00, gave great prominence to this idea.—see G. K.
Chesterton's Robert Browning, p. 177, and the poem ‘Old Pictures in
Florence.‘
1
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conception— though it is not presented under the same
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re-arrangement

chmcter—ahout this new rat’:
images: within the natural, or animal, man (namely ir

his Gemilt) there resides a germ of free spiritua'

consciousness which is the true centre of personality

ry for us to concern onrselra
first of the above stageml
cidental, have agreed tin '.
ched without an elevation
d a clear perception oils .
philosopher describes the
.

This idea seems to be substantially identical with the

‘

mystic synteresis;

consider, for ex

'

vital spark,'

'

abyss of the Godhead'

Tauler'

s'

'

eye of the soul'

ample, E

uncreated ground '

and yet '

or the '

ckhardt'

in us '

substance'

f

(which is the

), A

ugustine'

s

of Juliana oi

'

N orwich. The words with which W illiam L

described the mystic '

almost eq

depth '

ually well to E

aw

in the soul would applj

ucken'

s indwelling spiritual

life:

This depth is called the centre, the fund, or bottom, of th<

rge of spiritual life, a speciti
aving yet attained to selfof
y in the true sense
‘M
'13s an agent tl1f0“t’h
soul. This depth is the unity, the eternity, I

,

had almost said th<

infinity of the soul, for it is so infinite that nothing can satisfy it

or give it any rest, but the infinity of God.1

The belief in a '

spark '

the

or vital centre of the soul is,
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of course, common to nearly all mystical writers and 1

will give only one more ex

ample, this time from Giseler:

This spark was created with the soul in all men, and is t

tself.

clear light in them, and strives in every way against sin, anc

seriously tl19P’°bl°’”

impels steadily to virtue, and presses ever back to the source frorr

uore

he nature of this ifld9l”"' l
ells in man as W 00”“
and eternal. 1‘
which it sprang.

I

f the eternal were not thus present in man, there

could, says E

ucken, be no knowledge and no free

action. This indwelling spirituality bridges the gull

absolute
between man and world, subj

ect and obj

ect. F

or man

“-0. to the transcendentIRal
lences of its presence
dl5°"”W
1011 ofhumflfl
the problem of problems is the realisation and

appropriation of his own inner being.

I

t is at this point (or at the third stage in the

above scheme) that the more characteristic features oi

activism become apparent. The goal is, as we have

1 Q uoted in E

lf H1811 did

velyn Underbill'

:

s Mysticism, p. 61.

got

substantially identical with t
mystic syntérésis; consider, for example, Eckhard
vital spark,’ Tauler’s uncreated ground (which is t
‘abyss of the Godhead’ and yet ‘in us’), AugustinThis idea

‘

’

‘

‘eye of the soul’

the ‘substance’ of Juliana
Norwich. The words with which William L:
described the mystic ‘ depth in the soul would ap]
almost equally well to Eucken’s indwelling spirit!
or

’

life:

This depth is called the centre, the fund, or bottom, of
soul. This depth is the unity, the eternity, I had almost said
infinity of the soul, for it is so infinite that nothing can satisfy
or give it any rest, but the infinity of God.‘

‘

The belief in

spark or vital centre of the soul
of course, common to nearly all mystical writers an:
will give only one more example, this time from Gisele
a

‘

’

This spark was created with the soul in all men, and i
clear light in them, and strives in every way against sin, 2

impels steadily to virtue,

and presses

ever

back to the source fr

which it sprang.

If the eternal were not thus present in man, the
could, says Eucken, be no knowledge and no fl
action. This indwelling spirituality bridges the g1
between man and world, subject and object. For m
the problem of problems is the realisation a
appropriation of his own inner being.
It is at this point (or at the third stage in t
above scheme) that the more characteristic features
activism become apparent. The goal is, as we ha
'
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seen, the elevation of man to participation in a

universal, normative, spiritual life, carrying with it a

system of real values. B

ut what of the path by

which we may attain to such participation?

N othing

could be more opposed to activism than any type of

thought aiming at the elimination of distinctions;

for

it is largely through the medium of distinctions and

antitheses that the spiritual life works out its mani-

festation. A

ctivism is positive, and there can be no

'

without its corresponding '

Y

ea'

most emphatic in his rej

N ay.'

E

ucken is

ection of pantheism, and

indeed of every kind of levelling philosophy. I

t is

precisely by firmly seizing hold of positive spiritual

truth, bringing it to fruition in action and rej

ecting

all that is non-spiritual, that man develops and

consolidates a real personality, which is conceived of

as a concentration of the infinite life at a point in

space and time. Man is thus directly participant in

pression of the universal reality. I
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the self-ex

n this

active fashion he enters into the closest union with

the "

W hole. The universal life raises the individual

above mere human selfhood, and there could be no

greater error than to associate E

ucken'

s view of

personality with the weak modern cult of the human

and subj

ective. I

personality as E

n order to build up such a positive

ucken has in mind there must be a

constant virile effort to rise above the merely natural

plane, to affirm super-individual values and to impart

form and content to the absolute and eternal. This

is rather a creation than an elimination of distinctions.

W ith E

ucken there can be no adeq

absence of free active personality: "

uate reality in the

there is absolutely

no content without a self which unfolds itself in

activity and actual events."

participation

in a
universal, normative, spiritual life, carrying with it a
system of real values. But what of the path by
which We may attain to such participation ? Nothing
could be more opposed to activism than any type of
thought aiming at the elimination of distinctions; for
it is largely through the medium of distinctions and
antitheses that the spiritual life works out its manifestation. Activism is positive, and there can be no
‘Yea’ Without its corresponding ‘Nay.’ Eucken is
most emphatic in his rejection of pantheism, and
indeed of every kind of levelling philosophy. It is
precisely by firmly seizing hold of positive spiritual
truth, bringing it to fruition in action and rejecting
all that is non-spiritual, that man develops and
consolidates a real personality, which is conceived of
in
as a concentration of the infinite life at a point
in
space and time. Man is thus directly participant
the self-expression of the universal reality. In this
active fashion he enters into the closest union with
the Whole. The universal life raises the individual
above mere human selfhood, and there could be no
greater error than to associate Eucken’s view of
personality with the Weak modern cult of the human
and subjective. In order to build up such a p0SitiV9
personality as Eucken has in mind there must be a
constant virile effort to rise above the merely natural
Plane, to affirm super-individual values and to impart?
form and content to the absolute and eternal. This
is rather a creation than an elimination of distinctions.
With Eucken there can be no adequate reality in the
absence of free active personality: “there is absolutely
no content Without a self which unfolds itself in
activity and actual events.”
seen,
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Doubt is not oured by meditation but by action."

life, carrying with il i This fundamental statement implies at one and the

what of the path h same time that E

aiticipation?

ucken is a mystic and that he is not

N othing an ordinary mystic;

ivism than any type of rej

for it is difficult to say who would

ect it the more scornfully, a contemplative mystic

of distinctions; for
I of distinctionsand
rorks out its main"id there can be no
on of distinctions;

fa or a rational philosopher. H ere is revealed a belief

ium of distinctions ml tliat man can attain to knowledge and conviction

;

wor]

j

S 0U( j

tj

and there can be w be?

g ij

j

ayi E

flunj

. through a species of intuition (for what else could it

) following upon or accompanying action. A

nd

ucken is indeed in another place1 our philosopher says:

0»

a of pantheism, and The possibility of the identification of our humanity with

Nay.’ Euchenis
the all-powerful Spirit can be established only through the fact of

if

pantheisin, and

its realisation. I

t is only the reality that can here prove the

possibility.

philosophy. It is
positive spiritml
action and rej

ectiJj

^

^ ej

nj

g^ ^ gj

j

m mv apprehension of E

ucken'

meaning in these and other passages which there is

not space to q

uote, but to my mind they imply an

tion and Wleclili
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an develops
?ll is conceived of
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approach to reality through a type of inner ex
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or intuition which is essentially mystical and super-
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am convinced that E

ucken is profoundly right in j
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Doubt is not cured by meditation but by action.”
This fundamental statement implies at one and the
same time that Eucken is a mystic and that he is not
an ordinary mystic ; for it is ditficult to say who would
reject it the more scornfully, a contemplative mystic
or a rational philosopher. Here is revealed a belief
that man can attain to knowledge and conviction
through a species of intuition (for What else could it
be?) following upon or accompanying action. And
indeed in another place‘ our philosopher says:
The possibility of the identification of our humanity with
the all-powerful Spirit can be established only through the fact of
its realisation. It is only the reality that can here prove the
possibility.
I may be mistaken in my apprehension of Eucken’s
meaning in these and other passages which there is
not space to quote, but to my mind they imply an
approach to reality through a type of inner experience
or intuition which is essentially mystical and superrational. Professor Boyce Gibson, who takes exception
to this element in activism, speaks of “What it is
perhaps not unjust to describe as an irrationalistic
tendency,“ and goes on to assert that Eucken’s meaning is “ that We can be vitally certain through actual
experience of much that We cannot justify on rational
grounds” (p. 106). Although finding fault With the
manner in which Eucken, in dealing with these fundamental mysteries, thrusts reason into the background,
Professor Boyce Gibson declares on p. 108 :
I am convinced that Eucken is profoundly right in justifying
the intuitive certainties that spring from heroic action, not, of
“

course, as scientific conclusions, but

as

conclusions of fundamental

personal value and significance.
‘ The
Sirugglc for a Concrete Spiritual Experience, p. 293.
Rudolf Eucken‘: Philosophy of Life, p. 104.
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W e are reminded of the passage in the 7th chapter of

St. John'

s Gospel:

My doctrine is not mine but his that sent me. I

f any man

will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of

God, or whether I

I

speak of myself.

t is action which affords the test of truth— not, of

course, in the pragmatic sense, that because a certain

belief is satisfactory in action, therefore it is true;

but

in the sense that if a belief is founded in the world of

reality, it will reveal its q

uality through action rather

than through the intellect or through contemplation.

A

certain amount of difficulty and obscurity attaches

to this portion of E

ucken'

s teaching and I

my opinion for what it may be worth. I

merely give

t is to be

hoped that his new work on the Theory of K

nowledge

will throw fresh light on the matter. That intuition

plays an important rdlc in E

I

ucken'

s philosophy must,

think, be admitted. The inward consciousness of
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certitude which is the accompaniment of the appro-

priation of the spiritual life, would surely be difficult of

ex

planation on any other assumption— more especially

where the certitude is concerned with ethical or

religious factors.

I

fE

ucken be compared with a mystic of the

personal and active type, such as R

obert B

several points of interest are revealed. B

rowning,

rowning'

s

love of personality and his perception of the infinite in

concrete human life link him to the great Jena

philosopher, and separate him from all those mystics

who have sought to merge themselves in an impersonal

eternal. The poet adhered to the facts of life and

avoided a vague contemplation of the infinite;

Dean I

(p. 208

nge says in his Studies of E

).

as

nglish Mystics

THE

QUEST

We are reminded of the passage in the 7th chapter of
St. John’s Gospel :
My doctrine is not mine but his that sent me. If any man
will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of
God, or whether I speak of myself.
It is action which affords the test of truth—not, of
certain
course, in the pragmatic sense, that because a
belief is satisfactory in action, therefore it is true; but
in the sense that if a belief is founded in the world of
reality, it will reveal its quality through action rather
than through the intellect or through contemplation.
A certain amount of difficulty and obscurity attaches
to this portion of Eucken‘s teaching and I merely give
is to be
my opinion for what it may be worth. It
hoped that his new work on the Theory of Knowledge
will throw fresh light on the matter. That intuition
plays an important role in Eucken’s philosophymust,
I think, he admitted. The inward consciousness of
certitude which is the accompaniment of the appropriation of the spiritual life, would surely be diificult of
explanation on any other assumption—more especially
where the certitude is concerned with ethical or
religious factors.
If Eucken be compared with a mystic of the
personal and active type, such as Robert Browning.
several points of interest are revealed. Browning‘
love of personality and his perception of the infinite in
concrete human life link him to the great Jena
philosopher, and separate him from all those mystics
Who have sought to merge themselves in an impersonal
eternal. The poet adhered to the facts of life and
avoided a vague contemplation of the infinite; as
Dean Inge says in his Studies of English Mystics

(p. 208).
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me but his that seutme. Ilium
now of the doctrine, whetherttss
A

strong hunger for eternity and perfection, combined wit

close and reverent handling of the'

of the concrete finite ex

facts of life;

a tenacious gri

ample, with a determination to make

myself.

illustrate, and be illustrated by, its ideal and spiritual principle

— this is the method of the true mystic, and in all that concert

affords the test of truth-nous’
0 sense, that because a court
uction, therefore it is true; tu
lief is founded in the worllt’
quality through action utter
human character it is the method of B

rowning.

A strong hunger for eternity and perfection, combined \
close and reverent handling of the‘faots of life; a tenacious
of the concrete finite example, with a determination to mah
illustrate, and be illustrated by, its ideal and spiritual princi
——this is the method of the true mystic, and in all that conc
human character it is the method of Browning.

This positive type of feeling has been develope

under Christian influence, and its presence in E

ucken

works is no doubt chiefly to be accounted for throug

the very large part which Christianity has played i

his development. "

Christianity, too, E

W e must set to the credit <

ucken'

s positive method of breakir

with the sense-world and its narrow sphere of sel

interest, a method in which he differs sharply from tl

N eoplatonic and all allied schools of mysticism (t

well as from a large number of Christian mystics wl

were more or less under N eoplatonic or ManichaB

influence): consider, for ex

of Main Currents of Moder
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ment, taken from p. 418

a

ample, the following stati

Thought:

N o energy of negation, no yearning towards an absorption

the infinite, will undermine selfishness so completely as will tl

building up of a new spiritual self charged with great ar

imperative tasks.

B

rowning was as far removed as is E

ucken fro]

any sort of deification of human personality as sue!

man is central and eternal only because he contair

the whole within himself as a potentiality of his bein,

I

t is man'

s uniq

ue position in the universe which give

“Mew
€5P9“”ul

‘

ggumptiou-—moreem“! or
to his personality such a profound significance. Mor

over, B

rowning held, in Dean I

nge'

s words (ibi>

moerned with
p. 214), "

This positive type of feeling has been develo
under Christian influence,and its presence in Eucka
works is no doubt chiefly to be accounted for thro‘
the very large part which Christianity has played
his development. We must set to the credit
Christianity, too, Eucken’s positive method of breal
with the sense-world and its narrow sphere of 2
interest, a method in which he difiers sharply from
N eoplatonic and all allied schools of mysticism
well as from a large number of Christian mystics
were more or less under Neoplatonic or Manich:
influence): consider, for example, the following st
ment, taken from p. 418 of Main Currents of Moo
‘
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that there is a natural tendency towarc

good in all men— a victorious striving upward which

our natural and healthy activity and which can nevi

Thought:

No energy of negation, no yearning towards an absorptic
infinite, will undermine selfishness so completely as will
building up of a new spiritual self charged with grea
imperative tasks.
Browning was as far removed as is Eucken fa
any sort of deification of human personality as su
man is central and eternal only because he cont:
the whole within himself as a potentiality of his be
It is man's unique position in the universe which g
to his personality such a profound significance. M
over, Browning held, in Dean Inge’s words (i
p. 214), “ that there is a. natural tendency tow:
good in all men—a victorious striving upward whic
our natural and healthy activity and which can 11'
the
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be wholly destroyed."

I

n conj

unction with the rest

of his teaching this points to an activistic mysticism.

I

t must be clear to all who follow the main

tendencies of modern thought, that there is to-day a

broad stream of mysticism such as has not been seen

for some centuries. Men have revolted alike against

the intolerable emptiness of scientific materialism and

the fantastic conceptual structures of intellectualistio

speculation. There is in progress a return towards

the sources of spiritual life, a tendency to study inner

ex

perience. To trace the connection which ex

ists

between this modern movement and activism would

take me far beyond the limits of such an article as

this;

B

ergson, B

outroux

, James, R

oyce and many

others could be drawn upon for much fruitful matter.

B

efore concluding I

may note, however, that a

strongly mystical writer like E

dward Carpenter, who

has worked on lines far removed from all conventional
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philosophy, and who would be in many respects in

opposition to E

ucken'

s teaching, has, in his own

independent way, hit upon some of the fundamental

ideas of activism. O n p. 131 of The Drama of L

ove

and Death we read:

The eternity of the A

it, a basic fact;

ll-soul or Self of the universe, is, I

take

. . . That being granted, it follows that if

the soul of each human being roots down ultimately into that

A

ll-self, the core of each soul must partake of the eternal nature.

This in itself may not appear very striking, but when

Carpenter goes on to say that this great cosmic life is

a creative force which needs concrete forms and a

manifestation subj

ect to the limitations of space and

time in order to ex

press itself, to realise its own self-

consciousness, he comes near E

(although Carpenter'

sA

ucken'

s position

ll-self must not be too hastily

QUEST

be wholly destroyed.” In conjunction with the rest
of his teaching this points to an activistic mysticism.
It must be clear to all who follow the main
tendencies of modern thought, that there is to-daya
broad stream of mysticism such as has not been seen
for some centuries. Men have revolted alike against
the intolerable emptiness of scientific materialism and
the fantastic conceptual structures of intellectualistic
speculation. There is in progress a return towards
the sources of spiritual life, a tendency to study inner
experience. To trace the connection which exists
between this modern movement and activism would
take me far beyond the limits of such an article as
this; Bergson, Boutroux, James, Royce and many
others could be drawn upon for much fruitful matter.
Before concluding I may note, however, that 9»
strongly mystical writer like Edward Carpenter, who
has worked on lines far removed from all conventional
philosophy, and who would be in many respects in
opposition to Eucken’s teaching, has, in his own
independent way, hit upon some of the fundamental
ideas of activism. On p. 131 of The Drama of L006
and Death we read:
The eternity of the All-soul or Self of the universe, is. I take
That being granted, it follows that if
it, a basic fact;
the soul of each human being roots down ultimatel)’ inl'*° amt
All-self, the core of each soul must partake of the eternal nature.
.

.

.

This in itself may not appear very striking, but when
Carpenter goes on to say that this great cosmic life is
a creative force which needs concrete forms and 8manifestation subject to the limitations of space and
time in order to express itself, to realise its own selfconsciousness, he comes near Eucken’s position
(although Carpenter’s All-self must not be too hastily
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to an actiiistic mysticism
0 all who follow the min
s

identified with E

ucken'

s universal spiritual life

W ith both thinkers multiplicity and individuation ar

seen to be essential to the content and actuality c

Jught, that there is today:
spiritual life and yet there is through all and beyon

all a central unity, the germ of which dwells in man.

such as has not beeuseu
have revolted alike against
of scientific materialismand
:ructures of intehectushsrr
1

I

t is most difficult, in a short article, to do an

real j

ustice to the important connection which ur

doubtedly ex

but I

ists between A

trust I

ctivism and Mystioism

have succeeded, to some ex

tent, i

bringing out a few salient points of resemblance. Th

value of the connection is all the greater for the fac

progress a return tom
that E

ucken has not travelled by the mystic road. 1

tendency to studyime!

it be true that the great historical mystics caught

,9.

glimpse of the central reality of the universe, then i

connection which exifli
einent and actiiism would
nits of such an article as
James, Royce and W,‘
for much fruitful matter.
must follow that any true philosophy of life will read

2

conclusions not far removed from those of the mystice

There are many paths towards the same truth, and w

trust that A

ctivism and Mysticism are both contri
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of life which is so urgently needed by the moder]

world.
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short article, to do :
real justice to the important connection which
doubtedly exists between Activism and Mysticis
but I trust I have succeeded, to some extent,
bringing out a few salient points of resemblance. 5
value of the connection is all the greater for the i
that Eucken has not travelled by the mystic road.
it be true that the great historical mystics caugl:
glimpse of the central reality of the universe, then
must follow that any true philosophyof life will re:
conclusions not far removed from those of the myst:
There are many paths towards the same truth, and
trust that Activism and Mysticism are both con
buting towards that deeper and more central synthe
of life which is so urgently needed by the mod
world.
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The story of the mysterious struggle between Jacob

and the '

angel'

at the '

W restling F

ord,'

other folk-tales, involves more than one motive;

like so many

and,

J ACOB'S WRE STLING.

as is usual in these tales, these motives have in time

become so intertwined that their disentangling is now

not merely difficult but probably impossible. I

t is,

E. E. KELLETT, M.A.

however, not hard to detect its central idea. H ere we

have a physical, stubborn, and even ferocious wrestle

with a being who, though of a superior order, yet has a

body and is capable even of being overcome by a bodily

ex

story of the mysterious struggle between Jacob
and the ‘angel at the ‘Wrestling Ford,’ like so many
THE

ertion of prowess. The crude anthropomorphism of

such a tale is of course not unparalleled: such stories

’

appear in all nations at stages of belief that have not

reached conceptions of spiritual beings. The struggle

of B

eowulf with Grendel is precisely of this kind;

it is possible that the contests in the I

A

res and Diomede and between A

and

liad between

chilles and Scamander

gain, a tale
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reach back to such a stage of thought. A

of this kind would naturally arise in reference to a

stream like the Jabbok, which seems literally to wrestle

its way towards the Jordan, and so to bear on its

face the marks of some ancient Titanic struggle, like

that between H ercules and Cacus, or that between

1 The following paper was written before I

article on the same subj

.hi uJuia'

E

?

1907•

g . ai,e 8

ect in A

had seen Dr. J. G. F

nthropological E

razer'

s

ssays presented to E

1 have thought it desirable to make no alteration in it,

0me Points in wbicl1 *

would suggest a slight change.

perusal of Pr. F

razer'

s article

.B

.

other folk-tales, involves more than one motive; and.
have in time
as is usual in these tales, these motives
become so intertwined that their disentangling is now
not merely dificult but probably impossible. It is,
however, not hard to detect its central idea. Here we
have a physical, stubborn, and even ferocious wrestle
with a being who, though of a superior order, yet has 8body and is capable even of being overcome by a bodily
of
exertion of prowess. The crude anthropomorphism
such a tale is of course not unparalleled : such stories
have not
appear in all nations at stages of belief that
reached conceptions of spiritual beings. The struggle
and
of Beowulf with Grendel is precisely of this kind;
it is possible that the contests in the Iliad between
Ares and Diomede and between Achilles and Scamander
reach back to such a stage of thought. Again, a tale
of this kind would naturally arise in reference to a»
stream like the J abbok, which seems literally to WTe3l31e
its way towards the Jordan, and so to bear on its
face the marks of some ancient Titanic struggle: like
that between Hercules and Cacus, or that between
‘ The
following" pa 1- was written before I had seen Dr. J. G. Frazer's
article on the same su ject in Anthropological Essays presented to
T9107‘. Oxford, 1907. I have thought it desirable to make no alteration 1n_ 1'0although there are some points in which a perusal of Dr. Frazer's Wade
would suggest a slight change.
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O dyaseus and Polyphemus. Y

et further, any nation

that inhabited the region would inevitably ascribe a

share in such a wrestle to that one of its early heroes

whose wanderings could, without any ex

cessive stretch-

ing, be made to bring him to the spot. So far, we are

not likely to make any great mistake in dealing with

the story. W e are not, of course, going yet deeper

into the origins of such tales. I

Jeremias and R

t is possible, as

oscher think, that they began with

memories of frightful nightmares. I

t is possible,

again, that in certain aspects they represent mysterious

conj

unctions of planets, or strange natural phenomena

of other kinds. B

ut with these q

uestions we are not

concerned: we take the stories when they have reached

the point of representing an actual physical wrestle

as of man with man. A

nd even so, when we look at

the Jacob-story in its present somewhat elaborate
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form, we have difficulties enough, without seeking

farther. N ot only, for ex

ample, has it received the

peouliar moral and (to use an ambiguous word) spiritual

touches which few H ebrew legends long escaped, but

it presents, when we look at it more closely, certain

other aspects that give it, even among H ebrew sagas,

a special character. I

t is, we see at once, a ritual-

myth: it professes to give the reason of an established

Jewish oustom. The children of I

srael, we are told,

ate not of a certain part of an animal because '

touched the hollow of Jacob'

he'

s thigh in that place.

N ow whether the myth gave origin to the custom, or

the custom led to the invention of the myth, it is the

business of anthropologists to decide: but we can

hardly doubt that some incident of the kind was in the

very earliest form of the story, although the actual

incident which we have may have been substituted

and Polyphemus. Yet further, any nation
that inhabited the region would inevitably ascribe a
share in such a. wrestle to that one of its early heroes
whose wanderings could, without any excessive stretching, be made to bring him to the spot. So far, we are
not likely to make any great mistake in dealing with
the story. We are not, of course, going yet deeper
into the origins of such tales. It is possible, as
Jeremias and Roscher think, that they began with
memories of frightful nightmares. It is possible,
again, that in certain aspects they represent mysterious
conjunctions of planets, or strange natural phenomena
of other kinds. But with these questions we are not
concerned: we take the stories when they have reached
the point of representing an actual physical wrestle
as of man with man. And even so, when we look at
the Jacob-story in its present somewhat elaborate
form, we have difliculties enough, without seeking
farther. Not only, for example, has it received the
peculiar moral and (to use an ambiguousword) spiritual
touches which few Hebrew legends long escaped, but
it presents, when we look at it more closely, certain
other aspects that give it, even among Hebrew sagas,
a special character. It is, we see at once, a ritualmyth: it professes to give the reason of an established
Jewish custom. The children of Israel, we are told,
ate not of a. certain part of an animal because ‘he’
touched the hollow of Jacob’s thigh in that place.
Now whether the myth gave origin to the custom, or
the custom led to the invention of the myth, it is the
business of anthropologists to decide: but we can
hardly doubt that some incident of the kind was in the
very earliest form of the story, although the actual
incident which we have may have been substituted
3
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for it in order to ex

ST

plain the ritual. The '

may be new: some inj

touching'

ury to the human wrestler

must be old.

The story, again, as we have it, involves two

further conceptions, apparently mutually destructive,

the respective claims of which to priority are hard to

settle. W hatever the primary form of the story of the

sinew that shrank may have been, it can hardly be

doubted that it represents a stage of the legend in

which the human wrestler is punished by his super-

human adversary for his presumption in daring to

resist him. O ld mythologies are full of this idea—

whether you win or lose in a struggle with the gods,

you do ill to oppose them, and will suffer for it in some

way. O n the other hand, the blessing and the change

of name at the end seem to give a different turn to

the tale, as if the divine being were actually pleased

with the tenacity of his human opponent, and regards
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the contest rather as a trial than as a serious battle.

H ere again it is possible to find parallels;

what capricious gods of old times were q

the some-

uite capable of

taking either view according to the feeling of the

moment: but what is peculiar in our narrative is that

the god (if such he be) seems to take both views at

once. "

Y

vailed,"

ou have wrestled with God, and have pre-

he seems to say;

your reward. B

"

you shall therefore have

ut it is ill to fight with gods neverthe-

less, and as you henceforth halt upon your thigh you

shall know that you dared too much."

There are of course other aspects of the tale that

are interesting. Jacob'

nist'

s anx

iety to learn his antago-

s name, the discovery of which would at once have

given him the victory, points to that great class of

superstitions in which the name is conceived as carry-

THE

QUEST

for it in order to explain the ritual. The ‘touching’
may be new: some injury to the human wrestler
must be old.
The story, again, as we have it, involves two
further conceptions, apparently mutually destructive,
the respective claims of which to priority are hard to
settle. Whatever the primary form of the story of the
sinew that shrank may have been, it can hardly be
doubted that it represents a stage of the legend in
which the human wrestler is punished by his superhuman adversary for his presumption in daring to
resist him. Old mythologies are full of this ideawhether you win or lose in a struggle with the gods,
you do ill to oppose them, and will sufier for it in some
Way. On the other hand, the blessing and the change
of name at the end seem to give a different turn to
the tale, as if the divine being were actually pleased
with the tenacity of his human opponent, and regards
the contest rather as a trial than as a serious battle.
Here again it is possible to find parallels; the somewhat capricious gods of old times were quite capable of
taking either view according to the feeling of the
moment: but what is peculiar in our narrative is that
the god (if such he he) seems to take both views 84'»
once. “You have wrestled with God, and have prevailed,” he seems to say; “you shall therefore have
your reward. But it is ill to fight with gods nevertheless, and as you henceforth halt upon your thigh you
shall know that you dared too much.”
There are of course other aspects of the tale that
are interesting. Jacob’s anxiety to learn his antagonist’s name, the discovery of which would at once have
given him the victory, points to that great class of
3“P°1‘Sl7iti0I1S in which the name is conceived as carry-
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know the name of his enemy, and having heard:

pronounces a curse to which Poseidon hearkens. f

also, in our E

nglish fairy-tale of Tom Tit Tot, or in tl

parallel German Marchen of R

umpelstilzchen, the litt

demon loses all power, and indeed vanishes to nothin

when his name is once discovered ;

mythology I

and in the E

sis secures the whole might of R

ing his sacred name. I

n the I

celandic L

there is a story of a man named L
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a by stes
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whose strength was vastly increased by a troll th

presumption in during I0
gies are full of this idea~
1 a struggle with the 305$
:

dwelt within him: he was, as the phrase is, '
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eaving a certain homestead, he lies down

his ship, and commands that no man shall name hit

Thus protected from counter-spells, he lays such

doom on the house he has left that it falls in ruin, ai
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the haven that the house had overlooked becomes fat

to all ships. N o wonder then that Jacob'

s supt

natural antagonist, seeing the purpose of the q

as to his name, refuses to reveal it;

uesti<

and later, for i

own part, gains a certain control over Jacob by appl

eing were actually PW"
ing to him a new and punning name commemorati)

opponent, andP9€“‘rleL.‘

at once his princeliness and his wrestling. So mark'

nan

is this feature in the tale that some have even regard'

than as a serious W
the capture of the name as the obj

ect of the wrestlin

'

and such indeed may have been the opinion of tl

prophet H osea (x

be of q

ii. 4, 2).1 To us it hardly seems

uite this paramount importance;

but, be it

or not, we turn for the present to the conception of

physical struggle between a man and a higher beiE

and to the two or three other q

1"

Y

uestions, at which \

ea he had power over the angel and prevailed;

and made supplication to him "

to his ways;

: but Jahweh "

he (the angel) w<

will punish Jacob accordi

according to his doings will he recompense him."

pronounces a curse to which Poseidon hearkens.
also, in our English fairy-tale of Tom Tit Tot, or in
parallel German Marchen of Rumpelstilzchen, the l
demon loses all power, and indeed vanishes to not}:
when his name is once discovered ; and in the Egyp
mythology Isis secures the whole might of Ra by st
ing his sacred name. In the Icelandic Landname
there is a story of a man named Lodmund the
Whose strength Was vastly increased by a troll
dwelt within him: he was, as the phrase is, ‘t
eked.’ Leaving a certain homestead, he lies dowi
his ship, and commands that no man shall name i
Thus protected from counter-spells, he lays suc
doom on the house he has left that it falls in ruin,
the haven that the house had overlooked becomes 1
to all ships. No Wonder then that J ac0b’s su
natural antagonist, seeing the purpose of the ques
as to his name, refuses to reveal it ; and later, for
own part, gains a certain control over Jacob by a;
ing to him a new and punning name commemora
at once his princeliness and his wrestling. So ma
is this feature in the tale that some have even rega‘
the capture of the name as the object of the wrestl
and such indeed may have been the opinion of
prophet Hosea (xii. 4, 2).‘ To us it hardly seem
be of quite this paramount importance ; but, be i
or not, we turn for the present to the conception
physical struggle between a man and a higher be
and to the two or three other questions, at which
‘

1 “ Yea he had
power over the angel and prevailed; he (the angel)
and made supplication to him : but Jahweh will punish Jacob acc(
to his ways; according to his doings will he recompense him."
"
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already hinted, that seem
directly out of that issue.

have
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have already hinted, that seem to arise more or less

First, then,

directly out of that issue.

F

irst, then, as to this idea of actual physical

human beings. Plenty of such struggles, doubtless,

were described in earlier forms of H ebrew story than

we are told that Jahweh '

kill him'

;

but his wife Z

saves him, '

nomij

x

met'

nE

x

iii. 8

odus iv. 24,

sought to

ipporah, by a mystic action,

and so he let him go.'

x

x

Moses, and '

L

ater, in Deutero-

— a passage that may well be older than

most of the book— we seem to trace the relics of a story

of a strife between L

the former'

evi and Jahweh, which ended in

s capturing the Urim and Thummim. (I

nci-

dentally we may notice that this strife took place at

the waters of Meribah— a point which will be of

interest later on.) I

t was at Meribah, the place of this

struggle, that Moses earned from Jahweh the curse

srael into the
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that forbade him to lead the children of I

Promised L

and. H ad we the original form of this

tale, we should doubtless see some likeness to the saga

of Jacob.

I

t would appear that this idea retained its living

force throughout the whole history of Judaism. I

may j

f we

udge by the peculiar words in which Paul speaks

of his thorn or stake in the flesh, even he, the heir of

so many ages of civilisation, regarded that infirmity as

the mark left upon him by repeated contests with

an angel of Satan;

regarded a '

stitch'

spear-thrust from a V

precisely as our own ancestors

or side-ache as the effect of a

alkyrie. B

ut the notion was

held far beyond the limits of Judea. Such a wrestling

was that between H iawatha and Mudj

more or

to this idea. of actual

as

less

physical

Wrestling with gods, demons, trolls, or other superhuman beings. Plenty of such struggles, doubtless,

wrestling with gods, demons, trolls, or other super-

those that have come down to us. I

to arise

ekeewis, after

which, though H iawatha had failed to kill the immortal,

described in earlier forms of Hebrew story than
those that have come down to us. In Exodus iv. 24,
we are told that Jahweh ‘ met Moses, and sought to
kill him’; but his wife Zipporah, by a mystic action,
Later, in Deuterosaves him, ‘ and so he let him go.’
than
nomy xxxiii. 8—a passage that may well be older
most of the book—we seem to trace the relics of a story
of a strife between Levi and Jahweh, which ended in
theformer’s capturing the Urim and Thummim. (Incidentally we may notice that this strife took place at
the waters of Meriba.h——a point which will be of
interest later on.) It was at Meribah, the place of this
struggle, that Moses earned from Jahweh the curse
that forbade him to lead the children of Israel into the
Promised Land. Had we the original form of this
tale, we should doubtless see some likeness to the saga
of Jacob.
It would appear that this idea retained its living
force throughout the whole history of Judaism. If We
may judge by the peculiar words in which Paul speaks
of his thorn or stake in the flesh, even he, the heir of
so many ages of civilisation, regarded that infirmity as
the mark left upon him by repeated contests with
an angel of Satan; precisely as our own ancestors
regarded a ‘stitch or side-ache as the effect of 8spear-thrust from a Valkyrie. But the notion was
held far beyond the limits of Judea. Such a wrestling
was that between Hiawatha and Mudjekeewis, after
which, though Hiawathahad failed to kill the immortal.
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he received the prize of valour, and the promise of

future dominion. I

n the sagas of I

occurs again and again;

celand the motive

and it is here that we find

perhaps the completest parallels to the B

A

iblical story.

nalogy, of course, is an unsafe guide;

but in a sphere

where probability is all we have to follow, analogy

assumes an importance in inverse ratio to our

certainty. Some of the I

celandic sagas spring from

a state of society very similar, as far as we can j

udge,

to that which produced the I

and it

sraelite legends;

is tolerably certain that if the true ex

planation of this

mysterious story is not to be found here, it is to be

found nowhere.

A

t any rate, we have not to seek far before we

light on stories in which actual physical wrestling

with higher beings is a main inoident. I

Saga, for ex

ax

daela

orn W hetstone-E
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of a certain sorcerer named H allbj

A

nL

ample, there is a narrative of the drowning

fter his drowning his corpse is washed ashore, and

he begins to '

walk'

the neighbourhood. B

and to cause great trouble in

ut the yeoman of the place,

Thorkell of Thickwood, a man of fearless heart and

mighty frame, encounters H allbj

orn in the evening,

when the moon is shining, and struggles with him

furiously. A

the '

t last, j

troll,'

ust as he is getting the better of

it sinks into the earth out of his sight.

The chronicler adds, perhaps with some surprise, that

no harm happened later from H allbj

orn. H ere we

may incidentally notice that the struggle took place

at night. I

power. I

t was at night that demons had their

t was at night that the '

Disir'

Thidrandi, in vengeance for his father H all'

tion of his faith;

it was at night that'

killed

s renuncia-

H amrammir'

men changed their shape and became bears or bulls;

ye.
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he received the prize of valour, and the promise of
future dominion. In the sagas of Iceland the motive
occurs again and again; and it is here that we find
perhaps the completest parallels to the Biblical story.
Analogy, of course, is an unsafe guide; but in a sphere
where probability is all we have to follow, analogy
assumes an importance in inverse ratio to our
certainty. Some of the Icelandic sagas spring from
a state of society very similar, as far as we can judge,
to that which produced the Israelite legends; and it
is tolerably certain that if the true explanation of this
mysterious story is not to be found here, it is to be
found nowhere.
At any rate, we have not to seek far before we
light on stories in which actual physical wrestling
with higher beings is a main incident. In Laxdaela
Saga, for example, there is a narrative of the drowning
of a certain sorcerer named Hallbjorn Whetstone-Eye.
After his drowning his corpse is washed ashore, and
he begins to ‘walk’ and to cause great trouble in
the neighbourhood. But the yeoman of the place,
Thorkell of Thickwood, a man of fearless heart and
mighty frame, encounters Hallbjorn in the evening,
when the moon is shining, and struggles with him
furiously. At last, just as he is getting the better of
the ‘troll,’ it sinks into the earth out of his sight.
The chronicler adds, perhaps with some surprise, that
Here we
no harm happened later from Hallbjorn.
may incidentally notice that the struggle took place
at night. It was at night that demons had their
power. It was at night that the ‘Disir’ killed
Thidrandi, in vengeance for his father Hall’s renunciation of his faith; it was at night that ‘ Hamrammir’
men changed their shape and became bears or bulls;
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night that Skallagrim, the father of
Egill, was taken by his fits of supernatural strength.
Particularly powerful do some of these demons become
when the moon is shining; as Medea’s herbs were most
potent when gathered by moonlight, and as Bosnian
vampires to this day walk only when the moon shines.
Others of these tales border on the grotesque, but
they exhibit the same features. Thus, for example, in
the Thattr or short Saga of Gunnar Helming, which
is to be found as an episode in the Life of Olaf
Tryggvason, Gunnar, wandering as an exile in Sweden,
lights on the travelling tabernacle of the god Frey.
He was set to leading the horses, and in a great snowstorm, tiring of the work, refused to stir another step.
Hereupon the god, in great anger, leapt from the
Waggon, seized Gunnar, and wrestled mightily with
him. Gunnar resisted bravely, but soon saw that the
idol was too powerful ; and he would indeed have been
and it
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and it was at night that Skallagrim, the father of

E

gill, was taken by his fits of supernatural strength.

Particularly powerful do some of these demons become

when the moon is shining;

as Medea'

s herbs were most

potent when gathered by moonlight, and as B

osnian

vampires to this day walk only when the moon shines.

O thers of these tales border on the grotesq

they ex

the '

ue, but

hibit the same features. Thus, for ex

Thattr '

ample, in

or short Saga of Gunnar H elming, which

is to be found as an episode in the L

ife of O laf

Tryggvason, Gunnar, wandering as an ex

ile in Sweden,

lights on the travelling tabernacle of the god F

rey.

H e was set to leading the horses, and in a great snow-

storm, tiring of the work, refused to stir another step.

H ereupon the god, in great anger, leapt from the

waggon, seized Gunnar, and wrestled mightily with

him. Gunnar resisted bravely, but soon saw that the

idol was too powerful;

and he would indeed have been
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killed if he had not vowed that he would turn over to

the true faith. A

t that the demon lost his strength,

and finally left the idol, which became then but an

empty log of wood. Gunnar hacked the idol to pieces,

donned its clothes, and for the nex

t few months played

the part of the banished god with great skill and

success. I

t was, indeed, this very success that

betrayed him to his lord O laf: "

monarch, "

for,"

said that shrewd

sacrifices to a living creature are precisely

those that are the most powerful."

I

n this story, unfortunately, we have the old idea

touched by Christianity. I

t is through the more

powerful Christ that Gunnar is able to overcome his

mighty adversary. A

t an earlier stage we should have

seen him prevailing by his own strength.

I

n the Saga of Thorgisl —

now embodied in

QUEST

‘

at

was

’

killed if he had not vowed that he would turn over to
the true faith. At that the demon lost his strength.
and finally left the idol, which became then but an
empty log of wood. Gunnar hacked the idol to pieces,
donned its clothes, and for the next few months played
the part of the banished god with great skill and
It was, indeed, this very success that
success.
betrayed him to his lord Olaf: “ for,” said that shrewd
monarch. “sacrifices to a living creature are precisely
those that are the most powerful.”
In this story, unfortunately, we have the old idea:
touched by Christianity. It is through the more
powerful Christ that Gunnar is able to overcome his
mighty adversary. At an earlier stage we should have
seen him prevailing by his own strength.
In the Saga of Thorgisl now embodied in
—
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loamanna Saga— the hero has a worse time th

Gunnar. H e accepts Christianity, and neglects ]

old god Thor. Thereupon Thor appears to him iu

dream, and tells him that he will punish him for ]

moonlight, and as Bosnian
i only when the moon shines
y

desertion. A

ccordingly he slays a boar belonging

Thorgisl, and later an ox

."

watching his cattle himself;

Thorgisl then took

and when he came hoi

border on the grotesque, but
tures. Thus, for exampleifl
a of Gunnar Helming, which
oisode in the Life of Old
lering as an exile in Sweden.
iabernacle of the god F1?!horses, and in a great snowrefused to stir another stef‘
eat anger, leapt from
nd wrestled migllllll “ll
rely, but soon saw that the
he would indeed have be?"
that he would turn over!“
his strength!
a demon lost
rich became ill?" l’"”"
hacked the idol tofllm
ed
e next few
d
in the morning he was black and blue all over, so tl

men knew for a sooth that he and Thor must have n

and fought."

Thenceforward, for many months, t

story of Thorgisl is the story of plagues and persecutic

which he endures at the hands of Thor;

but, accordi

to the sagaman, these torments are rather The

vengeance for his devotee'

s desertion to another g

than his punishment for Thorgisl'

s presumption

wrestling with him.

The Saga of Gretti the Strong ex

hibits the sai

motive, not once but at least twice;

and on the seco
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occasion carries it out more fully. The first adventi

is briefly as follows. K

Gretti descends into K

sword. A

torq

fl‘

nowing that a mighty swe

had been buried with a long-dead hero K

arr'

arr the 0

s house, and seizes 1

s, however, he tries to unloose the g<

ue from the old hero'

s neck, K

arr springs to ]

feet, and a mighty wrestle begins, which lasts app

ently for hours;

until at last Gretti prevails, a

carries off the sword and the other treasures. 1

sword is held back by the owner of the farm near 1

house, until Gretti shall have done a deed worthy

such an heirloom. I

deed is done: "

n time, as may be ex

but,"

pected, i

says Gretti prophetically, "

knows whether luck will follow the sword?

indeed is the luck that follows it: K

before the story is ended.

v

"

arr is fully aven§

m0H‘l i” 1l ’ f-En
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Floamanna Saga—the hero has a worse time
Gunnar. He accepts Christianity, and neglect:
old god Thor. Thereupon Thor appears to him
dream, and tells him that he will punish him for
desertion. Accordingly he slays a boar belongin
Thorgisl, and later an ox. “ Thorgisl then too
watching his cattle himself; and when he came 1
in the morning he was black and blue all over, so
men knew for a sooth that he and Thor must have
and fought.” Thenceforward, for many months,
story of Thorgisl is the story of plagues and persecu‘
which he endures at the hands of Thor; but, accoi
to the sagaman, these torments are rather T
vengeance for his devotee’s desertion to another
than his punishment for Thorgisl’s presumptic
wrestling with him.
The Saga. of Gretti the Strong exhibits the I
motive, not once but at least twice; and on the se
occasion carries it out more fully. The first adver
is briefly as follows. Knowing that a mighty sh
had been buried with a long-dead hero Karr the
Gretti descends into Karr’s house, and seizes
sword. As, however, he tries to unloose the
torque from the old hero’s neck, Karr springs tc
feet, and a mighty wrestle begins, which lasts a]
ently for hours; until at last Gretti prevails,
carries ofl the sword and the other treasures.
sword is held back by the owner of the farm near
house, until Gretti shall have done a deed wortl
such an heirloom. In time, as may be expected,
deed is done: “ but," says Gretti prophetically, ‘
knows whether luck will follow the sword?”
indeed is the luck that follows it: Karr is fully ave
before the story is ended.
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n the second episode, which is told in what is

perhaps the finest ghost-story in the world, the super-

natural wrestler is again an '

afterganger'

— a demon

that has taken the body of a dead shepherd named

Glam. F

or many months he has haunted the sheep-

walks, and '

ridden'

the house of his old master.

Gretti lies in wait for him in the great hall of the

house, and Glam, after riding the roof, enters the hall.

A

t that Gretti leapt up, and seized Glam round the waist,

straining at his back as hard as he could, striving to break the

same;

but the demon pressed so mightily on Gretti'

he was bowed down by the force thereof. A

s arms that

nd Gretti stayed

himself at all the seats, and sot his feet against all he could to

hold himself back;

and the pillars of the hall started from thoir

sockets, and all that was in their way was broken. Glam strove

to drag him from the hall, and Gretti strove to stay within;

hard as it was to hold up within the house, well"

for

knew he that it
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would be harder without: but Glam increased his might, and

despite of all Gretti'

s strength did Glam drag him out of the hall

and into the porch;

and there he drew him even toward the door.

A

nd at the door Grotti suddenly thrust hard against Glam, so that

he, not ex

pecting it, fell backwards;

and Gretti fell face down-

wards upon him. There was a moon that night, and at whiles it

shone forth and at whiles it was covered by the clouds;

when Gretti saw Glam'

and

s face, his strength left him, so that he

could not draw his sword, but lay between this world and the

nex

t. A

nd then did Glam shew his might, more than other after-

gangers, in that he spake thus: Great daring hast thou shown,

Gretti, that thou hast faced me;

yet deem it not strange that

thou shalt gain ill-luck thereby. F

or thou hast yet achieved but

half thy due strength;

yet shalt thou never be stronger than

now: and henceforward all thy luck shall turn to evil;

thou shalt

be an outcast and a wanderer, and whenever thou art alone thou

shalt see these glaring eyes of mine, till loneliness shall be a

horror to thee;

and this same horror shall drag thee to thy doom.

This story, as is well known, is nothing but the

E

nglish Saga of B

eowulf and Grendel, transferred to a

THE

QUEST

In the second episode, which is told in what is
perhaps the finest ghost-story in the world, the supernatural wrestler is again an ‘afterganger’—a demon
that has taken the body of a dead shepherd named
Glam. For many months he has haunted the sheepwalks, and ‘ridden’ the house of his old master.
Gretti lies in wait for him in the great hall of the
house, and Glam, after riding the roof, enters the hall.
At that Gretti leapt up, and seized Glam round the waist,
straining at his back as hard as he could, striving to break the
same; but the demon pressed so mightily on Gretti's arms that
he was bowed down by the force thereof. And Gretti stayed
himself at all the seats, and set his feet against all he could to
hold himself back; and the pillars of the hall started from their
sockets, and all that was in their way was broken. Glam strove
to drag him from the hall, and Gretti strove to stay within: fol‘
hard as it was to hold up within the house, well" knew he that it
would be harder without: but Glam increased his might, and
despite of all Gretti's strength did Glam drag him out of the hall
and into the porch ; and there he drew him even toward the door.
And at the door Gretti suddenly thrust hard against Glam, so that
he, not expecting it. fell backwards; and Gretti fell face downwards upon him. There was a moon that night, and at whiles it
shone forth and at whiles it was covered by the clouds; and
when Gretti saw Glam's face, his strength left him, so that he
could not draw his sword, but lay between this world and the
next. And then did Glam shew his might, more than other after88-ngers, in that he spake thus: Great daring hast thou shown,
Gretti, that thou hast faced me; yet deem it not strange lib“
thou shalt gain ill-luck thereby. For thou hast yet achieved but
half thy due Strength; yet shalt thou never be stronger than
now: and henceforward all thy luck shall turn to evil ; thou shall’:
be an outcast and a wanderer, and whenever thou art alone thou
shalt see these glaring eyes of mine, till loneliness shall be 8h°"'°1‘ 150 thee: and this same horror shall drag thee to thy doom.
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This story,
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later and partially historical hero. I

n both settings

of the tale we notioe that the human fighter deliber-

ately discards weapons, for they are useless against

his foe, and resorts to the '

hand-grip'

feature appears again, alike in B

Grendel'

;

eowulf'

s mother, and in Gretti'

and this

s struggle with K

the wrestling of Jacob with his visitant?

arr

Does he too

know that weapons cannot avail, and that the hand-

grip is his only chance?

the I

B

ut further we observe in

celandic setting of the tale, if not in the B

narrative, the fact that the demon, though vanq

eowulf

uished,

has yet the power to avenge himself upon his con-

q

ueror. Gretti has dared more than mortal ought to

dare;

and for the rest of his life he pays the penalty.

Similarly, in the V

olsunga Saga, the gods avenge them-

selves upon H reithmarr, who has ex

acted from them
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the full legal atonement for the death of his son O tter.

They are bound to pay the wer-gild;

and they pay it;

but they lay a curse upon it, so that H reithmarr and

his sons come to their doom thereby: for it is ill to

match oneself with gods. E

ven so, also, Sigurd pays

with his life for his victory over F

E

thiop Q ueen'

afnir. The '

starred

is not the only one who has found the

peril of contending with higher beings.

B

ut Gretti'

s Saga suggests to us yet another hint

for the solution of our problem. Toward the end of

the book there is a third adventure of the hero, this

time with a stream-troll, the details of which are

remarkably similar to those of his encounter with

Glam. The stream-troll is always ex

acting a toll of

lives from those who dwell near her. O ne year the

'

bondi'

later and partially historical hero. In both settings
of the tale we notice that the human fighter deliberately discards Weapons, for they are useless against
his foe, and resorts to the ‘hand-grip’; and this
feature appears again, alike in Beowu1f’s contest with
Grendel’s mother, and in Gretti’s struggle with Karr
the Old. Can there be an echo of the same idea in
the wrestling of Jacob with his visitant? Does he too
know that weapons cannot avail, and that the handgrip is his only chance? But further we observe in
the Icelandic setting of the tale, if not in the Beowulf
narrative, the fact that the demon, though vanquished,
has yet the power to avenge himself upon his conqueror. Gretti has dared more than mortal ought to
dare; and for the rest of his life he pays the penalty.
Similarly,in the Volsunga Saga, the gods avenge themselves upon Hreithmarr, who has exacted from them
the full legal atonement for the death of his son Otter.
They are bound to pay the Wer-gild ; and they pay it;
but they lay a curse upon it, so that Hreithmarr and
his sons come to their doom thereby: for it is ill to
match oneself with gods. Even so, also, Sigurd pays
With his life for his victory over Fafnir. The ‘ starred
Ethiop Queen’ is not the only one who has found the
peril of contending with higher beings.
But Gretti’s Saga suggests to us yet another hint
for the solution of our problem. Toward the end of
the book there is a third adventure of the hero, this
time with a stream-troll, the details of which are
remarkably similar to those of his encounter with
Glam. The stream-troll is always exacting a toll of
lives from those who dwell near her. One year the
‘bondi’ or yeoman himself disappears; the next a
thra.ll of his widow Steinvor. Gretti arrives, and in

s contest with

the O ld. Can there be an echo of the same idea in

or yeoman himself disappears;

the nex

thrall of his widow Steinvor. Gretti arrives, and in
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defiance of her power carries Steinvor over the river.
That night the troll comes to exact vengeance. Once
more there is the wrestle; fearful are the hand-grips:
they struggle till the breaking of the day, and Gretti is
slowly dragged toward the stream, for she is stronger
than be. At the last moment, however, he is able to
strike ofi her arm with his sword; the sun rises, and
she is turned to stone. We have here a variation upon
the theme of Beowulf’s second conflict, that beneath
the water, with a water-nixie whom the saga 03115
Grende1’s mother’; but the details are those familiar
to us from all these stories.
Before we leave the Gretti Saga, we may briefly
refer to yet another form of it. This appears in
18
Saga of Rolf Kraki, whose chief henchman Bodvarrthat
generally supposed to be identical with Beowulf, fiend
is, with Gretti. A beast, supposed to conceal a
within it, has haunted Ro1f’s court for two winters,
and slain many of his champions. Bodvarr, and 8»
in few‘
man named Hott, seek the beast—the latter
and trembling. Bodvarr slays the monster; and then
constrains Hott to drink its blood. “Now,” said he
THE
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defiance of her power carries Steinvor over the river.

That night the troll comes to ex

more there is the wrestle;

act vengeance. O nce

fearful are the hand-grips:

they struggle till the breaking of the day, and Gretti is

slowly dragged toward the stream, for she is stronger

than he. A

t the last moment, however, he is able to

strike off her arm with his sword;

the sun rises, and
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s second conflict, that beneath

the water, with a water-nix

'

Grendel'
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ie whom the saga calls

;

but the details are those familiar

to us from all these stories.
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and slain many of his champions. B

man named H ott, seek the beast— the latter in fear

and trembling. B

odvarr slays the monster;

constrains H ott to drink its blood. "

to H ott, "

let us wrestle "

time. "

see,"

over, "
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said B

and then

N ow,"

said he

: and they wrestled a long

odvarr, when the match was

that thou hast gained strength and courage;

deem that henceforth thou wilt not be afraid."

even of thee,"

"

said H ott. H ere then we have a testing-

wrestle, attached somewhat loosely to a story of a

struggle with a superhuman monster.

W e have then in these stories a clear ex

the belief in a stream-troll which ex

ample of

acts a payment

from those who cross its river. Many other ex

might be given. I

I

N ot

n H erodotus (i. 18
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4) we read how

the Gyndes took such a payment from the army of

Hott, “let us wrestle”: and they wrestled a long
time. “I see,” said Bodvarr, when the match W88

to

that thou hast gained strength and courage? I
deem thathenceforth thou wilt not be afraid.” “N05
even of thee,” said Hott. Here then we have a testing‘
wrestle, attached somewhat loosely to a story 0‘ 3'
struggle with a superhuman monster.
We have then in these stories a clear example of
the belief in a stream-troll which exacts a Payment
from those who cross its river. Many other example?!
might be given. In Herodotus (i. 184) we read how
the Gyndes took such a payment from the army Of

over,
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inhabited by a demon which wrestles with those wh

lives precisely as the stream-troll ex
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angel,'
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narrative of Jacob'swrestle. It is on the bank 0
stream, and he has just sent his company oi
Whether he has himself passed the ford is not qt
clear; nor is it of great importance. Imagine ti
this stream, which bears the significant name of
‘Wrestler’ (Jabboq, allied to ‘abaq,’ to wrestle)
inhabited by a demon which wrestles with those v
profane his current by crossing it, and exacts a toll
lives precisely as the stream-troll exacted hers. Jae
is left alone, like Gretti, and the demon-Wrestler atta
him. ‘ Hand-grips alone avail. Jacob, it is true, v
like Odysseus is the hero of cunning as much as
force, attempts to win by learning the demon’s nai
He fails, and the wrestle proceeds, all through
night, until, as day is nearing, the enemy is compel
to beg to be released. At last the sun bursts upon
scene; the spell is broken, the demon’s night-b«
strength fails, and the conflict is over. Jacob has I
vailed; but he has ‘done ill’ to strive, neverthele
and, like Gretti, he pays the penalty. In the word:
Hosea already referred to, he has ‘ had power over
angel,’ and has actually reduced him to tears 1
supplications; but J ahweh “will punish Jacob accc
ing to his ways; Jahweh is his memorial.” As
’
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passes over Penuel, the sun rises upon him in full

power;

but he carries with him the marks of his ill-

passes over Penuel, the sun rises upon him in full
power; but he carries with him the marks of his illomened struggle, and halts upon his thigh.’
Such (with a plentiful infusion of those peut-étres
which Renan wished his readers to supply at intervals
in his history of Christian origins) we may fancy to
have been the form of the story as it was handed down
by early and still somewhat barbarous tradition.
There is no need to exercise our fancy still further,
and to wonder whether the ford may at one time have
represented a Nibiru point, where Marduk stands in
the middle of his starry career. We need not guess
that the lameness may have been a ‘weakness’ in the
sun or moon, or that the fight may once have been a.
nightmare. Nor need we trouble as to whether the
hero of the story was always Jacob. Even if it
had been once some forgotten man of might, hie
deeds were sure to be transferred to a better-known
tivirp -rro7u5-rpmroc, precisely as the feats of Beowa passed
to an historical Beowulf, and from Beowulf to Grettil
or as the dragon-slaying of Sigmund passed to his son
Si€111‘d- Many a legend may the Hebrews have caught
from the Amorites they dispossessed. Be this so or
1105. how may we conceive that a later and more
enlightened Jewish tradition would deal with the
3t°1'Y? Jacob is now the eponymous hero of the
T3093 J ahweh is now established as the one true GodAlterations are inevitable; yet the kernel of the tale
must be kept. The ‘wrestling river’ still struggles
into Jordan; the watch-tower of Penuel still mark8
the scene of the fight. Hence the changes are chiefly
in emphasis; and yet, While through a large part Of
the tale probably the very words of the old narrative
are retained, 8-11 entirely different turn is given to it.
‘
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t is still '

a man'

that wrestles;

Jacob'

s thigh has to shrink;

but the struggle has

become in tone like the testing of A

It is still ‘ a man’ that wrestles; and the struggle is
still purely physical. The vengeance is still there;
J acob’s thigh has to shrink; but the struggle has
become in tone like the testing of Abraham at Moriah,
or his argumentative victory at Mamre. The conception of the necessary ill-luck in a contest with a higher
being has disappeared, although the incident that
depends upon such a conception, and which indeed is
unintelligible without it, is retained. Attached to it,
and that in total unconsciousness of the inconsistency,
is the conception of a God who is to be overcome by
perseverance, and Who, so far from resenting stubbornness, rewards it—the conception, in fact, of the
Kingdom of Heaven as ‘suffering violence.’ Such an
idea is that which prevailed in the days of Moses, of
Elijah, and of John the Baptist. God will, in the
long run, consent to give; but he is still regarded as
sufliciently anthropomorphic to demand a vigorous
and long-continued supplication. Like Zeus to Thetis,
he will grant what he would prefer to withhold; to
Jacob, as afterwards to Moses, he cries out: “Let me
alone, or thou wilt compel me to do what otherwise I
should refrain from doing.” It is a case of ‘ vota dis
ezvaudita maligmls ’—gifts won by force from stingy
beings. A less crude form of the notion survives in the
parable of the Importunate Widow; but it is a far cry
nevertheless to the teaching of Christ, that we are not
heard for much speaking, and that God is more ready to
give than we to ask. And yet, crude as the View was, it
marked a great advance on that which saw in the gods
actually malignant powers, to be propitiated by bloody
sacrifices, and resenting in unchivalrous fashion a
victory honourably gained over them by strength,
E. E. KELLETT.
daring, and persistency.
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Much has been said and written of recent years on the

subj

ect of the Chinese Mystical Philosophy known as

Taoism. I

t has nowhere been more sympathetically

treated than in the pages of The Q uest, especially by

the E

ditor and Mr. L

ionel Giles. B

THE MYSTICAL PHILOSOPHY OF
ANCIENT CHINA: TAOISM.

ut whereas both

these eminent writers seem to have found but little

precision and seq

ex

ponents, L

uence in the ideas of its chief

ao Tzu and Chuang Tzu, I

am going to

attempt to give some idea of co-ordination and method

which appears to me to be common to all the earlier

Taoist philosophers. I

n the first place, I

you to consider, paradox

man was Confucius, the great rival of L

ao Tzu, and

what the central pivot of the doctrine which he

preached. I

ook of F

ilial

The Chinese national spirit is a spirit of continuity;
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n his introduction to The B

van Chen writes:
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MUCH has been said and written of recent years on the
subject of the Chinese Mystical Philosophy known as
Taoism. It has nowhere been more sympathetically
treated than in the pages of THE QUEST, especially by
the Editor and Mr. Lionel Giles. But whereas both
these eminent writers seem to have found but little
precision and sequence in the ideas of its chief
exponents, Lao Tzfi and Chuang Tzfi, I am going to
attempt to give some idea of co-ordination and method
which appears to me to be common to all the earlier
Taoist philosophers. In the first place, I would ask
you to consider, paradoxicallyperhaps, what manner of
man was Confucius, the great rival of Lao Tzu, and
what the central pivot of the doctrine which he
preached. In his introduction to The Book of Filial
Duty, Mr. Ivan Chen writes:
The Chinese national spirit is a spirit of continuity; the
spirit of the Confucian philosophy is a spirit of harmony with the
environment of daily life.
Confucius," says Tzu-ssu, possessed
as if by hereditary transmission, the virtues of Yao and Shun
"

"

(Emperors of the Golden Age).
Above all he kept in
unison with the seasons of the sky; below he conformed to the
water and the land.
All things are kept in train together
without their injuring one another; their ways go on together,
without interfering one with the other. The smaller forces in
.
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river streams, the greater forces in ample transformations. It is
this that makes the sky and earth so great.”
To the Chinese mind (continues Mr. Ivan Chen) the successful
policy in life is a policy of adjustment. This policy runs from
highest to lowest and back again from lowest to highest. The
Emperor had to adjust himself to the requirements of his great
Ministers, they in turn to the provincial Governors, they in turn
to the local magistrates, and so on down the scale of social order.
So this policy of adjustment works equally upwards from the
youngest son of the meanest family to the Emperor himself, who
was called upon to adjust his methods to those employed by his
August Father.
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the adj

quoted

ustment of man as a

spiritual entity to his fellow spirits, to all who

possess what B

I have

this passage in ewtenso because in
my opinion this word ‘adjustment will be found in
the very heart of Taoist doctrine even as it is in the
heart of Confucianism. But whereas the adjustment
of Confucius is a political and ethical adjustment,
that of Lao Tzu is the adjustment of man as a
spiritual entity to his fellow spirits, to all Who
possess What Bergson calls the élan vital, and finally
the adjustment of man the particular to God the
Universal.
All the doctrine of Lao Tzu is summed up in
one Chinese Word that I would ask you to remember,
the word: Tao—the Way. It may be said to have two
aspects : the Tao of Heaven and the Tao of Earth.
The Tao of Heaven has been likened to ‘The
Word’ of St. John the Divine. It is, however, rather
the Absolute Cause—the unknowable, the unnameable
—fro1n which all things proceed. In the Words of
Lao Tzu :
All things under Heaven derive their being from Tao in the

the very heart of Taoist doctrine even as it is in the

of St. John the Divine. I

arth.
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uare with no

angles, a great vessel which takes long to complete, a great sound

which cannot be heard, a great image without form.

form of Existence; Tao in the form of Existence sprang from Tao
in the form of Non-Existence. Tao is a great square with no
angles, a great vessel which takes long to complete, a great sound
which cannot be heard, a great image without form.
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perfects them, ripens them, tends them, and protects them. Pro-

dnction without possession, action without self-assertion, develop-

ment without domination: this is its mysterious operation.

H eaven'

s net is vast;

though its meshes are wide, it lets nothing

slip through.

To sum up, from Tao the Unknowable is evolved

Tao the L

aw that moves in all things— the law of

change by which things come into being, by which they

into other forms, the law of recurrence of seasons and

think, sufficient about the Tao of

H eaven to show how very little beyond this old

philosopher of 600 B

All-pervading is the Great Tao. It can be at once on the
right hand and on the left. All things depend on it for life, and it
It
rejects them not. Its task accomplished, it takes no credit.

is
loves and nourishes all things, but does not act as master. It
return to
ever free from desire. We may call it small: all things
Tao
it, yet it does not act as master. We may call it great: the
of Heaven may be rendered as the Divine Law which acts through
since it produced
space and matter. It is neither male nor female,
female
unity, and unity produced both the Yin and the Yang, the
engendering
and male principle. Thus it is that this Divine Law,
them ;
all things, nourishes them, develops them, and fosters
Prothem.
and protects

ment without domination: this is its mysterious operation.
nothins
Heaven's net is vast; though its meshes are wide, it lets

cycles and revolutions of the world.

have said, I

It is the All in All dimly perceived by man through
his faculty of spiritual apprehension. Formless, yet
within it there is form ! Impalpable, yet Within it
there is substance! Obscure, yet within it there is a
vital principle ! And in like manner, as Tao contains
within itself the germ of form, so it pervades the form
it creates and nourishes it.

perfects them, ripens them, tends them,
developduction without possession, action without self-assertion,

reach maturity, by which they pass or are transmuted
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.C., our modern thinkers have

progressed in dealing with a F

irst Cause. I

n maj

of language and in aloofness, and the utter absence of

all racial bias such as we find in most early ideas of

esty

slip through.
is evolved
up, from Tao the Unknowable
Tao the Law that moves in all things—the law Of
change by which things come into being, by which they
reach maturity, by which they pass or are transmuted
into other forms, the law of recurrence of seasons and
cycles and revolutions of the World.
I have said, I think, suflicient about the Tao of
Heaven to show how very little beyond this old
philosopher of 600 B.C., our modern thinkers have
Progressed in dealing with a First Cause. In majesty
of language and in aloofness, and the utter absence of
all racial bias such as we find in most early ideas of
To

sum
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opening chapters of the Tao Te
Ching are unapproachable.
I now pass to the subject which more directly concerns us in this place——the Tao of Earth; but before
doing so I wish to make it clear that I shall endeavour
to take as broad a view as possible of Taoism as a
philosophy,instancing not merely the Writings of Lao
Tzfi, but also those of his immediate followers, like
Chuang Tz1'1 and Hwai Nan Tzu, and even those poets
and artists Who, at a latter period, were profoundly
under the influence of Taoism. For, as I shall
endeavour to point out, much of the great art of
China and Japan Was due to the inspiration of Taoism,
even as early Italian art had its inspiration in the
Christian Renaissance, and art that expresses a certain
philosophical out-look on life must rightly be reckoned
with when that philosophy is called into account.
Taoism,” says a recent critic, “is the art of being
in the world, for it deals with the present—ourselves.”
It is in us that God meets with Nature, and yesterday
parts from to-morrow. Man is the reconciling principle between Heaven and Earth, and the life of
the true man is attained in the adjustment of the
principles of Heaven and Earth. There is one
harmony of Heaven and one of Earth, and the accord
between the two is the harmony of man.
Three essentials are needed by one who would
master the art of life and the harmony of man. The
world has always held the first two in contempt and
neglected the third. They are Weakness, Emptiness,
and Apprehension. Weak—as Water, Empty—as
cosmogony, these
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cosmogony, these opening chapters of the Tao Te

Clung are unapproachable.

I

now pass to the subj

ect which more directly con-

cerns us in this place— the Tao of E

doing so I

arth;

wish to make it clear that I

but before

shall endeavour

to take as broad a view as possible of Taoism as a

philosophy, instancing not merely the writings of L

ao

Tzu, but also those of his immediate followers, like

Chuang Tzu and H wai N an Tzu, and even those poets

and artists who, at a latter period, were profoundly

under the influence of Taoism. F

or, as I

shall

endeavour to point out, much of the great art of

China and Japan was due to the inspiration of Taoism,

even as early I

Christian R

talian art had its inspiration in the

enaissance, and art that ex

presses a certain

philosophical out-look on life must rightly be reckoned

with when that philosophy is called into account.

"

Taoism,"

says a recent critic, "

is the art of being

I
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in the world, for it deals with the present— ourselves."

t is in us that God meets with N ature, and yesterday

parts from to-morrow. Man is the reconciling prin-

ciple between H eaven and E

arth, and the life of

the true man is attained in the adj

principles of H eaven and E

ustment of the

arth. There is one

harmony of H eaven and one of E

arth, and the accord

between the two is the harmony of man.

Three essentials are needed by one who would

master the art of life and the harmony of man. The

world has always held the first two in contempt and

neglected the third. They are W eakness, E

and A

pprehension. W eak— as water, E

spaoe, and A

mptiness,

mpty— as

pprehensive— as one who stands alone

on the dark confines of another world.

There is nothing in the world (says L

ao Tzii) more soft and

E
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“

space, and Apprehensive—as one who stands alone
on the dark confines of another world.
There is nothing in the world

Co gale

(says

Lao

Tzii)

more

soft and
4;
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weak than water, yet for attacking things that are hard and strong
its place.
there is nothing that surpasses it, nothing that can take
the
strong.
The soft overcomes the hard ; the weak overcomes

ST

weak than water, yet for attacking things that are hard and strong

there is nothing that surpasses it, nothing that can take its place.

The soft overcomes the hard;

L

Like water, the man who possesses the Tao, can
water fills
adapt himself to all circumstances; and, as
vessels of every shape and dimension, so is he capable
of accommodating himself to all natures, deep or
and
shallow, While, nevertheless, remaining steadfast
he will be
unyielding in himself. Like a great river,
content to take the lower levels, yet the smaller streams
his
will draw down to him, and the torrents will be
tributaries. His nature will be clear as the mountain
the sea. It is
tarn, deep as the well, and limitless as
of the great art of life,
a part, and a considerable part,
overcome
according to the Taoist, to know howof toWater
Will
difficulties. The slow steady drip

the weak overcomes the strong.

ike water, the man who possesses the Tao, can

adapt himself to all circumstances;

and, as water fills

vessels of every shape and dimension, so is he capable

of accommodating himself to all natures, deep or

shallow, while, nevertheless, remaining steadfast and

unyielding in himself. L

ike a great river, he will be

content to take the lower levels, yet the smaller streams

will draw down to him, and the torrents will be his

tributaries. H is nature will be clear as the mountain

tarn, deep as the well, and limitless as the sea. I

t is

a part, and a considerable part, of the great art of life,

according to the Taoist, to know how to overcome

difficulties. The slow steady drip of water will

eventually wear down the hardest rock, the runnel

will find out the fissure and enlarge it till it becomes
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a cavity, till ultimately water wins a channel through.

To glide between the interstices is better than to pit

one'

s tiny strength against a solid front. Chuang Tzu

well illustrates this in his story of the cook and his

chopper:

Prince H ui'

s cook was cutting up a bullock. E

QUEST

THE

450

very blow of

his hand, every heave of his shoulders, every tread of his foot,

every thrust of his knee, every tvhshh of rent flesh, every chhk of

the chopper, was in perfect harmony— rhythmical like the dance of

the Mulberry Grove, simultaneous like the chorus of the Ching

Shou.

"

W ell done !

"

Sire,"

Tao. I

cried the Prince, "

I

yours is skill indeed."

have always devoted myself to

t is better than skill. W hen I

bullocks, I

years'

"

replied the cook, "

first began to cut up

saw before me simply whole bullocks. A

practice, I

saw no more whole animals. A

fter three

nd now I

work

with my mind and not with my eye. W hen my senses bid me

stop, but my mind urges me on, I

fall back upon eternal principles.

it becomes
will find out the fissure and enlarge it till
a channel through.
a cavity, till ultimately water wins
than to pit
To glide between the interstices is better
Chuang Tzfi
one’s tiny strength against a solid front.
and his
well illustrates this in his story of the cook

chopper:

Every b10W Of
Prince Hui's cock was cutting up a bullock.
tread of his foot,
his hand, every heave of his shoulders, every
whshh of rent flesh, every chhk of
every thrust of his knee, every
like the dance of
the chopper, was in perfect harmony——rhythmical
of the Chins
the Mulberry Grove, simultaneous like the chorus
Shou.
“
indeed."
“
Well done I cried the Prince, yours is skill
myself to
“
Sire," replied the cook, I have always devoted out
up
to
Tao. It is better than skill. When I first began
three
After
bullocks, I saw before me simply whole bulloeks.
I work
years’ practice, I saw no more whole animals. And now
me
bid
with my mind and not with my eye. When my senses
315011. but my mind urges me on, I fall back upon eternal principles.
"

"
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through j

A

cuts. A

oints;

do not attempt to cut

still less through large bones.

good cook changes his chopper once a year— because he

n ordinary cook once a month, because he hacks. B

have had this chopper nineteen years, and although I

ut I

have cut up

many thousand bullocks, its edge is as if fresh from the whetstone.

F

or at the j

oints are always interstices, and the edge of a chopper

being without thickness, it remains only to insert that which is

without thickness into such an interstice. B

y these means the

interstice will be enlarged, and the blade find plenty of room. I

is thus that I

t

have kept my chopper for nineteen years as though

fresh from the whetstone.

"

N evertheless, when I

meets with a difficulty, I

come upon a hard part where the blade

am all caution. I

fix

my eye upon it. I

stay my hand, and gently apply my blade, until with a hwah the

part yields like earth crumbling to the ground."

The lesson conveyed is very clear. E

very difficulty

j
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that presents itself to us is made up of minor issues

ointed together like a bullock. W e must try to see

not merely the whole difficulty, but the many issues

that go to make it. Then comes the weakest part of

the chopper, the fine insignificant blade, a gentle

pressure and the obstacle falls apart.

W eakness is life!

R

igidity is death!

H erein is

the essence of much philosophy.

Man (says L

ao Tzu) at his birth is tender and weak;

at his

death he is rigid and strong. Plants and trees when they come

forth are tender and crisp;

when dead they are dry and tough.

Thus rigidity and strength are the concomitants of death;

softness and weakness are the concomitants of life.

H ence the warrior that is strong does not conq

uer;

the tree

that is strong is cut down. Therefore the strong and big take the

lower place;

the soft and weak take the higher place.

There is nothing in the world more soft and weak than water,

yet for attacking things that are hard and strong there is nothing

that surpasses it, nothing that can take its place.

I follow such openings and cavities as there may be, according to
the natural constitution of the animal. I do not attempt to cut
through joints; still less through large bones.
"A good cook changes his chopper once a year—becanse he
cuts. An ordinary cook once a month, because he hacks. But I
have had this chopper nineteen years, and although I have cut up
many thousand bullocks, its edge is as if fresh from the Whetstone.
For at the joints are always interstices, and the edge of a chopper
being without thickness, it remains only to insert that which is
without thickness into such an interstice. By these means the
interstice will be enlarged, and the blade find plenty of room. It
is thus that I have kept my chopper for nineteen years as though
fresh from the Whetstone.
“
Nevertheless, when I come upon a hard part where the blade
meets with a difliculty, I am all caution. I fix my eye upon it. I
stay my hand, and gently apply my blade, until with a hwah the
part yields like earth crumbling to the ground."

N T CH I

follow such openings and cavities as there may be, according to

the natural constitution of the animal. I
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The lesson conveyed is very clear. Every difficulty
that presents itself to us is made up of minor issues
jointed together like a bullock. We must try to see
not merely the whole difficulty, but the many issues
that go to make it. Then comes the weakest part of
the chopper, the fine insignificant blade, a gentle
pressure and the obstacle falls apart.
Weakness is life! Rigidity is death! Herein is
the essence of much philosophy.
Man (says Lao Tzfi) at his birth is tender and Weak; at his
death he is rigid and strong. Plants and trees when they come
forth are tender and crisp; when dead they are dry and tough.
Thus rigidity and strength are the concomitants of death ;
softness and weakness are the concomitants of life.
Hence the warrior that is strong does not conquer; the tree
that is strong is cut down. Therefore the strong and big take the
lower place; the soft and weak take the higher place.
There is nothing in the world more soft and weak than water,
for
yet
attacking things that are hard and strong there is nothing
that surpasses it, nothing that can take its place.
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t is the symbol of death. I

t is

something broken off, something unbeautiful, some-

thing unreal;

for the straight line prolonged must

always deflect and be no longer straight. The first

canon of Chinese art laid down by Shakaku in the fifth

century is: "

the R

The L

ife-movement of the Spirit through

hythm of things."

There can be no movement

in that which is rigid and fix

bilities for growth and ex

ed. There are no possi-

pansion;

and the virility of

life and art lies in those possibilities. A

ngles are the

only outcome of the meeting of straight lines. I

n

connection with this avoidance of angularity we have

what Chuang Tzu calls the doctrine of non-angularity

and self-adaptation to ex

ternals. A

s Mr. L

ionel Giles

has pointed out, in his Musings of a Chinese Mystic,

this is "

really a corollary to the grand principle of

getting outside one'

s personality— a process which

tends the mental horizon and creates sympathy with
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ex

the minds of others. '

W hat the world reverences

cannot be treated with disrespect'

the older sage. B

is the dictum of

ut Chuang Tzu went beyond this

negative precept. H e saw well enough that unless a

man is prepared to run his head against a stone wall,

he must, in the modern cant phrase, adj

his environment. W ithout abating a j

ust himself to

ot or tittle of

his inmost convictions, he must swim with the tide so

as not to offend others. O utwardly he may adapt

himself if inwardly he keeps up his own standard.

There must be no raging, tearing propaganda, but

infinite patience and tact. Gentle moral suasion and

personal ex

ample are the only methods that Chuang

Tzu will countenance;

caution. '

I

QUEST

straight line is never found in either Chinese
It is the symbol of death. It is
or Japanese art.
something broken off, something unbeautiful, something unreal; for the straight line prolonged must
always deflect and be no longer straight. The first
canon of Chinese art laid down by Shakaku in the fifth
century is: The Life-movement of the Spirit through
the Rhythm of things.” There can be no movement
in that which is rigid and fixed. There are no possibilities for growth and expansion; and the virility of
life and art lies in those possibilities. Angles are the
only outcome of the meeting of straight lines. In
connection with this avoidance of angularity we have
what Chuang Tzu calls the doctrine of non-angularity
and self-adaptation to externals. As Mr. Lionel Giles
has pointed out, in his Musings of a Chinese Mystic,
this is “really a corollary to the grand principle of
getting outside one’s personality—a process which
extends the mental horizon and creates sympathy with
The

ST

The straight line is never found in either Chinese

or Japanese art. I

THE

and even with these he urges

f you are always offending others by your

“

the minds of others. ‘What the world reverences
cannot be treated with disrespect’ is the dictum of
the older sage. But Chuang Tzfi went beyond _this
negative precept. He saw well enough that unless a.
man is prepared to run his head against a stone wall,
he must, in the modern cant phrase, adjust himself to
his environment. Without abating a jot or tittle of
his inmost convictions, he must swim with the tide so
as not to offend others. Outwardly he may adapt
himself if inwardly he keeps up his own standard.
There must be no raging, tearing propaganda, but
infinite patience and tact. Gentle moral suasion and
personal example are the only methods that Chuang
Tzu will countenance; and even with these he urges
caution. ‘ If you are always offending others by your
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bove

all, he abhors the clumsy stupidity which would go

on forcing its stock remedies down the people'

s throat,

irrespective of place or season. Thus even Confucius

is blamed for trying to revive the dead ashes of the

poets, '

make the customs of Chou succeed in L

This, he says, is '

u.'

cept certain inj

ury to oneself.'

"

N o man can aspire to be truly a social reformer

until he has acq

j

ewels of L

The first is gentleness, the second is frugality, the third is

humility, which keeps me from putting myself before others. B

e

be frugal, and you can be liberal;

avoid putting yourself before others, and you can become a leader

among men.

A

nd so the O ld Teacher in the centuries before

Christ finds voice in the clamours of to-day, and speaks
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to us as he spoke to the ancient Chinese world in

words of solemn admonition:

B

ut in the present day men cast off gentleness and are all for

being bold;

they spurn frugality, and retain only ex

travagance;

they discard humility, and aim only at being first. Therefore,

they shall surely perish.

Y

et, if we would acq

uire the three precious j

ewels

of life, we must first of all learn to discard their

counterfeits. W e must rid ourselves of many things,

perhaps of all things that we cherished heretofore;

we

must go back to the second of the three great principles

of Taoism and learn the doctrine of the vacuum— the

meaning of E

N A

458

you will

”

uired first of all the three precious

ao Tzu:

gentle, and you can be bold;

probably come to grief.’ Above
all, he abhors the clumsy stupidity which would go
on forcing its stock remedies down the people’s throat,
irrespective of place or season. Thus even Confucius
is blamed for trying to revive the dead ashes of the

N T CH I

poets, ‘make the customs of Chou succeed in Lu.’
This, he says, is ‘like pushing a boat on land—great
trouble and no result, except certain injury to oneself.’

like pushing a boat on land— great

trouble and no result, ex

superiority,

458

mptiness.

A

s the greatest of his Japanese critics says:

L

ao Tzii claimed that only in vacuum lay the truly essential.

The reality of a room, for instance, was to be found in the vacant

space enclosed by the roof and walls themselves. The usefulness

No man can aspire to be trulya social reformer
until he has acquired first of all the three precious
jewels of Lao Tzu :
The first is gentleness, the second is frugality, the third is
humility,which keeps me from putting myself before others. Be
gentle, and you can be bold; be frugal, and you can be liberal;
avoid putting yourself before others, and you can become a leader
among

men.

And so the Old Teacher in the centuries before
Christ finds voice in the clamours of to-day, and speaks
to us as he spoke to the ancient Chinese World in
Words of solemn admonition:
But in the present day men cast off gentleness and are all for
being bold; they spurn frugality, and retain only extravagance;
they discard humility, and aim only at being first. Therefore,
they shall surely perish.
Yet, if we would acquire the three precious jewels
of life, we must first of all learn to discard their
counterfeits. We must rid ourselves of many things,
perhaps of all things that we cherished heretofore; we
must go back to the second of the three great principles
of Taoism and learn the doctrine of the vacuum—the

meaning of Emptiness.
As the greatest of his Japanese critics says :
Lao Tzii claimed that only in

vacuum

lay the truly essential.

The reality of a room, for instance, was to be found in the vacant
space enclosed by the roof and walls themselves. The usefulness
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of a water-pitcher dwelt in the emptiness where water might be

put, not in the form of the pitcher or of the material of which it

was made. V

acuum is all potent because all containing. I

n

vacuum alone motion becomes possible. O ne who could make of

himself a vacuum into which others might enter would become

master of all situations. The whole can always dominate the

L

mptiness is the greatest power of all, and

ao Tzu'

s doctrine of the vacuum has been applied,

not merely to a philosophy of life, but to art and

literature, and even physical training, such as Jiu Jitsu.

I

t is a doctrine essentially fitting to a great and

ancient E

mpire, which has always believed in peaceful

absorption rather than warlike penetration in enlarg-

ing the national vacuum, so that the many Tartar and

Mongolian tribes might enter and become absorbed

into one mighty people, even as the sea finds room for

t is entirely through their
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a thousand streams. I

artificial resistance to the assimilative power of the

Chinese, through keeping themselves as a raoe apart,

through their short-sighted enactments that no Chinese

shall marry a Manchu girl, that the dominion of

the Manchu over China has passed, and to-morrow

will be but a little chapter in the great book of Chinese

history. H ere are L

ao Tzu'

s words, and, read in the

light of modern events, they have the ring of prophecy.

H ere we may say the Chinese have succeeded and here

the Manchus have failed:

W hat makes a kingdom great is its being like a down-flowing

river, the central point towards which all the smaller streams

converge;

or like the female throughout the world, who by

q

uiescence overcomes the male.

A

nd q

uiescence is a form of humility.

Therefore, if a great kingdom humbles itself before a small

kingdom, it shall make of that small kingdom its prize. A

a

part.

part.

So E

QUEST

water-pitcher dwelt in the emptiness where water might be
in the form of the pitcher or of the material of which it
not
put,
was made. Vacuum is all potent because all containing. In
vacuum alone motion becomes possible. One who could make of
himself a vacuum into which others might enter would become
master of all situations. The whole can always dominate the
of

151
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nd if a

So Emptiness is the greatest power of all, and
Lao Tzi'1’s doctrine of the vacuum has been applied,
not merely to a philosophy of life, but to art and
literature, and even physical training, such as Jiu Jitsu.
It is a doctrine essentially fitting to a great and
ancient Empire, which has always believed in peaceful
absorption rather than warlike penetration in enlarging the national vacuum, so that the many Tartar and
Mongolian tribes might enter and become absorbed
into one mighty people, even as the sea finds room for
a thousand streams. It is entirely through their
artificial resistance to the assimilative power of the
Chinese, through keeping themselves as a race apart,
through their short-sighted enactmentsthat no Chinese
shall marry a Manchu girl, that the dominion of
the Manchu over China has passed, and to-morrow
will be but a little chapter in the great book of Chinese
history. Here are Lao Tz1'1’s words, and, read in the
light of modern events, they have the ring of prophecy.
Here we may say the Chinese have succeeded and here
the Manchus have failed :
What makes a kingdom great is its being like a down-flowing
river, the central point towards which all the smaller streams
converge; or like the female throughout the world, who by
quiescence overcomes the male.

And quiescence is a form of humility.
Therefore, if a great kingdom humbles itself before a small
kingdom, it shall make of that small kingdom its prize. And if a
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small kingdom humbles itself before a
over that great kingdom.
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great kingdom, it shall win

455

small kingdom humbles itself before a great kingdom, it shall win

over that great kingdom.

I

n these few lines we have the whole of Chinese

history, and the first two principles of Taoism— the

humility which is part of the doctrine of weakness,

and absorption which belongs to the doctrine of the

vacuum.

A

nd as with the nation, so with the individual.

The man of Tao is the God-man— the God in little.

E

ven as the universe is embraced and established

in the Great V

oid, so is the smaller personality

surrounded and upheld in the greater. W e are like

nothing so much as those little Japanese lacq

box

uer

es which enclose or are enclosed by one another.

W e are always surrendering to the charm of our

favourite author, the spell of our favourite musioian,

the influence of our favourite politician. A

the secret of their power?

I

nd what is

t is this: that they have
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made room for us within themselves, they have

widened themselves till they are capable of containing

myriad personalities, which in their turn contain lesser.

A

nd there is this about all true art, all inspired leader-

ship, that it invites co-operation;

it does not profess

to say or do all things for all men. I

t leaves them their

right place in the void. The great landscape is the

one that draws us into its distance, that suggests the

possibilities beyond, the secret beauty that underlies

the form of things;

the great poem is the one that is

never finished, since inspiration begets inspiration,

and each stanza is but the unclosing of doors the last of

which swings out upon the eternal q

policy is final;

uest. Similarly no

social reform sets in a certain direction;

no statesman or preacher can do more than interpret

in broken sentences the call of the spirit of the age,

In these few lines we have the whole of Chinese
history, and the first two principles of Taoism—the
humility which is part of the doctrine of weakness,
and absorption which belongs to the doctrine of the
vacuum.

-

with the nation, so with the individual.
The man of Tao is the God-man—the God in little.
Even as the universe is embraced and established
in the Great Void, so is the smaller personality
surrounded and upheldlin the greater. We are like
nothing so much as those little Japanese lacquer
boxes which enclose or are enclosed by one another.
We are always surrendering to the charm of our
favourite author, the spell of our favourite musician,
the influence of our favourite politician. And what is
the secret of their power ? It is this: that they have
made room for us within themselves, they have
widened themselves till they are capable of containing
myriadpersonalities, which in their turn contain lesser.
And there is this about all true art, all inspired leadership, that it invites co-operation; it does not profess
to say or do all things for all men. It leaves them their
right place in the void. The great landscape is the
one that draws us into its distance, that suggests the
possibilitiesbeyond, the secret beauty that underlies
the form of things; the great poem is the one that is
never finished, since inspiration begets inspiration,
and each stanza is but the unclosing of doors the last of
which swings out upon the eternal quest. Similarly no
policy is final ; social reform sets in a certain direction;
no statesman or preacher can do more than interpret
in broken sentences the call of the spirit of the age,
And

as
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trumpet the marching hour to the sleeping instincts
of humanity. We must pioneer for ourselves towards
the sound of the axe ringing in the jungles of bewilderment before our feet can be set in the broad path that
is prepared for us.
This doctrine of the vacuum is after all but a plea
for faith, for trust in the character that is outstanding,
that is simplest, that is most pitiful, that in all
humility comes nearest unto God. Lao Tzu gives
us no exemplar of an irresponsible superman, like
N ietzsche’s monster, a devourer of men, a Gargantua of
egotism. God Himself, as an eloquent preacher has
pointed out, is more bound than us all, since He
cannot go back upon Himself or the law through
or
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or trumpet the marching hour to the sleeping instincts

of humanity. W e must pioneer for ourselves towards

the sound of the ax

e ringing in the j

ungles of bewilder-

ment before our feet can be set in the broad path that

is prepared for us.

This doctrine of the vacuum is after all but a plea

for faith, for trust in the character that is outstanding,

that is simplest, that is most pitiful, that in all

humility comes nearest unto God. L

us no ex

ao Tzu gives

emplar of an irresponsible superman, like

N ietzsche'

s monster, a devourer of men, a Gargantua of

egotism. God H imself, as an eloq

uent preacher has

pointed out, is more bound than us all, since H e

cannot go back upon H imself or the law through

which H e works. I

n like manner the microcosm of

God, the man of Tao, is bound. F

or him there can be

no faltering or going back or turning to the right or

left. H is way is the W ay, the Tao, the I

oad which "

nevitable, the

the feet of spirits have trodden and
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made luminous."

W e may tell him, not so much by

what he says or does, as by his motive for so doing,

and best of all, by his absence of motive. "

Taoist,"

The

says Professor Morgan de Groot, "

may not

even teach his doctrines, they must emerge from him

spontaneously."

said: "

I

Confucius, in a Taoist mood, once

would rather not talk."

nothing, Master,"

"

we have to record?

retorted the sage, "

"

"

"

ut if thou sayest

what shall

Does H eaven say aught?

and yet the seasons pursue their

course, and yet all things are produced;

say aught?

B

his disciples replied, "

does H eaven

The man of Tao is one that empties

himself to make room for others, who casts out the

useless lumber of his prej

udices, his curiosities, his

small desires, and sets on his inmost shrine the three

"

which He Works. In like manner the microcosm of
God, the man of Tao, is bound. For him there can be
no faltering or going back or turning to the right or
left. His way is the Way, the Tao, the Inevitable, the
Road which “the feet of spirits have trodden and
made luminous.” We may tell him, not so much by
What he says or does, as by his motive for so doing,
and best of all, by his absence of motive. “The
Taoist,” says Professor Morgan de Groot, “may not
even teach his doctrines, they must emerge from him
spontaneously.” Confucius, in a Taoist mood, once
said : “ I would rather not talk." “ But if thou sayest
nothing, Master,” his disciples replied, “What shall
“Does Heaven say aught?”
We have to record?”
retorted the sage, “and yet the seasons pursue their
course, and yet all things are produced; does Heaven
say aught?” The man of Tao is one that empties
himself to make room for others, who casts out the
useless lumber of his prejudices, his curiosities, his
small desires, and sets on his inmost shrine the three
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ewels of gentleness, frugality, humility.

nd because, as I

have already pointed out, "

vacuum alone motion becomes possible,"

in

so in the

midst of stillness he is never at rest.

A

nd here it becomes necessary to ex

Tzu'

plain L

ao

s doctrine of non-action, which is the out-come of

the doctrine of the vacuum, for, as Professor de Groot

tells us, "

A

emptiness is the mother of non-action."

nother writer, Mr. W illiam L

book Chinese R

eligion, ex

oftus H are, in his little

plains L

ao Tzu'

s attitude as

follows:

N on-action has often been misunderstood and regarded as a

course q

uite impracticable for this world;

idleness and inanition. B

ut this is q

it is supposed to spell

uite a mistake. N on-action
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precious jewels of gentleness, frugality, humility.
And because, as I have already pointed out, “in
vacuum alone motion becomes possible,” so in the
midst of stillness he is never at rest.
And here it becomes necessary to explain Lao
Tz1“1’s doctrine of non-action, which is the out-come of
the doctrine of the vacuum, for, as Professor de Groot
tells us, “emptiness is the mother of non-action.”
Another writer, Mr. William Loftus Hare, in his little
book Chinese Religion, explains Lao Tz1'1’s attitude as
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follows:

is perceived to be the true and only method to re-establish

harmony in the world, because it merely asks that man should

abstain from all efforts towards the compulsory and almost violent

inducement of virtue in himself and others, and instead wait in
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faith for it to grow up, as it naturally will, when egotism and fear

are withdrawn.

The Taoist will not turn aside one inch to interfere

with the course of others, he will only merge with that

which is greater than himself, and that which is less

than himself will find security in him. Past the open

windows of the senses, and in at the open door of his

heart, Spring will come a shy messenger, Summer a

radiant guest, A

utumn a beloved companion, and

W inter a venerable sage— one whose spirit, as Mr.

L

aurence B

inyon finely says, "

is young as the frail

blossoms which cluster about his head, and among

which he peeps out with his inscrutable smile while

the wild fawn rubs against his knee."

I

n the void

alone lies the secret of eternal youth, in making room

for all as they come in their natural course, in getting

rid of all that is superfluous, and all that has outstayed

Non-action has often been misunderstood and regarded as a
quite impracticable for this world; it is supposed to spell
idleness and inanition. But this is quite a mistake. Non-action
is perceived to be the true and only method to re-establish
harmony in the world, because it merely asks that man should
abstain from all eflorts towards the compulsory and almost violent
inducement of virtue in himself and others, and instead wait in
faith for it to grow up, as it naturally will, when egotism and fear
are withdrawn.
course

The Taoist will not turn aside one inch to interfere
with the course of others, he will only merge with that
which is greater than himself, and that which is less
than himself will find security in him. Past the open
windows of the senses, and in at the open door of his
heart, Spring will come a shy messenger, Summer a
radiant guest, Autumn a beloved companion, and.
Winter a venerable sage—one whose spirit, as Mr.
Laurence Binyon finely says, “is young as the frail
blossoms which cluster about his head, and among
which he peeps out with his inscrutable smile while
the wild fawn rubs against his knee.” In the void
alone lies the secret of eternal youth, in making room
for all as they come in their natural course, in getting
rid of all that is superfluous, and all that has outstayed
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its welcome— stale dogmas, mouldering beliefs, dead

flowers. I

n compliance with the eternal law that bids

us sow and reap;

in acq

uiescence with the eternal law

that bids the sown be reaped, shall we not find our

greatest j

oy in fitting in with the scheme of things?

The answer is: N o, not yet!

N ot until we have

grasped the final principle of Taoism, the sense of

A

pprehension, which is the link between the Tao of

E

arth and the Tao of H eaven. B

ut the considera-

tion of this important point must be deferred to a

subseq

L

uent paper.

. Cranmer-B

yng.

(The July number will contain a paper by Mr. Cranmer-B

on '

The Spirit of A

d.)
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above.— E

ncient Chinese Mysticism,'

yng

as a seq

uel to the

THE

QUEST

its welcome—stale dogmas, mouldering beliefs, dead
flowers. In compliance with the eternal law that bids
us sow and reap ; in acquiescence with the eternal law
that bids the sown be reaped, shall We not find our
greatest joy in fitting in with the scheme of things?
The answer is: No, not yet! Not until We have
grasped the final principle of Taoism, the sense of
Apprehension, which is the link between the Tao of
Earth and the Tao of Heaven. But the consideration of this important point must be deferred to a
subsequent paper.
L. CRANMER-BYNG.

on

‘

(The July number will contain a paper by Mr. Cranmer-Byng
The Spirit of Ancient Chinese Mysticism,’ as a sequel to the

above.—ED.)
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The dominant philosophical thought of I

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE ‘AS IF’: A
RADICAL CRITICISM OF HUMAN
KNOWLEDGE.

ndia is based,

as is well known, on the conviction that there is but

one absolute reality and all else is fiction (mdyd):

'

'

N

B

rahman is true, the world false.'

The purpose of

the present paper is to consider a philosophy1 which

adopts as standpoint precisely the opposite view and

contends that the world of sense alone is real, all else

THE EDITOR.

is fiction. The author of this radical criticism of

human knowledge is the veteran Professor V

of B

erlin, perhaps the profoundest '

aihinger

knower'

in Germany, who however goes far beyond K

critiq

of K

ant

ant in his

ue of our means of understanding and perhaps

even beyond N ietzsche in his merciless analysis of our

ideals and ethical motives. So drastic is the treat-

ment he applies to what are generally considered the
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most fundamental truths of science, philosophy and

religion, that though the MS. of his book was practi-

cally completed some thirty-five years ago, he did not

1 Die Pkilosophie dei A

und religidten F

Part I

aihinger. B

. (pp. 1-8

ples of fiction;

and illustrations;

lt O b: Syttem der theoretitchen, praktitchen

iktioncn der Mentchheit auf Grund einet idealittitchen

Potitivitmus. H it A

H .V

nhang iiber K

erlin (R

ant und N ietteche. H orausgegeben von

euther und K

eichard). Preia 18

Part I

Part I

I

. (pp. 328

I

I

pp. x

x

x

v.+ 8

04.

-612) gives special and historical instances

. (pp. 613-790) for tie most part brings K

sI

ant and

f. The present paper deals

. only, and the references are to the pages from which paragraphs

are summarised or salient phrases selected.
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m.;

27) deals with the general conception and fundamental princi-

N ietzsche into court as philosophers of the A

with Part I

THE dominant philosophicalthought of India is based,
as is Well known, on the conviction that there is but
one absolute reality and all else is fiction (mdyd):
‘Brahman is true, the world false.’ The purpose of
the present paper is to consider a philosophy‘ which
adopts as standpoint precisely the opposite view and
contends that the world of sense alone is real, all else
is fiction. The author of this radical criticism of
human knowledge is the veteran Professor Vaihinger
of Berlin, perhaps the profoundest ‘knower’ of Kant
in Germany, who however goes far beyond Kant in his
critique of our means of understanding and perhaps
even beyond Nietzsche in his merciless analysis of our
ideals and ethical motives. So drastic is the treatment he applies to What are generally considered the
most fundamental truths of science, philosophy and
religion, that though the MS. of his book was practically completed some thirty-five years ago, he did not

1 Die
Philoaophia dea Ala Ob: System dcr theorefxiachon, praktiuhm
and religiiiten Fiktionen der Memchheit auf Grund cine: ideal/istisclwn
Poaitivimuw. Mit Anhwng fiber Kant wnd Nietuche. Hersusgegeben von
H. Vaihinger. Berlin (Reuther und Reichard). Preis 18m. ; pp. xxxv.+804.
Part I. (pp. 1-327) deals with the general conception and fundamental principles of fiction; Part II. (p 328-612) gives s ial and historical instances
and illustrations; Part
most part brings Kant and
(pp. 613-790) for
Nietzsche into court as philosophers of the As If. The present paper deals
with Part I. only, and the references are to the pages from which paragraphs
are summarised or salient phrases selected.
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venture to give it publicity before 1911, when he pre-

sented it to the I

at B

nternational Congress of Philosophy

ologna. H ad the treatise been published when

it was written, there is little doubt that it would

have caused in the philosophical circles of the day

something very much like what the A

'

brain-storm '

;

mericans call a

but a blasd age like our own that is

familiar with pragmatism and radical empiricism, that

the domain of morals and is popularly pleased rather

ergson'

s pillorying of the in-

tellect on a charge of false pretences to the power of

comprehending life, is incapable of such ex

citement.

W e are now asked to believe that such funda-

mentals as the atoms of physics, the differentials of

mathematics, the general ideas of philosophy and the

dogmas of religion are recognised to-day by radical

positive thinkers to be all, without ex

ception, united
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by one common tie— namely the intuition of the

necessity for conscious fictions as the indispensable

foundation of our scientific research, aesthetio enj

ment and practical ethical behaviour (x

oy-

v). The nex

t

step in advance, we are assured, depends upon a calm

recognition that the reification of concepts, as Stallo

called it half a century ago, i.e. the treating of ideas

as things, is purely fictitious. I

n dealing with life, in

behaviour, we over-esteem the means and treat it as

the end;

E

q

of obj

hence arise passions, and errors, and— ideals!

ually in our science we bring forward concepts as

ective validity, as ends in themselves, we reify

our ideas;

hence arise theoretical passions and errors

and the inversion of values.

A

ccordingly, the chief contention of this philosophy

is that, though in the theoretical, practical and religious

QUEST

venture to give it publicity before 1911, when he presented it to the International Congress of Philosophy
at Bologna. Had the treatise been published when

it was written, there is little doubt that it would
have caused in the philosophical circles of the day
something very much like what the Americans call a
‘ brain-storm
; but a blasé age like our own that is
familiar with pragmatism and radical empiricism, that
has survived the wild castigations of a Nietzsche in
the domain of morals and is popularly pleased rather
than otherwise with a Bergson’s pillorying of the intellect on a charge of false pretences to the power of
comprehending life, is incapable of such excitement.
We are now asked to believe that such fundamentals as the atoms of physics, the difierentials of
mathematics,the general ideas of philosophy and the
dogmas of religion are recognised to-day by radical
positive thinkers to be all, without exception, united
by one common tie—namely the intuition of the
necessity for conscious fictions as the indispensable
foundation of our scientific research, aesthetic enjoyment and practical ethical behaviour (xv). The next
step in advance, we are assured, depends upon a calm
recognition that the reification of concepts, as Stallo
called it half a century ago, i.c. the treating of ideas
In dealing with life, in
as things, is purely fictitious.
behaviour, We over-esteem the means and treat it as
the end; hence arise passions, and errors, and—ideals!
Equally in our science We bring forward concepts as
of objective validity, as ends in themselves, we reify
our ideas; hence arise theoretical passions and errors
and the inversion of values.
Accordingly,the chief contention of this philosophy
is that, though in the theoretical,practical and religious
’

has survived the wild castigations of a N ietzsche in

than otherwise with a B
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spheres, we progressively arrive at what is right, we do

so on a basis and with the help of what is erroneous or

clearly wrong (viii). The main problem to be discussed,

therefore, is: H ow in spite of consciously false ideas

we nevertheless arrive at true results (vii);

how is it

falsified reality, the practical result still can prove

9)?

There are many strange names to be found in the

baptismal registers of philosophy, but '

be admitted to be distinctly original. B

V

as-if-ism '

must

ut why has

aihinger selected such a cognomen for his mental

offspring?

apperception, of comparison, he contends, is very

pressed in the linguistic form as if. F

or

what lies at bottom of the combination of the particles

as if?

E

vidently in the first place a comparison;

as

or a simple analogy or
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if are adverbs of comparison. F

trope, i.e. for an imaginary illustration or illustrative

fiction, as alone would suffice;

but for genuine fictions,

as must be supplemented by if, in which latter term

lies the supposition of a still further q

condition. I

ualification or

n the combination as if, therefore, is to

be found the whole thought-process of fictions. Thus,

as ex

amples: if there really were infinitesimals, then

the curved line could be treated as composed of

them;

if there were atoms, then matter could be

treated as made up of them;

if egoism were the only

motive of human conduct then social relationships

could be deduced as from it alone (161).

W e are not, however, to be plunged into the abyss

of scepticism because our fictions do not actually

eq

uate with reality. F

or though V

aihinger thus
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spheres, we progressively arrive at what is right, we do
so on a basis and with the help of What is erroneous or
clearly wrong (viii). The main problem to be discussed,
therefore, is: How in spite of consciously false ideas
'

461

nevertheless arrive at true results (vii); how is it
possible that although in thinkingwe calculate with a
falsified reality, the practical result still can prove
itself to be correct (289) ?
There are many strange names to be found in the
baptismal registers of philosophy,but ‘ as-if-ism must
be admitted to be distinctly original. But why has
Vaihinger selected such a cognomen for his mental
offspring? His allegation that all fictions are ultimately to be referred to the clear conception, or
apperception, of comparison, he contends, is very
precisely expressed in the linguistic form as if. For
what lies at bottom of the combinationof the particles
as if ?
Evidently in the first place a comparison; as
if are adverbs of comparison. For a simple analogy or
trope, Le. for an imaginary illustration or illustrative
fiction, as alone would suflice; but for genuine fictions,
as must be supplemented by if, in which latter term
lies the supposition of a still further qualification or
condition. In the combination as if, therefore, is to
be found the whole thought-process of fictions. Thus,
as examples: if there really were infinitesimals, then
the curved line could be treated as composed of
them; if there were atoms, then matter could be
treated as made up of them; if egoism were the only
motive of human conduct then social relationships
could be deduced as from it alone (161).
We are not, however, to be plunged into the abyss
of scepticism because our fictions do not actually
equate with reality. For though Vaihinger thus
’

H is allegation that all fictions are ulti-

mately to be referred to the clear conception, or

precisely ex

IF’

We

possible that although in thinking we calculate with a

itself to be correct (28

F
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contends that our whole outfit of ideas consists of

fictions, they are not only efficient fictions, but even

indispensable instruments for working on reality (x

I

ndeed an intimate acq

v).

uaintance with present-day

revolutionary (in a good sense) movements in the

domains of mathematics, logic, epistemology, law and

practioal philosophy, shows that everywhere one and

the same principle emerges— namely, that not only

does thought always employ fictions, or invented

methods and concepts, but also that all action and

performance rest on such. Thus the whole system of

the as if philosophy is intended to prove that such

fictions are not only permissible, but indispensable;

for

without them not only are we unable to think even in

the most elementary fashion, but also all our highest

and profoundest thinking rests upon them (133). N ay,

further, our whole higher life reposes on fictions, and a
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pure ethic can be built only on a ground of recognition

of its fictitious thought-foundation (142). F

have no end in themselves;

or fictions

they are only means

to an end, adaptations for the purpose of practical

action (174).

Genuine science, therefore, has two tasks before it:

(i.) to establish securely the actual successions and

co-ex

istences in the sense-flux

;

(ii.) to make the web of

concepts which we weave round reality, ever tighter

and more adeq

utility (97). R

uate, so as to increase its practical

esearch into the mechanical processes

of thought, therefore, is the aim of logical science;

it is only psychology that can in last analysis ex

these processes (18

but

plain

3). The endeavour of science should

thus be directed to making the world of ideas an ever

more useful instrument of computation for action;

still it must never be forgotten that the ever more

QUEST

whole outfit of ideas consists of
fictions, they are not only eificient fictions, but even
indispensable instruments for working on reality (xv).
Indeed an intimate acquaintance with present-day
revolutionary (in a good sense) movements in the
domains of mathematics,logic, epistemology, law and
practical philosophy, shows that everywhere one and
the same principle emerges—namely, that not only
does thought always employ fictions, or invented
methods and concepts, but also that all action and
performance rest on such. Thus the whole system of
the as if philosophy is intended to prove that such
fictions are not only permissible, but indispensable; for
Without them not only are we unable to think even in
the most elementary fashion, but also all our highest
and profoundest thinkingrests upon them (133). Nay.
further, our whole higher life reposes on fictions, and a
pure ethic can be built only on a ground of recognition
of its fictitious thought-foundation (142). For fictions
have no end in themselves; they are only means
to an end, adaptations for the purpose of practical
action (174).
Genuine science, therefore, has two tasks before it:
(i.) to establish securely the actual successions and
co-existences in the sense-flux ; (ii.) to make the web of
concepts which we weave round reality, ever tighter
and more adequate, so as to increase its practioal
utility (97). Research into the mechanical processes
of thought, therefore, is the aim of logical science; but
it is only psychology that can in last analysis explain
these processes (183). The endeavour of science should
thus be directed to making the world of ideas an ever
more useful instrument of computation for action;
still it must never be forgotten that the ever more
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perfect world of ideas which results from this endeavour,

and therewith the high ideas which we usually call

truths, is in final analysis but the most suitable and

fruitful complex

of errors, from which we from time to

time select that mode of conception which most

q

uickly, neatly and certainly, and with the minimum

stock of irrational elements in it, makes calculation

and action possible. W hat we call truth is thus not

reality, but the most suitable degree of error for

effecting practical purposes (193). I

science, V

critiq

t is then not true

aihinger protests, that is aimed at by this

ue, but only the dogmatic playing with concepts

as if they were reals. Though these fictions are not

reals, yet they have positive worth;

they are scientifically

permissible inventions, artifices, devices, contrivances,

dodges (257).

The natural designation of such a philosophy

should apparently be fictionism, but its author prefers
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to call his mental offspring idealistic positivism in the

sub-title, in mitigation somewhat of its nom de guerre

of the philosophy of the '

distinctive ex

as if.'

The choice of this

pression is determined by the claim of the

system to be a synthesising knowledge, in which the

two obj

eq

ects it aims at— namely, facta and ideals—

ually arrive at validity (x

v);

V

aihinger further

claims that precisely because it unites in itself ideals

and facts, it has the future in its hands (x

vi). A

t first,

he tells us, he hesitated as to whether he should not

sail under the flag of pragmatism, for his valuation of

conceptual truths is practically pragmatio, in that

what is necessarily thought of is not immediately

dictated by the actuality of the real, but is only what

is best adapted for the purpose of effective action (193).

B

ut pragmatism could by no means afford a cloak

PHILOSOPHY OF THE

‘AS IF‘

463

perfect World of ideas which results from thisendeavour,
and therewith the high ideas which We usually call
truths, is in final analysis but the most suitable and
fruitful complex of errors, from which we from time to
time select that mode of conception which most
quickly,neatly and certainly, and with the minimum
P'

463

stock of irrational elements in it, makes calculation
and action possible. What We call truth is thus not
reality, but the most suitable degree of error for
effecting practical purposes (193). It is then not true
science, Vaihinger protests, that is aimed at by this
critique, but only the dogmatic playing with concepts
as if they were reals.
Though these fictions are not

reals,yet theyhavepositive Worth; they are scientifically
permissible inventions, artifices, devices, contrivances,
dodges (257).
The natural designation of such a philosophy
should apparently be fictionism, but its author prefers
to call his mental offspring idealistic positivism in the
sub-title, in mitigation somewhat of its nom de gucrre
of the philosophy of the ‘as if.’ The choice of this
distinctive expression is determined by the claim of the
system to be a synthesising knowledge, in which the
two objects it aims at—namely, facts and idealsequally arrive at validity (xv); Vaihinger further
claims that precisely because it unites in itself ideals
and facts, it has the future in its hands (xvi). At first,

he tells us, he hesitated as to Whether he should not
sail under the flag of pragmatism, for his valuation of
conceptual truths is practically pragmatic, in that
What is necessarily thought of is not immediately
dictated by the actuality of the real, but is only What
is best adapted for the purpose of effective action (193).
But pragmatism could by no means afford a cloak
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ample enough
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ample enough to cover his sweeping generalisation of

the whole world of ideas as at best a complex

of

serviceable fictions. This point of view is rather that

of a positive criticism, or a critical positivism, which

must, he believes, in the future replace all forms of

dogmatic idealism and uncritical dogmatism. The

main danger that V

aihinger has to avoid falling iuto

is what he himself calls the logical pessimism of radical

scepticism, and with it the utter despair of ever

reaching the truth. H e would then avoid not only

the scylla of such scepticism, but also the eq

ually

dangerous charybdis of the logical optimism of dog-

matism, which creates an ideal world of its own by

simply eliminating or turning its back in thought on

the actual difficulties of obj

ective reality. Thus

he would endeavour to steer a middle course in his

critical bark (293). F

or all philosophy that operates
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unrestrainedly, i.e. uncritically, with the categories, or

general ideas of thought, or with any one of them, is,

he holds, dogmatism ;

scepticism,again, by the discovery

that nothing real is arrived at by such means, falls into

universal doubt. Criticism, on the contrary, sees

through the devices of the categories, and treats them

as simple analogies, as fictions invented by thought to

co-ordinate the mass of sensations;

it, therefore, does

not create for itself the illusion that such conceptions

ex

THE

plain reality, but regards these devices solely as

necessary means for dealing with actuality (316, 317).

Thus, he claims, it is true criticism or logical posi-

tivism alone that advances free of all prej

udices to

the dispassionate investigation of the instrument of

thought (295).

"

W hat, then, is this instrument of thought, the

'

soul,'

the '

psyche '

?

W e will not apply V

aihinger'

s

QUEST

his sweeping generalisation of
the whole World of ideas as at best a complex of
serviceable fictions. This point of view is rather that
of a positive criticism, or a critical positivism, which
must, he believes, in the future replace all forms of
dogmatic idealism and uncritical dogmatism. The
main danger that Vaihinger has to avoid falling into
is What he himself calls the logical pessimism of radical
scepticism, and with it the utter despair of ever
reaching the truth. He would then avoid not only
the scylla of such scepticism, but also the equally
dangerous charybdis of the logical optimism of dogmatism, which creates an ideal world of its own by
simply eliminating or turning its back in thought on
the actual difliculties of objective reality. Thus
he would endeavour to steer a middle course in his
critical bark (293). For all philosophy that operates
unrestrainedly, z'.e. uncritically,with the categories, or
general ideas of thought, or with any one of them, is,
he holds, dogmatism ; scepticism,again, by the discovery
that nothing real is arrived at by such means, falls into
universal doubt. Criticism, on the contrary, sees
through the devices of the categories, and treats them
as simple analogies, as fictions invented by thought 150
co-ordinate the mass of sensations; it, therefore, does
not create for itself the illusion that such conceptions
explain reality, but regards these devices solely aS_
necessary means for dealing with actuality (316,
Thus, he claims, it is true criticism or logical p081tivism alone that advances free of all prejudices to
the dispassionate investigation of the instrument of
to

cover

317?.

thought (295).

is this instrument of thought, the
soul,’ the ‘psyche’? VVe will not apply Vaihinger'S

What, then,

‘
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ue to his own terms, or the serpent would

swallow itself (for all his terms are of course fictions),

but be content to use them. The soul, he says, is an

organio enforming or plastic force (2). I

t not only

receives sense-impressions, but it appropriates them,

works them up, digests them;

it thus manufactures

thought-instruments out of sense-impressions. I

n

the course of its development it constructs for itself,

by means of its adaptive constitution, out of its own

nature, owing to ex

ternal impulses, organs suited to

dealing with outer conditions. Such organs are certain

forms of perception and thought, concepts and other

logical images (3). W e have thus to accompany the

soul through what may be called its '

(4). I

knowledge is possible, in last resort is a biological and

psychological study.
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s the final or proper end of thought is action and

each individual is simply an organon for this purpose.

ts separate parts are also simply instruments. A

man is a maker of obj

conq

subj

s

ective tools whereby he can

uer the material world, so is he the creator of

ective instruments for ultimately ever increased

efficiency in the world of obj

ective reality. The

psyche is thus an organised system of thought-

instruments or ex

pedients (101), which mutually aid

and support one another, and the highest product of it

is a scientifically perfected world of ideas, an infinitely

fine machine which the logical movement evolves,

and which, in comparison with the sensuous pre-

scientifically constructed world of ideas of the logical

past, is as the most perfect products of a modern steel-

5

P'

to his

own

terms,

or

465

by means of its adaptive constitution, out of its own
nature, owing to external impulses, organs suited to
dealing with outer conditions. Such organs are certain
forms of perception and thought, concepts and other
logical images (3). We have thus to accompany the
soul through what may be called its story of creation’
(4). It follows then that epistemology, or that branch
of logical thinking which undertakes to prove that
knowledge is possible, in last resort is a biological and
psychological study.
As the final or proper end of thought is action and
the making of action possible, the world of ideas of
each individual is simply an organon for this purpose.
Its separate parts are also simply instruments. As
man is a maker of objective tools whereby he can
‘

the making of action possible, the world of ideas of

I

SI

story of creation'

t follows then that epistemology, or that branch

of logical thinking which undertakes to prove that

A

465

the serpent would
swallow itself (for all his terms are of course fictions),
but be content to use them. The soul, he says, is an
organic enforming or plastic force (2). It not only
receives sense-impressions, but it appropriates them,
works them up, digests them; it thus manufactures
thought-instruments out of sense-impressions. In
the course of its development it constructs for itself,

critique
TH E

‘AS IF’

THE

conquer the material world, so is he the creator of
subjective instruments for ultimately ever increased
efficiency in the world of objective reality. The
psyche is thus an organised system of thoughtinstruments or expedients (101), which mutually aid
and support one another, and the highest product of it
is a scientificallyperfected world of ideas, an infinitely
fine machine which the logical movement evolves,
and which, in comparison with the sensuous prescientifically constructed world of ideas of the logical
past, is as the most perfect products of a modern steel5
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foundry or scientific instrument-factory to the clumsy

stone hammer or flint knife of tertiary man, or the

finest locomotive or motor car to the cumbrous wain

of a primitive forest-dweller (95).

I

t is the chief virtue of positive criticism, however,

ever to insist on guarding against the error of con-

founding this means, this marvellous instrument,

with the obj

ective concrete reality for the manipulation

of which it has been called into ex

istence (101). W e

must ever guard against ascribing to our thought-

complex

es and thought-instruments, reality;

for the

actual is the sensed alone, the that which opposes us

in feeling, whether this sense is of an internal or

ex

ternal nature (18

mental life;

action. A

6). I

n sense is rooted all our

this sense comes to its proper end in

ll that lies between is purely a state of

transition. The psyche is thus a machine which is

being ever perfected more and more to fulfil the eud of

pediting the life-supporting movements of the bodily
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ex

organism as surely and q

the least ex

uickly as possible and with

penditure of force (178

). The end is the

attainment of efficient purposive action, and, finally,—

ex

pressed idealistically— of ethical performance (179).

O ur whole world of ideas thus lies as it were

between the two poles of sense;

it is the organised

motion between them. The psyche is for ever in-

venting and interpolating more ex

middle terms between these ex

tensive (?

intensive)

tremities. O ur world

of ideas thus lies between the sensory and motor

nerves;

it is an infinite world between them;

and its

function is solely to make the mediation between these

two elements ever richer, finer, more purposive and

easier (95). The psychical world lies between the

entrance and ex

it doors of the soul, i.e. intermediate

THE

QUEST

foundry or scientific instrument-factory to the clumsy
stone hammer or flint knife of tertiary man, or the
finest locomotive or motor car to the cumbrous wain
of a primitive forest-dweller (95).
It is the chief virtue of positive criticism, however,
ever to insist on guarding against the error of confounding this means, this marvellous instrument,
with the objective concrete reality for the manipulation
of which it has been called into existence (101). We

guard against ascribing to our thoughtcomplexes and thought-instruments, reality; for the

must

ever

actual is the sensed alone, the that which opposes 118
in feeling, whether this sense is of an internal or
external nature (186). In sense is rooted all 0111‘
mental life; this sense comes to its proper end in
action. All that lies between is purely a state 0f
transition. The psyche is thus a machine which is
being ever perfected more and more to fulfil the end of

expediting the life-supporting movements of the bodily
organism as surely and quickly as possible and with
the least expenditure of force (178). The end is the
attainment of efficient purposive action, and, fiD9»“Y»"
expressed idealistically—of ethical performance (179)-

Our whole world of ideas thus lies as it were
between the two poles of sense; it is the organised
motion between them. The psyche is for ever 111venting and interpolating more extensive (? intensive)
middle terms between these extremities. Our world
of ideas thus lies between the sensory and m0t01'
nerves; it is an infinite World between them; and its
function is solely to make the mediation between these
two elements ever richer, finer, more purposive and
easier (95). The psychical World lies between the
entrance and exit doors of the soul, 2'.e. intermediate
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A

rs and the processes of such reception, and the liberation

vt or discharging of the generated thought-images and

concepts again into sensations of practical activity

is (297). The ideal world is in no sense the copy or

as ex

act reproduction of the actual world of being;

subj

ectively conceive it (8

8

). The world of ideas is

(fi thus in first instance a secondary or indirect product

I

467

t of the true world, a construct which the organic beings

i of the world of actuality evoke out of themselves.

I

Thus the thought-world is a symbol, or system of

[

symbols, which serves the organic beings of the real

j

world for orienting themselves in the world of actual

being, and is the means whereby they translate the

proceedings of this world into the language of the soul

(8

9). Compared with the actual concrete world, how-

ever, our present ideal world is but a monstrous world
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of fictions full of logical contradictions (90);

and it is

the task and interest of science to make this symbol

ever more adeq

uate and useful (93). Still, as there is

never any identity of thought and being, even the

most perfect thought-world will be unable entirely to

grasp being (93). W e must live and act, not think life.

I

P'

it is

as an instrument by which to lay hold of the latter and

n the psyche considered as an instrument, j

in the body, the principle of evolution holds. A

ust as

s the

higher organisms are evolved from the lower, so are

ever higher and higher, or more and more efficient,

conceptual forms evolved in the psychio organon by

the simple elementary laws of its own nature. H ighly

complex

ideas must never be taken as native, but

always be genetically derived from simpler forms

(18

2). A

enq

uires into the gradual development of the organs cf

s, then, the comparative history of evolution

‘AS IF’

467

between the reception of sensations into the psyche,
and the processes of such reception, and the liberation
or discharging of the generated thought-images and
concepts again into sensations of practical activity
(297). The ideal world is in no sense the copy or
exact reproduction of the actual world of being; it is
an instrument by which to lay hold of the latter and
subjectively conceive it (88). The world of ideas is
thus in first instance a secondary or indirect product
of the true world, a construct which the organic beings
of the world of actuality evoke out of themselves.
Thus the thought-world is a symbol, or system of
symbols, which serves the organic beings of the real
world for orienting themselves in the world of actual
being, and is the means whereby they translate the
proceedings of this world into the language of the soul
(89). Compared with the actual concrete world, however, our present ideal world is but a monstrous world
of fictions full of logical contradictions (90) ; and it is
the task and interest of science to make this symbol
Still, as there is
ever more adequate and useful (93).
never any identity of thought and being, even the
most perfect thought-world will be unable entirely to
grasp being (93). We must live and act, not thinklife.
In the psyche considered as an instrument, just as
in the body, the principle of evolution holds. As the
higher organisms are evolved from the lower, so are
ever higher and higher, or more and more eflicient,
conceptual forms evolved in the psychic organon by
the simple elementary laws of its own nature. Highly
complex ideas must never be taken as native, but
always be genetically derived from simpler forms
(182). As, then, the comparative history of evolution
enquires into the gradual development of the organs of

SI

m between the reception of sensations into the psyche,

THE
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any special animal mechanism in the various orders of
fauna, so is it also the task of the logical psychologist
to follow the gradual evolution of any special organ of
the psychical mechanism in the various systems of the
special sciences and scientific methods (230). Nor
must We forget that the laws which govern the organic
functions of thought are, as in the case of all natural
laws, indifferent; they work blindly as is said.
Whether theybring weal or woe depends on the circumstances; they are ever two-edged (292). How then,
again we ask, is it that though the calculus of thought
is employed and carried out in quite a different Way
from that in which the process of objective nature is
brought about, nevertheless both ways can concur and
our calculations frequently Work out in a quite remarkable manner? The solution must lie in the mode in
which thought computes, and we have therefore
to make a special enquiry into its workings. The
process of nature is a constant, unalterable procedure, it is accomplished according to fixed inflexible
laws; the will of nature is iron. Thought, on the
we

468
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any special animal mechanism in the various orders of

fauna, so is it also the task of the logical psychologist

to follow the gradual evolution of any special organ of

the psychical mechanism in the various systems of the

special sciences and scientific methods (230). N or

must we forget that the laws which govern the organic

functions of thought are, as in the case of all natural

laws, indifferent;

they work '

blindly'

as is said.

W hether they bring weal or woe depends on the circum-

stances;

they are ever two-edged (292). H ow then,

again we ask, is it that though the calculus of thought

is employed and carried out in q

uite a different way

from that in which the process of obj

ective nature is

brought about, nevertheless both ways can concur and

our calculations freq

able manner?

uently work out in a q

uite remark-

The solution must lie in the mode in

which thought computes, and we have therefore

uiry into its workings. The
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to make a special enq

process of nature is a constant, unalterable pro-

cedure, it is accomplished according to fix

laws;

ed inflex

the will of nature is iron. Thought, on the

contrary, is a self-accommodating, flex

ible, plastic

organic function (290).

Therefore the logical function, or theoretic activity

of the mind, should never be taken for an end in itself;

all such theoretic functions arise solely out of the

impulse of the will and in last resort serve practical

action only (6). Thought undertakes sensible opera-

tions, invents artificial means, knows how to introduce

highly developed processes (8

). The task of logic,

therefore, is precisely this— to light up the dark and

unconsciously working activity of thought, and to learn

to know the artificial operations and the sensuous

paths which that unconsciously working activity opens

ible

THE

‘

’

contrary, is a self-accommodating, flexible, plastic
organic function (290).
Therefore the logical function, or theoretic activity
of the mind, should never be taken for an end in itself;
all such theoretic functions arise solely out of the

impulse of the will and in last resort serve practical
action only (6). Thought undertakes sensible opera»-

tions, invents artificial means, knows how to intI‘0d110°
highly developed processes (8). The task of logic.

therefore, is precisely this—to light up the dark and
unconsciously working activity of thought, and to learn
to know the artificial operations and the sensuous
paths which that unconsciously working activity opens
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up to reach its practical end (10). The logical

functions are thus organio teleological, or purposive,

processes which are essentially distinguished from

ex

ternal occurrences. W e should, therefore, never

interchange the paths, by-paths and detours of thought

with the modes of real happenings (11). L

ogic is,

therefore, an art, not a science (12), and yet in it we

have to do not so much with an artistic activity as

with an artificial or technical dex

Moreover, j

terity (13).

ust as walking is a regularised falling, a

succession of restorations of eq

uilibrium, so is pro-

gressive thinking, or the logical thought-movement,

regularised error. N o one knows without science

that in walking he is continually falling and recovering

himself, yet that is what physiology, the mechanistic

science of the human body, or mechanics of the animal

organism, teaches us;

so also no one without science

can know that in logical thinking he continually falls

s falling and
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and errs and yet makes progress (217). A

the restoration of eq

uilibrium is the principle of

mechanical locomotion, so is contradiction, and there-

with the restoration of logical eq

uilibrium, the

principle of the progressive human thought-movement.

W ithout contradiction we can make no move forward

(218

). The discovery that thought corrects the mis-

takes it has itself made, is the illuminating principle by

which the science of fictions works (8

6). I

n this light

the logical products appear to us no longer as dis-

closures, discoveries of the actual, but purely as

mechanical aux

iliaries of thought, so that it may move

forward and realise itself in a practical end (312).

H ere we may pertinently enq

uire: I

kind of logic, the logic of the intellect;

s there only one

or is there not

also a logic of the emotions and a logic of nature as

469

up to reach its practical end (10). The logical
functions are thus organic teleological, or purposive,
processes which are essentially distinguished from
external occurrences. We should, therefore, never
interchange the paths, by-paths and detours of thought
with the modes of real happenings (11); Logic is,
therefore, an art, not a science (12), and yet in it we
have to do not so much with an artistic activity as
with an artificial or technical dexterity (13).
Moreover, just as walking is a regularised falling, a
succession of restorations of equilibrium, so is progressive thinking, or the logical thought-movement,
regularised error. No one knows without science
that in walking he is continually falling and recovering
himself, yet that is what physiology, the mechanistic
science of the human body, or mechanics of the animal
organism, teaches us; so also no one without science
can know that in logical thinking he continually falls
and errs and yet makes progress (217). As falling and
the restoration of equilibrium is the principle of
mechanical locomotion, so is contradiction, and therewith the restoration of logical equilibrium, the
principle of the progressive human thought-movement.
Without contradiction we can make no move forward
(218). The discovery that thought corrects the mistakes it has itself made, is the illuminatingprinciple by
which the science of fictions works (86). In this light
the logical products appear to us no longer as disclosures, discoveries of the actual, but purely as
mechanical auxiliariesof thought, so that it may move
forward and realise itself in a practical end (312).
Here we may pertinently enquire: Is there only one
kind of logic, the logic of the intellect; or is there not
also a logic of the emotions and a logic of nature as

SI
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employ all these as means
and so grasp reality—whatever that ideal may be?
For critical positivism, however, the only real, the

well; and
470

TH E

well;
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and cannot the will employ all these as means

and so grasp reality— whatever that ideal may be?

F

or critical positivism, however, the only real, the

sole actual, is the sense-world, and efficient action

therei n is the proper end of our ex

istence. True

ultimate being, it contends, is for the thinker simply a

uniform flow of successions and co-ex

istences. H ere

we seem to have what is little better than the

canonisation of the empiricism of a H ume. I

dealistic

positivism, however, would also seem to verge on

practical mysticism, if we remember the latter'

watchword of '

H ere and now,'

s

and also, as we shall

see, on the philosophy of the spirit which would

transcend subj

ect and obj

ect. F

or V

aihinger tells us,

for instance, that the division into inner and outer is

simply an ex

pedient of the psyche. To treat the soul

as if it had arisen out of the contrary notions of two

ect and obj

ect, to make the distinction
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things— subj

of material and spiritual things, is at best an artificial

and not a real division (8

tive V

aihinger'

4). Moreover, however posi-

s standpoint may be, it is idealistic and

not materialistic, for the sensations which the psyche

proj

ects as material q

ualities of an obj

ect, or which it

converts into properties of a thing, are really processes

in the soul itself. I

t is a fundamental error, however,

to reify these proj

ections and conversions;

ex

the pure

perience of the actual is sensation and nothing but

sensation (301). W e must never let go of the basic

fact that the '

given '

is only sensation, and that all else

is the independent work of the soul, its very own

achievement (302). This radical empiricism, however,

is by no means materialism, for dogmatic materialism

in no way goes back to pure sensation. I

with concepts, namely '

force '

and '

t operates

matter,'

and thus

cannot the will

sole actual, is the sense-World, and eiiicient action
therein is the proper end of our existence. True
ultimate being, it contends, is for the thinker simply a
uniform flow of successions and co-existences. Here
we seem to have what is little better than the
canonisation of the empiricism of a Hume. Idealistic
positivism, however, would also seem to verge on
practical mysticism, if we remember the latter’s
watchword of ‘Here and now,’ and also, as we shall
see, on the philosophy of the spirit which would
transcend subject and object. For Vaihinger tells us,
for instance, that the division into inner and outer is
simply an expedient of the psyche. To treat the soul
as if it had arisen out of the contrary notions of two
things——subject and object, to make the distinction
of material and spiritual things, is at best an artificial
and not a real division (84). Moreover, however positive Vaihinger’s standpoint may be, it is idealistic and
not materialistic, for the sensations which the Psyche
projects as material qualities of an object, or which it
converts into properties of a thing, are really Processes
in the soul itself. It is a fundamental error, h0W9Ve1'a
to reify these projections and conversions; the pure
experience of the actual is sensation and nothing but
sensation (301). We must never let go of the basic
fact that the ‘given is only sensation, and that all else
is the independent work of the soul, its very OW“
achievement (302). This radical empiricism, however,
is by no means materialism, for dogmatic materialism
in no Way goes back to pure sensation. It operates
with concepts, namely ‘force’ and matter,’ and thus
’

‘
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is an analogy on the

perience, while '

ternal mirroring of the '

'

matter'

I

'

(which is

) is ever more

and more heing abandoned and being liberated and

decomposed into '

A

force'

(315).

s the soul, however, can never consciously

register pure sensations, but can have only perceptions

of its sensations, its perceptions being conditioned by

the intensive manifold of all its past impressions, it

would seem that V

aihinger thus cuts us off entirely

from any possibility of direct, clean contact with the

actual. I

s there, indeed, no activity of the soul,

essentially a self-identifying will, that can put us in

direct touch with the life of concrete reality?

F

or if

it is true that to-day the dominant tendency of refined

thought is no longer to recognise, not only any

'

faculties,'

but even any '

powers'

of the '

soul,'

only psychioal occurrences, processes and forms of these
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processes (if all this by itself brings us any satis-

faction !

), yet without some fundamental direction

of the contradictory operations of thought we are

landed in chaos. I

t must be confessed that V

aihinger

is very confusing in some of his statements in this

connection. Thus, for instance, while on the one

hand we are told that the specific characteristic of the

imagination is the arbitrary combination of the

elementary psychical pictures or percepts, whereby the

psyche oan of course never invent any thing absolutely

new (325), yet on the other hand we learn that the

same imagination has an important rdle to play in

the science of organised thinking— but by the light of

what?

Surely by that of the reason, and that too, not

only of the practical reason or intellect but also by

that of the contemplative reason or vital intuition of
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simply with analogies, for ‘force’ is an analogy on the
ground of inner experience, while ‘matter (which is
only an external mirroring of the ‘I ’) is ever more
and more being abandoned and being liberated and
decomposed into ‘force’ (315).
As the soul, however, can never consciously
register pure sensations, but can have only perceptions
of its sensations, its perceptions being conditioned by
the intensive manifold of all its past impressions, it
would seem that Vaihinger thus cuts us ofl entirely
from any possibility of direct, clean contact with the
actual. Is there, indeed, no activity of the soul,
essentially a self-identifying will, that can put us in
direct touch with the life of concrete reality? For if
it is true that to-day the dominant tendency of refined
thought is no longer to recognise, not only any
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but

‘faculties,’ but

even

any

‘powers’ of the ‘soul,’ but

only psychical occurrences, processes and forms of these
processes (if all this by itself brings us any satisfaction !), yet without some fundamental direction
of the contradictory operations of thought we are
landed in chaos. It must he confessed that Vaihinger
is very confusing in some of his statements in this
connection. Thus, for instance, while on the one
hand we are told that the specific characteristic of the
imagination is the arbitrary combination of the
elementary psychical pictures or percepts, whereby the
psyche can of course never invent any thingabsolutely
new (325), yet on the other hand we learn that the
same imagination has an important role to play in
the science of organised thinking—but by the light of
what ? Surely by that of the reason, and that too, not
only of the practical reason or intellect but also by
that of the contemplative reason or vital intuition of
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the real?

V

ST

aihinger, however, appears to draw very

little distinction between ideas of sense and intellec-

cognition.
But perhaps

tual ideas, between sensuous cognition and rational

cognition.

B

ut perhaps after all V

aihinger means no more

than that the intellect (not the mind or soul as a

whole) can never grasp becoming, movement, life. F

he says q

or

uite rightly that our rules of calcula-

tion never get at the real content of a thing;

our

computation-rules are finally nothing but a combina-

tion of symbols by which the unknown reality lets

itself be calculated for practical purposes solely, but

never really comprehended. E

very advance of discursive

thought, that is of the logical or theoretical elaboration

of the sense-induced reality, brings to light new

problems and contradictions. These contradictions,

however, are not in the reality itself, but only in the

for as the actual does not follow our
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mind of man;

laws of ethical behaviour, so also does it not conform

to our logical laws. Man only, he says, is ethical and

logical;

he alone would create a moral and logical

world-order (160). "

W e should prefer to say that

perhaps after all it is finally only a q

uestion of degree;

babes are not men, their understanding is weak;

the

'

;

microcosm'

is also not the '

macrocosm'

growth, and progress, and development, and hope

therefore that some day, somehow, we may come to

know reality— a Utopian idealistic fiction, no doubt,

for criticism, but perhaps an intuition of the

fundamental, elemental, practical will.

A

nd this hope rests on the proved fact of human

progress. Thus we find that in the beginning the

natural man knows neither logical contradictions nor

ethical conflicts;

QUEST

the real? Vaihinger, however, appears to draw very
little distinction between ideas of sense and intellectual ideas, between sensuous cognition and rational
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only in the course of evolution do

but there is

after all Vaihinger means no more
than that the intellect (not the mind or soul as a.
whole) can never grasp becoming, movement, life. For
he says quite rightly that our rules of calculation never get at the real content of a thing; out
computation-rules are finally nothing but a combination of symbols by which the unknown reality lets
itself be calculated for practical purposes solely, but
never really comprehended. Every advance of discursive
thought, that is of the logical or theoretical elaboration
of the sense-induced reality, brings to light new
problems and contradictions. These contradictions.
however, are not in the reality itself, but only in the
mind of man; for as the actual does not follow our
laws of ethical behaviour, so also does it not conform
to our logical laws. Man only, he says, is ethical and
logical; he alone would create a moral and 1081031
world-order (160). We should prefer to say 1511313
perhaps after all it is finallyonly a question of degree;
babes are not men, their understanding is weak;
‘microcosm’ is also not the ‘ macrocosm’ ; but there 18
growth, and progress, and development, and 11°96
therefore that some day, somehow, we may come to
know reality—a utopian idealistic fiction, no doubt,
for criticism, but perhaps an intuition of the
fundamental, elemental, practical will.
And this hope rests on the proved fact of human
the
progress. Thus we find that in the beginning
natural man knows neither logical contradictions nor
ethical conflicts; only in the course of evolution (10

the
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logical and ethical struggles arise out of the
ground of the soul itself. And yet it is only in this

these
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these logioal and ethical struggles arise out of the

ground of the soul itself. A

nd yet it is only in this

strife that progress lies, so that the idea, or rather

feeling, of sin is as much the principle of ethical

improvement as contradiction the motive of logical

perfection (161). B

'

natural'

ut is it not rather that the

man is gradually giving place to the '

man— to use common fictions?

spiritual'

ever to go back to the natural man, for the natural

man takes the spoken word immediately for the natural

thus at the beginning he accepts the

concepts of thought for reproductions of reality, i.e.

as real themselves, and later he considers the methods

and ways of thought as identical with the ways and

laws of being— an error which even great philosophers

have canonised (173). Shade of H egel, to be classed

with the primitive and natural man!

N ot only then
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are words not things, but also thoughts are not

things— a sad disillusionment for '

and the rest of it!

W hile '

B

new '

-thought-ism

ack to nature,'

to

sensuous reality, therefore may be a good cry and

philosophic corrective, '

B

ack to the natural man'

is a counsel of serious imperfection.

B

y this time it is fairly evident what V

means by his comprehensive concept '

tically all logical products are fictions;

of them escape his net. F

aihinger

fiction '

;

prac-

he lets none

ictions are in general

products of the imaginative activity of the soul— means,

devices, stratagems, for arriving indirectly at the end

aimed at, namely action. A

ll activities of the soul

other than automatic reactions are fictions, subsidiary

notions, secondary operations of thought (18

). They

are all purposed or teleological thought-means (171),
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strife that progress lies, so that the idea, or rather
feeling, of sin is as much the principle of ethical
improvement as contradiction the motive of logical
perfection (161). But is it not rather that the
‘ natural
man is gradually giving place to the ‘ spiritual
man—to use common fictions ? To-day, owing to the
development of intelligence, it is impossible for us
ever to go back to the natural man, for the natural
man takes the spoken Word immediately for the natural
itself, the actual; thus at the beginning he accepts the
concepts of thought for reproductions of reality, z'.c.
as real themselves, and later he considers the methods
and Ways of thought as identical with the ways and
laws of being—an error which even great philosophers
have eanonised (173). Shade of Hegel, to be classed
with the primitive and natural man! Not only then
are Words not things, but also thoughts are not
things—a sad disillusionment for ‘new ’-thought-ism
and the rest of it! While ‘Back to nature,’ to
sensuous reality, therefore may be a good cry and
philosophic corrective, ‘Back to the natural man’
is a counsel of serious imperfection.
By this time it is fairly evident What Vaihinger
means by his comprehensive concept ‘fiction’; practically all logical products are fictions; he lets none
of them escape his net. Fictions are in general
products of the imaginativeactivityof the soul—means,
devices, stratagems, for arriving indirectly at the end
aimed at, namely action. All activities of the soul
other than automatic reactions are fictions, subsidiary
notions, secondary operations of thought (18). They
are all purposed or teleological thought-means (171),
’

To-day, owing to the

development of intelligence, it is impossible for us

itself, the actual;
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efficiency of which is justified by action alone.
Vaihinger is thus an energist or activist, though
perhaps not in Eucken’s sense.
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the efficiency of which is j

V

perhaps not in E

F

ustified by action alone.

aihinger is thus an energist or activist, though

ucken'

s sense.

ictions may be divided into two main classes:

namely, full fictions or fictions proper, and semi-or half

fictions. The latter are contrary to or contradict the

'

given,'

while the former not only do this but also

contradict themselves (24). I

fV

aihinger had called his

fictions thought-instruments or logical tools or some-

thing similar, he would have perhaps avoided the now

almost inevitable danger of a pure logomachy or war

about words;

but although he has chosen perhaps the

most provocative epithet in the vocabulary of philosophy

with which to characterise indiscriminately the most

highly prized ideas and ideals of human thought, as

well as the most worthless products of the imagination,

we must refuse to be drawn by his nomenclature, and

try to ex

tract what value we can from his meaning, for

V
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we live in an age of the grossest abuse of names.

aihinger tells us over and over again that we

must always combine with fiction the strictly defined

notion of a scientific thought-invention towards a

practical end. This invention has no value as an

end, but only as a means. Thus, for instance, the

conception of freedom has worth, but only as it is

consciously treated as a purposive mental image (65).

A

s to semi-fictions, as distinguished from full

fictions, they are concepts and methods which, as they

rest on a deviation from and not on a falsification of

reality, are yet in final analysis found to be contradictory

to it (124). F

ictions proper are self-contradictions as

well as contradictions, products of '

fingere,'

that is of

the imagination which constructs out of the elements

of reality the unreal. I

f we were to call a departure

Fictions may be divided into two main classes:
namely, full fictions or fictions proper, and semi- or half
fictions. The latter are contrary to or contradict the
‘given,’ while the former not only do this but also
contradict themselves (24). If Vaihinger had called his
fiotions thought-instruments or logical tools or something similar, he would have perhaps avoided the now
almost inevitable danger of a pure logomachy or War
about words; but although he has chosen perhaps the
most provocative epithet in the vocabulary of philosophy
with which to characterise indiscriminately the most
highly prized ideas and ideals of human thought, as
well as the most worthless products of the imagination,
and
we must refuse to be drawn by his nomenclature,
try to extract what value we can from his meaning, for
we live in an age of the grossest abuse of names.
Vaihinger tells us over and over again that We
must always combine with fiction the strictly defined
notion of a scientific thought-invention towards a»
practical end. This invention has no value as an
end, but only as a means. Thus, for instance, the
conception of freedom has Worth, but only as it is
consciously treated as a purposive mental image (55)As to semi-fictions, as distinguished from full
fictions, they are concepts and methods which, as they
rest on a deviation from and not on a falsification Of
reality, are yet in final analysis found to be contradictof)’
to it (124).
Fictions proper are self-contradictions as
well as contradictions, products of ‘fingere,’ that is of
the imagination which constructs out of the elements
of reality the unreal. If we were to call a departure
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reality a fault and designate a self-contradictory
concept as an ‘error,’ then we could call semifrom
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from reality a '

fault'

concept as an '

error,'
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and designate a self-contradictory

then we could call semi-

fictions conscious faults, and fictions proper conscious

errors or conscious contradictions. The former serve

more for practical ends, the latter for theoretical

purposes;

the former more for calculation, the latter

more for conception;

the former are more artistic, the

latter more artificial. The former substitute the

imaginable for the given, the latter confound the given

with the unimaginable. The former suppose the

unreal, the latter the impossible. The former in

departing from the reality evade the difficulties of the

actual;

the latter create new difficulties to add to those

that already ex

ist. The former falsify the given reality

in order to discover the true reality;

the latter make

the given incomprehensible in order to make it—

comprehensible!

Though the former are only indirect

ways, still they move on the same terrain as the

whereas the latter abandon the ground of
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actual;

reality entirely and move '

in the air.'

Semi-fictions

are mostly simpler than the reality, fictions proper

more complex

(128

).

The art of fiction, however, may nevertheless

claim to eq

ual privileges as an independent supplement

to what has been called the science of induotion (125).

F

or a very large number of fictions, perhaps even all,

are to be reduced finally to analogies;

and while all

fictions are artificial analogies, analogy is an in-

ductive method. I

nduction shows the direct ways by

which we approach the end in view, notion is the

indirect or circuitous route. I

'

fiction is a method

of mathematical science as also of moral-political

or mathematics, as some of the

‘

’
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fictions conscious faults. and fictions proper conscious
errors or conscious contradictions. The former serve
more for practical ends, the latter for theoretical
purposes; the former more for calculation, the latter
more for conception; the former are more artistic, the
latter more artificial. The former substitute the
imaginable for the given, the latter confound the given
with the unimaginable. The former suppose the
unreal, the latter the impossible. The former in
departing from the reality evade the difliculties of the
actual ; the latter create new difficulties to add to those
that already exist. The former falsify the given reality
in order to discover the true reality; the latter make
the given incomprehensible in order to make it—
comprehensible ! Though the former'are only indirect
ways, still they move on the same terrain as the
actual; whereas the latter abandon the ground of
reality entirely and move ‘in the air.’ Semi-fictions
are mostly simpler than the reality, fictions proper

nduction is a method-

ology of descriptive mental science;

discipline (126). F

F

475

more

complex (128).

The art of fiction, however, may nevertheless
claim to equal privileges as an independent supplement
to what has been called the science of induction (125).
For a very large number of fictions, perhaps even all,
are to be reduced finally to analogies; and while all
fictions are artificial analogies, analogy is an inductive method. Induction shows the direct ways by
which we approach the end in view, fiction is the
indirect or circuitous route. Induction is a methodology of descriptive mental science ; fiction is a method
of mathematical science as also of moral-political
discipline (126). For mathematics, as some of the
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greatest mathematicians think, is at bottom symbolic

logic. V

aihinger suggests, moreover, that the nomen-

clature might be eased by keeping scientific fictions

apart from, e.g., mythological, aesthetic, etc., fictions,

and calling the latter '

figments'

(129);

and further

that though all scientific fictions also, both com-

plete and half fictions, are roundabout ways, artifices,

stratagems, contrivances, with which thought en-

deavours to over-reach circumstances, or the difficulties

of actuality, and also to over-reach— itself, semi-

fictions might be distinguished from full fictions by

calling them hypotheses.

Thus the battle of epistemology, or of the theory of

knowing, will arise with the q

uestion as to whether the

conceptual forms are hypothetic or fictitious— i.e.,

in logical terminology, whether they are obj

subj

ective or

ective (90). H ypothesis always looks to reality—

i.e. the mental representation or concept contained in
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it, claims or hopes to be found congruous with a

percept that will one day be given;

it submits itself to

the test of reality and demands finally verification, that

is, it wants to be substantiated as true, as actually a

real ex

pression of the real (144);

an hypothesis looks

for a definite fix

ation. The fiction, on the contrary,

is merely an aux

iliary representation, or image, a

scaffolding that should be taken down later on (148

it can demand only j

);

ustification. Thus the hypothesis

remains, the fiction falls away. The former builds up

a construct of real substantial knowledge, the latter is

only a methodological or formal means. The hypo-

thesis is a result of thought, the fiction a means or

method of thought. The intent of the hypothesis is

to discover, that of the fiction to invent (149). Thus

man is said to discover the laws of nature, but to

QUEST

greatest mathematiciansthink, is at bottom symbolic
logic. Vaihinger suggests, moreover, that the nomenclature might be eased by keeping scientific fictions
apart from, e.g., mythological, aesthetic, etc., fictions,
and calling the latter ‘figments’ (129); and further

all scientific fictions also, both complete and half fictions, are roundabout ways, artifices.
stratagems, contrivances, with which thought endeavours to over-reach circumstances, or the difiiculties
of actuality, and also to over-reach—itself, semifictions might be distinguished from full fictions by
calling them hypotheses.
Thus the battle of epistemology, or of the theory of
knowing, will arise withthe question as to whether the
conceptual forms are hypothetic or fictitious—-i.e..
in logical terminology, Whether they are objective or
subjective (90). Hypothesis always looks to reality-13.6. the mental representation or concept contained in
it, claims or hopes to be found congruous with 8percept that will one day be given ; it submits itself to
the test of reality and demands finally verification,that
is, it wants to be substantiated as true, as actually 3'
real expression of the real (144); an hypothesis looks
for a definite fixation. The fiction, on the contrary»
is merely an auxiliary representation, or image» 3’
scaffolding that should be taken down later on (143)?
it can demand only justification. Thus the hypothesis
remains, the fiction falls away. The former builds up
a construct of real substantial knowledge, the latter 15
only a methodological or formal means. The hYP°'
thesis is a result of thought, the fiction a means 01'
method of thought. The intent of the hypothesis is
to discover, that of the fiction to invent (149). Thus
man is said to discover the laws of nature, but to

that

though
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invent machines. The verification of the hypothesis

has as correspondence the j

ustification of the fiction

(150). The method of the former consists essentially

in the supposition being not only thinkable, but also

actually or factually possible, so that it serves for eluci-

dation or ex

planation (152);

calculation or computation (18

as to its obj

dogma;

the latter serves only for

7, 263). W hile a doubt

ective validity prevails, the fiction remains a

only when doubt is at a minimum does the

hypothesis stand as an ex

pression of truth (220). I

t is

owing to the state of tension occasioned by an unveri-

fied hypothesis and the concomitant feeling of mental

distress, that our natural tendency is always to turn

an hypothesis into a dogma (220).

I

n the general sense of the term, as used by

V

aihinger, fictions are well-nigh all-embracing. N ot

only all concepts, not only every manner of method,

not only the whole of discursive thought, but the

A
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entire world of ideas is for critical positivism fiction.

ll methods are fictitious, such as generalisation,

abstraction, transference;

fictions. A

all conceptual formulae are

toms, space, time, causality, the infinite

and infinitesimal, the absolute, and thing-in-itself are

fictions: God is a fiction. Thus we read of classes of

fictions of every kind— e.g. abstract, schematic (classi-

fications of all kinds), paradigmatic (or imagined

cases), utopian (such as primal religion, golden age),

typical (or imagined original forms), symbolical,

analogical, j

uristic, poetical (similes and myths),

personificative (or the hypostasising of phenomena—

soul, power, faculty), summatory (ex

pressions in which

a sum of phenomena is combined according to their

chief characteristics), practical, ethical, religious,

idealistic, etc., etc.
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invent machines. The verification of the hypothesis
has as correspondence the justification of the fiction
(150). The method of the former consists essentially
in the supposition being not only thinkable, but also
actuallyor factuallypossible, so that it serves for elucidation or explanation (152) ; the latter serves only for
calculation or computation (187, 263). While a doubt
as to its objective validityprevails, the fiction remains a
dogma; only when doubt is at a minimum does the
hypothesis stand as an expression of truth (220). It is
owing to the state of tension occasioned by an unverified hypothesis and the concomitant feeling of mental
distress, that our natural tendency is always to turn
an hypothesis into a dogma (220).
In the general sense of the term, as used by
Vaihinger, fictions are well-nigh all-embracing. Not
only all concepts, not only every manner of method,
not only the whole of discursive thought, but the
entire world of ideas is for critical positivism fiction.
All methods are fictitious, such as generalisation,
abstraction, transference; all conceptual formulae are
fictions. Atoms, space, time, causality, the infinite
and infinitesimal, the absolute, and thing-in-itself are
fictions: God is a fiction. Thus we read of classes of
fictions of every kind—e.g. abstract, schematic (classifications of all kinds), paradigmatic (or imagined

477

cases), utopian (such as primal religion, golden age),
typical (or imagined original forms), symbolical,

analogical, juristic, poetical (similes and myths),
personificative (or the hypostasising of phenomenasoul, power, faculty), summatory (expressions in which
a sum of phenomena is combined according to their
chief characteristics), practical, ethical, religious,
idealistic, etc., etc.
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We find, c.g., the atom characterised as one of the
most important fictions, the top and bottom fiction of
mathematical physics, Without which a finer and
higher development of this science would be quite
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W e find, e.g., the atom characterised as one of the

most important fictions, the top and bottom fiction of

mathematical physics, without which a finer and

higher development of this science would be q

uite

impossible (104).

impossible (104).

Since 18

75/18

77, when the MS. of V

aihinger'

Since

s work

was written, however, the atom has been analysed

was

of forces. Matter has thus been driven

inward and is now practically interchangeable with

simple inertia, a dynamio concept. N evertheless for

all purposes of calculation the atom remains the basic

concept of physics in its theoretical analysis of space.

The infinite divisibility of space, however, is also a

fiction;

for it is an element which stands in abrupt con-

tradiction to actual occurrence and present ex

to motion and all other ex

istence,

perience (156). N ot but
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what motion itself is anything more than a mental

concept, an idea, with which we endeavour to bring

into an ordered system, obj

ective changes, that for us,

however, in last analysis are given only as sense-

changes (107). B

ut surely if life is real, its reality is

essentially perpetual change, movement?

W e impose

upon it, it is true, conceptual immobilities for pur-

poses of calculation, whereas in nature there are no

real boundaries. I

n all our sciences, however, there

are boundaries, and a final limit where every science

ceases and play and guessing begin;

this is especially

the case in mathematics and metaphysics (274).

I

ex

ndeed the whole of mathematics is the classical

ample of an ingenious instrument, a mental device,

for facilitating calculation (8

2);

about the flux

becoming itself it gives us scarcely any ex

(107). E

q

1875/1877, when the MS. of Vaihinger’s work

Written, however, the atom has been analysed
down into a system of charges of electricity, into a

down into a system of charges of electricity, into a

complex

QUEST

of

planation

ually so the whole of metaphysics, indis-

Matter has thus been driven
practically interchangeable with
simple inertia, a dynamic concept. Nevertheless for
all purposes of calculation the atom remains the basic
concept of physics in its theoretical analysis of space.
The infinite divisibility of space, however, is also a
fiction ; for it is an element which stands in abrupt contradiction to actual occurrence and present existence,
to motion and all other experience (156). Not but
what motion itself is anything more than a mental
concept, an idea, with which we endeavour to bring
into an ordered system, objective changes, that for us,
however, in last analysis are given only as sensechanges (107). But surely if life is real, its reality is
essentially perpetual change, movement? We impose
upon it, it is true, conceptual immobilities for pm‘poses of calculation, whereas in nature there are no
real boundaries. In all our sciences, however, there
are boundaries, and a final limit where every science
ceases and play and guessing begin; this is especially
the case in mathematics and metaphysics (274)Indeed the whole of mathematics is the classical
example of an ingenious instrument, a mental device,
for facilitating calculation (82); about the flux of
becoming itself it gives us scarcely any explanation
(107)' Equally so the Whole of metaphysics, indis-

complex

of forces.
inward and is now
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pensable as it is, is metabolic, hyperbolic, metaphoric,
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pensable as it is, is metabolic, hyperbolic, metaphoric,

fictitious (42).

The thing-in-itself without manifestation is a

meaningless fiction, as is also subj

(118

). I

ect without predicate

ndeed the division of the world into thing-in-

itself= obj

ect and thing-in-itself= subj

fiction from which all others arise. F

ect, no obj

are given, out of which the whole subj

ective world is

developed in its separation into a world of physical and

psychical complex

es. Critical positivism declares every

other and more ex

tended supposition to be of the nature

ective and groundless;

for it there ex

only the observed successions and co-ex

nomena;

ist

istences of phe-

it attaches itself to those alone (114). Still

such fictions as absolute law, absolute ethics, absolute
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ideals, etc.,though they have no theoretical meaning, are

of high practical value, and eq

absolute value itself (115). I

abstract, the ideal, has its j

ually so is the fiction of

n spite of its unreality the

ustification;

it is apractioal

fiction, and without such a power of imagination neither

science nor life in their highest form would be possible.

N evertheless this is precisely the tragedy of life, that

the most valuable notions, when considered as them-

selves actualities, are destitute of substantive worth.

I

ndeed it is in this way that the value of reality is

inverted (61). E

ven the unity of the good and true,

as it is an ideal, is a philosophical fiction (64).

The analogical, that is fictional method, moreover,

is as much, or more, at home in theology as in mathe-

matics and metaphysics. F

479

ect. There remains, therefore,

nothing but the sensations which are present, which

of fiction, subj

P'

ect is the root

rom the standpoint

of critical positivism there is no absolute, no thiDg-in-

itself, no subj

fictitious (42).
The thing-in-itself without manifestation is a
meaningless fiction, as is also subject without predicate
(118). Indeed the division of the world into thing-initself =object and thing-in-itselfzsubject is the root
fiction from which all others arise. From the standpoint
of critical positivism there is no absolute, no thing-initself, no subject, no object. There remains, therefore,
nothing but the sensations which are present, which
are given, out of which the Whole subjective World is
developed in its separation into a world of physical and
psychical complexes. Critical positivism declares every
other and more extended supposition to be of the nature
of fiction, subjective and groundless; for it there exist
only the observed successions and co-existences of phenomena; it attaches itself to those alone (114). Still
such fictions as absolute law, absolute ethics, absolute
ideals, etc.,though they have no theoreticalmeaning, are

SI

or critical positivism such

valuable religious dogmas as God, the soul and

of high practical value, and equally so is the fiction of
absolute value itself (115). In spite of its unreality the
abstract, the ideal, has its justification ; it is a practical
fiction, and Without such a power of imagination neither
science nor life in their highest form would be possible.
Nevertheless this is precisely the tragedy of life, that
the most valuable notions, when considered as themselves actualities, are destitute of substantive worth.
Indeed it is in this way that the value of reality is
inverted (61). Even the unity of the good and true,
as it is an ideal, is a philosophical fiction (64).
The analogical, that is fictional method, moreover,
is as much, or more, at home in theology as in mathematics and metaphysics. For critical positivism such
valuable religious dogmas as God, the soul and
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immortality are fictions. H ow then does V

ex

aihinger

tricate himself from this very delicate situation?

Somewhat casuistically it must be confessed. The

enemy might even ask: A

re we to become augurs and

walk our philosophical, scientific and religious streets

with our tongues in our cheeks?

'

God'

is not the '

F

ather'

Thus, for instance,

of men, but he is to be

considered and treated as if he were (41). W e should

so act as if it were a duty imposed upon us by God, as

if we should be called to account for it, with the same

promptness and earnestness as those of unq

faith. B

uestioning

ut, he continues, if once this as if is changed

into because, the character of pure and disinterested

morality ceases, and our action is distorted by motives

of low and common interest, of mere selfishness (71).

I

t is especially in the categories, or chief generali-

sations or highest forms of thought, that the nature of

fiction is to be seen. A

ll categories, and perhaps even
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all fictions, can be reduced to analogies (126). A

s

categories are all artificial so also are all classifications,

for in the actual sense-world we can find no natural

boundaries (339). Categories are epistemological ana-

logies, analogical fictions for mediating the possibility

of knowledge (41). They are all symbolic and formal

(28

6). Categories arise out of sought-for comparisons

(157) . Comparison and finally the blending of similars

in the soul is the proper psychological principle of

logic;

thus epistemology, or the science of knowing, is

at bottom fictionism, for it deals precisely with the

devices which the psyche resorts to in order to eq

uip

itself with the most effective instruments of comparison

(158

) . The categories are thus simply notional con-

structs, or conceptual symbols, which are of use for

the apperception or clear cognition of the given (44).

QUEST

fictions. How then does Vaihinger
extricate himself from this very delicate situation?
Somewhat casuistically it must be confessed. The
enemy might even ask : Are we to become augurs and
walk our philosophical,scientific and religious streets
with our tongues in our cheeks? Thus, for instance,
‘God’ is not the ‘Father’ of men, but he is to be
considered and treated as if he were (41). We should
so act as if it were a duty imposed upon us by God, as
if we should be called to account for it, with the same
promptness and earnestness as those of unquestioning
faith. But, he continues, if once this as if is changed
into because, the character of pure and disinterested
morality ceases, and our action is distorted by motives
of low and common interest, of mere selfishness (71).
It is especially in the categories, or chief generalisations or highest forms of thought, that the nature of
fiction is to be seen. All categories, and perhaps even
all fictions, can be reduced to analogies (126). As
categories are all artificial so also are all classifications,
for in the actual sense-world we can find no natural
boundaries (339). Categories are epistemological analogies, analogical fictions for mediating the possibility
of knowledge (41). They are all symbolic and formal
(286). Categories arise out of sought-for comparisons
(157). Comparison and finally the blending of similars
in the soul is the proper psychological principle of
logic; thus epistemology, or the science of knowing, is
at bottom fictionism, for it deals precisely with the
devices which the psyche resorts to in order to equip
itself with the most effective instruments of comparison
(158). The categories are thus simply notional constructs, or conceptual symbols, which are of use for
the apperception or clear cognition of the given (44)-
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s has been pointed out already, however, a clear

distinction must be drawn between true and substan-

tive analogies, which it is the business of semi-fictions,

or of hypotheses, and of the obj

ective method of

induction to discover, and fully fictitious analogies,

which are purely the business of the subj

ective method

(45). Though then the transformation of the reality

into fiction consists chiefly in the remodelling of the

material of sensations by means of subj

gories (28

ective cate-

9), and though by the mere mental pigeon-

holing, or the subsumption, of sensation into the

categories, without deliberate consciousness of the

operation, no adeq

uate knowledge is at all attained

(302), nevertheless without the employment of the

categories, and especially those of substantiality and

causality, no j

udgment is possible (98

). The psychical

processes by which this theoretical elaboration proceeds

are analysis, comparison, abstraction and combination.
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This elaboration, however, we repeat once more, in

following V

aihinger at the risk of becoming tedious, is

nevertheless a means only;

thing as its obj

it can never be the same

ect or end (312);

and again, we repeat,

the art of conceptual knowledge as such a means to

practical action has very high theoretic value, but not

the slightest value as scientific knowledge grounded in

reality (303).

A

nother process we should be ever conscious of is

this. I

n the evolution of the categories the chief thing

to be noticed is the principle of displacement from the

obj

ective to the subj

of as a thing is subseq

F

ective. W hat was once thought

uently considered as a property.

rom this shifting from the obj

which is peculiar to all categories {

ective to the subj

whole and part, essence and appearance), the subj

6

ective

e.g. cause and effect,

ec-
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As has been pointed out already, however, a clear
distinction must be drawn between true and substantive analogies, which it is the business of semi-fictions,
or of hypotheses, and of the objective method of
induction to discover, and fully fictitious analogies,
which are purely the business of the subjective method
(45). Though then the transformation of the reality
into fiction consists chiefly in the remodelling of the
material of sensations by means of subjective categories (289), and though by the mere mental pigeonholing, or the subsumption, of sensation into the
categories, without deliberate consciousness of the
operation, no adequate knowledge is at all attained
(302), nevertheless without the employment of the
categories, and especially those of substantiality and
causality, no judgment is possible (98). The psychical
processes by which this theoreticalelaboration proceeds
are analysis, comparison, abstraction and combination.
This elaboration, however, we repeat once more, in
following Vaihinger at the risk of becoming tedious, is
nevertheless a means only; it can never be the same
thing as its object or end (312) ; and again, we repeat,
the art of conceptual knowledge as such a means to
practical action has very high theoretic value, but not
the slightest value as scientific knowledge grounded in
P'

48

1

reality (303).
Another process we should be ever conscious of is
this. In the evolution of the categories the chief thing
to be noticed is the principle of displacement from the
objective to the subjective. What was once thought
of as a thing is subsequently considered as a property.
From this shifting from the objective to the subjective
which is peculiar to all categories (e.g. cause and effect,
Whole and part, essence and appearance), the subjec6
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tivity of all categories may be concluded. W e can

further understand from this prinoiple of transposition,

how one member of a pair of fictitious contraries can

be thrust back beyond ex

perience so that the real

empirical mass, or the true elements of ex

perience,

come to stand as the second member, instead of holding

their proper ground as the only reality. I

n this way

arises, for instance, the fiction of a substance which is

supposed to stand on the other side of the obj

ex

perience;

ects of

the latter are then taken as if they were

attributes or modes of that substance. I

n this way

also arises the fiction of an absolute cause of which the

universe of ex

perience is taken to be the result;

so

also arises the fiction of a macrocosm of which the

obj

ects of ex

perience are looked upon as the parts;

and finally of an absolute thing-in-itself which is

regarded as the essence of phenomena (299). E

ven
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such sensuous contraries as light and darkness, black

and white, life and death, are purely artificial products

of thought-abstraction, necessary for accuracy, for the

clearer and surer hold they give us on the phenomena

of the flux

, but always to be used in their application

to reality itself with the greatest caution (339).

There is moreover a gradual eliminating of the

categories as mental evolution, and with it the power

of even greater generalisation, proceeds;

for it is

evident that the psyche originally possessed a far fuller

table of categories than it does to-day. The present

list of categories is the product of natural selection

and adaptation (313). A

s, however, the psyche is a

self-conscious organic life, the final analysis of the

categories must be the work of psychology, for cause

and effect are at bottom nothing but abstract

ex

pressions for will and deed (317).

THE

QUEST

of all categories may be concluded. We can
further understand from this principle of transposition,
how one member of a pair of fictitious contraries can
be thrust back beyond experience so that the real
empirical mass, or the true elements of experience,
come to stand as the second member, instead of holding
their proper ground as the only reality. In this way
arises, for instance, the fiction of a substance which is
supposed to stand on the other side of the objects of
experience; the latter are then taken as 1)‘ they were
attributes or modes of that substance. In this Way
also arises the fiction of an absolute cause of which the
universe of experience is taken to be the result; so
also arises the fiction of a macrocosm of which the
objects of experience are looked upon as the parts;
and finally of an absolute thing-in-itself which is
regarded as the essence of phenomena (299). Even
such sensuous contraries as light and darkness, black
and white, life and death, are purely artificial products
of thought-abstraction,necessary for accuracy,for the
clearer and surer hold they give us on the phenomena
of the flux, but always to be used in their application
to reality itself with the greatest caution (339).
There is moreover a gradual eliminating of the
categories as mental evolution, and with it the power
of even greater generalisation, proceeds; for it is
evident that the psyche originally possessed a far fuller
table of categories than it does to-day. The present
list of categories is the product of natural selection
and adaptation (313). As, however, the psyche is a
self-conscious organic life, the final analysis of the
categories must be the work of psychology, for cause
and effect are at bottom nothing but abstract
expressions for will and deed (317).
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and positions of the philosophy of the '

as if.'

B

ut

when all has been said, where precisely are we positively

apart from the pertinent criticism of what we usually

regard as knowledge?

does V

I

t is to be noticed that nowhere

aihinger, who professes in last resort to take

refuge in biology and psychology, deal in any way with

possibilities of consciousness beyond the normal;

he

probably holds that all abnormal states are purely

imaginary. H is main thesis, then, practically amounts

to this: sense mediated by intellect eventuates in

purposive action and the efficient use of the material

forces of life, and finally in ethical performance. This

is, however, we venture to think, an incomplete pro-

gramme of the possibilities of human perfectioning.

That there is also a reasonable possibility of genuine

knowledge of life as a whole, and the conseq

uent self-

realisation of ourselves in reality, is, we believe, a
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present normally unconscious spontaneous automatic

actions and reactions in us and in others, and so learn

to know life directly. W hat we now call purposive

ethical action, when it becomes for us free from all

taint of selfishness, free from all calculation and

natural,'

gives birth to

immediate understanding, and proves itself in feeling to

be co-operative with the spiritual forces of life. F

rom

this point of view, however, which rises beyond subj

and obj

ect

ect, the material forces and the spiritual forces

are seen to be but the passive and active modes of the

same R

G. R

eality.

, S. Mead.

P'

48

3

is, however,

sensible hypothesis. W e can be conscious of the at

motive, when it beoomes '

Suflicient has now been given of the general ideas
and positions of the philosophy of the ‘as if.’ But
when all has been said, where precisely are we positively
apart from the pertinent criticism of what we usually
regard as knowledge? It is to be noticed thatnowhere
does Vaihinger, who professes in last resort to take
refuge in biology and psychology, deal in any way with
possibilities of consciousness beyond the normal; he
probably holds that all abnormal states are purely
imaginary. His main thesis, then, practicallyamounts
to this: sense mediated by intellect eventuates in
purposive action and the efiicient use of the material
forces of life, and finally in ethical performance. This

SI

Sufficient has now been given of the general ideas

488

we

venture to

think, an incomplete pro-

gramme of the possibilities of human perfectioning.
That there is also a reasonable possibility of genuine
knowledge of life as a whole, and the consequent selfrealisation of ourselves in reality, is, we believe, a
sensible hypothesis. We can be conscious of the at

present normally unconscious spontaneous automatic
actions and reactions in us and in others, and so learn
to know life directly. What we now call purposive
ethical action, when it becomes for us free from all
taint of selfishness, free from all calculation and
motive, when it becomes ‘natural,’ gives birth to
immediate understanding, and proves itself in feeling to
be co-operative with the spiritual forces of life. From
this point of view, however, which rises beyondsubject
and object, the material forces and the spiritual forces
are seen to be but the passive and active modes of the
same

Reality.

G. R. S. MEAD.
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. H oward.

Dream thou!

F

or fair are poppies on the brow:

Dream, dream, for this is also sooth.

W .B

.Y

A POET OF DREAMLAND:
W. B. YEATS.

eats.

There is a subtle affinity between the dream and the

lyric. B

oth are born of moods, fancies, momentary

flashes of insight— not thoughts, but feelings and

impulses. Perhaps there is a more obvious connection

between dreams and the drama;

M. F. Howmn.

but the lyric also is

essentially dramatic, even though it may be only a

monologue. I

ex

t is therefore no marvel that a poet who

DREAM thou 1
For fair are poppies on the brow:
Dream, dream, for this is also sooth.
W. B. Yams.

cels both as a lyrical writer and a dramatist, should

find his inspiration in dreamland— whether in the

regions of sleeping or waking dreams.

I

t would be hard to define the border between

these regions in the writings of W . B

.Y

eats. There
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are poems which he has frankly declared to be founded

on actual dreams— visions of the night, with all

the incoherence and irrelevance of nightmares, but

strangely significant in the images which have flashed

up from his sub-conscious self. They may be called

reflections of his wide reading in mythological and

fairy lore;

perhaps even recollections from the primi-

tive knowledge in the racial memory of the Celt.

Scientists and anthropologists might analyse and

18

1

THERE is a subtle affinity between the dream and the
lyric. Both are born of moods, fancies, momentary
flashes of insight—not thoughts, but feelings and
impulses. Perhaps there is a more obvious connection
between dreams and the drama; but the lyric also is
essentially dramatic, even though it may be only a
monologue. It is therefore no marvel that a poet who
excels both as a lyrical writer and a dramatist, should
find his inspiration in dreamland—Whether in the
regions of sleeping or waking dreams.
It would be hard to define the border between
these regions in the writings of W. B. Yeats. There
are poems which he has frankly declared to be founded
on actual dreams—visions of the night, with all
the incoherence and irrelevance of nightmares, but
strangely significant in the images which have flashed
up from his sub-conscious self. They may be called
reflections of his wide reading in mythological and
fairy lore; perhaps even recollections from the primitive knowledge in the racial memory of the Celt.
Scientists and anthropologists might analyse and
484
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A

expound

a Poet otf dreamland ies

ex

pound the phenomena which have inspired these

poems, but it is doubtful whether their ex

planations

would satisfy either the poet or the lovers of his verse.

F

or the Celtic spirit is apt to flare up into genius, and

the material with which the flame is fed matters very

little. The dreams from which arose the strange

mystical poems of W . B

.Y

eats may have originated in

heterogeneous reading, or may even be akin to night-

mare, but nevertheless they have passed through the

crucible of a poet'

s mind, and they are the vivid

dreams of a genius.

The treasury of the I

rish poets and dramatists is

their old mythology and folk-lore— a store-house of

wild and beautiful legend, mysterious symbols, natural

magic, enchantments and traditions of the underworld.

Y

eats himself writes with eager patriotism and reproach

of those who seek their themes in foreign lands and

classical times, ignoring the history, literature and

or him, indeed, and for
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legend of their own country. F

a few kindred spirits, not only the national literature

and oral tradition are accessible, but the Celtic racial

memory is ever ready to be evoked to provide the

material of art. I

t is ex

q

uisitely delicate material—

fairy lore, nature-myths, hero-songs, vague, misty, and

spiritual, with the wistful and suggestive beauty of

remote antiq

uity— yet it is strong because of its

truth to the facts of life aDd its primitive passions.

The worship of N ature is a primary impulse;

the fear

of unseen spirits, good or bad, may be a slightly later

development, but it is deep-rooted in the consciousness

of man, and most deeply in Celtic races and those

E

astern peoples to whom they are nearly allied. The

invisible world is very close to such mystical minds;

the veil drawn between N ature and self-consciousness

POET OF DREAMLAND

485

the phenomena. which have inspired these
poems, but it is doubtful Whether their explanations
would satisfy either the poet or the lovers of his verse.
For the Celtic spirit is apt to flare up into genius, and
the material with which the flame is fed matters very
little. The dreams from which arose the strange
mystical poems of W. B. Yeats may have originated in
heterogeneous reading, or may even be akin to nightmare, but nevertheless they have passed through the
crucible of a poet’s mind, and they are the vivid
dreams of a genius.
The treasury of the Irish poets and dramatists is
their old mythology and folk-lore—-a store-house of
wild and beautifullegend, mysterious symbols, natural
magic, enchantments and traditions of the underworld.
Yeatshimself Writes with eager patriotism and reproach
of those who seek their themes in foreign lands and
classical times, ignoring the history, literature and
legend of their own country. For him, indeed, and for
a few kindred spirits, not only the national literature
and oral tradition are accessible, but the Celtic racial
memory is ever ready to be evoked to provide the
material of art. It is exquisitely delicate materialfairy lore, nature-myths, hero-songs, vague, misty, and
spiritual, with the wistful and suggestive beauty of
remote antiquity—yet it is strong because of its
truth to the facts of life and its primitive passions.
The worship of Nature is a primary impulse; the fear
of unseen spirits, good or bad, may be a slightly later
development, but it is deep-rooted in the consciousness
of man, and most deeply in Celtic races and those
Eastern peoples to whom they are nearly allied. The
invisible world is very close to such mystical minds;
the veil drawn between Nature and self-consciousness
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may at any moment become transparent or vanish

away before the impassioned gaze of the poet and seer.

Sometimes he is caught up into a spiritual ecstasy

from whioh he returns to speak in unknown tongues

of things eternal and incomprehensible. More often

he is whelmed in the flood of the racial memory, and

rises from its depths with strange spoils in his hands

— old and forgotten symbols, wild and beautiful

fancies, or new interpretations of ancient stories.

A

sY

eats has written, "

the great memory is a

dwelling-place of symbols, of images that are living

souls."

A

ll that has once been vital is immortal in

the great memory, and rises again in the poet'

s trance

or dream, to take form in verse or poetic prose. I

t

does not return in the crude, half-barbaric shape of

the early legends— for these are aetherealised as they

pass through the minds of the modern mystics— but
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the strength of the passion in the ancient tragedy is

not lessened when it is transmuted and raised into the

sphere of spiritual truths.

Mr. Y

eats is his own best interpreter, and his

essays on Shelley and other poets, and the prose

reveries in The Celtic Twilight, are full of theories

which may well be applied to his own verse. The

imagination is in his view "

the winged messenger

between the immortal world of the great memory and

man. B

efore it, in its moments of ex

altation in mystic

trance, in madness, or in deep meditation, the great

mind unfolds itself in symbols."

Shelley: "

Thus he writes of

H e seems to have lit on that memory of

nature the visionaries claim for the foundation of

their knowledge."

more definite. "

H is own personal ex

I

perience is still

have observed dreams and visions

very carefully and am now certain that the imagination

THE

QUEST

may at any moment become transparent or vanish
away before the impassioned gaze of the poet and seer.
Sometimes he is caught up into a spiritual ecstasy
from which he returns to speak in unknown tongues
of things eternal and incomprehensible. More often
he is Whelmed in the flood of the racial memory, and
rises from its depths with strange spoils in his hands
—old and forgotten symbols, wild and beautiful
fancies, or new interpretations of ancient stories.
As Yeats has written, “the great memory is a
dwelling-place of symbols, of images that are living
souls.” All that has once been vital is immortal in
the great memory, and rises again in the poet’s trance
or dream, to take form in verse or poetic prose. It
does not return in the crude, half-barbaric shape of
the early legends—for these are aetherealised as they
pass through the minds of the modern mystics—but
the strength of the passion in the ancient tragedy is
not lessened when it is transmuted and raised into the
sphere of spiritual truths.
Mr. Yeats is his own best interpreter, and his
essays on Shelley and other poets, and the prose
reveries in The Celtic Twilight, are full of theories
which may well be applied to his own verse. The
imagination is in his view “the winged messenger
between the immortal world of the great memory and
man. Before it, in its moments of exaltation in mystic
trance, in madness, or in deep meditation, the great
mind unfolds itself in symbols.” Thus he writes of
Shelley: “He seems to have lit on that memory of
nature the visionaries claim for the foundation of
their knowledge.” His own personal experience is still
more definite. “I have observed dreams and visions
very carefully and am now certain that the imagination
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has some way of lighting on the truth that the reason

has not, and that its commandments, delivered when

the body is still and the reason silent, are the most

binding we can ever know."

O ut of these dreams from the great memory came

the plays that form the most significant if not the

most charming works of the I

rish poet. Sweet Deirdre

(the Celtic H elen of Troy), Q ueen Maeve, A

E

ngus and

dain, and many another passionate and romantic

figure, have come from that past of

O ld unhappy far-off things,

A

nd battles long ago.

B

ut it is in this dreamland also that the more

characteristic plays have originated— especially that

ex

q

q

oyage. I

t may be analysed and traced to its

plain the mystical q
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sources, but this does not ex

I

And battles long ago.

uisite allegory, The Shadowy W aters, the story of a

sV

t shows the influence of Maeterlinck'

possibly of W agner'

uality.

s early tragedies,

s Tristan, and it is merely a new

and Celtic version of an old theme— the voyage or

wandering in search of an ideal unattainable on earth.

This is the conventional figure or metaphor to ex

press

a first instinct of the waking soul of man— dissatisfac-

tion with the material world and its j

a conseq

oys and sorrows,

uent renunciation and the q

uest for an ideal

world in which may be found the true meaning of

earth'

s appearances and shadows. To this eager

yearning the one answer seems to be that the visible

world is a symbol of the unseen reality;

but even

where this solution of the problem is known the q

uest

still continues, for the symbol grows ever clearer and

its meaning is inex

haustible.

The hero of the play, F

orgael, drifting on into a
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has some way of lighting on the truth that the reason
has not, and that its commandments, delivered when
the body is still and the reason silent, are the most
binding we can ever know.”
Out of these dreams from the great memory came
the plays that form the most significant if not the
most charming works of the Irish poet. Sweet Deirdre
(the Celtic Helen of Troy), Queen Maeve, Angus and
Edain, and many another passionate and romantic
figure, have come from that past of
Old unhappy far-ofi things,

uest, wild as that of Ulysses or the mariners in Tenny-

son'

POET OF DREAMLAND

But it is in this dreamland also that the more
characteristic plays have originated——especially that
exquisite allegory, The Shadowy Waters, the story of a
quest, wild as that of Ulysses or the mariners in Tennyson’s Voyage. It may be analysed and traced to its
sources, but this does not explain the mystical quality.
It shows the influence of Maeterlinck’s early tragedies,
possibly of Wagner‘s Tristan, and it is merely a new
and Celtic version of an old theme—-the voyage or
wandering in search of an ideal unattainable on earth.
This is the conventional figure or metaphor to express
a first instinct of the waking soul of man—dissatisfaction with the material world and its joys and sorrows,
a consequent renunciation and the quest for an ideal
world in which may be found the true meaning of
earth's appearances and shadows. To this eager
yearning the one answer seems to be that the visible
world is a symbol of the unseen reality; but even
where this solution of the problem is known the quest
still continues, for the symbol grows ever clearer and
its meaning is inexhaustible.
The hero of the play, Forgael, drifting on into a
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silent sea like that haunted ocean of the A

Mariner, says to his troubled friend, A

ncient

elric:

W e have fallen in the dreams the ever-living

B

reathe on the burnished mirror of the world,

A

nd then smooth out with ivory hands and sigh,

A

nd find their laughter sweeter to the taste

F

or that brief sighing.

To which A

elric replies with a practical reason for

his captain'

s moodiness and fantasy:

I

f you had loved some woman—

F

O R

F

or that is what they say— all, all the shadows,

A

ngus and E

A

nd all the others;

A

s they have known it. N ow the secret'

F

or it is love that I

B

ut of a beautiful unheard-of kind

GA

E

L

:Y

ou say that also?

Y

ou have heard the voices,

like that haunted ocean of the Ancient
Mariner, says to his troubled friend, Aelric:
We have fallen in the dreams the ever-living
Breathe on the burnished mirror of the world,
And then smooth out with ivory hands and sigh,
And find their laughter sweeter to the taste
For that brief sighing.
To which Aelric replies with a practical reason for
his captain's moodiness and fantasy:

dain, those passionate wanderers,

but it must be love

s out;

am seeking for,

FOBGAEL:
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That is not in the world.

A

gain A

elric rej

oins with his common-sense if not

cynical philosophy, and scoffs at the dream of ideal

love. F

sea

orgael declares:

I

t'

s not a dream,

B

ut the reality that makes our passion

A

s a lamp shadow— no, no lamp, the sun:

W hat the world'

s million lips are thirsting for

If you had loved some womanYou say that also ? You have heard the voices,
For that is what they say——all, all the shadows,
Angus and Edain, those passionate wanderers,
And all the others; but it must he love
As they have known it. Now the secret’s out:
For it is love that I am seeking for,
But of a beautiful unheard-of kind
That is not in the world.

Must be substantial somewhere.

...A

Again Aelric rejoins with his common-sense if not
cynical philosophy, and scoffs at the dream of ideal
love. Forgael declares:

ll would be well

Could we but give us wholly to the dreams,

A

nd get into their world that to the sense

I

s shadow, and not linger wretchedly

A

mong substantial things;

for it is dreams

It's not a dream,
But the reality that makes our

That lift us to the flowing, changing world

That the heart longs for.

This is not a philosophy that would appeal to A

and the practical man;

passion
As a lamp shadow—no, no lamp, the sun :
What the world's million lips are thirsting for

elric

it is rather the faith of the

Celt in the hidden meaning of life, in the divine destiny

Must be substantial somewhere.
All would be well
Could we but give us wholly to the dreams,
And get into their world that to the sense
Is shadow, and not linger wretchedly
Among substantial things; for it is dreams
That lift us to the flowing, changing world
That the heart longs for.

This is not a philosophythat would appeal to Aelric
and the practical man ; it is rather the faith of the
Celt in the hidden meaning of life, in the divine destiny
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that is helper, healer, consoler, giver of visions and

j

oy, of light and life and love. To F

orgael, the wander-

ing poet with the harp of enchantments, divine gifts

come from the dreams of the gods— dreams of mysteri-

ous beauty in which he himself might be both actor

and spectator. I

t is a Celtic version of the O riental

idea of the soul as the '

understanding dream.'

it is not only the subconscious

sphere of unknown laws and imperishable facts (in

short a magnified memory of all consciousness), it is

also a sphere which is the dwelling-place of past heroes,

poets and lovers, and spiritual beings, with whom the

mind of man may communicate;

and over which a

vast and superconscious spirit is ruling. The dream-

world of F

orgael is no mere fairy-land or underworld of

shadows— it is the world of thought and reality, and
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the true home of the soul.

This dream-play, The Shadowy W aters, is therefore

not only one of the most beautiful of the poet'

(more ex

q

s symbols

uisite in fancy though less human and

pathetic than Countess Cathleen), but it is also the

most philosophic I

t is not a fantasy but a poetic

romance, and is in touch with those universal truths

and principles which may find ex

pression in masq

ue

and lyric as well as in the baldest biography or strongest

novel. F

orgael'

s voyage— which does not cease when

love comes to him— is that of the spirit of this and

every age, the search of the soul for the realisation of

its dream of happiness.

Such dreams and visions are the gifts of youth

and age— "

Y

our young men shall see visions and your

old men shall dream dreams."

Perhaps there is a

delicate distinction of meaning in the prophet'

489

that is helper, healer, consoler, giver of visions and
joy, of light and life and love. To Forgael, the wandering poet With the harp of enchantments, divine gifts
come from the dreams of the gods—dreams of mysterious beauty in which he himself might be both actor
and spectator. It is a Celtic version of the Oriental
idea of the soul as the understanding dream.’
More than the racial memory, therefore, is implied
in this conception; it is not only the subconscious
sphere of unknown laws and imperishable facts (in
short a magnified memory of all consciousness), it is
also a sphere which is the dwelling-placeof past heroes,
poets and lovers, and spiritual beings, with whom the
mind of man may communicate; and over which a
‘

More than the racial memory, therefore, is implied

in this conception;

POET OF DREAMLAND

s words

superconscious spirit is ruling. The dreamworld of Forgael is no mere fairy-land or underworld of
shadoWs—it is the World of thought and reality, and
vast and

the true home of the soul.
This dream-play, The Shadowy Waters, is therefore
not only one of the most beautifulof the poet’s symbols
(more exquisite in fancy though less human and
pathetic than Countess Cathleen), but it is also the
most philosophic. It is not a fantasy but a poetic
romance, and is in touch with those universal truths
and principles which may find expression in masque
and lyric as well as in the baldest biographyor strongest
novel. Forgael’s voyage——Which does not cease when
love comes to him—is that of the spirit of this and
every age, the search of the soul for the realisation of
its dream of happiness.
Such dreams and visions are the gifts of youth
and age—“ Your young men shall see visions and your
old men shall dream dreams.” Perhaps there is a
delicate distinction of meaning in the prophet’s words
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which has escaped the poet in the half-cynical speech

of the old priest in The L

and of H eart'

s Desire:

F

or life moves out of a red flare of dreams—

I

nto a common light of common hours,

THE QUEST

which has escaped the poet in the half-cynical speech
of the old priest in The Land of Heart’: Desire:
For life moves out of a red flare of dreamsInto a common light of common hours,
Until old age bring the red flare again.

Until old age bring the red flare again.

This is a reminiscence of W ordsworth'

I

s O de on

mmortality, and its lament over the glorious visions

of youth doomed to eclipse in middle life:

The youth who daily farther from the E

Must travel, still is N ature'

This is

a reminiscence of Wordsworth’s Ode on
and
its lament over the glorious visions
Immortality,
of youth doomed to eclipse in middle life:

ast

s priest,

A

nd by the vision splendid

I

s on his way attended;

A

t length the man perceives it die away

A

nd fade into the light of common day.

B

ut for W ordsworth the loss seemed irreparable,

The youth who daily farther from the East
Must travel, still is Nature’s priest,
And by the vision splendid
Is on his way attended ;
At length the man perceives it die away
And fade into the light of common day.

and he gives little or no promise of the return of the

power of vision in old age. H is philosophy is more

rational and consistent than that of W . B

.Y
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not necessarily truer to the facts of human ex

The one poet is typically E

eats, but

perience.

nglish, the other character-

istically Celtic, and though both possess '

the vision

and the faculty divine,'

their theories are essentially

different. W ordsworth'

s rapturous feeling for moun-

tains, lakes, and all that beauty of N ature which the

eye '

half-perceives, and half-creates,'

philosopher'

is largely the

s intellectual love for eternal Truth in one

of its manifestations. This is not the mystical passion

of W . B

.Y

eats for the wild and solitary but spirit-

haunted places where he finds himself in an outer

court of fairyland— in the Seven W oods, or on the

slopes of B

L

en B

ulben, or beside the pond called H eart

ake, or amongst the I

sles of A

seer may catch a glimpse of Y

-B

ra from which the

reasil. H e is no

But for Wordsworth the loss seemed irreparable,
and he gives little or no promise of the return of the
power of vision in old age. His philosophy is more
rational and consistent than that of W. B. Yeats, but
not necessarily truer to the facts of human experience.
The one poet is typically English, the other characteristically Celtic, and though both possess ‘the vision
and the faculty divine,’ their theories are essentially
difierent. Wordsworth’s rapturous feeling for mountains, lakes, and all that beauty of Nature which the
eye ‘half-perceives, and half-creates,’ is largely the
philosopher’s intellectual love for eternal Truth in one
of its manifestations. This is not the mystical passion
of W. B. Yeats for the wild and solitary but spirithaunted places where he finds himself in an outer
court of fa.iryland—in the Seven Woods, or on the
slopes of Ben Bulben, or beside the pond called Heart
Lake, or amongst the Isles of Ara from which the
seer may catch a glimpse of Y-Breasil.
He is no
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poet of Platonism or Berkleianism; he is rather a
Rosicrucian, and for him Nature is animated not by
one great beneficent Spirit (or Providence) alone but
by many—the good, bad, and indifferent elemental
sprites who are survivals of the old Pagan divinities.
Possibly this apparently fantastic view of Nature is
really more scientific and more compatible with modern
theories of animism and a pluralistic universe,’ than
the somewhat rigid monism which predominates in
the nature-philosophyof Wordsworth.
The day is past for scorn of dreams and dreamers,
and the world is beginning to realise its debt to the
imagination—even it may be to the fancy in its wildest
and most irresponsible flights into fairyland. In time
the Irish poet’s claim for the value of dreamland may
be allowed, and his method of contemplation used for
artistic purposes as well as for those which are usually
associated with psychical research. “We can make
that beings
our minds so like still water,” he writes,
gather about us that they may see, it may be, their
own images, and so live for a moment with a clearer,
perhaps even with a fiercer life because of us.” To

'

poet of Platonism or B

R

erkleianism;

he is rather a

osicrucian, and for him N ature is animated not by

one great beneficent Spirit (or Providence) alone but

by many— the good, bad, and indifferent elemental

sprites who are survivals of the old Pagan divinities.

Possibly this apparently fantastic view of N ature is

really more scientific and more compatible with modern

theories of animism and a '

pluralistic universe,'

than

‘

the somewhat rigid monism which predominates in

the nature-philosophy of W ordsworth.

The day is past for scorn of dreams and dreamers,

and the world is beginning to realise its debt to the

imagination— even it may be to the fancy in its wildest

and most irresponsible flights into fairyland. I

the I

rish poet'

n time

s claim for the value of dreamland may

be allowed, and his method of contemplation used for

artistic purposes as well as for those which are usually

W e can make
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associated with psychical research. "

our minds so like still water,"

he writes, "

that beings

gather about us that they may see, it may be, their

own images, and so live for a moment with a clearer,

perhaps even with a fiercer life because of us."

To

him the dreams of trance and slumber are neither

capricious fancies nor vague memories, but manifesta-

tions of real beings, hidden from the outward senses

“

but capable of communicating with the passively

receptive mind. I

f this were proved to be true, the

value of meditation and dream would be obvious;

the

historian, the folklorist, the poet, the dramatist and

artist would only need to will to enter the dream-world,

and to remember the ex

periences therein attained.

There is one precedent at least for this theory in

its most literal form— Coleridge'

of E

ubla K

s wonderful fragment

lian, the poem that arose from the reading

him the dreams of trance and slumber are neither
capricious fancies nor vague memories, but manifestations of real beings, hidden from the outward senses
but capable of communicating with the passively
receptive mind. If this were proved to be true, the
value of meditation and dream would be obvious; the
historian, the folklorist, the poet, the dramatist and
artist would only need to will to enter the dream-world,
and to remember the experiences therein attained.
There is one precedent at least for this theory in
its most literal form—Coleridge’s wonderful fragment
of Kubla Khan, the poem that arose from the reading
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Many of R

ossetti'

s poems and his early story, H and

and Soul, also appear to have been suggested by

the symbolical dreams which are not unusual to a

peculiarly sensitive though perhaps sensuous tempera-

ment. I

n his case again there is the possibility of the

influence of a drug;

and this is significant, because

the passivity of an artificial sleep is of a different

character from normal repose, and may be supposed

to fetter the will as well as the outer senses, and to

set free and stimulate rather than soothe the activity

of the mental powers and the inward or reflective

senses. The trance induced by hypnotism is of a

similar character, and eq

ually dangerous to the will

and hence to the moral nature, though it may be fruit-

ful in the emotional and imaginative ex

periences

which are the foundation of artistic achievements.

There is yet another type of dream, which may
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be the highest or lowest of all. This is that form

of half-conscious wandering of thought, making of

plans, and holding imaginary conversations, which

is ruthlessly condemned by the guardians of youth.

N evertheless, dream-days are some of the most valuable

working-days of childhood, and '

castles in the air'

often realised in later years, not in the first golden

glory of transitory sunset clouds, but in the grey old

stones of earth, which will remain when the dreamer

has passed on and is forgotten. The passive dream is

almost always a revival of the past, a recollection of

the life that has been;

the active and waking dream

is a reaching forward to grasp and shape the future.

I

n this the will has its part, and aspiration and desire

take the place of memory. The dream of what shall

be is perhaps more natural as it is more healthy than

are

QUEST

book of Oriental travel and a drug-induced sleep.
Many of Rossetti’s poems and his early story, Hand
and Soul, also appear to have been suggested by
the symbolical dreams which are not unusual to a
peculiarly sensitive though perhaps sensuous temperament. In his case again there is the possibilityof the
influence of a drug; and this is significant, because
the passivity of an artificial sleep is of a different
character from normal repose, and may be supposed
and to
to fetter the will as well as the outer senses,
set free and stimulate rather than soothe the activity
of the mental powers and the inward or reflective
The trance induced by hypnotism is of a
senses.
the will
similar character, and equally dangerous to
be fruitand hence to the moral nature, though it may
ful in the emotional and imaginative experiences
which are the foundation of artistic achievements.
which may
There is yet another type of dream,
is that form
be the highest or lowest of all. This
of
of half-conscious wandering of thought, making
which
plans, and holding imaginary conversations,
of youth.
is ruthlessly condemned by the guardians
valuable
Nevertheless, dream-days are some of the most
the air’ are
Working-days of childhood, and ‘ castles in first
golden
often realised in later years, not in the
old
glory of transitory sunset clouds, but in the grey
dreamer
stones of earth, which will remain when the
is
has passed on and is forgotten. The passive dream
of
almost always a revival of the past, a recollection
the life that has been; the active and waking dream
is a reaching forward to grasp and shape the future.
In this the will has its part, and aspiration and desire
the place of memory. The dream of what shall
136 18 perhaps more natural as it is more healthy than

of

ST

of a book of O riental travel and a drug-induced sleep.
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of that '

t is a development

impassioned meditation'

which can find

I

n all poor foolish things that live a day

E

ternal beauty wandering on her way.

B

ut dream is even more than a vision of the

spiritual significance of matter;

of all the world'

I

desired haven'

s wanderers, from Ulysses to F

t is dreams

In all poor foolish things that live a day
Eternal beauty wandering on her way.

But dream is

it is also a wing or

sail of the soul in its search for that '

493

that which broods over the past. It is a development
of that ‘impassioned meditation’ which can find

N D

493

that which broods over the past. I

POET OF DREAMLAND

orgael.

than a vision of the
spiritual significance of matter; it is also a wing or
sail of the soul in its search for that ‘desired haven’
of all the World’s Wanderers, from Ulysses to Forgael.
even more

That lift us to the flowing changing world

That the heart longs for.

. H oward.

It is dreams
That lift us to the flowing changing world
That the heart longs for.

M. F. HOWARD.
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The early Christian fish-symbolism has already been

analysed in a series of papers, especially with regard

THE MESSIANIC FISH-MEAL OF THE
PRIMITIVE CHURCH.

to the original meaning of the baptismal rite. This

curious circle of mystio allegorism is not, however, con-

fined to the esoteric doctrine of the Christian initiatory

ceremony;

as has been occasionally1 observed before,

it is essentially connected also with the eucharist, the

ROBERT EISLER, PH.D.

central sacrament of Christianity.

I

ndeed even the earliest ex

Messianic fisherman in the '

tant figure of the

Gallery of the F

lavians '

dating from the last decades of the 1st century a.d."

is found in immediate j

ux

—

—

lamb and milkpail'

ogos-drink,

group, but also with

the following interesting picture of an evidently sacra-

mental fish-meal. I

n spite of the seriously damaged
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state of the monument, we can still distinguish, beyond

any possibility of doubt, two beardless men, sitting

on a couch, one talking to the other, and a server

approaching them from the right with a j

ug in his

hands. O n the little three-footed table before the

guests lies the repast— a fish and three small round

loaves of bread.4 A

s the pictures of the lamb and the

1 Cp. Q uest, vol. i., p. 639. •

8

494

I

bid., p. 646, u. 1. '

I

bid., pp. 68

3f.

See W ilpert, Mahreien der K

early Christian fish-symbolism has already been
analysed in a series of papers, especially with regard
to the original meaning of the baptismal rite. This
curious circle of mystic allegorism is not, however, confined to the esoteric doctrine of the Christian initiatory
ceremony; as has been occasionally‘ observed before,
it is essentially connected also with the eucharist, the
central sacrament of Christianity.
Indeed even the earliest extant figure of the
Messianic fisherman in the Gallery of the Flavians ”——
dating from the last decades of the 1st century A.D."—
is found in immediate juxtaposition not only with the
mystic symbols of the baptismal initiatory logos-drink,
namely the ‘lamb and milkpail' group, but also with
the following interesting picture of an evidently sacramental fish-mcal. In spite of the seriously damaged
state of the monument, we can still distinguish, beyond
any possibility of doubt, two beardless men, sitting
on a couch, one talking to the other, and a. server
approaching them from the right with a jug in his
THE

taposition not only with the

mystic symbols of the baptismal initiatory Z

namely the '

*

atacomben K

omi.

‘

On the little three-footed table before the
guests lies the repast——a fish and three small round
loaves of bread.‘ As the pictures of the lamb and the

hands.

‘
3

Cp. Qmzsr, vol. i., p. 639.

“lid-y 9- 546. 11-

1-

‘

See

I

Ib¢'d., pp. 683i.

Wilpert, Malereien zler KaytacombenRoma.
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neophyte,
while the fisherman symbolises the spiritual catching
and the baptism of the convert, we are amply justified
in attributing beforehand to the fish-and-bread meal of
milkpail allude
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milkpail allude to the milk-drink of the neophyte,

while the fisherman symbolises the spiritual catching

and the baptism of the convert, we are amply j

ustified

in attributing beforehand to the fish-and-bread meal of

the two believers as well the character of a sacrament,

the dominating importance of which is emphasised by

the central position of this remarkable painting in the

decorative scheme of the whole vault.

The same sacred meal is evidently intended in the

catacombs of S. L

uoina (2nd century a.d.), where has

been discovered1 a still-life painting of two fish and two

baskets of bread and between the bread-baskets a

glass cup of red wine— the latter suggesting by analogy

the probable contents of the j

ug of the server in the

first mentioned picture.

A

gain, in the so-called '

chapels of the sacrament,'

in the catacombs of S. Callisto (1st half of the 3rd
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century a.d.), while the figure of the fisher is once

found with a pictorial representation of the baptismal

rite, in another instance8

it is combined with a painting

that depicts seven youths reclining round a table and

partaking of two large fish on plates before them on the

table. B

eside the table we notice eight baskets full of

bread, four on each side.

A

similar composition can be found on the ceiling

of the same catacomb;

but this time we see two loaves

and one fish on a tripod, with three baskets of bread

standing on the one, and four on the other side of it.

I

n an adj

acent chamber also there is a picture of

a man and a woman and between them again a three-

legged table. The woman bends over the table and

raises her arms in an attitude of prayer. A

mong

the different dishes on the table we see a loaf of bread

1 See ibid, plate. '

W ilpert I

.e. pi. x

x

vii.
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to the milk-drink of the

the two believers as well the character of a sacrament,
the dominating importance of which is emphasised by
the central position of this remarkable painting in the
decorative scheme of the whole vault.
The same sacred meal is evidently intended in the
catacombs of S. Luoina (2nd century A.D.), where has
been discovered‘ a still-life painting of two fish and two
baskets of bread and between the bread-baskets a
glass cup of red wine—the latter suggesting by analogy
the probable contents of the jug of the server in the
first mentioned picture.
Again, in the so-called ‘ chapels of the sacrament,’
in the catacombs of 9. Callisto (1st half of the 3rd
century A.D.), while the figure of the fisher is once
found with a pictorial representation of the baptismal
rite, in another instance’ it is combined with a painting
that depicts seven youths reclining round a table and
partaking of two large fish on plates before them on the
table. Beside the table we notice eight baskets full of
bread, four on each side.
A similar composition can be found on the ceiling
of the same cataoomb; but this time we see two loaves
and one fish on a tripod, with three baskets of bread
standing on the one, and four on the other side of it.
In an adjacent chamber also there is a picture of
a man and a woman and between them again a threelegged table. The woman bends over the table and
raises her arms in an attitude of prayer. Among
the different dishes on the table we see a loaf of bread
‘ See ibid.
"
plate.
Wilpert l.c. pl. xxvii.
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and a fish. The man is taking hold of the fish and of

another loaf placed underneath it.

I

n the so-called Greek Chapel of the Priscilla

cemetery (beginning of the 2nd century a.d.), the meal

is celebrated on a lawn. A

in an open hemicycle;

pillow is laid on the grass

before it stand a cup and two

plates, in the one tivo fish, in the other five loaves.

Seven persons partake of the meal, among them a

woman. O n both sides of the symposion we see baskets

of bread, three on the left, four on the right.

A

s abbreviated symbols of this same meal-sacra-

ment the j

oint images of fish and bread occur beyond

doubt not infreq

inscriptions. I

uently in early Christian funeral

n the catacombs of Plautilla, for

instance, on the road to O stia, a freed slave of the

F

lavian family, Titus F

lavius E

utyches, is buried.

H is epitaph ends with the words: '

loved!

'

arewell, be-

nother stone-slate with two fishes and
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two fishes. A

F

and with the crude glyphs of two loaves and

five loaves, found in the cemetery of S. H ermes, in

18

45, is now in the Museo K

ircheriano.

The literary remains that can be compared with

these monuments, begin with two tex

ts (A

and B

)

that are found incorporated respectively in Mark 634+ 1

and Mark 8

1-9.

A

.B

A

nd Jesus, when he came I

out [

.

sc. from the ship]

n those days the multitude

, saw being very great and having

much people, and was moved nothing to eat, Jesus called his

with compassion towards them, disciples unto him and saith

because they were as sheep not unto them:

having a shepherd, and he be- I

have compassion on the

gan to teach them many things. multitude, because they have

A

nd when the day was now now been with me three days

far spent, his disciples came and have nothing to eat.

QUE ST

fish.

The man is taking hold of the fish and of
another loaf placed underneath it.
In the so-called Greek Chapel of the Priscilla.
cemetery (beginning of the 2nd century A.D.), the meal
is celebrated on a lawn. A pillow is laid on the grass
in an open hemicycle ; before it stand a cup and two
plates, in the one two fish, in the other five loaves.
Seven persons partake of the meal, among them a
woman. On both sides of the symposion we see baskets
of bread, three on the left, four on the right.
As abbreviated symbols of this same meal-sacrament the joint images of fish and bread occur beyond
doubt not infrequently in early Christian funeral
inscriptions. In the catacombs of Plautilla, for
instance, on the road to Ostia, a freed slave of the
Flavian family, Titus Flavius Eutyches, is buried.
His epitaph ends with the words: ‘Farewell, beloved!’ and with the crude glyphs of two loaves and
two fishes. Another stone-slate with two fishes and
five loaves, found in the cemetery of S. Hermes, in
1845, is now in the Museo Kircheriano.
and

496 TH E

THE
a

The literary remains that can be compared with
these monuments, begin with two texts (A and B)
that are found incorporated respectively in Mark 63444
and Mark 819.
A.
And Jesus, when he came
out [sc. from the ship], saw
much people, and was moved
with compassion towards them,
because they were as sheep not
having a shepherd, and he began to teach them many things.
And when the day was now
far spent, his disciples came

C0 glc

B.
In those days the multitude

being very great and having
nothing to eat, Jesus called his
disciples unto him and saith
unto them:
I have compassion on the
multitude, because they have
now been with me three days
and have nothing to eat.
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unto him and said: This is a

desert place and now the time

is far passed. Send them away,

that they may go to the country

round about and into the vil-

lages and buy themselves bread.

F

or they have nothing to eat.

H e answered and said unto

them: Give ye them to eat.

A

nd they said unto him: Shall

we go and buy two hundred

pennyworth of bread and give

them to eat?

H e said unto them: H ow

many loaves have ye 1 Go and

see. A

nd when they knew,

they say: F

A

ive, and two fishes.

nd he commanded them
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to make all sit down by com-

panies upon the green grass.

A

nd they sat down like

garden-beds one after the other

by hundreds and by fifties.

A

nd when he had taken

the five loaves and the two

fishes, he looked up to heaven

and said the blessing, brake the

loaves1 and divided the two

fishes for all of them.

1 The following words, "

them,"

and gave [

them]

A

unto him and said: This is a
desert place and now the time
is farpassed. Send them away,
that they may go to the country
round about and into the villages and buy themselves bread.
For they have nothing to eat.
He answered and said unto
them: Give ye them to eat.
And they said unto him : Shall
we go and buy two hundred
pennyworth of bread and give
them to eat ?
He said unto them: How
many loaves have ye ? Go and
And when they knew,
see.
they say : Five, and two fishes.
And he commanded them
to make all sit down by companies upon the green grass.
And they sat down like
garden-beds one after the other
by hundreds and by fifties.
And when he had taken
the five loaves and the two
fishes, he looked up to heaven
and said the blessing, brake the
loaves‘ and divided the two
fishes for all of them.

L

esides the interpolation marks the significant antithesis,

which has been set forward in v. 37, namely that the disciples cannot feed

B

obj

■

ord himself is able to assuage their hunger. I

n

this contrast is wanting in the dialogue, so that in this version there is no

ection to the intercession of the disciples in the rile of the later'

Mark 67, which follows, "

And if I send them away

fasting to their own houses
they will faint by the way;
some

of them have

come

from

far.

And his disciples answered
him: From whence can a man
satisfy these with bread here
in the wilderness ?
And he asked them: How
many loaves have ye ? And
they said: Seven.
And he commanded the people to sit down on the ground.

to his disciples to set before

Jesue should distribute the fishes personally, but the loaves with the aid of

the multitude, while the L

497
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are taken over from the other version. There is no reason why

the Twelve. B

FISH-MEAL

And he took the seven loaves,
said grace, and brake and gave
to his disciples to set before
[them] ; and they did set [the
bread] before the people.’

deacons.'

and they had a few small fishes and he

blessed them and commanded to set them also before [

the people]

,"

is

[them]

The following words. “ and gave
to his disciples to set before
are taken over from the other version. There is no reason why
Jesus should distribute the fishes personally, but the loaves with the aid of
the Twelve. Besides the interpolation marks the si gnificant antithesis,
which has been set forward in v. 37, name] that the disciples cannot feed
the multitude, while the Lord himself is ab e to assuage their hunger. In
B this contrast is wanting in the dialogue, so that in this version there is no
objection to the intercession of the disciples in the role of the later deacons.'
' Mark 87, which follows, “and the
had a few small fishes and he
blessed them and commanded to set t em also before [the people] ,” is
evidently an inorganic interpolation with regard to the fishes mentioned in
the parallel account. The proof is, that the fishes are not even mentioned in
the preceding dialogue of v. 5, an omission which was noticed and corrected
‘

evidently an inorganic interpolation with regard to the fishes mentioned in

them,

the parallel account. The proof is, that the fishes are not even mentioned in

the preceding dialogue of v. 5, an omission which was noticed and corrected

by Matt. I

534.

A

send them away

nd if I

fasting to their own houses

they will faint by the way;

some of them have come from

far.

A

nd his disciples answered

him: F

rom whence can a man

satisfy these with bread here

in the wilderness?

A

'

by_Matt. 1634,

7

nd he asked them: H ow

many loaves have ye?

A

nd

they said: Seven.

A

nd he commanded the peo-

ple to sit down on the ground.

A

nd he took the seven loaves,

said grace, and brake and gave

to his disciples to set before

[

them]

bread]

7

;

and they did set [

before the people.'

the
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And they did all eat and
were filled. And they took up
twelve baskets full of fraa-

49
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nd they did all eat and

So they did eat and were

were filled. A

nd they took up filled. A

ments.‘

nd they took up of the

twelve baskets full of frag- crumbs that were left seven

And they that did eat of
the loaves and of the fishes‘
were‘ five thousand men.

the loaves and of the fishes1 were about four thousand,

were*

five thousand men.

These two parallel stories, which are both referred

to as relating two different events in a pretended and

very obscure"

'

saying of the L

ord'

(Mark 8

m),1 must

tent by additions from one to the other and

‘

vice versa. Such a proceeding would, of course, never

B

and

as accounts of two different feeding-miracles. The

retouchings cannot, therefore, be due to Mark or to

the unknown author who made up 8

™ .,*
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an earlier generation of readers, who found A

but rather to

and B

beyond doubt already in two different written gospels.

A

third account (C) of a fish-meal celebrated by

Jesus— this time after his resurrection— seems to have

been contained in the now lost conclusion of Mark.1

O f this we still possess a somewhat retouched6 copy

1 The words "

ments,"

and of the fishes "

are entirely ont of place after "

because they would presuppose the words "

frag-

of the bread"

in the

preceding part of the sentence. They are necessary however in v. 44. They

have evidently been transposed into the wrong line by a scribe'

s error.

*

has the ex

"

A

bout"

in some manuscripts is taken from B

;

A

act

number, because of the ranks of 50 and 100 men in v. 40.

"

Cp. Q uest, vol. ii., p. 266, end of note to preceding page.

'

"

W hen I

broke the five loaves among five thousand, how many baskets

full of fragments took ye up?

They say unto him, Twelve. A

nd when the

teven loaves among four thoutand, how many baskets full of fragments took

ye up?

A

nd they said, Seven. A

not understand?

— A

nd he said unto them, H ow is it that yon do

las, even now we must say if we are sincere, H ow is it

that we do not understand this calculation 1

'

Cp. Q uest, vol. ii., p. 259, n. 1.

'

I

n v. 7 the introduction of the "

Jesus loved saith unto Peter, I

merits.1

baskets.

A

nd they that had eaten

A

nd they that did eat of

t is the L

certain extent by additions from one to the other and
vice versa. Such a proceeding would, of course, never
have been attempted by a compiler who took A and
B as accounts of two different feeding-miracles. The
retouchings cannot, therefore, be due to Mark or to
the unknown authorwho made up 8m,‘ but rather to
an earlier generation of readers, who found A and B
beyond doubt already in two different written gospels.
A third account (C) of a fish-meal celebrated by
J esus—this time after his resurrection—seems to have
been contained in the now lost conclusion of Mark.‘
Of this we still possess a somewhat retouched‘ copy
‘ The words
and of the fishes are entirely out of place after f‘ fragthe
“

beloved disciple"

the editor, who must have added the words: "

ord,"

So they did eat and were
filled. And they took up of the
crumbs that were left seven
baskets.
And they that had eaten
were about four thousand.

parallel stories, which are both referred
to as relating two different events in a pretended and
very obscure’ saying of the Lord’ (Mark 8191.),‘ must
be considerably anterior to our oldest gospel, since
they show traces of having been harmonised to a

they show traces of having been harmonised to a

have been attempted by a compiler who took A

QUEST

These two

be considerably anterior to our oldest gospel, since

certain ex

HR

is certainly due to

Therefore that disciple whom

and changed the sentence

“

ments," because they would presuppose the words

“
in
of the
recedin part of the sentence. They are necessary howeverm v. 44. They
been transposed into the wrong line by a scribe's error.
' “About
in some manuscripts is taken from B; A has the 013409
number, because of the ranks of 50 and 100 men in v. 40.
'
Cp. QUIST. vol. ii., p. 266, end of note to preceding page.
‘ “ When I broke
thefive loaves among five thousand, how many baskets
full of fragments took ye up? They say unto him, Twelve. And when the
seven loaves among four thousand. how many baskets full of fragments took
ye up ? And they said. Seven. And he said unto them, How is it that you do
not understand ? ”—Alas, even now we must say if we are sincere, How it! 15
that we do not understand this calculation ?
‘
Cp. Qunsr, vol. ii., p. 259, n. 1.
° In v. 7 the
introduction of the “ beloved disciple" is certainly due to
the editor, who must have added the words : “ Therefore that
whom
Jesus loved saith unto Peter, It is the Lord," and changed disciple
the sentence

have evigently
"
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from the hand of the last editor of the fourth gospel
A

from the hand of the last editor of the fourth gospel

(John 2I

1-14).

Just as, in the F

lavian gallery, the fish-meal is

499

L

499

(John 211-14).

Just as, in the Flavian gallery, the fish-meal is
placed beside the figure of the Messianic fisher and the
milk-symbolof baptism, and just as the fisher and the
baptismal scene are combined with the fish-meal in
S. Callisto, even so do we find in C the previously
analysed story of the miraculous draught of 153 fishes‘
prefixed to the picturesque scene of how the seven
disciples, Peter, Thomas, Nathanael,the two sons of
Zebedee and two other unnamed ones, on approaching
the shore, see a heap of glowing coals and a fish
roasting on them, and a loaf of bread. All of them
know, that it is the Lord who bids them: “ Come and
breakfast’; and he taketh the bread and giveth them
and the fish likewise.”
In Matthew, A and B are copied with unimportant,
however significant, stylistic corrections; 0 is omitted.
Luke, however, returns to the original position of those
readers who correctly understood A and B to refer to
the same event. He reproduces only A as the more
explicit version, adding the doubtlessly symbolic statement, that the feeding took place in Beth-Saida, the
‘ house of
fishing,’ omitting however the symbolic two
hundred pennyworth of bread’ in the speech of the
disciples. As to 0, he inserts the story of the miraculous draught—a.gain without the symbolic number of
153 fishes—in the chapter on the calling of the first
apostles. The meal-scene itself is replaced by an
analogous tale (D) with a slightly different tendency;

placed beside the figure of the Messianic fisher and the

milk-symbol of baptism, and j

ust as the fisher and the

baptismal scene are combined with the fish-meal in

S. Callisto, even so do we find in C the previously

analysed story of the miraculous draught of 153 fishes1

prefix

ed to the picturesq

ue scene of how the seven

disciples, Peter, Thomas, N athanael, the two sons of

Z

ebedee and two other unnamed ones, on approaching

the shore, see a heap of glowing coals and a fish

roasting on them, and a loaf of bread. A

know, that it is the L

breakfast'

;

ll of them

ord who bids them: "

'

Come and

and he taketh the bread and giveth them

and the fish likewise."

I

n Matthew, A

and B

are copied with unimportant,

however significant, stylistic corrections;

readers who correctly understood A

and B

the same event. H e reproduces only A

ex

‘

to refer to

as the more

plicit version, adding the doubtlessly symbolio state-

ment, that the feeding took place in B

'

C is omitted.

uke, however, returns to the original position of those
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L

house of fishing,'

hundred pennyworth of bread'

disciples. A

eth-Saida, the

omitting however the symbolic '

two

in the speech of the

s to C, he inserts the story of the miracu-

lous draught— again without the symbolic number of

153 fishes— in the chapter on the calling of the first

apostles. The meal-scene itself is replaced by an

analogous tale (D) with a slightly different tendency;

"

H ence Simon Peter, who understood that it was the L

heard, that it was the L

ord."

were so many, yet was not the net broken,"

long time after L

ord,"

Similarly in v. 11 the close, "

etc., into "

S. P.

and for all there

can only have been written a

uke 66. Cp. Q uest, vol. ii., pp. 256, 259. A

ll the rest of the

‘

chapter may well belong to the original end of Mark.

1 Cp. Q uest, vol. ii., pp. 266f.

Hence Simon Peter. who understood that it was the Lord," etc.. into S. P.
heard, that it was the Lord.” Similarly in v. 11 the close, and for all there
were so many, yet was not the net broken," can only have been written a.
long time after Luke 56. Cp. QUEST, vol. ii., pp. 256, 269. All the rest of the
“

“

“

chapter may well belong to the original end of Mark.
1
Cp. Queer, vol. ii., pp. 266i.

C0 5216
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THE QUEST

it relates

600
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it relates (L

ST

uke 24«

) how the risen L

ord appears to his

(Luke 2441) how the risen Lord

disciples and says unto them :

appears to his

disoiples and says unto them:

H ave ye here any meat 1 and they gave him a piece of a

broiled fish < and of an honey-comb > . A

nd he took it and did eat

before them < and gave them of it> .1

A

s to John, we owe to him— or rather his con-

tinuator and editor— the preservation of C from the

lost conclusion of Mark.'

and B

he has, like L

O f the parallel accounts A

uke, copied only the first— with the

addition of a few details. H e knows that the loaves

were made of barley. H e further tries to establish an

ideal relation of the fish-meal with the L

ord'

properly so-called, by putting its date ex

pressly shortly

before the passover. A

s the fourth gospel is well

known to omit deliberately the synoptic '

of the eucharist'

s supper

at Jesus'

institution

last passover-meal, the

evangelist has evidently intended to convey the idea,

shortly before
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that the fish-meal of that one evening '

the passover'

was the real '

L

ord'

s supper.'

This is

evident also in the sermon at Capernaum about the

eating of the Christ as the bread from heaven, which

follows the fish-meal-story in John, and stands in the

place of the '

many things'

that Jesus '

taught'

the

five thousand according to Mark.

E

ven the most perfunctory comparison of the

monuments from the R

tex

oman catacombs with the cited

ts will convince the reader that these earliest ex

tant

pictures of the sacramental fish-meal are by no means

illustrative of the evangelical tradition of such an

incident in the history of Jesus. I

n none of the

pictures do we find one of the persons distinguished in

such a way as to suggest the artist'

s intention of

characterising the Saviour himself. N either can we

1 The words in brackets are only contained in minor manuscripts.

Have ye here any meat ? and they gave him a piece of a
broiledfish <and of an honey-comb>. And he took it and did eat
before them <and gave them of it>.‘

As to John, we owe to him—or rather his continuator and editor—the preservation of C from the
lost conclusion of Mark.‘ Of the parallel accounts A
and B he has, like Luke, copied only the first—withthe
addition of a few details. He knows that the loaves
were made of barley. He further tries to establish an
ideal relation of the fish-meal with the Lord’s supper
properly so-called, by putting its date expressly shortly
before the passover. As the fourth gospel is well
known to omit deliberately the synoptic ‘institution
of the eucharist’ at Jesus’ last passover-meal, the
evangelist has evidently intended to convey the idea,
that the fish-meal of that one evening ‘ shortly before
the passover’ was the real ‘Lord’s supper.’ This is
evident also in the sermon at Capernaum about the
eating of the Christ as the bread from heaven, which
follows the fish-meal-story in John, and stands in the
place of the ‘many things’ that Jesus ‘taught’ the
five thousand according to Mark.
Even the most perfunctory comparison of the
monuments from the Roman catacombs with the cited
texts will convince the reader that these earliest extant
pictures of the sacramental fish-meal are by no means
Iillustrativve of the evangelical tradition of such an
incident in the history of Jesus. In none of the
pictures do we find one of the persons distinguished in
such a way as to suggest the artist's intention of
characterising the Saviour himself. Neither can we
'

The words in brackets are
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little society, represented in all these compositions as partaking of the sacred meal, for the
disciples of Jesus, since in one of the quoted cases a
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take the little society, represented in all these com-

Besides, the always
recurring regular hemicyclic eating-couch and the

positions as partaking of the sacred meal, for the

disciples of Jesus, since in one of the q

woman is seen among them. B

woman

uoted cases a

esides, the always

carefully-laid table with its plates are not at all in

harmony with the traditions about those improvised

feedings'

in the gospels. The most picturesq

details of the gospel-tex

ue

ts— such as the fish on the

coal-fire or the multitude grouped as it were in

regular garden-beds— are nowhere to be traced in the

monuments.

The conclusion of this is, not that the aforemen-

tioned tex

ts were unknown to the catacomb-painters,

what they portrayed was simply a ritual fish-

and-bread-meal, as the Christians still used to celebrate it
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at the time when these pictures were made}

A

s this

religious meal was— according to the monuments— not

confined merely to fish and bread, it can easily be

identified with the so-called '

agape'

s'

or '

for reasons that do not interest us here.

Those few features that seem to be derived from

the gospels, can much better be accounted for in an

entirely different way. The number seven of the par-

takers of the meal, for instance, cannot have anything

ugustine'

that in this very passage the seven disciples were

understood as symbolising the '

universal'

ex

ustified by the well-

planation that is perfectly j

known oriental use of the number '

seven'

1 Cp. Dean Plpmptre in Smith-Cbeetham'

*

Migne, P. L

., 8

51966.

The conclusion of this is, not that the aforementioned texts were unknown to the catacomb-painters,
but that they did not think in the least of illustrating
them; what they portrayed was simply a ritual fishand-bread-meal, as the Christians still used to celebrate it
at the time when these pictures were made.‘ As this
religious meal was—according to the monuments—not
confined merely to fish and bread, it can easily be
identified with the so-called ‘agapé‘s’ or ‘love-feasts’
of the earliest Church, which were given up later on
for reasons that do not interest us here.
Those few features that seem to be derived from
the gospels, can much better be accounted for in an
entirely different way. The number seven of the partakers of the meal, for instance, cannot have anything
to do with John 212, since we know from Augustine’
that in this very passage the seven disciples were
understood as symbolising the ‘universal’ Church, an
explanation that is perfectly justified by the wellknown oriental use of the number ‘seven’ to denote

love-feasts'

of the earliest Church, which were given up later on

to do with John 21a, since we know from A

among them.

monuments.

but that they did not think in the least of illustrating

them;

seen

carefully-laid table with its plates are not at all in
harmony with the traditions about those improvised
‘feedings’ in the gospels. The most picturesque
details of the gospel-texts—such as the fish on the
coal-fire or the multitude grouped as it were in
regular garden-beds—are nowhere to be traced in the

recurring regular hemicyclic eating-couch and the

'

is

Church, an

to denote

s Diet. Christ. B

iog. > .v. '

'

A

gapffi.'

Cp. Dean Plumptre in Smith~Cheetham’sDiet. Christ. Biog. 3.12. ‘Agapaefl
3
Migne, P. L.. 351966.
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a great many "

or a totality.'

I

least ten grown-up men are present. The author of

2, as well as the unknown painters of these

catacomb frescoes, may well have been influenced by

the idea of seven persons being necessary to make up a

sacramental symposion. A

s to the baskets full of

bread, which have always been supposed to derive from

that characteristic detail in the gospels about the

feeding of the multitude, how can this be, if in one

case (above, p. 495) the painter does not show us seven

or twelve baskets, as we should ex

Mark 8

pect according to

i9f-, but eight, four on each side of the table, so

that no casual error about the number is admissible?

O n the other hand, the representation of the baskets in

these pictures can again be ex

plained q

uite indepen-

dently from these bible-passages. W e know from

discussions in the Mishna {

B

erakhoth 8

4, B

e'

sa % ) that
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it was customary at the regular meals in a household

to sweep up the crumbs that had fallen '

couches '

after each course."

A

between the

t a sacramental eating

of consecrated food— especially of such mysterious

character as the eucharistic bread and the broiled

fish, which A

ugustine4 identifies with the body of

the suffering Christ— nothing could be more natural

than that even these smallest morsels of the meal

should be reverently collected and put up in baskets,

so "

that nothing be lost "

1 Cp. Deut. 71, . . "

{

John 612), even as nowadays

many nation*

Girgashites and the A

... the H ittites and the

morites and the Canaanites and the Perizzites and the

H ivites and the Jebusites, seven nations greater and mightier than thou."

9 H elm, Siebemahl it. Sabbat (L

•

A

to bless with plenty him who lets no

crumbs of bread lie on the ground.

4 Migne, P.L

I

., 8

chtkys, p. 42.

51966. Cp. the parallel sayings of other F

great many" or a totality.’

In the Jewish

Church,

John 212, as well as the unknown painters of these
catacomb frescoes, may well have been influenced by
the idea of seven persons being necessary to make up a
sacramental symposion. As to the baskets full of
bread, which have always been supposed to derive from
that characteristic detail in the gospels about the
feeding of the multitude, how can this be, if in one
case (above, p. 495) the painter does not show us seven
or twelve baskets, as we should expect according to
Mark 8195., but eight, four on each side of the table, so
that no casual error about the number is admissible ?
On the other hand, the representation of the baskets in
these pictures can again be cxplained quite independently from these bible-passages. We know from
discussions in the Mishna (Berakhoth 84, Béizd 27) that
it was customary at the regular meals in a household
to sweep up the c'r-umbs that had fallen ‘ between the
couches after each course.’ At a sacramental eating
of consecrated food—especially of such mysterious
character as the eucharistic bread and the broiled
fish, which Augustine‘ identifies with the body of
the sufiering Christ—nothing could be more natural
than that even these smallest morsels of the meal
should be reverently collected and put up in baskets,
so “that nothing he lost
(John 61%), even as nowadays
’

iepzig, 1907), pp. 5ff.

ccording to Pesah. 111b., H ul. 105b., a special good spirit, named

N akid= Cleanliness, was believed "

QUEST

to the present day, a ceremony is not valid unless at
least ten grown-up men are present. The author of

n the Jewish Church,

to the present day, a ceremony is not valid unless at

John 2I

a

THE

athers in Dolger,

”

‘
the Hittites and the
Cp. Deut. 7|,
many nation:
Girgashites and the Arnorites and the Canaanites and the Perizzites and the
“

.

.

.

.

.

Hivites and the Jebusites, seven. nation: greater and mightier than thou."
'
Helm, Siebenzahl u. Sabbat (Liepzig, 1907), pp. 5fi.
’
According to Peaah. 1l1b., Hut. 105b., a special good spirit. 119-m°d
Na.kid=Cleanliness, was believed ‘to bless with plenty him who lets no
crumbs of bread lie on the ground.
‘
Migne. P.L., 351966. Cp. the parallel sayings of other Fathers in Diilger,

Ichthys, p. 42.
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in the Catholic Church minute precautions are pre-

scribed so that not the smallest crumb of the conse-

crated wafers may be wasted. I

many'

partakers of the sacred meal, it is q

pictures represent, as they probably do, a great
‘many’ partakers of the sacred meal, it is quite

uite

natural that baskets full of remains should have been

collected during the 1 agape.'

B

forget, that in the catacomb of S. L

esides, we must not

ucina the two

baskets are certainly not meant to contain the crumbs

or remains of the bread, but the still unbroken sacred

loaves themselves1 together with the cup of wine.

Conseq

uently in the meal-scenes, too, the baskets

could contain the fresh eatables, that is, the contribu-

tions of the different partakers to their picnic-like

common repast, and not at all the crumbs which are

so familiar to the spectator from his knowledge of the

analogous gospel-stories.

N owhere in the whole N ew Testament is an
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incident to be found to which could be referred those

two meal-pictures where only two persons partake of

the bread and the fish;

and little wonder, if all the

above-described paintings do not represent any incident

n fact,

the nearest analogies to the S. Callisto fresco, with

the man before the table and the woman bending in

an attitude of blessing over the fish, which is held by

the man, will be found in two early Christian funeral

inscriptions. A

certain A

of H ieropolis (about 18

Paul I

berkios— probably the B

ishop

0 a.d.)— says in his epitaph:

chose as my guide. F

aith'

led the way and gave me

1 That bread was usually carried and kept in baskets is clear from

Q enesit 40i6. Cp. Sotah 48

b: "

I

Nowhere in the Whole New Testament is an
incident to be found to which could be referred those
two meal-pictures where only two persons partake of
the bread and the fish; and little wonder, if all the
above-described paintings do not represent any incident
from the evangelical history, but contemporary mealceremonies of the earliest Christian Church. In fact,
the nearest analogies to the S. Callisto fresco, with
the man before the table and the woman bending in
an attitude of blessing over the fish, which is held by
the man, will be found in two early Christian funeral
inscriptions. A certain Aberkios—probablythe Bishop
of Hieropolis (about 180 A.D.)—says in his epitaph :
Paul I chose as my guide. Faith’ led the way and gave me
‘ That bread was usually carried and
kept in baskets is clear from

H e who having bread in hit basktt still

says, what shall we eat to-morrow, is one of those of little faith."

*

natural that baskets full of remains should have been
collected during the ‘agapé.’ Besides, we must not
forget, that in the catacomb of S. Lucina the two
baskets are certainly not meant to contain the crumbs
or remains of the bread, but the still unbroken sacred
loaves themselves‘ together with the cup of wine.
Consequently in the meal-scenes, too, the baskets
could contain the fresh eatables, that is, the contributions of the difierent partakers to their picnic-like
common repast, and not at all the crumbs which are
so familiar to the spectator from his knowledge of the

analogous gospel-stories.

from the evangelical history, but contemporary meal-

ceremonies of the earliest Christian Church. I

in the Catholic Church minute precautions are prescribed so that not the smallest crumb of the consecrated wafers may be wasted. If the seven guests of
our

f the seven guests of

our pictures represent, as they probably do, a great

'

503

n Greek, Pistil— a female personification reminding us immediately

of the woman blessing the fish in the S. Callisto picture.

Genus‘: 4016. Cp. Sotah 48b: “He who having bread in Me baalut still
says. what shall we eat to-morrow, is one of those of little faith."
' In Greek, P1Isti:—a female personification
reminding us immediately
of the woman blessing the fish in the S. Callisto picture.
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wflllwhere for food

ST

one, the clean one.

everywhere for food the fish from the fountain, the great, great

riends.'

H aving good wine and offering it, mingled with water,

together with the bread.

A

utun, in 18

39 (in the Greek original an

acrostichon forming the word ix

& V

=

fish) says to the

reader:

Divine race of the H eavenly Pish,

A

mong all the mortal ones, take and taste the [

one]

immortal

spring of the god-given waters.

R

efresh, O

F

E

at, O

s honey-like food, the meat of the Saints.

blissful wisdom.
the meat of the Saints.
Take the Saviour’s honey-like food,
in thy hands.‘
Eat, O starving one, holding the fish
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the bread, and that they tally in this respect with the

monuments, while on the contrary none of the fish-

meal stories in the N ew Testament contains the

slightest mention of any beverage distributed by Jesus.

Considering all these circumstances no reasonable

doubt can be entertained as to the fact that the earliest

Church was wont to celebrate a mystic fish-meal, which

seems to have been closely related to, but not identical

with, the properly so-called eucharistic rite of the

bread-breaking.'

A

s no such rite is practised in the

communion services of any modern Christian Church,

we must either conclude that it has completely fallen

1 The Christians are "

little fishes after the image of the Great F

ish "

=

Christ, see Q uest, vol. i. p. 643.

1 Cp. the man holding the fish in the S. Callisto fresco.

*

O n the use of pure water instead of the eucharistic wine in certain

early Christian churches see Clem. A

x

x

x

. 16;

x

lii. 3;

x

lex

lvi. 2;

x

. Strom. I

lvii. 1;

[one] immortal

flood of
Refresh, 0 Friend, thy soul with the ever-flowing

in the

other— to be consumed together with the fish and

'

.

spring of the god-given waters.

starving one, holding the fish in thy hands'

The reader will observe that both inscriptions

mention a sacred drink— wine in the one, water8

.

Divine race of the Heavenly Fish,
the
Among all the mortal ones, take and taste

riend, thy soul with the ever-flowing flood of

blissful wisdom.

Take the Saviour'

from the fountain, the great, great
That one she gave ever to eat to the
wine and ofiering it, mingled with water,

fish

Another early Christian epitaph, of one Pectorios,
an
found at Autun, in 1839 (in the Greek original
to the
acrostiahon forming the Word tx_9us‘=fiSl1) says
reader:

nother early Christian epitaph, of one Pectorios,

found at A

.

Friends.’ Having good
together with the bread.

'

one, the clean one. . . . That one she gave ever to eat to the

F

the

QUEST

., 19,96. E

Cyprian, E

piphan., Panarion

put. 63i5.

The reader will observe that both inscriptions
water” in the
mention a sacred drink—wine in the one,
with the fish and
other—to be consumed together
this respect with the
the bread, and that they tally in
of the fishmonuments, while on the contrary none
contains the
meal stories in the New Testament
distributed by Jesus.
beverage
of
mention
any
slightest
reasonable
Considering all these circumstances no the earliest
fact that
doubt can be entertained as to the
fish-meal, which
Church was wont to celebrate a mystic not identical
related to, but
seems to have been closely
rite of the
With, the properly so-called eucharistic
in the
‘bread-breaking.’ As no such rite is practisedChurch,
communion services of any modern Christian fallen
that it has completely
We must either conclude
of the Great Fish "=
The Christians are “little fishes after the image
Christ, see Queer, vol. i. p. 643.
fresco.
‘
Cp. the man holding the fish in the S. Callisto
wine in certain
‘ On
water instead of the eucharistic
the use of pure see
19,96.
I.,
Strom.
Alex.
early Christian churches Clem.
6315.
XXX- 16; 11111. 3; xlvi. 2; xlvii. 1; Cyprian, Epist.

_‘

Epiphan.,Pana1-ion
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later stage of Christian history or—
identify it resolutely with the private observance of a fishdiet which is still enjoined for every Friday by the
Roman Catholic as well as by the Eastern Churches.
As to the origin of this latter custom, we know for
certain that the Christians have taken it over from the
Jews, with whom it obtains up to the present day, and
that, too, to such an extent, that in Galicia, for instance,
one can see Israelite families, in spite of their being
reduced to the extremest misery, procuring on Fridays
a single gudgeon to eat, divided into minute fragments,
at night-fall.‘ This practice, which is not enjoined by
any Mosaic law, can be traced back to the earliest postexilio times.“ Whence the Jews in their turn derived
it, can easily be guessed from the fact that this fisheating is celebrated both by Christians and Jews on
Fridays. As late as in the sixteenth century A.D. a
Rabbi, Salomon Luria, raised a protest against this,
and admonished his co-religionists to eat the customary
fish-meal on the Sabbath itself and not on Fridays
(Sabbath eve) as they used to do,“ and still persist in
doing. Now everybody knows that Friday—Dies
Veneris, Venerdi, Vendredi—is so called, because the
day with the ancients was sacred to the goddess of the
planet Venus, to Istar, or, as the Sabians of Harran
in Mesopotamia call the lady of this day, to Beltis.
into oblivion in
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into oblivion in a later stage of Christian history or—

identify it resolutely with the private observance of a fish-

diet which is still enj

oined for every F

riday by the

R

oman Catholic as well as by the E

astern Churches.

A

s to the origin of this latter custom, we know for

certain that the Christians have taken it over from the

Jews, with whom it obtains up to the present day, and

that, too, to such an ex

one can see I

tent, that in Galicia, for instance,

sraelite families, in spite of their being

reduced to the ex

tremest misery, procuring on F

ridays

a single gudgeon to eat, divided into minute fragments,

at night-fall.1 This practice, which is not enj

oined by

any Mosaic law, can be traced back to the earliest post-

ex

ilic times.'

W hence the Jews in their turn derived

it, can easily be guessed from the fact that this fish-

eating is celebrated both by Christians and Jews on

ridays. A

R

abbi, Salomon L

s late as in the six

teenth century a.d. a

uria, raised a protest against this,
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F

and admonished his co-religionists to eat the customary

fish-meal on the Sabbath itself and not on F

(Sabbath eve) as they used to do,"

doing. N ow everybody knows that F

V

eneris, V

enerdi, V

ridays

and still persist in

riday— Dies

endredi— is so called, because the

day with the ancients was sacred to the goddess of the

planet V

enus, to I

star, or, as the Sabians of H arran

in Mesopotamia call the lady of this day, to B

1 Cp. Salomon R

eltis.

einach, O rpheut, H ist, ginirale dee R

Cp. N ehemiah 18

i6: "

There dwelt men of Tyre also therein ('

Jerusalem), who brought fish and sold them on the Sabbath unto the

children of Judah and in Jerusalem."

a

eligion) (Paris,

1909), p. 29.

*

505

c. in

The Talmud says that one must eat

big fishes in honour of the Sabbath (Sabbat 118

c;

Jalkut to la. 58

), men-

tions the piety of a man who always bought the most beautiful fish for the

Sabbath, and states that of the two dishes of a holyday meal the one B

always consist of fish (Mishna B

ern 2, 1;

Talm. B

eaa 17c). B

hall

read, wine and

fish as sabbatic dishes are also praised in the mediceval sabbath-songs. O n

all these tex

8

ts see Scheftelowitz, A

Scheftelowitz I

rch. f. B

elig. W its. x

iv. p. 19f.

.e.

‘

Cp. Salomon Reinach, Orpheus,

1909). p. 29.

Cp.

Hist.

generate

dea

Religion: (Paris,

Nehemiah 1816: “There dwelt men of Tyre also therein (so. in
who brought fish and sold them on the Sabbath unto the
children of Judah and in Jerusalem." The Talmud says that one must eat
big fishes in honour of the Sabbath (Sabbdt 118c; Jallmt to Is. 58), mentions the piety of a man who always bought the most beautiful fish for the
Sabbath. and states that of the two dishes of a. holyday meal the one shall
always consist of fish (Miahna. Bash 2, 1 ; Talm. Béga. 17c). Bread, wine and
fish as sabbatic dishes are also praised in the mediaaval sabbath-songs. On
all these texts see Scheftelowitz, Arch. f. Belig. Win. xiv. p. 19f.
’ Scheftelowitz l.c.
'

Jerusalem),
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The Rabbis were of course strongly prejudiced against
this system of dedicating the days of the week to the
Pagan
(Sun), Sin (Moon), Nergal (Mars),
Nabu (Mercury), Bel (Jupiter), Beltis and Ninib
(Saturn)—and therefore opposed it by attributing the
tutelage of the single days to the seven archangels

50G

TH E

The R

Q UE

ST

abbis were of course strongly prej

gods—Samas

udiced against

this system of dedicating the days of the week to the

Pagan gods— Samas (Sun), Sin (Moon), N ergal (Mars),

N abu (Mercury), B

el (Jupiter), B

eltis and N inib

(Saturn)— and therefore opposed it by attributing the

tutelage of the single days to the seven archangels

R

aphael, Gabriel, Sammael, Michael, I

and K

zidkiel, H anael

ephirel.1 N early all of these names, however,

are transparent disguises of the divinities those angels

were to supplant. K

god,'

ephir-el, for instance, is '

L

ion-

because of the lion-headed god Saturn (N inib) of

Saturday, Micha-el, the '

B

alance-god,'

'

stands for the

soul-weighing Mercury, H ermes or N abu, etc. Similarly

H ana-el, who is thought to preside over F

easily recognised as the well-known B

goddess H ana or I

the A

s-hana8

riday, can be

abylonian F

or N ina, the I

targatis of the Syrians. A

ish-

‘

star of N inive,

s fish-sacrifices to
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this divinity and fish-meals of her worshippers are

well attested,4 it becomes ex

ceedingly plausible that

the Jews grew accustomed to their F

eating during the B

abylonian ex

Pagan character of this l'

riday fish-

ile. L

Sabbath,'

E

j

ater on the

ite was of course completely

obliterated, and the fish were eaten in '

honour of the

ust as throughout modern E

piphany or St. John'

urope Christmas,

s Day are being celebrated with
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Raphael, Gabriel, Sammael, Michael, Izidkiel, Banael
and Kephirel.‘ Nearly all of these names, however,
are transparent disguises of the divinities those angels
were to supplant. Kephir-el, for instance, is ‘Liongod,’ because of the lion-headed god Saturn (Ninib) of
Saturday, Micha-el, the Balance-god,” stands for the
soul-weighing Mercury, Hermes or N abu, etc. Similarly
Hana-el, who is thought to preside over Friday, can be
easily recognised as the well-known Babylonian Fishgoddess Hana or Is-hana” or Nina, the Istar of Ninive,
the Atargatis of the Syrians. As fish-sacrifices to
this divinity and fish-meals of her worshippers are
well attested,‘ it becomes exceedingly plausible that
the Jews grew accustomed to their Friday fisheating during the Babylonian exile. Later on the
Pagan character of this rite was of course completely

97), p. 169.
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. Mercer,

obliterated, and the fish were eaten in ‘honour of the
Sabbath,’ just as throughout modern Europe Christmas,

Epiphany or St. John’s Day are being celebrated with
primeval Pagan ceremonies of forgotten meaning and
origin.
The hypothesis that the fish-meal represented in
the catacomb paintings is to be explained as this
customary Jewish and Christian fish—eating on the
Weber, Altaynagogale paldot. Theologie, p. 164; 2nd ed. (1897), p- 159See for the etymology the author's Weltemnantel, p. 267 n. 8.
’
Cp. on this divinit Hommel‘s Appendix, Rev. Sam., A. B. Mercer.
The Oath in Babylonian 'terature' (Munich, 1912).
‘
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thanksgiving,'
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is first pronounced over the afore-

mentioned cup of wine, which is then handed round to

all the partakers. Then the '

blessing'

is said over

two loaves of bread, one of which is broken and divided
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in morsels for the company. Great importance is

attributed to this ceremonial by the R

abbis:

W hoever says the blessing over a full cup of wine, will get his

share in this and in the other life (B

erakhoth, 51a).

The real motive, however, for representing so often
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hallah,’ the loaf of newly-baked bread,‘ which is called
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barkhath,”=‘blessing,’ by the modern Jews, and a
cup of wine, named ‘ 156$ §el berdkhd,’ or ‘ cup of blessing.’‘’ The ‘blessing’ referred to is in both cases the
regular Jewish formula of ‘thanksgiving for the fruit
of the earth’ and ‘for the fruit of the vine.’ It was
the rule on Sabbaths, as well as on all holydays, to
‘
sanctify' (kidd-ush)‘ the principal meals by ‘ blessing ’
wine and bread in the following way: The ‘ berdkhd,’
or ‘thanksgiving,’ is first pronounced over the aforementioned cup of wine, which is then handed round to
all the partakers. Then the ‘ blessing is said over
two loaves of bread, one of which is broken and divided
in morsels for the company. Great importance is
attributed to this ceremonial by the Rabbis :
Whoever says the blessing over a full cup of wine, will get his
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Mahomedan eschatology1— is of course to be looked for

., that the Messianic age will dawn at the end of

seventy weeks of years, so that it may deservedly be

s Sabbath.'
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uently, as

Sabbath eve is celebrated by the faithful week after

week by a meal with a dish of fish, and inaugurated

with the '

kiddush,'

the blessing and breaking of bread

and the thanksgiving over the cup, even so will the

chosen after their final resurrection eat fish,3 break the

bread and bless the cup on the eve of the final Sabbath,

ingdom begin. I

t is, beyond
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Solipsism will never be a popular belief. The solipsis-

tic position cannot, in the scientific sense, be disproved,

but the notion that '

I

'

am the only reality, and that

the universe is my creation, will always seem absurd to

the popular mind. I

t will seem absurd to the scientific

FREE-WILL AND OMNIPOTENCE: AN
ATTEMPT AT A SYNTHESIS.

mind also, because the man of science is so continually

occupied with what he assumes to be obj

I

ective facts.

HAROLD PICTON, B.Sc.

n this matter the popular mind is probably right by

intuition and the scientific mind by chance. Deter-

minism, too, will never be a popular belief. The

determinist position, like the solipsistic, cannot, in the

scientific sense, be disproved, but the notion that '

count for nothing, that '

I

'

I

'

am only the meeting-point

‘

of certain wires that pull, will also seem an absurdity

of the other ex

treme to the popular mind. The popular

mind is much concerned with '

I

.'

Determinism, how-
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SoLIPsIsM will never be a popular belief. The solipsistic position cannot, in the scientific sense, be disproved,
but the notion that I am the only reality, and that
the universe is my creation, Will always seem absurd to
the popular mind. It will seem absurd to the scientific
mind also, because the man of science is so continually
occupied with what he assumes to be objective facts.
In this matter the popular mind is probably right by
intuition and the scientific mind by chance. Determinism, too, Will never be a popular belief. The
determinist position, like the solipsistic, cannot, in the
scientific sense, be disproved, but the notion that ‘ I
count for nothing, that I am only the meeting-point
of certain Wires that pull, will also seem an absurdity
of the other extreme to the popular mind. The popular
mind is much concerned with I.’ Determinism, however, will be attractive to the men of science for the
very reason that makes solipsism impossible to them.
Their attention is concentrated on objective facts, and
they are not concerned about I.’ Perhaps We should
say that if they are concerned it is about the I’ as
an objective fact; and, quite possibly, this is just what
the ‘I’ refuses to be. Probably the popular mind is
here right, because its bias is a life bias, and the
scientific mind wrong, because its bias is an artificial
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am on the side of the popular mind. I

propose

in this paper to give a little reason for my faith and to

see what conseq

uences follow. F

aith it will remain—

somewhat like the faith of the man of science in his

obj

ective facts. The man of science has much faith;

we admire him for it. F

or twenty years or so he has

told us that he believes he can make living matter.

H e has not done it, but he still believes and even

proclaims his faith at times from the house-tops. H e

has faith in the ways of his obj

ective facts ;

others have

faith in the ways of the inner life. Perhaps, in the

end, both faiths are the same.

A

t the back of our minds there remains always a

half-consciousness not only that determinism is blankly

unsatisfying, but also that it is out of accord with the

facts. I

s there any support for this belief?

there is. The universe is spiritual;

I

think

that is demon-

strable fact. The one thing that we are sure of is
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mind. The universe is a universe, a unity;

science teaches. I

that all

t is therefore one individual life.

O f that life we, the lesser and less perfect individuals,

are parts. The great life is spontaneous, unconstrained,

free;

must indeed obviously be so, for there is nothing

to constrain it. Surely then we, as parts of this free

life, must at least share in its freedom. H ow the O ne

becomes the Many I

not need ex

plaining;

cannot ex

plain;

perhaps it does

it is already obvious in ourselves.

H ere, at least, we are, and our life is of one substance

with that of the universal life. I

life be self-ex

degree self-ex

f the whole of that

istent, every part must also be in its

istent. Doubtless it is no longer absolute,

it is conditioned by the rest, but each part must have

self-ex

istence or it counts for nothing to the greater

life, adds nothing to the whole and could be ex

tin-
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bias. I am on the side of the popular mind. I propose
in this paper to give a little reason for my faith and to
see What consequences follow. Faith it will remainsomewhat like the faith of the man of science in his
objective facts. The man of science has much faith;
For twenty years or so he has
we admire him for it.
told us that he believes he can make living matter.
He has not done it, but he still believes and even
proclaims his faith at times from the house-tops. He
has faith in the Ways of his objective facts ; others have
faith in the Ways of the inner life. Perhaps, in the
end, both faiths are the same.
At the back of our minds there remains always a
half-consciousness not only thatdeterminism is blankly
unsatisfying, but also that it is out of accord with the
facts. Is there any support for this belief? I think
there is. The universe is spiritual; that is demonstrable fact. The one thing that We are sure of is
mind. The universe is a universe, a unity; that all
science teaches. It is therefore one individual life.
Of that life We, the lesser and less perfect individuals,
are parts. The great life is spontaneous, unconstrained,
free ; must indeed obviously be so, for there is nothing
to constrain it. Surely then we, as parts of this free
life, must at least share in its freedom. How the One
becomes the Many I cannot explain; perhaps it does
not need explaining; it is already obvious in ourselves.
Here, at least, We are, and our life is of one substance
with that of the universal life. If the Whole of that
life be self-existent, every part must also be in its
degree self-existent. Doubtless it is no longer absolute,
it is conditioned by the rest, but each part must have
self-existence or it counts for nothing to the greater
life, adds nothing to the whole and could be extin-
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unless it be self-ex

Perhaps this '
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n fact,

istent, it is nothing.

part'

then that we know in ourselves

is eternal and has been without beginning. I

f it has

had beginning, whether by heredity or however con-

ceived, the spontaneous life must still be there.

Supposing that an individual life can begin to be, can it

be built up?

O f what?

Spiritual atoms?

These

then, at least, have spontaneous life. W hy then resort

to them?

They do not make a mechanical scheme any

more possible;

we are still faced with the miracle (or

the commonplace) of the self-ex

istent. W hy not at

once accept the spontaneous as belonging to all life as

we see it?

A

dividual. The ex

I

s we see it, as we know it, life is in-

pression '

loss of individuality'

confess, always seemed to me nonsense. I

has,

can

understand increase of individuality, can see the possi-

bility of interpenetration of individuals, can dimly
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conceive of my individuality as becoming one with

that of another, and so widening and growing, but

disappearance of individuality, the ex

tinction of it in

some sort of lethal stream of life-stuff— that is to me a

mere abstraction from all that is intelligible. The

spontaneity and freedom, if they ex

ist at all, belong to

no W ie-stuff— the very name shows the materialistic

basis of the idea— they belong to the individual life.

The self cannot be built up, but it can grow.

There are obviously selves that are more and less self-

contained. Degrees of individuality there very plainly

are. I

know nothing of their limits, ex

limit of the all-inclusive life. B

cept the higher

ut wherever there is

life there is a self of some sort, a desire, a stretching

forward into the future, however tiny the future may

be. O ur self-hood may grow, and may have grown, but
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without detriment to the whole. In fact,
unless it be self-existent, it is nothing.
Perhaps this ‘part’ then that we know in ourselves
is eternal and has been without beginning. If it has
had beginning, whether by heredity or however conceived, the spontaneous life must still be there.
Supposing that an individual life can begin to be, can it
be built up? Of what? Spiritual atoms? These
then, at least, have spontaneous life. Why then resort
to them ? They do not make a mechanical scheme any
more possible; we are still faced with the miracle (or
the commonplace) of the self-existent. Why not at
once accept the spontaneous as belonging to all life as
We see it? As we see it, as we know it, life is individual. The expression ‘loss of individuality’ has,
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I confess, always seemed to me nonsense. I can
understand increase of individuality, can see the possibility of interpenetration of individuals, can dimly
conceive of my individuality as becoming one with
that of another, and so widening and growing, but
disappearance of individuality, the extinction of it in
some sort of lethal stream of life-stuff—that is to me a
mere abstraction from all that is intelligible. The
spontaneity and freedom, if they exist at all, belong to
no life-stufi—the very name shows the materialistic
basis of the idea—they belong to the individual life.
The self cannot be built up, but it can grow.
There are obviously selves that are more and less selfcontained. Degrees of individuality there very plainly
I know nothing of their limits, except the higher
are.
limit of the all-inclusive life. But wherever there is
life there is a self of some sort, a desire, a stretching
forward into the future, however tiny the future may
be. Our self-hood may grow, and may have grown, but
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QUEST
it has always been a self and always will be (has not
been made out of something else), has always been free
and always will be. It is strange that we do not more
readily see that all law must lead us at last to
spontaneity. Causation (a very dreadful bogey at
times) is after all a home-made spectre. A cause is
after all only a hook for hanging something on to
something else; sooner or later we have to perform
the juggler’s trick of making the rope-ladder, however
long, stand upright hanging to nothing. It is simpler
(and therefore truer) to recognise at once that each life
floats freely, as the earth does, though not out of
relation with other lives. ‘Laws’ are, after all, only
expressions of a certain character or individuality in
the ways of the world. They in no way conflict with
freedom, and it may be observed they are never found
to hold absolutely. It is not lack of freedom, indeed,
that we suffer from, but often rather its excess. Our
own aim is often not clear to us, just because it is so
spontaneous. It cannot be brought into the trajectory
of reason, and because we are so free, we often do not
understand what we ourselves are at, till our purpose
is achieved.
We may always have existed, but we may have
been created. We cannot simply have been built up,
that is all. I suppose Bergson’s great work is to have
taught us that life is always creating. But the
creature has necessarily some at least of the freedom
of the creator, is indeed life of his life. We are not
the thralls of life, we are life itself. Destiny is within
I remember that long ago,
us as well as without.
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of reason, and because we are so free, we often do not

understand what we ourselves are at, till our purpose

is achieved.

W e may always have ex

isted, but we may have

been created. W e cannot simply have been built up,

that is all. I

suppose B

ergson'

s great work is to have

taught us that life is always creating. B

ut the

creature has necessarily some at least of the freedom

of the creator, is indeed life of his life. W e are not

the thralls of life, we are life itself. Destiny is within

us as well as without. I

when I

remember that long ago,

was emerging from a scientific agnosticism, I

used to worry myself over the physics of immortality.

H ere were souls apparently continually being created
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when I was emerging from a scientific agnosticism, I
used to Worry myself over the physics of immortality.
Here were souls apparently continually being created
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t seemed a creation out of nothing

and a violation of some law of the conservation of

spiritual stuff. N ow I

feel that continual creation

out of nothing is far from incredible, and I

am no

longer worried about the conservation of the spiritual.

R

ather I

feel it to be distinctive of the spiritual that

it needs no conserving. Sharing money lessens the

money in my possession, but the spiritual j

spending may be increased thereby. I

something of my own j

own j

oy of all my

give to another

oy in a work of art, and my

oy therein is only the greater. I

see no parallel-

ism here between matter and spirit, and, for all that I

know, the life and j

oy of the universe may ever be

growing greater and more full. Must not infinity

include infinite capacity for creation and infinite

capacity for growth?

There has been another ancient spectre threaten-

tinction, the spectre of
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ing us little mortals with ex

foreknowledge. B

ut here surely, as in so many cases,

we have presented the problem to ourselves in the

wrong way. I

s it possible by an intellectual process

to foreknow the complete future of any individual

life?

N o, for the intellect can only completely foresee

what is intellectual or the outcome of the intellect.

The mechanical can be foreseen, because it is a

product of the intellect, an abstraction from the

fullness of real life. The absurdities into which a

scheme of foreknowledge leads us have, I

been amply illustrated by B

ergson. B

suppose,

ut is there no

other knowledge of the future besides that of fore-

knowledge?

'

timeless'

A

being of greater time-span or a

being does not need to calculate out what

the future will be;
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and the world of the after-life continually growing
It seemed a, creation out of nothing
more populous.
and a violation of some law of the conservation of
spiritual stuff. Now I feel that continual creation
out of nothing is far from incredible, and I am no
longer worried about the conservation of the spiritual.
Rather I feel it to be distinctive of the spiritual that
it needs no conserving. Sharing money lessens the
money in my possession, but the spiritual joy of all my
spending may be increased thereby. I give to another
something of my own joy in a work of art, and my
own joy therein is only the greater. I see no parallelism here between matter and spirit, and, for all that I
know, the life and joy of the universe may ever be
growing greater and more full. Must not infinity
include infinite capacity for creation and infinite
capacity for growth ?
There has been another ancient spectre threatening us little mortals with extinction, the spectre of
foreknowledge. But here surely, as in so many cases,
we have presented the problem to ourselves in the
wrong Way. Is it possible by an intellectual process
to foreknow the complete future of any individual
life ? No, for the intellect can only completely foresee
what is intellectual or the outcome of the intellect.
The mechanical can be foreseen, because it is a
product of the intellect, an abstraction from the
fullness of real life. The absurdities into which a
scheme of foreknowledge leads us have, I suppose,
been amply illustrated by Bergson. But is there no
other knowledge of the future besides that of foreknowledge? A being of greater time-span or a
‘timeless’ being does not need to calculate out What
the future will be ; he is saved from this impossibility;

PO TE

and the world of the after-life continually growing

OMNIPOTENCE

he is saved from this impossibility;
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he is already there. H e lives in the free lives of his

lesser selves and so he knows. Dimly this kind of

knowledge is suggested to us when we see how much

more potent is sympathy than calculation in enabling

us to '

foresee.'

not foreknow;

Y

Sympathy places us there. God does

H e knows.

et, when we have got rid of the trammels of the

individual life, we seem in some sort to have imposed

those trammels upon the O mnipotent. F

or since the

individuals within the greater life must be, in a

measure, free, the greater life cannot be omnipotent—

at least in relation to them. I

t can be omnipotent

only as a whole, not in relation to its individual parts.

I

t cannot, indeed, be omnipotent when it does any-

thing. I

do not see that we get over the difficulty if

we say, as the religious of old did, that the freedom has

been granted to the lesser lives by the greater life. I

t

is inherent in them, or it is nothing. F

reedom inheres

in all life. W hen I

usually seem to be
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pray to God, I

praying to the other part of the great life. Y

et, with-

out my little self, even that other part is not omni-

potent. I

should be wiser then if I

prayed, not simply

to that other part, but to myself as well. A

uto-

suggestion, of which much is made by the opponents

of prayer, is (when unmix

ed with other appeal) a

prayer to the little self alone. The wisest prayer

should surely combine both appeals. I

another aspect of the fact that "

who help themselves "

?

s not this

H eaven helps those

O ur prayers may often lack

efficacy from their one-sidedness. Y

es, God is not

omnipotent without our co-operation. The thought

adds immensely to the dignity of life. A

nd, necessarily,

God is not omnipotent without the co-operation of the

other multitudinous selves. This gives us pause.

THE
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W hat hope is there then in prayer at all?

I

What hope is there then in prayer at all? The answer
I take to be this: Many of these other selves are
directly interested in us—some that are seen and some
that are not seen. Angels, after all, may be very real,
and prayer will stir both angels and men. Is there no
such thing as telepathy? Can we at this hour of the
day deny the unseen spiritual impulses that pass from
being to being? From these other selves, then, there
is response. And, besides, the great life is a central
power, not a mere summation of the lesser individuals.
As a mere sum it could itself be neither individual nor
living. This great life rules, though things go wrong.
The God of religion exists, I take it, as a co-ordinating consciousness, but the co-ordination is not perfect
yet. We ourselves exist as the co-ordinating consciousness of our own bodies, but we know Well that
we do not bring into complete harmony the lesser
individuals Within.
In time, therefore, God is not omnipotent; he is
rather the pragmatist’s ‘God in the dirt.’ But sub
specie cetermltatis God is omnipotent as the life of all.
In eternity the harmony is achieved. The God to
Whom we most often pray is a God in time. He can
indeed work great marvels ; our experience tells many
of us that. But there are bounds to the help of this
God, and he is obliged to leave most of the fight to us.
Would we, indeed, have it otherwise? Yet, through
this God in time our appeal lies, as it were, to the
Eternal. His help is wholly an inner help; it is of the
spirit and the timeless. But it has this touch on our
time-life ; it gives us the courage and the patience to
await His coming.
HAROLD PICTON.
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The answer

take to be this: Many of these other selves are

directly interested in us— some that are seen and some

that are not seen. A

ngels, after all, may be very real,

and prayer will stir both angels and men. I

such thing as telepathy?

s there no

Can we at this hour of the

day deny the unseen spiritual impulses that pass from

being to being?

is response. A

F

rom these other selves, then, there

nd, besides, the great life is a central

power, not a mere summation of the lesser individuals.

A

s a mere sum it could itself be neither individual nor

living. This great life rules, though things go wrong.

The God of religion ex

ists, I

take it, as a co-ordinat-

ing consciousness, but the co-ordination is not perfect

yet. W e ourselves ex

ist as the co-ordinating con-

sciousness of our own bodies, but we know well that

we do not bring into complete harmony the lesser

individuals within.

n time, therefore, God is not omnipotent;
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rather the pragmatist'

s'

he is

God in the dirt.'

B

ut sub

specie ceternitatis God is omnipotent as the life of all.

I

n eternity the harmony is achieved. The God to

whom we most often pray is a God in time. H e can

indeed work great marvels;

of us that. B

our ex

perience tells many

ut there are bounds to the help of this

God, and he is obliged to leave most of the fight to us.

W ould we, indeed, have it otherwise?

Y

et, through

this God in time our appeal lies, as it were, to the

E

ternal. H is help is wholly an inner help;

spirit and the timeless. B

time-life;

it is of the

ut it has this touch on our

it gives us the courage and the patience to

await H is coming.
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. M. Pynsent.

The teaching of the never-ending torments of H ell

is too awful a dogma to have passed unq

through the centuries, and there conseq

theory which modified the ex

uestioned

uently arose a

treme view. I

PERIODIC REST IN HELL.

t is an

opinion as old as Christianity which suggested, as in

defence of the Divine mercy, certain periods of rest

L. A. M. PYNSENT.

and immunity from suffering granted in that place of

doom.

F

rom the first ages of Christianity, such ideas have

taken a more or less tangible form, and have become

more or less popular from their adaptability to the

temper of the people and the times;

indeed they sprang

from both people and times.

I

t is not wonderful that such should be the case.

I

f there is belief in a future at all, above all in one

where the j

ustice of an all-holy God must be satisfied,

the heart of every creature must ache to know the
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likelihood of mercy, both for the sake of those it loves

as for its own sake, when its time too shall come;

and

so the present century in its discussion on the eternity

of suffering, is but echoing the cry of human nature in

the first, that claimed some rest at least for unhappy

souls, brought into ex

istence without their will, and

then condemned to endless woe for sin committed

during that ex

I

istence.

n the famous V

isio S. Pauli a moving scene is

depicted. Guided by the A

516

rchangel Michael, S. Paul has

THE teaching of the never-ending torments of Hell
is too awful a dogma. to have passed unquestioned
through the centuries, and there consequently arosea
theory which modified the extreme view. It is an
opinion as old as Christianity which suggested, as in
defence of the Divine mercy, certain periods of rest
and immunity from suflering granted in that place of
doom.
From the first ages of Christianity, such ideas have
taken a more or less tangible form, and have become
more or less popular from their adaptability to the
temper of the people and the times; indeed they sprang
from both people and times.
It is not wonderful that such should be the case.
If there is belief in a future at all, above all in one
where the justice of an all-holy God must be satisfied,
the heart of every creature must ache to know the
likelihood of mercy, both for the sake of those it loves
as for its own sake, when its time too shall come; and
so the present century in its discussion on the eternity
of suffering, is but echoing the cry of human nature in
the first, that claimed some rest at least for unhappy
souls, brought into existence Without their will, and
then condemned to endless woe for sin committed
during that existence.
In the famous Visio S. Pauli a moving scene is
depicted. Guided by the Archangel Michael, S. Paul has
516
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he has beheld

the different orders of sinners and the bitter punish-

ments to which Divine j

ustice has subj

ected them;

at the sight he has shed tears of compassion and

sorrow. H e is about to leave the horrors of this place

of darkness, when the damned cry out with one voice:

"

O

Michael, O

the R

edeemer!

all of you, and I

Paul, have pity upon us;

"

A

nd the A

also will weep with you, and with me

will weep Paul and all the angelic choirs. W ho knows

damned cry: "

B
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regno ; he has beheld
the different orders of sinners and the bitter punishments to which Divine justice has subjected them;
at the sight he has shed tears of compassion and
sorrow. He is about to leave the horrors of this place
of darkness, when the damned cry out with one voice :
“ 0
Michael, 0 Paul, have pity upon us ; pray for us to
the Redeemer!” And the Archangel replies : “ Weep
all of you, and I also will Weep with you, and with me
will weep Paul and all the angelic choirs. Who knows
And the
whether God will not have mercy on you ?
damned cry: “Son of David have mercy on us!”
Behold, Christ, crowned, descends from Heaven and
reproaches the reprobate with their wickedness and
reminds them of the blood uselessly shed for them.
But Michael and Paul and thousands and thousands
of Angels kneel before the Son of God and cry for
mercy ; and Jesus, moved with pity, grants to all the
souls in Hell the grace, that they may rest and be
without any torment from the hour of None on
Saturday until Prime on Monday.
This shows the bent of men's minds. God was so
good, they thought, His mercy was over all His Works,
and therefore they did not doubt, that in His allpowerfulness He would devise some means for the
mitigation of pain imposed by Himself. And this was
a belief not held by the common people only. In the
beginning of the third century, Clement of Alexandria
denied the purely afilictive pain of Hell. According to
him, the end and character of punishment was simply
pedagogic. Origen too, his illustrious disciple, affirmed
the final salvation of every creature, including the
devil and his angels, for as all have died in Adam, so
all shall live in Christ. But his doctrine was impugned

pray for us to

rchangel replies: "

whether God will not have mercy on you?

HELL

entirely traversed the doloroso

L

517

entirely traversed the doloroso regno;

IN

"

A

nd the

Son of David have meroy on us!

"

ehold, Christ, crowned, descends from H eaven and

W eep

”

reproaches the reprobate with their wickedness and

reminds them of the blood uselessly shed for them.

ut Michael and Paul and thousands and thousands

of A

ngels kneel before the Son of God and ory for

mercy;

and Jesus, moved with pity, grants to all the
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souls in H ell the grace, that they may rest and be

without any torment from the hour of N one on

Saturday until Prime on Monday.

This shows the bent of men'

s minds. God was so

good, they thought, H is mercy was over all H is works,

and therefore they did not doubt, that in H is all-

powerfulness H e would devise some means for the

mitigation of pain imposed by H imself. A

nd this was

a belief not held by the common people only. I

beginning of the third century, Clement of A

denied the purely afflictive pain of H ell. A

n the

lex

andria

ccording to

him, the end and character of punishment was simply

pedagogic. O rigen too, his illustrious disciple, affirmed

the final salvation of every creature, including the

devil and his angels, for as all have died in A

all shall live in Christ. B

dam, so

ut his doctrine was impugned
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by bitter adversaries even during his life, and the

Council of A

lex

andria in 399 condemned it, and this

condemnation was enforced by the general Council of

Constantinople nearly 150 years later;

this showing

how it had clung to the people and approved itself to

their views. B

ut an enunciation of the dogma of

eternal and unbroken suffering could not be imposed

on everyone, and there were some critical and specula-

tive spirits who ventured to call it in q

uestion, as well

as others of a gentler and more sentimental turn of

mind who recoiled from assenting to it. W hen the

dogma, from which they shrank, was forced upon them,

the people took refuge in such a half measure as is

ex

emplified by the legend with which this paper begins.

Dogmatic teaching could not be q

it might admit of ex

uestioned, but

planation and mitigation. They

no longer denied the eternity of H ell and its tor-

emption from
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ments, but they agreed for periodic ex

punishment.

Two A

pocalypses have been attributed to S. Paul;

one is lost, the other was discovered by Tischendorf in

18

43 and published. I

Greek monk about 38

t was probably written by a

0 and professes to give the

account of S. Paul being rapt into the third heaven.

Guided by an angel S. Paul assists at the j

udgment of

souls, sees the reward of the blessed and visits H ell.

The A

rchangel Gabriel descends with him, together

with choirs of angels, into the infernal regions and the

damned implore their intercession. S. Paul, who has

wept over the unspeakable torments he has witnessed,

prays, j

oined by the angels, and Christ appears, is

moved by their supplications and grants to the repro-

bate the concession of rest from their suffering during

the day of H is R

esurrection, beginning from the night

bitter adversaries even during his life, and the
Council of Alexandria in 399 condemned it, and this
condemnation was enforced by the general Council of
Constantinople nearly 150 years later; this showing
how it had clung to the people and approved itself to
their views. But an enunciation of the dogma of
eternal and unbroken sufiering could not be imposed
on everyone, and there were some critical and speculative spirits who ventured to call it in question, as well
as others of a gentler and more sentimental turn of
mind who recoiled from assenting to it. When the
dogma, from which they shrank, was forced upon them,
the people took refuge in such a half measure as is
exemplified by the legend with which this paper begins.
Dogmatic teaching could not be questioned, but
it might admit of explanation and mitigation. They
no longer denied the eternity of Hell and its torments, but they agreed for periodic exemption from

punishment.
Two Apocalypses have been attributed to S. Paul;
one is lost, the other was discovered by Tischendorf in
1843 and published. It was probably written by a
Greek monk about 380 and professes to give the
account of S. Paul being rapt into the third heaven.
Guided by an angel S. Paul assists at the judgment of

the reward of the blessed and visits Hell.
The Archangel Gabriel descends with him, together
with choirs of angels, into the infernal regions and the
damned implore their intercession. S. Paul, who has
wept over the unspeakable torments he has witnessed,
prays, joined by the angels, and Christ appears, is
moved by their supplications and grants to the reprobate the concession of rest from their suffering during
the day of His Resurrection, beginning from the night

souls,
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L

isio S. Pauli, which has been

already referred to, and which was commonly known

in the W est in the ninth century, gives this story

substantially the same, with the ex

A

ception that the

rchangel is Michael instead of Gabriel;

but there is a

very marked advance in one point, viz. the time of

rest is multiplied from one day in the year to one day

in the week.

This idea in the Greek A

pocryphon of the fourth

century was not confined to the E

A

ast. I

n the W est,

urelius Prudentius, who was a Spaniard and lived

about the same time, records and professes the same

belief in certain well-known verses of one of his hymns.

Sunt et spiritibut saepe nocentibua

Aurelius Prudentius, who was a Spaniard and lived
about the same time, records and professes the same
belief in certain well-known verses of one of his hymns.

Poenarum celebres sub Styge feriae

I

lia node sacer q

ua rediit Deus

Stagnis ad superos ex

A

cheruntiis.

Marcent suppliciis tartara mitibus

x

ultatq

ue sui corporis otto
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E

Umbrarum populus liber ab ignibus

N ec fervent solito flumina sulphure.

To the suffering spirits in Styx

come often painless

days as on the anniversary of that night in which the

holy God returned to heaven from the turbid waters

of A

Now the Visio S. Pauli, which has been
already referred to, and which was commonly known
in the West in the ninth century, gives this story
substantially the same, with the exception that the
Archangel is Michael instead of Gabriel; but there is a
very marked advance in one point, viz. the time of
rest is multiplied from one day in the year to one day
in the week.
This idea in the Greek Apocryphon of the fourth
century was not confined to the East. In the West,

5ld

ncheron.

Sunt et spiritibus saepe nocentibus
Poenarwm celebres sub Styge feriae
Illa nocte sacer qua 1-ediit Deus
Stagnis ad auperos ea: Achemntiis.

The absence of torture is repose to the people of

the shades, who ex

ult in the absence of devouring fire

and the customary boiling sulphur.

I

n the legend of S. Marcarius the E

narrated by R

the holy A

ufinus of A

q

gyptian,

uileia, it is recorded that

nchorite once found a skull in the desert,

with which he got into conversation on the pains of

H ell, and learned that prayer brings some slight relief

Marcent suppliciis tartara mitibus
Exultatque am‘. corporis otio
Umbrarum populus liber ab ignibus
Nec fervent solito flumina sulphure.

To the suffering spirits in Styx come often painless
days as on the anniversary of that night in which the
holy God returned to heaven from the turbid waters
of Ancheron.
The absence of torture is repose to the people of
the shades, who exult in the absence of devouring fire
and the customary boiling sulphur.
In the legend of S. Marcarius the Egyptian,
narrated by Rufinus of Aquileia, it is recorded that
the holy Anchorite once found a skull in the desert,
with which he got into conversation on the pains of
Hell, and learned that prayer brings some slight relief
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to the damned. I

the A

to the damned.

ST

a the writings attributed to Denys

reopagite, which may be as late and later than

the six

th century, a vision granted to S. Carpus is

related. I

n it Christ ex

pressed great pity for the lost,

who are tormented by the devils in H ell, and declared

H imself ready to die a second time for mankind ;

then

H e and H is angels stretched out their hands to succour

those who are about to be engulfed in the abyss.

I

sidore of Seville, about the beginning of the

seventh century, believed that prayer helps in some

way the souls of the lost. I

n the V

ision of S.B

arontus,

at the end of the same century, we are told that those

of the damned who while on earth did any good, are at

the six

th hour of every day comforted by a little manna

from Paradise.

The efficacy of prayer, above all, is taught to be

undeniable, and why, it was asked, should this

efficacy cease j

ust where it was most needed. E

ven

abbis believed that the suffering of H ell was
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the R

suspended every day during the prayers of the faithful.

These particular prayers were to the number of three,

and an hour and a half was the duration of each. To

this large allowance of grace to the condemned, they

also added rest on Saturday and on the feasts of the

new moon.

B

ut prayer was not the only means of relief;

for

we are told by Cesar of H eisterbach that a certain

soldier died and went to H ell for having unj

ustly

possessed himself of the property of others. H e

appeared to his sons and told them that if they would

make restitution his pains would diminish. H is sons,

it is added, preferred to keep their inheritance and let

their father keep his. I

THE oussr

nB

rittany there is a popular

legend that a child lessens the pain of H ell by con-

In the writings attributed to Denys
the Areopagite, which may be as late and later than
the sixth century, a vision granted to S. Carpus is
related. In it Christ expressed great pity for the lost,
who are tormented by the devils in Hell, and declared
Himself ready to die a second time for mankind; then
He and His angels stretched out theirhands to sucoour
those who are about to be engulfed in the abyss.
Isidore of Seville, about the beginning of the
seventh century, believed that prayer helps in some
way the souls of the lost. In the Vision of S.Barontus,
at the end of the same century, we are told that those
of the damned who while on earth did any good, are at
the sixth hour of every day comforted bya little manna
from Paradise.
The efiicacy of prayer, above all, is taught to be
undeniable, and why, it was asked, should this
eificacy cease just where it was most needed. Even
the Rabbis believed that the suffering of Hell was
suspended every day during the prayers of the faithful.
These particular prayers were to the number of three,
and an hour and a half was the duration of each. To
this large allowance of grace to the condemned, they
also added rest on Saturday and on the feasts of the
new moon.

But prayer was not the only means of relief; for
we are told by Cesar of Heisterbach that a certain
soldier died and went to Hell for having unjustly
possessed himself of the property of others. He
appeared to his sons and told them that if they would
make restitution his pains would diminish. His sons,
it is added, preferred to keep their inheritance and let
their father keep his. In Brittany there is a popular
legend that a child lessens the pain of Hell by con-
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tinually pouring Holy Water into

L

tinually pouring H oly W ater into the boiling cauldron

full of lost souls.

I

n the A

pocalypsis Mariae, probably a monkish

production of the Middle A

ges, the Q ueen of H eaven

desires to visit the infernal regions, into which she

goes, accompanied by S. Michael and his angels.

H aving seen the horrible suffering of the damned, she

begs to be conducted back to H eaven, in order that

she may entreat God'

s mercy for them. The A

rchangel

replies that he and his angels pray seven times day

and night for them, but in vain. Mary insists and

begins to pray, j

oined by all the inhabitants of H eaven,

and God at length grants some alleviation.

I

t was a common belief in the middle ages that on

the feast of the A

ssumption Christ mitigated the

pains of the lost in honour of H is Mother.

A

ll Catholics know how efficacious prayers and

good works are in relieving the souls in Purgatory, and
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so what wonder that people should go a little further

and ask, if by prayers and good works the souls in

Purgatory are helped, their pains lessened, their time

of suffering shortened, without God'

sj

ustice being

thereby tarnished, why can they not produce a

corresponding effect on the sufferings of H ell. A

nd

indeed legends to this effect are numberless.

Many are the stories regarding the traitor Judas,

in whom all good Christians seemed greatly interested.

S. B

randon in the course of his marvellous pilgrimage,

found the faithless A

postle seated on a rock in the

midst of the ocean. I

n front of him hung a cloth,

attached to an iron gibbet. The waves rushed upon

him, the wind beat upon him, the cloth, blown about,

struck him in the face. Q uestioned by the Saint,

Judas narrated to him the manner of his punishment.
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the boiling cauldron

full of lost souls.
In the Apocalypsis Mariae, probably a monkish
production of the Middle Ages, the Queen of Heaven
desires to visit the infernal regions, into which she
goes, accompanied by S. Michael and his angels.
Having seen the horrible suffering of the damned, she
begs to be conducted back to Heaven, in order that
she may entreat God’s mercy for them. The Archangel
replies that he and his angels pray seven times day
and night for them, but in vain. Mary insists and
begins to pray, joined by all the inhabitants of Heaven,
and God at length grants some alleviation.
It was a common belief in the middle ages that on
the feast of the Assumption Christ mitigated the
pains of the lost in honour of His Mother.
All Catholics know how efficacious prayers and
good works are in relieving the souls in Purgatory, and
so what Wonder that people should go a little further
and ask, if by prayers and good works the souls in
Purgatory are helped, their pains lessened, their time
of suffering shortened, Without God’s justice being

thereby tarnished, why can they not produce a
corresponding effect on the suflerings of Hell. And
indeed legends to this effect are numberless.
Many are the stories regarding the traitor Judas,
in whom all good Christians seemed greatly interested.
S. Brandon in the course of his marvellous pilgrimage,
found the faithless Apostle seated on a rock in the
midst of the ocean. In front of him hung a cloth,
attached to an iron gibbet. The Waves rushed upon
him, the Wind

beat upon him, the cloth, blown about,
struck him in the face. Questioned by the Saint,
Judas narrated to him the manner of his punishment.
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or six

Q UE

'

ST

consecutive days he burned and was red hot

like a mass of melted lead, but on the seventh, that is

to say the Sunday, Divine mercy granted him this

refreshment in honour of the R

esurrection of Christ.

This alleviation was also granted from Christmas day

until E

piphany, from E

aster till Pentecost, and from

the Purification until the A

ssumption of O ur L

ady.

The rest of the year he suffered unspeakable torments

in the company of H erod, Pilate, A

nnas and Caiaphas.

The cloth that hung before him, he had given, when in

this life, to a leper, but, as it had not been his own, it

hurt rather than helped him. The iron supports he

had given to the Priests of the Temple for the cauldrons

they used. The stone on which he sat was one with

which he had once mended a public road in Jerusalem.

H is soj

ourn on this rock lasted from the V

espers of

Saturday till those of Sunday, and in comparison with

the torture he suffered on other days, it was like paradise

randon at his visit lengthened this time
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to him. S. B

of rest till the setting sun on Monday. I

tion of the H uon de B

ordeaux

n the continua-

, H ugh finds Judas

unceasingly tossed about in a great whirlpool where

passed and repassed all the waters of the world;

the

condemned had no other defence from this than a piece

of cloth which Christ had hung in front of his face.

These two legends agree therefore in the two main

points of the sea and the piece of cloth, but the second

speaks of the whole torments consisting in what, in the

first, was merely the periodic rest from much direr

suffering.

A

curious legend is that of K

ing Chomarcus, who

was seen sitting in great glory and delight on a splendid

throne in a palace wonderful with light, but he satisfied

the j

ustice of God for his sins, by standing three hours

For six‘consecutive days he burned and was red hot
like a mass of melted lead, but on the seventh, that is
to say the Sunday, Divine mercy granted him this
refreshment in honour of the Resurrection of Christ.
This alleviation was also granted from Christmas day
until Epiphany, from Easter till Pentecost, and from
the Purification until the Assumption of Our Lady.
The rest of the year he suffered unspeakable torments
in the company of Herod, Pilate, Annas and Caiaphas.
The cloth that hung before him, he had given, when in
this life, to a leper, but, as it had not been his own, it
hurt rather than helped him. The iron supports he
had given to the Priests of the Temple for thecauldrons
they used. The stone on which he sat was one with
which he had once mended a public road in Jerusalem.
His sojourn on this rock lasted from the Vespers of
Saturday till those of Sunday, and in comparison with
the torture he suffered on other days,it was like paradise
to him. S. Brandon at his visit lengthened this time
of rest tillthe setting sun on Monday. In the continuation of the Huon de Bordeaux, Hugh finds Judas
unceasingly tossed about in a great Whirlpool where
passed and repassed all the Waters of the world; the
condemned had no other defence from this than a piece
of cloth which Christ had hung in front of his face.
These two legends agree therefore in the two main
points of the sea and the piece of cloth, but the second
speaks of the whole torments consisting in what, in the
first, was merely the periodic rest from much direr

suffering.

legend is that of King Chomarcus, who
Was seen sitting in great glory and delight on a splendid
throne in a palace wonderful with light, but he satisfied
the justice of God for his sins, by standing three hours
A curious
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of each day immersed in fire up to the waist, from

where he was covered with haircloth. I

t must, however,

be added that the narrator of this vision says the place

of this palace was between Purgatory and H eaven, a

place where dwell many who, though not good, had

been taken from infernal torments and, not deserving

to be j

oined to the companionship of the Saints, had

been located in a sort of half-way house.

This subj

ect of the periodical repose of the lost

has been treated much more fully in a book by

Professor A

rthur Graf, entitled Miti, L

stizioni del Medio E

eggende e Super-

vo, and a careful investigation of

medieval lore would doubtless yield large material for

a complete collection relating to this not uninteresting

matter.

.A

. M. Pynsent.
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of each day immersed in fire up to the waist, from
Where he was covered with haircloth. It must, however,
be added that the narrator of this vision says the place
of this palace was between Purgatory and Heaven, a
place Where dwell many who, though not good, had
been taken from infernal torments and, not deserving
to be joined to the companionship of the Saints, had
been located in a sort of half-way house.
This subject of the periodical repose of the lost
has been treated much more fully in a book by
Professor Arthur Graf, entitled Miti, Leggende e Superstizioni del Media Eve, and a careful investigation of
mediznval lore would doubtless yield large material for
a. complete collection relating to this not uninteresting
matter.
L. A. M. PYNSENT.
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B

anal as the phrase may ring, there must be few of us

for whom it is not fraught with an agonising interest,

as a bracket comprising the most important of un-

known q

THE ‘MIGHT HAVE BEEN.’

uantities, a memorandum that what we have

here is not all ourselves, that something once a part

of ourselves is now lost in the void. Personality may

not be ex

haustively definable as a bundle of tendencies

G. H. POWELL.

lashed together by a defective will, but the nature

unconscious of the processes of loss and accretion, of

waste and error, insensible of having incurably '

missed'

many of the vast possibilities of life, can scarcely, we

feel, be altogether sane or human, even though '

may be as '

wild'

and '

vain'

regret'

as that uttered in the

cheapest sentimental song.

O n the great moral scrap-heaps, beneath piles of

trumpery illusions, self-willed fancies, theories untested

and unabandoned, fragmentary plans of many a castle
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in Spain, lie more serious relics of our past and dead

selves— the false steps, the wrong turnings, the defeats,

the flights, the '

great refusals'

landed us where we are. B

that have ultimately

ut the remorse which is

the shadow of sin, the regret which is the echo of

vacillation, the reaction from the abortive effort, the

sensation of the amputated limb, serve to remind us

often enough that we are never really alone with the

present.
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be few of us
BANAL as the phrase may ring, there must
interest,
for whom it is not fraught with an agonising
the most important of unas a bracket comprising
what we have
known quantities, a memorandum that
onceapart
here is not all ourselves, that something
Personality may
of ourselves is now lost in the void.
bundle of tendencies
not be exhaustively definable as a
but the nature
lashed together by a defective will,
and accretion, of
loss
of
the
of
processes
unconscious
incurably ‘missed’
waste and error, insensible of having
of life, can scarcely, We
many of the vast possibilities
though ‘regret’
feel, he altogether sane or human, even uttered in the
‘vain’ as that
may be as ‘wild’ and
cheapest sentimental song.
beneathpiles of
On the great moral scrap-heaps,
untested

theories
trumpery illusions, self-willed fancies, of
many a castle
and unabandoned, fragmentary plans
and dead
in Spain, lie more serious relics of our past defeats,
the
selves—the false steps, the Wrong turnings, ultimately

the flights, the ‘great refusals’ that have
which is
landed us Where We are. But the remorse
the echo Of
the shadow of sin, the regret which is
effort, the
vacillation,the reaction from the abortive remind us
sensation of the amputated limb, serve to
the
often enough that We are never really alone with

present.
524
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A

nd for the world, for humanity, for the nation, as

for the individual, by the side of every actual change,

evolution or consummation, stalks the pale j

ealous or

mocking ghost of that potential something it has dis-

placed, perhaps eternally, perhaps only for a moment

and in form rather than in fact— all that overtly in-

effectual '

past'

of the world or the people, the severed

HAVE BEEN’

And for the world, for humanity, for the nation, as
for the individual, by the side of every actual change,
evolution or consummation, stalks the pale jealous or
mocking ghost of that potential something it has displaced, perhaps eternally, perhaps only for a moment
and in form rather than in fact-—all that overtly inefiectual ‘ past of the world or the people, the severed
branches of national life, theuntrodden byways, the
choked outlets, of which a sympathetic and imaginative grasp is so necessary to our proper understanding
of the nature and ‘bearings’ of the present.
The only practical study of mankind, for strictly
human purposes, being man, this, as we progress in
refinement of thought, is seen to embrace a larger View
of humanity latent as well as realised, buried root as
Well as ostensible flower. Hence indeed much of the
sacrosanct importance attaching in these days to
‘
history,’ the great inqmlsition, incessantly burrowing
in the dark places of record and thought, to unearth
any yet hidden links in the tangled chain of human
destiny, a business now constituting one of the highest
moral and aesthetic functions to be exercised by the
ripest of intelligences. The demand for it, on the part
of the workaday world, is great and real. It is the
nursing mother of true progress.
For the primary desideration of our highest political
philosophy can be only one thing—gm.dancc for the
future, the divination, that is, as far as may be, of the
unknown and unknowable. And there is but one
prophetic voice which commands respectful hearing.
It is that of the sublimated essence of the Past, the
Historic Wisdom Which, having digested the dossier of
humanity up to date and in the spirit here demanded,
can alone point with some indicative confidence to the
’

branches of national life, the"

untrodden byways, the

choked outlets, of which a sympathetic and imagina-

tive grasp is so necessary to our proper understanding

of the nature and '

bearings'

of the present.

The only practical study of mankind, for strictly

human purposes, being man, this, as we progress in

refinement of thought, is seen to embrace a larger view

of humanity latent as well as realised, buried root as

well as ostensible flower. H ence indeed much of the

sacrosanct importance attaching in these days to

history,'

the great inq

uisition, incessantly burrowing
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in the dark places of record and thought, to unearth

any yet hidden links in the tangled chain of human

destiny, a business now constituting one of the highest

moral and aesthetic functions to be ex

ercised by the

ripest of intelligences. The demand for it, on the part

of the workaday world, is great and real. I

t is the

nursing mother of true progress.

F

or the primary desideration of our highest political

philosophy can be only one thing— guidance for the

future, the divination, that is, as far as may be, of the

unknown and unknowable. A

nd there is but one

prophetic voice which commands respectful hearing.

I

t is that of the sublimated essence of the Past, the

H istoric W isdom which, having digested the dossier of

humanity up to date and in the spirit here demanded,

can alone point with some indicative confidence to the
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ikelihood that day by day undrapes the feature8

of the actual.

This kind of intellectual speculation, which com-

mands such high prizes, is yet based upon a severe and

conscientious sincerity. The famous dictum "

if the

facts do not agree with our theories, so much the worse

for the facts "

may be used in a sense not ironical. I

t

is the materialist coward who abandons his conscien-

tiously elaborated belief at the distant view of a hostile

fact;

as it is the seer who clings to his theorem and

perhaps dies in helping it to materialise.

"

W here there is no vision,"

prophet, "

says an ancient

the people perisheth,"

what we may here venture to call '

probable '

vision, that is, of

the imperturbably

— not, very possibly, of that which occurs,

but of what we ought to have ex

pected, perhaps of

what we shall have to remember, if we are not willing

to be classed as sophists or turncoats, that we did

pect. F

or there, ahead in the future, is the life and
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soul of the present, the key to all our interest in the

two shores, at the meeting-place, as Carlyle somewhere

says, of two eternities, the half abandoned past behind

us, and before us the vaguely realised future.

A

nd all action is a compromise between the two.

I

n the past is all our positive accumulation of dead

ex

perience;

in the future all the life,

perimental hope that gilds it with novel interest and

makes the dry bones of history to live. A

nd indescrib-

able is our longing, on the anvil of the moment that

now escapes us, with the pulse and heartbeat of the

yet fleeting second, to forge and fashion the two into

a conseq

uent and inspiring whole.

This brings us to the main consideration. I

QUEST

veiled Likelihood that day by day undrapes the features
of the actual.
This kind of intellectual speculation, which commands such high prizes, is yet based upon a severe and
conscientious sincerity. The famous dictum “if the
facts do not agree with our theories, so much the worse
for the facts” may be used in a sense not ironical. It
is the materialist coward who abandons his conscientiously elaborated belief at the distant view of a hostile
fact; as it is the seer who clings to his theorem and
perhaps dies in helping it to materialise.
“Where there is no vision,” says an ancient
prophet, “the people perisheth,” vision, that is, of
what we may here venture to call the imperturbably
probable ’—not, very possibly, of that which occurs,
but of what we ought to have expected, perhaps of
what we shall have to remember, if we are not willing
to be classed as sophists or turncoats, that we did
expect. For there, ahead in the future, is the life and
soul of the present, the key to all our interest in the
past. We live, as it were, upon a bridge connecting
two shores, at the meeting-place, as Carlyle somewhere
says, of two eternities, the half abandoned past behind
us, and before us the vaguely realised future.
And all action is a compromise between the two.
In the past is all our positive accumulation of dead
fact and old experience; in the future all the life,
experimental hope that gilds it with novel interest and
makes the dry bones of history to live. And indescribable is our longing, on the anvil of the moment that
now escapes us, with the pulse and heartbeat of the
yet fleeting second, to forge and fashion the two into
a consequent and inspiring whole.
This brings us to the main consideration. In our
‘

past. W e live, as it were, upon a bridge connecting

fact and old ex
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n our
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exploration

of the years, the centuries behind us,
Whether indeed they
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ex

’HAVE

ploration of the years, the centuries behind us,

like a. fruitful land repose

whether indeed they

like a fruitful land repose

or scare us with the horror of carnage and desolation,

with the horror of carnage and desolation,
what is our most vital interest? Not mere event,
tragedy, sensation, or the totalling up of facts and
figures, but the spoor of the consequent and the continuous. Broadly speaking, indeed, is not this the
primary instinctive need of the human soul, in its
darkest hour? The most philosophic of us cries for
‘more light’ only that it may illuminate a design of
some kind, a succession in which We have some sort of
place and right. Anything rather than feel ourselves
astray, cut off, a prey to that only true hell, the sense
of loneliness and isolation, intolerable even on the
most exalted site of fact ever visualised by man. And
so it is a mere platitude to assert that in modernised
history it is no longer the act, the crime, the defeat,
the victory that are of most importance to our
instruction, but rather the feeling, the character, the
prevalent influence, the hereditary impulse of which
these were but the ephemeral evidence and exhibition
—or, it may be, the non-significant denial —often no
more the central truth of the matter than the splash
of a fish on the surface is the presence of a shoal
below. To the mediaeval chronicler an event is always
an event. The birth in some remote province of a
puppy with two heads serves almost as well to furnish
a vacant corner in his annals as the extinction of an
illustrious line of kings or the invention of the art of
printing. And those of us who have ever kept an
infantine diary will surely remember the vastly different
Spiritual significance, even of identical entries.
or scare us

what is our most vital interest?

N ot mere event,

tragedy, sensation, or the totalling up of facts and

figures, but the spoor of the conseq

tinuous. B

uent and the con-

roadly speaking, indeed, is not this the

primary instinctive need of the human soul, in its

darkest hour?

'

The most philosophic of us cries for

more light'

only that it may illuminate a design of

some kind, a succession in which we have some sort of

place and right. A

nything rather than feel ourselves

astray, cut off, a prey to that only true hell, the sense

of loneliness and isolation, intolerable even on the

most ex

alted site of fact ever visualised by man. A

nd

so it is a mere platitude to assert that in modernised
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history it is no longer the act, the crime, the defeat,

the victory that are of most importance to our

instruction, but rather the feeling, the character, the

prevalent influence, the hereditary impulse of which

these were but the ephemeral evidence and ex

hibition

— or, it may be, the non-significant denial— often no

more the central truth of the matter than the splash

of a fish on the surface is the presence of a shoal

below. To the mediaeval chronicler an event is always

an event. The birth in some remote province of a

puppy with two heads serves almost as well to furnish

a vacant corner in his annals as the ex

tinction of an

illustrious line of kings or the invention of the art of

printing. A

nd those of us who have ever kept an

infantine diary will surely remember the vastly different

spiritual significance, even of identical entries.
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Monday. Went for a walk. It rained.
Tuesday. Went for a walk. It rained.”
eYes but Monday's walk was a comedy in spite of
the rain, and Tuesday's a tragedy for some quite
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Monday. W ent for a walk. I

Tuesday. W ent for a walk. I

Y

es but Monday'

t rained."

s walk was a comedy in spite of

the rain, and Tuesday'

different reason. B

t rained.

s a tragedy for some q

ut it is connection, seq

design that grown-up '

history'

uite

uence,

different reason. But it is connection, sequence,
design that grown-up history’ is in search of. What
it concerns us to grasp and remember is, as the up-todate. examiner would agree, not names, dates, etc., not,

is in search of. W hat

it concerns us to grasp and remember is, as the up-to-

date ex

of some particular hero'

the E

s death,"

ssayist thinking of the fall of B

sack of R

‘

aminer would agree, not names, dates, etc., not,

as Montaigne observes in a curious passage, "

ome ?

the place

but the reason (was

ourbon at the

) why it was disgraceful he should die

as

there 1

There is a certain sensation probably familiar to

the youthful ex

we had acq

perience of most of us in the days before

uired any serious historical bias. To the

virgin eye of unprej

udiced ignorance the pedagogue—

whether in living and q

uestionable shape, or unassail-
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ably ensconced in the pages of a book— often appeared

to hold both conundrum and answer too completely

and comfortably in the hollow of his hand. "

and Morcar, the E

E

dwin

arls of Mercia and N orthumbria, .

marched so many miles . . . fought such

and such a battle . . . and the conseq

. . ."

I

uence was

t was all very well, but— had the lecturer

been on the spot three days before the battle, would

he ever have guessed, foreseen this result t and if not,

why not?

Could the learner be blamed for a mildly

resentful suspicion that something was cutting a

showy figure on the educational stage which perhaps

only succeeded in happening at all, so to speak, by the

skin of its teeth.

Carlyle in one of the byways of his F

rench R

tion indulges in a humorous outburst on the tex

evolu-

t of

Montaigne observes in a curious passage,

“

the place

of some particular hero's death,” but the reason (was
the Essayist thinking of the fall of Bourbon at the
sack of Rome ?) why it was disgraceful he should die
there .7
There is a certain sensation probably familiar to
the youthful experience of most of us in the days before
we had acquired any serious historical bias. To the
virgin eye of unprejudiced ignorance the pedagogue—
whether in living and questionable shape, or unassailably ensconced in the pages of a book--often appeared
to hold both conundrum and answer too completely
and comfortably in the hollow of his hand. “ Edwin
and Morcar, the Earls of Mercia and Northumbria,
marched so many miles
fought such
and such a battle
and the consequence was
.” It was all very well, but—had the lecturer
been on the spot three days before the battle, would
he ever have guessed, foreseen this result! and if not,
why not? Could the learner be blamed for amildly
resentful suspicion that something was cutting a
showy figure on the educational stage which perhaps
only succeeded in happening at all, so to speak, by the
skin of its teeth.
Carlyle in one of the byways of his French Revolutzon indulges in a humorous outburst on the text of
.
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H appy the nation

pouring ridicule upon the

event.'

(I

s there a significance, by

the way, or is it mere euphony, in the persistency with

which j

F

ournalists oling to the phrase '

rance,'

as if it were par ex

between 178

pened '

?

9 and 18

)"

E

E

vents in

cellence, and not merely

15, the place where '

verywhere,"

things hap-

he writes, "

A

529

aphorism “Happy the nation
whose annals are dull,” pouring ridicule upon the
banal historical ‘event.’ (Is there a significance, by
the way, or is it mere euphony, in the persistency with
which journalists cling to the phrase ‘Events in
France,’ as if it were par excellence, and not merely
between 1789 and 1815, the place where ‘thingshappened’?) Everywhere,” he writes, “foolish rumour
Montesquieu’s

famous

foolish rumour

babbles not of what was done, but of what was undone

or misdone."

HAVE BEEN’

n event, a tragedy, consummation or

“

disturbance that does materialise must of course be

respectfully recorded. B

ut, though it may loom large

to contemporary eyes, and perhaps disturb and destroy

life on the scale of an ex

tensive earthq

uake, let us

beware on these grounds of treating it as an ex

of some well-known '

world-force '

conceived direction. To the true historic j

udgment

it may after all mean no more than the unex

tower of Siloam,'

stumble of F

pected

or the fatal
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subsidence of the '

hibition

acting in some pre-

ieschi in his hour of triumph. I

t may,

as has been said, impose upon the present, it may

acq

uire a causative importance in the future, and yet

’

be, humanly speaking, nothing in itself.

A

llied, surely, with this improved historic sense is

that depreciation of '

incident'

which is. a truism in

modern literary philosophy. Mere ostensible '

ings '

happen-

have in intellectual romance fallen to a consider-

able discount, and even acq

uired something of a bad

name from association with cheap '

realism'

and a

sensational, materialist or popular-pictorial view of

ex

istence;

whereas, on the other hand, '

plot,'

mysterious patent of the greatest creative artists, the

undefinable source of so much genuine delight and so

much literary vitality, is on its merits more highly

9

babbles not of what was done, but of what was undone
or misdone.” An event, a tragedy, consummation or
disturbance that does materialise must of course be
respectfully recorded. But, though it may loom large
to contemporary eyes, and perhaps disturb and destroy
life on the scale of an extensive earthquake, let us
beware on these grounds of treating it as an exhibition
of some well-known ‘ world-force acting in some preconceived direction. To the true historic judgment
it may after all mean no more than the unexpected
subsidence of the ‘tower of Siloam,’ or the fatal
stumble of Fieschi in his hour of triumph. It may,
as has been said, impose upon the present, it may
acquire a causative importance in the future, and yet
be, humanly speaking, nothing in itself.
Allied, surely, with this improved historic sense is
that depreciation of ‘incident’ which is a truism in
modern literary philosophy. Mere ostensible ‘ happenings’ have in intellectual romance fallen to a considerable discount, and even acquired something of a bad
name from association with cheap ‘realism’ and a
sensational, materialist or popular-pictorial view of
existence; whereas, on the other hand, ‘plot,’ the
mysterious patent of the greatest creative artists, the
undefinable source of so much genuine delight and so
much literary vitality, is on its merits more highly
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or harmony, seq

uence, unity,

are what the intellectual taste craves to find in fiction

and drama, as humanity craves for it in life;

what is called '

incident'
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unity,
esteemed than ever. For harmony, sequence,
fiction
taste craves to find in
intellectual
the
what
are

while

— in regard to which originality

seems little more than ingenuity— resembles in most

cases a mere common stock of material, obvious indeed

to all, but useful only to the comparatively few who

know how to handle it. The one, of course— a fact

which has inevitably influenced all literary composition

whether of '

romance'

or serious narrative— is vastly

easier to handle than the other. I

t is a simpler matter

to record the death of 10,000 men in a '

great battle'

than to outline the diplomacy which caused or might

have prevented this tragedy. A

runs in favour of overt action, noise, bustle, alarums,

cursions;

j

ust as reflective comparison and

reasoned argument pale their ineffectual fires before
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truculent dogmatism and glaring contrast. Simplicity

of motive, again, is more '

than complex

ity;

satisfactory,'

more'

dramatic'

and thus life, in letters, adapts itself

to the stage and becomes less '

historical'

O ur latest Schools of Drama and R

or inq

uisitive.

limitations. B

ut even the most paradox

romantics,'

in his disparagement of common fact, is

anti-

really urging us to look beyond the bounds of the

familiar and concrete at the vast neglected prospect of

the eternally natural but unrealised. A

nd if we turn to

the one transcendent genius whose loss is now deplored

distance '

have

prevented
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popular understanding,
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he preserves to the foreground of his drama,

in the emphasis given to that evasive yet pervasive
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I

n the chiaroscuro of

his dazzling canvas, where yet, to many an honest spec-

tator, no '

action'

seems to be portrayed worth speaking

of, where enthusiasm so often misses its obj

ect, and

suspense is cheated (even in the third volume) of

its '

sensational'

reward, the student of our conven-

tionalised humanity finds j

ust that ex

q

uisite balance

and proportion for which his soul, so long fed on the

husks of melodramatic hyperbole, has hungered and

thirsted in vain. I

n a word, the refreshing charm of

Meredithian romance is that it holds the key of that

half-forgotten, mysterious, yet not unfamiliar world, in

which man advances, for good or evil, at one with the

whole of his past, in which success is perennially

haunted by the ghost of failure, and the most rounded

and satisfying '

conclusions '

with which the reader is

indulged, seem to take place in an atmosphere positively

redolent of moral antidotes and antiseptics.
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N or can one avoid here remarking, since every

tendency, in our times, seems to find itself almost

burlesq

ued by ex

author to whom '

aggeration, the celebrity of another

events'

(of the kind most appreciated

incident'

to be found in his intimate

studies of character has to be laboriously ex

tracted,

like a fly from a honeypot, out of a veritable morass of

'

fine writing.'

There is plenty of action in George

Meredith, if little bloodshed. H is one magnificent

duel is a conflict of flashing souls, not of wooden

swords. Great and full of warm-breathing vitality are

the craftsman'

s artistic creations, but troops of lively

and hopeful (or disappointed) potentialities, like his

'

attendant imps,'

thing the ‘might have been.’ In the chiaroscuro of
his dazzling canvas, where yet, to many an honest spectator, no action’ seems to be portrayed worth speaking
of, where enthusiasm so often misses its object, and
suspense is cheated (even in the third volume) of
‘

its ‘sensational’ reward, the student of our conventionalised humanity finds just that exquisite balance
and proportion for which his soul, so long fed on the
husks of melodramatic hyperbole, has hungered and
thirsted in vain. In a word, the refreshing charm of
Meredithian romance is that it holds the key of that
half-forgotten, mysterious, yet not unfamiliarworld, in
which man advances, for good or evil, at one with the
whole of his past, in which success is perennially
haunted by the ghost of failure, and the most rounded
and satisfying ‘ conclusions with which the reader is
indulged, seem to take place in an atmospherepositively
redolent of moral antidotes and antiseptics.
Nor can one avoid here remarking, since every
tendency, in our times, seems to find itself almost
burlesqued by exaggeration, the celebrity of another
authorto whom ‘ events’ (of the kind most appreciated
by the circulating library) appear so contemptible that
most of the ‘incident’ to be found in his intimate
studies of character has to be laboriously extracted,
like a fly from a honeypot, out of a veritable morass of
‘fine writing.’ There is plenty of action in George
Meredith, if little bloodshed. His one magnificent
duel is a conflict of flashing souls, not of wooden
swords. Great and full of warm-breathingvitality are
the craftsman’s artistic creations, but troops of lively
and hopeful (or disappointed) potentialities, like his
‘ attendant
imps,’ play about the finished work, which
is thus never presented in the dead form of a solid and
’

by the circulating library) appear so contemptible that

most of the '

‘MIGHT HAVE BEEN’

play about the finished work, which

is thus never presented in the dead form of a solid and
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impermeable statement, as if'

no satisfaction nor'

that were all.'

conclusion'

H ere is

of anything. O ld-world

novels were comfortable vehicles, well stuffed with

sensation and sentiment, in which the reader could

settle himself to rest till stoppage told him he had

reached his j

ourney'

s end. H ere he is no traveller on

a high road, but a voyager ex

the open sea;

posed to the fresh air and

invited, as it were, to steer the bark of

romance for himself, and shown how diverse are the

gales and currents through which it may yet win home.

The mass of readers, it is needless to say, do not want

mental or athletic ex

ercise, they wish to be '

taken out

of the selves, in which they find so little spiritual

entertainment, to be scratched, tickled or shocked.

There is evidence indeed that, with the increasing

uniformity of modern life, the predisposition to notice

only violent action, to be stirred only by physical con-

flict, sword thrusts and revolver shots, grows upon the

pressed or inex
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public, while emotions unex

pressible in

such language are, so to speak, crowded out of view.

A

nd what '

stabbings and shootings '

are to fiction and

drama, big figures, sweeping statements and clashing

Macaulayesq

ue epigram are to historical literature.

Sensation is, throughout, the antithesis and enemy of

study. I

thought. F

ts common use, indeed, is as the drug of

or it is only by esoteric reflection, by getting

behind the scenes, where '

events'

are prepared and

dressed up, that we realise how much dissatisfied and

unrepresented human feeling they leave behind them

as they emerge;

the '

with what difficulty, in ex

might have been'

stage in person. I

treme cases,

is prevented from taking the

t is when we go behind the wings

of our own individual stage that we perceive how

regularly, in the words of a modern philosopher, "

the

QUEST

impermeable statement, as if ‘that were all.’ Here is
no satisfaction nor conclusion’ of anything. Old-world
‘

novels were comfortable vehicles, well stufied with
sensation and sentiment, in which the reader could
settle himself to rest till stoppage told him he had
reached his journey’s end. Here he is no traveller on
a high road, but a voyager exposed to the fresh air and
the open sea; invited, as it were, to steer the bark of
romance for himself, and shown how diverse are the
gales and currents through which it may yet Win home.
The mass of readers, it is needless to say, do not want
mental or athletic exercise, they Wish to be ‘taken out
of’ the selves, in which they find so little spiritual
entertainment, to be scratched, tickled or shockedThere is evidence indeed that, with the increasing
uniformity of modern life, the predisposition to notice
only violent action, to be stirred only by physical conflict, sword thrusts and revolver shots, grows upon the
public, While emotions unexpressed or inexpressible in
such language are, so to speak, crowded out of VieWAnd what stabbings and shootings’ are to fiction and
drama, big figures, sweeping statements and clashing
Macaulayesque epigram are to historical literatureSensation is, throughout, the antithesis and enemy °f
study. Its common use, indeed, is as the drug of
thought. For it is only by esoteric reflection, by getting
behind the scenes, where ‘events’ are prepared and
dressed up, that we realise how much dissatisfied and
unrepresented human feeling they leave behind them
as they emerge ; with What difficulty, in extreme cases,
the ‘might have been’ is prevented from taking the
stage in person. It is when We go behind the wings
of our own individual stage that We perceive h0W
regularly, in the Words of a modern philosopher, “the
‘
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that the real olue to the individual ex
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dominant influence of life lies in the unrealised,” and
that the real clue to the individual existence is to be
58

8

and

found in something—possiblythe vainest, the best, or
the wickedest of chimaaras—never even ostensibly
pursued, much less formally captured and paraded.
Yet clearly it is the dominant influences, the clues
to continuity, not the disturbances of it, that we need
to study. The straining tides of normal human desire
for power, freedom, justice, civilisation, the cross
currents of ethical, religious, aesthetic and intellectual
bias, these are the real objects of research. And these
were with us when history was no more than a string
of ‘ occurrences,’ all about the same size and weight,
strung upon a barren thread of inaccurate chronology.
We have new advanced so far as to be almost burdened
by the perpetual readjustmentof the respective ‘ values
of fact and feeling, of truth of detail and truth of
proportion and perspective. Does not Charles Lamb,
that incurable humanist, complain somewhere of the
gentleman who comes into your drawing-room “followed
by certain ugly bulldogs that he calls the facts,” clumsy
pets that tend to dominate their master, and get in the
way of other people ? To the mind of the conventional
historian, ancient or modern, the ‘bulldog’ is often
rather a ‘ white elephant.’ Embarrassed by his
imperception of its significance, he writes figments
about it rather than say nothing.
It is here that the romancist appears, in the
character so often assigned him, as our truest historian,
for the reason—and this is surely why the chief delight
of. civilised life seems sometimes to find its centre in
‘fiction ’—that he frees us from ‘ the tyranny,’ as we
may call it, ‘ of thefait accompli.’ The ‘ imperturbably
probable,’ that splendid open prairie on which, as has

istence is to be

found in something— possibly the vainest, the best, or

the wickedest of chimaeras— never even ostensibly

pursued, much less formally captured and paraded.

Y

et clearly it is the dominant influences, the clues

to continuity, not the disturbances of it, that we need

to study. The straining tides of normal human desire

for power, freedom, j

ustice, civilisation, the cross

currents of ethical, religious, aesthetic and intellectual

bias, these are the real obj

ects of research. A

nd these

were with us when history was no more than a string

of '

occurrences,'

all about the same size and weight,

strung upon a barren thread of inaccurate chronology.

W e have now advanced so far as to be almost burdened

by the perpetual readj

ustment of the respective'

values'

of fact and feeling, of truth of detail and truth of

proportion and perspective. Does not Charles L

amb,
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that incurable humanist, complain somewhere of the

gentleman who comes into your drawing-room "

followed

by certain ugly bulldogs that he calls the faots,"

clumsy

pets that tend to dominate their master, and get in the

way of other people?

rather a '

’

To the mind of the conventional

historian, ancient or modern, the '

white elephant.'

E

bulldog'

is often

mbarrassed by his

imperception of its significance, he writes figments

about it rather than say nothing.

I

t is here that the romancist appears, in the

character so often assigned him, as our truest historian,

for the reason— and this is surely why the chief delight

of civilised life seems sometimes to find its centre in

'

fiction '

may call it, '

probable,'

— that he frees us from '

of the fait accompli.'

the tyranny,'

The'

as we

imperturbably

that splendid open prairie on which, as has
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rig and lighting of the thousand
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plained, all the windows of life and hope look

forth, is his true domain. I

t is his to visualise for us

the nearness of the unseen, unknown world, to note the

rig and lighting of the thousand

ships that pass in the night.

These q

ualities of insight, faith, spiritual heroism, are

needed through all time to combat the inroads of that

arch-enemy of all moral and historic truth— the great

ex

post facto philosophy, whose schools are everywhere.

W e all know the timid minds for which it might some-

times seem there was no future at all, so rarely will

they hold out a welcoming hand to anything that has

not yet forced the portal of ex

j

istence. Theirs is the

udgment which sees crime in ex

ecution, dishonesty in

bankruptcy, sin in public scandal. Such people '

with the times,'

they would claim;

move

they are chained to

them. The latest phenomenon of the stampeding herd

events'

takes place;

I

precludes all further view. I
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of '

t not only

it occupies all the historic space available.

t is as if there were but one path of evolution, that

by which they have arrived and on which they stand,

and all others led to chaos and the pit. I

players of a game req

a pastime is history!

ncompetent

uiring constant agility— j

ust such

— their ideas and sympathies

stand too rigidly, instead of being on springs of versatile

anticipation. They are not really trying to solve the

problems of life. They simply look out the answer,

and then— -philosophise backwards.

Y

et the historic sense, it is to be remembered, is,

in common life and intercourse, the one salt that

preserves our j

tion. A

THE

udgments from conventional putrefac-

nd its mission is, in past or present, to pursue

and face that '

utter truth'

which common human

ships that pass in the night.
These qualities of insight, faith, spiritual heroism, are
needed through all time to combat the inroads of that
arch-enemy of all moral and historic truth—the great
ex post facto philosophy,whose schools are everywhere.
We all know the timid minds for which it might sometimes seem there was no future at all, so rarely will
they hold out a welcoming hand to anything that has
not yet forced the portal of existence. Theirs is the
judgment which sees crime in execution, dishonesty in
bankruptcy, sin in public scandal. Such people ‘move
with the times,‘ they would claim; they are chained to
them. The latest phenomenon of the stampeding herd
of ‘ events precludes all further view. It not only
takes place; it occupies all the historic space available.
It is as if there were but one path of evolution, that
by which they have arrived and on which they stand,
and all others led to chaos and the pit. Incompetent
players of a game requiring constant agility—justsuch
a pastime is history !—their ideas and sympathies
stand too rigidly,instead of being on springs of versatile
anticipation. They are not really trying to solve the
problems of life. They simply look out the answer,
and then—philosophisebackwards.
Yet the historic sense, it is to be remembered, is,
in common life and intercourse, the one salt that
preserves our judgments from conventional putrefaction. And its mission is, in past or present, to pursue
and face that utter truth which common human
’
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nature (for reasons practical if ephemeral) is so anx

to evade or obscure;
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ious

for is it not fraught with the

perennial pain, surprise, and disappointment of con-

tinuous ex

istence?

Persistently living on hope, the

mortal who

never is but always to be blest

knows well that life is not altogether a «

conseq

uent'

affair. H e knows that his moral and intellectual

acq

uiescence in what is, is a sort of habitual treachery

to what was, to the '

faith. "

B

V

ictrix

might have been'

of his inner

causa Deis placuit, sed victa Catoni."

ut then our Cato is troubled with aspirations, so

to speak, above his means and position. Planted in a

world where his every relation is an ephemeral com-

promise with unknown and unsympathetic forces, what

can he do?

Dominated by irrelevant circumstances,

yet ever craving for continuity of development, how

can he bear that history, when paid to ex

plain and
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smooth the path, should sometimes make matters

more wonderful than they were, and perhaps prophesy

yet more evil and chaos?

B

ut the ex

post facto or

backwards philosophy— for whatever purpose employed

— is, needless to say, delusive and dangerous. I

t is

the philosophy of evasive consolation, of retreat, not of

courageous advance towards new truth, of the bold

eagle glance across the border. W e need a magnificent

patience to realise that the course of historical evolu-

tion, like that of true love, never did run smooth. O ur

line of progress, which is perhaps usually spiral, gives

us ever varying perspectives of what we leave behind,

which according to each special point of view assumes

a different colouring and significance;

though it is we

who suffer change, not the irrevocable past.

To parvenus— whether nations or individuals— in

5
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nature (for reasons practical if ephemeral) is so anxiousto evade or obscure; for is it not fraught with the
perennial pain, surprise, and disappointment of continuous existence? Persistently living on hope, the
mortal who
never is but always to be blest
knows well that life is not altogether a ‘consequent’
affair. He knows that his moral and intellectual
acquiescence in what is, is a sort of habitual treachery
to what was, to the ‘ might have been’ of his inner
faith. “ Victrix causa Deis placuit, sed victa Catoml.”

But then our Cato is troubled with aspirations, so
to speak, above his means and position. Planted in a
world where his every relation is an ephemeral compromise with unknown and unsympatheticforces, what
can he do‘? Dominated by irrelevant circumstances,
yet ever craving for continuity of development, how
can he bear that history, when paid to explain and
smooth the path, should sometimes make matters
more wonderful than they were, and perhaps prophesy
yet more evil and chaos? But the ex post facto or
backwards philosophy—forwhatever purpose employed
—-—is, needless to say, delusive and dangerous. It is
the philosophy of evasive consolation, of retreat, not of
courageous advance towards new truth, of the bold
eagle glance across the border. We need a magnificent
patience to realise that the course of historical evolution, like that of true love, never did run smooth. Our
line of progress, which is perhaps usually spiral, gives
us ever varying perspectives of what we leave behind,
which according to each special point of view assumes
a difierent colouring and significance ; though it is we
who suffer change, not the irrevocable past.
To parvenus—-whether nations or individuals—in
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there seems to be as much luck as
cunning, the ‘ white elephant,’ the stone of stumbling,
is commonly the fact of their own ‘ arrival.’ A fascinating illustration of this, if we may venture upon one
concrete example, is furnished by the prevalent attitude
of our greatest colony towards the phenomenon of her
separation from the mother country. It Was the
greatness of modern America, not the weight of documentary evidence, which necessitated the substitution
of a historical are de triomphe, the victorious selfassertion of emigrant freedom against antiquated
European tyranny, for a somewhat embarrassed but
neither purely satisfactory nor sensationally romantic
whose
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cunning, the '

white elephant,'

the stone of stumbling,

is commonly the fact of their own '

arrival.'

A

fascin-

ating illustration of this, if we may venture upon one

concrete ex

ample, is furnished by the prevalent attitude

of our greatest colony towards the phenomenon of her

separation from the mother oountry. I

greatness of modern A
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merica, not the weight of docu-

mentary evidence, which necessitated the substitution

of a historical arc de triomphe, the victorious self-

assertion of emigrant freedom against antiq

E
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uropean tyranny, for a somewhat embarrassed but

neither purely satisfactory nor sensationally romantic

entrance upon an independent career.

A

nation in the practically uniq

ue position of a

materially adult infant must of course wait a while for

the understanding of itself. I

however, of the ordinary '

n the familiar case,

self-made'

individual is it
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not easy to see that what so often offends social critics

as vulgarity, is only the natural inability of the parvenu

to ex

plain himself?

Singly, as in the mass, we are all

incurably egoist and cannot in the face even of over-

powering evidence, lightly take ourselves, our wealth

or power as trivial matters. I

ndeed it is very well

that we should not for the purposes of practical life.

B

ut for that of our own internal candour and consis-

tency, the only remedy for such little troubles is the

calm and unembarrassed reflection (familiar, we know,

to the greatest of mankind, who never '

too seriously'

out otherwise;

take themselves

) how easily things might have turned

with the corollary perhaps of how little

that would have mattered!

V

iewed from the purely academic standpoint of

the mere achievement of direct progress, our proceed-

success

entrance upon an independent career.
A nation in the practicallyunique position of a
materially adult infant must of course wait a while for
the understanding of itself. In the familiar case,
however, of the ordinary ‘ self-made’ individual is it
not easy to see that what so often offends social critics
as vulgarity,is only the natural inabilityof theparvenu
to explain himself ? Singly, as in the mass, we are all
incurably egoist and cannot in the face even of over-

take ourselves, our wealth
or power as trivial matters. Indeed it is very well
that we should not for the purposes of practical life.
But for that of our own internal candour and consistency, the only remedy for such little troubles is the
calm and unembarrassed reflection (familiar,we know,
to the greatest of mankind, who never ‘take themselves
too seriously’) how easily things might have turned
out otherwise ; with the corollary perhaps of how little
that would have mattered!
Viewed from the purely academic standpoint of
the mere achievement of direct progress, our proceed-

powering evidence, lightly
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uent as those, let us say,

of an omnibus in a crowded thoroughfare. B

ut we

also are at the mercy of the innumerable passengers— "

ideas, motives, views, perceptions that we are driven

to take up and discard, and of the innumerable

The life impulse, as denned by the latest of evolu-

tionary philosophers, is that which forces or steals its

way into the.interstices of the determinate system of

matter, and avails itself of all such '

play'

and elasticity

as are to be found, for the purpose of the recreation

and ex

pansion of self. "

impulse from matter,"

L

ife does not derive its

we are cheeringly assured, "

any

more than the river derives its flow from the banks."

R

ather might it be said that ive make the banks as we

go along, and imagine, perhaps, that they were always

there.

I

t is at least a healthy pastime to sweep the

'

historio'
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eye of the hunter over the vast desert

marked with such million diverse tracks, across which

some star has guided our particular wanderings, and

realise that the j

ourney has not been effected along a

walled highroad or upon iron rails. A

thousand paths

were open to our uncertain feet, and the fact that

those we missed and those we nearly chose were

neither impossible nor forbidden, is a part of our life

and character now.

Montaigne'

s light disparagement of '

events,'

in

an age of so much stiffly conventional story-telling

when contemporary speech and thought were over-

shadowed by those of ancient Greece and R

decided preference for the chronicler "
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q

ome, his
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unwedded to, undominated by imposing fact or elusive
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inconsequent as those, let us say,
of an omnibus in a crowded thoroughfare. But we
also are at the mercy of the innumerable passengers—‘
ideas, motives, views, perceptions that we are driven
discard, and of the innumerable

practical obstacles we encounter.
The life impulse, as defined by the latest of evolutionary philosophers, is that which forces or steals its
way into the.-interstices of the determinate system of
matter, and avails itself of all such ‘ play’ and elasticity
as are to be found, for the purpose of the recreation
and expansion of self. “Life does not derive its
impulse from matter,” we are cheeringly assured, “ any
more than the river derives its flow from the banks.”
Rather might it be said that we make the banks as we
go along, and imagine, perhaps, that they were always

there.
It is at least a healthy pastime to sweep the
‘historic’ eye of the hunter over the vast desert
marked with such million diverse tracks, across which
some star has guided our particular wanderings, and
realise that the journey has not been effected along a
walled highroad or upon iron rails. A thousand paths
were open to our uncertain feet, and the fact that
those we missed and those we nearly chose were
neither impossible nor forbidden, is a part of our life
and character now.
Montaigne's light disparagement of ‘events,’ in
an age of so much stiflly conventional story-telling
when contemporary speech and thought were overshadowed by those of ancient Greece and Rome, his
decided preference for the chronicler “ qui n’ayt espousé
men,” is a curiously modern touch. To the mind
unwedded to, undominated by imposing fact or elusive

ayt espouse"

is a curiously modern touch. To the mind

HAVE BEEN’

seem as

to take up and

practioal obstacles we encounter.
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it implies, really

(in full force), or '
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They are rather engaged in guerrilla warfare on

QUEST

hypothesis, the term ‘juncture,’ so popular with
journalists and leader-writers, has a more real significance, indicating the extent to which existence
resembles a patchwork, that viewed from behind
would appear too fragmentary and untidy to contemplate, while from the front and ex post facto view it
seems smooth and orderly.
Events,’ it implies, really
very seldom ‘turn out (in full force), or ‘come to a
head.’ They are rather engaged in guerrilla warfare on
Carlyle’s bridge, and neither past nor future have it all
to themselves, though one may secure the ear of the
‘

Carlyle'

s bridge, and neither past nor future have it all

to themselves, though one may secure the ear of the

reporters. I

'

tries'

n our accounts of football-matches the

are duly recorded, but where is the printed

history of all the things that only j

ust missed happen-

ing, not to mention the trivial causes that have pro-

duced effects big with conseq

uence, undesigned and

unnecessary. Such a singular accident, one might say

— of the negative order— was the discovery of the
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Gunpowder Plot, by which contemporary E

ngland

escaped a harrowing tragedy, if nothing worse. B

ut,

without it, has posterity ever realised the strength of

the Catholic reaction?

W hich may remind one that the true historical

imagination supplies something like that source of

interest and vitality given to politics in post-Stuart

times by the ex

istence, outside the range of de facto

Government, of a possible and practicable '

Pretender.'

That ambitious and usually unfortunate individual

was, of course, a concrete personality whom many

knew and some had seen and handled. B

ut the

philosopher, in all ages, the historic seer on whose

wisdom so much of practical political life depends, has

always an eye upon some '

Pretender '

to the throne of

actuality, and lives not unprepared for a change in the

’

reporters. In

our

accounts of football-matches the

duly recorded, but where is the printed
history of all the things that only just missed happening, not to mention the trivial causes that have produced effects big with consequence, undesigned and
unnecessary. Such a singular accident, one might say
—of the negative order—Was the discovery of the
Gunpowder Plot, by which contemporary England
escaped a harrowing tragedy, if nothing Worse. But,
without it, has posterity ever realised the strength of
‘tries’

are

the Catholic reaction?
Which may remind

that the true historical
something like that source of
one

imagination supplies
interest and vitality given to politics in post-Stuart
times by the existence, outside the range of de facto
Government, of a possible and practicable Pretender.’
That ambitious and usually unfortunate individual
was, of course, a concrete personality whom many
‘

had seen and handled. But the
philosopher, in all ages, the historic seer on whose
Wisdom so much of practical political life depends, has
always an eye upon some Pretender’ to the throne of
actuality, and lives not unprepared for a change in the

knew and

some

‘
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dynasty of established things, for revolutions (great

and glorious, or the reverse), invasions and reconq

in all departments of life. F

j

uncture'

or at every '

uests

critical

he discerns in the fierce resentment at the

triumph of the ephemeral, in the indignant contempt

for the fait accompli, ghostly partisans intriguing for

the restoration of the '

might— would— and very likely

should have been.'

nd this perception makes all the
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dynasty of established things, for revolutions (great
and glorious, or the reverse), invasions and reconquests
in all departments of life. For at every ‘critical
juncture’ he discerns in the fierce resentment at the
triumph of the ephemeral, in the indignant contempt
for the fait accompli, ghostly partisans intriguing for
the restoration of the might—Would—and very likely
should have been.’ And this perception makes all the
difference, as the Essayist would have said, between
the account of past things which is What he calls a
mere grammatical study,” and that “anatomy of
philosophy which penetrates the inmost parts of
‘

difference, as the E

A

ssayist would have said, between

the account of past things which is what he calls "

mere grammatical study,"

and that "

a

anatomy of

philosophy which penetrates the inmost parts of

human nature."

G. H . Powell.

“
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human nature.”
G. H. POWELL.
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was a religious man, though of what depth and q
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were unknown, since no trial of ultimate severity had yet tested

him. A
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n adherent of no particular creed, he yet had his gods;

and his self-discipline was probably more rigorous than his friends
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ectured. H e was so reserved. Pew guessed, perhaps, the
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uered, the passions regulated, the inner tendencies

trained and schooled— not by denying their ex
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pression, but by

transmuting them alchemically into nobler channels. H e had in

him the makings of an enthusiastic devotee, and might have

I.‘

become such but for two limitations that prevented. H e loved his

wealth, labouring to increase it to the neglect of other interests;

LIMASSON was

and, secondly, instead of following up one steady line of search,

he scattered himself upon many picturesq

ue theories, like an actor

who wants to play all parts rather than concentrate on one. A

the more picturesq
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ue, the more he was attracted. Thus, though

he did his duty unshrinkingly and with a touch of love, he
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accused himself sometimes of merely gratifying a sensuous taste

in spiritual sensations. There was this unbalance in him that

argued want of depth.

A

s for his gods— in the end he discovered their reality by first

doubting, then denying their ex

I

istence.

t was this denial and doubt that restored them to their

thrones, converting his dilettante skirmishes into genuine, deep

belief;

and the proof came to him one summer in early June when

he was making ready to leave town for his annual month among

the mountains.

W ith L

imasson mountains, in some inex

plicable sense, were a

1 To get this arresting sketch into one number, it has, with the author'

generous consent, been set in review type.— E
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d.

s

a

religious man, though

of what

depth and quality

were unknown, since no trial of ultimate severity had yet tested
him. An adherent of no particular creed, be yet had his gods;
and his self-discipline was probably more rigorous than his friends
conjectured. He was so reserved. Few guessed, perhaps. the
desires conquered, the passions regulated, the inner tendencies
trained and schooled—not by denying their expression, but by
transmuting them alchemically into nobler channels. He had in
him the makings of an enthusiastic devotee, and might have
become such but for two limitations that prevented. He loved his
wealth, labouring to increase it to the neglect of other interests;
and, secondly, instead of following up one steady line of search,
he scattered himself upon many picturesque theories, like an actor
who wants to play all parts rather than concentrate on one. And
the more picturesque, the more he was attracted. Thus, though
he did his duty unshrinkingly and with a touch of love, he
accused himself sometimes of merely gratifying a sensuous taste
in spiritual sensations. There was this unbalance in him that
argued want of depth.
As for his gods—-in the end he discovered their reality by first
doubting, then denying their existence.
It was this denial and doubt that restored them to their
thrones, converting his dilettante skirmishes into genuine, deep
belief ; and the proof came to him one summer in early June when
he was making ready to leave town for his annual month among
the mountains.
With Limasson mountains, in some inexplicable sense, were a
‘ To
get this arresting sketch into one number, it
generous consent, been set in review type.—Eo.
540
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passion almost, and climbing so deep a pleasure that the ordinary

scrambler hardly understood it. Grave as a kind of worship it was

the preparations for an ascent, the ascent itself in

particular, involved a concentration that seemed symbolical as of

a ritual. H e not only loved the heights, the massive grandeur,

the splendour of great vastness, but loved them with a respect

that held a touch of awe. The emotion mountains stirred in him,

one might say, was of that profound, incalculable kind that held

kinship with his religious feelings, half realised though these were.

H is gods had their invisible thrones somewhere among the grim,

forbidding heights. H e prepared himself for this annual moun-

taineering with the same earnestness that a holy man might

approach a solemn festival of his church.

A

nd the impetus of his mind was running with big momentum

all in this single direction, when there fell upon him, almost on

the eve of starting, a swift series of disasters that shook his being

to its last foundations, and left him stunned among the ruins. To
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describe these is unnecessary. People said: "

another like that!

W hat appalling luck!

O ne thing after

Poor wretch!

"

;

wondered, with the curiosity of children, how in the world he

disasters were so sudden, that life seemed in a moment shattered,

istence almost ceased. People shook their

heads and thought of the emergency ex

it. B

ut L

did not answer or ex

doubted. A

hair'

uestioned what he called his gods. They

plain. F

or the first time in his life he

s breadth beyond lay definite denial.

The ruin in which he sat, however, was not material;

then

imasson was too

vital a man to dream of annihilation. Upon him it had a different

effect— he turned and q

taineering with the same earnestness that a holy man might
approach a solemn festival of his church.
And the impetus of his mind was running with big momentum
all in this single direction, when there fell upon him, almost on
the eve of starting, a swift series of disasters that shook his being
to its last foundations, and left him stunned among the ruins. To
describe these is unnecessary. People said:
One thing after
another like that! What appalling luck! Poor wretch! "; then
wondered, with the curiosity of children. how in the world he
would take it. Due to no apparent fault of his own, these
disasters were so sudden, that life seemed in a moment shattered,
"

would take it. Due to no apparent fault of his own, these

and his interest in ex

and his interest in existence almost ceased. People shook their
heads and thought of the emergency exit. But Limasson was too
vital a man to dream of annihilation. Upon him it had a different
effect—he turned and questioned what he called his gods. They
did not answer or explain. For the first time in his life he
doubted. A hair's breadth beyond lay definite denial.
The ruin in which he sat, however, was not material; no man
of his age, possessed of courage and a working scheme of life,
would permit disaster of a material order to overwhelm him. It
was collapse of a mental, spiritual kind, an assault upon the roots
of character and temperament. Moral duties laid suddenly upon
him threatened to crush. His personal existence was assailed,
and apparently must end. He must spend the remainder of his
life caring for others who were nothingto him. No outlet showed,
no way of escape, so diabolically complete was the combinationof
events that rushed his inner trenches. His faith was shaken.
A man can but endure so much, and remain human. For him the

no man

of his age, possessed of courage and a working scheme of life,

would permit disaster of a material order to overwhelm him. I

t

was collapse of a mental, spiritual kind, an assault upon the roots

of character and temperament. Moral duties laid suddenly upon

him threatened to crush. H is personal ex

istence was assailed,

and apparently must end. H e must spend the remainder of his

life caring for others who were nothing to him. N o outlet showed,

no way of escape, so diabolically complete was the combination of

events that rushed his inner trenches. H is faith was shaken.

A
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passion almost, and climbing so deep a pleasure that the ordinary
scrambler hardly understood it. Grave as a kind of worship it was
to him; the preparations for an ascent, the ascent itself in
particular, involved a concentration that seemed symbolical as of
a ritual. He not only loved the heights, the massive grandeur,
the splendour of great vastness, but loved them with a respect
that held a touch of awe. The emotion mountains stirred in him,
one might say, was of that profound, incalculable kind that held
kinship with his religious feelings, half realised though these were.
His gods had their invisible thrones somewhere among the grim,
forbidding heights. He prepared himself for this annual moun-
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saturation point seemed reached. H e ex

perienced the spiritual

uivalent of that physical numbness which supervenes when pain

has touched the limit of endurance. H e laughed, grew callous,

then mocked his silent gods.

I

t is said that upon this state of blank negation there follows

sometimes a condition of lucidity which mirrors with crystal

clearness the forces driving behind life at a given moment, a kind

of clairvoyance that brings ex

planation and therefore peace.

L

imasson looked for this in vain. There was the doubt that

q

uestioned, there was the sneer that mocked the silence into

which his q

ex

uestions fell;

but there was neither answer nor

planation. There was no relief. I

n this tumult of revolt he

did none of the things his friends suggested or ex

pected ;

he merely

followed the line of least resistance. H e yielded to the impetus

that was upon him when the catastrophe came. To their indignant

amazement he went out to his mountains.

A

ll marvelled that at such a time he could adopt so trivial a
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line of action, neglecting duties that seemed paramount;

disapproved. Y

they

et in reality he was taking no definite action at

all, but merely drifting with the momentum that had been

acq

uired j

ust before. H e was bewildered with so much pain,

confused with suffering, stunned with the crash that flung him

helpless amid undeserved calamity. H e turned to the mountains

as a child to its mother, instinctively. Mountains had never

failed to bring him consolation, comfort, peace. Their grandeur

restored proportion whenever disorder threatened life. N o calcula-

tion, properly speaking, was in his move at all;

but a blind desire

for a violent physical reaction such as climbing brings. A

nd the

instinct was more wholesome than he knew.

I
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point seemed reached. He experienced the spiritual
equivalent of that physical numbness which supervenes when pain
has touched the limit of endurance. He laughed, grew callous,
then mocked his silent gods.

saturation
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n the high upland valley among lonely peaks whither L

imasson

then went, he found in some measure the proportion he had lost.

H e studiously avoided thinking;

The region with its little I

he lived in his muscles recklessly.

nn was familiar to him;

peak after

peak he attacked, sometimes with, but more often without a guide,

until his reputation as a sane climber, a laurelled member of all

the foreign A

lpine Clubs, was seriously in danger. That he over-

did it physically is beyond q

uestion, but that the mountains

breathed into him some portion of their enormous calm and deep

endurance is also true. H is gods he neglected utterly for the first

It is said that upon this state of blank negation there follows
sometimes a condition of lucidity which mirrors with crystal
clearness the forces driving behind life at a given moment, a kind
of clairvoyance that brings explanation and therefore peace.
Limasson looked for this in vain. There was the doubt that
questioned, there was the sneer that mocked the silence into
which his questions fell; but there was neither answer nor
explanation. There was no relief. In this tumult of revolt he
did none of the things his friends suggested or expected : he merely
followed the line of least resistance. He yielded to the impetus
that was upon him when the catastrophe came. To their indignant
amazement he went out to his mountains.
All marvelled that at such a time he could adopt so trivial a
line of action, neglecting duties that seemed paramount; they
disapproved. Yet in reality he was taking no definite action at
all, but merely drifting with the momentum that had been
acquired just before. He was bewildered with so much pain,
confused with suffering, stunned with the crash that flung him
helpless amid undeserved calamity. He turned to the mountains
Mountains had never
as a child to its mother, instinctively.
failed to bring him consolation, comfort, peace. Their grandeur
restored proportion whenever disorder threatened life. No calculation, properly speaking, was in his move at all ; but a blind desire
for a violent physical reaction such as climbing brings. And the
instinct was more wholesome than he knew.
In the high upland valley among lonelypeaks whitherLimasson
then went, he found in some measure the proportion he had lost.
He studiously avoided thinking; he lived in his muscles recklessly.
The region with its little Inn was familiar to him; peak after
peak he attacked, sometimes with, but more often without aguide,
until his reputation as a sane climber, a laurelled member of all
the foreign Alpine Clubs, was seriously in danger. That he overdid it physically is beyond question, but that the mountains
breathed into him some portion of their enormous calm and deep
endurance is also true. His gods he neglected utterly for the first
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time in his life. I

f he thought of them at all, it was as tinsel
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time in his life. If he thought of them at all, it was as tinsel
figures imagination had created, figures upon a stage that merely
decorated life for those whom pictures pleased. Only—he had
left the theatre and their make-believe no longer hypnotised his
mind. He realised their impotence and disowned them. This
attitude, however, was subconscious; he lent to it no substance,
either of thought or speech. He ignored rather than challenged

figures imagination had created, figures upon a stage that merely

decorated life for those whom pictures pleased. O nly— he had

left the theatre and their make-believe no longer hypnotised his

mind. H e realised their impotence and disowned them. This

attitude, however, was subconscious;

he lent to it no substance,

their existence.
And it was somewhat in this frame of mind——thinking little,
feeling even less—that he came out into the hotel vestibule after
dinner one evening, and took mechanically the bundle of letters
the porter handed him. They had no possible interest for him;
in a corner where the big steam—heater mitigated the chilliness of
the hall, he idly sorted them. The score or so of other guests,
chiefly expert climbing men, were trailing out in twos and threes
from the dining-room; but he felt as little interest in them as in
his letters: no conversation could alter facts, no written phrases
change his circumstances. At random, then, he opened a business
letter with a typewritten address—it would probably be impersonal,
less of a mockery, therefore, than the others with their tiresome
sham condolences. And, in a sense, it was impersonal ; sympathy
from a solicitor's oflice is mere formula, a few extra ticks upon the
universal keyboard of a Remington. But as he read it, Limasson
made a discovery that startled him into acute and bitter sensation.
He had imagined the limit of bearable suffering and disaster
already reached. Now, in a few dozen words, his error was proved
convincingly. The blow was dislocating.
This culminating news of fresh catastrophe disclosed within
him entirely new reaches of pain, of biting, resentful fury.
Limasson experienced a momentary stopping of the heart as he
took it in, a dizziness,a violent sensation of revolt whose impotence
induced almost physical nausea. He felt like—death.
“
Must I suffer all things ‘I flashed through his arrested
intelligence in letters of fire.
There was sullen rage in him, a dazed bewilderment, but no
positive suffering as yet. His emotion was too sickening to
include the smaller pains of disappointment; it was primitive,
blind anger that he knew. He read the letter calmly, even to the
neat paragraph of machine-madesympathy at the last, then placed

either of thought or speech. H e ignored rather than challenged

their ex

A

istence.

nd it was somewhat in this frame of mind— thinking little,

feeling even less— that he came out into the hotel vestibule after
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in a corner where the big steam-heater mitigated the chilliness of
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This culminating news of fresh catastrophe disclosed within

him entirely new reaches of pain, of biting, resentful fury.
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took it in, a dizziness, a violent sensation of revolt whose impotence

induced almost physical nausea. H e felt like— death.
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flashed through his arrested

intelligence in letters of fire.

There was sullen rage in him, a dazed bewilderment, but no

positive suffering as yet. H is emotion was too sickening to
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it in his inner pocket. N o outward sign of disturbance was upon

him;

his breath came slowly;

match, holding it at arm'

he reached over to the table for a

s length lest the sulphur fumes should

sting his nostrils.

A

nd in that moment he made his second discovery. The fact

that further suffering was still possible included also the fact that

some touch of resignation had been left in him, and therefore some

vestige of belief as well. N ow, as he felt the crackling sheet of

stiff paper in his pocket, watched the sulphur die, and saw the

wood ignite, this remnant faded utterly away. L

end of the match, it shrivelled and dropped off. I

Savagely, yet with an ex

ike the blackened

t vanished.

ternal calmness that enabled him to light

a cigarette with untrembling hand, he addressed his futile deities.

A

nd once more in fiery letters, there flashed across the darkness

of his passionate thought:

"

E

A

nd he rej

ven this you demand of me— this cruel, ultimate sacrifice 1

ected them, bag and baggage;

for they were a
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mockery and a lie. W ith contempt he repudiated them for ever.

The stage of doubt had passed. H e denied his gods. Y

smile upon his lips;

et, with a

for what were they after all but the puppets

his religious fancy had imagined?

it, then, merely the picturesq

They never had ex

isted. W as

ue, sensational aspect of his devotional

temperament that had created them 1 That side of his nature, in

any case, was dead now, killed by a single devastating blow. The

gods went with it.

Surveying what remained of his life, it seemed to him like a

city that an earthq

uake has reduced to ruins. The inhabitants

think no worse thing could happen. Then comes the fire.

Two lines of thought, it seems, than developed parallel in him

and simultaneously, for while underneath he stormed against this

culminating blow, his upper mind dealt calmly with the proj

a great ex

guide. A

ect of

pedition he would make at dawn. H e had engaged no

s an ex

perienced mountaineer, he knew the district well;

his name was tolerably familiar, and in half an hour he could have

settled all details, and retired to bed with instructions to be called

at two. B

ut, instead, he sat there waiting, unable to stir, a human

it in his inner pocket. No outward sign of disturbance was upon
him; his breath came slowly; he reached over to the table for a
match, holding it at arm’s length lest the sulphur fumes should

sting his nostrils.
And in that moment he made his second discovery. The fact
that further suffering was still possible included also the fact that
some touch of resignation had been left in him, and therefore some
vestige of belief as well. Now, as he felt the crackling sheet of
still paper in his pocket, watched the sulphur die, and saw the
wood ignite, this remnant faded utterly away. Like the blackened
end of the match, it shrivelled and dropped off. It vanished.
Savagely, yet with an external calmness that enabled him to light
a cigarette with untrembling hand, he addressed his futile deities.
And once more in fiery letters, there flashed across the darkness
of his

passionate thought :

Even this you demand of me—this cruel, ultimate sacrifice?
And he rejected them, bag and baggage; for they were amockery and a lie. With contempt he repudiated them for ever.
The stage of doubt had passed. He denied his gods. Yet, with a
smile upon his lips; for what were they after all but the puppets
his religious fancy had imagined ? They never had existed. Was
it, then, merely the picturesque, sensational aspect of his devotional
temperament that had created them '2 That side of his nature, in
any case, was dead now, killed by a single devastating blow. The
gods went with it.
Surveying what remained of his life, it seemed to him like 8:
city that an earthquake has reduced to ruins. The inhabitants
think no worse thing could happen. Then comes the fife"

volcano that any moment might break forth into violence. H e

smoked his cigarette as q

uietly as though nothing had happened,

while through the blazing depths of him ran ever this one self-

then developed parallel in him
and simultaneously, for while underneath he stormed 8r83»ln3l7 this
culminating blow, his upper mind dealt calmly with the project Of
He had engaged 110
a great expedition he would make at dawn.
Slllde. As an experienced mountaineer, he knew the district well;
his name was tolerably familiar, and in half an hour he could have
settled all details, and retired to bed with instructions to be called
at two. But, instead, he sat there waiting, unable to stir, a human
"°l°9'n° that any moment might break forth into violence. He
“m°k9d his Olsarette as quietly as though nothing had happened.
while through the blazing depths of him ran ever this one selfTwo lines of
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statement: " Even this you demand of me, this cruel,
ultimate sacrifice!
His self-control, dynamically estimated, just then must have been very great and, thus repressed,
the store of potential energy accumulated enormously.
With thought concentrated largely upon this final blow,
Limasson had not noticed the? people who streamed out of the
salle a manger and scattered themselves in groups about the hall.
Some individual, now and again, approached his chair with the
idea of conversation, then, seeing his absorption, turned away.
Even when a climber whom he slightly knew reached across him
with a word of apology for the matches, Limasson made no
response, for he did not see him. He noticed nothing. In particular he did not notice two men who, from an opposite corner,
had for some time been observing him. He now looked up—by
chance ?—and was vaguely aware that they were discussing him.
He met their eyes across the hall, and started.
For at first he thought he knew them. Possibly he had seen
them about—they seemed familiar—yet certainly had never spoken
with them. Then, aware of his mistake, he turned his glance elsewhere, though still vividly conscious of their attention. One was
a clergyman or a priest; his face wore an air of gravity touched
by sadness, a sternness about the lips counteracted by a
kindling beauty in the eyes that betrayed enthusiasm nobly
regulated. There was a suggestion of stateliness in the man that
made the impression very sharp. His clothingemphasised it. He
wore a dark tweed suit that was strict in its simplicity. There
was austerity in him somewhere.
His companion, perhaps by contrast, seemed inconsiderable in
his fashionable evening dress. A good deal younger, his hair,
always a tell-tale detail, was a trifleilong; the thin fingers that
flourished a cigarette wore rings; the face, though picturesque,
was flippant, and his attitude conveyed a certain insignificance.
Gesture, that faultless language which challenges counterfeit,
betrayed unbalance somewhere. The impression he produced,
however, was shadowy compared to the sharpness of the other.
'
Theatrical’ was the word in Limasson's mind, as he turned his
glance elsewhere. But as he looked away he fidgeted. The
interior darkness caused by the dreadful letter rose about him. It
engulfed him. Dizziness came with it.
"
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H e met their eyes across the hall, and started.
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them about— they seemed familiar— yet certainly had never spoken

with them. Then, aware of his mistake, he turned his glance else-

where, though still vividly conscious of their attention. O ne was

a clergyman or a priest;

his face wore an air of gravity touched

by sadness, a sternness about the lips counteracted by a

kindling beauty in the eyes that betrayed enthusiasm nobly

regulated. There was a suggestion of stateliness in the man that
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Par away the blackness was fringed with light, and through

this light, stepping with speed and carelessness as from gigantic

distance, the two men, grown suddenly large, came at him.

L

imasson, in self-protection, turned to meet them. Conversation

he did not desire. Somehow he had ex

Y

pected this attack.

et the instant they began to speak— it was the priest who

opened fire— it was all so natural and easy that he almost welcomed

the diversion. A

phrase by way of introduction— and he was

speaking of the summits. Something in L

imasson'

s mind turned

over. The man was a serious climber, one of his own species.

The sufferer felt a certain relief as he heard the invitation, and

realised, though dully, the compliment involved.

"

I

f you felt inclined to j

your company,"

then about "

oin us— if you would honour us with

the man was saying q

great ex

perience"

uietly, adding something

and "

invaluable advice and

j

udgment."

L

imasson looked up, trying hard to concentrate and understand.

"

The A

"

he repeated, mentioning the peak
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iguille du N eant?

proposed. R

arely attempted, never conq

Y

N o guide will try it,"

ou have engaged guides?

added with a flourish, "

"

H e knew the q

uestion foolish.

Y

but we, we need no guide— if you will

ou are unattached, I

believe?

Y

ou are alone?

"

the other

I

asked, moving a little in front of his friend, as though to hide him.

"

I

am alone, yes— "

replied L

imasson. "

I

am q

uite alone."

H e was listening attentively, but with only part of his mind.

H o realised the flattery of the invitation. Y

et it was like flattery

addressed to someone else. H e felt himself so indifferent, so—

dead. These men wanted his skilful body, his ex

perienced mind;

and it was his body and mind that talked with them, and finally

agreed to go. Many a time ex

"

peditions had been planned in j

ust

this way, but to-night he felt there was a difference. Mind and

body signed the agreement, but his soul, listening elsewhere and

looking on, was silent. W ith his rej

though hovering close still. I

it even approved;

Limasson looked up, trying hard to concentrate and understand.
"
The Aiguille du Néant ‘? be repeated, mentioning the peak
proposed. Rarely attempted, never conquered, and with an
ominous record of disaster, it happened to be the very summit he
had meant to attack himself.
"
You have engaged guides ? ” He knew the question foolish.
“
No guide will try it,” smiled the priest, while his companion
added with a flourish, "but we, we need no guide——if you will
come."
"
You are unattached, I believe ? You are alone ? the other
asked, moving a little in front of his friend, as" though to hide him.
"
I am quite 3"°“°'"
I am alone, yes—" replied Limasson.
He was listening attentively, but with only P9-rt °f his mind‘
He realised the flattery of the invitation. Yet it was like flattery
addressed to someone else. He felt himself so indiflerent, sodead. These men wanted his skilful body, his exP9Tien°°d mind;
and it was his body and mind that talked with them, and flnallf
agreed to go. Many a time expeditions had been planned in just
this way, but to-night he felt there was a difierence. Mind and
b0dY signed the agreement, but his soul, listening elsewhere and
looking on, was silent. With his rejected gods it had left him,
though hovering close still. It did not interfere; it did not warn:
it even approved; it sang to him from great distance that this
"

smiled the priest, while his companion

come."

"

Far away the blackness was fringed with light, and through
this light, stepping with speed and carelessness as from gigantic
distance, the two men, grown suddenly large, came at him.
Limasson, in self-protection, turned to meet them. Conversation
he did not desire. Somehow he had expected this attack.
Yet the instant they began to speak——it was the priest who
opened flre—it was all so natural and easy thathe almost welcomed
the diversion. A phrase by way of introduction—and he was
speaking of the summits. Something in Limasson's mind turned
The man was a serious climber, one of his own species.
over.
The sufierer felt a certain relief as he heard the invitation, and
realised, though dully, the compliment involved.
"
If you felt inclined to join us—if you would honour us with
your company," the man was saying quietly, adding something
then about " great experience and “invaluable advice and

judgment."
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was bewildered by the clashing of
his upper and his lower mind.
“
At one in the morning, then, if that will suit you
the older man concluded.
“
I'll see to the provisions," exclaimed the younger, “ and I
shall take my telephoto for the summit. The porters can come as
far as the Great Tower. We're over six thousandfeet here already
and his voice died in the distance as his
you see, so
companion led him away.
Limasson saw him go with relief. But for the other man he
would have declined the invitation. At heart he was indifferent
enough. What decided him really was the coincidence that the
Aiguille du Néant was the very peak he had intended to attack
himself alone, and the curious feeling that this expedition cloaked
another somehow—almost that these men had a hidden motive.
A moment later he followed them to bed. So careless was he of
the aflairs of the world, so dead to mundane interests, thathe tore
up his other letters and tossed them into a corner of the roomunread.

pedition cloaked another. H e was bewildered by the clashing of

his upper and his lower mind.

"

A

t one in the morning, then, if that will suit you . . .'

the older man concluded.

"
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L
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t heart he was indifferent

enough. W hat decided him really was the coincidence that the

A
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himself alone, and the curious feeling that this ex
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A

moment later he followed them to bed. So careless was he of

the affairs of the world, so dead to mundane interests, that he tore
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up his other letters and tossed them into a corner of the room—

unread.

n.

O nce in his chilly bedroom he realised that his upper mind

had permitted him to do a foolish thing;

he had drifted like a

schoolboy into an unwise situation. H e had pledged himself to an

ex

pedition with two strangers, an ex

pedition for which normally he

would have chosen his companions with utmost caution. Moreover,

he was guide;

II.

they looked to him for safety, while yet it

was they who had arranged and planned it. B

ut who were these

men with whom he proposed to run grave bodily risks?

H e knew

Once in his chilly bedroom he realised that his upper mind
had permitted him to do a foolish thing; he had drifted like a
schoolboy into an unwise situation. He had pledged himself to an
expedition with two strangers, an expedition for which normallyhe
would have chosen his companions with utmost caution. Moreover,
he was guide ; they looked to him for safety, while yet it
But who were these
was they who had arranged and planned it.
He knew
men with whom he proposed to run grave bodily risks ‘I
them as little as they knew him. Whence came, he wondered, the
curious idea that this climb was really planned by another who
was no one of them ?
The thought slipped idly across his mind; going out by one
door, it came back, however, quickly by another. He did not think
about it more than to note its passage through the disorder that
passed with him just then for thinking. Indeed, there was nothing
in the whole world for which he cared a single brass farthing. As
he undressed for bed, he said to himself: "I shall be called at one

them as little as they knew him. W hence came, he wondered, the

curious idea that this climb was really planned by another who

was no one of them?

The thought slipped idly across his mind;

door, it came back, however, q

going out by one

uickly by another. H e did not think

about it more than to note its passage through the disorder that

passed with him j

ust then for thinking. I

ndeed, there was nothing

in the whole world for which he cared a single brass farthing. A

he undressed for bed, he said to himself: "

I

s
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why, the devil, am I going with these two on thiswild
and who made the plan ?”
plan ?
It seemed to have settled itself. It came about so naturally
and easily, so quickly. He probed no deeper. He didn't care.
And for the first time he omitted the little ritual, half prayer, half
adoration, it had always been his custom to offer to his deities
upon retiring to rest. He no longer recognised them.
How utterly broken his life was! How blank and terrible and
lonely! He felt cold, and piled his overcoats upon the bed, as
though his mental isolation involved a physical efiect as well.
Switching ofl the light by the door, he was in the act of crossing
the floor in the darkness when a sound beneaththe window caught
his ear. Outside there were voices talking. The roar of falling
water made them indistinct, yet he was sure they were voices, and
that one of them he knew. He stopped still a moment to listen.
but
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. . . but why, the devil, am I

plan?

I

going with these two on this wild

. . . and who made the plan?

"

t seemed to have settled itself. I

and easily, so q

A

...

t came about so naturally

uickly. H e probed no deeper. H e didn'

t care.

nd for the first time he omitted the little ritual, half prayer, half

adoration, it had always been his custom to offer to his deities

upon retiring to rest. H e no longer recognised them.

H ow utterly broken his life was!

lonely!

H ow blank and terrible and

H e felt cold, and piled his overcoats upon the bed, as

though his mental isolation involved a physical effect as well.

Switching off the light by the door, he was in the act of crossing

the floor in the darkness when a sound beneath the window caught

his ear. O utside there were voices talking. The roar of falling

water made them indistinct, yet he was sure they were voices, and

that one of them he knew. H e stopped still a moment to listen.

H e heard his own name uttered— "

John L

imasson."

They ceased.

H e stood a moment shivering on the boards, then crawled into bed

ut in the act of settling down, they
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beneath the heavy clothing. B

began again. H e raised himself again hurriedly to listen. W hat

little wind there was passed in that moment down the valley,

carrying off the roar of falling water;

and into the moment'

s space

of silence dropped fragments of definite sentences:

"

They are close, you say— close down upon the world?

"

I

t

was the voice of the priest surely.

"

F

or days they have been passing,"

was the answer— a rough,

deep tone that might have been a peasant'

s, and a kind of fear in

it, for all my flocks are scattered."

"

The signs are sure?

"

Tumult,"

Y

ou know them?

"

was the answer in much lower tones;

'

there has

There was a break then as though the voices sank too low to

hear. There came two broken fragments nex

t, end of a q

uestion-

beginning of an answer.

. . . the opportunity of a life-time?

"

. . . if he goes of his own free will, success is sure.

F

or acceptance is . . ."

A

nd the wind, returning, bore back the sound of the falling

water, so that L

.

.

He heard his own name uttered——" John Limasson." They ceased.
He stood a moment shivering on the boards, then crawled into bed
beneaththe heavy clothing. But in the act of settling down, they
began again. He raised himself again hurriedly to listen. What
little wind there was passed in that moment down the valley.
carrying off the roar of falling water; and into the moment's space
of silence dropped fragments of definite sentences:
They are close, you say—close down upon the world ? It
was the voice of the priest surely.
For days they have been passing," was the anSW6!‘—& rough.
deep tone that might have been a peasant's, and a kind of fear in
it, for all my flocks are scattered."
The signs are sure ? You know them ?
“
Tumult," was the answer in much lower tones’. there h“
been tumult in the mountains.
There was a break then as though the voices sank too low t0
hear. There came two broken fragments next, end ofa question——
beginning of an answer.
the opportunity of a life-time ?
if he goes of his own free will, success is sureFor acceptance is
And the wind, returning, bore back the sound of the falling
water, so that Limasson heard no more.
An indefinable emotion stirred in him as he turned over to sleep.
"

“

been tumult in the mountains. . . ."

A

QUEST

imasson heard no more. . . .

n indefinable emotion stirred in him as he turned over to sleep.

"

"

"
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“

”
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lest he should hear more. He was aware of a
sinking of the heart that was inexplicable. What in the world were
they talking about, those two S? What was the meaning of these
disjointed phrases ? There lay behind them a significance of some
grave solemnity. He felt disturbed, uncomfortable, the first emotion
that had stirred in him for days. The numbness melted before its
faint awakening. Conscience was in it—he felt vague prickings—
but it was deeper far than conscience. Somewhere out of sight,
in a region life had as yet not plumbed, the words he heard sank
down and vibrated like pedal notes. They rumbled away into the
night of undecipherable things. And, though explanation failed
him, he felt they had reference somehow to the morrow’s expedition: how, what, wherefore, he knew not; his name had
been spoken—then these curious sentences; that was all. Yet tomorrow’s expedition, what was it but an expedition of impersonal
kind, not even planned by himself? Merely his own plan taken
and altered by others—made over? His personal business, his
personal life, was not really in it at all. The thought startled
I
him a moment. He had no personal life
endless
his
brain
the
with
played
sleep,
Struggling
game of
disentanglement without winning a single point, while the undermind in him looked on and smiled—because it knew. Then,
suddenly, a great peace fell over him. Exhaustion brought it
perhaps. He fell asleep; and next moment, it seemed, he was
aware of a thundering at the door and an unwelcome voice was
growling " '8 ist bald ein Uhr, Herr I Aufstehen I
Rising at such an hour, unless the heart be in it, is a sordid
and depressing business; Limasson dressed without enthusiasm,
conscious that thought and feeling were exactly where he had left
them on going to sleep. The same confusion and bewilderment
were in him; also the same deep solemn emotion stirred by the
whispering voices. Only long habit enabled him to attend to
detail, and ensured that nothing was forgotten. He felt heavy
and oppressed, a kind of anxiety about him; the routine of
preparation he followed solemnly, utterly untouched by the
customary joy; it was mechanical. Yet through it ran the old
familiar sense of ritual, due to the practice of so many years, that
cleansing of mind and body for a big Ascent—like initiatory rites
that once had been as important to him as those of some priest
ears
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personal life, was not really in it at all. The thought startled

him a moment. H e had no personal life . . .!

Struggling with sleep, his brain played the endless game of

disentanglement without winning a single point, while the under-

mind in him looked on and smiled— because it knew. Then,

suddenly, a great peace fell over him. E

perhaps. H e fell asleep;

and nex

x

.

haustion brought it
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who approached the worship of his deity in the temples of ancient

time. H e performed the ceremony with the same care as though

no ghost of vanished faith still watched him, beckoning from the

THE

who approached the worship of his deity in the temples of ancient
time. He performed the ceremony with the same care as though
no ghost of vanished faith still watched him, beckoning from the
air as of old.
His knapsack carefully packed, he took his
ice-axe from beside the bed, turned out the light, and went down
the creaking wooden stairs on tiptoe lest his heavy nails should
waken the other sleepers. And in his head still rang the phrase
he had fallen asleep on—as though uttered a moment ago:
The signs are sure; for days they have been passin8"°l°5°
down upon the world. The flocks are scattered. There has been
tumultr——tumult in the mountains.” The other fragments he had
.

air as of old. . . . H is knapsack carefully packed, he took his

ice-ax

e from beside the bed, turned out the light, and went down

the creaking wooden stairs on tiptoe lest his heavy nails should

waken the other sleepers. A

nd in his head still rang the phrase

he had fallen asleep on— as though uttered a moment ago:

The signs are sure;

for days they have been passing— close

down upon the world. The flocks are scattered. There has been

tumult— tumult in the mountains."

nd as the words rolled through him L

.

.

"

The other fragments he had

forgotten.

A

QUEST

imasson felt tumult in

his thoughts and feelings too— though very far away. There hod

been tumult in his life, and all his j

oys were scattered— j

oys that

close down upon his little world— passing— sweeping.— H e felt a

touch of terror.
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O utside in the fresh darkness of very early morning, the

strangers stood waiting for him. R

ather, they seemed to arrive

in the same instant as himself, eq

ually punctual. The clock in

the church tower sounded one. They ex

changed low greetings,

remarked that the weather promised to hold good, and started off

in single file over soaking meadows towards the first belt of forest.

The porter— mere peasant, unfamiliar of face and not connected

with the hotel— led the way with a hurricane lantern. The air

was marvellously sweet and fragrant. I

n the sky overhead the

stars shone in their thousands. O nly the noise of falling water

from the heights and the regular thudding of their heavy boots

broke the stillness. A

nd, black against the sky, towered the

enormous pyramid of the Tour du N eant they meant to reach.

Perhaps the most delightful portion of a big ascent is the

beginning in the scented darkness while the thrill of possible

conq

uest lies still far off. The hours stretch themselves q

last night'

s sunset might be days ago;

ueerly;

sunrise and the brilliance

coming seem in another week, part of dim futurity like children'

holidays. I

t is difficult to realise that this biting cold before the

dawn, and the blazing heat to come, both belong to the same

to-day.

forgotten.
the words rolled through him Limasson felt tumult in
his thoughts and feelings too—though very far away. There had
been tumult in his life, and all his joys were scatt-ered—.‘i0.V3 that
hitherto had fed his days. The signs were sure. Something W“
close down upon his little world—passing—sweeping.—He felt a
touch of terror.
Outside in the fresh darkness of very early m°min3*
strangers stood waiting for him. Rather, they seemed to
111
in the same instant as himself, equally punctual. The
the church tower sounded one. They exchanged low greetings’
remarked that the weather promised to hold good, and started off
in single file over soaking meadows towards the first belt of forestThe Dorter—mere peasant, unfamiliar of face and not
with the hotel—led the way with a hurricane lantern. The an‘
was marvellously sweet and fragrant.
In the sky °Ve1'h°"’d the
stars shone in their thousands. Only the noise of falling Water
from the heights and the regular thudding of their heavy b00l'v3
broke the stillness. And, black against the sky, towered 5119
enormous pyramid of the Tour du Néant they meant to reach.
Perhaps the most delightful portion of a big “cent is the
beginning in the scented darkness while the thrill of possible
conquest lies still far off. The hours stretch themselves queerlyi
last night’s sunset might be days ago ; sunrise and the brilliance
coming seem in another week, part of dim futurity like Childmnis
holidays. It is difficult to realise that this biting cold before the
dawn, and the blazing heat to come, both belong 5° W9 same
And

hitherto had fed his days. The signs were sure. Something was

s

as

the
arrlye
clock

connected

to—day.
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There were no sounds as they toiled slowly up the zigzag path
through the first fifteen hundred feet of pinewoods ; no one spoke;
the clink of nails and ice-axe points against the stones was all
they heard. For the roar of water was felt rather than heard; it
stroked the ears, and bathed the skin of the whole body at once.
The deeper notes were below them now in the sleeping valley ; the
shriller ones sounded far above, where streams just born out of
huge, ponderous snow-beds tinkled sharply.
The change came delicately. The stars turned a shade less
brilliant, a softness in them as of human eyes that say farewell.
Between the highest branches of the trees the sky grew visible—
at various distances. A sighing of air smoothed all their crests
one way; moss, earth and open spaces brought keen perfumes;
and the little human procession, leaving the forest, stepped out
into the vastness of the world above the tree-line. They paused
while the porter stooped to put his lantern out. In the eastern
sky was colour. The peaks and crags rushed close. Was it the
Dawn?
Limasson turned his eyes from the height of sky where the
summits pierced a path for the coming day, to the faces of his
companions, pale and wan in the early twilight. How small, how
insignificant _they seemed amid this hungry emptiness of aching
desolation. The stupendous clifls fled past them, led by the
headstrong peaks crowned with eternal snows. Thin lines of

There were no sounds as they toiled slowly up the zigzag path

through the first fifteen hundred feet of pinewoods;

the clink of nails and ice-ax

they heard. F

no one spoke;

e points against the stones was all

or the roar of water was felt rather than heard;

it

stroked the ears, and bathed the skin of the whole body at once.

The deeper notes were below them now in the sleeping valley ;

shriller ones sounded far above, where streams j

huge, ponderous snow-beds tinkled sharply. . . .
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The change came delicately. The stars turned a shade less

brilliant, a softness in them as of human eyes that say farewell.

B

etween the highest branches of the trees the sky grew visible—

at various distances. A

one way;

sighing of air smoothed all their crests

moss, earth and open spaces brought keen perfumes;

and the little human procession, leaving the forest, stepped out

into the vastness of the world above the tree-line. They paused

while the porter stooped to put his lantern out. I

n the eastern

sky was colour. The peaks and orags rushed close. W as it the
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Dawn?

imasson turned his eyes from the height of sky where the

summits pierced a path for the coming day, to the faces of his

companions, pale and wan in the early twilight. H ow small, how

insignificant they seemed amid this hungry emptiness of aching

desolation. The stupendous cliffs fled past them, led by the

headstrong peaks crowned with eternal snows. Thin lines of

cloud, trailing half way up precipice and ridge, were like the swish

of movement— as though he caught the earth turning as she

raced through space. The four of them, timid riders on the

gigantic saddle, clung for their lives against her titan ribs, while

currents of some maj

estic life swept up at them from every side.

cloud, trailing half way up precipice and ridge, were like the swish
of movement—as though he caught the earth turning as she
raced through space. The four of them, timid riders on the
gigantic saddle, clung for their lives against her titan ribs, while

H e drew deep draughts of the cold, rarefied air into his lungs.

A

voiding the pallid, insignificant faces of his companions, he

pretended interest in the porter'

the ground. I

ex

s operations;

he stared fix

edly on

t seemed twenty minutes before the flame was

tinguished, and the lantern fastened to the pack behind. This

Dawn was unlike any he had seen before.

F

or, in reality, all the while, L

order out of the ex

imasson was trying to bring

currents of some majestic life swept up at them from every side.
He drew deep draughts of the cold, rarefied air into his lungs.
Avoiding the pallid, insignificant faces of his companions, he
pretended interest in the porter's operations; he stared fixedly on
the ground. It seemed twenty minutes before the flame was
extinguished, and the lantern fastened to the pack behind. This
Dawn was unlike any he had seen before.
For, in reality, all the while, Limasson was trying to bring
order out of the extraordinary thoughts and feelings that had
possessed him during the slow forest ascent, and the task was not
crowned with much success. The Plan, made by others, had

traordinary thoughts and feelings that had

possessed him during the slow forest ascent, and the task was not

crowned with much success. The Plan, made by others, had
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taken charge of him, he felt;

he was leader of the ex

and he had thrown the reins of

nowing that

pedition, he yet had suffered the porter to

go first, taking his own place as it was appointed to him, behind

tho younger man and before the priest. I

plodded, aa only ex

n this order, they had

perienced climbers plod, for hours without a

rest, until half way up a change had taken place. H e had wished

it, and instantly it was effected. The priest moved past him,

while his companion dropped to the rear— the companion who

forever stumbled in his speed, whereas the older man climbed

surely, confidently. A

nd L

imasson walked more easily then— as

though the relative positions of the three were of importance

somehow. The steep ascent of smothering darkness through the

woods became less arduous. H e was glad to have the younger

man behind him.

F

or the impression had strengthened as they climbed in silence

that this ascent pertained to some vast, significant Ceremony, and
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the idea grew insistently, almost horribly, upon him. The move-

ments of himself and his companions, especially the positions each

occupied relatively to the other, established some kind of intimacy

that resembled speech, suggesting even q

uestion and answer. A

the entire performance, while occupying hours by his watch, it

seemed to him more than once, was in reality briefer than the flash

of a passing thought, so that he saw it within himself— pictorially.

H e thought of a picture worked in colours upon a strip of elastic.

Someone pulled the strip, and the picture stretched. O r some-

one released it again, and the picture flew back, reduced to a mere

stationary speck.

A

nd the little change of position, apparently so trivial, gave

point to this singular notion working in his under-mind— that this

ascent was a ritual and a ceremony as in older days, its significance

now approaching revelation, however, for the first time. W ithout

language, this stole over him;

F

no words could q

uite describe it.

or it came to him that these three formed a unit, himself being

in some fashion yet the acknowledged leader. The labouring

porter had no place in it, for this first toiling through the darkness

was a preparation, and when the actual climb began, be would

disappear, while L

imasson himself went first. This idea that they

charge

of

him, he felt ; and he had thrown the reins of

personal will and interest loosely upon its steady gait. He
abandoned himself carelessly to what might come. Knowing that
he was leader of the expedition, be yet had suffered the porter to
go flrst, taking his own place as it was appointed to him, behind
the younger man and before the priest. In this order, they had
plodded, as only experienced climbers plod, for hours withouta
rest, until half way up a change had taken place. He had wished
it, and instantly it was effected. The priest moved past him.

personal will and interest loosely upon its steady gait. H e

abandoned himself carelessly to what might come. K

THE QUEST

nd

while his companion dropped to the rear—the companion who
forever stumbled in his speed, whereas the older man climbed
surely, confidently. And Limasson walked more easily then—a8
though the relative positions of the three were of importance
somehow. The steep ascent of smothering darkness through the
woods became less arduous. He was glad to have the younger
man behind him.
For the impression had strengthened as they climbedin silence
that this ascent pertained to some vast, significant Ceremony. and
the idea grew insistently, almost horribly, upon him. The movements of himself and his companions, especially the positions each
occupied relatively to the other, established some kind of intimacy
that resembled speech, suggesting even question and answer. And
the entire performance, while occupying hours by his watch, it
seemed to him more than once, was in reality brieferthan the flash
of a passing thought, so that he saw it within himself—Pi0l90ri8»l1YHe thought of a picture worked in colours
upon a strip 0f elastic‘
Someone pulled the strip, and the picture stretched. Or someone released it again, and the
picture flew back, reduced to a mere

stationary speck.

And the little change of position, apparently so trivial. 89579
Point to this singular notion working in his under-mind-——that this
ascent was a ritual and a
ceremony as in older days, its significance
now approaching revelation,
however, for the first time. Wil5h011i5
language, this stole over him; no words could quite describe it.
For it came to him that these three
formed a unit, himself being
in some fashion yet the
acknowledged leader. The labouring
porter had no place in it, for this first
toilingthrough the darkness
“'95 3 Preparation, and when
the actual climb began, he would
dl39»PDear, while Limasson himself went first. This idea that the)‘
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took part together in a Ceremony established itself firmly in him,

with the added wonder that, though so often done, he performed

it now for the first time with fall comprehension, knowledge, truth.

E

mpty of personal desire, indifferent to an ascent that formerly

would have thrilled his heart with ambition and ex

citement, he

understood that climbing had ever been a ritual for his soul and

of his soul, and that power must result from its sincere

took part together in a Ceremony established itself firmly in him,
with the added wonder that, though so often done, he performed
it now for the first time with full comprehension, knowledge, truth.
Empty of personal desire, indifierent to an ascent that formerly
would have thrilledhis heart with ambition and excitement, he
understood that climbing had ever been a ritual for his soul and
of his soul, and that power must result from its sincere

accomplishment.

accomplishment.

I

553

In words this did not come to him. He felt it, never criticising. That is, he neither rejected not accepted. It stole most
sweetly, grandly, over him. It just floated into him while he
climbed, yet so convincingly that he had felt his position must be
changed. The younger man held too prominent a post, or at least
a wrong one—in front. Then, after the change, effected mysteriously as though all recognised it, this line of certainty increased,
and there came upon him the big, strange knowledge that all of
life is a Ceremony on a giant scale, and that by performing the
movements accurately, with sincere fidelity, there may comeknowledge. There was gravity in him from that moment.
This ran in his mind with certainty. Though his thought
assumed no form of little phrases, his brain yet furnished detailed
statements that clinched the marvellous thing with simile and
incident which daily life might apprehend: That knowledge arises
from action; that to do the thing invites the teaching. Action,
moreover, is symbolical; a group of men, a family, an entire
nation, engaged in those daily movements which are the working
out of their destiny, perform a ceremony which is in direct
relation somewhere to the pattern of greater happenings which
Let the body imitate, reproduce—
are the teachings of the Gods.
in a bedroom, in a wood—anywhere—the movements of the stars,

n words this did not come to him. H e felt it, never criticis-

ing. That is, he neither rej

ected nor accepted. I

sweetly, grandly, over him. I
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ust floated into him while he

olimbed, yet so convincingly that he had felt his position must be

changed. The younger man held too prominent a post, or at least

a wrong one— in front. Then, after the change, effected mysteri-

ously as though all recognised it, this line of certainty increased,

and there came upon him the big, strange knowledge that all of

life is a Ceremony on a giant scale, and that by performing the
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movements accurately, with sincere fidelity, there may come—

knowledge. There was gravity in him from that moment.

This ran in his mind with certainty. Though his thought

assumed no form of little phrases, his brain yet furnished detailed

statements that clinched the marvellous thing with simile and

incident which daily life might apprehend: That knowledge arises

from action;

that to do the thing invites the teaching. A

moreover, is symbolical;

ction,

a group of men, a family, an entire

nation, engaged in those daily movements which are the working

out of their destiny, perform a ceremony which is in direct

relation somewhere to the pattern of greater happenings which

are the teachings of the Gods. L

et the body imitate, reproduce—

in a bedroom, in a wood— anywhere— the movements of the stars,

and the meaning of those stars shall sink down into the heart.

To mimic the gestures of a stranger is to understand his mood,

his point of view— to establish a grave and solemn intimacy.

Temples are everywhere, for the entire earth is a temple, and the

body, H ouse of R

oyalty, is the biggest temple of them all. To

ascertain the pattern its movements trace in daily life, should be

to determine the relation of that particular ceremony to the

Cosmos, and so learn power. The entire system of Pythagoras, he

and the meaning of those stars shall sink down into the heart.
To mimic the gestures of a stranger is to understand his mood,
his point of view—to establish a grave and solemn intimacy.
Temples are everywhere, for the entire earth is a temple, and the
body, House of Royalty, is the biggest temple of them all. To
ascertain the pattern its movements trace in daily life, should be
to determine the relation of that particular ceremony to the
Cosmos, and so learn power. The entire system of Pythagoras,he
realised, could be taught without a single word—by movements;

realised, could be taught without a single word— by movements;
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everyday life even the commonest act and vulgarest movepart of some big Ceremony—a message from the Gods.
Ceremony, in a word, is three-dimensional language, and action,
therefore, is the language of the Gods. The Gods he had denied
were speaking to him
passing with tumult close across
his broken life.
Their passage it was, indeed, that caused
the breaking !
In this cryptic, condensed fashion the great fact came over
him—that he and these other two, here and now, took part in
some great Ceremony of whose ultimate object as yet he was in
ignorance. The impact with which it dropped upon his mind was
tremendous. He realised it most fully when he stepped from the
darkness of the forest and entered the expanse of glimmering,
early light ; up till this moment his mind was being prepared 0111)’.
whereas now he knew. The innate desire to worship which all
along had been his, the momentum his religious temperament had
acquired during forty years, the yearning to have proof, in a word,
that the Gods he once acknowledged were really true, swept back
and in

ment
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and in everyday life even the commonest act and vulgarest move-

ment are part of some big Ceremony— a message from the Gods.

Ceremony, in a word, is three-dimensional language, and action,

therefore, is the language of the Gods. The Gods he had denied

were speaking to him . . . passing with tumult close across

his broken life. . . . Their passage it was, indeed, that caused

the breaking!

I

n this cryptic, condensed fashion the great fact came over

him— that he and these other two, here and now, took part in

some great Ceremony of whose ultimate obj

ect as yet he was in

ignorance. The impact with which it dropped upon his mind was

tremendous. H e realised it most fully when he stepped from the

darkness of the forest and entered the ex

early light;

panse of glimmering,

up till this moment his mind was being prepared only,

whereas now he knew. The innate desire to worship which all

along had been his, the momentum his religious temperament had

acq

uired during forty years, the yearning to have proof, in a word,
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that the Gods he once acknowledged were really true, swept back

upon him with that violent reaction which denial had aroused.

H e wavered where he stood. . . .

L

ooking about him, while the others rearranged burdens the

returning porter now discarded, he perceived the astonishing

beauty of the time and place, feeling it soak into him as by the

very pores of his skin. F

rom all sides this beauty rushed upon

him. Some radiant, winged sense of wonder sped past him through

the silent air. A

thrill of ecstasy ran down every nerve. The

hair of his head stood up. I

t was far from unfamiliar to him,

this sight of the upper mountain world awakening from its sleep

of the summer night, but never before had he stood shuddering

thus at its ex

q

uisite cold glory, nor felt its significance as now, so

mysteriously within himself. Some transcendent power that

held sublimity was passing across this huge desolate plateau,

far more maj

estic than the mere sunrise among mountains he had

so often witnessed. H e understood why he had seen his com-

panions insignificant. A

gain he shivered and looked about him,

touched by a solemnity that held a hint of fear.

Personal life, indeed, was wrecked, destroyed, but what if

something greater were on the way . . . ?

own past insolence. H e became afraid.

H e realised his

are

upon him with that violent reaction which denial had aroused.

He wavered where he stood.
Looking about him, while the others rearranged burdens the
returning porter now discarded, he perceived the astonishins
beauty of the time and place, feeling it soak into him as by the
very pores of his skin. From all sides this beauty rushed uP°n
him. Some radiant, wingéd sense of wonder sped past him through
the silent air. A thrill of ecstasy ran down evez'Y1191'V9- The
hair of his head stood up. It was far from unfamiliar to him.
this sight of the upper mountain world awakening ‘Wm its sleep
of the summer night, but never before had he stood shuddering
thus at its exquisite cold glory, nor felt its significance as now. 50
mysteriously within himself. Some transcendent power that
held sublimity was passing across this huge desolate plateau.
far more majestic than the mere sunrise
among mountains he had
so often witnessed.
He understood why he had seen his comPflnions insignificant. Again he shivered and looked about him,
touched by a. solemnity that held a hint of fear.
Personal life, indeed, was Wrecked, destroyed, but what if
something greater were on the way
? He realised his
0WD Dast insolence. He
became afraid.
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The treeless plateau, littered with enormous boulders, stretched
for miles to right and left, grey in the dusk of very early morning.
Behind him dropped thick guardian pinewoods into the sleeping
valley that still detained the darkness of the night. Here and
there lay patches of deep snow, gleaming faintly through thin
rising mist; singing streams of icy water spread everywhere
among the stones, soaking the coarse rough grass that was the
only sign of vegetation. No life was visible; nothing stirred ; nor
anywhere was movement, but of the quiet trailing mist and of his
own breath that drifted past his face like smoke. Yet through the
splendid stillness there was movement; that sense of absolute
movement which results in stillness—it was owing to the stillness
that he became aware of it—so vast, indeed, that only immobility
could express it. Thus, on the calmest day in summer, may
the headlong rushing of the earth through space seem more
real than when the tempest shakes the trees and water on its
surface; or great machinery turn with such vertiginous velocity
that it appears steady to the deceived function of the eye. For it
was not through the eye that this solemn Movement made itself
known, but rather through a massive sensation that owned his
entire body as its organ. Within the league-long amphitheatre of
enormous peaks and precipices that enclosed the plateau, piling
themselves upon the horizon, Limasson felt the outline of a
Ceremony extended. The pulses of its grandeur poured into
him where he stood. Its vast design was knowable because
they themselves had traced—were even then tracing—its earthly
counterpart in little. Deep awe rose over him.
"
This light is false. We have an hour yet before the true
dawn,” he heard the younger man say lightly. " The summits
still are ghostly. Let us enjoy the sensation, and see what we
can learn from it.”
And Limasson, looking up startled from his reverie, saw that
the far-away heights and towers indeed were heavy with shadow,
faint still with the light of stars. It seemed to him they bowed
their awful heads and that their stupendous shoulders lowered.
They drew together, shutting out the world.
“
True,” said his companion, " and the upper snows still wear

The treeless plateau, littered with enormous boulders, stretched

for miles to right and left, grey in the dusk of very early morning.

B

ehind him dropped thick guardian pinewoods into the sleeping

valley that still detained the darkness of the night. H ere and

there lay patches of deep snow, gleaming faintly through thin

rising mist;

singing streams of icy water spread everywhere

among the stones, soaking the coarse rough grass that was the

only sign of vegetation. N o life was visible;

anywhere was movement, but of the q

nothing stirred;

own breath that drifted past his face like smoke. Y

splendid stillness there was movement;

nor

uiet trailing mist and of his

et through the

that sense of absolute

movement which results in stillness— it was owing to the stillness

that he became aware of it— so vast, indeed, that only immobility

could ex

press it. Thus, on the calmest day in summer, may

the headlong rushing of the earth through space seem more

real than when the tempest shakes the trees and water on its

or great machinery turn with such vertiginous velocity
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surface;

that it appears steady to the deceived function of the eye. F

or it

was not through the eye that this solemn Movement made itself

known, but rather through a massive sensation that owned his

entire body as its organ. W ithin the league-long amphitheatre of

enormous peaks and precipices that enclosed the plateau, piling

themselves upon the horizon, L

Ceremony ex

imasson felt the outline of a

tended. The pulses of its grandeur poured into

him where he stood. I

ts vast design was knowable because

they themselves had traced— were even then tracing— its earthly

counterpart in little. Deep awe rose over him.

"

This light is false. W e have an hour yet before the true

dawn,"

he heard the younger man say lightly. "

still are ghostly. L

et us enj

can learn from it."

A

nd L

The summits

oy the sensation, and see what we

imasson, looking up startled from his reverie, saw that

the far-away heights and towers indeed were heavy with shadow,

faint still with the light of stars. I

t seemed to him they bowed

their awful heads and that their stupendous shoulders lowered.

They drew together, shutting out the world.

"

True,"

said his companion, "

.

and the upper snows still wear
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the spectral shine of night. But let us now move faster, for we
travel very light. The sensations you propose will only delay and

ST

the spectral shine of night. B

ut let us now move faster, for we

weaken us."
He handed

travel very light. The sensations you propose will only delay and

weaken us."

H e handed a share of the burdens to his companion and to

L

nd two things L

imasson noted then, as he shouldered his

heavier pack and led the way: first, that he suddenly knew their

destination though its purpose still lay hidden;

that the porter'

and, secondly,

s leaving before the ascent proper began signified

finally now that ordinary climbing was not their real obj

A

ective.

lso— the dawn was a lifting of inner veils from off his mind,

rather than a brightening of the visible earth due to the nearing

sun. Thick darkness, indeed, draped this enormous, lonely

amphitheatre where they moved.

"

Y

ou lead us well,"

said the priest a few feet behind him, as

he picked his way unfalteringly among the boulders and the

streams.

Strange that I

do so,"

replied L

imasson in a low tone, "
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"

for

the way is new to me, and the darkness grows instead of lessening."

The language seemed hardly of his choosing. H e spoke and walked

as in a dream.

F

ar in the rear the voice of the younger man called after

them:

"

Y

ou go so fast, I

can'

and again he

e among the rocks. H e seemed

for ever stooping to drink the icy water, or clambering off the

trail to test the patches of snow as to q

missing all the ex

uality and depth. "

citement by the way,"

ou'

he cried repeatedly.

They paused a moment for him to overtake them;

up panting and ex

Y

he came

hausted, making remarks about the fading stars,

the wind upon the heights, new routes he longed to try up

dangerous couloirs, about everything, it seemed, ex

cept the work

in hand. There was eagerness in him, the kind of ex

citement

that saps energy and wastes the nervous force, threatening a

probable collapse before the arduous obj

K

eep to the thing in hand,"

"

W e are not really going fast;

yourself to no purpose. I

ect is attained.

replied the priest sternly.

it is you who are scattering

t wears us all. W e must husband our

share of the burdens to his companion and to

shut them in.
And two things Limasson noted then, as he shouldered his
heavier pack and led the way: first, that he suddenly knew their
destination though its purpose still lay hidden; and, secondly,
that the porter’s leaving before the ascent proper began signified
finally now that ordinary climbing was not their real objective.
Also—the dawn was a lifting of inner veils from off his mind,
rather than a brightening of the visible earth due to the nearinfl
Thick darkness, indeed, draped this enormous, lonely
sun.
amphitheatre where they moved.
"
You lead us well,” said the priest a few feet behind him, as
he picked his way unfalteringly among the boulders and the
streams.
Strange that I do so," replied Limasson in a low tone, " fol‘
the way is new to me. and the darkness grows instead of lessening-"
The language seemed hardly of his choosing. He spoke and walked
as in a dream.
Far in the rear the voice of the younger man called after
them:
You go so fast, I can’t keep up with you," and 3893“ he
stumbled and dropped his ice-axe among the rocks. He seemed
for ever stooping to drink the icy water, or clamberin8 05 the
trail to test the patches of snow as to quality and dePl3h- “ Y°u'r°
missing all the excitement by the way,” he cried repeatedlyThey paused a moment for him to overtake them; he came
up panting and exhausted, making remarks about the fading Starsthe wind upon the heights, new routes he longed to 13117 “P
dangerous couloirs, about everything, it seemed, except the work
in hand. There was eagerness in him, the kind of excitement
that 5398 energy and wastes the nervous force, threatening 9'
probable collapse before the arduous object is attained.
Keep to the thing in hand," replied the priest sternly.
We are not really going fast; it is
you who are scattering
yourself to no purpose. It wears us all. We must husband our
"

t keep up with you,"

stumbled and dropped his ice-ax

a

Limasson. Slowly they all moved forward, and the mountains

imasson. Slowly they all moved forward, and the mountains

shut them in.
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and he pointed significantly to the pyramid of the

still.

still.

W e are here to amuse ourselves;

tion, or it is nothing,"

"

We are here to amuse ourselves ; life is a pleasure, a sensation, or it is nothing," grumbled his companion; but there was a
gravity in the tone of the older man that discouraged argument
and made resistance difficult. The other arranged his pack for the
tenth time, twisting his axe through an ingenious scheme of straps
and string, and fell silently into line behind his leaders. Limasson
moved on again
and the darkness at length began to lift.
Far overhead, at first, the snowy summits shone with a hue less
spectral; a delicate pink spread softly from the east; there was
a freshening of the chilly wind; then suddenly the highest peak
that topped the others by a thousand feet of soaring rock, stepped
sharply into sight, half golden and half rose. At the same
instant, the vast Movement of the entire scene slowed down ;
there came one or two terrific gusts of wind in quick succession ;
a roar like an avalanche of falling stones boomed distantly—and
Limasson stopped dead and held his breath.
For something blocked the way before him, something he
knew he could not pass. Gigantic and unformed, it seemed part

Tour du N eant that gleamed above them at an incredible distance

"

557

-resources," and he pointed significantly to the pyramid of the
Tour du Néant that gleamed above them at an incredible distance
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life is a pleasure, a sensa-

grumbled his companion;

but there was a

gravity in the tone of the older man that discouraged argument

and made resistance difficult. The other arranged his pack for the

tenth time, twisting his ax

e through an ingenious scheme of straps

and string, and fell silently into line behind his leaders. L

imasson

moved on again . . . and the darkness at length began to lift.

.

.

.

Par overhead, at first, the snowy summits shone with a hue less

spectral;

a delicate pink spread softly from the east;

a freshening of the chilly wind;

there was

then suddenly the highest peak

that topped the others by a thousand feet of soaring rock, stepped

sharply into sight, half golden and half rose. A

t the same

instant, the vast Movement of the entire scene slowed down;

there came one or two terrific gusts of wind in q

uick succession;
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a roar like an avalanche of falling stones boomed distantly— and

L

imasson stopped dead and held his breath.

F

or something blocked the way before him, something he

knew he could not pass. Gigantic and unformed, it seemed part

of the architecture of the desolate waste about him, while yet it

bulked there, enormous in the trembling dawn, as belonging

neither to plain nor mountain. Suddenly it was there, where a

moment before had been mere emptiness of air. I

ts massive out-

line shifted into visibility as though it had risen from the ground.

H e stood stock still. A

rigid in his tracks. A

too. F

of the architecture of the desolate waste about him, while yet it
bulked there, enormous in the trembling dawn, as belonging
neither to plain nor mountain. Suddenly it was there, where a
moment before had been mere emptiness of air. Its massive outline shifted into visibilityas though it had risen from the ground.
He stood stock still. A cold that was not of this world turned him
rigid in his tracks. A few yards behind him the priest had halted
too. Further in the rear they heard the stumbling tread of the
younger man, and the faint calling of his voice—a feeble broken
sound as of a man whom sudden fear distressed to helplessness.
"
We're off the track, and I've lost my way," the words came
“
let us put on the rope!
My axe is gone
on thestill air.
Hark! Do you hear that roar?" And then a sound as
he
though came slowly groping on his hands and knees.
“
You have exhausted yourself too soon," the priest answered
stemly. " Stay where you are and rest, for we go no further.
This is the place we sought."
There was in his tone a kind of ultimate solemnity that for a

cold that was not of this world turned him

few yards behind him the priest had halted

urther in the rear they heard the stumbling tread of the

younger man, and the faint calling of his voice— a feeble broken

sound as of a man whom sudden fear distressed to helplessness.

"

W e'

re off the track, and I

on the still air. "

. . . H ark!

My ax

'

ve lost my way,"

the words came

e is gone ... let us put on the rope!

Do you hear that roar?

"

A

nd then a sound as

though he came slowly groping on his hands and knees.

"

Y

ou have ex

sternly. "

hausted yourself too soon,"

the priest answered

Stay where you are and rest, for we go no further.

This is the place we sought."

There was in his tone a kind of ultimate solemnity that for a

.
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moment turned L

imasson'

s attention from the great obstacle that

blocked his further way. The darkness lifted veil by veil, not

gradually, but by a series of leaps as when someone inex

pertly

turns a wick. H e perceived then, that not a single Grandeur

loomed in front, but that others of similar kind, some huger than

the first, stood all about him, forming an enclosing circle that

hemmed him in.

Then, with a start, he recovered himself. E

q

uilibrium and

common sense returned. The trick that sight had played upon

him, assisted by the rarefied atmosphere of the heights and by the

witchery of dawn, was no uncommon one, after all. The long

straining of the eyes to pick the way in an uncertain light so

easily deceives perspective. Delusion ever follows abrupt change

of focus. These shadowy encircling forms were but the rampart

of still distant precipices whose giant walls built the tremendous

amphitheatre to the sky.

Their closeness was a mere gesture of the dusk and distance.
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The shock of the discovery produced an instant'

s unsteadiness

in him that caused bewilderment. H e straightened up, raised

his head, and looked about him. The cliffs, it seemed to him,

shifted back instantly to their accustomed places;

all they had been close;

crags;

as though after

there was a reeling among the topmost

they balanced fearfully, then stood still against a sky

already faintly crimson. The roar he heard, that might well

have seemed the tumult of their hurrying speed, was in reality

but the wind of dawn that rushed against their ribs, beating the

echoes out with angry wings. A

nd the lines of trailing mist,

streaking the air like proofs of rapid motion, merely coiled and

floated in the empty spaces.

H e turned to the priest, who had moved up beside him.

"

H ow strange,"

he said, "

is this beginning of new light. My

sight went all astray for a passing moment. I

mountains stood right across my path. A

j

ust now it seemed they all ran back."

thought the

nd when I

looked up

H is voice was small and

lost in the great listening air.

The man looked fix

edly at him. H e had removed his slouch

hat, hot with the long ascent, and as he answered, a long thin

shadow flitted across his features. A

about it. I

breadth of darkness dropped

t was as though a mask were forming. The face that

QUEST

moment turned Lima-sson’s attention from the great obstacle that
blocked his further way. The darkness lifted veil by veil, not
gradually, but by a series of leaps as when someone inexpertly
turns a wick. He perceived then, that not a single Grandeur
loomed in front, but that others of similar kind, some huger than
the first, stood all about him, forming an enclosing circle that
hemmed him in.
Then, with a start, he recovered himself. Equilibrium and
The trick that sight had played upon
common sense returned.
rarefied
the
assisted
him,
by
atmosphere of the heights and by the
witchery of dawn, was no uncommon one, after all. The long
straining of the eyes to pick the way in an uncertain light so
easily deceives perspective. Delusion ever follows abrupt change
of focus. These shadowy encircling forms were but the rampart
of still distant precipices whose giant walls built the tremendous
amphitheatre to the sky.
Their closeness was a mere gesture of the dusk and distance.
The shock of the discovery produced an instant's unsteadiness
in him that caused bewilderment. He straightened up, raised
his head, and looked about him. The clifis, it seemed to him,
shifted back instantly to their accustomed places ; as though after
all they had been close; there was a reeling among the topmost

they balanced fear-fully, then stood still against a sky
already faintly crimson. The roar he heard, that might well
have seemed the tumult of their hurrying speed, was in reality
but the wind of dawn that rushed against their ribs, beating the
echoes out with angry wings. And the lines of trailing mist:
streaking the air like proofs of rapid motion, merely coiled and
floated in the empty spaces.
He turned to the priest, who had moved up beside him.
How strange," he said, is this beginning of new light. MY
sight went all astray for a passing moment. I thought the
mountains stood right across my path. And when I looked up
just now it seemed they all ran back.” His voice was small and
crags;

“

“

lost in the great listening air.
The man looked fixedly at him. He had removed his slouch
hat, hot with the long ascent, and as he answered, a long thin
shadow flitted across his features. A breadth of darkness dropped
about it. It was as though a mask were forming. The face that
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now was covered had been— naked. H e was so long in answering

that L

pencil :
They move perhaps,” he said

imasson heard his mind sharpening the sentence like a

"

pencil:

"

They move perhaps,"

he said very slowly, "

even as Their

powers move, and Their minutes are our years. Their passage

ever is in tumult. There is disorder then among the affairs of

men;

there is confusion in their minds. There may be even ruin

and disaster, but out of the wreckage shall issue strong, fresh

growth. F

or like a sea, They sweep."

There was in his mien a grandeur that seemed borrowed

marvellously from the mountains. H is voice was grave and deep;

he made no sign or gesture;

and in his manner was a curious

steadiness that breathed through the language a kind of sacred

prophecy.

L

ong, thundering gusts of wind passed distantly across the

precipices as he spoke. The same moment, ex

no rej

slowly,

"

Their
powers move, and Their minutes are our years. Their passage
ever is in tumult. There is disorder then among the affairs of
men; there is confusion in their minds. There may be even ruin
and disaster, but out of the Wreckage shall issue strong, fresh
growth. For like a sea, They sweep.”
There was in his mien a grandeur that seemed borrowed
marvellously from the mountains. His voice was grave and deep;
he made no sign or gesture; and in his manner was a curious
steadiness that breathed through the language a kind of sacred
very

even as

pecting apparently

prophecy.
Long, thundering gusts of Wind passed distantly across the
precipices as he spoke. The same moment, expecting apparently
no rejoinder to his strange utterance, he stooped and began to
unpack his knapsack. The change from the sacerdotal language
to this commonplace and practical detail was singularlybewildering.

oinder to his strange utterance, he stooped and began to

.

unpack his knapsack. The change from the sacerdotal language

"

I
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to this commonplace and practical detail was singularly bewildering.

t is the time to rest,"

us prepare."

A

he added, "

and the time to eat. L

et

nd he drew out several small packets and laid

them in a row upon the ground. A

we deepened over L

he watched, and with it a great horror too. F

imasson as

or the words seemed

ominous, as though this man, upon the floor of some vast Temple,

said: "

L

et us prepare a sacrifice . . . !

"

There flashed into

him, out of depths that had hitherto concealed it, a lightning clue

that hinted at ex

planation of the entire strange proceeding— of

the abrupt meeting with the strangers, the impulsive acceptance

of their proj

ect for the great ascent, their grave behaviour as

though it were a Ceremonial of immense design, his change of

position, the bewildering tricks of »

ight, and the solemn language,

finally, of the older man that corroborated what he himself had

deemed at first illusion. I

.

n a flying second of time this all swept

through him— and with it the sharp desire to turn aside, retreat,

to run away.

N oting the movement, or perhaps divining the emotion prompt-

ing it, the priest looked up q

uickly. I

Y

.

.

n his tone was a coldness that

seemed as though this scene of wintry desolation uttered words:

"

It is the time to rest," he added, " and the time to eat. Let
And he drew out several small packets and laid
us prepare.”
them in a row upon the ground. Awe deepened over Limasson as
he watched, and with it a great horror too. For the words seemed
ominous, as though this man, upon the floor of some vast Temple,
I" There flashed into
said: “ Let us prepare a sacrifice
had
hitherto
concealed
that
of
out
it, a lightning clue
depths
him,
that hinted at explanation of the entire strange proceeding—of
the abrupt meeting with the strangers, the impulsive acceptance
of their project for the great ascent, their grave behaviour as
though it were a Ceremonial of immense design, his change of
position, the bewilderingtricks of sight, and the solemn language,
finally, of the older man that corroborated what he himself had
deemed at first illusion. In a flying second of time this all swept
through him--_-and with it the sharp desire to turn aside, retreat,
"

ou have come too far to think of turning back. I

t is not

to

run

away.

Noting the movement, or perhaps divining the emotion prompting it, the priest looked up quickly. In his tone was a coldness that
seemed as though this scene of wintry desolation uttered words:
"
You have come too far to think of turning back. It is not
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possible. You stand now at the gates of birth—anddeath. All
that might hinder, you have so bravely cast aside. Be brave now
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ou stand now at the gates of birth— and death. A

that might hinder, you have so bravely cast aside. B

ll

e brave now

to the end."

A

nd.asL

imasson heard the words, there dropped suddenly into

him a new and awful insight into humanity, a power that unerringly

discovered the spiritual necessities of others, and therefore of

himself. W ith a shock he realised that the younger man who had

accompanied them with increasing difficulty as they climbed

higher and higher— was but a shadow of reality. L

ike the porter,

he was but an encumbrance who impeded progress. A

nd he

turned his eyes to search the desolate landscape.

"

Y

THE QUEST

ou will not find him,"

said his companion, "

for he is gone.

N ever, unless you weakly call, shall you see him again, nor desire

to the end."
And,as Limasson heard the words,there dropped suddenly into
him a new and awful insight into humanity, a power that unerringly
discovered the spiritual necessities of others, and therefore of
himself. With a shock he realised that the younger man who had
accompanied them with increasing difficulty as they climbed
higher and higher—was but a shadow of reality. Like the porter,
he was but an encumbrance who impeded progress. And he
turned his eyes to search the desolate landscape.
You will not find him," said his companion, " for he is gone.
Never, unless you weakly call, shall you see him again, nor desire
to hear his voice." And Limasson realised that in his heart he
had all the while disapproved of the man, disliked him for his
theatrical fondness of sensation and effect, more, that he had even
hated and despised him. Starvation might crawl upon him where
he had fallen and eat his life away before he would stir a finger to
It was with the older man he now had dreadful
save him.
business in hand.
“I am glad," he answered, " for in the end he must have
proved my death—our death I
And they drew closer together round the little circle of food
the priest had laid upon the rocky ground, an intimate understanding linking them together in a sympathy that completed Limasson's
bewilderment. There was bread, he saw, and there was salt;
there was also a little flask of deep red wine. In the centre of the
circle was a miniature fire of sticks the‘ priest had collected
from the bushes of wild rhododendron. The smoke rose upwards
in a thin blue line. It did not even quiver, so profound was the
surrounding stillness of the mountain air, but far away among the
precipices ran the boom of falling water, and behind it again, the
muffled roar as of peaks and snow-fields that swept with a rolling
thunder through the heavens.
They are passing," the priest said in a low voice, and
They know that you are here. You have now the opportunit)’ Of
a lifetime; for, if you yield acceptance of your own free will,
success is sure. You stand before the gates of birth and defib"

to hear his voice."

A

nd L

imasson realised that in his heart he

had all the while disapproved of the man, disliked him for his

theatrical fondness of sensation and effect, more, that he had even

hated and despised him. Starvation might crawl upon him where
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he had fallen and eat his life away before he would stir a finger to

save him. I

t was with the older man he now had dreadful

business in hand.

"

I

am glad,"

he answered, "

for in the end he must have

proved my death— our death 1"

A

nd they drew closer together round the little circle of food

the priest had laid upon the rocky ground, an intimate understand-

ing linking them together in a sympathy that completed L

imasson'

bewilderment. There was bread, he saw, and there was salt;

there was also a little flask of deep red wine. I

circle was a miniature fire of sticks the'

n the centre of the

priest had collected

from the bushes of wild rhododendron. The smoke rose upwards

in a thin blue line. I

t did not even q

uiver, so profound was the

surrounding stillness of the mountain air, but far away among the

precipices ran the boom of falling water, and behind it again, the

muffled roar as of peaks and snow-fields that swept with a rolling

thunder through the heavens.

"

They are passing,"

the priest said in a low voice, and

They know that you are here. Y

a lifetime;

ou have now the opportunity of

for, if you yield acceptance of your own free will,

success is sure. Y

They offer you life."

ou stand before the gates of birth and death.

s

”

“

They offer you life."
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I denied Them!
Denial is evocation. You called to them. and They have
come. The sacrifice of your little personal life is all They ask.
Be brave—and yield it."
He took the bread as he spoke, and, breaking it in three pieces,
he placed one before Limasson, one before himself, and the third
he laid upon the flame which first blackenedand then consumed it.
“
Eat it and understand," he said, " for it is the nourishment
that shall revive your fading life.”
Next, with the salt, he did the same. Then, raising the flask
of wine, he put it to his lips, offering it afterwards to his companion. When both had drunk there still remained the greater
part of the contents. He lifted the vessel with both hands
reverently towards the sky. He stood upright.
"
The blood of your personal life I ofier to Them in your
name. By the renunciation which seems to you as death shall
you pass through the gates of birth to the life of freedom beyond.
For the ultimate sacrifice that They ask of you is———this."
And bending low before the distant heights, he poured the
wine upon the rocky ground.
For a period of time Limasson found no means of measuring,
so terrible were the emotions in his heart, the priest remained in
this attitude of worship and obeisance. The tumult in the
mountains ceased. An absolute hush dropped down upon the
world. There seemed a pause in the inner history of the universe
itself. All waited—till he rose again. And, when he did so, the
mask that had for hours now been spreading across his features,
was accomplished. The eyes gazed sternly down into his own.
Limasson 1ooked—and recognised. He stood face to face with the
himself.
man whom he knew best of all others in the world
also
There
had
been
that
death.
There had been
recovery of
splendour which is birth and resurrection.
And the sun that moment, with the sudden surprise that
mountains only know, rushed clear above the heights, bathing the
landscape and the standing figure with a stainless glory. Into
the vast Temple where he knelt, as into that greater inner Temple
which is mankind's true House of Royalty, there poured the
completing Presence which is—Light.
“
For in this way, and in this way only, shall you pass from
"

.

.

.

"

561

"

Y

"

Denial is evocation. Y

et . . . I

denied Them!

"

ou called to them, and They have

come. The sacrifice of your little personal life is all They ask.

B

e brave— and yield it."

H e took the bread as he spoke, and, breaking it in three pieces,

he placed one before L

imasson, one before himself, and the third

he laid upon the flame which first blackened and then consumed it.

"

E

at it and understand,"

he said, "

for it is the nourishment

that shall revive your fading life."

N ex

t, with the salt, he did the same. Then, raising the flask

of wine, he put it to his lips, offering it afterwards to his com-

‘

panion. W hen both had drunk there still remained the greater

part of the contents. H e lifted the vessel with both hands

reverently towards the sky. H e stood upright.

"

The blood of your personal life I

name. B

offer to Them in your

y the renunciation which seems to you as death shall

you pass through the gates of birth to the life of freedom beyond.

or the ultimate sacrifice that They ask of you is— this."

A

nd bending low before the distant heights, he poured the
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F

wine upon the rocky ground.

F

or a period of time L

imasson found no means of measuring,

so terrible were the emotions in his heart, the priest remained in

this attitude of worship and obeisance. The tumult in the

mountains ceased. A

n absolute hush dropped down upon the

world. There seemed a pause in the inner history of the universe

itself. A

ll waited— till he rose again. A

nd, when he did so, the

mask that had for hours now been spreading across his features,

was accomplished. The eyes gazed sternly down into his own.

L

imasson looked— and recognised. H e stood face to face with the

man whom he knew best of all others in the world . . . himself.

There had been death. There had also been that recovery of

splendour which is birth and resurrection.

A

nd the sun that moment, with the sudden surprise that

mountains only know, rushed clear above the heights, bathing the

landscape and the standing figure with a stainless glory. I

nto

the vast Temple where he knelt, as into that greater inner Temple

which is mankind'

s true H ouse of R

completing Presence which is— L

"

U

F

ight.

oyalty, there poured the

.

.

.

or in this way, and in this way only, shall you pass from
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death to life,"
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sang a chanting voice he recognised also now for

the first time as indubitably his own.

I

t was marvellous. B

I

t was anguish;

ut the birth of light is ever marvellous.

but the pangs of resurrection since time began

have been accomplished by the sweetness of fierce pain. F

maj

or the

ority still lie in the pre-natal stage, unborn, unconscious of a

definite spiritual ex

istence. I

n the womb they grope and stifle,

depending ever upon another. Denial is ever the call to life, a

protest against continued darkness for deliverance. Y

et birth is

the ruin of all that has hitherto been depended on. There comes

then that standing alone which at first seems desolate isolation.

L

imasson rose to his feet, stood with difficulty upright,

looked about him from the figure so close now at his side to the

snowy summit of that Tour du N eant he would never climb. The

roar and thunder of Their passage was resumed. I

t seemed the

mountains reeled.

"

They are passing,"

within him too, "

sang the voice that was beside him and

but They have known you and your offering is
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accepted. W hen They come close upon the world there is ever

wreckage and disaster in the affairs of men. They bring disorder

and confusion into the mind, a confusion that seems final, a

disorder that seems to threaten death. F

or there is tumult in

Their Presence, and apparent chaos that seems the abandonment

of order and design. O ut of this vast ruin, then, there issues

life in new design. The dislocation is its entrance, thedishevelment

its strength. There has been birth. . . ."

The sunlight dazzled his eyes. That distant roar, like a wind,

came close and swept his face. A

n icy air, as from a passing star,

breathed over him.

"

A

re you prepared ?

"

he heard.

H e knelt again. W ithout a sign of hesitation or reluctance,

he bared his chest to the sun and wind. The flash came swiftly,

instantly, descending into his heart with unerring aim. H e saw

the gleam in the air, he felt the fiery impact of the blow, he even

saw the stream gush forth and sink into the rocky ground, far

redder than the wine. . . .

H e gasped for breath a moment, staggered, reeled, collapsed

. . and within the moment, so q

uickly did all happen, he was

QUEST

death to life," sang a chanting voice he recognised also now for
the first time as indubitably his own.
It was marvellous. But the birth of light is ever marvellous.
It was anguish; but the pangs of resurrection since time began
have been accomplished by the sweetness of fierce pain. For the
majority still lie in the pre-natal stage, unborn, unconscious of a
definite spiritual existence. In the womb they grope and stifle,
depending ever upon another. Denial is ever the call to life, a
is
protest against continued darkness for deliverance. Yet birth
the ruin of all that has hitherto been depended on. There comes
then that standing alone which at first seems desolate isolation.
Limasson rose to his feet, stood with difficulty upright,
looked about him from the figure so close now at his side to the
he would never climb. The
snowy summit of that Tour du Néant
resumed. It seemed the
roar and thunder of Their passage was
mountains reeled.
"
They are passing," sang the voice that was beside him and
is
“
within him too, but They have known you and your offering
is
ever
there
world
accepted. When They come close upon the
wreckage and disaster in the affairs of men. They bring disorder
a
and confusion into the mind, a confusion that seems final,
tumult in
disorder that seems to threaten death. For there is
abandonment
Their Presence, and apparent chaos that seems the
there issues
of order and design. Out of this vast ruin, then,
dishevelment
life in new design. The dislocation is its entrance, the
its strength. There has been birth.
like a wind,
The sunlight dazzled his eyes. That distant roar,
as from a passing star,
came close and swept his face. An icy air,
breathed over him.
Are you prepared ? he heard.
reluctance,
He knelt again. Without a sign of hesitation or
swiftly,
he bared his chest to the sun and wind. The flash came
He saw
instantly, descending into his heart with unerring aim.
he even
the gleam in the air, he felt the fiery impact of the blow,
rocky ground, far
saw the stream gush forth and sink into the
redder than the wine.
”

"

"

He

gasped for breath a moment, staggered, reeled, collapsed
and within the moment, so quickly did all happen, he was
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of hands that supported him and helped him to his feet.
But he was too weak to stand. They carried him up to bed.
The porter, and the man who had reached across him for the
matches five minutes before, intending conversation, stood, one at
his feet and the other at his head. As he passed through the
vestibule of the hotel, he saw the people staring, and in his hand
he crumpled up the unopened letters he had received so short a
time ago.
“
I really think—I can manage alone," he thankedthem. “ If
you will set me down I can walk. I felt dizzy for a moment."
"
The heat is dreadful in the hall," the gentleman said.
They left him standing on the stairs, watching a moment to
Limasson walked up the two
see that he had quite recovered.
his
without
to
room
flights
faltering. The momentary dizziness
had passed. He felt quite himself again, strong, confident, able
to stand alone, able to move forward, able to climb.
aware
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aware of hands that supported him and helped him to his feet.

B

ut he was too weak to stand. They carried him up to bed.

The porter, and the man who had reached across him for the

matches five minutes before, intending conversation, stood, one at

his feet and the other at his head. A

s he passed through the

vestibule of the hotel, he saw the people staring, and in his hand

he crumpled up the unopened letters he had received so short a

time ago.

"

I

really think— I

you will set me down I

"

can manage alone,"

can walk. I

The heat is dreadful in the hall,"

he thanked them. "

felt dizzy for a moment."

the gentleman said.

They left him standing on the stairs, watching a moment to

see that he had q

uite recovered. L

uite himself again, strong, confident, able

to stand alone, able to move forward, able to climb.

lgernon B

lackwood.
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A

f

imasson walked up the two

flights to his room without faltering. The momentary dizziness

had passed. H e felt q

I
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rench of Thomas of Paris.

The Jongleur had ridden on many a road with Sin for his bridle-

mate,

H e had knocked at many a palace sheen where the L

usts were

THE JONGLEUR OF POITOU.

enthroned in state,

To-day he has ridden the cloister way, and he knocks at the

cloister gate.

"

AFTER THE OLD FRENCH or THOMAS or PARIS.

H ere be garments gay and glittering gems, for the taking, along

o'

me,

I

THE J ongleur had ridden

hare followed the world through miry paths, and now from the

world I

flee,

Y

ester night was I

I

penance dree!

crowned in the Court of L

on

many

a

road with Sin for his bridle-

mate,

ove, to-night would

He had knocked at many a palace sheen where the Lusts were
enthroned in state,
Today he has ridden the cloister way, and he knocks at the
cloister gate.

"

The Jongleur has dipt his clustering curls, he has donned him in

serge and hair,

H e fasts, and he starts from his pallet poor when the midnight

awakes to prayer;

H e has guarded his lips from speech and song, but his eyes show
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F

or altars and ambones have those who serve, every man in his

place and wise,

L

ike carbuncles glimmer the silver lamps which a sacristan'

s care

supplies,

A

nd sweet singing voices of choristers with the acolytes'

rise.

"

E

h, caitiff forsaken,"

Here be garments gay and glittering gems, for the taking, alons
0' me,
I have followed the world through miry paths, and now from the
world I flee,
Yester night was I crowned in the Court of Love, to-night would
I penance dree I
“

a great despair.

the Jongleur makes moan, "

incense

for me there is

"

found no place;

N ever psalm nor pricksong nor letter nor line e'

er knew I

,

unlearned and base,

N either Paternoster nor Credo I

grace.

561

rede, nor so much as an A

ve'

s

The J ongleur has clipt his clustering curls, he has donned him in
serge and hair,
He fasts, and he starts from his pallet poor when the midmsht
awakes to prayer;
He has guarded his lips from speech and song, but his eyes 3h°W
a

great despair.

For altars and ambones have those who serve, ever)’

man

in 1”‘

place and wise,

Like carbuncles glimmer the silver lamps which a sacristan 5

C8.l‘6

supplies,
And sweet singing voices of choristers with the aeolyt68' 10091139
rise.
caitilf forsaken,” the Jongleur makes moan, “ for me there is
found no place ;
Never psalm nor pricksong nor letter not line e'er knew I,
unlearned and base,
Neither Paternoster nor Credo I rede, nor so much as an Ave'5
grace.
"

Eh,

564
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To dance and to caper, to vault and to spring, God wots well, it
is all my trade,
Both the Romish trick and the trick of Spain have I often right
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To dance and to caper, to vault and to spring, God wots well, it

is all my trade,

B

oth the R

omish trick and the trick of Spain have I

W ith the trick of L

orraine, trick of Champagne, I

featly made,

often right

With the trick of
have made I

featly made,

damosels mirth

Lorraine, trick of Champagne, I

damosels mirth

"

have made!

"

The Jongleur thus sighs in a secret spot where his fardel of woe

he took;

'

Twas a twilight crypt in which no man prayed, and dim in a

frescoed nook,

A

"

forgotten image of Mary Maid, with a gracious listening look.

A

y, L

ily of L

adies 1 "

the Jongleur laments, "

how fain would I

devoir do!

F

The Jongleur thus sighs in a secret spot where his fardel of woe
he took;
‘Twas a twilight crypt in which no man prayed, and dim in a
frescoed nook,
A forgotten image of Mary Maid, with a gracious listening look.

or to love without service festers sore in a heart where the love

is true;

I

"Ay, Lily of Ladies!" the Jongleur laments,

s there no small place in the meinie of God for a faithful Jongleur

too 1"

"

how fain would I

devoir do I
For to love without service festers sore in a heart where the love
is true;
Is there no small place in the meinie of God for a faithful Jongleur
too ‘I "

The mass bells are ringing when upright he springs, as lithe as an

"

A
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unstrung bow.

nd if I

can do nought but dance,"

cries he, "

I

high aud low.

will dance both

H oney Mistress my Joy, my most chosen tricks for thy worship

I

'

ll gladly show!

"

To dance and to caper, to vault and to spring, the whole of the

j

ongleur'

B

oth the Spanish trick and the trick of R

s trade,

B

y the trick of L

mass

orraine, trick of Champagne, has the Jongleur

his love displayed.

The leap in the manner of B

it well,

bells are ringing when upright he springs, as lithe as an
unstrung bow.
"
And if I can do nought but dance," cries he, " I will dance both
high and low.
Honey Mistress my Joy, my most chosen tricks for thy worship
I'll gladly show ! "

The

ome, all were never

more featly made.

rittany— by the Cock!

but he wrought

O n his hands and feet, as in turn was meet, to the sound of the

sacring bell;

The turn hight of Metz round his head did he, while the K

E

leisons swell.

yrie

To dance and to caper, to vault and to

spring, the whole of the

jongleur's trade,
Spanish trick and the trick of Rome, all

Both the
more

were never

featly made.

By the trick of Lorraine, trick of Champagne, has the Jongleur
his love displayed.

leap in the manner of Brittany—by the Cook I but he wrought
it well,
On his hands and feet, as in turn was meet, to the sound of the
sacring bell ;
The turn hight of Metz round his head did he, while the Kyrie
Eleisons swell.
The
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cloister gray;

N ew faces are seen in q

uire and stall, kindly figures have slipt

strange A

bbot sits on the A

bbot'

s throne, and he rules with a

A strange Abbot sits
sterner sway.

sterner sway.

"

and winters with roses and snows fleet fast by the

quire and stall, kindly figures have slipt

away;

away;

A

summers

cloister gray;
New faces are seen in

The summers and winters with roses and snows fleet fast by the

QUEST

There'

s one who comes never to mattins or prime in this holy

house,"

q

uo'

on

the Abbot's throne, and he rules with

a

he.

There's one who comes never to mattins or prime in this holy
house," quo' he.
"
What makes he alone in such secret wise, by my fay, it behoves
“

"

W hat makes he alone in such secret wise, by my fay, it behoves

to see!

"

So it falls one day that the A

bbot thinks for to follow him

stealthily.

to see!
So it falls

The Jongleur is come to the twilight crypt, and he louts to the

A

ltar low,

Then to dance and caper and spring essays— though he'

s bent like

The

s show.

orraine has the graybeard wrought, though with
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The trick of L

travail and halting pace,

Then the trick of Champagne— but he reels and sways, and falls

at the A

ltar'

s base.

H a chetif!

"

Dame all too fair as the Golden R

white,

ose, with a napkin of damask

W ipes the sweat of toil from the Jongleur'

s brows, as a lady might

serve her knight.

Messire R

aphael stands on her shining left, Madame A

gnes upon

her right.

A

nd ugsome temptations of bygone sins shrink back from their

s the A

arise,

A

to the

Altar low,
Then to dance and caper and spring essays—though he's bent like
a curving bow.
The Abbot, amazed, from a hidden coign, can but stare at the
dotard's show.

er

The trick of Lorraine has the graybeard wrought, though with
travail and halting pace,
Then the trick of Champagne—but he reels and sways, and falls

hoped-for prize,

A

Jongleur is come to the twilight crypt, and he louts

»

he groans— when a wondrous light streams out o'

the shadowed place.

A

day that the Abbot thinks for to follow him

bbot, amazed, from a hidden coign, can but stare at the

dotard'

"

one

stealthily.

a curving bow.

The A

”

ngels serry their argent ranks, and in triumph chanting

nd they bear the soul to the gallant lawns and the arbours of

"

at the Altar’s base.
Ha chétif ! he groans—when
the shadowed place.
"

a

wondrous light streams out o'er

Paradise.

A Dame all too fair

as

the Golden Rose, with a

napkin of damask

white,
Wipes the sweat of toil from the Jongleur’s brows, as a lady mi8ht
serve her knight.
Messire Raphael stands on her shining left, Madame Agnes upon
her right.
temptations of bygone sins shrink back from their
hoped-for prize,
As the Angels serry their argent ranks, and in triumph chanting
And ugsome

arise,

And they bear the soul to the gallant lawns and the arbours of

Paradise.
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Now this is the tale of the Jongleur's end, and I know nothing
more to tell.
He could only dance, but he danced his best, and he pleased, for
he loved right well.
God bestow such love, and in favour grant in His Manor we all
may dwell.

S

567

N ow this is the tale of the Jongleur'

s end, and I

know nothing

more to tell.

H e could only dance, but he danced his best, and he pleased, for

he loved right well.

God bestow such love, and in favour grant in H is Manor we all

K. L. MONTGOMERY.

may dwell.

K

.L

R

E

GlTA

. Montgomery.

V

I

N JA

E

W SA

L

I

Song-O fferings. B

N D N O TI

W ith an I

CE

yR

abindra N ath Tagore. A

.Y

eats. L

the Chiswick Press, Tooks Court, Chancery L

R

Collection of Prose

uthor from the O riginal B

ntroduction by W . B

ndia Society);

S.

.

Translations made by the A

the I

567

10s. 6d.;

engali.

ondon (Printed at

ane, E

.C., for

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

pp. 64.

arindra N ath Tagoke is the poet par ex

cellence of B

engal, and

his songs are sung throughout the length and breadth of the land.

B

engali, of comparatively recent growth as a literary language,
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abindra

N ath is not only a poet, he is mystic as well, and a creative

artist. Treading worthily in the steps of his famous father, the

late venerable Maharshi Devendra N atha Thakura, one of the three

great saints of the B

rahmo Samaj
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avlndra N atha Thakura is

carrying on a wisely devised plan for the education of young men

destined to become religious teachers on truly catholic and

spiritual lines. O f the B

engali originals of his poems we can,

Song-Offerings. By Rabindra Nath Tagore.

A Collection of Prose
Translations made by the Author from the Original Bengali.
With an Introduction by W. B. Yeats. London (Printed at
the Chiswick Press, Tooks Court, Chancery Lane, E.C., for
the India Society); 10s. 6d.; pp. 64.

from ignorance of the language, pronounce no opinion, save that

those we have heard sung sound strangely beautiful with their

haunting refrains. O ur present business is with the E

nglish

rhythmic prose renderings of the author, which are admirable

ex

amples of what the Germans call K

unst-Prosa when dealing

with certain classical prose- masterpieces. W e have before us

103 pieces selected from the poet'

s three collections of verse,

RABINDBA NATE TAGORE is the poet par excellence of Bengal, and
are sung throughout the length and breadth of the land.

his songs

Bengali,

of comparatively recent growth as a literary language,
has burst into a wealth of flower in his verses. But Rabindra
Nath is not only a poet, he is mystic as well, and a creative
artist. Treading worthily in the steps of his famous father, the
late venerable Maharshi Devendra Natha Thakura, one of the three
great saints of the Brahmo Samaj, Ravmdra Natha Thakura is
carrying on a wisely devised plan for the education of young men
destined to become religious teachers on truly catholic and
spiritual lines. Of the Bengali originals of his poems we can,
from ignorance of the language, pronounce no opinion, save that
those We have heard sung sound strangely beautiful with their
haunting refrains. Our present business is with the English
rhythmic prose renderings of the author, which are admirable
examples of what the Germans call Kunst-Prosa when dealing
with certain classical prose— masterpieces. We have before us
103 pieces selected from the poet's three collections of verse,
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entitled respectively N aivedya (O fferings), K

heyCt (The F

and Gitdnj

ali, the hollowed

ali (H andfuls of Song— from anj

erryboat),

food).

hands held together as, for instance, by a beggar to receive

food).

A

s in Gnostic Christian symbolism the prophet was the pipe

of deity, or flute of the spirit, the Divine Piper, so also does our

poet regard himself, as when he sings:

This little flute of reed thou hast carried over hills and dales,

and hast breathed through it melodies eternally new"

(l).

H is means of yoga are song and melody and harmony and

music;

I

for all of these he knows are well-pleasing to God:

know thou takest pleasure in my singing. I

only as a singer I

"

F

know that

come before thy presence. . . .

Drunk with the j

oy of singing I

friend who art my lord"

entitled respectively Naivedya. (0fi'ering.s), Kheyd (The Ferryboat),
and Gitdnjali (Handfuls of Song—-from a-njali, the hollowed
hands held together as. for instance, by a beggar to receive

forget myself and call thee

(2).

As in Gnostic Christian symbolism the prophet was the pipe
deity, or flute of the spirit, the Divine Piper, so also does our
poet regard himself, as when he sings :
“
This little flute of reed thou hast carried over hills and dales,
and hast breathed through it melodies eternally new" (1).
His means of yoga are song and melody and harmony and
music ; for all of these he knows are well-pleasing to God:
"I know thou takest pleasure in my singing. I know that
only as a singer I come before thy presence.
"
Drunk with the joy of singing I forget myself and call thee
friend who art my lord (2).
For is not He the great music-master, as the Orphics and
Pythagoreans and Hermetists taught ?
"
The light of thy music illumines the world, the life-breathof
thy music runs from sky to sky.
".
Ah, thou hast made my heart captive in the endless
meshes of thy music, my master ! (8).
But Tagore’s verse is no rhetoric, but fair plain-song: it has
no need of meretricious ornament, it can dispense with neumes.
"
My song has put off her adornments. She has no pride of
dress and decoration. Ornaments would mar our union; they
would come between thee and me; their jingling would drown thy

of

.

or is not H e the great music-master, as the O rphics and

Pythagoreans and H ermetists taught?

.

.

"

"

The light of thy music illumines the world, the life-breath of

"
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thy music runs from sky to sky. . . .

... A

h, thou hast made my heart captive in the endless

meshes of thy music, my master !

B

ut Tagore'

"

(8

).

s verse is no rhetoric, but fair plain-song;

it has

no need of meretricious ornament, it can dispense with neumes.

"

My song has put off her adornments. She has no pride of

dress and decoration. O rnaments would mar our union;

would come between thee and me;

whispers "

their j

they

ingling would drown thy

(7).

H is verse is unadorned and pure;

but for true song, the

immediate inspiration of the spirit, not only must speech be pure,

but also heart and action, mind and body. This is most beautifully

set forth as follows in one of the fairest gems of the whole

collection.

"

L

ife of my life, I

shall ever try to keep my body pure,

knowing that thy loving touch is upon all my limbs.

"

I

shall ever try to keep all untruths out from my thoughts,

knowing that thou art that truth which has kindled the light

of reason in my mind.

"

I

shall ever try to drive all evils away from my heart and

keep my love in flower, knowing that thou hast thy seat in the

inmost shrine of my heart.

A

.

.

nd it shall be my endeavour to reveal thee in my actions,

knowing it is thy power gives me strength to act "

(4).

.

.

"

whispers (7).
"

His verse is unadorned and Pure; hut for true 80118. the
immediate inspiration of the spirit, not only must speech he ‘Pure!
but also heart and action, mind and body. This is most beautifully
Whole
set forth as follows in one of the fairest gems of the
collection.
"
Life of my life, I shall ever try to keep my h°dY Pure’
knowing that thy loving touch is upon all my limbs.
“
I shall ever try to keep all untruths out from my thoughts»
knowing that thou art that truth which has kindled the light
of reason in my mind.
"
I shall ever try to drive all evils away from my heart and
keep my love in flower, knowing that thou hast thy seat in the
inmost shrine of my heart.
"
And it shall be my endeavour to reveal thee in my actions.
knowing it is thy power gives me strength to act (4)"
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Mr. Tagore is no ex

ternal ceremonialist but a worshipper of

God in the temple of the universe, worshipping with the whole of

his being, and therefore he says:

L

F

"

or him N irvana is Sarhsara, as a Japanese B

uddhist would say;

he is no laudator of some withdrawn state of imagined Mukti

or freedom:

"

Deliverance?

W here is this deliverance to be found?

O ur master himself has j

Mr. Tagore is no external ceremonialist but a worshipper of
God in the temple of the universe, worshipping with the whole of
his being, and therefore he says :
"Leave this chanting and singing and telling of beads!
Whom dost thou Worship in this lonely dark corner of a temple
With doors all shut ‘?
For him Nirvana is Samsara, as a Japanese Buddhist would say ;
he is no laudator of some withdrawn state of imagined Mukti
or freedom :
“Deliverance ? Where is this deliverance to be found?
Our master himself has joyfully taken upon him the bonds of
creation; he is bound with us-for ever (11).
In a number of the pieces, which might be called Songs
to the Beloved, we fancied We detected a Persian Sfifi influence,
but are assured that Mr. Tagore does not read Persian or Arabic,
and that the scriptures he most loves are the Upanishads. Their
spirit he has made his own in his own peculiar way, blending it
with his innate and delicate love of nature, while above all he has
a remarkable sympathetic understanding with the soul of womankind, as remarkable almost as it was in the case of ‘Fiona
Macleod’ with ourselves. For him the greatest gifts of God to
man are the nearest and commonest.
“
Day by day thou art making me Worthy of the simple, great
that
thou gavest to me unasked-—this sky, and the light, this
gifts
body and the life and the mind—saving me from perils of overmuch
desire (14).
But above all his love is of God only: " The woodlands have
hushed their songs, and doors are all shut at every house. Thou
art the solitary Wayfarer in this deserted street. Oh my only
friend, my best beloved, the gates are open in my house—do not
pass by like a dream" (22).
How easy is it here to find beneath surface-meaning the
report of another more intimate city—the town of man-soul ! Or
again, similarlyyet otherwise, in the lines:
“
Early in the day it was whispered that we should sail in
a boat, only thou and I, and never a soul in the World would know
of this our pilgrimage to no country and to no end (42).
But if this all-desirable union is the seemingly desperate
quest of all or nothing,for it must be the flight of the alone to the
Alone "-"——in the sense of the One and Only Soul—as Numenius first
phrased it, and after him Plotinus, then all otherness must be fully
purged away ; for if it is not, the soul will be hindered and dogged
"

eave this chanting and singing and telling of beads!

W hom dost thou worship in this lonely dark corner of a temple

with doors all shut?

569

oyfully taken upon him the bonds of

"

creation;

I

he is bound with us for ever "

(11).

n a number of the pieces, which might be called Songs

to the B

eloved, we fancied we detected a Persian Suf!

influence,

but are assured that Mr. Tagore does not read Persian or A

rabic,

and that the scriptures he most loves are the Upanishads. Their

spirit he has made his own in his own peculiar way, blending it
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with his innate and delicate love of nature, while above all he has

a remarkable sympathetic understanding with the soul of woman-

kind, as remarkable almost as it was in the case of '

Macleod'

with ourselves. F

F

iona

or him the greatest gifts of God to

man are the nearest and commonest.

"

Day by day thou art making me worthy of the simple, great

gifts that thou gavest to me unasked— this sky, and the light, this

body and the life and the mind— saving me from perils of overmuch

desire "

B

(14).

ut above all his love is of God only: "

The woodlands have

hushed their songs, and doors are all shut at every house. Thou

art the solitary wayfarer in this deserted street. O h my only

"

friend, my best beloved, the gates are open in my house— do not

pass by like a dream "

(22).

H ow easy is it here to find beneath surface-meaning the

report of another more intimate city— the town of man-soul!

O r

again, similarly yet otherwise, in the lines:

"

E

arly in the day it was whispered that we should sail in

a boat, only thou and I

, and never a soul in the world would know

of this our pilgrimage to no country and to no end"

(42).

B

ut if this all-desirable union is the seemingly desperate

q

uest of all or nothing, for it must be the flight of "

A

lone "

the alone to the

— in the sense of the O ne and O nly Soul— as N umenius first

phrased it, and after him Plotinus, then all otherness must be fully

purged away;

for if it is not, the soul will be hindered and dogged

"
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“

by the foe of its own household— a swaggering shadow and inflated

bubble:

"

I

came out alone on my way to my tryst. B

that follows me in the silent dark?

presence but I

"

I

escape him not.

H e makes the dust rise from the earth with his swagger;

he adds his loud voice to every word that I

"

ut who is this

move aside to avoid his

utter.

H e is my little self, my lord, he knows no shame;

but I

I came out alone on my way to my tryst. But who is this
that follows me in the silent dark? I move aside to avoid his
presence but I escape him not.
“
He makes the dust rise from the earth with his swagger;
he adds his loud voice to every word that I utter.
“
He is my little self, my lord, he knows no shame; but I
am ashamed to come to thy door in his company (30).
Of that false ‘ I’-ness, the ‘me,’ all must go, and only the
essence of purity be retained. Therefore the poet prays:
"
Let only that little be left of me whereby I may name thee
my all” (84).
And so, like the Gnostic of the ancient West, he adores the
Boundless Light, in the invocation:
“
Light, my light, the world-fillinglight, the eye-kissing light,
"

am ashamed to come to thy door in his company"

O f that false '

I

'

-ness, the '

me,'

(8

0).

all must go, and only the

essence of purity be retained. Therefore the poet prays:

"

L

et only that little be left of me whereby I

my all "

(8

may name thee

4).

A

nd so, like the Gnostic of the ancient W est, he adores the

B

oundless L

"

L

ight, in the invocation:

ight, my light, the world-filling light, the eye-kissing light,

heart-sweetening light!

"

(57).
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O r again, and with a certain Taoist touch, and almost

reminiscently of the '

the '

"

I

moist soul'

dew of light'

am like a remnant of a cloud of autumn uselessly roaming

in the sky, O

my sun ever glorious!

(8

count

light, but felt after as the profoundest emotion of love. The love

ect and obj

ect, is bondage;

"

the love of God alone is freedom:

"

B

y all means they try to hold me secure who love me in this

world. B

ut it is otherwise with thy love, which is greater than

theirs, and thou keepest me free "

B

(8

2).

ut this love of God, far from isolating us from our fellows,

brings us our best friends:

"

Thou hast made me known to friends whom I

knew not.

Thou hast given me seats in homes not my own. Thou hast

brought the distant near and made a brother of a stranger"

(68

and animals and plants but also with inorganic nature. I

n the

steady downpour of the rain refreshing the parched land, or in the

burst of the monsoon, God is to be recognised. This is finely set

ain Song, with its haunting refrain: "

comes, ever comes"

).

”

This spirit of love makes us friends not only with mankind

forth in the R

the moist soul’ of Heracleitus:
I am like a remnant of a cloud of autumn uselessly roaming
in the sky, 0 my sun ever glorious! Thy touchhas not yet melted
my vapour, making me one with thy light, and thus I count
months and years separated from thee (80).
But God is not only envisaged under the fairest symbol of
light, but felt after as the profoundest emotion of love. The love
of men, however, both as regards its subject and object, is bondage;
the love of God alone is freedom :
“
By all means they try to hold me secure who love me in this
world. But it is otherwise with thy love, which is greater than
theirs, and thou keepest me free (32).
But this love of God, far from isolating us from our fellows.
brings us our best friends:
Thou hast made me known to friends whom I knew not.
Thou hast given me seats in homes not my own. Thou hast
brought the distant near and made a brother of a stranger" (63)This spirit of love makes us friends not only with mankind
and animals and plants but also with inorganic nature. In the
steady downpour of the rain refreshing the parched land, or in the
burst of the monsoon, God is to be recognised. This is finely set
forth in the Rain Song, with its haunting refrain: " He comes.
comes, ever comes" (45). The eternal spirit is ever young. the
“

0).

ut God is not only envisaged under the fairest symbol of

of men, however, both as regards its subj

'

'

my vapour, making me one with thy light, and thus I

B

'

Thy touch has not yet melted

months and years separated from thee "

heart-sweetening light I (57).
Or again, and with a certain Taoist touch, and almost
reminiscently of the dew of light of the old Persian Gnosis and
"

of the old Persian Gnosis and

of H eracleitus:

“

H e comes,

(45). The eternal spirit is ever young, the
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A

ncient of E

ternity is a boy,"

Ancient of Eternity is a boy," as an old logos has it; the
man is as a child playing with pebbles on the seashore, as
Heracleitus declared. And so also our poet writes:
On the seashore of endless worlds children meet. Tempest
roams in the pathless sky, ships get wrecked in the trackless
water, death is abroad and children play. On the seashore of
endless worlds is the great meeting of children (60).
For " it is the same life that is rocked in the ocean-cradle of
birth and of death, in ebb and in flow (69).
It is once more an echo of the ‘ all flows of Heracleitus, and
the everflowing life-stream of Buddhist psychology and philosophy:
"All things rush on, they stop not, they look not behind, no
power can hold them back, they rush on" (70).
Nor is our poet averse from graceful myth-making,as when
he says of a baby's smile :
"
Yes, there is a rumour that a young pale beam of a crescent
moon touched the edge of a vanishing autumn cloud, and there the
smile was first born in the dream of a dew-washed morning—the
smile that flickers on baby's lips when he sleeps (61).
And if Dante sang of the beauty of Beatrice, so too does
Rabindra Nath sing of his Lady, but otherwise? though not less

spirit of

S

as an old logos has it;

the

"

spirit of man is as a child playing with pebbles on the seashore, as

H eracleitus declared. A

nd so also our poet writes:

O n the seashore of endless worlds children meet. Tempest

roams in the pathless sky, ships get wrecked in the trackless

"

water, death is abroad and children play. O n the seashore of

endless worlds is the great meeting of children"

F

or "

birth and of death, in ebb and in flow"

I

t is once more an echo of the '

the overflowing life-stream of B

"

A

(60).

it is the same life that is rocked in the ocean-cradle of

(69).

all flows'

’

of H eracleitus, and

uddhist psychology and philosophy:

ll things rush on, they stop not, they look not behind, no

power can hold them back, they rush on"

(70).

N or is our poet averse from graceful myth-making, as when

he says of a baby'

"

Y

s smile:

es, there is a rumour that a young pale beam of a crescent

moon touched the edge of a vanishing autumn cloud, and there the
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smile was first born in the dream of a dew-washed morning— the

smile that flickers on baby'

s lips when he sleeps"

A

nd if Dante sang of the beauty of B

R

abindra N ath sing of his L

(61).

eatrice, so too does

"

ady, but otherwise"

though not less

sweetly:

"

She who ever had remained insthe depth of my being, in the

twilight of gleams and of glimpses;

she who never opened her

veils in the morning light, will be my last gift to thee, my God,

There was none in the world who ever saw her face to face,

and she remained in her loneliness waiting for recognition"

(66).

W ith the heredity in him of the branch of his distinguished

family that has done so much to revive and regenerate I

ndian art, it

would be strange if our poet were not also a lover of the beautiful

true art. This characteristic is shown most conspicuously in such

a stanza as the following:

This screen that thou hast raised is painted with innumerable

figures with the brush of the night and the day. B

ehind it thy

seat is woven in wondrous mysteries of curves, casting away all

barren lines of straightness "

She who ever had remained inathe depth of my being, in the
twilight of gleams and of glimpses ; she who never opened her
veils in the morning light, will be my last gift to thee, my God,
folded in my final song.
“
There was none in the world who ever saw her face to face,
and she remained in her loneliness waiting for recognition (66).
With the heredity in him of the branch of his distinguished
family that has done so much to revive and regenerate Indian art, it
would be strange if our poet were not also a lover of the beautiful
in all forms, and possessed of a deep insight into the nature of
true art. This characteristic is shown most conspicuously in such
a stanza as the following :
"
This screen that thou hast raised is painted with innumerable
figures with the brush of the night and the day. Behind it thy
seat is woven in wondrous mysteries of curves, casting away all
barren lines of straightness (71).
There are few sentences that enunciate the canon of rhythm
so graphically as the latter. Though Mr. Tagore is above all a
true cosmopolitan-—-a genuine citizen of the great world—he is
also a lover of his country, but a patriot of such high aims that We
"

in all forms, and possessed of a deep insight into the nature of

"

sweetly :
“

folded in my final song. . . .

"

”

(71).

There are few sentences that enunciate the canon of rhythm

so graphically as the latter. Though Mr. Tagore is above all a

true cosmopolitan— a genuine citizen of the great world— he is

also a lover of his country, but a patriot of such high aims that we

”
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fear but few will join him in his Prayer 'for India, one of the
noblest national hymns that have ever been written, and one
which, if adopted by agitators or revolutionarieseither in India or
in any other land, would make them heartily ashamed of most of
their perfervid eloquence and the gross crudities of their methods.
This Hymn of Freedom and Prayer for India runs as follows in the
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ndia runs as follows in the

poet's rhythmic English prose:

nglish prose:

Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high;
Where knowledge is free;
"
Where the world has not been'broken up into fragments by
narrow domestic walls;
“
Where words come out from the depths of truth;
"
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection ;
“
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way into
the dreary desert sand of dead habit;
"Where the mind is led forward by thee into ever-widening
thought and action—
"
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country
awake! (85)
Finally, and above all, Rabindra Nath Tagore is a mystic, in
the noblest sense of that much ill-used term, and a spiritualist in
the philosophic meaning of that still-more ill-treated vocable; he
is no charlatan who pretends to give intellectual descriptions and
'
scientific explanations of that which demands the worship of the
whole man as the first seeking of the way of approach, and the
regenerated whole life of man in all its modes and energies as the
sign that the way to God has been surely entered on, and that
faith has passed into knowledge. Such men are no self-advertisers;
but knowing the source of all the good in them they cannot
refrain from singing the praises of God, and so they appear
boastful. In fine, He is known to many, but known in such fashion
that in comparison all other knowledge is vague shadow and
meaningless babble, and yet as the ancient sages of the poet's
fatherland declared millennia ago: " Neti Neti! "—It cannot be
said. It is thus the apt pupil of the teaching of the seers and
prophets of the gnosis of the Upanishads who writes of himself in
the two stages of the lower and higher vidyd:
“
I boasted among men that I had known you. They see your
Pictures in all works of mine. They come and ask me, ‘Who is
he ‘?' I know not how to answer them. I say, ‘ Indeed, I cannot
tell.’ They blame me and they go away in scorn. And you sit
"

"

W here the mind is without fear and the head is held high;

"

W here knowledge is free;

"

W here the world has not been broken up into fragments by

"

narrow domestic walls;

"

W here words come out from the depths of truth;

"

W here tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection;

"

W here the clear stream of reason has not lost its way into

the dreary desert sand of dead habit;

"

W here the mind is lod forward by thee into ever-widening

thought and action—

I

I

nto that heaven of freedom, my F

awake!

F

ather, let my country
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inally, and above all, R

abindra N ath Tagore is a mystic, in

the noblest sense of that much ill-used term, and a spiritualist in

the philosophic meaning of that still-more ill-treated vocable;

"

he

is no charlatan who pretends to give intellectual descriptions and

'

scientific '

ex

planations of that which demands the worship of the

whole man as the first seeking of the way of approach, and the

regenerated whole life of man in all its modes and energies as the

sign that the way to God has been surely entered on, and that

faith has passed into knowledge. Such men are no self-advertisers;

'

but knowing the source of all the good in them they cannot

refrain from singing the praises of God, and so they appear

boastful. I

n fine, H e is known to many, but known in such fashion

that in comparison all other knowledge is vague shadow and

meaningless babble, and yet as the ancient sages of the poet'

s

fatherland declared millennia ago: "

t cannot be

said. I

N eti N eti!

"

— I

t is thus the apt pupil of the teaching of the seers and

prophets of the gnosis of the Upanishads who writes of himself in

the two stages of the lower and higher vidya:

"

I

boasted among men that I

had known you. They see your

pictures in all works of mine. They come and ask me, '

he?

toll.'

'

I

know not how to answer them. I

say, '

They blame me and they go away in scorn. A

there smiling.

W ho is

I

ndeed, I

nd you sit

cannot

there smiling.
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I put my tales of you into lasting songs. The secret gushes
out from my heart. They come and ask me ‘Tell me all your
meanings.‘ I know not how to answer them. I say, ‘Ah, who
knows what they mean! They smile and go away in utter scorn.
And you sit there smiling (102).
The book is artistically printed and bound, and to it is prefixed
fine
a
reproduction of one of W. Rothenstein's admirable pencilportraits of the poet; while W. B. Yeats writes an enthusiastic
introduction. We are glad to learn that the India Society has
considered the advisability of shortly issuing an edition at a less
prohibitive price, for even in this industrial and commercial age
there are more than one generally supposes who would be eager to
read the English ‘ art-prose of Rabindra Nath Tagore, the beloved
poet of Bengal.
“
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"

I

put my tales of you into lasting songs. The secret gushes

’

out from my heart. They come and ask me '

meanings.'

I

knows what they mean!

A

Tell me all your

know not how to answer them. I

'

say, '

A

They smile and go away in utter scorn.

nd you sit there smiling "

(102).

The book is artistically printed and bound, and to it is prefix

a fine reproduction of one of W . R

portraits of the poet;

othenstein'

while W . B

.Y
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s admirable pencil-

eats writes an enthusiastic

introduction. W e are glad to learn that the I

ndia Society has

considered the advisability of shortly issuing an edition at a less

prohibitive price, for even in this industrial and commercial age

there are more than one generally supposes who would be eager to

read the E

poet of B

nglish '

art-prose '

of B

abindra N ath Tagore, the beloved

engal.
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s Philosophy.

N orgate;

AN INTERPRETATION or RUDOLF EUCKEN'S PHILOSOPHY.

s activist philosophy is in many ways most admirable,
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but he is not infreq
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5s. net;

pp. 250.
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h, who

and heavy, and for ever repeating

himself. H e has not the grace and sparkle of a B

ergson and there

By W. Tudor Jones, Ph.D. (Jena). Williams 6; Norgate;

is not an atom of paganism in his nature. H e is without humour,

5s.

net;

pp. 250.

and so offers no relief to a monotonous over-seriousness.

I

ndeed, in spite of his profound grasp of the nature of the

spiritual life, he is always weighed down by an ineradicable

L

EUCKEN's activist philosophy is in many ways most admirable,
but he is not infrequently prolix and heavy, and for ever repeating
himself. He has not the grace and sparkle of a Bergson and there
is not an atom of paganism in his nature. He is without humour,
and so offers no relief to a monotonous over-seriousness.
Indeed, in spite of his profound grasp of the nature of the
spiritual life, he is always weighed down by an ineradicable
Lutheranism that suppresses the natural buoyancy and spontaneity
of the spirit. The renowned Jena philosopher would make everything a task, a problem, a struggle. What we want is a blend of
Eucken and Bergson; a marriage of the grave spiritual values of
the one, and the admirable grasp of science, and aesthetic feeling
and creative imagination of the other. Dr. Tudor Jones is one of
Eucken’s immediate disciples and regards his teacher reverently
as an inspired prophet. And indeed Eucken would be prophetical
if he were not so frequently preaching. Though Dr. Tudor Jones
has presented us in his Interpretation with an able and correct
summary of Eucken’s main positions, it cannot be said that he has
done much to lighten the style; for instead of writing naturally,
he is so drenched with Eucken’s German that we might almost
think we had to _do with a translation instead of with an original
composition. But in spite of this the book is very helpful in

utheranism that suppresses the natural buoyancy and spontaneity

of the spirit. The renowned Jena philosopher would make every-

thing a task, a problem, a struggle. W hat we want is a blend of

E

ucken and B

ergson;
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image of E

ST

t gives us the reproduction of a good counterfeit

ucken, a chronological list and other bibliographical

indications of his voluminous writings, and some account of his

philosophical development, his endearing personal character and

his widespread influence. Dr. Tudor Jones also corrects some

misapprehensions of E

ucken'

instance, the relation of '

understood. Several writers "

'

spiritual'

in E

s teaching on several points. F

spiritual'

to mental is freq

or

uently mis-

entirely different from mental life. I

spiritual life '

as something

t is different, but only in the

same way as the bud is different from the blossom;

it means at

present at every stage in the history of civilisation and culture"

(p. 49). The pupil further defends his master from the charge of

paying too little attention to science and art, but with not so much

to ex

ceedingly unj

pect everything from even a philosopher of the spirit. A

ust

s to

ucken'

"

insists that it is not the movement of democracy towards better

s attitude towards social democracy, we are told: H e
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E

social conditions that will be effective in bringing about such a

change [

namely, a truly spiritual mode of life]

. Much, of course,

can be effected by better social conditions. There are needs to-day

in connection with labour which ought to be met. B

ut at the

best they can do no more than touch the periphery of human

ex

istence. A

midst of ex

poverty in the '

ternal plenty. B

inward parts '

will still ex

ist in the

ut if men and women could be brought

to the consciousness of spiritual ideals and their efficacy, a disposi-

tion of soul and character would be created which would rapidly

change the evil conditions of life and the perplex

ing problems of

ucken has but scant sympathy with the

social needs of our times. I

t would be difficult to find anywhere a

man of a more tender heart. B

ut he sees deeper than the level of

material and social needs and their fulfilment"

I

t is impossible not to recognise that E

(p. 8

8

make him attractive to a wider circle of E

).

ucken has the root of

a truly spiritual philosophy of life deeply planted in him ;

but to

nglish readers req

lighter method of presentation than has so far been attempted.

‘

’

'

the bud is dilferent from the blossom; it means at
the religious level a greater unfolding of a life which has been
present at every stage in the history of civilisation and culture"
(p. 49). The pupil further defends his master from the charge of
paying too little attention to science and art, but with not so much
success as he seems to think. Still it would be exceedingly unjust
to expect everything from even a philosopher of the spirit. As to
Eucken's attitude towards social democracy, we are told: He
“
insists that it is not the movement of democracy towards better
social conditions that will be effective in bringing about sucha
change [namely, a truly spiritual mode of life]. Much, of course.
can be efiected by better social conditions. There are needs to-dfiy
in connection with labour which ought to be met. But at the
best they can do no more than touch the periphery of human
existence. A poverty in the ‘inward parts will still exist in the
midst of external plenty. But if men and women could be brought
to the consciousness of spiritual ideals and their eflicacy,8 diSP°Si‘
tion of soul and character would be created which would rapidly
change the evil conditions of life and the perplexifls Pmblems °f
capital and labour. Several writers have gone astray When they
have imagined that Eucken has but scant sympathy with the
social needs of our times. It would be dificult to find anYWh91'° 9'
man of a more tender heart.
But he sees deeper than the level Of
material and social needs and their fulfilment (p. 33)It is impossible not to recognise that Eucken has the root Of
a truly spiritual philosophy of life deeply planted in him : but t°
make him attractive to a wider circle of English readers requires 5
liehter method of presentation than has so far been attempted.
way

as

’

capital and labour. Several writers have gone astray when they

have imagined that E

'

same

the religious level a greater unfolding of a life which has been

success as he seems to think. Still it would be ex

It gives us the reproduction of a good counterfeit
many ways.
image of Eucken, a chronological list and other bibliographical
indications of his voluminous writings, and some account of his
philosophical development, his endearing personal character and
his widespread influence. Dr. Tudor Jones also corrects some
misapprehensions of Eucken's teaching on several points. For
instance, the relation of ‘spiritual’ to mental is frequently misunderstood. Several writers through the ambiguity of the term
spiritual in English, conceived of spiritual life as something
entirely diflerent from mental life. It is different, but only in the
"

through the ambiguity of the term
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Sour. AND THE DELIVERER.

dventures of the Soul and the Deliverer.

y C. M. V

erschoyle. L

ondon (W atkins);

2s. 6d. net;

seek in poetry something more than the rhythm and cadence of

well-chosen words which characterise so much of what is meant

for poetry at the present time.

By C. M. Verschoyle. London (Watkins); 2s. 6d. net; pp. 64.
WE warmly commend this volume of mystical verse to those who
seek in poetry something more than the rhythm and cadence of

pp. 64.

W e warmly commend this volume of mystical verse to those who

well-chosen words which characterise so much of what is meant
for poetry at the present time.
However strange it may seem, there are poetical critics who
postpone sense to technique, and who are ready to give unstinted
commendation to what may be termed the mere architecture of a
poem, making no demand that it should be the vehicle of some
contribution, however slight, at least to the variety of expression
of human thought, if not of some new departure.
In our opinion the poetical art ceases to have any claim to a
continuance if it has not some definite message. The utter lack
of this in much of the verse of late years has given occasion for
serious doubts as to whether the age of poetry is not gone. Doubtless the materialistic philosophy of the nineteenth century contributed mainly to this absence of inspiration. In poetry more
than perchance in most things it is true that "the letter killeth,
it is the spirit that giveth life.”
The discerning mind may, however, gather some cheer from
the very evident signs that the winter is at length passing and the
spring is arriving ; and such verse as we have now under consideration is one of those harbingers of the return to the cult of the
beautiful conjoined with the useful, which warn us that the world
is growing weary of mere hideous utilitarianism. Whilst generally
commending the ideal beauty of these verses we would especially
draw attention to those entitled ‘ Out of Egypt (p. 9) ; the
description of fallen Lucifer is very finefz
"
their Prince, with starry eyes
And tortured face,
Whose words were poignant travesties
Of heavenly grace;
His brow, borne downwards with a lurid coronet,
That once with gems was set,
Now held the burnt-out stars that erst shone bright
In Lucifer’s great crown of light."
The poem with which the volume ends is a fresh presentation,
very beautifullyexpressed, of an old idea——the final redemption of

H owever strange it may seem, there are poetical critics who

‘

postpone sense to techniq

ue, and who are ready to give unstinted

commendation to what may he termed the mere architecture of a

poem, making no demand that it should be the vehicle of some

contribution, however slight, at least to the variety of ex

of human thought, if not of some new departure.

I

pression

n our opinion the poetical art ceases to have any claim to a

continuance if it has not some definite message. The utter lack

of this in much of the verse of late years has given occasion for

serious doubts as to whether the age of poetry is not gone. Doubt-

less the materialistic philosophy of the nineteenth century con-
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tributed mainly to this absence of inspiration. I

than perchance in most things it is true that "

n poetry more

the letter killeth,

it is the spirit that giveth life."

The discerning mind may, however, gather some cheer from

the very evident signs that the winter is at length passing and the

spring is arriving;

and such verse as we have now under considera-

tion is one of those harbingers of the return to the cult of the

beautiful conj

oined with the useful, which warn us that the world

is growing weary of mere hideous utilitarianism. W hilst generally

commending the ideal beauty of these verses we would especially

draw attention to those entitled '

description of fallen L

O ut of E

ucifer is very fine]

"

. . . their Prince, with starry eyes

A

nd tortured face,

gypt'

:

W hose words were poignant travesties

O f heavenly grace;

H is brow, borne downwards with a lurid coronet,

That once with gems was set,

N ow held the burnt-out stars that erst shone bright

I

nL

ucifer'

s great crown of light."

(p. 9);

the

'

The poem with which the volume ends is a fresh presentation,

very beautifully ex

.

.

.

pressed, of an old idea— the final redemption of
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Judas the traitor. In the thirteenth century a saintly and simple
bishop made the suggestion that the Pope, having the keys of
Heaven and Hell, should terminate earth's woes and sins by
releasing Satan himself and giving him absolution.
Here we have the notion of the reconciliation of the archtraitor to the Master he betrayed—because his treason was the
deliberate act of his love for that Master.
(I
my Love, my Master, I have dared
For Thee that lesser men had left undone,
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Judas the traitor. I

n the thirteenth century a saintly and simple

bishop made the suggestion that the Pope, having the keys of

H eaven and H ell, should terminate earth'

s woes and sins by

releasing Satan himself and giving him absolution.

H ere we have the notion of the reconciliation of the arch-

traitor to the Master he betrayed— because his treason was the

deliberate act of his love for that Master.

"

. . . my L

F

or Thee that lesser men had left undone,

ove, my Master, I

B

e my love hereby proved, I

have dared

.

have not spared

To give my God where God but gave

H is Son."

.

The idea is overwhelming in its audacity, but when one

penetrates its seeming blasphemy, there emerges a most fascinating

illumination of the darkness that enwrapped the closing scene in

Gethsemane.

t is truly a remarkable poem, both for its conception and its

ex

ecution. W e sincerely hope that such promise as we discern
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I

in these verses may be fulfilled in some more ambitious and

noteworthy performance of the muse of this gifted poetess.

W . M. W .

I

mmanence.

A

B

ook of V

erses. B

yE

velyn Underhill. L

ondon (Dent);

4s. 6d. net.

R

eaders who have followed the swift advance of '

hill'

E

velyn Under-

from her novels of psychism to her serious and sympathetic

QUEST

.

.

Be my love hereby proved, I have not spared
To give my God where God but gave
His Son."
The idea is overwhelming in its audacity, but when one
penetrates its seeming blasphemy, there emerges a most fascinating
illumination of the darkness that enwrapped the closing scene in
Gethsemane.
It is truly a remarkable poem, both for its conception and its
execution. We sincerely hope that such promise as we discern
in these verses may be fulfilled in some more ambitious and
noteworthy performance of the muse of this gifted poetess.
W. M. W.

study of mysticism in the Christian Church, will not be surprised

to discover in this little volume a new and genuine poet. Com-

parison with the late F

IMMANENCE.

rancis Thompson is almost inevitable,

because no other notable utterance in verse of mystical aspiration

and ecstasy has been given us since '

The H ound of H eaven.'

Some of the pieces recall— to go a little further back— the rarer

and better moods of Coventry Patmore;

angels, but the Patmore of '

F

The Toys'

and '

V

ictory in Defeat.'

s poems are

ach carries a clear thought, precise and '

one-pointed,'

and presents it in a well-chosen and finely finished lyric form. A

s love of the world'

London

(Dent):

‘
Under‘
READERS who have followed the swift advance of Evelyn
sympathetic
hill from her novels of psychism to her serious and
study of mysticism in the Christian Church, will not be surprised
Com‘
to discover in this little volume a new and genuine P°9l5parison with the late Francis Thompson is almost inevitable,
because no other notable utterance in verse of mystical B»SPi1‘94fi°n
and ecstasy has been given us since ‘The Hound of Heaven.’
Some of the pieces reca1l—to go a little further back——the rare?
and better moods of Coventry Patmore; not the bard of tame
8»I18els, but the Patmore of ‘The Toys’ and ‘Victory in Defeat.’
Far from being imitative, however, Miss Underhill’s poems are
singularly vital and spontaneous, and proclaim their inspiration as
first-hand. Each carries a clear thought, precise and ‘One-Pointedvl
and presents it in a well-chosen and finely finished lyric form. An
artist's love of the world's colour and beauty,and a lover's delight
’

singularly vital and spontaneous, and proclaim their inspiration as

artist'

By Evelyn Underhill.

not the bard of tame

ar from being imitative, however, Miss Underbill'

first-hand. E

A Book of Verses.
4s. 6d. net.

s colour and beauty, nnd a lover'

n

s delight
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in all happy and innocent life, are here combined with the dis-

cipline of the devotee, making the literary workmanship well

worthy of its noble theme. A

mong the best efforts— if one must

particularise where the general level is so high— are the pieces

entitled '

N ight'

Stigmata,'

;

'

E

nglish E

aster,'

'
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in all happy and innocent life, are here combined with the discipline of the devotee, making the literary workmanship well
worthy of its noble theme. Among the best efl'orts—if one must
particularise where the general level is so high—-are the pieces
entitled Stigmata,’ English Easter,’ Vestments,' and The Dark
Night '; all poems which might well be looked for in some future
anthology, when the first-fruits of the mystical renaissance of the
twentieth century are gathered in. Still more dificult is it to
select fragments for quotation Where unity of structure is so well
attained. The Madonna and Child, with Donor’ may perhaps
‘

estments,'

and '

‘

‘

'

The Dark

all poems which might well be looked for in some future

anthology, when the first-fruits of the mystical renaissance of the

twentieth century are gathered in. Still more difficult is it to

select fragments for q

uotation where unity of structure is so well

‘

attained. The '

Madonna and Child, with Donor'

may perhaps

lend itself better than others to the choice of a few stanzas
illustrative of the quality of the book :
Yet deep within its heart a calm there is,
Fontal creative calm, whence comes the whole.
Thither can man retrace
His outset path, to flnd within that place
Maternal life enthroned, and on her knees
The Son of God, the soul.

lend itself better than others to the choice of a few stanzas

illustrative of the q

Y

uality of the book:

et deep within its heart a calm there is,

Pontal creative calm, whence comes the whole.

Thither can man retrace

H is outset path, to find within that place

Maternal life enthroned, and on her knees

*

*
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The Son of God, the soul.

*

*

H ere was I

set, here was my passion held

*

Upon the peaceful pivot of all time;

B

efore a secret beauty that ex

A

ll imaged splendours tender and sublime

My poise was fix

ed,

The teeming aisles of life and death betwix

*

I

F

*

*

t.

*

stir not for the hastening earth. I

u.-

Prom seed to sere

.W .

E

CCE

have lived a moment with my God.

DE
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.

Studies of Primitive Christianity. B

L

ondon (W atts);

Prof. P. C. B

6s. net;
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pp. x
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amin Smith.

52.

uekitt once remarked that the most fascinating

literary problem in the world is the Synoptic problem, and his

j

was

*

an

E. W.

udgment seems to be affirmed by the variety of theories which

are put forward to solve it. B

*

I stir not for the hastening earth. It hath
Five hundred times retrod
The wide and weary circle of its path;
From seed to sere
Played out the painful pageant of its yearBut I have lived a moment with my God.

Played out the painful pageant of its year—

E

*

The teeming aisles of life and death betwixt.

The wide and weary circle of its path;

ut I

*

My poise was flxed,

t hath

ive hundred times retrod

B

It

I set, here was my passion held
the
peaceful pivot of all time;
Upon
Before a secret beauty that excelled
All imaged splendours tender and sublime
Here

celled

ut the problem is not only a literary

ECCE DEUS.
Studies of Primitive Christianity. By William Benjamin Smith.
London (Watts); 6s. net; pp. xxiv. + 852.
PROF. F. C. BURKITT once remarked that the most fascinating
literary problem in the world is the Synoptic problem, and his
judgment seems to be aflirmed by the variety of theories which
But the problem is not only aliterary
are put forward to solve it.
‘
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problem, it is also and much rather concerned with the substance

of tbe narratives, and it is this which lends to the discussion of

the purely literary side of the problem its force and incisiveness.

I

t is a century and a half ago since L

battel F

ragments of R

essing published the W olfen-

eimarus, who maintained there and elsewhere

that the Gospel narratives were either purely divine or purely

human, and that natural religion was sufficient, while miracles

and revelations were superfluous, even if possible or right. The

German R

ationalists treated the miraculous stories of the B

ible as

legends, or traditions, or myths misunderstood, or (as in the case

of Dr. Paulus) ex

plained them away as common-place stories.

Strauss stands out as one of the thorough-going critics of the

historicity of the Gospels, and his mantle fell on W eisse, who

carried the criticism a step further by assigning as the cause of

the marvellous element in the Gospels the "

spontaneous pro-

ductivity of the Christian spirit in the primitive Church."

B

ut,

as Ullmann afterwards said to Strauss, nobody met the dilemma

whether the Church created the Christ of the Gospels, or H e the
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Church. N obody demonstrated how the Church came to believe

that Jesus of N azareth was the Messiah and the Son of God.

I

t is this last difficulty which Prof. W . B

himself to meet. H is ex

Jesus, the healing, saving, demon-ex

itself "

. Smith has set

planation is that "

the great idea of the

pelling God,"

attracted to

many wandering fragments of dismembered faiths,"

j

ust as

a planet sweeping round the sun gathers up showers of meteoric

masses."

O nly what corresponds to the planet in this simile is

not an actual historical personality but a system of religious

thought incorporated in certain scattered local corporations whose

sole bond of union was their worship of a God whose celestial

name was Jesus. This God ;

had never taken any one individual

human form but was the creation of the religious imagination of a

number of devotees who might not incorrectly be called'

Gnostics.'

Jesus as God was a pre-Christian form, but Jesus as man never

had any historical ex

istence at all, not even as a precipitate which

might have crystallised the elements of the Christ-myth which

were held in solution in that vessel of eclecticism known to history

as H ellenistic thought.

This method of ex

planation reminds us of the besetting sin of

philosophy which drives its professors, when they are faced with

the dualism of things, to get rid of it by denying either the E

the obj

ect, to become, that is, realists or idealists. I

go or

f two things

are there when a vaulting ambition for unity demands one only,

THE QUEST

problem, it is also and much rather concerned with the substance
of the narratives, and it is this which lends to the discussion of
the purely literary side of the problem its force and incisiveness.
It is a century and a half ago since Lessing published the Wolfenbiittel Fragments of Reimarus, who maintained there and elsewhere
that the Gospel narratives were either purely divine or purely’
human, and that natural religion was sufficient, while miracles
and revelations were superfluous, even if possible or right. The
German Rationalists treated the miraculous stories of the Bible as
legends, or traditions, or myths misunderstood, or (as in the case
of Dr. Paulus) explained them away as common-place stories.
Strauss stands out as one of the thorough-going critics of the
historicity of the Gospels, and his mantle fell on Weisse, who
carried the criticism a step further by assigning as the cause of
the marvellous element in the Gospels the "spontaneous P1‘°'
ductivity of the Christian spirit in the primitive Church.” But.
as Ullmann afterwards said to Strauss, nobody met the dilemme
whether the Church created the Christ of the Gospels, or He the
Church. Nobody demonstrated how the Church came to belie“
that Jesus of Nazareth was the Messiah and the Son of God.
It is this last difiiculty which Prof. W. B. Smith has set
himself to meet. His explanation is that " the SP9“ idea °f the
Jesus, the healing, saving, demon-expelling God," attracted 310
itself " many wandering fragments of dismemberedfaiths," lust 9:9
“
a planet sweeping round the sun gathers up showers of
15
masses.” Only what corresponds to the planet in this
not an actual historical personality but a Syfitem °f rehgmus
thought incorporated in certain scattered local corP°1'9'fi°nS
sole bond of union was their worship of a God whose
name was Jesus.
This God never taken an)’ One indivldual
human form but was the creation of the religious imagination
‘
number of devotees who might not incorrectly be called Gn08li105Jesus as God was a pre-Christian form, but Jesus as man
had any historical existence at all, not even as a precipitate
might have crystallised the elements of the Christ-myth Whmh
were held in solution in that vessel of eclecticism known to history

meteoric
simlle
Wh°_se

celestial
cf 8:

never

which

as

Hellenistic thought.
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This method of explanation reminds us of the besetting
philosophy which drives its professors, when they are faced Wlth
the dualism of things, to get rid of it by denying either the Ego 01‘
the object, to become, that is, realists or idealists. If two things
are there when a vaulting ambition for unity demands one only,
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why not cut the Gordian knot by abolishing one or other of the

Prof. Smith, with similar impatience, finding

Jesus given in the record as God and man, secures unity by

“

sacrificing the human. W hat he does not seem to have faced is

the possibility that the dualism is more apparent than real. To

q

uote the late Prof. Moberly: "

of course perfectly true. B

on the and.'

A

The phrase '

God and Man'

nd when this is done— as it is done every day—

the truth is better ex

pressed by varying the phrase: '

two but one Christ.'

H e is, then, not so much God and man, as

1901, p. 96.) I

[

A

H e is not

tonement and Personality,

n other words, the problem of the Christ of the

Gospels is as much a philosophical as a literary problem, and

cannot be solved by considering the literary aspect to the ex

clusion

of the philosophic. The two should go hand in hand.

B

ut has Prof. Smith made his solution of the mere literary

side plausible, to say nothing of convincing or final?

W e are not
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concerned to deny that the Gospel may contain a good many

incidents which are disguised forms of floating religious belief, for

this was inevitable and must be conceded by any theory of

Christian origins. B

ut this is a different statement from that of

Prof. Smith, who maintains that these beliefs clustered round not

a personality but round a number of "

secret societies united in

one point— namely, the worship of the O ne God under this name

or -some nearly eq

uivalent name and aspect"

(p. 16). B

ut of the

two hypotheses, that of creation by a single personality, and that

of growth out of a number of disconnected societies, is the improba-

bility with the former, especially if it be remembered that the

great personality absorbs and transmutes the truths he finds

around him?

Prof. Smith retorts that "

it is not true that a

single determinate personality is either always necessary or even

generally actually present,"

but he does not refer to Gautama, or

Mohammed, or B

aha-al-Ullah or his own compatriot, Mary B

E

uires instead whether L

ddy. H e enq

sance or L

uther the R

is irrelevant, as L

‘

is

ut it is easy to lay undue emphasis

God in, and through, and as, man."

why not cut the Gordian knot by abolishing one or other of the
competitors? Prof. Smith, with similar impatience, finding
Jesus given in the record as God and man, secures unity by
sacrificing the human. What he does not seem to have faced is
the possibility that the dualism is more apparent than real. To
quote the late Prof. Moberly: The phrase God and Man’ is
of course perfectly true. But it is easy to lay undue emphasis
on the ‘and.’ And when this is done—as it is done every day—
the truth is better expressed by varying the phrase: ‘He is not
two but one Christ.’ He is, then, not so much God and man, as
God in, and through, and as, man." (Atonement and Personality,
1901, p. 96.) In other words, the problem of the Christ of the
Gospels is as much a philosophical as a literary problem, and
cannot be solved by considering the literary aspect to theexclusion
of the philosophic. The two should go hand in hand.
But has Prof. Smith made his solution of the mere literary
side plausible, to say nothing of convincing or final? We are not
concerned to deny that the Gospel may contain a good many
incidents which are disguised forms of floating religious belief, for
this was inevitable and must be conceded by any theory of
Christian origins. But this is a ditferent statement from that of
Prof. Smith, who maintains that these beliefs clustered round not
a personality but round a ‘number of "secret societies united in
one point—name1y, the worship of the One God under this name
or -some nearly equivalent name and aspect” (p. 16). But of the
two hypotheses, that of creation by a single personality, and that
of growth out of a numberof disconnected societies, is the improbability with the former, especially if it be remembered that the
great personality absorbs and transmutes the truths he finds
two

S
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two competitors?
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aker

eonardo made the R

"
around him? Prof. Smith retorts that it is not true that a
single determinate personality is either always necessary or even
generally actually present," but he does not refer to Gautama, or
Mohammad, or Baha-al-Ullah or his own compatriot, Mary Baker
Eddy. He enquires instead whether Leonardo made the Renaissance or Luther the Reformation. The former reference, however,
is irrelevant, as Leonardo founded no formal school, and the latter
makes against rather than for the thesis it is invoked to support.
Nor does there seem much more to be said for the conjecture
that the peculiar secret of the societies which gave birth to
Christianity was monotheism. This was so far from being a secret
tenet that, as was well known, the Jews had been preaching it
among their neighbours for several centuries. The Stoics had

enais-

eformation. The former reference, however,

eonardo founded no formal school, and the latter

makes against rather than for the thesis it is invoked to support.

N or does there seem much more to be said for the conj

ecture

that the peculiar secret of the societies which gave birth to

Christianity was monotheism. This was so far from being a secret

tenet that, as was well known, the Jews had been preaching it

among their neighbours for several centuries. The Stoics had
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taught it— witness the H ymn of Cleanthes;

the E

gyptians knew

of it, for there is no reason for supposing that the post-Christian

monotheism of the H ermetic fragments had no pre-Christian

history;

Plato had adumbrated it and A

over, all the early Christian A

vigorously. I

ristotle stated it. More-

pologists maintained it openly and

n what sense, then, can it be called an esoterio

doctrine?

I

t is j

ust here that Prof. Smith'

s theory seems to be weakest.

That Christianity began as an esoteric religion would seem to be

beyond reasonable doubt. B

ut its esotericism, it may be con-

fidently affirmed, was of a more far-reaching character than that

possessed by the pure monotheism of Prof. Smith. I

t dealt with

the origin of the cosmos, the nature of evil, the dualism of spirit

and matter, the nature of the invisible hierarchy, the nature and

destiny of man, and the W ay of L

ife, in short, with matters which

demand discretion in their presentment and secrecy in their guard-

ing, which forbid their being thrown to '

swine,'

or given to '

dogs.'

ndeed, the truth about these matters was not only an esoteric truth
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two thousand years ago, it is an esoteric truth still, and by its nature

must always remain so until human nature has progressed much

further. O n the other hand, it is a truth, or a body of truths,

which, while maintaining j

ealously its sanctity and retiredness, is

always ready to disclose itself to the worthy, and to the worthy

alone.

written an entertaining and vigorous apologia for his theories, we

are not convinced that he has made good his case. O f his two

main points, one— that Jesus was God and not man— must be

and the other— that Christianity'

s

secret was monotheism— we believe to be demonstrably untrue.
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W e are glad to see in so convenient a form the address which we

had the pleasure of hearing when Sir W illiam gave it to the

Swedenborg Society in the spring of last year, and which subse.

q

uently appeared in the Contemporary R

taught it-—witness the Hymn of Cleanthes; the Egyptians knew
of it, for there is no reason for supposing that the post-Christian
monotheism of the Hermetic fragments had no pre—Christian
history; Plato had adumbrated it and Aristotle stated it. Moreover, all the early Christian Apologists maintained it openly and
vigorously. In what sense, then, can it be called an esoteric
doctrine?
It is just here that Prof. Smith's theory seems to be weakestThat Christianity began as an esoteric religion would seem to be
beyond reasonable doubt. But its esotericism, it may be confidently affirmed, was of a more far-reaching character than that
possessed by the pure monotheism of Prof. Smith. It dealt with
the origin of the cosmos, the nature of evil, the dualism of spirit
and matter, the nature of the invisible hierarchy, the nature and
destiny of man, and the Way of Life, in short, with matters which
demand discretion in their presentment and secrecy in their guard'
ing, which forbid their being thrown to ‘ swine,’ or given to (1088-'
Indeed, the truth about these matters was not only an esoteric truth
two thousand years ago, it is an esoteric truth still, and by its nature
must always remain so until human nature has progressed “mob
further. On the other hand, it is a truth, or a body of
which, while maintaining jealously its sanctity and retiredness, 18
always ready to disclose itself to the worthy, and to the worthy
alone.
On the whole, while it is fair to say that Prof. Smith has
written an entertaining and vigorous apologia for his theories, we
his two
are not convinced that he has made good his case. Of
main points, one—that Jesus was God and not
declared to be non-proven; and the other——that Christianltys
secret was monotheism—we believe to be demonstrably 11nt"“e'
W. F. C.

truths.

O n the whole, while it is fair to say that Prof. Smith has

declared to be non-proven;

QUEST

eview (in July). I

man——must be

t is

SWEDENBORG 2

Pr°f?SS°‘

By Sir W. F. Barrett, F.R.S.. 19339
of Experimental Physics in the Royal College Of Science
for Ireland. London (Watkins) ; 6d. net ; pP- 71-

The Savant and Seer.

WE are glad to see in so convenient a form the address which we
had the pleasure of hearing when Sir William gave it to the
Swedenborg Society in the spring of last year, and which subsequently appeared in the Contemporary Review (in Ju1)')- It is
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reprinted with some valuable additions. Sir William writes
simply and clearly, with sympathy and even enthusiasm, and yet
with discrimination, of one of the greatest geniuses not only of
Sweden but of Europe, and we cordially recommend his booklet to
all who would have a prudent introduction to the voluminous
works of this distinguished savant and seer and to the very considerable library of Swedenborgiana. It is truly surprising that
Swedenborg anticipated so many discoveries and views that were
subsequently made or adopted by men of science and some of
which are in great favour even to-day. These are his ‘hits’; as
for his misses Sir William does not hide them, though he does
not give them in detail. Thus Ewe cordially endorse what the
author says with regard to Swedenborg's limitations on the
subject of scripture; he was still in the state of naive belief in the
verbal inspiration of the sacred books. We also agree that at this
late day there seems little wisdom in maintaining a separate
church to inculcate his teaching. Though we have no desire to
belittle Swedenborg's real achievements, we would repeat what
we have pointed out before, that if the field of Oriental mysticism
is surveyed, and even the early periods of Western religiophilosophy, we shall find fully developed a number of ideas that
his followers claim as original with the seer; it is true that they
may have been new to him, but they were not new to the world.
now

1

a now reprinted with some valuable additions. Sir W illiam writes

its simply and clearly, with sympathy and even enthusiasm, and yet

is with discrimination, of one of the greatest geniuses not only of

tf Sweden but of E

urope, and we cordially recommend his booklet to

all who would have a prudent introduction to the voluminous

B
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works of this distinguished savant and seer and to the very con-

siderable library of Swedenborgiana. I

t is truly surprising that

g Swedenborg anticipated so many discoveries and views that were
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subseq

uently made or adopted by men of science and some of

which are in great favour even to-day. These are his '

for his '

misses'

not give them in detail. Thus '
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we cordially endorse what the

i author says with regard to Swedenborg'

subj

hits'
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Sir W illiam does not hide them, though he does

ect of scripture;

s limitations on the

'
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he was still in the state of naive belief in the

verbal inspiration of the sacred books. W e also agree that at this

late day there seems little wisdom in maintaining a separate

church to inculcate his teaching. Though we have no desire to

belittle Swedenborg'

s real achievements, we would repeat what
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we have pointed out before, that if the field of O riental mysticism

is surveyed, and even the early periods of W estern religio-

philosophy, we shall find fully developed a number of ideas that

his followers claim as original with the seer;

it is true that they

may have been new to him, but they were not new to the world.

I

n this connection we note that Sir W illiam claims that Sweden-

borg used almost the ex

philosopher R

act words in 1763 which the Scottish

eid, in his I

1764, namely: "

nq

uiry into the H uman Mind, wrote in

W e invariably confound the organs of perception

with the being that perceives;

In this connection we note that Sir William claims that Sweden-

the eye is not that which sees, it is

only the organ by which we see: the ear is not that which hears,

but the organ by which we hear, and so of the rest "

this is surely a commonplace of all Platonic, A

A

lex

K

enopanishad of the Sdma V

andrian psychology;

(p. 8

ristotelean and

not only so, but in the pre-B

ancient days, for there we are told (i. 8

not, we see not, how one should ex

-8

):

thus we have heard from the

W hat no word can reveal, what revealeth the word, that

know thou as B

"

"

plain it. O ther than known is

ancients who gave us instruction upon it.

"

"

uddhist

Thither comes neither sight, nor speech, nor mind: we know

That, beyond the unknown too;

ut

eda we have already arrived at a far

more sublime stage of self-knowledge handed on from still more

"

borg used almost the exact words in 1763 which the Scottish
philosopher Reid, in his Inquiry into the Human Mind, wrote in
1764, namely : We invariably confound the organs of perception
with the being that perceives; the eye is not that which sees, it is
only the organ by which we see: the ear is not that which hears,
but the organ by which we hear, and so of the rest (p. 31). But
this is surely a commonplace of all Platonic, Aristotelean and
Alexandrian psychology; not only so, but in the pre-Buddhist
Kenopanishad of the Sdma Veda we have already arrived at a far
more sublime stage of self-knowledge handed on from still more
ancient days, for there we are told (i. 3-8) :
Thither comes neither sight, nor speech, nor mind: we know
not, we see not, how one should explain it. Other than known is
That, beyond the unknown too; thus we have heard from the

1). B

rahman indeed, not this which they worship below.

W hat none thinks with the mind, but what thinks-out the

“

ancients who gave us instruction upon it.
“
What no word can reveal, what revealeth the word, that
know thou as Brahman indeed, not thiswhich theyworship below.
"
What none thinks with the mind, but what thinks-outthe
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mind, that know thou as B

rahman indeed, not this which they

worship below.

as

Brahman indeed, not this which they

What none sees with the eye, whereby seeing is seen, that
know thou as Brahman indeed, not this that they worship below.
“
What none hears with the ear, whereby hearing is heard.
that know thou as Brahman indeed, not this which they worship
below.
"
What none breathes with the breath, whereby breath is inbreathed,‘ that know thou as Brahman indeed, not this which
they worship below."
In spite, however, of all that can be said critically, there
remains over a genuine element of high illuminationin Swedenborg,
and no one can read his works without spiritual profit even if he
can show cause to disagree with him on many points. Finally’
we would venture to disagree with Sir William when he refers to
Vaughan's Hours with the Mystics as a delightful work '; we have
always regarded it as exceedingly superficial.
"

"

W hat none sees with the eye, whereby seeing is seen, that

know thou as B

"

rahman indeed, not this that they worship below.

W hat none hears with the ear, whereby hearing is heard,

that know thou as B

rahman indeed, not this which they worship

below.

"

W hat none breathes with the breath, whereby I

breathed,1 that know thou as B

breath is in-

rahman indeed, not this which

they worship below."

I

n spite, however, of all that can be said critically, there

remains over a genuine element of high illumination in Swedenborg,

and no one can read his works without spiritual profit even if he

can show cause to disagree with him on many points. F

inally

we would venture to disagree with Sir W illiam when he refers to

V

aughan'

s H ours with the Mystics as a'

always regarded it as ex

delightful work'

;

we have

ceedingly superficial.

W ithin.

K

.C.I

8

s. 6d.;

A

y Sir F
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and serious accident, followed by a series of painful

operations and long months of suffering, has given precision to these

WITHIN.

outspoken and intimate reflections on the contrast between the

pitilessness of the world-process and the wealth of kindliness and

helpfulness inherent in the best of human-kind. The terrible

problem of suffering, the ruthlessness of nature, the merciless

grinding of the wheels of mechanical necessity, call for a revision

of the dogmas of a facile theology that would have us believe in a

deity conceived as an omnipotent and transcendent Person outside

ourselves who, in spite of every appearance to the contrary in the

behaviour of nature, is nevertheless to be worshipped solely as an

all-merciful, all-loving F

ather. The time has come to look facts in

the face and to re-orient ourselves. I

t is true that in dogmatic

Christianity appeal is made solely to faith in the final trans-

cendency of Good;

in the O riental religions, however, other aspects

of Deity have been recognised as inherent in the very nature

1I

t is impossible to represent the ex

the original in E

nglish.

treme delicacy of the word-play of

Thoughts during Convalescence. By Sir Francis Younghusband,
K.C.I.E., LL.D., D.So. London (Williams 6: Norgate):
8s.

6d.;

pp. 189.

A SUDDEN and serious accident, followed by a series of Painful
operations and long months of suffering, has given precision to these
outspoken and intimate reflections on the contrast between the
pitilessness of the world-process and the wealth of kindliness
helpfulness inherent in the best of human-kind. The
problem of suffering, the ruthlessness of nature, the
grinding of the wheels of mechanical necessity, call for a revision
of the dogmas of a facile theology that would have us believe in a
deity conceived as an omnipotent and transcendent Person Outslde
ourselves who, in spite of every appearance to the contrary in the
behaviour of nature, is nevertheless to be worshipped solely 35 9:“
all-merciful, all-loving Father. The time has come to look facts in
the face and to re-orient ourselves. It is true that in do8m9*t1°
Christianity appeal is made solely to faith in the final transcendency of Good ; in the Oriental religions, however, other aspects
of Deity have been recognised as inherent in the very nature

and
terrible
merciless

‘ It is
impossible to
the original in English.
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of things. Thus, for ex

ample, in I

ndia the Divine is conceived

of not only as creating and preserving, but also as destroying

and regenerating;

while in Mohammedanism we have a subtle

theology that strives to reconcile the appalling contradictions

between what are called the F

ace of Maj

esty and the Pace of

Mercy. To-day there is a marked tendency to refrain from

speculating on ultimates;

knowledge,— namely, with themselves and their environment.

W e men find ourselves for ever ground between the millstones of

opposites;

we seem to be involved in a mechanism from which we

cannot escape, the sq

of things. Thus, for example, in India the Divine is conceived
of not only as creating and preserving, but also as destroying
and regenerating; while in Mohammedanism we have a subtle
theology that strives to reconcile the appalling contradictions
between what are called the Face of Majesty and the Face of
Mercy. To-day there is a marked tendency to refrain from
speculating on ultimates; ontology and teleology are out of fashion.
Thinkers prefer to begin where they can alone start with any
knowledge,—namely, with themselves and their environment.
We men find ourselves for ever ground between the millstones of
opposites ; we seem to be involved in a mechanism from which we
cannot escape, the squirrel-cage of the ever-becoming. And yet in
our unendingpains and travail and sufferings we are ever buoyed up,
in spite of intellectual denials, by faith in the ultimate freedom of
the spirit immanent in our deepest nature. As creative and
destructive, that something beyond ourselves which we call
divinity, is ever without us; in this mode Life is reckless of lives.
But as preserving, saving and regenerating, divinity is within us;
in this mode Life is careful and provident of lives. As Father
Tyrrell put it, when dealing with the problem of evil in nature in
his last address,—the Divine Fecundity, by its very wealth of
creative activity, destroys its own products by an excess of life.
It follows, therefore, that the power to transcend suffering depends
entirely on our ability to centre ourselves consciously in the
Divine Life and no longer to identify ourselves with its everchanging products. But this is practically a super-human task;
the power to do so is not our own to use as we will ; it wells up
from the potential divinity within us, the immanent deity, whose
increasingly efiective manifestation is coincident with the development of the spiritual nature in man. Though the suffering of
creatures has never been explained by prophet, philosopher or
scientist, man still as a Whole clings doggedly to the faith that
there is a divine purpose in it all ; and even if he revolt in thought
and word he is obedient to that purpose in deed. And so, in spite
of the fact that, as far as he can see, and indeed most manifestly
to sense and intellect, the external powers are entirely incurious
of the world-pain, we find little man pitting himself against great
nature. We are amazed at his courage, a courage deep down in
his inmost nature, a daring of the spirit, that enables him on the
whole, and in spite of many a defeat, manfully to withstand the
slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, by co-operation and
mutual helpfulness, and so gradually to win his way painfully and

ontology and teleology are out of fashion.

Thinkers prefer to begin where they can alone start with any

uirrel-cage of the ever-becoming. A

nd yet in

our unending pains and travail and sufferings we are ever buoyed up,

in spite of intellectual denials, by faith in the ultimate freedom of

the spirit immanent in our deepest nature. A

s creative and

destructive, that something beyond ourselves which we call

divinity, is ever without us;

in this mode L

ife is reckless of lives.

ut as preserving, saving and regenerating, divinity is within us;
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B

in this mode L

ife is careful and provident of lives. A

sF

ather

Tyrrell put it, when dealing with the problem of evil in nature in

his last address,— the Divine F

ecundity, by its very wealth of

creative activity, destroys its own products by an ex

I

cess of life.

t follows, therefore, that the power to transcend suffering depends

entirely on our ability to centre ourselves consciously in the

Divine L

ife and no longer to identify ourselves with its ever-

changing products. B

ut this is practically a super-human task;

the power to do so is not our own to use as we will;

it wells up

from the potential divinity within us, the immanent deity, whose

increasingly effective manifestation is coincident with the develop-

ment of the spiritual nature in man. Though the suffering of

creatures has never been ex

plained by prophet, philosopher or

scientist, man still as a whole clings doggedly to the faith that

there is a divine purpose in it all;

and even if he revolt in thought

and word he is obedient to that purpose in deed. A

nd so, in spite

of the fact that, as far as he can see, and indeed most manifestly

to sense and intellect, the ex

ternal powers are entirely incurious

of the world-pain, we find little man pitting himself against great

nature. W e are amazed at his courage, a courage deep down in

his inmost nature, a daring of the spirit, that enables him on the

whole, and in spite of many a defeat, manfully to withstand the

slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, by co-operation and

mutual helpfulness, and so gradually to win his way painfully and
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foot by foot to general betterment. E

specially is this manifest in

the ever more determined attempts by W estern civilisation to

grapple with the scourges of disease and famine, to counteract the

devastating onsets of nature and so to rise superior to the most

crushing calamities and disasters. I

n the E

ast such attempts are

still generally regarded as fighting against God. I

n the face of

cataclysm, plague and famine, resignation and passivity alone are

preached and practised. W ith peoples imbued with the new spirit

of the age, on the contrary, a sturdy wrestling with the invisible

powers is the order of the day. There is a spirit at work within

man that is not to be cowed in face of the most appalling disasters.

A

nd some who philosophise on such matters, are bold to say that this

is God within, the immanent deity, withstanding the God without,

the deity in ex

ternal nature. I

t is the divine battle that must

ever be waged until such progress is achieved that nature and man

work together in love for the final accomplishment of the great

purpose. A

nd so for the finer spirits of mankind, for the naturally
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militant souls, this contest is the most invigorating and ennobling

and lawful fight;

while for some few it may well be that already

on earth there has been conscious realisation of the divine purpose,

but only for such rare souls as have risen above the din and clash

of the conflict, whence they have caught some glimpse perchance

of the perpetual sport of the divine lovers. Such souls are few

and rare;

they are the men of fully awakened spiritual conscious-

ness. O ther courageous souls, more numerous by far, the rank

and file of spiritual strivers, are still unknowing, conscious as yet

only in their deepest selves, in their fundamental wills. W hat-

ever their work for human betterment may be, in so far as they

work for others and not for themselves, they are spiritual strivers;

they have already tasted the j

A

oys of suffering borne for others.

mongst such will be found those who can lend understanding

ears to the words put into the mouth of the Christ in the A

John: "

I

cts of

f thou hadst known how to suffer, thou wouldst have

the power not to suffer. B

e content to suffer, and thou shall have

the power not to suffer."

I

t may very well be that by suffering

alone we can become possessed of sympathy, and that without

sympathy there can be no possibility of real understanding of the

lives of others and so finally of life itself. This vital under-

standing is not a knowledge of things ex

ex

tended in spac«

, of obj

ternal to one another, but an intuitive sympathy with, or

sympathetic insight into, life which gives true meaning and value

to the ever-changing tragedy and comedy of the great puppet-play

QUEST

foot by foot to general betterment. Especially is this manifest in
the ever more determined attempts by Western civilisation to
grapple with the scourges of disease and famine, to counteract the
devastating onsets of nature and so to rise superior to the most
crushing calamities and disasters. In the East such attempts are
still generally regarded as fighting against God. In the face of
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oataolysm, plague and famine, resignation and passivity alone are
preached and practised. With peoples imbued with the new spirit
of the age, on the contrary, a sturdy wrestling with the invisible
powers is the order of the day. There is a spirit at work within
man that is not to be cowed in face of the most appalling disasters.
And some who philosophiseon such matters, are bold to say that this
is God within, the immanent deity, withstanding the God without,
the deity in external nature. It is the divine battle that must
ever be waged until such progress is achievedthat nature and man
work together in love for the final accomplishment of the great
purpose. And so for the finer spirits of mankind, for the naturally
militant souls, this contest is the most invigorating and ennobling
and lawful fight; while for some few it may well be that already
on earth there has been conscious realisation of the divine purpose.
but only for such rare souls as have risen above the din and clash
of the conflict, whence they have caught some glimpse perchance
of the perpetual sport of the divine lovers. Such souls are few
and rare; they are the men of fully awakened spiritual consciousness. Other courageous souls, more numerous by far, the rank
and file of spiritual strivers, are still unknowing, conscious as yet
only in their deepest selves, in their fundamental wills. Whatever their work for human betterment may be, in so far as they
work for others and not for themselves, they are sPi1'it"9*1 strive”;
they have already tasted the joys of suffering borne for othersAmongst such will be found those who can lend understanding
ears to the words put into the mouth of the Christ in the Acts Of
John: " If thou hadst known how to sufier, thou wouldst have
the power not to suifer. Be content to suffer, and thou shall h&V6
the power not to suffer." It may very well be that by Suffering
alone we can become possessed of sympathy, and that without
Sympathy there can be no possibilityof real understandinfi Of the
lives of others and so finally of life itself. This vital understanding is not a knowledge of things extended in space, of object“
external to one another, but an intuitive sympathy With: or
Sympathetic insight into, life which gives true meaning and value
t° the 9V°1"°h8-I18iI18 “'9-Bed? and comedy of the great pupP6l9'P1&y
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Thus in fine, and also as Sir Francis
Younghusband thinks, the higher victories of mankind that lie
before us,will be conquests of love, the uniting power in the universe.
For though, as Heraclitus declared, War may be the father of
all things, Love is the mother. And the child of their mutual
embraces, the fruit of the ever-becoming, the progeny of the
sacred marriage, is constantly being brought to birthin an ever
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all things, L
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more perfect humanity.

The W itnesses to the H istoricity of Jesus
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THE WITNESSES TO THE HISTORICITY or JESUS

rthur Drews, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy in the Tech.

H ochschule, K

arlsruhe. Translated by Joseph McCabe.

6s. net;

pp. vii +
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By Arthur Drews, Ph.D., Professor

L

ondon (W atts);

I

n the present volume Drews endeavours to reply to the flood of

19.

criticism poured forth in Germany against his provocative Christ-

myth treatise. This seething controversy has strangely enough

received comparatively little notice at the hands of E

merican scholars. W hereas J. M. R

W .B

. Smith in the U.S.A

IN the present volume Drews endeavours to reply to the flood of
criticism poured forth in Germany against his provocative Christmyth treatise. This seething controversy has strangely enough
received comparatively little notice at the hands of English and
American scholars. Whereas J. M. Robertson in this country and
W. B. Smith in the U.S.A., the protagonists of the non-existence
theory, have practically caused no marked fluttering of the
theological dovecotes, Drews, in Germany, who does little more
than repeat them, has created quite a popular upheaval, and
therefore drawn the fire of some of the biggest guns of the
defenders of the historical Jesus school of Liberal theology. To
this fire he new replies vigorously. It must be admitted that his
scholarship is not equal to that of his adversaries; for his Fach is
not theirs. But he has the undaunted courage of his convictions,
and on occasion makes palpable hits on some of the most highly
esteemed earth-worksof the Liberal position, while as often he goes
wide of the mark. The citadel itself, however, in this case the
bare historical fact of the existence of Jesus, does not seem to us
to have been damaged. For the denial that Jesus ever existed is
a question of quite a different order from the contention that the
idealised, symbolic and prophecy-fulfilling Jesus-figure of the
gospels is not a genuine historical portrait. Dr. K. C. Anderson,
who takes up almost a somewhat similar position with Drews, has
already made our readers familiar with the difiiculties and contradictions of the Liberal school, which has sought for the proofs
of an indubitably historical Jesus by a thorough-going critical
analysis of the gospel-narratives. The contradictory nature of
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these results is an undoubted fact. There is no general agree-

ment;

and when even Schmiedel'

s famous nine pillars are found

to be insecure, as they have been shown to be, where are we to

look for obj

ective certainty?

is, does not j

B

ut this uncertainty, painful as it

ustify us in going to the opposite ex

treme of asserting

that there is nothing historical to find, because no historical Jesus

at all ever ex

isted. This, however, is precisely Drews'

position:

QUEST

these results is an undoubted fact. There is no general agreement ; and when even Schmiedel’s famous nine pillars are found
to be insecure, as they have been shown to be, where are we to
look for objective certainty ? But this uncertainty, painful as it
is, does not justify us in going to the opposite extreme of asserting
that there is nothing historical to find, because no historical Jesus
at all ever existed. This, however, is precisely Drews‘ position:
If all the details of the gospel story are resolved in mythical
mist, as they are resolved in the hands of historical criticism.
then, precisely from the methodological point of view, we lose
all right, not merely to say what Jesus was, but to make the bare
assertion that there ever was such a person" (p. 291). But why
is it that Drews finds himself compelled to take up such In
extreme attitude? Drews is a philosopher and idealist: and
because of his favourite form of idealistic philosophy he is
persuaded that it would be far better for us if religion were not
made to depend on a historical personality. In general we share
this opinion largely ourselves, and believe that the reliEi0h Of
Jesus himself must have been a far different thing from the
present Christianity, which is a religion about Jesus, the product
of nineteen centuries of evolution. We have already full liberty
and justification for this view. For, on the one hand, it is a fact
that the greatest scholars are at loggerheads historically as 1308
single thing that Jesus either did or said; that is to say, if we do
not feel like accepting any deed or word, we can always find high
authority to support us ; and, on the other, We have every right
to hold that no beneficent deity would expect us to pin our faith
on such precarious history.
So much then for the historicity of
the Jesus-figure of the gospels and for the philosoPhi° "e“3i°us
Point of view. But as to the substantive fact of Jesus‘ existence
and Pffiachiflg.We hold that it is far less diflicult to believe that
Jesus did live and that he taught the people than to believe that
the whole Christian story is a deliberately historicised
without the faintest shadow of a historical personality of any
on which to rest it.
Drews, however, being a champion of the
idea’ and its absolute creative power, is impatient of the ‘Bread
personality’ theorists, and especially of those who naively hold
that nothing can be created without such personalitY- Therefore
he will have it that : There is not in the centre of Christianity one
particular historical human being, but the idea of man, of the
suffering, struggling, humiliated,but victoriously emerging from 9'11
his humiliations, servant of God,’ symbolically represented in the
"

I

f all the details of the gospel story are resolved in mythical

mist, as they are resolved in the hands of historical criticism,

then, precisely from the methodological point of view, we lose

all right, not merely to say what Jesus was, but to make the bare

assertion that there ever was such a person "

(p. 291). B

ut why

is it that Drews finds himself compelled to take up such an

ex

treme attitude?

Drews is a philosopher and idealist;

and

because of his favourite form of idealistic philosophy he is

persuaded that it would be far better for us if religion were not

made to depend on a historical personality. I
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this opinion largely ourselves, and believe that the religion of

Jesus himself must have been a far different thing from the

present Christianity, which is a religion about Jesus, the product

of nineteen centuries of evolution. W e have already full liberty
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actions and ex

periences of a particular historical [

course invented historical]

D. means of

person. H ow much grander, loftier,

and more spiritual is this idea than the prosy belief of L

theologians in the '

uniq

ue'

iberal

personality of Jesus of N azareth of

1,900 years ago, which has played hardly any part in the whole

Christian development, and which, on account of its temporal,

material, and temperamental limitations, would never have been

able to fill the religious thought of nearly two thousand years"

(pp. 297, 298

). A

nd elsewhere, in speaking of the zeal shown by

587

actions and experiences of a particular historical [D. means of
course invented historical] person. How much grander, loftier,
and more spiritual is this idea than the prosy belief of Liberal
theologians in the unique’ personality of Jesus of Nazareth of
1,900 years ago, which has played hardly any part in the whole
Christian development, and which, on account of its temporal,
material, and temperamental limitations, would never have been
able to fill the religious thought of nearly two thousand years”
(pp. 297, 298). And elsewhere, in speaking of the zeal shown by
Liberal theologians against materialism, he adds: As if it were
not just as crude a materialism to make the belief in religious
truth dependent on its visible realisation in a single human
individual of ancient times, and as if what is called ‘the ideal
Christ,’ the working of the divine spirit in us, the one source and
centre of all religious life, could be replaced and vanquished by a
belief in the historical Jesus" (p. 803).
We grant the greatness of theidea and that it is immeasurably
‘

“

L
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beyond the beggarly elements of the simple prophet notion of

iberal theology as a satisfactory ex

Christianity. B

ut concerning the ex

planation of the origins of

istence q

uestion, we would

remind Drews that, as to this special problem, we must continue to

grub in the soil of history and not think we can solve it by soaring

into the heights of the idea and of its spiritual implications;

would therefore ask him the simple q

not deny the historical ex

we

uestion: Does he or does he

istence of Simon Magus, for instance,

where we are confronted with fundamentally similar phenomena?

That Drews himself, however, is somewhat shaky in his intransi-

gent championing of the idea as the ex

clusive solution of the

enigma of the origins, over against the idea plus personality, may

be seen when, referring to the great philosophers and teachers, he

writes: "

I

t is the idea that attains consciousness in such men

and stirs them to action;

they are what they are only by the

living power of the divinity within them. I

n this sense it is true

that in the last resort ideas, not personalities, rule the world;

and

this is the one really religious view, because we cannot see why

Christianity, too, may not have come into being from the idea

living in its adherents of a suffering, dying and rising saviour"

(p. 8

02— the italics are ours). B

ut if the idea is of no effect

without personalities through whom it manifests, are we to believe

that while there were many great personalities in whom the idea

actualised, the one traditionally believed without ex

the greatest of all of them was non-ex

istent?

ception to be

The q

uestion is

beyond the beggarly elements of the simple prophet notion of
Liberal theology as a satisfactory explanation of the origins of
Christianity. But concerning the existence question, we would
remind Drews that, as to this special problem, we must continue to
grub in the soil of history and not thinkwe can solve it by soaring
into the heights of the idea and of its spiritual implications; we
would therefore ask him the simple question: Does he or does he
not deny the historical existence of Simon Magus, for instance,
where We are confronted with fundamentally similar phenomena ?
That Drews himself, however, is somewhat shaky in his intransigent championing of the idea as the exclusive solution of the
enigma of the origins, over against the idea plus personality, may
be seen when, referring to the great philosophers and teachers, he
writes: “ It is the idea that attains consciousness in such men
and stirs them to action; they are what they are only by the
living power of the divinity within them. In this sense it is true
that in the last resort ideas, not personalities, rule the world; and
this is the one really religious view, because we cannot see why
Christianity, too, may not have come into being from the idea
living in its adherents of a suffering, dying and rising saviour"
(p. 802—the italics are ours). But if the idea is of no eflect
without personalities through whom it manifests, are we to believe
that while there were many great personalities in whom the idea
actualised, the one traditionally believed without exception to be
the greatest of all of them was non-existent? The question is
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not whether Christianity could not have theoretically come into

ex

istence solely through the power of an idea;

but as a matter of

fact historically did it do so?

QUEST

not whether Christianity could not have theoreticallycome into
existence solely through the power of an idea; but as a matter of
fact historically did it do so ?
Drews' main quarrel, however, is a theoretical and methodological conflict with the standpoint of Liberal theology. Liberal
theology,” he says, is an offspring of the time which chose science
for a leader after the collapse of speculative philosophy about
the middle of the last century, and, under the banner of modern
empiricism and positivism, branded the belief in ideas as a
A tendency got the upper hand
superstition.
which, apart from religious speculation, rejected the hitherto
prevailing view of Christianity as obsolete, and substituted the
The fact W9-5
mere man Jesus for the discarded dogma.
overlooked that modern empiricism and psychology are merely the
complement of scientific materialism (Pp. 299, 300).
There is truth in this contention ; but on the other hand we
of liberal
owe a deep debt of gratitude to the courageous efforts
research and criticism to free us from subjective and false views
of history; they have swept away much that is demonstrably
that is a V617
erroneous, if taken as objective historical fact, and
even
great gain. Very necessary work, therefore, has been done,
if
though much of it has been of the nature of démolition. But it IS
be a fact that true religious life is continuously creative,
th“
necessary from time to time to clear away superstructllrefi
reinforcehave become too tottering for further underpinning and
scrutiny
ment, before the rebuilding can be begun. The patient
of the documents of the N.'I'. collection, and of ever)’
with
cognate literature immediately prior to and contemporaneous
movements
it, has revealed innumerable outlines of tendencies and
previously unknown or imperfectly studied, and the In
us
comparative study of these tendencies is gradually orienting
solution of the
more and more surely, if not towards a final
at
actual historical problem, for adequate material so far fails,
that
in 8» WE)’
any rate towards the evaluation of the problem
to thank
have
For this we
was never previously possible.
as
chiefly the work of men who in the main must be classed
has
interest
liberal.’ It is, however, true that the pendulum of
0bj°°biVe'
swung too far in the direction of the quest of the purely
thifi
against
reaction
and that we are beginning to experience a
tendency. But Drews in his turn swings too far in the other
direction, if by the historical reality of Jesus he means the bare
historical existence of Jesus and not simply the historical validitfl
“
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of the gospel-figure, when he writes :
I insist that the belief in
the historical reality of Jesus is the chief obstacle to religious
progress [D.'s own italics]; and therefore the question of his
historicity is not a purely historical, but also a philosophicreligious question" (p. 807). But to start, as Drews evidently
does, from the philosophic-religiousground is a mistake in method,
for it imports our present religious problems into the distant past
and so makes the admitted historical enigma. still more difiicult.
It would be far too lengthy an undertaking to enter into a
detailed criticism of Drews’ controversial points on the ground of
‘comparative religion ’; one or two only can be briefly noticed.
Drews whole-heartedly adopts the pre-Christian God-Jesus-cult
theory of W. B. Smith, but of its validity even Smith himself, a
far better scholar. has not been able so far to satisfy us. For
instance, the phrase in the magic papyri, "I adjure thee by the
God of the Hebrews, Jesus" (p. 219), is surely post-Christian, and
anyone acquainted at first hand with the jumbles of naive
ignorance in these popular dust-heaps, will at once understand how
easily a ' magician could confound Jews and Christians and give
the God of the latter to the former. Nor again, even if we accept
the ‘ emended reading ’ in Jude 5, “ that Jesus, having saved
the people out of Egypt for a second time" (p. 221). and equate
the Greek ‘Jesus’ with the Hebrew 'Joshuah,’ as is perfectly
legitimate, shall we be any further advanced, for it was a popular
Jewish belief that the Messiah was to be a ‘second Joshuah,’
simply as a hero-saviour and not as a god. As to Jensen's astral
theories, which Drews uncritically takes over,—here is a specimen
of these phantastically faint analogies that are supposed to account
for the main structure of the Christ-myth: “Astral mythology
furnished the name of Pilatus to pierce with his spear (pilum)
the son of God hanging on the world-tree, the MilkyWay" (p.
280) ; and in connection therewith: “ The conception of the just
one as ‘hanging and the symbolic transformation of the martyr's
stake into the mystic form of a cross as a sign of fire and life,
corresponding to the constellation of Orion, suggested the idea of
making the servant of God and life-bringer, who dies on the cross,
to be put to death by the Romans, not the Jews, as the Jews
killed the blasphemer by stoning" (p. 213). The ‘ just one refers
us to the Platonic passage which W. B. Smith would have us take
as the chief crucifixion prototype; but there is nothing in it about
the very distinctive torture of crucifixion ; it speaks of impalement
only, and the astral nc:cus between this and crucifixion is exceed:
"
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ingly nebulous. There is indubitably a great deal to be said in

favour of a symbolic interpretation of much in the artificial

composition of the gospel-narratives, but it does not satisfactorily

dispose of the possibility of the bare fact of a historic crucifix

as the ex

treme left of criticism would have us believe. I

that the Gnostics had a gnostic crucifix

ion,

t is true

ion, but even the spiritual

vision of the inner happening, as set forth in The A

cts of John,

does not deny that there was a physical occurrence, even though

the mystic regards all such physical happening as a shadow or

appearance solely of the spiritual reality. B

ut granting the

symbolic element as one of the factors in the problem (and Smith,

in his E

cce Deus, has brought forward some valuable suggestions

on this subj

ex

ect), to put forward the already highly artificial and

ceedingly strained reconstructions by modern guess-work of the

notions and phantasies of ancient astral mythologism as the point

de depart of the Christian story, is an unnecessary handicap to

the acceptance of the legitimate symbolic element in the mix

ture.
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There is no more pressing task than to find correct values in the

very difficult research field of sidereal religion;

trained specialists in the subj

even the most highly

ect are not yet in a position to orient

themselves with any surety in this ocean of seething cross-

currents. Such strained parallels as the above are therefore not

only premature, but as the '

astral facts'

themselves are almost

certain, with more thorough-going study of the literary data, to be

found to be largely erroneous, the analogies based on them will

prove to be mostly non-ex

istent;

and thus the way will be cleared

for bringing the genuine parallels and their values into the field of

observation.
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ingly nebulous. There is indubitably a great deal to be saidin
favour of a symbolic interpretation of much in the artificial
composition of the gospel-narratives, but it does not satisfactorily
dispose of the possibility of the bare fact of a historic crucifixion,
as the extreme left of criticism would have us believe. It is true
that the Gnostics had a gnostic crucifixion, but even the spiritual
vision of the inner happening, as set forth in The Acts of John.
does not deny that there was a physical occurrence, even though
the mystic regards all such physical happening as a shadow or
appearance solely of the spiritual reality. But granting the
symbolic element as one of the factors in the problem (and Smith,
in his Ecce Deus, has brought forward some valuable suggestions
and
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trained specialists in the subject are not yet in a position to orient
themselves with any surety in this ocean of seething crosscurrents. Such strained parallels as the above are therefore not
only premature, but as the ‘astral facts’ themselves are almost
certain, with more thorough-going study of the literary data» 130 be
found to be largely erroneous, the analogies based on them Will
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prove to be mostly non-existent ; and thus the way will be
for bringing the genuine parallels and their values into the field Of
observation.
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the present case, we have the record of the games played on the
Continent only, for the important work of English and American
scholars is hardly touched upon. Nevertheless the book is valuable
in many ways and especially for the clear definition of the various
positions. Schweitzer, as is well known, is himself a thoroughgoing eschatologist. As in Van Reimarus zu Wrede his main
conclusion asserted that the teaching of Jesus was fundamentally
'eschatologica1ly conditioned’ (p. x.), so in the present study he
would explain Paul entirely from the standpoint of Jewish
eschatology and apocalyptic. And here we must understand
eschatology in the precise and limited sense in which Schweitzer
defines it, namely “ the end of the world as expected in the
immediate future, and the events, hopes and fears connected
therewith (p. 228).
The Strassburg scholar's main contention is that Paul's
theology, christology and psychology, in fact his whole doctrine,
owed nothing, not only to hellenism or even the mystery-religions,
but also to Jewish-hellenic (Wisdom) tendencies or even gnosticism.
Paul's doctrine, it is true, was not the teaching of Jesus; so far
from being an innovation, however, it was that of the earliest
Jerusalem community, whose religion was not identical with the
teaching of Jesus, nor did it simply grow out of it, but was founded
Thus Paul's fundamental
on his death and resurrection (p. 48).
doctrine, so far from being a new creation, as has been so often
asserted, is, according to Schweitzer, ‘primitive,’ and consisted in
"
the belief in the Messiahship of Jesus who had died and risen
again, and in the expectation of his parousia in the immediate
future (p. 238). Thus the teaching of Paul was far from being a
‘personal creation’; on the contrary, " the religious problems
which struggle for solution in his letters had also occupied his
Jewish contemporaries or at least a section of them" (p. 52).
Though we agree with the latter statement, we thinkthat throughout Schweitzer makes far too little of the ‘personal element in
Paul's writings, and especially of his over-powering personal
mystical experience, as indeed he seems to do of all such experiences. But perhaps he will treat this subject in a more
satisfactory manner when he comes to write the promised sequel
to the present volume and deals with The Pauline Mysticism (Die

merican
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religious terminology, but, in respect of ideas, nothing. The
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eq

postle did not hellenise Christianity. H is conceptions are

(p. 28

8

). This conclusion is directly

opposed chiefly to the positions of which the most distinguished

champions are H arnack on the one hand and B

other. B

eitzenstein on the

ut even though we may have to admit that the

hellenising process'

proper began, if not with the writer of the

'

only with I

spiritual gospel,'

gnatius and Justin, we are not

prepared to allow that Paul was entirely uninfluenced by the ideas

of hellenistic religion, that is of the blend of hellenic and oriental

thought. So far from this being the case, so far from a grudging

admission that Paul simply used a terminology in common with

hellenistic theology being a satisfactory solution of the problem,

we are strongly of opinion that not only hellenistic-gnostic

terminology but also hellenistic-gnostic notions and practices

were perfectly familiar to him and many of his hearers. I

ndeed
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had there been no common ground of theory and practice between

them he could never have succeeded in propagandising his gospel.

The point is, and it is a fundamental one, that the Pauline com-

munities are found using a gnostic terminology and in the full

practice of '

gifts of the spirit'
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tism is christianised Judaism, and Catholicism christianised

Paganism, Schweitzer'
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s brilliant attempt to make Paul entirely

— in the sense of being fundamentally conditioned by

purely Jewish eschatological presuppositions centred round the

belief in the death and resurrection of a certain individual '

the flesh '

the A

after

— will no doubt meet with great favour in many Pro-

testant circles;

but what then becomes of the '

universalism '

of

postle in any spiritual sense, and what, above all, are we

to-day to think of such eschatology?
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ut because wo are compelled to admit a hellenistic gnostic

element in Paul, we are not, therefore, as Schweitzer would have us,

to be forced on to either horn of the dilemma— "

Tiibingen critics did, to transplant the E

religious terminology, but, in respect of ideas, nothing. The
Apostle did not hellenise Christianity. His conceptions are
equally distinct from those of Greek philosophy and from those of
the Mystery-religions (p. 238). This conclusion is directly
opposed chiefly to the positions of which the most distinguished
champions are Harnack on the one hand and Reitzenstein on the
other. But even though we may have to admit that the
hellenising process‘ proper began, if not with the writer of the
‘spiritual gospel,’ only with Ignatius and Justin, we are not
prepared to allow that Paul was entirely uninfluenced by the ideas
of hellenistic religion, that is of the blend of hellenic and oriental
thought. So far from this being the case, so far from a grudging
admission that Paul simply used a terminology in common with
hellenistic theology being a satisfactory solution of the problem,
we are strongly of opinion that not only hellenistic-gnostio
terminology but also hellenistic-gnostio notions and practices
were perfectly familiar to him and many of his hearers. Indeed
had there been no common ground of theory and practice between
them he could never have succeeded in propagandising his gospel.
The point is, and it is a fundamental one, that the Pauline communities are found using a gnostic terminology and in the full
practice of gifts of the spirit that had been already long
established. The Apostle's gospel may very well have been largely,
if not chiefly, conditioned by Jewish eschatological and apocalyptic
notions; but even these had been already to some extent coloured
by hellenistic gnostic ideas. Gnosis was a common element of
the personal religion of the time wherever it was found, and Paul
is gnostic. If, in general, as Tyrrell so well phrased it, Protestantism is cbristianised Judaism, and Catholicism christianised
Paganism, Schweitzer’s brilliant attempt to make Paul entirely
primitive ’—in the sense of being fundamentally conditioned by
purely Jewish eschatological presuppositions centred round the
'
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belief in the death and resurrection of a certain individual ‘ after
the flesh ’—will no doubt meet with great favour in many Protestant circles; but what then becomes of the universalism of
the Apostle in any spiritual sense, and what, above all, are we
to-day to think of such eschatology ‘?
But because we are compelled to admit a hellenistic gnostic
element in Paul, we are not, therefore, as Schweitzer would have us,
to be forced on to either horn of the dilemma—"either, as the ultraTiibingen critics did, to transplant the Epistles and the doctrine
from the primitive period to the second century, or, as some of the
'
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votaries of Comparative Religion have endeavoured to do, explain
primitive Christianity as a product of Grseco-Oriental syncretism
(p. 289). Christianity was surrounded from the start by gnostic
movements of every description, gnostic in thewide sense in which
comparative religion to-day uses the term, and not in the limited
and now demonstrably false meaning given to it by the early
heresiologists. The chief element in the gnosis, however, was not
syncretism,—that was secondary-—but personal experience. It
depended on the illuminate as to how far his formal exposition or
teaching was syncretic. Sometimes it is patently and elaborately
syncretic, when the prophet or mystical philosopher had acquaintance with and set forth to blend many traditions; sometimes it
is put forth in an already digested and transformed thoughtcomplex that has the appearance of a simple characteristic form,
but only as long as it is not carefully analysed. Here then there
is room for degree and state of syncretism of every kind ; to
suppose, however, that Jewish eschatology or Jewish apocalyptic
was free from commixture and syncretism, or even that foreign
"
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suppose, however, that Jewish eschatology or Jewish apocalyptic

was free from commix

ture and syncretism, or even that foreign

elements had been so assimilated that either the one or the other

’

elements had been so assimilated that either the one or the other
legitimately pass for original creations of the unaided Hebrew
genius, would be to depart from the ground of objective scientific
research. We, therefore, look forward with interest to seeing how
Schweitzer will treat this crucial point in his forthcoming volume,
for tout est la. Of this he seems to have some prevision when, in
referring to the possibilityof explaining the mystical doctrine of
on the basis of
redemption and the sacramental teaching of Paul
“
the Jewish eschatological element, he writes: The attempt is by
no means so hopeless as it might seem in view of the general
consideration that Judaism knew neither mysticism nor sacraments. It is not really a question of Judaism as such, but
of apocalyptic thought, which is a separate and independent
phenomenon arising within Judaism, and has special presuppositions
peculiar to it " (p. 241). Quite so ; but if Paulinism in its essence
is “nothing else than an eschatological mysticism, expressing
itself by the aid of the Greek religious terminology (ibid.), it will
be very difficult to show that the terminology has retained none
of its native meaning, not even to the extent of the perfume still
clinging to the empty unguent pots,—that the hellenistic terms
have been used simply as old wine-skins into which to pour the
new wine of entirely non-hellenic notions.
A point brought out strongly by Schweitzer, is that of the
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straightly opposed to the Greek philosophical view of spiritual,

of the possibility of the ultimate entire separation of soul from

body (if indeed that was the teaching of Plato, unless body is to

be considered in its lowest terms), of the gulf between the intelli-

gible and the sensible. A

be entirely ex

nd, therefore, he thinks that Paul is to

onerated from all hellenising in this most funda-

mental respect. B

ut Paul had had his own deep mystical

ex

perience;

that it was a sensuous, or preferably sensible,

ex

perience, and not a purely intellectual, or intelligible, illumina-

tion, we can well believe, from what he tells us. Such ex

periences,

however, of a glorified body, or a glory, are common to all forme of

higher, and even lower, mysticism;

they are sufficiently veil

known and the accounts have been studied by the comparative

method. H owever we may to-day contrast the views of the two

greatest geniuses of H ellas on the nature of the soul, the followers

ristotle, in the A

lex

andrian schools, delighted in
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of Plato and A

reconciling '

the apparently opposed doctrines of the two masters,

not only in this but in other respects. I

only of Plato and A

n fact '

symphonies,'

not

ristotle, but of even far more contradictory

systems, were in fashion both before, contemporary with and long

after the days of Paul. I

t is true that Paul looked forward to a

treme hellenic position, and

very different from the widespread hellenistic andmoderate hellenic

views of the times and long after, with their notions of the

augoeides and astroeides, the glory- or ray-like or starry vehicle.

B

ut Schweitzer does not seem to know the meaning of meta-

morphosis, and would father on Paul notions that are little better

than those of crude chilianism in this respect.

A

s to the very difficult problem of the absence of q

uotation of

the sayings of Jesus in the Pauline letters, Schweitzer is of opinion

that Paul "

must have had more knowledge about Jesus than he

uses in his teachings and polemics"

dealing with the subj

(p. 245). B

ut when he is

ect in the body of the book (pp. 42, 48

), he

simply stresses this difficulty, and leaves us without any suggested

solution, unless it be that he thinks that the universal solvent

eschatology'

will volatilise this crux

as well as all others. I

summing-up, however, he will have it that Paul'

BT01!-test seniuses of Hellas on the nature of the soul, the follower!
of Plato and Aristotle, in the Alexandrian schools, de1i8ht°dih
‘
"°°°h°i1iD8 the apparently opposed doctrines of the two masters,

s procedure

0111? in this but in other respects. In fact ‘symphonies,’ 110$
0111? of Plato and Aristotle, but of even far more contrs.dict01'Y
Byfltems, were in fashion both before, contemporafl With “"1 1°“
“"797 the 38-95 of Paul. It is true that Paul looked forward to 5
tflmfiformed earth and transformed bodies and that he was f8!‘
from the ultra-Platonic view of an absolutely bodiless spiritual
hht

from the ultra-Platonic view of an absolutely bodiless spiritual

but the latter is an ex

body of the resurrection. This notion, Schweitzer urges, is
straightly opposed to the Greek philosophical view of spiritual,
of the possibility of the ultimate entire separation of soul from
body (if indeed that was the teaching of Plato, unless body is to
be considered in its lowest terms), of the gulf between the intelligible and the sensible. And, therefore, he thinks that Paul isto
be entirely exonerated from all hellenising in this most funds
mental respect.
But Paul had had his own deep mY3tl'°9-1
that
it was a sensuous, or preferably sensible.
experience;
experience, and not a purely intellectual, or intelligible, illumination, we can well believe, from what he tells us. Such experiencefit
however, of a glorified body, or a glory, are common to all forms of
hiflher, and even lower, mysticism; they are suficiently well
known and the accounts have been studied by the comparative
method. However we may to-day contrast the views of the two
'

transformed earth and transformed bodies and that he was far

immortality;
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in this respect is '

knows that!

deliberate.'

Paul "

might seem inevitable to do so, as in respect to the ethics and the

doctrine of the significance of his death and resurrection;

and in

"

fact declares that as a matter of principle he desires no longer to

'

ex

know Christ after the flesh.'

"

H ow then does Schweitzer

tricate himself from this dilemma, when he further handicaps

himself by adding that "

inadeq

uate to ex

psychological considerations are q

plain the facts "

?

uite

"

H e does so by resorting to the

’

fiction of the '

as if '

:"

I

t is as though he held that between the

present world-period and that in which Jesus lived and taught

there ex

ists no link of connex

death and resurrection of the L

ion, and was convinced that since the

ord conditions were present which

were so wholly new that they made his teaching inapplicable [

and rendered necessary a new basis for ethics "

Judceus A

l]

,

(p. 246). Credat

pella, if indeed it would not wring the withers even of

the toughest eschatological H ebrew.

So then Schweitzer would have it that Paul was eschatologi-

cal in the narrow sense, first and last, with of course the inevitable

corollary that he was deceived in his ex

pectation, as indeed was

Jesus himself. This is the solution which Schweitzer thinks

ex

plains, as no other can, the enigmatic attitude which subseq

generations take up with regard to the A

"

uent

postle of the Gentiles.

They know him but they owe no allegiance to him. H e created

no school"

(p. 248

Schweitzer'

). B

ut is this really the case?

I

n our view

s neglect of the all-important factor of the gnosis as

one of the chief elements in the problem, has blinded him to the

fact that the gnostics of the subseq

Paul. H e is their A

earlier '

Catholio'

neglect Paul;

uent generations are full of

postle preeminently. I

F

t is true that the

athers, beginning with I

gnatius and Justin,

but this is only the more significant, for it is not

because of the breakdown of his eschatological ex

pectations;

had that to face also in the synoptics and the fourth gospel. I

they

t

was rather precisely because Paul was championed by the gnostics,

’

and that they hated the gnosis.

A

nd this blindness of Schweitzer is all the more surprising,

for in criticising H oltzmann, he writes: "

know that Paul is not after all a '

H ow then does H oltzmann

Gnostic '

pure and simple?

The

whole character of his system makes him appear so. H e himself

claims to be one, and is q

uite unaware that his doctrine is nothing

more than the form given by the constructive imagination to a

personal ex

perience. H e knows no distinction between '
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in this respect is ‘ deliberate.’ We really wonder how Schweitzer
knows that ! Paul " does not appeal to the Master even where it
might seem inevitable to do so, as in respect to the ethics and the
doctrine of the significance of his death and resurrection; and in
fact declares that as a matter of principle he desires no longer to
'
know Christ after the flesh.’
How then does Schweitzer
extricate himself from this dilemma, when he further handicaps
himself by adding that “psychological considerations are quite
inadequate to explain the facts ‘P He does so by resorting to the
fiction of the ' as if : “ It is as though he held that between the
present world-period and that in which Jesus lived and taught
there exists no link of connexion, and was convinced that since the
death and resurrection of the Lord conditions were present which
were so wholly new that they made his teaching inapplicable [I],
and rendered necessary a new basis for ethics"
246). Credat
Judwus Apella, if indeed it would not wring the withers even of
the toughest eschatological Hebrew.
So then Schweitzer would have it that Paul was eschatological in the narrow sense, first and last, with of course the inevitable
corollary that he was deceived in his expectation, as indeed was
Jesus himself. This is the solution which Schweitzer thinks
explains, as no other can, the enigmatic attitude which subsequent
generations take up with regard to the Apostle of the Gentiles.
“
They know him but they owe no allegiance to him. He created
But is this really the case? In our view
no school" (p. 248).
Schweitzer's neglect of the all-important factor of the gnosis as
one of the chief elements in the problem, has blinded him to the
fact that the gnostics of the subsequent generations are full of
Paul. He is their Apostle preéminently. It is true that the
earlier ‘ Catholic Fathers, beginning with Ignatius and Justin,
neglect Paul; but this is only the more significant, for it is not
because of the breakdown of his eschatological expectations; they
had that to face also in the synoptics and the fourth gospel. It
was rather precisely because Paul was championed by the gnostics,
and that they hated the gnosis.
And this blindness of Schweitzer is all the more surprising,
for in criticising Holtzmann, he writes : “ How thendoes Holtzmann
know that Paul is not after all a ‘ Gnostic pure and simple ? The
whole character of his system makes him appear so. He himself
claims to be one, and is quite unaware that his doctrine is nothing
more than the form given by the constructive imagination to a
'
personal experience. He knows no distinction between gnostic'

W e really wonder how Schweitzer

does not appeal to the Master even where it
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religious.’ What is religious is for him gnostic, and what is
gnostic is religious. Anyone who strictly distinguishes the two in
him is modernising” (p. 107). Strange that Schweitzer can write
thus, and yet be blind to the facts. The reason is, and we are
greatly surprised to find it in so admirable and wide-read a scholar,
that because of his dislike for the position of the ‘comparative
religionists,’ he still adheres to the long-exploded superstition that
the gnosis arose in Christianity only at the beginning of the second
century ; whereas comparative religion’ has proved up to the hilt
that it existed long prior to Christianity, surrounded it and was
with it and in it from the beginning.
As to the mysticism of Paul, Schweitzer endeavours to distinguish it radically from that of the mystery-religions. The
mystery-religions represent the transformation of the living
being as effected by his receiving into himself a divine essence, by
means of the gnosis and the vision of God. It is thus a subjective
act. According to Paul's teaching the transfiguration is not
brought about by the gnosis and the vision of God. These are
and
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greatly surprised to find it in so admirable and wide-read a scholar,

that because of his dislike for the position of the '

religionists,'

he still adheres to the long-ex
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the gnosis arose in Christianity only at the beginning of the second

century;
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that it ex

isted long prior to Christianity, surrounded it and was

comparative religion '

has proved up to the hilt
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with it and in it from the beginning.

A

s to the mysticism of Paul, Schweitzer endeavours to dis-

tinguish it radically from that of the mystery-religions. "

mystery-religions represent the '

transformation'

The

of the living

"

being as effected by his receiving into himself a divine essence, by

means of the gnosis and the vision of God. I

act. A

ccording to Paul'

s teaching the '

t is thus a subj

ective

transfiguration'

is not
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brought about by the gnosis and the vision of God. These are

rather the conseq

uence of the renewal, the efficient cause of which

efficacy of the sacrament, but in a world-process. So soon as

the individual enters by faith and baptism into this new cosmic

process he is immediately renewed in harmony therewith, and now

receives spirit, ecstasy, gnosis and everything that these imply.

W hat according to the Greek view is the cause, is for Paul the

I

uence"

(p. 224).

n the first place, this entirely contradicts the order of Paul'

s

own development, and in the second the cause according to the

gnosis of the higher mystery-institutions is God, precisely as with

Paul. "

W ork out your own salvation, but know that it is God

energising in you "

is fundamental with both. A

s to the difference

of mode in the means, it is the age-long distinction between what is

called in I

ndia the monkey and cat theories— co-operation or

passivity— synergism or monergism. I

t is further to be remarked

that the doctrine of the mystery-gnosis is nearer to true univer-

salism than is that of Paul, as sketched above by Schweitzer;

for

the latter is conditioned by a temporal event. The former proclaims

the supremacy of spirit, the latter depends on a material happening.

A

gain, Schweitzer writes: "

Paul

is an eschatologist, looking for the parousia and the transformation

of the body "

(p. 18

9). This is true only if we take eschatology in

’

rather the consequence of the renewal, the efficient cause of which
is found, not in the act of the individual, and not in the inherent
efiicacy of the sacrament, but in a world-process. So soon I18
the individual enters by faith and baptism into this new cosmic
process he is immediately renewed in harmony therewith,and now
receives spirit, ecstasy, gnosis and everything that these implyWhat according to the Greek view is the cause, is for Paul the
consequence

"

(p. 224).

In the flrst place, this entirely contradicts the order of Paul's
own development, and in the second the cause according t0 the
gnosis of the higher mystery-institutions is God, precisely 35 With
Paul. " Work out your own salvation, but know that it is God
energising in you is fundamental with both. As to the difference
of mode in the means, it is the age-long distinction between what is
called in India the monkey and cat theories—co-operation or
passivity—synergism or monergiem. It is further to be remarked
that the doctrine of the mystery-gnosis is nearer to true universalism than is that of Paul, as sketched above by Schweitzer: f01'
the latter is conditioned by a temporal event. The former proclaims
the supremacy of spirit, thelatter depends on a material happeningAgain, Schweitzer writes: “The gnostics were real spiritualists,
Opposed to eschatology, and denying a corporal resurrection: P8-111
is an eschatologist, looking for the parousia and the transformation
0f the b0dY " (D. 139). This is true only if we take eschatology in
"

The gnostics were real spiritualists,

opposed to eschatology, and denying a corporal resurrection;

'

‘

is found, not in the act of the individual, and not in the inherent

conseq

'
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Schweitzer'

s narrow meaning, as the ex

end of all things. I
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Schweitzer’s narrow meaning, as the expectation of an immediate
end of all things. In a wider sense, however, all Christian gnostics
were esohatologists, and the system that Hippolytus ascribes to
Basilides, presents us with one of the most marvellous eschatologies ever devised. Again the gnostics generally believed in
the doctrine of transcorporation or reincarnation, and therefore in
the resurrection of the body as body, though not of the identical
form and substance; while in addition they shared with Paul a
belief in the glory of the ' spiritual body,’ the seminarium of all
embodiment. Whether or not their conceptions of this body were
or were not of a sublimer order than Paul's, is an open question ;
Origen at any rate does not support Schweitzer's distinction.
If then we have many a bone of contention to pick with
Schweitzer concerning the gnosis, and we have by no means
exhausted the list, we have perhaps even more to pick with him
on the subject of the mystery-religions. Considerations of space,
however, now compel us to bring this review to an end without
further criticism. Not that we would in any case desire to end
on a note of criticism, for we have much for which to thank
Schweitzer. By all means let us concentrate for a space on the
problems of Jewish eschatology and Jewish apocalyptic; they are
very important elements in the enigma. of the origins, and the
For forcing attention in
more we know about them the better.
this direction Schweitzer is to be unreservedly thanked. They
were one of the most potent limiting factors, one of the most
immediate environmental determinants, of the seedling; they,
however, pertained to the soil and not to the spiritual potency
of the seed. It remains only to add that Mr. Montgomery's
translation is excellent.

pectation of an immediate

n a wider sense, however, all Christian gnostics

were esohatologists, and the system that H ippolytus ascribes to
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Gumo CAVALCANTI

Translated by Ezra Pound. London (Swift); 23. 6d. net; pp.
viii. + 172.
THE student of early Italian literature is under a debt of gratitude
to Mr. Ezra Pound for this, the first presentation of an anterenaissance poet other than the supreme genius of the Italian
muse——Dante—in an English version, apart from any criticism
that may be levelled at the manner in which the task has been
accomplished. However pleasing a selection of a poet's best work
may be to the ordinary dilettante reader, no genuine enquirer into
the origins of Tuscan verse can hope to rise to a full and just
appreciation of a poet unless he studies him in his entirety.

that may be levelled at the manner in which the task has been
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and undoubtedly no poet can be read

and appreciated perfectly in even the most perfect translation

into the verse of a tongue alien from that in which he himself

composed. B

ut there is another consideration of considerable

weight which touches not alone the translation but the poet

himself, namely the difference of the Z

eitgeist of the composer

from that of the reader. I

s it possible to render into the tongue

of the twentieth century A

nglo-Sax

century I

talian?

on the thought of a thirteenth

W e must confess that in reading the volume

under consideration the consciousness of the gulf of six

between the opposite pages is very insistent. I

contained in the work of that school of I

thonght

talian poets of which

Dante is the archetype. The subtle blending of a multitude of

factors utterly foreign to the Post-renaissance and Protestant

mind demand a special study of the mediaeval mind before the full

import of early I

talian poetry, with its incomparable sonnets,
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ballate, and canzone, can be in any way adeq

Just as the L

uately comprehended.

ake Poets and Tennyson, Swinburne, Thomson, for

instance, are only j

ustly appreciated by those whose environment

has caused them to imbibe the spirit of the varying schools of

nineteenth century science and philosophy, so only those con-

versant in the fullest sense with the thinkers of the middle ages—

viz. the schoolmen— are in a position rightly to understand and

enj

oy the mediaeval poets. The Divina Commedia must be all bat

meaningless to one who has never made himself acq

the Summa of St. Thomas A

scholasticism. I

q

uainted with

uinas, or some such ex

position of

n a lesser degree the same may be said of the

predecessors of Dante. The thirteenth century was pre-eminently

one of a metaphysical character, in fact witnessing the culminating

point of the keenest intellectuality reached in E

urope before the

new learning introduced by the dispersion of Greek scholars which

resulted from the entry of Mahmoud I

was immediately subseq

I

. into Constantinople. I

t

uent to this period that scholasticism

began to decline into the discussion of trivialities and inanities

which in future generations was to give an entirely misleading and

unj

ust reputation for absurdity to the schools of mediasval E

urope.

This metaphysical subtlety deeply tinged the contemporary poetry.

A

llegory was moreover freely indulged in, and thus meaning

was superimposed on meaning until it becomes a serious task to

ex

tract the real sense underlying the superincumbent ornament.

from that of the reader. Is it possible to render into the ton811°
of the twentieth century Anglo-Saxon the thought of a thirteenth
century Italian? We must confess that in reading the
under consideration the consciousness of the gulf of six centurlefi
between the opposite pages is very insistent. It is no easy matter
for a modern mind to follow throughout the complex thought
contained in the work of that school of Italian poets of which
Dante is the archetype. The subtle blending of a multitude of
factors utterly foreign to the Post-renaissance and Protestant
mind demand a special study of the mediaaval mind before the full
import of early Italian poetry, with its incomparable sonnets,
ballate, and canzone, can be in any way adequately c0mPl'°h°”d°d'
Just as the Lake Poets and Tennyson, Swinburne, Thomson. 1501‘
instance, are only justly appreciated by those whose environment
has caused them to imbibe the spirit of the va-I'yi118 3°h°°l° °f
nineteenth century science and philosophy, so 01115’ 511°” °°n'
versant in the fullest sense with the thinkers of the middle 3895'
viz. the schoolmen—are in a position rightly to understand and
enjoy the mediaaval poets. The Divina Gommedia must be 811
with
meaningless to one who has never made himself
the Summa. of St. Thomas Aquinas, or some such exposition of
the
scholasticism. In a lesser degree the same ma? be “id
predecessors of Dante. The thirteenth century W38
one of a metaphysical character, in fact witnessing the culminatms
Point of the keenest intellectuality reached in Europe b°f°r°
new learning introduced by the dispersion of Greek scholars which
resulted from the entry of Mahmoud II. into Constantin0P19- It
was immediately subsequent to this period that
b88an to decline into the discussion of trivialities and infl-B1139“
which in future generations was to give an entirely misleadiI18 and
unjust reputation for absurdity to the schools of medieeval EuropeThis metaphysical subtlety deeply tinged the contemporfl-1'Y
Allegory was moreover freely indulged in, and thus meflnmg
was superimposed on meaning until it becomes a serious ta-Bk W
extract the real sense underlying the superinoumbent ornament.

volume

centuries

t is no easy matter

for a modern mind to follow throughout the complex

QUEST

It was Dr. Johnson, if we mistake not, who observed that the
poets preserve a language; and undoubtedly no poet can be read
and appreciated perfectly in even the most perfect translation
into the verse of a tongue alien from that in which he himself
composed. But there is another consideration of considerable
weight which touches not alone the translation but the poet
himself, namely the difference of the Zeitgeist of the composer
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It is probable that no school of European poetry took its rise from
such various sources. The vernacularverse of Italy was originally
inspired by the Tronbadours of Provence, who had already for
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uropean poetry took its rise from

such various sources. The vernacular verse of I

upwards of a century and a half enriched the literature of France
with their verse, using as a vehicle thereof a language which
readily permitted of manifold variations of rhyme and cadence.
They chanted no simple folk-song. Their muse was born in the
courts of princes, and thus affected an artificial and exotic style,
which was further elaborated when imitated in the compositions
of the first Italian poets who sat at their feet.
The declining years of the twelfth century saw the Provencal
Troubadours regularly installed in the entourage of the princes of
Northern Italy, and composing their verse in mingled French and
Italian. Pure Italian literature dates only from about the year
1200, when vernacular poetry suddenly arose at Palermo, in
character mainly Provencal at first, but enriched by being uttered
in the Italian tongue with its greater refinement of expression and
conveying now deeper thought. Gradually the tender smotionalism
of the bards of Provence took a deeper note, invigorated by the
learning of Bologna and Naples, and half a century later a galaxy
of talent, suggested by such names as Cino da Pistoia, Dante da
Maiano, Cecco Angiolieri, Giotto, Guido Cavalcanti, the subject of
our review, and the brightest luminary in the flrmament of Italian
poetry, Dante Alghieri himself, gave evidence of the vitality of
Of those who preceded Dante, Guido
the transplanted art.
Cavalcanti is justly considered the greatest Italian poet.
Guido’s poetry is deeply tinged with Aristotelian metaphysic,
and this, blended as it is with the Romanticism of Provence, often
renders his sense obscure. In the translation put forward by Mr.
Ezra Pound, careful and accomplished though it be, the student
will find that he is largely left to elucidate Cavalcanti's thought
for himself. We should have preferred a less literal rendering of
the original, more of the spirit than the letter; the very excellence
of the translation as such militates against its intelligibility,it is
indeed frequently more elaborate than the original, and the ideas
become even more complicated in the English version.
The translator in spite of all his undoubtedly genuine love
and reverence for his subject, does not manifest that sympathetic
imagination, that oblivion of self, which should characterise the
perfect translator. He seems to us to assume thathis readers have
as complete a familiarity with mediaeval poesy as he has himself.
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be recalled which bring the atmosphere and colour of the original

more vividly into our alien tongue. Mr. E

zra Pound is perhaps

too pronounced an individuality, and suffers from the defect of

having mastered his subj

ect so well as to forget that his readers

may not have done likewise. O r do we err in thinking so, and

may it not be that he is so deeply affected by ex

modern poetical ex

periment in

pression that he is hardly the ideal translator

of a thirteenth century I

talian poet?

ooncerned rather with the future than with a somewhat remote

past, so that in spite of his love for the mediaeval poets, his very

accomplishment as a distinctly modern poet makes against his

success as a wholly acceptable translator of Cavalcanti, the heir of

the Troubadours, the scholastic.

uestion suggested by the reading of these poems

is: who is the lady to whom many of them are addressed?

B

earing in mind the fact that Cavalcanti was a philosopher as
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well as a poet, it seems highly probable that the Platonic concep-

tion of ideal love, '

Mania,'

as he terms it, the permanent ecstasy of

the spirit by which love leads the'

way to heaven, is the subj

these poems rather than an earthly love. The '

Joie'

Troubadours was also akin to this conception. B

oth ex

ect of

of the

press that

pure love which, lighted perhaps in the first instance by earthly

beauty, inflamed the soul to divine passion, to the love of that

celestial beauty which is eternal'

that is so poignantly ex

probably ex

and unchanging. A

nd the grief

pressed in many of the sonnets and ballate,

presses the unsatisfied longing for the unattainable,

the desire of the moth for the star, of the frail mortal for divine

perfection, rather than sorrow for the loss of some mundane love.

A

part from "

their own intrinsic value, to the student these

poems are important as those of the maestro immediately preceding

Dante who carried the poetic art, which had grown through a long

line of poets from the humble singers of Provence in an increasing

measure of beauty and ex

F

cellence, to a point of supreme perfection.

or this reason, we repeat, Mr. E

all those who desire to make the acq
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zra Pound deserves the thanks of

uaintance, through translation,

talian poet in his entirety, other

than but immediately leading up to Dante.
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be recalled which bring the atmosphere and colour of the original
more vividly into our alien tongue. Mr. Ezra Pound is perhaps
too pronounced an individuality, and sufiers from the defect of
having mastered his subject so well as to forget that his readers
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may not have done likewise. Or do we err in thinking so,
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of a thirteenth century Italian poet ?
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arindranath Tagoke.

The Upanishads say: "

THE QUEST.

Man becomes true if in this

life he can apprehend God, if not, it is the greatest

calamity for him."

B

ut what is the nature of this attainment of God?

I

t is q

obj

uite evident that the infinite is not like one

ect among many, to be definitely classified and kept

among our possessions, to be used as an ally speoially

favouring us in our politics, warfare, money-making, or

in social competitions. W e cannot put our God in the

same list with our summer-houses, motor-cars, or our

THE REALISATION OF BRAHMA.

oredit at the bank, as so many people seem to want

to do.

W e must try to understand the true character of

RABINDRANATH Tacoma.

the desire that a man has when his soul longs for his

God. Does it consist of his wish to make an addition,

no!

E
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however valuable, to his belongings?

I

mphatically

t is an endlessly wearisome task, this continual

adding to our stores. I

n fact, when the soul seeks

God she seeks her final escape from this incessant

gathering and heaping and never coming to an end. I

V
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THE Upanishads say: “Man becomes true if in this
life he can apprehend God, if not, it is the greatest
calamity for him.”
But what is the nature of this attainment of God ?
It is quite evident that the infinite is not like one
object among many, to be definitely classified and kept
among our possessions, to be used as an ally specially
favouring us in our politics, Warfare, money-making, or
in social competitions. We cannot put our God in the

list With our summer-houses, motor-cars, or our
credit at the bank, as so many people seem to Want
to do.
We must try to understand the true character of
the desire that a man has when his soul longs for his
God. Does it consist of his Wish to make an addition,
however valuable, to his belongings? Emphatically
no! It is an endlessly Wearisome task, this continual
adding to our stores. In fact, when the soul seeks
God she seeks her final escape from this incessant
gathering and heaping and never coming to an end. It
same
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is not an additional obj

the •

nityo '

nitx

impermanent, the '

abiding j

ect that she seeks, but it is

j

anam?

the permanent in all that is

rasandm rasatamah,'

oy unifying all enj

the highest

oyments. Therefore when

the Upanishads teach us to realise everything in

B

rahma, it is not to seek something ex

tra, not to

manufacture something new.

"

I

j

agat "

shdvdsyamidam sarvam yat kincha j

— K

agatyam-

now everything that there is in the universe

as enveloped by God;

"

tena tyaktena bhunj

gridhah kasyasviddhanam "

— enj

itha ma

oy whatever is given

W hen you know that whatever there is is filled by

him and whatever you have is his gift, then you

realise the infinite in the finite, and the giver in the

gifts. Then you know that all the facts of the reality
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have their only meaning in the manifestation of the

one truth, and all your possessions have their only

significance for you, not in themselves but in the

relation they establish with the infinite.

ects;

there is no q

rahma as

uestion of searching

for him in one thing in preference to another, in one

place instead of somewhere else. W e do not have to

run to the grocer'

s shop for our morning light;

open our eyes and there it is;

ourselves up to find that B

This is the reason why B

we

so we need only give

rahma is everywhere.

uddha admonished us to

free ourselves from the confinement of the life of the

self. I

is not an additional object that she seeks, but it is
the ‘nityo mitydndm,’ the permanent in all that is
impermanent, the ‘rasdndm rasatamalz,’ the highest
abiding joy unifying all enjoyments. Therefore when
the Upanishads teach us to realise everything in
Brahma, it is not to seek something extra, not to
manufacture something new.
“Ishdvdsyamidam sarvam yat kincha jagatydfiv
jagat ”—Know everything that there is in the universe
as

wealth which is not your own.

we find other obj

QUEST

enveloped by God; tena. tyaktena bhunjithd md
gridhalz kasyasm'ddhanam”—enjoywhatever is given
by him and harbour not in your mind the greed for

by him and harbour not in your mind the greed for

So it cannot be said that we can find B

THE

f there were nothing else to take its place more

positively perfect and satisfying, then such admonition

would be absolutely unmeaning. N o man can seriously

consider the advice, mucb less have any enthusiasm

“

wealth which is not your own.
When you know that whatever there is is filled bl’
him and whatever you have is his gift, then Y0“
realise the infinite in the finite, and the giver in the
gifts. Then you know that all the facts of the refl-W53’
have their only meaning in the manifestation of the
one truth, and all your possessions have their only
significance for you, not in themselves but in the
relation they establish with the infinite.
So it cannot be said that we can find
we find other objects; there is no question of searching
for him in one thing in preference to anothenin °“°
place instead of somewhere else. We do not have to
run to the grocer’s shop for our morning light; _We
open our eyes and there it is; so we need only SW9
ourselves up to find that Brahma is everywhere.
This is the reason why Buddha admonished 113 50
free ourselves from the confinement of the life of the
self. If there were nothing else to take its place more
positively perfect and satisfying, then such admonition
would be absolutely unmeaning. N 0 man can seriously
consider the advice, much less have any enthusiasm

Bra-hm3_“'3
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for it, of surrendering everything one has for gaining

nothing whatever.

So our daily worship of God is not really the pro-

cess of gradual acq

uisition of him, but the daily process

of surrendering ourselves, removing all obstacles to

union and ex

tending our consciousness of him in

devotion and service, in goodness and in love.

The Upanishads say: "

B

B

e lost altogether in

rahma like an arrow that has completely penetrated

its target."

Thus to be conscious of being absolutely

enveloped by B

tion of mind. I

life. I

rahma is not an act of mere concentra-

t must be the aim of the whole of our

n all our thoughts and deeds we must be

conscious of the infinite. L

et the realisation of this

truth become easier every day of our life, that "

ho

hyevdnyat kah prdnyat yadesha dkdsha dnando na

syat"

— none could live or move if the energy of the

all-pervading j

oy did not fill the sky. I

n all our
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actions let us feel that impetus of the infinite energy

and be glad.

I

t may be said that the infinite is beyond our

attainment, so it is for us as if it were naught. Y

es,

if the word attainment implies any idea of possession,

then it must be admitted that the infinite is unattain-

able. B

enj

ut we must keep in mind that the highest

oyment of man is not in the having but in a getting,

which is at the same time not getting. O ur physioal

pleasures leave no margin for the unrealised. They,

like the dead satellite of the earth, have but little

atmosphere around them. W hen we take food and

satisfy our hunger it is a complete act of possession.

So long as the hunger is not satisfied it is a pleasure

to eat. F

or then our enj

every point the infinite. B

oyment of eating touches at

ut, when it attains com-
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gaining

nothing whatever.
So our daily worship of God is not really the proof
cess
gradual acquisition of him, but the daily process
of surrendering ourselves, removing all obstacles to
union and extending our consciousness of him in
devotion and service, in goodness and in love.
The Upanishads say: “Be lost altogether in
Brahma like an arrow that has completely penetrated
its target." Thus to be conscious of being absolutely
enveloped by Brahma is not an act of mere concentra608

tion of mind. It must be the aim of the whole of our
life. In all our thoughts and deeds We must’ be
conscious of the infinite. Let the realisation of this
truth become easier every day of our life, that “ko
hyevdnyat Ital]. prdnydt yadesha cikdsha dnando nu.
sydt”——none could live or move if the energy of the
all-pervading joy did not fill the sky. In all our
actions let us feel that impetus of the infinite energy
and be glad.
It may be said that the infinite is beyond our
attainment, so it is for us as if it were naught. Yes,
if the word attainment implies any idea of possession,
then it must be admitted that the infinite is unattainable. But We must keep in mind that the highest
enjoyment of man is not in the having but in a getting,
which is at the same time not getting. Our physical
pleasures leave no margin for the unrealised. They,
like the dead satellite of the earth, have but little
atmosphere around them. When We take food and
satisfy our hunger it is a complete act of possession.
So long as the hunger is not satisfied it is a pleasure
to eat. For then our enjoyment of eating touches at
every point the infinite. But, when it attains com-
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pletion, or in other words, when our desire for eating

reaches the end of the stage of its non-realisation, it

reaches the end of its pleasure. I

n all our intellectual

pleasures the margin is broader, the limit is far off.

I

n all our deeper love getting and non-getting run ever

parallel. I

n one of our V

says to his beloved: "

I

aishnava lyrics the lover

feel as if I

have gazed upon

the beauty of thy face from my birth, yet my eyes are

hungry still;

as if I

have kept thee pressed to my

heart for millions of years, yet my heart is not

satisfied."

This makes it clear that it is really the infinite

whom we seek in our pleasures. O ur desire for being

wealthy is not a desire for a particular sum of money

oyments are but the momentary touches of the

eternal. The tragedy of human life consists in our
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vain attempts to stretch the limits of things whioh

can never become unlimited,— to reach the infinite by

absurdly adding to the rungs of the ladder of the

finite.

I

t is evident from this that the real desire of our

soul is to get beyond all our possessions. Surrounded

by things she can touch and feel, she cries: "

weary of getting;

got?

I

am

ah, where is he who is never to be

"

W e see everywhere in the history of man that the

spirit of renunciation is the deepest reality of the

human soul. W hen the soul says of anything, "

not want it, for I

am above it,"

do

she gives utterance to

the highest truth that is in her. W hen a girl'

s life

outgrows her doll, when she realises that in every

respect she is more than her doll is, then she

throws it away. B

I

y the very act of possession we

or

satisfied.”

but it is indefinite, and the most fleeting of our

enj
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i know that we are greater than the things we possess.

I

t is a perfeot misery to be kept bound up with things

lesser than ourselves. This it is that Maitreyi felt

when her husband gave her his property on the eve of

leaving home. She asked him: "

W ould these material

things help one to attain the highest ?

words, "

her husband answered: "

worldly possessions,"

am I

"

— or in other

are they more than my soul to me?

she said at once: "

to do with these?

"

W hen

They will make you rich in

"

I

Then what

t is only when a man truly

realises what his possessions are that he has no more

illusions about them;

then he knows his soul is far

above these things and he becomes free from their

bondage. Thus man truly realises his soul by out-

growing his possessions, and man'

s progress in the

path of eternal life is through a series of renunciations.

That we cannot absolutely possess the infinite

being is not a mere intellectual proposition. I

perienced, and this ex

t has

perience is bliss. The
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to be ex

bird, while taking its flight in the sky, ex

periences at

every beat of its wings that the sky is boundless, that

its wings can never carry it beyond. Therein lies its

j

oy. I

n the cage the sky is limited;

enough for all the purposes of the bird'

it may be q

s life, only it is

not more than is necessary. The bird cannot rej

within the limits of the necessary. I

oice

t must feel that

what it has is immeasurably more than it ever can

want or comprehend, and then only can it be glad.

Thus our soul must soar in the infinite and she

must feel every moment that in the feeling of not

being able to come to the end of her attainment is her

supreme j

Man'

oy, her final freedom.

s abiding happiness is not in getting anything

but in giving himself up to what is greater than

uite
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know that We are greater than the things we possess.
It is a perfect misery to be kept bound up with things
lesser than ourselves. This it is that Maitreyi felt
when her husband gave her his property on the eve of
leaving home. She asked him: “Would these material
things help one to attain the highest?”-—or in other
words, “ are they more than my soul to me? ” When
her husband answered: “ They will make you rich in
worldly possessions,” she said at once: “Then what
It is only when a man truly
am I to do with these ? ”
realises what his possessions are that he has no more
illusions about them; then he knows his soul is far
above these things and he becomes free from their
bondage. Thus man truly realises his soul by outgrowing his possessions, and man's progress in the
path of eternal life is through a series of renunciations.
That we cannot absolutely possess the infinite
being is not a. mere intellectual proposition. It has
to be experienced, and this experience is bliss. The
bird, while taking its flight in the sky, experiences at
every beat of its wings that the sky is boundless, that
its wings can never carry it beyond. Therein lies its
joy. In the cage the sky is limited; it may be quite
enough for all the purposes of the bird's life, only it is
not more than is necessary. The bird cannot rejoice
within the limits of the necessary. It must feel that
what it has is immeasurably more than it ever can
want or comprehend, and then only can it be glad.
Thus our soul must soar in the infinite and she
must feel every moment that in the feeling of not
being able to come to the end of her attainment is her
supreme joy, her final freedom.
Man's abiding happiness is not in getting anything
but in giving himself up to what is greater than
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himself, to ideas whioh are larger than his individual

life, the idea of his country, of humanity, of God.

They make it easier for him to part with all that he

has, not ex

cepting his life. H is ex

istence is miserable

and sordid till he finds some great idea which can truly

claim his all, which can release him from all attach-

ment to his belongings. B

uddha and Jesus, and all

our great prophets, represent such great ideas. They

hold before us opportunities for surrendering our all.

W hen they bring forth their divine alms-bowl we feel

we cannot help giving, and we find that in giving is

our truest j

to that ex

oy and liberation, for it is uniting ourselves

tent with the infinite.

Man is not complete, he is yet to be. I

n what he

is he is small, and if we could conceive him stopping

there for eternity we should have an idea of the most

awful hell that man oan imagine. I

infinite;

n his to be he is

there is his heaven, his deliverance. H is is
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is occupied every moment with what it can get and

have done with;

his to be is hungering for something

which is more than can be got, which he never can lose

because he never has possessed.

The finite pole of our ex

istence has its place in the

world of necessity. There man goes about searching for

food to live, clothing to get warmth. I

n this region—

the region of nature— it is his function to get things.

The natural man is occupied with enlarging his

possessions.

B

ut this act of getting is partial. I

man'

ex

s necessities. "

tent of our req

water only to the ex

t is limited to

W e can have a thing only to the

uirements, j

ust as a vessel can contain

tent of its emptiness. O ur

relation to food is only in feeding, our relation to a

house is only in habitation. W e call it a benefit when

THE

QUEST

himself, to ideas which are larger than his individual
life, the idea of his country, of humanity, of God.

make it easier for him to part with all that he
has, not excepting his life. His existence is miserable
and sordid till he finds some great idea. which can truly
claim his all, which can release him from all attachment to his belongings. Buddha. and Jesus, and all
our great prophets, represent such great ideas. They
held before us opportunities for surrendering our all.
When they bring forth their divine alms-bowl We feel
is
we cannot help giving, and We find that in giving
ourselvee
our truest joy and liberation, for it is uniting
to that extent with the infinite.
Man is not complete, he is yet to be. In what he
is he is small, and if We could conceive him stopping
there for eternity we should have an idea of the
awful hell that man can imagine. In his to be
infinite; there is his heaven, his deliverance. Hiszs
is occupied every moment with What it can get and
have done with; his to be is hungering for something
which is more than can be got, which he never can 1089
because he never has possessed.
The finite pole of our existence has its plaee in “*3
World of necessity. There man goes about searchillg for
food to live, clothing to get warmth. In this regi011"
the region of nature—it is his function to get thin83'
The natural man is occupied with enlarging his

They

moeli
1161.3

possessions.

But this act of getting is partial. It is limited 30
man's necessities. We can have a thing only '00 the
extent of our requirements, just as a vessel can contain
Water only to the extent of its emptiness. 0111'
relation to food is only in feeding, our relation to 8»
house is only in habitation. We call it a benefit when
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thing is fitted only to some particular want of ours.
Thus to get is always to get partially, and it never can
be otherwise. So this craving for acquisition belongs
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a thing is fitted only to some particular want of ours.

Thus to get is always to get partially, and it never can

be otherwise. So this craving for acq

uisition belongs

to our finite self.

B

ut that side of our ex

istence whose direction is

towards the infinite, seeks not wealth but freedom and

j

oy. There the reign of necessity ceases and there our

function is not to get but to be. To be what?

one with B

rahma. F

To be

or the region of the infinite is

the region of unity. Therefore the Upanishads say:

"

I

f man apprehends God he becomes true."

H ere, it

is becoming, it is not having more. W ords do not

gather bulk when you know their meaning, they

become true by being one with the idea.

Though the W est has accepted as its teacher him

who boldly proclaimed his oneness with his F

and who ex

ather,

horted his followers to be perfect as God, it

has never been reconciled to this idea of our unity

t condemns, as a piece of
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with the infinite being. I

blasphemy, any implication of man'

s becoming God.

This is oertainly not the ideal that Christ preached, but

this seems to be the idea that has taken possession of

the Christian W est.

B

ut the highest wisdom in the E

ast holds that it

is not the function of our soul to gain God, to utilise

him for any special material purpose. A

ll that we can

ever aspire to is to become more and more one with

God. I

n the region of nature, which is the region of

diversity, we grow by acq

uisition;

in the spiritual

world, which is the region of unity, we grow by losing

ourselves, by uniting. Gaining a thing, as we have

said, is by its nature partial, it is limited only to a

particular want;

but being is complete, it belongs to

our wholeness, it springs not from any necessity but

607

finite self.
But that side of our existence whose direction is
towards the infinite, seeks not wealth but freedom and
joy. There the reign of necessity ceases and there our
function is not to get but to be. To be what ? To be
one with Brahma. For the region of the infinite is
the region of unity. Therefore the Upanishads say:
“If man apprehends God he becomes true.” Here, it
is becoming, it is not having more. Words do not
gather bulk when you know their meaning, they
become true by being one with the idea.
Though the West has accepted as its teacher him
who boldly proclaimed his oneness with his Father,
and who exhorted his followers to be perfect as God, it
has never been reconciled to this idea of our unity
with the infinite being. It condemns, as a piece of
blasphemy, any implication of man’s becoming God.
This is certainly not theideal that Christ preached, but
this seems to be the idea that has taken possession of
the Christian West.
But the highest wisdom in the East holds that it
is not the function of our soul to gain God, to utilise
him for any special material purpose. All that we can
ever aspire to is to become more and more one with
God. In the region of nature, which is the region of
diversity, we grow by acquisition; in the spiritual
world, which is the region of unity, we grow by losing
to

our

ourselves, by uniting. Gaining a thing, as we have
said, is by its nature partial, it is limited only to a
particular want; but being is complete, it belongs to
our wholeness, it springs not from any necessity but
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from our aflinity with the infinite, which is the principle
of perfection that we have in our soul.
Yes, we must become Brahma. We must not
shrink to avow this. Our existence is meaningless if
we never can expect to realise the highest perfection
that there is. If We have an aim and yet can never
reach it then it is no aim at all.
But, can it then be said, that there is no difference
between Brahma and our individual soul? Of course,
the difierence is obvious. Call it illusion or ignorance.
is there. You can
or whatever name you may give it, it
offer explanations, but you cannot explain it away.
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from our affinity with the infinite, which is the principle

of perfection that we have in our soul.

Y

es, we must become B

rahma. W e must not

shrink to avow this. O ur ex

we never can ex

that there is. I

istence is meaningless if

pect to realise the highest perfection

f we have an aim and yet can never

reach it then it is no aim at all.

B

ut, can it then be said, that there is no difference

between B

rahma and our individual soul?

O f course,

the difference is obvious. Call it illusion or ignorance,

or whatever name you may give it, it is there. Y

offer ex

planations, but you cannot ex

E

ven illusion is true as illusion.

B

rahma is B

perfection. B

ou can

plain it away.

rahma, he is the infinite ideal of

ut we are not what we truly are;

ever to become true, ever to become B

we are

rahma. There

is the eternal play of love in the relation between this

B

eing and the B

ecoming;

and in the depth of this
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mystery is the source of all truth and beauty that

sustains the endless march of creation.

I

n the music of the rushing stream sounds the

j

oyful assurance: "

a vain assumption;

I

shall become the sea."

I

it is true humility, for it is the

truth. The river has no other alternative. O n both

sides of its banks it has numerous fields and forests,

villages and towns;

it can serve them in various ways,

cleanse them and feed them, carry their produce from

place to place. B

ut it can have only partial relations

with these, and however long it may linger among

them it remains separate;

it never can become a town

or a forest.

B

ut it can and does become the> ea. The lesser

moving water has its affinity with the great motionless

water of the ocean. I

t moves through the thousand

t is not

THE

Even illusion is true as illusion.
of
Brahma is Brahma, he is the infinite ideal
perfection. But we are not what we truly are; W9 me
Brahma.
ever to become true, ever to become
is the eternal play of love in the relation between
this
Being and the Becoming; and in the depth of that
mystery is the source of all truth and beauty
sustains the endless march of creation.
the
In the music of the rushing stream sounds
is not
joyful assurance: “ I shall become the sea.”for Itit is the
a vain assumption ; it is true humility,
both
truth. The river has no other alternative. On
forests,
sides of its banks it has numerous fields and
villages and towns; it can serve them in various Ways:
from
cleanse them and feed them, carry their produce
place to place. But it can have only partial relations
with these, and however long it may linger among
them it remains separate ; it never can become a town
or a forest.
lesser
But it can and does become thefsea. The
moving water has its aflinity with the great motionless
water of the ocean. It moves through the thousand

There
this
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ects on its onward course and its motion finds its

finality when it reaches the sea.

The river oan become the sea, but she can never

make the sea part and parcel of herself. I

f, by some

chance, she has encircled some broad sheet of water

and pretends that she had made the sea a part of

herself, we at once know that it is not so;

that her

current is still seeking rest in the great ocean to which

it can never set boundaries.

I

n the same manner, our soul can only become

B

rahma as the river can become the sea. E

verything

else she touches at one of her points, then leaves and

moves on, but she never can leave B

rahma and move

beyond him. O nce our soul realises her ultimate

obj

ect of repose in B

a purpose. I

rahma, all her movements acq

t is this ocean of infinite rest which gives

significance to endless activities. I

of B

t is this perfeotness

eing that lends to the imperfection of B

uality of beauty that finds its ex

ecoming

pression in all
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that q

poetry, drama and art.

There must be a complete idea that animates a

poem. E

very sentence of the poem touches that idea.

W hen the reader realises that pervading idea, as he

reads on, then the reading of the poem is full of j

oy to

him. Then every part of the poem becomes radiantly

significant by the light of the whole. B

goes on interminably, never ex

ut if the poem

pressing the idea of the

whole, only throwing off disconnected images, however

beautiful, it becomes wearisome and unprofitable in the

ex

treme. The progress of our soul is like a perfeot

poem. I

t has an infinite idea which onoe realised

makes all movements full of meaning and j

oy. B

ut

if we detach its movements from that ultimate idea, if

we do not see the infinite rest and only see the infinite

uire

609

609

objects on its onward course and its motion finds its
finality when it reaches the sea.
The river can become the sea, but she can never
make the sea part and parcel of herself. If, by some
chance, she has encircled some broad sheet of water
and pretends that she had made the sea a part of
herself, we at once know that it is not so; that her
current is still seeking rest in the great ocean to which
it can never set boundaries.
In the same manner, our soul can only become
Brahma. as the river can become the sea. Everything
else she touches at one of her points, then leaves and
moves on, but she never can leave Brahma and move
beyond him. Once our soul realises her ultimate
object of repose in Brahma, all her movements acquire
It is this ocean of infinite rest which gives
a purpose.
significance to endless activities. It is this perfectness
of Being that lends to the imperfection of Becoming
that quality of beauty that finds its expression in all
poetry, drama and art.
There must be a complete idea that animates a
poem. Every sentence of the poem touches that idea.
When the reader realises that pervading idea, as he
reads on, then the reading of the poem is full of joy to
him. Then every part of the poem becomes radiantly
significant by the light of the whole. But if the poem
goes on interminably, never expressing the idea of the
whole, only throwing ofi disconnected images, however
beautiful,it becomes wearisome and unprofitable in the
extreme. The progress of our soul is like a perfect
poem. It has an infinite idea which once realised
makes all movements full of meaning and joy. But
if we detach its movements from that ultimate idea, if
we do not see the infinite rest and only see the infinite
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motion, then ex

motion, then existence appears to us a monstrous
evil, impetuously rushing towards an unending

ST

istence appears to us a monstrous

evil, impetuously rushing towards an unending

aimlessness.

I

remember in our childhood we had a teacher who

used to make us learn by heart the whole book of

Sanskrit grammar which is written in symbols, with-

out ex

plaining their meaning to us. Day after day we

went toiling on, but on to what we had not the least

notion. So, as regards our lessons, we were in the

position of the pessimist who only counts the breath-

less activities of the world, but cannot see the infinite

repose of the perfection whence these activities are

gaining their eq

uilibrium every moment in absolute

fitness and harmony. W e lose all j

plating ex

oy in thus contem-

istence, because we miss the truth. W e see

the gesticulations of the dancer and we imagine these

are directed by a ruthless tyranny of chance, while we

are deaf to the eternal music which makes every one of
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these gestures inevitably spontaneous and beautiful.

These motions are ever growing into that music of

perfection, becoming one with it, dedicating to that

melody at every step the multitudinous forms they go

on creating.

A

nd this is the truth of our soul, and this is her

j

oy, that she must ever be growing into B

rahma, that

all her movements should be modulated by this

ultimate idea, and all her creations should be given as

offerings to the supreme spirit of perfection.

There is a remarkable saying in the Upanishads,

"

N aham manye suvedeti no na vedeti vedacha"

think not that I

even that I

B

know him well, or that I

know him not.

y the process of knowledge we can never know

the infinite being. B

— l

know him, or

ut if he is altogether beyond our

aimlessness.
I remember in our childhoodwe had a teacher who
used to make us learn by heart the whole book of
Sanskrit grammar which is written in symbols, without explaining their meaning to us. Day after day we
went toiling on, but on to what we had not the least
notion. So, as regards our lessons, we were in the
breathposition of the pessimist who only counts the infinite
less activities of the world, but cannot see the
activities are
repose of the perfection whence these
gaining their equilibrium every moment in absolute
fitness and harmony. We lose all joy in thus contem899
plating existence, because we miss the truth. We1311039
the gesticulations of the dancer and we imagine
while We
are directed by a ruthless tyranny of chance,
one of
are deaf to the eternal music which makes every
these gestures inevitably spontaneous and beautifulof
These motions are ever growing into that music
that
perfection, becoming one with it, dedicating to
melody at every step the multitudinous forms they 8°
on

creating.

her
this is the truth of our soul, and this is
she must ever be growing into Brahma,
“"8
movements should be modulated by
idea, and all her creations should be given as
offerings to the supreme spirit of perfection.
There is a remarkable saying in the Upanishads,
“Ndham mcmye szwedeti no mt vedeti vedacha"-*1
think not that I know him well, or that I know him, 01'
even that I know him not.
By the process of knowledge we can never know
the infinite being. But if he is altogether beyond our

And
joy, that
all her
ultimate
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reach then he is absolutely nothing to us. The truth

is that we know him not yet we know him.

This has been ex

Upanishads, "

Y

saha dnandam B

chana."

plained in another saying of the

ato vacho nivartante aprapya manasd

rahmano vidvan na vibheti kutash-

— Prom B

rahma words come back baffled, as

well as the mind, but he who knows him by the j

oy of

him is free from all fears.

K

nowledge is partial, because our intellect is an

instrument, it is only a part of us, it can give us

information about things which can be divided and

analysed, and whose properties can be classified, part

by part. B

ut B

rahma is perfect, and knowledge which

is partial can never be a knowledge of him.

B

ut he can be known by j

oy, by love. F

or j

oy is

knowledge in its completeness, it is knowing by our

whole being. I

ntellect sets us apart from the things

to be known, but love knows its obj

ect by fusion.

I
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Such knowledge is immediate and admits no doubt.

t is the same as knowing our own selves, only more so.

Therefore, as the Upanisbads say, mind can never

know B

rahma, words can never describe him;

only be known by our soul, by her j

he can

oy in him, by her

love. O r, in other words, we can only come into

relation with him by union— union of our whole being.

W e must be one with our F

ather, we must be perfect

as he is.

B

ut how can that be?

There can be no grade in

infinite perfection. W e cannot grow more and more

into B

rahma. H e is the absolute one, and there can

be no more or less in him.

I

ndeed, the realisation of the paramatman, the

supreme soul, within our antaratman, our inner

individual soul, is in a state of absolute completion.

H MA

611

reach then he is absolutely nothing to us. The truth
is that we know him not yet we know him.
This has been explained in another saying of the
Upanishads, “ Yato vdcho mlvartante aprdpya manasd
saha dnandam Brahmaqzo vidvdn na. vibheti kutashchana.”—From Brahma words come back baflied, as
well as the mind, but he who knows him by the joy of
him is free from all fears.
Knowledge is partial, because our intellect is an
instrument, it is only a part of us, it can give us
information about things which can be divided and
analysed, and whose properties can be classified, part
by part. But Brahma is perfect, and knowledge which
is partial can never be a knowledge of him.
But he can be known by joy, by love. For joy is
knowledge in its completeness, it is knowing by our
whole being. Intellect sets us apart from the things
to be known, but love knows its object by fusion.
Such knowledge is immediate and admits no doubt.
It is the same as knowing our own selves, only more so.
Therefore, as the Upanishads say, mind can never
know Brahma, words can never describe him; he can
only be known by our soul, by her joy in him, by her
love. Or, in other words, we can only come into
relation with him by union—union of our whole being.
We must be one with our Father, we must be perfect
as he is.
But how can that be ? There can be no grade in
infinite perfection. We cannot grow more and more
into Brahma. He is the absolute one, and there can
be no more or less in him.
Indeed, the realisation of the paramdtman, the
supreme soul, within our antardtma/n, our inner
individual soul, is in a state of absolute completion.

611
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W e cannot think of it as non-ex

istent and depending

on our limited powers for its gradual construction. I

f

our relation with the Divine were all a thing of our

own making, how should we rely on it as true, and

how should it lend us support?

Y

es, we must know that within us we have that

where space and time cease to rule and where the links

of evolution are merged in unity. I

n that everlasting

abode of the atman, the soul, the revelation of the

paramatman, the supreme soul, is already complete.

Therefore the Upani shads say:

"

Satyam j

fidnam anantam B

rahma yo veda

nihitam guhdydm parame vyoman so '

kaman saha B

B

rahmana vipaschite."

shnute sarvdn

— H e who knows

rahman, the true, the all-conscious and the infinite, as

hidden in the depths of the soul, which is the supreme

sky (the inner sky of consciousness), enj

of desire in union with the all-knowing B

oys all obj

ects

rahman.
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The union is already accomplished. The para-

matman, the supreme soul, has himself chosen this

soul of ours as his bride and the marriage has been

completed. The solemn mantram has been uttered:

"

Y

L

et thy heart be even as my heart is. There is no

adetat hridayam mama tadastu hridayam tava."

—

room in this marriage for evolution to act the part of

the master of ceremonies. The E

shah, who cannot

otherwise be described than as This, the nameless

immediate presence, is ever here in our innermost being.

"

E

shdsya paramd gatih "

end of the other this;

"

— this This is the supreme

eshdsya paramd sampat,"

this This is the supreme treasure of the other this;

"

eshdsya paramo lokah"

dwelling of the other this;

— this This is the supreme j

— this This is the supreme

"

eshdsyaparama dnandah"

oy of the other this;

THE QUEST

We cannot think of it as non-existent and depending
on our limited powers for its gradual construction. If
our relation with the Divine were all a thing of our
own making, how should we rely on it as true, and
how should it lend us support?
Yes, we must know that within us we have that
where space and time cease to rule and where the links
of evolution are merged in unity. In that everlasting
abode of the dtman, the soul, the revelation of the
paramatman, the supreme soul, is already complete.
Therefore the Upanishads say:
“Satyam jfzanam anantam Brahma yo veda
nihitam guhdyam parame vyoman so ’shnute sarvdn
kdmdn saha Brahmaqza vipaschite."—He who knows
Brahman, the true, the all-conscious and the infinite, as
hidden in the depths of the soul, which is the supreme
sky (the inner sky of consciousness), enjoys all objects
of desire in union with the all-knowing Brahman.
The union is already accomplished. The paramcitman, the supreme soul, has himself chosen this
soul of ours as his bride and the marriage has been
completed. The solemn mantram has been uttered:
Yadctat hridayam mama tadastu hridayam tava."—Let thy heart be even as my heart is. There is no
room in this marriage for evolution to act the part of
the master of ceremonies. The Eshalz, who oannoli
otherwise be described than as This, the nameless
immediate presence, is ever here in our innermost being.
“Eshasya parama gatiI_a”—this This is the supreme
end of the other this; “eshasya parama sampat,”
this This is the supreme treasure of the other this;
“eshasya paramo loka}_z”—this This is the supreme
dwelling of theother this ; “ eshdsyaparama anandab
—this This is the supreme joy of the other this;
“

”
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because the marriage of supreme love has been

accomplished in timeless time. A

endless I

nd now goes on the

lia, the play of love. H e who has been gained

in eternity is now being pursued in time and space, in

j

oys and sorrows, in this world and in the worlds

beyond. W hen the soul-bride understands this well,

her heart is blissful and at rest. She knows that she,

like a river, has attained the ocean of her fulfilment at

one end of her being, and at the other end she is ever

attaining it;

at one end it is eternal rest and comple-

tion, at the other it is incessant movement and

change. W hen she knows both ends as inseparably

connected, then she knows the world as her own

household by the right of knowing the master of the

world as her own lord. Then all her services become

services of love, all the troubles and tribulations of life

come to her as trials triumphantly borne to prove the

strength of her love, smilingly to win the wager from

ut so long as she remains obstinately in
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her lover. B

the dark, lifts not her veil, does not recognise her lover,

and only knows the world dissociated from him, she

serves as a handmaid here, where by right she might

reign as a q

ueen;

sorrow and dej

she sways in doubt, and weeps in

ection. "

Daurbhikshat yati daurbhi-

ksham kleshat Ttlesham bhayat bhayam."

— She passes

from starvation to starvation, from trouble to trouble,

and from fear to fear.

R

arindranath Tagore.
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marriage

613

of supreme love has been
accomplished in timeless time. And now goes on the
endless lild, the play of love. He who has been gained
in eternity is now being pursued in time and space, in
joys and sorrows, in this world and in the worlds
beyond. When the soul-bride understands this well,
her heart is blissful and at rest. She knows that she,
like a river, has attained the ocean of her fulfilment at
one end of her being, and at the other end she is ever
attaining it; at one end it is eternal rest and completion, at the other it is incessant movement and
change. When she knows both ends as inseparably
connected, then she knows the world as her own
household by the right of knowing the master of the
world as her own lord. Then all her services become
services of love, all the troubles and tribulations of life
come to her as trials triumphantly borne to prove the
strength of her love, smilinglyto win the wager from
her lover. But so long as she remains obstinately in
the dark, lifts not her veil, does not recognise her lover,
and only knows the world dissociated from him, she
serves as a handmaid here, where by right she might
reign as a queen; she sways in doubt, and weeps in
sorrow and dejection. “Daurbhikshdt ydti daurbhiksham kleshdt klesham bhaydt bhayam.”—She passes
from starvation to starvation, from trouble to trouble,
and from fear to fear.
RABINDRANATH TAGORE.
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. N icholson, M.A

mystical poetry of I

M.1

., L

itt.D., L

L

.D.

uainted, however slightly, with the

slam must have remarked that

the aspiration of the soul towards God is ex

pressed, as

ECSTASY IN ISLAM.’

a rule, in the very same terms which might be used by

an O riental A

nacreon or H errick. The resemblance,

indeed, is often so close that, unless we have some

clue to the poet'

his meaning. I

s intention, we are left in doubt as to

REYNOLD A.

n some cases, perhaps, the ambiguity

NICHOLSON, M.A., LITT.D., LL.D.

serves an artistic purpose, as in the odes of H afiz,

but even when the poet is not deliberately keeping his

ANYONE who is

readers suspended between earth and heaven, it is

q

mystical poetry
the aspiration of

uite easy to mistake a mystical hymn for a drinking-

song or a serenade. I

bn al-A

theosophist whom the A

rabl, the greatest

rabs have produced, found

himself obliged to write a commentary on some of his

poems in order to refute the scandalous charge that

they were designed to celebrate the charms of his
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mistress. The love thus symbolised is the emotional

element in religion, the rapture of the seer, the courage

of the martyr, the faith of the saint, the only basis of

moral perfection and spiritual knowledge. E

ssentially

it is self-renunciation and self-sacrifice, the giving up

of all possessions— wealth, honour, will, life, and

whatever else men value— for the B

eloved'

s sake

without any hope of reward. The soul that really

1 See Dr. N icholson'

614

s'

The E

ssence of Sufism '

in the last number.— E

d.

acquainted, however slightly, with the

of Islam must have remarked that
the soul towards God is expressed, as
a rule, in the very same terms which might be used by
an Oriental Anacreon or Herrick. The resemblance,
indeed, is often so close that, unless we have some
clue to the poet's intention, we are left in doubt as to
his meaning. In some cases, perhaps, the ambiguity
serves an artistic purpose, as in the odes of Hafiz,
but even when the poet is not deliberatelykeeping his
readers suspended between earth and heaven, it is
quite easy to mistake a mystical hymn for a drinkingsong or a serenade. Ibn al-Arabi, the greatest
theosophist whom the Arabs have produced, found
himself obliged to write a commentary on some of his
poems in order to refute the scandalous charge that
they were designed to celebrate the charms of his
mistress. The love thus symbolised is the emotional
element in religion, the rapture of the seer, the courage
of the martyr, the faith of the saint, the only basis of
moral perfection and spiritual knowledge. Essentially
it is self-renunciation and self-sacrifice, the giving up
of all possessions—wealth, honour, will, life, and
whatever else men value-—for the Beloved’s sake
without any hope of reward. The soul that really
‘

See Dr. Nicholson's ‘ The Essence of Siifism ‘in the last number.—ED.
614
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already taken What Plotinus calls, in a
splendid figure, the flight of the Alone to the Alone.’
loves God has
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M

And so says Jalaluddin Rumi:
This is Love: to fly heavenward,
To rend, every instant, a hundred veils;

G15

loves God haB

already taken what Plotinus calls, in a

splendid figure, '

A

the flight of the A

nd so says Jalaluddin R

This is L

lone to the A

lone.'

ural:

ove: to fly heavenward,

The flrst moment, to renounce life,
The last step, to fare without feet;
To regard this world as invisible,
Not to see what appears to one's self.

To rend, every instant, a hundred veils;

The first moment, to renounce life,

The last step, to fare without feet;

To regard this world as invisible,

N ot to see what appears to one'

s self.

A

nd again:

'

Twere better that the soul which wears not-true love as a garment

And again :

H ad not been: its being is but shame.

B

e drunken in love, for love is all that ex

ists;

’Twere better that the soul which wears not‘ true love as a garment
Had not been: its being is but shame.
Be drunken in love, for love is all that exists;
Without the dealing of love there is no entrance to the Beloved.
They say, ‘ What is love ‘? Answer, ‘ To renounce will :
Whoever has not escaped from will, no will hath he.

W ithout the dealing of love there is no entrance to the B

They say, '

W hat is love?

'

A

nswer, '

W hoever has not escaped from will, no will hath he.

That is to say, the self-willed man is not free.
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True liberty consists in following reason instead of

passion.

To love God is to love H im in all H is creatures.

B

eloved.

To renounce will'

:

'

’

That is to say, the self-willed man is not free.
True liberty consists in following reason instead of

eholding in many souls the traits of the divine beauty, and

separating in each soul that which is divine from the taint which

it has contracted in the world, the lover ascends to the highest

passion.

beauty, to the love and knowledge of the Divinity, by steps on

this ladder of created souls.

These words of E

merson may be compared with

a passage in Jam!

by Professor B

E

rowne:

ven from earthly love thy face avert not,

Since to the B

E

which bas been admirably translated

re A

,B

eal it may serve to raise thee.

, C are rightly apprehended,

H ow canst thou con the pages of thy K

A

sage (so hoard I

oran?

I

f thy steps be strangers to love'

Depart, learn love, and then return before me!

separating in each soul that which is divine from the taint which
it has contracted in the world, the lover ascends to the highest
beauty, to the love and knowledge of the Divinity, by steps on
this ladder of created souls.

), unto whom a student

Came craving counsel on the course before him,

Said, "

To love God is to love Him in all His creatures.
Beholding in many souls the traits of the divine beauty, and

These Words of Emerson haay be compared with
a passage in Jami Which has been admirably translated
by Professor Browne:

s pathways,

Even from earthly love thy face avert not,
Since to the Real it may serve to raise thee.
Ere A, B, C are rightly apprehended,
How canst then can the pages of thy Koran ?
A sage (so heard I), unto whom a student
Came craving counsel on the course before him,
Said, " If thy steps be strangers to love’s pathways,
Depart, learn love, and then return before me!
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or, shouldst thou fear to drink wine from F

Thou canst not drain the draught of the I

B

ut yet beware!

B

e not by F

orm'

s flagon,

deal.

orm belated;

Strive rather with all speed the bridge to traverse.

I

f to the bourne thou fain wouldst bear thy baggage,

Upon the bridge let not thy footsteps linger."

L

ove, again, is the instinct of the soul impelling

it to realise its true nature and destiny. Jalaluddin

says:

The motion of every atom is towards its origin;

A

man comes to be the thing on which he is bent.

B

y the attraction of fondness and yearning the soul and the heart

A

ssume the q

"

A

ualities of the B

bent "

: what, then, does the Sufi beoome?

in one of his sermons q

A

eloved, who is the Soul of souls.

man oomes to be the thing on which he is

E

ckhart

uotes the saying of St.

ugustine, that Man is what he loves, and adds the

I
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comment:

f he loves a stone, he is a stone;

man;

if he loves God— I

if he loves a man, he is a

dare not say more, for if I

said that he

would then be God, ye might stone me.

The Moslem mystics enj

oyed greater freedom

of speech than their Christian brethren who owed

allegiance to the medieval Catholic Church, and if

they went too far the plea of ecstasy was generally

accepted as a sufficient ex

cuse. Since those ecstatic

utterances bring us nearest to the mystery of fand,

I

will ask you to listen once more to Jalaluddin R

who proclaims that the soul'

umi,

s love of God is God'

s love

of the soul, and that in loving the soul God loves

H imself, for H e draws home to H imself that which in

its essence is divine. "

"

O ur copper,"

says the poet,

has been transmuted by this rare alchemy,"

that the base alloy of self has been purified and

deified.

meaning

THE

QUEST

For, shouldst thou fear to drink wine from Form's flagon,
Thou canst not drain the draught of the Ideal.
But yet beware! Be not by Form belated;
Strive rather with all speed the bridge to traverse.
If to the bourne thou fain wouldst bear thy baggage,
Upon the bridge let not thy footsteps linger."
Love, again, is the instinct of the soul impelling
it to realise its true nature and destiny. Jalaluddin
says:
The motion of every atom is towards its origin;
A man comes to be the thing on which he is bent.
By the attraction of fondness and yearning the soul and the heart
Assume the qualities of the Beloved, who is the Soul of souls.
“A man comes to be the thing on which he is
bent”: what, then, does the sun become? Eckhart
in one of his sermons quotes the saying of St.
Augustine, that Man is What he loves, and adds the
comment:
If he loves a stone, he is a stone; if he loves a man, he is a
man; if he loves God—I dare not say more, for if I said that he
would then be God, ye might stone me.

The Moslem mystics enjoyed greater freedom
of speech than their Christian brethren who owed
allegiance to the mediaaval Catholic Church, and if
they went too far the plea of ecstasy was generally
accepted as a suflicient excuse. Since those ecstatic
utterances bring us nearest to the mystery of fund.
I will ask you to listen once more to J alaluddin Rumi,
who proclaims that the soul's love of God is God’s love
of the soul, and that in loving the soul God loves
Himself, for He draws home to Himself that which in
its essence is divine. “Our copper,” says the poet,
“ has
been transmuted by this rare alchemy,” meaning
that the base alloy of self has been purified and

deified.
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searched from end to end: I

saw in thee naught save

And in another ode
my soul, if I

nd in another ode:

Y

e who in search of God, of God, pursue,

Y

e need not search, for God is yon, is you!

W hy seek a something that was missing ne'

Ye who in search of God, of God, pursue,
Ye need not search, for God is you, is you!
Why seek a something that was missing ne'er?
Save you none is, but you are——where, oh, where ?

er?

Save you none is, but you are— where, oh, where?

The enraptured Sufi who has passed beyond the

ect and obj

:

say that thou thyself art H e.

A

illusion of subj

617

O my soul, I searched from end to end: I saw in thee naught save
the Beloved;
Call me not infidel, 0 my soul, if I say that thou thyself art He.

M

eloved;

Call me not infidel, O

ISLAM

The enraptured Sufi who has passed beyond the
illusion of subject and object and broken through to
the Oneness can either deny that he is anything or
aflirm that he is all things. As an example of ‘the
negative way’ take the opening _lines of an ode by
J alaluddin which I have rendered into verse, imitating
the metrical form of thePersian as closely as the genius

ect and broken through to

the O neness can either deny that he is anything or

affirm that he is all things. A

negative way'

s an ex

ample of '

the

take the opening lines of an ode by

Jalaluddin whioh I

have rendered into verse, imitating

the metrical form of the Persian as closely as the genius

of our language will permit:

L

o, for I

to myself am unknown, now in God'
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do?

1 adore not the Cross nor the Crescent, I

Jew.

E

s name what must I

am not a Giaour nor a

ast nor W est, land nor sea is my home, I

of

our

have kin nor with

angel nor gnome,

I

am wrought not of fire nor of foam, I

of dew.

I

was born not in China afar, not in Saq

N ot in I

ndia, where five rivers are, nor I

N ot in this world nor that world I

drew.

I

den and B

izwan I

Do,

for I to myself am unknown, now in God's name what must I
do ?
I adore not the Cross nor the Crescent, I am not a Giaour nor a

am shaped not of dust nor

stn and not in B

raq

nor K

ulghar;

horasan I

grew.

Jew.
East nor West, land

dwell, not in Paradise, neither

in H ell;

N ot from E

language will permit:

nor sea is my home, I have kin nor with
angel nor gnome,
I am wrought not of fire nor of foam, I am shaped not of dust nor

fell, not from A

dam my lineage I

n a place beyond uttermost Place, in a tract without shadow of

trace,

Soul and body transcending I

anew!

of dew.
I was born not in China afar, not in Saqsln and not in Bulghar;
Not in India, where five rivers are, nor Iraq nor Khorasan I grew.
Not in this world nor that world I dwell, not in Paradise, neither
in Hell;
Not from Eden and Rizwan I fell, not from Adam my lineage I
drew.
In a place beyond uttermost Place, in a tract without shadow of

live in the soul of my L

The following poem, also by Jalaluddin, ex

oved O ne

presses

the positive aspect of the cosmic consciousness:

a

trace,
Soul and body transcending I live in the soul of my Loved One
anew!

following poem, also by J alaluddin, expresses
the positive aspect of the cosmic consciousness:
The

2
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I

f there be any lover in the world, O

I

f there be any believer, infidel, or Christian hermit, '

Moslems, '

tis I

.

tis I

.

music,

The wine-dregs, the cupbearer, the minstrel, the harp, and the

mosio,

The beloved, the candle, the drink and the j

'

tis I

oy of the drunken—

.

The two-and-seventy creeds and sects in the world

Do not really ex

ist: I

swear by God that every oreed and sect—

'

tis I

E

arth and air and water and A

E

arth and air and water and fire, nay, body and soul too— '

.

re— knowest thou what they are?

tis I

.

Truth and falsehood, good and evil, ease and difficulty from first

to last,

K

nowledge and learning and asceticism and piety and faith— '

tis I

The fire of H ell, bo assured, with its flaming limbos,

Y

es, and Paradise and E

den and the H ouris— '

tis I

.

This earth and heaven with all that they hold,

ngels, Peris, Q enies, and Mankind— '

tis I
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A

.

W hat Jalaluddln here utters in a moment of

ecstatic vision H enry More describes as a past

ex

perience.

H ow lovely (he says), how magnificent a state is the son!

of

man in, when the lifo of God inactuating her shoots her along

with himself through heaven and earth;

here looks upon all things as O ne, and on himself, if he can then

mind himself, as a part of the W hole.

or presence of the mind with God.

Through assiduous repetition of a dhikr which is devoid of

letters and sounds that presence increases to such an ex

tent that

no room for anything else remains in the mind. The mind thus

occupied is said to be contemplating God. Perfect ex

What Jalaluddin here utters in a moment of
ecstatic vision Henry More describes as a past

experience.

This state results from contemplation (musJidhadat)

perience of

oyed only by losing perception of presence, for

presence is imperfect so long as any consciousness of being present

intrudes.

.

The beloved, the candle, the drink and the joy of the drunken'tis I.
The two-and-seventy creeds and sects in the world
Do not really exist: I swear by God that every creed and sect'tis I.
Earth and air and water and fire—knowest thou what they are?
Earth and air and water and fire, nay, body and soul too—’tis I.
Truth and falsehood, good and evil, ease and dificulty from first
to last,
Knowledge and learning and asceticism and piety and faith—’tis I.
The fire of Hell, be assured, with its flaming limbos,
Yes, and Paradise and Eden and the Houris—'tis I.
This earth and heaven with all that they hold,
Angels, Peris, Genies, and Mankind—’tis I.

makes her unite with,

and after a sort feel herself animate, the whole world. H e that is

contemplation is enj

QUEST

If there be any lover in the world, 0 Moslems, ‘tie I.
If there be any believer, infidel, or Christian hermit, ’tis I.
The wine-drags, the cupbearer, the minstrel, the harp, and the

C18

TH E

THE

How lovely (he says), how magnificent a state is the 80111 01
man in, when the life of God inactuating her shoots her along
with himself through heaven and earth; makes her unite with,
and after a sort feel herself animate, the whole world. He that i3
here looks upon all things as One, and on himself, if he can then
mind himself, as a part of the Whole.

or

This state results from contemplation (mushdhadat)
presence of the mind with God.

dhikr which is devoid of
letters and sounds that presence increases to such an extent that
no room for anything else remains in the mind. The mind thus
occupied is said to be contemplating God. Perfect experience of
contemplation is enjoyed only by losing perception of presence, for
presence is imperfect so long as any consciousness of being present
intrudes.

Through assiduous repetition of
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The unitive state is defined as
absorption and extinction in the contemplation of the Divine
Essence without the least glimpse of consciousness of any
phenomenal object ; and even if there be an ascending movement
in this state, the perception of it is annihilated by the ecstasy
which accompanies the manifestation of the Divine Attributes.
It is possible, however, for a mystic to be invested with the Divine
Attributes and yet not to be in union, since the purpose of him
who seeks union is to behold the Essence without being conscious
of plurality; but one can hardly escape from plurality in the
degree where the Divine Attributes are manifested.

M

619

The unitive state is defined as

absorption and ex

E

619

tinction in the contemplation of the Divine

ssence without the least glimpse of consciousness of any

phenomenal obj

ect;

and even if there be an ascending movement

in this state, the perception of it is annihilated by the ecstasy

which accompanies the manifestation of the Divine A

ttributes.

I

t is possible, however, for a mystic to be invested with the Divine

A

ttributes and yet not to be in union, since the purpose of him

who seeks union is to behold the E

of plurality;

degree where the Divine A

A

ssence without being conscious

but one can hardly escape from plurality in the

ttributes are manifested.

nother Sufi gives the following account of a

similar state to which the term "

concentration"

{

j

am'

)

Another sun gives the following account of a
similar state to which the term “concentration” (jam‘)
is applied :

is applied:

W hen God reveals H imself in H is essence to any one, that

person regards all essences and attributes and actions as non-

A

istent in the radiance of the Divine E

ssence and A

ttributes and

ctions, and feels himself with the whole universo as though he
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ex

When God reveals Himself in His essence to any one, that
person regards all essences and attributes and actions as nonexistent in the radiance of the Divine Essence and Attributes and
Actions, and feels himself with the whole universe as though he
were controlling it, and at the same time one with all its parts, so
that whatever touches any part of it seems to be touching himself;
and he regards his essence as the One Essence and his attributes
as the attributes of that Essence and his actions as the actions of
that Essence, because he is totally annihilated in the realisation

were controlling it, and at the same time one with all its parts, so

that whatever touches any part of it seems to be touching himself;

and he regards his essence as the O ne E

as the attributes of that E

that E

ssence and his attributes

ssence and his actions as the actions of

ssence, because he is totally annihilated in the realisation

of Unity. N o higher degree of unification than this can be

attained by man. W hen the eye of the soul is drawn to contem-

plate the Divine beauty, the light of the intellect which discerns

the difference between phenomenal obj

dazzling light of the E

the E

A

ternal E

ects becomes hidden in the

ssence and all distinction between

ternal and the phenomenal disappears.

lthough it has been suggested that the Sufis

may have derived their conception of fand from the

B

of Unity. No higher degree of unification than this can be
attained by man. When the eye of the soul is drawn to contemplate the Divine beauty,the light of the intellect which discerns
the difference between phenomenal objects becomes hidden in the
dazzling light of the Eternal Essence and all distinction between
the Eternal and the phenomenal disappears.

uddhistio N irvana, the two terms are evidently not

identical in meaning. N irvana is an end in itself,

whereas fand, '

ex

istence,'

ex

istence'

the passing away from phenomenal

involves baq

d, '

the continuance of real

— a doctrine which resembles the V

edanta.

has been suggested that the Sufls
may have derived their conception of fand from the
Buddhistic Nirvana, the two terms are evidently not
identical in meaning. Nirvana is an end in itself,
whereas fcmd, ‘ the passing away from phenomenal
existence,’ involves baqd, ‘ the continuance of real
e2gistence’—a_. doctrine which resembles the Vedanta

Although it
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n mystical language, he who dies to self

lives in God, and fand, the consummation of this

d or union with the

Divine life. The Sufis hold different views as to the

nature of fand, but I

will mention only one theory,

which most Sufis regard as heretical, that fand implies

deification in the sense that the Divine substance or

spirit enters into man. This seems to have been

what H allaj

the R

eal "

meant when he said, A

na'

l-haq

,"

: he believed himself to be an incarnation

of the Deity, and when he was barbarously ex

at B

q

ecuted

aghdad in 922 a.d., his disciples declared that the

tortured and mutilated victim was not he, but an ass

or a mule or one of his enemies whom God had trans-

formed into his likeness;

H allaj

, they said, had been

taken up alive to heaven and would again descend

among them;

and they used to gather on the banks of

the Tigris, hoping to witness his return. These crude
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and vulgar notions may perhaps be connected with a

doctrine which we find in many Sufi treatises. B

stated, it is this. The true theosophist, '

man,'

after having j

riefly

the perfect

ourneyed to God, i.e. after having

passed from plurality into unity, j

ourneys in and with

God, i.e. continuing in the unitive state he returns

with God to the phenomenal world from which he set

out, and manifests unity in plurality. I

H e makes the L

A

n this descent

aw his upper garment

nd the mystic Path his inner garment—

i.e. he brings down and displays the Truth to mankind

while fulfilling the duties of the religious law. I

n

some cases, certainly, an ecstatic union with the

A

bsolute is the Sufi'

intox

s ultima Thule, but those God-

icated devotees who never return to sobriety have

QUEST

In mystical language, he who dies to self
of this
lives in God, and fund, the consummation
with the
death, marks the attainment of baqd or union
to the
Divine life. The Sufis hold difierent views as
theory,
nature of fund, but I will mention only one
which most Suits regard as heretical, that fand implies
or
deification in the sense that the Divine substance
have been
spirit enters into man. This seems to
“I am
What Hallaj meant when he said, Anafl-haqq,
incarnation
the Real”: he believed himself to be an
executed
of the Deity, and when he was barbarously
declared that the
at Baghdad in 922 A.D., his disciples
an ass
tortured and mutilated victim was not he, but
whom God had transor a mule or one of his enemies
had been
formed into his likeness; Hallaj, they said,
descend
taken up alive to heaven and would again
of
on the banks
among them; and they used to gather
These crude
the Tigris, hoping to Witness his return.
with aand vulgar notions may perhaps be connected
Briefly
doctrine which we find in many Sufi treatises.
‘the perfect
stated, it is this. The true theosophist,
after having
man,’ after having journeyed to God, i.e. and with
in
passed from plurality into unity, journeys
he returns
God, i.e. continuing in the unitive state
he set
with God to the phenomenal world from whichdescent
this
out, and manifests unity in plurality. In

philosophy.

ST

death, marks the attainment of baq

THE

I

am

He makes the Law his upper garment
And the mystic Path his inner garment-

mankind

brings down and displays the Truth to law. In
While fulfilling the duties of the religious
union with the
some cases, certainly, an ecstatic
Godi.e. he

Thule, but those
have
intoxicated devotees Who never return to sobriety
Absolute is the Sfiffs ultimo.
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not travelled the full circle. Of the perfect Sufi it
may be said in the Words of a great Christian mystic :
He goes towards God by inward love, in eternal work, and he
goes in God by his fruitive inclination, in eternal rest. And he
dwells in God; and yet he goes out towards created things, in a
spirit of love towards all things, in the virtues and in works of
righteousness. And this is the most exalted summit of the inner

M

G21

not travelled the full circle. O f the perfect Sufi it

may be said in the words of a great Christian mystic:

H e goes towards God by inward love, in eternal work, and he

goes in God by his fruitive inclination, in eternal rest. A

dwells in God;

nd he

and yet he goes out towards created things, in a

spirit of love towards all things, in the virtues and in works of

righteousness. A

nd this is the most ex

alted summit of the inner

life.

life.

A

Although many Sfifis have risen to the ideal set
forth by Ruysbroeck, you will observe that the Moslem
notion of saintship implies, first of all, an intimate

lthough many Sufis have risen to the ideal set

forth by R

uysbroeck, you will observe that the Moslem

notion of saintship implies, first of all, an intimate

and peculiar relation with God, in conseq

uence of

which the curtain shutting off the supernatural, or as

and peculiar relation with God, in consequence of
which the curtain shutting off the supernatural, or as
a Moslem would say, the unseen World, from our
perceptions is lifted at intervals, if not entirely
removed. Neither deep learning in divinity nor
devotion to good Works nor ascetic ardour nor moral
purity makes the Mohammedan a saint; he may have
all or none of these things, but the only indispensable
qualification is that rapture and ecstasy which is the
outward sign of ‘passing away’ from the conscious
self, and which is often accompanied by evidences of
miraculous power. Any man or woman thus enraptured (majdhzlb)is a wali, that is, a friend and protégé
of God, and when such persons are recognised through
their gift of Working miracles, they are venerated as
saints not only after death but also during their lives.
The whole body of saints forms a hierarchy on which
the order of the world is believed to depend. The
supreme head is entitled the Qutb. He is the most
eminent Sufi of his age and presides over the meetings
regularly held by this august parliament, whose members are not hampered in their attendance by the
inconvenient fictions of time and space, but come
together from all parts of the earth in the twinkling of

a Moslem would say, the unseen world, from our

perceptions is lifted at intervals, if not entirely

removed. N either deep learning in divinity nor

devotion to good works nor ascetic ardour nor moral
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purity makes the Mohammedan a saint;

he may have

all or none of these things, but the only indispensable

q

ualification is that rapture and ecstasy which is the

outward sign of '

passing away'

from the conscious

self, and which is often accompanied by evidences of

miraculous power. A

tured (maj

ny man or woman thus enrap-

dhiib) is a wall, that is, a friend and protegd

of God, and when such persons are recognised through

their gift of working miraoles, they are venerated as

saints not only after death but also during their lives.

The whole body of saints forms a hierarchy on which

the order of the world is believed to depend. The

supreme head is entitled the Q utb. H e is the most

eminent Sufi of his age and presides over the meetings

regularly held by this august parliament, whose mem-

bers are not hampered in their attendance by the

inconvenient fictions of time and space, but come

together from all parts of the earth in the twinkling of
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QUEST
deserts as
an eye, traversing seas and mountains and
easily as common mortals step across a road.
The ruling principle of S1‘1fism—thatGod is Onehas now been explained in regard to its central development, but I must at least touch upon some important
questions which arise directly from the principle
referred to. We have seen that the Sufi teachers
gradually built up a. system of asceticism and moral
culture which was founded on the fact that there is in
animal 80111.
man an element of evil—the lower or
This evil self, the seat of passion and lust, is called
‘the
nafs ; it may be considered broadly equivalent to devil.
flesh,’ and with its two allies, the World and the
it represents the great obstacle to attainment of famiOn the other hand, the mystic Who has attained knoWS
if
that only God really exists and acts: therefore evil,
it really exists, must be divine, and if evil things are
We
really done, God must be the deer of them. Here
riddle which
are brought face to face with the ancient
SW3
no religion or philosophy dare put aside. Many
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an eye, traversing seas and mountains and deserts as

easily as common mortals step across a road.

The ruling principle of Sufism— that God is O ne-

has now been ex

ment, but I

q

plained in regard to its central develop-

must at least touch upon some important

uestions which arise directly from the principle

referred to. W e have seen that the Sufi teachers

gradually built up a system of asceticism and moral

culture which was founded on the fact that there is in

man an element of evil— the lower or animal soul.

This evil self, the seat of passion and lust, is called

ttafs;

flesh,'

it may be considered broadly eq

uivalent to '

the

and with its two allies, the world and the devil,

it represents the great obstacle to attainment of j

am.

O n the other hand, the mystic who has attained knows

that only God really ex

it really ex

ists and acts: therefore evil, if

ists, must be divine, and if evil things are

really done, God must be the doer of them. H ere we
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are brought face to face with the ancient riddle which

no religion or philosophy dare put aside. Many Sufis

seek to escape from it by denying the hypothesis on

which it rests. E

vil, in their eyes, has no real ex

is-

tence: it is not-being, which is the privation and

absence of being, j

light. "

fix

O nce I

ust as darkness is the absence of

beheld the L

ed my gaze upon it until I

ight,"

said N url, "

became that L

ight."

can easily understand how such illuminated souls,

supremely indifferent to the shadow-shows of religion

and morality in a phantom world, are ready to cry with

Jalaluddln:

The man of God is made wise by the Truth,

The man of God is not learned from book.

The man of God is beyond infidelity and faith,

To the man of God right and wrong are alike.

and I

W e

THE

seek to escape from it by denying the hypothesis on
which it rests. Evil, in their eyes, has no real exisand
tence: it is not-being, which is the privation
of.
absence of being, just as darkness is the absence
I
light. “Once I beheld the Light,” said Nfiri, “andWe
fixed my gaze upon it until I became that Light.”
souls:
can easily understand how such illuminated
supremely indifferent to the shadow-shows of religion
and morality in a phantom World, are ready to cry With
J alaluddin:
The man of God is made wise by the Truth,
The man of God is not learned from book.
The man of God is beyond infidelity and faith,
To the man of God right and wrong are alike.
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It must be borne in mind that this is a theory of
perfection and that those whom it exalts above the law

M

023

saints, spiritual guides, and profound theosophists
who enjoy the special favour of God and presumably
do not need to be restrained, coerced, or punished.
Practically, of course, it leads in many instances to
antinomianism and libertinism,as among the Bektashis
and other orders of the so-called ‘lawless’ dervishes.
The same theories produced the same results in
Europe during the Middle Ages, and the impartial
historian cannot ignore the corruptions to which a
purely subjective mysticism is liable; but on the
present occasion I am concerned with the rose itself
rather than with its cankers.
From the standpoint where evil is seen to be nonexistent, all types of religion are equal and Islam is no
better than idolatry. It does not matter what creed a
man professes or what rites he performs if he truly
loves God in his heart. Amidst all the variety of
creeds there is only one real object of worship.
Those who adore God in the sun (says Ibn al-Arabi) behold
are

I

t must be borne in mind that this is a theory of

perfection and that those whom it ex

alts above the law

are saints, spiritual guides, and profound theosophists

who enj

oy the special favour of God and presumably

do not need to be restrained, coerced, or punished.

Practically, of course, it leads in many instances to

antinomianism and libertinism, as among the B

and other orders of the so-called *

ektashis

lawless'

dervishes.

The same theories produced the same results in

E

urope during the Middle A

ges, and the impartial

historian cannot ignore the corruptions to which a

purely subj

ective mysticism is liable;

present occasion I

but on the

am concerned with the rose itself

rather than with its cankers.

F

ex

rom the standpoint where evil is seen to be non-

istent, all types of religion are eq

better than idolatry. I

ual and I

slam is no

t does not matter what creed a
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man professes or what rites he performs if he truly

loves God in his heart. A

midst all the variety of

creeds there is only one real obj

ect of worship.

Those who adore God in the sun (says I

bn al-A

rabl) behold

the sun, and those who adore H im in living things see a living

thing, and those who adore H im in lifeless things see a lifeless

thing, and those who adore H im as a B

eing uniq

ue and unparalleled

see that which has no like. Do not attach yourself (he continues)

to any particular creed ex

the rest;

clusively, so that you disbelieve in all

otherwise, you will lose much good, nay, you will fail to

recognise the real truth of the matter. L

et your soul be capable

of embracing all forms of belief. God, the omnipresent and omni-

the sun, and those who adore Him in living things see a living
thing, and those who adore Him in lifeless things see a lifeless
thing, and those who adore Him as 9. Being unique and unparalleled
see that which has no like. Do not attach yourself (he continues)
to any particular creed exclusively, so that you disbelieve in all
the rest ; otherwise, you will lose much good, nay, you will fail to
recognise the real truth of the matter. Let your soul be capable
of embracing all forms of belief. God, the omnipresent and omnipotent, is not limited by any one creed, for He says (K. 2109), ' Wheresoever ye turn, there is the face of Allah.’
Every one praises
what he believes ; his god is his own creature, and in praising it
he praises himself. Consequently he blames the beliefs of others,
which he would not do if he were just, but his dislike is based on
ignorance. If he knew Junaid’s saying, ‘ the water takes its colour
from the vessel containing it,’ he would not interfere with the

potent, is not limited by any one creed, for H e says (K

soever ye turn, there is the face of A

what he believes;

E

. 2k»

), '

W here-

very one praises

his god is his own creature, and in praising it

he praises himself. Conseq

uently he blames the beliefs of others,

which he would not do if he were j

ignorance. I

llah.'

f he knew Junaid'

from the vessel containing it,'

ust, but his dislike is based on

s saying, '

the water takes its colour

he would not interfere with the
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beliefs of others, but would perceive God in every form and in every

sings, more in the spirit
thinker, perhaps, than of the mystic :

nd H afiz sings, more in the spirit of the free-

thinker, perhaps, than of the mystic:

L

O r on tavern floors the same

tinguishable flame.

W here the turbaned anchorite

Chanteth A

llah day and night,

Where the turbaned anchorite
Chanteth Allah day and night,
Churchbells ring the call to prayer
And the Cross of Christ is there.

Churchbells ring the call to prayer

A

nd the Cross of Christ is there.

W hile the innumerable forms of creed and ritual

may be regarded as having a certain relative value in

so far as the inward feeling which inspires them is ever

one and the same, from another aspect they seem to be

veils of the Truth, barriers which the zealous Unitarian

must strive to abolish and destroy. A

bu Sa'

ld ibn A

bi '

great Persian

1-K

hair, speaking in the
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mystic, A

name of the Calendars or wandering dervishes, ex

the latter view in one of his q

presses

uatrains with astonishing

boldness:

N ot until every mosq

ue beneath the sun

L

ies ruined, will our holy work be done;

A

nd never will true Musalman appear

Till faith and infidelity are one.

Such open declarations of war against the Moham-

medan religion are comparatively rare. N otwith-

standing the breadth and depth of the gulf between

full-blown Sufism and orthodox

of the free-

Love is where the glory falls
Of Thy face—on convent walls
Or on tavern floors the same
Unextinguishable flame.

ove is where the glory falls

O f Thy face— on convent walls

Unex

perceive God in every form and in every

And Hafiz

belief.

A

beliefs of others, but would
belief.

QUEST

I

slam, many, if not

most, Sufis have paid homage to the Prophet and have

observed the outward forms of devotion which are

While the innumerable forms of creed and ritual
value in
may be regarded as having a certain relative
them is ever
so far as the inward feeling which inspires
seem to be
one and the same, from another aspect they
veils of the Truth, barriers which the zealous Unitarian
must strive to abolish and destroy. A great Persian
mystic, Abu Sa‘id ibn Abi ’l-Khair, speaking in the
name of the Calendars or wandering dervishes, expresses
the latter view in one of his quatrains with astonishing
boldness:

incumbent on all Moslems. They have invested these

rites and ceremonies with a new significance;

Not until every mosque beneaththe sun
Lies ruined, will our holy work be done:
And never will true Musalman appear
Till faith and infidelity are one.

they

have allegorised them, but they have not abandoned

Such open declarations of war against the Mohammedan religion are comparatively rare. Notwithstanding the breadth and depth of the gulf between
full-blown Sufism and orthodox Islam, many. if 11°17
most, Sufis have paid homage to the Prophet and have
observed the outward forms of devotion which are
incumbent on all Moslems. They have invested these
rites and ceremonies With a new significance; they
have allegorised them, but they have not abandoned
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them. They distinguish the L

there is no god ex

the Truth, and the words "

of A

llah "

are the L

cept A

llah"

aw;

”

anyone who denies the Truth

ects the L

aw is a

heretic. This middle way is not easy to walk in;

hence the Sufis often use a double language. Jalal-

um!

are

Mohammed is the apostle

is an infidel and anyone who rej

uddin R

them. They distinguish the Law from the Truth but
insist that the Moslem profession of faith includes
both: the words “there is no god except Allah are
the Truth, and the words “ Mohammed is the apostle
of Allah are the Law; anyone who denies the Truth
is an infidel and anyone who rejects the Law is a
heretic. This middle way is not easy to walk in;
hence the Sufis often use a double language. Jalaluddin Rfimi, in the collection of his lyrical poems
known as the Divdn-i Shams-12 Tabriz, gives free rein to
a pantheistic enthusiasmwhich sees all things under
the form of eternity :
”

aw from the Truth but

insist that the Moslem profession of faith includes

both: the words "

625

, in the collection of his lyrical poems

known as the Divdn-i Shams-i Tabriz, gives free rein to

a pantheistic enthusiasm which sees all things under

the form of eternity:

I

have put duality away, I

O ne I

I

seek, O ne I

am intox

have seen that the two worlds are one;

know, O ne I

icated with L

ove'

see, O ne I

call.

s cup, the two worlds have passed out

of my ken;

B

have no business save carouse and revelry.

ut in his Masnavi— a work so famous and
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I

venerated that it has been styled the '

K

— wo find him in a more sober mood ex

Sufi doctrines and j

oran[

I have put duality away, I have seen that the two worlds are one;
One I seek, One I know, One I see, One I call.
I am intoxicated with Love's cup, the two worlds have passed out
of my ken;
I have no business‘save carouse and revelry.
of Persia'

pounding the

ustifying the ways of God to man.

H ere, though he is a convinced optimist and agrees

with Ghazall that this is the best of all possible worlds,

But in his Masna/v£—a work so famous and
venerated that it has been styled the ‘ Koran:of Persia ’
—we find him in a more sober mood expounding the
Sufi doctrines and justifying the ways of God to man.
Here, though he is a convinced optimist and agrees
with Ghazali that this is the best of all possible worlds,
he does not airily dismiss the problem of evil as something outside reality, but endeavours to show that evil,
or what seems evil to us, is part of the Divine order
and harmony. I will quote some passages of his
argument and leave my readers to judge for themselves
how far it is successful or, at any rate, suggestive.
You will remember that the Suite conceive the
universe as a projected and reflected image of God.
The Divine light, streaming forth in a series of emanations, falls at last upon the darkness of N ot-being,
every atom of which reflects some attribute of Deity.

he does not airily dismiss the problem of evil as some-

thing outside reality, but endeavours to show that evil,

or what seems evil to us, is part of the Divine order

and harmony. I

will q

uote some passages of his

argument and leave my readers to j

udge for themselves

how far it is successful or, at any rate, suggestive.

Y

ou will remember that the Sufis conceive the

universe as a proj

ected and reflected image of God.

The Divine light, streaming forth in a series of emana-

tions, falls at last upon the darkness of N ot-being,

every atom of which reflects some attribute of Deity.
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For instance, the beautiful attributes—love, mercy,
the
and so on—are reflected in the form of Heaven and
Wrath and
angels, while the terrible attributes ofHell
and the
vengeance are refleoted in the form of
as
devils. Man refleots all the attributes, the terrible
and
well as the beautiful; he is an epitome of Heaven
he
Hell. Omar Khayyam alludes to this theory when
THE
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or instance, the beautiful attributes— love, mercy,

and so on— are reflected in the form of H eaven and the

angels, while the terrible attributes of wrath and

vengeance are reflected in the form of H ell and the

devils. Man reflects all the attributes, the terrible as

well as the beautiful;

H ell. O mar K

he is an epitome of H eaven and

hayyam alludes to this theory when he

says:

H ell is a spark from our fruitless pain,

H eaven a breath from our time of j

a couplet which F

oy—

says:

itzGerald moulded into the

magnificent stanza:

H eav'

A

n but the V

ision of fulfill'

d Desire,

nd H ell the Shadow from a Soul on fire,

couplet which FitzGerald moulded
magnificent stanza:

Cast on the Darkness into which O urselves

So late emerged from, shall so soon ex

a.

pire.

Jalaluddln, therefore, does in a sense make God

the author of evil, but at the same time he makes evil
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reflection of certain Divine attributes which in them-

selves are absolutely good. So far as evil is really evil,

it springs from N ot-being. The poet assigns a different

value to this term in its relation to God and in its

n respeot of God N ot-being is

nothing, for God is real B

eing, but in man it is the

principle of evil which constitutes half of human

nature. I

n the one case it is a pure negation, in the

other it is positively and actively pernicious. W e need

not q

‘

uarrel with the poet for coming to grief in his

logic. There are some occasions, and this is one of

them, when intense moral feeling is worth any amount

of accurate thinking. Jalaluddln vindicates the j

ustice

of God by asserting that men have the power to choose

how they will act, although their freedom is sub-

into the

Heav’n but the Vision of fulflll’d Desire,
And Hell the Shadow from a Soul on fire,
Cast on the Darkness into which Ourselves
80 late emerged from, shall so soon expire.

intrinsically good in relation to God— for it is the

relation to man. I

Hell is a spark from our fruitless pain,
Heaven a breath from our time of joy-

God

Jalaluddin, therefore, does in a sense make evil
makes
the authorof evil, but at the same time he
is the

in relation to God——for it
in themrefleotion of certain Divine attributes which
evil.
selves are absolutely good. So far as evil is really

intrinsically good

different
it springs from Not-being. The poet assigns a
in its
value to this term in its relation to God and
is
relation to man. In respect of God Not-being
it is the
nothing, for God is real Being, but in man of human
principle of evil which constitutes half
in the
nature. In the one case it is a pure negation,
in hle

quarrel with the poet for coming to grief
one of
logic. There are some occasions, and this is amount
not

them, when intense moral feeling is worth any

of accurate thinking. J alaluddin vindicates the justice
of God by asserting that men have the power to choose
how they will act, although their freedom is sub-
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ordinate to the Divine will. Approaching the question, ‘ Why does God ordain and create evil ? he points
out that things are known only through their opposites
and that the existence of evil is necessary for the
manifestation of good.
Not-being and defect, wherever seen,

M 627

’

ordinate to the Divine will. A

tion, '

pproaching the q

ues-

W hy does God ordain and oreate evil ?

'

he points

out that things are known only through their opposites

and that the ex

istenoe of evil is necessary for the

manifestation of good.

N ot-being and defect, wherever seen,

A

re mirrors of the beauty of all that is.

Are mirrors of the beauty of all that is.
The bone-setter, where should he try his skill
But on the patient lying with broken leg ?
Were no base copper in the crucible,
How could the alchemist his craft display ‘I

The bone-setter, where should he try his skill

B

ut on the patient lying with broken leg?

W ere no base copper in the crucible,

H ow could the alchemist his craft display?

Moreover, the Divine omnipotence would not be

completely realised if evil had remained uncreated.

H e is the source of evil, as thou sayest,

Y

Moreover, the Divine omnipotence would

et evil hurts H im not. To make that evil

Denotes in H im perfection. H ear from me

A

B

parable. The heavenly A

completely realised if evil had remained uncreated.

rtist paints

eautiful shapes and ugly: in one picture

He is the source of evil, as thou sayest,
Yet evil hurts Him not. To make that evil
Denotes in Him perfection. Hear from me

gypt
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The loveliest women in the land of E

Gazing on youthful Joseph amorously;

A

nd lo, another scene by the same hand,

H ell-fire and I

B

blls with his hideous crew:

A parable. The heavenly Artist paints
Beautiful shapes and ugly: in one picture
The loveliest women in the land of Egypt

oth master-works, created for good ends,

To show H is perfect wisdom and confound

The sceptics who deny H is mastery.

Could H e not evil make, H e would lack skill;

Gazing on youthful Joseph amorously ;

Therefore H e fashions infidel alike

A

And 10, another scene by the same hand,
Hell-fire and Iblts with his hideous crew:
Both master-works, created for good ends,
To show His perfect wisdom and confound
The sceptics who deny His mastery.
Could He not evil make, He would lack skill;
Therefore He fashions infidel alike
And Moslem true, that both may witness bear
To Him, and worship One Almighty Lord.

nd Moslem true, that both may witness bear

To H im, and worship O ne A

I

n reply to the obj

lmighty L

ord.

ection that a God who creates

evil must H imself be evil, Jalaluddin, pursuing the

analogy drawn from A

rt, remarks that ugliness in the

picture is no evidence of ugliness in the painter.

A

gain, without evil it would be impossible to win

the proved virtue which is the reward of self-conq

B

not be

uest.

read must be broken before it can serve as food, and

grapes will not yield wine till they are crushed. Many

reply to the objection that a God who creates
evil must Himself be evil, J alaluddin, pursuing the
analogy drawn from Art, remarks that ugliness in the
picture is no evidence of ugliness in the painter.
Again, without evil it would be impossible to win
the proved virtue which is the reward of self-conquest.
In

Bread must be broken before it can serve as food, and
grapes will not yield wine till they are crushed. Many
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inally, much evil is only apparent.

W hat seems a curse to one may be a blessing to

another;

led through tribulation to happiness. As evil
ebbs, good flows. Finally, much evil is only apparent.
What seems a curse '.to one may be a blessing to
another; nay, evil itself is turned to good for the
righteous. J alaluddln will not admit that anything is
absolutely bad.

men are

ST

men are led through tribulation to happiness. A

ebbs, good flows. F

QUEST

nay, evil itself is turned to good for the

righteous. Jalaluddin will not admit that anything is

absolutely bad.

F

ools buy false coins because they are like the true.

I

f in the world no genuine minted coin

W ere current, how would forgers pass the false?

Palsohood were nothing unless truth were there,

To make it specious. '

L

Tis the love of right

ures men to wrong. L

et poison but be mix

ed

W ith sugar, they will cram it into their mouths.

O h, cry not that all creeds are vain!

Some scent

O f truth they have, else they would not beguile.

Say not, '

H ow utterly fantastical 1'

N o fancy in the world is all untrue.

A

mongst the crowd of dervishes hides one,
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O ne true faktr. Search well and thou wilt find!

Surely this is a noteworthy doctrine. Jalaluddin

died only a few years after the birth of Dante, but the

Christian poet falls far below the level of charity and

'

tolerance reached by his Moslem contemporary.

H ow, we may ask, is it possible to discern the soul

of goodness in things evil?

B

y means of love, says

Jalaluddin, and the knowledge which love alone can

give, according to the word of God in the holy

Tradition.

My servant draws nigh unto Me and I

love him, I

love him;

and when I

am his ear, so that he hears by Me, and his eye, so that

he sees by me, and his tongue, so that he speaks by Me, and his

hand, so that he takes by Me.

Thus we have come back to the Unity from which

we started, the Unity in which all ex

and ends. R

eynold A

istence begins

. N icholson.

Fools buy false coins because they are like the true.
If in the world no genuine minted coin
Were current, how would forgers pass the false ?
Falsehood were nothing unless truth were there,
To make it specious. ‘Tie the love of right
Lures men to wrong. Let poison but be mixed
With sugar, they will cram it into their mouths.
Oh, cry not that all creeds are vain! Some scent
Of truth they have, else they would not beguile.
Say not, ' How utterly fantastical l
No fancy in the world is all untrue.
Amongst the crowd of dervishes hides one,
One true faklr. Search well and thou wilt find!

Surely this is a noteworthy doctrine. J alaluddin
the
died only a few years after the birth of Dante, but
and
Christian poet falls far below the level of charity

tolerance reached by his Moslem contemporary.
soul
How, we may ask, is it possible to discern the
of goodness in things evil? By means of love, says
08-11
J alaluddin, and the knowledge which love alone
give, according to the word of God in the holY
Tradition.
when I
My servant draws nigh unto Me and I love him ; and
that
so
love him, I am his ear, so that he hears by Me, and his eye,
his
and
Me.
he sees by me, and his tongue, so that he speaks by
hand, so that he takes by Me.

Thus we have come back to the Unity from which
we started, the Unity in which all existence begins
REYNOLD A. NICHOLSON.
and ends.
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t is one of the commonest of all the criticisms which
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are directed against the mystics, that their great

ex

THE MYSTIC AS CREATIVE ARTIST.

periences are in the nature of merely personal

satisfactions: that they do not pass on to others, in

any real and genuine sense, the special illumination,

the special intuition of R

have received. St. B

from I

saiah, '

s favourite mistranslation

My secret to myself,'

has again and again

been used against them with damaging effect;

the A

s fruition of E

lone to the A

ternity as '

a solitary and ineffable encounter do.tally with one

perience of the mystio;

do describe one

aspect of his richly various, many-angled spiritual

universe, one way in whioh that divine union which is

ective is apprehended by the surface-
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his high obj

consciousness. B

ut that which is here told, is only

half the truth. There is another side, a '

opposite,'

hearts;

one

a flight of

lone.'

N ow, it is certainly true that these hints concerning

side of the ex

IT is

of the commonest of all the criticisms which
are directed against the mystics, that their great
experiences are in the nature of merely personal
satisfactions: that they do not pass on to others, in
any real and genuine sense, the special illumination,
the special intuition of Reality, which they claim to
have received. St. Bernard's favourite mistranslation
from Isaiah, ‘ My secret to myself,’ has again and again
been used against them with damaging effect; linked
sometimes with the great phrase in which Plotinus
defines the sou1’s fruition of Eternity as ‘aflight of
the Alone to the Alone.’
Now, it is certainly true thatthese hints concerning
a solitary and inefiable encounter do_tal1y with one
side of the experience of the mystic; do describe one
aspect of his richly various, many-angled spiritual
universe, one Way in which that divine union which is
his high objective is
by the surfaceconsciousness. But that which is here told, is only
half the truth. There is another side, a ‘completing
opposite,’ to this admittedly indescribable union of
hearts; and it is this other side, often—and most
ungraciously—forgotten by those who have received its
great benefits, of which I Wish to speak.
The great mystic’s loneliness is a sort of consecrated loneliness. When he ascends to that fruition
of Divine Reality which is his peculiar privilege, he is

linked

sometimes with the great phrase in whioh Plotinus

defines the soul'

EVELYN UNDERHILL.

eality, which they claim to

ernard'

completing

to this admittedly indesoribable union of

and it is this other side, often— and most

ungraciously— forgotten by those who have received its

great benefits, of which I

The great mystic'

wish to speak.

s loneliness is a sort of conse-

crated loneliness. W hen he ascends to that fruition

of Divine R
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not a spiritual individualist. He goes as the ambassador of the race. He does not wish to dissociate himself
from other men. His spirit is not, so to speak, a
‘
spark flying upwards’ from out of this world into
that world; flung out from the mass of humanity, cut
630
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not a spiritual individualist. H e goes as the ambassa-

dor of the race. H e does not wish to dissociate himself

from other men. H is spirit is not, so to speak, a

'

spark flying upwards'

that world;

from out of this world into

flung out from the mass of humanity, cut

off, a little, separate, brilliant thing. I

feeler, a tentacle, which L

t is more like a

ife as a whole stretches out

into that supersensual world which envelopes her.

L

ife stretches that tentacle out;

but she also draws it

in again, with the food that it has gathered, the news

that it has to tell of the regions which its delicate

tactile sense has enabled it to ex

plore. This, it seems

to me, is the function of the mystio consciousness in

respect of the human race. F

specialised. I

or this purpose it is

t receives, in order that it may give. A

the prophet looks at the landscape of E

s

ternity, the

mystio finds and feels it: and both know that there is

laid on them the obligation of ex

hibiting it if they can.

f this be so, then it becomes clear that the
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I

mystic'

s personal encounter with I

nfinite R

eality

represents only one of the two movements which

constitute his completed life. H e must turn back to

pass on the revelation he has received: must mediate

between the transcendent and his fellow-men, as

artists mediate between the truth and beauty which

they are able to know, and those who cannot without

their help discern it. The mystic, in fact, is called to

be a creative artist of the highest kind;

and only when

he is such an artist does he fulfil his function in

respect of the race.

I

t is coming to be realised more and more clearly

that it is the business of the artist not so much to

delight us, as to enlighten us;

"

in B

lake'

s words, to

Cleanse the doors of perception, so that everything

THE

off, a little, separate, brilliant thing. It is more like a
feeler, a tentacle, which Life as a whole stretches out

into that supersensual world which envelopes her.
it
Life stretches that tentacle out ; but she also draws
in again, with the food that it has gathered, the neW8
that it has to tell of the regions which its delicate
tactile sense has enabled it to explore. This, it seems
to me, is the function of the mystic consciousness in
15
respect of the human race. For this purpose it AS
specialised. It receives, in order that it may give.
the prophet looks at the landscape of Eternity.
IS
mystic finds and feels it: and both know that there
laid on them the obligation of exhibiting it if they canthe
If this be so, then it becomes clear that
mystio’s personal encounter with Infinite R68»1il5Y
Which
represents only one of the two movementsback to
constitute his completed life. He must turn
must mediate
pass on the revelation he has received:
between the transcendent and his fellow-men. 3'3
artists mediate between the truth and beautyWhich
they are able to know, and those who cannot without
to
their help discern it. The mystic, in fact, is called
be a creative artist of the highest kind; and only when
he is such an artist does he fulfil his function in
respect of the race.
It is coming to be realised more and more clearly
that it is the business of the artist not so much 170
delight us, as to enlighten us; in Blake’s Words. to
“Cleanse the doors of perception, so that everything

the
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may appear as it is—infinite.” Many who were not
convinced by The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, have
accepted this exact principle gladly enough in these
latter days from Bergson; who has told us that it is
the function of art to brush aside everything that veils
Reality from us, in order to bring us face to face with
the Real, the True. The artist is the man who sees
things in their native purity.
A

R

TI

ST 68

1

Many who were not

convinced by The Marriage of H eaven and H ell, have

accepted this ex

latter days from B

act principle gladly enough in these

ergson;

who has told us that it is

the function of art to brush aside everything that veils

R

eality from us, in order to bring us face to face with

the R

eal, the True. The artist is the man who sees

things in their native purity.

Could reality (he observes in a celebrated passage) come into

direct contact with sense and consciousness, could we enter into

Could reality (he observes in a celebrated passage) come into
direct contact with sense and consciousness, could we enter into
immediate communion with things and with ourselves——then, we
should all be artists.
Deep in our souls we should hear the
uninterrupted melody of our inner life: a music often gay, more
often sad, always original. All this is around and withiii us: yet
none of it is distinctly perceived by us. Between nature and
ourselves—more, between ourselves and our own consciousness—-

immediate communion with things and with ourselves— then, we

should all be artists. . . . Deep in our souls we should hear the

uninterrupted melody of our inner life: a music often gay, more

often sad, always original. A

ll this is around and within us: yet

none of it is distinctly perceived by us. B

etween nature and

.

.

.

ourselves— more, between ourselves and our own consciousness—

hangs a veil: a veil dense and opaq

ue for normal men, but thin,

almost transparent, for the artist and poet.
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H e might have added, for the mystio too.

This veil, says B

ergson again, is woven of self-

interest: we perceive things, not as they are, but as they

hangs a veil: a veil dense and opaque for normal men, but thin,
almost transparent, for the artist and poet.
He might have added, for the mystic too.
This veil, says Bergson again, is Woven of selfinterest : we perceive things, not as they are, but as they
affect ourselves. The artist, on the contrary, sees them
for their own sakes, with the eyes of disinterested love.
So, when the mystics declare to us that the first conditions of spiritual illuminationare self-simplificationand
detachment, they are demanding just those qualities
which control the artist's power of seeing things in
their beauty and truth. The true mystic, then, sees
Reality in its infinite aspect, and tries, as other artists,
to reveal it. He not only ascends, but descends the
ladder of contemplation; having heard ‘the uninterrupted music of the inner life,’ he tries to Weave it into
melodies that other men can understand.
Bergson’s fellow-apostle to the modern world,
Rudolph Eucken, claims——and I think it is one of his

affect ourselves. The artist, on the contrary, sees them

for their own sakes, with the eyes of disinterested love.

So, when the mystics declare to us that the first condi-

tions of spiritual illumination are self-simplification and

detachment, they are demanding j

which control the artist'

ust those q

ualities

s power of seeing things in

their beauty and truth. The true mystio, then, sees

R

eality in its infinite aspect, and tries, as other artists,

to reveal it. H e not only ascends, but descends the

ladder of contemplation;

having heard '

rupted music of the inner life,'

melodies that other men can understand.

B

ergson'

R

udolph E

the uninter-

he tries to weave it into

s fellow-apostle to the modern world,

ucken, claims— and I

think it is one of his
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istence a spiritual world.

This spiritual world springs up from within through

humanity— that is, through man'

s own consciousness

— yet at the same time humanity is, as it were, growing

up into it;

finding it an independent reality, waiting

to be apprehended, waiting to be incorporated into our

universe. I

n respect of man'

s normal world, it is both

immanent and transcendent. W e are reminded of

the V

oice which said to St. A

of the F

ugustine, "

I

am the F

ull-grown."

This paradox

of a wholly new order of ex

perience

thrusting itself up through the race which it yet

transcends, is a permanent feature in the history of

the higher religions and philosophies, and is closely

connected with the phenomena of inspiration and of

artistic creation. The artist, the prophet, the meta-

physician, each builds up from material beyond the
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grasp of other souls, a world within which those other

souls can live and dream. W hen we ask what organ

of the race— the whole body of humanity— it is, by and

through which this supernal world thus receives

ex

pression, it becomes clear that this organ is the

corporate mystical consciousness, emerging in those

whom we call, pre-eminently, mystics and seers. I

t is,

actually and literally, through them that this new

world is emerging and being built up;

as it is through

other forms of enhanced and clarified consciousness, in

painters, musicians, philosophers, and the adepts of

physical science, that other aspects of the universe are

made known to men. I

striking doctrines—that man is gradually but
actually bringing into existence a spiritual world.
This spiritual world springs up from within through
humanity—that is, through man’s own consciousness
—yet at the same time humanity is, as it were, growing
up into it; finding it an independent reality, waiting
to be apprehended, waiting to be incorporated into our
most

ST

most striking doctrines— that man is gradually but

actually bringing into ex

THE QUEST

n all of these, and in the

mystic too, the twin powers of steadfast attention and

of creative imagination are at work. B

ecause of their

wide, deep, attention to life they receive more news

ood

universe. In respect of man’s normal world, it is both
immanent and transcendent. We are reminded of
the Voice which said to St. Augustine, “I am the Food
of the Full-grown.”
This paradox of a. wholly new order of experience
thrusting itself up through the race which it yet
transcends, is a permanent feature in the history of
the higher religions and philosophies, and is closely
connected with the phenomena of inspiration and of
artistic creation. The artist, the prophet, the metaphysician, each builds up from material beyond the
grasp of other souls, a world within which those other
souls can live and dream. When we ask what organ
of the race—thewhole body of humanity—it is, by and
through which this supernal world thus receives
expression, it becomes clear that this organ is the
corporate mystical consciousness, emerging in those
whom we call, pre-eminently,mystics and seers. It is,
actually and literally, through them that this new
world is emerging and being built up; as it is through
other forms of enhanced and clarified consciousness, in
painters, musicians, philosophers, and the adepts of
physical science, that other aspects of the universe are
made known to men. In all of these, and in the
mystic too, the twin powers of steadfast attention and
of creative imagination are at work. Because of their
Wide, deep, attention to life they receive more IIGWB
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from the external world than others do; because of
the creative cast of their minds, they are able to weave
up the crude received material into a living whole, into
an idea. or image which can be communicated to other
men.
Ultimately, We owe to the mystics all the
symbols, ideas and images of which our spiritual World,
as it is thought of by the bulk of men, is constructed.
We take its topography from them, at second-hand;
and often forget the sublime adventures immortalised
in those phrases which we take so lightly on our lipsthe Divine Dark, the Beatific Vision, Ecstasy, Union,
and the rest. The mystics have actually created, from
that language which we have evolved to describe and
deal with the time-World, another, artistic, World ; selfconsistent, and spiritually expressive, like the world of
music or the World of colour and form. They are
always trying to give us the key to it, to induct us
into its mysterious delights. It is by means of this
World, and the symbols which furnish it, that human
consciousness is enabled to actualise its most elusive
experiences. Hence it is Wholly due to the unselfish
labours of those mystics who have struggled to body
forth the Realities by which they were possessed, that
We are able, to some extent, to enter into the special
experiences of the mystical saints; and that they are
able to snatch us up to a brief sharing of their vision,
to make us live for a moment ‘ Eternal Life in the
midst of Time.’
How then have they done this? What is the
general method by which any man communicates the
result of his personal contacts with the universe to
other minds? Roughly speaking, he has two Ways of
doing this—by description and by suggestion; and his
best successes are those in which these two methods
E

A

R

TI

ST G8
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because of

the creative cast of their minds, they are able to weave

up the crude reoeived material into a living whole, into

an idea or image which can be communicated to other

men. Ultimately, we owe to the mystics all the

symbols, ideas and images of which our spiritual world,

as it is thought of by the bulk of men, is constructed.

W e take its topography from them, at second-hand;

and often forget the sublime adventures immortalised

in those phrases which we take so lightly on our lips—

the Divine Dark, the B

eatific V

ision, E

cstasy, Union,

and the rest. The mystics have actually created, from

that language which we have evolved to describe and

deal with the time-world, another, artistic, world;

consistent, and spiritually ex

self-

pressive, like the world of

music or the world of colour and form. They are

always trying to give us the key to it, to induct us

into its mysterious delights. I

t is by means of this
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world, and the symbols which furnish it, that human
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to make us live for a moment '
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intellect, his suggestions are appeals to the intuition,

of those with whom he is trying to communicate.

N ow the necessities which control these two ways

of telling the news— obliq

ue suggestion and symbolic

image— practically govern the whole of mystical litera-

ture. The span of this literature is a very wide

one;

to the crisply formal pictorial descriptions of those

eality crystallise into

visions, voices, or other psycho-sensorial ex

A

periences.

t one end of the scale is the vivid, prismatic imagery

of the Christian apocalypse, at the other the fluid,

ecstatic poetry of some of the Sufi saints.

I

psycho-sensorial

n his suggestive and allusive language the

mystical artist often approaches the methods of music.

(W illiam James, as you may remember, noticed this.)

s statements do not give information.
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This mystic'

They operate a kind of enchantment, which dilates the

consciousness of the hearer to a point at which it is

able to apprehend new aspects of the world. I

n his

descriptive passages, on the other hand, he generally

proceeds, as do nearly all our descriptive efforts, by way

of comparison. Y

et often these comparisons, like

those employed by the great poet, are more valuable

for their strange suggestive q

uality than for any ex

parallels which they set up between the mystic'

verse and our own. Thus, when Clement of A

compares the L

the E

flower,'

ogos to a '

ternal W isdom a '

N ew Song,'

andria

when Suso calls

sweet and beautiful wild

when Dionysius the A

Divine Dark which is the I

act

s uni-

lex

His descriptions

image—practically

it goes from the utterly formless, yet infinitely

suggestive, language of certain great contemplatives,

whose own revelations of R

combined.

the intuition,
are appeals to
his
suggestions
intellect,
to communicate.
is
of those with whom he tryingcontrol these two ways
Now the necessities which
suggestion and symbolic
of telling the news—oblique whole of mystical literagovern the
wide
literature is a very
this
of
The
span
ture.
formless, yet infinitely
utterly
the
from
one ; it goes
of certain great contemplatives,
language
suggestive, formal pictorial descriptions of those
to the crisply
crystallise into
Reality
of
revelations
whose own
experiences.
her
imagery
scale is the vivid, prismatic fluid,
At one end of the
other the
ypse, at the
the Sufi saints.
ecstatic poetry of some of and allusive language the
In his suggestive
approache
mystical artist often
remember, noticed this.)
may
as
you
(William James,statements do not give information.
This mystic’s
which dilates the

are

are combined. H is descriptions are addressed to the

reopagite speaks of '

naccessible L

ight,'

we

recognise a sudden flash of the creative imagination;

the

his
of the world. In
hand, he generally
on the other
descriptive passages, all our descriptive efforts, by way
like
proceeds, as do nearly
often these comparisons,
Yet
valuable
of comparison.
are more
poet,
the
great
by
exact
those employed
y than for any unithe mystic’s
se t up between
parallels which theyThus,
Clement of Alexandria
when
own.
our
Suso calls
verse and
‘ New Song,’ when
a
to
beautiful Wild
compares the Logos
‘ sweet and
a
of ‘the
the Eternal Wisdom
speaks
Areopagite
the
flower,’ when Dionysius
Light,’ We
Inaccessible
the
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Divine Dark which
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aspects

'
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for us a truth far greater, deeper and more
fruitful than the merely external parallel which it
suggests. So, too, with many common metaphors of
the mystics: the Fire of Love, the Game of Love, the
Desert of God, the Marriage of the Soul. Such phrases
succeed because of their interior and imaginative
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5

evoking for us a truth far greater, deeper and more

fruitful than the merely ex

ternal parallel which it

suggests. So, too, with many common metaphors of

the mystics: the F

ire of L

ove, the Game of L

ove, the

Desert of God, the Marriage of the Soul. Such phrases

succeed because of their interior and imaginative

appeal.

W e have numerous ex

appeal.

amples of this kind of

artistic language— the highly charged imaginative

phrase— in the B

and the A

ible;

We have numerous examples of this kind of
artistic 1anguage—the highly charged imaginative
phrase———in the Bible; especially in the prophetic books
and the Apocalypse.
Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters.
I will give thee the treasures of darkness, and hidden riches of

especially in the prophetic books

pocalypse.

H o, every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters.

I

will give thee the treasures of darkness, and hidden riches of

secret places.

The L

ord shall be a diadem of beauty.

H e showed me a pure river of the water of life.

I

heard a voice from heaven as the voice of many waters.

I

saw a new heaven and a new earth.

secret
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W hereas the original prophetio significance of

places.

these phrases is now meaningless for us, their sug-

gestive q

uality— their appeal to the mystic con-

sciousness, retains its full force. They are artistic

creations and have the enormous evocative power

proper to all great art. L

ater mystics use such

passages again and again, reading their own ex

into these traditional forms.

The classic ex

periences

The Lord shall be a diadem of beauty.
He showed me a pure river of the water of life.
I heard a voice from heaven as the voice of many waters.
I saw a new heaven and a new earth.

Whereas the original prophetic significance of
these phrases is now meaningless for us, their suggestive quality—their appeal to the mystic consciousness, retains its full force. They are artistic
creations and have the enormous evocative power
proper to all great art. Later mystics use such
passages again and again, reading their own experiences
into these traditional forms.
The classic example of this close alliance between
poetic readings of life and practical mysticism is of
course the mystical interpretation of the Song of Songs,
which appears in Christian mysticism at least as early
But there are many other
as the fourth century.
instances. Thus St. Macarius finds in Ezekiel’s vision
of the Cherubim a profoundly suggestive image of the
state of the deified soul, ‘all eyes and all wings,’
driven upon its course by the Heavenly Charioteer

ample of this close alliance between

poetic readings of life and practical mysticism is of

course the mystical interpretation of the Song of Songs,

which appears in Christian mysticism at least as early

as the fourth century. B

ut there are many other

instances. Thus St. Macarius finds in E

zekiel'

s vision

of the Cherubim a profoundly suggestive image of the

state of the deified soul, '

all eyes and all wings,'

driven upon its course by the H eavenly Charioteer
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of the Spirit. Thus in The Mirror of Simple Souls,

another of E

zekiel'

s visions— that of the "

great eagle,

with great wings, long wings, full of feathers, which

took the highest branch of the cedar,"

becomes the

vivid symbol of the contemplative mind, "

the eagle

that flies high, so right high and yet more high than does

any other bird, for she is feathered with fine love, and

QUEST

Souls,
The Mirror of Simple
in
Thus
of the Spirit.
of the “ great eagle,
visions——that
Ezekiel’s
another of
full of feathers, which
wings,
long
the
with great wings,
the cedar,” becomes
of
branch
took the highest
mind, “the eagle
contemplative
the
of
vivid symbol
than does
more

'

W hen we pass to the mystical poets, we find that

nearly all their best effects are due to their ex

tra-

ordinary genius for this kind of indirect, suggestive

imagery. This is the method by which they proceed

when they wish to communicate their vision of reality.

Their works are full of magical phrases which baffle

analysis, yet, as one of them has said:

L

ighten the wave-washed caverns of the mind

sun.”

'

'

they proceed
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Many of these phrases are of course familiar to

everyone. V

I

saw E

aughan'

s

ternity the other night,

L

ike a great ring of pure and endless light.

B

lake'

s

To see a world in a grain of sand,

A

nd a heaven in a wild flower;

H old infinity in the palm of your hand,

A

nd eternity in an hour.

W hitman'

L

Thompson'

E

s

ight rare, untellable, lighting the very light.

s

ver and anon a trumpet sounds

Prom the hid battlements of E

has said:

analysis, yet, as one 0f themed caverns of the mind
Lighten the wave-wash
With a pale starry grace.
Many of these ph

everyone.

s direct apprehension of the I

Vaughan’s

I saw

ternity.

Eternity the other n ight,
endless light.

Like a

These are artistic, sidelong representations of the

mystic'

and

her the beauty of the
ts, we find that
When we pas
their extraare due to
efiects
best
their
nearly all
this kind of indire
ordinary genius for
'

W ith a pale starry grace.

high

feathered with fine love,

beholds above other the beauty of the sun."

great ring of pure an

d

nfinite on, so to

speak, its cosmic and impersonal side. O thers reflect

Whitman's
Light

rare,

untellable, lighting the very

mystic's direct apand
imperson
speak, its cosmic
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the personal and intimate contact with the Divine
Life which forms the opposite side of his complete
experience. Thus Francis Thompson:
E

A

R

TI

ST 68
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the personal and intimate contact with the Divine

L

ex

ife which forms the opposite side of his complete

perience. Thus F

With his aureole
The tresses of my soul
Are blent
In wished content.

rancis Thompson:

W ith his aureole

The tresaes of my soul

A

re blent

I

n wished content.

So, too, St. John of the Cross:

A

ll things I

So, too, St. John of the Cross :

then forgot,

My cheek on him who for my coming came,

ll ceased, and I

L

eaving my cares and shame

was not,

A

mong the lilies, and forgetting them.

B

est of all, perhaps, Jalalu'

I

n a place beyond uttermost Place, in a traot without shadow

ddln:

of trace,

Soul and body transcending, I

live in the soul of my L

oved

O ne anew.

In

n the prose writings of
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So much for the poets. I

things I then forgot,
My cheek on him who for my coming came,
All ceased, and I was not,
Leaving my cares and shame
Among the lilies, and forgetting them.
Best of all, perhaps, J alalu’ddin :
All

A

a

place beyond uttermost Place, in

a

tract without shadow

the mystics we find again the same characters, the

same high imaginative q

of trace,
Soul and body
One anew.

ualities, the same passionate

effort to give the ineffable some kind of artistic form.

This effort includes in its span a wide range of literary

transcending, I live in the soul

of my Loved

artifices: some endeavouring to recapture and represent

in conorete symbols the obj

ective R

So much for the poets. In the prose writings of
the mystics we find again the same characters, the
same high imaginative qualities, the same passionate
effort to give the ineffable some kind of artistic form.
This effort includes in its span a wide range of literary
artifices: some endeavouring to recapture and represent
in concrete symbols the objective Reality known ; some,
like the dominant art movement of the present day,
trying to communicate it obliquely by a representation
of the subjective feeling-state induced in the mystic’s
own consciousness. At one end of the scale, therefore,
we have the so-called negative language of mysticism,
which describes the supersensuous in paradox, by
refusing to describe it at all; by declaring that the
entry of the soul upon spiritual experience is an entry
into a Cloud of Unknowing, a nothing, a Divine Darkness, a fathomless abyss. The curious thing is, that
eality known;

some,

like the dominant art movement of the present day,

trying to communicate it obliq

of the subj

uely by a representation

ective feeling-state induced in the mystic'

own consciousness. A

s

t one end of the scale, therefore,

we have the so-called negative language of mysticism,

which describes the supersensuous in paradox

refusing to describe it at all;

, by

by declaring that the

entry of the soul upon spiritual ex

perience is an entry

into a Cloud of Unknowing, a nothing, a Divine Dark-

ness, a fathomless abyss. The curious thing is, that
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though here, if anywhere, the mystic seems to keep

his secret to himself, as a matter of fact it is j

ust

this sort of language which has been proved to possess

the highest evocative power. F

or many types of mind,

this really does fling magic casements wide;

does give

us a momentary glimpse of the perilous seas. I

am

inclined to think that, many and beautiful as are the

symbolic and pictorial creations of mystical genius, it

is here that this genius works most freely, produces its

most magnificent results. W hen R

uysbroeck speaks

of the boundless abyss of pure simplicity, that "

silence where all lovers lose themselves "

assures us that, "

destined to "

;

dim

when he

stripped of its very life,"

the soul is

sail the wild billows of that Sea Divine"

— surely he does effect a change in our universe?

So,

too, the wonderful series of formless visions— though

'

vision'

sort— ex

is a poor word for intuitive ex

perienced by A

ngela of F

perience of this

oligno, far ex

ceed in
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their suggestive power her vividly-pictured conversa-

tions with Christ, when she saw "

dark revelations '

) delighteth

unspeakably therein: yet it beholds nothing which can be related

t sees nothing, yet 6ees

all things: because it beholds the Good darkly, and the more

collent above all things. W herefore, all other Good which can

either be seen or imagined, is doubtless less than this;

because all

the rest is darkness.

I

A

beheld (she says again of her ultimate ex

bsolute) a Thing, as fix

more than this I

perience of the

ed an d stable as it was indescribable;

cannot say, s ave what I

namely that it was all good. A

nd though my soul beheld not love,

oy, and it was taken out of the state it was in, and

placed in this great and ineffable state. . . .

and

have often said already,

yet when it saw that ineffable Thing it was itself filled with

unutterable j

keep

it is just
his secret to himself, as a matter of fact
to
this sort of language which has been proved possess
of mind,
the highest evocative power. For many types
does give
this really does fling magic easements wide;
of the perilous seas. Iam
us a momentary glimpse
are the
inclined to think that, many and beautiful as
of mystical genius, it
creations
and
pictorial
symbolic
its
is here that this genius works most freely, produces
speaks
most magnificent results. When Ruysbroeck “dim
that
of the boundless abyss of pure simplicity,
when he
silence where all lovers lose themselves”; soul is
its very life," the
“
assures us that, stripped of
Sea Divine
destined to “ sail the wild billows of that
universe? S0.
—surely he does effect a change in ourvisions——though
too, the wonderful series of formless
of
‘ vision
is a poor word for intuitive experience
exceed 111
sort-—experienced by Angela of Foligno, far conversatheir suggestive power her vividly-pictured and that
tions with Christ, when she saw “those eyes
face so gracious and so pleasing.”
revelations ') de1i8bl3°t*h
The soul (she says herself of these dark
can be related
unspeakably therein : yet it beholds nothing whichnothing, yet 59°“
It sees
by the tongue or imagined by the heart.
and the “*0”

this

’

darkly and secretly the Good is seen, the more sure it is, and

ex

seems to

I

face so gracious and so pleasing."

by the tongue or imagined by the heart. I

anywhere, the mystic

”

those eyes and that

The soul (she says herself of these '

if

QUEST

'

darkly,
all things 2 because it beholds the Good
and
sure it is,
darkly and secretly the Good is seen, the moreGood which 01111
excellent above all things. Wherefore, all other
this; M03999 “H
either be seen or imagined, is doubtless less than
the rest is darkness.
of the
I beheld (she says again of her ultimate experience
and
Absolute) a Thing, as fixed and stable as it was indescribable;
already.
I have often said
more than this I cannot say, save what
beheld not love,
namely that it was all good. And though my soul
itself filled with
yet when it saw that ineflable Thing it was
it was in. and
unutterable joy, and it was taken out of the state
placed in this great and ineffable state.
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ut if thou seekest to know that which I

thee nothing, save that I

beheld a F

E

But if thou seekest to know that which I beheld, I can tell
thee nothing, save that I beheld a Fulness and a Clearness, and
felt them within me so abundantly that I cannot describe it, nor
give any image thereof : for what I beheld was not bodily, but as
though it were in heaven. Thus I beheld a beauty so great that I
can say nothing of it, save that I saw the Supreme Beauty, which
contains in itself all goodness.
A

R

beheld, I

TI

ST G39

can tell

cannot describe it, nor

beheld was not bodily, but as

though it were in heaven. Thus I

beheld a beauty so great that I

can say nothing of it, save that I

saw the Supreme B

contains in itself all goodness.

I

n the end, all that A

and see!

'
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ulness and a Clearness, and

felt them within me so abundantly that I

give any image thereof: for what I
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eauty, which

In the end, all that Angela has said here is, ‘ Come
and see!’ but in saying this, she tells us far more
than many do who go about to measure the City of
Contemplation. Here words suggest, they do not tell;
entice, but do not describe. Reminding us of the
solemn declaration of Thomas a Kempis, that “there
is a distance incomparable between those things that
imperfect men think, and those that men illumined by
high revelation behold," they yet extend to other minds
a musical invitation to intercourse With new orders of

ngela has said here is, '

Come

but in saying this, she tells us far more

than many do who go about to measure the City of

Contemplation. H ere words suggest, they do not tell;

entice, but do not describe. R

eminding us of the

solemn declaration of Thomas a K

empis, that "

there

is a distance incomparable between those things that

imperfect men think, and those that men illumined by

high revelation behold,"

they yet ex

tend to other minds

a musical invitation to intercourse with new orders of

reality.
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This sort of language, this form of paradox

ical,

suggestive, allusive art is a permanent feature in

mystical literature. I

t is usually supposed to be

derived from Dionysius the A

far older than this. A

reopagite, but is really

s it comes down the centuries,

it develops in depth and richness. E

reality.

ach successive

This sort of language, this form of paradoxical,
suggestive, allusive art is a permanent feature in
mystical literature. It is usually supposed to be
derived from Dionysius the Areopagite, but is really
far older than this. As it comes down the centuries,
it develops in depth and richness. Each successive
mystic takes up the imagery of negation where the
last one leaves it——takes it, because he recognises that
it describes a country Where he too has been—andadds
to it the products of his own most secret and august
experiences. It is like the torch-race of the antique
World; the illuminating symbol, once lit, is snatched
from hand to hand, and burns ever brighter as it is

mystic takes up the imagery of negation where the

last one leaves it— takes it, because he recognises that

it describes a country where he too has been— and adds

to it the products of his own most secret and august

ex

periences. I

world;

t is like the torch-race of the antiq

ue

the illuminating symbol, once lit, is snatched

from hand to hand, and burns ever brighter as it is

passed on.

I

take one ex

ample of this out of many. N early

all the great mystics of the later middle ages speak of

the W ilderness or Desert of Deity;

suggesting thus

passed on.

I take one example of this out of many. Nearly
all the great mystics of the later middle ages speak of
the Wilderness or Desert of Deity; suggesting thus
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that sense of great, swept spaces, '

circle of the mind,'

beyond the polar

— of a plane of ex

perience destitute

of all the homely furniture of thought— which seems to

characterise a certain type, or stage, of contemplation.

Substantially the same ex

the A

the Divine I

E

perience which Dionysius

reopagite and those mystics who follow him call

gnorance or the Dark, and which his

nglish interpreter names the Cloud of Unknowing,

where the soul feels itself to be lost;

it represents the

emergence of the self into a real universe— a '

beyond uttermost Place '

of thought. B

place

— unrelated to the categories

ut each mystic who uses this traditional

image of amazement— really the description of a

psychological situation, not of an obj

gives to it a characteristic touch;

ective reality-

each has passed it

through the furnace of his own passionate imagination,

and slightly modified its temper and its form. This

plaoe or state, says E

ckhart, is "

I

the Godhead,"

so desolate!

says Tauler— "

the q

uiet desert of

so still, so mysterious,

The great wastes to be found in it have

neither image, form, nor condition."

R

a still wilderness

t is "
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where no one is at home."

Y

et, says R

olle— suddenly bringing the positive ex

ichard

perience of

the contemplative heart to the rescue of the baffled

contemplative mind— in this same wilderness con-

sciousness does set up an ineffable correspondence with

R

eality.

[

There]

speaks the loved to the heart of the lover;

as it were

a bashful lover, that his sweetheart before men entreats not, nor

friendly-wise but commonly and as a stranger kisses . •

anon comes heavenly j

■

an^

oy, marvellously making merry melody.

H ere, you see, the mystic, with an astonishing

boldness, weaves together spatial, personal and musical
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that sense of great, swept spaces, ‘beyond destitute
circle of the mind,’—of a plane of experience
seems to
of all the homely furniture of thought—-which
characterise a certain type, or stage, of contemplation.
Dionysius
Substantially the same experience which
follow him call
the Areopagite and those mystics who
and which his
the Divine Ignorance or the Dark,
Cloud of Unknowing,
English interpreter names the lost;
it represents the
where the soul feels itself to be
real universe-a‘pl8-Ge
emergence of the self into a
to the categories
beyond uttermost Place ’—unrelated
this traditional
of thought. But each mystic who uses
the description of 8»
amazement——rea11y
of
image
of an objective realitypsychological situation, not touch;
each has passed it
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it
a
to
gives
imagination,
through the furnace of his own passionate
its form. This
and
its
temper
modified
and slightly
“a still wilderness
place or state, says Eckhart, isis “the
desert Of
quiet
It
home."
is
at
one
where no
so mysterious,
the Godhead," says Tau1er—“ so still,
it have
wastes to be found in
so desolate! The great
Richard
neither image, form, nor condition.” Yet, says
of
experience
the
positive
Rolle—-suddenly bringing
of the baffied
the contemplative heart to the rescue
concontemplative mind—in this same wilderness with
sciousness does set up an inefiable correspondence

Reality.
as

a.

it were

lover;
[There] speaks the loved to the heart of theentreats
not,
sweetheart before men

bashful lover, that his

friendly-wise but commonly and as a stranger kisses melodymaking merry
anon comes heavenly joy, marvellously
.

.

-
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and

astonishing

Here, you see, the mystic, with an
musical
boldness, weaves together spatial, personal and
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imagery, positive and negative experience, in order to
produce his full effect.
Finally, St. John of the Cross, great thinker,
manly and heroic mystic, and true poet, effects a
perfect synthesis of these positive and negative experiences——that apparent self-loss in empty spaces which
is also, mysteriously, an encounter of love.

TI

perience, in order to

produce his full effect.

F

inally, St. John of the Cross, great thinker,

manly and heroic mystic, and true poet, effects a

perfeot synthesis of these positive and negative ex

641

peri-

ences— that apparent self-loss in empty spaces which

is also, mysteriously, an encounter of love.

The soul in dim contemplation (he says) is like a man who

ST 641

The soul in dim contemplation (he says) is like a man who
something for the first time, the like of which he has never
seen before
hence it feels like one who is placed in awildand
vast solitude where no human being can come; an immense
wilderness without limits. But this wilderness is the more
delicious, sweet and lovely, the more it is wide, vast and lonely;
for where the soul seems most to be lost, there it is most raised
up above all created things.

sees something for the first time, the like of which he has never

seen before . . . hence it feels like one who is placed in a wild and

sees

vast solitude where no human being can come;

wilderness without limits. B

an immense

ut this wilderness is the more

.

.

.

delicious, sweet and lovely, the more it is wide, vast and lonely;

for where the soul seems most to be lost, there it is most raised

up above all created things.

A

ll this language, as I

obliq

ue and paradox

have said, belongs to the

ical side of the mystic'

s art;

comes to us from those who are temperamentally
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inclined to that pure contemplation which '

image.'

has no

Psychologically speaking, these mystics are

closer to the musician than to any other type of artist,

though they avail themselves when they wish of

material drawn from all the arts. B

ut there is another

kind of mystic, naturally inclined to visualisation, who

tends to translate his supersensual ex

concrete, pictorial images;

perience into

into terms of colour and of

form. H e uses, in fact, the methods of the painter,

the descriptive writer, sometimes of the dramatist,

rather than those of the musician or the lyric poet.

H e is, I

think, as a rule much less impressive than the

artist of the illusive kind, and is seldom so successful

in putting us into communion with R

B

eality. A

s

ergson has it, he generally offers us the label instead

of the thing. O n the other hand— and partly on this

account— he is the more generally understood. F

or

and

All this language, as I have said, belongs to the
oblique and paradoxical side of the mystic’s art; and
comes to us from those who are temperamentally
inclined to that pure contemplation which ‘has no
image.’ Psychologically speaking, these mystics are
closer to the musician than to any other type of artist,
though they avail themselves when they Wish of
material drawn from all the arts. But there is another
kind of mystic, naturally inclined to visualisation, who
tends to translate his supersensual experience into
concrete, pictorial images ; into terms of colour and of
form. He uses, in fact, the methods of the painter,
the descriptive writer, sometimes of the dramatist,
rather than those of the musician or the lyric poet.
He is, I think, as a rule much less impressive than the
artist of the illusive kind, and is seldom so successful
in putting us into communion with Reality. As
Bergson has it, he generally oflers us the label instead
of the thing. On the other hand——and partly on this
account—he is the more generally understood. For
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uysbroeck communi-

cates his sublime intuition of reality, a hundred accept

at their face-value, as true '

revelations,'

the visions of

St. Gertrude or St. Teresa.

The picture-making proceedings of this type of

mystical artist are of two kinds. Sometimes they are

involuntary, sometimes deliberate. O ften we find

both forms in the same individual. F

Mechthild of Magdeburg and in Suso;

the self'

or instance in

where it is

tremely difficult to find the dividing line

between true visionary ex

perience entirely outside

s control, and the sort of intense meditation,

or poetic apprehension of truth, which demands a

symbolic and concrete form for its literary ex

I

pression.

n both cases an act of artistic creation has taken

place— in one below, in the other above, the normal

threshold of consciousness. I

n true visionaries, the

translation of the supersensual into sensual terms is

as it is indeed in
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uncontrolled by the surface intellect;

many artists. W ithout the will or knowledge of the

subj

words;

ect, intuitions are woven up into pictures, cadences,

and, by that which psychologists call a psycho-

sensorial automatism, the mystic seems to himself to

receive the message of reality in a pictorial, verbal,

dramatic or sometimes a musical form— "

his body by the windows of the wits"

has it.

coming in to

as one old writer

Thus the rhythmic phrases in which the E

ternal

W isdom speaks to Suso, or the Divine V

oice to St.

Catherine of Siena, verge on poetic composition;

but

poetic composition of the automatic type, uncontrolled

by the mystic'

communiperson to whom Plotinus or Ruysbroeck
hundred accept
cates his sublime intuition of reality, a
the visions of
‘
at their face-value, as true revelations,’
St. Gertrude or St. Teresa.
of
The picture-making proceedings of this type
they are
mystical artist are of two kinds. Sometimes
we find
involuntary, sometimes deliberate. Ofteninstance in
both forms in the same individual. For
where it is
Mechthild of Magdeburg and in Suso;
dividing line
sometimes extremely difficult to find the
outside

one

ST

one person to whom Plotinus or R

sometimes ex

QUEST

s surface-mind. Thus, too, the great

fluid visions of the prophets, the sharply definite, often

lovely images which surge up before the mind of Suso,

visionary experience entirely
meditation,
the self’s control, and the sort of intense
truth, which demands 8.
or poetic apprehension of

between true

symbolic and concrete form

for its literary

expression.

taken
act of artistic creation has
the normal
plaoe—in one below, in the other above,
the
threshold of consciousness. In true visionaries, is
terms
translation of the supersensual into sensual
indeed in
the surface intellect; as it is

In both

cases an

uncontrolled by
knowledge of the
many artists. Without the will or
cadences,
subject, intuitions are woven up into pictures,
a psychoW01'dS; and, by that which psychologists callhimself
to
sensorial automatism,the mystic seems to
verbal,
receive the message of reality in a pictorial,
in 130
dramatic or sometimes a musical form——“ coming
old Writer
his body by the windows of the Wits” as one
has it.
Eternal
Thus the rhythmic phrases in which the
to SliWisdom speaks to Suso, or the Divine Voice
but
Catherine of Siena, verge on poetic composition;
P0el'»i0 composition of the automatic type, uncontrolled
by the mystic’s surface—mind. Thus, too, the great
fluid visions of the prophets, the sharply definite, often
lovely images which surge up before the mind of Suso;
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E
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TI

ngela of F

V

E

A

R

oligno, or the

great Teresa herself, are symbolic pictures which

represent an actual interior ex

with the supersensual, ex

perience, a real contact

hibiting the interpretative

power inherent in the mystical imagination. These

pictures are seen by the mystic— sometimes, as he

says, within the mind, sometimes as proj

ections in

space— always in sharp definition, lit by that strong

light which is peculiar to visionary states. They are

not produced by any voluntary process of composition;

but loom up, as do the best creations of other artists,

from his deeper mind, bringing with them an intense

conviction of reality. Good instances are the visions

which so often occur at conversion, or mark the

transition from one stage of the mystic way to another:

for ex

ample, the Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine of

Siena, or that V

R

ision of the Upper School of True

esignation, which initiated Suso into the Dark N ight

believe that we may look on such
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of the Soul. I

visions as allied to dream-states;

but in the case of

the great mystics they are the richly significant

waking-dreams of creative genius, not the confused

and meaningless dreams of normal men. Suso him-

self makes this comparison, and says that none

but the mystic can distinguish vision from dream. I

n

character they vary as widely as do the creations of the

painter and the poet. The personal and intimate, the

remote and metaphysical, sides of the spiritual life are

richly represented in them. Sometimes the elements

from which they are built up come from theology, some-

times from history, legend, nature, or human life. B

in every case the '

them.

glory of the lighted mind '

ut

CREATIVE ARTIST

the Mechthilds, Gertrude, Angela of Foligno, or the
great Teresa herself, are symbolic pictures which
represent an actual interior experience, a real contact
with the supersensual, exhibiting the interpretative
power inherent in the mystical imagination. These
pictures are seen by the mystic—sometimes, as he
says, Within the mind, sometimes as projections in
space—alWays in sharp definition, lit by that strong
light Which is peculiar to visionary states. They are
not produced by any voluntary process of composition ;
but loom up, as do the best creations of other artists,
from his deeper mind, bringing with them an intense
conviction of reality. Good instances are the visions
which so often occur at conversion, or mark the
transition from one stage of the mystic Way to another:
for example, the Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine of
Siena, or that Vision of the Upper School of True
Resignation, which initiated Suso into the Dark Night
of the Soul. I believe that We may look on such
visions as allied to dream-states; but in the case of
the great mystics they are the richly significant
Waking-dreams of creative genius, not the confused
and meaningless dreams of normal men. Suso himself makes this comparison, and says that none
but the mystic can distinguish vision from dream. In
character they vary as Widely as do the creations of the
painter and the poet. The personal and intimate, the
remote and metaphysical, sides of the spiritual life are
richly represented in them. Sometimes the elements
from Which they are built up come from theology, sometimes from history, legend, nature, or human life. B11t
in every case the ‘glory of the lighted mind shines on
them.
Often a particularly delicate and gay poetic feeling

TI
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shines on

O ften a particularly delicate and gay poetic feeling
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by which these mystics try to represent their
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— a fairy touch— shows itself in the symbolic pictures

by which these mystics try to represent their encounter

with the spiritual world. Coventry Patmore once

spoke of a •

sphere of rapture and dalliance'

the great contemplatives are raised;

to which

and it is from

such a sphere that these seem to turn back to us,

trying, by direct appeals to our sense of j

oy— the most

stunted of our spiritual faculties— to communicate

their ex

ultant ex

which is neither '

perience of that K

here '

nor '

ingdom of R

there'

but '

eality

everywhere.'

Music and dancing, birds and flowers, the freshness

of a living, growing world, all simple j

oyous things, all

airy beauties, are used in the effort to tell us of that

with the spiritual world. Coventry Patmore once
which
spoke of a ‘ sphere of rapture and da.11iance'ittois from
the great contemplatives are raised; and
such a sphere that these seem to turn back to I18.‘
most
trying, by direct appeals to our sense of joy—the
stunted of our spiritual faculties-—to communicate
their exultant experience of that Kingdom of Reality
‘
which is neither ‘ here nor ‘ there but everywhere.’
Music and dancing, birds and flowers, the freshness
9-11
of a living, growing world, all simple joyous things.
of that
airy beauties, are used in the effort to tell us of love.’
vision which Clement called ‘ the privilege
When we read their declarations we feel thatit is always
the?
spring-time in those gardens of the soul of whichth0S0
tell. St. John of the Cross, who described
spiritual gardens, said that fragrant roses brought
islands
from strange islands grew there—those strange
of G05
which are the romantic, unexplored possibilities
—and that water-lilies shine like stars in that roaring
ceasing
torrent of supernal glory which pours without
through the transfigured soul.
This is high poetry; but sometimes the I11}’9l*l°
’

vision which Clement called '

the privilege of love.'

W hen we read their declarations we feel that it is always

spring-time in those gardens of the soul of which they

tell. St. John of the Cross, who described those

spiritual gardens, said that fragrant roses brought
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from strange islands grew there— those strange islands

which are the romantic, unex

plored possibilities of God

— and that water-lilies shine like stars in that roaring

torrent of supernal glory which pours without ceasing

through the transfigured soul.

This is high poetry;

but sometimes the mystic

imagination shows itself under simpler, more endearing

forms, as when St. Mechthild of H ackeborn saw the

prayers of her sisters flying up like larks into the

presence of God, some soaring as high as H is counten-

ance and some falling down to rest upon H is heart.

A

n angel carried the little, fluttering prayers which

were not strong enough to rise of themselves. I

magery-

less charming than this has gone to the making of many

a successful poem.

B

etween the sublime intensity of St. John and

’

imagination shows itself under simpler, more endearing
the

when St. Mechthild of Hackeborn S8-W
into the
prayers of her sisters flying up like larks
countenpresence of God, some soaring as high as His
His heartance and some falling down to rest upon
An angel carried the little, fluttering prayers which
were not strong enough to rise of themselves. Imagery
less charming than thishas gone to the making of mall)’
a successful poem.
Between the sublime intensity of St. John and

forms,
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literature provides us with ex

amples of almost every

type of romantio and symbolic language;

earthly image. True, the earthly image is transfused

by a new light, radiant with a new colour, has been

suggestive q

uality far in ex

priateness. I

mystics ex

and so often has a

n their search for such images the

particular, music and dancing— j

n

oyous harmony, un-

ceasing measured movement— have seemed to them

specially significant media whereby to ex

R

ichard R

ternal L

ife. St. F

press their

rancis, and after him

olle, heard celestial melodies;

the saints dancing in the sphere of the sun;

Dante saw

Suso

heard the music of the angels, and was invited to j

in their song and dance. I

oin

t was not, he says, like the
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dancing of this world, but was like a celestial ebb and

flow within that incomprehensible A

byss which is the

secret being of the Deity.

There is no need to draw the attention of the

readers of The Q uest to the remarkable way in which

mystics of all countries and periods, from Plotinus to

Jacob B

oehme, resort to the dance as an image of the

glad harmonious movements of liberated souls— their

spontaneous yet measured responses to the music of

reality— since this is a subj

and ex

ST 645

cess of its symbolic appro-

plore the resources of all the arts. I

intuitions of E

TI

deliberate or

involuntary translation of the heavenly fact into the

lifted into a new atmosphere;

the crystalline simplicity of St. Mechthild, mystical
literature provides us with examples of almost every
type of romantic and symbolic language ; deliberate or
involuntary translation of the heavenly fact into the
earthlyimage. True, the earthly image is transfused
by a new light, radiant with a new colour, has been
lifted into a new atmosphere; and so often has a
suggestive quality far in excess of its symbolic appropriateness. In‘ their search for such images the
mystics explore the resources of all the arts. In
particular, music and dancing—joyous harmony, unceasing measured movement—have seemed to them
specially significant media whereby to express their
intuitions of Eternal Life. St. Francis, and after him
Richard Rolle, heard celestial melodies; Dante saw
the saints dancing in the sphere of the sun; Suso
heard the music of the angels, and was invited to join
in their song and dance. It was not, he says, like the
dancing of this World, but was like a celestial ebb and
flow Within that incomprehensible Abyss which is the
secret being of the Deity.
There is no need to draw the attention of the
readers of THE QUEST to the remarkable way in which
mystics of all countries and periods, from Plotinus to
Jacob Boehme, resort to the dance as an image of the
glad harmonious movements of liberated souls—their
spontaneous yet measured responses to‘ the music of
reality—since thisis a subject which has received special
and expert attention in these pages. But I should like
to mention one who has made a particularly beautiful
use of this symbol: the German mystic and poetess,
Mechthild of Magdeburg, whose Writings are amongst
the finest products of mystical genius of the romantic
type. This Mechthild’s book, The Book of the Flowing

R

the crystalline simplicity of St. Mechthild, mystical

ect which has received special

pert attention in these pages. B

ut I

should like

to mention one who has made a particularly beautiful

use of this symbol: the German mystic and poetess,

Mechthild of Magdeburg, whose writings are amongst

the finest products of mystical genius of the romantic

type. This Mechthild'

s book, The B

ook of the F
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visions,
Light of the Godhead, is a collection inof alternate
revelations, thoughts and letters, written
of its contents includes
prose and verse. The variety
the most
the most practical advice on daily conduct,
sublime descriptions of high mystical experience.
who was
Mechthild was .a great artist, and an artist
and most
evidently familiar with the literary tradition
She uses many
of the literary expedients of her time.
that vision
of them in the attempt to impart to others
I take, as
of Life, Light and Love which she knew.
and a last specimen of the
an example of her genius,
letter addressed to
celebrated
the
art,
creative
mystic’s
646
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ight of the Godhead, is a collection of visions,

revelations, thoughts and letters, written in alternate

prose and verse. The variety of its contents includes

the most practical advice on daily conduct, the most

sublime descriptions of high mystical ex

perience.

Mechthild was a great artist, and an artist who was

evidently familiar with the literary tradition and most

of the literary ex

pedients of her time. She uses many

of them in the attempt to impart to others that vision

of L

ife, L

an ex

ight and L

ove which she knew. I

take, as

ample of her genius, and a last specimen of the

mystic'

s creative art, the celebrated letter addressed to

a fellow-pilgrim on that spiritual '

L

ove-path '

she trod herself with so great a fortitude. I

which

choose it

because it represents, not only the rich variety of

Mechthild'

s literary resouroes, but also those several

sides of artistic ex

pression, as employed by the great

mystics, which we have considered. H ere, concrete
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representation is perpetually reinforced by obliq

suggestion;

ue

the imagery of the poet is double-edged,

evoking moods as well as ideas. Y

ou will observe that

it opens with a spiritual love-scene, closely related

in style to the secular and romantic literature of

Mechthild'

s time;

that this developes to a dramatic

dialogue between soul and senses— another common

artifice of the rnediaeval author— and this again leads

by a perfeotly natural transition to the soul'

s great

acclamation of its destiny, and the crowning announce-

ment of the union of lover and beloved.

The movement of this mystical romance, then, like

the movement of ascending consciousness, goes from

the concrete image to the mysterious and sidelong

apprehension of imageless facts. F

irst we have

pioture, then dialectic, then intuitive certitude. H ere,

THE

which

that spiritual ‘ Love-path’
I choose it
she trod herself with so great a fortitude.
rich variety of
because it represents, not only the
several
Mechthild’s literary resources, but also those
the great
sides of artistic expression, as employed by
concrete
mystics, which We have considered. Here,

a

fellow-pilgrim on

by oblique
representation is perpetually reinforced
is double-edged,
suggestion; the imagery of the poet will
observe that

evoking moods as well as ideas. You

related
it opens With a. spiritual love-scene, closely
literature of
in style to the secular and romantic
dramfitic
Mechthild’s time; that this developes to a
common
dialogue between soul and senses—-another leads
artifice of the mediaeval author—andthis again
soul’s great
by a perfectly natural transition to the announceacclamation of its destiny, and the crowning
ment of the union of lover and beloved.
like
The movement of this mystical romance, then,
from
the movement of ascending consciousness, goes
sidelong
the concrete image to the mysterious and
h8»V6
apprehension of imageless facts. First We Here;
Pi°t111‘e, then dialectic, then intuitive certitude.
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find both those aspects of experience which
dominate mystical literature: the personal and intimate encounter of love, and the self-loss of the soul in
an utterly transcendent Absolute. Surely the union
of these ‘completing opposites’ in one Work of art
must rank amongst the great achievements of the
human imagination.
Mechthild tells her story of the soul's adventure
in snatches of freely-rhymed verse, linked together by
prose narrative passages—a form which is not
uncommon in the secular literature of the Middle
Ages.‘ We are further reminded of that secular
literature by the imagery which she employs. The
soul is described as a maiden, the Divine Lover is a
fair youth Whom she desires. The very setting of the
story is just such a faéry landscape as We find in the
lays and romances of chivalry; it has something of
the spring-like charm that We feel in Aucassin and
Nz'colette—the dewy morning, the bird-haunted forest,
the song and dance. It is, in fact, a love story of the
period adapted with extraordinary boldness to the

too,
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perience which

dominate mystical literature: the personal and inti-

mate encounter of love, and the self-loss of the soul in

an utterly transcendent A

of these '

bsolute. Surely the union

completing opposites'

in one work of art

must rank amongst the great achievements of the

human imagination.

Mechthild tells her story of the soul'

s adventure

in snatches of freely-rhymed verse, linked together by

prose narrative passages —

a form which is not

uncommon in the secular literature of the Middle

A

ges.1 W e are further reminded of that seoular

literature by the imagery which she employs. The

soul is described as a maiden, the Divine L

over is a

fair youth whom she desires. The very setting of the

'

story is j

ust such a faery landscape as we find in the

lays and romances of chivalry;

it has something of

the spring-like charm that we feel in A

ucassin and
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N icolette— the dewy morning, the bird-haunted forest,

the song and dance. I

t is, in fact, a love story of the

period adapted with ex

traordinary boldness to the

purposes of mystical ex

perience.

W hen the loving Soul, she says, has endured all

the trials of mystical purification, she is very weary,

and says to her L

ove, "

for thee. W here shall I

O h, beautiful youth!

find thee?

"

A

I

nd the Y

answers:

A

gentle voice I

hear,

Something of love sounds there:

I

have wooed her long and long,

Y

et not till now have I

I

t moveth me so

1F

heard that "

song.

or the verse-translations in the following ex

the great skill and kindness of Mrs. Theodore B

long

outh

purposes of mystical experience.
When the loving Soul, she says, has endured all
the trials of mystical purification, she is very Weary,
and says to her Love, “Oh, beautifulyouth! I long
for thee. Where shall I find thee ‘? ” And the Youth
tracts I

eck;

am indebted to

who, possessing a special

talent for this most difficult art, has most generously made for me these

beautiful versions of Mechthild'

s poetry.

answers I

gentle voice I hear,
Something of love sounds there :
I have wooed her long and long,
Yet not till now have I heard that‘song.
A

It moveth me

so

For the verse-translations in the following extracts I am indebted .to
the great skill and kindness of Mrs. Theodore Beck; who, possessing a special
talent for this most difficult art, has most generously made for me these
beautifulversions of Mechthild’spoetry.
'
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Towards her I must go.
She is the Soul who with pain is torn,
And love, that is one with the pain,
In the early dew of the mom ;
In the hidden depths, where far below
The Life of the Soul is born.
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must go.

She is the Soul who with pain is torn,

A

nd love, that is one with the pain,

I

n the early dew of the morn;

I

n the hidden depths, where far below

The L

ife of the Soul ii born.

Then say her servitors, the which are the F

Senses, "

"

L

L

ady, adorn thyself."

ove, where must I

go?

A

ive

nd the Soul says,

"

Then say the Senses:

W e have heard the whisper dear,

The Prince is coming towards thee here,

I

n the morning dew, in the bird'

A

h, fair B

s song:

ride, tarry not long!

Then the Soul adorns herself with the virtues, and

goes out into the forest: and the forest is the company

of the saints. Sweet nightingales sing there night

and there in the
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and day of true union with God;

thicket are heard the voices of the birds of holy wisdom.

B

ut the Y

outh himself came not to her. H e sent

messengers to the intent that she might dance: one

by one he sent her the faith of A

braham, the aspirations

of the Prophets, the pure humility of our L

ady Saint

Mary, all the virtues of Christ, and all the sanctity

of H is elect;

and thus there was a very noble dance.

A

nd then came the Y

"

Maiden, as gladly shouldst thou have danced, as

outh and said to the Soul,

mine elect have danced."

Unless thou lead me, L

W ould'

cannot dance;

st thou have me leap and spring,

Thou thyself, dear L

So shall I

Then said she:

ord, I

ord, must sing;

spring into thy love,

Prom thy love to understanding,

Prom understanding to delight.

Then, soaring human thought far, far above,

There circling will I

QUEST

dwell, and taste encircling love.

Then say her servitors, the which are the Five
Senses, “ Lady, adorn thyself.” And the Soul says,
“
Love, Where must I go? ”
Then say the Senses:
We have heard the whisper clear,
The Prince is coming towards thee here,
In the morning dew, in the bird's song :
Ah, fair Bride, tarry not long!
Then the Soul adorns herself with the virtues, and
goes out into the forest : and the forest is the company
of the saints. Sweet nightingales sing there night
and day of true union with God ; and there in the
thicketare heard the voices of the birds of holy wisdom.
But the Youth himself came not to _her. He sent
messengers to the intent that she might dance : one
by one he sent her the faith of Abraham, the aspirations
of the Prophets, the pure humility of our Lady Saint
Mary, all the virtues of Christ, and all the sanctity
of His elect; and thus there was a very noble dance.
And then came the Youth and said to the Soul,
“
Maiden, as gladly shouldst thou have danced, as
mine elect have danced.” Then said she:
Unless thou lead me, Lord, I cannot dance ;
Would'st thou have me leap and spring,
Thou thyself, dear Lord, must sing ;
So shall I spring into thy love,
From thy love to understanding,

From understanding to delight.
Then, soaring human thought far, far above,
There circling will I dwell, and taste encircling love.
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So sings the Bride; and so the Youth must
that she may dance. Then says he:

A

R

TI

sing,

ST 649

outh must sing,

Maiden, thy dance of praise was well performed. Now thou
shalt have thy will of the Virgin's Son, for thou art weary. Come
at mid-day to the shady fountain, to the resting place of love: and
with him thou shalt find refreshment.

that she may dance. Then says he:

Maiden, thy dance of praise was well performed. N ow thou

shalt have thy will of the V

irgin'

s Son, for thou art weary. Come

at mid-day to the shady fountain, to the resting place of love: and

with him thou shalt find refreshment.

Then the Maiden says:

O hL

Then the Maiden says:
Oh Lord, it is too high, too great,
That she should be thy chosen mate

ord, it is too high, too great,

That she should be thy chosen mate

W ithin whose heart no love can be,

Till she is q

B

uickened, L

ord, by thee.

Within whose heart no love can be,
Till she is quickened, Lord, by thee.

y this romantic, story-telling method Mechthild

has appealed to the fancy and emotion of the reader,

and has enticed him into the heart of the spiritual

situation. N ex

By this romantic, story-telling method Mechthild
has appealed to the fancy and emotion of the reader,
and has enticed him into the heart of the spiritual
situation. Next, she passes to her intellectual appeal;

t, she passes to her intellectual appeal;

the argument between the Soul and the Senses. F

rom

this she proceeds, by a transition which seems to be

free and natural, yet is really the outcome of consum-

spirit '
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mate art, to the supreme declarations of the deified

at home with the L

ord,'

as St. Paul said. The

dialogue proceeds by the process of reduction to a

the argument between the Soul and the Senses. From
this she proceeds, by a transition which seems to be
free and natural, yet is really the outcome of consummate art, to the supreme declarations of the deified
spirit ‘at home with the Lord,’ as St. Paul said. The
dialogue proceeds by the process of reduction to a
demonstration of God as the only satisfaction of the
questing soul which has surrendered to the incantations of Reality. One after another, substitutes for
the First and Only Fair are offered and rejected.
The Soul says to the Senses, which are her
servitors : “ Now I am for a while Weary of the dance.
Give place! for I would go where I may refresh myself.”
Then say the Senses to the Soul: “Lady, wilt thou
refresh thyself in the tears of love of St. Mary
Magdalene? This may well satisfy thee.” But the
Soul says: “Hush, sirs, you know not what I mean!
Let me be, for I would drink a. little of the unmingled

demonstration of God as the only satisfaction of the

q

uesting soul which has surrendered to the incanta-

tions of R

the F

eality. O ne after another, substitutes for

irst and O nly F

air are offered and rej

ected.

The Soul says to the Senses, which are her

servitors: "

Give place!

N ow I

for I

am for a while weary of the dance.

would go where I

Then say the Senses to the Soul: "

L

may refresh myself."

ady, wilt thou

refresh thyself in the tears of love of St. Mary

Magdalene?

Soul says: "

L

et me be, for I

wine,"

4

This may well satisfy thee."

H uB

B

ut the

h, sirs, you know not what I

mean!

would drink a little of the unmingled

wine.”
4
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Then say the Senses:

O hB

ride, in virgin chastity,

I

s the L

A

nd the Soul says:

ove of God made ready for thee.

E

ven so: yet though high and pure it be,

Then say the Senses:
Oh Bride, in virgin chastity,
for thee.
Is the Love of God made ready

And the Soul says:

and pure it be,
Even so: yet though high
for me.
That path is not the highest

That path is not the highest for me.

A

nd the Senses:

I

n the blood of the martyred saints

May'

A

I

I

And the Senses:

st thou refresh thy soul that faints.

saints
In the blood of the martyred
faints.
May'st thou refresh thy soul that

nd the Soul:

have been martyred so many a day,

cannot now tread in that way.

A

nd the Senses:

B

y the wise Confessors'

And the Soul:

side,

I have been martyred so many
I cannot now tread in that way.

a

The pure in heart love to abide.

A

nd the Soul:

A

nd their counsel will I

B

oth when I

A

nd yet I

A

nd the Senses:

I

n the A

A

I

nd the Senses:

And their counsel will I obey,
I
Both when I go and when stay ;
way.
And yet I cannot walk in their

choose the better part.

ride, the angels are fair and bright,

ull of God'

W ould'

A

And the Soul:

have their wisdom here in my heart,

nd with it I

F

pure

st thou find a refuge sure.

A

0B

By the wise 0onfessors' side,
in heart love to abide.
The

wisdom pure,

nd the Soul:

A

s love, full of God'

s light;

st thou refresh thee, mount to their height.

nd the Soul:

The angels'

j

And the Senses:

In the Apostles’ wisdom pure,
May'st thou find a refuge sure.

oy is but heartache to me,

I

f their L

ord and my B

A

nd the Senses:

I

n holy penance refresh thee and save,

That God to St. John B

ridegroom I

day,

And the Senses:

stay;

cannot walk in their way.
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May'

obey,

go and when I

postles'

QUEST

may not see.

And the Soul:

heart,
i
I have their wisdom here 11 my
part.
And with it I choose the better

aptist gave.

And the Senses:

and bright,
0 Bride, the angels are fair
Full of God's love, full of God's light;
to their height.
Would'st thou, refresh thee, mount

And the Soul:
to me,
The angels‘ joy is but heartache
Bridegroom I may not seeand
If their Lord

And the Senses:

my

and s BN8,
In holy penance refresh thee
That God to St. John Baptist gave.
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et the Combat of L

A

nd the Senses:

0B

ride, would'

To the little B

E

st thou refreshed be,

irgin'

s knee,

abe, and taste and see

The Milk of Joy from the Maid'

That the A

s breast,

ngels drink, in unearthly rest.

A

nd the Soul:

I

t is but a childish lore indeed,

B

abes to cradle, babes to feed;

1 am a fair, a full-grown B

O

V

ove is first and chief.

So bend thee to the V

A

TI

am ready for pain, ready for grief;

Y

I

A

nd the Soul:

must haste to my L

ride,

over'

s side.

nd the Senses:

B

ride, if thou goest thou shalt find,

That we are utterly dazzled and blind.

Such fiery heat in God doth dwell—
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Thou thyself knowest it well—

That all the F

lame and all the Glow

W hich in H eaven above and the Saints below

B

urneth and shineth— all doth flow

F

rom God H imself— H is divine breath

Sighed by the Spirit'

s wisdom and power,

Through H is human lips, born to death,

— W ho may abide it, e'

A

en for an hour?

nd the Soul says:

The fish in the water cannot drown,

The bird in the air cannot sink down,

Gold in the fire cannot decay,

B

ut shineth fairer and clearer alway.

To all creatures God doth give

A

fter their own natures to live.

H ow can I

I

bind my nature'

s wings?

A

R

TI

ST

I

am

ready for pain, ready for grief;

Yet the Combat of Love is first and chief.

And the Senses :
0 Bride, would’st thou refreshed be,
So bend thee to the Virgin's knee,
To the little Babe, and taste and see
The Milk of Joy from the Maid's breast,
That the Angels drink, in unearthly rest.
And the Soul :
It is but a childish love indeed,
Babes to cradle, babes to feed

;

I am a fair, 3. full-grown Bride,
I must haste to my Lover‘s side.

And the Senses :
0 Bride, if thou goest thou shalt find,
That we

are utterly dazzled and blind.
Such fiery heat in God doth dwellThou thyself knowest it well—
That all the Flame and all the Glow
Which in Heaven above and the Saints below
Burneth and shineth—all doth flow
From God Himself—His divine breath
Sighed by the Spirit's wisdom and power,
Through His human lips, born to death,
—Who may abide it, e’en for an hour ?

must haste to my God before all things.

My God, by H is nature my F

My B

ather above,

And the Soul says:

rother in H is humanity,

The fish in the water cannot drown,
The bird in the air cannot sink down,
Gold in the fire cannot decay,
But shineth fairer and clearer alway.
To all creatures God doth give
After their own natures to live.
How can I bind my nature's wings ?
I must haste to my God before all things.
My God, by His nature my Father above,

My Brother in His humanity,
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ridegroom in H ia ardent love,

nd I

H is from E

Think ye, that F

ternity.

ire must utterly slay my soul?

nd so did the utterly loved go in to the utterly lovely;

the secret chamber of the Pure Divinity. A

into

nd there she found

the resting place of love, and the home of love, and the Divine

H umanity that awaited her.

A

nd the Soul said:

L

ord God, I

A

nd Thou art arrayed all gloriously:

am now a naked soul,

W e are Two in O ne, we have reached the goal,

I

mmortal R

Lord God, I am now a naked soul,
And Thou art arrayed all gloriously:
reached the goal,
We are Two in One, we have
Immortal Rapture that cannot die.
us flow,
Now, a blessed Silence doth o’er
it so.
Both Wills together would have
Him,——
to
He is given to her, she is given
Soul doth knowWhat now shall befall her, the
And therefore am I consoled!

er us flow,

oth W ills together would have it so.

W hat now shall befall her, the Soul doth know—

nd therefore am I

consoled!

t is the term
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This is the end of all mysticism. I

to which all the artistic efforts of the mystics have

striven to lead the hearts of other men.

E

.

And the Soul said:

H e is given to her, she is given to H im,—

A

.

Pure Divinity. And there
the secret chamber of the
DiViI1e
home of love, and the
the
and
of
love,
place
the resting
Humanity that awaited her.

apture that cannot die.

N ow, a blessed Silence doth o'

B

My Bridegroom in His ardent love,
And I His from Eternity.
soul ‘?
Think ye, that Fire must utterly slay my cool and console.
tenderly
Nay—fierce He can scorch——then in to the utterly lovely; into
And so did the utterly loved go
she found
.

N ay— fierce H e can scorch— then tenderly cool and console. . . .

A

QUEST

velyn Undehhill.

It is the term
This is the end of all mysticism.
of the mystics have
eflorts
artistic
the
all
which
to
men.
striven to lead the hearts of other
EVELYN UNDERHILL.
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O f the three essentials needed by one who would

master the art of life and the harmony of man, we

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT IN
ANCIENT CHINA.‘

have already treated of the virtues of W eakness and

E

mptiness, and now proceed briefly to consider the

important subj

ect of A

pprehension.

Until we know something of the Tao of E

arth it

is useless to try to understand the Tao of H eaven.

L.

Confucius himself sums up the attitude of the true

man towards the unknown. Chi L

cerning men'

"

B

u inq

went on to enq

B

CRANMER-BYNG,

B.A.

OF the three essentials needed by one who would
master the art of life and the harmony of man, we
have already treated of the virtues of Weakness and
Emptiness, and now proceed briefly to consider the
important subject of Apprehension.
Until we know something of the Tao of Earth it
is useless to try to understand the Tao of Heaven.
Confucius himself sums up the attitude of the true
man towards the unknown. Chi Lu inquired concerning men’s duty to spirits. The Master replied:
“Before we are able to do our duty by the living, how
can we do it by the spirits of the dead?” Chi Lu
went on to enquire about death. The Master said:
“ Before
we know What life is, how can we know what
death is?” But Confucius was the supreme rationalist
of his age, and Lao Tzu and his disciple were mystics,
and no mystic can ever follow blindly the Tao of Earth
without endeavouring to connect it with the Tao of
Heaven. Speaking of the latter, Chuang Tzfi says :
Tao is something beyond material existences. It cannot be
conveyed either by words or by silence. In that state, which is
neither speech nor silence, its transcendental nature may be
apprehended.

efore we are able to do our duty by the living, how

can we do it by the spirits of the dead?

"

uired con-

s duty to spirits. The Master replied:

"

Chi L

u

uire about death. The Master said:

efore we know what life is, how can we know what

death is?

"

B

of his age, and L

ut Confucius was the supreme rationalist

ao Tzu and his disciple were mystics,
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and no mystic can ever follow blindly the Tao of E

arth

without endeavouring to connect it with the Tao of

H eaven. Speaking of the latter, Chuang Tzu says:

Tao is something beyond material ex

istences. I

conveyed either by words or by silence. I

t cannot be

n that state, which is

neither speech nor silence, its transcendental nature may be

apprehended.
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or the introductory part of this subj

paper on '

number.— E
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N either reason nor intellect will help us, for as

Chuang Tzu remarks:

Man'

s intellect, however keen, face to face with the countless

evolution of things, their death and birth, their sq

uareness and

roundness, can never reach the root.

A

nd again:

Those who trust to their senses become slaves to obj

ex

istences. B

ective

Neither reason nor
Chuang Tzu remarks:

And again:

true standard, and so far are the senses less reliable than the

To the Taoist, intuition is the final court through

which man passes towards the apprehension of God.

A

nd by intuition, as B

ergson says, "

is meant that

us, for as

countless
face to face with the
Man's intellect, however keen, birth, their squareness and
death and
evolution of things, their
root.
roundness, can never reach the

ut those who are guided by their intuitions find the

intuitions.

QUEST
intellect will help

senses
Those who trust to their
intuitions find the
who are guided by their
those
But
the
existences.
less reliable than
are the senses
far
so
and
standard,

true

kind of intellectual sympathy by means of which one

transports one'

s self to the interior of an obj

ect so as

is
To the Taoist, intuition

to coincide with that which constitutes the very

reality of the obj

inex

ue reality, conseq

elves, we have taken the nex

t step and become

conscious, through intuition, of the obj

us. Y

uently

Conscious of the reality within our-
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B

ect, the uniq

pressible."

ects without

et if by the aid of intuition we transport

ourselves to the interior of an obj

ect, the ultimate

effect is to retain something of the reality of that

obj

ect within ourselves. B

y this much we have gained,

towar

'

through
of God.

passes
which
“is meant that
as Bergson says,
intuition,
And by
by means of which one
sympathy
intellectual
of
kind
so as
to the interior of an object
self
one’s
transports
stitutes the very
man

coincide wit
unique reality, consequ
reality of the object, the of the reality within ourinexpressible.” Conscious

to

by this much our vision of reality has found new

horizons and our spiritual boundaries have been

enlarged.

Y

the final court

et no man can find the soul in others before he

has found and asserted the soul within himself. N o

man can say '

brother'

until the day comes when he

looks within himself and finds his brother there. F

or

this is the very centre and essence of all Taoist

teaching: that only through weakness and humility

can we understand, only through emptiness, through

effect is to retain

some

object within ourselves.
vision
by this much
horizons and

'

our

our

new
of reality has found
boundaries have been

spiritual

enlarged.

he
in others before
soul
the
find
Yet no man can
th
has found and asserted
day c
‘ brother’ until the
man can say
looks within himself

teaching: that only throug
emptiness, through
through
only
understand,
we
can
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intuition can we perceive our brother standing, not

Tzu calls to us across the centuries:

F

ollow!

F

ollow the Tao and yon will attain perfection.

W hy these vain struggles after charity and duty toward'

s one'

s

neighbour, as though beating a drum in search of a fugitive 1

There is the universe, its regularity is unceasing;

there are the sun and moon, their brightness is un-

ceasing;

there are the stars, their groupings never

change;

there are birds and beasts, they flock together

without varying;

there are trees and shrubs, they

grow upwards without ex

ception;

and there is the

man of Tao, who, without turning either to the

right or left, without beating a drum in search of a

fugitive, has found his brother within himself. H e,

therefore, says the Upanishads, "

after having become q

who knows the self,

uiet, subdued, satisfied, patient,
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and collected, sees self in self, sees all as self. . . .

F

ree from evil, free from spots, free from doubt, he

becomes a true B

B

rahmana."

ut, for us, the knowledge of ourselves must

precede all other knowledge, we must feel the Divine

law working within before we can apprehend its working

without. I

t is only when we become conscious of a

soul of our own, of something that persists and bids us

work, not from any ancestral desire for the fruits of

labour, but simply to fulfil our part in the scheme

of things;

it is then alone that we are able to glimpse

the law at work in others and realise for a moment the

meaning of human brotherhood. I

we must be eq

f we are all brothers,

ually all sons of one F

ather. Y

recognition of universal brotherhood is not within

the power of mortal men. I

t req

receive, and only through

intuition can we perceive our brother standing, not
without the gate but within. That is Why Chuang
Tzu calls to us across the centuries :
Follow! Follow the Tao and you will attain perfection.
Why these vain struggles after charity and duty toward’s one's
neighbour, as though beating a drum in search of a fugitive ?
There is the universe, its regularity is unceasing;
there are the sun and moon, their brightness is unceasing; there are the stars, their groupings never
change; there are birds and beasts, they flock together
without varying; there are trees and shrubs, they
grow upwards without exception; and there is the
man of Tao, who, without turning either to the
right or left, without beating a drum in search of a
fugitive, has found his brother within himself. He,
therefore, says the Upanishads, “who knows the self,
after having become quiet, subdued, satisfied, patient,
and collected, sees self in self, sees all as self.
Free from evil, free from spots, free from doubt, he
becomes a true Brahmana.”
But, for us, the knowledge of ourselves must
precede all other knowledge, we must feel the Divine
law working withinbefore we can apprehend its working
without. It is only when we become conscious of a
soul of our own, of something that persists and bids us
work, not from any ancestral desire for the fruits of
labour, but simply to fulfil our part in the scheme
of things ; it is then alone that we are able to glimpse
the law at work in others and realise for a moment the
meaning of human brotherhood. If we are all brothers,
we must be equally all sons of one Father. Yet the
recognition of universal brotherhood is not within
the power of mortal men. It requires the Divine

enlarging the void can we receive, and only through

without the gate but within. That is why Chuang

can we

656

et the

uires the Divine
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mask the embryo of
must be content with this sense

mask the embryo of the Divine within. H umanity

must be content with this sense of intuition, which in

a flash betrays to us the presence of our brother.

urther than this it cannot go. H ow glibly the words

'

fraternity,'

'

altruism,'

from our tongues;

ex

yet I

and '

the common good'

say without hesitation that

cept a man has faith— faith in the will of God

working in himself, working in others, working through

the great moods of the universe— he will accomplish

nothing toward the welding of men into one brother-

hood of man. W hat call have I

the Spirit moves mo?

B

to talk or act unless

ut it is so often the motive,

the mean motive to the mean end, the personal motive

that lures us on, seldom the irresistible urge, the call

of the higher nature, the answering cry of the child in

the night, "

Speak, L

ord, for thy servant heareth."

W e may move towards a larger humanity, a greater goal,
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than we possibly dare to conceive in the present day,

but it will be only when we have discovered,— not

Utopia, nor any other land of dream,— but one another.

The friends of to-day are the enemies of to-morrow, or

grown indifferent, or lost to us;

but souls that have

touched each other through intuition will remember

and possess the world between them. L

oneliness

would appear to be the natural environment of the

human soul. W e say, and often with reason, that

there is something within us which even those nearest

to us may not fathom. O ften we approach without

ever really meeting or pass unknowing, unacknowledged,

each shrouded in his separate atmosphere, two ghost-

worlds crossing the void. Y

et there are moments in

life when we are made aware of a kindred force, when

we are drawn into each other'

s orbit, when for the

beneath the human
within. Humanity
of intuition, which in

to find
penetration from without
the Divine

ST

penetration from without to find beneath the human

F

QUEST

slip

How glibly the words
Further than this it cannot go.
the common good’ slip
‘fraternity,’ ‘altruism,’ and without
hesitation that
from our tongues; yet I say
in the will of God
faith—faith
has
man
a
except
in others, Working through
working
himself,
in
working
will accomplish
the great moods of the universe—heinto one brothernothing toward the welding of Imen
to talk or act unless
hood of man. What call have
motive,
it is so often the
But
me?
moves
the Spirit
the personal motive
end,
mean
the
to
motive
the mean
urge, the 03-11
irresistible
the
seldom
us
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lures
that
of the child in
cry
answering
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nature,
of the higher
heareth.”
for thy servant
Lord,
“Speak,
the night,
humanity, a greater goal.
We may move towards a larger
in the present day,
than we possibly dare to conceive
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Utopia, nor any other land of enemies of to-morrow, or
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lost
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nd if the discovery of one human soul means so

shall know them,"

Chuang Tzu. says: "

the I

"

B

To apprehend fully the scheme of

The soul of man in its relation to

behind the worlds is comprehensive. I

s it not possible

that all life is but a passing from the apprehension of

men to the comprehension of God?

I

t was through

N ature that the Taoist saint and hermit apprehended

ut as one of the earliest of their philosophers,

H wai N an Tzu, has well said, most men are vex

miserable, "

enj
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y their works ye

nfinite is apprehensive, the Divine which works

God. B

E

by H is works ye shall know H im.

the Universe, this is called the great secret of being in

accord with God."

N CI

render you the world

much to another, what may be said of the apprehending

of the Creator by H is creature ?

world you have given me of you, I render you the world
of me.
And if the discovery of one human soul means so
much to another, what may be said of the apprehending
of the Creator by His creature ? “ By their works ye
shall know them,” by His works ye shall know Him.
Chuang Tz1'1 says: “ To apprehend fully the scheme of
the Universe, this is called the great secret of being in
accord with God.” The soul of man in its relation to
the Infinite is apprehensive, the Divine which works
behindthe worlds is comprehensive. Is it not possible
that all life is but a passing from the apprehension of
men to the comprehension of God? It was through
Nature that the Taoist saint and hermit apprehended
God. But as one of the earliest of their philosophers,
Hwai Nan Tzu, has well said, most men are vexed and
miserable, “because they do not use their hearts in the
enjoyment of outward things, but use outward things
as a means of delighting their hearts.” The Taoist,
on the other hand, took Nature into his heart; he
absorbed her until she became a part of himself. Not
until then did the old Chinese masters put one phase
of beauty upon silk, or turn the petals of a single
flower. Speaking of early Chinese art, Mr. Laurence
Binyon, in The Flight of the Dragon, tells us:

A

of me.

A

65?

ed and

because they do not use their hearts in the

oyment of outward things, but use outward things

The Taoist,
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as a means of delighting their hearts."

on the other hand, took N ature into his heart;

he

absorbed her until she became a part of himself. N ot

until then did the old Chinese masters put one phase

of beauty upon silk, or turn the petals of a single

flower. Speaking of early Chinese art, Mr. L

aurence

B

inyon, in The F

I

n these paintings we do not feel that the artist is portraying

something ex

and soothing j

light of the Dragon, tells us:

ternal to himself;

that he is caressing the happiness

oy offered him in the pleasant places of the earth, or

even studying with wonder and delight the miraculous works of

N ature. B

ut the winds of the air have become his desires, and

the clouds his wandering thoughts, the mountain peaks are his

lonely aspirations, and the torrents his liberating energies.

F

lowers open their secret hearts to the light, and, trembling to

the breeze'

s touch, seem to be unfolding the mystery of his own

human heart, the mystery of those intuitions and emotions which

In these paintings we do not feel that the artist is portraying
something external to himself ; that he is caressing the happiness
and soothing joy offered him in the pleasant places of the earth, or
even studying with wonder and delight the miraculous works of
Nature. But the winds of the air have become his desires, and
the clouds his wandering thoughts, the mountain peaks are his
lonely aspirations, and the torrents his liberating energies.
Flowers open their secret hearts to the light, and, trembling to
the breeze’s touch, seem to be unfolding the mystery of his own
human heart, the mystery of those intuitions and emotions which
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are too deep or too shy for speech. I

t is not one aspect or another

of N ature, one particular beauty or another: the pleasant sward

and leafy glade are not chosen, and the austere crags and eaves,

with the wild beasts that haunt them, left and avoided. I

man'

t is not

s earthly surrounding, tamed to his desires, that inspires the

artist;

but the universe, in its wholeness and its freedom, has

become his spiritual home.

The work and the worker!

H ow shall we dis-

criminate between them?

That which is mine is me,

and that which is yours is you. N ot the possessions,

the wealth which we hoard or sq

uander, the clothes we

wear, or even the human form which we ultimately lay

too deep

too shy for

QUEST

speech.

It is not

one

aspect or another

sward
or another: the pleasant
of Nature, one particular beauty
eaves,
and
and the austere crags
and leafy glade are not chosen,
not
left and avoided. It is
with the wild beasts that haunt them,
the
to his desires, that inspires
man's earthly surrounding, tamed
has
wholeness and its freedom,
artist; but the universe, in its
become his spiritual home.
How shall we d13-

are

or

The work and the worker!
which is mine is me,
criminate between them? That

aside. O f all these things we are at most but tenants

for life. N o man can look upon the landscape fresh

from the wondrous workmanship of God and say, this

is mine. W hat then is mine, save the work through

which I

shall live when the image in front of you, the

voice addressing you, have passed for ever beyond

Through work alone can
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recognition, beyond recall?

human personality survive. H e who attempts nothing

will become nothing;

no home hereafter. B

he who builds nothing will have

ut if my soul is not in the work,

then all my elaborate building will have been in vain.

I

shall have only piled brick on brick, stone on stone,

without coherence, without stability, for the first

onslaught of the wind to overthrow. Soul is that

which binds together, as brioks are bound by mortar.

Y

es!

but it is more than this. I

truly for myself, I

I

fI

build well and

am building also for others. W hile

am living, others will be my guests;

when I

have

suffered the great change, others will be my guests

also, for love of the q

home can give them. I

uiet, the beauty, the rest my

fI

build a F

olly, not even fools

will dwell therein, for to the fool there is no folly like

his own. My walls will crumble and fall to ruin,

but tenants
we are at most
things
these
all
Of
aside.
the landscape fresh
look
upon
can
man
No
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for
of God and say, this
workmanship
wondrous
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from
through
save the work
mine,
is
then
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voice addressing you, have passed
alone can

Through work
recognition, beyond recall? He
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nothing will have
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soul
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have been in vainwill
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elaborate
then all my
brick, stone on stone.
I shall have only piled brick on
for the first
stability,
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without coherence,
Soul is that
onslaught of the wind to overthrow.
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his own. My Walls will crumble
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day God's
and
silent footfall of

grass will be merciful, and the
Spring will obliterate. How can I set
about to build what will endure, whence shall I seek
for materials, what manner of palace, or temple, or
cottage shall I build? Three courses are open to me,
and Without all three I shall build in vain. I must
find What I seek in the soul which pervades the
universe, in the souls of others, who will make me
their guest, and finally within myself. If I paint a
portrait of anyone of you, it is not you that I reproduce,
but myself through the relation into which I have
placed myself with you, through the materials you
have given me with which to work. How far I shall
succeed will depend not so much on my faithfulness to
physical detail or colouring, as in my intuition of the
self which is in you reflected in myself.
A man [says Mr. Binyon] is not an isolated being; it is by
one
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A

s grass will be merciful, and the

silent footfall of Spring will obliterate. H ow can I
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about to build what will endure, whence shall I

seek

for materials, what manner of palace, or temple, or

cottage shall I

build?

and without all three I

find what I
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seek in the soul which pervades the

their guest, and finally within myself. I

fI
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portrait of anyone of you, it is not you that I

reproduce,

but myself through the relation into which I

have

placed myself with you, through the materials you

have given me with which to work. H ow far I

shall

succeed will depend not so much on my faithfulness to

physical detail or colouring, as in my intuition of the

self which is in you reflected in myself.
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Three courses are open to me,

shall build in vain. I

universe, in the souls of others, who will make me

A

N CI

inyon]

is not an isolated being;

it is by

his relation to others, and to the world around him, that he is
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known, and his nature made manifest. To achieve a beautiful

relation to another human being is to realise a part of perfection.

The B

uddhists, who were the successors and

inheritors of Taoism in Japan, had ex

actly the same

idea as regards the relationship of man to B

Taoists. I

n writing of the Z

A

rthur L

Z

en, whilst rej

eing as the

en philosophy, the late

loyd, in his Creed of H alf Japan, says:

phenomenal ex

his relation to others, and to the world around him, that he is

ecting a personal God, accepts with reverence

a Something beyond K

known, and his nature made manifest. To achieve a beautiful
relation to another human being is to realise a part of perfection.

nowledge, which lies at the back of all

istence. W e can never know that B

entirety, but we can reach to H im in three ways, "

H im, and, haply, finding H im "

eing in its

feeling after

The Buddhists, who were the successors and
inheritors of Taoism in Japan, had exactly the same
idea as regards the relationship of man to Being as the
Taoists. In writing of the Zen philosophy, the late

: we may look into our hearts by

introspection and meditation, and there we shall find H im;

we

may look into the hearts of others by means of the W ord, spoken

or written, and there we shall find H im;

we may look at N ature,

in all its manifestations, romantic or commonplace, and there we

shall find H im. F

or my heart is B

uddha;

and the heart of my

Arthur Lloyd, in his Creed

of Half Japan, says :

Zen, whilst rejecting a personal God, accepts with reverence
Something beyond Knowledge, which lies at the back of all
phenomenal existence. We can never know that Being in its
entirety, but we can reach to Him in three ways, “feeling after
Him, and, haply, finding Him ": we may look into our hearts by
introspection and meditation, and there we shall find Him; we
may look into the hearts of others by means of the Word, spoken
or written, and there we shall find Him ; we may look at Nature,
in all its manifestations, romantic or commonplace, and there we
shall find Him. For my heart is Buddha; and the heart of my
a
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the I

read is B

nfinitely great, the I

uddha;

and N ature in its entirety,

nfinitely small, every star or comet, every

mountain range or ocean, every insect, every leaf, is B

F

rom the I

nfinitely great to the I

uddha.

nfinitely little

the Taoist ranges. N o philosophy, of which I

am

aware, has ever taught the kinship of humanity to

flowers and trees more beautifully than Taoism.

Speaking of those who are in harmony with Tao,

H uai N an Tzu says: "

The spirits of such men may

find a homo in the tip of an autumn leaf, or pervade

the universe in its entirety."

I

t is this sense of kinship

with the little children of God which keeps us young,

which renews in us the eternal Spring. I

t was this

sense that made the old Chinese and Japanese painters

give the world flowers that were almost human, and

figures that were flower-like in design. N o fairy tales

of any nation are more ex

q

uisite than those of the

Chinese dealing with flower fairies. They are the little

theirs the hands
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kindly folk absorbed in good deeds;

that light the fire upon a cold hearth, and restore the

fortunes of a ruined house. L

pictures of the Sung and Y

they ex

"

ook at the flower-

uan and the Ming dynasties;

cel all the more laboured reproductions of the

W est. The aim of flower-painting, as Mr. B

points out, "

plant."

inyon

was always to bring out the growth of the

Growth is the rhythm of life. The opening

rose adds stanza upon stanza until the poem of her

petals is complete. A

art is the R

nd the first principle of Chinese

hythmic V

ment of life. A

itality ex

ll the techniq

pressed in the move-

ue in the world will not

give us the feeling of life on silk or canvas. I

t is

intuition, that delicate sense of touch between life and

life, between soul and soul, that alone enables the artist

to give us not an imitation of a living flower, but the

the Infinitely great,

QUEST

entirety,
is Buddha; and Nature in its
comet, every
the Infinitely small, every star or
is
insect, every leaf,

brother whose books I

ST

brother whoso books I

THE
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mountain range or ocean, every
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From the Infinitely great to
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flower itself, re-bora within him, and therefore his own

child. B

ut whether we find life in the artist'

flower itself, re-born within him, and therefore his own
child. But Whether we find life in the artist’s canvas,
or merely an imitation of life, depends largely upon ourselves. Life is not to be found in line alone or colour,
neither in symmetry nor its opposite. We can but
find the life that fills "a masterpiece, by using our own
sense of intuition, by establishing a point of contact
between the seer and the seen. And all great art is
suggestive of more possibilities than a single canvas
can contain. In the portrait of a man we may see not
merely the moulding influences of the past, but something of the triumphs or defeats of the years that
await him. All the past portrayed is eloquent of the
future. Is it a landscape ?—then there is always
room for us to enter and explore. The mountains
call us up and beyond, the plains draw us into their
distances, the woods beckon us into their shade.
Nothing in art attains finality. Nothing is cut short
as with a sword. The poem comes to an end, but the
train of thought aroused within us as we read it, stops
only at our will. The truth is that the spectator or
the reader or, in the case of music, the hearer has each
his allotted part. It lies in him not only to appreciate
and understand the work of the master, but even to
continue it within himself. And if I have emphasised
the importance of art in connexion with the Taoist
idea of apprehension, it is because so much of the
inspiration of Chinese masters, both poets and painters,
was obtained through their appreciation of the philosophical ideas of Taoism, and also of Buddhism,
especially of the Zen order. And art based on a sane
philosophyof life will help us more than all the lectures
and discussions rightly to apprehend. Through art
we are kept young by our contact with the little glad
A
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nd all great art is
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can contain. I
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merely the moulding influences of the past, but some-
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and spiritual by our contact with God.

have dealt hitherto with the positive side of

Taoism, with the building up of the perfeot man

according to Taoist philosophy. There is also a nega-

tive side, concerned with the meeting of misfortune, of

enmity, and the ills of life. I

two words— Passive R

t may be summed up in

esistance. Passive resistance is

the falling back of the individual on the strength

within. Says H uai N an Tzu:

The q

uiescence of spirit with whioh a man is born is the

nature implanted in him by H eaven;

and ex

B

cite him subseq

the influences which affect

uently, work inj

ury to that nature.

ut he points out that those who are versed in

Tao do not permit any change to take place in that

nature through any human agency. Though, in

common with everything else, they undergo variations
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gain, he says:

The noble ought to adopt humble designations, and lofty

structures should be built on low foundations. Pliant in action

they can yet be firm;

yielding they can yet be strong;

adapting

themselves to circumstances as they change, they still hold fast

the fundamental part of the doctrine, and are able to effect great

things by small means.

A

gain the element of water is introduced. I

t will

passively resist your blind rage against it.

Strike it, you hurt it not;

stab it, you cause no wound;

it, you cannot sever it in twain;

"

The true sage,"

agent."

says Chuang Tzu, "

is a passive

without, no anger to oppose the anger of his enemies.

W ith L

cut

apply fire to it, it will not burn.

H e offers no violent resistance to the violence

ao Tzu, he remembers that "

stiff-necked die not by a natural death,"

the violent and

that "

the

with others,

side of
I have dealt hitherto with the positive
the perfect man
Taoism, with the building up of
is also a negaaccording to Taoist philosophy. There
of misfortune, of
tive side, concerned with the meeting
be summed up in
enmity, and the ills of life. It may
Passive resistance is
two words—Passive Resistance.
the strength
the falling back of the individual on
Within. Says Huai Nan Tzii:
which a man is born is the
The quiescence of spirit with
which afiect
the influences
nature implanted in him by Heaven;
to that nature.
and excite him subsequently, work injury

outwardly, inwardly they never lose their inherent

actuality. A

QUEST

contact
things of the world, human by ourGod.
and spiritual by our contact with

ST

things of the world, human by our contact with others,

I

THE

who are versed in
But he points out that those
take place in that
Tao do not permit any change to
in
Though.
human
agency.
nature through any
undergo variations
common with everything else, they
their inherent
outwardly, inwardly they never lose
actuality. Again, he says :
designations, and loft?
The noble ought to adopt humble
foundations. Pliant in action
structures should be built on low
yet be stronsi adapting
they can yet be firm; yielding they can
they still hold fast
themselves to circumstances as they change, able to effect 81139-5
and are
the fundamental part of the doctrine,
thingsby small means.

will
is introduced. It
water
of
element
the
Again
it.
passively resist your blind rage against
cut
cause no wound:
Strike it, you hurt it not; stab it, you
burn.
fire to it, it will not
it, you cannot sever it in twain; apply
“is a paBBiV°
“The true sage,” says Chuang Tzu,
to the violence
agent.” He offers no violent resistanceof his enemieswithout, no anger to oppose the anger
violent and
With Lao Tzu, he remembers that “the
that “the
stiff-necked die not by a natural death,”
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the tree that

appeal to arms is the

a violent wind does not

the day."
But passive resistance is a principle which can be
equally applied to a nation as to an individual. No
country knows this better than China. Tartars,
Mongolians, Manchus, have all poured their hordes
into her provinces, usurping dynasties have seized her
throne, barbarians have tyrannised over her people;
but China has had and will have her way in the end.
Whatever has been done by the Manchu dynasty, has
been done only by the connivance of Chinese statesmen
and the indifierence of the people, and nothing that
the Manchus have done has ever amounted to government. There has been administration, I grant you,
administration to a limited extent by Manchu officials ;
and a contemptuous nation has permitted a. little
tribe, not one-fortieth of its population, to live idle at
its expense. Now, even the semblance of power is being
wrested from the nerveless hands of alien parasites,
and the time is not far distant when China will take
the great place which belongs to her by right of her
400,000,000 industrious people, by right of the great
national characteristicswhich will yet astonish Europe.
Had the Manchus remembered the words of Lao Tz1'1:
“If a small kingdom humbles itself before a great
kingdom, it shall win over that great kingdom ”——had
they taken these words to heart they would not to-day
be eating the bread of aflliction and drinking the bitter
Waters of adversity. But the passive resistance of a
united nation is like water. It will wear its way
through the hardest rock, through all subterranean

uall of rain does not out-last

the day."

B

TI

ut passive resistance is a principle which can be

eq

ually applied to a nation as to an individual. N o

country knows this better than China. Tartars,

Mongolians, Manchus, have all poured their hordes

into her provinces, usurping dynasties have seized her

throne, barbarians have tyrannised over her people;

but China has had and will have her way in the end.

W hatever has been done by the Manchu dynasty, has

been done only by the connivance of Chinese statesmen

and the indifference of the people, and nothing that

the Manchus have done has ever amounted to govern-

ment. There has been administration, I

administration to a limited ex

grant you,

tent by Manchu officials;
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wrested from the nerveless hands of alien parasites,

and the time is not far distant when China will take

the great place which belongs to her by right of her

400,000,000 industrious people, by right of the great

national characteristics which will yet astonish E
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they taken these words to heart they would not to-day

be eating the bread of affliction and drinking the bitter

waters of adversity. B
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united nation is like water. I
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prisons that seek to wall

national freedom and responsibility.

have endeavoured in these two papers to give

some idea of the principles of Taoism, according to

its three great ex

ponents, L

H uai N an Tzu. B

ao Tzu, Chuang Tzu, and

ut, in speaking of Tao, it is only

possible to indicate a certain direction of thought, and

no more;

the part played by the Taoist is the part of

stimulating and suggesting. A

hearer. "

people'

I

ll else rests with the

f you go about trying to force Tao down

s throats, you will be simply ex

posing yourself,"

says Chuang Tzu. The Taoist must speak only for

himself, and if in speaking for himself he finds that he

has spoken also for others, then alone has any measure

of success been attained. There is no must in the

dictionary of Taoism, ex

cept as regards the Taoist

himself. H e alone is bound;

bound by the Divine law

working within him to the greater divinity that works
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without.

Pull allowance must be made for others, while remaining

unmoved oneself. There must be a thorough compliance with

Divine principles, without any manifestation thereof.

O f the ideal minister of the feudal state of L

was said: "

u, it

H e never preaches at people, but puts

himself into sympathy with them."

A

nd, in so far as I

have failed in any way to put myself into sympathy

with the reader, I

have failed to convey the very

essence of Taoism. A

disposed to find an ex

nd if any one of his charity is

cuse for me, let his ex

cuse be

this, that:

I

f words were sufficient for the purpose, in a day'

might ex

haust the subj

ect of Tao;

we may speak all day and only ex

I

t is the man of Tao that I

s time we

since they are not sufficient,

haust the subj

have attempted to

it

round, into the sunlight of

national freedom and responsibility.
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bring before you, who, knowing his
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utter littleness in
the universe, is humble as the dust, who, knowing his
single impotence to prevail against the great winds
that uproot the oak, the powers that cast down the
mighty from their seat, elects to dwell among the
humble and weak. It is the man of Tao who, having
learnt the lesson of weakness and humility, who,
having tempered his sharpness, disentangled his ideas,
moderated his brilliancy, and lived in harmony with
his age, passes to the knowledge of the second of the
Taoist principles——the principle of Emptiness. Here,
having learnt the lesson of his infinite littleness in
comparison with that which lies without him, he
begins to understand his infinite possibilitiesof expansion, possibilitiesof change, of self-evolution from the
particular in the direction of the universal, ceasing
only with the final change we know, called death. And
so, standing empty of old desires, old dogmas, and all
the useless lumber and bric-d-bmc of his aimless
wanderings, he is able at length to find room for others
in himself, and apprehend the common soul in all.
I think it possible that I may be questioned
concerning my representation of the Taoist ideal of
human brotherhood, which is also Christ’s,-—that he
alone is my brother who doeth the Will of my Father
which is in Heaven. Someone may say: “ In all men
I recognise my brothers.” I can only reply that such
a position is infinitely beyond me, and seems to belong
to God Himself. Lao Tzfi tells us that the Tao of
Heaven is without partiality, and we have all learnt
that “ God is no respector of persons.” But with the
human it is different. If the soul is, indeed, the light
within, we can only recognise that which comes into
our orbit, or into whose orbit we are drawn. Our
N

A
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E
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bring before you, who, knowing his utter littleness in

the universe, is humble as the dust, who, knowing his

single impotence to prevail against the great winds

that uproot the oak, the powers that cast down the

mighty from their seat, elects to dwell among the

humble and weak. I

t is the man of Tao who, having

learnt the lesson of weakness and humility, who,

having tempered his sharpness, disentangled his ideas,

moderated his brilliancy, and lived in harmony with

his age, passes to the knowledge of the second of the

Taoist principles— the principle of E

mptiness. H ere,

having learnt the lesson of his infinite littleness in

comparison with that which lies without him, he

begins to understand his infinite possibilities of ex

pan-

sion, possibilities of change, of self-evolution from the

particular in the direction of the universal, ceasing

only with the final change we know, called death. A

nd

so, standing empty of old desires, old dogmas, and all

-brac of his aimless
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wanderings, he is able at length to find room for others

in himself, and apprehend the common soul in all.
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happens to have in common with us of religion or

politics, or art or calling, but upon our vision of the

light that shines within him. The human soul can

take no cognisance of caste or creed or colour in its

intercourse with another soul. I

t is only by enlarging

ourselves that we can take others into our orbit, even

as we are taken into the orbit of others, even as all

H induism is contained in the radiant atmosphere of

rahma, and he who knows that he is B

rahma becomes

the universe.

Y

what he
of our brother depends, not on
or
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in
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to
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The human soul can
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intercourse with another soul.
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ourselves that we can take others
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orbit
the
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as we are
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in
contained
is
Hinduism
he is Brahma becomes
Brahma, and he who knows that
the universe.
another, whereby we
Yet this recognition of one
of
our apprehension
in
confirmed
and
are established
forward, does
Divine ends in our resolution to press
others, whose light We
not mean that we are to ignore
brotherhood to ourselves
have not yet seen, whose
within our souls.
we have not yet acknowledged
thingsreject none; amon8 The
Among men [says Lao Tzfi],
comprehensive intelligence.
reject nothing. This is called
the material
teacher; the bad man is
man's
bad
the
is
man
good
not value his
works. If the one does
th°“’
upon which the good man
material, then, desPit°
if the other does not love his

recognition

ST

recognition of our brother depends, not on what he

B

QUEST

et this recognition of one another, whereby we

are established and confirmed in our apprehension of

Divine ends in our resolution to press forward, does

not mean that we are to ignore others, whose light we

have not yet seen, whose brotherhood to ourselves

we have not yet acknowledged within our souls.

*

rej

mong men [

says L

ao Tzu]

, rej

ect none;

among things,

ect nothing. This is called comprehensive intelligence. The
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A

good man is the bad man'

s teacher;

upon which the good man works. I

the bad man is the material

f the one does not value his

teacher, if the other does not love his material, then, despite their

sagacity, they must go far astray.

A

nd again he says:

To the good I

would be good;

to the not-good I

good, in order to make them good. W ith the faithful I

keep faith;

with the unfaithful I

that they may become faithful. E

be right to cast him off 1 R

L

eq

ven if a man is bad, how can it

uite inj

ury with kindness.

ust the

relations of the human soul to the universe. I

n order

ust ourselves, according to Chuang

Tzu, we must see things as a whole, as well as in parts.

A

would

would also keep faith, in order

ao Tzu, the idealist, endeavours to adj

to be able to adj

would also be

mountain is high because of its individual particles;

a river is large because of its individual drops. A

nd

teacher,

sagacity, they must go far astray.
And again he says :
to the not-goo
To the good I would be good;
I would
With the faithful
good.
them
make
to
order
in
good,
faith. in °rd‘fr
I would also keep
keep faith; with the unfaithful
how can It
Even if a man is bad,
that they may become faithful.
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be right to cast him off ‘P Requite
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idealist,
the
Lao Tzu,
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of view of the whole. Thus, "

in regard to the views of

others, he holds his own opinion, but not obstinately.

I

n regard to his own views, while conscious of their

truth, he does not despise the opinions of others."

Chuang Tzu'

s doctrine of non-angularity and self-

adaptation to ex

is "

ternals, as Mr. L

ionel Giles points out,

really a corollary to the grand principle of getting

outside one'

s personality"

— a process which ex

he is a just man who regards all parts from the point
of view of the whole. Thus, “in regard to the views of
others, he holds his own opinion, but not obstinately.
In regard to his own views, while conscious of their
truth, he does not despise the opinions of others.”
Chuang Tz1'1's doctrine of non-angularity and selfadaptation to externals, as Mr. Lionel Giles points out,
is really a corollary to the grand principle of getting
outside one’s personality”—a process which extends the
mental horizon and creates sympathy with the minds
of others. We must not only look from Within, we
must also see for ourselves from without.
Taoism is the gospel of the free man and the open
door. He who never puts himself outside his particular
creed is the prisoner of that creed ; he who never puts
himself outside his party is the slave of that party.
We must go without as well as dwell within to realise
the beauty and spaciousness of that structure which is
still in process of building for the accommodation of
the souls of men, to compare it with others that are
filled to overflowing or falling into decay. The man
whom I care for, the man to whom I would show
E

ust man who regards all parts from the point

tends the
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“

mental horizon and creates sympathy with the minds

of others. W e must not only look from within, we

must also see for ourselves from without.

Taoism is the gospel of the free man and the open

door. H e who never puts himself outside his particular

creed is the prisoner of that creed;

he who never puts

himself outside his party is the slave of that party.

W e must go without as well as dwell within to realise

the beauty and spaciousness of that structure which is
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still in process of building for the accommodation of

the souls of men, to compare it with others that are

filled to overflowing or falling into decay. The man

whom I

care for, the man to whom I

myself as I

would show

am, may have no apparent opinion on

social policy or religious doctrine or even on art in

common with me, he may not belong to the same

nation or even continent as myself. B

ut, however we

may differ upon ways and means and methods, when

the ends are the same there is very little that comes

between us.

A

ll Tao is harmony. A

"

Master, I

winter, I

disciple said to L

have attained your Tao;

can make ice in summer."

of latent heat and latent cold,"

what I

call Tao. I

u Chu:

I

"

replied L

can do without fire in

Y

on merely avail yourself

u Chu. "

I am, may have no apparent opinion on
social policy or religious doctrine or even on art in
common with me, he may not belong to the same
nation or even continent as myself. But, however we
may difler upon ways and means and methods, when
the ends are the same there is very little that comes
between us.
All Tao is harmony. A disciple said to Lu Chu:

That is not

will demonstrate to you what my Tao is."

myself

as

Master, I have attained your Tao; I can do without fire in
You merely avail yourself
winter, I can make ice in summer.”
That is not
of latent heat and latent cold,” replied Lu Chu.
“

"

"

what I call Tao. I will demonstrate to you what my Tao is."
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Thereupon he tuned two lutes, and placed one in the hall and the

other in the adj

oining room;

when he struck the

chio note on one, the chio note on the other sounded. This

because they were both tuned to the same pitch. B

ut if he

changed the interval of one string, so that it no longer kept its

place in the octave, and then struck it, the result was that all the

angled together. There was sound as before,

but the influence of the key-note was gone.

The souls of men are lutes attuned by Tao for the

master hand of God. I

t is not words, as words, that

count in the making of harmony between soul and

soul, but the hidden force, the impetus that lies

behind all words, all masks, all images, all ideas. I

f

man, descendant of the ape and tiger, is struggling

towards B

uddhahood and N irvana, towards Paradise

and the vision of angels'

wings— call his hopes and
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aspirations what you will— it is the impetus within

him that will bear him safely on. H e need look neither

to the right nor to the left, neither for good nor evil,

because he has glimpsed the W ay, and the W ay is but

one. I

t is my W ay to me, and your W ay to you.

W ords divide us and forms divide us, caste and oreed

and conflicting national ideals may divide us;

shall come from the four q

it. A

L

. Cranmer-B

yng.

but we

uarters of the world to meet

nd your road will be my road;

O ne, and leads to O ne.

QUEST

Thereupon he tuned two lutes, and placed one in the hall and the
other in the adjoining room: and when he struck the kung note
on one, the knng note on the other sounded; when he struck the

and when he struck the kung note

on one, the kung note on the other sounded;

twenty-five strings j

THE

for the W ay is

chic note on one, the chic note on the other sounded. This
because they were both tuned to the same pitch. But if he
changed the interval of one string, so that it no longer kept its
place in the octave, and then struck it, the result was that all the
twenty-five strings jangled together. There was sound as before,
but the influence of the key-note was gone.

The souls of men are lutes attuned by Tao for the
master hand of God. It is not words, as words, that
count in the making of harmony between soul and
soul, but the hidden force, the impetus that lies
behind all words, all masks, all images, all ideas. If
man, descendant of the ape and tiger, is struggling
towards Buddhahood and Nirvana, towards Paradise
and the vision of angels’ wings—cal1 his hopes and
aspirations what you will———it is the impetus Within
him that will bear him safely on. He need look neither
to the right nor to the left, neither for good nor evil.
because he has glimpsed the Way, and the Way is but
one. It is my Way to me, and your Way to Y0“Words divide us and forms divide us, caste and creed
and conflicting national ideals may divide us; but We
shall come from the four quarters of the world to meet
it. And your road will be my road; for the W9»? is
One, and leads to One.
L. CmNuEIt-BYNG-
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for three thousand miles among the Gaelic-speaking
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in the University city I

n hour or two after my arrival

was asked to take the usual
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prayer-meeting in what may be called the University

ohurch, for in it the professors to a man were office-

bearers. A

I

fter the prayer-meeting service in E

nglish,

intimated that my mission was specially from the

Mother Church in Scotland to her ex

spoke the Gaelic language;

ile children who

to whom then and there I
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would begin my ministry if any of the audience would

appreciate such a service. F

rom 8

0 to 100 men and

women remained, most of them well stricken in years.

I

t was a hearty, impressive servioe. There was no

difficulty in finding a precentor, and the singing was

slow, deep-toned, and very solemn. A

fter a fashion

afterwards found to be universal, many people stayed

after the B

enediction to q

uestion me about the old

H omeland and the friends they had long ago left

669

FROM January to August of 1872, commissioned by
the Colonial Committee of the General Assembly of
the Scottish Church, I ‘preached my way’ to and fro
for three thousand miles among the Gaelic-speaking
churches of the Dominion.
I began at Kingston, at the foot of Lake Ontario,
under the auspices of certain eminent professors of the
Queen's University. An hour or two after my arrival
in the University city I was asked to take the usual
prayer-meeting in what may be called the University
church, for in it the professors to a man were ofi'icebearers. After the prayer-meeting service in English,
I intimated that my mission Was specially from the
Mother Church in Scotland to her exile children who
spoke the Gaelic language; to whom then and there I
would begin my ministry if any of the audience would
appreciate such a service. From 80 to 100 men and
women remained, most of them well stricken in years.
It was a hearty, impressive service. There was no
difliculty in finding a precentor, and the singing was
slow, deep-toned, and very solemn. After a fashion
afterwards found to be universal, many people stayed
after the Benediction to question me about the old
Homeland and the friends they had long ago left
669
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behind them. The yearning, heart-moving words were

few, but full of emotion. The hand-grip, the wistful

look and the tear, were our only eloq

A

uence.

mong those who there stayed to speak to me

were two negroes. They spoke good Gaelic. Their

E

nglish, I

E

nglish of Uncle Tom'

found afterwards, was the broken, baby

s Cabin— the E

nglish of the

Christy Minstrels. These dusky Gaels were fugitives

from N orth Carolina. B

efore the war '

twix

t N orth and

South, there were several colonies of Gaelic-speaking

people in the Southern States, whose slaves spoke the

language of their owners. General W igfall of Tex

as,

hero of a hundred fights in the W ar, who, now a

'

broken man,'

to N ew Y

'

was my fellow-passenger from L

ork, told me all about them. F

Domestic I

nstitution,'

these dusky Gaels spoke as

good Gaelic as you will find to-day at L

L

iverpool

ruit of the

och A

lsh,

ochinver, or Stornoway— not indeed the high-pitched,

words were
behind them. The yearning, heart-moving
the wistful
few, but full of emotion. The hand-grip,
look and the tear, were our only eloquence.
speak to me
Among those who there stayed to Gaelic.
Their
good
were two negroes. They spoke
broken, baby
English, I found afterwards, was theEnglish of the
English of Uncle Tom’s Cab'in—the
were fugitives
Christy Minstrels. These dusky Gaels’twixt North and
from North Carolina. Before the war
Gaelic-speaking
South, there were several colonies ofslaves spoke the
whose
people in the Southern States,
Wigfall of Texas,
language of their owners. General

ochaber, but still a Gaelic pure, full,
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stately Gaelic of L

QUEST

and plaintively sonorous.

F

rom K

ingston my mission reached out north-

westward, to the Saugeen R

B

iver and the Georgian

ay, where large Gaelic-speaking congregations met

me at Southampton, Saugeen, Paisley, and E

lderton.

Thence, by way of W alkerton and Guelph, my pilgrim-

age led me to H amilton, where the Gaels were in great

force, and to N iagara F

notes wild'

alls, where our Gaelic '

wood-

mingled with the eternal moan of the

F

ather of W aters. A

F

ingal our Gaelic psalms blended with the song of

tL

ondon, St. Thomas, and

the returning robin, really a thrush, and the welcome

twitter of the swallow, j

ust come back from Dix

F

rom the General A

A

merican Presbyterian Church I

ie.

ssembly at Detroit of the

was franked on to

the high-pitched,
Lochinver, or Stornoway—not indeed
Gaelic pure, fun:
stately Gaelic of Lochaber, but still a

and plaintively sonorous.
reached out
From Kingston my mission
the Georgian
westward, to the Saugeen River and
met
congregations
Gaelic-speaking
where
large
Bay,
Elderton.

n0l'l5l1-

and
Southampton, Saugeen, Paisley,
my Pilgrim‘
Thence, by way of Walkerton and Guelph,were in great
where the Gaels
age led me to Hamilton,
Gaelic ‘woodforce, and to Niagara Falls, where our moan Of the
notes wild’ mingled with the eternal

me

at

Thomas, and
Father of Waters. At London, St.
the song Of
Fingal our Gaelic psalms blended with
the welcome
the returning robin, really a thrush, and
Dixietwitter of the swallow, just come back from
Detroit of the
From the General Assembly at
franked on to
American Presbyterian Church I was
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Chicago on condition of taking the morning
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L

DI

Chicago on condition of taking the morning and even-

ing services in Dr. A

rthur Mitchell'

these services were to be in E

had no ex

Gaels. B

s church. O f course

nglish. I

n Porkopolis I

pectation of any gathering of worshipping

ut the Gaels were there;

and '

mid the ruins

of a burnt-out city we fell eaoh on the other'

s neck and

sang, in the tongue of O ssian, the ex

ile songs of our

old Jerusalem. I

rriving in

t was on this wise. A

Chicago on Saturday forenoon, I

naturally wandered

out through the desolations of the Great F

miles and miles of streets where the B

ire— through

oulevard trees

stood dead and blackened, and the bricks, dug out from

the ruined houses, were mounded in line with the

blasted trees in preparation for rebuilding. W hen

thus meditating among the tombs of a great city, I

met a gentleman— a man of gentle mien and bearing—

though his clothes shewed signs of the mortar-tub.

A

sked as to my whereabouts, his reply, in E

"

I

A

sir, they speak the purest E

nglish,

nverness, where,
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rang out the unmistakable accent of I

nglish in the universe."

answered in Gaelic. H e literally j

umped with j

pleaded: "

I

see you are a minister: won'

a word in Gaelic to-morrow 1"

now far into the afternoon;

I

t you give us

t was Saturday, and

but he hurried to the

office of the evening paper, got in a short notice;

between morning and afternoon service nex

had a Gaelic gathering of some six

hundred people.

large Gaelic-speaking congregations. A

week-day evening, I

and

t day we

Similarly at Toronto, O ttawa and Montreal I

had very

t Toronto, on a

had a leading member of the

Canadian Government as my Gaelic precentor.

B

oy.

nd before long, eyeing my clerical waistcoat, he

ut it was in the L

ower Provinces that I

found

the Gael in his thousands, and Gaelic to the finger tips.
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and evening servioes in Dr. Arthur Mitchell’s church. Of course
these services were to be in English. In Porkopolis I
had no expectation of any gathering of worshipping
Gaels. But the Gaels were there; and ‘mid the ruins
of a burnt-out city we fell each on the other’s neck and
sang, in the tongue of Ossian, the exile songs of our
old Jerusalem. It was on this wise. Arriving in
Chicago on Saturday forenoon, I naturally wandered
out through thedesolations of the Great Fire—through
miles and miles of streets where the Boulevard trees
stood dead and blackened,and the bricks, dug out from
the ruined houses, were mounded in line with the
blasted trees in preparation for rebuilding. When
thus meditating among the tombs of" a great city, I
met a gentleman—a man of gentle mien and bearing——
though his clothes showed signs of the mortar-tub.
Asked as to my whereabouts, his reply, in English,
rang out the unmistakable accent of Inverness, where,
“sir, they speak the purest English in the universe.”
I answered in Gaelic. He literally jumped with joy.
And before long, eyeing my clerical waistcoat, he
pleaded: “ I see you are a minister: won't you give us
It was Saturday, and
a word in Gaelic to-morrow ‘P
now far into the afternoon; but he hurried to the
office of the evening paper, got in a short notice; and
between morning and afternoon service next day we
had a Gaelic gathering of some six hundred people.
Similarly at Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal I had very
large Gaelic-speakingcongregations. At Toronto, on a
week-day evening, I had a leading member of the
Canadian Government as my Gaelic preeentor.
But it was in the Lower Provinces that I found
the Gael in his thousands, and Gaelic to the finger tips.
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A

ll about Piotun, town and country, all over Cape

B

reton, and on to H alifax

, it was a succession of Gaelic

Communion gatherings, in the open air, reminding me

of the once famous '

I

sle of R

oss. "

B

urn of F

erintosh'

W e began at 11 o'

continued with a succession of'

in the B

lack

clock a.m. and

Table Services'

to

5 p.m. W hen hurrying to my hosts to snatch some

dinner, the people gathered around to know "

the evening service began."

R

when

emember, the open-air

Communion service was all in Gaelic

A

mong all these great Gaelic conventicles, W est

and E

ast, there was everywhere an atmosphere of

hushed, devout solemnity. B

any signs of wild ex

especially when I

ut nowhere were there

citement. H ere and there,

mentioned the name of some great

Gaelic preacher in the old Scottish H omeland —

K

ennedy, Macdonald, Sage, Carment, and the rest— or

when I

named the old '

white kirk '

where their fathers
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had worshipped, or the churchyard which held the

graves of their ancestors, there was a catching of the

breath, a closing of the eyes, as if to let the spirit see,

and then a q

uiet absorbed rocking of the body, as if

the soul were on the wing in yearning search of the

light of other days. "

Y

native land."

Cha til cha til cha til e tuilidh."

— "

"

Macleod may return;

I

t was the ex

es;

we are ex

iles from our

—

but Maorimmon shall never."

ile clansman'

s wild wail, touched and

purified by religion.

I

n Prince E

dward'

sI

of the Gaelic worship. There I

sland I

came on a new phase

came in touch with

the Macdonaldites— a peculiar body of pious Gaelic

speakers, whose character, customs and worship were

largely a natural development of their lonely, isolated

life. «

Cleared '

from their native glens in the Scottish

QUEST

A.1l about Pictun, town and country, all over Cape
Gaelic
Breton, and on to Halifax, it was a succession of me
Communion gatherings, in the open air, reminding
Black
of the once famous ‘Burn of Ferintosh' in the
and
Isle of Ross. We began at 11 o’clock am.
to
continued with a succession of ‘ Table Services’
snatch some
5 p.m. When hurrying to my hosts to
“When
dinner, the people gathered around to know
the evening service began.” Remember, the open-air
Communion service was all in Gaelic.
West
Among all these great Gaelic conventicles, of
and East, there was everywhere an atmosphere
there
hushed, devout solemnity. But nowhere were there,
Here and
any signs of wild excitement.
some great
especially when I mentioned the name ofHomeland——
Gaelic preacher in the old Scottish
rest-or
Kennedy, Macdonald, Sage, Carment, and the
their fathers
when I named the old ‘ white kirk’ where
held the
had worshipped, or the churchyard which
catching of the
graves of their ancestors, there was a
breath, a closing of the eyes, as if to let the spirit8-8see,If
and then a quiet absorbed rocking of the body, the
search of
the soul were on the Wing in yearning
from 0111'
light of other days. “Yes; we are exilestuilidh.”native land.”—“ Cha til cha til cha til e
shall never.”
“ Macleod
may return; but Macrimmon
and
It was the exile clansman’s Wild wail, touched

purified by religion.

In Prince Edward’s Island I came on a new P1183“
With
of the Gaelic worship. There I came in touch

Gae1i0

the Macdonaldites—a peculiar body of pious
speakers, whose character, customs and worshisolated
19*1'801y a natural development of their lonely, Scottish
life. ‘ Cleared from their native glens in the
’
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Highlands nearly a century ago, and settled’ in that
lonely island of the great sea, which was long almost
entirely out off from the great outside world, and is
still all winter girdled with a sea of ice, they were left
to themselves, neglected, almost forgotten by Church
‘
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CDO N A

H ighlands nearly a century ago, and '

L

settled'

DI

lonely island of the great sea, which was long almost

entirely cut off from the great outside world, and is

still all winter girdled with a sea of ice, they were left

to themselves, neglected, almost forgotten by Church

and kindred in the old H omeland. L

eft thus to them-

selves, the native, inborn religion of these ex

iled,

pious, Gaelic-speaking H ighlanders developed itself and

ex

pressed itself on lines which, however peculiar, were

not unnatural. I

dancing. I

n their public worship they had

saw it. I

t did not in the least scandalise

me. I

t would have taken but little more to draw me,

and q

uite naturally, into the stream.

The men sat at one side of the church;

the women

at the other, with an open space between. W hile

preaching to them in their beloved native tongue I

could not help observing the rising of a q

uiet, subtle,

silent stir among the people— like a gentle, soundless

tq

uietly, very q
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wind among the corn. I

uietly, almost

reverently, developed into the religious dance. A

woman was the first to show, in features and in some

slight bodily movements, q

uiet symptoms of deep

emotion, which soon became contagious. H er faoial

muscles became rigid;

her head was thrown back;

bonnet hung down behind her neck, prevented from

falling off by the ribbon knotted under her chin.

O thers on the women'

similarly affected;

s side of the church became

and the men soon followed. O ne

after another some dozens of both sex

es got out into

the open intervening space, and they danced;

danced in solemn, wrapt, absorbing q

they

uietude. They

danced not with eaoh other. Though never j

ostling,

they seemed not to see each other. They were

absorbed;

unoonscious to the world, they '

TE

in that

danoed

her

8
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and kindred in the old Homeland. Left thus to themselves, the native, inborn religion of these exiled,
pious, Gaelic-speakingHighlanders developed itself and
expressed itself on lines which, however peculiar, were
not unnatural. In their public worship they had
dancing. I saw it. It did not in the least scandalise
me. It would have taken but little more to draw me,
and quite naturally, into the stream.
The men sat at one side of the church; the women
at the other, with an open space between. While
preaching to them in their beloved native tongue I
could not help observing the rising of a quiet, subtle,
silent stir among the people—like a gentle, soundless
wind among the corn. It quietly, very quietly, almost
reverently, developed into the religious dance. A
woman was the first to show, in features and in some
slight bodily movements, quiet symptoms of deep
emotion, which soon became contagious. Her facial
muscles became rigid; her head was thrown back ; her
bonnet hung down behind her neck, prevented from
falling off by the ribbon knotted under her chin.
Others on the women's side of the church became
similarlyafiected; and the men soon followed. One
after another some dozens of both sexes got out into
the open intervening space, and they danced; they
danced in solemn, wrapt, absorbing quietude. They
danced not with each other. Though never jostling,
they seemed not to see each other. They were
absorbed; unconscious to the world, they ‘danced
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ST

ord.'

The movement seemed to begin in a

sort of catalepsy— an ecstatic trance. I

t worked itself

off in the religious dance.

I

have called these •

peculiar people'

the Mac-

donaldites. Through many years of their later history,

previous to the Presbyterian orisis of 18

'

43, they were

the people of the reverend Donald Macdonald,'

a man

of ability and great force of character, as to whose

history there is still considerable conflict of opinion.

I

n Prince E

dward'

sI

sland he was almost worshipped

as a saint, and followed implicitly as a leader all but

inspired. I

n the Scottish Presbytery of A

bertarff he

was remembered as a probationer— a clergyman not

yet in full orders— headstrong, contumacious, and

woefully lacking in reverence for the '

brethren '

of that venerable Court. B

fathers and

e that as it may,

Macdonald, armed, it is alleged in Canada, with full

credentials from the H ome Church, turned up in the

sland, and in some little time was everywhere accepted
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I

not only as the trusted '

minister,'

but as practically

an infallible, autocratic pope. H e never had a home.

H e itinerated from church to church among his people,

and lived among them as one of themselves. H e knew

nor wife nor child. H is only relative in the I

was his brother F

there;

but this brother after the flesh, like all the

rest, was only '

subj

sland

inlay, whose descendants still live

a brother in the L

ection to the '

L

ord'

ord,'

and in meek

s anointed.'

F

rom 4,000 to

5,000 people were under his ministry— every one of

them his '

obedient servant in the L

ord.'

H e never took one penny from the H ome Church,

or from any other source outside the I

sland. B

always claimed to be a minister of the Church of

Scotland. H e had signed the Confession of that

ut he

ofi in the religious dance.
I have called these

the Mac‘peculiar people’
later history,

their

of
donaldites. Through many years
of 1843, they were
crisis
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the
previous to
Macdonald,' a man
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as to whose
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Island
Edward's
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and
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practically
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infallible, autocratic pope.
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in
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nor
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Finlay,
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was his brother
the flesh, like all
after
brother
this
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there; but
in the Lord,’ and
brother
‘a
rest, was only

min’
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always claimed to be a
the Confession of
signed
had
He
Scotland.
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Church, though with a reservation. I

L

his people and ordaining his elders he followed the

rules of that Church as faithfully as his peculiar

position allowed. O n the first three elders ordained

by him, he laid his own right hand. I

n subseq

uent

ordinations, these three, and afterwards their ordained

brethren, j

oined with Mr. Macdonald in the '

ach of his churches had its own elders, whom he

associated with himself in its government. These

elders were oi'

worship;

dained to read and pray in public

but not to preach. The elders received

ordination kneeling. A

fter prayer over them in this

position he laid hands on them one by one, and

solemnly added: "

Christ."

A

R

ise up, E

lder in the Church of

fter each elder was thus ordained, Mr.

Macdonald formally '

received'

them with Christian

greeting. Then, following the minister, the elders

laid hands'

crated brother, who was by them also '

received'

in

the same solemn and simple way.

W hen solemnly, in prospect of his end, transfer-

ring his people and his cure of souls to the Church

of Scotland, he could say: "

I

have built eleven

ohurches and am building a twelfth."

Macdonald'

is said that "

sL

ife, by the R

A

t page 158

everend Murdo L

amont'

s authority I

dward'

sI

’

add, at present the

Macdonaldites, or Church of Scotland in Prince

E

of

amont, it

he ministered to fourteen churches or

preaching stations, and a few outposts."

O n Mr. L

S 675

on their newly-conse-
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already ordained '

TE

solemnity

of the laying on of hands.'

E

Church, though with a reservation. In dealing with
his people and ordaining his elders he followed the
rules of that Church as faithfully as his peculiar
position allowed. On the first three elders ordained
by him, he laid his own right hand. In subsequent
ordinations, these three, and afterwards their ordained
brethren, joined with Mr. Macdonald in the ‘solemnity
of the laying on of hands.’
Each of his churches had its own elders, whom he
associated with himself in its government. These
elders were ordained to read and pray in public
worship; but not to preach. The elders received
ordination kneeling. After prayer over them in this
position he laid hands on them one by one, and
solemnly added: “Rise up, Elder in the Church of
Christ.” After each elder was thus ordained, Mr.
Macdonald formally ‘received’ them with Christian
greeting. Then, following the minister, the elders
already ordained ‘laid hands on their newly-consecrated brother, who was by them also ‘received’ in
the same solemn and simple way.
When solemnly, in prospect of his end, transferring his people and his cure of souls to the Church
of Scotland, he could say: “I have built eleven
churches and am building a twelfth." At page 158 of
Macdonald’s Life, by the Reverend Murdo Lamont, it
is said that “he ministered to fourteen churches or
preaching stations, and a few outposts.”
On Mr. Lamont’s authorityI add, at present the
Macdonaldites, or Church of Scotland in Prince
Edward's Island, are ministered to by three graduates
of Dalhousie College, Nova Scotia, who meet as
a Presbytery.
They have also a congregation in
DONALD T. MASSON.
Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

DI

n dealing with

sland, are ministered to by three graduates

of Dalhousie College, N ova Scotia, who meet as

a Presbytery. They have also a congregation in

Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A

. Donald T. Masson.
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ditor.

uite recently the study of gnostioism was treated

THE MEANING OF GNOSIS IN HIGHER

solely as a department of heresiology or at best of early

Church-history. The term has generally been taken to

HELLENISTIO RELIGION.

denote a wide-spread heretical movement, in very

varied forms but of a characteristic tendency, solely

within the borders of nascent and developing Chris-

tianity. O f late years, however, it has been shown

THE EDITOR.

along various converging lines of research,1 that the

was treated

notion of gnosis, in its essentials, was widely diffused

prior to the rise of Christianism, mainly among the

H ellenistic mystery-cults and mystic communities, or

those forms of personal religion in which O riental and

Greek elements were blended. Movements of this

nature, enshrining an inner gnosis, continued to ex

ist

parallel with and entirely independent of the growing

Church of the first three centuries. Gnosticism, then,
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should no longer be regarded simply as a party-name

within the early Church. Gnosis is a far more widely

spread religious phenomenon and should be treated as

a characteristic element of the general history of

religion. W hat has previously been called gnosticism

1 See especially R

(.L

eitzenstein'

eipzig, 1910), to which I

s Dit hellcnUtiechin Mytttrienreligionm

am mach indebted. B

y far the best work on the

sources, or pre-Christian material, of the Christianised gnosis, from a

religious-historical standpoint, is B

ousset'

s H auptprobleme der Gnotit

(O ottmgen, 1907), which is summarised in his article on '

lltu edition of the E

ncyclopaedia B

O riental religions on R

ritannica. F

Gnosticism '

in the

or the influence of

oman paganism, see Cumont'

sL

aant le Pagarmmt romwin (2nd and revised ed., Paris, 1909).

ei B

eligiom orientalet

UNTIL quite recently the study of gnosticism
at best of early
solely as a department of heresiology or been taken to
Church-history. The term has generally
in V91’?
denote a wide-spread heretical movement,
solely
varied forms but of a characteristic tendency, Chriswithin the borders of nascent and developing shown
has been
tianity. Of late years, however, itresearch,‘
along various converging lines of
diffused
notion of gnosis, in its essentials, was Widely
among the
mainly
Christianism,
of
rise
the
to
prior
communities, Of
Hellenistic mystery-cults and mystic
Oriental and
those forms of personal religion in which
of this
Greek elements were blended. Movements to exist
continued
nature, enshrining an inner gnosis,
of the growing
parallel with and entirely independentGnosticism,
then,
Church of the first three centuries.
should no longer be regarded simply as a party-D9-111°
more Widelf
within the early Church. Gnosis is a far
be treated 8:3
spread religious phenomenon and should history °f
the general
a characteristic element of
religion. What has previously been called gnosticism
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which is summarised in his article on
1

See

’

(Giittingen, 1907),

‘

influence“1:!‘

For the
11th edition of the Encyclopredala. Britannica.
Rel/igiona orwn
Lu
Cumont's
Oriental religions on Roman paganism, see
1909).
Paris,
dam la Pagamlsme roma/in (2nd and revised ed.,
676
'
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is thus seen to be a department only, though an im-

portant department, of the history of the gnosis, and

should be preferably referred to as the Christianised

gnosis, if not the Christian gnosis, which latter term

may be reserved for the views of a Clement of A

lex

be made to enter into the general history of religion,

for even if we do not go further afield eastwards, as we

might do, we can point to similar movements in the

gyptian, Phrygian, Jewish and Christian religions,

and further back in Persian doctrines and in the

Chaldaean or later B

to be

a

may be reserved for the views of a. Clement of Alexandria or of an Origen. Gnosticism as a whole must
be made to enter into the general history of religion,
for even if we do not go further afield eastwards, as we
might very Well do, and if we do not pursue the subject
beyond the first three centuries of our era, as again we
might do, we can point to similar movements in the
Egyptian, Phrygian, Jewish and Christian religions,
and further back in Persian doctrines and in the
Chaldaaan or later Babylonian star-lore with its wealth
of astral mythology and theology.
What then is gnosticism essentially, what is the
most characteristic meaning of gnosis? Hitherto for
the most part an arbitrary interpretation has been given
to these terms, based at best on subjective judgments
of value. It has been said: Gnosis means knowledge;
therefore the gnostics are religio-philosophers at best.
What has not suited this definition has been rejected
’
as not pertinent to gnosticism. But the word ‘gnosis
had early become a technical term, and its meaning
must be established from the usage of the time. So
far from meaning philosophy,in the sense in which we

ect

beyond the first three centuries of our era, as again we

E

seen

-

andria or of an O rigen. Gnosticism as a whole must

might very well do, and if we do not pursue the subj
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abylonian star-lore with its wealth

of astral mythology and theology.

W hat then is gnosticism essentially, what is the

most characteristic meaning of gnosis?

H itherto for
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the most part an arbitrary interpretation has been given

to these terms, based at best on subj

of value. I

ective j

udgments

t has been said: Gnosis means knowledge;

therefore the gnostics are religio-philosophers at best.

W hat has not suited this definition has been rej

as not pertinent to gnosticism. B

ut the word '

ected

gnosis'

had early become a technical term, and its meaning

must be established from the usage of the time. So

far from meaning philosophy, in the sense in which we

now generally use the word, or even religio-philosophy,

it connoted well-nigh the opposite of this, namely, to

use R

I

eitzenstein'

s definition:

mmediate knowledge of God'

s mysteries received from direct

intercourse with the deity— mysteries whioh must remain hidden

from the natural man, a knowledge at the same time which

ex

ercises decided reaotion on our relationship to God and also on

our own nature or disposition.

generally use the word, or even religio-philosophy,
connoted well-nigh the opposite of this, namely, to

now

it

use

Reitzenstein’s definition:

Immediate knowledge of God's mysteries received from direct
intercourse with the deity—mysteries which must remain hidden
from the natural man, a knowledge at the same time which
exercises decided reaction on our relationship to God and also on
our own

nature or
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tion of the gnosis remains the same.
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mentally based on revelation or apocalyptic
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order rather than of a formal nature, for
and interpretation of the
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adaptation
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formal symbolism. Thus We find that in
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H owever the sects and systems differ from each

other, and they differ very widely, the general concep-

tion of the gnosis remains the same. I

t is funda-

mentally based on revelation or apocalyptic vision.

This revelation, however, was essentially of a vital

order rather than of a formal nature, for there was the

greatest freedom of adaptation and interpretation of the

formal symbolism. Thus we find that in characteristic

gnosticism every pupil can bring ever new completions

and transformations to the teachings of his master,

gnosticism every pupil can bring ever newof completions
his master,
and transformations to the teachings
with the
that refined primitive folk-notions together
such
most personal phantasies of vision permeate and

that refined primitive folk-notions together with the

most personal phantasies of vision permeate such

teachings, and that O riental mystery-beliefs and

magical conceptions change clothes with Greek

philosophy.

B

efore dealing more in detail with the meaning

of gnosis in its higher forms outside the limits of

teachings, and that Oriental mystery-beliefs
with Greek
magical conceptions change clothes

Christendom, it may be of service to summarise what

iechtenhan1 has to say of its meaning among its
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L

adherents within the Christian borders.

B

y gnosis, he tells us, we usually understand

speculative knowledge, in the sense of a correct ex

nation of the world, in brief philosophy. I

that the q

uest of the gnostics was also essentially an

attempted ex

ex

pla-

t is true

planation of the world-process;

but that

planation was not an interpretation to be discovered

by themselves simply;

they did not seek for it by the

use of their unaided intellect, but rather by means of

authoritative revelations of a religious nature. They

by no means set themselves as philosophers over

against the pious;

they too would be pious, religious.

O nly they seek their religion for the most part in

combination with knowledge of the world-process, in

1 Die O ffenbarung in Gnotticitmut (Gottingen, 1901).

philosophy.

the meaning
Before dealing more in detail with
the limits of
of gnosis in its higher forms outside
Whaali
Christendom, it may be of service to summarise its
Liechtenhan‘ has to say of its meaning among
adherents within the Christian borders.
understand
By gnosis, he tells us, we usually
correct explaspeculative knowledge, in the sense of a It is 131119
nation of the world, in brief philosophy.
essentially an
that the quest of the gnostics was also
but that
attempted explanation of the world-process;
to be discovered
explanation was not an interpretation
seek for it by the
by themselves simply; they did notrather
by means of
but
use of their unaided intellect,
The?
authoritativerevelations of a religious nature.

by no means set themselves as philosophers
religiousagainst the pious; they too would bethepious,
most part in
Only they seek their religion for
In
combination with knowledge of the world-process,
over

‘
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the sense, as the E

Clement of A

lex

x

cerpts from Theodotus made by

andria phrase it, of "

we were, and what we have become;

and where we have been cast;

whence we are redeemed;

regeneration "

I

(p. 78

whither we strive, and

what is generation, what

).

t was, therefore, not only gnosis of the world but

also gnosis of salvation which was the obj

q

the gnosis who

where we were,

ect of their

uest, as indeed is abundantly manifest on all sides,

both inside and outside Christianity.

They did not, continues L

iechtenhan, want philo-

sophy in addition to religion, or along-side of it;

only q

their

uest was religion in its perfection or consumma-

tion. This meant for them the employment of the

spiritual mind on the highest obj

ects which corres-

ponded to it, its occupation with the spiritual kernel

and source of reality, of actuality, with the pure, the
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eternal, the boundless. The characteristic of this

religion was that its followers did not hope to enter

into communion with the higher by moral effort and

faith in God only, but also by means of thought, know-

ing, imagination, feeling;

that it was precisely in

gnosis that they saw the highest function of religion.

B

ut here we must be on our guard against inter-

preting thought as the purely ratiocinative intellect.

F

or if the gnostics set themselves over against the

world, not as philosophers, but in the two-fold

character of being knowers and spiritual, we must ask

ourselves whether it was not that, j

ust as the business

of the spiritual is gnosis, so the organ of this mode of

knowing is precisely the spirit. I

f, moreover, the

spirit itself, as a substance or essence of the immaterial

world, is the organ for the comprehension of that

world, then its characteristic function of gnosis is
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679

the sense, as the Excerpts from Theodotus made by
Clement of Alexandria phrase it, of “the gnosis who
we were, and what we have become; where we were,
and where we have been cast ; whither we strive, and
whence We are redeemed; what is generation, what

regeneration (p. 78).
”

It Was, therefore, not only gnosis of the world but
also gnosis of salvation which was the object of their
quest, as indeed is abundantly manifest on all sides,
both inside and outside Christianity.
They did not, continues Liechtenhan, want philosophy in addition to religion, or along-side of it; their
only quest was religion in its perfection or consummation. This meant for them the employment of the
spiritual mind on the highest objects which corresponded to it, its occupation with the spiritual kernel
and source of reality, of actuality, with the pure, the
eternal, the boundless. The characteristic of this
religion was that its followers did not hope to enter
into communion with the higher by moral effort and
faith in God only, but also by means of thought, knowing, imagination, feeling; that it was precisely in
gnosis that they saw the highest function of religion.
But here we must be on our guard against interpreting thought as the purely ratiocinative intellect.
For if the gnostics set themselves over against the
world, not as philosophers, but in the two-fold
character of being knowers and spiritual, we must ask
ourselves whether it was not that, just as the business
of the spiritual is gnosis, so the organ of this mode of
knowing is precisely the spirit. If, moreover, the
spirit itself, as a substance or essence of the immaterial
world, is the organ for the comprehension of that
world, then its characteristic function of gnosis is
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nothing else than the comprehension of the things of

that suprasensible world. A

nd if, finally, this invisible

world is inaccessible to us of our natural normal selves,

and can be disclosed to us only by revelation, then

spiritual knowledge or gnosis has for its obj

else but revelation. I

ect nothing

t thus follows that the possession

of gnosis means the ability to receive and understand

revelation. The true gnostic is one who knows the

inner or hidden unveiled revelation and who also

understands the outer or published veiled revelation.

H e is not one who has discovered the truth of himself

by his own unaided reflection, but one to whom the

disclosures of the inner world are known and become

understandable.

So far in summary L

iechtenhan on what he con-

siders, and rightly, the chief characteristic of the

Christianised gnosis— namely revelation. I

that gnosis for the most part eq

ect of this revelation is not simply the inner,
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but the obj

t is true

uates with revelation;

invisible, immaterial, supersensible or spiritual world.

This, as we shall see, is the beginning and not the end

of gnosis, whether Christianised or otherwise.

Prior to Christianity, as well as alongside the

developing Church of the first three centuries, the idea

of gnosis was, as has been already said, widespread;

this chief characteristic of O riental religion strongly

influenced not only the H ellenistic religions directly and

the Greek world indirectly, but also even the general

thought of the W est in the first oenturies of the

R

oman E

mpire. W riting of the influenoe of O riental

religions on R

I

oman paganism, Cumont tells us:

n a general way there was a persistent conviotion that

redemption and salvation depend on the revelation of certain

truths, knowledge of the gods, of the world and of our own

personality, and piety became gnosis.

THE

QUEST

I

nothing else than the comprehension of the things of
that suprasensible world. And if, finally,this invisible
world is inaccessible to us of our natural normal selves,
and can be disclosed to us only by revelation, then
spiritual knowledge or gnosis has for its object nothing
else but revelation. It thus follows that the possession
of gnosis means the ability to receive and understand
revelation. The true gnostic is one who knows the
inner or hidden unveiled revelation and who also
understands the outer or published veiled revelation.
He is not one who has discovered the truth of himself
by his own unaided refleotion, but one to whom the
disclosures of the inner world are known and become
understandable.
So far in summary Liechtenhan on what he considers, and rightly, the chief characteristic of the
Christianised gnosis—namely revelation. It is true
that gnosis for the most part equates with revelation;
but the object of this revelation is not simply the inner.

invisible, immaterial, supersensible or spiritual worldThis, as We shall see, is the beginning and not the end
of gnosis, whether Christianised or otherwise.

Prior to Christianity, as well as alongside the
developing Church of the first three centuries, the idea
of gnosis was, as has been already said, widespread;
this chief characteristic of Oriental religion strongly
influenced not only the Hellenistic religions directly and
the Greek world indirectly, but also even the general
thought of the West in the first centuries of the
Roman Empire. Writing of the influence of Oriental
religions on Roman paganism, Cumont tells us:
In a general way there was a. persistent conviction thfli
redemption and salvation depend on the revelation of cert!-In
truths, knowledge of the gods, of the world and of our own
Personality, and piety became gnosis.
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ut. to discover what gnosis meant for the best of

its adherents in the non-Christian world, we must turn

to the writings of the ancient mystae and let them

speak for themselves. Gnosis is necessarily gnosis of

something— but of what?

The answer given both

by the lofty Trismegistic literature and by the popular

Magic Papyri, as indeed by the maj

Gnosis is not intellectual knowledge;

ceived of rather as power or virtue. I

it is con-

n this connection

it may be of interest to note that one of its synonyms

is faith, as this term is used in H ellenistic theology.

Thus, in the inscription of the Phrygian (?

berkios, we read (1. 12): "

F

) mystes

aith was everywhere my

guide and everywhere afforded nourishment"

the I

sis mystes A

full faith "

and "

(x

i. 28
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divine service and true religion"

and F

aith,'

famous '

;

j

ust as

puleius tells us that after his second

initiation he was in "

Papyri personify F

constant in the

). The Magio

aith and speak of the '

apparently to be eq

Plain of Truth,'

state, as indeed it is ex

Circle of Truth

uated with Plato'

which typifies the spiritual

s Third H eaven or Paradise. A

it is the virtue or power of the

spiritual mind, which is said to find its rest in the

'

fair faith'

of gnosis. I

gnosis as well, prior to the V

ndeed in the Christianised

alentinian school, faith

and gnosis seem to have been synonymous terms;

subseq

uently, however, a sharp contrast was drawn

between them owing to theologioal controversy.

I

f in the Trismegistic literature, or tradition of

Thrice-greatest H ermes, gnosis is oalled the '

6

”

ccording

to the Trismegistio school, faith is spiritual under-

standing or insight;

s

plained both by the H ermeticists

and by Plotinus, in a sense that enables us to parallel

it with Paul'

But to discover what gnosis meant for the best of
its adherents in the non-Christian world, we must turn
to the writings of the ancient mystaa and let them
speak for themselves. Gnosis is necessarily gnosis of
something—but of what? The answer given both
by the lofty Trismegisticliterature and by the popular
Magic Papyri, as indeed by the majority of our sources,
is identical: it is finally gnosis of God.
Gnosis is not intellectual knowledge; it is conceived of rather as power or virtue. In this connection
it may be of interest to note that one of its synonyms
is faith, as this term is used in Hellenistic theology.
Thus, in the inscription of the Phrygian (?) mystes
Aberkios, we read (1. 12): “Faith was everywhere my
guide and everywhere afforded nourishment ” ; just as
the Isis mystes Apuleius tells us that after his second
initiation he was in “ full faith and “ constant in the
divine service and true religion ” (xi. 28). The Magic
Papyri personify Faith and speak of the ‘ Circle of Truth
and Faith,’ apparently to be equated with Plato's
famous ‘ Plain of Truth,’ which typifies the spiritual
state, as indeed it is explained both by the Hermeticists
and by Plotinus, in a sense that enables us to parallel
it with Paul’s Third Heaven or Paradise. According
to the Trismegistic school, faith is spiritual understanding or insight; it is the virtue or power of the
spiritual mind, which is said to find its rest in the
‘fair faith’ of gnosis. Indeed in the Christianised
gnosis as well, prior to the Valentinian school, faith
and gnosis seem to have been synonymous terms;
subsequently, however, a sharp contrast was drawn
between them owing to theological controversy.
If in the Trismegistic literature, or tradition of
Thrice-greatest Hermes, gnosis is called the ‘ religion of

ority of our sources,

is identical: it is finally gnosis of God.

A
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the Mind,'

ST

Mind must be understood as the Divine

Mind or Spirit;

for gnosis is also spoken of in the

same tradition as the '

philosophy '

or '

single love of God,'

love of wisdom,'

the '

true

which embraces also,

it is true, the science of nature and of man, as in most

forms of high mysticism;

but this wisdom is character-

ised also as '

though not in the sense of an

ex

worship,'

ternal cult but as an inner devotion or praise-giving

of the spirit. "

of God, '

Devotion is God-gnosis,"

virtue and self-control, devotion "

ix

for "

the seeds

tis true, are few, but vast and fair and good,—

(Corpus H ermeticum,

. 4).

The Divine Mind is also called the Shepherd of

Men, the Poimandres, and also Divine L

ove (Perfect

the single love, the love of loving-wisdom,

which consists in gnosis of Divinity alone— the practice

x
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of perpetual contemplation and of holy piety"

(P.S.

ii. ). The gnosis of the Mind is of a spiritual nature,

for it is operated by the spiritual principle in man:

"

This is, my son, the gnosis of the Mind, vision of

things divine;

God-gnosis is it for the Mind is God'

s"

(C.H . iv. 6).

I

n the H ermetica, gnosis is the highest, or rather

the synthesis, of the seven virtues or spiritual powers.

The seven virtues are said to be: gnosis, j

oy, self-

control, continence, righteousness, sharing-with-all and

truth. B

eyond these come the triad of L

the Good, making up the ten or '

x

iii. 8

The '

was *

perfect'

ife, L

ight and

number (C.E

, 9).

end '

or «

to know God,'

perfection'

of the whole discipline

who is pre-eminently H e "

willeth to be known and is known by H is own."

Gnosis is not knowledge about anything, but direct

QUEST

the Mind,’ Mind must be understood as the Divine
Mind or Spirit; for gnosis is also spoken of in the
same tradition as the ‘ single love of God,’ the ‘true
philosophy’ or ‘love of Wisdom,’ which embraces also,
it is true, the science of nature and of man, as in most
forms of high mysticism; but this wisdom is characterised also as ‘worship,’ though not in the sense of an
external cult but as an inner devotion or praise-giving
of the spirit. “ Devotion is God-gnosis,” for “the seeds
of God, ’tis true, are few, but vast and fair and good,virtue and self-control, devotion (Corpus Hermeticum,
ix. 4).
The Divine Mind is also called the Shepherd Of
Men, the Poimandrés, and also Divine Love (Perfect
Sermon, i.). To be knowers we must be lovers, 11111913
have “the single love, the love of loving-Wisdom.
which consists in gnosis of Divinity alone—thep1‘8«0i5i°°
of perpetual contemplation and of holy piety” (P-3xii.). The gnosis of the Mind is of a spiritual nature,
for it is operated by the spiritual principle in man:
“ This
is, my son, the gnosis of the Mind, Vi3i°n °f”
things divine; God-gnosis is it for the Mind is God’s
((J.H. iv. 6).
In the Hermetica, gnosis is the highest, or rather
the synthesis, of the seven virtues or spiritual powers.
The seven virtues are said to be: gnosis, joy. 99”’
control, continence, righteousness, sharing-with-alland
truth. Beyond these come the triad of Life, Light and
the Good, making up the ten or ‘ perfect number (C-H‘
”

Sermon, i.). To be knowers we must be lovers, must

have "

THE

who

.

’

xiii. 8, 9).
The ‘ end’ or ‘ perfection’ of the whole discipline
“ W110
was ‘to know God,’ who is pre-eminently He
willeth to be known and is known by His own.”
Gnosis is not knowledge about anything, but direct
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communion, knowledge of, in the sense of
immediate acquaintance with, deity. And so in the
praise-giving which fitly brings The Treatise on
Perfection to a conclusion, we read :
contact or
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contact or communion, knowledge of, in the sense of

immediate acq

uaintance with, deity. A

nd so in the

praise-giving which fitly brings The Treatise on

Perfection to a conclusion, we read:

Grace unto Thee, O

Grace unto Thee, 0 Highest, do we give, for by Thy grace
have we received the light of gnosis. 0 Name ineffable, in substitute for which we in our worship use the appellation ‘ God,’ and in
‘
our giving-thanksaddress as Father,’ for Thou hast shown to all
—to all of us both men and women all—a fatherly goodwill,
affection, love, and as it were most sweet behaviour, by graciously
bestowing on us mind, reason, gnosis—mind that we may know
Thee, reason that we may estimate Thy worth, and gnosis that by
re-cognition of Thee We may rejoice.
Made whole by Thee we now rejoice that wholly Thou hast
shown Thyself to us, rejoice that Thou, by vision of Thyself, hast
made us gods while still embodied. To know Thy greatness is
man's Godwards bliss. We have attained to gnosis of Thyself, 0
Light, light sensible to the intelligence alone; to gnosis of Thyself,
0 Life, life of all human life; to gnosis of Thyself, O fecund
Womb of all [who are re-born]; to gnosis of Thyself, 0 Thou
eternal Permanence of that fecundity inherent in the fatherhood's begetting.
Wherefor in this our worship of Thee, no other guerdon of
Thy goodness do we crave, save that Thou deign to keep as
constant in the gnosis of Thyself, when Thou art prayed to not to
let us fall from this high life of sanctity.

H ighest, do we give, for by Thy grace

have we received the light of gnosis. O

N ame ineffable, in substi-

tute for which we in our worship use the appellation '

our giving-thanks address as '

F

ather,'

God,'

and in

for Thou hast shown to all

— to all of us both men and women all— a fatherly goodwill,

affection, love, and as it were most sweet behaviour, by graciously

bestowing on us mind, reason, gnosis— mind that we may know

Thee, reason that we may estimate Thy worth, and gnosis that by

re-cognition of Thee we may rej

oice.

Made whole by Thee we now rej

oice that wholly Thou hast

shown Thyself to us, rej

oice that Thou, by vision of Thyself, hast

made us gods while still embodied. To know Thy greatness is

man'

O

s Godwards bliss. W e have attained to gnosis of Thyself, O

ight, light sensible to the intelligence alone;

L
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L

ife, life of all human life;

W omb of all [

who are re-born]

to gnosis of Thyself,

to gnosis of Thyself, O

;

fecund

to gnosis of Thyself, O

Thou

eternal Permanence of that fecundity inherent in the father-

hood'

s begetting.

W herefor in this our worship of Thee, no other guerdon of

Thy goodness do we crave, save that Thou deign to keep us

constant in the gnosis of Thyself, when Thou art prayed to not to

let us fall from this high life of sanctity.

I

t is here q

uite evident that gnosis is a gift, a

grace of the spirit;

so, though the gift itself is from God,

the light of it could be handed on, for spirit lives by

giving. "

F

ill me with Thy power and with this grace

of Thine, that I

ignorance"

gnosis. I

may give the light to those in

(G.H . i. 32);

thus prays the suppliant for

t is also evident that mind is spiritual

intuitive mind, the human counterpart of that Mind

or Divine Monad in which we are to be dowsed or

It is here quite evident that gnosis is a gift, a
grace of the spirit ; so, though the gift itself is from God,
the light of it could be handed on, for spirit lives by
giving. “ Fill me with Thy power and with this grace
of Thine, that I may give the light to those in
ignorance” (0.H. i. 32); thus prays the suppliant for
gnosis. It is also evident that mind is spiritual
intuitive mind, the human counterpart of that Mind
or Divine Monad in which we are to be dowsed or
baptised, according to the doctrine of the treatise

baptised, according to the doctrine of the treatise
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of
the whole conception
that
and
The
Cup,
called
gion and not to philosophy.
gnosis is due to reli
whole, a spiritual
Salvation by gnosis is the making
nature of apotheésis or
the
of
fulfilment,
completion or
from the life of
transfiguration
of
is
theiosis, that
divine life.
self-suflicient
the
into
in
separation
‘ those who are
literature,
Trismegistio
In the
world, by
with the men of the
contrasted
are
and even
gnosis’
“ ridiculed, hated,
be
to
said
whom they are
such tribulaix. 4). But in all
(C.H.
death”
to
put
consciousness of
their
by
sustained
‘in
tions, the pious are
one who is really
to
but
so,
only
the gnosis. Not

ST

004

oalled The Cup, and that the whole conception of

gnosis is due to religion and not to philosophy.

Salvation by gnosis is the making whole, a spiritual

completion or fulfilment, of the nature of apotheosis or

theiosis, that is of transfiguration from the life of

separation into the self-sufficient divine life.

I

n the Trismegistic literature, '

gnosis '

those who are in

are contrasted with the men of the world, by

whom they are said to be "

put to death "

(C.E

. ix

ridiculed, hated, and even

. 4). B

ut in all such tribula-

tions, the pious are sustained by their consciousness of

the gnosis. N ot only so, but to one who is really '

gnosis '

A

in

:

ll things, though they be evil for the rest, are good to him;

nay, every plot against him he translates unto the plane of gnosis,

and he alone transmutes all evils into goods (C.H . ix

. 4).

This spiritual consciousness is said to be initiated
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by an illumination, generally set forth in terms of

gnosis

vision, but of a vital intelligible nature. The illumi-

nator is the L

ogos, the L

ight of God, both for our

Trismegistic Suppliants, and also for Philo'

or Suppliants as he also calls them;

when we find the A

lex

s Therapeuts,

as, for instance,

andrian Jewish mystic and

Platonist writing:

'

F

or the L

hymns [

ord is my L

i.e. the psalms]

of every other light;

the archetypal model [

(L

ogos). F

ight and my Saviour,'

as is sung in the

. H e is not only light, but the archetype

nay, rather, more ancient and sublime than

of all lights]

, in that this latter is H is W ord

or the universal model is H is all-full W ord, the L

while H e H imself is like to naught of things created (De Som. §

I

llumination is a fulfilling, a completion, a fulness

(pleroma), as the above Philonean phrase, '

W ord,'

ex

already suggests. A

claims:

H is all-full

nd so the Pcemandrist

QUEST

ight,

18

).

’

:

rest,

are

good to him ;

be evil for the
All things, though they
the plane of gnosis,
he translates unto
him
against
ix. 4).
nay, every plot
all evils into goods (C.H.
transmutes
alone
he
and
is said to be initiated
consciousness
of
This spiritual
set forth in terms
generally
by an illumination,
nature. The illumiintelligible
vital
a
of
but
vision,
of God, both for our
Light
the
nator is the Logos,
and also for
TrismegisticSuppliants,
for instance,
he also calls them; as,
and
mystic
Jewish
Alexandrian
when we find the

Philo’sTherapeuts,

'

Platonist writing:

is sung in the

and my Saviour,
archetype
For the Lord is my Light
only light, but the
not
is
He
than
hymns [i.e. the psalms]. rather, more ancient and sublime
is His Word
of every other light; nay,
in that this latter
lights],
all
[of
the archetypal model
all-full Word, the Light.
His
is
model
Som.§13)(Logos). For the universal
of thingscreated (De
naught
to
like
is
while He Himself
’

as

'

phrase, Paamandrifit
the

(pléroma), as the above -Philonean
And so

Word,’ already
exclaims :
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Thou hast, 0

ME

A
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Thou hast, O

fairest;

N G O P GN O SI

F

Father, fulfilled us with the vision good and
fairest; with such a spectacle that my mind's eye has
well-nigh
been awe-struck by it (C.H. x. 4).
And therefore also in the treatise on rebirth the

5

ather, fulfilled us with the vision good and

with such a spectacle that my mind'

been awe-struck by it (C.H . x

A

S 68

s eye has well-nigh

. 4).

suppliant prays :

nd therefore also in the treatise on rebirth the

suppliant prays:

A

nd now do thou fill up the thing*

(C.H . x

iii. 1).

The vision of the Good, in the mode of the B

of the I

mmortal L

eauty

ight, supervenes at first on rapt or

rapture or entranoement or ecstasis from bodily sense.

To '

drink deeply '

of the vision, the earthly man must

be utterly at rest.

F

And now do thou flll up the
(0.H. xiii. 1).

that fall short in me

or thou shalt see it then when thou canst say no word

concerning it. F

in

me

The vision of the Good, in the mode of the
Beauty
of the Immortal Light, supervenes at first on
rapt or
rapture or entrancement or ecstasis from bodily sense.
To ‘ drink deeply of the vision, the earthly man must
be utterly at rest.
’

or the gnosis and the vision of the Good is holy

silence and a giving-holiday to every sense. F

things that fall short

or neither can the

one peroeiving this perceive aught else, nor he who contemplates

For thou shalt see it then when thou canst
say no word
concerning it. For the gnosis and the vision of the Good is holy
silence and a giving-holiday to every sense. For neither
can the
one perceiving this perceive aught else, nor he who
contemplates
it have vision of aught else, or hearing of aught else,
or stir his
frame in any part at all. Oblivious of his body's
every sense and
every motion, he stayeth still.
Then bathing all his mind in light [the mystical baptism] it
,
lights up his whole soul as well, and draws it upward through the
body, and transmutes the whole of him into essential being. For
’tis impossible, my son, soul should be made divine by vision of the
Beauty of the Good while in the body of a man; it must be
separated from his body and transformed by being made divine

it have vision of aught else, or hearing of aught else, or stir his

frame in any part at all. O blivious of his body'

s every sense and
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every motion, he stayeth still.

Then bathing all his mind in light [

the mystical baptism]

, it

lights up his whole soul as well, and draws it upward through the

body, and transmutes the whole of him into essential being. F

or

'

tis impossible, my son, soul should be made divine by vision of the

B

eauty of the Good while in the body of a man;

it must be

separated from his body and transformed by being made divine

(C.H . x

A

. 5, 6).1

ccording to the belief of the mystaB

, gnosis was

operated by means of an essential transformation or

transmutation leading to a transfiguration. There was

first of all a '

passing out through oneself,'

a mystical

death, and finally a rebirth into the nature of a spiritual

being or of a god. I

ndeed it is indubitable that in the

inner circles of the mystse the chief interest was in

this apotheosis or transfiguration effected through

1F

or the L

ist sentence I

completions, the received tex

have adopted R

(C'.H. x. 6, 6).‘

9itzeustein'

t being very corrupt.

s emendations and

According to the belief

of the mystae, gnosis was
operated by means of an essential transformation or
transmutation leading to a transfiguration. There was
first of all a ‘ passing out through oneself,’ a mystical
death, and finally a rebirthinto the nature of a spiritual
being or of a god. Indeed it is indubitable that in the
inner circles of the mystae the chief interest was in
this apotheosis or transfiguration effected through
' For the last
sentence I have adopted R.sitzenstein's cmendations and
completions, the received text being very corrupt.
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333
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gnosis

ST

gnosis or the vision of God. The human separated

soul was believed to be transmuted into a spiritual or

daimonio (in a good sense, as it was used in H ellenistic

theology) or angelio nature or essence. Many passages

could be q

uoted from a number of traditions in illus-

tration of this capital dootrine, but considerations of

space restrict us to a single citation from Philo, who in

his L

ife of Moses writes (H i. 39):

H e (Moses) was about to sail for heaven and, abandoning the

life of death, to be transformed to life immortal;

recalled by God the F

for he had been

ather, who was changing him from being

dyad, soul and body, into the nature of the monad that transcends

all elements, restoring him a whole through wholes to mind most

glorious like the sun.

The Pcemandrists, or Trismegistic illuminati,

mean precisely the same thing when they tell us:

I

t is by transmutation into daimones [

i.e. spirits or angels]

that souls possess the source of immortality, and thus they dance

oin the dancing of the choros of the
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back to the choir of gods (or j

gods) . . . and this is the most perfect glory of the soul

(C.H . x

A

iii. 7).

ll this was connected with the doctrine of the

spiritual union or '

a subj

sacred marriage,'

ect that would req

as it was termed,

uire a paper to itself even to

outline, and the transformation thus effected was

regarded as the birth of a new creature. I

t was this

substantial transmutation into a spiritual being that

vision, by means of the unitary sense of the intelli-

gence. The new consciousness was conceived as the

believed
it was use
daimonic (in a good sense, asor essence. Many passages
in illustheology) or angelic nature
number of traditions

soul

was

could be quoted from a doctrine, but considerations of
in
tration of this capital
from Philo, who
citation
single
to a
space restrict us writes (iii. 39) :
the
of Moses
his

Life
and, abandoning
to sail for heaven
about
was
for he had been
He (Moses)
to life immortal ;

transformed
him from being
life of death, to be
who was changing
Father,
the
transcends
God
recalled by
of the mound that
nature
the
into
dyad, soul and body, him a whole through wholes to mind most
all elements, restoring
glorious like the sun.

Pcemandrists,

The

or

Trismegistic illuminati,

the same thing when
mean precisely

they tell

us:

angels]

[i.e. spirits
tion into daimones
and thus they dance
immortality,
of
source
the choros of the
that souls possess the
glory of the soul
back to the choir o
and
gods)
the
(C'.H. xiii. 7).
the doctrine of
.

result of the impregnation of the inner self, so they

fluences of the divine splendour. I

The human separated
the vision of God.
int 0 a spiritual or
to be transmuted

or

or

'

made gnosis possible and bestowed the power of divine

phrased it, by the rays, emanations, efflux

QUEST

es or in-

n an ethical sense,

these seeds were, as we have seen, virtue, self-control,

devotion, and iu general the choir of the virtues.

.

.

with

ected
All this was conn marriage,’ as it was termed.
to
or ‘ sacre(1
to itself even
spiritual unionwould
a
paper
require
a subject that
transforma
outline, and the
of a new or
birth
the
as
regarded
of the intellisense
unitary
the
as the
vision, by means of
was conceived
consciousness
so they
gence. The new
of the inner self,
impregnation
result of the
eman
phrased it, by the rays,
fluences of the divine splendour.
have seen, vir
these seeds were, as we
choir of the virtues.
devotion, and in general the
'
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The '

good end'

of those whose feet were set on

the path of the gnosis was, thus,'

to be made into gods'

(C.H . i. 26). This '

perfecting'

end'

or '

mystery-term, the locus classicus of which R

finds already securely established in Plato'

is a technical

eitzenstein

s Symposium

(210 e): /

H e who has been instructed up to this point in the Mysteries

of L

ove, by successive right contemplation of things beautiful, if

he go to the very '

end'

‘good

end’ of those whose feet were set on
the path of the gnosis was, thus, ‘ to be made into gods ’
(C.H. i. 26). This ‘ end ’ or ‘ perfecting ’ is a technical
mystery-term, the locus classicus of which Reitzenstein
finds already securely established in Plato's Symposium

The

ME

687

(210 E):

He who has been instructed up to this point in the Mysteries
of Love, by successive right contemplation of things beautiful, if
he go to the very ' end of this initiation, he shall have vision of a
Beauty whose nature is a wonder—(namely Beauty absolute,
simple and everlasting, which without diminution and without
increase, or any change, is imparted to the ever growing and
perishing beauties of all things). He who ascending from these
under the influence of true Love begins to have vision of that
Beauty, has almost reached the ' end ' (211 B).

of this initiation, he shall have vision of a

’

B

eauty whose nature is a wonder— (namely B

eauty absolute,

simple and everlasting, whioh without diminution and without

increase, or any change, is imparted to the ever growing and

perishing beauties of all things). H e who ascending from these

under the influence of true L

B

ove begins to have vision of that

eauty, has almost reached the '

end'

(211 r).

The supreme end or perfection is union with the

Good or with God. The beginning is the vision of the

ex
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process of creation, of how the world comes into

istence. Suoh visions may seem futile enough to

modern minds steeped in physical research, for whom

the oosmologioal notions of antiq

uity without ex

are deemed the dreams of children. I

ception

t should, how-

ever, be remembered that these mystae believed that

the substance of their very being was to be transmuted

or '

cosmified'

;

and that accordingly it had to pass

through stages of re-formation similar to the states

through whioh they imagined the world-stuff or world-

soul had passed in its formation or becoming, and that

what was being operated in themselves was shown them

in vision, as a proj

ection on to the cosmic screen, as

though it were a world-making. Their interest in

cosmogony was, therefore, personal. A

ccording to

their notions, there had to be an '

enformation accord-

ing to substanoe,'

enformation according to

gnosis '

before the '

could be effected. A

nd so we find that in the

The supreme end or perfection is union with the
Good or with God. The beginning is the vision of the
process of creation, of how the world comes into
existence. Such visions may seem futile enough to
modern minds steeped in physical research, for whom
the cosmological notions of antiquity Without exception
are deemed the dreams of children. It should, however, be remembered that these mystse believed that
the substance of their very being was to be transmuted
or ‘ cosmified ’; and that accordingly it had to pass
through stages of re-formation similar to the states
through which they imagined the world-stuff or worldsoul had passed in its formation or becoming, and that
what was being operated in themselves was shown them
in vision, as a projection on to the cosmic screen, as
though it were a world-making. Their interest in
cosmogony was, therefore, personal. According to
their notions, there had to be an ‘ enformation according to substance,’ before the enformation according to
gnosis’ could be effected. And so we find that in the
‘
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first treatise of the Corpus H ermeticum, in the famous

Poimandres or Shepherd of Men document, the demand

of the initiand is:

I

would (1) learn about ex

nature [

know God (C.H . i. 8

A

istant things and understand their

i.e. the origin and development of the world]

, and (2)

).

nd after the showing of the vision of the world-

order and world-process, the I

nitiator, the Divine Mind,

informs the contemplator:

Thou hast been taught the nature of the universe, yea the

grandest vision (ibid. 27).

The world-vision, however, is, as we have already

seen, not the end, but the beginning of the path of

perfection;

and naturally enough, for it has to do with

Thou hast been taught the nature of the universe, yea the

clearly in the so-called Mithra-liturgy, where the

perfect body'

has first to be '

enformed'

out of the

pure elements before the mystes can ascend to the
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vision.

B

ut if we talk of beginnings with regard to the

universal process, we must not forget that they are

only beginnings for us, and not of reality itself, which

has no beginning or end. This is admirably brought

out in the Trismegistic tradition as follows:

F

or to the Good there is no other shore;

is without an end;

it has no bounds;

and for itself it is without beginning, too,

though unto us it seemeth to have one— the gnosis.

Therefore to it gnosis is no beginning;

rather is it that gnosis

doth afford to us the first beginning of its being known (C.H . iv.

8

, 9).

The world-vision is often referred to symbolically

as the contemplation of the imagined typical Macr-

anthropos or Cosmic Man, of whom man was thought

to be essentially an image.

QUEST

first treatise of the Corpus Hermeticum, in the famous
Poimandrés or Shepherd of Men document, the demand
of the initiand is:
I would (1) learn about existant things and understand their
nature [z'.e. the origin and development of the world], and (2)
know God (C.H. i. 8).
And after the showing of the vision of the worldorder and world-process, the Initiator, the Divine Mind,
informs the contemplator:

beginnings and not with ends. This is seen most

•

THE

it

grandest vision (ibid. 27).
The world-vision, however, is, as we have already
seen, not the end, but the beginning of the path of
perfection ; and naturally enough, for it has to do With
beginnings and not with ends.‘ This is seen most
clearly in the so-called Mithra-liturgy, where the
‘perfect body’ has first to be ‘enformed’ out of the
pure elements before the mystes can ascend to the
vision.
But if we talk of beginnings with regard to the
universal process, we must not forget that they are
only beginningsfor us, and not of reality itself, which
has no beginning or end. This is admirably brought
out in the Trismegistictradition as follows:
For to the Good there is no other shore; it has no bounds; it
is without an end; and for itself it is without beginning, too,
though unto us it seemeth to have one—the gnosis.
Therefore to it gnosis is no beginning; rather is it that gnosis
doth afford to us the first beginning of its being known (C.H. iv.

8, 9).

The World-vision is often referred to symbolically
as the contemplation of the imagined typical Macranthropos or Cosmic Man, of Whom man was thought
to be essentially an image.
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f thou wouldst see H im through things that suffer death,

both on the earth and in the deep, think of a man'

889

If thou wouldst see Him through things that suffer death,
both on the earth and in the deep, thinkof a man's being fashioned
in the womb, my son, and strictly scrutinise the art of Him who
fashioned him, and learn who fashioneth this fair and goodly
image of the Man (C.H. v. 6.).

s being fashioned

in the womb, my son, and strictly scrutinise the art of H im who

fashioned him, and learn who fashioneth this fair and goodly

image of the Man (C.H . v. 6.).

This doctrine of the beginning and end of gnosis

is well brought out in the famous formula of the Chris-

tianised N aassene Document q

(R

ef. v. 8

uoted by H ippolytus

(Ref. v. 8):

):

The beginning of perfection is gnosis of Man, but gnosis of

The beginning of perfection is gnosis of
God is perfected perfection.

God is perfected perfection.

Perfecting is the technical term for development

in gnosis, the accomplished gnostio being known as

the '

perfeot.'

The beginning of, or initiation into,

cosmic vision of the H eavenly Man, that is not of the

ody;

the
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end or consummation alone was union with Deity.

B

ut the world-vision could only be enj

oyed if the

initiand had already so purified himself as to have as

it were within him a nucleus of the pure elements to

start or initiate the formation of his new '

body,'

perfect

as is so well shown in the so-called Mithra-

liturgy. Thereafter only ensues the '

oneself as deathless'

recognising of

or immortal, according to the

Trismegistic statement: "

H e who doth know himself

returneth unto God."

I

n this connection it may be of interest to q

from the concluding chapter of H ippolytus'

uote,

were

ather, in spite of his detes-

tation of their general teachings, was influenced by this

central doctrine of the gnosis. I

setting forth what he terms the '

n his E

pilogue, while

Doctrine of Truth'

of

within him anucleus of the pure elements to
start or initiate the formation of his new ‘perfect
body,’ as is so well shown in the so-called Mithraliturgy. Thereafter only ensues the ‘recognising of
oneself as deathless’ or immortal, according to the
Trismegistio statement : “ He who doth know himself
returneth unto God.”
In this connection it may be of interest to quote,
from the concluding chapter of Hippolytus’ great work
against the gnostios, a neglected passage which shows
how strongly the Church Father, in spite of his detestation of their general teachings, was influenced by this
central doctrine of the gnosis. In his Epilogue, while
setting forth what he terms the ‘Doctrine of Truth’
it

great work

against the gnostios, a neglected passage which shows

how strongly the Church F

Man, but gnosis

Perfecting is the technical term for development
in gnosis, the accomplished gnostic being known as
the ‘perfect.’ The beginning of, or initiation into,
this supra-consciousness was said to be given in a
cosmic vision of the Heavenly Man, that is not of the
Supreme as absolute, but of the Universal Body; the
end or consummation alone was union with Deity.
But the world-vision could only'_be enjoyed if the
initiand had already so purified himself as to have as

this supra-consciousness was said to be given in a

Supreme as absolute, but of the Universal B

This doctrine of the beginning and end of gnosis
is well brought out in the famous formula. of the Christianised N aassene Document quoted by Hippolytus
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as contrasted with what he regards as the '

of E

A

rror,'

as

Doctrines

corruption together with thy soul . . .;

thou shalt consort

or now thou art become a god. . . . A

all things whatsoe'

bestow on thee;

nd

for thou hast been made god, thou hast been

K

now Thyself'

s to this immortal or spiritual body, the general

belief of all the mystics was that in the human body

there was so to say the potentiality of a cosmic body, a

body of wholeness. Thus in one of the Trismegistic

mystery-prayers we find the petition:

The all in us— O

it;

O

This '

L

ife, make thou it whole;

God, inspirit it (C.H . x

all'

0L

ight, enlighten

iii. 19).

is the new immortal body, the body of

the resurrection;

L

ife, L

ight and the Good are the
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Divine Soul, Mind and Spirit which are to complete it

in gnosis. The outpouring of the gnosis is to operate

a change of being— enlivenment, illumination, inspira-

tion. God, as Spirit, transmutes us into spirit;

L

as

ight, H e glorifies us, irradiates us so that we become

glories;

and, as L

ife, bestows upon us immortality.

The consummation is to be a fulness or aeonian being

of spiritual immortal lustre.

Though it is true there is something of an absolute

nature about this '

light of the gnosis,'

for it is essen-

tially spiritual and immediate, the gnosis is also

freq

uently spoken of as a '

path,'

a gradual'

ascent.'

the loftiest conceptions of it, however, this path is not

a psychic '

heaven-j

ourney'

;

it is rather a spiritual

immediate way that opens out in every walk of life.

There is no need to '

I

leave the world'

to find it, ex

cept

.

with God.
hat
on God, those
all things whatsoe'er attend
hast been
hast been made god, thou
bestow on thee; for thou '
the One
Know Thyself '—-knowing
the
is
This
immortal.
born
who hath made god of thee.
.

— knowing the O ne

who hath made god of thee.

A

the ‘ Doctrines

Hippolytus Writes:

.

er attend on God, those hath God promised to

born immortal. This is the '

as

all
deathless and free from
And thou shalt have thy body
consort
.; thou shalt
soul
And
corruption together with thy

nd thou shalt have thy body deathless and free from all

with God. . . . F

contrasted with what he regards

of Error,’

H ippolytus writes:

QUEST

I

n

body, the general
As to this immortal or spiritual the human body
that in
belief of all the mystics was
of a cosmic body, a
the
potentiality
to
say
so
there was
in one of the Trismegistic
body of wholeness. Thus
:
mystery-prayers We find the petition
enlighten
make thou it whole; 0 Light,
The all in us—0 Life,
xiii. 19).
it; 0 God, inspirit it (C'.H.
body, the body of
immortal
‘ all’ is the new
This
and the Good are the
Light
Life,
it
the resurrection;
are to complete
which
and
Spirit
Mind
Divine Soul,
of the gnosis is
outpouring
The
in gnosis.
illumination,inspiraof
as
a change
us into spirit;
transmutes
tion. God, as Spirit,
become
irradiates us so that we
us,
He
glorifies
Light,
immortality.
bestows upon us
Life,
as
and,
nian being
glories ;
to be a fulness or see
is
consummation
The
of spiritual immortal lustre. something of an absolute
is
Though it is true therethe
for it is essengnosis,’
of
‘light
this
about
nature
the gnosis is also
immediate,
and
tially spiritual
ascent.’ In
a ‘ path,’ a gradual‘
as
of
is not
frequently spoken
however, this path
of
it,
conceptions
loftiest
the
it is rather a spiritual
‘heaven-journey’;
life.
a psychic
in every Walk of
immediate Way that opens out
World’ to find it, except
There is no need to ‘leave the

being—-enlivenment,
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in the sense of casting out of ourselves the ‘ supreme
vice’ or ‘ chiefest evil,’ which, as set over against the
supreme virtue of gnosis, is called ignorance of God, in
the sense of a positive force of wilful disregard of the
divine. It is a question of ‘repentance,’ but in the
spiritual sense of a turning back of the whole nature,
that is of the whole will being set towards the Good.
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in the sense of casting out of ourselves the '

vice'

or '

chiefest evil,'

supreme

which, as set over against the

supreme virtue of gnosis, is called ignorance of God, in

the sense of a positive force of wilful disregard of the

divine. I

t is a q

uestion of '

repentance,'

but in the

spiritual sense of a turning back of the whole nature,

that is of the whole will being set towards the Good.

B

ut to be able to know Good, and will, and hope, is a straight

way, the Good'

but sett'

s own path, both leading there and easy. I

st thy foot thereon, '

everywhere be seen, both where and when thou dost ex

— waking, sleeping, sailing, j

and saying naught. F

Good (C.H . x

f thou

twill meet thee everywhere, '

twill

pect it not,

i. 21).

—waking, sleeping, sailing, journeying, by night, by day, speaking
and saying naught. For there is naught that is not image of the

This way of return is symbolised indifferently as

a path, a voyage, or the ascent of a mountain. That

the gnosis was essentially religious or spiritual and not

Good
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intellectual, is already fully established, but it may be

authoritatively confirmed by the following categorical

eautiful

and Good:

There is one way alone that leadeth unto it— devotion j

oined

with gnosis (Cff. vi. 5).

The entrance on the pathway of the gnosis is

called a '

going home '

;

it is, as we have seen, a return,

a turning back from the world, a repentance of the

whole nature:

W e must turn ourselves back into the old old way (C.B

E

. iv. 9).

ntering into gnosis is a waking from drunken-

ness and sleep, and nescience of God, from world-

drunkenness to righteous soberness.

F

or the evil [

deluge]

of unknowing is flooding all the land

and bringing utter ruin on the soul box

But to be able to know Good, and will, and hope, is a straight
way, the Good’s own path, both leading there and easy. If thou
but sett‘st thy foot thereon, ‘twill meet thee everywhere, ‘twill
everywhere be seen, both where and when thou dost expect it not,

ourneying, by night, by day, speaking

or there is naught that is not image of the

statement with reference to the vision of the B

691

ed up within the body,

preventing it from sailing for the harbours of salvation (C.H . x

’

(C’.H. xi. 21).

This way of return is symbolised indifferently as
a path, a voyage, or the ascent of a mountain. That
the gnosis was essentially religious or spiritual and not
intellectual, is already fully established, but it may be
authoritatively confirmed by the following categorical
statement with reference to the vision of the Beautiful
and Good:
There is one way alone that leadeth unto it—devotion joined
with gnosis (C'.H. vi. 5).

The entrance on the pathway of the gnosis is
called a ‘going home ’; it is, as we have seen, a return,
a turning back from the world, a repentance of the
whole nature :

ii. 1).

We must turn ourselves back into the old old way

(C.H. iv. 9).

Entering into gnosis is a waking from drunkenness and sleep, and nescience of God, from worlddrunkenness to righteous soberness.
For the evil [deluge] of unknowing is flooding all the land
and bringing utter ruin on the soul boxed up Within the body,
preventing it from sailing for the harbours of salvation (C'.H. xii. 1).
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gnosis-—gnosis of God, for:

ST

The only salvation is gnosis— gnosis of God, for:

God is not ignorant of man;

nay rather is it that H e knows

him through and through, and that H is will is that H e [

turn]

THE QUEST

should be well known [

by him]

in H is

. This is the only means of

safety for a man— his gnosis of his God. This is the W ay up to

the Mount (lit. O lympus). B

soul is made good (C.H . x

y this [

ascent]

alone is it that man'

. 15).

The climbing of the mount is the ascent (anodos,

s

God is not ignorant of man; nay rather is it that He knows
him through and through, and that His will is that He [in His
turn] should be well known [by him]. This is the only means of
safety for a man—his gnosis of his God. This is the Way up to
the Mount (lit. Olympus). By this [ascent] alone is it that man's
soul is made good (0.H. x. 16).

anabasis) of the soul to the height of contemplation or

its plunging into its spiritual nature;

The

it is the way

above, as well as the return.

L

ooked at from the human standpoint, gnosis is

the '

contest of devotion'

the soul'

who '

and also the '

knows himself '

(C.H . x

. 19), the '

end of science '

is said to be "

still while on the earth divine "

(C.H . x

{

virtue of

C.H . x

. 9);

he

good and pious and

. 9). R

egarded,

however, from the soteriological standpoint, or in regard
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but made by the descent of the Saviour, in pre-

N aassene hymn based on Pagan and O riental material,

neons will I

make a way;

”

ef. v. 10):

down through the universal

all mysteries I

will reveal and manifest

the forms the gods display. Unto the secrets of the holy path I

give the name of gnosis, and will hand them on.

The ascent of the mount is repeatedly mentioned,

as it is throughout nearly the whole of mysticism, and

must not be referred to the Moses-legend;

it is purely

Pagan. Thus Julian (O rat. vii) says that H ermes as

guide or mystagogue meets the mystes at the foot of

the mount;

we read: "

while in the Magic Papyri {

I

’

’

gnosis. Thus in the conclusion of the over-written

will descend;

‘

’

Christian as well as in the Christianised forms of the

Seals in my hands, I

the mount is the ascent (anodes,
anabasis) of the soul to the height of contemplation or
its plunging into its spiritual nature; it is the way
above, as well as the return.
Looked at from the human standpoint, gnosis is
the ‘contest of devotion (C.H. x. 19), the virtue of
the soul and also the ‘ end of science (C.H. x. 9); he
who ‘ knows himself is said to be “ good and pious and
still while on the earth divine (0.H. x. 9). Regarded,
however, from the soteriological standpoint, or in regard
to the theory of salvation, the path is not self-made,
but made by the descent of the Saviour, in preChristian as well as in the Christianised forms of the
gnosis. Thus in the conclusion of the over-written
Naassene hymn based on Pagan and Oriental material,
Jesus is made to say (Hipp. Ref. v. 10) :
Seals in my hands, I will descend ; down through the universal
seons will I make a way; all mysteries I will reveal and manifest
-the forms the gods display. Unto the secrets of the holy path I'll
give the name of gnosis, and will hand them on.
The ascent of the mount is repeatedly mentioned,
as it is throughout nearly the whole of mysticism, and
must not be referred to the Moses-legend; it is purely
Pagan. Thus Julian (Orat. vii) says that Hermes as
guide or mystagogue meets the mystes at the foot of
the mount; while in the Magic Papyri (Pap. Lug. v.)
we read: “ I am he whom thou didst meet beneaththe
’

to the theory of salvation, the path is not self-made,

Jesus is made to say (H ipp. R

climbingof

Pap. L

ug. v.)

am he whom thou didst meet beneath the

'

ll
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sacred mount,” and in the Trismegistio treatise called
The Secret Sermon on the Mount, the probationary
path is called the ‘ Wending up the mount’ (C'.H. xiii. 1),
on the top of which the transfiguration and vision take
place. In the same initiatory sermons elsewhere the
neophyte is exhorted :

S

698

sacred mount,"

and in the Trismegistio treatise called

The Secret Sermon on the Mount, the probationary

path is called the '

wending up the mount'

(C.H . x

iii. 1),

on the top of which the transfiguration and vision take

place. I

n the same initiatory sermons elsewhere the

neophyte is ex

horted:

Seek for a guide to lead thee to the gnosis'

Seek for a guide to lead thee to the gnosis' gates, where shines
clear light, pure of all darkness, where not a single soul is drunk,
but all are sober, waked from their drunken sleep, with heart's
eyes fixed on Him who willethto be seen (0.H. vii. 2).

gates, where shines

clear light, pure of all darkness, where not a single soul is drunk,

but all are sober, waked from their drunken sleep, with heart'

eyes fix

s

ed on H im who willeth to be seen (C.H . vii. 2).

This is brought out still more finely in the passage:

B

ut on the pious soul the Mind doth mount and guide it to

the gnosis'

light. A

This is brought out still more finely in the passage:
But on the pious soul the Mind doth mount and guide it to

nd such a soul doth never tire in songs of

praise to God and pouring blessing on all men, and doing good in

word and deed to all, in imitation of its sire (C.H . x

The knowing of God is thus a knowing or '

with the '

eyes of the heart'

spiritual,'

'

blessed,'

;

'

. 21).

seeing'

suoh eyes are called

immortal.'
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'

The eyes of the

body are not the organs of true vision, as the souls

lament when first shut in body: "

— not eyes!

'

698

"

W indows are these

The body is the '

surround of darkness,'

the '

the

carapace of selfhood '

;

N o ear can hear H im, nor can eye see H im, but only mind

Gnostic knowing is the intuition of the true or

spiritual mind, immediate apprehension or appercep-

tion of the living reality. Though generally referred to

metaphorically as seeing, vision or contemplation,

because sight is the keenest of the differentiated

senses, it is rather immediate insight;

indeed it is

called the one sense, the simple sense, the unitary

sense, the '

sense of the intelligence.'

I

ect and obj

ect, j

for:

t is spiritual

tact or contact, immediate becoming, a state beyond

subj

The knowing of God is thus a knowing or ‘seeing
with the ‘eyes of the heart’; such eyes are called
‘spiritual,’ ‘blessed,’ ‘immortal.’ The eyes of the
body are not the organs of true vision, as the souls
lament when first shut in body: “Windows are these
—not eyes I ” The body is the ‘ veil of nescience,’ the
‘ surround of darkness,’ the ‘
carapace of selfhood ’; for:
No ear can hear Him, nor can eye see Him, but only mind
’

veil of nescience,'

and heart (C.H . vii. 2).

the gnosis’ light. And such a soul doth never tire in songs of
praise to God and pouring blessing on all men, and doing good in
word and deed to all, in imitation of its sire (C.H. x. 21).

ust as Plotinus describes it, a

and heart

(C'.H. vii. 2).

knowing

is the intuition of the true or
spiritual mind, immediate apprehension or apperception of the living reality. Though generally referred to
metaphorically as seeing, vision or contemplation,
because sight is the keenest of the differentiated
senses, it is rather immediate insight; indeed it is
called the one sense, the simple sense, the unitary
sense, the ‘ sense of the intelligence.’ It is spiritual
tact or contact, immediate becoming, a state beyond
Gnostic

subject and object, just
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single synthetic

sense, for which he also
technical term tact or touch.

ST

single synthetic sense, for which he also uses the

uses

the

technical term tact or touch.

I

ntuition alone sees the unmanifest, inasmuch as it is itself

unmanifest. I

f thou art able [

to perceive it]

, it will be manifest

to thy mind'

s eyes. . . . Unstinted is the bounteous nature of

the L

'

ord;

tis manifest through all the world. Thou canst know

Intuition alone sees the unmanifest, inasmuch as it is itself
unmanifest. If thou art able [to perceive it], it will be manifest
to thy mind's eyes.
Unstinted is the bounteous nature of
the Lord; 'tis manifest through all the world. Thou canst know
it—nay see it, take it in thy very hands, and gaze upon God's
.

it— nay see it, take it in thy very hands, and gaze upon God'

image (C.H . v. 8

s

).

H ere the mind, or heart as it is elsewhere called,

it is

not the so-called brain-mind or even the ratioeinative

intellect;

its knowing or seeing is of an immediate

nature. I

t is this which is the image of God in man,

and it is by this that the image of God in the universe

or the B

eauty of L

is called the '

ife is contemplated. This knowing

power of divine vision,'

which is no

seeing but a becoming, as for instance in one of the

x

x

x

tracts preserved by John Stobaeus (E
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H ermetic E

k. I

.

i. 9):

H e who doth not ignore these things, can know God in the

accurate meaning of the term;

nay, if one dare say so, can see

H im by becoming the very thing he sees, and seeing thus becomes

immortal.

Gnosis, moreover, bestows freedom, sovereignty,

kingship. The kingdom of the gnosis is thus set over

against the realm of fate or of the sensible world,

and is therefore conceived of as the suprasensible or

Here the mind, or heart as it is elsewhere called,
is the spiritual being or monad of the man, as with
the Moslim Sufis and most of the high mystics; it is
not the so—oalled brain-mind or even the ratiocinative
intellect; its knowing or seeing is of an immediate
nature. It is this which is the image of God in man,
and it is by this that the image of God in the universe
or the Beauty of Life is contemplated. This knowing
is called the ‘power of divine vision,’ which is no
seeing but a becoming, as for instance in one of the
Hermetic Extracts preserved by John Stobaeus (Ek. I.

immaterial order, the world of spiritual freedom as

xxi.

contrasted with the mechanical world of cause and

effect. Gnosis makes free;

for:

L

.

image (C'.H. v. 3).

is the spiritual being or monad of the man, as with

the Moslim Sufis and most of the high mystics;

.

9) :

the spiritual mind is free,

ord of all things is Mind, the Soul [

= Spirit]

of God;

of fate and law and all things else. N aught is impossible for it,

yea lord

He who doth not ignore these things, can know God in the
accurate meaning of the term; nay, if one dare say so, can see
Him by becoming the very thing he sees, and seeing thus becomes
immortal.

Gnosis,

moreover, bestows

freedom, sovereignty,

kingship. The kingdom of the gnosis is thus set over
against the realm of fate or of the sensible world,
and is therefore conceived of as the suprasensible or
immaterial order, the world of spiritual freedom as

and
effect. Gnosis makes free; the spiritual mind is free,

contrasted_with the mechanical world of

cause

for:

Lord of all things is Mind, the Soul [=Spirit] of God; yea lord
of fate and law and all things else. Naught is impossible for it,
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neither to raise a human soul above the sway of fate, nor set
beneathfate’s sway a soul that has neglected it (C’.H. xii. 9).

S 695

And so Zosimos, the Pcemandrist and Alchemist,‘
at the end of the third century, quoting from Trismegistic writings that are no longer extant, tells us that
Thrice-greatest Hermes calls natural men—1J.e. the
‘psychics,’ as they were termed, or those who were
as yet unable to contact the immaterial or
spiritual
consciously in themselves—-the ‘ mindless,’ and playthings or toys or processions of fate. Those, however,
who have this spiritual mind active in them are called
philosophers or wisdom-lovers; they are superior to
fate and kings of themselves, because they know themselves in the gnostic way. So also in The Perfect
Sermon (xii.) we are told that gnosis and philosophy,
in the sense of love of Wisdom, are one ; for we read of
“
philosophywhich doth consist alone in knowing the
divinity—a vision oft renewed, the cult of sanctity.”
It has been contended by some that gnosis was
mainly magic, and its distinctive meaning was essentially knowledge of magical formula; and it is true
that in some of the traditions We do find in the blend
a wealth of such formulae—barbara nomina, mystic
sounds, vowel-permutations and combinations(perhaps
sometimes to be regarded as a forgotten musical notation), the detritus of ancient, and therefore sacred,
languages, and the rest. But this can certainly not
be said of a number of the chief schools, and least of
all of the Trismegistic tradition. Indeed, from the
lost treatise About the Inner Door, Zosimos quotes

neither to raise a human soul above the sway of fate, nor set

beneath fate'

A

nd so Z

s sway a soul that has neglected it (C.H . x

osimos, the Pcemandrist and A

at the end of the third century, q

ii. 9).

lchemist,1

uoting from Trisme-

gistic writings that are no longer ex

tant, tells us that

Thrice-greatest H ermes calls natural men— i.e. the

'

psychics,'

as they were termed, or those who were

as yet unable to contact the immaterial or spiritual

consciously in themselves— the '

mindless,'

and play-

things or toys or processions of fate. Those, however,

who have this spiritual mind active in them are called

philosophers or wisdom-lovers;

they are superior to

fate and kings of themselves, because they know them-

selves in the gnostic way. So also in The Perfect

Sermon (x

ii.) we are told that gnosis and philosophy,

in the sense of love of wisdom, are one;

"

for we read of

philosophy which doth consist alone in knowing the

divinity— a vision oft renewed, the cult of sanctity."

t has been contended by some that gnosis was
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mainly magic, and its distinctive meaning was essen-

tially knowledge of magical formula?

;

and it is true

that in some of the traditions we do find in the blend

a wealth of such formulae— barbara nomina, mystic

sounds, vowel-permutations and combinations (perhaps

sometimes to be regarded as a forgotten musical nota-

tion), the detritus of ancient, and therefore sacred,

languages, and the rest. B

ut this can certainly not

be said of a number of the chief schools, and least of

all of the Trismegistic tradition. I

lost treatise A

bout the I

H ermes as declaring:

ndeed, from the

nner Door, Z

osimos q

uotes

The spiritual man, the man who knows himself, should not

make anything succeed through magic, not even if he think the

1 See B

erthelot, L

et A

lchemUtes greet, pp. 229ff.

Hermes as declaring:
The spiritual man, the man who knows himself, should not
make anything succeed through magic, not even if he think the
‘

See Berthelot, Lu Alchemist“ grace, pp. 229E.
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thing is good;

ST

nor should he compel fate, but suffer it to take its

natural course. H e should move onward by the q

uest of his true

self alone, and thus attaining unto gnosis of divinity, should gain

the '

three '

that has no name on earth, and let fate carry out its

will on its own clay— that is upon the body. A

nd if he understand

it thus and order thus his life, he shall have vision of the Son of

God becoming all things for the sake of saintly souls, in order that

he may draw every soul out of the region of the fate into the realm

where it is free of body.

The '

L

three'

or '

triad'

are, presumably, L

ight,

ife and the Good, as we have seen above. The Son

of God is the Mind, the Shepherd of Men, the Divine

Guide unto the L

ight, who illuminates the mind of

every soul and so bears it aloft, or makes it free of fate.

A

s the attainment of gnosis connotes the idea of

freedom and salvation, so also it suggests the notion

of power, conq

uest and control. The possession of

gnosis thus bestows'

A

power'

authority,'

a term interchangeable

in a gnostic sense.
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with '

wealth of additional evidence could be brought

forward, but enough has already been given to show

that the ground-idea of gnosis is transmutation into

spiritual being, and this is fundamentally an O riental

religious idea, the antipodes of philosophy in its general

modern meaning of the fabrication of an intellectual

system. Gnosis is thus accompanied with vision and

revelation in the sense that the above q

have by this time made clear. I

uotations should

t would further be

easy to show that these also are the general character-

istics of the gnosis in the Christianised systems as

well, but that would req

enough here to q

uire a paper in itself. I

little known fragment of a V

preserved by E

t is

uote a single pronouncement from a

piphanius (x

alentinian apocalypse

x

x

i. 5):

Greeting from Mind that never weary grows to minds that

QUEST

its
fate, but sufier it to take
thing is good; nor should he compel
true
his
onward by the quest of
natural course. He should move
should gain
unto gnosis of divinity,
self alone, and thus attaining
out its
th, and let fate carry
three that has no name on car
'

the
will on its

'

own

if he understand
clay—-that is upon the body. And of the Son of
vision
e shall have

in order that
the sake of saintly souls,
God becoming all things for
into the realm
of the region of the fate
out
soul
every
draw
he may
where it is free of body.
are,
,

presumably, Light,
Son

The
of Men, the Divine
Shepherd
the
Mind,
the
is
God
of
of
who illuminates the mind
ht,
the
Lig
unto
Guide
of fate.
or makes it free
so hears it aloft,
and
soul
every
the idea of
connotes
of
gnosis
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nothing can make weary!

N ow will I

697

make weary! Now will I wake in you again the
of
the
mysteries above the heavens themselves, the
memory
mysteries to which no name can anyhow be given, of which no
tongue can tell—the mysteries no rulership and no authority, no
subject or mixed nature, have power to comprehend, but which
have been made plain unto the understanding of theconsciousness
that stands above all change.
can

wake in you again the

memory of the mysteries above the heavens themselves, the

mysteries to which no name can anyhow be given, of which no

tongue can tell— the mysteries no rulership and no authority, no
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ect or mix

ed nature, have power to comprehend, but which

‘

have been made plain unto the understanding of the consciousness

that stands above all change.

The above indications of the meaning of gnosis in
the higher forms of Hellenistic mysticism may be not
Without interest to a more general public than the
small number of those already acquainted with them.
There is to-day a revival of interest in mystical subjects,
and a number of books has recently been published
dealing with religious experience of this nature. But
for the most part the enquiry is devoted almost
exclusively to medieeval and later Christian mysticism.
The wealth of Eastern mystical literature is practically
ignored, while of Western traditions outside the Church,
beyond a reference or so to Plotinus, We hear scarcely
anything of the many mystical movements of the early
days, some at least of which are of very great interest
and importance.
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he was completely disturbed by her pictures

of a world of happy, active people without any visible

interference of religion— a sensible, and, on the whole,

healthy world, yet without warnings, without ex
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tions, without any apparent terrors concerning the

state of souls."
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hope I

obert H all was thus disturbed.

have myself disturbed in similar fashion
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religious-minded have often disturbed me, and it is

only fair that there should be some reciprocation. My

boyhood was made miserable by hell-fire sermons

which made me hate God— made me even despise and
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s ultimate benefit, and not in the
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believe now—
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that the God of those tracts and of my old pastor, was

not the real one. H e was a false God— as false as

Moloch and B

I

read everything that came in

my way. Those tracts are among the few things that

I

L

am glad to say that

my parents did not urge me to read these productions.

inq

E

religious

left one at our house every Sunday, taking

N o, I
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— a piece of curiosity

condition to satisfy— and which, for the further attrac-

2E

he was going to perdition ?—a piece of curiosity
that he really in a frock and drawers was not in a
condition to satisfy—and which, for the further attraction of his infant mind, had a parenthesis in every
other line with some such hiccoughing reference as
2 Ep. Thess. c. iii., v. 6 and 7.” This is evidently
drawn from the life. I know those tracts. A ‘religious
visitor’ left one at our house every Sunday, taking
away the old one to apply as cautery to the sinful
soul of some other unregenerate. I am glad to say that
my parents did not urge me to read these productions.
Probably they had private doubts. But it is diflicult
to make a stand, and it was the custom of the chapel.
No, I was not urged to read them, but, being of an
inquiring turn of mind, I read everything that came in
my way. Those tracts are among the few things that
I wish I had not read.
Of course I know now—or rather I believe nowthat the God of those tracts and of my old pastor, was
not the real one. He was a false God—as false as
Moloch and Baal and Dagon. He who imputes evil to
the gods, makes them none. It is significant, and
suggestive of the growingness of conscience, that the
gods of the past are the devils of the present, by
reason of their wickedness—their failure to come up to
the standard required of a God. “Theology,” said
O. W. Holmes, “has been largely diabology.” Certainly
it seems to me that in my boyhood the people's God
was a Devil whom they were ignorantly worshipping.
I admit that His love was mentioned sometimes, but
in an aside, as something not exactly to be apologised
for, {but at least not to be unduly emphasised. The
main feature of Him was that He would everlastingly
punish those who did not accept the ‘ plan of salvation.’
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believe,'

they would deserve all they got. I

it was their own fault and

t shows curious

psychological ignorance— an ignorance which popular

misuse of the '

to continue. B

will-to-believe'

phrase has done much

psychological will-to-believe’ phrase has
‘

elief is not under the control of the

Belief is not under
enough.
e knew well

will, as James of course knew well enough.

The strength of the old associations is immense.

F

or the life of me I

cannot wash that word '

God'

'ations is immense.
word ‘God’
I cannot wash that

clean from the terrible meanings which it bore in the

tracts and in the mouth of our old minister at K

I

ndependent Chapel. H e was a good man, but he knew

not what he did. A

saintly and zealous man can do

a great deal of harm, or what at least looks like harm.

N o doubt this early training had something to do

with my development. I

away from religion. A

t repelled me, and I

lso I

nutriment provided by Darwin, H ux

Spencer;

grew

absorbed the scientific

ley, Tyndall,

devoured the writings of that sweet-minded

found inestimable
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stimulus and inspiration in Carlyle and E
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and, on the poetio side, learnt almost by heart the

great 19th oentury scientific and philosophic poem, I
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y this time of course I
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was completely

out of sympathy with the theology presented to me.
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feel fairly sure that our minister had never read the
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cept perhaps

Tennyson. H e seemed to read nothing ex
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ible and old commentaries;
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and he apparently

regarded unbelievers with as much horror and dread

as if he had been a Catholic of the very darkest period.
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and I

confess to a vigorous going about seeking some

R

E

new thing, which was so distasteful to the H ebrew

mind. I

find it difficult, indeed, to the point of

impossibility, to enter into the sphere of the religious

man'

s mind, to stand at his point of view, to feel his

feelings. Perhaps I

and say that by '

had better narrow down the term,

religious man '

the type of St. A

E

dwards, John W esley;

'

religious ex

apart. I

I

mean a Christian of

people who have definite

periences '

can to some ex

the typical mystic, for I

and I confess to a vigorous going about seeking some
new thing, which was so distasteful to the Hebrew
mind. I find it difficult, indeed, to the point of
impossibility,to enter into the sphere of the religious
man's mind, to stand at his point of view, to feel his
feelings. Perhaps I had better narrow down the term,
and say that by ‘ religious man I mean a Christian of
the type of St. Augustine, St. Teresa, Jonathan
Edwards, John Wesley; people who have definite
‘
religious experiences which mark them out in a class
apart. I can to some extent enter into the feelings of
the typical mystic, for I have at times had flickering
perceptions, more or less transient glimpses, of a
Oneness in which the multiplicity of contending units
is resolved in a higher synthesis which is incomprehensible to the understanding and therefore incapable
of being described in words, which are the understanding’s tools and material. Yes, I can understand the
mysticism, say, of Emerson. Once, on the top of
Snowdon, and another time on a Yorkshire hill-top,
alone, watching the setting sun and hearing ‘the
crimson blaring of its shawms,’ I have felt the presence
of the Over-Soul around and within. Those moments
were the richest in my life’s experience. They stand
out from the dull years, like diamonds amid scoriaa,
like rare and beautiful flowers in a wilderness of dark
and tangled weeds, like rivers in a thirsty land. I still
draw refreshment from the recollection of them. And
with this help out of my own experience, I can understand—or, better, sympathise in its etymological
meaning of ‘feel with’—the nature-mysticism of
Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman, William Sharp, J efieries,
and their like, and even the more inner mysticism of
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Plotinus and the Indian sages.
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s the H indus of three thousand years

ago saw, nothing can be predicated of it. "

we can say of it is N o, N o."
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n other

we are

ustified in believing in and praying

to a personal God, beoause, though knowing that our

notions of H im must fall far short of the truth, they

are nevertheless the best and most applicable that we

oan formulate, and true as far as they go— as far as

can sympathise with those who
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our faculties allow. I

feel like that, and would never say a word against

their attitude, still less try to alter it. I

ndeed I
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like that myself, sometimes— at those occasional times
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uite either)
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into the worm’s mind, could see it philosophising,
arguing from the arrangements of its flower-pot that
some very great and powerful worm must have made
it with the special needs and desires of smaller worms
in mind, should we not smile? A wiser worm might
see beyond the pot, and might worship the maidservant, on whose will and power the moisture and
other life conditions of the pot-soil depended, but who
clearly lived in a higher and wider world, with interests
which had no apparent connexion with the worm tribe.
And a still wiser worm—a Herbert Spencer or Shankara
worm—might say: No, the whole is bigger than that,
there are powers above the Maidservant God, powers
which may indeed care for worms in a way, but which
have aims and interests entirely beyond worm comprehension. Of the nature of these Beings we can form
no true idea. If we think of them, we think of them
as glorified worms; but they are not so. All we can
say of them is ‘ No, No.’ Therefore the sensible thing
to do is (and here the wise and somewhat cynical worm
quotes Voltaire) is cultiver notre jardm-do the best
we can with ourselves and our flower-pot, and not
waste much time in making guesses which in the
nature of the case must be wrong.
The other worm, which worshipped the maidservant or a spirit super-worm, would exclaim against
this as a blend of atheism and superstition; and the
vermomorphic theologian and philosopher would even
call for stake and faggot, or their flower-pot equivalents.
Our flower-pot, say, is the Earth. Just think of
the nature of its relation to the rest of the physical
It is one of the smallest of the planets
cosmos.
J upiter’s diameter is eleven times greater. The Sun's
mass is equal to 330,000 Earths. The Solar System
see
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itself, compared with the universe, is like a small

bunch of midges danoing in a wide landscape, or a

group of people on a lonely moor,— a mere microsoopic

oluster of atoms out of the innumerable population.

The Solar System is separated from the nearest stellar

group by an unimaginable pit of emptiness. To cross

it, a meteorite would take six

light, travelling at 18

ty million years. E

ven

6,000 miles a second, would still

take years to cross that gulf— does take years, for what

we call Sirius is really the pencil of rays which left

Sirius eight and a half years ago. F

rom the Sun, light

reaches us in eight minutes.

The scale being so vast, is not the fitting attitude

for us who orawl '

neath that inverted bowl we call the

Sky, an attitude of humility and awe ?

lead A

I

rcturus with his sons?

"

Canst thou

"

began by confessing my irreligiousness. B

after all, is my mind irreligious 1 I

ut,

n bowing my head
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before the inscrutable mystery of things, in refusing to

belittle God by applying to H im labels which I

are unworthy and inadeq

uate, am I

know

not honouring H im

more than the naive anthropomorphic theist who

accuses me of atheism or other heretical '

Personally, I

ism'

?

feel sure that my attitude will be more

pleasing to God than the attitude of the man who, in

A

rnold'

s famous phrase, desoribes H im as minutely as

if H e were a man in the nex

t street. W ould H e not

rather even be denied than wrongly conoeived of?

Says Plutarch: "

I

s the man a oriminal who holds

that there are no gods;

and is not he that holds them

to be such as the superstitious believe them, is he not

possessed with notions infinitely more atrocious?

for my part would much rather have men say of me

I

QUEST

is like a small
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wide landscape, or a
bunch of midges dancing in a
mere microscopic
on a lonely moor,—a
of
people
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R

than to say that Plutaroh is a man inconsistent,

fiokle, easily moved to anger, revengeful for trifling

provocations, vex

I

ed at small things."

think two of the prinoipal formative influences

of my life have been astronomy and chemistry,—

particularly astronomy. O n my tenth birthday my

father gave me as a birthday present a copy of the

E

nglish translation of Gaston Tissandier'

Scientifiq

ues;

sR

ecreations

a stout volume dealing, in popular but

more than elementary fashion, with physics, chemistry,

astronomy, geology, botany, and zoology. I

n those

days books and toys were scarce with us, and we

valued what we had accordingly. The present of a

book was with me an annual event, and, the book

having to last a year, it got read and digested. This

Scientific R

ecreations introduced me to new worlds.

The old narrow horizons fled away into infinite space;

and, though the tone of the book was eminently
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religious— it made the proper conventional bow to God

here and there— I

was soon aware that this universe of

soience was a much larger and more wonderful affair

than the universe of our Congregational minister, or of

a'

literal interpretation'

of the B

ible. I

was particu-

larly fascinated with the astronomical portion. I

learnt the plan of the solar system and its distances,

K

epler'

the fix

s three laws, and the distances of such few of

ed stars as had then been observed to show a

parallax

;

and I

even wrestled (almost in vain) with

the trigonometry of star-distance measurement. A

t

night when out of doors, and even from my bedroom

window, I

ex

whose positions I

in my Scientific R

plored the heavens, naming the stars

had j

ust memorised from the charts

ecreations. E

merson says somewhere

that the astronomer inevitably leaves his creeds behind
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than to say that Plutarch is a. man inconsistent,
fickle, easily moved to anger, revengeful for trifling
provocations, vexed at small things.”
I think two of the principal formative influences
of my life have been astronomy and chemistry,particularly astronomy. On my tenth birthday my
father gave me as a birthday present a copy of the
English translation of Gaston Tissandier’s Recreations
Scientifiques ; a stout volume dealing, in popular but
more than elementary fashion, with physics, chemistry,
astronomy, geology, botany, and zoology. In those
days books and toys were scarce with us, and we
valued what we had accordingly. The present of a
book was with me an annual event, and, the book
having to last a year, it got read and digested. This
Scientific Recreations introduced me to new worlds.
The old narrow horizons fled away into infinite space;
and, though the tone of the book was eminently
religious—it made the proper conventional bow to God
here and there—I was soon aware that this universe of
science was a much larger and more wonderful affair
than the universe of our Congregational minister, or of
’
a ‘literal interpretation of the Bible. I was particularly fascinated with the astronomical portion. I
learnt the plan of the solar system and its distances,
Kepler’s three laws, and the distances of such few of
the fixed stars as had then been observed to show a
parallax; and I even wrestled (almost in vain) with
the trigonometry of star-distance measurement. At
night when out of doors, and even from my bedroom
window, I explored the heavens, naming the stars
whose positions I had just memorised from the charts
in my Scientific Recreations. Emerson says somewhere
that the astronomer inevitably leaves his creeds behind
I
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him when he enters his observatory, and 0. W . H olmes

ex

presses the same thought. Tennyson, looking

through L

said: "

ockyer'

s telescope at the nebula in Perseus,

O ne doesn'

after that!

"

t think much of the county families

and he was accustomed to think, as a

remedy for shyness when entering a drawing-room, of

the fix

ed stars. I

think all theological students ought

to have a thorough grounding in astronomy. I

nothing like it for putting us in our place. "

know

Canst

thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades, or loose

the bands of O rion?

his sons?

"

"

Canst thou lead A

Somewhat thus felt I

rcturus with

mmanuel K

ant also:

Two things fill me with ever new and increasing

admiration and awe: the starry heavens above, and

the moral law within."

W ho will venture to say that

a mind which can share that admiration and awe is

irreligious?

I

shelter myself behind the great name

“

a drawing-room,
remedy for shyness when entering
all theological students ought
the fixed stars. I think
in astronomy. I know
grounding
thorough
to have a
“Canst
us in our place.
for
putting
it
like

nothing

of Pleiades, or loose
influences
sweet
the
thou bind
with
thou lead Arcturus
Canst
Orion?
of
the bands
Kant also:
Somewhat thus felt Immanuel
with ever new and increasing
“Two things fill me
and
the starry heavens above,
awe:
and
admiration
will venture to say that
Who
within."
law
is
the moral
that admiration and awe
share
can
which
a. mind
behind the great name
myself
shelter
I
little
irreligious?
But, after all, I care
Konigsberg.
of
of the sage
irreligious.
Let who will call me
'

of the sage of K

onigsberg. B

ut, after all, I

care little

et who will call me irreligious.
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for words and labels. L

My withers are unwrung. E

pithets are only man-

made stigmas or decorations. They need not distress;

they ought not to cause ex

hilaration. E

q

uable alike

to blame or praise,— feeling them, as he must, being

human, tolerating and learning from them, particularly

from criticism— the seeker of wisdom maintains his

path, lighted by his own lamp, such as it is.

J. A

rthur H ill.

unwrung.

Epithets

are

only

man-

My withers are decorations. They need not distress;
alike
made stigmas or
Equable
exhilaration.
cause
to
being
they ought not
them, as he must,
to blame or

praise,—-feeling
learning from them, particularly

his
human, tolerating and
of Wisdom maintains
seeker
from criticism-—the
such as it is.
own lamp,
his
by
path, lighted
J. ARTHUR HILL.
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Mysticism is a department of knowledge, whose scope is

so comprehensive, and whose essence touches so many

JEWISH MYSTICISM.

of the most sacred of sacred points in religion, that it

is only natural to find, in the writings of scholars, a

J. ABELSON, M.A., D.Lit.

medley of diametrically opposed views upon its mean-

ing and value. Thus— to q

— whereas a modern ex

uote one ex

ponent like R

say of mysticism that it is "

treme instance

ufus Jones can

religion in its most acute,

intense and living stage,"

a philosopher like Max

N ordau condemns it as "

the result of an ex

degenerate brain."

This ex

hausted or

treme difference of view, in

all probability, springs from a combination of two

causes.

O ne is that, in order to appreciate the peculiar

world of thought and emotion in which the problems

of mysticism move, it is necessary to be gifted with a

suitable kind of temperament. Mysticism can make
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its appeal only to a mind which, whether congenitally

or by artificial training, is adapted to receive its

characteristic teaching. To a mind not so adapted, no

matter how oultured and versatile it may be, no matter

how receptive it may be of new and unaccustomed

methods of reasoning and ex

position, mysticism, even

in its most obvious and most attractive presentation,

appears a meaningless and frivolous waste of time.

H ence, one reason why some of the finest intellects

flout and ridicule it.
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MYSTICISM is a department of knowledge, Whose scope is
so comprehensive, and Whose essence touches so many
of the most sacred of sacred points in religion, that it
is only natural to find, in the writings of scholars, a
medley of diametricallyopposed views upon its meaning and value. Thus—to quote one extreme instance
—whereas a modern exponent like Rufus Jones can
say of mysticism that it is “ religion in its most acute,
intense and living stage,” a philosopher like Max
Nordau condemns it as “ the result of an exhausted or
degenerate brain.” This extreme difference of view, in
all probability, springs from a combination of two
causes.

One is that, in order to appreciate the peculiar
World of thought and emotion in which the problems
of mysticism move, it is necessary to be gifted with a
suitable kind of temperament. Mysticism can make
its appeal only to a mind Which, Whether congenitally
or by artificial training, is adapted to receive its
characteristic teaching. To a mind not so adapted, no
matter how cultured and versatile it may be, no matter
how receptive it may be of new and unaccustomed
methods of reasoning and exposition, mysticism, even
in its most obvious and most attractive presentation,
appears a meaningless and frivolous Waste of time.
Hence, one reason why some of the finest intellects
flout and ridicule it.
707
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The other reason is due to a fact well known to

all students of Jewish literature, viz. that mysticism,

laying emphasis as it does upon the emotional side of

human nature, is apt, when put to the touchstone

of practice, to degenerate into ex

treme ex

hibitions of

hilarity, frivolity and trickery. W hat does the mystic

want?

H e wants personal intercourse with God.

The soul must have union with its source— God. The

mystio is dissatisfied, until, having crossed through all

ex

ternal media, he has entered the central shrine of

the soul, that larger, deeper, mysterious Self who

indwells him. Under the spell of such a feeling, it is

q

fact well known to
The
viz. that mysticism,
all students of Jewish literature, emotional side of
upon the
laying emphasis as it does
human nature, is apt, when pu
into ex
of practice, to degenerate

other reason

ST

uite easy to see how men, at certain moments of

is due to

a

hilarity,frivolity and trickery. intercourse
He wants personal

want?
The
with its source—God.
union
have
must
soul
The
crossed through all

d, until, having

intense and ecstatic enthusiasm, would be entirely

swept off their feet;

would, in order to believe that

they had found a road to the attainment of this ex

alted

spiritual condition, cast aside all conventionality and

give vent to oertain eccentric movements of the body,

traordinary mode of life
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or systematically adopt an ex

which to the uninitiated observer might seem ex

tremely

weird and repulsive. H ence, mysticism falls into

disrepute.

B

Self who

mysterious
the soul, that larger, deeper, of such a feeling, it 18
indwells him. Under the spell at certain moments of
men,
quite easy to see howenthusiasm, would be entirely
ecstatic
intense and

ut all this is really a side-issue. That mysticism

is a noble rather than an ignoble phenomenon in the

spiritual life of men, that the worthy and useful

parts it has played in moulding both individuals and

communities far eclipses any inj

ury or ignominy whioh

it may have inflicted here and there, is proved to the

hilt by the recorded history of all nations. W hat is

true of all nations is true of the Jew. I

said that I

t is generally

ndia is the mother of mystics. Certainly

the H indu books on religion, dating back to centuries

before the common era, show how the H indu heart is

drawn to mysticism in a q

I

uite ex

ceptional measure.
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I

t is the natural congenial attitude of the H indu

race-consciousness towards the Universe of R

B

eality.

ut be this as it may, what about the H ebrew B

ible?

Does not the Psalmist, e.g., touch the pith and marrow

of mysticism when he says:

W hither shall I

thy presence?

go from thy spirit or whither shall I

I

fI

make my bed in Sheol, behold thou art there. I

fI

even there shall thy hand lead me and thy right hand hold me.

H ere the constituent elements of the mystical con-

pression to in

poetry of the most moving order. These elements are:

(a) God is omnipresent. (6) God is immanent to the

Psalmist in every particle of H is creation;

H e speaks

through nature, (c) God the Unseen is not a distant

B

eyond;

H e is near, within the veil of the seen.
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(d) God holding sway over places as far distant as

H ades or the uttermost parts of the sea, must be

greater than the universe. The latter is merely a

portion of the Divine I

can ex

mmensity, (e) The Psalmist

perience the Divine sympathy, guidance and love,

because God to him is a constant self-revealing spirit.

This brings me to the first of the series of ideas

whioh, in my opinion, characterise Jewish mysticism.

The H ebrew B

ible (the O ld Testament) is the starting-

point of Judaism. The huge oak-tree of Jewish

thought, with its widely-ramified branches covering

numerous lands, grew up from the acorn of the Jewish

B

ex

ible. E

very precious thought in Jewish literature

ists, in germ at least, there. H ence it follows that

we must search the O ld Testament for the first seeds

of Jewish mysticism. A

nd we are not disappointed in

our search.

B

ut now I

have already q

uoted one passage

if I

take the wings

of the morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,

sciousness are, many of them, given ex

It is the natural congenial attitude of the Hindu
race-consciousness towards the Universe of Reality.
But be this as it may, what about the Hebrew Bible ?
Does not the Psalmist, e.g., touch the pith and marrow
of mysticism when he says :
Whither shall I go from thy spirit or whither shall I flee from
thy presence? If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there; if I
make my bed in Sheol, behold thou art there. If I take the wings
of the morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,
even there shall thy hand lead me and thy right hand held me.
Here the constituent elements of the mystical consciousness are, many of them, given expression to in
poetry of the most moving order. These elements are:
(a) God is omnipresent. (b) God is immanent to the
Psalmist in every particle of His creation; He speaks
through nature. (c) God the Unseen is not a distant
Beyond; He is near, within the veil of the seen.
(d) God holding sway over places as far distant as
Hades or the uttermost parts of the sea, must be
greater than the universe. The latter is merely a
portion of the Divine Immensity. (e) The Psalmist
can experience the Divine sympathy,guidance and love,
because God to him is a constant self-revealing spirit.
This brings me to the first of the series of ideas
which, in my opinion, characterise Jewish mysticism.
The Hebrew Bible (the Old Testament) is the startingpoint of Judaism. The huge oak-tree of Jewish
thought, with its widely-ramified branches covering
numerous lands, grew up from the acorn of the Jewish
Bible. Every precious thought in Jewish literature
exists, in germ at least, there. Hence it follows that
we must search the Old Testament for the first seeds
of Jewish mysticism. And we are not disappointed in
our search.
But now I have already quoted one passage

flee from

ascend up into heaven, thou art there;
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from the O ld Testament— the ex

cerpt from the 139th

Psalm— I

have shewn how its constituent ideas are in

their esserj

ce very largely mystical. Can many more

passages of similar import be q

uoted?

I

fear that they

cannot. Mysticism, as generally understood, involves

a mode of thinking as well as of ex

pression which is

far deeper and more abstruse than the thought or

phraseology which pervade and colour the O ld Testa-

ment. The A

the L

B

llness of God, God as the absolute L

ife of all lives, the L

ife,

ife of all worlds— the H ebrew

ible is a stranger to these high themes, it is too

unphilosophical a book to enshrine such complex

conceptions. I

t is true enough that the mediaeval

Jewish mysticism— like the mysticism of Plotinus and

E

ckhart— gives a large place to the doctrine (or rather

doctrines) of E

manation. E

forth from, the O ne, the A

verything emanates, comes

bsolute F

irst Principle, and

coming forth from the O ne, it differentiates into a

B
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descending series of manifestations on the finite plane.

ut all this is miles beyond the scope and message of

the O ld Testament. A

nd yet, as I

have said, the first

germs, the seedlings, of this elaborate thought are

certainly to be found in the O ld Testament.

W hat these seedlings are can best be ex

follows: God is a transcendent B

eing. A

plained as

s such H e

must be far away from man, dwelling somewhere in

the heavens, outside the reach of the universe and of

human affairs. I

f this is the case, then God is only a

kind of law-giver, who has to be obeyed, because H e,

once upon a time, as we believe, gave us H is L

aw and

thereby claimed our eternal obedience to H im. I

f the

H ebrew B

ible described God as playing this transcen-

dent role only, then we should be q

uite right in denying

to it the possession of the faintest traces of mysticism.

THE

QUEST

from the Old Testament—the excerpt from the 139th
Psalm—I have shewn how its constituent ideas are in
their essence very largely mystical. Can many more
passages of similar import be quoted? I fear that they
cannot. Mysticism, as generally understood, involves
a mode of thinking as well as of expression which is
far deeper and more abstruse than the thought or
phraseology which pervade and colour the Old Testament. The Allness of God, God as the absolute Life,
the Life of all lives, the Life of all worlds—the Hebrew
Bible is a stranger to these high themes, it is too
unphilosophical a book to enshrine such complex
conceptions. It is true enough that the mediaeval
Jewish mysticism——like the mysticism of Plotinus and
Eckhart——gives a large place to the doctrine (or rather
doctrines) of Emanation. Everythingemanates, comes
forth from, the One, the Absolute First Principle, and
coming forth from the One, it differentiates into a
descending series of manifestations on the finite plane.
But all this is miles beyond the scope and message of
the Old Testament. And yet, as I have said, the first
germs, the seedlings, of this elaborate thought are
certainly to be found in the Old Testament.
What these seedlings are can best be explained as
follows: God is a transcendent Being. As such He
must be far away from man, dwelling somewhere in
the heavens, outside the reach of the universe and of
human afiairs. If this is the case, then God is only a
kind of law-giver, who has to be obeyed, because He,
once upon a time, as we believe, gave us His Law and
thereby claimed our eternal obedience to Him. If the
Hebrew Bible described God as playing this transcendent role only, then we should be quite right in denying
to it the possession of the faintest traces of mysticism.
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B

ut it is not so. The H ebrew B

ible hints at not only

a distant God but a near one, not a God confined to

one locality but ubiq

law-giver but a F

uitous, not only an imperious

ather, not only an isolated B

incomparable, unapproachable, but a F

eing

riend and

Companion into W hose ear anyone can whisper a

prayer, a petition, and feel that there is someone

greater than himself who is ready and at hand to aid

and shield and encourage him. To give q

illustrating all this, is unnecessary. B

uotations

ut— to come to

my point— it is these teachings that are the ground-

floor on which the edifice of mysticism is built. The

nearness of God, the fatherhood of God, the omni-

presence of God— of which and more the 139th Psalm

is such a brilliant ex

B

the mystic'

s workshop.

ut the H ebrew B

ible, as we know, was the father
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B

position— these are wide-spread

ible doctrines. These are the indispensable tools of

of a huge progeny. Sparks from its lusty fire flew off

in all directions. I

t gave the impetus to more than

one succeeding literature of large proportions and of

the greatest moment for the history of the world.

Speaking for the Jew only, his B

ible developed into

(a) the Jewish H ellenistic literature, (6) the N ew

Testament literature, (c) the Talmudio and Midrashic

literature, (d) the mediaeval K

abbalistic literature.

Mystical elements enter largely into the composition

of all these branches of Jewish literature, each one of

which developed the subj

ect in its own characteristic

way and on widely divergent lines. I

n the small

compass of a paper like the present it is impossible to

touch even the fringe of these four varying treatments.

I

shall, therefore, select, for superficial consideration,

some points in the mysticism of the two branches
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But it is not so. The Hebrew Bible hints at not only
a distant God but a near one, not a God confined to
one locality but ubiquitous, not only an imperious
law-giver but a Father, not only an isolated Being
incomparable, unapproachable, but a Friend and
Companion into Whose ear anyone can whisper a
prayer, a petition, and feel that there is someone
greater than himself who is ready and at hand to aid
and shield and encourage him. To give quotations
illustrating all this, is unnecessary. But—to come to
my point—it is these teachings that are the groundfloor on which the edifice of mysticism is built. The
nearness of God, the fatherhood of God, the omnipresence of God—of which and more the 139th Psalm
is such a brilliant exposition—these are wide-spread
Bible doctrines. These are the indispensable tools of
the mystic’s workshop.
But the Hebrew Bible, as we know, was the father
of a huge progeny. Sparks from its lusty fire flew off
in all directions. It gave the impetus to more than
one succeeding literature of large proportions and of
the greatest moment for the history of the world.
Speaking for the Jew only, his Bible developed into
(a) the Jewish Hellenistic literature, (b) the New
Testament literature, (c) the Talmudic and Midrashic
literature, ((1) the mediaeval Kabbalistic literature.
Mystical elements enter largely into the composition
of all these branches of Jewish literature, each one of
which developed the subject in its own characteristic
way and on widely divergent lines. In the small
compass of a paper like the present it is impossible to
touch even the fringe of these four varying treatments.
I shall, therefore, select, for superficial consideration,
some points in the mysticism of the two branches
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which are essentially Jewish, viz. the Talmudic and

Midrashio literature, more comprehensively styled

'

R

"

W e said j

abbinic literature,'

and the medieval K

ust now that the H ebrew B

us with certain ax

abbalah.

ible presents

iomatio theological truths which are

the indispensable preliminaries to all mysticism. The

R

abbinic literature, as is only natural, took hold of

these truths and out of them wove a great and

heterogeneous mass of mystical doctrines, some of

whioh have a permanent value, whereas others can

very well be relegated to the limbo of the forgotten.

To come to illustration. W hat is one all-important

constituent of mysticism?

I

t is that God while in the

world is at the same time greater than the world,

transcends it. So that not only is God in the world,

but the world is also in God. This is the doctrine of

the Divine I

mmanence or I

ndwelling. N ature is

impregnated with, and under the control of, a purpose-

essentially Jewish,

there are signs everywhere of the
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ntelligence;

working of an I

nfinite Mind;

we are obliged to

interpret nature in terms of Spirit and must logically

infer a Great I

ntelligence creating and controlling with

a definite purpose and with all-inclusiveness, every

sentient oreature from amoeba to man. God is the

all-inclusive— from the bird of radiant wing to the stars

of the distant firmament and the suns of blinding light.

A

ll have the '

king'

s arrow'

within the sweep of H is maj

on them and are inoluded

estio robe. The world is

a revelation of the infinite energy. These are some of

the modern ways of describing the Divine I

A

nd the Talmudic R

abbis ex

mmanence.

pressed the same ideas in

ways of their own. Thus, take their familiar adage:

"

God is called Makom1 because H e is the dwelling-place

1 Makom =

place.
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of the universe, but the universe is not His dwellingplace.” This latter phrase, ‘the universe is not His
dwelling-place,’ means that the world is not large
enough to be His dwelling-place. It is comprehended
in God, who is greater than it. Or, as it is put in
another oft-repeated passage—there are times when
God is unable to be contained within the compass of
the world, even as Solomon confessed in his prayer:
“Behold the heavens and the highest heavens cannot
contain thee.” And there is a time when God can be
compressed into so narrow a space as that between
the two cherubims which were above the ark, as it is
said:
And when Moses was gone into the Tabernacleof the Congregation to speak with him, then he heard the voice of one speaking

of the universe, but the universe is not H is dwelling-

place."

This latter phrase, '

dwelling-place,'

the universe is not H is

means that the world is not large

enough to be H is dwelling-place. I

t is comprehended

in God, who is greater than it. O r, as it is put in

another oft-repeated passage— there are times when

God is unable to be contained within the compass of

the world, even as Solomon confessed in his prayer:

"

B

ehold the heavens and the highest heavens cannot

contain thee."

A

nd there is a time when God can be

compressed into so narrow a space as that between

the two cherubims which were above the ark, as it is

said:

A

nd when Moses was gone into the Tabernacle of the Congre-

gation to speak with him, then he heard the voice of one speaking

to him from off the mercy-seat which was upon the ark of the

testimony from between the two cherubims;

and he spake unto
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him.

There can be no simpler, and at the same time

more graphic, way of stating the great basic mystical

truth of an ever-present Deity who, while controlling

all things, is greater than they;

embedded everywhere, in the universe and in man'

s

organism. O r take another illustration of a similar

mystical concept. A

n'

A

a.d., is asked by his friend: "

light?

"

A

to him from ofl the mercy-seat which was upon the ark of the
testimony from between the two cherubims; and he spake unto
him.

and whose traces are

mora '

be no simpler, and at the same time
more graphic, way of stating the great basic mystical
truth of an ever-present Deity who, while controlling
all things, is greater than they; and whose traces are
embedded everywhere, in the universe and in man's
organism. Or take another illustration of a similar
mystical concept. An ‘Amora" of the third century
A.D., is asked by his friend: “How did God create
light ? ” And he replies :
God wrapped Himself in a garment of light with which He

There

1 of the third century

can

H ow did God create

nd he replies:

God wrapped H imself in a garment of light with which H e

illuminates the earth from end to end.

The very centre-point of much oriental mysticism

is the idea that the universe may be seen as a B

God. This H aggadic utterance j

ust q

ody of

uoted echoes the

same thought. The particles of light infiltrate them-

1A

8

mora =

a teacher in the R

abbinical academies of B

abylon or Palestine.

illuminates the earth from end to end.

The very centre-point of much oriental mysticism
is the idea that the universe may be seen as a Body of
God. This Haggadic utterance just quoted echoes the
same thought. The particles of light infiltrate them1

Amora. = 9. teacher in the Rabbinicalacademiesof

Babylon or Palestine.
8
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selves everywhere;

the universe is bathed in them;

there is nothing which can possess itself of the world,

more than light. A

A

nd it is the prime cause of life.

ll the factors that compose what we commonly

understand by life— viz. movement, action, controlling

and directing force, energy, purpose— the possibilities

of the action and interaction of all these life phenomena

are dependent upon the light. Thus, this q

R

uaint

abbinic aphorism, if interpreted in terms of modern

importance than that the abounding life of the

hibiting

ualities of will and consciousness and intelligence,

is the secret of the law and order and seq

uence that

characterise the cosmos.

This brings me to my nex

t point. I

understand by life——m'z. movement,

the light.
dependent upon interpreted
in terms of
if
aphorism,
Rabbinic
of
to an assertion

t is part of
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presses H imself through us;

it

posits also that this Divinity in which we are immersed

ex

hibits all the manifestations of intelligence, con-

sciousness, will and love. The R

no

less

y a Divine energy,
but which, by exhibiting
only all-encompassing
'

circulates everywhere and therefore we, as it were, live

in God and God ex

modern

thought, would amount
life of the
abounding
the
that
than
which

the mystic consciousness not only to believe that

union with God is possible, because the Divine L

possibilities

purpose——the
and directing force, energy, of all these life phenomena
of the action and interaction
this quaint
are

universe is thrilled through by a Divine energy, which

the q

them ;
universe is bathed in
selves everywhere ; the
there is nothing which c
it is the prime cause
And
light.
than
more
what we
All the factors that compose
action, controlling

Thus,

thought, would amount to an assertion of no less

is not only all-encompassing but which, by ex

QUEST

abbis had glimmerings

of these very same truths, although, strangely enough,

they could never keep away from intertwining their

and consciousness and intelligence,
will
of
that
the qualities
and 0rder and sequence
law
the
of
is the secret
characterise the cosmos.
is not

This brings

me

to

m

ideas with a department of knowledge which, to us,

appears to be hardly connected with the subj

ect at all,

viz. the old cosmological speculations, how did God

create the world, did H e create it H imself or did H e

employ a demiurge?

T. B

A

nyhow, there is a passage, in

. H aggigah 12a, which says that there were ten

agencies through which God created the world,— viz.

wisdom, insight, cognition, strength, power, inex

^ 1

orable-
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ness, j

justice, right,

love and mercy.

There

other
versions of the same statement, e.g. Aboth de R.
Nathan 37, which count only seven, while in Schechter’s
edition there are ten, but not all identical with those
of Haggigah.
If we want to know how deeply mystical are the
implications of this extraordinary dictum, we must
turn to three great specimens of Jewish literature, viz.
(a) the Apocryphal Wisdom of Solomon, (1)) Philo,
(0) the Kabbalah.
In the Wisdom of Solomon it is surprising to see
how successfully the authorworks out the idea of an
immanent power and force and love which are, as it
were, the pith and marrow of a Divinely-ordered and
Divinely-sustained universe, without ever for a moment
endangering the inexorable Jewish doctrines of (a) the
Person of God, and (b) monotheism; and without ever
laying himself open to the accusation of pantheism.
ness,

JE

715
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ustice, right, love and mercy. There are other

versions of the same statement, e.g. A

both de R

.

N athan 37, which count only seven, while in Schechter'

s

edition there are ten, but not all identical with those

of H aggigah.

I

f we want to know how deeply mystical are the

implications of this ex

traordinary dictum, we must

turn to three great specimens of Jewish literature, viz.

(a) the A

pocryphal W isdom of Solomon, (6) Philo,

(c) the K

abbalah.

I

n the W isdom of Solomon it is surprising to see

how successfully the author works out the idea of an

immanent power and foroe and love which are, as it

were, the pith and marrow of a Divinely-ordered and

Divinely-sustained universe, without ever for a moment

endangering the inex

orable Jewish doctrines of (a) the

Person of God, and (6) monotheism;

and without ever
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laying himself open to the accusation of pantheism.

F

or wisdom is more mobile than any motion;

Y

ea, she pervadeth and penetrateth all things by reason of her

pureness.

F

or she is a breath of the power of God,

A

nd a clear effluence of the Glory of the A

lmighty;

Therefore can nothing defiled find entrance into her.

F

or she is an effulgence from everlasting light,

A

nd an unspotted mirror of the working of God,

A

nd an image of H is goodness.

To discuss Philo in this connex

into the intricacies of his L

For wisdom is more mobilethan any motion;
Yea, she pervadeth and penetrateth all thingsby

ion would lead us

ogos, and it would take

reason

of her

pureness.

For she is a breath of the power of God,
And a clear efliuence of the Glory of the Almighty;
Therefore can nothing defiled find entrance into her.
For she is an efiulgence from everlasting light,
And an unspotted mirror of the working of God,
And an image of His goodness.

us beyond the scope of this paper. The mediaeval

K

abbalah has of course the '

ten Sefirot,'

and these

look like a highly elaborated development of the

R

abbinic doctrine about the ten agencies. L

q

uote here what The Z

K

abbalists— says of these ten '

et me

ohar— the canonical book of the

Sefirot.'

Commenting

To discuss Philo in this connexion would lead us
into the intricacies of his Logos, and it would take
The mediaeval
us beyond the scope of this paper.
‘
Kabbalah has of course the ten Sefirot,’ and these
look like a highly elaborated development of the
Rabbinic doctrine about the ten agencies. Let me
quote here what The Zohar—the canonical book of the
Kabba1ists—says of these ten ‘ Sefirot.’ Commenting
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on the verse, I

compare me that I

ex

l. 25: "

Unto whom will ye

may be like,"

it goes on to a long

planation of the origin of the ten Sefirot— the

principal attributes of God, and it continues thus:

B

efore having created any form in the world, before H e had

produced any image, H e was alone, without form, resembling

nothing. W ho would be able to imagine H im as H e then was,

before creation, since H o then had no form?

A

fter some further remarks in this strain, it

continues thus:

A

fter having produced the form of the H eavenly Man,1 God used

him as a chariot'

the verse, Isaiah xl. 25: “Unto whom will ye
compare me that I may be like,” it goes on to a long
explanation of the origin of the ten Sefirot—the
principal attributes of God, and it continues thus:
Before having created any form in the world, before He had
produced any image, He was alone, without form, resembling
nothing. Who would be able to imagine Him as He then was,
on

ST

saiah x

was QUEST

on which to descend;

H e desired to be known

by that form which is the holy name of Jehovah'

;

H e wished to

make H imself known by H is attributes, by each attribute separately,

before creation, since He then had

no

form ?

After some further remarks in this
continues thus:

strain,’ it

and thus H e let H imself be named the God of pardon, the God of

j

obj

ustice, the omnipotent, the God of armies, and B

how H is j

ustice and compassion ex

ualities and

tend throughout the universe

ust as well as over all the works of men. F
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j

e who is. H is

ect was to make thus intelligible what were H is q

or, had H e not shed

H is lights over all H is creatures how would it have been possible

for us to know H im?

H ow could it be true to say that the

universe is filled with H is glory?

W oe to him who would fain

compare H im to even one of H is essential attributes!

Much less

ought H e to be assimilated to man who has come from the earth

and who is destined for death!

I

t is necessary to conceive of H im

as above all H is creatures and all H is attributes. So that even

when these things have been taken away there is left neither

attribute, nor image, nor form. W hat remains is like the sea;

for

the waters of the sea are, by themselves, without limit and

without form;

but when they spread themselves over the earth

then they produce an image,'

and we are enabled to make the

following calculation: The source of the waters of the sea and the

force of the ourrent by which it spouts forth to spread itself over

the ground are two different things. Then there is formed an

immense basin, j

ust as when one digs out a very deep hollow;

this basin is occupied by the waters emanating from the source;

1A

dam '

I

la-S. '

MerkSba. •

Y

H V

H . 4 DimiSn.

After having produced the form of the Heavenly Man,‘ God used
him as a chariot’ on which to descend; He desired to be known
by that form which is the holy name of Jehovah’; He wished to
make Himselfknown by His attributes, by each attribute separately,
and thus He let Himself be named the God of pardon, the God of
justice, the omnipotent, the God of armies, and He who is. His
object was to make thus intelligible what were His qualities and
how His justice and compassion extend throughout the universe
just as well as over all the works of men. For, had He not shed
His lights over all His creatures how would it have been possible
for us to know Him? How could it be true to say that the
universe is filled with His glory? Woe to him who would fain
compare Him to even one of His essential attributes 1 Much less
ought He to be assimilated to man who has come from the earth
and who is destined for death I It is necessary to conceive of Him
as above all His creatures and all His attributes. So that even
when these things have been taken away there is left neither
attribute, nor image, not form. What remains is like the sea; for
the waters of the sea are, by themselves, without limit and
without form; but when they spread themselves over the earth
then they produce an image,‘ and we are enabled to make the
following calculation: The source of the waters of the sea and the
force of the current by which it spouts forth to spread itself over
the ground are two different things. Then there is formed an
immense basin, just as when one digs out a very deep hollow:
this basin is occupied by the waters emanating from the source;
‘
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it is the sea itself, but can be counted a third thing. At present,
this immense hollow of waters divides itself _.into seven canals,
which are like so many long tubes (ducts), by means of which the
waters of the sea are conveyed. Hence, the source, the force of
the current, the waters of the sea itself and the seven canals form
all together the number ten. And should the workman who constructed these vessels come to break them up, then the waters
return to their source, and there remains nothing but the débris,
dried up and no water. It is thus that the Cause of Causes has
produced the ten Sefirot. First the Crown, this is the Source
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t present,

this immense hollow of waters divides itself into seven canals,

which are like so many long tubes (ducts), by means of which the

waters of the sea are conveyed. H ence, the source, the force of

the current, the waters of the sea itself and the seven canals form

all together the number ten. A

nd should the workman who con-

structed these vessels come to break them up, then the waters

return to their source, and there remains nothing but the debris,

dried up and no water. I

t is thus that the Cause of Causes has

produced the ten Sefirot. F

irst the Crown, this is the Source

whence there springs a light without end, and from which is
derived the En-Sof, the Infinite, designating the Supreme Cause ;
while in this state it has neither form not figure; there are no
means of comprehending it, there is no method by which it can
be known. Then, there is formed a vessel (?) contracted to a mere
point [the letter god] into which, however, the Divine light penetrates ; it is the source of wisdom, it is wisdom itself, in virtue of
which the Supreme Cause makes itself called the God of Wisdom.
After that, it constructs a channel, immense as the sea, which
is called Intelligence. From this comes the designation of God
as the Knowing or Intelligent One. We must know, however. that
God is only intelligent and wise by His own essential substance;
for wisdom does not merit this name by itself, but only through
the instrumentality of Him who is wise, and produces it from the
light emanating from Him ; one cannot conceive what ‘ knowing ’
is by itself, but by Him who is the intelligent Being and who
fills it with His own essential substance. Finally, the sea divides
itself into seven branches, and there result from this division the
seven precious channels which are called: (a) Compassion (or
Greatness), Justice (or Force), Beauty,Victory, Glory, Royalty and
Foundation. It is for this reason that God is designated the
’
'
‘
'
Great or the Compassionate,’ the Strong,’ the Magnificent,’
the ' God of Victories,’ the ‘Creator to whom all Glory belongs ’
and the ' Foundation of all things.‘ It is this latter attribute
which sustains all the others as well as the totality of the worlds.

whence there springs a light without end, and from which is

derived the E

n-Sof, the I

nfinite, designating the Supreme Cause;

while in this state it has neither form nor figure;

there are no

means of comprehending it, there is no method by which it can

be known. Then, there is formed a vessel (?

point [

the letter yod]

trates;

) contracted to a mere

into which, however, the Divine light pene-

it is the source of wisdom, it is wisdom itself, in virtue of

A
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which the Supreme Cause makes itself called the God of W isdom.

fter that, it constructs a channel, immense as the sea, which

is called I

as the K

ntelligence. F

nowing or I

rom this comes the designation of God

ntelligent O ne. W e must know, however, that

God is only intelligent and wise by H is own essential substance;

for wisdom does not merit this name by itself, but only through

the instrumentality of H im who is wise, and produces it from the

light emanating from H im;

one cannot conceive what '

is by itself, but by H im who is the intelligent B

fills it with H is own essential substance. F

knowing'
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inallyi the sea divides

itself into seven branches, and there result from this division the
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F
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Strong,'
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Magnificent,'

Creator to whom all Glory belongs'

oundation of all things.'

I

t is this latter attribute

which sustains all the others as well as the totality of the worlds.

This long and intricate q

uotation from The Z

ohar

— to the consideration of some of the enigmas con-

tained in which we shall return further on— has been

'

This long and intricate quotation from The Zohar
——to the consideration of some of the enigmas contained in which We shall return further on——has been
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uoted simply to show how the mediaeval K

abbalah

Talmud in only an elementary and fragmentary way—

the doctrine that while God is the I

nfinite, placed at

an immeasurable distance above and beyond the

cosmos, H e is yet the immanent source of all the

power and intelligence that are embedded in the

constitution of the world and in the heart of man.

They are a revelation of the Presence of God, the

universe is an emanation of H im.

et me come now to one other salient point in

Talmudic mysticism. I

t is an ax

that God is the one E

ternal R

iom in all mysticism

eality, enshrined in the

visible world and in the hidden life of man, and that

the goal and end of man'

with the E

ternal R

s striving is to have union

eality as well as the vision of it.

Man looks for the truly real above and beyond all that

appears, and the mystic is he who succeeds in catching
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glimpses of it. Understanding this, it is not difficult

'

for us to appreciate the Talmudic descriptions of

certain singular visions ex

perienced by R

abbis. Unless

the

they are viewed from the mystical standpoint, not only

can they possess no literary value whatsoever, but

they must appear mere childish drivel unworthy of

serious consideration in the slightest degree. Thus, to

come to illustrations:

The older parts of the Talmud speak of the four

who entered into the '

garden,'

the garden of esoteric

knowledge. H ow otherwise can this entry '

garden'

men (B

A

be ex

en '

A

into the

plained than by saying that these four

zai, B

en Z

oma, '

A

kiba and E

lisha ben

buyah) were mystics and theosophic speculators who,

on this occasion, ex

and ex

perienced a vision of an intensely

clusively subj

Kabbalah

show how the mediaaval
alluded to in the
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the
mys
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develops the mystical doctrine alluded to in the

L
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ective character— a vision which
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is
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c
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Again, take a passage like the following, which
belongs to the early period of the Palestinian Haggadah
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brought to them the realisation of what is the ultimate

goal of all mystics— the sight of the E

ternal R

eality

behind all phenomena?

A

gain, take a passage like the following, which

(1st and 2nd centuries A.D.):

belongs to the early period of the Palestinian H aggadah

(1st and 2nd centuries a.d.):

Johanan ben Z

him was B

Johanan

akkai was once riding upon an ass and with

liezer ben '

A

719

ben Zakkai was once riding upon an ass and with
was Eliezer ben ‘Arach. The latter said to Johanan, Teach
me a chapter of the science of the Merkaba (Chariot). Have I not
taught you, replied Johanan, that the Chariot is not to be taught
to one pupil by himself unless he be very clever and of a penetrating
mind? Very well then, replied Eliezer, will you permit me to
tell you something that you have taught me? Yes, replied
Johanan, tell me. Forthwith Johanan dismounted from his ass.
Why have you dismounted from your ass ? queried Eliezer.
If, answered Johanan, you are going to discourse to me about the
Chariot, and the Shechinah is with us and the ministering angels
are accompanying us, shall I be disrespectful enough to sit upon
the ass. Then Eliezer b. 'Arach began his discourse, and no
sooner had he begun than fire came down from heaven and
encircled all the trees in the field, which with one accord began
singing a song-—vz'z. the 148th Psalm. B. Johanan at the end
stood up, and after kissing him, said: Blessed be the God of Israel,
who hath given a son to Abraham our Father—a son who is able
to understand and seek out and elucidate the problems of the
Merkaba.

raoh. The latter said to Johanan, Teach

me a chapter of the science of the Merkaba (Chariot). H ave I

not

taught you, replied Johanan, that the Chariot is not to be taught

him

to one pupil by himself unless he be very clever and of a penetrating

mind?

V

ery well then, replied E

liezer, will you permit me to

tell you something that you have taught me?

Johanan, tell me. F

Y

. . . W hy have you dismounted from your ass ?

I

es, replied

orthwith Johanan dismounted from his ass.

q

ueried E

liezer.

f, answered Johanan, you are going to discourse to me about the

Chariot, and the Shechinah is with us and the ministering angels

be disrespectful enough to sit upon
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are accompanying us, shall I

the ass. Then E

liezer b. '

A

rach began his discourse, and no

sooner had he begun than fire came down from heaven and

encircled all the trees in the field, which with one accord began

singing a song— viz. the 148

th Psalm. R

stood up, and after kissing him, said: B

who hath given a son to A

. Johanan at the end

lessed be the God of I

braham our F

to understand and seek out and elucidate the problems of the

Merkaba.

O n the gist of this weird and wonderful anecdote,

three constructions are possible: (a) it is a mere fable

and is to be lightly viewed like all those of its class;

{

b) it is a miracle, and is to be ex

plained in the ways

that all miracles in the history of early religion are

ex

plained;

subj

(c) it is a characteristic description of the

ective ex

periences of the early R

abbinic mystics.

This latter supposition seems to me the most probable,

and certainly the most fascinating interpretation.

R

eaders of the great work of B

srael,

ather— a son who is able

aron von H ilgel, The

On the gist of this weird and wonderful anecdote,
three constructions are possible: ((1.) it is a mere fable
and is to be lightly viewed like all those of its class;
(b) it is a miracle, and is to be explained in the Ways
that all miracles in the history of early religion are
explained; (c) it is a characteristic description of the
subjective experiences of the early Rabbinic mystics.
This latter supposition seems to me the most probable,
and certainly the most fascinating interpretation.
Readers of the great work of Baron von Hiigel, The
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Mystical E

lement of R

eligion, published three years

ago,

ago, will come across many parallels to it.

A

more sophisticated description of a subj

ex

perience, and one which belongs to the later— the

A

moraic— period of R

in connex

abbinic L

ective

iterature, is that told

ion with one of the synagogues of N ehardea,

a town in B

sophisticated

experience,

'

later——the

evi were, one day, sitting in the

one

of the synagogue

atib, when the Sheohinah came in. They

heard a rustling sound and arose and went out. B

a similar ex

parallels to ofit. a subjective
description

belongs to the
is that told
Literature,
Rabbinic
d of
s of Nehardea,
'

The father of Samuel and L

published three years

will come across many
A more
and one which

abylon.

synagogue of Shef-we-Y

'

,

ST

sitting in the

. Shesheth had

perience in the same synagogue and did not walk out—

They

the tacit reason for his not going out being that, as he

was blind, the vision held no terrors for him. The

whole event is narrated in the Talmud in a style which

shows that it was meant to be aocepted not as a fable

or legend, but as a real occurrence. I

f it was so, then

the only feasible standpoint from which to view it is,

that it was a real occurrence only to the minds, the
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eyes and ears of those who saw and heard it. B

although this ex

ut

periencing of the Shechinah in this

material way was a spasmodic, isolated phenomenon,

something whioh befell an individual R

an individual R

abbi here and

abbi there who chanced to possess the

mystical temperament, there is a sense in which all the

R

abbis, and all the communities who were influenced

by their teachings, were mystics. F

or they one and

all believed, with an assurance which they reiterated

that, as he
out being
not
going
for his
for him. The
the tacit reason
terrors
no
held
the vision
in a style which
was blind,
Talmud
the
in
d
whole event is narrate t to be accepted not as a fable
mean
shows that it was real occurrence. If it was so, then,
but as a
to view it is,
which
or legend,
from
standpoint
t
the only feasible
al occurrence only

tirelessly, in a kind of universally-diffused Divine

Presence, a Shechinah, or as it were a kind of Divine

effluence, which, while residing in every nook and

corner of the cosmos, imparting force and life and

protecting power everywhere, yet found its abode more

particularly in the brotherhood of I

mysterious q

srael. I

t was some

uality from on H igh which followed I

srael

tirelessly,

in

a

or as it were
Shechinah,
a
Presence,
in

a

nook and
every
while residing
d life and
eflluence, which,
its abode more
found
is
everywhere, ye Israel It was some
protecting power
of
brotherhood
the
in
followed Israel
particularly
which
High
on
quality from
'

'

mysterious
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everywhere, an ocean of Divinity in which the I

sraelites

in the mass and in the individual capacity were bathed.

I

t was j

ust this all-surrounding and all-filling influence

(of which God was the source) that was the cause of

I

srael'

s marvellous staying power, the agent which

brought about everything that was good and great and

triumphant in the sphere of the Jew. I

t was a real

union of a nation with God, an abiding vision of a

commingling of the human factor with the Divine

factor, obvious enough to even the superficial observer

of passing events as well as to the reader of the storied

glory of the past. "

away into ex

ile,"

W hithersoever I

srael wandered

runs the classic passage, "

the Divine Presence follow them."

A

thither did

nd then the

details are given of the several peregrinations of the

Jewish race from the earliest times. I

t is a captivating

thought. The conception of a whole nation having its
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corporate life in union with God, a living group with

many and diversified members j

Spirit!

I

t follows q

oined together by one

uite logically, that if a whole

nation is thus a partaker of divinity, because it is beset

with it on all sides, then each individual comprised in

that nation must have an inward ex

perience of that

divinity, provided he order his life in a way that

enables him to realise it. H ence the R

abbis looked

upon the attainment of the Sheohinah as the crowning

ideal that man must pursue. I

me that, according to R

n short, it seems to

abbinic belief, the perfect man

must be a mystic and the mystic is the only perfect

man. Such a statement I

paradox

know gives rise to several

es and is open to strong opposition. L

only add that this branch of R

et me

abbinic mystical doctrine

will seem to many to be vitiated by one serious

drawback: it is so strongly particularistic and national

72.1

everywhere, an ocean of Divinity in which the Israelites
in the mass and in the individual capacity were bathed.
It was just this all-surrounding and all-fillinginfluence
(of which God was the source) that was the cause of
Israel's marvellous staying power, the agent which
brought about everything that was good and great and
triumphant in the sphere of the Jew. It was a real
union of a nation with God, an abiding vision of a
oommingling of the human factor with the Divine
factor, obvious enough to even the superficial observer
of passing events as well as to the reader of the storied
glory of the past. “Whithersoever Israel wandered

away into exile,” runs the classic passage, “thitherdid
the Divine Presence follow them.” And then the
details are given of the several peregrinations of the
Jewish race from the earliest times. It is a captivating
thought. The conception of a whole nation having its
corporate life in union with God, a living group with
many and diversified members joined together by one
Spirit! It follows quite logically, that if a whole
nation is thus a. partaker of divinity, because it is beset
with it on all sides, then each individual comprised in
that nation must have an inward experience of that
divinity, provided he order his life in a way that
enables him to realise it. Hence the Rabbis looked
upon the attainment of the Shechinah as the crowning
ideal that man must pursue. In short, it seems to
me that, according to Rabbinic belief, the perfect man
must be a mystic and the mystic is the only perfect
man. Such a statement I know gives rise to several
paradoxes and is open to strong opposition. Let me
only add that this branch of Rabbinic mystical doctrine
will seem to many to be vitiated by one serious
drawback: it is so strongly particularistic and national
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in its outlook. The Shechinah is only for I

srael;

the

direct vision of, and immediate contact and union

with, the O ne who is the inner and eternal R

QUEST

eality,

'

'

'

the L

ife of all lives, is only possible to the Jew. Can

we accept a view so limited in its scope?

Y

es,

provided we recognise the number of centuries which

'

separate us from the age when these doctrines were

first promulgated. I

f we, with our modern enlighten-

ment, say that not only the Jew but the good and

worthy of all races can hope for the realisation of this

ideal in their own several cases, we shall not be far

wrong, because the R

abbis themselves, in a number of

their utterances, led us to believe the same.

W hen we turn to see how the many divergent

branches of the mediaeval K

foregoing topics and ex

abbalah took up all the

panded them, we are ushered

into an immensely rich new province of Jewish

uite sui generis. I

n a paper it is
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mysticism which is q

only possible to cast a hurried glance at one or two

noteworthy features. I

Sefirot.'

These are ax

spoke before of the '

ten

iomatic to every province of the

medieval mysticism of Jews, no matter in what other

fundamentals they differ from one another.

The ten Sefirot are: (1) K

H ohmah (W isdom);

ether (Crown);

(3) B

lnah (I

(Compassion);

(5) Din (Justice);

(7) N etsah (V

ictory);

(F

oundation);

(8

(2)

ntelligence);

(6) H od (B

(4) H esed

eauty);

) Tifereth (Glory);

(9) Y

(10) Malkuth (Sovereignty). W hat deep

theological verities these Sefirot in their individual

capacities or in their relations to one another really

teach, is a matter of disagreement among the K

lists. Speaking broadly, however, it is safe to

abba-

esod

mysticism

which is

quite sui generis.

In

a

paper it is

cast a
noteworthy features.axiomatic to every province of the
Sefirot.' These are

only

possible to

assume that they are a declaration that the Deity

is the one eternal L

ife, the creative and original

fundamentals they

Kether (Crown); (2)
(1)
The ten Sefirot
(4) Elesed
(Intelligence);
Binah
(3)
;
Hohmah (Wisdom) Din (Justice); (6) Hod (Beauty);
(Compassion); (5) (8) Tifereth (Glory); (9) Yesod
What deep
(7) Netsah (Victory);
(Sovereignty).
Malkuth
(Foundation); (10)
in their individual
are:

Sefirot

theological verities these
relatio
capacities or in their
of disagreement
teach, is

a

matter

amo

however,
Speaking broadly,declar
ation

that the Deity
original
assume that they
the creative and
Life,
eternal
is the one

lists.
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soul of things, the infinite mysterious cosmic activity

in which all things are, as it were, immured and

immersed. A

ll the different manifestations of activity

in the cosmos, all the grades of spiritual and moral

achievement in man, are due to a direct influence of

some one or other of the Sefirot. The Sefirot being

thus emanations of God, it follows that man and the

world are also emanations of the Divine. A

L

nd yet, as

uria and Cordovero1 and others of their school are

concerned to point out, God— the E

live entirely in the Sefirot. F

n-Sof— does not

or the latter are only,

after all, certain visible manifestations of the Divine

attributes, visible to our feeble human eye, perceivable

to our limited human mind. B

ut God— the E

n-Sof—

transcends all these things and transcends all ideas

that we can possibly make of them. H ere we have the

characteristic Jewish safe-guarding of the Divine

I
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Transcendence and the counterblast to Pantheism.

t was said j

ust now that the first of the ten

Sefirot is the Crown. To q

of The Z

uote the original A

ohar, it denotes "

ramaio

the principle of all principles,

the mysterious wisdom, the highest of high crowns by

which all crowns and diadems crown thenlselves."

A

very enigmatio definition this, one that gives far more

darkness than light!

B

ut on reading further descrip-

tions of it by the mediaeval Jewish mystics, its

implication becomes more apparent. I

t is similar to

the H egelian idea of '

(das reine Seiri).

This '

pure being '

pure being'

or '

ex

istence '

thought.'

is in this '

The world is the '

thought'

thought'

of God. I

of God that everything is embraced.

So that, to say that the first of the Sefirot denotes the

1 The two most famous K

soul of things, the infinite mysterious cosmic activity
in which all things are, as it were, immured and
immersed. All the different manifestations of activity
in the cosmos, all the grades of spiritual and moral
achievement in man, are due to a direct influence of
some one or other of the Sefirot. The Sefirot being
thus emanations of God, it follows that man and the
world are also emanations of the Divine. And yet, as
Luria and Cordovero‘ and others of their school are
concerned to point out, God—the En-Sof—does not
live entirely in the Sefirot. For the latter are only,
after all, certain visible manifestations of the Divine
attributes, visible to our feeble human eye, perceivable
to our limited human mind. But God—the En-S6f—
transcends all these things and transcends all ideas
that we can possibly make of them. Here we have the
characteristic Jewish safe-guarding of the Divine
Transcendence and the counterblast to Pantheism.
It was said just now that the first of the ten
Sefirot is the Crown. To quote the original Aramaic
of The Zohar, it denotes “ the principle of all principles,
the mysterious wisdom, the highest of high crowns by
which all crowns and diadems crown themselves.” A
very enigmatic definition this, one that gives far more
darkness than light! But on reading further descriptions of it by the mediaaval Jewish mystics, its
implication becomes more apparent. It is similar to
the Hegelian idea of ‘pure being’ (das reine Sein).
This pure being’ or existence is thought or reason,
a mere abstraction. The starting-point of everything
is ‘thought.’ The world is the ‘thought of God. It
is in this ‘thought’ of God that everything is embraced.
So that, to say that the first of the Sefirot denotes the

is thought or reason,

a mere abstraction. The starting-point of everything

is *

728

abbalists of the 16th century.

t

‘

‘

’

’

‘

The two most famous Kabbalists of the 16th century.
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that
it teaches the truth
that
to
saying
tantamount
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in its infinity of time
universe
the
of
the plan
and colour
endless varieties of form
its
all
in
and
space,
as

ST

I

cosmos as comprehended in the thought of God, is

tantamount to saying that it teaches the truth that

the plan of the universe in its infinity of time and

space, in all its endless varieties of form and colour

and movement, ebb and flow, all these are part and

parcel of a God who transcends all and is yet immanent

in all.

'

The second and third Sefirot are "

W isdom and

comprehended

all these are part
and movement, ebb and flow, and is
yet immanent
all
parcel of a God who transcends
in all.
and
are Wisdom
Sefirot
third
and
second
The
by the
two are generally regarded
These
Intelligence.
Here
of the first Sefirah.
as an outcome
-

I

ntelligence. These two are generally regarded by the

K

abbalists as an outcome of the first Sefirah. H ere

we alight on two interesting points. F

irstly we are

presented with what is a feature in most branches of

Kabbalists

mystical literature, Christian and general, viz. the

application of the idea of the sex

ual relationship to

the solution of the problem of ex

istence. W isdom is

Firstly we are
points.
interesting
we alight
branches of
is a feature in most
what
with
the
presented
Christian and general, viz.
literature,
to
mystical
idea of the sexual relationship
on

the father, the active principle which engenders all

things, and imposes on them form and measure.;

ntelligence is the mother, the passive principle. O ut
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I

of the union of these two, comes a son who is dowered

application of

with the characteristics of both parents. This son is

R

eason. These three, father, mother and son, hold,

and unite in themselves, all that which has been,

which is and which will be. B

ut they, in their turn,

are all united to the first Sefirah (the Crown) who is the

all-comprehensive O ne, who is, was and will be. H ere

is again what is customarily regarded as the H egelian

teaching of the identity of thought and being. The

universe is an ex

pression of the ideas or the absolute

forms of intelligence.

The first three Sefirot (says Cordovero) must"

be considered as

one and the same thing. The first represents '

knowledge,'

the

that which is known.'

The

second '

the knower,'

the third '

Creator is H imself, at one and the same time, knowledge, the

knower and the known. I

ndeed, H is manner of knowing does not

consist in applying H is thought to things outside H im;

it is by

two

the

is
of existence. Wisdom

the solution of the problem
which engenders all
principle
active
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self-knowledge that H e knows and perceives everything which is.

There ex

ists nothing which is not united to H im and which H e

does not find in H is own essence. H e is the type of all being and

all things ex

form. . . . I

ist in H im under their most pure and most perfect

t is thus that all ex

isting things in the universe

have their form in the Sefirot and the Seflrot have theirs in the

source from which they emanate.

The other interesting point to which attention

must be drawn is the fact that the putting together of

the first three Sefirot and the picturing of them as

father, mother and son has encouraged many Christian

apologists to say that the Trinity is distinctly taught

in the Jewish mystical literature. W e, of course,

know that the resemblance is q

uite a matter of

accident. That there is a substantial admix

foreign elements in all the branches of the K

literature is q

ture of

abbalistio

uite certain. O ne considerable influenoe

bn Gabirol'

s philosophy, which
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came from Salomon I

so largely echoes Plato. N eoplatonism, Gnosticism,

Philonism and other systems have all left traces

which peep through everywhere. B

ut Christianity is

a debtor to these sources also, as well as to Judaism;

so that what appears to be Christian is probably but a

development of the original material by an unbroken

succession of Jewish minds. This original material is

the old Talmudic and Midrashic ex

was foisted the other systems j

egesis, upon which

ust alluded to. That

there should be a resultant resemblance to Christianity

is q

uite a normal thing;

doubt, that the two lie in q

but it is clear, beyond a

uite distinct planes.

N o paper on mysticism, whether Jewish or any

other, can be said to have done even the barest j

to its subj

ustice

ect unless it says something on the towering

part played by the soul. Mysticism'

s centre of gravity

is the kinship between the human and the divine;

and
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self-knowledge that He knows and perceives everything which is.
There exists nothing which is not united to Him and which He
does not find in His own essence. He is the type of all being and
all things exist in Him under their most pure and most perfect
form.
It is thus that all existing things in the universe
.

.

.

have their form in the Seflrot and the Seflrot have theirs in the
source from which they emanate.

The other interesting point to which attention
must be drawn is the fact that the putting together of
the first three Sefirot and the picturing of them as
father, mother and son has encouraged many Christian
apologists to say that the Trinity is distinctly taught
in the Jewish mystical literature. We, of course,
know that the resemblance is quite a matter of
accident. That there is a substantial admixture of
foreign elements in all the branches of the Kabbalistic
literature is quite certain. One considerable influence
came from Salomon Ibn Gabirol’s philosophy, which
so largely echoes Plato. N eoplatonism, Gnosticism,
Philonism and other systems have all left traces
which peep through everywhere. But Christianity is
a debtor to these sources also, as well as to Judaism;
so that what appears to be Christian is probably but a
development of the original material by an unbroken
succession of Jewish minds. This original material is
the old Talmudic and Midrashic exegesis, upon which
was foisted the other systems just alluded to. That
there should be a resultant resemblance to Christianity
is quite a normal thing; but it is clear, beyond a
doubt, that the two lie in quite distinct planes.
N 0 paper on mysticism, whether Jewish or any
other, can be said to have done even the barest justice
to its subject unless it says something on the towering
part played by the soul. Mysticism’s centre of gravity
is the kinship between the human and the divine; and
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the only avenue through which this kinship can

become real to us is the soul. I

f it were more

generally known that the mystical theology of the

Jew places a high premium upon the soul, the q

uietus

a religion but a formalism, not an answer to an inward

call but a precise and mechanical obedience to a mere

outward routine of law and regulation. The soul as a

spiritual entity playing the highest of high parts in

s relation with the unseen, is certainly not a

conspicuous element of either the O ld Testament or

the R

abbinical writings, but the deficiency is made

good in the ample part assigned to the soul in all

branches of the mediaeval K

abbalah. I

n fact, the part

is rather too ample, as is seen from the q

value of L

B

uria'

uestionable

s doctrine of the transmigration of souls.

y means of his soul, says The Z

ohar, man

unites the upper with the lower world— or, to q

uote a
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translation of the original:

A

s soon as man was created, everything was brought into a

all comprehended in him, he is the perfection of all.

A

dam K

uote a familiar idea, the Sheohinah or the

admon, the Celestial A

emanations of God, the L

dam, the first of the

ogos, identical in some ways

with the first of the Sefirot, produced the earthly

shechinah, the earthly A

known that the

mystical theology of

the

soul, the quietus
m upon the
premiu
high
Jew places
Judaism is not
that
mon
cry
com
the
inward
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from the questionable
as is seen
ample,
too
of souls.
rather
is
trine of the transmigration
Zohar, man
his soul, says The
0

'

’

world—-or, to quote a

dam— man who is a kind of

Divine Presence in human form. B

were more

'

proper state, everything which is above and which is below, it is

O r to q

If it

is

a

would be given to the common cry that Judaism is not

man'

generally

us

ut we are not to

think that this real man is made up solely of flesh and

skin, veins and sinews. The real man is the soul and

the other things are merely a vestment, a veil. Man'

skin represents the firmament which ex

s

As soon

tends every-

where and covers everything. H is flesh puts us in

proper state,
all

as man was

brought into 9.
created, everything was is below, it is
which

everything which is above

and

perfection of
comprehended in him, he is the

all.

idea,
Or to quote a familiar
Celestial Adam, in some ways
Adam Kadmon, the
the Logos, identical the earthly
God,
of
emanations
Sefirot,
with the first of the Adam——man who is a kind of
not to
shechinah, the earthly
form. But we are
human
in
Divine Presence
solely of flesh and
made
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is
man
real
and
think that this
real man is the soul
The
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M9335
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mind of the evil side of the universe, i.e. the elements

which are purely ex

terior and of sense. The sinews

and veins symbolise the Celestial Chariot, i.e. the

interior forces of man which are the servitors of God.

B

ut all these are merely an outward covering. I

n the

inner man there lies the mystery of the Celestial

A

dam who is God in action. I

man'

ex

n this kingdom of

s soul there are processes going on which are the

act counterpart of those which go on in the world

above. W e could not wish for any more pronouncedly

literal pourtrayal of the Divine I

mmanence anywhere.

The soul is threefold: (1) the N eshamah, which is the

highest phase of its ex

istence;

(2) R

uah, which is

the seat of good and evil, the abode of the moral

attributes;

(3) N efesh, the grosser side of spirit, which

is en rapport with the body and the cause of all the

movements and instincts of the physical life. E

ach
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one of these three souls (or three aspects of the soul)

has its source in some one of the ten Sefirot. The

N eshamah, which, as we have said, is the soul in its

most elevated and sublime sense, originates in the

Sefirah of W isdom. The R

uah, which, as we said,

denotes the soul in its ethical aspect, comes from the

Sefirah of Glory, which, according to some K

abbalists,

though not according to others, is a combination of

Justice and Mercy. The N efesh, which, as we said,

is the animal side of soul, is derived from the last of

the ten Sefirot, Sovereignty, that element of divinity

which comes most of all into contact with the material

forces of earth.

That the soul had a heavenly pre-ex

istence is a

doctrine to be found in some shape or other in all

sections of Jewish mysticism. The Talmudic R

abbis

spoke of it and deduced it from certain remarks of

727

mind of the evil side of the universe, i.e. the elements
which are purely exterior and of sense. The sinews
and veins symbolise the Celestial Chariot, 12.3. the
interior forces of man which are the servitors of God.
But all these are merely an outward covering. In the
inner man there lies the mystery of the Celestial
Adam who is God in action. In this kingdom of
man's soul there are processes going on which are the
exact counterpart of those which go on in the world
above. We could not wish for any more pronouncedly
literal pourtrayal of the Divine Immanence anywhere.
The soul is threefold: (1) the N eshamah, which is the
highest phase of its existence; (2) Ruah, which is
the seat of good and evil, the abode of the moral
attributes; (3) N efesh, the grosser side of spirit, which
is en rapport with the body and the cause of all the
movements and instincts of the physical life. Each
one of these three souls (or three aspects of the soul)
has its source in some one of the ten Sefirot. The
Neshamah, which, as we have said, is the soul in its
most elevated and sublime sense, originates in the
Sefirah of Wisdom. The Ruah, which, as we said,
denotes the soul in its ethical aspect, comes from the
Sefirah of Glory, which, according to some Kabbalists,
though not according to others, is a combination of
Justice and Mercy. The Nefesh, which, as We said,
is the animal side of soul, is derived from the last of
the ten Sefirot, Sovereignty, that element of divinity
which comes most of all into contact with the material
forces of earth.
That the soul had a heavenly pre-existence is a
doctrine to be found in some shape or other in all
sections of Jewish mysticism. The Talmudic Rabbis
spoke of it and deduced it from certain remarks of
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but whether it was an original creation of

theirs, or whether they merely built on the Platonio

doctrine, is a moot point. I

saac L

that all souls were born with A

uria was of opinion

dam and that every

human being at birth received, by some Divine inter-

vention, the soul that fitted it. L

uria'

s doctrine of

the soul comes perilously near to favouring the non-

Jewish doctrine of original sin. F

all souls born with A

or, according to him,

dam constituted originally a one

and only soul. H ence, when A

dam sinned through

disobedience, this one huge comprehensive soul born

with him, and of which every future human being was

at birth to receive a little microscopic bit, became

involved in sin. B

ut L

uria clears himself from all

suspicions of Christian doctrine and falls thoroughly

into line with all the Jewish mystics, from the greatest

of them even unto the least of them, in his insistence

upon the soul'

s possibility, and hence duty, of working
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out its highest destiny unaided. This tenet, as a

matter of fact, was j

ust what gave the first impetus

among these mystics to their weird theories of the

transmigrations of the soul. The soul cannot cast off

its dross and rehabilitate itself in the course of one

life-time. I

ex

t must pass through many bodies and

perience many terrestrial ex

istences, each one higher

than the other, before it can reach the pinnacle of

perfection which is its pre-destined end.

Jewish mysticism reflects the nature of the

mysticism of all other creeds in the way in which it

links together the two most indispensable factors of

the spiritual life— love and the soul. The soul, says

the mystic of all ages, seeks to enter consciously into

the Presence of God. I

t can only do so under the spur

of an overpowering eostatio emotion called L

ove.
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The word Love as applied to the mystics (says Evelyn
Underhill) is to be understood in its deepest, fullest sense; as the

ove means to the mystic can best be described

in the words of a modern writer on the subj

The word L

ect:

ove as applied to the mystics (says E

velyn

Underhill) is to he understood in its deepest, fullest sense;

ultimate ex

pression of the self'

as the

s most vital tendencies, not as the

superficial affection or emotion often dignified by this name.

Mystic L

ove is the offspring of the Celestial V

enus;

the deep-

seated desire and tendency of the soul towards its source. I

condition of humble access, a life-movement of the self;

t is a

more

direct in its methods, more valid in its results— even in the hands

of the least lettered of its adepts— than the most piercing

intellectual vision of the greatest philosophic mind.

Jewish mysticism ex

hibits very much the same

characteristics as have j

ust been desoribed. I

us that in love lies the mystery of the soul'

with God. I

t tells

s union

t is love that draws the one to the other,

that lifts up everything which is, to that high degree
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where everything must necessarily blend into a unity.

The Z

words "

ohar gives some such oonnotation as this to the

H ear, O

O ne."

A

I

srael, the L

fine passage from The Z

ord our God, the L

ord is

ohar depicting one

of the aspects of this mystic love is the following:

I

n one of the most mysterious and most ex

heaven there is a palace called the Palace of L

mysteries are enacted there;

alted parts of the

ove;

profound

there are assembled all the most

well-beloved souls of the H eavenly K

H eavenly K

ing;

it is there that the

ing, the H oly O ne (blessed be H e!

The Divine kiss,"

passage, "

we are told in another

is the union of the soul with the substanoe

from which it draws its origin."

These ideas are by

no means the invention of mediaeval Jewish mystioism.

They are familiar to all students of the Talmud and

Midrash. The old R

abbinic homilies on The Song of

Songs reverberate throughout with the strains of this

9

ultimate expression of the self’s most vital tendencies, not as the
superficial afiection or emotion often dignified by this name.
Mystic Love is the offspring of the Celestial Venus; the deepseated desire and tendency of the soul towards its source. It is a
condition of humble access, a life-movement of the self; more
direct in its methods, more valid in its resu1ts—even in the hands
of the least lettered of its adepts—than the most piercing
intellectual vision of the greatest philosophicmind.

Jewish mysticism exhibits very much the same
characteristics as have just been described. It tells
us that in love lies the mystery of the soul's union
with God. It is love that draws the one to the other,
that lifts up everything which is, to that high degree
where everything must necessarily blend into a unity.
The Zohar gives some such connotation as this to the
words “ Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is
One.” A fine passage from The Zohar depicting one
of the aspects of this mystic love is the following:

) lives together with

these saintly souls and unites H imself to them by kisses of love.

"
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What Love means to the mystic can best be described
in the words of a. modern writer on the subject:
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In one of the most mysterious and most exalted parts of the
heaven there is a palace called the Palace of Love; profound
mysteries are enacted there; there are assembled all the most
well-beloved souls of the Heavenly King; it is there that the
Heavenly King, the Holy One (blessed be He!) lives together with
these saintly souls and unites Himself to them by kisses of love.

“The Divine kiss,” we are told in another
passage, “is the union of the soul with the substance
from which it draws its origin.” These ideas are by
no means the invention of mediaaval Jewish mysticism.
They are familiar to all students of the Talmud and
Midrash. The old Rabbinic homilies on The Song of
Songs reverberate throughout with the strains of this
9
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deeply spiritual teaching, and it is no small attestation

of the perennial moving force of mysticism in religion

that the early Synagogue and the early Church-

bitterly opposed as they were on so many points of

belief— should have both, although in utterly diverse

ways, tried to ex

tract the truest meaning of The Song of

Songs by the instrument of the mystical interpretation.

F

rom all these scrappy and haphazard bits of

information that I

have pieced together in this paper

one or two considerations emerge which are vital to a

correct understanding and a j

subj

ect. I

ust estimate of our

t is noticeable that the Jewish mystical

literature, no matter of what age, always finds a place

for the B

ible. The Z

that the early

ohar is, as a matter of fact,

written in the form of a commentary on Scripture.

B

ut all such productions either take the B

ible as a

subject.

starting-point for their theories, or appeal to it
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constantly for a confirmation of them. The result has

been this: that mystical speculation among Jews kept

'

ism. Clearly enough, there is always a kinship between

t door to saying that God is all, and this again

ut it is only

so on a shallow and specious reasoning. I

n reality,

the chasms separating these propositions are enormous.

The Jewish mystio did not need the aid of any hard

reasoning to show him their separateness. I

t was

done for him by his inveterate worship of tradition and

authority— tradition and authority as vested for him

in his B

ible, which, as the Divine B

him a homage which he dared not q

disobey. I

ook, ex

acted from

uestion, leave alone

f, finding God everywhere, in the world, in

noticeable that

ductions
for their theories,

mysticism and pantheism. To say that God is in all

ia very near to saying that all is God. B

the Jewish mystical
finds a place
matter of what age, always
matter of fact,
The Zohar is, as a
on Scripture.
form of a commentary
a
either take the Bible as

It is

literature, no

its devotees admirably free from the dangers of panthe-

is nex

of

were on so many points
they
opposed
bitterly
although in utterly diverse
belief——should have both,truest
meaning of The Song of
the
extract
to
tried
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bits of
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been this: that mystical
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into the materialism of pantheism, which is the
negation of all religion, this risky attitude was at once
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his own deepest self, the mystic was apt to run amuck

negation of all religion, this risky attitude was at once

corrected by the reverent realisation that God is, and

srael'

law-giver and guide and deliverer, and that only in

loyalty to the behests of this outward and transcendent

God could happiness and blessedness be found. Thus

we have the rare spectacle of some of the most

pronounced Jewish mystics being at one and the same

time the most conservative of formalists, the most

unswerving upholders of the letter of Jewish tradition.

Mysticism cannot be called into account for any

palpable number of seceders from Judaism. A

nd as

for the Jew of to-day, the times call loudly for his

adoption of a mystical standpoint in religion. W hat

with the new scientific conceptions of the life here and

the B

higher criticism'
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the life hereafter, what with the •

ible with its doubtings and denials of much that

used to be thought divine and imperishable in Judaism,

the Jew sorely needs convincing himself that his

religion— like the religion of all other men— is not in

the last resort at the mercy of these outward ohanging

fashions. I

ts truth and validity rest on the fact that

man can, if only he will, have an intimate life with

God;

and that the kernel of religion consists in a

tireless search for union with a Divine Presence,

which is the highest conceivable level of the spiritual

life.

J. A

relson.

own

corrected

into the materialism of pantheism, which is the

must be, outward as well as inward, that H e is I
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of

by the reverent

realisation that God is, and
must be, outward as well as inward, that He is Israel's
law-giver and guide and deliverer, and that only in
loyalty to the behests of this outward and transcendent
God could happiness and blessedness be found. Thus
we have the rare spectacle of some of the most
pronounced Jewish mystics being at one and the same
time the most conservative of formalists, the most
unswerving upholders of the letter of Jewish tradition.
Mysticism cannot be called into account for any
palpable number of seceders from Judaism. And as
for the Jew of to-day, the times call loudly for his
adoption of a mystical standpoint in religion. What
with the new scientific conceptions of the life here and
the life hereafter, what with the ‘ higher criticism of
the Bible with its doubtings and denials of much that
used to be thought divine and imperishable in Judaism,
the Jew sorely needs convincing himself that his
religion—like the religion of all other men—is not in
the last resort at the mercy of these outward changing
fashions. Its truth and validity rest on the fact that
man can, if only he will, have an intimate life with
God; and that the kernel of religion consists in a
tireless search for union with a Divine Presence,
which is the highest conceivable level of the spiritual
life.
s
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.

ish-meal of the

in the last number of The Q uest,

we found ourselves able to ex

plain all ex

tant E

arly

Christian fish-and-bread meal pictures, as fully as can

be desired, without recurring once to the allied gospel-

tex

ts describing the multiplication of the loaves and

fishes on the shore of L

Fish-meal of the
The Messianic
of THE QUEST,
,’ in the last number xtant Early

ake Genesareth. N evertheless

it is still worth while to analyse on their own account

‘

these evangelic traditions since they claim to describe

an important incident in the life and ministry of the

'

historical Jesus.

I

f the archaeology of Christian origins has been

entirely wrong in considering the above-analysed pic-

tures as simple illustrations to the evangelic feeding-

stories, and has thereby lost the opportunity of
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properly utilising some of the most ancient and

valuable witnesses about the nature of the primitive

Christian '

agape,'

so should we also be ill-advised, if

we yielded to the temptation to neglect the above-

q

can
as fully as
d-bread meal pictures,
allied gospelonce to the
recurring
without
be desired,
of the loaves and
multiplication
the
texts describing
Genesareth. Nevertheless

fishes

on

the shore of Lake

uoted traditions as entirely devoid of historical value

and biographical interest, merely because it might now

appear possible to take them as nothing more than

proj

ections of the customary fish-and-bread meal of

the earliest Church into the earthly life of the Christ-

invented in order to j

ustify the preservation of this

originally Jewish rite by the ex

ample of Jesus, j

as the command of the risen L

ord— "

732

ust

Go ye and

historical Jesus.
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etc.— has been arbitrarily inserted

into the concluding verses of Matthew, in order to lend

the authority of Jesus to the Christian development of

the baptism of John and his disciples. F

case we should ex

ing,'

and above all— if not in A

D— an ex

or in that

pect a mention of the '

or B

(1 Cor. I

Pauline account of the L

uke 22i< > ), in the

ast Supper.

), where— in the original tex

must remember that the popular Jewish eschatology

pected the Messiah to repeat the Mosaic miracle of

the Manna,1 j

ust as the Christ was ex

pected to renew

the marvellous production of life-giving water from the

H unger and thirst— this
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bare rock in the wilderness."

is of course the meaning of these hopes— will be un-

known in the K

ingdom of God, where a miraculous

fertility is to reign throughout: the earth will bring

forth her fruits in myriads;

thousand branches;

a single vine will have a

every branch of it a thousand

every cluster a thousand grapes;

and every

grape will yield a barrel of wine. They who have been

hungry will have plenty to eat, for in those times the

manna will fall again from heaven, and they that live

to see the end of the times, will again eat of it.4 A

1 Cp. Q urst, vol. iv., p. 497.

*

Cp. Jean R

8

"

eville, L

1 Syrian A

F

e 4*

mt B

s the first Goel (= MoseB

one bring forth water "

ragm. of Papias in I

vangile, p. 175 (2nd ed. p. 178

).

) has produced a fountain, so will the second

(Schetgen, Der wahre Mettias, I

pocalypsit of B

”

t— no mention

ocourred of any fish.1 To understand this tradition, we

A

‘

This do ye in

O 25 and L

n pursuing therefore resolutely this further line

clusters;

should expect a mention of the cup of blessing,’ and above all—if not in A or B at least in C or
D—an express order of Jesus, to repeat for ever this fishand-bread meal, analogous to the word: “ This do ye in
remembrance of me (1 Cor. 1025 and Luke 22:9), in the
Pauline account of the Last Supper.
In pursuing therefore resolutely this further line
of research, we shall best start from the feeding of the
4,000 (B), where—in the original text—-no mention
occurred of any fish.‘ To understand this tradition, we
must remember that the popular Jewish eschatology
expected the Messiah to repeat the Mosaic miracle of
the Manna,"just as the Christ was expected to renew
the marvellous production of life-giving water from the
bare rock in the wilderness.’ Hunger and thirst—this
is of course the meaning of these hopes—will be unknown in the Kingdom of God, where a miraculous
fertility is to reign throughout: the earth will bring
forth her fruits in myriads; a single vine will have a
thousand branches ; every branch of it a thousand
clusters; every cluster a thousand grapes; and every
grape will yield a barrel of wine. They who have been
hungry will have plenty to eat, for in those times the
manna will fall again from heaven, and they that live
to see the end of the times, will again eat of it.‘ A
case we

cup of bless-

of research, we shall best start from the feeding of the

ex

8

press order of Jesus, to repeat for ever this fish-
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4,000 (B
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the multiplied loaves
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wheat-ear will grow higher than the mountains of

Judah;

yet it will not be difficult to harvest its grains,

for God will send a wind, to scatter the '

heaven'

corn from

(Psalm 72e)— changed already into flour— all

over the earth,1 etc.

E

ven if the fourth gospel (Jn. 6)u.) did not ex

pressly

oompare the multiplication of the bread by Jesus to

the manna-miracle of Moses, we should not fail to

perceive that the story of the miraculous feeding of the

multitude is intended to show that Jesus was indeed

the true Messiah, who could at will feed as many of the

hungry in I

srael as he clwse. The multiplication itself

is well known to be modelled on the prototype of an

E

lisha-legend in 2 K

ings 4«

,«

.'

I

ndeed it is only with

regard to this prototypic passage, that the fourth

gospel makes the multiplied loaves consist of barley.

B

ecause E

lisha lets his servant '

set before'

the people,

Jesus does not himself distribute the bread, but orders

set'

the bread '

before '
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the Twelve to '

the multitude—

an artificial method of composition, the result of which

is best characterised by the criticism of a small school-

boy, who remarked indignantly to his father: "

isn'

N ow

t it too bad, dad, that the apostles themselves did

not get anything to eat and yet it was their bread that

the L

Jean R

12K

*

"

ord Jesus gave to the other men!

"

"

I

QUEST

‘

ndeed, as

eville4 has acutely observed, the disciples ana-

’

ethuboth 111b.

A

man from B

aal-Shalisha . . bronght the man of God bread of

the first fruits, twenty loaves of barley and full ears of corn in the husk

thereof. A

nd he said, Give unto the people, that they may eat. A

servitor said, W hat, should I

nd his

set this before an hundred men. H e said again,

Give the people, that they may eat, for thus saith the L

ord, They shall eat

and shall leave thereof. So he set it before them, and they did eat, and left

thereof according to the word of the L

8

I

nA

ord."

— if we abstract from the interpolation— no such difficulty is to

be felt.
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ohronistieally act in this story the rdle of the later

'

deacons'

'

agape.'

(A

cts 6i-e) in the ceremonial of a Christian

love-feast'

is the detail of the fragments

that are collected in the baskets. The E

lisha-legend

says only that the hundred men ate and left of the

bread. I

n the Christian parallel, however, this is

improved upon by means of a reminiscence from the

ceremonial of an agape, as it was celebrated in the

houses or meeting-places of the community, where

the crumbs that fell '

between the couches,'

swept up in an orderly way.1 B

used to be

ut who would think of

sweeping the ground for the sake of oleanliness after

an improvised meal in the middle of the wilderness?

I

t becomes all the more evident that this detail can

only be derived from the domestic meal-ceremonial of

the Church, if we read in the prototypic manna-legend,

that the I

sraelites were ex

pressly forbidden to keep

(E

A

x
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anything of that miraculous food for the nex

od. I

t day

619).

s to the numbers in this version, the '

loaves and '

seven'

baskets in the A

seven'

baskets are simply the usual

sacred number of these things;

version;

j

or '

ust as the '

seven '

twelve'

is chosen here as

the typical lunar number in order to allude to the

popular conception of the moon as a loaf of bread,

that always grows whole again however often pieces

may have been out off it,'

and to the eq

comparison of the moon to a basket;

thousand (40 x

ex

"

(Exod. 1619).

100) may— with some probability— be

1 Cp. Q uest, vol. iv., p. 502.

A

*

O n'

L

ug. Schleicher, L

buginnu,'

tipM. Sem. Stud. I

itt. Mdrchm, etc. (W eimar, 18

the '

I

basket'

. 2, p. 18

f. 8

of the B

5

ceremonial of an agape, as it was celebrated in the
houses or meeting-places of the community, where
the crumbs that fell ‘ between the couches,’ used to be
swept up in an orderly way.‘ But who would thinkof
sweeping the ground for the sake of cleanliness after
an improvised meal in the middle of the wilderness?
It becomes all the more evident that this detail can
only be derived from the domestic meal-ceremonial of
the Church, if we read in the prototypic manna-legend,
that the Israelites were expressly forbidden to keep
anything of that miraculous food for the next day

ually popular

while the four-

plained as suggested to the narrator by the two O ld

•

chronistically act in this story the role of the later
‘deacons’ (Acts 6:4) in the ceremonial of a Christian
‘agape.’ Still more influenced by the familiar notion
of a Christian love-feast’ is the detail of the fragments
that are collected in the baskets. The Elisha-legend
says only that the hundred men ate and left of the
bread. In the Christian parallel, however, this is
improved upon by means of a reminiscence from the
‘

Still more influenced by the familiar notion

of a Christian '

78

57), p. 8

As to the numbers in this version, the ‘seven’
loaves and ‘seven’ baskets are simply the usual
sacred number of these things; just as the ‘ twelve ’
baskets in the A version ; or ‘ seven ’ is chosen here as
the typical lunar number in order to allude to the
popular conception of the moon as a loaf of bread,
that always grows whole again however often pieces
may have been cut off it,” and to the equally popular
comparison of the moon to a basket ;" while the fourthousand (40x100) may—with some probability-—be
explained as suggested to the narrator by the two Old
3.

abylonian Moon-god, see F

5 1. 7, p. 43a.

785

rank,

Cp. Qunsr, vol. iv., p. 602.
Aug. Schleicher, Litt. Mdrchm, etc. (Weimar, 1857), p. 88.
' On
‘buginnu.’ the ‘basket’ of the Babylonian Moon-god,
Lsips. Sam. Stud. II. 2, p. 18f. 35 I. 7, p. 433.
1

'
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Testament prototypes, since one hundred men are fed

‘

by the '

man of God'

E

the manna is given to I

lisha, while on the other hand

the manna is

srael during forty years

{

Deut. 8

2.3).

F

rom this account the parallel feeding of the five

thousand (A

(Deut. 32. 3).

From this aooount the

) differs in three main points: first of all

secondly the locality of the feeding is described

as a meadow with fresh green grass, so that the group

of reclining eaters look like the beds of a garden in it, a

peculiarity that has certainly a deeper meaning, since

also in the above mentioned (p. 496) fresco of the

Capella Graeoa of S. Priscilla the fish-meal is celebrated

on a verdant ground;

finally the two hundred penny-

worth of bread, the five fishes and two loaves and the

five instead of four thousand participants— grouped in

a hundred ranks of fifty men each— denote a more

developed numerical symbolism.

Manna-legend, unless the words of Moses in the latter

(N um. I

I

22): "

Shall (all) the flocks and the herds be

slain for them, to suffice them?

O r shall all the fish of

the sea be gathered together for them to satiate them f "

—

be considered a sufficient reason for their introduction.

N either is it possible that the meal should be charac-

terised as a sabbath-eve'

s supper, since it appears in

the story as the merest chance that some, apparently

cured fish, as they were freq

uently used for traveller'

ciples. I

t is plain, however, from what has been said

before8

about fish being the principal dish of the Messianic

(Nam. 1122) :

s intention the fortuitous, or

rather providential, presence of this peculiar meal

1 Cp. E

nc. B

ibl. 1529 §

points:

cannot
As to the fish, they
Manna-legend, unless the w

s

provisions,1 are found in the wallet of one of the dis-

meal, that in the author'

main

the five

Capella Graeca of S. finally the two hundred pennyon a verdant ground;
leaves and the
he five fishes and two
in
participants—grouped
thousand
four
five instead of of fifty men each—denote a more
ranks
a hundred
developed numerical symbolism.

s to the fish, they cannot be derived from the
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enables Jesus to celebrate something like an anticipa-

tion of that real banq

uet of the K

ingdom, which is to

take place when the Son of Man will return in glory

from the clouds of the sky.

This obvious ex

planation accounts also for the

insistence of the author— who is emphatically followed

in this respect by the fourth gospel1— on the garden-

like appearance of the spot. F

saved in the K

or the fish-meal of the

ingdom takes place in '

Gan E

Garden of (the recovered) Paradise. Conseq

den,'

the

uently its

anticipation must be enacted in a grassy, garden-like

place.

I

n studying the more complicated numerical

symbolism of this piece, it is best to depart from the

'

two hundred pennyworth'

already been acutely ex

by E

.A

sopher"

.A

bbot.'

of bread, since this has

ccording to the A

lex

andrian philo-

and his N eo-pythagorean mysticism, the number
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200 denotes repentance. The unknown evangelist to

whom we owe the A

account of the feeding-miracle,

then probably wanted to suggest by this detail in the

reply of the disciples, that not all the repentance in

the world could buy the bread from heaven for I

as a free gift it must be ex

Grace.

A

srael;

pected from the Divine

s to the five instead of the seven loaves, there is

the constant tradition in the Church,4 from the earliest

F

athers up to St. B

ernard of Clairvaux

, that they

symbolise the technically so-called Pentateuch, the five

books of the Mosaic L

aw. A

s to the two fishes—

contrasted with the undefined number in the interpre-

1 Jn. 620: "

N ow there was much grass in the place."

'

E

ibl. 1797;

'

O n Gen. 522. '

nc. B

op. Q okst, vol. ii., p. 265, n. 8

Cp. Pitra, Spic. Sol. iii. 526, §

ii.

enables Jesus to celebrate something like an anticipation of that real banquet of the Kingdom, which is to
take place when the Son of Man will return in glory
from the clouds of the sky.
This obvious explanation accounts also for the
insistence of the author—Who is emphatically followed
in this respect by the fourth gospel‘-—on the gardenlike appearance of the spot. For the fish-meal of the
saved in the Kingdom takes place in ‘ Gan Eden,’ the
Garden of (the recovered) Paradise. Consequently its
anticipation must be enacted in a grassy, garden-like
7

place.

plained from Philonic principles

A

787

.

studying the more complicated numerical
symbolism of this piece, it is best to depart from the
‘two hundred pennyworth’ of bread, since this has
already been acutely explained from Philonic principles
by E. A. Abbot.’ According to the Alexandrian philosopher” and his N eo-pythagoreanmysticism, the number
200 denotes repentance. The unknown evangelist to
Whom We owe the A account of the feeding-miracle,
then probably wanted to suggest by this detail in the
reply of the disciples, that not all the repentance in
the World could buy the bread from heaven for Israel;
as a free gift it must be expected from the Divine
In

Grace.
As to the five instead of the seven loaves, there is
the constant tradition in the Church,‘ from the earliest
Fathers up to St. Bernard of Clairvaux, that they
symbolise the technically so-called Pentateuch, the five
books of the Mosaic Law. As to the two fishescontrasted with the undefined number in the interpre‘

’
’

In. 620: “ Now there was much grass in the place."
Enc. 81161. 1797; op. QUEST, vol. ii.. p. 265. 11- 3‘
On Gen. 52.
Cp. Pitta, Spic. Sol. iii. 526, §_ii.
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seven fishes in a

ST

unanimous.
the Christ, an
symbolising
as
Some take the fishes iid excluded by the plural

and with the seven fishes in a Mahomedan

'

parallel1— the Patristic opinion is not so unanimous.

Some take the fishes as symbolising the Christ, an

idea which is beforehand ex

cluded by the plural

number of fish, in spite of all the artificial subtleties

ing and the anointed H igh Priest, etc. Many

F

athers, however, ex

plain the two fishes, q

and the Psalms,'

that is to say '

H agiographa'

uite in

uation of the five loaves with

the five books of Moses, as representing '

the Prophets

the Prophets and the

(in H ebrew, N ebij

n

is not

the

Christ— the suffering and the glorified, the anointed

accordance with the eq

'

im v K

so

artificial subtleties

of all
number of fish, in spitediflerent personalities of the
two
anointed
to distinguish
and the glorified, the
sufiering
Christ—the
Priest, etc. Many
High
anointed
the
fishes, quite in
King and
two
the
Fathers, however, explain of the five loaves with
the Prophets
accordance with the equation
as representing
Moses,
of
the
the five books
the Prophets and

to distinguish two different personalities of the

K

Mahomedan

ethubim), the

two remaining main divisions of sacred books, that

make up, together with the Pentateuch, the Thorah

‘

properly so-called, the canon of H oly Scripture. To

symbolise by '

fishes'

sacred books or inscriptions— the

‘

is to say
and the Psalms,’ that
(in Hebrew, Nebzjim

latter in case we should by preference refer the two

aw— is very much
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fishes to the two stone tables of the L

in the line of old O riental allegorism;

B

Hagiographa’

writing-table of B

el,'

and the F

ish-god

H ani acclaimed as the patron of the dup-sarru or

dove-tailed wedges of cuneiform writing led the popular

‘

fancy to a comparison of them with a shoal of fish

swimming in various directions.

inally the number '

'

four thousand'

five thousand'

in B

— is certainly to be ex

1A

50."

A

s in B

plained

very

much

they sat

., the number 100

ccording to the 5th Surah (112-115) of the K

dressed table from heaven at the prayer of Jesus. I

oran, God sends a fully

bn A

bbas and A

Dschalalam say that there were seven loaves and seven fishes on this

maidah (H ughes, Diet, of Mam, p. 110).

should by preference
of the La.w———is

we

'

— instead of

according to the hint given in the sentence "

down in groups of 100 x

'

inscriptions-the

tablet-writers, most probably because the well-known

F

Kethubim), the

red books, that
main
the Thorak
two remaining
the Pentateuch,
with
To
Scripture.
make up, together
Holy
of
canon
the
properly so-called,
sacred books or
fishes’
by
refer the two
symbolise

since we have

abylonian inscriptions where a certain sacred fish is

called the '

v

l

‘writing-table of

Bel,’

of the dup-taxrm
as the patron
well-known
acclaimed
Hani
because the
probably
most
tablet-writers,
writing led the popular
cuneiform
of
shoal of fish
dove-tailed wedges

called the

swimming in various
‘five
Finally the number
‘

four

thousand

’

in

B-—is

.

or

thousand ——instead

certainly

in the

to be

of

explained

s

the number 100
according to the hint given
B.,
in
As
100 x 50."
down in groups of

(112-115) of

5th Surah
of Jesus.
According to the
and seven fishes
heaven at the prayer
loaves
dressed table from
seven
were
there
Dsehalalam say that
Diet. of Islam, p. 110)
‘

”’“"d<17l (Hughes,
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is derived from the hundred men fed with bread by

E

lisha;

50 however is written in H ebrew with the

sign 3, that is the letter N , which is pronounced N un,

i.e. '

F

ish.'

The reader, who remembers from a pre-

ceding paper1 the familiar Jewish allegorism of calling a

pious I

sraelite a '

fish,'

will easily be able to decipher

the numerical symbolism of the multitude grouped in

ranks of '

50'

(3) as suggesting that the hundreds of

men, fed by Jesus on that occasion, were all '

that 1r pious I

fishes,'

sraelites.

The most important result of this analysis is

certainly that the Patristio eq

uation of the food given

by Jesus— the five loaves and two fishes— with the

'

Thorah- N ebij

m- K

ethubim'

(Pentateuch, Prophets and

H agiographa), that is with the whole Sacred Scriptures,

may indeed very well correspond to the original mean-

ing of the unknown author of A

writer'

s intentions may be ex

.B

ut, however this

plained, we meet in any
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oase as early as in Matthew 16n,1 with the ex

press

statement, that the loaves in the two feeding-stories

are not meant for real bread, but for the word of God,

whioh is '

the '

leavened,'

leaven,'

that is putrefied and perverted by

that is by the doctrine of the Pharisees.

This interpretation— which was elaborately ex

posed

later on and complicated by the logosophic identifica-

tion of the Messiah with the W ord of God in the Gospel

of John— is in perfeot harmony with the fact that the

common source from which Matthew and L

a series of '

sayings'

uke derived

of Jesus, makes the L

ord q

uote

the famous sentence about the manna in Deuteronomy

8

3, "

[

word]

Man doth not live by bread only, but by every

that prooeedeth out of the mouth of God,"

1 Q trast, vol. I

*

"

ii., pp. 490ff.

H ow is it that yon do not understand, that I

concerning loaves of bread?

"

in

739

is derived from the hundred men fed with bread by
Elisha; 50 however is written in Hebrew with the
sign 3, that is the letter N, which is pronounced Nan,
i.e. ‘Fish.’ The reader, who remembers from a preceding paper‘ the familiar Jewish allegorism of calling a
pious Israelite a ‘fish,’ will easily be able to decipher
the numerical symbolism of the multitude grouped in
ranks of ‘50’ (2) as suggesting that the hundreds of
men, fed by Jesus on that occasion, were all ‘fishes,’
that is pious Israelites.
The most important result of this analysis is
certainly that the Patristic equation of the food given
by Jesus—-the five loaves and two fishes—with the
‘ TkomhNeInjm- Kethubtm ’ (Pentateuch, Prophets and
Hagiographa), that is with the whole Sacred Scriptures,
may indeed very well correspond to the original meaning of the unknown author of A. But, however this
writer's intentions may be explained, we meet in any
case as early as in Matthew 161:,’ with the express
statement, that the loaves in the two feeding-stories
are not meant for real bread, but for the word of God,
which is ‘ leavened,’ that is putrefied and perverted by
the ‘ leaven,’ that is by the doctrine of the Pharisees.
This interpretation—Which was elaborately exposed
later on and complicated by the logosophic identification of the Messiah with the Word of God in the Gospel
of John—is in perfect harmony with the fact that the
common source from which Matthew and Luke derived
of Jesus, makes the Lord quote
a series of ‘sayings
the famous sentence about the manna in Deuteronomy
8:, “ Man doth not live by bread only, but by every
[word] that prooeedeth out of the mouth of God,” in

78

9

spake not to yon

’

Qussr, vol. iii., pp. 490ff.
“How is it that you do not
concerning loaves of bread ? "
‘

‘
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understand, that

I

spake

not to you
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reply to the challenge, "

I

f thou be the Son of God

command that these stones be made bread,"

in reply to an ex

— that is,

pectation which reflects the popular

belief in the material blessings conveyed by the Messiah,

in the same way as the analogous q

uestion in John 6»

W hat sign shewest thou then, that we may see [

believe thee?

W hat dost thou work?

it]

:

and

QUEST

t

O ur fathers did eat

manna in the desert, as it is written (Ps. 78

«

God

be the Son of
thou
“If
challenge,
reply to the
bread,”-—that is,
made
be
stones
these
command that
which reflects the popular
in reply to an expectation
by the Messiah,
conveyed
blessings
material
belief in the
in John 630:
question
analogous
the
as
in the same way
we

situation, which may perfectly well be believed to have

called forth the remarkable action— so full of deepest

manna in

the multitude. H e may have been followed by a

multitude of hearers to a lonely place, where he taught

them about the impending K

Then from the deeply ex

ingdom until nightfall.

cited hungry crowd of ardent

srael, the passionate
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believers in the Messianic hopes of I

cry for a sign may have arisen: I

f the banq

uet of the

the dese

bread from heaven to eat.

h words

esohatological meaning— of the historic Jesus feeding

as

these

admirably into a
believed to have

would fit
we ll be

situation, which may perfectlyaction——so full of deepest
called forth the remarkablethe historic Jesus feeding
eschatological meaning—-—of have been followed by a
'

here he

final Sabbath was as near as that, why could he not

give them here and now a foretaste of it?

[it] and

eat
Our fathers did
7824), He gave them

), H e gave them

bread from heaven to oat.

Such words as these would fit admirably into a

may see

Could he

taught

not change the stones into food (lit. bread) or let manna

drop from heaven as Moses had done in the wilderness?

W ith the q

uiet calm, which is so impressively

felt even in the distorted and made-up versions of our

gospels, he made them all sit down, took from the

wallet of one of his disciples the frugal supper of the

little company, some bread and— may be— some cured

fish. Then he looked up to heaven, said the berakhah

in praise of the Creator of all food, broke the bread in

the customary manner of the Jewish householder, and

gave a morsel to each. A

nd before disappointment

could be felt among the partakers of this rare

communion-meal, he began to teach them anew: how

Then from the
believersin the Mess1an'
cry for a sign may

final Sabbath

was

them here and now
into foo
not change the stones
Moses ha
drop from heaven as calm, whic
With the quiet
and made-up versio
distorted
the
in
felt even
them all sit
gospels, he made
Wallet of one of his bread and——may
berakhah
little company, some
said the
heaven,
to
looked
up
the bread In
fish. Then he
broke
food,
all
of
tor
and
in praise of the Crea
'sh householder,
the customary manne
before disappointment
And
h.
eac
to
of this rare
gave a morsel
artakers
the
p
could be felt among
anew: h0W
to teach theIn

give

'

.

I

communion-meal, he began
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it is written (Deut. 8
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it is written (Deut. 83) that man doth not live by food
only, but by the word of God. He taught them—as
his contemporary the Alexandrian philosopher tells
his readers over and over again,‘ and as the Palestinian
‘allegorists,’ the ‘dorshé reshuméth’ of his age, knew
quite as well’—how the real manna and the true ‘ bread
from heaven is the divine Spirit, the revelation, that
had been given to Israel on Mount Sinai,-—even as the
water that Moses drew from the rock, was in reality
nothing else than the wholesome Law brought down
from the mountain of God. Had not the Lord said
through the mouth of Amos, the herdsman of Tekoa

741

3) that man doth not live by food

only, but by the word of God. H e taught them— as

his contemporary the A

lex

andrian philosopher tells

his readers over and over again,1 and as the Palestinian

'

allegorists,'

the '

q

uite as well'

— how the real manna and the true '

from heaven '

dorshe reshumoth'

741

of his age, knew

bread

is the divine Spirit, the revelation, that

’

had been given to I

srael on Mount Sinai,— even as the

water that Moses drew from the rock, was in reality

nothing else than the wholesome L

aw brought down

from the mountain of God. H ad not the L

through the mouth of A

(8

B

i«

ord said

mos, the herdsman of Tekoa

.):

ehold, the days come . . . when I

will send a hunger on

the land, not a hunger of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of

hearing the words of Jahve.

A

(81011) 2

nd they shall wander from sea to sea and from the north

even to the east, they shall run to and fro to seek the word of

thirst."

H e reminded them of Jahve'

through the prophet I

A

when I will send a hunger on
Behold, the days come
the land, not a hunger of bread, nora thirst for water, but of
hearing the words of Jahvé.

n that day shall the fair virgins and young men faint for
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Jahvi. I

.

.

s promise, given

saiah (55io):

s the rain cometh down and the snow from heaven and

returneth not thither, hut watereth the earth and maketh it bring

.

And they shall wander from sea to sea. and from the north
even to the east, they shall run to and fro to seek the word of
Jahve. In that day shall the fair virgins and young men faint for
thirst.‘

forth and bud, giving seed for sowing and bread for eating, so shall

my W ord be that goeth forth out of my mouth.

1 Philo, I

eg. all. 21;

I

Q uia rer. div. haer. 15 and 8

9;

*

I

Cp. L

.L

I

I

.L

eg. all. 59, 61;

De profug. 25, De migr. A

auterbach, Jew. Q uart. B

eview, vol. i. p. 8

it is said that the tree of knowledge, from which A

theory which by the by recurs in the K

wheat-stalk in K

27. I

Q uod. det. pot. tut. 8

1;

brahami 5.

He reminded them of Jahve’s
through the prophet Isaiah (55io) :

n Sanhedr. 70b

promise, given

dam ate, was wheal— a,

oran. Tbis shows that the gigantic

ethuboth (above, p. 734) from which the heavenly corn is to

As the rain cometh down and the snow from heaven and
returneth not thither,but watereth the earth and maketh it bring
forth and bud, giving seed for sowing and bread for eating, so shall
my Word be that goeth forth out of my mouth.

fall down in the Messianic time, was identified with the tree of knowledge of

good and evil in Paradise. The manna descending from the tree of know-

ledge— what can it be but the L

evil?

Cp.'

aw, which teaches men to discern good and

the bread of knowledge'

and '

the water of witdom '

ibid. 24, the marvellous vine is identified with W isdom itself.

8

Cp. Mark, 8

3: "

I

fI

in Sirah. 153;

send them away fastiDg to their own homes they

will faint by the way: for divers of them come from far."

' Philo, II. Leg. all. 21; III. Leg. all. 59, 61; Quad. dot. pot. im. 81;
QM": rcr. div. haer. 15 and 89; De profug. 25, De mig-r. Abmhami 5.
'
Cp. Lauterbach, Jew. Quart. Review, vol. i. p. 827. In Sanhedr. 70b
it is said that the tree of knowledge, from which Adam ate, was wheat—a
theory which b the by recurs in the Koran. This shows that the gigantic
wheat-stalk in elhuboth (above, p. 784) from which the heavenly corn is to
fall down in the Messianic time, was identified withthe tree of knowledge of
good and evil in Paradise. The manna descending from the tree of knowledga——what can it be but the Law, which teaches men _to discern good and
evil? Cp. the bread of knowledge and the water of u_mdom in Bu-ah. 153;
‘

’

‘

'

ibid. 24, the marvellous vine is identified withWisdom itself.
'
Cp. Mark, 83 : “ If I send them away fasting to their own homes they
un'llfa1'mtby the way : for divers of them come from far."

C0 5216

742 TH E
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8

T

H e reminded them perhaps of the powerful words

of the prophet opening this very chapter:

H o every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters, and he

that has no bread, come ye, buy and eat!

QUEST

THE

742

of the powerful words
perhaps
them
He reminded
this very chapter :
of the prophet opening

yea come, buy wine and

milk without money and without price. W herefore do ye spend

money for that which is not food?

satisfieth not?

and your labour for that which

H earken diligently to me and eat ye that which ij

W ell may he have ooncluded with the saying

(Jn. 617):

L

abour not for the meat which perisheth, but for the meat

which endureth unto everlasting life— for the word of God!

A

nd then dismissed the multitude with the

blessing:

B

lessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteous-

ness;

I

that which is

money for

good I

for they shall be filled!

(Matt. 56).

f this hypothetic reconstruction of the '

teaching'

satisflethnot ? Hearken
good I
Well may he have

(Jn. 617) :

meat
Labour not for the
which endureth unto

concluded with

the

saying

'

w
'

God!
life—for the word of

of Jesus, which is so emphatically mentioned in the A

would ask the
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document, be admitted as plausible, I

most critical reader, whether there is any difficulty in

believing that a crowd which had been addressed in

y

such or similar words, could feel really satiated in a

deeper sense with '

bread from heaven,'

and believe

can see, there is not the slightest

reason to deny the historicity of this symbolic '

banq

uet'

of the Messiah, celebrated by Jesus somewhere on the

shore of the Galilean L

(Matt. 55).

‘

mentioned

of the true Messianic meal?

s far as I

they shall be filled!

righteous-

of the teaching’
reconstruction
in the A
If this hypothetio

ness ; for

themselves to have been marvellously given a foretaste

A

thirst after
which do hunger and

ake. More than this, the con-

viction that such an impressive incident really occurred

during the short earthly career of the N azarene prophet,

is alone able to account for the ecstatic visions of his

emphatically I would ask the
of Jesus, which is so
as plausible,
difficulty in
document, be admitted
is
any
there
whether
in
most critical reader,
been addressed
had
which
believing that a crowd
really satiated in a
’

disciples, who even after his tragio death still beheld

d believe

usly given a foretaste

their deceased master feeding them on the flesh of one

broiled fish.

viction that such an impressive0
career
during the short earthly for the ecstatic visions of his
is alone able to account
death still beheld
tragic
his
after
disciples, who even feeding them on the flesh of one
their deceased master
broiled fish.
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JESUS’ FEEDING OF THE MULTITUDE

F

E

E

DI

In the light of these results, the incident related
in C does not appear to be a literary variant to A and
B, but rather a psychological reflection of the real facts
underlying the latter. A special explanation is wanted
only for one detail, viz. for the fact, that Mark
designedly contrasts the one roasted fish of this feeding
with the ‘ two’ or ‘ some’ fishes mentioned in his
An uncautioned observer might
source (A and B).
easily feel tempted to explain this emphasis on the one
fish, on the authority of Augustine, with reference to
the well-known early Christian symbolism of Jesus as
the IChThYS or divine ‘ Fish,’ as it is met with, e.g.
in the epitaph of Aberkios. Against this, however,
militates the striking fact, that the fourth evangelist,
while equating Jesus himself with the bread of the
feeding-miracle (‘ I am the bread of life ’), does not even
think of the still more effective argument of allowing
the Christ to say: ‘ I am the Fish of the living." And
if John does not betray any acquaintance with the
ichthys symbolism, can we venture to attribute this
idea to Mark ?
Moreover there is an entirely different and very
plausible solution of the whole difliculty. We know
from a great many testimonia,’ that according to an old
Jewish belief, the great cosmic fish Leviathanwill rise
from the primeval deep at the end of the times. J ahvé,
or, with his aid, the angel Gabriel, will fish up the great
monster, dismember and cook it, and then feed the
pious on it at the great Messianic banquet. Its taste will
be like that of a fish from the lake of Tiberius.”
At the bottom of this eschatologic idea there are

JE

SUS'

I

n the light of these results, the incident related

N G O P TH E

MUL

in C does not appear to be a literary variant to A

B

748

TI

TUDE
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and

, but rather a psychological reflection of the real facts

underlying the latter. A

special ex

planation is wanted

only for one detail, viz. for the faot, that Mark

designedly contrasts the one roasted fish of this feeding

with the '

two'

or '

some'

source (A

and B

). A

n unoautioned observer might

fishes mentioned in his

easily feel tempted to ex

plain this emphasis on the one

fish, on the authority of A

ugustine, with reference to

the well-known early Christian symbolism of Jesus as

the I

ChThY

S or divine '

in the epitaph of A

F

berkios. A

ish,'

as it is met with, e.g.

gainst this, however,

militates the striking fact, that the fourth evangelist,

while eq

uating Jesus himself with the bread of the

feeding-miracle ('

I

am the bread of life '

), does not even

think of the still more effective argument of allowing

the Christ to say: '

I

am the F

ish of the living.'

1A

nd

uaintance with the
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if John does not betray any acq

ichthys symbolism, can we venture to attribute this

idea to Mark?

Moreover there is an entirely different and very

plausible solution of the whole difficulty. W e know

from a great many testimonial that according to an old

Jewish belief, the great cosmic fish L

eviathan will rise

from the primeval deep at the end of the times. Jahve,

or, with his aid, the angel Gabriel, will fish up the great

monster, dismember and cook it, and then feed the

pious on it at the great Messianic banq

uet. I

ts taste will

be like tliat of a fish from the lake of Tiberias?

A

t the bottom of this eschatologic idea there are

1 Thus (I

X

6Y

2Z

fiN TfiN ) in an early Christian epitaph. (Doelger,

p. 160, fig. 9).

■

Schoftelowitz I

.e., p. 6ff. '

Jalkut to Job. §

41.

‘ Thus (IXQYE ZQNTQN) in
p. 160, fig. 9).
’

an

Scheftelowitz l.c., p. 63.
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early
1‘

Christian

epitaph. (Doelger,

Jallgut to Job. §

41.

THE

744
744 TH E

Q UE

two

ST

two essentially different notions. F

essentially different notions.
new

tion that the beginning

irst, the concep-

tion that the beginning of the new aeon will be ex

actly

f

similar to the days of creation: as Jahve caught and

slew R

eviathan before the

theory of retaliation: according to Jonah % , the belly

of the great fish is identical with Sheol, the pale of

H ell. During the whole of the present world the belly

of the great monster— H ades— has devoured the

ohildren of man. O n the last day, however, God will

eviathan

had to vomit forth Jonah. More than that, after this

resurrection of the dead, the '

living ones'

creation:

as

J
'

renewal of the cosmos. Second, a naive popular

force it to render up all its victims, as the L

of the

monster, befor
slew Rahab, the great
Leviat
world,‘ even so will he slay
Second, a naive
cosmos.
the
of
renewal
according to Jonah 23,the pale of
retaliation:
of
theory
identical with Sheol, the belly
of the great fish is
world
During the whole of the present

ahab, the great monster, before he created the

world,1 even so will he slay L

QUEST

in Paradise

will have their revenge on Death itself and devour in

their turn the great monster. R

evenge will be sweet,

and the flesh of the world-encompassing whale will be

as delicate as the best fish from the Tiberiad. A

nd if
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they have thus eaten up Death itself, blessed immor-

’

tality will of course reign over the world. Conseq

the eating of the L

banq

eviathan'

uently

s flesh at the Messianic

uet is in itself, like the eucharist in the Christian

doctrine, the '

medicine of immortality'

for the chosen.

world-encompassing

N othing seems more probable than that the

visionary dreamer, who saw the risen Jesus feed his

disciples on the one fish from the Galilean L

ake, meant

this meal to be intended for a foretaste of the great

feast, the life-giving flesh of L

eviathan, and the coal-

fire on which the fish was roasted for a symbol of the

final conflagration of the world— the one fire, which is

large enough to roast a fish, that occupies a seventh

of the whole ocean!

1 See Z

323;

immern {

R

A

orert .E

isler.

lter O rient, ii. 3, pp. St.), on Ps. 74;

Job 9 and 26, etc.

this
More than that, after
Jonah.
h
fort
Paradise
had to vomit
the ‘living ones in
dead,
the
of
resurrection
itself and devour in
Death
on
revenge
sweet,
will have their
Revenge will be
monster.
whale will be
their turn the great
and the flesh of the fish from the Tiberiad. And if
the best
as delicate as
itself, blessed immorDeath
eaten
up
they have thus
the world. Consequently
over
reign
tality will of course
esh at the
of
the eating
the euch
banquet is in itself, like
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The N ature Cure is a comprehensive, scientific

method for the prevention, cure and alleviation of

disease. I

THE NATURE CURE.

t takes its name from the fact that its

fundamental principle is that all disease is the result

of the violation of the laws of N ature, and from the

fact that it holds that cure can conseq

KATE EMIL BEHNKE.

uently be found

only in the employment of natural therapeutic agencies

and in the altering of the conditions which have

brought about the result. The N ature Cure postu-

THE Nature Cure is a comprehensive, scientific
method for the prevention, cure and alleviation of
disease. It takes its name from the fact that its
fundamental principle is that all disease is the result
of the violation of the laws of Nature, and from the
fact that it holds that cure can consequently be found
only in the employment of natural therapeutic agencies
and in the altering of the conditions which have
brought about the result. The Nature Cure postulates the unity of disease and sees in the thousand and
one diseases of medical science simply a variety of
symptoms all indicative of one fact, viz. that the
system is trying to rid itself of waste matter, the
retention of which has been caused by the violation of
Nature’s laws. It looks upon the mere treatment and
suppression of symptoms as unscientific and shortsighted, a Waste of time, money and life. Modern
medicine and surgery for the most part deal only With
the emergency of the moment; not only is nothing
done to help the system in its efforts to expel the
mischief but nothing is done to instruct the patient as
to What has caused the trouble, and as to how to arrange
the conditions of life so as to prevent a recurrence.
Now the Nature Cure holds that illness is not
an ‘attack’ but a summing-up, the bursting into
flame of a fire which has long been smouldering, the
final link in a long chain of causes, for the most part

lates the unity of disease and sees in the thousand and

one diseases of medical science simply a variety of

symptoms all indicative of one fact, viz. that the

system is trying to rid itself of waste matter, the

retention of which has been caused by the violation of

N ature'

s laws. I

t looks upon the mere treatment and

suppression of symptoms as unscientific and short-

sighted, a waste of time, money and life. Modern
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medicine and surgery for the most part deal only with

the emergency of the moment;

not only is nothing

done to help the system in its efforts to ex

pel the

mischief but nothing is done to instruct the patient as

to what has caused the trouble, and as to how to arrange

the conditions of life so as to prevent a recurrence.

N ow the N ature Cure holds that illness is not

an '

attack'

but a summing-up, the bursting into

flame of a fire which has long been smouldering, the

final link in a long chain of causes, for the most part
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so small and apparently unimportant as to have passed

unnoticed. I

t shows that human life falls under

certain clearly defined laws which can no more be

transgressed with impunity than a plant can be

ex

peoted to flourish in a dark corner, deprived of light

and either under-watered or over-watered. Those who

have made a study of the laws of N ature, both with

regard to correot conditions for healthy human life and

with regard to the therapeutic employment of natural

agencies, are so amazed at the results that they can

only teel aghast at the way money is poured out

lavishly in a mere marking of time, whilst little or

nothing is done on preventive lines. A

s Sir A

lmroth

W right said, not long age, men fond of shooting band

to have

passed

unimportant
under
so small and apparently
human life falls
that
shows
It
be
unnoticed.
certain clearly define
transgressed with impu
expected to flourish in a or over-watered. Those who
and either under-watered laws of Nature, both with
f the
have made a study 0
regard to correct oonditi
emplo
with regard to the therapeutic
the resu
as

ST

so

themselves together to investigate disease in grouse,

amazed

at

but one never heard of their doing so to investigate

their own diseases.

Almroth

As Sir
preventive lines.
fond of shooting band

W e are sadly behind the Continent, as usual, in
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this respect, for there a movement for investigating

our own diseases was set on foot some six

ty years ago

and has steadily grown, gathered force and spread, till

it may be said to constitute a banding together, the

results of which are so remarkable that even conserva-

tive E

ngland cannot much longer ignore them. N ature

Cure sanatoria, where these principles are carried out,

with only a few trifling divergencies in details, are now

to be found firmly established, meeting with ever-

increasing success, all over the Continent, in F

Denmark, H olland, F

Switzerland, I

rance, Germany, B

inland,

avaria, the Tyrol,

taly, etc, and so important a bearing are

they considered to have on the national health that many

of them are assisted by the State and Municipalities

with grants of money or land. There is a beautifully

eq

uipped municipal A

ir B

ath in Z

tirich, where the

nothing is done
Wright said, not

on

long age, men

in grouse,
to investigate disease
together
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doing so to investigate

heard of their
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the
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admission is only a few centimes, and where every

facility is provided for taking Sun, A

B

aths.

I

nV

ir and W ater

ienna, the Municipality has made a present

admission is only a few centimes, and where every
facility is provided for taking Sun, Air and Water
Baths.
In Vienna, the Municipality has made a present
the
town of a vast tract of land on the banks of the
to
Danube where there is accommodation for no less than
4,000 people, and so much has Air Bathing been found
to benefit general health that special facilities have
been granted to Workshops and schools.
In 1908 there were in Germany alone no less than
210 Nature Cure sanatoria. Yet in Great Britain the
movement is practicallyunknown, and few people have
heard of the Broadlands Sanatorium at Medstead, in
Hampshire, the first Nature Cure to be established in
England, where these methods are carried out as
successfully as on the Continent.
Let it not be thought for one moment that our
climate is unsuitable for the treatment. It is desirable
that the treatment should be taken in the country in
which the patient lives, and when the vagaries of the
English climate are remembered it is clear that any
method which Will enable its variabilityto be withstood
is to be welcomed.
It is of interest in this connection to remember
that the Open Air treatment for tuberculosis came to
us from Germany, and that it was at first looked upon
as being totally unsuited to this climate. Some years’
experience at the Broadlands Sanatorium has shown
that the English climate is in every respect as suited
to the carrying out of Nature Cure methods as that of
any country in Europe; in fact, the best results are
obtained in cooler climates, and it is of less importance
to have sun—curious as this may seem—than to have
cool air and gray skies for the Air Baths.

to the town of a vast tract of land on the banks of the

Danube where there is accommodation for no less than

4,000 people, and so much has A

ir B

athing been found

to benefit general health that special facilities have

been granted to workshops and schools.

I

n 1908

there were in Germany alone no less than

210 N ature Cure sanatoria. Y

et in Great B

ritain the

movement is practically unknown, and few people have

heard of the B

roadlands Sanatorium at Medstead, in

H ampshire, the first N ature Cure to be established in

E

ngland, where these methods are carried out as

successfully as on the Continent.

L
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climate is unsuitable for the treatment. I

t is desirable

that the treatment should be taken in the country in

which the patient lives, and when the vagaries of the

E

nglish climate are remembered it is clear that any

method which will enable its variability to be withstood

is to be welcomed.

I

t is of interest in this connection to remember

that the O pen A

ir treatment for tuberculosis oame to

us from Germany, and that it was at first looked upon

as being totally unsuited to this climate. Some years'

ex

perience at the B
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roadlands Sanatorium has shown

nglish olimate is in every respect as suited

to the carrying out of N ature Cure methods as that of

any country in E

urope;

in fact, the best results are

obtained in cooler climates, and it is of less importance

to have sun— ourious as this may seem— than to have

cool air and gray skies for the A

ir B

aths.
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W hat it is necessary to realise is that there is no

disease that is not more successfully treated under

O pen A

ir conditions. Sir A

address on '

B

lmroth W right, in the

acteriology and H ygiene,'

to which

allusion has already been made, asked why fresh air

was only applied to tubercular disease, and stated that

the whole doctrine of fresh air req

uired to be revised.

That is precisely what the N ature Cure is doing, and

those who are interested in more rational methods of

treating disease, as well as in the study of preventive

measures on rational, humane lines, should lose no

time in making themselves acq

uainted with the

N ature Cure.

ate E

mil B

ehnke.
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What it is necessary to realise is that there is no
disease that is not more successfully treated under
Open Air conditions. Sir Almroth Wright, in the
address on ‘Bacteriology and Hygiene,’ to which
allusion has already been made, asked why fresh air
was only applied to tubercular disease, and stated that
the whole doctrine of fresh air required to be revised.
That is precisely what the Nature Cure is doing, and
those who are interested in more rational methods of
treating disease, as well as in the study of preventive
measures on rational, humane lines, should lose no
time in making themselves acquainted with the
Nature Cure.
KATE EMIL BEHNKE.
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R

ikiu, the great Japanese Tea Master, sat in his

THE PASSING OF RIKIU:
THE STORY OF A GREAT JAPANESE TEA

garden. There was a smile of infinite peace upon his

face as he gazed at the bent form of a pine-tree against

MASTER.

the evening sky, noted the homeward flight of heron,

and the bell-like song of an invisible cricket.

A

shadow fell across a silver-sanded pathway, the

E‘. HADLAND DAVIS.

shadow of a fair woman. W hen the Tea Master

noticed it, he said to himself: "

I

I

n the drinking of tea

find the Paradise of W ondrous I

ncense;

but in the

I.

coming of a pretty woman even the Gods forget their

divinity. O ut of the flowers and butterflies and

RIKIU, the great Japanese Tea. Master,

summer breezes is a woman made, and she lives her

short day in the sun of human love."

O -K

on ('

Deep B

lue'

"

she said,

stretching forth her hand and caressing one of R

dark grey sleeves. "

I

fI

ikiu'

to distinguish you from the Dai-butsu at K

all I

F

unny!

F

unny!

F

love my soldiers, then my favourite women, and

then Prince H oly Tea'

749

amakura!

told H ideyoshi that, his ugly monkey-face

wrinkled up, and he said: '

s

were to take a bamboo tube

and blow you up very, very big, no one would be able

W hen I

garden.

), with a radiant smile, sat

Still dreaming?
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beside the Tea Master. "

— meaning you."

sat in his

There was a smile of infinite peace upon his
face as he gazed at the bent form of a pine-tree against
the evening sky, noted the homeward flight of heron,
and the bell-like song of an invisible cricket.
A shadow fell across a silver-sanded pathway, the
shadow of a fair woman. When the Tea Master
noticed it, he said to himself: “ In the drinking of tea
I find the Paradise of Wondrous Incense; but in the
coming of a pretty woman even the Gods forget their
divinity. Out of the flowers and butterflies and
summer breezes is a woman made, and she lives her
short day in the sun of human love.”
O-Kon (‘Deep Blue’), with a radiant smile, sat
beside the Tea Master. “Still dreaming?” she said,
stretching forth her hand and caressing one of Rikiu’s
dark grey sleeves. “If I were to take a bamboo tube
and blow you up very, very big, no one would be able
to distinguish you from the Dai-butsu at Kamakura!
When I told Hideyoshi that, his ugly monkey-face
wrinkled up, and he said: ‘ Funny! Funny! First of
all I love my soldiers, then my favourite women, and
then Prince Holy Tea ’—meaning you.”

irst of

749
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O -K

E

Q tJE

on laughed;

Sf

but there was something a little

hard and bitter in her laughter as she looked into the

Tea Master'

"

Y

s solemn faoe.

ou are on intimate terms with the E

H ideyoshi?

"

"

inq

ut what is

Though he be robed in splendour he still

reeks of the stable. A

himself '

egent

ikiu.

H is terms are always intimate. B

that to me?

thousand times a day he calls

Sun of the W orld,'

say to myself: '

and when I

O h, Monkey-face I

where is your eq

"

uired B

ual for vanity ?

'

"

There is a fear in my heart to-night,"

taking the woman'

hear him, I

O h, Monkey-face,

said R

ikiu,

s hand and lightly touching the

fingers as if they were the white petals of a lotus. "

know H ideyoshi'

but I

s good q

ou must never

gratify that mad lust of his that burns all that is best

in a woman, and leaves behind a little heap of ashes
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best buried with the tears of pity. The colour of youth

is splendid, but the end of snow is N irvana."

"

I

may be driven to the folly of which you speak,"

said O -K

on gently. "

A

re you so absorbed in your great

dream that you cannot read my heart?

night my shadow falls upon the shoj

say: O h, lonely, lonely shadow!

two shadows upon the shoj

W hen in the

i (paper slides), I

say to

myself:

‘Oh,

Monkey-face!

vanity?’
where is your equal for
in my heart
“ There is a fear

O -K

”

fingers

and they are many,
qualities,
good
Hideyoshi’s
never
know
weaknesses. You must
his

ittle heap of ashes
The colour of youth

"

The great Tea Master was silent for a moment.

Then he said, in a voice that faltered: "

Oh, Monkey-face,

to-night,” said Rikiu,
the
hand and lightly touching “I
woman's
the
taking
lotus.
the white petals of a
as if they were

My heart cries for

i— yours and mine!

little

something a
O-Kon laughed; but there was looked into the
as she
hard and bitter in her laughter
Tea Master's solemn faoe.
terms with the Regent
“ You
are on intimate
Hideyoshi 9 inquired Rikiu intimate. But what is
“His terms are always
he still
he be robed in splendour calls
Though
me‘?
to
that
times a day he
thousand
A
stable.
the
of
reeks
I hear him, I
when
and
W
orld,’
himself ‘Sun of the

I

ualities, and they are many,

also know his weaknesses. Y

QUEST

on, you

have pulled baok the curtain of your heart to-night. I

wish I

had never seen how human it is, how clearly

my own unworthy self lies marked upon it. There is

no peace in your heart, O -K

on, but unrest, sorrow,

yearning that is never satisfied."

"

N ever satisfied ?

"

murmured O -K

on, with some-

said O-Kon gently.

dream that you canno
night my shadow falls
say : Oh, lonely,

satisfied.”
yearning that is never murmured O-Kon, With 50319‘
“Never satisfied?
”
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“Never satisfied,” said Rikiu, with

thing defiant in her face that was made ghostly pale in

sob.
have

the moonlight.

N ever satisfied,"

sob. "

O -K

said R

ikiu, with a half-stifled

on, my poor O -K

on, cannot you find, as I

have found, eternal peace in the liq

plant?

"

Y

Cannot you find?

ou mook me!

"

uid j

ade of the tea-

"

hissed O -K

ground with her small hand. "

I

on, striking the

curse the liq

uid j

that takes you beyond my reach, and the tea and its

frigid ceremonies that have turned your heart into an

ice-cold stone. A

bove all I

curse that fool Daruma

whose severed eye-lids were transformed into the tea-

plant.— My love for you has turned into hate. There

will still be one shadow on the shoj

Tea, it will not be q

R

i, but, Prince H oly

uite the same shadow.— O h, it

will be different, different!

"

ikiu looked upon the retreating figure of O -K

on
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with compassionate eyes. W hen she had disappeared,

he murmured: "

Y

ou have wronged the tea that has

been to me the amber gate leading to everlasting

beauty, and most of all you have wronged the music

of your own fair soul. Though you slumber to-night

with hate and vengeance in your heart, in the morning,

when you wake, by the mercy and infinite goodness of

the L

I

I

ord B

uddha, you shall find peace."

.

W hen O -K

on awoke the nex

had not disappeared. I

751

thing defiant in her face that was made ghostly pale in
the moonlight.

751

"

RIKIU

t morning her hatred

t had grown more intense, and

was now a deep, surging flood— the flood of vengeance

that desired to tear down the man who had seen her

love and yielded none in return. She put on her most

beautiful kimono, the kimono with silk cherry-blossom.

ade

a

half-stifled

“O-Kon, my poor O-Kon, cannot you find, as I
found, eternal peace in the liquid jade of the tea-

plant ? Cannot you find

——

?

”

“You mock me ! ” hissed O-Kon, striking the
ground with her small hand. “ I curse the liquid jade
that takes you beyond my reach, and the tea and its
frigid ceremonies that have turned your heart into an
ice-cold stone. Above all I curse that fool Daruma
whose severed eye-lids were transformed into the teap1ant.—My love for you has turned into hate. There
will still be one shadow on the shoji, but, Prince Holy
Tea, it will not be quite the same shadow.—Oh, it
will be difierent, different 1 ”
Rikiu looked upon the retreating figure of O-Kon
with compassionate eyes. When she had disappeared,
he murmured: “You have wronged the tea that has
been to me the amber gate leading to everlasting
beauty,and most of all you have wronged the music
of your own fair soul. Though you slumber to-night
with hate and vengeance in your heart, in the morning,
when you Wake, by the mercy and infinite goodness of
the Lord Buddha, you shall find peace.”
II.
When O-Ken awoke the next morning her hatred
had not disappeared. It had grown more intense, and
was now a deep, surging flood—the flood of vengeance
that desired to tear down the man who had seen her
love and yielded none in return. She put on her most
beautiful kimono, the kimono with silk cherry-blossom.
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She painted her lips, and was at length satisfied with

the elaborate arrangement of her glossy black hair.

She bent over a mirror and carefully ex

amined every

detail of her face. "

W ell, little mirror,"

a smile, "

please L

shall I

she said with

ord Monkey-face to-day?

"

The reflection of scarlet mouth, laughing eyes, and

night-black hair seemed to whisper back, very softly:

"

Y

ou will, O -K

on, you will!

"

"

A

h!

little mirror, I

wish you would always look back at me like that."

Then O -K

on laid the metal disc aside, passed out into

the street, and entered a palanq

palace,"

O -K

uin. "

To H ideyoshi'

she said sweetly to the bearers.

on had one little frown on her forehead as she

leant back in the palanq

uin. She was never q

uite

sure of H ideyoshi. H e was a man of moods, gay

to-day, gloomy to-morrow, liberal and meagre with his

favours by turn. Could she twist him round her

finger, or could he, with that brutal vanity of his, draw
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her down to his own level without attaining her end?

She did not q

last night'

uite know. Much depended on his

s slumber, and much, too, on the flatteries

that immediately preceded her visit.

W hen the palanq

uin was lowered and O -K

on

entered the palace, the frown had disappeared. O fficials

bowed before her, and the guards smiled when she had

passed them. A

ll knew O -K

H ideyoshi loved her. A

on, and all knew that

fter the sending of messages

and a period of waiting that seemed interminable,

O -K

on was favoured with a private audience with the

R

egent.

"

Great Sun of the W orld!

"

cried O -K

on as she

prostrated herself before H ideyoshi— only the backs of

her little hands were aware of the concealed smile—

"

Great Sun of the W orld, whose glory transcends the

THE QUEST

She painted her lips, and was at length satisfied with
the elaborate arrangement of her glossy black hair.
She bent over a mirror and carefully examined every
detail of her face. “Well, little mirror,” she said with
a smile, “ shall I please Lord Monkey-face to-day?”
The reflection of scarlet mouth, laughing eyes, and
night-black hair seemed to whisper back, very softly:
“ You
will, O-Kon, you will ! “Ah! little mirror, I
wish you would always look back at me like that."
Then O-Kon laid the metal disc aside, passed out into
the street, and entered a palanquin.
To Hideyoshi’s
palace,” she said sweetly to the bearers.
O-Kon had one little frown on her forehead as she
leant back in the palanquin. She was never quite
sure of Hideyoshi. He was a man of moods, gay
to-day, gloomy to-morrow, liberal and meagre with his
favours by turn. Could she twist him round her
finger, or could he, with that brutal vanity of his, draw
her down to his own level without attaining her end?
She did not quite know. Much depended on his
last night’s slumber, and much, too, on the flatteries
that immediately preceded her visit.
When the palanquin was lowered and O-Kon
entered the palace, the frown had disappeared. Officials
bowed before her, and the guards smiledwhen she had
passed them. All knew O-Kon, and all knew that
Hideyoshi loved her. After the sending of messages
and a period of Waiting that seemed interminable,
O-Kon was favoured with a private audience with the
”

s

“

Regent.

“Great Sun of the World!” cried O-Kon as she
prostrated herself before Hideyoshi—only the backs of
her little hands were aware of the concealed smileGreat Sun of the World, whose glory transcends the
“
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glory of the Celestial Kingdom, be honourably pleased,
in all thy pomp, to hear my humble supplications.”

U

similar vein, and when O-Kon
had repeated, parrot-fashion, all the Court jargon she
could remember, Hideyoshi, with a leering, self-satisfied smile, bade her rise, delighted that this woman
of all women should seek a private audience with
him.
“Well, little one,” said the Regent, “Sun of the
World and Moon of the Night are together at last.
What brings you here ?
“ I have
come to speak of Rikiu."
“
Oh, Prince Holy Tea! Hideyoshi yawned. “I
have grown a little weary of him of late. Well ? ”
“My lord, your weariness is part of your great
intelligence, but Rikiu’s weariness of you shows his
bad taste and impudence.”
“ So the slave tires of
my exalted patronage ? We
allow licence to dreamers, but they must not go too far
with their follies. The hand that gives can also take
away, and the hand of Hideyoshi can strike with the
force of the Thunder God.”
“My lord, your words of wisdom overwhelm me.
I pray you bear with your servant yet a little longer.
This Rikiu, once your friend, is now your enemy. He
has mocked you. He has called you Monkey-face,
stable-upstart—you who are the Sun of the World!
He seeks to put an end to your incomparable life. He
seeks to poison you in a cup of tea.”
The small eyes of Hideyoshi shone with anger.
There were ugly blue patches on his face, and his hands
twitched violently. “Enough, O-Kon ! " he shouted.
“ This
man who has made an idol of his tea shall find
On a certain day he shall
a dagger in the dregs.
More followed in
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glory of the Celestial K

a

ingdom, be honourably pleased,

in all thy pomp, to hear my humble supplications."

More followed in a similar vein, and when O -K

had repeated, parrot-fashion, all the Court j

on

argon she

oould remember, H ideyoshi, with a leering, self-satis-

fied smile, bade her rise, delighted that this woman

of all women should seek a private audience with

him.

"

W ell, little one,"

said the R

egent, "

Sun of the

W orld and Moon of the N ight are together at last.

W hat brings you here?

"

"

I

have come to speak of R

"

O h, Prince H oly Tea!

ikiu."

”

"

H ideyoshi yawned. "

have grown a little weary of him of late. W ell?

"

"

My lord, your weariness is part of your great

I

”

intelligence, but R

ikiu'

s weariness of you shows his

bad taste and impudence."

So the slave tires of my ex

alted patronage?
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"

W e

allow licence to dreamers, but they must not go too far

with their follies. The hand that gives can also take

away, and the hand of H ideyoshi can strike with the

force of the Thunder God."

"

I

My lord, your words of wisdom overwhelm me.

pray you bear with your servant yet a little longer.

This R

ikiu, once your friend, is now your enemy. H e

has mocked you. H e has called you Monkey-face,

stable-upstart— you who are the Sun of the W orld!

H e seeks to put an end to your incomparable life. H e

seeks to poison you in a cup of tea."

The small eyes of H ideyoshi shone with anger.

There were ugly blue patches on his face, and his hands

twitched violently. "

"

E

nough, O -K

on!
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"

he shouted.

This man who has made an idol of his tea shall find

a dagger in the dregs. O n a certain day he shall
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commit hara-kiri. I

ST

shall be well rid of such a

treacherous fellow."

These words filled O -K

on with j

oy. She was

about to ask permission to leave his presence when

she noticed a change in H ideyoshi'

"

O -K

on,"

said the R

lightly tapping his fan on the floor. "

a mind to spare R

ikiu'

s face.

egent, bending forward and

O -K

s life this time."

on, I

have

H e paused

a moment and read all too clearly the meaning of a

tremor that shook the silk cherry-blossom, the meaning

of the little teeth that gripped the bright-painted lips

with vex

ation. "

O -K

rests with you whether I

on,"

continued the R

egent, "

command the Tea Master to

take his life or not."

"

W ith me?

"

said O -K

on, with a terrible under-

standing.

"

Y

es,"

word for R

replied H ideyoshi, "

ikiu'

s death in ex

with you. I

give the

change for your love. I

f
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you do not agree to this, then the Tea Master lives,

but in future we will see that he confines his attention

ex

clusively to the amber beverage. W ell, O -K

is it to be?

"

F

I

A

I

ikiu'

s death, my lord, I

come

"

I

ikiu received a formal letter

from H ideyoshi commanding that the Tea Master

should take his life on a certain day. R

ikiu read the

missive as he sat in his garden. N ever for a moment

did the great Tea Master imagine that O -K

before his old friend the R

on had lied

egent, and that it was

through her that he was compelled to commit hara-

kiri. "

I

have enemies at the Court,"

standing.

“Yes,” replied Hideyoshi, “With you. I give the

.

few days later R

commit hara-kiri. I shall be well rid of such a
treacherous fellow.”
These words filled O-Kon with joy. She was
about to ask permission to leave his presence when
she noticed a change in Hideyoshi’s face.
“O-Kon,” said the Regent, bending forward and
lightly tapping his fan on the floor. “ O-Kon, I have
a mind to spare Rikiu’s life this time.” He paused
a moment and read all too clearly the meaning of a
tremor that shook the silk cherry-blossom, the meaning
of the little teeth that gripped the bright-painted lips
with vexation. “O-Kon,” continued the Regent, “it
rests with you whether I command the Tea Master to
take his life or not.”
“ With
said O-Kon, with a terrible underme ?
”

"

rom the hour of R

to you!

on, which

it

THE QUEST

he said, "

and

word for Rikiu’s death in exchange for your love. If
you do not agree to this, then the Tea Master lives,
but in future we will see that he confines his attention
exclusively to the amber beverage. Well, O-Kon, which
is it to be ? ”
“ From the hour of Rikiu’s
death, my lord, I come
”
to you!

III.
A few days later Rikiu received a formal letter
from Hideyoshi commanding that the Tea Master
should take his life on a certain day. Rikiu read the
missive as he sat in his garden. Never for a moment
did the great Tea Master imagine that O-Kon had lied
before his old friend the Regent, and that it was
through her that he was compelled to commit harakiri. “I have enemies at the Court,” he said, “and
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they have plotted against me."

H is voice was steady.

There was no trace of fear or regret upon his face. "

shall die,"

he went on, "

pass into the L

and of E

His voice was steady.
There was no trace of fear or regret upon his face. “ I
shall die,” he went on, “even as I have lived. I shall
pass into the Land of Eternal Spring, where I shall no
longer need the spiritualising effect of tea or the music
of haunting bells. When the Gods call, I shall be
ready. When they beckon, I shall come!
The great Tea. Master went about his duties as
usual. His servants had always good cause to
remember his kindness of heart; but since he had
received the order to end his life, they were still more
impressed by his nobility of character. It was they,
and not the Master, who wept. In the few days at his
disposal he set his house in order. He studied the
Buddhist scriptures, played upon the biwa, and always
spoke cheerfully to those about him. One night, when
no one was looking, he bade farewell to his beloved
garden. All he said was: “Cannot I make you very
small and take you with me?” His step was firm,
and there were no tears in the eyes of one who had
learnt the mystery of perpetual joy. One of the last
duties he performed was to send out invitations to his
disciples asking them to attend his final tea ceremony.
On the day appointed for Rikiu’s death the guests
assembled in the portico of his house. They gazed
with sad eyes into the garden, where all the leaves
seemed whispering together, ghosts talking of the
departure of their beloved Master. Presently one of
the disciples said: “ Those who live beautifully know
how to die beautifullytoo.” When these words had
been spoken sweet incense drifted out from the tearoom. It was a silent message bidding the disciples
enter the calm and fragrant apartment.
One by one the disciples took their places. In the

even as I

I

have lived. I

ternal Spring, where I

shall

shall no

longer need the spiritualising effect of tea or the music

of haunting bells. W hen the Gods call, I

shall be

”

ready. W hen they beckon, I

shall come!

"

The great Tea Master went about his duties as

usual. H is servants had always good cause to

remember his kindness of heart;

but since he had

received the order to end his life, they were still more

impressed by his nobility of character. I

and not the Master, who wept. I

t was they,

n the few days at his

disposal he set his house in order. H e studied the

B

uddhist scriptures, played upon the biwa, and always

spoke cheerfully to those about him. O ne night, when

no one was looking, he bade farewell to his beloved

ll he said was: "

Cannot I

make you very
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garden. A

small and take you with me?

"

H is step was firm,

and there were no tears in the eyes of one who had

learnt the mystery of perpetual j

oy. O ne of the last

duties he performed was to send out invitations to his

disciples asking them to attend his final tea ceremony.

O n the day appointed for R

ikiu'

s death the guests

assembled in the portico of his house. They gazed

with sad eyes into the garden, where all the leaves

seemed whispering together, ghosts talking of the

departure of their beloved Master. Presently one of

the disciples said: "

Those who live beautifully know

how to die beautifully too."

W hen these words had

been spoken sweet incense drifted out from the tea-

room. I

t was a silent message bidding the disciples

enter the calm and fragrant apartment.

O ne by one the disciples took their places. I

n the
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tokonoma (alcove) hung a kakemono, and looking

sorrowfully upon it they read of the passing of all

earthly things, written by an old monk whose human

remains had long rested in a little cemetery by the sea.

The kettle boiled on the brazier. O nce that boiling

kettle had reminded them of a sunny, laughing stream,

of pine-trees singing together, of the merry patter of

little children'

s feet. N ow the song was different, now

it was like the cry of a cicada calling in vain to its

absent mate.

A

t length the great Tea Master entered the apart-

ment, calm and dignified, and served each guest with

the precious beverage of the liq

uid j

ade. W hen he

had done so he drank from his own cup in perfect

silence, and then allowed the disciples to admire all

the utensils connected with the tea-eq

R

uipage. Then

ikiu presented each guest with a little gift, and

taking his bowl in his hand, he ex

claimed: "

N ever
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again shall this cup, polluted by the lips of misfortune,

be used by man."

vessel.

A

nd with these words he broke the

The oeremony was over. O ne by one the guests

bade their dear Master a last farewell. W hen R

ikiu

was alone he took off his tea-gown and revealed beneath

the white robe of Death. Then taking his dagger he

said in a clear, steady voice:

"

W elcome to thee

0 sword of eternity!

Through B

A

uddha

nd through Daruma alike

Thou hast cleft thy way."

The great Tea Master, with "

B

utsu!

"

("

N amu A

H ail, O mnipotent B

mida

uddha!

"

) upon his

sorrowfully upon it they read of the passing of all
earthly things, written by an old monk whose human
remains had long rested in a little cemetery by the sea.
The kettle boiled on the brazier. Once that boiling
kettle had reminded them of a sunny, laughing stream,
of pine-trees singing together, of the merry patter of
little children's feet. Now the song was different, now
it was like the cry of a cicada calling in vain to its
absent mate.
At length the great Tea Master entered the apartment, calm and dignified, and served each guest with
the precious beverage of the liquid jade. When he
had done so he drank from his own cup in perfect
silence, and then allowed the disciples to admire all
the utensils connected with the tea-equipage. Then
Rikiu presented each guest with a little gift, and
taking his bow] in his hand, he exclaimed: “Never
again shall this cup, polluted by the lips of misfortune,
be used by man.” And with these words he broke the
vessel.
The ceremony was over. One by one the guests
bade their dear Master a last farewell. When Rikiu
was alone he took off his tea-gown and revealed beneath
the white robe of Death. Then taking his dagger he
said in a clear, steady voice:
“

Welcome to thee
O sword of eternity!
Through Buddha
And through Daruma alike
Thou hast cleft thy way.”

The great Tea Master, with “Namu Amida
Butsu!" (“ Hail, Omnipotent Buddhal”) upon his
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the far beyond.
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of earth into the peace of

757

lips, passed down the road of earth into the peace of

the far beyond.

F

or a moment there was silence in the room. The

flower in the vase swayed in the breeze and the sweet

inoense still lingered in the apartment. Then there

came a soft rustling sound, like the movement of silken

garments. A

curtain was slowly, cautiously pushed

aside, and O -K

on entered. H er face was pale, and

there was no paint on the q

uivering lips. She knelt by

the side of the great Tea Master and lifted his head

gently upon her lap. Tears fell on the lifeless face of

R

ikiu. "

"

forgive, forgive!

I

I

she said softly,

shall not go back to H ideyoshi.

shall not go back. O h, thou very beautiful, I

coming!

L

et there be two shadows in E

. H adland Davis.
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F

O h, thou very beautiful,"

For a moment there was silence in the room. The
flower in the vase swayed in the breeze and the sweet
incense still lingered in the apartment. Then there
came a soft rustling sound, like the movement of silken
garments. A curtain was slowly, cautiously pushed
aside, and O-Kon entered. Her face was pale, and
there was no paint on the quivering lips. She knelt by
the side of the great Tea Master and lifted his head
gently upon her lap. Tears fell on the lifeless face of
Rikiu. “Oh, thou very beautiful,” she said softly,
“forgive, forgive! I shall not go back to Hideyoshi.
I shall not go back. Oh, thou very beautiful, I am
coming! Let there be two shadows in Eternity.”

am

ternity."

F. HADLAND DAVIS.
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O h!

E

my heart!

A

R

TH .

H ow we loved the smell of wood-

smoke when the first frosts came, sharpening the

breath of twilight!

H ow it q

the horses, till the j

uivered in the nostrils of

oy of it sent their hoofs beating

faster than waves in flood over the stones!

A SONG OF EARTH.

H ow we loved the pastures thickened and gray-

white with dew of an A

utumn morning!

The cobwebs

lay on the brambles, and the ripe mulberries thudded

softly, softly, and very softly on to the grass.

O h!

my heart!

These are small things, but for

those who know them they come as the breath of

delight!

A

nd no speech do they need to declare them.

W hy is then that we speak of the brown old earth,

you and I

?

Since we have seen it, and listened to its

great heart beating heavily in the lull of a tempest,

what need can there be of speech?

N o need, no need, save that by speech we may free

OH! my heart! How we loved the smell of woodsmoke when the first frosts came, sharpening the
breath of twilight! How it quivered in the nostrils of
the horses, till the joy of it sent their hoofs beating
faster than waves in flood over the stones!

the soul of its fulness.

the A
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This then is why we talk of the ash and roses of

utumn sky, my heart, and the moonstone green

of the sea when the Spring blows over it.

This is why we talk of the orange fires of the sun,

burning behind the fir-trees, burning so hot they make

red paths on the snow.

768

How we loved the pastures thickened and graywhite with dew of an Autumn morning! The cobwebs
lay on the brambles, and the ripe mulberries thudded
softly,softly, and very softly on to the grass.

Oh! my heart! These are small things, but for
those who know them they come as the breath of
delight ! And no speech do they need to declare them.

Why is then that we speak of the brown old earth,
you and I ?

Since we have

seen

it, and listened to its

great heart beating heavily in the lull of

a

tempest,

speech ?
No need, no need, save that by speech we may free

what need

can

there be of

the soul of its fulness.
This then is why we talk of the ash and roses of
the Autumn sky, my heart, and the moonstone green
of the sea when the Spring blows over it.
This is why we talk of the orange fires of the sun,
burning behind the fir-trees, burning so hot they make
red paths on the snow.
758
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And this is why we talk of the drumming of rain
on the earth, that fills our mind and troubles us with
longings that we do not understand.

TH

759

A

SONG OF

nd this is why we talk of the drumming of rain

on the earth, that fills our mind and troubles us with

Oh ! Love, I am tired_! I
is very busy round us !

longings that we do not understand.

O h!

L

ove, I

am tired!

I

am tired!

B

is very busy round us!

I

have heard men say that sound is sound, and a

little beating upon the ear-drums!

I

tired! But the earth

have heard men say that scent is scent, and a

little shadow passing forgotten across the nostrils!

I

am

ut the earth

I have heard men say that scent is scent, and
little shadow passing forgotten across the nostrils !

a

have heard men say that sight is sight, and a

little flash of lightning striking upon the eye-balls!

So they say, my heart!

So they say!

W e know that scent is an unbreakable cord,

I have heard men say that sound is
little beating upon the ear-drums!

sound, and

a

drawing us to the graves of the Dead!

W e know that sound is a full-voiced bell, ringing

us to the cradles of the Unborn!

W e know that sight is a flaming torch, beaconing

O h!

H eart of my heart!

I

am tired of song!

So

Come over the furrows of the new-turned earth, for

there is work to be done. A

ife of my Soul!

J. C. Chadwick.

Come!

they say, my heart!

So

they say!

nd the sky is growing

deep and blue and star-shot with the night!

L

a

iving!
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us along the path with the L

I have heard men say that sight is sight, and
little flash of lightning striking upon the eye-balls !

We know that scent is an unbreakable
drawing us to the graves of the Dead !

us

We know that sound is a full-voiced
to the cradles of the Unborn I

us

We know that sight is a flaming
along the path with the Living 1

cord,

bell, ringing

torch, beaconing

Oh! Heart of my heart! I am tired of song!
Come over the furrows of the new-turned earth, for
there is work to be done. And the sky is growing
deep and blue and star-shot with the night!
Life of my Soul!

Come !
J. C. CHADWICK.
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The chalice of the western firmament

A

ll day awaits the sacrificial wine,

Until at even comes the hour divine

W hen N ature'

s God, whose bleeding heart is bent

A SEA SUNSET.

Toward his calvary in the O ccident,

F

ills full the cup with hues incarnadine,

E

mblazoning the genuflecting line

O f waves, who endless orisons present.

H e dies;

a grey-cowled brotherhood of clouds

THE chalice of the western firmament

Takes up the high immortal ritual,

Till Twilight in his priestly vestments dressed

W ith star-embroidered veil the cup enshrouds,

A

nd breathing benediction upon all

I

ntones the final: "

I

te. Missa est."

H .H .

All

day awaits the sacrificial wine,

Until at

even comes

the hour divine

God, whose bleeding heart is bent
Toward his calvary in the occident,
Fills full the cup with hues incarnadine,

When Nature's
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Emblazoning the genuflecting line
Of waves, who endless orisons present.
He dies;

a

grey-cowled brotherhood of clouds

Takes up the high immortal ritual,
Till Twilight in his

priestly vestments dressed

With star-embroidered veil the cup enshrouds,
And breathing benediction upon all
Intones the final:

“

Ite.

Missa est.”
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Main Currents of Modeen Thought.

A

Study of the Spiritual and I

Present Day. B

yR

udolf E

ntellectual Movements of the

ucken, Professor of Philosophy

at the University of Jena. Translated by Meyriek B

B

.Se., Ph.D. (Jena). L

ondon (F

isher Unwin);

REVIEWS AND NOTICES.

ooth,

pp. 48

8

;

12s. 6d. net.

MAIN CURRENTS or MODERN THOUGHT.

This volume, translated from the 4th and considerably revised

edition of O eistige Strdmungen der Gegenwart, is in our opinion

A

by far the most interesting and readable of the works of the now

world-famous Jena philosopher which have so far appeared in

E

nglish dress. R

E

ucken'

eaders of The Q uest are already familiar with

s main ideas from articles and reviews in its pages;

but

his point of view is so fundamental, penetrating and vital that it

Study of the Spiritual and Intellectual Movements of the
Present Day. By Rudolf Eucken, Professor of Philosophy
at the University of Jena. Translated by Meyrick Booth,
B.Sc., Ph.D. (Jena). London (Fisher Unwin); pp. 488;
12s. 6d. net.

fully deserves all the space we can give it, and all the more

because this vindicator of the spiritual life as the goal of

THIS volume, translated from the 4th and considerably revised
edition of Geistige Striirnungen der Gegenwart, is in our opinion
by far the most interesting and readable of the works of the now
world-famous Jena. philosopher which have so far appeared in
English dress. Readers of THE QUEST are already familiarwith
Eucken's main ideas from articles and reviews in its pages; but
his point of view is so fundamental, penetrating and vital that it
fully deserves all the space we can give it, and all the more
because this Vindicator of the spiritual life as the goal of
philosophy is preéminently in the forefront of modern thinkerswho
Eucken is no formalist, he seeks for a vital
are upon that quest.
"
world-riddle.
It would hardly be possible," he
solution of the
“
writes, to conceive of anything more foolish than the claim set
up by certain philosophical systems to exhaust, at a given period,
the whole wealth of truth and to solve every riddle. That we
remain thus in a state of quest, and at the same time, unavoidably, in error, cannot in any way disturb us if we possess the
conviction that all human effort has a world of spiritual life
behind it which can be ours only through freedom, but which is
independent of our self-will ” (p. 68).
Eucken's general method is the attempt to resolve contraries
into a higher synthesis, and therefore with Hegel, though he is
not an adherent of the latter’s panlogism, he makes great appeal
to history and prefaces each topic by tracing the development of its
ideas and cultural phases in the past. In this, however, as was also
the case with Hegel, he practicallyignores the East ; but even so
we have enough to be very thankful for. Eucken's idea of history
is, we believe, the true one. " Something timeless assists in every

philosophy is preeminently in the forefront of modern thinkers who

are upon that q

uest. E

ucken is no formalist, he seeks for a vital

solution of the world-riddle. "

I

t would hardly be possible,"

he

to conceive of anything more foolish than the claim set
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writes, "

op by certain philosophical systems to ex

haust, at a given period,

the whole wealth of truth and to solve every riddle. That we

remain thus in a state of q

uest, and at the same time, unavoid-

ably, in error, cannot in any way disturb us if we possess the

conviction that all human effort has a world of spiritual life

behind it whioh can be ours only through freedom, but which is

independent of our self-will "

E

ucken'

(p. 68

).

s general method is the attempt to resolve contraries

into a higher synthesis, and therefore with H egel, though he is

not an adherent of the latter'

s panlogism, he makes great appeal

to history and prefaces each topic by tracing the development of its

ideas and cultural phases in the past. I

n this, however, as was also

the case with H egel, he practically ignores the E

we have enough to be very thankful for. E

is, we believe, the true ono. "
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great historical event, something superhuman in every spiritual

ascent of man. I

t is a peculiar mission of philosophy to work out

nd again: "

H istory is valuable to us only in so far

as we are able to convert it into a timeless present;

its main func-

tion is to lead us out of the narrowness and poverty of the merely

momentary present into a wider present superior to, and encom-

passing time "

(p. 268

). I

s it not W obbermin who has suggested

that the German terms Geschichte and H istorie, instead of being

used as simple synonyms, should be scientifically distinguished

in a somewhat similar sense?

I

n all he writes E

ucken pleads for a new synthesis, for some-

subsumed in the master-idea of an independent spiritual life.

eeling alone, intellect alone, action alone, will allow us at best

only to hobble towards truth, never to seize it immediately.

Thus: "

The strength of feeling,"

he writes,"

is no guarantee

whatever of the truth of any body of thought which may be

ach religion is confident of the
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developed from it (p. 47) . . . E

entire genuineness of the fundamental feelings associated with it;

yet the various religions arrive at q

A

uite different truths"

bove all we should remember that "

(p. 48

).

this striving towards truth

has nothing to do with any passive state of being ex

rather does reality lie within life, attainable

only through life"

(p. 68

). N ot that E

ucken, in this connection,

will have anything to do with the pragmatic evaluation of truth

as solely a useful means. F

in itself. "

"

I

or him truth can only ex

nstrumental truth is no truth at all"

ist as an end

(p. 78

). F

or

what is true at all is true for all time— or better still it is true

irrespective of time;

although the statement, under particular

circumstances, may be for a period of time only, the manner in

which it is ex

pressed is always timeless;

truth involves a liberation from all time"

regard to ethical ideals, "

as spiritual ex

perience all

(p. 267). So also with

a good (such as right, honour, love, or

loyalty) which is arrived at on account of its usefulness, that is to

say, as a mere means for the physical and social promotion of life,

thereby undergoes an inward transformation and ceases to be a

good"

(p. 260).

A

s to intellect, it is indispensable, but it is by no means all.

F

or "

above and beyond all intellectual processes there developes

an inner life, a life which ex

hibits, in spite of all manifoldness, a

permanent character, persisting through all changes and move-

a

somewhat similar sense ?

for someIn all he writes Eucken pleads for a new synthesis,
willand
intellect
thing that will satisfy the whole man-—feeling,
spiritual life.
subsumed in the master-idea of an independent
will allow us at best
Feeling alone, intellect alone, action alone,
it immediately.
only to hobble towards truth, never to seize
"
is no guarantee
Thus: “The strength of feeling," he writes,
which may be
thought
whatever of the truth of any body of
Each religion is confident of the
developed from it (p. 47)
associated with it:
entire genuineness of the fundamental feelings
different truths" (P- 43)yet the various religions arrive at quite
"
towards truth
Above all we should remember that this striving
existing indehas nothing to do with any passive state of being
life, attainable
pendently of life; rather does reality lie within
in this connection.
only through life (p. 63). Not that Eucken, evaluation of truth
will have anything to do with the pragmatic
end
him truth can only exist as an
as solely a useful means. For
F01‘
all" (p- '73)in itself. “Instrumental truth is no truth at
still it is true
"
what is true at all is true for all time—or better
particular
irrespective of time; although the statement, under
in
manner
the
only,
circumstances, may be for a period of time
all
experience
which it is expressed is always timeless; as spiritual
So also with
truth involves a liberation from all time (p. 267).
"
honour, love, or
regard to ethical ideals, a good (such as right,
that is t0
loyalty) which is arrived at on account of its usefulness, of life.
and social promotion
say, as a mere means for the physical
transformation and ceases to be 8:
.

isting inde-

pendently of life;

"

in

thing that will satisfy the whole man— feeling, intellect and will-

F

spiritual
in
great historical event, something superhuman every
out
work
to
of
philosophy
ascent of man. It is a peculiar mission
absolute"
this
word
this timeless superhuman element—in a
in so far
(p. 140). And again: History is valuable to us ; only
it into a timeless present its main funcas we areiable to convert
of the merely
tion is to lead us out of the narrowness and poverty
and encommomentary present into a wider present superior to,has suggested
268). Is it not Wobbermin who
passing time
instead of being
that the German terms Geschichte and Historic, distinguished
used as simple synonyms, should be scientifically
"

this timeless superhuman element— in a word this absolute"

(p. 140). A
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"

"

thereby undergoes

good (p. 260).
"

an

inward

no means all.
As to intellect, it is indispensable, but it is by
there developefi
For “ above and beyond all intellectual processes
in spite of all manifoldness, a
an inner life, a life which exhibits,
and movepermanent character, persisting through all changes
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ments (p. 53).
Right through every species of change
persists the movement of spiritual life towards a unity transcending contradictions (p. 62). And here we must specially note that
“a subjective or objective tendency within the spiritual life is
fundamentally difierent from a subjective or objective tendency
(p. 62). With the spiritual life these
as opposed to spiritual life
become necessary complementary movements, whereby that life
energises; as separately opposed to it they are partial and
imperfect. In fundamental agreement with Bergson and Vaihinger,
though of course all three approach the problem from very difierent
points of view, the Jena philosopher declares: Being a mere
tool, intelligence cannot attain to inner continuity, secure selfdependence, or any content of its own” (p. 57). Scholarship and
technical knowledge are admirable, nay indispensable instruments; but they are means, never ends. The present age is too
We incline to substitute scholarly knowprone to forget this.
ledge for spiritual life. This life of sympathetic understanding,
which, after all, is never more than a half-life, leads us into the
danger of increasinglysurrendering a full life of our own, a life of
clear thought and firm will" (p. 816). This intellect, moreover, is
not genuine reason; and we most heartily agree with Eucken when
.
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merits (p. 58

). . . . B

ight through every species of change

persists the movement of spiritual life towards a unity transcend-

ing contradictions"

(p. 62). A

nd here we must specially note that

"

"

a subj

ective or obj

ective tendency within the spiritual life is

fundamentally different from a subj

as opposed to spiritual life "

ective or obj

ective tendency

(p. 62). W ith the spiritual life these

become necessary complementary movements, whereby that life

energises;

as separately opposed to it they are partial and

imperfect. I

n fundamental agreement with B

ergson and V

aihinger,

“

though of course all three approach the problem from very different

points of view, the Jena philosopher declares: "

B

eing a mere

tool, intelligence cannot attain to inner continuity, secure self-

dependence, or any content of its own "

(p. 57). Scholarship and

technical knowledge are admirable, nay indispensable instru-

ments;

but they are means, never ends. The present age is too

prone to forget this. "

“

W e incline to substitute scholarly know-

ledge for spiritual life. This life of sympathetic understanding,
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which, after all, is never more than a half-life, leads us into the

danger of increasingly surrendering a full life of our own, a life of

clear thought and firm will"

not genuine reason;

he writes: "

(p. 8

15). This intellect, moreover, is

and we most heartily agree with E

ucken when

There are not two reasons, one theoretical and the

other practical, ex

isting side by side. The conception of self-

he Writes: “There are not two reasons, one theoretical and the
other practical, existing side by side. The conception of selfactivity,moreover, is to be included in that of reason, as one of its
essential attributes. "Reason must not be conceived of as a thing
utterly detached; it is the representative of a completely independent life——of reality self-poised and self-contained. In the
absence of such a life there could be no truth at all" (p. 78).

activity, moreover, is to be included in that of reason, as one of its

essential attributes. "

utterly detaohed;

R

eason must not be conceived of as a thing

it is the representative of a completely inde-

pendent life— of reality self-poised and self-contained. I

absence of such a life there could be no truth at all"

N evertheless— and, therefore, paradox

n the

(p. 78

).

ically enough— the philo-

sophy of activism claims, precisely because the whole of life must

be linked up into a unity, and at the same time transformed into

personal action (p. 95), that "

Nevertheless——and, therefore, paradoxically enough—the philosophy of activism claims, precisely because the whole of life must
be linked up into a unity, and at the same time transformed into
personal action (p. 95), that it is under no inducement whatever
to diminish in any way the importance of intellectual work. It
cannot look upon the latter as an accessory to the central things
of life, as something that could be quite well dispensed with.
The desired reconstruction of life, the direction of life towards
self-activity, will never by any chance be accomplished and maintained without energetic intellectual work" (p. 81).
On the
other hand, however, we must recognise that "intellectual work
itself does not become positive and productive until it becomes an
integral portion of an inclusive spiritual life, both receiving from
that life and contributing to its advancement, until it is guided by

it is under no inducement whatever

to diminish in any way the importance of intellectual work. I

t

cannot look upon the latter as an accessory to the central things

of life, as something that could be q

uite well dispensed with.

"

The desired reconstruction of life, the direction of life towards

self-activity, will never by any chance be accomplished and main-

tained without energetic intellectual work"

(p. 8

other hand, however, we must recognise that "

1). O n the

intellectual work

itself does not become positive and productive until it becomes an

integral portion of an inclusive spiritual life, both receiving from

that life and contributing to its advancement, until it is guided by
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the resultant drift of great spiritual organisations and impelled

by the energies which originate from these sources"

True reason is not logic simply. "

R

(p. 8

5).

eal human thinking is by no

means a mere uniform application of these laws of thought;

over

and beyond such application it preserves a characteristic q

uality

which penetrates and dominates every detail and can come only

from the whole of a life process"

"

(p. 8

7). Thus it follows that

there is no intellectual truth apart from a spiritual truth as a

whole, but this means nothing less than the transformation of the

world into cosmic life, an apprehension of reality from within"

(p. 94). E

ucken again is in entire agreement with B

writes: "

A

ergson when he

new stage of life can never under any circumstances

come into being as the result of a mere mingling or j

ux

taposition.

The error in this line of argument is one not uncommon in the

present age— the unperceived conversion of the q

the q

ualitative"

(p. 8

56). A

uantitative into

nd even more so when he declares

with all the emphasis of italics: "

A

t bottom the chief prop of

THE

QUEST

the resultant drift of great spiritual organisations and impelled
by the energies which originate from these sources" (p. 85).
True reason is not logic simply. “ Real human thinkingis by no
means a mere uniform application of these laws of thought; over
and beyond such application it preserves a characteristic quality
which penetrates and dominates every detail and can come only
from the whole of a life process" (p. 87). Thus it follows that
"
there is no intellectual truth apart from a spiritual truth as a
whole. but this means nothing less than the transformation of the
world into cosmic life, an apprehension of reality from within"
(p. 94). Eucken again is in entire agreement with Bergson when he
writes: " A new stage of life can never under any circumstances
come into being as the result of a mere mingling or juxtaposition.
The error in this line of argument is one not uncommon in the
present age——the unperceived conversion of the quantitative into
the qualitative (p. 856). And even more so when he declares
with all the emphasis of italics: "At bottom the chief prop Of
determinism is intellectualism” (p. 439).
The whole of Eucken's philosophy, therefore, we see, centres
round the ideal of the spiritual life. What. then, does the Jena
philosopher mean by this term ? It is far from any simply withThe life of a spiritual
drawn, or abstract, or subjective state.
does
and
end
not
with
its
being
subjective condition: it
begin
includes the objective also, and must get into relationship with the
objective; it is driven to insist that the rift between subjective
and objective shall be overcome, and feels confinement to the
merely subjective conditions as an intolerable restriction" (P- 43)Eucken regards spiritual life as " a fully active life which does
not run its course between subject and object, but encompa-5395
the antithesis from the very beginning" (p. 149). Spiritual life
"becomes in itself an intolerable contradiction if it stands apart
from and confronting the world and not within it, and if realit)’
does not perfect itself in turning to spiritual life” (p- 53)- Thu‘
spiritual life is ' an independent self-contained life’ (p. 68), itself
‘giving rise to reality’ (p. 60). Its nature is cosmic. "A whole
world must come into eflective actuality within man himself:
"

(p. 48

9).
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determinism is intellectualism"

The whole of E

ucken'

s philosophy, therefore, we see, centres

round the ideal of the spiritual life. W hat, then, does the Jena

philosopher mean by this term?

drawn, or abstract, or subj

I

t is far from any simply with-

ective state. "

being does not begin and end with its subj

includes the obj

obj

ective;

and obj

it is driven to insist that the rift between subj

ective conditions as an intolerable restriction'

ucken regards spiritual life as "

not run its course between subj

ective

"

'

(p. 48

).

a fully active life which does

ect and obj

the antithesis from the very beginning "

"

it

ective also, and must get into relationship with the

ective shall be overcome, and feels confinement to the

merely subj

E

The life of a spiritual

ective condition;

ect, but encompasses

(p. 149). Spiritual life

becomes in itself an intolerable contradiction if it stands apart

from and confronting the world and not within it, and if reality

does not perfect itself in turning to spiritual life"

spiritual life is '

'

(p. 58

an independent self-contained life'

giving rise to reality'

(p. 60). I

). Thus

(p. 58

ts nature is cosmic. "

), itself

A

whole

world must come into effective actuality within man himself;

a world raised above this contrast [

subj

ective— obj

ective]

directly accessible to us and not refracted through the particularity

of the individual medium. Then, and only then, can there be any

truth for man"

(p. 54). F

or "

it is a life issuing from the whole

of things, a cosmic life, ... a new stage of cosmic develop-

ment which supervenes not below but above the opposition between

, a world

world raised above this contrast [subjective—objective], a world
us and not refracted through the particularity
of the individual medium. Then, and only then, can there be any
truth for man" (p. 54). For “ it is a life issuing from the whole
of things, a cosmic life,
a new stage of cosmic development which supervenes not below but above the opposition between
a.

directly accessible to
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subject and object" (p. 56). This cosmic character of life, however, does not become vividly present to man if there be no
vision of reality to support it" (p. 148). For the higher task or
higher life of humanity is not natural life-preservation but spiritual
self-preservation (p. 144). But here is a great danger, for in its
contact with spiritual power self-preservation easily increases to a
boundless egoism (p. 821). For power of any kind, though by no
means a thing evil in itself, is morally indifierent; since it knows
no higher goal than itself (p. 361). And this is especially important
to rememberat the present time when society and the individual
are both striving for an increase of power, a social-political and an
artistic-individual type of culture struggling for the leadership of
humanity. This shows with peculiar clearness the inner division
of our age, a division which must at the same time operate as an
imperative impulse towards an elevation above the antithesis,
towards a transition from a merely human culture to an essential
and spiritual culture capable of embracing the contrast" (p. 374).
For us, for the future, spiritual life means the coming-to-itself of
the world-process, a ‘becoming infinite,’ for the spiritual stage
consists essentially in the direct participation of each individual
"
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(p. 55). This cosmic character of life, how-

does not become vividly present to man if there be no

vision of reality to support it"

(p. 148

). F

or the higher task or

higher life of humanity is not natural life-preservation but spiritual

self-preservation (p. 144). B

ut here is a great danger, for in its

contact with spiritual power self-preservation easily increases to a

boundless egoism (p. 8

21). F

or power of any kind, though by no

means a thing evil in itself, is morally indifferent;

since it knows

"

no higher goal than itself (p. 8

61). A

nd this is especially important

to remember at the present time when "

society and the individual

are both striving for an increase of power, a social-political and an

artistic-individual type of culture struggling for the leadership of

humanity. This shows with peculiar clearness the inner division

of our age, a division which must at the same time operate as an

imperative impulse towards an elevation above the antithesis,

towards a transition from a merely human culture to an essential

and spiritual culture capable of embracing the contrast"

or us, for the future, spiritual life means the'
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F

the world-process, a '

becoming infinite,'

consists essentially in the '

in the life of the whole '

B

(p. 8

74).

coming-to-itself '

of

'

direct participation of each individual

(p. 8

90).

‘

ut is this linking up the whole of life into a unity possible?

To this E

ucken replies: "

in the life of the whole (p. 890).
But is this linking up the whole of life into a unity possible ‘I
To this Eucken replies: “ The effort after unity would itself be
impossible if the challenge which to man appears so unrealisable
were not the fundamental reality of the spiritual life" (p. 95).
But we must set to the task courageously, actively, energetically ;
such is constantly the admonition of Eucken's activism or positive
idealism (p. 140). We must for ever seek a closer connection
between truth and life; namely, the life of the spirit as a selfsuflicient life (e-in Beisichselbstsein des Lebens), an absolutely
independent spiritual world (eine bee’ sick selbst befindlichc
Ge-isteswelt) working in us (pp. 79 and 114). The end of the quest
of activism is spiritual freedom beginning with the awareness of
an original presence which will extend an awakening and formative influence over the whole of life. "Now such a dominating
factor is not to be found in this or that appurtenance of spiritual
life, in this or that spiritual achievement, but in spiritual life
itself,” as Eucken understands it; namely, " the movement of
reality towards spiritual freedom." For only in spiritual freedom is
true being reached at all ; " everythingelse is but the shadow of it."
Such being, however, cannot lie outside activity, but only within
it, and it issues out of the depths of activity as it organises itself
'

The effort after unity would itself be

impossible if the challenge which to man appears so unrealisable

were not the fundamental reality of the spiritual life"

B

(p. 95).

ut we must set to the task courageously, actively, energetically;

such is constantly the admonition of E

ucken'

s activism or positive

idealism (p. 140). W e must for ever seek a closer connection

between truth and life;

sufficient life (ein B

namely, the life of the spirit as a self-

eisichselbstsein des L

ebens), an absolutely

independent spiritual world (eine bei sieh selbst befindliche

O eisteswelt) working in us (pp. 79 and 114). The end of the q

uest

of activism is spiritual freedom beginning with the awareness of

an original presence which will ex

tend an awakening and forma-

tive influence over the whole of life. "

N ow such a dominating

factor is not to be found in this or that appurtenance of spiritual

life, in this or that spiritual achievement, but in spiritual life

itself,"

as E

ucken understands it;

reality towards spiritual freedom."

true being reached at all;

‘

for the spiritual stage

"

F

namely, "

the movement of

or only in spiritual freedom is

everything else is but the shadow of it."

Such being, however, cannot lie outside activity, but only within

it, and it issues out of the depths of activity as it organises itself
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(p. 302). F

or it is the fundamental con-
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self-subsisting whole and passes, as a whole,fundamental cona

For it is the
that " there is absolutely no
viction of the Jena philosopher
itself in activity and actual
content without a self which unfolds
all
of this true self on which
events (p. 419). It is the winning
strenuous
bent. Therefore Eucken is a
our efforts should be
Not that
soul.
and the denial of
opponent of present-day realism that
the spirit which ever denies
there need be any apprehension
of
insists with all the vigour
will win the day. For, as Eucken
to be eliminated. The very
italics, “ the soul will not allow itself it to greater activity (pattempt to deny the soul only arouses in great strength just at
however, are
150
107). The forces of denial,
“
imperatively necessary tothego back
is
it
present, and therefore
preservaa battle for
the foundations of our existence and fight
is to
duty
immediate
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129).
(p.
soul
human
the
of
tion of
"
for the very movement
gird on our armour for this quest, all mere collecting and
reality drives us irresistibly beyond
of a soul." Indeed
classifying of phenomena to the winning
if human life and thought
limitations could not be felt as such
the
to them. It is, therefore,
soul’
were not in some way superior
for
‘
this desire
special mission of philosophy to champion
that a soul can
remember
(p. 136). On the other hand, we must
contradiction
be (p. 228). This apparent
never be had, it can only
althoush
he writes: For
is perhaps explained by Eucken when
man
somehow be present to
it is certain that spiritual life must
f0I'm
and universally valid, its specific
as something superhuman
is merely human.
being influenced by much that

particular functions" (p. 302).
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particular functions"

QUEST

there is absolutely no

content without a self which unfolds itself in activity and actual

"

events"

(p. 419). I

t is the winning of this true self on which all

our efforts should be bent. Therefore E

ucken is a strenuous

opponent of present-day realism and the denial of soul. N ot that

there need be any apprehension that the spirit which ever denies

will win the day. F

italics, "

or, as E

ucken insists with all the vigour of

the soul will not allow itself to be eliminated. The very

attempt to deny the soul only arouses it to greater activity"

(p-

107). The forces of denial, however, are in great strength j

ust at

"

present, and therefore "

the foundations of our ex

tion of tlie human soul"

it is imperatively necessary to go back to

istence and fight a battle for the preserva-

(p. 129). The most immediate duty is to

gird on our armour for this q

uest, for "

the very movement of

reality drives us irresistibly beyond all mere collecting and

"

classifying of phenomena to the winning of a soul."

I
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limitations could not be felt as such if human life and thought

were not in some way superior to them. I

special mission of philosophy '

(p. 18

t is, therefore, the

to champion this desire for soul

6). O n the other hand, we must remember that a soul can

never be had, it can only be (p. 228

is perhaps ex

plained by E

). This apparent contradiction

ucken when he writes: "

F

or although

it is certain that spiritual life must somehow be present to man

as something superhuman and universally valid, its specific form

is continually being influenced by much that is merely human.

W e do not possess spiritual life itself, but only a human spiritual

life;

"

that is a spiritual life whose superhuman core is never

accessible to us ex

cept through human wrappings"

(p. 229). I

t

is this superhuman in man that is the source of all true greatness,

and "

it alone preserves civilisation from becoming a mere

man worship, whether of individuals or of men in the mass

(p. 8

00).

N ow as to personality in the high sense of the word, for the

most part we cannot be said to possess one as yet;

to strive to acq

we have rather

uire it. O ur great task, therefore, is the self-

preservation of a world-embracing personality'

decision, so far from being a q

is a decision of the whole man. "

(p. 138

). Personal

uestion of whim or dominant desire,

N ay, is there any genuine life

at all without personal decision, and can there be personal decision

without doubt and struggle, without transformation and recon-

is continually
but only a human Spiritual
We do not possess spiritual life itself,
core is n0V€1'
life; that is a spiritual life whose superhuman (p. 229)- It
accessible to us except through human wrappings"
of all true greatness.
is this superhuman in man that is the source becoming 8- mere
from
and “ it alone preserves civilisation
of men in the mast!"
or
individuals
whether of
man

worship,

(p. 300).

5119
of the word, for
Now as to personality in the high sense
rather
yet ; we have '
most part we cannot be said to possess one as
therefore, is the selfto strive to acquire it. Our great task,
(p. 138). Personal
preservation of a world-embracing personality
desire,
of whim or dominant
decision, so far from being a question
life
"
Nay, is there any genuine
is a decision of the Whole man.
decision
be personal
at all without personal decision, and can there
and reconwithout doubt and struggle, without transformation
’
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struction?

"

(p. 8

8

6). Thus within the spiritual life "

"

(p. 836).

personality

’

forms an ascent and a concentration which is reached only through

the ex

periences and decisions of the whole man"

(p. 416). Genuine

personality, the true person, is thus the motive of our whole

ex

istence;

it is the '

soul of souls'

personal"

uestion is "

(p. 417). I

t is thus obviously

personal (p. 417).

not a possession, but the highest goal;

whole q

767

Thus within the spiritual life “personality
forms an ascent and a concentration which is reached only through
the experiences and decisions of the whole man” (p. 416). Genuine
personality, the true person, is thus the motive of our whole
existence; it is the ' soul of souls (p. 417). It is thus obviously
not a possession, but the highest goal; and therefore for us the
whole question is “ rather a becoming personal than a being

struction‘?
R

NOTICES

"

and therefore for us the

The way to reach unto this true self-life, however, requires a
distinctive method of its own kind, for "with the conversion of
things into a self-life there is here accomplished an overcoming of
the contrast between subjective and objective treatment, the
result being a treatment which may be called sovereign or
eigenstdndlich (p. 421). Elsewhere Eucken calls it the ‘ supreme ’
method (p. 55), and even gives it a distinctive technical term,

rather a becoming personal than a being

(p. 417).

The way to reach unto this true self-life, however, req

distinctive method of its own kind, for "

uires a

with the conversion of

things into a self-life there is here accomplished an overcoming of

the contrast between subj

ective and obj

ective treatment, the

result being a treatment which may be called sovereign or

"

eigenstdndlich "

(p. 421). E

lsewhere E

ucken calls it the '

method (p. 55), and even gives it a distinctive technical term,

namely, nodlogical (p. 61).

A

s to religion, what is the attitude of activism towards the
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great historical religions, such, for instance, as Christianity?

W hile on the one hand E

historically acq

supreme'

namely, noiilogical (p. 61).
As to religion, what is the attitude of activism towards the
great historical religions, such, for instance, as Christianity?

ucken holds that the form which it has

While

uired cannot be permanently retained (p. 277), on

the other he is convinced that "

humanity as a whole cannot

on

the

one

hand Eucken holds that the form which it has

historically acquired cannot be permanently retained (p. 277), on
the other he is convinced that humanity as a whole cannot
be satisfied with any construction of life which does not comprise
in itself the spiritual deepening and the moral earnestness which
Christianity gave us, nor with any that rejects that liberation of
the subject and that acquirement of an inner infinity which were
the gifts of the modern world” (p. 828). Within the Christian
idea the Jena philosopher is genuinely catholicand therefore he is
not favourable to that great world-power the Roman system,
nominally catholic, but in reality as far removed from catholicism
(p. 889); for although ecclesiastical Catholicism
as is well possible
professes to offer an all-embracing unity, in that it is closely
united to the meditnval mode of thought, it is unavoidably placed
in an ever-increasingopposition to the movements of the present
"

be satisfied with any construction of life which does not comprise

in itself the spiritual deepening and the moral earnestness which

Christianity gave us, nor with any that rej

the subj

ect and that acq

ects that liberation of

uirement of an inner infinity which were

the gifts of the modern world"

(p. 8

28

). W ithin the Christian

idea the Jena philosopher is genuinely oatholic and therefore he is

not favourable to that great world-power "

the R

oman system,

nominally catholic, but in reality as far removed from Catholicism

as is well possible "

(p. 8

8

9);

for although ecclesiastical Catholicism

professes to offer an all-embracing unity, in that it is closely

united to the mediawal mode of thought, "

"

it is unavoidably placed

in an ever-increasing opposition to the movements of the present

"

age and the needs of the modern man, nay, to the inner necessities

of spiritual life itself"

(p. 8

8

8

). N ot that the present unrest in

things religious is altogether so deplorable, but rather to be

regarded as the necessary prereq

the spiritual life. F

or "

“

uisite towards the deepening of

in spite of all incompleteness and dis-

age and the needs of the modern man, nay, to the inner necessities
of spiritual life itself" (p. 888). Not that the present unrest in

comfort, one thing at any rate has been attained: from a supposed

possession we have again come to a search, a diligent and eager

search;

the ancient and eternal q

with fresh force "

things religious is altogether so deplorable, but rather to be
regarded as the necessary prerequisite towards the deepening of
the spiritual life. For in spite of all incompleteness and discomfort, one thing at any rate has been attained: from a supposed
possession we have again come to a search, a diligent and eager
search ; the ancient and eternal questions come to the front again
with fresh force (p. 471). The days of quest are once more with

uestions come to the front again

(p. 471). The days of q

uest are once more with

“

"
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romance in life;
and therewith arises a new and deeper
for "withoutart
and there is to be discovered also new beauty,814).
life (p.
there is no thorough spiritualisation of
and renewal we must
Moreover in this spiritual renascenoe
independent
genuinely
have a special synthetic science and a
“
aspiration
all
For
philosophy,—a purified gnosis as it were. of whole to whole."
towards knowledge rests upon a relationship in the background
Nevertheless as " this relationship may remain
with
and the work may concern itself
as a silent presupposition,
have
to
it is necessary
separate spheres or separate relationships," as a whole and above
matter
treats the
a special science which
to
the fundamental fact and seeks
elucidates
everything else fully
the surrounding world
explain its content and its relationship tothe ancient and most
(p. 183). This science is philosophy in
adds in emphatic
honourable meaning of the term. For, Eucken
thought and the axiom of
type, “ the corner-stone of all philosophic
life" (p- 133)axioms is the fact of a world-embracing spiritual
“
The demand for I
The crying need of the day is synthesis.
synthesis is not,
synthesis is again heard on every side. The be nothins 13019
however, genuine if the connection established the root of the
to
than a juxtaposition. It does not really go
and to
convictions,
and
matter unless it discusses common ideas
(p. 128): in
do this it must take up a commanding position"
philosophy. We
other words, there must be an ‘independent’
attempts l5°
“
must, however, never forget that when philosophyof reality» it“
life to the whole
pass from the whole of spiritual
must first create this
work does not lie within a given sphere. It
must make it" (p- 133)sphere. It does not find its world; it
but what Prim
“
This great adventure is doubtless full of dangers;
hazards ‘I If
and
risks
with
accompanied
not
is
worth winning
into freedom
Philosophy aims at converting our whole existence
self-constructed World
and transferring us from a given world to a
accept the risks of freedom."
of our own, then it must also
assumes
“
Nevertheless, in Eucken’s view, the nature of philosophy based
the system
quite a diflerent complexion from that it bore in case of activism
For in the
upon pure conceptual construction."
towards a fact, a fact
"
first
place
the
the effort is directed in
the fact of a world-embracina
upon which thought itself rests,
as a fact.
spiritual life ; what it contains must be made manifest
So far does this
it must be exhibited, not deduced” (p. 185).
difler from the intellectual forms
sovereign method of philosophy
“
break With
of system-mongering that there must be a decisive

us,

ST

us, and therewith arises a new and deeper romance in life;

"

and there is to be discovered also new beauty, for "

there is no thorough spiritualisation of life"

(p. 8

without art

14).

Moreover in this spiritual renascence and renewal we must

have a special synthetic soience and a genuinely independent

philosophy,— a purified gnosis as it were. F

or "

all aspiration

towards knowledge rests upon a relationship of whole to whole."

N evertheless as "

this relationship may remain in the background

as a silent presupposition, and the work may concern itself with

separate spheres or separate relationships,"

it is necessary to have

a special science which treats the matter as a whole and above

everything else fully elucidates the fundamental fact and seeks to

ex

plain its content and its relationship to the surrounding world

(p. 18

8

). This science is philosophy in the ancient and most

honourable meaning of the term. F

type, "

ax

or, E

ucken adds in emphatio

the corner-stone of all philosophic thought and the ax

ioms is the fact of a world-embracing spiritual life"

The crying need of the day is synthesis. "

iom of

(p. 138

).

The demand for a
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synthesis is again heard on every side. The synthesis is not,

however, genuine if the connection established be nothing more

than a j

ux

taposition. I

t does not really go to the root of the

matter unless it discusses common ideas and convictions, and to

do this it must take up a commanding position"

(p. 128

other words, there must be an '

philosophy. W e

independent'

must, however, never forget that "

);

in

when philosophy attempts to

pass from the whole of spiritual life to the whole of reality, its

work does not lie within a given sphere. I

sphere. I

t does not find its world;

t must first create this

it must make it "

This great adventure is doubtless full of dangers;

(p- 18

worth winning is not accompanied with risks and hazards 1 I

philosophy aims at converting our whole ex

8

).

but what prize

f

istence into freedom

and transferring us from a given world to a self-constructed world

of our own, then it must also accept the risks of freedom."

N evertheless, in E

q

ucken'

uite a different complex

s view, "

upon pure conceptual construction."

'

the nature of philosophy assumes

ion from that it bore in the system based

F

or in the case of activism

the effort is directed in the first place towards a fact, a fact

upon which thought itself rests, the fact of a world-embracing

spiritual life;

what it contains must be made manifest as a fact,

it must be ex

hibited, not deduced"

(p. 18

5). So far does this

sovereign method of philosophy differ from the intellectual forms

of system-mongering that "

there must be a decisive break with
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that unfettered speculation which believes itself able to produce
"
a new world out of mere thought (p. 146).
What, then, is knowledge according to this genuine synthetic
philosophy, which so radically diflers from Spencer's jig-saw
puzzle variety of a synthesis 2 " Knowledge is nothing other than
absorption into one’s own life, a finding of oneself, a self-knowledge.
Such knowledge can never be aiforded us by the realm of sense
experience, which does no more than provide a juxtaposition of
events ; nor is it attainable through the reshaping of things within
the subjective life of the soul, the self-consciousness of the more
It is only a spiritual life, seeking and
natural man.
in
itself
things, which reveals an inwardness not forced
finding
without but contained in their own being ; with
from
upon things
encompassing power this life converts outer resistances into inner
obstacles, and transforms the struggle with them into an inner
experience ” (pp. 135, 186). For “ even the hardest resistance does
not produce a spiritual effect until it has been converted into an
inner obstacle. Individuals, peoples, or whole epochs may suffer
from the most serious evils without being greatly aroused by them
For “ both great
or driven to any sort of protective measures."
artists and great educators agree in maintaining that the spiritual
organs are not brought with us ready-made, but must first be
moulded into shape" (p. 150). This experience must be vital; it
difiers vastly from theoretical empiricism. We take it up into
ourselves and yet remain superior to it. For " as a matter of fact
we could not recognise this experiential character itself unless we
occupied a position superior to mere experience” (p. 162). Experience, however, is not knowledge; least of all is knowledge a
re-presentation of phenomena, or even an accurate description of
them. " Knowledge developes subject to conditionsand limitations,
but it nevertheless remains in the first place a product of spiritual
life. It does not develops itself out of experience, but only in
contact with experience” (p. 158). Nor is the spiritual life alone
sufficient; it " needs philosophy,because only through philosophy
does it attain its full illumination, unification, and originative
power” (p. 137). But philosophy here stands as throughout for
vital gnosis, whose “ chief accomplishment is not the deliverance
of ready-made doctrines, but the inner elevation of the life-process,
the gain of independence and originality, the ability to see things
more as a whole, more inwardly, more in their essential nature
(p. 139). And if philosophy is once more to be restored to its
ancient grandeur, so also will metaphysics, which has for so long

that unfettered speculation which believes itself able to produce

a new world out of mere thought"

(p. 146).

W hat, then, is knowledge according to this genuine synthetic

philosophy, which so radically differs from Spencer'

puzzle variety of a synthesis ?

absorption into one'

"

K

sj

ig-saw

nowledge is nothing other than

s own life, a finding of oneself, a self-knowledge.

Such knowledge can never be afforded us by the realm of sense

ex

perience, which does no more than provide a j

ux

taposition of

events;

nor is it attainable through the reshaping of things within

the subj

ective life of the soul, the self-consciousness of the mere

.

natural man. ... I

t is only a spiritual life, seeking and

finding itself in things, which reveals an inwardness not forced

upon things from without but contained in their own being;

.

.

with

encompassing power this life converts outer resistances into inner

obstacles, and transforms the struggle with them into an inner

ex

perience "

(pp. 18

5, 18

6). F

or "

even the hardest resistance does

not produce a spiritual effeot until it has been converted into an

ndividuals, peoples, or whole epochs may suffer
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inner obstacle. I

from the most serious evils without being greatly aroused by them

or driven to any sort of protective measures."

F

or "

both great

artists and great educators agree in maintaining that the spiritual

organs are not brought with us ready-made, but must first be

moulded into shape"

(p. 150). This ex

perience must be vital;

differs vastly from theoretical empiricism. W e take it up into

ourselves and yet remain superior to it. F

we could not recognise this ex

or "

it

as a matter of fact

periential character itself unless we

occupied a position superior to mere ex

perience, however, is not knowledge;

perience"

(p. 152). E

x

-

least of all is knowledge a

re-presentation of phenomena, or even an accurate description of

them. "

K

nowledge developes subj

ect to conditions and limitations,

but it nevertheless remains in the first place a product of spiritual

life. I

t does not develope itself out of ex

contact with ex

sufficient;

it "

perience"

(p. 158

perience, but only in

). N or is the spiritual life alone

needs philosophy, because only through philosophy

does it attain its full illumination, unification, and originative

power"

(p. 18

7). B

vital gnosis, whose "

ut philosophy here stands as throughout for

chief accomplishment is not the deliverance

of ready-made doctrines, but the inner elevation of the life-process,

the gain of independence and originality, the ability to see things

more as a whole, more inwardly, more in their essential nature"

(p. 18

9). A

nd if philosophy is once more to be restored to its

ancient grandeur, so also will metaphysics, which has for so long

_
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been treated with so much derision and contempt, retnrn in this

renascence, but on a higher turn of the spiral;

for "

the under-

taking must appear a reckless venture unless a metaphysic of life

stands behind the metaphysic of thought"

might easily learn from history: "

E

has its own metaphysics, in which it ex

and intention;

(p. 142). This we

very important civilisation

presses its inmost being

its desire is, in and through this metaphysics, to

attain an essential character and a living soul, to idealise itself

therein"

(p. 145). A

idealism of activism "

nd therefore it follows that the positive

is impelled towards metaphysics,"

not,

delight in forms and universals,"

but

however, through any "

through "

a desire for more character, for a profounder actuality,

for a more energetic renovation of our sphere of life"

A

nd here we come to E

ucken'

(p. 148

).

s key-note which he is for ever

sounding, nay hammering on— energism, activism, and therefore

struggle, effort, work, tasks, problems, and the rest. W hat then

is the task of the future 1 I

natural ex

ist, but the noble self-sacrificing battle for spiritual self-
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to ex

t is no longer to be the struggle for

istence and the survival of the fittest— the fittest simply

preservation which is a world-embracing spiritual life, inclusive

not ex

clusive, pertaining to wholes not parts. I

t is nevertheless

struggle still and the most strenuous of all fights, since "

it is

more especially true that it is through struggle alone that our life

fathoms its full depth"

(p. 154). The end, however, is not an

individual but a social one;

where, "

ex

and yet in the social whole, as else-

spirituality does not maintain itself by virtue of its mere

istence, but only through a continual renewal, an unceasing

creation"

(pp. 193, 194). H umanity is no longer a child, it is

reaching to manhood, and must take on itself the tasks and

responsibilities of that true manhood. A

longer a q

ccordingly "

uestion of assimilating an already ex

it is no

isting reality. W e

(p. 254). W hat then is this struggle of the true man, the conscious

task of the future?

I

t is the full and j

oyous recognition of a new

world of life, which is nevertheless very old. There are three

tendencies or types of life. "

O ne of these is ex

clusively directed

towards permanence, nay, towards a state of eternal rest, and

seeks as far as possible to free human being from all movement;

another is wholly taken up with movement and will know of

nothing that escapes its influence;

the third strives to get beyond

tho antithesis and aims at an inward superiority which shall do

j

in this
contempt, return
been treated with so much derision and
"
underthe
for
of the spiral;
renascence, but on a higher turn
metaphysic of life
taking must appear a reckless venture unless a 142). This we
stands behind the metaphysic of "thought” (p.
civilisation
might easily learn from history: Every important
being
inmost
its
has its own metaphysics, in which it expresses
this metaphysics, to
and intention ; its desire is, in and through
to idealise itself
attain an essential character and a living soul,
therefore it follows that the positive
therein" (p. 145). And
"
metaphysics." 1105.
idealism of activism is impelled towards
"
and universals," but
however, through any delight in forms
actuality,
through “ a desire for more character, for a profounder
of life" (P\ 148)for a more energetic renovation of our sphere
which he is for ever
And here we come to Eucken’s key-note
therefore

and
sounding, nay hammering on—-energism, activism,
rest. What then
struggle. effort, work, tasks, problems, and thebe the struggle for

is the task of the future? It is no longer to
fittest simply
natural existence and the survival of the fittest——the
selfspiritual
for
to exist, but the noble self-sacrificing battle
inclusive
life,
preservation which is a world-embracing spiritual
nevertheless
is
It
not
parts.
"
not exclusive, pertaining to wholes
is
all fights, since it
of
strenuous
most
the
and
still
struggle
lifo
struggle alone that our
more especially true that it is through
however. is not an
fathoms its full depth" (p. 154). The end,
whole, as elseindividual but a social one; and yet in the social
virtue of its mere
where, spirituality does not maintain itself by
an unceasing
existence, but only through a continual renewal,
is
a child, it
creation" (pp. 193, 194). Humanity is no longer tasks and
the
reaching to manhood, and must take on itself
“
it is no
Accordingly
responsibilities of that true manhood.
realitY- W9
longer a question of assimilating an already existing
unfinished reality"
have now to assist in the completion of an
conscious
(P- 254). What then is this struggle of the true man, the of a new
task of the future ? It is the full and joyous recognition
are three
world of life, which is nevertheless very old. There directed
“
One of these is exclusively
tendencies or types of life.
rest, and
towards permanence, nay, towards a state of eternal
all movement:
seeks as far as possible to free human being from
will know Of
another is wholly taken up with movement and
b6y0I1d
nothing that escapes its influence ; the third strives to get sl18»lld°
which
the antithesis and aims at an inward superiority
dominates the
tendencies
justice to both sides. The first of these
“

have now to assist in the completion of an unfinished reality"

ustice to both sides. The first of these tendencies dominates the
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antique and the second the modern construction of life; the third
has from the earliest times been operative in the world's spiritual
work, but it has yet to be recognised in principle and to be
developed as a type of life into full power and clarity" (p. 275).
This is the task of the future. Moreover history teaches us that
there are recurring ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ periods. To-day we are
predominantly in a soft stage. " Thus there is a widespread
modern tendency to take sides with the child against the parent,
with the pupil against the teacher, and in general with those in
subordination against those in authority, as if all order and all
discipline were a mere demonstration of selfishness and brutality"

S

771

antiq

ue and the second the modern construction of life;

has from the earliest times been operative in the world'

the third

s spiritual

work, but it has yet to be recognised in principle and to be

developed as a type of life into full power and clarity "

(p. 275).

This is the task of the future. Moreover history teaches us that

there are recurring '

hard'

and '

predominantly in a soft stage. "

soft'

periods. To-day we are

Thus there is a widespread

modern tendency to take sides with the child against the parent,

with the pupil against the teacher, and in general with those in

subordination against those in authority, as if all order and all

(p. 859).

discipline were a mere demonstration of selfishness and brutality"

(p. 8

A

59).

s to the ultimate problems of good and evil and the ground

of conviction in the final triumph of the good, E

ucken frankly

oonfesses, as every true philosopher must, the inability of the

intellect to find any answer;

ignoramus, and, short of the full

realisation of the spiritual life, ignorabimus. "

W here the resis-

why higher is dragged downwards to lower;
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tance comes from;

why the cycle of the universe should appear indifferent towards

that which it itself seems to produce as a goal— these are q

which we men cannot possibly answer"

(p. 460). A

uestions

nd again: "

I

it be asked how such a self-activity, such a breaking forth of

plained in relation to things as a whole, we must confess with

complete frankness our inability to offer an answer"

(p. 48

B

on the contrary,

ut there is no reason to despair because of this;

8

).

we may go forward to our high tasks with the greatest coufidence,

for "

if these increased difficulties in our ex

istence have caused us

to lose much, one thing we have gained, and this more than

compensates for all that has been lost. W e can ourselves work

towards the advancement of the whole. W e have passed from

passive contemplation to active co-operation in the work of the

great whole"

(p. 461). The task of the future, therefore, is

synergism, though E

ucken does not use the term.

W hat more noble ideal can be set before the bravest spirits of

the present age?

E

W ith such men as H enri B

ergson and R

udolf

ucken in the van of philosophic thought we may confidently look

forward to a new era of fruitful work and the clearing away or

solution of many a problem that has baffled the greatest thinkers

who trusted to intellect alone to help them.

A

f

As to the ultimate problems of good and evil and the ground
of conviction in the final triumph of the good, Eucken frankly
confesses, as every true philosopher must, the inability of the
intellect to find any answer; ignoramus, and, short of the full
realisation of the spiritual life, ignorabimus. " Where the resistance comes from; why higher is dragged downwards to lower;
why the cycle of the universe should appear indifierent towards
that which it itself seems to produce as a goa1—these are questions
which we men cannot possibly answer (p. 460). And again: “ If
it be asked how such a self-activity, such a breaking forth of
primordial spiritual life in man, is possible, and how it can he
explained in relation to things as a whole, we must confess with
complete frankness our inability to offer an answer" (p. 488).
But there is no reason to despair because of this; on the contrary,
we may go forward to our high tasks with the greatest confidence,
for “ if these increased difiiculties in our existence have caused us
to lose much, one thing we have gained, and this more than
compensates for all that has been lost. We can ourselves work
towards the advancement of the whole. We have passed from
passive contemplation to active co-operation in the work of the
great whole" (p. 461). The task of the future, therefore, is
synergism, though Eucken does not use the term.
What more noble ideal can be set before the bravest spirits of
the present age? With such men as Henri Bergson and Rudolf
Eucken in the van of philosophicthought we may confidently look
forward to a new era of fruitful work and the clearing away or
solution of many a problem that has bafiled the greatest thinkers
who trusted to intellect alone to help them.
As to the translation, we congratulate Dr. Meyrick Booth on
a fine piece of work and a very readable version. Personally we
”

primordial spiritual life in man, is possible, and how it cnn be

ex

s to the translation, we congratulate Dr. Meyrick B

ooth on

a fine piece of work and a very readable version. Personally we
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commence'

begin'

when we have the

at our service;

and, as we have

pointed out before, we think that the wearying repetition of the

weak-kneed vocables '

mere '

and '

merely,'

fond, is not only a distinct blemish in style, but freq

arresting warning to look out for an ex

I
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Don'
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fond, is not only a distinct blemish in style, of statement.
arresting warning to look out for an exaggeration
‘
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The authoress of the psychological phases of that interesting

personality, E

QUEST

lizabeth, B

etsy and B

I DON'T Know.

ess, at once captured a public

by her clever portraiture and lively style. Mrs. Schofleld now

ventures into the uncanny regions of abnormal psychology and

beyond, and in I

Don'

tK

now gives us an arresting study not only

of the Jekyll and H yde type, to use a familiar label, but of a still

stranger mix

of soul and body. Two men, an open air, honest, clean

merchant captain and a wealthy drug-taking degenerate are

drowned or, let us say, half-drowned, in the wreck of a pleasure

yacht. The sailor'

s body is drowned and the other man'

s body is

but by some mysterious transference the soul of the
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revived;

sailor comes to consciousness in the other man'

s body, and finds it

naturally a most inconvenient misfit. H ence arise ex

traordinary

complications of all sorts, with the natural result of a nursing home

and private asylum. B

ut this is by no means all, for Mrs. Schofleld

introduces the still deepor problem of a beautiful, cultured, mentally

enq

uiring and psychically curious wife who fears and detests her

husband owing to the unhappy past of what from the start was a

union of no real love. W ith the change of soul in the husband'

s

body, however, comes a change of feeling in the wife, while on the

other hand the sailor is tortured by the love he cannot conq

uer and

by the dreadful fraud he is forced to play on the unsuspecting

woman. F

inally love conq

uers and the woman knows and accepts

the knowledge gladly. There is a lot of clever work and graphic

description in the book ;

it would, however, have been a miracle

indeed if the creator of this strange psychical romance could have

brought it to a really convincing conclusion, and Mrs. Schofleld is

well advised to have left the whole matter to the reader with the

appropriate superscription I

Don'

tK

now.
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The W ay of Contentment.

Translated from the Japanese of K

W isdom of the E

ast Series. L

aibara E

kken by K

ondon (Murray);

2s. net.

V

E

E

T few of us have even heard of K

aibara E

kken and his

philosophy of pleasure, and we owe a debt of gratitude to Mr.

Cranmer-B

yng, the senior editor, for giving us the opportunity of

making acq

uaintance with so delightful a Japanese worthy in a

recent volume of the ex

E

cellent W isdom of the E

ast series. K

aibara

kken was born in 1629 and lived to a good old age. Though

perhaps not so great a scholar or philosopher as some of his

contemporaries, he was the greatest moral teacher and social

reformer of his day, and his works are still held in high repute in

Japan. H is bent of mind is at once seen in his view of learning,

the aim of which, he says, is not to widen knowledge but to form

character, to make true men rather than learned men, to help us

master our passions and preserve continual eq

uanimity (p. 79).

E

H umanity he loved,
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kken was first and foremost a great lover: "

for he held that all men were brothers, flowers, birds, plants and

animals also, for in them he saw the infinite love of H eaven"

(p. 18

);

he was also a traveller and geographer, a botanist and

physician, holding medical science in high respect as pre-eminently

'

the art of benevolence'

from his medical lore are q

;

some sensible and some q

Taoist influence in the main idea of his philosophy of pleasure,

which is formulated as follows:

I

n us all, whether wise or foolish, ex

Spirit— the spirit of pleasure. B

ex

istence, the F

ists an harmonious

ut while the W ise know of its

oolish do not, for their hearts are heavy with selfish

desires.

"

This harmonious Spirit ex

ists not only in man, but also in

the birds, the beasts and the fishes, and even in plants.

"

B

easts play, birds sing, and fishes j

bloom and ripen. They know how to enj

does not"

(p. 8

ump;

while plants flourish,

oy:that Spirit: man often

0).

Thus, according to our philosopher, the only path on which

mankind can find the truth, and which is at the same time the

best way of serving H eaven, is "

VERY few of
philosophy of

by the preservation of the beauti-

ful nature which H eaven has implanted in us all, and by love for

us

have

even

heard of Kaibara Ekken and his

pleasure, and we owe a debt of gratitude to Mr.
Cranmer-Byng, the senior editor, for giving us the opportunity of
making acquaintance with so delightful a Japanese worthy in a

recent volume of the excellent Wisdom of the East series. Kaibara
Ekken was born in 1629 and lived to a good old age. Though
perhaps not so great a scholar or philosopher as some of his
contemporaries, he was the greatest moral teacher and social
reformer of his day, and his works are still held in high repute in
Japan. His bent of mind is at once seen in his view of learning,
the aim of which, he says, is not to widen knowledge but to form
character, to make true men rather than learned men, to help us
master our passions and preserve continual equanimity (p. 79).
Ekken was flrst and foremost a great lover: “ Humanity he loved,
for he held that all men were brothers, flowers, birds, plants and
animals also, for in them he saw the infinite love of Heaven"
(p. 18); he was also a traveller and geographer, a botanist and
physician, holding medical science in high respect as pre-eminently
'
the art of benevolence’; some sensible and some-quaint aphorisms
from his medical lore are quoted. Though our sage looked to
Confucius as his great teacher, in some ways there seems to be a
Taoist influence in the main idea of his philosophy of pleasure,
which is formulated as follows:
"
In us all, whether wise or foolish, exists an harmonious
Spirit——the spirit of pleasure. But while the Wise know of its
existence, the Foolish do not, for their hearts are heavy with selfish
desires.
"
This harmonious Spirit exists not only in man, but also in
the birds, the beasts and the fishes, and even in plants.
"
Beasts play, birds sing, and fishes jump ; while plants flourish,
bloom and ripen. They know how to enjoytthatSpirit: man often
does not” (p. 30).
Thus, according to our philosopher, the only path on which
mankind can find the truth, and which is at the same time the
best way of serving Heaven, is “ by the preservation of the beautiful nature which Heaven has implanted in us all, and by love for

uaint aphorisms

uoted. Though our sage looked to

Confucius as his great teacher, in some ways there seems to be a

"
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(p. 71). Man has thus two '

hearts'

: the'

human heart,'

which is subservient to the pleasures of the body, and the '

heart'

j

which "

path

rises from the fountain of our nature— benevolence,

ustice, courtesy and wisdom"

(pp. 8

5, 8

6). B

enevolence is the

groat virtue of H eaven imparted to our hearts, and thus "

the

benevolent man loves others as he loves himself, and does not

give others the things which he himself dislikes. E

ndeavouring

to raise himself, he uplifts others. H e is selfless. Therefore no

effort is req

uired for him to be kind and merciful "

which has a strong Taoist flavour. E

opposed to popular B

aibara E

(p. 8

8

)— all of

kken was strongly

uddhism, and is very severe on anything that

encouraged belief in the mysterious. Thus he writes:

"

Do not listen to the many mysterious tales among the people.

Many miraculous stories concerning the B

uddhas and gods are

nature—benevolence,
"
heart which rises from the fountain of our
Benevolence is the
“
justice, courtesy and wisdom” (pp. 85, 86).
to our hearts, and thus the
imparted
Heaven
of
virtue
great
and does not
benevolent man loves others as he loves himself, Endeavouring
dislikes.
give others the things which he himselfis selfless. Therefore no
He
others.
to raise himself, he uplifts
merciful (p. 88)-—all of
effort is required for him to be kind and
Ekken was strongly
which has a strong Taoist flavour. Kaibara
on anything that
opposed to popular Buddhism, and is very severe
encouraged belief in the mysterious. Thus he writes: the people.
Do not listen to the many mysterious tales among
and gods are
Many miraculous stories concerning the Buddhas manufacture
false, for men, in order to enhance their virtue,that the)’ 3'9
wonderful tales concerning them, little realising
blaspheming the gods rather than exalting them.
though Y011
Do not speak about mysterious things, even
is no more
vision
fancy you may have witnessed them, for such
appear
which
than a defect in the eyes or the mind. Many things
mysterious in reality are not so at all" (p. 101). and many a. saying
Ekken's writings are full of common sense
could pass 38
either as it stands or with a very slight modification
for instance,
current proverbial coin in the modern West—as,
until you have done your
never go to the gods to ask favour
"
others those
human duty (p. 108), and do not endeavour to teach
those thiI185
things with which they are not gifted, but teach them
is
Contentment
for which they have talent (p. 113). The Path of
Wh°
certainly a pleasure to read, and should appeal to man)’
sense.
admire the wisdom of what is wrongly called common
’

"

"

false, for men, in order to enhance their virtue, manufacture

wonderful tales concerning them, little realising that they are

blaspheming the gods rather than ex

"

alting them.

Do not speak about mysterious things, even though you
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fancy you may have witnessed them, for such vision is no more

than a defect in the eyes or the mind. Many things which appear

mysterious in reality are not so at all"

E

kken'

(p. 101).

“

s writings are full of common sense and many a saying

either as it stands or with a very slight modification could pass as

current proverbial coin in the modern W est— as, for instance,

never go to the gods to ask favour until you have done your

human duty"

(p. 108

), and "

do not endeavour to teach others those

things with which they are not gifted, but teach them those things

for which they have talent "

(p. 118

). The Path of Contentment is

certainly a pleasure to read, and should appeal to many who

admire the wisdom of what is wrongly called common sense.
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mysticism in its best sense is precisely conscious growth in the

spiritual life, then not only were Paul and the writer of the fourth

gospel mystics of great originality, but the Jesus of the synoptics

also appears as one pre-eminently dowered with the sense of

nd if the L

been held up as the supreme ex

ample for all Christians, though

emplary Christian lives without any mystical

example in its relation both to God and
consciously penetrated to its inwardness.

ex

perience, it is those mystics who have striven to carry out that

ex

ample in its relation both to God and man, who have more

consciously penetrated to its inwardness.

I

t is very evident to all who are familiar with the subj

ect,

775

mysticism in its best sense is precisely conscious growth in the
spiritual life, then not only were Paul and the writer of the fourth
gospel mystics of great originality, but the Jesus of the synoptics
also appears as one pre-eminently dowered with the sense of
spiritual union with the Divine. And if the Life of Jesus has
been held up as the supreme example for all Christians, though
many have led exemplary Christian lives without any mystical
experience, it is those mystics who have striven to carry out that

spiritual union with the Divine. A

many have led ex

ife of Jesus has

NOTICES

man, who have more

It is very evident to all who are familiar with the subject,
that in spite of the strenuous endeavours which have been made to
interpret the writings of the New Testament on critical lines, we
are still very far from any satisfactory solution; indeed along
these lines our difliculties seem to increase to such an extent that
there appears to be no way out in this direction. We are driven
then to recognise that the main interest of the writers was not in
objective history, but in spiritual things. And if we also have
this interest, even though we may have personally enjoyed no
high spiritual experience, we can at least endeavour to acquaint
ourselves with the nature of such experience in others, and
especially with the lives and writings of the great saints and
mystics, and so bring this knowledge to bear on our study of the
New Testament writings; and here some understanding of the

that in spite of the strenuous endeavours which have been made to

interpret the writings of the N ew Testament on critical lines, we

are still very far from any satisfactory solution;

indeed along

these lines our difficulties seem to increase to such an ex

tent that

there appears to be no way out in this direction. W e are driven

then to recognise that the main interest of the writers was not in

ective history, but in spiritual things. A
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perience in others, and

especially with the lives and writings of the great saints and

mystics, and so bring this knowledge to bear on our study of the

N ew Testament writings;

and here some understanding of the

nature of the psychology of religious ex

us. This is precisely what Miss E

perience will greatly help

velyn Underhill has endeavoured

nature of the psychology of religious experience will greatly help
This is precisely what Miss Evelyn Underhill has endeavoured
us.
to do in her suggestive study, The Mystic Way, which follows at a
comparatively short interval on her Widely-praised volume,
Mysticism. It may perhaps be objected to this method that the
whole of Christian mysticism flows in last resort from the New
Testament itself, and that therefore it is carrying coals to
Newcastle to seek to interpret the original by its products. But
if Christianity is anything, it is a life, and therefore the spirit of
its chief records, the documents that gave the main impulse to its
expansion, should be best interpreted from the lives of those who
have entered most deeply and consciously into that spirit. Miss
Underhill is a keen student of the mediaaval mystics and it is their
writings chiefly that she brings to bear with insight on her main
task, namely the elucidation of the mystical element in the
christology of the synoptic record and of the mystic way in the
Pauline letters and the fourth gospel. A section follows on

to do in her suggestive study, The Mystic W ay, which follows at a

comparatively short interval on her widely-praised volume,

Mysticism. I

t may perhaps be obj

ected to this method that the

whole of Christian mysticism flows in last resort from the N ew

Testament itself, and that therefore it is carrying coals to

N ewcastle to seek to interpret the original by its products. B
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selections from Clement of A

the Desert;

enq

lex

andria, O rigen and Macarius of

and the volume is brought to a conclusion with an

uiry into '

The W itness of the L

iturgy,'

in which for the most

part the mystical implications of the Mass are reverently and

suggestively dealt with. Miss Underhill always writes well and

holds the interest of the reader;

q

but sometimes her pages are

uite a mosaio of the great thoughts and striking and beautiful

phrases she has culled in her studies, and this not only makes

them more vivid but tends to create an atmosphere of intimacy

that is very necessary in such an enq

author makes great use of B

uiry. O f modern writers our

ergson, E

ucken and Tagore, who are

certainly very helpful, each in his own way. L

overs of mysticism

with the author on all points, for we need many such pioneer

the orthodox

of the different schools will doubtless find

grave fault each in their several ways, for it is a very venturesome

business to enter the field of N ew Testament ex

egesis. F

or

ourselves we should have been more content if Miss Underhill
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had called her book The Mystic W ay in Christianity, and had

made no attempt to contrast it with other traditions, for we live

in hopes that the best in E

j

oin hands;

ex

ast and W est will some day somehow

and if this is not to be on the ground of spiritual

perience and the path of the mystic way, it will never be;

though of course we must all agree with Miss Underhill in insisting

that that mysticism is best which gets but to give, and that love

of God is no real love unless it be manifested in love and help to

our fellows.
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that he will continue his labours on the very difficult and obscure
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ects which he has begun to survey with careful industry, and
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book before us is a very useful collection and survey of the
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ber of errors of observation; he, however, refrains from any
detailed theorising, considering, quite rightly, that investigation
has not yet proceeded far enough to justify any special inferences.
We, hope, however, that in his next book he will have something
to say to the general reader, and not address himself solely to
scholars. His present study would be excellent as a these pour le
doctorat ; but we think it a mistake in this country to follow
German academical models too closely, and overload one’s pages
with Greek, Latin, German, French and Italian quotations without
translation; all the more so when, in dealing with special subjects,
it is precisely in the translation of these passages that we show
our real scholarship. Technical terms again are none the worse
for explanation, for even scholars of Wide reading are not specialists
in every branch of research. Not to mention many of the most
recent folk-loreand anthropologicalspecial labels, explanation or
at least fuller description might very well have been given to all
'
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axinomancy, belomanoy, daktiliomancy, thrioboly, kleromancy,
kledonomancy,lekanomancy,katoptromancy,koskinomancy,krithomancy, libanomancy, omoplatoscopy, scapulomancy, ooskopy,
phyllomancy,rhabdomancy,sphondylomancy,hydromancy,alphitomancy, aleuromancy, etc. These are taken from the pages before
us, but they might have been indefinitely increased, for mankind
has divined by almost every conceivable means and method. In
the ‘Conclusion’ Mr. Halliday sums up his general opinion as
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Mr. H alliday sums up his general opinion as

Man endeavours to wrest at any cost the max

imum of

information to guide him through the darkness that lies before

him and is inevitably to be traversed. H e tries to burst through

follows : “ Man endeavours to wrest at any cost the maximum of
information to guide him through the darkness that lies before
him and is inevitably to be traversed. He tries to burst through
the shackles of time and space by means of magic or divination.
The impulse is vital and inevitable. Were its claims justified by
reason or experience, the art of divination would be the most
valuable of man's weapons in the struggle for existence. It is
easily intelligible that he is loth to cast it away as useless. That
is why divination is the longest lived of superstitions. That the
presuppositions on which it rests are irrational is no fatal bar to
longevity. How seldom in practical life is it possible to consider
the ultimate presuppositions on which are based the theories
embodied in our conduct——in political or social problems, for
example I (PP. 273, 274). But it is precisely the psychology of the
irrational that we are beginning to find full of the profoundest
interest; the logic of nature is not our logic; the logic of the
emotions again is not the logic of the intellect. There may be
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thus a ‘ logic in the irrational; or if you refuse the term toevery
thing that falls under the abstract negation which theschools call
the irrational, then let us say that man is the only animal that
would make a logical and moral world, and thattheworld as world
pays little attention to his efforts. Moreover there is a danger
that we can be too superior; for instance it is not in keeping with
the facts of psychical research that there can be no possible foretelling; the whole of divination, irrational and superstitious and
contemptible as it may be, judged by the standards of rational
integrity, cannot very well be reduced to as it were the spinning of
It is all very well for Prof.
a coin, heads or tails, yes or no.
Witton Davies to tell us that the Urim and Thummin of the Jews
were simply two stones put in the pocket of the priest's ephod,
with the values respectively of yes and no, and that one of them
was taken out and the question thus answered (p. 205). We can
get a better run for our money from any Bond Street ‘ seeress today, and the psychic element did enter into some kinds of
divination largely.
'
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Bergh van Eysinga. Translated from the
Slack, M.A., with an Introduction by the
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IN this small volume Dr. van Eysinga sets forth very ably the
position of the Dutch Radical School of N.T. criticism, chiefly

with regard to the two central questions of the character of the
gospel-narratives and the genuineness of the Pauline letters. This
school dates from 1878, and includes the names of Allard Pierson.
A. D. Loman, van Manen, Bolland, van Loon, and our author. It
is directed chiefly against the positions of the wide movement
generally known as Liberal Christianity, and is in some WW9
similar to the position taken up by W. B. Smith, Drews and others
of the extreme left, and now familiar enough to our readers.
Though in Germany Bruno Bauer roughly anticipated the Dutch
Radical School in some of its points, Dr. van Eysinga protests that
Dutch Radical criticism has by no means been ‘ made in Germany.’
but that it is a genuine native product, and anticipated by many
years the popular controversy that has been recently r8»8iIl8 in
Germany round the Christ-myth theory. The Dutch Radicals 30
beyond the Tiibingen School; they claim to ‘stand on the
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shoulders of these latter famous scholars (p. 8), for this Radical
criticism declares all of the N.T. documents without exception
to be pseudonymous; not one of them is genuine, i.e. written by
the writer whose name it bears (p. 5). Loman (and this seems to
be the general view of the School) contended thatall these writings
belong to the 2nd cent. (p. 18). The names of the distinguished
scholars of this Radical group prevent their critics from summarily
ascribing their position solely to subjective prejudice ignorant of
the matter of inquiry or of sufiicient method. They must be
admitted to be well-equipped and skilled workmen; the trouble
with them, in our own opinion, is that they are over-critical ; they
have not paid sufllcient attention to the sage old tag ' nothing too
much.’ The main Pauline letters, for instance, we still hold to be
genuine; they have on the whole, in our judgment, survived the
flercest onslaughts of the most determined assailants, including
those of the Dutch Radicals. For ourselves we start with the
genuine letters of Paul as the earliest authentic Christian documents; so that though in some respects we agree with what the
Dutch Radical School says of the importance of gnosticism, we place
it far earlier in date, not only as a phenomenon of general religion,
but also in its Christianised form. The whole matter, however,
has so often been dealt with in the pages of THE QUEST, that we
shall content ourselves, in the present instance, with giving the
summary of the main positions of the Dutch Radical School, as set
forth chiefly in Dr. van Eysinga's ' Conclusion,’ so that the
instructed reader may see where they are similar to the general
‘
Christ-myth ’ view and the main tendency of Liberal critics and
where they differ.
“
The Church, while branding the Gnosis itself as heretical,
at the same time appropriated the teaching of the Gnostics, after
she had first of all made it innocuous by toning down its harsher
features.
“
Behind our Pauline Epistles we have been able to detect 9.
Gospel which shows a more original form than the four Gospels
which have been admitted into the Canon. It is more closely
related than these to the hypothetical Earliest Gospel, which is
of Gnostic origin (p. 120).
As to this hypothetical Earliest Gospel, we are told, “ it
confined itself mostly to a sketch of the coming down from heaven
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God; his appearance at Capernaum;
his casting out of demons ; the preaching of the Kingdom of
Heaven; the Transfiguration; his Passion, Death and Resurrec’
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the hypothesis that "
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H ebrews . . . may in its original form have been identical

with this A

ramaic source. Mark, in addition to this A

ramaic

(p. 51);

and we are further assured that the copy of the
used
by the Gnostic Marcion, somewhat prior to the middle
Gospel
of the second century, was more closely related to this Earliest
Gospel than are our present Canonical Gospels.
The Dutch Radical School further holds the view that
Matthew is the oldest and John the latest of the Canonical
Gospels, and considers that the Synoptic Problem is best solved by
the hypothesis that " they all made use of one and the same
Synoptic source, which was an Aramaic revision of the Earliest
(Greek) Gospel. This Aramaic source appeared anonymously, but
was later ascribed to Matthew. This was the foundation on
which all the Synoptics built. Possibly the Gospel of the
Hebrews
may in its original form have been identical
with this Aramaic source. Mark, in addition to this Aramaic
source, which he probably used in a Greek translation, must also
have had Matthew before him. Luke must have known both
Matthew and Mark, and in addition to them a revision of the
Earliest Gospel, a revision which formed the frame-work of
Marcion's copy of the Gospel; a Gospel of the progressive party,
written in the spirit of Paulinism, one which inclined towards
asceticism and indifference to worldly things (pp. 122, 123).
It is to be noted that the theory of the priority of Matthew
has recently been argued with abilityin this country. The theory
of the priority of Mark, which is in chief favour for the time, has
recently been questioned by several scholars. As to date, the
Dutch Radicals hold that our Synoptics were all written in the
first half of the 2nd century, and “represent the standpoint of
the Catholic Church then in process of formation." The)’ W9”
all three written probably at Rome. In the Fourth Gospel are to
be found traces of another stream of tradition, " which we may
call Gnostic." It is doubtful whether John was acquainted with
"
our Synoptics,
though it is certain he had before him a Gospel
of a similar tendency.” The Fourth Gospel was probably composed
in Asia Minor about 140 A.D. (p. 122).
As to the Pauline Letters, Marcion " possessed a more original
reading of the [ten] letters [he used] than that which stands in
our canonical tradition. The Gnostic text of the Epistles of Paul
was replaced in Catholic circles by the early Christian textEverything, therefore, points to the origin of Paulinism from
Gnostic sources" (pp. 86, 87). All fourteen canonical Pauline
Letters are to be assigned to the period 120 to 140 A.D. (p. 128)tion”
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to be placed in the same period and are closely related to the
circle. As to the authorof the Apocalypse, _“ he is a Christian
Jew, and yet not entirely a stranger to universalistic tendencies.”
The place and time of writing of his book are tentatively assigned
to Asia Minor and the middle of the second century (p. 124).
It will thus be seen that the main position of the Dutch
Radical School stands or falls with the view they take of the chief
Letters of Paul.
are
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THE CLOUD or UNKNOWING.

The Cloud op Unknowing.

A

B

A Book of Contemplation called The Cloud of Unknowing, in the
which a Soul is oned with God. Edited from the British
Museum MS. Harl. 674, with an Introduction by Evelyn
Underhill. London (Watkins); pp. 315; 83. 6d. net.
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recall the time when it was ex
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THE student of mystical theology of any long standing will easily
recall the time when it was extremely diflicult in this country
to obtain the classics of his subject. But now, thanks to the
enterprise of such editors as Miss Evelyn Underhill, and such
publishers as Mr. Watkins, the hitherto rarest works on mysticism
are placed within the reach of the humblest enquirer.
That England can have ever produced such works as The
Cloud of Unlmowing, The Scale of Perfection, and The Revelations
of Divine Love, is a little difficult to understand when the general
absence of such works in English literature is noted.
For a brief period in the latter half of the fourteenth century
there blossomed forth some of the finest contributions to mystical
thought in Christian literature. But neither before nor after has
our nation seemed able to produce such.
Those conversant with mysticism will be well aware of the
unmistakeable distinction between the deep insight manifested in
such a work as The Cloud of Unlmowing, and the comparative
superflciality of the writings even of Bunyan and Law. There is
The
a quality in the former never approached in the latter.
long neglect and obscurity in which these works were suffered to
lie, testify to the general indifierence of the nation to mystical
religion, and even now that they are _being revived we may justly
suspect that the interest in them is for the main part merely
literary in character. It has always been a matter of great
significance to the writer that the apparent revival of mediaavalism
known as the Oxford Movement has produced nothing noteworthy
in mystical literature. The revivalists have been content rather

ut now, thanks to the
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unacq

t is easy to understand that a nation so long

uainted with mysticism as the E

nglish will find works of

mystical theology practically unintelligible unless some E

such as Miss Underbill'

nchiridion

s valuable volume on Mysticism has

previously been read, marked, learnt, and inwardly digested. A

for this cause we heartily endorse the '

Monitum,'

drawing their spirituality
Sales,
e.g. St. Francois‘de
seventeenth century Gallican piety,
nona
such
when dealing with
Fénelon, Mde. Guyon, etc., and issuing bowdlerised editions.
work as The Imitation,
in

what is known
consideration drives one to suspect in reality PseudoNeo-Catholicism, as being
some quarters as
so long
understand that a nationworks
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Catholicism. It is easy to
will find
as the English
mysticism
with
unacquainted
unintelligible unless some Enchiridion
mystical theology practicallyvaluable volume on Mysticism has
And
such as Miss Underhill’s
learnt, and inwardly digested. to his
marked,
read,
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endorse the Mom'.tum,' prefixed not
for this cause we heartily
author of The Cloud of Unknowing,
This

uarters as N eo-Catholicism, as being in reality Pseudo-

Catholicism. I

the ages of faith,
externals than the real spirit ofattenuated
wells of
from the meagre and

negligible

mitation, issuing bowdlerised editions.

This consideration drives one to suspect what is known in

some q

QUEST

prefix

nd

ed to his

work by the anonymous author of The Cloud of Unknowing, not

'

to place the book in the hands of such who by virtue of their

ignorance of the subj

ect will read only with misunderstanding, or

to scoff.

The only edition previous to this of The Cloud of Unknowing

ev. H . Collins (L

ondon, 18
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was that of the R

71), a very imperfect

performance, and the present was greatly needed.

W e congratulate Miss Underhill on her work, which has been

conscientiously carried out, and have nothing but praise for the

manner in which the publisher has done his part;

the book is ex

cellent. A

dapting St. Theresa'

the format of

s well-known saying

about the advisability of assuming a comfortable position when

praying, we would say that the pleasure of reading even the most

absorbing work is greatly enhanced by the material conditions in

which it is presented to us. This Mr. W atkins evidently recognises,

and the result is the ex

cellent type, the wide margins, and the

tasteful binding that enshrine the present edition of a great work.

W . M. W .

Darnley Place.

B

yR

A

dmirers of Mr.B

ichard B

agot. L

I

talian life, character and scenery, if at the same time they wish

agot'

ondon (Methuen);

pp. 463;

6s.

s work, and especially of his delineations of

to be thrilled with the complications of a psychic plot, and the

powers for good and ill that lie behind spiritism, with the added

ex

citement of how a cardinal on the one hand and a distinguished

of their
work by the anonymous
hands of such who by virtue
or
to place the book in the
will read only with misunderstanding,
subject
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of
ignorance
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of The Cloud of Unknawifla
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manner in

man of science on the other regarded them— will find all they need

in DamUy Place. The only fault we have to find with it is its

length;

it might have been reduced by a third with advantage.
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eligion. B
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234;

eligions.

The L

of H istoric Theology'

s volume in

on his inclusion of Dr. Tisdall'

ibrary

t is one of the most unsympathetic treatments of the

theme that we have read for many a long day, and that is saying a

great deal. The author'

s position is that Christianity, so far from

being one of the grandest phenomena of general religion, is the

'

A

bsolute R

eligion '

parative religion'

ue, and to include it as a subj

ect of '

com-

’

is to do it violence and insult it. Dr. Tisdall has

been a lecturer on oriental religions and has written a number of

books in the narrowest missionary interest;

his scholarship, how-

ever, is not always impeccable and his statements and j

many instances demonstrably false. I

udgments in

t would be a waste of time
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to review his volume in detail, as it would mean comment and

criticism on almost every page. W e may take, however, as a

specimen, one single point on which the author is forever harping.

H e contends that no religion but the Jewish and Christian has

ever regarded God under the attribute of '

holiness.'

This is not

only not true with regard to the other great faiths, but also with

regard even to early philosophy. H as Dr. Tisdall never read the

famous passage in the Theaetetus of Plato (176 a): "

ought we to endeavour to flee hence thither as q

and fleeing [

[

means]

means]

W herefore

uickly as possible;

likeness to God as far as can be, and likeness

becoming righteous and holy purposefully"

1I

n order

that it may not be said that we have manipulated the meaning in

translation, we append Jowett'

crucial word '

holy'

s version, which preserves the

:

"

W herefore we ought to fly away from earth to heaven as

q

uickly as we can;

as this is possible;

and to fly away is to become like God, as far

and to become like him, is to become holy, j

ust

and wise."

B

ut even apart from philosophy and the great religions of

the higher culture, in the lower culture as well the commonest

phenomenon is that of the '

WE regret that we cannot congratulate the editor of ‘ The Library
of Historic Theology’ on his inclusion of Dr. Tisdall’s volume in
the series. It is one of the most unsympathetic treatments of the
theme that we have read for many a long day, and that is saying a
great deal. The author's position is that Christianity, so far from
being one of the grandest phenomena of general religion, is the
‘
Absolute Religion and other faiths are nowhere. Christianity is
not in any way to be placed in the same category with them, but
stands alone and unique, and to include it as a subject of ‘comparative religion’ is to do it violence and insult it. Dr. Tisdall has
been a lecturer on oriental religions and has written a number of
books in the narrowest missionary interest; his scholarship, however, is not always impeccable and his statements andjudgmentsin
many instances demonstrably false. It would be a waste of time
to review his volume in detail, as it would mean comment and
criticism on almost every page. We may take, however, as a
specimen, one single point on which the authoris forever harping.
He contends that no religion but the Jewish and Christian has
ever regarded God under the attribute of ‘holiness.’ This is not
only not true with regard to the other great faiths, but also with
regard even to early philosophy. Has Dr. Tisdall never read the
famous passage in the Theaetetus of Plato (176 A): "Wherefore
ought we to endeavour to flee hence thitheras quickly as possible ;
and fleeing [means] likeness to God as far as can be, and likeness
[means] becoming righteous and holy purposefully " ? In order
that it may not be said that we have manipulated the meaning in
translation, we append J owett’s version, which preserves the
crucial word ‘ holy’:
“
Wherefore we ought to fly away from earth to heaven as
quickly as we can ; and to fly away is to become like God, as far
as this is possible; and to become like him, is to become holy, just
and wise."
But even apart from philosophy and the great religions of
the higher culture, in the lower culture as well the commonest
phenomenon is that of the ‘ poor relation of aristocratic holiness.

and other faiths are nowhere. Christianity is

not in any way to be placed in the same category with them, but

stands alone and uniq

Essay in Comparative Religion. By the Rev. W. St. Clair
Tisdall, D.D., late James Long Lecturer on Oriental Religions.
London (Scott); pp. xviii. + 234; 6s. net.

6s. net.

W e regret that we cannot congratulate the editor of '

the series. I

An

ev. W . St. Clair

ecturer on O riental R

poor relation'

of aristocratic holiness.

'
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the Complete Poetical
Of Ezra. Pound, whereto are fappended
Note. London
Works of T. E. Hulme, with a Prefatory
(Swift); pp. 64; 2s. 6d.

ipostes,

O fE

zra Pound, whereto are .appended the Complete Poetical

W orks of T. E

(Swift);

. H ulme, with a Prefatory N ote. L

pp. 64;

ondon

2s. 6d.

The twenty-seven pieces of verse in this collection are mostly

very short ex

his rapier'

ercises in ex

pression;

Mr. Pound strives to spit on

s point, to catch and register, fleeting and subtle impres-

sions and to escape the obvious. H e moves forward a stage in the

perfecting of his medium and has many happy phrases. W e,

however, do not like the ending of his '

of '

"

hollow season '

Pan is Dead'

;

the sense

escapes us in the lines:

H ow shall we show a reason,

That he has taken our L

ord away

Upon such hollowrseason?

QUEST

"

mostly

pieces of verse in this collection
to spit on
in expression; Mr. Pound strives
very short exercises
impressubtle
fleeting and
his rapier’s point, to catch and register,
the
He moves forward a stage in
sions and to escape the obvious.
We,
many happy phrases.
perfecting of his medium and has
is Dead‘; the sense
do not like the ending of his‘Pan
are

THE twenty-seven

however,
the lines:
of ‘ hollow season escapes us in
"
How shall we show a reason,
That he has taken our Lord away
Upon such hollowfseason?
‘

The longest piece is an apostrophe to Swinburne, written

before the poet'

reiteration '

s death, and called '

H igh Priest of I

Salve Pontifex

acchos.'

in the book, though we do not think that '

length is '

a good ex

The Seafarer,'

,'

with the

t is perhaps the best thing

Triplex

Sisterhood'

is

ates. The only other poem of any
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a happy combination for the F

I

adapted from the early A

ample of Mr. Pound'

nglo-Sax

s skill in this class of work. A

on, and

s to

the five scraps by Mr. H ulme, we note the humour of the sub-title

and the goodfellowship of the prefatory note, and ter j

imus.

The L

A

acto pulvere

atter Day Saints.

Study of the Mormons in the L

uth K

auffman and R

ight of E

conomic Conditions.

yR

L

ondon (W illiams &

I

n this interesting volume we have not only a history of the origin

and development of an ex

to Swinburne, Written
The longest piece is an apostrophe
Salve Pontifex,' with the
before the poet's death, and called
the best thing
is
reiteration ‘ High Priest of Iacchos.' It ' perhaps Sisterhood’ is
that Triplex
in the book, though we do not think
of 8:11?
for the Fates. The only other poem and
a happy combination
the early Anglo-Saxon,
length is The Seafarer,’ adapted fromin this class of work. As to
Pound’s skill
a good example of Mr.
the humour of the sub-title
the five scraps by Mr. Hulme, we note
note, and ter jacto P“l”9"°
and the goodfellowship of the prefatory
'

‘

B

eginald W right K

N orgate);

”

pp. 8

68

auffman.

;

10s. 6d. net.

travagant materially religious sect with a

grossly anthropomorphic theology, but also an instructive enq

uiry

into the economic conditions of its continual growth in prosperity

imus.

and a recognition of the business ability of its leaders, which

THE LATTER DAY Samrs.

has finally consolidated Mormondom into an important cog-wheel

in the political machine and a considerable factor in the industrial

life of the United States. Mormonism had its rise in undisciplined

psychism, accentuated by the influence of an unbalanced revi-

valistio environment and the phantastic ex

egesis of minds clogged

A

Economic Conditions.
Study of the Mormons in the Light of Wright Kauffman.
By Ruth Kanflman and Reginald 10s. 6d. net.
London (Williams &

Norgate):

pp. 863;

origin

the
a history of
IN this interesting volume we have not only
religious sect with 9»
and development of an extravagant materially
instructive enquiry
Srossly anthropomorphic theology, but also angrowth in prosperity
into the economic conditions of its continual
of its leaders, which
and a recognition of the business ability
important cog-Wheel
has finally consolidated Mormondom into an
factor in the industrial
in the political machine and a considerable
rise in undisciplined
life of the United States. Mormonism had its
unbalanced roviPsychism, accentuated by the influence of an of minds clogged
valistic environment and the phantastio exegesis
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with a chaotic mass of undigested and unintelligent bible-reading.
a strange story, but most instructive for those engaged in
psychical research and the investigation of the psychology of
religious experience in its cruder forms. The evasive legend of
the finding of The Book of Mormon, to which Joseph Smith stuck
to his dying day, though no one but himself ever set eyes on the
original, runs as follows in his own words:
“After having received many visits from the angels of God,
unfolding the majesty and glory of the events thatshould transpire
in the last days, on the morning of 22nd September, A.D. 1827, the
angel of the Lord delivered the records into my hands.
These records were engraven on plates which had the
They were filled with engravings in
appearance of gold.
Egyptian characters, and bound together in a volume.
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It is
5

with a chaotic mass of undigested and unintelligent hihle-reading.

I

t is a strange story, but most instructive for those engaged in

psychical research and the investigation of the psychology of

religious ex

perience in its cruder forms. The evasive legend of

the finding of The B

ook of Mormon, to which Joseph Smith stuck

to his dying day, though no one but himself ever set eyes on the

original, runs as follows in his own words:

"

A

fter having received many visits from the angels of God,

unfolding the maj

esty and glory of the events that should transpire

in the last days, on the morning of 22nd September, A

angel of the L

"

.D. 18

27, the

ord delivered the records into my hands.

“

These records were engraven on plates which had the

appearance of gold. . . . They were filled with engravings in

.

E

.

.

gyptian characters, and bound together in a volume. . . .

W ith the records were found a curious instrument which the

anoients called '

Urim and Thummin,'

"

With the records were found a curious instrument which the
ancients called ' Urim and Thummin,’ which consisted of two
transparent stones.
"
Through the medium of the Urim and Thummin I translated
the record, by the gift and power of God."
That is to say, young Smith fancied that the ‘ Urim and
Thummin were a sort of psychic pair of spectacles, which enabled
him to translate’ the hieroglyphics of his golden-plate book. On
one occasion he submitted the copy of a page of these ‘hieroglyphics to a scholar of distinction, who pronounced them to be a
jumble of uncoordinated signs based mostly on Greek and Hebrew
letters. Though the story is plainly devoid of all objective reality,
we need not ascribe its invention entirely to direct conscious
fraud, but rather to the confusion of a mind that had ceased to
distinguish between its objective and subjective states. Thus
probably based originally on genuine psychic experiences, of
absorbing interest to the inexperienced youth who was the subject
of them, founded thus on what we may even call in its degree a
prophetism and revelation of its own phantastic kind, beyond the
power of control of the credulous uncritical mind that was finally
compelled to give itself up entirely to the suggestions of its visions
and voices,—Mormonism rapidly spread through psychic contagion
and was gradually consolidated by opposition and a hostility that
developed into persecution, and finally bestowed the honour of
martyrdom on some of the ‘ saints.’ Meantime its founderprophet and the prophets who followed, assumed all the privileges
of an irresponsible high-priesthood or papacy ; they rapidly
established an autocratic sway over their credulous followers, and

which consisted of two

transparent stones. . . .

Through the medium of the Urim and Thummin I
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That is to say, young Smith fancied that the '

Thummin '

him to '

translated

.

the record, by the gift and power of God."

Urim and

were a sort of psychic pair of spectacles, which enabled

translate'

the hieroglyphics of his golden-plate book. O n

one occasion he submitted the copy of a page of these '

glyphics '

j

hiero-

'

to a scholar of distinction, who pronounced them to be a

'

umble of uncoordinated signs based mostly on Greek and H ebrew

letters. Though the story is plainly devoid of all obj

ective reality,

'

we need not ascribe its invention entirely to direct conscious

fraud, but rather to the confusion of a mind that had ceased to

distinguish between its obj

ective and subj

ective states. Thus

probably based originally on genuine psychio ex

absorbing interest to the inex

periences, of

perienced youth who was the subj

eot

of them, founded thus on what we may even call in its degree a

prophetism and revelation of its own phantastic kind, beyond the

power of control of the credulous uncritical mind that was finally

compelled to give itself up entirely to the suggestions of its visions

and voices,— Mormonism rapidly spread through psychic contagion

and was gradually consolidated by opposition and a hostility that

developed into persecution, and finally bestowed the honour of

martyrdom on some of the '

saints.'

Meantime its founder-

prophet and the prophets who followed, assumed all the privileges

of an irresponsible high-priesthood or papacy;

they rapidly

established an autocratio sway over their credulous followers, and
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set np not only a spiritual but also a temporal tyranny ngainit

which there was no appeal. A

s numbers and wealth accumulated

the power of the prophet-pope was proportionately increased.

'

R

evelation'

ing volume compared with the original very considerable output;

it, however, now took on an increasingly secular and practical

form, for it was established as the ultimate court of appeal in all

or instance,

the doctrine of polygamy was not only entirely absent from the

original '

revelation,'

but unknown in the earlier days even among

uent convenient '

revelation,'

and that, too,

to regularise open irregularities that had later arisen in the lives

of the leading elect. This did not of course occur until economio

conditions permitted, for naturally enough it was only the wealthy

who could indulgo themselves in the revival of this patriarchal

practice. The Mormons might thus salve their consciences with

biblical precedents, and find ex

cuse in a post factum '

tra-marital liasons of the sanctimonious;
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for the ex

revelation

but they had

soon to learn that they could not flout the official marriage taboo

of modern society with impunity. That unstable state of affairs

which has to tolerate prostitution while it preaches the virtues of

a rigid monogamy, felt that the legal basis of its chief social taboo

was in danger, and raised such an outcry that the Mormon

apostleship was finally forced to repudiate and foreswear, at any

rate officially, the custom of polygamy. H enceforward it could

no longer be practised openly, though, in spite of all public denial,

it still remains privately as much as ever '

of religion'

for the

Mormondom that there is no prostitution in its communities;

and

indeed on the whole Mormons are found to be very industrious

and frugal folk, and they are total abstainers from not only alcohol

s to their q

ueer j

umble of belief, they may be

said to be O ld Testament folk rather than N ew;

regard themselves as the one and only '

indeed they

chosen people.'

claim they base entirely on the phantasies of The B

This

ook of

Mormon, the said Mormon being an imaginary figure feigned to be

the last prophet of the lost '

ten tribes.'

The outlines of the

elaborate Mormon myth which Joseph Smith declared he bad

'

translated'

from the gold-plate volume of his visions, may be

gleaned from the following confused and ungrammatical description

written by the prophet himself:

'

rigid monogamy, felt that

legal

Mormon
such an outcry that the
was in danger, and raised
and foreswear, at any
apostleship was finally forced to repudiate Henceforward
it could
rate oflicially,the custom of polygamy.
denial,
in spite of all public
no longer be practised openly, though,
the
for
‘of religion’
it still remains privately as much as ever
of
credit
to the
faithful. On the other hand it must be put
and
communities:
Mormondom that there is no prostitution in its
i11d“'l"ri°“°
indeed on the whole Mormons are found to be very
9=1°°h°l
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not
and frugal folk, and they are total abstainers from
13°
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but also tobacco. As to their queer jumble of belief, indeed the?
said to be Old Testament folk rather than New;
This
regard themselves as the one and only ‘chosen people.’
The Book Of
Claim they base entirely on the phantasies of
feigned to be
Mormon, the said Mormon being an imaginary figure
The outlines of the
a

faithful. O n the other hand it must be put to the credit of

but also tobacco. A

secular and practical
it, however, now took on an increasinglycourt of appeal in all
form, for it was established as the ultimate life. For instance.
of
matters of organisation, policy, and mode
entirely absent from the
the doctrine of polygamy was not only
earlier days even amonfl
original revelation,’ but unknown in the of plural wives was
the leaders of the sect. The doctrine
and that, too‘.
sanctioned by a subsequent convenient revelation,’ in the
lives
later arisen
to regularise open irregularities that had
economlo
until
occur
of the leading elect. This did not of course
only 13119 Wealthy
it
conditions permitted, for naturally enough was this P9-l51'i‘“'°b"’l
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who could indulge themselves in the revival consciences with
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‘revelation’
biblical precedents, and find excuse in a post factumbut they hard
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the leaders of the sect. The doctrine of plural wives was

sanctioned by a subseq

tyranny against
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accumulated
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which there was no appeal. As numbers and
increased.
the power of the prophet-pope was proportionately decreasconsiderably
'
Revelation continued, though of course in
considerable output:
ing volume compared with the original very
’

continued, though of course in considerably decreas-

matters of organisation, policy, and mode of life. F
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the last prophet of the lost ‘ten tribes.‘
he 118:5
elaborate Mormon myth which Joseph Smith declared
be
‘translated’ from the gold-plate volume of his visions, may
descriPl7i°“
gleaned from the following confused and ungrammatical
‘vrililienby the prophet himself :
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We are informed by these records that America, in ancient
times, has been inhabited by two distinct races of peoples. The
flrst came directly from the city of Jerusalem, about six hundred
They were principally Israelites of the
years before Christ.
descendants of Joseph. The Jaredites were destroyed about the
time that the Israelites came from Jerusalem, who succeeded
them in the inheritance of the country. The principal nation of
the second race fell in battle towards the close of the fourth
century. This book also tells us that our Saviour made his
appearance upon this continent after his resurrection; that he
planted the gospel here in all its fullness, and richness, and power,
and blessing; that they had apostles, prophets, pastors, teachers,
and evangelists; the ordinances, gifts, powers, and blessing, as
was enjoyed on the eastern continent; that the people were cut
ofi in consequence of their transgressions; that the last of their
prophets who existed among them were commanded to write an
abridgment of their prophecies, history, etc., etc., and to hide it up
in the earth, and that it should come forth and be united with the
Bible, for the accomplishment of the purposes of God, in the last
"
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W e are informed by these records that A

S

merica, in ancient

times, has been inhabited by two distinct races of peoples. The

first came directly from the city of Jerusalem, about six

years before Christ. They were principally I

hundred

sraelites of the

descendants of Joseph. The Jaredites were destroyed about the

time that the I

sraelites came from Jerusalem, who succeeded

them in the inheritance of the country. The principal nation of

the second race fell in battle towards the close of the fourth

century. This book also tells us that our Saviour made his

appearance upon this continent after his resurrection;

that he

planted the gospel here in all its fullness, and richness, and power,

and blessing;

that they had apostles, prophets, pastors, teachers,

and evangelists;

was enj

the ordinances, gifts, powers, and blessing, as

oyed on the eastern continent;

off in conseq

that the people were cut

uence of their transgressions;

prophets who ex

that the last of their

isted among them were commanded to write an

abridgment of their prophecies, history, etc., etc., and to hide it up
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in the earth, and that it should come forth and be united with the

ible, for the accomplishment of the purposes of God, in the last

days."

days.”

There are a million fanatical believers in this phantastic stuff;

they live by it and die by it. These people do not reside in the
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There are a million fanatical believers in this phantastic stufi ;
they live by it and die by it. These people do not reside in the
East or on some Pacific island, they are for the greater part
inhabitants of the most up-to-date country in the world, while a
strong contingent of them is also to be found in some of the great
industrial centres of our own country, for they are a powerful
propagandist body and continuallyadding to their numbers. They
are in brief one of the many standing reproaches to the inefficiency
of our general religious instruction, and especially to that lack of
genuine spiritual experience which is content solely to hand on an
unintelligent and mechanical traditional dogmatism.
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directed against a philosopher much before the public eye, it

would seem as well to q
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that of

theory, in distinction from B

ergson'

s method, as

interpreted by him.

"
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t is part of M. B

ergson'

"

s method to found on the results of

analysis a sundering of orders of ex

istence. A

n analysis of natural

relationships leads us to distinguish the conscious and the organic

from the mechanical and physical. This is straightway made the

basis of a separation of two wholly different orders, that of the

vital and that of the inert. A

gain: some measure of permanence

of permanence
: some measure
vital and that of the inert.
together in perceptual
and some measure of change are given bestowed unreservedly
is
experience; forthwith the permanence
to the order of
restricted
is
the change
on the order of the inert ;
time-relationship: Band 5°
the vital. But all change involves
of the vital and the conduration becomes the sole prerogative
is left timeless and
scious, and the material universe as such,

and some measure of change are given together in perceptual

ex

perience;

forthwith the permanence is bestowed unreservedly

on the order of the inert;

the vital. B

the change is restricted to the order of

ut all change involves time-relationship;

and so

duration becomes the sole prerogative of the vital and the con-

scious, and the material universe as such, is left timeless and
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irretrievably static."

H e goes on to say that B

ergson is '

wholly wrong'

in restrict-

ing time and process and movement to the so-called vital order

and leaving the material universe timeless, processless and

immobile, and concludes by saying that "

for him (B

irretrievably static."

ergson) reality

the order of the vital artificially sundered from the order of
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or us the reality is in the constitution of nature,

many of the processes of which are not what we should term

vital."

W e believe that this interpretation is '

wholly wrong'

respect to one of the two processes which B

with

ergson distinguishes.

H e acknowledges in the very beginning of Creative E

volution that

we treat the physical order as if it were inert, but he immediately

adds, "

pourtant la succession est un fait incontestable, mime dans

le monde materiel."

F

ollows the well-known ex

ample of the

melting of a lump of sugar, in which he concludes that though

that particular isolated nex

us of relations which we call melting

can be treated as if it were a series of static moments, "

dans leq
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Duration is immanent in the whole

method.'

W hat it really comes to, of course, is that Prof. L

and Prof. B

loyd Morgan

ergson are much more in agreement within a certain

area than the former supposes;

that area being those manifestations

of life, instinct, and intelligence as observed intra mundum. W here

Dr. L

loyd Morgan really parts company with M. B

latter'

ergson, is in the

s admittance of the discussion of source (what Dr. L

loyd

Morgan calls the Metaphysics of Source) into the sphere of biology.

'

A

'

cause '

ll the pure memory business,'

rather than as '

because it is '

I

t is q

ex

'

all the appeal to a life impetus as

ground '

tra-mundane.'

is '

'

'

outside the sphere of science,'

uite right of course for the pure scientist to look with

suspicion on any re-orientation of attitude, any movement towards

anything but the mere description of observed phenomena;

we

can all remember the time when the same arguments were directed
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against any notice being taken of telepathy as unscientific.

Scientists must be the most vigilant of lock-keepers on the stream

of life;

danger;

no irruption from metaphysical levels is anything but a

but sluices wear out occasionally, and the thin streams of

fresh water burst in on their q

go up, and it is still '

B

uiet locks. F

science'

orthwith new sluices

but with a new influx

.

ut, as we said, within this area there is a general agreement

’

respecting the two modes of instinct and intelligence, intuition

and intellect, as being different though often interpenetrative;

they are the inner and outer directions of the self-same ex

F

or though the ex

perienced and the ex

able in that the one is subj

other to intuitive enj

'

perience.

periencing are distinguish-

ect to the intellectual cognition, the

oyment, they are, in life, inex

N othing can be ex

perienced without ex

tricably mingled.

periencing.'
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ut the

latter must be translated into terms of the former to be understood

by ratiocinative processes, and a '

natural history'

of ex

perience is

only possible because, apart from the bursts of creative activity,

which are ex

hypothesi beyond the realm of intellection, there is a

sufficient substratum of recurrent conscious phenomena, a sufficient

number of '

contex

identities'

when taken in averages, in any series of

ts of interrelated stimuli and responses, to admit of scientific

treatment. W e can in fact '

think '

The last chapter of this part deals with F

Mechanism. B

or A
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complet." Duration is immanent in the whole
universe. And it is with this extraordinarilyimportant proviso in
‘
our minds that we must study his method.’
What it really comes to, of course, is that Prof. Lloyd Morgan
and Prof. Bergson are much more in agreement within a certain
area than theformer supposes; that area being those manifestations
of life, instinct, and intelligence as observed intra mundum. Where
Dr. Lloyd Morgan really parts company with M. Bergson, is in the
latter's admittance of the discussion of source (what Dr. Lloyd
Morgan calls the Metaphysics of Source) into the sphere of biology.
‘All the pure memory business,‘ all the appeal to a life impetus as
‘
'
cause rather than as ground is outside the sphere of science,’
'
because it is extra-mundane.’
It is quite right of course for the pure scientist to look with
suspicion on any re-orientation of attitude, any movement towards
anything but the mere description of observed phenomena; we
can all remember the time when the same arguments were directed
against any notice being taken of telepathy as unscientific.
Scientists must be the most vigilant of lock-keepers on the stream
of life; no irruption from metaphysical levels is anything but a
danger; but sluices wear out occasionally, and the thin streams of
fresh water burst in on their quiet locks. Forthwith new sluices
'
go up, and it is still science but with a new influx.
But, as we said, within this area there is a general agreement
respecting the two modes of instinct and intelligence, intuition
and intellect, as being different though often interpenetrative;
they are the inner and outer directions of the self-same experience.
For though the experienced and the experiencing are distinguishable in that the one is subject to the intellectual cognition, the
other to intuitive enjoyment, they are, in life, inextricably mingled.
‘
Nothing can be experienced without experiencing.’ But the
latter must be translated into terms of the former to be understood
by ratiocinative processes, and a ‘ natural history’ of experience is
only possible because, apart from the bursts of creative activity,
which are ex hypothesi beyond the realm of intellection, there is a
sufficient substratum of recurrent conscious phenomena, a sufficient
number of ' identities when taken in averages, in any series of
contexts of interrelated stimuli and responses, to admit of scientific
treatment. We can in fact ‘ think experience as well as ‘ live’ it.
The last chapter of this part deals with Finalism (Purpose) and
Mechanism. But since Purpose as containing the idea of Source
or Agency is one naturally admitted in the minds of such biologists

traordinarily important proviso in

our minds that we must study his '
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as follow Driesch, and since this meaning is summarily dismissed as

out side the q

of F

uestion, nothing of course remains but a discussion

inalism in the terminology of the ex

refrain from using '

think that Dr. L

factorily ex

mechanistic'

perienced (we purposely

because this may lead readers to

loyd Morgan considers that life can be satis-

plained in chemico-physical terms, which is not his

opinion)— that is to say, as connotating the possibility of scientific

prediction by observed recurring phenomena in such vital processes

as are unconscious, and as connotating the idea of an observed

prospective reference as a desire for tendencies only, i.e. purposive

rather than purposeful in conscious processes, which, he says, is

obvious. H e j

oins issue with McDougall in the implication that

he hypostatises the ex

periencing process into a controlling entity;

the answer is, of course, that the opposite tendency of hyposta-

tising the products of ex

perience as an observed integral process

into almost as important an entity is the tendency of the opposite

school. I

t is ex

tremely hard for any system of thought not to

tend to hypostatise, because in the realm of the purely intellectual

A

is a dominant factor.
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cause and effect'

s to the conscious relationship, he concludes the final

alternative to be thus: either it is "

developed within one natural

order, and is co-ordinate with other relationships, or there are

two independent orders which interact"

;

and the discussion

proceeds on this assumption of the stark alternative. May we

suggest that there is a third alternative: namely, that there is

one order'

and two '

independent'

duality which we believe is B

any similar obj

ergson'

ways of treating it— a form of

s, and which does not imply

ective duality in the universe as such?

Turning to the first half of the book we find an admirable and

lucid biological and physiological treatment of the subj

ect. H ere

the author has an established reputation, and is very much on his

own ground. I

ts importance lies in the definitions, without a clear

statement of which, no physiological approach is anything but a

stumbling ground. H e treats of instinct and intelligence in terms

of cortical levels. '

I

nstinct'

denotes those dispositions in animal

behaviour which affect only the subcortical

regions— it is uncon-

scious and congenital. I

nstinctive congenital ex

perience, effective

consciousness (intelligence) and innate tendencies, all imply an

ex

tension into the cortical centres, when the higher arcs of

neurones are switched on and make connection with the lower

subcortical arcs. E
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criticisms by biologists of philosophicaldoctrines.
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A NEW PHILOSOPHY: HENRI BERGBON.

ergson.

oy. Translated from the F

philosophy in E

incent

By Edouard Le Roy. Translated from the French by Vincent
Benson, M. A. London (Williams &Norgate); pp. 235; 5s.net.

ondon (W illiams &

N orgate);

ceedingly glad to see Prof. L

sympathetic and able ex

rench by V

eR

oy'

pp. 28

s ex

position and appreciation of B

5;

5s. net.

traordinarily

ergson'

s

nglish dress. O f all the books and articles we

have read about B

exceedingly glad to see Prof. Le Roy's extraordinarily
sympathetic and able exposition and appreciation of Bergson’s
philosophy in English dress. Of all the books and articles We
have read about Bergson, and their number is very large, nothing
WE

ergson, and their number is very large, nothing

are

comes so near to the heart of the matter as the two articles

respectively on the method and teaching of the new philosophy,

which form the fond of the present work and which originally

these articles L

additional ex

of B

evue dea Deux

Mondes in F

ergson'

eR

ebruary, 1912;

to

to the heart of the matter as the two articles
the method and teaching of the new philosophy,
which form the fond of the present work and which originally
appeared in the Revue des Deua: Mondes in February, 1912; to
these articles Le Roy has now appended eight chapters of
additional explanations dealing with the more important positions
of Bergson’s thought and with criticisms and even anticipations.
The main characteristicof the work is thatit is written con amore,
yet independently. For Le Roy is not a pupil of Bergson's;
on the contrary, he had already arrived at somewhat similar
conclusions by himself, in his own valuable contributions to
philosophical thought, and has now performed the remarkable
feat (as Bergson himself phrases it) of “rethinking the subject
in a personal and original manner.”
No better summary
presentation, short of course of one by the philosopher himself,
could be given us, and we have no hesitation whatever in
recommending it most warmly to those who have not the time
to read the books of Bergson themselves. Moreover this
presentation of Le Roy's serves an additionally useful purpose,
in clearly setting forth what the critics of Bergson have really
to face; it places them at the heart of the matter, and brushes
aside the superficial fault-finding that does not go beyond the
cavilling at words and phrases. It also fairly meets the bettertaken criticisms, provided the too stolid reader is not put off
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the more imaginative and artistic, and which the matter-of-fact

thinker, if he is generous, can himself easily change into more pedes-

trian phraseology, without eventually affecting the argument. Thus,

for instance, the obj

B

ergson'

ection of '

irrationalism'

brought against

s intuitive method, is shown to collapse on the ground

that this method seeks verification in action and appeals to

the verdict of the intelligence itself. I

t is action that removes the

barrier of the otherwise inescapable circle of the synthetio

critical intelligence. "

I

f intelligence accepts the risk of taking

the leap into the phosphorescent fluid [

movement]

i.e. the instinctual life

which bathes it and to which it is not altogether

foreign, since it has broken off from it and in it dwell the

complementary powers of the understanding, intelligence will

soon become adapted and so will only be lost for a moment

to re-appear greater, stronger, and of fuller content. I

action again under the name of ex

t is

perience which removes the

danger of illusion or giddiness, it is action which verifies;

by

a practical demonstration, by an effort of enduring maturation
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which tests the idea in intimate contact with reality and

j

udges it by its fruits. I

t always falls therefore to intelligence

to pronounce the grand verdict in the sense that only that can

be called true which will finally satisfy it;

but we mean an

intelligence duly enlarged and transformed by the very effect of the

action it has lived"

(p. 120).

To follow L

eR

oy through his fascinating volume is to

track out B

ergson himself to his inner retreat;

and to say this

taken by our essayist a step further, in a q

H ere we are in these regions of twilight

and dream, where our ego takes shape, where the spring within us

gushes up, in the warm secrecy of the darkness which ushers our

mysterious task like an invisible shiver of running water through

dissolve in the j

oy of becoming.

no

longer know whether 1 see scents, breathe sounds, or smell colours.

Do I

love?

for me. I

Do I

think?

The q

uestion has no longer a meaning

am, in my complete self, each of my attitudes, each of

my changes. I

t is not my sight which is indistinct or my atten-

tion which is idle. I

t is I

quite poetic passage.
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reality, whose essential movement admits no form of number. He
who thus makes the really deep and ' inner efiort necessary to
becoming—were it only for an elusive moment———discovers, under
the simplest appearance, inexhaustible sources of unsuspected
wealth; the rhythm of his duration becomes amplified and
refined; his acts become more conscious; and in what seemed to
him at first sudden severance or instantaneous pulsation he
discovers complex transitions imperceptibly shaded off, musical
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reality, whose essential movement admits no form of number. H e

who thus makes the really '

deep'

and '

inner'

effort necessary to

becoming— were it only for an elusive moment— discovers, under

the simplest appearance, inex

haustible sources of unsuspected

wealth;

the rhythm of his duration becomes amplified and

refined;

his acts become more conscious;

and in what seemed to

him at first sudden severance or instantaneous pulsation he

transitions full of unexpected repetitions and threaded movements"

discovers complex

transitions imperceptibly shaded off, musical

(pp. 75-77).

transitions full of unex

pected repetitions and threaded movements"

This enthusiastic passage will give the reader some idea of
Le Roy's quality as a writer, and show that he is poet as well as
thinker, and that his pegasus carries him well over the
conventional fencing-ofi of the ‘desirable building plots’ of the
academic suburbs, into the open country of the free quest. This
may be Dichtung for the builder and contractor of our town lots,
but it is towards freedom and Wahrheit for the soul. It is not,
however, to be thought that this moving passage, and others like
it, are relied on as the main means of winning the attention of
the reader to Bergson‘s philosophy; the preparation and general
treatment are founded on keen analysis and penetrating criticism.

(pp. 75-77).
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DANTE AND THE MYSTICB.
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A

S scholarly work should be in the hands of all Dante-lovers;

it

bears evidence throughout of wide and well-digested reading and of

sound j

udgment on points of controversy. Mr. Gardner has no

hesitation in admitting that the '

from an immediate intuition, an ex

something more '

in Dante flows

perience of a spiritual nature.

N evertheless, the poet was the child of his age, and his thought-

Study of the Mystical Aspect of the Divina Commedia and its
Relations with Some of its Mediaaval Sources. By Edmund
G. Gardner, M.A., Barlow Lecturer on Dante in the
University of London, University College. London (Dent) ;
pp.

xv.

+ 357; 7s. 6d. net.

world was peopled with the images of what he had seen and heard

and read;

THIS scholarly work should be in the hands of all Dante-lovers; it
bears evidence throughout of wide and well—digested reading and of
sound judgment on points of controversy. Mr. Gardner has no
hesitation in admitting that the ‘ something more in Dante flows
from an immediate intuition, an experience of a spiritual nature.
Nevertheless, the poet was the child of his age, and his thoughtworld was peopled with the images of what he had seen and heard
and read; from all of which he had perforce to draw, consciously
or unconsciously, for the clothing of his inspiration in the formmodes of time and space. And so Mr. Gardner quite rightly says :
“
The works of the Latin poets, the Aristotelian philosophyand the
Ptolemaic astronomy, the writings of the earlier mystics, the

from all of which he had perforce to draw, consciously

or unconsciously, for the clothing of his inspiration in the form-

modes of time and space. A
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subtleties of contemporary schoolmen, the actual pageantry of

thirteenth-century I

taly, have all had their share in the actual

formulation of the recollection of a spiritual ex

perience which was

in essence utterly removed from all these transitory things "

I

t is Mr. Gardner'

(p. 24).
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in the Divina Com media. I
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Dante may be shown chiefly to base his mystical psychology are
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ugustine, St. B
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onaventura, Mr. Gardner j

must remember that both Dante and B
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ustly remarks that we

onaventura drew from th*

same sources— namely from those who were chiefly responsible for
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from the past and B

onaventura was more

ictor and Dante by R

ichard (p. 258

nd here we may add that Mr. Gardner frankly admits the depen-

dence in some things of the Pseudo-Dionysius on Proclus, while

A

ugustine is confessedly a great admirer of Plotinus, so that we

have thus an indirect link with later Platonic formalism in some

fashion. A

nother great influence of a far less formal nature than

any of these was the poverello of A

q

asisi;

while as to the thorny

uestion of the prototype of Matelda in the E

arthly Paradise, Mr.

Gardner is inclined to favour her possible identification with

Mechthild of Magdeburg, whose revelations the poet very likely

read in L

atin translation from the original German, while her

identification with the other Mechthild of H akeborn he conse-

q

uently does not consider so probable. I

and other worthies such as Joachim of F

n introducing the above

lora, Dbertino of Casale,

etc., our author has always something of interest to say and

occasionally something of importance to add, and in this connection

we are glad to note that Mr. Gardner is preparing a monograph

upon the whole subj

of the E

subj

I

ect of Joachim and the history of the doctrine

verlasting Gospel (p. 18

7 n.), an intensely interesting

ect.

n what then does the mystical element in Dante funda-

mentally consist?

I

t is difficult to give any definition of mysticism

that will generally satisfy the modern mind, but Mr. Gardner

).

QUEST

subtleties of contemporary schoolmen, the actual pageantry of
thirteenth-centuryItaly, have all had their share in the actual
formulation of the recollection of a spiritual experience which was
in essence utterly removed from all these transitory things" (p. 24).
It is Mr. Gardner's task to attempt to select from this general
mental environment the mysticalelementswhich maybeconsidered
as externally determining sources of some of the great passages
in the Divina Commedia. If it can be rightly said that the
influence of Thomas Aquinas permeates the whole poem even more
than that of Augustine (p. 248 n.), the three writers on whom
Dante may be shown chiefly to base his mystical‘ psychology are
Augustine, St. Bernard and Richard of St. Victor (p. 43). As to
the influence of Bonaventure, Mr. Gardner justly remarks that we
'

mental environment the mystical elements which maybe considered

as ex

THE

'

must rememberthat both Dante and Bonaventure drew from the
same sources—namely from those who were chiefly responsible for
supplying and building up the theologiamystica of the later middle
ages, that is to say Augustine and Dionysius (in Latin translation)
from the past and Bernard and the Victorines in more recent times,
though it is true that of the latter Bonaventura was more
impressed by Hugh of St. Victor and Dante by Richard (p- 253)And here we may add that Mr. Gardner frankly admits the dependence in some things of the Pseudo-Dionysius on Proclus, while
Augustine is confessedly a great admirer of Plotinus, so that we
have thus an indirect link with later Platonic formalism in some
fashion. Another great influenceof a far less formal nature than
any of these was the poverello of Assisi; while as to the thorny
question of the prototype of Matelda in the Earthly Paradise, Mr.
Gardner is inclined to favour her possible identification with
Mechthild of Magdeburg, whose revelations the poet V617 like]?
read in Latin translation from the original German, while her
identification with the other Mechthild of Hakeborn he consequently does not consider so probable. In introducing the above
and other worthies such as Joachim of Flora, Ubertino of Casalea
etc., our author has always something of interest to say and
occasionally somethingof importance to add, and in this connection
we are glad to note that Mr. Gardner is preparing a mono¢!'9:Ph
upon the whole subject of Joachim and the history of the doctrine
of the Everlasting Gospel (p. 187 n.), an intensely interestins

subject.
In what then does the mystical element in Dante fundamentally consist ‘P It is diflicult to give any definition of mysticism
that will generally satisfy the modern mind, but Mr. Gardner
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ventures to describe it within the limits of his subject as “ the
love-illumined quest of the soul to unite itself with the suprasensible—with the absolute—with that which is (p. 27). It may
very well be that an intuition of such union was enjoyed by the
poet and that his great master-piece was not so much the setting
forth of that experience, as an attempt to lead the minds of others
towards that consummation, by a subsequentlypoeticallyimagined
scale of ascent, determined largely by traditional conventions;
but in reality the flash came first and the rest followed, and had
even perhaps at times to be painfully elaborated. The supreme
mystical moment, however, is the main thing, for it is a taste of
eternity, which, as suggested by Boéthius, in the fourth century,
is as it were " the complete and perfect possession of unlimited
life in a moment." Though then the grandiose conception of the
poet was not what actuallypreceded, but what was subsequently
elaborated, it is nevertheless good that it should be set forth and
excellent that it should be expressed in forms of beauty not only
of conception but also of diction. What may have been Dante's
chief aim in setting forth his Dimlna Commedia. we cannot now
say; he probably felt compelled to write most of it. But if, as
Mr. Gardner believes, the end of his mysticism is “ to make spiritual
experience a force for the reformation of mankind" (p. 328), then
this end will be best served by a collection of illustrations of the
nature of such experience, following the methods of comparative
study, when it will become a commonplace that the forms in
which the experience is clothed are largely determined by the
limitations of the age in which the seer or poet lives, as indeed
Mr. Gardner's labours have already well brought out. One point
we should have liked to see treated at greater length, namely the
heredity of the notion of the heavenly dance, but our author has
done no more than mention the fact that “ the whole motion
of the universe is conceived as one cosmic dance of love,"
beginning in the highest angelic order, the Seraphim, characterised
by Dante as the order "that loves most and that knows most"
"

S
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of conception but also of diction. W hat may have been Dante'

s

chief aim in setting forth his Divina Commedia we cannot now

say;

he probably felt compelled to write most of it. B

Mr. Gardner believes, the end of his mysticism is "

ex

ut if, as

to make spiritual

perience a force for the reformation of mankind"

(p. 328

), then

this end will be best served by a collection of illustrations of the

nature of such ex

perience, following the methods of comparative

study, when it will become a commonplace that the forms in

which the ex

perience is clothed are largely determined by the

limitations of the age in which the seer or poet lives, as indeed

Mr. Gardner'

s labours have already well brought out. O ne point

we should have liked to see treated at greater length, namely the

heredity of the notion of the heavenly dance, but our author has

done no more than mention the fact that "

the whole motion

of the universe is conceived as one cosmio dance of love,"

beginning in the highest angelic order, the Seraphim, characterised

by Dants as the order "

that loves most and that knows most"

(p. 26).

The volume is furnished with three photogravure plates of

B

otticelli'

s illustrations of '

N ight of the Soul,'

and '

The Science of L

The Divine Pageant'

ove,'

;

'

The Dark

we cannot,

(p. 26).

however, honestly say we are much impressed by them.

The volume is furnished with three photogravure plates of
Botticelli’s illustrations of ‘The Science of Love,’ ‘The Dark
Night of the Soul,’ and ‘The Divine Pageant’; we cannot,
however, honestly say we are much impressed by them.
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two volumes are among the first of the L

oeb Classical

ibrary which aims at supplying us with literary translations of

the classical masterpieces, intended to be read and enj

oyed as

literature, accompanied by the best editions of the original tex

printed side by side. I

L

L

usehius. W ith

ife of A

t

t is somewhat remarkable that Philostratui'

pollonius should appear so early in the series, and a by no

means inconsiderable testimony to its literary merit. The book

itself, as is well known, has been the subj

ect of bitter controversy

and severe criticism, owing to the unfortunate use made of it by

H ierocles who, in a work of controversy against the Christians,

written about 306 A

.D., dragged in this L

ife of A

pollonius in the

discussion of miracles, and was answered by the Church F

E

usebius. I

n the six

ather

teenth century the controversy as to non-
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Christian miracles arose again and the book of Philostratus gave

so much trouble that the hypothesis of plagiarism was started:

the L

ife of A

pollonius was a Pagan plagiarism of the L

ife of

Jesus. This view generally held the field for some three centuries.

E

usebius and the F

athers that followed him, however, had not the

slightest suspicion of this, and the latest scholarship ex

onerates

Philostratus of any such knowledge or intention. Many are

acq

uainted with the main incidents in the romantic life of this

famous philosopher-reformer of the first century and his connection

with the religious brotherhoods and associations of the times and

with the rulers of the empire, and especially with his I

ndian

travels, but few have read the life for themselves, even in transla-

tion, for the only E

in 18

nglish version, that of B

erwick, was published

09, and is now practically unprocurable. W e are, therefore,

greatly indebted to Mr. Conybeare for giving us an ex

cellent and

most readable translation of the original, which is by no means so

easy a task to accomplish as might be thought. W e have tested it

in many passages and find it most trustworthy and at the same

time a pleasure to read. The translator prefix

es a short introduc-

tion which is a model of succinct summary and j

appreciation. There are ex

cellent index

udicious

es, but perhaps a biblio-

graphy of the nineteenth century literature on the subj

ect and of

the most recent studies might have been added with advantage.
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The Diamond Sutra.

Chin-K

an-Ching or Praj

na-Paramita. Translated from the Chinese

■ with an I

ntroduction and N otes. B

y W illiam Gemmell.

L

egan Paul);

ii. +

ondon (K

pp. x

x

x

117;

with an Introduction and Notes. By William Gemmell.
London (Kegan Paul); pp. xxxii. + 117; 23. 6d. net.

TEE Diamond Satra is one of the most famous treatises of
Mahayana or Great Vehicle Buddhism. Of it we already possess
two English translations, by Beal (from the Chinese) and Max
Miiller (from the Sanskrit) ; also a German version by M. Schmidt
(from the Tibetan), and a French version by de Harlez (from the
Sanskrit). What then is the occasion of Mr. Gemmel1’s entering
into the field with a new translation from the Chinese? He is
very modest as to his own equipment, but has had the great
advantage of the help of certain pious and learned monks in
Central China to Whom, he says, he " is everlastingly indebted for
even a slight initiation into those inexhaustibletruths, which are
alike the heritage, and the glory, of the disciples of Buddha."
(p. viii.). Above all Mr. Gemmell is sympathetic and an apt pupil,

2s. 6d. net.
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and though he does not profess to be a profound scholar, he has,

with the help of his teachers, turned out a translation that is

decidedly superior to B

the tex

t by "

eale'

s. Thus, for instance (p. 45), he renders

and though he does not profess to be a profound scholar, he has,
with the help of his teachers, turned out a translation that is
decidedly superior to Beale's. Thus, for instance 45), he renders
the text by " such a disciple will be endowed with spiritual powers
commensurate with initiation in the supreme, incomparable and
most wonderful Law," where Max Miiller (from the Sanscrit)
has: "will be endowed with the highest wonder (With What
excites the highest wonder) "; and Beal (from the Chinese):
"has acquired knowledge of the most excellent and desirable

such a disciple will be endowed with spiritual powers

commensurate with initiation in the supreme, incomparable and

most wonderful L

has: "

ex

"

where Max

cites the highest wonder) "

has acq

of all L

A

aw,"

Muller (from the Sanscrit)

will be endowed with the highest wonder (with what

;

and B

eal (from the Chinese):

uired knowledge of the most ex

cellent and desirable

aws."

s for the title of the sermon, it is so called because it was

supposed to ex

gems. A

cel all others, j

s the tex

ust as the diamond ex

t says (p. 47): "

as the Diamond Sutra, '

The Transcendental W isdom,'

of whichwe reach the O ther Shore,'

p. 8

cels all other

This scripture shall be known

"

by means

of all Laws."
As for the title of the sermon, it is so called because it was
supposed to excel all others, just as the diamond excels all other
"
gems. As the text says (p. 47): This scripture shall be known
as the Diamond Sfltra, ‘The Transcendental Wisdom,’ by means
of whichwe reach the Other Shore,’ ”—the sub-title (Po-ro-po-lo-mi,
p. 8 n. 2) being evidently a translation of the Sanskrit PrairiePdramitd, the Transcendental Wisdom, whereby a man transcends
the Ocean of the Ever-becoming and reaches the Other Shore,
true Being or Nirvana. A point that Mr. Gemtnell has not noticed,
should be noted, namely, that on p. 68 there begins what is
practically a repetition of the preceding part. This seems to
point to the juxtaposition of two traditions (? two Chinese
translations) of one and the same Sanskrit original.
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n the notes, the translator conveniently appends to many

passages B

parison. F

eal'

s and Max

Miiller'

s versions for purposes of com-

or the rest he draws almost ex

H andbook of Chinese B

clusively on E

uddhism and Spence H ardy'

itel'

sE

s

asttrn

Monachism, but without any discrimination or criticism of these

early works;

occasionally he ventures on the citation of N .T.

parallels, but without any comments, and drags in even such

inappropriate q

uotations as those from H ux

ley.

There is no critical treatment of the sutra-material, and it is

not for a reviewer to supply it. B

ut even the most superficial

reader cannot but be struck with the glaring contrast between the

depth and sublimity of the spiritual philosophical doctrine and

the naive monkish setting that is forever harping on the surpassing

nature of the doctrine and promising transcendent reward for

the reading and handing on of this scripture (cp. pp. 48

, 51, 62,

etc.), all of which is evidence of redaction of a later date and of a

lesser generation that had great difficulty in grasping the mystical

spiritual teaching. Moreover there are signs of several such
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redactions, the naivest forms of pliala-shruti, or fruit of studying

the scripture, of course coming last. A

s an ex

mediate stage we may q

f in future ages, disciples destined

uote: "

I

ample of the inter-

to hear this scripture, neither become perturbed by its ex

treme

modes of thought, nor alarmed by its lofty sentiments, nor appre-

hensive about realising its high ideals— these. disciples also, by

their intrinsic merit, will ex

cite superlative wonder and praise

(pp. 54, 56)— a weak ending, but far superior to the later remarks

of the same order.

The main doctrine of the treatise, it must be admitted, is

difficult to understand, unless the true nature of the spiritual life

is grasped. B

ut once this is grasped, it is simple. There is only

one truth, all else is impermanent and changing;

obj

not only all

ective phenomena, but also all concepts, all ideas, and even the

precepts of the L

aw itself. Thus the following declaration is put

into the mouth of the B

teaching: "

Y

uddha as the constant burden of his

ou disciples must realise that the L

aw which I

enunciated, was presented before your minds in the simile of a

raft. I

f the L

aw— having fulfilled its function in bearing you to

the O ther Shore (N irvana)— with its coincident q

ualities and

ideas must inevitably be abandoned, how much more inevitable

must be the abandonment of q

ex

istence apart from the L

ualities or ideas which have an

aw?

repeated again and again that the B

"

(pp. 22-24.) A

bove all, it is

uddha taught no system,
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a fact that students of B

the E

799

a fact that students of Buddhism not only in the West but also in
the East are for ever forgetting. No truly spiritual teacher ever
inculcates a system; he knows that no man-made system can
contain the spiritual life; they are all, even the best, but transitory
means, never ends. Truth must be lived, it can never be
imparted; information is not truth. Therefore, Subhuti, the
chief interlocutor of the dialogue, declares: The Buddha “ has no
system of doctrine that can be specifically formulated" (p. 24);
and again: “ The Lord Buddha did not formulate a precise system
of Law or doctrine "(p. 48). Or, as the Buddha is made himself to
declare : “ If a disciple affirmed that the Lord Buddha attained to
supreme spiritual wisdom, it is necessary to state that there is no
law whereby this condition of mind can be realised. The supreme
spiritual wisdom to which the Lord Buddha attained, cannot, in
its essence, be defined as real or unreal. Thus, the Lord Buddha
declared that the ordinarily accepted term, ‘the Buddhic Law,’
is synonymous with every moral and spiritual Law. Subhuti,
what are ordinarily declared to be ‘systems ‘of Law,’ are not in
reality ‘systems of Law,’ they are merely termed ‘systems of
Law’ (p. 74). All of which, though put into the Buddha's own
mouth, is transparently commentary on earlier scripture, though
put forward in the form of what the Christian Gnostics would have
called ‘ post—resurrectional' teaching. The enlightenment of the
Buddha was a spiritual consummation; it was no systemmongering. As Mr. Gemmell writes, under the influence of his
teachers, " in the power over the human heart of inward culture, and
of love of others,’ the great Teacher discovered a foundation of
Truth, where, with assurance of faith,he could securely rest" (p. 71
n.)—if indeed he can be said to have ‘ discovered anything,and not
rather that the truth was ‘revealed’ in him. The whole doctrine of
the substantive part of the Sutra is on the nature of the freedom
of the spiritual life and the transcending of the opposites in a new
synthesis. Thus the text declares again, through the mouth of
the Buddha himself: “ Subhuti, the sayings of the Lord Buddha
are true, credible, and immutable. His utterances are neither
extravagant nor chimerical. Subhuti, the plane [Chin. Fah=
Law] of thought to which the Lord Buddha attained, 'cannot be
explained in terms synonymous with reality or non-reality (p. 80)It is precisely over the term Fah (Sk. Dharma, Pali
Dhammo), the Law, that we think the translator is in some
instances found tripping. This Sanskrit and Pali technical
term has a host of meanings, and very probably the Chinese

uddhism not only in the W est but also in

ast are for ever forgetting. N o truly spiritual teacher ever
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QUEST
translators themselves come to grief in some cases. For instance,
in the sentence sensuous phenomena. such as sound, odour,
taste, touch or Law (p. 14, cp. pp. 29, 80 n. 2, 59), surely dharma
here imeans simply thing or concept or idea, and should not be
given its highest connotation of ‘law’? Again, in dealing with
what he translates by Buddhist kingdoms (p. 38), Mr. Gemmell
seems to us in his note (ibid.) to go wide of the mark. Surely it is a
question of Buddha-worlds,’ and :the teaching is simply insisting
that even these supercelestial states are impermanent compared
with the one reality ?
We should also like to know what authorityEdkins (whom
our author quotes without _comment) had for identifying the
sacred mountain Sumeru with Elburz. It is not to be expected of
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which is very sacred to many millions of our fellow-men.

The Upas Tree.
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ondon (Putnam);

novel with a psychic motif;
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8

s. 6d. net.

this time reincarnation,

and an absolutely incredible case of automatism. W e do not think

it possible for a man who has never previously touched a '

(p. 57, n.).

‘

s version from the Chinese of this famous

scripture of the Mahayana, and above all we appreciate his spirit

of kindliness, sympathy and appreciation in dealing with a subj

that one who is not a knower of Sanskrit or Pali should
a consistent system of transliteration, but the mistake of
jumbling up the Roman and Italic letters, in the us]? 8-115
cumbrous system of the S.B.E., into all Italic or all Roman should
have been avoided. Of substantive misprints we have noticed
'
except’ for exempt (p. 82, n), marker for ' worker (p. 57, IL)In spite, however, of the above criticisms, we are V61’! 8135150
welcome Mr. Gemmell’s version from the Chinese of this famous
scripture of the Mahayana, and above all we appreciate his spirit
of kindliness, sympathy and appreciation in dealing with a subifict
which is very sacred to many millions of our fellow-men.
course

have a consistent system of transliteration, but the mistake of

'

'

'

'

cello,

and does not even know the fingering, to be played through

THE UPAS TREE.

unerringly by a master-hand, at the very first trial, no matter

what the state of automatism may be. H owever, no doubt the

book will sell in many thousands, like the rest of this popular

writer'

s output, as she is apt to q

W omen'

s Printing Society, L

uote scripture.

td., B

rick Street, Piccadilly.

246; 88. 66. 11617ANOTHER novel with a psychic motif; this time reincarnation.
and an absolutely incredible case of automatism. We do not think
it possible for a man who has never previously touched a ‘cello.
and does not even know the fingering, to be played through
unerringly by a master-hand, at the very flrst trial, no matter
what the state of automatism may be. However, no doubt the
book will sell in many thousands, like the rest of this POP“-19*’
writer's output, as she is apt to quote scripture.

By Florence L. Barclay. London (Putnam) ;

pp.

VVomen's Printing Society, Ltd., Brick Street,
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